
7 STEPS (and a 
WONDERFUL HOPE) 
TO ONE OF THE 
ALL-TIME GREATS 
OF PARAMOUNT... 
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PARAMOUNT JOURNEY TO 
NEW YORK AND HOLLYWOOD 
FOR TOP CAROL OHMART 
SHOWMANSHIP CAMPAIGN 

Michael Curtiz, at right, rehearses 
Garold Ohmart and Tom Tryon in a scene 
from THE SCARLET HOUR 

Carol Ohmart - plus the combined eff¬ 
orts of the cast of THE SCARLET HOUR, and 
inspired director Michael Curtiz - will give 
some Paramount publicist or exploiteer throug¬ 
hout the Pararaoxint International world a won¬ 
derful trip to New York and Hollywood late in 
1956. 

THE SCARLET * HOUR, as will be noted 
in several places in this issue, is the excit¬ 
ing new picture being made with great talent, 
but without any present-day marquee names att¬ 
ached to the cast. 

This picture is more than a mere film 
- it is the instrument of a new era, the era 
in which fresh, eager, valuable talent is to 
be given the greatest opport’Jinity in film his¬ 
tory to emerge into stardom. 

We believe that this fact provides a 
most exciting basis for the launching of the 
picture and its new personalities on audiences 
of the world with an impact unprecedented in 
film history. 

So we are announcing a contest (open 
to the same participants who vied for the trips 
with the contests on ’’When Worlds Collide” and 
’’War of the Worlds”). This contest runs from 
the present moment through to the latter part 
of 1956. 

We will announce the actual details 
in our next issue. But in the meantime it is not 
too early to commence your showmanship camp¬ 
aigns for Carol Ohmart, the remainder of the 
talented cast, and the production itself - THE 
SCARLET HOUR 

FRED HUTCHINSON 
APPOINTED PARAMOUNT 
HEAD IN BRITAIN 

Fred Hutchinson, one of the most respect¬ 
ed film men in the British motion picture in¬ 
dustry, has been made Managing Director of 
Paramount Film Service Limited, the Paramount 
organization of Great Britain and Eire, 

Fred comes to this post 
as the climax to a career 
which began when he ent¬ 
ered the industry as a 
youth in 1908, His most 
recent step was promotion 
from the post of Managing 
Director of Sales. This 
post in turn had marked 
an advancement from that 
of Sales Manager, which 
he had become in 1946, a 
matter of five years aft¬ 
er joining the Paramount 

organization in 1941. 
A native of Bradford, Yorkshire, Mr. Hut¬ 

chinson has long displayed almost uncanny 
skill in sales-appraising box-office film val¬ 
ues, With what we know to be in the immediate 
future program of Paramount, he should lead 
our British organization to even greater 
heights of accomplishment. 

Speaking for Paramo\inteers everywhere - 
both in the Unitedv States and Canada, as well 
as internationally - we congratulate Fred on 
his very much merited promotion, and wish him 
continuing success, 

DON HARTMAN PULLS OUT 
ALL THE STOPS FOR 
” ANYTH 1NG_G0ES" 

Paramount*s executive producer views ANY¬ 
THING GOES and sends a frank, sparkling wire 
to Russell holman in New York, 

'•DEAR RUSSELL: LAST NIGHT, ALL BY MYSELF I RAN 'ANYTHING 
GOES' IN FIRST ROUGH CUT. IN ALL MODESTY AND WITH CAREFUL, 
CONSERVATIVE CONSIDERATION I AM SURE THIS IS BY FAR THE 

BEST MUSICAL IN PARAMOUNT'S HISTORY, IN STYLE, IN TASTE EN¬ 
TERTAINMENT AND SHOWMANSHIP, AND I BELIEVE IT IS ONE OF THE 

BEST SHCMS OF ALL TIMES - AND YOU KNOW YOU DON'T GET MANY 
OF THESE WIRES. A DREAM CAST BEHAVES THROUGHOUT WITH GAY 
SPIRITS AND I AM GRATEFUL TO YOU THAT YOU MADE ME GO TO SEE 
JEANMAIRE WHEN I WAS SO WEARY THAT SATURDAY AFTERNOON. SHE 
IS EVERYTHING YOU AND I EVER HOPED FOR, A REAL NEW COMET AS 
CHEVAUER WAS WHEN HE FIRST BURST ACROSS THE SKY. PLEASE 
TELL GEORGE WELTNER, JERKY PICKMAN AND ALL THE BOYS THAT 
THE BLOCK BUSTER OF THEM ALL IS ON ITS WAY * 

* DON HARTMAN" 

James E. Perkins, Exec¬ 
utive Vice President of 
Paramount International 
Films .left,congratulates 
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"S. A. C.” CONTINUES AS ACE 
GROSSING SHOWMANSHIP TOPPER 
MASSIVELY SUCCESSFUL LONDON PREMIERE 
AT PLAZA LAUNCHES AIR TRIUMPH ON A 
SCALE OF TOP GLOB^GREATNESS. 

"STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND" IS A SUCCESS OF TRULY INTERNAT¬ 
IONAL PROPORTIONS, TO THE WAVE OF UNBROKEN SUCCESSES ACROSS 
THE UNITED STATES THERE IS NOW ADDED AN UNMISTAKABLE TRIUMPH 
IN THE PLAZA THEATRE, LONDON, A KEY BRITISH HOUSE IN THE DES¬ 
IGNATION OF AUDIENCE APPEAL THROUGHOUT THE INDUSTRY, THE BIG 
SAGA OF THE SKIES, PRESENTED IN DOUBLE FRAME VISTAVISION ON 
THE BIGGEST SCREEN EVER SEEN IN BRITAIN, HAS BEEN PRONOUNCED 
A HIT BY PRESS, PUBLIC AND OFFICIALDOM, 

At left is the scene as the Natio¬ 
nal Anthems of Britain and the Un¬ 
ited States of America were played 
by the Plaza’s orchestra. Thus was 
begun a film event in which a fine 
and completely entertaining motion 
picture was displayed before one 
of the most discerning audiences 

, ,, _ in the world, and was whole heart- 

edly accepted by it as the most spectacular and significant 
film of its kind ever made in any country, at any time. The 
picture was greeted with vibrant applause by one of the most 
distinguished audiences in London (Continued on Page 33) 

PARAMOUNT "SAC"-CESS STORY 
This, save for the manual addition of the 

ring of stars, is a scene from STRATEGIC AiK 
COMMAND. Not something taken from a still, nor 
a special art creation, but right smack from 
the negative of SAC itself. Ye who have seen 
this mighty creation must have noted the Trade 
Mark analogy as it flashed on the screen; here 
we have preserved it for posterity, along with 
another chapter, below, in the success story oi 
one of the all-time-great Paramount Pictures. 

V’t, T ■ ji,-.'- j, 

_fe i*- 

If' - ■*'” 

TORONTO - Canadian premiere of STRATEGIC AIR 
COMMAND at the Imperial, managed b7 Russ 
McKibbon, was another in a long line of ahcw- 
manship triumr^is for this complete^ 
manesque picture. With a fifth week already 
notched as this is written, the engageme^ 
reflects top credit on all concerned 

a training plane for one of the most comp^e 
attention-compelling demonstrations Toronto 
has ever seen. 
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Many developments of far-reaching signifi¬ 
cance have occurred during the past month. 
One was the announcement of the internat¬ 

ional showmanship contest revolving around 
Carol Ohmart and the Michael Curtiz production, 
THE SCARLET HOUR. This contest points up the 
importance of this picture, particularly in re¬ 
lation to the development of future stellar 
personalities within our industry. 

Then there is the introduction of the 
Home Office visits by domestic branch managers, 
in an expansion of the timely policy of "Know 
Your Organization." Already this innovation 
has produced such beneficial results as to re¬ 
veal the fact that by the end of the year,when 
every manager will have spent a minimum of one 
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week in Manhattan, we shall have the best-inf¬ 
ormed organization in the industry. 

Our product, too, shares the Paramount 
progress spotlight. Not only do the members of 
our own sales force know that the pictures 
made, in release and in the making are the top 
box-office creations in the entire history of 
our company, but the rest of the industry kncws 
it as well, as do the financial circles of the 
nation arxithe publications which report of and 
to those circles. 

The years ahead are truly Paramount'si 

NICELY SAID BY 
"THE CINEMA".. 

The eminent British trade 
publication. The Cinema, had 
this to say about the appoint¬ 
ment of James E. Perkins as 
Executive Vice President of Par¬ 
amount International Films: 

'•We shall miss Perkins a very 
great deal. His quiet and unassum¬ 
ing mariner belied the very real in¬ 
fluence he brought to bear on Brit¬ 
ish trade affairs. We wish him well 
in his new post which so obviously 
suits his talents.” 

And Bernard Charman,Editor 
and Publisher of Daily Film 
Renter, London, had this to 
say: 

"....Jim Perkins has, as everybody knows, 
been coining and going between here and New 
York for quite a time. A couple of months 
ago I reported that he might be given an im¬ 
portant new assignment with the company. 

"He is to be congratulated cn a promotion 
which recognises his sterling worth to Para¬ 
mount. In the British trade he will be sadly 
missed. Quiet and unassuming in manner, he 
has been a powerful influence in the counsel*) 
of both KRS and MPA, 

"Few members of the American group, past 
or present, have inspired greater respect. 

"He had developed a very great liking for 
this country, and will leave it, I am sure, 
with mixed feelings. But that will not prevent 
him from registering as great a success in 
his big new job as in his previous posts," 

When the news of the app¬ 
ointment of Fred Hutchinson 
became known. The Film Renter 
had this to say: 

"This pronotion is certain to be 
welcome for Fred, whose quiet forceftil 
personality is without a trace of 
flamboyance, is deservedly popular 
with exhibitors....” 

SYMBOLS FROM SINAI 

Permanently enshrined in the Par¬ 
amount President's office are these 
tablets of The Ten Commandments which 
Cecil B. DeMlle brought Mr, Balaban 
from Mount Sinai at the conclusion of 
the major location journey for the 
motion picturization of THE TEN COMM¬ 
ANDMENTS, The mounting of the tablets, 
done under the direction of Agnes 
Mengel Grew, evokes the undisguised 
admiration of every-visitor to Mr. 
Balaban's office. 

And the following is, in 
part, an editorial tribute 
paid to Fred by The Cinema of 
London: 

"....Yet the trade will undoubted¬ 
ly welcome him most because he is 
someone they know so well, a man with 
whom they have dealt for so long and 
someone whose knowledge and opinions 
they can look up to as carrying the 
full weight of years of experience 
which means sound practical values... 
With such men (this editorial also 
included Mr, Perkins) to guide the 
fortunes of major companies there 
should be no depression in sight and 
silver linings to all box-offices I 

Another chapter in the 
policy of having ours the 

Our new masthead, used on the cover 
and at the head of this editorial page, 
was designed and drawn by Frank Ross, a 
long-ser^ce Paramounteer and member ol 
the Paramount Art Department. 

best-informed film organizat¬ 
ion in the world is found in 
the current visit to Rome and 
London by Jerome Pickman, the 
company's public relations 
head. This is very much in 
line with the desire of Pres¬ 
ident Balaban and World-Wide 
Sales Head Weltner to make our 
company a 'One World' film 
organization in which all ex¬ 
ecutives in responsible posit¬ 
ions will be acquainted with 
Paramount's world-wide ramifi¬ 
cations and operations. 

A most important index to 
the calibre of future product 
to bear the Paramount imprint 
is to be found in the recent 
acquisition of the best-seller., 
"Gertrude Lawrence as Mrs,A." 
This fascinating biography is 
a truly colorful retelling of 
the life of one of the most 
fascinating human beings ever 
to grace the Stages of England, 
America and Continental Europe, 
As a Paramount picture it will 
be cast with skill and produc¬ 
ed with a deep affection for 
the memory of one of the very 
great and beloved stage char¬ 
acters of all time. 
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PARAMOUNT WEEK WILL BE A FORTNIGHT 
THIS YEAR - VERY, VERY FORTE- 
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"FOY" RHYMES A/I TH ’’JOY" 
IN THE NATIONAL SUCCESS BEING 
BY "THE SEVEN LITTLE FOYS" 

NOTCHED 

When Bob Hope left New York at the conclusion of a 
most successful personal appearance engagement in which he 
had appeared on radio, television and stage, and kept an 
almost incredible nximber of engagements for magazine and 
newspaper interviews, one of the things contributing to a 
happ7 frame of mind was the knowledge that THE SEVEN LITTLB 
FOYS at the Criterion was already topping the record set by 
SABRINA, 

In Chicago, at the Chicago Theatre, the picture was 
topping IHREE RING CIRCUS, with the sixth day bettering 
the opening day,....In Philadelphia the opening equalled 
that of KNOCK ON WOOD, The same sort of happy situation 
prevailed also in i-os Angeles and New Haven, 

As for the Texas engagements in Dallas, San Antonio, 
Houston and Austin the Texahs wore scampering around in 
a search for bigger- and better-than-ever worts to describe 
what is already destined to be one of Paramount's top¬ 
grossing pictures of the year. 

"COUNTRY GIRL" 252^...."STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND" 
239^....TELL THEIR OlVN PARAMOUNT WEEK STORY... 

ALL THE ODDS ARE IN FAVOR 

OF THIS UPCOMING PARAMOUNT WEEK 

ALL THE ODDS ARE IN FAVOR 

OF THIS UPCOMING PARAMOUNT 

WEEK BEING THE GREATEST AND 

MOST SUCCESSFUL IN THE 36 YEARS 

OF ITS OBSERVANCE BY THE FILM 

INDUSTRY. 
First and foremost is the fact that never 

in any year before has our Company enjoyed the 
prestige now attached to it by both distribut¬ 
ors and exhibitors. This prestige stems direc¬ 
tly from the product bearing Paramount*s Trade 
Mark - a continuity of ace film attractions 
constituting the finest line-up of entertain¬ 
ment box-office pictures the industry has ever 
known. 

Today, much more than ever before, the 
name Paramount carries more weight commercial¬ 
ly, financially, editorially and, more import¬ 

BOX-OFFICE MAGAZINE'S 

Although the problem of photogr¬ 
aphing color presented difficulties, 
we got from the cover of a recent 
issue of Box-Office the essential 
percentage information regarding a 
trio of box-office winners, two of 
them Paramount - THE COUNTRY GIRL, 
national leader, and STRATEGIC AIR 
COMMAND, very close behind it. These, 
according to Box-Office, were the top 
hits of the Spring Quarter,  

antly, in the minds of picturegosrs, than ever 
before. 

Today it is tru.ly a fact that the average 
filmgoer knows that STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND is a 
Paramount picture, that THE COUNTRY GIRL is a 
Paramount picture, that SABRINA and THE SEVEN 
LITTLE FOYS are Paramount pictures. 

The fact that this knowledge has been 
definitely established in the public conscious¬ 
ness, plus the fact that today our studio is 
giving us a continuity of the greatest films 
of our Paramount lives, constitute two major 
reasons for the whole-hearted, determined, en¬ 
thusiastic observance of Paramount Week by each 
and every one of us. 

Through regular channels all of the line, 
strategic mateid.al for this national celebrat¬ 
ion is being funnelled to branches and field 
men. You know the dates and everything else in 
the way of ammunition. 
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LES PRODUCTIONS PARAMOUNT 

LEUR SUP.REMATI E 

CINEMATOGRAPHIQUE 

L’accueil enthousiaste requ par 
las productions Paramount au coura 
des dernlers mois continue sur un 
rythme accel^re. Strategic Air Ccm- 
mand s’av^re aux Etats-Unis le cham¬ 
pion des champions et bat tous les 
records partout oil le film est pre¬ 
sente. Sabrina recueille de nou- 
veaui lauriers, gagne des prix h la 
satisfaction des directeurs de sal- 
les. The Seven Little Foys a obtenu 
un enorme succ^s & Sydney, Australia 
et au moment ou paraltront ces lig- 
nes aura enregistre des recettes im- 
posantes lors de ses premieres ^ 
Hollywood et New-York. 

La nomination de James E. Per¬ 
kins comma vice-president executif 
de Films de Paramount International 
a ete reque dans le monde entier 
avec grande faveur. Vous trouverez 
ici oartains des messages re'^us (en- 
tre autres celui de Bob Hope, envoye 
de Sydney). De nombreux Paramounters 
auront un peu plus tard 1'occasion de 
le f^liciter au cours d’un long voya¬ 
ge qu'il entreprendra. 

La production du film de Michael 
Curtis, Too Late, my Love, est en 
cours, provoquant la plus importante 
montee de nouvelles etoiles qu’ait 
vue Paramount. Une vive attention 
se concentre autour de la jeun'e Ca- 

LEARNING OF NEW FILMS AT FIRST HAND 

STUDIO LUNCH - Boris Jankolovics.General 
Manager in Belgium, and Paul Flodin, Gen¬ 
eral Manager in Sweden, are second and 
fourth from the left, respectively,in this 
studio COTimissary group at which matters 
of international interest and importance 
were discussed, Reading clockwise from the 
left: Don Hartman, Executive Producer; Mr. 
Jankolovics; Y.Frank Freeman, Vice Presid¬ 
ent in Charge of the Studio; Mr. Flodin; .... . . j - 

Head 
or ^tuaio'S iiegar ueparcmenTi; ijonn piocr. 
Head of Editorial Dept.; William Meikle- 
john. Studio Casting Director; D. A. Doran, 
Executive Assistant to Mr, Hartman. 

rol Ohmart;et le jeune Tom Tryon fait 
partie de I'equipe qui offrira aux 
habitues du cinema de nouveaux visa¬ 
ges et personnaiites. Vous etes 
pries de donner ^ ce projet une spe¬ 
cials attention; il est lie au suc- 
cfes de votre ccanpagnie et aussi de 

MR. BAUBAN IN PARIS 
his annual lunch 

left in the first scene, 
Sheppard, (2nd. scene) - he is shown with Messrs. Klarsfeid. Nathan, Micnaua, oneppara, V'^na. scene/ - 

Vinet, Front, Naintre, Bennett, Lebreton, (3rd. scene) - de Segonzac,Plunkett 
Maillet and Rochefort, 

PARIS FLASHES 

Continental General Manager John B, 
Nathan reports that REAR WINDCW, nowin. 

Jacques Flaud, Director General of 
France's Centre National De La Cinema- 
tografie, second from right, and Marc 
Spiegel, Continental representative of 
the Motion Picture Export Association, 
on the set of THE TEN COMMANDMENTS with 
Vice President Y. Frank Freeman and 
Yul Brynner, a stellar member of the 
cast of the DeMdlle production. 

its lAth week on the Chafips Elysees at 
the Lord Byron Theatre, has grossed a 
sum so great that we wish we could give 
it here,..,ORO DI NAPOLI at the Broad¬ 
way and THE COUNTRY GIRL at the Elysees 
have passed their 5th highly successful 
weeks,...MAMBO has entered a 3rd very 
fine week. 

I'industrie cinematographique dont 
nous faisons tous partie, Ajoutons 
que Paul Flodin, directeur general 
de Paramount en Subde ^et Boris Janko— 
levies, directeur general en Belgique 
ont rencontre Mile Ohmflrt, M, Curtis 
et M. Tryon h Hollywood, ont vu une 
partie du film et ont preanis h nos 
studios leur plus complet soutien 
pour Too Late, my Love. 

Nous avons vu le film de court 
rr.etrsge VlstaVision h Hawaii; e'est 
le plus beau, le plus passionnant des 
films de voyage en VistaVision. Tous 
ces films meritent votre entier ap- 
pui car ils donnent au n^ de Para¬ 
mount un prestige considerable. 

Nous pouvons ce mois-ci vous 
donner d'interessants details sur la 
premiere h Londres de Assignment ^ 
Children avec Danny Kaye, Cette pre¬ 
sentation a eu lieu devant un des 
plus brillants publics intematio- 
naux qu'on ait vu recemment; et la 
presse anglaise considers le film 
comme un des plus b aaux gestes huma— 
nitaires que le cinema ait produit 
depuis longtemps. 

M. Weltner a entrepris de visi¬ 
ter toutes nos branches des Etats- 

I Unis et en a dej^ vues dix. II a 
ete heureux de constater par lui- 

jm&ne 1’heureux effet qu'a eu sur 
tous ceux, horames et femmes qu*il a 

I rencontres, la reunion de studio 
d'il y a quelques semaines. 

James Stewart, ^oris Day et le 
directeur Alfred Hitchcock sont ^de 
retour en Amerique apr^s un interes- 
sant voyage au Maroc et ^ Lonfires 
pour la mise en sefene de The '^n who 

[knew too much. Il semble que nous 
disposons Ik d’un nouveau grand 
aucefes de Hitchcock et nous en sommes 

reconnaissants, 

N'oubliez pas que tous les films 
Paramount sont presentes en VistaVi¬ 

sion et Technicolor. 



Already, in the space of just a couple of weeks. Bob Hope 
and his SEVEN LITTLE FOYS have generated more public love for a 
motion picture than almost any other picture we can remember, 
regardless of companyo There's one thing about our industry 
that never fails: when the picturegoing public falls in love 
with a picture, you knov/ it. We knew it with ROMAN HOLIDAY,and 
we know it now with THE SEVEN LITTLE FOYS, 

The Western premiere of the loveable comedy at the Para¬ 
mount in Hollywood proved it last week; and this week's premiere 
at the Criterion in New York supported the fact that THE SEVEN 
LITTLE FOYS is the best film Bob Hope ever made. 

sembled at the Paramount Theatre to greet the 
Hope family, the Foy families (both cinematic 
and actuaf), and the great throng of Holly¬ 
wood luminaries gathered to greet one of the 
happiest films in a decade. 

From Hongkong - Mr. and Mrs. 
Harry H. Odell are among those att¬ 
ending the glamorous premiere at the 
Criterion. Mr. Odell is managing 
director of Commonwealth Enterprises 
Corp., of which Hongkong circuit the 
renowned Empire is chief theatre. 
With them of course are six of the 
Hope film's "seven little Foys." 

HOLLr^'OCD - At the premiere of THE 
SEVEN LITTLE FOYS, Charlton Heston 
is out of his character as 'Moses' 
in THE TEN COMKiANDMFUTS for the 
evening as he accompanies Y. Frank 
Freeman, Paramount Los Angeles 
Manager A1 Taylor, and Roy Wolff, 
managing director of the Paramount. 

In the Critexd-on lobby. Bob and 
Mrs. Hope are with six of the pict¬ 
ure's "seven little Foys." At left is 
daughter i^inda Hope, at right is son 
Tony Hope, Other young lady is Mel¬ 
inda Wayne, daughter of John Wayne. 
AT TOP Exterior of the Criterion 
Theatre immediately prior to the pic¬ 
ture's opening. 

ON THE STAGE 
of the Cidter- 
ion Theatre,at 
the premiere. 
Bob Hope recei¬ 
ves the Cereb¬ 
ral Palsy award 
for his devoted 
and tireless 
services to this 
great cause. 
Making the pre¬ 
sentation is 
Lieutenant Gen¬ 
eral James H. 
Doolittle. In 
centre is Leon¬ 
ard Goldenson, 
chairman of the 
board of United 
Cerebral Palsy 
and president 
of United Para¬ 
mount Theatres. 

EXTRAORDINARILY WELL REMEMBERED is this dance routine scene in 
a picture already labelled "The Best Picture Bob Hope Ever Made," 
and known simply as THE SEVEN LITTLE FOYS, Scene is the one in 
which Bob Hope as Eddie Foy, and James Cagney as George M.Cohan, 
engage in a dance—routine contest that's one of the best comedy 
sequences in the entire history of films 

"SEVEN LITTLE FOYS" WINS HEARTS 
OF AMERICAN PICTUREGOERS IN LOS 
ANGELES AND NEW YORK PREMIERES 
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NEWS FROM THE NORTH AMERICAN 
PARAMOUNT BRANCHES 

Pictures of Paramounteers, news about branch personnel, 
reports on accomplishments, examples of local Paramount^ 
salesmanship and showmanship -— these are the chief editor¬ 
ial requirements for the pages now spread before you. These 
pages will appear every issue. 

ST. LOUIS 

t 

The St, Louis Branch 
sends greetings to 

all of our co-workers over the globe, 
....THE BRIDGES AT TOKO-RI opened in 
St, Louis first-run to one of the 
largest opening-night grosses in his- 

tor7. THE COUNTRY GIRL is 
now in its 3rd week^,with 
a second week for MAMBO, 
....Jerry Bahner, our 
Office Manager, was sur¬ 
prised by our Pep Club 
vdien he was presented 
with cuff links in honor 

; of being made a Third 

highlight of the month was the wedding 
of our contract clerk, Shirley Price, 
to Rudy Koehler (that lucky fellow)on 
May 2OTh. The wedding was lovely and 
the bride, of course, looked beauti¬ 
ful. After a week's noneymoon in Wis¬ 
consin, the bride is now back at work, 
.Pnyllis Looney, Clerk, is wear¬ 
ing a diamond ring on the proper fin¬ 
ger and is planning to take the big 
step in September. The blushing 
bridegroom-to-be is Warren A. 

J A 

3ast. 
- Jane Smoller 

TORONTO Whewl We are just 
starting to catch up 

to ourselves and settle down a bit. 
For several weeks we have been on a 
merry-go-round in Toronto, On May 11 
the local Variety Tent brought George 
Formby and a complete International 
Revue to the Maple Leaf Gardens, The 
Paramount Pep Club took in the show 
after dinner at the Town and Country, 
The party included Mr, and Mrs,Gordon 
Lightstone, Mr, A1 Iscove and Mr.W.J. 
O'Neill, The Formby show was very food and, we were happy that the var- 
ety Club had a splendid turnout and 

raised about $20,000, 

On SundavjMay 15, a special scr¬ 
eening of STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND was 
held in the Imperial Theatre for the 
R.C.A.F, officials, exhibitors,radio, 
television and press. It was shown in 
the new double-frame horizontal Vis- 
taVision process on the biggest sci'een. 
in Canada, 54 feet wide, 24 feet hl^. 
Approximately 1500 persons attended, 
and all acclaimed both S.A.C, and the 
new V,V, process. 

This is the Mar7 Murphy of HELL'S ISUND 
as she showed up in the Paramount branch af¬ 
ter setting all Cincinnati agog while on a 
personal appearance tour in the picture's 
behalf. If anybody is interested in the g^5B 
in the picture, that's Cincinnati Branch 
Manager Herb Gillis at left, and Short Feat¬ 
ures Sales Manager Oscar A. Morgan. 

meeting, Mr. Weltner came to the off¬ 
ice and everyone had the privilege of 
meeting him personally. 

Our organization can be justly 
proud of the Paramount girls who nave 
taken such a great interest in the 
motion picture industry by holding 
top executive positions in the Assoc¬ 
iation of the Women of the Motion 
Picture Industry (known popularly as 
W0MPI)o The girls are located all over 
the country and they are: Mrs. Verlin 
Osbornej Dallas, Texas. President of 
the National Organization; Mrs, Lorr¬ 
aine Cass, New Orleans, La,, Vice- 

President and Chairman of the Membeiv 
ship Committee of the National Organ¬ 
ization; Mrs, Frankie English,Atlanta, 
Ga.. Regional Director,Region #2, and 
Chainnan of Insignia and Pin Coranditeq 
Mrs, Fairy Wilkerson,MeniphiH,Tenn,, 
By-Laws Comnittee and Nominating Conn- 
.ittee; Miss Anne Kaplan,President of 
the Toronto Club, the only Canadian 
club of its type in operation; Mrs. 
Myrtle Parker, President, Charlotte, 
N.C, 

Wedding bells are ringing in our 
office for Jack Mitchell, Booking De¬ 
partment, who is getting married July 
2nd. Everyone here wishes him and his 
fiancee, Joyce, the best of luck, 

- Anne Kaplan 

PITTSBURGH A six-pound 
grandson was re¬ 

cently welcomed by our Office and 
Booking Manager, Mr, Harry Passarell, 
and his charming wife, Congratulaticns 
to the happy parents, and grandparaits 
on the arrival of Michael Richard, a 
“pother for cute two-year old Ellen., 
....STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND is doing 
great business in this territoiy, as 

naturally expected for such a ter¬ 
rific picture,....A hearty welcome is 
extended to Mrs. Iris DuLac,new Bill¬ 
ing Dept. clerk,,,Lots of luck,Iris'. 
Mr, Oscar Morgan was here for a few 
days. Always a pleasure to see him,., 
Popular Division Manager Howard Minsky 
was here recently to brief us on the 
great new product and many other sub¬ 
lets outlined at the studio meeting. 

r Sales and Booking personnel were 
deeply interested in this information’. 
....July birthday congratulations to 
aaye Grotticelli, branch manager's 
secretary, and Grace Benitz, head in¬ 
spectress, _ Marilyn Rabinovitz 

Cl NCINNATI We were fortunate 
in having Mary 

5LAND.vi .visit Murphy, co-star of HELL'S ISLv.,«.,j.oj.« 
our Branch, Miss Murphy was in Cincin¬ 
nati for a Downtown Retail Merchants' 
promotion.Oscar Morgan was a brief 
visitor to the Branch the same day, 
adding to the happiness of the occas¬ 
ion, .. .Because an heir is expected, 
Pat Knapke, Booking Dept. Ledger Clerk, 
is on leave of absence, Geri Wakeman, 

MR. WELTNER‘S PROGRAM OF COVERING U.S. & 
CANADIAN BRANCH OFFICES WELL UNDER WAY 

Paramount World-V/ide Head of Sales George Weltner, who 
is in Europe at the present time attending to important busi¬ 
ness on the International side of his company responsibilit¬ 
ies, was well embarked on his itinerary of covering all Para¬ 
mount branch offices in the United States and Canada within 
the next several months. 

Next activity was the Divisional 
Sales Meeting under Mr, Lightstone's 
direction, which already has been 
covered in Paramount World. After the 

That was a nice nationwide plug 
Exploiteer Bob Bixler got from Bob 
Hope when the star, just returned 
from Australia, appeared on the Ed 
Murrow "Person-to-Person" network TV 
show. Quite a plug for Dallas, too, 
since top showman Bob O'Donnell got 
an ace mention also. 

On May 25-26, following the vital sales meeting in Holly¬ 
wood, he was in Toronto. June 2-3, accompanied by Division 
Manager E.K.O’Shea, in charge of the Eastern half of the Un¬ 
ited States, he was in Boston and New Haven branches, June 
9-10, again accompanied by Mr. O'Shea, he visited Washington 
and Pittsburgh branches. Several days later - June 15,16,17, 
accompanied by Division Manager Hugh Owen, in charge of the 
Western half of U.S., he visited Paramount's branches in 
Salt Lake City and Denver. 
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HOLLTWOOD - Group of Ohio showmen are 
guests of Bing Crosby on the set of ANY¬ 
THING GOES, From left: Joe Ferris, Pitts- 
bxirgh: George Rudin. associated with the 
Fred Krim Circuit, Dayton; Bing Crosby: 
Robert G. Gump, interested in Salem Drire 
In, Dayton; Dr, Arthur Denlinger, Airline 
Theatre, Vandalia: J,M,Henderson, Harris 
Amusement Co,, Pittsburgh. 

from Accounting, has taken her place 
temporarily,.Margaret Porter, who 
was SwitchDoard Operator in Des Moines 
branch, is now our Booking Demrtment 
Ledger Clerk.Two branch additions 
are Mary Alice Morgan and Evelyn Wo Ike, 
who are under the 'reign' of Lilian 
Ahem, Cashier, Carol Thompson is now 
Ledger Clerk in the Contract De^jt.,,, 
With vacations coming up,two of our 
most capable employees, Don Benning 
and Charlie Scully, decided on a trip 
East to New York, By their glorying 
reports, it has been a huge success.. 
Inspired by this success, Gladys 
Smiglewicz and her husband decided on 
a similar trip. We hope they have just 
as much fun as Don and Charlie did. 

- Ralph Buring 

HOLLWOC® - E. V. Richards, prominent 
Southern exhibitor and one of the nation's 
top showmen, visits Cecil B, DeMille on 
the set of THE TEN COMMANDMENTS, Also in 
the photograph are Mrs, Y. Frank Freeman, 
Mrs, Richards, and Richards' niece. 

OMAHA 
Contract Clerk Mary Ann 
Walsh returned from a 

vacation at her home in Emerson,Nebr. 
No sunburn - rained almost every day, 

PBX-Steno Beverly Rosenberry is 
floating on clouds. Sne received a 
diamond and will be married in Sept¬ 
ember. That's a long way off, but to 
see her you'd think she was being 
married tomorrow. Isn't love grand1 
Anyway, Good Luck, Beverly....Biller 
Patti Alexander vacationed to Chicago 
early in May and visited Lincoln Park 
Zoo, Now all she talks about is the 
monkeys she aaw there. No men?.,..Our 
former Contract Clerk. Shari Dunham, 
gave birth to a bouncing baby girl on 

BIG ABOUT »THE DESPERATE HOURS” 

In a memorandum circulated by Russell Holman he says: ’’Don 
Hartman informed me over the telephone today that the studio 
and William Wyler held a preview last night at Long Beach on 
THE DESPERATE HOURS with one of the most enthusiastic audience 
reactions in the history of the studio* The audience was held 
tautly throughout and applauded spontaneously and in great 
volume at the finish,...The manager of the tneatre volunteered 
that THE DESPERATE HOURS was one of the greatest motion pict¬ 
ures he had ever seen.*' 

MEW HAVEN 
Recently New Haven 

__ Branch enjoyed vis¬ 
its from Head Office Paramounteers, 
First we had Messrs George Weltner 

ANNIVERSARY CONGRATULATIONS — To Jess McBride, Minneapolis 
Branch Manager, for notching 35 years with Paramount; to New 
Haven Branch Manager and Mrs, Henry Germaine, for their 28th 
wedding anniversary: to Rudolf Jellinek, General Manager in 
Germany, for his 30'^h Paramount year. 

HOLLYWOOD - Louis W, Schine,executive 
of the Schine Circuit of Theatres,visits 
a set of Cecil B, DeMille's production, 
THE TEN COMMANDMENTS, and chats about the 

-X-..^,.1. •U...1 r,—plays role 
in the mighty film. 

picture with Yul Brynn« 
of Pharaoh Rameses II i 

May 18 and now has to change every¬ 
thing to pink, A boy was expected..,, 
Julia Leahy, Cashier, is on vacation. 
Have a good time, Julia - but come 
back,,..Arthur Lane, Travelling Audi¬ 
tor, is visiting Omaha Branch and we 
all hope he has a nice time. 

We are all rooting for that great 
picture, STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND, v^ich 
is doing terrific business for oxir 
branch. We're having a tough time 
keeping the exhibitors,content - they 
all want to play the picture now. but 
our general release doesn't start un¬ 
til August 10.With our Drive-In 
Drive we were slow in starting.but we 
are all working hard to get into the 
top brackets, Let' s hope we make it, 
....Also, here's hoping that our 1955 
season will top that of '54. 

- Janet Mears 

and E.K.O'Shea, who were joined by 
Division Manager John Moore from Bos¬ 
ton, A few days later, George Schur 
dropped in. 

Branch Manager Henry Germaine is 
all smiles, and grosses, for once, 
have nothing to do with the situation. 
He became a 'Grandpop' for the second 
time. His daughter gave birth to a 
boy on Father's Day, Mr, Germaine us¬ 
ually knows when to break a 'feature' 
....Also in 'The Stork Club' is Mrs, 
Jane Kohler, our Picture Report gal 
who recently left to await the arriv¬ 
al of her first, Sandra Heming,form¬ 
erly our Billing Clerk, is now Picture 
Report Clerk, The post of Biller has 
been filled by a new girl,Marie Ma^o. 

- Chester Pickman 

I found out myself 
-you go places 

FASTER 
in the 

U.S. AIR FORCE 

REMMBER, DOMESTIC BRANCH CORRES¬ 
PONDENTS AND EXPLOITATION REPRESENT¬ 
ATIVES, "PARAMOUNT WORLD" IS PRIM¬ 
ARILY A PICTURE MAGAZINE.IT IS 
THE "LIFE" CF THE PARAMOUNT ORGANIZ¬ 
ATION. SO lET'S HAVE GOOD,INTEREST¬ 
ING PICTURES OF PARAMOUNT PEOPLE AND 
SHOWMANSHIP EVENTS — AND BE SURE 
THAT SHOTS OF THEATRE FRONTS ARE 
MADE WHEN LOTS OF PEOPLE ARE AROUND. 

In a magnificent showmanship 
tie-up with the United States 
Air Force, 40,000 of these 
very effective posters have 
been placed strategically ac¬ 
ross the country. And it is 
pretty evident that the refe¬ 
rence to STRATEGIC AIR C0I#1- 
AND (a Paramount Picture, by 
the way), will not go unnot¬ 
iced by the nation's filmfans. 
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EL PRODUCTO PARAMOUNT 

SU SUPREMACIA EN LA 

INDUSTRIA 

La marcha triunfal del product© 
Paramount por el mundo enter© duran¬ 
te los mesea pasados continAa a com¬ 
pos acelerado, "Acorazados del Aire” 
("Strategic Air Command") demuestra 
ser un Campedn de Campeones en los 
Estados Unidos y estA obteniendo granr- 
des recaudaclones en cuantas partes 
se exhibe. "Sabrina" estA cosechando 
laureles y premios en diferentes par¬ 
ses del mundo y obtlene tambi^n el 
premio mAs codiciado de todoSf esto 
es, la satisfacci<5n de los exhlbido- 
res, quienes ven reflejado en la ta— 
qullla el agrado del pAblioo, "Mis 
siete hi Jos" ("The Seven Little Foys") 
ha obtenido un Aiito fenomenal en su 
estreno en Sidney, Australia, Cuando 
estas lineas sean leldas, esta pelf- 
cula habrA recibido la sanciAn un^ni- 
ne del pAblico neoyorquino y de Ho¬ 
llywood, , , El nombramiento del se- 
flor James E, Perkins Vicepresidente 
EJecutivo de Paramount International 
Films ha si do recibido con una ava¬ 
lanche de felicitaciones de todas 
partes del mundo, Algunos de los te- 
legramas y cables recibidos, inclu- 
yendo uno muy especial de Bob Hope, 
desde Sidney, estAn reproducidos en 
este nAmero, luchos paramountis- 
tas tendrdn ocasidn, en los meses 
venideros, de felicitar personalmen- 
te al sen5r Perkins, pues sus acti- 
vidades comprenden un programa muy 

Nat "King" Cole 
provides much of 
the musical attra¬ 
ction to Michael 
C urtiz * production 
of THE SCARLET 
HOUR, in which the 
star is Carol Ohm- 
art, Nat,at right, 
is with Larry Fin¬ 
ley, noted Holly¬ 
wood disc jockey, 
whose program over 
KTLA is renowned. 

extenso de viajes, , , La producciAn 
de Michael Curtiz, "Too Late, I.y Lo¬ 
ve" ("Demasiado tarde, mi amor") es- 

en plan de rodaje en el estudio 
de la Paramount, y de ella se dice 
que serA una de las pelfculas mAs re- 
veladoras de nuevas estrellas que se 
ban llevado a la pantalla, Carol 
Ohmart es la damita joven que estfi 
llamando mAs poderosamente la aten- 
cldn en estos momentos, En esta pe- 
Ifcula aparecerA tambiAn un joven de 
gran porvenir llamado Tom Tryon, Lste 
es otro ejemplo de la tendencla de la 

Paramount World 

"TOP PRODUCT" IS CONVENTION KEYNOTE 

This is the Paramount Films de Espana,S.A. sales meeting held in Barcelona, 
Spain, starting on June 6th, The event was a conspicuous success from the be- f inning with a special telegram from Continental General Manager J. B. Nathan, 

hrough to the concluding banquet three evenings later. Shown in the scene at 
above left, and reading from left, ai^: Miss Mantua,Publicity Manager; Mr, 
Herrero, Publicity in Madrid: Mr. Ruiz,Control Dept,; Mr, Cardenal,Sevilla 
Salesman: Mr. Pallol,Madrid Salesman; Mr, Llorens, Sevilla Booker; Mr.Feixas, 
Assistant Branch Manager,Barcelona; Mr, Garcia,Barcelona Salesman; Mr.Careaga, 
Bilbao Salesman; Mr. Alvarez, Barcelona Branch Cashier: Mr, Touron, Coruna Ag¬ 
ent; Mr, Romero, Barcelona Salesman; Mr. Soto, Bilbao Salesman: Mr, Ruz, Can- 
arias Agent; Mr, Soler, Valencia Branch Manager; Mr, Sanchez, Sevilla Branch 
Manager; Mr. Huet, Traffic Manager; Mr. Sanz, Madrid Branch Manager; Mr.Xaubet, 
Agent Sales Manager; Mr, Edelstein, General Ifenager; Mr, Sauret, Office Mana¬ 
ger: Mr, Rebolledo. Bilbao Branch Manager; Mr, Monreal, Valencia Salesman; Mr. 
Monieon, Baleares Agent; Mr, Zubielqui, Barcelona Booker, 

In the close-up at right are Srs. Sauret, Rebolledo and Edelstein. 

Product shown to the very enthusiastic gathering comprised the Spanish dub¬ 
bed versions of SABRINA, ELEPHANT WALK and PONY EXPRESS, and the original vei>* 
Sion, in English, of THE BRIDGES AT TOKO-RI, Of the latter screening Mr, Edel¬ 
stein said, in his report to Mr. Nathan: "Even though this film was in English, 
which was not understood by those present, the dramatic quality of the picture 
was acclaimed by all who saw it," 

Conclusive paragraph to Mr, Edelstein's report said: "Our branch managers, 
salesmen and agents returned to their posts greatly enthused and happy in the 
knowledge that the 1955-56 line-up is not only the best and greatest list pre¬ 
sented by our company since its start in Spain, but it is also the finest list 
presented by any company at any time in Spain, They left with the will to sell 
these pictures of the topmost basis their merit entitles them to." 

Paramount hacia la presenteei(5n de 
nuevos rostros y nuevas personalida- 
des para satisfacer el interAs del 
publico, Es natural que el plan de 
la Paramount dascansa en el apoyo 
que los paramountistas le darAn,pues 
en Al estA vinculado el progreso de 
nuestra Gompanfa, en particular, y de 
la Industrie, en general, A este res- 
pecto debemos anadir que Paul Flodin, 
gerente general de la Paramount en 
Suecia, y Boris Jankolovics, que os- 
tenta igual cargo en BAlgica, tuvie- 
ron ocasiAn de saludar personalmente 
a la linda Carol Ohmart, .al productor 
Curtiz y al joven actor Tryon, duran¬ 
te su reciente visita a Hollywood , 
donde presenciaron la proyeccidn de 
algunAs escenas de "Too late, my love" 
y quedaron sumamente entusiasraados de 
ella, , , Hemos asistido a la proyec¬ 
cidn de la pelicula de dos rollos 
"VistaVision visita Hawaii" y podeinos 
asegurar al lector que este documen¬ 
tal de viajes es el mAs interesante 
de los tres cortos en VistaVision has- 
ta ahora realizados, Estos cortos en 
VistaVision merecen el interAs y apo¬ 
yo de los paramountistas, pues, sin 
duda alguna, contribuyen considera- 
blemente a aumentar el prestigio de 
nuestra marca, , , Hoy poderaos ofre- 
cer al parameuntista un informe de- 
tallado del estreno del corto de Denny 
Kaye "Sembrando Sonrisas Infantiles" 
("Assignment Children") estrenado re— 

cientemente en Londres, Esta pelfcula 
fuA presentada ante una de las mas 
distinguidas audiencias internaciona- 
les que jamas se ha congregado en un 
teatro. La prensa londinense, en par¬ 
ticular, y la de toda Inglaterra, en 
general, califican este documental oo- 
mo uno de los esfuerzos humanitarios 
mAs eficaces que la Industrie cinema- 
tografica ha realizado, , , Mr,'V7eltner 
presidents de Paramount International, 
y Director General de Ventas para to- 
do el mundo, se propone visitor todas 
las agencies de nuestra Compafifa en 
los Estados Uni dos durante este aho, 
Mr, Weltner se muestra muy complacido 
de le reaccidn que la reciente reu- 
nidn con los jefes del estudio ha ob¬ 
tenido entre los paramountistas de 
los Estados L'nidos y del mundo ente- 
ro, , , James Stewart, Doris Day y el 
director Alfred Hitchcock estAn en 
los Estados Unidos de regreso de su 
interesante viaje a Larruecos, donde 
se realizd el rodaje de la pellcula 
"El hombre que sabfa demasiado"("Hie 

man who knew too much"), Su breve pa - 
so por Londres fuA una demostracidn 
de aprecio de estos artistas. No hay 
duda que "El hombre que sabfa demasia¬ 
do" serfi una de las pellculas de mAs 
valor en nueatros programas, , , 
RECORDATORIO: No olvide el paramoun- 
tlsta que todas las pelfculas de la 
Paramount estAn siendo fotografiadas 
en VistaVision y Technicolor, 
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DRAMA AND SPECTACLE 
PACE CF 
’7HE TEN COMMANDMENTS^’ 
CONTINUES TO BE* 
INSPIRING 
BEYOND MERE WORDS. 

Cecil B. DeMille greets Boris 
Jankolovics, Paramount General Manag¬ 
er in Belgium, on the set of the tow¬ 
ering prMuction. and learns that the 
results on all other Paramount prod¬ 
uctions wilTTe dwarfed by the busin¬ 
ess on this one. Mr. Jankolovics was 
of course speaking for his territory, 
but undoubtedly echoing the sentiments 
of all others. (That's the musical 
score of the earlier TEN COMMANDMENTS 
that Mr. DeMdlle is carrying). 

leaniing about the greatness and maj¬ 
esty of THE TEN COMMANDMENTS at first 
hand. 

From Germany, Johann 
Obermaier,representative 
of the Munchner Abendzel- 
tung of Munich, learns 
from Edward G.Robinson 
details of the customs 
of the period of the 
massive DeMille picture. 

Louis Sobol,national 
columnist- in the Hearst 
newspapers, and syndic¬ 
ated by International 
News Service, gets some 
angles on the picture 
from John Derek. 

International News 
Service's Hollywood corr¬ 
espondent, Lee Belser, 
gets her news on the 
mighty DeMille film 
right from 'GB' himself. 

The interviewer here is Betty 
Voigt, Hollywood correspondent for 
Newsweek Magazine. (The big parade of 
reporters and columnists to THE TEN 
COMMANDMENTS is on, and will continue 
for the next year and a half). 

I ’ 
> •(■i'll 

m 
s<. 

ii: 

In this production, moreso than in any other 
DeMille creation in film history, the great dir¬ 
ector has arrayed such a succession of towering 
dramatic action and eye-filling spectacle - - as 
create a tempo almost beyond human endurance. Of 
scenes such as the one above there are literally 
hundreds -all in eye-ease VistaVision and glor¬ 
ious T e chni color, 

Today much is tried and proven u’hich was uncertain a year ago uhen I tohl you about 

'•THE TEN COMMANDMENTS." 

Much that was hazard-hemmed is now accomplished. The location shooting in Egypt was 

rugged but we brought back on film the Exodus over the very steps that Moses took. 

The mountain of the Lord’s Law — Sinai — is on film, where all can be carried to its 

majestic and thrilling heights, and see what no eyes but Moses’ have ever seen. 

The movement of a people toward freedom — through the wilderness of Shur and the 

wilderness of Sin — is now on film. 

Rameses //, the Pharoah of Egypt, and his war chariots have swept through the great 

gates of Per-Rameses (the largest set ever built) in pursuit of the unarmed, helpless children 

of Israel. The scene is now on film for all to feel the terror of the tyrant. 

On film, too, are the multitudes at the shores of the Red Sea crying to God as "the 

waters returned and covered the chariots and the horsemen, and all the host of Pharaoh . . .’’ 

Three thousand and two hundred years ago on Mount Sinai THE TEN COMMANDMENTS 

were engraved on stone. Today they are engraved on film. 

Scene upon scene now exists in permanent VistaVision record to dramatize the most vital 

human story that I have directed in 41 years of picture-making and 20 years on the stage. 

The scenes made in Egypt are big—big in idea, big in movement, big in massed humanity, 

warm in color. 

Now, in Hollywood, we will bring to life the personal struggle between the very human 

people who were swept along on this great tide of history. This struggle has never stopped 

—the struggle between Moses, the man, and Rameses, the king. Moses, played by Charlton 

Heston, stands as the symbol of individual freedom under God. Rameses, played by Yul 

Brynner, stands as the symbol of the dictator who owns everything, including the souls and 

bodies of those he rules. Theirs was the first great clash between these two giant concepts. 

And they are still fighting in the world today, just as they fought their first engagement 

3,200 years ago on the very ground where our cameras turned. 

The collision of these giant forces forms a story which sees spiritual power arrayed 

against earthly power, devotion facing passion, love against hate, the inspired opposed to 

the ruthless — showing the weakness and the glory of man and the wonder of God. 

On film is traced the events that brought about the giving of the tablets of stone. In them 

is formed the deep meaning, the enduring inspiration of the words that came flaming from 

Mount Sinai - THE TEN COMMANDMENTS. For they are the 

foundation of freedom’s triumph over the forces of darkness. 

The world has no greater theme. That is why I believe this picture will 

live long after all of us ate gone. 

The Ten Commandments are not laws. They are the law! 

This message from Cecil B, DeMille was published in the 
annual report to the Paramount stockholders. Almost magic¬ 
ally it says in one page what the world can expect of and 
fr^ THE TEN COMMANDMOITS. Read it and know it welll 
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SWEDEN TO LEARN PLENTY ABOUT PARAMOUNT PRODUCT 

PARAMOUNTPRODUKTIONEN 

ALLTJ'AMT I FRAMSTA LEDET 

Paramount har under de senaste mS,- 
naderna kunnat inregistrera den ena 
stora succin efter den andra och har 
flora dverraskningar i beredskap. 
STRATEGIC AIR CCMMAND har i Amerika 
blivit den verkliga storfilmen och 
spelar Sverallt in rekordkassor. SA¬ 
BRINA Tinner nya lagrar och utmarkel- 
ser, och det bSsta av allt fir rappoi>» 
terna frAn biograf&gama som talar cm 
rilket ndje det ar att fA visa en s4- 
dan film. THE SEVEN LITTLE FXDYS varm 
stor framgAng vid en extra fSrestAU- 
ning i Sydney i Australien, och nAr 
detta lAses har filmen visat vackra 
inspelningssiffror frAn premiArema i 
Hollywood och New Yoric. 

James E. Perkins' utnamning till 
Executive Vice President i Paramount 
International Films har utlbst en hel 
salva av gratulationer frAn hela vArt 
den, En del av dessa lyckonskningar 
(Aven Bob Hopes mycket unika, som sAn- 
des frAn Sydney) Aterfinns i detta 
nEimmer, MAnga Paramountkontor blir 
senare i Ar i tillfAlle att framfora 
sina lyckdnskningar direkt till Mr. 
Perkins dA han koramer att foretaga en 
omfattande rundresa. 

Michael Curtiz' film TOO LATE, MY 
LOVE Ar nu under inspelning, och i och 
dArmed har pAborjats en for Paramount 
mycket betydelsefull filmskapelse,som 
heIt bygger pA skAdespelarprestation- 
erna, Carol Ohmart Ar den unga dam 
till vara person man staller de stbr- 
sta fSrhoppningar; och en ung man vid 
namn Tom Tryon Ar ocksA en viktig fak- 
tor i detta experiment att lAta film- 
publiken fA bekanta sig med nya ooh 
intressanta ansikten och personlighe- 
ter, Vi vilja sArskilt lAgga Eder pA 
minnet att pA allt sAtt understddja 
detta syjinerligen lowArda fSretag, 
vilket Ar en viktig lAnk i vArt bolags 
framAtstrAvanden liksom ocksA i hela 
filmindustrins, Vi vilja tillAgga,att 
Paul FIOdin, som Ar general manager 
f5r Paramount i Sverige, och Boris 
Jankolovics, general manager i Belgien, 
ha trAffat Miss Ohmart, Mr. Curtiz och 

IN HOLLTWOOD, the Paul Flodins get close 
to the great production activities of the 
industry's paramount maker of hit films... 
In the first scene, at left, our General 
Manager in Sweden has a chance to congrat¬ 
ulate Anne Baxter on her wonderful perfor¬ 
mance in THE TEN COMMANDMENTS. Then Mr.and 
Mrs. Flodin meet Jeanmaire, whose match¬ 
less singing and dancing performance in 
ANYTHING GOES are the talk of the industry. 
Then Paul gets a chance to congratulate 
the industry's top desimer, Edith Head,on 
her latest Academy Award 'Oscar.' And in 
the final scene, the Flodins are back on 
one of the TEN CCMMANDMENTS sets,this time 
with Debra Paget and John Derek. 

Nov/ that '?' is definitely Robert 
"Foy" Hope's lucky number, it might well 
be the beginning of another series to 
rival the "Road" series. In which case 
this would be the first publicity still 
of the Hope production, "The Seven Little 
Davy Crocketts." The scene actually is a 
sidelight on some Hope by-play when he 
was in Dallas, Texas, at a Cerebral Palsy 
benefit golf match. 

Mr. Tryon i Hollywood och sett nAgra 
scener av inspelningen, och bAda fSr- 
klarade oraed.elbart fdr studioledama, 
att de Amnar gora allt fbr bAsta och 
effektivaste framforande av TOO lATE, 
MY LOVE. 

Vi har sett tvAaktaren VISTaVISION 
VISITS HAWAII och mAste sAga, att det 
Ar den vackraste, mest spAnnande och 
introssantaste av samtliga resefilmer 
i VistaVision, Alla dessa W-filmer 

b6ra Agnas stdrsta mojliga uppmArk- 
samhet, dA de bidraga till att hdja 
Paramounts prestige, 

Vi Ar nu i ti ll fATj-e lamna en mer 
detaljerad rapport om premiAren i 
London pA ASSKJIMENT CHILDREN. Filmen 
hade bestAtts ett glansfullt framfS- 
rande in for den mest fbrnAma intema- 
tionella publik som bevistatett dyl&b 
evenamang under senare Ar, Enligt 
den engelska pressen kan filmen be- 
traktas som en symbol for den fomAm- 
sta humanitAra verksamheten inom fllm> 
Industrin pa mycket lAnge, 

Mr. Weltner har gett sig ut pA en 
rundresa till alia avdelningskontore- 
ren i Forenta Staterna och har redan 
awericat tio, Det roligaste fQr ho- 
nom har varit att konstatera aljt som 
Astadkcmimits av dem scxn deltog i den 
studic^ongress, soti hblls for ett par 

A MINIMUM OF 8 WEEKS 

A Paris despatch frcan Continental 
General Manager John B. Nathan advises 
that the first week of REAR WINDOW at 
Stockholm's House of Hits fthe Saga 
Theatre) produced a gross representative 
of 97.1% of the house capacity, "This of 
course is tremendous." said Mr,Nathan, 
adding "the picture is booked for a min¬ 
imum of 8 weeks," 

mAnader sedan, och som Ar resultatet 
av dArvid gjorda fdrhandlingar, 

James Stewart, Doris Day och re- 
gissbr Alfred Hitchcock Ar nu tillba- 
ka i Amerika efter resan till Marocko 
och London med anledning av inspel¬ 
ningen av thrillern THE MAN WHO KNEW 
TOO MUCH, Allt tyder pA att vi Ater 
fAtt tillgAng till en stor Hitchcock- 
film, varfdr vi Ar mycket tacksamma, 

En sak som inte fAr gldmmas Ar att 
alia Paramoxuitfilmer nu filmas i Vis¬ 
taVision och Technicolor, 

Up to this minute the cast 
of the first Paramount-George 
Gobel picture includes Mitzi 
Gaynor, David Niven, George 
Sanders and Fred Clark - with 
Norman Taurog in charge of 
direction. 

All of vdiich is wonderful 
news to the tens of millions 
of George Gobel fans. 
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FIRST FOUR BRANCH MANAGERS 
TO MAKE THE NEW YORK VISIT 

JACK STEVENSON SAN FRANCISCO 
ED CHUVLEY CHARLOTTE 
WILLIAM HOLLIDAY NEW ORLEANS 
HARRY HAMBURG KANSAS ClTY 

'i 

f, A ROTATION PLAN WHEREBY TWO 
BRANCH MANAGERS FROM BOTH THE 
EASTERN AND WESTERN DIVISIONS 
OF THE UNITED STATES WILL VISIT 
HOME OFFICE IN THE INTERESTS OF 
INFORMATION AND CLOSER COORDIN¬ 
ATION, IS NOW IN OPERATION. THE 
FIRST FOUR MANAGERS ALREADY 
HAVE MADE THEIR VISITS, AND THE 
PLAN HAS BEEN PRONOUNCED A VERY 
WORTHWHILE SUCCESS. 

FIRST VISITORS - First pair of branch managers to visit 
Head Office under new plan are E. G. Chumley, Charlotte, 
at left, and Jack Stevenson, San Francisco, second from 
right. Others in the picture, reading from left, are: 
Hugh Owen, in charge of Western section of the U.S.j 
Jerry Lewis; Louis Finske, President of Florida State 
Theatres, Jacksonville; and A1 Fitter, Assistant to Hugh 
Owen. 

The idea of these branch manager visits 
was one of the many fiMitful suggestions made 
during the course of Mro Weltner's sales sess¬ 
ion in Hollywood late in Mayo By the time the 
visits have been completed we will have quite 
easily the best—informed sales organization in 
the industryo 

The plan is one which works to the advan¬ 
tage of Home Office as well as the men in the 
field* Operational knowledge and information 
constitute a two-edged sword* Each sphere of 
activity can learn from the other* We already 
have talked with the four men who have visited 
Home Office up to the time of going to press 
and have been very much impressed by the valu¬ 
able impact the visit has had on each of them* 
We have also been able to gather evidence of 
the value of these visits on Home Office exec¬ 
utives with whom they have been constantly in 
contact in the past, mostly by mail or phone* 
The actual words of these men definitely attest 

-to the value of these visits* Here is what 
Fred Leroy, in charge of Sales Operation, has 
to say: 

"I have now met with four branch managers and reviewed 
with them all phases of Sales Operation. As a result of 
these meetings an intimacy has been created and a better 
understanding fostered of each other's problems, their's in 
the field and our's in home office. , j-x- 

''While taking them thru home office functions,they were 
able to see, step by step, how we use the material furnished 
by the branches and how it guides us in our judgment. They, 

in turn, gave us their thoughts and ideas - their side of 
the picture. We are now able to seriously consider the con¬ 
solidation of reports brought about by uiis exchange of 
views. 

"Conversely, it was an opportunity for them to unburden 
themselves of their problems and for us to offer advice and 
guidance wherever we could be helpful so that the overall 
result will be of tremendous value to the Field, to Home 
Office and to the Company as a whole," 

« 

George Schur, in charge of Branch Accoun¬ 
ting, made this evaluation: 

"The visits already made have been of mutual benefit. 
I have had an opportunity of acquainting the visitors with 
Home Office functions and the correlation of departments to 
branch activities. By personally meeting Home Office men,the 
branch managers have a better realization of the "whys" and 
"vrtierefores" of Home Office requests. 

"Also, I have had a chance to personally review and 
acquaint the visiting managers with problems that are perti¬ 
nent to all branches. In turn it has provided the visitors 
vdth the opportunity to obtain answers to questions that may 
have been bothering them and which are more readily answered 
in person than through correspondence. 

"These visits are of great value in giving all Branch 
Managers an insight into how "the other half of the Paramount 
World lives and works," 

And Martin Friedman, in charge of Play- 
dates, summed the plan up as follows: 

"The Branch Managers' visits to Home Office are a step 
in the right direction. This makes for a much closer relat¬ 
ionship and better coordination between Home Office and the 
Field, 

"Even at the very inception of the plan, I can see a 
generation of thoughts and ideas which can only mean a better 
understanding of all problems surrounding the sound distrib¬ 
ution of pictures." 

We will continue to report, each month, 
on the branch manager visits for the month pre¬ 
ceding: we will also give further home office 
executive viev/s on the value of these visits* 
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PERSONAL ITEMS FROM 
THE PARAMOUNT WORLD • \A* * \Af ^ I ^ »A* '* i *' !h ’ ih ;n / }fi I j' ^^ ^ 

Herman Flynn, right. Australian Advertis¬ 
ing and Publicity Director, who's pretty §ood 
at a gag himself, hears the latest nifty froa 
Hollywood served up with gestures ^d accents 
by tne Gagmaster himself. Ed Schellhom. The 
locale is the lovely Buckingham Hotel, on the 
shores of lovely Sydney Harbour. 

And here is bd Schellhom again, this 
time with a different set of faMly 
ing interviewed over Radio 2UV/ by Keith webb 

LARRY FLYNN, THE MAN 
WHO MOVES MOUNTAINS. 

According to one of our inter¬ 
national news-spotters, the word had 
gotten around that Larry Flynn was 
not a person, but was simply a name 
- a legend. Well, here's the evidence 
that Larry is real, a factual person. 

He's even more than a fine and 
conscientious person - he's an inst¬ 
itution. Already he has confounded 

THANK YOU I 

A "tip o' the lid" to Dan Hynes, Ella 
hagen and Gil Sullivan for their gracious 
behind-the-scenes help in getting the comp)- 
leted copies of our first issue of PARAMOUNT 

,WC®LD rolling around the world. Their assis¬ 
tance was invaluable then, and we know will 
continue to be so as future issues come from 
the press. 

ORLY AIRPORT, PARIS. Mr. and Mrs. Barney 
Balaban are welcomed to France by Contin¬ 
ental General Manager John B, Nathan, It is 
a vacation trip for Paramount's president 
and his wife, both of whom are very fond of 
France, 

Last month we announced with consid¬ 
erable pleasure that Luigi Luraschi, who is 
in charge of Censorship and Foreign Depart¬ 
ments at the studio, had been decorated by 
the President of the Italian Republic,with 
the Star of Italian Solidarity, in recog¬ 
nition of services rendered in the reconst¬ 
ruction of post-war Italy. The official 
awai*d,as shown above,was presented on June 
2nd by Dr, Massimo Casilll d'Aragona, Ital¬ 
ian Consul in Los Angeles, to Mr. Luraschi 
in a special presentation in the office of 
Y. Frank Freeman, head of the Studio. 

Above, at left: Dr. Casilli. Luigi 
Luraschi in centre. Mr. Freeman at right. 

the dictionary by proving two things: 
one, that there are thirty hours to 
the average day; the other, that the 
dictionary definition of 'impossible' 
is all wrong. 

Countless Paramount executives 
have, over more than a quarter of a 
century, found to their great satis¬ 
faction that the travel or transport¬ 
ation task they had thought imposs- 

GLENN KNOX HADDOW 

Paramounteers everywhere around 
the world united in sorrow on learn¬ 
ing that Glenn Knox Haddow had left 
their midst on June 12th after a lone 
illness, 

' Knox,' as he was known to every¬ 
body, had been a Paramounteer for 40 
years, most of that time as manager 
of branch office service. He had be¬ 
gun his employment as a booker in the 
iJetroit office in 1915 when the comp¬ 
any was Famous Players Lasty Corpor¬ 
ation, In 1918 he was made assistant 
manager in Detroit, and a year later 
was transferred to Toronto as branch 
manager. In 1921 he went to Cincinn¬ 
ati as branch manager, becoming dist¬ 
rict representative under district 
manager Harry Ross in 1922, He was gromoted in 1934 to the position he 
eld at the time of his death. 

Apart from matchless proficiency 
in his professional position (in 
which he had no peer in the industry), 
Knox was renowned for his unfailing 
good humor and his great skill as a 
pianist. 

Whilever there is a Paramount,his 
memory will be loved and respected. 

We sorrow with his wife, Helen, 
and his two lovely daughters. 

MRS. ERNESTINE WELTNER 
Our very deep sorrow has gone out 

this month, too, to George Weltner, 
our World-Wide Head of Sales, whose 
beloved Mother,Mrs. Ernestine Weltner, 
left our midst on June 25th, 

This Tinhappy event occurred just 
a few hours after Mr, Weltner had 
flown to Europe on company business. 
He returned by air immediately, and 
a most moving sei*vice was held at Far 
Rockaway on June 29th, A great many 
Paramount officials attended. 

ible or unattainable, had somehow or 
other come up with an okay and the 
initials "L.P.F," on it, 

Larry lives in New Rochelle,and 
his, the hospital's and the police 
department's are the only telephone 
lines open every hour of the day. 

Yes, overseas Paramounteers, 
there really is a Larry FlynnI 
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NEWS FROM NEW YORK'S 
PARAMOUNT BUILDING 

WE ARE HAPPY to publish at right the 
bowling finale pictures which were omitted 
last month due to pressure of space demands. 
Already plans are being made for next year’s 
bowling activities, both within the Paramount 
Pictures Club, and in the various tournaments 
which spark bowling contests all over New York, 
We wish the Paramount bowlers much success in 
both spheres, 

International's Paramounteers have been 
very happy to welcome Patty Powers Crozier 
in her new capacity as secretary to Executive 
Vice President James E, Perkins, Patty former¬ 
ly was secretary for many years to the late 
beloved Austin C, Keough, Vice President and 
Paramount Counsel, To mark Patty's new post,a 
group of her Legal Department co-workers gave 
her a luncheon at Schrafft's on June 29th, Ihe 
group comprised Mrs, Martha Vargas, Frances 
Hecht, Eleanor Lindeberg Terhune, Ann Walsh, 
Eliana Parisis Cea, Lee Gray, Phyllis Malinof- 
sky, Mrs, Winifred Newing, Dorotliy Mannix,Rose 
Sarfaty, Sara Karp, and of course Patty, 

In International's Billing Department we 
are happy to welcome Irene Kaplan and Mrs.Dana 
Lavers, The latter replaces Mary Mager, who 
has retired from business to the domesticwcrld. 

There's a lot of 
genuine enthusiasm 
for the policy of the 
visits by the U. S. 
branch managers, esp¬ 
ecially the idea of 
having them come to 
Manhattan in pairs. 
Both visitors and 
visited are finding 
'the other guy' to 
be a real human be¬ 
ing, And the Manhat¬ 
tanites are learning 
a whale of a lot of 
national and inter¬ 
national geography. 

The days immediately preceding the sending 
of this magazine to press saw plenty of happy 
looks around the peachy coolness of the Para¬ 
mount Building because of the air-conditioning 
system. Slightly earlier arrivals and slightly 
later departures had causes which were not too 
hard to trace.Sarah Bassel of Internatio¬ 
nal's Statistics enjoyed her recent week's va¬ 
cation at her home town of Windber, Pennsyl- 

There have been screenings 
of TO CATCH A THIEF around Home 
Office of late. One was for 
Cary Grant, personally, and the 
amount of work done by the gals 
for the rest of that day can bo 
quite simply left to the imagi¬ 
nation, Then Grace Kelly came 
in for her own screening, and 
the gws around the office quit 
work for the day. Imagine what 
it'll be like wnen that picture 
hits the cinemas next month! 

PARAMOUNT BOWLING CHAMPS 

THE MARTIN AND LEWIS TEAM (1st Place Winners) 

From the left: Frank Pannullo. Marie Imperato, Louis 
BurIon, Paramount Pictures Club President Charles Hickey, 
who made the presentations; Marie Arguelles and Bob Gross, 

THE BOB HOPE TEAM, at left,.(2nd. Place Winners) 

Ben Moiretsky, Norman Rubin, Sharon Goldman. Bob Morett, 
Milton Goldstein (subbing for Helen Dumbra). At right is a 
group shot of Paramount bowlers, not a team. Seated, from 
left: Bob McKeown, Mary Mager, Marie Imperato, Jo Arguelles, 
Bob Gross. Standing: Dorothy Scherber, Norman Rubin, Bob 
Morett, Ben Moretsi^, Carol Davidson, Rudy Acarino, 

Bob Hope, hurling 
a boomerang as he 
leaves Sydney, as 
evidence that he'll 
return, is carried 
piggy-back to the 
Qantas plane by the 
Navigator, who also 
happens to be named 
Bob Hope, and who 
lives in Beverly 
Hills, Sydney. 

vania.International's Secretary, J.William 
Piper, back from a two-week vacation full of 
vigor and glowing with beaucoup sunshine. 

Since becoming Executive Vice President 
of Paramount International, James E, Perkins 
has been a tough traveller to keep up with. In 
addition to a couple of swift trans-Atlantic 
passages he is now en route to Singapore and 
the Philippines by way of Londom, He'll be in 
the Orient by the time you read this, a part 
of the world he knows extremely well, having 
spent a great deal of his Paramount career out 
there. 
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THERE ARE SEVERAL HUNDRED 
fortunate persons in these Un¬ 
ited States who stand ready to 
testify that the greatest com¬ 
edy-dramatic performance that 
Jerry Lewis has given to date, 
or is ever likely to give,was 
delivered in a big rambling 
hotel in the Catskill Mountains 
of New York on the evening of 
Saturday, June 11th and the 
early mom of the next day. It 
was extemporaneous, it was el¬ 
ectrifying, it was completely 
without precedent in snow busi¬ 
ness, Those lucky ones who saw 
it, or participated in it, 
wouldn’t have missed it for 
worlds, and certainly will nob 
soon forget it. 

Beneficiary under this un¬ 
paralleled show business high¬ 
light was a certain ace comedy 
in which f'aramount has a major 
stake — YOU’RE NEVER TOO YOlUG, 

JERRY LEWIS SELLS ”Y0U'RE NEVER 
TOC YOUNG” IN ONE-MAN,ALL-NIGHT 
MUSICAL JAMBOREE IN CATSKILLS 

BROWNS 
HOTEL 

Everybody was young at heart during the entire happy weekend. And in a 
true shpwinanship spirit, the word was prominent everywhere that YOU'RE Nr-VER 
TOO YOUNG. The title of the Martin and Lewis picture was constantly on hand. 
On the busses, on the juke-boxes, throughout the lobby and in the great dining 
hall where good-natured hi-jinks reigned supreme for a full forty-eight hours. 

It stars Dean Martin and 
Jerry Lewis - and Jerry was on 
the spot at Brown’s Holel on 
Loch Sheldrake because it was 
here that he began his earning 
career as a bus boy, and it 
was here that he first showed 
traces of the inimitable comedy 
talent that has zoomed him to 
international fame as comedian, 
mime, clown and tug-at-the- 
heari star. 

Jerry never missed a sin- fle comedy bet. He acted as a 
us-bov — and ate the guests' 

food. He tripped as a bus-boy 
with a mess of soiled plates, 
and became a 'smash' attraction. 

Jerry played plenty of high-powered golf whenever he could drag himself 
away from the other high-powered snennanigans — and like all true and tried 
wieiders of mashies and putters, made a specialty of keeping his eye on the 
ball....And always, of course muttering (the picture's‘title), YOU'RE NEVER 
TOO ‘YOUNG, Seldom has a film had such intensified publicity. 

As the illustration at left reveals, 
Jerry Lewis was everywhere, even showing 
up in the luggage compartment of a bus, 
Hy Gardner, writing of the event (to 
which more than 125 national scribes and 
columnists were taken by Paramount),said 
in the New York Herald Tribune, in part: 

Jerry gave a golf exhibition on the 
lobby carpet, ran through the antics of a 
social director, waited on tables,played 
with his children, introduced his own 

movie, emceed his own night club show,”He was focussed somewhere in the 
centre of better than four hundred Ed Sullivan shots which were quickly 
snapped up by editors all over the country. He really made his guests 
suffer quite a bit, dosing them with massive 
quantities of laughter-provoking situations 
so that their ribs ached for days. Paramount 
provided the hotel's social hall with a giant 
VistaVision screen for the showing of YOU’RE 
NEVER TOO YOUNG, installed under the direct¬ 
ion of Frank La Grande, thus becoming first 
of the resort area hotels to get the Para¬ 
mount eye-ease process,,,All in all, ace 
shownanship that paid off with massive space» 
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NEW YORK PIX 

Paramovmt President Balaban's daughter, Judy (Mrs. 
Jay Kanter) compliments Grace Kelly on her wonderful 
performances in four Paramount Pictures, Locale of the 
meeting is the Harwyn Club party mentioned above. In 
centre is Paramount Exploitation Manager Herb Stein¬ 
berg, AT I£Ft, Pat Duggaui, Producer of ANYTHING GOES, 
arrives in New York, this action signalling the compl¬ 
etion of this important musical which co-stars Bing 
Crosby, Donald O’Connor, Jeanmaire and Mitzi Gaynor. 

In Paramount's conference room, Melville Shavelsai 
and Jack Rose, of Scribe Productions, producers of 
Bob Hope's THE SEVEN LITTLE FOYS, meet the trade press 
and announce that Bob's next Paramount picture will be 
THE KING OF HEARTS, 

Not so long ago 
we pictured Alfred 
Hitchcock cOTiing 
back to New York 
after making THE 
TROUBLE WITH HARRY 
— and shiwering. 
But not so when 
came back from 
making THE MAN WHO 
KNEW TOO MUCH 

At a Harwyn Club cocktail party honoring Grace Kelly and 
Cary Grant, the co-stars of Alfred Hitchcock's fine, furious and 
frisky Riviera romance, Paramount President Barney Balaban makes 
an important international point. It is, in the second shot.added 
to by George Weltner, in Charge of World-wide Sales and Distribu¬ 
tion, In the final Ed Sullivan camera shot it is shared in hearty 
quadruple fashion. 

Not too often seen in 
pictures is the comedi¬ 
an's wife, Mrs, Jerry 
Lewis, Amiably 'separat¬ 
ing' her from her husb¬ 
and is Russell Holman, 
Eastern Manager of the 
Production Department, 

A little business mixes with the Pleasure of the cocktail party as 
iss Kelly learns from Jerome Pickman, 

at left, and Russell Holman something 
of the plans for launching TO CATCH A 
THIEF, World-wide Sales Head George 
Weltner already knows that this Rivi¬ 
era Romance is going to be one of the 
most successful box-office films that 
Paramount has had in years. 

For his fine humani¬ 
tarian work, particular¬ 
ly in connection with 
tne fight against Muscu¬ 
lar Dystrophy, Jerry 
Lewis receives from Edi¬ 
tor Jack Tracy the ann¬ 
ual award of Downbeat 
Magazine, popular nusicb 
most popular publication. 

At International 
Airport, co-stars 
Doris Day and 
James Stewart ar¬ 
rive from North 
Africa and London 
looking cool,calm 
and collected af¬ 
ter some hectic 
scenes connected 
with the making 
of Alfred Hitch¬ 
cock's THE MAN 
WHO KNEW TOO MUCH. 
... .But as for Mr, 
H, — look across 
the page at left 
and see how he 
managed to bring 
something of Afr¬ 
ica back with him. 



U.S.CAMERA WITH 
PARAMOUNT LENS 

MILWAUKEE - So enthusiastic was the res¬ 
ponse here to Paramount's short feature, 
HIGH SCORE BOWLING, that the Bowling kllej 
Proprietors screened the picture at their 
national convention. It was seen by better 
than 450 alley proprietors. The screening 
was arranged through the Brunswick-Balke- 
Collender Company, whose automatic pin 
spotter is featured in the reel. It seems 
like a natural procedure to be followed in 
all centres where bowling is popular - 
which just about includes all U.S. centres. 

DALLAS. TEXAS - In England they would 
probably caption this picture "Three 
Shillings and a Queen." This is because 
each of the men is named 'Bob' — Bob 
Hope, Bob O'Donnell (head of Interstate 
Theatre Circuit) and Bob Bixler (Para- 
mOTint Field Representative, Delias), The 
'Queen' is Helen Bixler. 

DALLAS, TEXAS - Bob Hope with a couple of 
great 'guys' with strong Paramount attach¬ 
ments. At left is General John Montgomery, 
Commander of the 8th Air Force, Headquar¬ 
ters being at Fort Worth's Carswell SAC 
Base, where many scenes of STRATEGIC AIR 
COMMftND were filmed. General Montgomery 
rendered inestimable help in this connect¬ 
ion and we are sure must have been weU. 
pleased with the result. At right is Ted 
Weiner, in whose home this scene was shot. 
Mr. Weiner owns one of the mightiest ranch 
properties in Texas, and his private plane 
was at Bob Hope's disposal in his many 
commitments wnich tied in THE SEVEN LITTLE 
FOYS, golf, and benefits for the fight 
against cerebral palsy. 

SEATTLE - On May 3l8t, in the Olympic Hotel here. Paramount's 
Hugh Owen, in Charge of the Western Section of the United States, 
was the honored guest at an industry luncheon. The following is 
a list of those present, and who are shown in the scene above: 
Fred Mercy,Jr.,president. National Theatres,Yakima; Dwight Sprac- 
her,independent exhibitor; Maurice Saffle,president,Saffle Thea¬ 
tre Ser^ce; Miriam Kinsey,gen. mgr. Lathrop Theatres, Alaska; 
John Danz,president, and Fred Danz,G*n. Mgr..Sterling Theatres; 
William Thedford, president, Fred Christie, head booker,Evergreen 
Theatres; John Hamrick, president, Doug ForWes, city manager.and 
William Connor, general manager, Hamrick Theatres; Lou Pressler, 
general manager Forman Theatres; B.F.Shearer, president, George 
DeWade,head booker and buyer, and Hal Degler, B.F.Shearer and 
Company; Division Manager H.Neal East; Seattle Branch Manager 
Henry Haustein, Portland Branch Manager Wayne Thiriot, Seattle 
Office Manager Charles Rosenmeyer, Portland Office Manager Co^- 
yer McDonald, Seattle Salesman John Kent, Seattle-Portland Sales¬ 
man Walter Lange, Portland Salesman Frank Doty, and Mr. Owen, 

HOLLYWOOD - The U.S. 
camera tells it —— 
a pair of our most 
avid readers «re: at 
top - Vice President 
Y. Frank Freeman,in 
charge of the stud¬ 
io; and Don Hartman, 
executive producer. 

SEATTLE - Paramounteers or Portland and Seat¬ 
tle at the Hugh Owen Testimonial Luncheon, 
above. Front, left to right: Wayne Thiriot, 
Portland Branch Manager; Henry Haustein, 
Seattle Branch Manager; Walter Lange,Portland 
Salesman; John Keht, Seattle Salesman. Back: 
Frank Doty, Portland Salesman; H, Neal East, 
Pacific Division Manager; Charles Rosemeyer, 
Seattle OfficeManager-Head Booker; Hugh Owen; 
Collyer MacDonald, Portland Office Manager- 
Head Booker. 

HARLOTTE "WOMPI" OFFICERS 

"WOMPI" is the organization of Women of 
he Motion Picture Industry, and Charlotte, 
lorth Carolina, has one of the finest clubs 
n the entire countfy. Shown above, seated, 

■re: Mrs. Rosalind Hutton, Columbia, 2nd. 
Ice-President; Mrs. Myrt.le Parker,Paramount, 
’resident; Mrs. Mildred Warren, 20th-Fox, 
'reasurer. Standing: Mrs. Margaret Baker, 
filby-Kincy, Corresponding Secretary; Mrs. 
iladys Hawkins, Wiloy-Kincy, 1st. Vice- 

President; Mrs. Mdldred Hoover, Paramount, 
Recording Secretary. 

Mrs. Parker is Secretary to Branch Mana¬ 
ger A1 Duren, and Mrs, Hoover is Branch 
Cashier. Other Paramount girls who are mem¬ 
bers of this Club are: Mrs. Eleanor Helms, 
Miss Patsy Griffin, Mrs. Jerry Wisdom, Mdss 
Starr Carriker, Mrs. Ann Rivenbark, Miss 
Sara Morgan, Mrs. Lottie Short and Mrs. 
Stella Lavendar. 

The Charlotte WOMPI Club received its 
charter from the national headquarters at a 
banquet in the Hotel Charlotte on May 24th, 
when the above picture was taken. The Charl¬ 
otte Club is the seventh to be formed in the 
nation and has already completed one charity 
program and is now engaged in another. 

Very fine work, girlsl We hope that a 
great many other cities following your glow¬ 
ing example. 
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CAMERA HIGHLIGHTS... 
LATIN AMERICAN SCENE 

HAVANA, CUBA - This group of persons piresent in 
the Paramount projection room represent the 
Catholic Orientation Center which in itself is 
part of the Catholic Youth Movement. The gixmp 
assembled for a screening of Bing Crosby's fine 
human interest drama, LITTLE BOY LOST. Manager 
R.A.Pratchett reports that the audience "enjoyed 
the picture immensely and will recommend it to 
the Church and church people." 

PORT OF SPAIN, TRINIDAD, B.W.I. - These three 
film representatives are - H. Donald Hunter, 
Paramount: Larry Komblith, Columbia; and Will¬ 
iam Korenbrot, United Artists. They are honor 
guests on the stage of the De Lu^ Theatre for 
the very interesting reason that Trinidad deci¬ 
ded to stage its own Academy Award presentations 
in the wake of the Hollywood function, and to 
present replicas of the Oscars to the represent¬ 
atives of the Academy-winning companies. Pres¬ 
entations duly took place before an important 
and influential local audience and the event re¬ 
ceived excellent press coverage, all of which in 
tuim was focussed upon such pictures as COUNTRY 
GIRL and the other films involved. 

PANAMA - The Lux Theatre, thanks to expert bill¬ 
posting aroxind the city, and laarticularly at the 
entrance to the racetrack, scored "the highest fross achieved by any picture this year in this 
heat re," And tne pictxire? None otner than the 

dependable and exciting REAR WINDOW, 

A GLOWING CABLE FROM MEXICO CITY 

"REAR WINDOW" BREAKS CHAPULTEPEC THEATRE 
RECORD BY 28 PERCENT FIRST WEEK. FIVE DAYS 
OF SECOND WEEK ONLY FOUR PERCENT UND£R SAME 
PERIOD FIRST WEEK. MEXICO ESTIMATE BEING 
UPPED BY 60 PERCENT. 

— - PRATCHETT 

pgCMiP Esmii 

LIMA, PERU - The 'T' at the beginning of the Tacna Theatre name is fast beg¬ 
inning to stand for Triumph also. Latest example is THE COUNTRY GIRL (which 
also premiered day-and-date at the Azul Theatre.) Shown above are, left.one 
of the very fine advance announcements of the picture's coming; ana, ri^t,a 
typical Tacna queue, which stretched far beyond the limits of the camera's 
lens. In reporting the amazing success of the picture. Manager Lennart Bjorck 
saidt 

"...The comments in the local newspapers have been extraordinary and 
the critics seem to have difficulties in deciding which one of the three top 
actors they prefer, I hardly remember any picture receiving so many favorable 
comments in the press and on the radio as THE COUNTRY GIRL,...The picture is 
naturally in for a long run in Paramount's Tacna Theatre," 

HOLLYWOOD - Jaime Jacobson, 
eminent Argentine journal¬ 
ist and radio commentator, 
was a recent studio visit¬ 
or, He is seen at top on 
the TEN COMMANDMENTS set 
with Assistant Producer 
Henry Wilcoxon, left,,and 
star Anne Baxter, Below he 
is photographed with Shirley 
MacLaine, star of THE 
TROUBLE WTH HARRY and the 
Martin and Lewis comedy, 
ARTISTS AND MODELS. 

MEXICO CITY - 
helped launch 
Theatre. Here 

A very fine barrage of publicity 
LEGEND Cf THE INCAS at the Mexico 
is one of the superbly executed 

lobby displays vrtiich attracted much attention. 

.and her«, also a visi¬ 
tor to the TEN COMMANDMENTS 
set in Hollywood, is Diego 
Lujan, Chief of the Editoi^ 
ial Staff of El Pais, Mon¬ 
tevideo, Uruguay. As always, 
Producer-Director DeMille 
is deeply interested in vis¬ 
itors from all parts of the 
world. 

SANTIAGO, CHILE - Even after many weeks, 
the picturegoers of Santiago are still 
talking about the warmth and joy of SABRINA- 
one of the happiest pictures ever released 
there. (Wait until they see THE SEVEN UmE 
FOYS), One contributing factor in the suc¬ 
cess of the Billy Wilder-Audrey Hepbum- 
Bill Holden-Humphrey Bogart picture was the 
use of 24-sheet posters, one of which is 
shown on the front of an office building 
at the comer of Huerfanos and Estado Sti?- 
eets - a little the worse for rain,but an 
audience-attractor just the same. 

REAR WINDOW has been an enormous success at the Tac¬ 
na Theatre in Lima, Peru, A major contributor to this 
success has been Tacna Manager Carlos-Linderman. We will 
have pictures and full story in next month*s issue,_ 
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MELBOURNE - Bob is deligh¬ 
ted to meet George Griffith, 
southern supervisor of the 
nationally renowned Hoyts 
CircuitTrhat's the Lord 
Mayor of Melbourne,Council¬ 
lor Selleck (who is also an 
exhibitor) in Backgrounfl. 

MELBOURNE - At left,laughing 
at Bob's obvious sleight-of- 
hand on Melbourne Lord M^r 
Selleck, is the Hon. Harold 
Holt, f^ister of Labor and 
Immigration. 

SYDNEY - Despite a crowded 
schedule Bob still found 
time to visit the Sheep 
Show. This 'woolly one’ re¬ 
minded him of someone, but 
he couldn't remember whom. 

OUOOOOOOOCXX3 Highs POT of bob hope's personal appearance 
series of engagements in Australia was 
unquestionably the benefit performance of 
THE S EVEN LITTLE FOYS at the Prince Edward 

Theatre in Sydney covered by the Film Weekly 
report reproduced at left. The fact of a single 
performance raising such a vast sum of money, 
to aid treatment of cerebral palsy at the 
Spastic Centre was a great tribute to the pop™ 
ularity of Bob and the great local interest in 
THE SEVEN LITTLE FOYS. Actually, the star's 
Australian trip was under auspices other than 
^aramount; but everything Bob did, said and 
touched redounded to Paramount's credit. Bob 
was enormously cooperative, although he had to 
buck weather that stretched the implication of 
the word 'unusual' to the limit. 

Australians in general, and -^aramounteers 
in particular, will long remember Bob Hope's 
1955 visit. 

As for THE SEVEN LITTLE FOYS — so great 
has been the publicity wave following this one 
special screening, that the picture will open 
for what is certain to be a very long run at 
the Prince bdward on July 1st. 

SYDNEY - Two Australian souvenirs in particular which Managing 
Director C.V.Hake presented to Bob, showed up very prominently 
in the star's television appearances immediately following his 
return to the United States. These were the boomerang, and the 
authentic turned-up Digger hat of the Australian soldier. 

In Sydney,the 47 Club (which is not a nij 
club but an association of film publicists wi' 
a membership limited to 47) put on the best ai 
most heavily attended function of its whole h: 
tory for bS). Happily hilarious guest at top 
rignt is Sid Albright, 20th Century-Fox Manag: 
Director, (imagine his state of hilarity if : 
actually was selling FOYS). Between him and H( 
is Norman B. Rydge, Governing Director of Gre 
er Union Theatres, and Chairman of the Board 
the Prince Edward Theatre, where THE SEVEN 
FOYS was previewed. 

SYDNEY - Prior to the Prince Edward premiere 
Reading from left: Norman B. Rydge, Chairman 
Board of Prince Edward, and Governing Direct 
of Greater Union Theatres; Paramount's Manag 
Director C.V.Hake; Bob Hope: The Premier of ^ 
South Wales the Hon. J.J.Canill; and Dan Carl 
Managing Director of the Prince Edward. 

SYDNEY - Bob shown 
with four who work- 
prodigously for the 
Spastic Centre ben¬ 
efit: At right -Mr. 
and Mrs.Albert Lee, 
Pres.,Spastic Cen¬ 
tre; Mr.and Mrs.Neil 
McLeod,Hon. Superin¬ 
tendent and Honorary 
Treasurer of The 
Spastic Centre. 
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been closed to all other traffic, came the Scots 
band (Scotch being Bing's favorite color). Then 
in the lovrer scene is the throng through which 
Prince Edward General Manager Mel Lawton(centre) 
had to escort Bob in order that the star of THE 
SEVEN LITTLE FOYS could make the entrance shown 
at top right. 

SYDNEY - At the American Consul General's recep¬ 
tion for Bob Hope, At left, Mr, and Mrs. C. V. 
Hake, In centre, Mrs, D, Smith, wife of the Con¬ 
sul General. At right, Mrs. DekTvere, Chairman 
of the Committee of the gala preview of THE SEVEN 
LITTLE FOYS at the Prince Mward Theatre. 

When Bob was flying to Australia during the 
war (1943), he crash landed at Laurieton, about 
150 miles north of Sydney. He has never forgotten 
Laurieton, and Laurieton proved it has never for¬ 
gotten Hope, A delegation of Laurieton residents 
was on hand in Sydney to welcome the star, and 
to cheer THE SEVEN LITTLE FOYS. 

SYDNEY - At the 
reception follow¬ 
ing the SEVEN LIT¬ 
TLE FOYS preview. 
Bob gets the very 
latest news from 
an old friend,The 
Hon. Leon S.Snider, 
MLC, Member of the 
Upper House of 
Parliament,and head 
of the Snider and 
Dean film theatre 
circuit. 

One of Bob Hope's major success secrets is an ability to 
uncork the average person's desire to laugh openly. He did this 
with uncanny effectiveness at the Sydney Prince Edward Theatre, 
where he previewed THE SEVEN LITTLE FOYS with a humanness that 
Australian audiences had never seen demonstrated by anyone before 
this occasion. 

A couple of days before, this is how Bob had landed in 
'Sunny' Australia; but minutes after this downpour scene,in the 
airport building, a flock of local 'Foy' children seriously 
started to take him apart — a stunt which gathered fine cover¬ 
age in the local press. The Bing Crosby poster in the backgro^d 
provides a good theme should there ever be another 'Road' film. 

SYDNEY - Bob was 
nothing if not 
souvenir-laden as 
he departed from 
Kingsiord Smith 
Airport in Sydney, 

SYDNEY - One of the many groups au'voir-ing Bob Hope at Sydney 
Airport comprised: Bob, George M. Nacard, Frank Deane, Herman 
Flynn, William Tinkler (Greater Union Theatres), Ed Schellhorn 
(who of course returned with Bob), E.F.'Ted' Lane (Greater 
Onion) and Paramo\int Managing Director C.V.Hake. 

THE BOB HOPE SPECIAL As a special tribute to the star 
for the fine work he had done in Australia, the (^NTAS plane 
which bore him back to the United States was designated ’The 
Bob Hope Special,' and all menus and navigation notices ins¬ 
cribed accordingly, (And the Navigator's name actually was 
Bob Hope, and he lived in Beverly Hills, Sydney). 
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Nm TtLilT YOU 
ILt^VE TUI^iED TIE PA® 
FROIa aHA3? PICTURE RECORD 
OF BOB HOHK’S 
rh;arkable 
visit to Australia! heed this 
cable fron lianaging Director 
C, V. Hoke follov,lng the 
opening of "Uie Seven 
Little Foys** at 
iiie Sydney 
lh?ince Edward..o* 

SEl/EN FOYS 
OPERED FRIDAY PRIIT® EDV/ARD 
TO TERRIFIC BUSHIESS. 
SATURDAY ESTABLISHIl'TG ALLTB® 
NOMIOLIDAY RECORD. 

IvIOi{E: Fi^OLl 

TIE U.S, BRi'JiaiES 

NEW YORK Branch Manager Myron 
Sattler called a 

meeting of the Sales and Booking Dej>“ 
artments on Friday, June 24, in order 
to formulate plans for the coming 
domestic Sales Drive honoring Mr.Bal- 
aban. Each salesman and booker was 
armed to the teeth with facts and fig¬ 
ures, Continuous cross conversation 
and exchange of ideas gave the boys a 
fresh outlook. Jack Perley, Sales 
Manager, suggested setting up tw9 

teams so that a spirit of competition 
would prevail. The boys went for this 
idea in a big way and are already 
busily engaged in recruiting every 
Paramounteer at the Branch to get on 
the bandwagon.With this enthusi¬ 
asm, watch for New York Branch to be 
with the leaders when the final stan¬ 
dings are published, 

- Eugene Newman 

Bernard L, Kilbride.centre,one 
of the owners of Kilbride Hillier 
Theatres. Detroit, is hosted on a 
set of ANYTHING GOES by co-star 
Donald O'Connor and Charley Foy,a 
personal friend, Foy was technical 
adviser on Bob Hope's THE SEV^ 
LITTLE FOYS. 

As we cross the 
threshhold from the 

old Paramounteer into the new and mag¬ 
nificent Paramount World I, as its 
correspondent, wish to express in be¬ 
half of Charlotte Branch.congratulat¬ 
ions upon its birth,...Its coloring 
is in keeping with the spirit of all 
true Paramounteers - green, for "go." 

That's what we plan to do; for 

SEE I 1\1G MANHATTAN ...The second pair of visiting branch 
managers —■ William Holliday. New Orleans, at left, and Harry 
Hamburg, Kansas City, give Times Square a professional once¬ 
over. With special emphasis on a ha,ppiriess-spreading picture 
they*re going to crack records with ~ THE SEVEN LITTLE FOYS. 

HOLLYW'OOD - Senator Estes Kefauver 
was one of the happy attendees at 
the debut of THE SEVEN LITTLE FOYS 
at the Paramount Theatre. He is 
shown accepting tickets from Tommy 
Duran, littlest of the 'Foys' in 
the picture. 

with the biggest and best product in 
the company's history we intend to 
drive hard - making all green lights. 

Division Manager Gordon Bradley 
was here last week conferring with 
Mr, Duren and Wilby-Kincey forces.We 
are expecting, and looking forward to, 
a visit soon oy Messrs Weitner and 
Owen....Leonard Allen, Field Repres¬ 
entative, was here conferring with Mr. 

ANOTHER 100^ '^EAP-ER" 

Detroit's Duane (Thomas F.) is 

the second manager to bring his 
branch into the "REAP" HONOR ROLL 
with the branch 100^,sold on Cecil 
B. DeMille's REAP THE WILD WIND. 
Buffalo's Ed De Berry was the first 
branch manager to hit 100^, 

Duren on the 'red carpet' preview of 
THE SEVEN LITTLE FOYS. Also with Mr. 
A.B.Craver on CONQUEST OF SPACE, cur¬ 
rently at the Plaza, 

A recent letter from Mr. Pickman 
covering his reactions to new product 
seen in the studio, created greatest 
enthusiasm as it passed from desk to 
deoko Such a report is of the utmost 
value to our personnel, for it forms 
a vivid mental screen, so that each 
one is familiar with "things to come" 
even while they are still in the mak- 

Personalities; Lucy McGriff's 
daxighter and son-in-law from the Naval 
Academy spent a few days with her re¬ 
cently, bringing the new baby for its 
first visit with 'Grandmuwer'... 
Mildred Hoover served on the jury last' 
week - her first such experience. 
Jake and Lois Neil found relief from 
the daily grind by driving through 
Florida, with stops at Miami and Key 
West, en route to Cuba,,.Stella Lav¬ 
ender took a 'slow boat' to Bermuda 
on her vacation. Other than encountei^ 
ing a little rough weather the trip 
was fine, she reports. 

What is that? OhI A signal that 
my space limit has been reached. And 
I had hardly begun. I'll be back soon, 
but in the meantime don't trv to pass 
us, for, with Mr, Duren at tne wheel, 
we will be (Sales) speeding, 

- Lucy McGriff 



PARAMOUNT CAMERA ON 
THE CONTINENTAL SCENE 

HOLLWOOD - One director whom Paul Flodin was particularly 
interested in meeting was Michael Curtizo Paramount’s gen¬ 
eral manager in Sweden wanted particularly to compliment 
'Mike' on the wonderful footege he had already seen from 
TOO LATE, MY LOVE, and to assure Mr. Curtiz tnat the Para- 
mounteers of the Scandinavian countries would be very sol¬ 
idly back of this highly important picturec In the scene 
at right, Mr, and Mrs, Flodin hear glowing impressions of 
Cecil B. De-:ille's direction of THE TEN COMMANDMENTS from 
Anne Baxter, one of the mighty film's many talented stars. 

PARIS - Another typically wonderful French Paramourjt cam¬ 
paign was engineered by lack Plunkett, Odette Ferry and 
their co-workers for FENETHE SUR COUR ("Rear Window") in 
its multi-theatre Paris release. At left above is front 
of the Palais Rochechouart, which of course employed the 
internationally popular brick-front theme. At right is one 
of a host of window displays. Record and camera stores 
were the most favored in these displays, and all of course 
employed the brick-front theme as well, A notable piece 
of magazine publicity was the appearance of an issue of 
the magazine Cahiers du Cinema ^39, with every one of its 
64 pages devoted to Alfred Hitchcock and his great parade 
of box office successes - to which of course REAR WINDOW 
was the climax. 

COPENHAGEN — Jean Hersholt with the Paramounteers of the 
land of his birth. Seated in front with him is Manager S.A, 
Henriksen. Reading from the left are: Mr. A. Kristensen, 
Mr, Jarn Olsen, Mr, K. Lund, Pr, 0. Jeqqesen, Miss W, Jem- 
gaart. Miss C, Pedersen, Mr, E, Schou, Miss N. Hansen, Mrs, 
R. Hjaemlhof, Mrs, E, Slceel, Mrs, F. Justesen, Mrs, G. 
Engelsen, Mr. Spaiu'e Petersen, 

GENOA, ITALY - Here indeed is a lobby to thrill over. It's the 
lobby of the Universale Theatre, and most of the eye-catching 
display is for Danny Kaye's KNOCK ON WOOD. Farther inside the 
lobby (which seems large enough to turn into another cinema),is 
to be found a display for the highly successful MAMBO. 

HOLLYWOOD - On the 
set of ANYTHING GCES 
Bing Crosby shows 
some of the techni¬ 
que of production to 
Werner Baecker, Edi¬ 
tor of Echo des 
Tages (Daily Echo)a 
daily radio broad¬ 
cast over North West 
German Radio (NWDR) 
Hambxxrg, Germany, 

iiuperb billboard 
for COUNTRY GIRL, 
Numb erg, Germany. 

FRANKFURT, GERMANY - At the first of a series 
of four regional conventions in Germany, Gen¬ 
eral Manager Rudolf Jellinek congratulates 
Berlin Branch Manager Heyer, at left, on hav¬ 
ing won first place in tne play-dates contest. 

"WE'RE NO ANGELS" TO BE 
BIGGEST EUROPEAN HIT OF 
THE 1955-56 SEASON. 

Such was the information contained in the 
following letter from Continental General Mana¬ 
ger John B, Nathan to James E, Perkins, Execut¬ 
ive Vice President of Paramount International: 

"I just wrote the (Continental) field about the wonder¬ 
ful reactions we have had here in Paris to our tradeshows, 
which just finished today. All the pictures were terrific¬ 
ally received, but outstandingly so was WE'RE NO ANGE^, 
which was screened yesterday, Tne reaction was marvellous, 
in fact I do not remember such a continued spontaneous aud¬ 
ience reaction to any of our pictures in a long while.There 
was great applause at the end, 

"I already wrote to George Weltner when we first screened 
WE'RE NO ANGELS, telling him of our enthusiasm for the pic¬ 
ture, There is no doubt in my mind that this is going to be 
our biggest hit of this season. Already, the first run ex¬ 
hibitors in Paris figuratively have their tongues hanging 
out for this picture, and Henri Klarsfeld has promised me to 
work out the best first-run release setup we have ever had, 

"I thought that George and yourself would like to hear 
this good news," 
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0 PRODUTO DA PARAMOUNT 
MANTEM A SUPREMACIA DA 
I NDUSTRIA.OUTRAS NOTAS 

0 exlto que os flimes da ParaiMunt 
tern obtldo em todo o mundo.nos ultl- 
mos mesas, continue num alto e sono- 
ro dlapaqao. "Comandos do Ar^por ei- 
emplo, esta provando ser nos Sstados 
Unido8 um campeao dos campeoe8,e8ta- 
belecendo recordea onde quer que te- 
nha sldo exlbldo. "Sabrina" continue 
a colher laurels e merecer premlos e 
encomlos em muitop pafses -- e alnda 
conqulstando o melhor dos gelardoes: 
a satlsfaqao dos exlbldores.o que al^ 
nlflca tambee satlsfaqao do publico. 
0 "Um Corlnga e 7 Ases" ja fez gran¬ 
de sucesso em exlblqao especial rea- 
llzade em Sydney, Auatralla. K quando 
esta notfcla estlrer sob os olbos do 
leltor, Ja outros exltos estarao re- 
aflrmando a Terdade desta epfgrefe. 
### A escolha de James E. Ferklns pa¬ 
ra o posto de Vlce-presldente execu- 
tlvo da Paramount International Films 
fol motlvo de uma aluvleo de telegra- 
mas congratulatorlos de todas as par¬ 

tes do mundo. Algumas dessas msDsagana 
(Inclusive uma esplrltuosa,vlnda de 
Bob Hope, na Australia),Tao em devldo 
lugar nesta edlqao. Multos dos p8i*a- 
mounteses terao oportunldade,este ano, 
de cumprlmentar Mr. Perkins pessoal- 
mente, pole no seu programa de traba- 
Ibos estao frojetadas multas vlagens. 
### Produzida pela Michael Curtiz FLta 
—a flta "Too Late, My Love" esta em 
andamento e constltul uma das mals Im- 
portantes reallzaqoes Ja tentadas pe¬ 
la Paramount. Carol Ohmart e a estre- 
la da flta e sobre quern se dirlgem as 
atenqoes dos tecnicos; e um jovem ar¬ 
tiste — Tom Tryon — e tlf^o cono um 
vital elemento nisse experiment© para 
levar aos publlcos do mundo novos ti- 
pos de interpretes de marcentes perao- 
nalldades. Todos os paramountlstas no 
estrangelros sao concitadoe a dar to- 
do 0 seu apolo a este projeto.pois o 
seu exlto contrlbulra para o preEt{- 
glo da tela e progress© da nossamar — 
ca. Fodemos adlantar einde que em sua 
vlslta a Hollywood, taul Flodln, ge- 
rente de Paramount na Suecla, e Porls 
Jankolovlcs, gerente na Belglca,foram 
apresentedoB a Miss Ohmart, Mr.Curtiz 
e Mr. Tryon, tendo delee otlma Imprea- 
sao, como dos pedaqos do fllme cltado 

e em que eles trabelham. S garantlram 

dar todo o apolo a "Too Late.Tfy level 

PORTRAIT OF CAROL OHMART 

At left is the gathering in the Paramount Studio as the 
photograph above largest poster photograph ever made, was 
unveiled by Carol herself on June 3rd* billboard is on £he ex¬ 
terior of t-he Commissary as thus is seen by every person in 
the studio, staff and visitors alike. This is but one of hun¬ 
dreds of snowmanship activities in the launching of Carol Oh¬ 
mart as a Paramount star of international significance. 

Sorrlsos entra os Pequenlnos". 0 fil¬ 
ms fol apresentado em "preview" e uma 
audiencla estrangelra muito seleta, e 
fol conslderado por ela, como pela fa- 
pransa Inglesa, um s^mbolo do mals al¬ 
to human1 tar1smo, que honra a Indus¬ 
trie clnematograflca por ter patrocl- 
nado tao excelente causa. 
### Mr. Weltnertom am vista um progra¬ 
ma, de visltar todas as agendas na- 
cionala da Paramount, e presentemente 
ja vlcltou dez. Teve ale asslm a opci»» 
tualdade de ver, em primelra mao, que 
fol otlma a impressao causada am toda 
a organlzaqao pelos efeltos da recen- 
te reunlao havla em Hollywood sobre a 
dlretrlz da nossa nova produqao. 
§§§ James Stewart, Doris Day e o dlre- 
tor Alfred Hitchcock estao de regres- 
80 depols de uma tomada^de cenas es- 
peclals em Merrocos e Londres, em re- 
la qao ao nu film "The Man Fho KnewTbo 
Much", jft evidante que temos outro su¬ 
cesso devldo a Hitchcock, pelo qua a- 
qul delxamos nossos agradeclmentos. 

an concluseo, nao se esqueqam ab- 
solutamente de que todas as novas fl- 
tas Paramount sao em VlstaVlslon. 

Ja apreclamoE na tala aquela pe- 
quena produejao, am VU teVlnlon , deno- 
mineda "Kava^" 3 po "iemos gtrantlr qua 
esta a a revlsta mals bonita, emoclo- 
nante e surpreendente ja captada pela 
VlstaVislon. Todos estes fllmes de vl- 
egem, sao mals do que "coraplementos"e 
merecem todo o apolo da organlza<;ao. 
f## Alnda este mes podereraos dar umaa 
notes aspecieis sobre a estrela an Iod- 
dree do filma de Danny Kaye "Someando 

LISBON, PCRTUGAL - A strategically placed 
24U3heeter in the Marques de Pombal announces 
the coming of the Martin and Lev«ds comedy. 
3 RING CIRCUS to the Monumental Cinema. It 
proved to be a great success. 
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HOLLYWOOD - Harry Odell, owner of the Empire Theatre in Hong 
Kong, accompanied by Mrs. Odell, paid a visit to the TEN COMM¬ 
ANDMENTS set and renewed an old rriendship with Cecil B.DeMille, 
Mr, Odell is one of the most astute showmen in the Orient, and 
always accomplishes spectacularly successful results with Par¬ 
amount product. 
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Paramount World 

OSAKA, JAPAN - Spectacular showmanship for CONQUEST OF SPACE 
paid off very well at the box-office of each of three major 
theatres here — the Kansai, Kado—za and Tenroku Kokusai Gekijo. 
The report accompanying the showmanship picture at left said: 
"The picture did exceptionally good business, especially con¬ 
sidering the extensive capacities of the three houses," Right 
is a glimpse of the model plane contest staged by the managem¬ 
ent of the Teikokuza Cinema in Sapporo in the Maruvama Park 
Stadium, the endeavor being co-sponsored by the Hokkaido Times, 
The activity attracted many contestants, and thousands of spec¬ 
tators, and since the cherry trees were in bloom the scene was 
a colorful one. Some of the competing planes bore the title of 
the picture, CONQUEST OF SPACE, on their wings. 

i SYDNEY - Paramount girls who impersonated The 
) Seven Little Foys at the Movie Ball,June 28th. 
i The girls: Dawn Badran, Annette Vinson, Sybil 
) Lowe, Pam Rowe, Caroline Eastmure, Judy Biller^ 
twell, Jan McKinley, Standing: Ted Lowe as 'Ed- 
• die Foy, Frank Deane and Ad. Mgr.Herman Flynn. 



PARAMOUNT LENS ON 
THE BRITISH SOENE 

HOLLr^OOD - John 
Marshall, in the 
film capital to do 
a series of artic¬ 
les for the Even¬ 
ing News of Londcn, 
confers with Cecil 
BoDeMille on TEN 
COMMANDMENTS facts. 
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The trade-paper advertisements origin- and all contain much originality as well as 
ating in Paramount headquarters in London fi* and proper emphasis on such things as 
are fast becoming industry institutions... contiradW of wonderful product, vitality 
Here are three of a vast array of eligiblss, of VistaVision - and the Trade Mark. |j 

LONDON - Executive luncheon marking the 
appointment of F. E, Hutchinson as the nag 
managing director of Paramount Film Seirv- 
ice in the United Kingdom. Reading from 

left: M.Gayton, D.Grimes. P*E*H’itchinson, 
J.E.Perkins. R.Mealand. J.E.Wright, D.E. 
Gilpin, D.Abbey. H.Baillie, D.Peverett, T. 
r.RfiHdln. 0.Croft. H.Come, A.Lawrence. 

LONDON - At the Variety Club luncheon at 
the Dorchester hotel, internationally re¬ 
nowned ballerina Margot Fonteyn finds her¬ 
self held simultaneously by tne arm of 

Danny Kaye and the conversation of Don 
Hartman. In the group above are: Richard 
Mealand, Mrs, James E. Perkins, Mrs. Meal- 
and, Don Hartman and Mrs, T.C.Reddin. 

During a crowded session in the British 
capital Don Hartman, executive producer, 
met the trade press,(He is Vdth Bernard 
Charman. editor of Daily Film Renter,above 
at right), conferred with Paramount execut¬ 
ives, and was on location, top left, with 
Director Alfred Hitchcock and Star James 
Stewart of THE MAN WHO KNEW TOO MUCH. 

A gay group at a recent Paramount 
gathering in London connected with the ad¬ 
vance plans for such big forthcoming prod¬ 
uctions as STRATEGIC AIR CCMMND, Reading 
from left: Mrs. H.S.Baillie, wife of Manag¬ 
er of Olympic Laboratories; Press Contact 
Peter Barnes: Ad, Sales Manager R.Coulson; 
Theatre Publicist Jack Upfold; Linda Sals- 
berger, visiting on vacation from Paramount 
International head office. New York; Adver¬ 
tising and Theatre Manager Tony Reddin; 
Publicist L. Pounds; Asst, Pub. Mgr. Frank 
Ellis; Publicity Director's Secretary Miss 
B. Howard; Exploiteer L. Glenny. 
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LONDON - At the Variety Club's liincheon 
Danny Kaye exhibits the cheque for One 
Hundred and Twenty-two Thousand Pounds,the 
amount raised for UNICEF by the various 
organizations in Great Britain representing 
this very worth while endeavor. (It was fer 
UNICEF tnat Paramount and Danny Kaye made 
"ASSIGNMENT CHILDREN"). 

LONDON - Doris Day, co-star with James 
Stewart in Alfred Hitchcock's production 
of THE MAN WHO KNEW TOO MUCH, scored a con¬ 
spicuous success with her cooperativeness 
everywhere throughout her stay abroad, and 
particularly in Great Britain, Here she is 
personally greeting one of her greatest ad¬ 
mirers, Margaret Hetherington, a yovxng 
crippled girl vriio travelled 300 miles to 
see her idol. 
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PARAMOUNT FAR 
EAST HAPPENINGS 
PICTURED 

HONGKONG - At top is one 

— The eveiT-popular Eros Cinema went 
the brickfront, apartment-houee showman- 
idea for REAR WINDOW in a big way, and 

patron roll-up at the box-office proved 
wisdom of the stunt. To 

General manager A.S.Clug; REAR WITOCW 
very successful engagement and received 

notices from all newspapers. Its busiriMs 
far ahead of that dohe by any picture of 
type." 

of many representative 
newspaper stories cover¬ 
ing the recent a^ival 
in this Colony of one of 
Paramount's top motion 
licture directors -VflJl- 
am Wyler. f 

GKONG - (This Colony is 
- n this page). But here we 

T to the manner in which the local cin 
■ the King'8,observed Para- 

participation in the Acad- 
■ Awards. This included e^ensive cov- 

, local newspapers 
of Trademark-surmounted displays in 

lobbies. 

....Here is the actual 
Hongkong arrival. Mr. 
and Mrs. Wyler in centre; 
Paramount Manager Moh 
at leftx Mr. Eric Kwok 
at right. 

HONGKONG - One of three major theatres in this Crown Col¬ 
ony playing REAR WINDCW - the Princess - went for the 
apartment-house theatre-front idea ^ a y®ry big way.^d 
the astounding gross business justified the showmanship 
initiative a hundredfold. Paramount Manager H. S. Moh 

. black-and-white and color 
f that was a virtual sen¬ 

sation ill nwinjiwwwtj ^ 
top of the display were constantly being changed. 

MANILA - The Avenue Thea¬ 
tre's presentation of the 
exotic Paramount Italian 
production, MAKBO. had a 
lot of attention focussed 
on Silvana Kangano,as the 
above giant cutouts indi¬ 
cate. 

HONGKONG - With the surging crowd of patrons at the Prin¬ 
cess cleared for a moment (and the House Full sign put 
into focus), here is a good shot showing the transfomed 
front of the house. Nothing like this had ever been done 
in Hongkong before. (Paramount Manager Moh is in dark 
siiit, thiro from the left). 

HOLLYWOOD - A very popular and informative 
studio visitor - and one who always seems to 
time his visits with Cecil B. DeMlUe produc¬ 
tions - is Mahmud Shafqat, First Secretary to 
the Pakistan Embassy in Washington. He is seen 
here talking with Mr. DeMille on the set of 
THE TEN COMMANDMENTS. With them is Hassan 
Khayyam, a Pakistanian from Los Angeles. 

....But Paramo’ont's Ric 
Javier also stirred up a 
massive Manila interest 
in learning the Mambo. A 
demonstration of the Lat¬ 
in American dance was set 
up in the Avenue's lobby, 
A lot of local dance est¬ 
ablishments advertised 
Mambo lessons via disp]^ 
in shop windows; and mam¬ 
bo music was aired freq¬ 
uently over local radio 
stations. 
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LA PRODUZIONE ^PARAMOUNT 

MANTIENE LA SUA POSIZIONE 

Dl SUPREMAZIA IN SENO 

ALL*INDUSTRIA 

La marola trionfale degli scorsi 
mesi del prodotto Paramount nel mondo 
Intero continua ininterrotta a paasi 
accelerati. STRATEGIC AIR COMtAHD 
dimostra d’essere negli Statl Unit! 
un vero Camplone del Campioni e fa ci- 
fre favolose dovunque esca* SABRINA 
sta riscuotendo altri allori e premi 

piGE^m IN iTMzr 

As we go to press, Jercane 
Pickman, vice president otf 
Paramount Film Distributing 
Corp«, in diarge of Advertis¬ 
ing, Publicity end Exploitat¬ 
ion, is in Italy to observe 
the beginning of filming of 
WAR AND PEACE, 

in divers! ^aesi del mondo, oltre a 
quello.Che e il premio piu lusinghie- 
po ed amhito, cioe la plena soddisfa- 
zione degli esercenti e del puthlico 
ogni Tolta Che viene proiettato. THE 
SEVEN LITTLE POTS ha avuto vin*acco - 
gllensa strepltosa nella sua eccezio- 
nale ”prima** mondiale a Sidney in Au¬ 
stralia e quando leggerete queste co- 
lonne avra gia avuto Incassi splendid! 
sla a Hollywood che a New York* • • 
La nomina di James E. Perkins a Vice 
Presidente delegate all*aninini8trazi^ 
ne della Paramount International Films 
e stata segulta da una valanga di fe- 

"LIVING IT UP" 
-- ROME STYLE 

TOP AND BELOW - Several so-called radio¬ 
active automobiles were placed at strat¬ 
egic spots around Rome by Exploitation 
Director Vieri Niccoli in the express in¬ 
terests of the Martin and Lewis picture, 
LIVING IT UP. As will be noted, the cars 
were illuminated by night so as to get an 
around-the-clock barrage of attention. 
The Italian Paramount organization's curr¬ 
ent issue of their sprightly and punchy 
publication, Giomale Paramount, likewise 
devoted plenty of attention to this comedy. 

licitazioni giunte da tutti ^i angoU 
della terra, alcune delle quili inclu 

\I W MUIINX 

Sill HAS UAiiniHiBi: wois 

A Svelte Sphinx 

in Mulibn Sands " r.;s^^-,x.-x=r 

LIFE RII^ OPT glS CAROL APPEAL 

Depicted here is a picture stoiy of Carol Ohmart spread 
across four pages of Life Magazine, That’s the kind cf edit¬ 
orial interest the SCARLET HOUR girl is already stirring up. 

se quelle di Boh Hope aa Sidney trov^ 
rete puhhlicate nel presente niunero. 
llolti dei nostri parsmountisti avran- 
no del resto occasione di congratular 
si personalmente con llr, Perkins nel 
corso dell’anno dato ch’egli si pro¬ 
pone d’intraprendere de^i estesi vi^ 
gi all’estero, , , II film di Michael" 
Curtiz TOO LATE, MT LOVE e in corso di 
produzlone negli studi della Paramennt 
e di esso gia si dice che sara una ve 
ra rivelazione di astrl cinem^tografT 
ci, come non se ne vedeva da un pez^,o, 
VI partecipano la hrava e Bella Carol 
Ohmart che sta attirando ogni glomo 
piu I’attenzione dl tutti, un glovane 
di grande e>.wenire che si chlama Tom 
Try on e la cui apparizlone nel firma¬ 
ment o hollywoodlaio conferma I’inten- 
diraento della nostra Casa di presenta* 
re agli appasslonati di cinema in tuT 
to il mondo visi nuovl e nuove inte- 
ressanti personalita. A questo propo 
sito vo^iamo anzi contare sul vostro 
appoggio a questa iniziativa che carat 
terizza il progreaso non solo della 
nostra Casa ma della nostra industria 
in genere* A pure titolo d’informa- 
zione aggiungerenKj che entramhi I no¬ 
stri direttori general! di Svezia e 
del Belgio, Paul Flodin e Boris Janko 
levies, hamao avuto recentemente occa¬ 
sione di conoscere personalmente a 
Hollywood Miss Ohmart, 11 regista 
Curtiz nonche I’attore Tryon, ed han 
no altresi vis to parte del film che 
era allora in lavorazione, e non han 
no potato fare a meno di esprimere 
il loro grande entusiasmo per questa 
pellicola, » , Ahhlamo visionato il 
film a due rulli VISTAVISIGK VISITS 
HAVJLII e possiamo assicurarvi che 
questo documentario di viaggi e il 
piu riuscito e interessante della no- 
ta serie in VistaViaion, Date pxire 
a questo tipo di film realizzati in 
VistaVision tutta I’importanza che 
essi merltano giacche, fatti veramen 
te hene come sono, essi contrlhuisco^ 
no notevolmente al sempre ma^iore 
prestigio della nostra Marca, • • 
Siamo oggi in grado di offrirvi ^l 
splendid! dettagll della prima del 
film di Danny Kaye, ASSIGNMIST 
CHILDREN, a Londra, La pellicola fU 
presentata in grande stile dinanzi 
alia piu eletta schiera di puhhlico 
intemazionale che si sia mai riunita 
in un teatro ed e stata esaltata da^ 
la stampa britannica come il simholo 
di uno dei piu begli atti umanitsfi 
compiuti da anni dall’industria cin^ 
matografica, , , Mr. Veltner che ha 
in programma una sua visita a tutte 
le Agenzie della Paramount negli St^ 
ti Unit! ne ha gia glrate died. In 
tale occasione ha potato renders! con 
to di persona dell’ottima impressions 
fatta a tutti i paranountisti con cui 
e venuto in contatto dalle recent! 
riunioni di Hollywood, , , James 
Stewart, Doris Day nonche il regista 

Continued on Page 37 
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BOB HOPE DOMINATES 
AUSTRALIAN PIXNEWS 

SYDNEY - Bob Hope met Paramounteers in all 
of the Australian cities he visited. Here he 
is vdth James A. Sixsmith, right, Secretary- 
Treasurer of the Australian organization. At 
left is Mrs. Leddy, one of the guests at the 
reception follovdiig the previevdng of THE 
SEVEN LITTLE FOYS at the Prince Edward. 

BRISBANE*- And here he is with Queensland 
Branch Manager Gordon Brookes, at left, and 
Wintergarden Theatre Manager Harry Greaves 
— and of course some samples of what Queens¬ 
land makes best. 

Prominent in attend¬ 
ance at the Adelaide 
showing of ASSIGNMENT 
CHILDREN were: The Right 
Honorable the Lord Mayor 
of Adelaide, Mr. J. S, 
Philps; Mr. H.D.Winter^ 
bottcmi, Chairman ,UNAC 
Fund,S.A.; Charles Arn¬ 
old,Majestic Theatre 
Manager; The Lady Mayor¬ 
ess, Mrs, Philps. 

SYDNEY - Bob Hope with the Paramoxmteers of the Austra¬ 
lian Head Office. Reading from the left: John Wright, 
Emmy J^rray, Keith Cully, Sybel Lowe, Max Allan, Fay 
Hardie, Mavis Macniullen,Dawn Badram, Irene Talbot, Joan 
Grinham, Bob Hope, Barbara Dillon, Jean Drage, Lorraine 
Kennedy, Jean Guye, Shirley Howe, Beverly Pearson, Len 
Jones, Clare Beer, Ron Baily. Roslyn Bull, Dorothy 
Cuthbert, Frank Deane, Nola Hoadley, Ian Rankin, Arthur 
W. L. Naylor, AT TOP: Bob with the very important film 
inspectresses: Ruby Wilson, Noeline Marsh, Enid Treuer, 
Irene Lindley, Bernice McDonald, Dorothy Hatheson,Valda 
PfAhl. 

MELBOURNE - Here he shares a 
mount Branch Manager Bert Kel 
Reception held in the Town Hal 

oke with Para- 
at the Civic 
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ADELAIDE - Australian 
premiere of ASSIGNMENT 
CHILDREN was held at the 
Majestic Theatre in con¬ 
nection with a special 
screening of SABRINA, As 
a result, a svim of more 
than Two Thousand Pounds 
was handed to the United 
Nations for UNICEF. 

MELBOURNE - The Russell 
Street sign which invites 
tens of thousands of 
Melboumites daily to be 
cinematically entertain¬ 
ed at Paramount's Kings. 

81 

HOLLYWOOD - Mrs, Robert 
J. Kerridge, wife of the 
foremost New Zealand ex¬ 
hibitor, and their 
daughter, Vanessa.on the 
set of THE TEN COMMAND¬ 
MENTS, getting the latest 
news on the picture from 
Vincent Price, member of 
the picture's top-flight 
roster of stars. 

SYDNEY - This time Bob is ringed around with members of 
the Sydney branch office staff. From the left: Bob Cox, 
Bruce Callard, Irene Hankalday. Wayne Richards, Charley 
Donaghey, Neil Small, John Winterton, Robin Thomsen, 
Annette Vinson, Ray Harris, Alice Gibson, Marie Regan, 
Shirley Falls, Heather Harrow, Mary Walker. Gladys 
Gamble. Cleo Andrews, Terry O'Connor, Jan McKinley, Bob, 
Barry Uptin, Jack Tauchert, George Lawrence. 

AUSSIE FLASHES - At the Melbourne King's, CONQUEST OF 
SPACE has drawn very favorable reviews, and fine b^in- 
ess. It is paired in release with a revival of ROAD TO 
MOROCCO....Combination of ELEPHANT WAIJC and ASSK^NT 
CHILDREN smashed all records at the Majestic, Adelaide, 
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PARAMOUNTEERS OF GERMANY 
HOLD INSPIRING CONVENTION 

FRANKFURT — The Paramount organization of Germany recently concluded a most 
successful series of regional conventions under the skilled guidance of Rud¬ 
olf Jellinek, General Manager for Germany, (Mr. Jellinek recorded his 30th 
anniversary with Paramount during the meetings). Shown here is the meeting in¬ 
corporating the Frankfurt and Berlin Branches. At left are: Mr. ^chenk. Publi¬ 
city Direrior: Berlin Branch Manager Heyer: Sales Manager Lichtscheindl: Gen¬ 
eral Manager Jellinek: Chief of Administration Stabins; Frankfurt Branch Man¬ 
ager Himel; Technical Manager Roth; Mr, Metka, Chief, Sales Control, At right 
in front are; Messrs Metka,Lichtscheindl,Stabins, In second row: Mr.Schack, 
Publicity Assistant- Miss Goring, Typist: Miss Flange, BooKer; Berlin Branch 
Manager Heyer. 3rd Row: Mr, Schenk; Mr, Himmel; Salesman Wanja: Salesman 
Schoof. 4tn Row: Mr, Roth; Salesman Rakete; Second Booker Ingelewitsch; First 
Booker Mrs. Dahl. 

DUSSELDORF - In the scene at left’. General Manager Jellinek is congratulating 
Branch Manager Mrs, Werners, while Messrs Schenk. Lichtscheindl and Roth look 
on. In the bxisiness session group, from left: Salesman Beck; First Booker Mrs, 
Fussbahn; Salesman Bock: Salesman Pliickebaum; Dusseldorf Publicity Manager 
Heilbrun; Miss Hertel, Branch Manager's Secretary; Accountant Hess; Booker 
Krins; Salesman Tscherpe; Mrs, Werners, 

Branch Manager Benninger, second from left. In the group, from left: Branch 
Manager's Secretary Miss Schippers; Second Booker Miss Lolinert; Salesman 
Wilhelm; First Booker Mrs, Klasing; Mr. Benninger; Salesman Wiest; Salesman 
Gvinzl; Accountant Nonne, 

HAMBURG - At right, with Messrs Roth, Lichtsbheindl, Jellinek and Schenk, 
Branch Manager Kobosil, second from right. In the group, from left: Mr.Koboeil, 
Salesman Mathiessen, Salesman Wessel, Second Booker Schmidt, First Booker ^s,, 
Rupp, Miss Schmidt, Typist; Salesman Werner, Accountant Texner, Mrs, Lechelt, 
Branch Manager's Secretary. 

PARAMOUNT PRODUKTIONEN 

HALTEN DIE SPITZE IN DER 

FILMINDUSTRIE 

Die Erfolgslieder, die Paramount- 
Erzeugnlsee in den vergangenen Mozia- 
ten in der ganzen Welt gesnngen ha- 
ben^nehmen in grossem und melodloesen 
Tenpo ihren Fortgang* STRATEGIC AIR 
COMMAND ervelst slch ala der Qroesste 
unter den Qrossen und hat blsherlge 
Rekorde neberschreltende Zahlen aufzT>> 
weisen^ vo ismer dleser Film gezelgt 
wlrd. SABRINA erwlrbt sich neue Lor- 
beern und Prelse in den verschleden- 
sten Laendem, sowie den beaten Preis 
Yon alien, naemlich den der Zufrieden- 
he it der Kinobesitzer, die ihn ueber- 
*11 elnem begeisterten Publlkm vor- 
fxjehren. THE SEVEN LITTLE FOIS war 
eln enormer Erfolg bei einer Sonder- 
auffxiehnmg in Sidney, Australien, 
und bis diese Zeilen Sie erreichen, 
wird der gleiche Film bereits eln gros¬ 
ser Kassenerfolg bei seinen l^stauf- 
fnehningen in Hollywood und New York 
sein* 

Die Eimennung Ton Mr, James £• Per¬ 
kins zxn EzectitiYe Vice Pi'esideirt won 
Paramouzrt International Films hat einen 
wahren Glueckwunsch-Stuna aus alien 
Teilen der Welt entfesselt* Wlr geben 
Ihnen einige dleser Qratulationsn 
(elnschl* einer sehr originellen von 
Bob H(^ aus Sydney) an aiuierer Stelle 

MOSES 

From him stems Man*s love 
of, and inalienable right to, 
Freedom.This study of 
Charlton Heston as Moses, one 
of many made during the prod¬ 
uction of Cecil B, DeMille's 
THE TEN COMMANDMENTS by Ken 
Whitmore Yd.ll, in the vears 
ahead, become one of tne most 
renoYmed photographic studies 
in the Yirorld. 

' 

s 

dieses Heftes wieder, Viele Paramoun- 
tianer warden zu elnem spaeteren Zelt- 
punkt Gelegenhelt haben, Mr* Perkins 
persoenllch zu gratvilieren, wenn er 
sein ziemllch bewegtes Reiseprogramm 
durchfuehrt* 

Man hat mlt den Dreharbeiten des 
Michael Curtiz-Films TOO LATE, MT LOVE 
begozuien* Hiemit hat Paramount einen 
seiner bedeutendsten Schrltte hlnslcht- 
lich Foerderung neuer Stars untemom- 
men. Die Junge Dame, die soviel Auf- 
merksamkelt auf sich zieht, ist Carol 
Ohmart* Ferner splelt eln Junger Maon 
namens Ten Tryon eine wesenbliche Rol¬ 
ls in diesem Experiment, den Freiuiden 
des Films in aller Welt, neue und inter- ^ 
essante Gesichter und Persoenlichkei- j 
ten zu praesentleren* Wlr moechten 

(Fortsetzung auf Seite 3^) 
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ANVERS BRUXELLES CHARLEROI G AND 

LIEGE MONS NAMUR TOURNAI 

GLOBAL SHOWMANSHIP 
AMMUNITIONED BY THE 
GREATEST PRODUCT IN 
PARAMOUNT’S HISTORY 

Paris Pictures 

From Plunkett 

Of Paramount 

ROTTERDAM - One of the biggest and most 
effective examples of showmanship seen in 
the Netherlands in many years was the 
display bearing the announced name of The 
Philips Space-Ship on the E55. This space 
ship was built expressly for Paramount's 
CONQUEST OF SPACE and represents a wonder¬ 
ful example of enterprise^on the part of 
Paramount Exploiteer Philip de Schaap, 
(The Philips responsible for the building 
was of course the internationally famous 
electrical company;. 

Many thousands of persons visited the 
Space Snip, the interior of which was 
filled with displays and announcements 
detailing the picture and the theatre in 
which it was being shown. As for scenes 
from the George Pal thriller, these were 
shown continuously on 8 (eight) television 
screens in the centre of the space-ship. 

A tremendous amount of valuable news¬ 
paper and magazine space was devoted to 
the space-ship, and the moon landscape 
which occupied the place of honor in the 
very centre of the terrestrial vessel. 

This was a double-spread, in two colors, 
in the celebrated Belgian magazine. La Cine- 
grafie Beige — and its emphasis on the Acad¬ 
emy-Award s-winning accomplishments of the 
four major personalities connected with the 
film gave SABRINA a lot of good commercial 
attention by Belgian exhibitors. 

AT RIGHT 

LINCOLN, NEBRASKA - The ace 
showmanship attributes of 
STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND were 
put to full use here by the 
management of the Lincoln 
Theatre and Paramount Field 
Representative Dave Fried¬ 
man, Depicted here is one of 
many fine window displays, 
this one in the Continental 
National Bank, Another fine 
one was in the noted Miller 
and Pine Store. 

CAGNEY AIDS SHOWMANSHIP - James Cagney really went 
not to towT^but to the entire United States with 
RUN FCR C0\^, as the two pages at top right, in 
the Motion Picture Exhibitor, indicate. At left is 
a page from Motion Picture Herald, with the head¬ 
line telling the fine showmanship story. 

7 little Foys arrive for movie premiere 

SAPPORO, -JAPAN - As part of 
a model plane contest here 
for CONQUEST OF SPACE, the 
showmen at the Teikokuza 
Cinema built this huge model 
of a rocket at the park in 
which the contest was held. 

Lgora 
ited 

BRUSSEI2 - The A# 
Theatre contribut 
greatly to the succ¬ 
ess or REAR WINDCW 
via this illuminated 
poster more than 3 
stories high. 

on the world’s fastest luxury airliner 

American's ^ ^ ci^nonstop Mercury to 

LOS mQELEB 
^ 

AMCRiaui/mumi 

NEW YORK CITY - Here is 
one of a host of ways in 
which Paramount expioit- 
eers tied in with the 
premiere of THE i^EN LIT¬ 
TLE F(3YS at the Criterion 
Theatre, 



THE MOUNTING TRIUMPHS 
OF "STRATEGIC- AIR 
COMMAND" («.from Page 3) 

and the critics applauded the great film 
in the measure shovm in the summary at the 
lower right comer of this page. Especial 
attention was paid the triumph of Vista- 
Vision in cabled messages from London,one 
of which, a despatch to Mr. Weltner from 
Executive Vice President J.E.Perkins,said: 

"Believe should advise you horizontal 
projection STRATEGIC fully equal every 
way to Paramount Theatre, New York.,., 
Premiere was complete success, all re¬ 
views without exception highly praised 
VistaVision, Industry reaction very 
gratifying." 
Later eye-witness accounts from those 

who attended the Plaza showings indicate 
that every seat in the theatre affords a 
perfect view of the giant picture. 

Then there was this report from John B, 
Nathan, quoting German General Manager 
Rudolf Jellinek in connection with the Ber¬ 
lin Film Festival's showing of the air 
giant: 

"Jellinek advises wonderful reception 
STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND Berlin Festival, 
with excellent cooperation US Air Force, 
Projection at Gloria Theatre outstand¬ 
ing. Applause during and after perform¬ 
ances," 

And of course the continuing success of 
the picture continues throughout the United 
States on a scale which is truly stratos¬ 
pheric. 

LONDON'S PLAZA - The London landmark, with its tojj-level emphasis 
on VistaVision. started attracting its line of sightseers early — 
and they were far from being disappointed. At left is Col, George 
T. Chadwell, Chief of Staff of U.S, 7th Air Division. With him are 
Mrs, Chadwell and Lady Corea, wife of the High Commissioner for 
Ceylon, 

DISTINGUISHED GUESTS, In scene at left are Mrs. James E, Perkins, 
wife of the Executive Vice President of Paramount International 
Films, with co-star of the picture, James Stewart, Also in the 
shot are Richard Watts, and Richard Mealand, Managing Director of 
Paramount British Productions. Centre picture shows Actor Terence 
Morgan, at left, with Mr. and Mrs, John Davis, Chairman and Manag¬ 
ing Director of the J. Arthur Rank Organisation, At right, Martin 
Quigley, Jr,, Managing Editor of Motion Picture Herald, with Sir 
Henry and Lady French. Sir Henry is Deputy General of the British 
Film Producers Association, 

London's 
able crttics 
do an ace . 
Job (right) 
in summariz¬ 
ing the top 
virtues of 
the greatest 
air drama of 
them all. In 
this trade- 
paper ad,the 
Paramount, 
publicists 
of London do 
a grand job 
of selling 
this mighty 
Paramount 
accomplish¬ 
ment to the 
best showmen 
in England, 
Scotland, 
Eire. Wales 
and Northeni 
Ireland/ 

Till IMII I'IMUM I’AI'I II 

^ TO-D/rrs 
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l^MARKABU 
PRESS AND PUeUC 
ACCLAIM FOR A . 
fSeMAHKABU AcmeveMBuT ! 

Fitd M»)dal*ny ^ THE SHARPEST A>4D(V^0STGENER>Ll.y 
EliilylAwl SATJSFVJNG WIDE SCREBH IMAGE 

wv*; WE HAVE SO FAR HAD 9 

4FASCIHATING...TME PHOTOGRAPHV- 
pjilvWegrjph IN THE NEW M0CI20NTAL VISTAVISION 

«v»: -)S SUPERB 9 

Frank Jidaoo 4THE NEW VISTAVISION, Wl DER AND BKSGER 
feynokhWrws THAN EVER...GIVES THE MOSTSPECTACUtAR 

says: AND SUPERS FLYING SCENES eVERPILMEP 9 

, Manager Worley 
tionwide enthusla 

PEORIA, ILLINOIS - At the Madison Theatre here 
capitalized ven^ effectively on the current nationwide enthusiasm 
for scale-model, power-driven model aircraft. He turned the vast 
foyer of the Madison into what was virtually an airport for the 
small craft all pointed towards the interests of STR/.TEGIC AIR 
COMMAND, The display_attracted not only the makers of the models, 
but their entire families, relatives, sweethearts, etc. Darned 
good showmanship. 

: 4THiSHIGH.WI0EANP HANDSOME SCREEN 
. pRESINTATtONiN THE NEW VISTAVISION 

...BNiATMUSSWy Mlt.UANT9 

PkvIINhn ^AVERYFINE PICTURE...EXQUISITE . 
H«.»S~ucl« beauty...DUE ENTIRELY TOPARAMOuNTS I 

NEW horizontal VISTAVISION 9 > 

-mi 

* *• * I i 11 11 

AirFoniinaijfl 
I nlnurln,-TFCHMi-OIXIK « 

nu.Sk 

hknxktt 

Roy Nasii 

Uy*: 

4 EV{ N BIGGER PICTURES ON AN EVEN 
WIDER SCREEN... I HAVE NEVER 
SEfcN BETTER FLYING SEQUENCES 9 

EUNDOueT’CDLV 
MMXS A BIG 
ADVANCE IN 
BIG PICTURE 
PRESENTATION 
...ONE IS 
iMMEDtATELY 
NNPRESSEPSY 
THE PtN-POINT 
SHARPNESS OF 
THE PICTOREf 

TWC 
CINEMA 
says; 

4 IMMEMATE 
IMPRESSION.. IS 
THEAMABNC 
CLARITYOf n<E 
PJCTVRe... 
STANDS OUT WITM 
A REAUV SOLID. 
3 Dimensional 
EFFECT ...lAj TO 
BE SEEN ro 
APPREOATEDW 

• TMt MiWtt{INCF 
hNHU f wiyniM 
IMTlSClAMiPIMII. 
WitHOfflAIN'QVUriM 
IMHUtffKItfn 
OM THE SCMM 
IS SMARFfRANb 
NK>tt FCRFtCT IM 

I LVtRY PSIAILTMAM 
ANVTNM6 m HAVE 
ntEVKwstysuAT 



More and more Eddie Foy pictures are coming 
to light, all of them adding to the interest in 
Bob Hope's characterization of the great comedian 
in THE SEVEN LITTLE FOYS, At left is a picture of 
the uproarious ccmedian taken a few years before 
his death in 1928, (Which means that a lot of Par- 
amounteers must have seen him in person in the 
good old vaudeville days). 

Mr, and Mrs, tion Hartman arriving at 
the Paramount Theatre in Hollywood for the 
premiere of Bob Bope's THE SEVEN LITTLE 
FOYS — a gay opening and a continuing 
success. 

Charlton Heston, vAio plays 
'Moses' in Cecil B, DeMille^s 
production, THE TEN COMMANDMENB 
has one of the largest and most 
loyal fan clubs of anv star. It 
issues an official publication 
called The Hestonian, and in 
connection with the release of 
THE FAR HORIZONS the issue com¬ 
prised 48 pages. There are 
54,000 members of the Charlton 
Heston Fan Club, President is 

HOLLYWOOD 
IS WHERE THE 
INDUSTRY’S 
PARAMOUNT 
PRODUCT IS MADE 

Miss Iona Karkmeyer, Office of 
the Club is in the Russ Buildiig 
in San Francisco, and activity 
is already building up there ibr 
the release of THE TEN COMMAND¬ 
MENTS, At top, on one of the 
film's sets, Heston is showing 
a VistaVision camera to a group 
of 60 members of the club who 
visited him. 

Following a studio luncheon honoring 
Boris Jankolovics, General Manager in 
Belgium, and Paul Flodin, General Manager 
in Sweden, the group heads back to the 

executive offices. From the leftt William 
Meikeljohn, Mr, Jankolovics, Y. Frank 
Freeman, Mr, Flodin, Don Hartman, Jack 
Karp, D.A.Doran, John Mock,Luigi Luraschi. 

First-hand facts about THE TEN COMM¬ 
ANDMENTS are learned from Yul Brynner.who 
plays 'Pharaoh,' by Sweden's Paul Flodin, 
at left, and Belgium's Boris Jankolovics, 

Authentication by Captain Fuad Aref, 
a member of Cecil B, DeMille's staff in 
both Egypt and Hollywood, Here he checks 
raiments on Anne Baxter and Douglas Dumb- 
rille prior to the making of an important 
scene in THE TEN COMMANDMENTS, Miss Baxter 
plays Princess Nefretiri' and Dumbrille is 
the High Priest, 

Carol Ohmart, new personality 
who should zoom to stardom in THE 
SCARLET HOUR, is making a good be¬ 
ginning with her Paramount reading 
material. You should become a sub¬ 
scriber. Carol - we're going to 
have a lot to say about you and 
your Paramount career. 



'V PARAMOUNT'S PRODUCTION PROGRAM 
CHARACTERIZED BY FORWARD LOOK! 

One of the top niusica-lilting scenes in ANYTHING GOES is the imaginative 
treatment of ^ole Porter’s "Blow, Gabriel, Blow." In front, reading from left, 
are Jeanmaire, Bing Crosby, Mitzi Gaynor and Donald O'Connor, Super-rhythml 

Oreste Kirkop, as the Paramount 
executives who visited Hollywood in 
May know so well, has the most magnf- 
icent voice in films today ~ and it's 
in full force and thidllingness in 
THE VAGABOND KING. Kathryn Grayson 
is his co-star in the VV-Tech. film. 

An all-time topper in Paramount 
entertainment is Danny Kaye's THE 
COURT JESTER, with the comedy star no 
ham despite being Armored. He^ he 
is the defender of a pair of faithful 
wenches, played in Technicolor and 
full-bodied VistaVision by Angela 
Lansbury, left, and Glynis Johns,The 
comedy seems destined to be Leap 
Year's (1956) Laughmaker Supreme, 

Eva Gabor in Hal Wallis' production of 
ARTISTS AND MODELS is neither artist nor mod¬ 
el; but what she is to stare Dean Martin and 
Jerry Lewie is pulchritudinously satisfying 
from the audience and entertainment point of 
view. The comedy is of course in VistaVision. 

Another dramatic glimpse 
of Tom Tryon and Carol Ohm- 
art in the Michael Ctirtiz 
production of THE SCARLET 
HOUR, the tense, tingling 
thriller that's going to make 
Paramount history. 

^5 

fgl 

Those so fortunate as to have seen THE RCBE 
TATTOO say that they have never seen a picture likB 
it in all their moviegoing lives. Here are Anna 
Magnani, Burt Lancaster, and the reason for this 
passionate Hal Wallis production's unusual title. 

Humphrey Bogart has never (repeat, never) 
lad a role as dynamic, brutal, realistic or 
socko as the part he plays in William Wyler's 
searing drama of a domestic crisis, THE DES¬ 
PERATE HOURS. The cast also has for stars 
Fredric March, Martha Scott and Kiary Murphy. 
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A POETIC, PROPHETIC TOUCH - an 
orchid named in advance for a br^d 
new young star who is going to win 
orchids — bxinches of orchids — 
from the critics of the world in a 
nicture which will win new honors 
for Paramount... .THE SCAPU^ HOUR. 

Paramount Studio Head 
and Vice President in 
Charge of Production, Y. 
Frank Freeman, with our 
flashing new star of to¬ 
morrow, Carol Ohmart,... 
Setting is the gigantic 
photographic poster of 
Carol shown in detail on 
Page 24. 

"THE SCARLET HOUR" TO BE 
MILESTONE IN PARAMOUNT 
PRODUCTION INITIATIVE... 

Already Paramount has received widespread 
trade publication endorsement — Variety, Hollwood ■ Reporter, Motion Picture Exhibitor on the wisdom 
and practicality of building new stars courageously 
and vigorously via the technique being employed on 
Carol Ohmart, It is equally essential that we do 
our part as well! 

Last month they were looking at pictures of this star-to- 
e — now they are lunching with her in the ^udio. The young 
ady is Carol Ohmart,.star of the Michael Curtiz product!on,THE 
CARLET HOUR. At left is Boris Jankolovics, Paramount General 
anager in Belgium; at right. Paul Flodin, occup^ng a similar 
ost in Sweden. We bet that by now Carol knows plenty about the 
verseas activities of Paramount International. 

(g 
(D 

The film indus- 
ry trade press is 
.ending plenty of 
.ctive and enthusi- 
istic support to 
>aramouht’s star- 
laking plan. There 
.s the editorial 
>om the Hollywood 
Reporter at right; 
ind weekly Variety 
ls devoting a lot 
)f space, construc- 
iively, to the pro¬ 
ject.But most 
Important of all is 
>ur devoted support 

one of the most 
important develop- 
nents in star dev¬ 
elopment our compajy 
las ever undertaken. 

* AMID the vociferous cries by ex¬ 
hibitors for new faces to sustain the 
star list which is rapidly dwindling to 
a very few, Paramount has taken the 
bull by the horns, so to speak, and is 
throwing the dice, $1,500,000 worth, 
that a project it has under way will 
pay off not only in a good picture but 
thereby also build a whole roster of 
cast names. 

The picture is “Too Late, My Love," 
and the spotlight is on a new leading 
lady, Carol Ohmart, whom the studio 
is giving a buildup comparable to those 
of the days which made Pola Negri 
and others such great stars. It entrusted 
the picture to Michael Curtiz, some¬ 
times called “The Starmaker” because 
of the impressive number of personali¬ 
ties he has brought to marquee stature. 
This is his first producer effort on the 
jot. as well as a directorial assignment, 
and he has been given carte blanche, 
with front office blessings, to do what 
is necessary. 

In addition to Miss Ohmart, who 
Was discovered while an understudy in 
“Kismet” on Broadway, Curtiz is using 
a cast entirely of newcomers. The 
leading man is Tom Tryon, also new 
from the New York stage, and the 
supporting cast, with two or three 
exceptions, have never faced a camera 
before. Curtiz says the rushes, so far, 
show that the big cast gamble is now 
almost a sure bet. 

This has been kept under wraps 
before, but now it can be disclosed 
that from top executives down the 
entire Paramount forces, in the studio 
arvd the distribution and sales depart¬ 
ments, world-wide, have been alerted 
to the company’s determined effort to 
produce new stars. A new department 
has been set up which is doing nothing 
but “pestering” the front office, pro¬ 
ducers and directors, to use the new 
plaVers in pictures, to get them before 
the public, which is the only way to 
^ild a player. 

Another new face that the studio 
has high hop>€S for is Oreste, the Euro¬ 
pean tenor, who was starred in his 
first picture. “The Vagabond King," 
which Curtiz also directed. Mike is 
excited about creating new stars, no 
new chore for him, ,for he brought to 
Screen prominence such names, as 

'oris Day, 'Errol Flynn, John Garfield, 
^Alexis Smith, Eleanor Parker, Ann 
Blyth, Fred Clark, David Brian, Paul 
Henreid, Walter Slezak. Peggy Lee, 
Priscilla and Rosemary Lane and many 
others. 
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JUNE 24 MARKED 
THE HALFWAY MARK 
IN THE PRODUCTION 
OF "THE TEN 
COMMANDMENTS" 

A full realization of the magnitude of 
Cecil B, DeMille*s production, THE TEN COMMAN¬ 
DMENTS, is gained when you realize that on the 
24th of June the picture passed the half-way 
mark in filming. 

Still to come are some of the monumental 
sequences including the opening and closing of 
the Red Sea - portions of which were filmed on 
location in Egypt last October and November - 
and scenes showing Moses at the Burning Bush, 

PARAMOUNT BLIJFT 

AAN DE TOP 

Het succes.dat Paramovuit in de 
afgelopen maanden overal ter 
were Id heeft geboekt, dUTirt on- 
verminderd voort.STRATEGIC AIR 
COMMAND blykt in de Ver.Staten 
een kampioen onder de kanpioe- 
nen te zijn en behaalt overal 
waar de film vertoond wordt re' 
cord-brekende cijfera. SABRINA 
oogst nieuwe lauweren en onder' 
scheidingen in diverse landen 
en verwerft overal de meeat ge' 
waardeerde onder8cheiding,n.l. 
de tevredenheid van de klanten 
die de film vertonen aan 'n te' 
vreden publiek.THE SEVEN LITT¬ 
LE POYS is tijdens een apecia- 
le vertoning in Sydney, Avustra- 
liti,een geweldig auccea gewor- 
den; en tegen de tiid dat dit 
nummer verachijnt zai de film 
ongetwijfeld grote recettea ge' 
boekt hebben by de Hollywoodae 
en New Yorkae premiirea. 

De benoeming van J.E. Perkins 
als Executive Vice President 
van Paramount Int. Films heeft 
een atroom van gelukwenaen uit 
alle delen der wereld tot ge- 
volg gehad. Sommige van daze 
apeciale boodachappenCw.o. een 
zeer originele van Bob Hope, 
verzonden ult Sydney) ataan in 
dit nummer afgedrukt. Vele Pa- 
ramountera zullen in de loop 
van dit jaar de gelegenheid ge' 
boden krijgen Mr. Perkins per- 
aoonliik geluk te wensen, daar 
hij vele reizen op zyn program' 
ma heeft ataan. 

De produetie van de Michael 
Curtiz film TOO LATE, MY LOVE 
gaat beginnen en via deze film 
wordt apeciale aandacht gevea- 
tigd op enige nieuwe PARAMOUNT' 
aterren.Carol Ohmart is de Jon' 
gedame, op wie alle aandacht 
zich ooncentreert;en 'n Jonge- 
man.Tom Tryon geDaamd,is even- 
eena een belangrijke factor in 
dit experiment om filmfana o- 
ver de gehele wereld nieuwe en 
intereaaante gezichten te bie- 
den. Wij vereoeken U dringend 
hier thans reeds Uw voile aan¬ 
dacht aan te 8chenken,daar dit 
zeer belangrijk is, towel voor 
de vooruitgang van onze maat- 
schappij als voor de filmindua* 

trie, waarvan wiJ alien deel 
uitmaken.Wy moeten hieraan toe* 
voegen, dat Paul Flodin, Para¬ 
mount 'a general maziager in Zwe' 
den en Boris Jankolovica,gene¬ 
ral manager in Belgie, beiden 
Misa Ohmart, Mr.Curtiz en Mr. 
Tryon in Hollywood ontmoet en 
een gedeelte van de film reeda 
gezien hebben en zij hebben on’ 
ze studio reeda hun volledige- 
medewerking toegezegd voor het 
lanceren van TOO LATE,MY LOVE. 

Wy hebben de twee-acter VISTA- 
VISION VISITS HAWAII gezien en 
moeten zeggen dat deze de mooi' 
ate,faacinerendste en meeat op* 
windende is van alle Viata-Vi- 
aion reisfilma.Al deze Vista- 
Vision films verdienen Uw voi¬ 
le aandacht,want zij verhogen 
in aterke mate het prestige v. 
het Paramount handslamerk. 

Deze maanden zijn wij in staat 
verslag uit te brengen van de 
Londenae premiire van ASSIGN¬ 
MENT CHILDREN van Danny Kaye. 
De film is vertoond voor een 
uitgelezen international pu- 
bliek en is door de Britae ver' 
alaggevers toegejuicht als een 
symbool van een der beats mens’ 
lieveride actiea.in lange tijd 
door de film-induatrie ondemo' 
men. 

Mr.Weltner is bezig 'n program' 
ma af te werken,waarbij hij al' 
le kantoren in de V.S. zal be- 
zoeken.Hij heeft er reeds tien 
bezocht. Hij ia zeer dankbaar, 
uit de eerste hand te vernemen 
welk een bijzonder effect onze 
studio-bijeenkomst van enige , 
weken geleden gesorteerd heeft 
bij alle Paramount mannen en 
vrouwen met wie hij geaproken 
heeft. 

James Stewart,Doris Day en Ee- 
gisseur Alfred Hitchcock zijn 
terug in Amerika na hun erg be' 
langrijke. reia naar Marokko en 
London in verband met de thril' 
ler THE MAN WHO KNEW TOO MUCH. 
Het ia welhaaat zeker, dat wij 
wederom een zeer auccesvolle - 
Hitchcock-film in handen heb¬ 
ben, waarvoor wij zeer dankbaar 
zijn. 
Vergeet niet, dat ieders Para¬ 
mount-film wordt vervaardigd, 
in VistaVision en Technicolor. 

Right from the days of Sinai, and Beni Youseff, and 
Abu Rawash, and Luxor, back in the Fall of last year, Cecil 
B, DeMille and his Chief Cameraman, Loyal Griggs, knew that 
this production of THE TEN COMMANDMENTS was a long and very 
exacting task. It seems a might long way back to the Egypt 
of the scene above...and yet, as the storv below indicates, 
Mr. DeMille and his tireless co-workers, nave come but to 
the half-way mark. Yet so great is the production now that, 
were it to stop at this point, it would still be the might¬ 
iest motion picture the world has ever seen. 

Moses receiving the Ten Commandments on Sinai, 
the worship of the Golden Calf, and some seq¬ 
uences of the Exodus itself, the major portions 
of which have already been filmed in Egypt, 

Already completed are scenes showing the 
Biblical plagues. These dramatic sequences in¬ 
clude the waters of the Nile turning to blood, 
the pestilence of frogs, and the visitation of 
death upon the Egyptian first-bom. In addition 
to the towering sequences of the Exodus, Mr, 
DeMille also has shot scenes of the finding of 
the Infant Moses in the bulrushes, thp bondage 

of the slaves 
and many other 
great events 
related in the 
Five Books of 
Moses in the 
Bible. It is 
expected that 
major filming 
be close to 
ending by Oct¬ 
ober 1st, 

Continued from Page 28 
Alfred Hitchcock sono rlentratl in 
America dopo il loro intereasante 
Tiaggio a Londra e nel Marocoo dove 
8ono stati girati gli esteml del 
film THE MN VflO TOO MOCE. Qaa^ 
to a Queata produzione, tutto fa pre 
vedere che avremo in mano un altro 
gioiello di Hitchcoeik, per 11 quale 
dobbiamo essere proprlo grati, , , 
Prime di ohludere queeta oolonna, 
vof^iamo inflne ricordarvl che tuttl 
i film Par«nount eono ora in Tiata- 
Tialon e in Technicolor, 
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Paramount World 

A very fine 
German poster 
for THE COUN¬ 
TRY GIRL,vrLth 
emphasis on 
the stars aind 
the Academy 
Award. 

(Portsetzung von Seite 30) 
Sie dringend bitten, diesem wohlver- 
dienten Projekt Ihre vollste Ifater- 
stustzung znteil werden zu lassen, denn 
•8 steht in bedentendem Znsamnenhang 
nd.t deia Fortschritt sowohl unsorer Ge- 
selischaft, als snich der gesanrten FIM- 
indnstrle, von der wir Ja ein Teil sind, 
Wlr wollen nicht vergessen zu erwaeh- 
nsn, dass Paul Flodin und Boris Jan- 
kolovics, die General Manager von Pa¬ 
ramount in Schweden, bezw* Belgian, 
Miss Olmart, Mr. Curtiz und Mr, Tryon 
in Hollywood gesehen und einen Teil 
des noch in Herstellung befindllchen 
Films angeschaut haben# Uhd beide 
g©iTen haben bereits dem Studio ihre 
vollste Unterstuetzung fuer TOO LATE, 

MY LOVE zugesagt, 
Wlr haben die Produktion VISTAVI- 

SION BESUCHT HAWAII gesehen und mues- 
sen sagen, dass dies der schoenste, 
fesselndste und aufregendste unter den 
Vistavision-ReisefIlmen ist* Alls V-V 
Filme verdienen Ihre kraeftigste Dnter- 
gtuetzung, denn sle erhoehen das Pre¬ 
stige des Naraens Paramount ganz er- 

heblich. 
In diesem Monat koemen wir die 

wichtigsten Einzelheiten aus Dancy 
Kaye*s Londoner Premiere ASSIGNMENT 
CHILDREN bringen. Dieser Film wrde 
in glaenzender Weise vor einem erle- 
senen Inbernationalen Publlkun aufge- 
fuehrt, wui die britische Presse hat 
ihn als Symbol eines der schoensten 
bunanitaeren Beitraege der Filmindu- 
strie seit Jahren sehr gepriesen, 

Mr, Weltner hat bereits zehn Zweig- 
stellen von Paramount in den USA be- 
eucht und wird seine Runde fortsetzen, 
bis er sle alle gesehen hat, Er war 
sehr beglueckt darueber zu hoeren, 
Tfie sehr alle Herren und Damen von 
Paramount, die er bisher gesprochen 
hat, von der Sitzung im Sttdio vor 
einigen Wochen beeindruckt waren, 

James Stewart, Doris Day, sowie 
Direktotr Alfred Hitchcock sind winder 

THIS IS AN EXCERPT 
FROM PARAMOUNT PRESIDENT 
BARNEY BALABAN’S STATE¬ 
MENT TO THE COMPANY'S 
STOCKHOLDERS LAST MONTH: 

",,,.0n March 1, 1955, we announced the app¬ 
ointment of George Weltner as head of a single 
worldwide Paramount Pictures sales and distrib¬ 
ution organization, covering both the domestic 
and foreign fields. Mr, Weltner has been assoc¬ 
iated with Paramount for the past thirty-two 
years and, since 1945, has been President of 
Paramount International Films, His appointment 
gives expression to our "one World" approach to 
the selling of motion pictures. Mr, Weltner's 
outstanding record in the conduct of our foreign 
operations eq\iips him ideally for his broader 
responsibilities as head of world sales," 

MORE U.S. BRANCH 
NEWS FROM PAGE 9 

MOS^ 01X13 
nows 'this month 

concerns vacations, Booker Dave SjDcake 
and Peggy have returned from a Te^s 
trip and back to Oklahoma whe^ they 
did a lot of fishing. Bob McKissic, 
Shipper, reports his vacation spent 
doing 'yard work,' one of the home- 
owner’s penalties. Hazel Nichol. 
pection Dept,, says that she and_Bill 
will be in Coalgate spoiling their 
grandson, Elsie "Billie" Richardson, 
Inspection Dept,, is vacation visiting 

in Springfield,M6o Ben Rucker, Accoun- 
'iing, left for an undisclosed destin¬ 
ation for his two weeks. Seems to think 
that someone might find him and call 

'him back to work....Blanch Camp^ Acc¬ 
ounting Dept,, made a flying trip to 
Oscaloosa.Iowa, over Memoxual Day,,,, 
“ rbara "Bobby" Janowiak, our PBX re- 
.jptionist, sure misses her sister 
who's gone to Spain - especially her 
wardrobe....We warmly welcome Ruth 
11ms, new member of the Inspection 
Department... .’Berlin Parks, our Proj¬ 
ectionist, has won so many_trophies 
bowling that Josephine - his Missus - 
has set up an Oscar Alley for him at 
home.,...Melba Keel, Biller, seems to 
be the 'hard luck kid' around here. 
She had just returned from undergoing 
surgery when she fell from a ladder 
and broke an arnio Delvita Armstrong is 
back at the billing machine pinch- 
hitting for her. Del just can't stay 
away from Paramount - we get her one 
way or the other. _ 32]_]_y Dulaney. 

PORTLAND 

U.S. Business on Bob Hope's 
SEVEN LITTLE FOYS is rapidly 
approaching the stratospheric 
stature. Everyone's just nuts 
about the magnificent response. 

BERLIN - Topping showmanship 
for REAR WINDCW at the Film- 
theatre Berlin, 

nach Amerika zTJnaeckgekehrt, nachd«a 
sie einen sehr interessanten Aufent- 
halt in Marokko tmd London im Zusamen 
hang mit THE MAN VJHO KNEW TOO MUCH 
hinter sich batten, Es stehen alle 
Anzeichen dafxier, dass wir ee bier 
wiedertBi mit einem hoechst erfolgrei- 
oben Hitchcock-Film zu tun haben, wo- 
fuer wlr alle sehr dankbar sind, 

Bitte vergessen Sie nicht, dass alle 
Par amount filme in VistaViaion und 
Technicolor gedrebt wrden. 

We have adopted a 
new member into 

our happy and healthy (once again) 
Branch.'Walter Lange, former San Fran¬ 
cisco Paramounteer, has joined our 
forces. Welcome, Walter I He will sell 
Paramount's fabulous pictures in the 
Portland and 'Seattle territory .Speak¬ 
ing of fabulous pictures, we have had 
several screenings of some that really 
are.Had a sneak preview of Thh 
SEVEN LITTLt FOYS at the Paramount, 
and not only is it a great picture, 
but w6 hsd 3 tremendous turnouto ine 
exhibitor comments were terrific. Ev- 
everybody called it the best show Bob 
Hope ever made,,...At another Para¬ 
mount screening we saw WE'RE NO ANG¬ 
ELS, It's tops! The audience enjoyed 
themselves throughout the entire show. 
You could hardly hear the dialogue 
through the audience laughter. From 
the comments passed over shoulders, 
around the room, and even out on the 
streets, it seems certain that this 
comedy will be a great hit, les,once 
again the exhibitors have to admit 
that Paramount can reach out, snap up 
the unusual and come up with a hit 
every time.,.,-Wo have long and anx¬ 
iously awaited the release of STRATy 
EGIC AIR COMMAND. So have the exhibi¬ 
tors and the theatre-going public.Now 
the suspense is over. SAC opened at 
the Paramount with a bang, and the 
business continues to be magnificent, 
Portland has tremendous expectations 
from SAC.THE FAR HORi ZONS also 
is expected to do very well in Oregon. 
Lewis and Clark have important places 
in Oregon's history, and there is a 
fine monument to tnem on the Oregon 
coast, « Sharon Lange 



"ASSIGNMENT CHILDREN" 
PROVING AN INSPIRATION 
TO THE ENTIRE WORLD... 
LONDON DEBUT ELECTRIFYING 

I Every day, Paramoiint and a 
I certain inspired star named Danny 

Kaye have good cause to be glad 
that last year a pooling of tech¬ 
nical forces and desire for ser¬ 
vice to Mankind produced in the 

! Orient a stirring motion picture 
that subsequently was named 
ASSIGNMENT CHILDREN. 

This picture in all of the 
required forms of adaptation is 
now reaching the picturegoers of 
the world, thrilling ‘them, and in 
turn, impelling them to further 

; service which in the long run will 
make this world better for all. 

LIMA, PERU - The Paramount 
Tacna used this fine, dig¬ 
nified lobby display to 
announce the picture. 

LONDON - The Variety Club's Luncheon at the 
Dorchester Hotel vrtiich launched the initial 
London showing of ASSIGNMENT CHILDREN. At left: 
D.J.Goodlatte, managing director Associated 
British ^inemasj Don Hartman, Executive Producer 
of Paramount; Barbara Kelly, popular British 
star of stage, screen and TV; and Danny Kaye,,. 
At right: cake surmounted by a figure of tne 
comedian and marking Danny's globe-encircling 
trip in filming ASSIGN)^ CHILDREN. 

BCMBAY, INDIA - IiM)ortant giroup at the Charity 
Premiere of ASSIGNMENT CHILDREN (and THE COUNfe 
GIRL) in aid of UNICEF held at the Eros Cinema, 
Bombay. Fran left: Mr, Stephen Clug- Acting 
General Manager for Paramount in India: Mrs, 
Hutheesing, Sister of Prime Minister Nehru; Dis¬ 
trict Manager Russell Hadley; Mr, Kapadia, of the- 
Eros Cinema; and Paramount Sales Manager K, S, 
Vaidyanathan,,,.An accompanying pressbook showed 
that the presentation earned a wonderfully fine 
amount of local prestige publicity. There was a 
splendid souvenir program also. In short, a mas¬ 
terful presentation of an inspirational subject. 

M ^ MmAbom V I Akikiw raa4li. Hich ( tor liwha Mi Hrilaia. Klvd u hiiWns ■! (h« t urofirMt prrMirfc al Hit 
Pla/a tteMn Mibwi* eiadf bi (>mmis Kav* Imc I .>.!.< .f .!• I hr paiarr m brnm 
hMrd bi ParaHtiHMM tia brball iil rbr l-rida* r«r«tim'i iap*cir> aMhriKr i<imAWr4 iW hfMfr« trw* ibr 
i-aiinir\r« t(i«rrr4 “ S^anainti ( StMimi.'' mrmbm nl I .>.!.< and I N.A. mad IradiRf iradr pwriuitaiilirt. Daani 
Ka«r Maiir a pmaMl atipvaraiMi im Ihr wacr <»l Hw Vla/a. liiNiiiiiaf Ihr trirraiat. “ \impMmrat < hiMint " »aai *hi>Ma 
wNb lb“ Tiar* I htima^ |w<MhH iiiw hi \ i»iB> mhm bimI tnbiiMcMiir. ” 1 hr ^ar HunriHw." Maman bird Mai M«rrai. ( harliiHi 
HrMxa. t>Mina Krrd aMi Harhara tIaU Ihrw puturra thua; 4il M» < . Jadd. I Ma|*w-C.rarr«l I lar. l-.N.V , and 
Md«c. raadie (2) Uaaai kair aad MdMr. V LakahaM PaadM. Hl(h CuMuaAoarr lot ladia ta Bntaia (3l l>aaai Kaic. 
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Mr. aad Mr*. V A. Srkaant. Ptfdeal KK(i theaim t«rp. (4| Mn. K Mralaad. MtHac. > I ak^M PtadW. Mr*. PrthiM 
aad Mr- H Mralaad. brad id ParaaiiHaM BHtrdi ProdactloM <Si Mr aad Mr*. HolMd TbunMua. ««l Nraaa Khaaaa 
l>rr«raiia« boaqari la Mda»r. Paadll. 47> Daaai karr •« Ihr Hi Mr R < OHhakar m4 Chr fhai lahMv »hb 
Mr*. Dilhakar. I9) Mr. San R<MMi»aal. ( naaarllor a( ihr iktriarM I aibaMi (ISi Or. N|a«rde»a aad Mr*. Soraraad 
M«>rrd..»u ul ladoarWa (III H.f I, k^ia. Baraw** A»ba*«ad«ir. Mi*, kria aad Mter PMdW ii2> Mi. loai IMbm. 
M.P.. ihaitmc lo Mdaw. Paadll (13) Mr. Dwdir* Hard. ( .N.i.t f> .. Mr N kirhalrl aad Mdaw > I akabal PMdU 

ltd) Mr (.nirir I«bb Naiilk. L.N.U.k.h . aad Mr*. S«l(h 

LONDON - Lady Louis 
Mountbatten, wife of 
Britain's First Lord of 
the Admiralty, chatting 
with Danny Kaye prior 
to the star's B.B.C, 
"In Town Tonight" broad¬ 
cast, during which he 
told of the making of 
ASSIGNMENT CHILDREN. 

(At left) Important 
trade-paper double 
spread of personalities 
attending Plaza Theatre 
premier of ASSIGNMENT 
CHILDREN. 



THE REAL AND THE CINE-REAL 
ucAVif« X xxv^iu xc;x 1/. cix c uiic i c;cix rwjro wx uiic iuiroi xiict. 

vaudeville era — Irving, Eddie Foy. Jr., Madeleine, Mary, 
Richard, Bryan, and Eddie Foy himself. 

Above, playing the same identical characters in that oi*der 
are: Tommy Duran. Jimmy Baird, Linda Bennett, Lydia Reed,Pau 
DeRolf, Lee EricKson and Billy Gray. And of course Bob Hope 
as Eddie Foy, _ 

' i if,; 
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Love and Compassion 
In WAR AND PEACE 
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Paramount President Barney Balaban, in the Library of 
the company in New York, delivers to the film industry and 
lay press of the city his optimistic report concerning the 
immediate future of the motion picture business in general, 
and of Paramount Pictures Corporation in particular. Seated 
at the rear of Mr. Balaban is Adolph Zukor, Chairman of the 
Board of Paramount.  

voi na S ^0*1 MOfTOAT rtwOAiit». >»• tw cq«t> 

RECORdIaRA. grosses seen for 1956,1957 
Spanish Would Study Production Investments 

WetanCBS-TV 
Ptog. D«»(!lop. Veep 

IH% CoueMes 45 Firms Set Display BFPA (euncll Bans 
leew's Meet Opens Hems lor Trade Show UK Films from IV 

PRESIDENT BALABAN'S 
PRODUCT APPRAISAL 
SPARKS TREMENDOUS 
INDUSTRY ENTHUSIASM 

COMING GOLDEN YEARS FROM PARAMOUNT TO YOU 

I have just returned from a visit to/our 
Hollywood studio, devoted to screening 
completed new pictures and to setwg our 
picture plans and projects for then^ar future 
with our production heads, Y. Frank Free¬ 
man and Don Hartman. The visit gave me 
the additional first hand information 1 
needed in order to make a complete and 
accurate appraisal of Paramount’s releases 
for 1956 and 1957. 

It is my firm conviction based upon this 
realistic appraisal, that Paramount product 
available this year and next will gross at the 
boxoffice level an amount exceeding the 
grosses of any previous two years in the 
history of Paramount Pictures Corporation. 

Our two lead pictures, Cecil B. DeMille’s 
THE TEN COMMANDMENTS and 
WAR AND PEACE, both to start their 
release in 1956, are certain to roll up record 
grosses. No company in the business has 
ever provided two such unprecedented 
attractions in one season. 

I saw THE TEN COMMANDMENTS 
in rough complete form and was thrilled to 
the core. It is everything and more, that we 
and Mr. DeMille hoped. It more than jus¬ 
tifies the tremendous production effort, the 
great all-star cast and the lavish budget 
that was invested in it. That there never 
has been a motion picture so inspiring and 
with universal entertainment values so over¬ 
whelming and boxoffice potential so high, 
I am completely convinced. 

Paramount executives recently flew to 
Rome to attend the screening of the com¬ 
plete footage of WAR AND PEACE, 
based on the greatest novel ever written, 
and produced on a mammoth scale in Eng¬ 
lish by Ponti-DeLaurentiis, with Para¬ 
mount’s full production and financial 
cooperation, and directed by King Vidor. Its 
all-star cast is headed by Audrey Hepburn, 
Henry Fonda and Mel Ferrer. The en- 

1 thiteiastk report from the screening is that 
WAlR AI^P PEACE is certain to take its 
place'with t%e all-time great pictures and 

I top grousers of our business. 

Right now Hal Wallis’ THE ROSE 
TATTOO, based upon Tennessee Williams’ 
stage hit and starring Burt Lancaster and 
Anna Magnani, in its first engagements is 
fast becoming the most talked-about picture 
of 1956. Indications are that Academy Award 
time will spotlight its magnificent perform¬ 
ances for even brighter boxofifice returns. 

Danny Kaye’s spectacular super-comedy, 
THE COURT JESTER, has opened with 
resounding success in its initial engagement 
at the New York Paramount Theatre. To 
follow soon will be our Easter picture, 
ANYTHING GOES, the richest and 
most sparklingly modern of all musicals, 
starring Bing Crosby, Doriald O’Connor, 
Mitzi Gaynor and the incomparable 
Jeanmaire. Also a great and history¬ 
making contribution to the musical field is 
THE VAGABOND KING, based on Rudolf 
Friml’s internationally famous romantic 
operetta, and introducing opposite the beau¬ 
tiful and talented Kathryn Grayson a bril¬ 
liant new star, Oreste, whose golden singing 
voice, I predict, will quickly make him an 
important favorite with moviegoers every¬ 
where. 

The exceptional entertainment values of 
these three pictures alone, and their costs, 
could well comprise an entire year’s program 
for many a producing organization. 

At the studio I saw in complete form 
Perlbcrg-Seaton’s THE PROUD AND 
PROFANE, starring William Holden and 
Deborah Kerr, with which they have topped 
THE COUNTRY GIRL and with an 
entirely different type of picture: THE 
MOUNTAIN, a dramatic smash based on 
the well known book filmed mostly in the 
rugged French Alps and starring Spencer 

Tracy, Robert Wagner and Claire Trevor; 
Bob Hope’s surefire new comedy THAT 
CERTAIN FEELING, based on the 
Broadway hit KING OF HEARTS, with 
last year’s Oscar winner, Eva (ON THE 
WATERFRONT) Marie Saint; and Alfred 
Hitchcock’s suspense masterpiece, THE 
MAN WHO KNEW TOO MUCH, co- 
starring James Stewart and Doris Day and 
made in colorful French Morocco, London 
and Hollywood. I saw a great TV star be¬ 
come an even greater new film personality 
when I was superbly entertained by George 
Gobel in THE BIRDS AND THE BEES, 
with scintillating Mitzi Gaynor and David 
Niven. Three more talented newcomers des¬ 
tined to help fill the industry’s need for fresh 
young stars, namely Carol Ohmart, Jody 
Lawrance and Tom Tryon, come through 
strongly under the skilled directorial hand 
of Michael Curtiz in the dramatic THE 
SCARLET HOUR. 

Among the pictures in actual pro¬ 
duction at our studio are the new Dean 
Martin-Jerry Lewis big outdoor comedy 
PARDNERS and THE LEATHER SAINT, 
an unusual story which has been favorably 
compared with GOING MY WAY. 
Shooting starts soon on the big, exciting 
Audrey Hepburn-Fred Astaire musical 
FUNNY FACE; two pictures to be pro¬ 
duced by Hal Wallis and starring Burt 
Lancaster, namely THE RAINMAKER 
and GUNFIGHT AT THE O K CORRAL. 
In the latter Kirk Douglas will be co-starred 
with Lancaster; the colorful LOVES OF 
OMAR KHAYYAM, co-starring Cornel 
Wilde, Trevor Howard, John Derek, Debra 
Paget and Raymond Massey and many 
other important attractions presenting in 
top roles such stars as Alan Ladd, Donald 
O’Connor, Marlon Brando, Bob Hope, Frank 
Sinatra and others of similar prominence. 

To insure the flow of high quality Para¬ 
mount product we have purchased in the 

past few months a host of exceptionally fine 
stories. These include such popular books as 
GERTRUDE LAWRENCE AS MRS. 
A., THE SEARCH FOR BRIDEY 
MURPHY, THE CAPTAIN’S TABLE, 
FEAR STRIKES OUT, THE GOLDEN 
JOURNEY, FLAMINGO FEATHER, 
FROM AMONGST THE DEAD and 
THE JOKER IS WILD. Our play pur¬ 
chases include the current Broadway hits 
THE CHALK GARDEN and THE 
MATCHMAKER and also LI’L ABNER, 
GIRLS OF SUMMER, Eugene O’Neill’s 
DESIRE UNDER THE ELMS, and 
Tennessee Williams* SUMMER AND 
SMOKE. Our biographical acquisitions in¬ 
clude KITTY HAWK (The Wright Bro¬ 
thers), LAWRENCE OF ARABIA and 
THE BUSTER KEATON STORY. Addi¬ 
tionally we plan filming a number of superior 
original stories especially created by top¬ 
flight writers. Negotiations for several addi¬ 
tional projects of major importance are 
nearing conclusion. 

All of our pictures will of course be in 
VistaVision and mostly in Technicolor. 

Paramount believes devotedly in the 
brilliant and prosperous future of the motion 
picture as still the greatest form of mass 
world entertainment ever conceived. In that 
spirit we are investing the largest sum of 
money in our history and our entire resources 
of talents and energy and showmanship to 
the creation of important pictures of the 
highest artistic and boxoffice levels for the 
continuous profits and prosperity of our 
customers everywhere. Our goal and promise 
are to surpass in 1956 and 1957 the high box- 
office quality of product which we have 
achieved in the past two years. I have every 
confidence, based on pictures finished or 
planned, that we will succeed. 

Prtsidtnl, Picturti Corporttiou 
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GEORGE WELTNER, WORLD SALES 
HEAD, SAW WEALTH OF GREAT 
NEW PRODUCT IN STUDIO VISIT 

OMBINING ATTENDANCE AT THE DE MILLE MILESTONE 
Dinner with a survey of current and upcoming 

Kerr give tor- 
nadic perform¬ 
ances in THE 
PROUD AND PRO¬ 
FANE. 

production activities within the studio,World William Holden 

Wide Sales Manager George Weltner was able to Deborah 

bring back to Home Office perhaps the most glow¬ 
ing picture of immediate future prospects within 
company history. And although deep and abiding 
admiration for the massive potentialities of Mr. 
DeMille' s THE TEN COMMANDMENTS was a paramount 
element in his product appraisal, this factor by 
no means overshadowed the remainder of the superb 
Paramount line-up. 

Of THE TEN COMMANDMENTS, Mr. Weltner said: 
'•I saw the first half of the picture (I4 reels). 

BACKGROUNDED BY SOME OF 
THE STARS OF THE GREATEST 
PICTURE OF ALL TIMES. 

which runs up to the intermissign, and which 
leads up to the fabulous parting of the Red 
Sea. I have never been so moved in all my life. 

Mr. DeMille has accomplished 
infinitely more than any other 
producer or director in film his¬ 
tory. He has made the greatest 
religious picture of our times, 
yet with magical skill he has 
endowed it with the quality of 
entertainment so necessary in 
order to have a picture of this 
type reach the masses of the 

world. There is no doubt but that this is the 
greatest film in all history.” 

Mr. Weltner also saw virtually completed ver¬ 
sions of THE PROUD AND PROFANE and THAT CERTAIN 
FEELING. Also editing versions of THE MOUNTAIN 
and THE LEATHER SAINT. Of the Perlberg-Seaton 
production co-starring William Holden and Deborah 
Kerr, the World-Wide Sales Head spontaneously 
telegraphed Mr. Balaban, then in New York, as 
follows: 

THE COVER 
WAR AND PEACE 

is not all mass 
movement and sp¬ 
ectacle, as this 
tender and tragic 
interlude between 
Audrey Hepburn 
and Mel Ferrer 
indicates. 

”I HAVE JUST COME FROM A SCREENING OF 'THE 
PROUD AND PROFANE* WHICH IS ONE OF THE 
STRONGEST. GUTTIEST AND MOST SINCERE LOVE 
STORIES THAT HAS EVER BEEN ON THE SCREEN. IT 
HITS YOU LIKE THE CONCUSSION OF AN EXPLOSION 
AND BILL HOLDEN'S AND DEBORAH KERR'S PERFOR¬ 
MANCES ARE BEYOND PRAISE. PERL3ERG AND SEATON 
HAVE BY FAR EXCEEDED ANY OF THEIR PREVIOUS 
ACHIEVEMENTS AND AGAIN I SAY WE SHOULD BE 
PROUD TO GRACE THIS PICTURE WITH PARAMOUNT'S 
TRADE MARK. NOT ONLY IS OUR STUDIO CONTINU¬ 
ING ITS OUTPUT OF THE STRONGEST PICTURES IN 
THE BUSINESS, BUT I AM HAPPY TO SAY OUR NEW 
AND STRONGER SALES POLICY IS MEETING WITH 
REAL SUCCESS. 

Regarding other plans — and they are really 
stirring ones — the all-encompassing statement 
by Paramount President Barney Balaban, printed on 

TEAMING FOR "THE TEN COMMANDMENTS" 

Ihiring their recent studio visit, World-Wide Sales 
Manager George Weltner, left, and his special assistant, 
Charles Boasberg, who will have charge of all sales of 
THE TEN COMMANDMENTS (and WAR AND PEACE), lunched with 
Cecil B. DeMille. Subsequently they witnessed a screen¬ 
ing of fourteen reels of the mighty DeMille masterwork. 

the page opposite, covers this subject in 
so direct and objective a fashion that 
Paramounteers everywhere must know that 
this Company's greatest days are still 
ahead. 

Nineteen Fifty-Six is not only Leap 
Year — it's Leap-Ahead-Year in many ways 
that will carry our Company and our Trade 
Mark to the greatest business and achieve¬ 
ment heights we've ever known. 



ORLD 

T THE BOTTOM OF THIS PAGE is consolidat- 
LJk ion of an editorial and a double-spread 

^advertisement from the pages of a single 
issue of one of the most informative, most 
concisely-edited and effective film trade pub¬ 
lications found anywhere in the world - The 
Far East Film News of Tokyo, Japan, The adver¬ 
tisement was taken by Alfred J• Hitchcock at 
the conclusion of his recent travels in the 
Orient, and as a general means of expressing 
his manifold thanks for all of the Paramount 
courtesies shown him all along the way, 

"Hitch's" conciseness was enlarged upon 
by F.E.F.N's editor, Glenn F, Ireton in one of 
the most constructive editorials we have ever 
seen in any publication. It acclaims deeds, 
names names, and offers practical and far- 
reaching suggestions. 

We commend it to your earnest attention. 

We also wish to commend the recent upbeat 
in attention being focussed on VistaVision, 
Being an "O.V.V,H." — or Old VistaVision Hand 
as one would be called in the very part of the 
world where Far East Film News circulates so 
effectively — it has been our wont to give 
moral, spiritual and physical backing to V,V, 
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PARAMOUNT'S 3-REEL 
SHORT FEATURE SPECIALS IN 

right from the very 
beginning. It has 
been with W as it 
has been with the 
Paramoxint Trademark 
With us, and the 
word has been passed 
along in every way 
possible. From all 
over the world has 
come evidence that 
the message has hit 
the mark — as in 
the instance,right, 
of a full page ad¬ 
vertisement which 
first appeared in 
Variety in America, 
and was subsequent¬ 
ly repeated in many 
parts of the world. 

And now the time seems to have arrived for 
the definite accolade which tells the whole 
wide world that VistaVision is "IT" — the 
perfect proportions for the perfect product. 

Color by TECHNICOLOR 

VISTAVISION VISITS NORWAY f ___ 
VISTAVISION VISITS MEXICO 

VISTAVISION VISITS HAWAII 

VISTAVISION VISITS JAPAN | 

VISTAVISION VISITS THE f 
SUN TRAILS i 

52 PARAMOUNT l-RETX 

SHORT SUBJECTS FOR 1935-56 

8 PDPEYE CMTOONS 

6 NOVELTOON URTOOXS 

IZCMTOON CHIMriONS 

4 HERMAN AND KATNIP CARTOONS 

e CASPER CARTOONS 

4 SPEAKING OF ANIMALS CHAMPIONS 
rtptfwi-d bv JmPlB 

6 GRANTLAND RKE SPORTLIGHTS 
br ioclr EofOB 

G PARAMOUNT TOPPERS 
^,4u(Bd by JuMiR Hfhr,™ 

104 ISSUES OF THE WORLD'S CWEATEST NEWSREEL 

PARAMOUNT NEWS 
“T^c Eye* and Eart of the World” 

Bj GLENN F. IRCTON 

b^dltor, Far Kant Kiln* New* | 

1NCE MORE—Rod the occRsion can’t be frequent j 

enough—.n “Amb..5.dor ’ ol the 

licture industry h»« vieited the .!*'*'**[* “! f i 
luit know we »re referring to Alfred Hitchcock, the very 
rell-known producer-director. In fact, we should .ay two 
mbassadors," because Mrs. Hitchcock revealed herseU to 
tt a most able and gracious complement to her illustrious 

lusband. 

The first martini had hardly been quaffed at the Im- 
>erial Hotel affair last week in honor of the visitors before 
he aside, bouncing oB the walls of the Peacock Room were 
ichoing "great guy.” Nothing upstage about the 'master of ^ 
luspense,' yet he never loses the quiet dignity that is part, 

b parcel of his English heritage. 

Hitchcock told FEFN that his strongest reaction to his 
visit was a resolve to try to get others in Hollywood to take 
I trek to this part of the world. “You don t realise that 
you have so many friends in foreign lands, until you go 
there/’ he continued. “Also,” he went on, “now when Shlro 
Kido comes on a aat where 1 am working. I will remember 
him as ‘the boss of Kabuki’ back In Japan.” 

Hitchcock went on to say that he thought there was 
too great a gulf between the foreign departments of the 
Hollywood studios and the production and publicity offices. 
He said he thought that this would change in direct proper* 
tion to the travels abroad of producers and directors. “It 
only makes sense,” he concluded, “that we know as much 
as possible about the people who are becoming more & more 
valued customers for our films.” 

Hitchcock let It slip to ns that he was once an ad lay* 
out man, knows “the value of white space.” That kind of 
talk roally endeared him to us, struggling as we must, 
In ear dual role as adman, in keeping FEFN ads from being 

type-heavy. 

Paramount has been very smart In bringing, first Wil 
lUm Holden, and now Alfred Hitchcock, to Asia. As every¬ 
one must know, the Uttar came here to advance such Hitch¬ 
cock product as ‘To Catch a ThUf,” “The Trouble With 
Harry” and the forthcoming “The Man Who Knew Too 

Much.” 

It is to he hoped that the othax.American studios will 
cUa^ieh.soma of thotr top production people to the 

Far East. Now that there are more St more participating 
deals hy top producers, directors and stars. It's in the self- 
interest of these people to get to know their foreign markets 
better. It’s always in the self interest of the Intematiooal 
film business to creaU the doaest kinds of bonds between 

Its leaders. 

These ends, In the case of Alfred Hitchcock, George 
Weltner served, when he conceived the trip. So did Hank 
Henry when he gave hU hoys the green-light on rolling 
eut the VIP treatment And ao did SUve Clug In IndU, and 

Ckaikykarana in ThaiUnd and Nobuo Metori and 
Toshlo Ise in Japan hy following through so magnificently. 

ay 1 thank all my 

Paramount colleagues 

of the Near and Far 

East — from Cair6 to Tokyo — for their 

wonderful help to me during my 

recent visit to their countries. 

2 



CECIL B. DeMILLE, RECIPIENT OF 
MILESTONE AWARD FOR 1955, HONORED 
BY MAGNIFICENT FILM INDUSTRY TRIBUTE 

PRESENTING THE MILESTONE AWARD. Leaders on the dais at the Beverly Hilton show 
by their applause that the Screen Producers Guild award to Cecil B. DeMille was 
well merited. From left: Barney Balaban, JeiTy Lewis, Anne Baxter, Samuel Gold- 
wyn, Mrs, Goldwyn, Darryl F, Zanuck presenting the awi|rd to DeMille, Samuel G, 
Engel. SPG president, standing; Jesse L. Lasky, Mrs, Lasky, Mayor George David. 
Beverly Hills; Y. Frank Freeman. rECIL B* DeMILLE was paid glow¬ 

ing world-wide tribute the 
^^^evening of J anuary 22nd on the 
presentation of the Screen Produc¬ 
ers Guild annual Milestone Award 
to the veteran producer-director 
for ’’historic contributions" to the 
American motion picture industry" 
over a 43-year span. 

The most glittering array of 
film industry, civic and national 
dignitaries to gather in Hollywood 
in many years applauded as Darryl 
F. Zanuck, last year’s recipient, 

MR. DE MILLE’S SPEECH, 
IN FULL, FOLLOWS; 

made official presentation of the 
award. The Grand Ballroom of the 
Beverly Hilton was jammed and be¬ 
jewelled for the occasion. 

DeMille, now in the midst of 
producing his most important pict¬ 
ure, THE TEN COMMANDMENTS, climax¬ 
ed the evening with a speech in 
which he sounded a call for adher¬ 
ence by picture-makers to their 
responsibilities, reminding that 
"with the duty to our art" goes a 
duty "to the audience for whom we 
make our pictures." 

TELEGRAM FROM 
THE PRESIDENT 

"TO ALL ATTENDING THE 
GUILD'S JANUARY TWENTY SEC¬ 
OND DINNER IN HONOR OF 
CECIL B. DEMILLE I EXTEND 
WARM GREETINGS. I AM DEU- 
GHTED TO KNOW OF THIS TRIB¬ 
UTE TO HIM FOR HIS OUTSTAN¬ 
DING CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE 
DEVELOPMENT OF A GREAT 
AMERICAN INDUSTRY. WITH AIL 
OF YOU I JOIN IN- WARM 
APPLAUSE." 

-DWIGHT D. EISENHOWER 

Mr. Toestmaater, Ur. Praaldent, honored 
guesta, ladiea and gentlemen: 

In my 43 yeara in Hollywood I have paaeed 
many mileatonea marking the progreaa of our 
induatry. 

None haa vver loomed larger in my mind - 
or moved me to deeper appreciation - than thla 
Uileatone Award of the Screen Produoara Guild, 
coming aa it doea from my fellow-oraftamen.the 
men of my own profeaalon, who know our work 
from the Inaide and from top to bottom, and 
who have thought me worthy to receive thla a- 
ward, one of the higheat and moat coveted of 
Hollywood’a honora. 

I thank you from my heart. 
No one knowa better than you that motion 

plcturea are an induatry and an art in which 
no one atanda alone. 

The debate will go on for a long time, 
whether the producer or the director, the writ¬ 
er, the cameraman or the editor or the actor is 
the moat Important and reaponaible artiat in 
the production of a motion picture. 

We need not try to aettle that debate to¬ 
night. 

The fact that it ia debated ia proof that 
none of ua atanda alone — proof of how greatly 
we are dependent upon each other. 

So, when you honor one individual, you 
are honoring all those who have worked with 
him and all those from whose work he haa learn¬ 
ed and bonefltted. 

In my case their names would make a very 

lengthy Hat. 
It la a deeply moving experience to see ao 

many of them here tonlght-especially to stand 
in the reflected glory of so many stars who 
have lent their brilliance to delillle pictures- 
from the first SQUAW MAN to the second TEN 
CdHIANDMEMTS - and who tonight have filled my 
heart by this wonderful tribute. 

And I am particularly happy that sitting 
with me at this table are the two young men I 
used to Join at a much more modeet table 43 
years ago - two young men who have carved their 
names on imperishable milestones along the path 
of motion picture history, my first partners, 
Jesae Lasky and Samuel Goldwyn. 

I cannot name all the others whose pres¬ 
ence here multiplies my happiness this evening 
for I would have to name everyone in the room. 

And I am particularly touched by the pres¬ 
ence of those who have come from outside the 
Industry to share this family gathering with 
us. 

Your distinguished presence honors us alL 
But I cannot stand here surrounded by so 

many friends old and young, including some who 
were not yet born when I first came to Holly¬ 
wood, without thinking also of the others who 
did so much to make our industry great and are 
now gone out of this world of shadowe and imag¬ 
es Into the Light. 

I cannot think of them and their work 
without wishing again, as I have wished many 
times, that we and the public were more aware 
of the dramatic riches we have stored in our 
vaults - the classics of the screen. 

Of course we have occasional re-issues. 

Jerry Lewis was at times a very 
mobile Toastmaster, moving among the 
dais guests at will. Here he imparts 
a private quip to three of the guests 
— Rev. Charles S, Casassa, S.J.. 
president of Loyola University, Los 
Angeles; Charlton Heston, and Barney 
Balaban, president of Paramoxint, 

We do not say that someone re-issues "Han>- 
let" or "Lohengrin" - or that, the next time 
you go to the Louvre, you can see a re-issue 
of the Uona Lisa. 

You might as well say that God re-lssues 
the sunset every evening. 

When we think in terms of re-issues, we 
automatically condemn the picture to second- 
rate treatment by the publicity and advertls - 
Ing departments, by the exhibitors - and by tl» 
public. 

The great classics of the screen deserve 
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better treatment than that - for they remain 
not eeoond-rate, hot flret-mte apeclmene of 

the motion picture art. 
And I Include among them a number of the 

old eilent picture! - which, for pure motion 
picture art, hare not been eurpaeeed by eound- 
and which ehould be presented to the public on 
apeolal projecting machines running at fiO feet 
a minute. Instead of the present 90, that: mahes 
great artists Jump about like Woody Woodpecker 

This Industry will not come of age until 
it makes a deteimined effort to keep its own 
classics allTe - and to present them Regularly 
to the public in a manner worthy of their merit 
end worthy of the great namee of those who made 

them. 
Among the host of names, there is one that 

towers like a mountain. 
His spirit and Influence are present in 

every gathering of motion picture people. 
His hand can be seen In every motion pic¬ 

ture that Is made - David Wark Griffith. 
Many years ago, some people used to flat¬ 

ter me by saying that Griffith and I were riv¬ 

als. 
Griffith had no rivals. He was the teacher 

of us all. 
Motion picture historians are saying now - 

and truly enough - that Griffith did not Invent 
the closeup or cross-cutting or some of the 
other techniques with which he has been credlt- 

ed. 
That does not take away from his glory. 
Ho did something more Important than to 

Invent those techniques. 
Ho was the first to realize fully their 

dramatic value, the first to raise them to the 
level of a fine art, the first to give the mo-e 
tlon picture camera Its own unique and fluent 

language. 
Griffith was the first to photograph 

thought. 
We all learned that from him and- we have 

been using It ever since. 
But if we are the heirs of Griffith and 

the other pioneers, we have Inherited also a 

great responsibility. 
We should be humble when wo hear learned 

students of the arts maintain that motion pic¬ 
tures are or can be the highest foim of art the 

world haB bvbj* Icnowiie 
It is still more humbling to realize the 

imdoubted fact that motion pictures are far and 
iway the most popular art the world has ever 

cnown. 

Toastmaster for this most repre¬ 
sentative of all Hollywood functions 
was Jerry Lewis. Yes, Jerry La«fis, 

And according to eye-witness ac¬ 
counts, Jerry did a magnificent job 
of blending tributes and viiimsical 
humor. Shown here enjoying a Lewis 
sally into wit are the Guest of Honor 
andJesse L. Lasky. At left is Mrs. 
Samuel Goldwyn. 

— ——.L- — — A- —-- 

Imagination falters completely when we try to 
assess the influence of our pictures upon the 
billions who see them. 

Your mail undoubtedly brings you the same 
testimony that mine brings me. 

Wlthlft the past two years, four Prime Min¬ 
isters, of four increasingly Important countries 
have told me of the influence our pictures have 

Five guests at the SPG dinner. 
L-R: Barney Balaban, Cecilia DeMille 
Harper (daughter of Cecil B. DeMille), 
Samuel Goldwyn, Mayor Norris Poulson 
of Los Angeles, Y. Frank Freeman. 

Only music approaches motion pictures in 
universal appeal - and not even music has the 
worldwide Impact that our pictures hsve. 

Mr. freeman has told ns the astonishing 
figures of world attendance at deMlll# pictures. 

That figure Is dwarfed when you add to It 
the gigantic totals of attendance at your pic¬ 
tures. 

The figures alone are staggering - but the 

Here is a close-up of the actual 
presentation ceremony. Mr. DeMille is 
receiving the Milestone plaque from 
Darryl F. Zanuck as Anne Baxter, of 
the star cast of the mighty product¬ 
ion of THE TEN COMMANDMENTS, and 
Jesse L. Lasky look on. 

had on them personally, when they were growing 
up. 

Here is part of a letter I received while 
I was in Egypt, from the Prime Minister of Pak¬ 
istan, concerning xhS TEN CCUHANDMENTS: 

"I .... hope that your latest effort in 
promoting a better understanding of the ideol¬ 
ogies of the three greatest living religions of 
this world will succeed. 

"At a time when all our moral and relig • 
lous values are In Jeopardy from a new pseudo- 
religious creed. It Is imperative that there 
should be a greater understanding^ fuller co¬ 
operation and much goodwill between the peoples 
of these three great religions so that a com - 
blned and coordinated effort may bo made to 
safeguard our respective Cultures and Tradlt ■ 
Ions. 

I am still quoting from the Prime Minis¬ 
ter's letter - 

"God has given you a most powerful medium 

for the projection of tboughts and ideas and 7 
sincerely hope that you will undertake with 
missionary zeal the task of producing films 
vhloh will have this definite objective In view 

... so as to bring about religious understand¬ 
ing with a view to the safeguarding of our free 
and democratic way of life." 

Unquote from Mohammed All. 

When leaders of nations tell us - as the 
highest officials of Egypt and Burma have told 
me - that as boys they derived their concepticn 
of the world, their Ideas of right and wrong, 
from American motion pictures, they bring home 
to us our awe-inspiring responsibility. 

It is a sobering thought that the decis¬ 
ions we make at our desks In Hollywood may in¬ 
timately affect the lives of human beings, men, 
women and children throughout the world. 

As I see It,our responsibility Is twofold. 
We are responsible as artists and as mold- 

ers of men's thoughts. 
We have a duty to dur art and a duty to 

the audience for whom we make our pictures. 
We must keep these two responsibilities 

clearly in view all the time. 
If we do that wo may be able to keep our 

Industry free of the forces which threaten to 
corrupt it from within and the forces which 
threaten to cramp and stifle it from without. 

Our greatest danger from within the in - 
dustry Is the worship of the golden calf - the 
temptation to care nothing about what we -put on 
the screen as long as It makes money. 

Of course any business must make a profit. 
Sir Henry Irving one of the greatest art¬ 

iste of the stage said the theatre " Must be 
carried on as a business or It will fail as an 
art." 

But we betray our responsibility as art¬ 
ists and as moldere of thought If money-making 
Is the only goal we seek In the making of our 
pictures. 

Perhaps we think that vice sells at a 
higher price than virtue. 

Unfortunately it often does In this world. 
Perhaps we think it Is easier to draw a 

crowd by pandering to their lowest tastes than 
by Inspiring their highest Ideals. 

It Is easier and cheaper - cheaper In ev¬ 
ery way that you can think of. 

But it la treason to the human spirit - 
and treason to the art we serve. 

And we are simply stupid if we have not 
learned that, In motion pictures, dirt is not 
necessarily pay dii-t. 

Take three of the biggest grossing pic¬ 
tures ever made - GONE WITH THE WIND, GOING 
KT WAY, and TEE GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH. 

Any one of them Is a picture to which you 
could take your children without having to 
brainwash them afterwards. 

There Is another way also In which the 
golden calf rears his head In our Industry - 
the tendency of some of us to pull apart in - 
stead of pulling together,the tendency of 
groups within the Industry to grab all they can 
for themselves without regard for the Industry 
as a whole. 

No Industry can survive being pulled apart 
and constantly bled by selfish Interests within 

it. 
And this Industry will not survive if man¬ 

agement tries to run It without regard for la¬ 
bor - or If labor tries to wreck its economic 
structure by unrealistic and unreasonable de - 
mande - or if agents misuse the power which 
their control of talent gives them - or if ex¬ 
hibitors forget that they are showmen and that 
good exhibition demands as much showmanatip as 
good production does. 

A man Is no better than what he leaves 
behind him. 

If we leave behind us an industry broken 
by greed or even a ccmmerclally successful in¬ 
dustry built on filth, and false values, dis • 

Individual tributes to Mr. DeMille by his associates of 
a lifetime begin on the opposite page and continue on Pages 
12 and 13. _ 



tort ion of the truth and glorification of the 
aeamy aide of life, nen we are no better than 
thoae aordld leaTlnga. 

Yet at the aame time I need tardly tell 
thla audience that it la not the primary huai* 
neaa of motion pictures to preach aermona - or 
to distort the truth by showing a picture of 
the world which la false because It leewea out 
the fact that life has a aeamy slde« 

There are well-meaning people who want art 
to be so antiseptic that - if they had their 
way- they would repeal the very definition of 
art as a mirror held up to nature. 

Theae good people try very hard to got 
their way - aooetlmea by censorship, somotimes 
by means of organized and disciplined pressure 
groups. 

I stress the fact that these people are 
good and well-meaning - but - they Icnow not 
what they do. 

Neither motion pictures nor any other art 
has the right to corrupt morals. 

But it has the right to be Judged as an 
art - and by Judges who know what they are talk¬ 
ing about. 

There is one Biblical subject which I have 
long wanted to produce. 

ow Mr. DeMille 
’ with some of 

in 

I have done considerable work on it, at 
considerable expense. 

But I-was halted when one influential re¬ 
ligious leader - after reading my treatment of 
the subject - said, and I quote him, "You sim¬ 
ply cannot show anything evil in the same pic¬ 
ture with the spotless purity of this subject." 

This kind of thinking betrays a lack of un¬ 
derstanding. 

A motion picture requires drama and action. 
Drama means conflict. 

Quoting WILLIAM HOLDEU 

Bill Holden was present 
at the dinner and was so 
thrilled by Mr. DeMille*8 
speech that afterwards he 
telegraphed him as follows: 

"THANK YOU AND THANK GOD 
FCR YOU." 

Continued on 
Page Twelve. SENTIMENTS OF 

PARAMOUNT’S PRESIDENT 
Mr. Balaban's tribute to Mr. DeMille began: 

"In the happy task of paying tribute to 
Cecil B. DeMille, I am minded of the American 
tourist in London vdio sought in St. Paul's 
Cathedral some tangible tribute to Sir Christ¬ 
opher Wren, the great architect who had created 
and built the magnificent edifice. No statue or 
bust could he find, so he questioned an attend¬ 
ant as to Sir Christopher's memorial. "Just 
look about you, sir, and you will see it," the 
attendant said. 

"And so it is with what Cecil B. DeMille 
has wrought in Hollywood. 

Among the great stars 
of earlier Cecil B.DeMille 
pictures present at the 
Milestone Dinner were 
Fredric March and Barbara 
Stanwyck. 

Jerry Lewis, at right, 
is one of the few great 
stars who has never been 
directed by Mr. DeMille. 
The other three, who have 
been directed by 'C.B.', 
are Gary Cooper (NCRTH 
WEST MOUNTED POLICE, THE 
PLAINSMAN and UNCONQUERED), 
Charlton Heston and Yul 
Brynner, both of them in 
THE TEN COMMANDMENTS. And 
by the way, Yul Brynner 
has just had a great wish 
granted - he is to be all¬ 
owed to direct a Paramount 
picture. 

"Just look about you. The evidence is every¬ 
where. 'C.B.' was in at Hollywood's beginning. 
He has given it life, and hope, and vigor and 
strength every moment since. And as he stands 
on the thi*eshold of the three-quarteivcentury 
mark, a continuing symbol of life, hope, vigor 
— and imagination — it must be evident to all 
that Hollywood must and will go on to still 
greater heights. Hollywood itself is Cecil B. 
DeMille's tribute to his work," 

Of DeMille's crowning achievement, Mr, Bal- 
aban said: 

"How can one, at this dawn of 1956, mention 
Mr, DeMille's name without linking it to the 
climactic creation of this inspired prxxlucer's 
life? All of us must - and do - feel the elect¬ 
ric tension of THE TEN CCMIANDMENTS, We feel it 
for two reasons: First of all. the spiritual 
message of The Ten Commandments, the Law of Man, 
is with us always. Secondly, the film recreation 
of this most dramatic passage in the history of 
Mankind, represents the apex of Mr, DeMille's 
entire creative life.Even if 'C.B.' never 
created another film, and even if he had done 
nothing before this film, his place in film 
immortality would be secure.Our industry 
can never be too grateful for the inspiration, 
the guidance and the film creativeness of our 
guest of honor tliis evening — Cecil B. DeMille." 

Y . Frank Freeman did a masterful 
job of showing the upbuilding of Cecil B, 
DeMille's career, from the initial picture that 

the thousands of personalities he has been associated 
with in the course of his forty-three years of motion Eicture production. Front row, from left: Jesse L. 

asky, Virginia Bruce, •‘■oretta Young, Julia Faye, 
Walter Brennan, Jane Darwell, Mrs. Dustin Famum, Mr. 
DeMille, Barbara Stanwyck, Reginald Denny, Kathl^ 
Williams, Claudette Colbert, Raymond Hatton, Susan 
Hayward, Catherine DeMille Quinn, Beulah Bondi, Eddie 
Quillan. REAR: Rod La Rocque, Fredric March, Ben Al¬ 
exander, Richard Cromwell, Ricardo Cortez, Paul Kelly, 
Yul Brynner, Laraine Day, Charlton Heston, William 
Boyd, Lon Chaney,Jr., Gary Cooper, Ward Bond, Anthony 
Quinn, Henry Wilcoxon, James Stewart. 

gave 'C.B.' his abiding faith in the greatness 
of the film as a medium, and the power of the 
motion picture as an industry, up to the might 
represented by his newest and greatest creation, 
Mr, Freeman delivered this progression through 
facts and figures which reveiled Mr, DeMille as 
a giant among his fellow film-makers, and then 
he concluded on these stirring notes: 

".that is the impact that this man, 
through the medium of the motion picture indus¬ 
try — through his faith, through his courage, 
through the confidence in his fellow workers and 
the help that the people in this industry have given to him — has been able to bring about, 
r, DeMille did not do this alone. He did it 

with some of the most loyal workers that have 
ever been assembled in any place at any time. 
Men who respected Mr, DeMille, Respected him be¬ 
cause of his intolerance of idleness, incompet¬ 
ence, laziness — for his praise for the man 
who ^d the job well. He has done his job well, 

"This industry stands tod^ where it is be¬ 
cause of the leadership that Mr.DeMille and men 
like him have given.The work that this man 
has done will never cease. The grandchildren of 
the people in this room tonight, and their 
grandchildren long after Mr, DeMille has left us, 
will be looking at motion pictures created by 
him and the impact will still carry on.... 

"....he has instilled in all of us in the 
Paramount organization a faith and a confidence 
that never would have existed without his pres- 
6riC6 • • • • 

"And I know that tonight when he leaves here 
with this great tribute that is paid to him by 
his fellow workers in this industry, the award 
that is given him and the many other awards that 
he has received, and as he stands alone in his 
home, he will ask of himself, "Have I kept the 
faith?" 

"And I say to you, C.B., and all the people 
in this room, and the p>eople throilghout the 
world — and from all comers of the world there 
will come back the echo and the answer...."You 
have kept the faithl" 

Also read at the Screen Producers Guild 
-dinner by Mr. Engel were congratulatory 
telegrams from Vice President Richard 
Nixon, 'General George C.Marshall, Carlos 
Romulo, Philippines Ambassador; Fleet Adm¬ 
iral Chester W.Niraitz snd numerous others. 



THE Do not 'break' 

"THE TEN COMMANDMENTS" 

MIGHTIEST 
We submit for your approval and possible 

use the following instruction in connection 
with the title of Cecil B, DeMille’s Paramount 
production: 

PICTURE 
At no time, when typing or writing the 
title of THE TEN COMMANDMENTS, break it so 
that part of it appears on one line,and 
the balance on the next line. Even if you 
have to shorten the line on which the 
title normally would have begun, do so, in 
order that the full title will appear 
completely on the next line,_ 

A LIGHT, MODERN 
- and cool - TOUCH 

Mr. DeMille, right, and three of 
his associates, bathe in the Red Sea en 
route to locations on the Sinai Penin¬ 
sula. The three, reading from left,are: 
Loyal Griggs, in charge of photography; 
Henry Wilcoxon, Associate Producer;and 
Charlton Heston, who plays the role of 
Moses. 

Hollwood Reporter, celebrating 
its 25th Anniversarjr with the migh¬ 
tiest issue in its nistory,devoted 
its cover to a multi-colored scene 
from Mr. DeMille's production. 

ON MOUNT SINAI - After Cecil B. DeMille and Charlton 
Heston, third and second from left, had reached the 
Monastery of St. Catherine's on the slopes of Mount 
Sinai, and had rested from the exhausting journey ftxxn 
Cairo, they were taken on their first tour of the 
sacred edifice by the monks. In all, they and the oth¬ 
er members of the production unit lived at the Monas¬ 
tery for more than a week. It proved to be a revenen- 
tially moving experience for every one of them. This 
is most apparent in the sequences of history's great¬ 
est film — THE TEN COMMANDMENTS — which were filmed 
on Mount Sinai. 

mm 

Fine picture spreads 
on THE TEN COMMANDMENTS are 
begixming to appear around 
the world, Here's one from 
Caretas of Lima, Peru. 

The great special eff¬ 
ects of the mighty DeMille 
production have required 
the building of special 
studio towers like this cue 
erected by John Fulton's 
department. In the fore- 
groiind is the DeMille Gate 
to the studio, with Ray 
Getman the attendant wnen 
this picture was shot. 

The Mightiest Picture is.... 

“'Che'em (Tommandnients” 
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HOLLYWOOD - Exhibitor R, 
M.Huntling, of the Airport 
Driye-in, Omaha, a Para¬ 
mount customer, is welco¬ 
med by Cesar Romero when 
he visits the set of THE 
LEATHER SAINT, This was 
Huntling's first view of 
a film Bet, He flew his 
own plane to California, 

Bob Hot on set of 

TEAM WORK 
/Jm ediia>Ual WvM 

niyfIL 
— 

pUALIT>'^RESS 

News from the 
North American 
Branch Offices 

K^^k^BfJcBfltnfThe Invitational preview of 
II1IIII III MFriday night, 

January 13th at the Oalc Park Theatre was a tre¬ 
mendous success. Exhibitors from all the cir - 
cuits and top accounts were present, cecause 
of its popularity, the "SRO" sign was needed. 
Comments after the preview were very favorable. 

The annual Christmas Party was held in the 
branch office Thursday, December 22nd. At that 
time we bid farewell to Fred Hellweg who was 
Office-Booking i^anager at the Kansas City 
Branch for four years. Fred was elected as a 
member into Paramount's lOO/o Club this year. 
We all wish Fred the best of luck and contin¬ 
ued success with the Buena Vista Company in 
Denver, Colorado. At this time we congratulate 
Tom Gooch who has assumed the position as Of¬ 
fice-Booking Manager. 

We welcome Ken Walterman, clerk, to the Par¬ 
amount Family, 

- Virginia Friday 

OMAHA 

THAT CERtJiiS feeling, 
greets a friend, Arnold 
C. Sorenson, Scout Execu¬ 
tive of the Los Angeles 
Area Council, Boy Scouts 
of AmeirLca, one of the 
organizations he frequen¬ 
tly aids in his continuing 
interest in community wel¬ 
fare. 

Since I have taken the Job as Ledger 
Clerk, I haven’t quite had the time 

(Aheml) to write in to Paramount World, so I 
will now take the time to wish our newest em¬ 
ployee, Mrs. Bobbye Shlller, all the luck there 
is with her new Job as secretary to the Office 
Manager. Bobbye is from that lil' ol' Southern 
state of Arkansas, and the cutest little accent 
you never have heard,(except for you all who 
talk thataway too.) 

We also wish all the luck in the world to 
our former ledger clerk, Mrs. Noima Mountain, 
who now has her first income tax exemption, a 
beautiful baby girl, Jane Denise. We regret to 
have lost our former biller, Patti Alexander, 
who resigned at the end of the year. 

We screened ANYTHING GOES in the Orpheum 
Theatre, Friday the 13th, and I' can truthfully 
say that it's a great picture and will do won - 
derful business,I am a great fan of Bing Crosby 
.... Another picture all the exhibitors are 
waiting to got their hands on is TROUBLE WITH 
HARRY, still another is THE COURT JESTER, We 
are all waiting to see those two also when they 
open in Qnaha,... ARTISTS AND MODELS ran two 
great weeks here in Omaha, and really pulled in 
the loot, I sure would like to have a part in¬ 
terest on one of these pictures, I’d bo rlchl 

- Janet Mears 

CINCINNATI I We, the Cincinnati Branch, want 
to welcome aboard Stuart Jacobson, 

who is now our new Sales Manager, and hope ho 
will be very happy being a member of the "Par¬ 
amount Family." We also extend a hearty welcome 
to Arlene lammel, our now Switchboard Operator, 

We were taken by surprise this month when 
two nuptials took place within 24 hours, Betty 
Turner, Booker, walked down the aisle of matri¬ 
mony with Vince Brock, and Beverly Murslnna, 
Contract Clerk, did likewise when her fiance, 
Clyde Wullenweber, now serving with the United 
States Army, came home on furlough. 

Mr. A.C. Brown, the traveling auditor now 
in Cincinnati, has related some unusual and 
eerie experiences when he was in England during 

Jack Perley Made Assis¬ 
tant to Sidney G.Deneau 

JACK PERLEY 

Jack Perley, who since 1950 
had been sales manager at Para¬ 
mount's New York Branch, was 
promoted January 23rd to assis¬ 
tant to Sidney G, Deneau, West¬ 
ern U. S. sales manager. 

In his new post, Perley will 
be stationed at the home office. 
He was recently elected a member 
of Paramoufit's 25-Year Club. 

the Blitz. There were several ooceelons when he 
missed death by mere seconds. 

Fannie Voss, our oldest employee, who is in 
charge of the Inspection Department, ie back 
from spending a well-earned three week vacation 
in sunny Florida, 

We are all looking forward to our annual 
Valentine Party to be held after office hours 
here in Cincinnati, 

-Ralph During 

VANCOUVER A Happy New Year to all from 
the Vancouver Branch, A lot 

has occurred here in the past year. Hei*e are a 
few of the most memorable events: 

Everything has settled down since the ex¬ 
citement of our move into the new Film Exchange 
Building. It is a beautiful bullalng, and we 
are very happy to be finally in it. The move 
itself was a big one for us but it didn't take 
too long to get back to normal. 

Not long after our arrival Cary Grant came 
to town on a personal appearance tour for TO 
CATCH A thief; We were ail tnrilled to meet 
such a great personality and almost too excited 
to think to ask for his autograph. I said al¬ 
most! He has left a very good Impression here 
on the west coast of Canada, and undoubtedly 
all across the nation. 

We had a few changes in staff during the 
last half of 1955, Marcia Cain, Booking Steno- 
grapner, left and was replaced by Rosemary Jang 
in our front office, and in the back office our 
Shipper, Harvey Levin, left to beccme booker 
with another company and was subsequently re¬ 
placed by Hel Hayter who was pronoted from 
revlsor. Our new Revisor is Alfred Chisholm, 
We*d like to welcome the newcomers and congrat¬ 
ulate those who received promotions, 

A bowling league was foimed in September, 
comprising members of the various film compan¬ 
ies, Paramount has naturally entered a team, 
but unfortunately we are not doing too well. 
We have a lot of fun however, and keep on try¬ 
ing. 

Academy Award nomination time is coming up 
again and we are all sure that Paramount will 
receive as many nominations as usual, if not 
more, with such tremendous pictures as thw 
ROSE tattoo and THE DESPERATE HOURS.We*re sure 
it will prove as exciting as ever and are all 
looking forward to it. 

FROM THE COLUMNS OF MOTION PIC¬ 
TURE HERALD (and cont, on Page 10) 

DmVEH—Jim Ricketts, Branch Manager, chalman 
of the dlstrtbutors oommlttee for Brotherhood 
Week, held a meeting of exchange people at the 
Paramount screening room, when plans were mapped 
for the forthcoming collection. . . .JACKSONVUU 
—Publicist Leonard Allen went back to Atlanta 
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HOLLY^'OOD - "Pardners” 
Dean Martin and Jerry Le¬ 
wis welcome a couple of 
Canadian showmen €o the 
set of PARDNEKS« They ares 
Oscar Legault,Hawkesbuiy, 
Ontario,left. and his 
manager, Monty Kontpetit. 

MEMPHIS - Obviously happy 
over what they have seen 
from the preview of ANY¬ 
THING GOES are. Right to 
left: W.A,Thompson, Distiv 
Lct Manager, Tenarken Par¬ 
amount Corp,. Strand Thea¬ 
tre,Memphis (in which 
house the screening was 
held); R.X.Williams,lyric, 
Oxford .Miss.; Nathan Reiss, 
Reiss Eiiterprises,Coving¬ 
ton, Tenn.; Paramoiint 
Branch Manager Howard A, 
Nicholson, 

HOLLYWOOD - Albert Bend- 
mayor, of Northwood Theat¬ 
res, Baltimore, and Mrs, 
Bendmayor on a California 
visit are welcomed to Par¬ 
amount by John Derek,star 
of THE LEATHER SAINT, on 
the picture's set, Derek 
plays the role of an 
Episcopalian clergyman 
turned prizefighter in 
this exciting new film. 

PARAMOUNT'S 

THE TROUBIJ 
WITH HARRY 

.produced and dir«ot#d by Alfred Hitchcock, filned In VieteVlelon 
and Teohnicolor, etarrlng EdiouDd Ovenn, John Forsythe and Shirley 
UecLalne, hae ceugbt the public*s fancy, and la doing solid boxofflce 7 
business all oTer the country! / 

ItM nation*s newspaper exltloa hare also gone oTerboard in praise of this 
'unexpected cooedy^thrlller* from the nwster of moTle suspense. Ttie sly 
Hltcbeoek sense of humor, end his glorious use of ViataVision and Teehnicolcor 
while filming the beauteous Vermont countryside, locale of the film, also 
come in for particular praise. Following are excerpts from sow of the rare 
rerlews: 

NEW YORg CITf - "Hitchcock's 'Harry* allYe with hilarity. New comedy crackles 
with fun.,.in addition to being puckishly pretty, Shirley Mae- 
Leins hea emerged ea an actress of conaiderabla ^arm and abil» 

ity...the l^chnleolor camera, aided by VleteVislon hae e^)tured the atriking 
pictorial Vermont aceneryt" - Daily Mirror 

"Laughter has faintly eplced moat Hltcbeoek films, but hers it 
takes owar tbs whole worka with gusty, mlachieToua, spontaneous force. In its 
way, 'Harry* ranks among the funnieet picturea of the year!" -> W. Telegram & Sun 

"Shirley MaoLeine le a refre^ing apparition.. .people should en- 
mueb as Hitchcock obrioualy anjoyed omkii^ it!" > Herald.T^lb. 

3AN FRANCISCO - "An audacious and dall^tful eomsdy, actad by a 
daft csst!" - Chronicle 

"A funny, ebarmlng elightly naughty farce on murder with e corpee 
that keeps bobbing up st inepproprlste times!" - Mews 

"Hitchcock comsa up with new angles on mystery fun!" • Examiner 
•WWW****** 

MIAMI - "You newer heard people laugh so much, 
snaps is breath-taking!" - News 

• tha Vermont land- 

"You'll haws a hilarious tima laughing!" - Herald 

ST.LCDIS - "Ibp hilarity, unaurpaasad In tha annals of Holly¬ 
wood.rollicking script!*- Qlobe-Dcmocrat 

"Sheer dsllght...e collector's item of slightly 
mad but charming nonseossi" - PosWDispeteh 

*«•««««*** 
CLEVKUMD - "Hitchcock deliwers mush laughter.«.9ilrley 

UacLaina and John Forsyths, two owwooners are 
fascinating and bound to click on ttia aereenl" - P. Deelar 

^lightfull tha pletura was fllmad in Vtm)nt 
and tha backgrounds ara orngnifioentl" - Press 

"Hltoheoek Is up to his old trldcs, and lbs re- 
\ cult is flrsVrats entertainasnti" - Haws 

,Vthovi' \ w**** 

^ \ *QHNBAP0LI&“ "When peopla walk out of a ■owls giggling, 
.. \ •“* '“•P (SiggllJi* CFT.p It ah.n ttitf'n tn 

But*“ \ block. aw«y from tb. tb.atr., lt'» • pr.tty good ImJloa- 
^tioa ths picture wes fan." - tflbuiM 

HAPPINESS WARNING 

For those taking the 
trouble to see THE 
TROUBLE WITH HARRY, 
there*'s a great treat 
in store. Out Denver 
way, for instance, the 
Hitchcock 
thr i ller-k i ller-d i Her 
is in its third (3rd) 
week at the very 
showmanship-wise 
Denham Theatre ... one of 
the nation’s top 
picture-pulse centres. 
....Why should the rest 
of the nation let 
Denver's Denham get 
away with all of this 
box-office riches? 

after working on advertising campaigns for THE 
ROSE TATTOO and THE TROUBLE WITH HARRY. , . . 
MINNEAPOLIS—Orville Anderson was elected ser- 
geant-at-aims of Local 31 of lATSE. . . .Leslie 
Bird, formerly of United Artists, is our new 
booker. . . .WASHINGTON—Recent visitors inclu- 

CHARLOTTE, N.C. - This is a scene with some nos¬ 
talgic 1955 overtones. It was made at a time 
when these Paramounteers — Bookers and an Off¬ 
ice Manager — could scarcely take time off to 
face the camera. The sextette, L-R, are: Jerry 
Helms, Jake Neil, Max Price (Office Mgr.),Weber 
Howell, Sam Sanders and Guss Heffner, 

ded William Perlberg and George Seaton, in con¬ 
nection with THE PROUD AND PROFANE. . . .CHAR¬ 
LOTTE—THE TROUBLE WITH HARRY made a big hit 
with movie fans at the Plaza theatre. Film was 
held over for several days. . - - 

flash - We just (Feb. 13) got pix of 
the Dallas Christmas Party, Too late 
to do 'em justice in this issue,but 
we'll have them as a Christmas-in- 
March feature next month._ 
GOOD NEWS ABOUT 
DAVE KIMEDiAN 

A Pittsburgh despatch,relayed to 
Paramount World by Marguerite Bour- 
dette, secretary to Eastern Sales 
Manager Hugh Owen, reports that 
Dave Kimelman is in splendid shape 
following his recent serious oper¬ 
ation, Tne Pittsburgh branch manag¬ 
er s hospitalization should be over 
by the time these lines appear, and 
he should be home for convalescence. 

Then back on the job for the 
greatest Paramount productions in 

his long and illustrious career 
with the company. 
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by STREET 

T^EDNESDAY evening Fred 
” Hutchinson, Paramount’s 

managing director, was host to a 
small party of leading exhibitors, 
when he screened the company’s 
new and spectacular VistaVision 
subject, “The Vagabond King,” a 
highly polished, beautifully staged 
and exciting streamlined version 
of the classic musical. 

Powerful 
MORE importantly, it marks the 

debut of a newcomer, who I pre¬ 
dict has a big future in pictures. 
He is Oreste, a young Maltese boy 
with a powerful voice of seemingly 

limitless range. He has a faint 
resemblance to Richard Green, 
swashbuckles in the part of Fran¬ 
cois Villon with all the abandon 
of an earlier Errol Flynn, and has 
a physique that makes him the 
ideal screen hero. 

THE film will have its world 
premiere in London at the Plaza 
on April 5. Clearly Fred Hutchin¬ 
son’s select and expert audience 
was vastly impressed by this new¬ 
comer. 

I CHATTED with Mrs. Okin, 
Sol and Mark Sheckman, Alf 
Shipman and his brother Michael. 
Sam Graham, Nat Cohen and Phil 
Giles of A.B.C. 

ORESTE is only one of a num¬ 
ber of newcomers being groomed 
by Paramount for stardom, and 
in the company's policy there is 
a sage counsel for the whole in¬ 
dustry, for we are sadly in need 
of new talent. Today’s top mar¬ 
quee names have been there a long 

time, and moreover their enormous 
salaries are a burden that the in¬ 
dustry cannot so easily afford 
today. 

BUT above all else, we have got ' 
to capture the public with new and 
exciting names. Oreste is certainly 
one of the right kind and with a 
big potential. 

FOR a certainty people will 
compare him with Mario Lanza. 
Certainly there's the same robust¬ 
ness of voice, but Oreste, for me, 
has' the more pleasing and natural 
personality. And, ladies, he's so 
easy on the eye! 

LONDON - Britishers in particular, and other nationals in geneiv 
al who have travelled in Britain, will readily recognize many of 
the locales Alfred Hitchcock has used in THE MAN WHO KNEW TOO 
fWCH, co-starring James Stewart, Doris Day and Daniel Gelin, At 
top. for instance, is part of the production unit backgrounded 
by London's Albert Memorial. That's the director acting as back¬ 
stop for the unit station wagon. Nearest him are Doc EirLckson, 
unit business manager, and Bob Burks, cameramen. Others, who 
were unidentified by nam'>, are British technicians. 

LONDON - This editorial in To-Day's Cinema was but one of 
many trade paper compliments which came Paramount's way 
when Managing Director Fred Hutchinson gave a special priv¬ 
ate screening of THE VAGABOND KING. The exhibitors who lau¬ 
ded the picture to the skies were of the very top echelon of 
British cinema exhibition. 

THREE AUDREY 
HEPBURNS' 

LONDON - Danny Kaye, arriving 
for premiere of THE COURT JEoT- 
ER, is welcomed by Ted Leather, 
M.P,,of the committe of the 
West Indies Hurricane Relief 
Fund,beneficiary of premiere. 

Audrey Hepburn is a stead¬ 
fast proof of the fact that a 
talented, glamorous gal really 
can be a prophet in her own 
home town. The London press al¬ 
ways seems to find Audrey sure¬ 
fire copy, as this lavish spread 
in the Daily Mirror of January 
l^h proves. Here we find the 
real Audrey, at right, together 
with Sweden's Marianne Hermans- 
son, left, who is always being 
mistaken for the Paramount star, 
and. at bottom, Holland's Anna 
Maria Frances, Audrey's official 
stand-in who, pardonably, is 
most often mistaken for the 
star of WAR AND PEACE, 
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a couple of punchy reasons why the ex- 
Britain turn the 

I E 

Here are 
hibitors of Great Britain turn their thoughts constant¬ 
ly Paramount-warde, These Reddin-ads in the trade 
apers are so compelling, many showmen fail to turn 
eyond the covers. And we .iust love that romantic 'aff¬ 

air' that's going on between the Paramount publicity 
staff in London and the perfectly proportioned, eye¬ 
filling attraction known as VistaVision, 

England''s Managing Director 
Calls ANYTHING GOES "Great!" 

From London comes word from Managing Director Fred E, 
Hutchinson about a Paramount star-spangled musical that is 
going to loom very importantly in the company picture this 
year. Here is Mr, Hutchinson's message to Executive Vice 

President James E. Perkins: 

"Yesterday I had the pleasure of viewing ANYTHING GOES, 
It can be summed up in one word — GREAT, 

"The colour and production are magnificent, the choreo¬ 
graphy is quite sensational and the performances of the 
four stars superb. The children's number with Donald 
O'Connor should be a sensation with any audience." • 
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FILMHISTORIENS 
BADA MAKTIGASTE 
VERK AR 
PARAMOUNTFILMER 

Dessa bdda fllmer £Lr "The Ten Connnandments" 
och "War and Peace". De gSrs av regissOrer 
sora ha h&Ult pd med fllminspelning alltifrdn 
filmens borjan, Cecil B, deMille och King Vi- 

, dor. Filmema spelas in for det bolag, Para- 
mo^t's 25-Year Club, re- aom yarit verksamt inoni filmen fran 
c elves from Manager_Kurt filmerna kommer att utalfippas 

inom ett Ar. 
Ni kommer att undan fOr undan bli delgivna 

intressanta och v&rdefulla uppgifter om film- 
erna. Och det ar gi vet vis av stor vikti att des¬ 
sa meddelanden utnyttjas pA basta mSjliga sAtt, 
sa att alia parter inom Edert distrikt fAr 
klart far sig, att "The Ten Commandments" och 
"War and Peace" fir de mest storslagna filmverk 
aom hittills Astadkonimlts inom branschen. Det 
ror sig givetvis om meddelanden, som niJdvfin- 
digtvis mAste delges inte bare vederborande 
inom bretnschen utan ocksA pressen, skolfolk 
och speciellt publiken. Aldrig tidigare har en 
sAdan ralingd av strAlande filmverk frambringats, 
och Paramount intar hfirvid frfimsta ruramet.Och 
nu gfiller det for oss alia att visa oss vfirdi- 
ga alia dessa enastAende filmskapelser. 

Forutora de nfimnda bada filmerna finns det en 
hel del andra av hogsta klass. En slda i detta 

HELSINKI - In Finland's 
capital, Einar Lindstrom, 
already a member of Pai*a- 

Troupp, left, the 25-Year 
Medal of Merit. 

(Note particularly the 
artistic background effect 
secured by entwining with 
ivy the portraits or Par¬ 
amount executives.) 

ALSO NOTE... 
In connection with the 

above presentation, the 
following letter of inf¬ 
ormation from Continental 
General Manager John B. 
Nathan: 

"The presentation by 
Kurt Troupp to Mr. 
Einar Lindstrom of a 
25 Year Medal of Merit 
is in accord with a 
long-established cus¬ 
tom in Finland whereby 
the Central Chamber of 
Commerce requests that 
employees of all imp>- 
ortant companies rec¬ 
eive a silver medal 
after 25 years of ser¬ 
vice and same is done 
by all major firms. 
State Offices, etc. It 
is a semi-official 
medal," 

Hummer fignas At dessa utomordentliga filmer,vil- 
ka utslfipps frAn vAr studio innevarande Ar.och 
fir det av vlkt att denna ocksA studeras. 

Hfir finns fiven InfSrd en redogdrelse fdr den 
uppvaktning av Cecil B. deMille som figde rum 
den 22 januari. Som Ni flnner gick den helt 1 
hjfirtlighetens tecken. Och man kan efiga, att den 
indirekt var en hylining till Paramount, da det 
ju fir genom Paramountorganisationen som de 
deMiUska filmverken nAtt publiken over hela 
vfirlden, 

Andra nyheter av vikt fir: Marlon Brando skall 
gSra finnu en film for Paramount 1 Ar. Dot blir 
en fiventyrsfllm baserad pA upplevelser i nutida 
sydostra Asien, Clark Crable gdr en Paramount- 
film, som utgAr frAn Seaton-Perlberg. 

Farhahdsvisningar pA "Anything Goes", som 
hoUs fSrra mAnaden i 32 amerikanska stfidor, 
visar att Paramount hfir fAtt en musikfilm, som 
kommer att bli uppakattad av all vfirldens blo- 
grafpublik. Och alia fyra stjfirnorna 1 filmen, 
Bing Crosby, Donald O'Connor, Mltzl Gaynor och 
Renee Jeanmaire, gSr stOTslagna insatser. 

I mars blir den store Oscarutdelnlngen, DA 
Ni far denna tidning har nomineringon offent- 
lipgjorts. Vi vet att hSgt upp pA listen kom¬ 
mer Anna Magnanls namn att stA for hennos strA¬ 
lande framtrfidande i "The Hose Tattoo". Under 
tiden spelas filmen med lysande resultat. 

Publicerandet av filmerna, och dA framst pA 
den utlfindska marknaden, fir just nu den spring- 
ande punkten. Vilket ocksa tydligt fraragAr av 
varje numraer av Paramount 'Jorld, Och det gfiller 
hfir Paramount - film hch reklam. 

CECIL B. DeMILLE ADDRESS 
Continued from Page 7. 

You cannot show the brightneee of good un- 
leaa you show it in contrast to the darkness of 
aTil - nor can you do it by putting preachments 
in the mouths of your characters. 

Some professional moreliete tell ua that 
art should ennoble and strengthen character. 

Strong characters are not formed by being 
blindfolded and wrapped in cotton wool. 

Life is a warfare between good and evil - 
and, as the great Puritan poet, John Milton, 
put it, "he that can apprehend and consider 
Tice with all her baits and seeming pleasures, 
and yet abstain, and yet distinguish, and yet 
prefer that which is truly better, he is the 
true warfaring Christian." 

The really great moralists - men who have 
thought deeply on the problem of art and morals 
- have understood that. 

Only a few months ago, the Catholic Bish¬ 
ops of Germany wrote - and I quote - that " to 
call things by their right names, and to recog¬ 
nize the power of evil in the world, is of 
great value," precisely because it " gives rise 
to shocks which can have a wholesome effect." 

The German Catholic Bishops eipress their 
gratitude to writers who "mirror reality" as it 
is, instead of painting a " sentimentalized- 
untrue picture" of " human existence, its strug¬ 
gles, defeats, and triumphs." 

This broad and deep understanding of the 
function of art is a far cry from the pettiness 
of censors whoso whole idea of morality is ap¬ 
parently boundej by the length of a skirt and 
the depth of a 'bodice. 

It would be really Immoral for us to por¬ 

tray a world that contained no evil or a world 
in which evil-was never strong or alluring. It 
would be Immoral because it would be untrue. 

We would bo really corrupting the minds of 
youth if wo taught them that they are living In 
a world where virtue triumphs because it has 
nothing to triumph over - for what is more cor¬ 
rupting to the mind than to be taught a lie? 

In a very real sense wo are defending mor¬ 
ality when wo fight censorship and when we re¬ 
fuse to yield to the ridiculous demands of pres¬ 
sure groups - and I am not saying that all 
their demands are ridiculous, but some of them. 
In your experience and mine, can certainly be 
called that. 

.Our responsibility as artists and as mold- 
ers of thought makes great demands upon us - 
and the greatest of these Is the demand for 
oelf-dlsciplino. 

Censorship Is not the answer - but neither 
Is unbridled license. 

We do well to fight censorship - but the 
best way to fight it is to give It no legitim¬ 
ate grounds for attacking us, while defending 
to the full our right to portray the world as 
the world Is. 

You may say that I am asking the motion 
picture industry to walk along a razor’s edge, 
with deep pitfalls on either side. 

And perhaps I am. 
I have never said or thought that being 

molders of the world's thought was an easy Job- 
but that Is one reason why, after 43 years, I 

still find it the most exciting, the most chal¬ 
lenging, the greatest job on earth. 

Motion pictures have been my life for 43 
years - and every foot of it In film and every 
minute of it In time has been an adventure 
which 1 would not exchange for anything else In 
the world. 

Who else in the world has the world's 
friendship as we have It? 

Who else in the world can go, as our pic¬ 
tures go, Into every corner of the world - al¬ 
most into every home and heart of the world? 

Who else - except the missionaries of God- 
has had our opportunity to make the brotherhood 
of man not a phrase, but a reality - a brother¬ 
hood sharing the same laughter and the same 
tears, dreaming the same dreams, encouraged by 
the same hopes. Inspired by the same faith in 
man and God, which we paint for them, -night af¬ 
ter night, on the screens of the world? 

We hold great power. 
The world turns to us - it has to, for 

nothing else has the power to rivet the world's 
attention and mold its thought as our work can 
do. 

Make It a power for good- for truth, for 
beauty, and for freedom. 

Eemember Wlnsucn Churchill's words: 
"Those who serve supreme causes do not 

consider what they can get, but what they can 
give. 

"Let that be our privilege .... In the 
years that lie before us." 

SOME MORE WONDERFUL 
TRIBUTES PAID TO 
CECIL B. DeMILLE BY 
LIFELONG ASSOCIATES 

Samuel Goldwyn, .ho has known 
Mr, DeMille since the outset of his film career, 
Included these great tributes in a spoken comp¬ 
liment, every word of which sprang from the 
heart: 

_"I find it hard to say everything I would 
like to about Cecil because it is not easy to 
compress into a few minutes all the warm mem¬ 
ories of over 45 years of friendship. In add¬ 
ition, it is difficult to speak of Cecil in 
the terms in vhich we think of other picture 
makers, because the usual standards do not 
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PARAMOUNT PICTURE SHOTS 

FROM THE NEW YORK SCENE 

DARRYL F. ZANUCK, in charge of 
production of 20th Century-Fox,said 
of Mr. DeMille in advance of presen¬ 
ting him vdth the Milestone Award: 

I have not worked with or 
for Mr, DeMille, but almost the 
greater part of my lifetime I 
have admired him. He stands, as 
you have well heard tonight, 
alone. And as a producer I can 
only say that from the very 
beginning, from my first produc¬ 
tion job he was. and remains, my 
ideal. He is a trademark and a 
symbol. He stands for something 
that none of us have stood for. 

”And it gives me great honor at 
this time, for his historic 
achievements for the motion pic¬ 
ture industry, to present the 
Milestone Award,” 

J6SS6 L»LSSky^ whose motion pict¬ 
ure beginning, like that of Mr, DeMille’s coin¬ 
cided with the beginning qf Paramount, was in 
fine nostalgic fettle as he paid tribute ta the 
guest of honor. His listeners really heard of 
the beginning of the industry as fact followed 
fact in Mr, Lasky’s tribute to his dearest and 
most respected friend. Every incident, every 

was recounted with ailection, nostalgia, sincer¬ 
ity, Only when you hear men like Jesse L. Lasky 
speak like this on such an occasion do you know 
what true friendship really means. 

Among those who 
helped make DBm^ 
Kaye's Paramount 
Theatre premiere 
of THE COURT JE¬ 
TER a success 
were radio-tv 
star Jinx Falken- 
gerg and Param¬ 
ount Theatre Man¬ 
aging Director 
Robert Shapiro, 

apply to him. He has made his own standards 
and his own rules.I don’t have to go 
through the roster of pictures that have made 
the name ’DeMille’ a by-word around the world 
because we all know them almost by heart. But 
I do want to point out that because of the 
deep reverence with which Cecil has approached 
the greatest of all books, and the manner in 
which he has brought the spirit and the mean¬ 
ing of that book to the screen he has, over 
the years, added greatly not only to his own 
stature, but to the prestige of Hollywood as a 
whole. 

"....he has always made his pictures not for 
any limited audience, but for the people as a 
whole. His pictures have a universal appeal 
that is unmatched. Cecil has brought motion 
picture entertainment to more people than an^ 
one else in the world — and he has every right 
to be proud of that — a pride which we can 
all share with him because of the deep and 
warm admiration and respect we have for him... 

"Cecil, you have done great things in your 
lifetime, and you have brought great honor to 
all of us who are a part of motion pictures. 
This outpouring of your friends tonight — of 
those who love and admire you — is the best 
evidence of the esteem and affection in which 
you are held. But really, Cecil, it is not 
you who should feel honored tonight - it is we 
who should feel proud and honored that, over 
the years, we have had the privilege of know¬ 
ing — as a friend and as a co-worker in our 
field — one of the great talents of all time 
in mbtion pictures — one of the fiinest of 
all men." 

This great 
tribute to 
Cecil B.DeMille, 
indu st ry-wide 
in scope 
and 
world-wide in 
importance, 
was at once 
a tremendous 
tribute 
to the 
Paramount 
organization, 
through which 

all 
but a very 
small 
percentage of 
Mr. DeMille's 
productions 
in his 
43“year film 
career 
have 
been 
released. 

Among the host of magnificent tributes paid Anna Magnani 
for her glowing performance in THE ROSE TATTOO was the Award by 
the New York Critics for "The Actress of the Year," In the ab¬ 
sence of the star, the plaque was received by Hal Wallis,at 
left, with the presentation being made by Now York Times Critic 
A, H. Weiler, centre, (Shaking hands with Mr, Weiler is Ernest 
Borgnine, holding the plaque he won for his starring perfornmoe 
in ■Marty," Second from right is Harold Hecht,co-producer with 
Burt Lancaster, of "Marty." At right is David Lean, who won a 
glaque |or Best Director with "Summertime," starring Katharine 

Adolph Zukor^ vrho was held in New 
York by urgent family considerations which pre¬ 
cluded his attending the Milestone Dinner to 
Mr. DeMille, sent the telegram which we have 
printed below. But some days later, your editor 
sat with him as he listened to the recorded 
speeches in New York, We can report that he was 
tremendously moved by all that he heard, all the 
more because he himself had also lived through 
all of this great Paramount and film industry 
histo^, even back beyond the days when the 
official company trade mark bore all three 
names — Adolph Zukor, Jesse L, Lasky and Cecil 
B, DeMille, 

CECIL B. DHfn.T.E __ 
c/o SAilDEL G. INGEL, PRESIDajT (DELIVER aJUDAT, JANDAHT 22, 

SCHEBM PBODDCERS GOTXD AT DIHNKR) 

BEVERLY HILTON HOTU, 

BEVERLY HILLS, CAUTOHNIA 

DEAR CECIL. SAK INGSL AND SCEEHJ PRODUCERS GUILD HAVE HONORED ME BY INVITIHG 

MRS. ZUKOR AND ME TO BE PRESINT AT THE DINNER AT TOUCH OUR INDUSTRY V(ILL PAY 

TRIBUTE TO YOU AS A MAN WHO HAS MADE A LASTIHO AND UNPORGETTAHLE CONTRIBUTION TO 

THE PROGRESS OF MOTION PICTORES. THE FRIINDSHIP AND lOVE I HAVa B0I®E FOR YOU 

DURING OUR MORE THAN 40 YEARS OF WONDERFULLY HAPPY ASSOCIATION IS MATCHED ONLY 

BY THE REa>ECT AND AIWIRATION I HAVE FOR YOUR UNPARALLELLED ACHIEVIldiMTS IN THE ART 

OF THE MOTION PICTURE. YOU ARE ONE OF THE VERY FEW GIKUISES WHOSE VISION, FORESIGHT 

AND COURAGE TOOK OUR INDUSTRY OUT OF THE PINNY ARCADES AND TURNED IT INTO THE 

GREATEST FORCE FOR SNTERTAINMINT AND INTERNATIONAL UNDERSTANDING IN THE WORLD 

TODAY. I AM SURE YOU KNOW THAT ONLY THE MOST UROINT AND PRESSING FAMILY CON¬ 

SIDERATIONS COULD POSSIBLY HAVE KST ME FROM JOININO YOUR OTHER CLOSE FRIIND6 AT 

THIS GREAT TRIBUTE TO YOUR ACHTEVIiUmTS, BUT UNFORTUNATELY CIRCCSISTANCES WHICH I 

CANNOT CONTROL MAKE IT IMPOSSIBLE FOR ME TO LEAVE NEW YORK AT THIS TIME. ON THE 

PERSONAL LEVEL, I FEEL THAT I AM BEING DEPRIVED OF A GREAT PRIVILH5E, BECAUSE 

AFTER OUR DECADES OF ASSOCIATION IN ACTIVE AND CLOSE PERSONAL CONTACT AND 

FRIHJDSHIP, I WOULD CONSIDER MYSELF HONORED BY RFFEATIHG PUBLiaY MY DEBP 

APPRECIATION OF YOUR MANY CONTRIBUTIONS TO OUR INIXJSTRY AND MY FliUALLY DEEP 

APPRECIATION OF YOUR UNEQUALLED QUALITIES AS A HUMAN BEING AND AS A VERY BELOVED 

FRIHID. I H.\VE BEEN PROUD OF OUR ASSOCIATION AND OF OUR FRIENDSHIP AND I PRAY THAT 

THE GOOD LORD WILL GRANT US MANY MORE YEARS TO CONTINUE BOTH. MAY OOD CONTINUE 

TO BLESS YOUR CHARMING AND WONDERIUL WIFE WHO HAS BEEN SO GREAT AN INSPIRATION 

AND HELP IN YOUR V.'ORK, AND MAY GOD BLESS YOU TO CONTINUE IN THE SUCCESSEUL AND 

NOBLE PATH YOU HAVE CHOSEN. YOUR SINCERE FRIEND AND AIUIRER, 

ADOLPH ZUKOR 



SEAT-SELLING 
SHOWMANSHIP 
AROUND THE 
WORLD 

? 

PARIS - Sho’-flnanship of the highest calibre was displayed by the 
French Paramoimteers in presenting WE'RE N0_ANGELS via the multi- 
theatrfe release in France's capital. In Paris, the picture was 
released under the title of the picture from which the film had 
springbparded - "La Cuisine des Anpes" ("The Kitchen of the 
Angels"). Naturally such a title thundered for food-shop tie-ups^ 
and a link with stoves, such as shown above, and a great ^ny or 
these were effected. But the thing which titillated the Paris 
picturegoers most was the boulevard parading of a trio of char¬ 
acters in French Guiana-n garb, as per the characters of the 
film — even complete to Albert's cage with the omnipotent Adoiph. 
Result: Truly sensational business in all of the releasing the¬ 
atres, and a record in earnings which stamps the picture, 'yvE'RE 
NO ANGELS, as one of the top-grossing films in many years. 

In our showmanship pages 
there appears to be, in all is¬ 
sues, a preponderance of show¬ 
manship evidence from overseas 
territories. This is not a 
matter of editorial choice, but 
one of editorial necessity. We 
make full use of every bil of 
domestic showmanship evidence 
that comes our way, and would 
really be delighted if we could 
split domestic and internation¬ 
al material 50-50, 

Meanwhile - some of this 
overseas stuff is pretty good - 
Huh I 

epr- 
the 

COPENHAGEN - Denmark's capital recen¬ 
tly held a Wool Fair, and fashions of 
the film world were prominently re 
esented. Especially fashions from 
Paramount world. At left is one of 
Denmark's top mannequins, Mrs, Tove 
Thoming, diressed in Grace Kelt's 
actual coat from TO CATCH A THIEF, At 
right, another attractive mannequin, 
Mrs, Lilian Nielsen, wearing Jane 
Wyman's wool suit from LUCY GALLANT, 
emphasizes the international Edith 
Head fashion flair in all Paramount 
productions. 

i 1' ? w 
T 

ill ^ 

PARIS - The best thing about good showmanship is 
the 'lines' that it 'writes' in front of the 
cinemas. Here's one such 'line' in front of the 
Cinema Lutetia — and there were similar assem¬ 
blies outside the other four cinemas where WE'RE 
NO ANGELS, premiered day-and-date. At top is a 
part of the front-of-house display at the Para¬ 
mount Theatre where week in, week out — and 
year after year, there is a parade of the most 
compelling front-of-theatre displays to be found 
anywhere in the world. 

COPENHAGEN - Despite certain 
business difficulties connected 
with distribution of American 
films in Denmark at present,the 
stores will not be denied the 
overwhelming attractiveness of 
pictures of American Stan's. 

^re is a typical window in 
the establishment on Ostergade 
known as Skotojsmagasinet City, 
one of Copenhagen's best known 
shoe stores. All of the stars 
shown pictorially are Paramount 
stars. 

HELSINKI - Even the worst cold 
spell of the century, auid snow 
piled across the sidewalks.did 
not keep the Finnish fans from 
piling into the Gloria to see 
TO CATCH A THIEF. 

LEFT 

PARIS - The Metropolitan News¬ 
paper Delivery Semrice of Paris 
was made full use of to further 
the news about the great entei^ 
tainment qualities of WE'M NO 
ANGELS. (Note how the Paramoxin- 
teers of Paris never fail to 
mention Technicolor and Vista- 
Vision, and of course never,no 
never, omit the Paramount Trade 
Mark), 



SHOWMANSHIP OF THE 
PARAMOUNT VARIETY 
GROWS STEADILY MORE 
PRACTICAL & PUNCHY 

FRANKFURT, GERMANY * The s^ct- 
acular and thrilling CONQUEST 
OF SPACE, as you well know by 
now, is a 'honey* for showman¬ 
ship. In these day and night 
shots of the Scala Theatre it is 
easy to see why the film fans 
of Frankfurt thronged to see the 
picture. (Note the prominence 
given the Paramount Trade Mark). 
Display was twice the size of 
normal Scala displays. 

ZURICH - Word from Starfilm Manager Jules Gendre is 
that Paramount's TO CATCH A THIEF is splintering the 
long established records set up by ROMAN HOLIDAY and 
SABRINA, not only in Zurich, but also in Basle and 
Geneva, One of the reasons for this was showmanship - 
and here are some examples. At left is a window in 
the Zurich establishment of Jacky.Maeder & Co., an ii>- 
ternational forwarding concern and travel agency; at 
right is one of seven other travel agency windows in 
Zurich. In both instances there was plenty of stress 
laid on the Paramount Trade Mark and the VistqVision 
symbol. 

This cover of a publicity department broch¬ 
ure for ANYTHING GOES, a Paramount Picture, was 
notice to the Paramount sales force everywhere 
that the tuneful, terpsichorean musical is going 
to carry our Trade Mark to the far ends of the 
earth. Devised by Jeriy Levine, of Jerry Pick- 
man's advertising and publicity group, it is a 
valuable compendium of quotable appraisals of 
ANYTHING GOES, gathered on the spot at the 32 
national previews of the picture held recently. 
Those supplying the quotes were circuit heads, 
independent exhibitors, film critics, disc 
jockeys and film buyers. One and all haiiled 
ANYTHING GOES as the top Paramount musical. 

HAMBURG - Here, too, the shew- 
manship attributes of CONQUEST 
OF SPACE were put to the ticket¬ 
selling task whidi is every 
film's birthright. Shown here is 
a Pan American Airways window Piven over in its entirety to 
aramount's Space-ship Special, 

At right, the entire display is 
devoted to newspaper headl^es 
dealing with the launching'of 
the man-made satellite. 

BOMBAY - A fine stroke of cooperat¬ 
ion is reported from this great In¬ 
dian city. The Eros Theatre planted 
this effective display for TO CATCH 
A THIEF in the head office of Air 
India, and the Indian aviation con¬ 
cern, with equal initiative. 

.planted this effective kiosk 
squarely in the lobby of the Eros. 
Everyone was happy, and at latest 
report, both the Paramount picture 
and Air India were doing wonderful 
business. (As a matter of torrid 
fact, TO CATCH A THIEF smashed a^ 
of tne known records of the Eros), 

GLOVERSVILLE, NEJ YORK - The 'model' 
element of the Martin and Lewis fun 
furiosa, ARTISTS AND MODELS,vas put 
to most effective use by Exploiteer 
Edward J. Wall in this city, and in 
Watertown and Troy as well. Model 
here shown - Betty Otto — had prev¬ 
iously been selected as Glovers- 
vill^s Most Perfect Model for 1955, 
and her comprehensive tour of the 
city left absolutely no one uninfor¬ 
med about ARTISTS AND MODELS. A 
postscript to the report indicated 
that the VistaVision comedy, in all 
three cities, bounced away to mag¬ 
nificent box-office starts. 
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Paramovint International Films Secretary J, William 
Piper, acting on behalf of the entire 10th floor.presents 
a scroll of good wishes to his own secretary, Sally 
Schultz, on the eve of her marriage. Providing a happy 
background, and reading from left to right, arej Lucille 
Genova, Alex Kiralf/. Jeanne Spinn, Arthur Coe^o, Selina 
Gold. Marion Powers Crozier, Inniss Atwell, Ju^e Paler¬ 
mo, liorma Cohen, Jo Argue lies, Mel Dener, Hazel Rogers, 
Sandra Gordon, Ralph Pepper (doing a 'dip' so that the 
lovely young ladies in the rear may be seen), Vera Guil- 
foyle, Helen Dumbra, Donald Nathan. 

H.O. NEWS Receptionist Vincent 
Granaglia, 8th Floor, is 

most complimentary concerning the “fine turn 
of phrase*’ in Edith Talcott's Italian trans¬ 
lations in our publication.o..Incidentally, 
Edith made horticultural history when she 
brought in a plant that was growing too eager¬ 
ly, for the ministrations of Mary Brady and 
other horticultural experts on the 10th floor. 
Their ministrations were effective, so now 
Edith will have a tree growing on V/est 3rd .St. 
.Audrey Novak, of the Short Features Bept. 

became engaged on February 5th to Morton 
Golden, a former Paramounteer attached to 
Arthur Dunne’s Dept. It will be a fall wedd¬ 
ing.It is our particular pleasure to here 

, picture Jessica Shea,who last 
Thanksgiving completed her 8th 
year as a Red Cross “gray^ 
lady.*' For a minimum of five 
hours a week, this fine member 
of Paramount’s Budget Dept, 
has served as a Red Cross Vol¬ 
unteer Recreation Worker at 
both St. Albans Naval Hospital 
and Goldwater Memorial Hospit¬ 
al, showing films, helping 

give parties, escorting entertainers, writing 
letters, performing with Irish jigs. As always 
in such work, volunteers are needed, and Jess¬ 

ica welcomes company. With 8 hash marks on her 

uniform, she certainly is an example of untir¬ 
ing loyalty to a simple but important work of 
mercy, visiting the sick. 

Vera Guilfoyle’s attractive wardrobe is all 
made by herself. She also makes daughter Joan’s 
clothes, but Bobby Sr. and Jr. have to fend 
for themselves....Something different as a baby 
shower gift was the rock-a-bye lamp given to 
Emily Rainone Astuto when she left the Budget 
Dept, on Feb. 3rd5 a night light for the nurs- 

bry, its music box supplies a 
soothing lullaby....And so we 
come to bowling, and this note 
from Bob McKeown who, as you 
can see at left, is becoming 
quite a reporter: 

Paramount VistaVision*s 
"Charlton Heston" team copped 
first place as the first week 
of play closed in the New York 
Journal-American Womeh’s Bowl¬ 
ing Classic. The very popular 
18th annual classic includes 
507 teams from the Eastern Sea¬ 
board and Canada, plenty of 
competition for Paramount. 
Starring role in the early play 
went to Doris Rossi, whose av¬ 
erage jumped from 102 to 141. 
.... .'^he Journal-American feat¬ 
ured the Rararaount gals in a 
headline, which further led 
Bob to appeal for better atten¬ 
dance at the games by interest¬ 
ed Paramounteers. The bowlers 
are doing a swell Paramount 

job — let’s give ’em ace support. 
Michael Carol, Paramount News,was caught 

with a shortage of cigars Jan. 13th, >^en his 
wife, Leokodia, presented him with twin boys 
— Anthony, 6.12, and Michael, 7.12. Mother and 
twins are doing fine. Mike has just about reco¬ 

vered. .. .Picture next month of Edith Krupka 
Ferraro’s first baby, Vincent, now 14 weeks old. 
Edith formerly was with Traffic ^^ept....Dorothy 
DiDomenico, of Contract Dept., was married to 
Anthony Mascia on February 11 in the Church of 
the Immaculate Conception in New York City. The 
honeymoon was spent at Pocono Gardens, Penna. 

/thebowiing world 
I January 25. 1956 

^ring Works 
2fero Nothings 

I In Gossett Mix 
I BY BOB MeKEOWN 

WHh Uftl? CardWo puH- 

ing wA<ai e 598 series, 

Sup!^^&Works scored the 

lone.- Mixed 

jmH .217 to 

ad4 htS .169 and, with- 

Ajjdy ,538, Had , 

enou^ to --the Kotiiings in 

all three games,' Si AlW-is had 204 

and Saaiufly't ^586’ £or the , 

losers, 

^estoA StMts Cro«bj 

The Charlton Heston team has 

been -ihakiBg -the headlines in a 

. lot of bowUng buhlications, but 

not on its bowling.*But the team 

is fi&ally thinning to w%ke up 

lamS served notice.on leading Carol 

Ohmart and the other teams in 

Paramopnt’s Vista-Vision Loop that 

its on the way With Bob Guilfoyle 

^clipping a steady 517 and George 

Harvey pushing the rest of the 

Ueam, Heston managed to shut out 

Bing Crosby Dotty Scherber Rob¬ 

ert, 112 average tyro just back 

' from a honeymoon, rolled 171 and 

■wound up the night -with the 

Bowler-of-rthaKWeek trophy by 

getting 1&7 pins rhore than her 

average but she Was all Bing had 

to brag abQAt. The Onmart team 

.increased “Hs lea<l to 7Vi points 

by knocking off Audrey Hepburti. 

iDanny Kaye .won total pins by 

single stick to drop Martin '& 

Ijfewie. *-t while Bob Hope up- 

ended Holden, 3-2. 

. . .These were the 
Christmas Workers 

Your editor deeply 
regrets the omission 
from last month's iss¬ 
ue of the names of the 

Home Office Paramounteers who did such a swell job on the 
toy collection for Bellevue Hospital. The gals whose dili¬ 
gence rounded up the record collection were Elizabeth 
Tilson, Mandis Barkstedt, Margaret Reed,Helen McCarten and 
Lee Gray. The guys were Joseph Garcia, James Reilly (who 
did the expert packing), and Howard Kreitsek (who provided 
the vital transportation). 
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”T0 CATCH 
STACKING 
WORLD 

A THIEF” 
UP AS A 

WIDE WINNER 

MANILA - Miss Grace Kelly's engagement 
to Prince Rainier III of Monaco was 
announced at a time when TO CATCH A 
THIEF was in the 6th day of it engage¬ 
ment at the Avenue Theatre here. Para¬ 
mount Manager A.S.Velasquez at once in¬ 
corporated in the newspaper advertise¬ 
ments the line: "Filmed in Beautiful 
Monaco Where Prince Rainier III Fell in 
Love With Grace Kelly." Result:_Instead 
of an expected two weekends exhibition, 
the picture registered terrific business 
over three weekends. Shown above are two S bases of the showmanship. One a street 
isplay, the other, part of the Avenue 

TheatreU lobby. 

TOp TO CATCH A THIEF 
‘^AY GAtrr caArr 

PANAMA - At ri^ 
I. 

"The picture was an out- 
s gross equalled the all-time open- 

iht is front of the Central Theatre on the night 
of New Year's Day as TO CATCH A THIEF began a sensational run. 
To quote Paramount Manager Mario Ghio: 
standing success. First day's gross eq—_ 
ing day record of the theatre. At the last performance of the 
day hundreds were turned away for lack of seats — unheard of in 
Panama. The picture was held for an additional Sunday,something 
never before done by the Central. Total box-office gross 
o8^ above average business." Shown at left above is part of the 
lobby display. (NOTE: The display of a competitive projection 
system in the lobby is a permanent fixture at the Central^. 

! FILMS COMMISSION 

REAR WINDOW 
■ smssmim 

j, ■ta_c2S;^ 
TO CATCH A THIEF .. .V, 

NeXT ATTtlACTtON-PeiNei eVWAKP 

This refreshingly different 
advertisement in The Film Week¬ 
ly of Australia tied in spont¬ 
aneously with the international 
flash of Grace Kelly's engage¬ 
ment. Headline of the ad ties 
in euphonically with a celebra¬ 
ted local cigarette slogan. Ad 
was devised by Frank Deane.aide 
to Herman G.E.Flynn, advertis¬ 
ing and publicity director. Mr, 
Flynn was on an extended vacat¬ 
ion when Miss Kelly and Prince 
Rainier III made the headlines. 

HELSINKI - ^'‘either heavy snow, nor 
the grimmest winter weather or the 
century, stopped the Finnish fans 
from seeing TO CATCH A THIEI’,roman¬ 
tic comedy of the sunny Rivlera(also 
suffering at the time under winter's 
icy blasts). 

PARIS - This Nice 
window was a CATCH 
A THIEF natural. 

Perk i ns , ParintfiIm , 
NewY ork 

Desp i t e curfews and r i 0 t s sw eeping 

Bomb ay, TO CATCH A TH lEF ope ni ng 

day Ero s Theatre an a 11 -t i me record 

for the City. Busin es s tops totals 

of a 11 other theatr es • Regar ds. 
- Cl ug 

PARIS - The young lady at left is looking at part of a 
most effective tie-up between TO CATCH A THIEF ^d Burma, 
a house specializing in custom-made jewelry, with 5 storM 
in Paris, Crowd at right represent part of the 'effect.' 
A poster crediting the Paramount picture was displayed in 
all Burma stores. Co-operatively, a show-case displaying 
Burma jewels was placed in the lobby of the Paramount, 
and the other 4 cinemas day-and-dating the picture. 
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PARIS - ere are some of the elements which have given the Para- 
moTint Theatre a success with TO CATCH A THIEF almost unmatched in 
the long and wonderful history of this outstanding theatre. Note 
the great VistaVision electric sign; the line "A Hitchcock Film,” 
also in electrics; and of course the magnificent super cine-mural 
across the front of the lobby. No wonder millions of Parisians 
i^d Parisiennes, were stopped in their tracks. However, not only 
the theatre halted them. See below. 

....Here, for instance, was one of the spectacular stunts playing 
up the jewel robbery motif of TO CATCH A THIEF. This sort of 
showmanship was engineered all over Paris by that Lebreton-Feriy- 
Plunkett team of aramounteers that has made so much showmanship 
history over the past several years. See elsewhere in this issue 
for other examples of French showmanship on TO CATCH A THIEF that 
illustrate why film business is so up-and-up-and-up overseas. 

BARCELONA - Paramount headquarters here leaves 
no opportunity unused in bringing the impact of 
STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND before the exhibitors of 
Spain. General Manager Richard Edelstein reports 
a deep showmanship interest in the big air film. 

PARAMOUNT CAMERA ON 
THE EUROPEAN SCENE 

FRANCE JOURS DE FRANCE is one of 
the top weekly illustrated 
magazines of France. It is 

PEACE" in the impact category of 
America's Life Magazine. So 

when a publication of this calibre devotes 14 pages - yes, 
fourteen — to a single motion picture, then you've really 
got something. 

This is precisely what Jours de France did with WAR 
AND PEACE in its issue of Febmary 4th. Several of the pages 
were in full color, and all of them graphically conveyed the 
massiveness, poignancy and intense human drama of this great 
picture, its great cast (Audrey Hepburn, Mel Ferrer, Henry 
Fonda, Anita Ekberg, etc.), and the awesome greatness of the 
production quality with which the Ponti-De Laurentiis organi¬ 
zation has invested one of the most towering pictures in 
Paramount history. 

JOURS DE 
on 
"WAR AND 

APPOINTED GENERAL 
MANAGER IN BELGIUM 

HOLLYWOOD - Kai Berg 
Madsen, of the Copn- 
hagen newspaper "B.T.” 
is obviously pleased 
to greet the producer 
of the mighty film, 
THE TEN COMMANDMENTS, 
of which so much is 
expected in Denmark, 
in common with every 
other land in the 
world. 

Continental General Manager 
John B. Nathan announces the 
appointment of Richard Menasche 
(above) as General Manager of 
Films Paramount, S.A. of Belg¬ 
ium. Mr. Menasche", a veteran in 
international film distribution 
activities, comes to Paramount 
from Columbia Pictures. 

MANNHEIM, GERMANY — 
This is one of many 
spectacular window 
tie-ups secured in 
this city on CONQUEST 
OF SPACE. (Showman¬ 
ship on this picture 
has maintained an ex¬ 
ceptionally high level, 
not only in Germany, 
but throughout the 
international market 
generally). 
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Ces deux films sont "Les Dlx ConmandementB" 
et "Guerre et Palx? crl^s par des directeurs 
qui sont des reterans de 1’Industrie cln&na- 
togiraph-ique-—Cecil B» DeUille et King Vidor—— 
produits pour notre ccxnpagnie—Paramount— 
autre veteran de notre Industrie. Les deux 
films sortiront d'icl un an. 

A partir de maintenant, vous entendrez^ 
beaucoup parler de ces films; et nous esperons 
aussi que, d^s maintenant, vous emploierez 
tous les moyens dont vous disposez pour faire 
savoir dans votre secteur que "Les Dlx Coianan- 
dements" et "Guerre et Paix" sont les deux 
plus grandes productions jamais reallsees. Ces 
nouvelles sont capltales non seulanent pour 
les directeurs de salles mals aussi pour^la 
presse locale, pour les organisations d'educa- 

PARIS - Superb show^ship was 
denced in the campaign for TO CATCH 
A THIEF by a tie-in with the insur¬ 
ance companies. The campaign urged 
people to insure their jewels, and 
scarcely an insurance company in 
Paris failed to join in the Para¬ 
mount campaign, Here's ^he ma^ive 
sign in the main foyer of L'UAaine 
et la Seine. A great stunt indeed, 
and magnificently executed._ 

tlon et pour les amateurs de films. Jamais 
1’Industrie du cinatia n'a dispos4 de films 
aussi sensationnels, tout cela h I'honneur de 
Paramount, Faisons done tout ce qui est en 
notre pouyoir pour en profiter. 

En dehors de ces deux films, 11 en est 
nombre d'autres de haut calibre. Une page de 
ce numero laur est consacree. Ne manquez pas 

de la lire. 

Ce numero vous rend cranpte de I'hommage 
magnlfiqne rendu & Cecil B. D^ille Holly¬ 
wood le 22 janvier. Vous en verrez les de¬ 
tails. Et ce fut aussi indirectement un hem- 
mage h Paramount pulsque e’est grflee aux faci- 
lites de distribution de Paramount que les 
grands films de M. D^ille ont attaint le 

public mondial. 
■PoTTr^ les Imnortantes nouvelles de produc- 

PARIS - Another glimpse of this ex¬ 
citing showmanship stunt worked in 
connection with the multi-theatre 
premiere of TO CATCH A THIEF. Fine, 
two-way cooperatiOTi between ^ara- 
mount and the Hillman Motor Company 
provided the car. The two protagon¬ 
ists were actors, one portraying a 
vaudeville type police inspector,the 
other a jewel thief representing 
•The Cat* of the Hitchcock picture. 
Picture's title was prominently 
displayed at rear of car. 

tion en void quelques-unes: Marlon Brando 
fero au cours de cette ann4e son second film 
pour Paramount, film d'aventures base sur la 
vie reelle dans le Sud-est de I'Asie. Clark 
Gable toumera un film pour Paramount sous 
les auspices du groups Seaton-Perlberg, 

L’avant-premlfere americaine de "Anything 
Goes" donnee le mois dernier dans 32 centres 
d’Amerique a prouve que Bramount a 1^ une co- 
medie musicals du type favori par les publics 
du monde entier. Ce fut un triomphe pour cha- 
cune desquatre vedettes, Bing Crosby, Donald 
O'Connor, Mitzi Gaynor et Renee Jeanmaire. 

Le mois prochain, en mars, seront distribues 
les prix de I'Acad^mie. Au moment oh vous par- 
viendront ces lignes, les noms des candidate 
auront et4 rendus publics. Nous savons que 
parmi eux est en bonne place celui d'Anna Mag- 
nani pour sa brillante creation dans "The Rose 
Tattoo". En attendant, ce film fait des recet- 
tes magnifiques partout oti il est presents. 

L’art de la presentation, surtout au point 
do vue international, est partout en hausse. 
Vous en verrez la preuve dans n'imports quel 
numero du "Monde de Paramouht". Notre produit 
est Paramount, comme aussi nos presentations. 

LA MAIN AU COLLET 

PARIS - At the celebrated Maison de 
Nice, 1000 carnation corsages like 
the one above were distributed to 
customers during the opening week of 
TO CATCH A THIIF. Labels gave credit 
to the film's title, the theatre, 
to Technicolor, to VistaVision, to 
Hitchcock, and to the Maison de 
Nice. Reverse of label carried the 
Paramount Trade Mark, Not a single 

MAIS, GEORGES..., LES DEUX PLUS 
IMPORTANTS FILMS 
DE L'HISTOIRE 
DU CINEMA SONT 
REALISES PAR 
PARAMOUNT 

George Gobel goes to 
Africa for a very inter¬ 
esting reason in THE 
BIRDS AND THE BEES. But 
an even more interesting rursuit gets him out of 
frxea,.... 

attraction, in the sve 
and VistaVisioned person 
of Mitzi Gaynor, is the 
thing responsible. At all 
events, this gay pair, 
aided and abetted by Lbvid 
Niven and Reginald Gardi¬ 
ner, come up with the 
merriest Paramount romp 
in quite a long while. 

THE BIRDS AND THE BEES 
is strictly tee-hees. 



LONDON - This is the celebrated Plaza, where 
the picture premiered before Princess Margar¬ 
et and a brilliant audience. This event was 
on February 9th, and every day since has seen 
a series of house recoi?ds shattered. 

k- ^ ^ m 
■-V'' 

LONDON AND NEW YORK 

"The Court Jester" is proving 

LONDON 
PREMIERE A 
GLITTERING 
OCCASION 
FOR A GREAT 
CAUSE 

In the foyer of the Plaza Theatre, London, 
H.R.H. Princess Margaret and the stars of "The 
Court Jester," Danny Kaye and Glynis Johns, 

PREMIERES OF 
"THE COURT JESTER" 
ARE ROYAL TRIUMPHS 

Among notables of the screen telega- 
on attending the Plaza premiere wito Danny 
aye. were Bob Hof" aye. were .*ope, with Fred ^tchinson ^ 
irsi scene, and Maurice Chevalier in scene 
t right. 

to be 

sides 

a prime favorite 

of the Atlantic 

on both 

and the 

At the reception to Danny Kay^ 
3f the Royal premiere. At left, S: tOVc— -- , 
[ing, of Glasgow, is shown with Paramo^t 
ianaging Director F.E,Hutchinson, at right, 

and Assistant Managing Director Russell W. 
Hadley, Jr., in centre. In the right-hand 
scene, Danny welcomes to London Mr. and Mrs. 
Milton Pickman. 

e in advance 
ir Alexander 

AT RIGHT - Paramount Managing Director F. E. 
Hutchinson, and Mrs. Hutchinson,are presented 
to Princess Margaret in the foyer of the 
Plaza Theatre, 

current craze for Danny Kaye's, 

and Paramount’s,greatest comedy 

is expected to spread world-wide. 
Londoii Tevlews and business have 

b®en terrific since the premiere, and 
indications point to magnificent eng¬ 
agements throughout Great Britain, We 
will have reviews in our next issue. 

The next page carries the high- 
spots of the New York reviews, and 
reports to hand from all release cen¬ 
tres to date indicate that the finest 
of all Danny ^aye comedies is exactly 
what the laughter-hungry filmfans are 
seeking these days. 

Especially in a Leap-Election Year 
when laughs are so badly needed. 
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ONLY 

theatre SCRIEM t 

law iigiiffiM-atliiB- 

The Critics decreed -- 
THE l.AILT HEWS (Ijt* Cam«ron) i An •labor»t» pxodnotlon in uhloh 

Danny la fnnny, oonragaoua and andaarlng. Ha la tha ona ijraat clown the 

aoraan oan boaat of today. 'Tha Court Jaatar' la a jolly oomady .. glvaa 

Danny a chanoa to play tha fool to -tha dallaht of tha audlanoa. Mualoal 

nnsb^rs v«ll done.* 

TIMES (Boaley Crowther): "Slajn-bang burleaqne on novlea about 

knighthood. It'a good fun. The vhole thing haa an audacloua aise and 

splaah about it that mark it shrewdly for commeroe.* 

MIEEOB (Justin Gilbert): "Wins by a Kaye-O. He whirls through 

his latest at-vie like a dervish on a spree. When Kaye spins, the audience 

goes reoliiv with him. There's no end to this nonsense but it becomes more 

riotously funny each time, Danny alts at the king's feet and receives kicks 

right and loft. If hia riba are sore, so will yours be after viewing this 

hock-full-of-chuokles vehicle.* 

TTFPAT.D TRIBUNE (William K. Zinsser) "The age of chivalry is dead. 

Danny Kaye kills it, A burlesque of all swashbuckling epics. The plot is 

aarvelously ooo^jlex, A fine comic idea, a hilarious climax, Kaye is funny 

in everything he does and 'The Court Jester- gives him a chance to do every¬ 

thing. The most lavish comedy ever made. Hard to beat.* 

MDEKIHG TELEGRAPH (Leo Mishkin)! "One of Kaye's beat films. 

The Court Jester^ 
Dena—Paramount—V istaViaion 

)anny Kaye is back and this is cause for huzzahs at the box-offices. In| 
lis latest opus, a satirical musical, Kaye is given ample opportunity to 
lemonstrate his inimitable gifts as a pantomimist, dancer, singer and 
!xponent of slap-stick, and he combines them to the fullest measuie. 
liven though the story line is peppered with incidents and coincidences 
hat strain the credulity, even for a burlesque, Kaye never fails to de- 

ight and entertaiii. - . _-- ^ 

Possibly th© best Danny has mad© in years. A spl©ndid showcase for ©very- 

thing and anything Danny is called upon to perform. It will b© impossibl© 

to look at Tony Curtis or Robert Taylor all dressed up In medieval armor, 

without remembering 'The Court Jester'* 

POST (Archer Winston); *Ratingi excellent. Written, produced and 

directed by Norman Panama and Kelvin Frank, it's hand-tailored for their 

long-time pal, Danny Kaye, The assistance of Kaye's talented wife, Sylvia 

Fine, is also felt. Material gives full scope to his genius. Comic inven¬ 

tion sets this musical on its higher plane. It's always bubbling merrily 

and never does let down. A picture that can be reoojimended to all and 

sundry, a top-ranker,* 

WOELD-TELEGRAM AMD 3DS (Alton Cook) I 'Kaya top comic. H. has 

axtandad his rang, of comic davlcas. Danny ia swirling glaafully throngh 

some of his most dsllghtfal sessions of laughter, antioa and prnnka in 'The 

Court Jester. Given extra lavish treatment and Danny blithely makes oomio 

nse of all these expensive trappings." 

JOHENAL-AMERICAS (Rose Falswlok): "Kaye's new comedy a delightful 

spoof, a sllok satire on age-of-ohivalry movie speotaoles. The versatile 

Kaye sings, dances and clowns superbly and tha supporting players do a grand 

job. A snooassion of hilarious misadventures. You'll find it fun." 

LONDON - Premiere of THE 
COURT JESTER here under 
the Patronage of H.R.H. 
Princess Margaret was in 
aid of the West Indies 
Hurricane Fund. Here the 
Princess is greeted at 
the Plaza by Sir Hubert 
Ranee, Chairman of the 
Fund. 

NEW YCEK - The Paramount Theatre'had the standees out in line in the 
early morning hours, and the opening day's business whacked mightily 
at the figures the house has been turning in for quite a long while.A 
summation of what the reviewers thought of the picture is at 
the right — and the passing public along Broadway knew, anyhow.because 
the laughter came out through the lobby is great waves all day long. 

Friday, January 27, 1956 

REVIEWS OE REW ElimS 

Premiere at the New 
York Paramount was 
? receded by reception 
or overseas and New 

York newspaper repre¬ 
sentatives, Here star 
Danny ^aye is conver¬ 
sing wiw Gonzalo de 
Palacio,representing 
Vanidades.Cuba;Jueves 
de Excelsior,Mexico; 
Mi Film, Venezuela; 
Silhuetas, Spain. 

Above, and 
right, the 
American 
trade press 
speaks, in 
part. 

“The Court Jester” 
with Danny Kaye, Glynis Johns, Basil Rathbone 

Paramount (VistaVision-Technicolor) 101 Mins. 

VERY FUNNY DANNY KAYE. SPOOF OF MEDIEVAL LIFE 
AND TIMES. A PROMISING BOX OFFICE CONTENDER WHICH 
SHOULD HIT A WIDE AUDIENCE. 

DIRECTION: Good. PHOTOGRAPHY: Capable. 

'The Court Jester" gives Danny Kaye his best chance for harvesting 
loughs since "Knock on Wood" and should match that one in competing 

)for laurels ot the box office. A very funny spoof of all the movies which 
have huffed ond puffed seriously about knights, fair ladies, dashing Robin 
Hoods and general derring-do, this one has been written, produced and 
directed by Norman Panama ond Meivin Frank with a highly successful 
light touch out of o trunWul of invention. 

The triple-threat pair have contrived a situation wherein Kaye is an 
inept acrobat who volunteers for service with a noble bandit, the Black 
Fox. Said bandit is out to dethrone a pretender, Roderick, and to restore 
the rightful heir, a baby with a conspicuously-placed birthmark, to th. 
throne. Kaye is sent on a mission with a pretty captain (Glynis Johns) and 
inadvertently is called upon to impersonate a court jester, leading to 
an overwhelming number of hilarious plot complications before everything 
turns out all right in a satirical happy-happy musical comedy finale. 

This big chunk of plot and attendant complications ore treated with rare 
tongue-in-cheek style by Messrs. Panama and Frank and conducted at a 
fast and furious pace. Among the comic highlights they have designed 
for the tastes of a very wide audience: an insane knighting ceremony 
taken at double time; a jousting duel in which Kaye's armor has inadvert 
ently become magnetized and the comedian coming in and out of a witch 
hypnosis at the snap of a finger. 

Kaye is fine as an oaf, delivering several musical numbers to excellent 
effect. Particularly outstanding are his rendition (with a troupe of midgets), 
of "They'll Never Outfox the Fox" and of one of his famous monologues, 
"The Maladjusted Jester." 

The picture also gets a big lift, however, from the rest of the cast who 
catch just the correct degree of spoofing spirit. Notable among them are: 
Glynis Johns as the pretty captain, Mildred Dunnock as a put-upon witch, 
Angela Lansbury as the pretender's willful daughter, Basil Rathbone os 
the main villain and Cecil Parker os the pompous pretender. 

CAST: Danny Kaye, Glynis Johns, Basil Rathbone, Mildred Dunnock, 
Angela Lansbury, Cecil Parker, Robert Middleton, Michael Pate, Herbert 
Rudley, Noel Drayton, Edward Ashley, Alan Napier, Lewis Martin, Patrick 

■ Aherne, Richard Kean, Hermine's Midgets, the American Legion Zouaves, 
land others. 
' CREDITS: Produced, directed and written by Norman Panama and Mel¬ 

vin Frank; Photography, Ray June; Music, Sylvia Fine and Sammy Cahn; 
Editor, Tom McAdoo; Choreography, James Starbuck; Technicolor consul¬ 
tant, Richard Mueller; Art direction, Hal Pereira and Roland Anderson, 
Second unit director, William Watson; Special photographic effects, John 
P. Fulton and Irmin Roberts; Process photography, Farciot Edouart; Set 
decoration, Sam Comer and Arthur Kranz; Costumes, Edith Head and 
Yvonne Wood; Assistant director, John Coonan. 
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’’THE COURT JESTER" --- 
Paramount's 0-Kaye for 
A Superlative 1 9 5 61 
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KOLLTWOOD - Some time in 
the immediate future,Pai>- 
amount viill make THE 
BUSTER KEATON story, and 
George Gobel will probatOy 
star in ito Here Keaton, 
left, and Gobel get tog¬ 
ether at Paramount for a 
preliminary conference. 

HOLLYWOOD - Sometime 
while this issue of Para¬ 
mount World is being pub¬ 
lished, the Academy Award 
nominations will be ann- 
ounded. It's our guess 
that L)ewey Martin, above, 
will be nominated for his 
great work in THE DESPER¬ 
ATE HOURS, He's also mag¬ 
nificent in Perlberg- 
Seaton's Tfffi PROUD 
PROFANE. 

Stars 
in the 
Making 
# 4c ^ ]|c jfc 

TANGIER - Following comp¬ 
letion of THE MAN WHO KNEW 
TOO MUCH in Morocco,Prod¬ 
ucer-Director Alfred 
Hitchcock is inte^iewed 
over the Tangier ^adio. 
(We are certain he didncfc 
divulge the ending of his 
highly thrilling suspense 
drama). 

DE TWEE GROOTSTE FILMS 

IN DE GESCHIEOENIS DER 

CINEMATOGRAFIE ZIJN 

BEIDE PARAMOUNT 

PRODUCTIES! 
Die twee films ziin "DE TIEN GEBODEN" 
en "OORIOG EN VREDE". Zi^ worden ge- 
maakt door regisseurs, die reeds 
sinds het ontstaan van de filmindus- 
trie in het vak zitten: Cecil B.De- 
Mille en King Vidor. Zij v/orden ver- 
vaardigd voor de mantschappij - 
Paramount - die ook reeds sinds die 
heginperiode hestaat. En heide films 
zullen thans hinnen een jaar uitge- 
bracht worden. 

Van dit moment of zult U heel veel 
over heide films horen. En - dit is_ 
even belangrijk - men verv;acht van U 
dat U van nu. af aan alias in het werk 
zult stellen om in Uw land bekendheid 
te geven aan het feit dat "DE TIEN GE¬ 
BODEN" en"OORLOG EN VREDE" de twee 
grootste producties zijn, die ooit ver 
vaardigd werden. Dit is nieuws van de 
eerste orde, niet alleen voor de ex- 
ploitanten in Uw land, doch ook voor 
de plaatselijke pers, de plaatselijke 
onderwijsinstellingen, en in het bij- 
zonder de plaatselijke theaterbezoe- 
kers. De filmindustrie heeft nooit 
eerder zulke magnifieke films gemaakt 
en de eer valt geheel aan Paramount 
te beurt. Laten wij alles doen wat in 
ons vermegen ligt om ons dit waardig 
te tonen! 

Naast deze twee grot?" filmis zijn er 
echtar nog vele andere van topkali- 
ber. Wii hebben in dit nummer een 
pagina gewijd aan de andere bijzonde- 
re films, die dit jaar onze studio 
verlaten. Leest U ook deze gegevens 
met voile aar.dacht! 

In dit numrer geven wij ook een vcr- 
slag van de enorme hulde, aan Cecil 
B.DeNille op 22 Januari in Hollywood 
betuigd. Dit v/as een zeer emotievol- 

"IHE SCARLET HOUR"’ — that's the hour when a 
man and a woman, deep in a love that is not rightly their*s, 
realize that they've reached the point of no return. And that 
is the hour, in the witching light before dawn, that Carol 
Ohmart and Tom Tryon have hero reached. This is a production 
of deep interest, and from it will come one, and two, and 
possibly three great new Paramount stars. 

le gebeurtenSs^ zoals U uit ons ver¬ 
sing moge blijken. En het was indi¬ 
rect een eerbetoon aan Paramount, 
want het is door middel van het dis- 
tributie-apparaat van Paramount's 
organisatie, dat Nr.DeMille's uit- 
stekende film.s het publiek over de 
gehele wereld hebben oereikt. 

Tot de hoogtepunten van het produc- 
tienieuws, dat de wereld ingezonden 
wordt, behoort ook het volgende: 
Marlon Brando zal nog dit jaar een 
tweede film voor Paramount maken. 
Het wordt een avonturenfilm, gebaseerd 
op ware gebeurtenissen in het heden- 
daagse Zuid-Oost Azie. En Clark Gable 
gaat een Paramount-film maken onder 
auspicien van Seaton-Perlberg. 

De specials voor\ertoningen van 
"ANYTHING GOES", vorig'e maand gehou- 
den in 32 steden van de V.S. hebben 
overduidelijk bewezen, daf Paramount 
met deze film een musical heeft van 
het soort, datoveral ter wereld bij 
het publiek in de smaak zal vallen. 
En ieder van de vier sterren - Bing 
Crosby, Donald O’Connor, Mitzi Gayncr 
en Renee Jearimaire ; behaalt een groot 
persoonlijk succes. 

Volgende maand, in Maart, zullen de 
Academy Awards uitgereikt worden. 
Tegen de tijd, dat dit nummer U be- 
reikt, zullen de inzendingen al be- 
kend gemaakt zijn. Wij weten, dat 
bovenaan de lijst de naam van Anna 
Magnani staat voor haar gloedvolle 
vertolking in "THE ROSE TATTOO". 
Intussen oogst deze film overal waar 
zij wordt vertoond een waarlijk sen- 
sationeel succes. 

Het is 41 showmanship - in het bij- 
zonder internationaal showmanship - 
wat de klok slaat. Bekijk slechts 
een nummer - elk nummer - van Para¬ 
mount World voor het bewijs daarvan! 
Ons product is Paramount - en zo is 
ook ons showmanship. 
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HOLLYWOOD IS WHERE THE 

INDUSTRY'S PARAMOUNT 

PRODUCT IS MADE 

Deborah Kerr, William Holden and Jerome Pickman, 
in centre, are obviously stirred by the power of the 
tributes paid Cecil B. DeMille at the Screen Producers 
Guild dinner at the ^everly Hilton Hotel, 

Mitzi Gaynor, playing a “return 
engagement” at Paramount in George 
Gobel's THE BIRDS AND THE BEES after 
completing ANYTHING GOES, is the 
studio mailroom's favorite “pin-up" 
gal. The mail room boys voted her a 
very personal award, with the presen¬ 
tation being made by Whitney Sponsler, 
Dick Mohler and Ben Mitchell, 

John Derek, one of the swiftest-soaring 
stars in the cinema today, is reported to be 
giving a magnificent performance as a clergyman 
turned prizefighter in THE LEATHER SAINT, With 
John in this fast-moving, heart-tensing film are 
Paul Douglas, Jody Lawrence, Cesar Romero and 
Ernest Truex, 

Executive producer Don Hartman, 
right, visits the set of THE MWNT- 
AIN for a production conference with 
star Spencer Tracy and Director Edw¬ 
ard Dm^ryk, 

A pair of no-words-needed react¬ 
ions to the entertainment merits of 
ANYTHING GOES, recorded at the 
Hollywood preview. At left are Paul 
Douglas and his wife, Jan Sterling, 
Another hmsband-and-^fe pair are 
Aldo ("We're No Angels”) Ray,and Jeff 
Donneil.who is a constant joy on the 
George Gobel television show. 

A man and a woman are looking in a window in 
Hollywood, Who are they? What are they looking 
at? And in what windowr Let's begin with the 
window. It's the display window of The Hollywaod 
Reporter, The object of the couple's interest is 
a picture of Jody Lawrence, co-star of THE SCAR¬ 
LET HOUR and THE LEATHER SAINT, The people? They 
are Miss Lawrence herself, and top Hollywood Re¬ 
porter reporter Mike Connolly, who is interview¬ 
ing Jody about the thrill of her sudden ascent 
in the Hollywood film firmament. 

V VISTAVISION 
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MADRID - Danny Kaye's in¬ 
ternationally celebrated 
ASSIGNMENT CHILDREN was 
given a special release 
recently at the Lope de 
Vega Cinema here. Here is 
the line-up to see the 
picture, which was shown 
in conjunction with ELEP¬ 
HANT WALK. At top left is 
Dr, Juan Bosch Marin,Del¬ 
egate of UNICEF in Spain'. 
Top right is one of the 
massive posters advertis¬ 
ing ASSIGNMENT CHILDREN. 

BARCELONA,SPAIN - A very 
artistic display 
Alan Ladd picture, BOTAM 
BAY, adorns the lobby of 
the Cine Paris here. 

LIMA, PERU - No part of 
the Tacna Theatre was 
overlooked in announcing 
the advent of WE'RE NO 
ANGEI^,...nor in stress¬ 
ing the fact that it,and 
all forthcoming Paramount 
pictures, are In eye-ease 
VistaVision, In fact, we 
must compliment all sect¬ 
ors in the Latin-American 
Division for their great 
devotion to the promotion 
of VistaVision, 

^ ★ 
ORESTE and 
KATHRYN GRAYSON 
star in 
"THE VAGABOND 
KING" to bring 
the world one 
of the most 
thrilling 
musical 
romances in all 
the long and 
colorful 
history of the 
cinema. 

Rita Moreno adds plenty of this= 
kind of zip -- in Technicolor and 
VistaVision -- to THE VAGABOND 
KING...And when Rita sings a saucy 
song, it’s really saucy, and 
really sung. 

DOS PELICULAS 

PARAMOUNT QUE 

ENALTECEN LA 

MARCA DE LA 

MONTANA Y LAS 

ESTRELLAS_ 

Estaa doa pelfoolaa aon Toa Diaz uanda- 
mientoa" y "La guerra y la paz", Loa direc- 
torea de eaaa pellculaa aon doa vardaderoa 
maaatroa de la oinamatografla a la cual han 
dedleado la mayor parte da aus vldaa, Eatoa 
doa grandea animadoraa aon Cecil B. DeMllla 
y King Vidor. La empresa produotora ea la Pa¬ 
ramount, precuraora a Impulsora de loa gran¬ 
dee adelantoa habldoa en la Induatrla.Ambaa 
palloulaa aeran eatrenadaa al a&o da apare- 
oer eataa llneaa. . . Daada hoy al paramoun- 
tlata eatari Informado del progreao en la rea- 
llzaolin de estaa pellculaa y, daada hoy, el 
paramountlata hari cuanto aafuarzo la sea po- 
albla para llevar a la atenolin de loa exhl- 
bidorea y del piblloo de aua raapectlToa paf- 
aas el haeho de que "Loa Dlez Mandamlentoa" y 
"La guerre y la paz" sarin laa pellculaa mas 
grandea, en todos sentldoa, que se han rea- 
llzado. Loa ezhlbldorea, la prenaa local,loa 
centres edueativoa y, como henios dlcho antes, 
el piblleo deben tener conaolancla plana de 
aate haoho. . . Ademia de las doa grandea pro- 
ducclones que hemoa menolonado, Paramount cuen- 
ta eon otraa pellculaa da gran valor e impor- 

taneia. En otro lugar de eate ndmero menclo- 
namos laa magnlfleaa pellculaa que saldrin es- 
te aSo da nueatro astudio. . . Tambiin en es- 
te nimero dedieamoa buen espaoio al importan- 
te tribute con qua fui honrado Cecil B. Deld- 
11a en Hollywood el 23 de enero. El homenaje 
tributado al gran animador de la cinamatogra- 
f£a fui Indirectamenta un tribute de reconoci- 
miento a la Paramount, pues aa a travis de 
nueatra organizaeiin que Mr. DaMille ha logra- 
do llevar a laa pentallaa del nundo entero bus 
grandea produecionas cinematogrifieaa. . . Uha 
de laa notieiaa importantea que en eatoa dies 
llama la atenciin de loe aficionados al cine 
ea la de qua Marlon Brando interpretari otra 
pellcula da la Paramount durante eate aSo, la 
cual tendri por tema una aventura original en 
un pals aaiitico. La otra noticia ea la de qua 
Clark Gable sari al protagonista de una pell¬ 
cula de la Paramount bajo loa auspicios de la 
unidad productora Seaton-Perlberg. . . El pre- 
eatreno naeional de la pellcula "Anything Qoea" 
("Todo vale") llevado a cabo en 38 ciudades de 
loa Estadoa Unidoa el mea pesado, ha demostra- 
do, ain lugar a dudaa, que la Paramount poaea 
con esta producciin un nuevo tipo de pellcula 
musical que gustari a todos loa piblicoa del 
mundo. Las cuatro estrellaa que toman parte en 
"Anything Goes" aon; Bing Crosby, Donald 0* 
Connor, Mltzl Gaynor y Renie Jenamalre. Todoa 
ellos alcanzan grandea trlunfoa parsonalea... 
El pr6zimo mes de marzo, la Academia de Artes 
y Clenclas del Cinematigrafo otorgari bus pre- 
mios enualea. Al llegar eate nilmero a manos 
del paramountlata, loa nombres da loa caodlda- 
toa se habrin ya hecho piblicos. Entre loa 
nombres propueatos para eae honor figure el 
de la gran actrlz Itallana Anna liagnanl, pro¬ 
tagonista da la pellcula "La roaa tatuada", 
la cual esti obtenlendo grandea recaudaciones 
de taqullla en todos loa teatros donde se ez- 
hiba. . . Tolvamos a la palabra intraduoibla 
en nueatro idloma —"showmanahip". Eata aa la 
palabra qua hoy priva. Basta ojear un nimero 
da Paramount World para daraa euenta da que el 
"showmanship" esti Intimamenta llgado eon noaa- 
tro produoto — "showmanship" aa Paramount. 
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HAPPENINGS IN 

LATIN AMERICA 

HOLLYWOOD - Mario Ohio, Panama 
Manager for Paramount, was a 
recent visitor to the Paramount 
studio, and because horses are 
raire in Panama, he had himself 
photographed with one on a set 
of the Martin and Lewis comedy, 
PARDNERS, Of course the fact 
that Dean and Jerry's leading 
lady, Lori Nelson, was astride 
the horse had something to do 
with this being Mario's choice 
of a photographic locale. 

HOLLYWOOD - Believe it or 
not, but George Gobel - 
The BIRDS AND THE BEES 
Lothari.0 — got his start 
in show business with the 
Latin American symbol of 
romance — the guitar. He 
strums it to Mitzi Gaynor 
vd.th such effect in the 
picture that she maiTies 
him in the end. But - 
does he play the guitar 
after the wedding? That, 
mes amigos, is a horse of 
a different color indeed. 

HAVANA - Here is a neat,attrac¬ 
tive and dignified link between 
Paramount's LUCY GALLANT and a 
strategically situated window of 
one of Cuba's better dress emp¬ 
oriums, "The FaiV." As Paramount 
Manager Robert A. Pratchett says: 
"The window attracted consider¬ 
able attention and the picture 
is doing likewise." 

PANAMA - Arriving here to make 
a VistaVision subject of Panama 
and the Canal Zone, Producers 
Russel T. Ervin, second from 
right, and Edgar Fay. lef'^ are 
welcomed at Tocumen Airport by 
Paramount Representative Manuel 
G. Fernandez and Alberto Auer¬ 
bach, right. Mr. Auerbach is 
Assistant Secretary of the Pub¬ 
lic Relations Office, who welc¬ 
omed the visitors to Panama on 
behalf of President Ricardo 
Arias. 

HOLLYWOOD - Carol Ohmart, by day 
or by night, is a fascinating 
figure of intriguing menace —as 
you'll see in THE SCARI^ HOUR. 

PANAMA - This scene supplements 
the one beneath it. It shows 
President Ricardo Arias, who has 
already been filmed pla^ng golf, 
examining the special portable 
VistaVision camera being used by 
Russell Ervin, centre, and Edgar 
Fay in making their two-reeler in 
VistaVision of Panama. (The cam¬ 
era weighs a mere 17 pounds). 

HOLLYWOOD - In the film capital 
from Guayaquil, Ecuador, is 
Othon Castillo, representing El 
Telegrafo. Here he interviews 
Paul Douglas on the set of THE 
LEATHER SAINT, in which Douglas 
has a colorful role as a fight 
manager. 
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CAMERA LENS ON 
AUSTRALIA AND 
NEW ZEALAND 

Pictures from New Zealand 
being about as rare as flying 
kiwis, we have to content our¬ 
selves with advising that, ac¬ 
cording to General Manager S, 
H,Craig, business is terrific 
with THE SEVEN LITTLE FOYS,and 
STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND (espec¬ 
ially the latter*s marvelous 
VistaVision) drawing rave att¬ 
ention, FOYS is being hailed 
as the best Hope film since 
ROAD TO BALI. 

HOLLYWOOD - Returning to his Managing Dir¬ 
ector’s post in Sydney, Clay V. Hake stops 
off at tne studio and visits some of the 
production departments, vital to the creat¬ 
ion of our pictures, yet out of the orbit 
of regular visitors. Here he is with Hal 
Pereira, Supervising Art Director of the 
Studio, learning at first hand something of 
the vast amount of creative research and 
actual labor v^ich go into each and eve^ 
picture long before the first foot of film 
passes through the cameras. 

....And here Mr. Hake, in the office of 
Loren L. Ryder, Head of Paramount’s Special 
Projects and Sound Departments, finds in¬ 
contestable evidence of the fact that when 
the Battle of Screen Sizes and Shapes is 
resolved, it will be a case of ’’VistaVision 
by a Technical Knockout,” That will be the 
world’s happy verdict. 

Two Martin & Lewis 
Cornedies Have Aus¬ 
tralia in Hysterics 

SYDNEY - The Greater Union Theatre’s 
Capitol here stacked up the all-time 
house record with YOU’RE NEVER TOO 
YOUNG as 1956 came galloping in. This 
was the scene as motorcycle police did 
their part in controlling the record 
crowd. 

BRISBANE - Manager Harry Greaves of the 
Wintergarden Theatre here has a lobby 
almost as big as a playing field, so it 
holds the queue usually found in the 
street, "ere Harry looks over the ovei^ 
flow crowd gathered to see 5 RING CIRCUS. 

LEFT 
This is simply a token depiction 

of one of the greatest publicity 
spreads in Australian film history. 
Advertising Manager Herman Flynn got 
it, in full color, in the Australian 
Women's Weekly. It features Edith 
Head fashions in Paramount Pictures, 
and covers many productions. Its 
value, in terms of coverage and eff¬ 
ectiveness, runs into many thousands 
of Pounds (a). 

MELBOURNE - Here’s how they lined up 
at Paramount's King's Theatre at an 
hour so early they practically prev¬ 
ented the night watchman from getting 
out. The cause: YOU’RE NEVER TOO YOUNG. 

PERTH - This was the scene in Western 
Australia’s capital as 3 RING CIRCUS 
packed them in at the Royal on New 
Year's Day, This provided a clean sweep 
of Martin and Lewis triumphs in all of 
the Australian state capitals as 1956 
was ushered in. Every capital city was 
premiering a Martin and Lewis comedy on 
January 1st. 

ADELAIDE - Recently we showed the winn¬ 
ers in the Majestic Theatre’s clown 
contest for 3 RING CIRCUS, Here is an 
idea of the number of participants. The 
picture got an extra boost when all of 
these young folks scampered through the 
streets of Adelaide, giving forth with 
news about the Martin and Lewis comedy. 
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HOLLYWOOD - Dr, Remo 
Branca, Director of Film 
Library, Ministry of Pub¬ 
lic Instruction, Rome, is 
greeted on the set of THE 
MOUNTAIN by star Spencer 
Tracy, 

ROME - Milly Vitale, who 
i was Bob Hope's leading 

lady in the film, is very 
happy to receive citation 
from COMPO (The Council 
of Motion Picture Organi- 

; zations) for her splendid 
■ work in THE SEVEN LITTLE 

FOYS, Making the official 
presentation is Paramotint 
Publicity Director Vieri 
Niccoli, 

NAPLES - Very effective 
showmanship display for 
SECRET OF THE INCAS in 
the lob^ of the Metrop¬ 
olitan Tneatre here. Map 
<fith an arrow through it 
purports to show the lo¬ 
cation of the great Inca 
treasure that's sought in 
the picture. 
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WAR AND PEACE has much that is 
war..--But it also has much that 
is peace, too. Such as this mag¬ 
nificent ballroom scene, which is 
breath-tak i ngly beautiful in both 

I DUE MAGGIORI 

COLOSSI NELLA 

STORIA DEL 

Cl NEMATOGRAFO 

SONO DUE FILM 

PARAMOUNT 

Questl due film so no I DIECI COMANDAMENTI 
e GUERRA E PACE e alia loro prerparazione stanno 
lavorando due artefici che hanno cominclato a 
creare film sino dal sorgere dell'Industrie ci- 
nematografica, cioi Cecil B, DeMille e King 
Vidor. Alla stessa Industrie appartiene vir - 
tualmente fino dal suo primo inizio la Casa per 
cui essi sono prodotti, ciofe la Paramount, 
Tutti e due questi film usciranno entro I’anno 
dell*apperi zi one del presente numero , , , 
Da questo momento in poi sentirete molto parla- 
re di queste due pellicole, cosl come da ora in 
poi spetterft a voi di divulgare nella vostra 
parte del mondo, in qualsiasi forma e con qual- 
siasi mezzo a vostra disposizione, la notizia 
che I DIECI COMANDAMENTI e GUERRA E PACE sono 
le due opere oiil portentose che il cinematogra- 
fo ci abbia mai donate. Un annuncio del genere 

della cBssime importanza non solo per la cla8_ 
se degli Esercenti del vostro paese, ma pure 
per la vostra stempa, per le vostre scuole e 
centrl culturali nonchft sopratutto per il vo¬ 
stro pubblico cinematografico. A questo prop£ 
sito non direnticate che la nostra industria 
non si i tnai trovata contemporaneamente di frqn 
te a due film cosl nestodontici e che il vantage 
gio i tutto della Paramount. Percib sta a noi 
di sapor j*acooglierne i fiMtti, , • Ma oltre 
ai suddetti due colossi, abbiamo a nostra di- 

Technicolor and VistaVision - and 

graced by the talents of Audrey 
Hepburn, Henry Fonda, Mel Ferrer, 

and the scores of others in this 
mighty film's matchless cast. 

sposizione molte altre pellicole di ottimo ca- 
libro, coins potrete notare dall’intera pagina 
che dedichiamo oggi a questo soggetto e che vi 
preghiamo di leggere attentamente. . . In que¬ 
sto numero vi teniamo anche al corrente del 
^ifico tribute reso a Cecil B. DeMille il 22 
Gennaio a Hollywood. E’atata una cosa veramra 
te commovente e potrete rendervene conto voi 
stessi da tutti i dettagli che vi diamo in me- 
rito. Indirettamente, alio stesso tempo, si 
S trattato di un tribute reso anche alia Para¬ 
mount perchb i attraverso il meccanismo della 
sua organizzazione mondiale di noleggio che i 
magnifici lavori di DeMille hanno evuto mode 
di raggiungere i pubblici di tutto il mondo • 
. . Eccovi ora due notizie importanti in tema 
di produzione: la prime i che Marlon Brando 
fari un secondo film alia Paramount entro que¬ 
st’anno, e I’altra che Clark Gable sari il pr£ 
tapronista di un film Paramount da prodursi dal 
binomio Seaton-Perlberg, • • Le speciali ant£ 
prime di ANYTHING GOES che hanno avuto luogo 
in 32 citt& degli Stati Uniti il mese scorao 
hanno confermato in pieno che la Paramount ha 
in questa pellicola il tipo di film musicale 
che place al pubblico dovunque. I quattro in¬ 
terpret!, cioi Bing Crosby, Donald O’Connor, 
Mitzi Gaynor e Renee Jeanmaire, non potevano 
essere sceltl meglio* . , A Marzo prosslmo 
avrh luogo in America la famosa premiazione an- 
nuale dell’Accademia. Al ricevere di questo 
bollettino conoscerete gi4 i nomi del cendidati 
tra cui, gi4 sappiamo, primeggia quello di Anna 
Magnani per la sua aiperba interpretazione in 
LA ROSA TATUATA. Intent© il film sta andando 
a gonfie vela in qualunque locale easo esca, . 
. L’ability in materia di lanciamenti pubblicl- 
tari del noatrl film, specialraente all’eatero, 
va eumentando di giomo in giorno, come potrete 
tutti constatare da ogni e qualsiasi numero di 
Taramount World.” Per ciascun film Paramount 
un vero lanciamento Para mounts 
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FAR EAST EVENTS THROUGH 
A PARAMOUNT CAMERA LENS 

TAIPEI TAIWAN - Far ^ast Division Manager F.C.Henry arri\«s 
at Taipei Airport and is greeted by leading first-run e^ib- 
itors of Free China, and members of the ParamoTint branch. 
From right; Mr.T.T.Auang, General Booking itenager of Central 
Motion'Pictures Corporation; Mr.P.T.Chen, Manager of Cathay 
Theatre- Mr.K.F.Hsu, Chairman of Taiwan Provincial Theatre 
Guild and Manager ot Dah Kuan Theatre; Mr.S.T.Hsia, M^agei 

Manager of First Opera Theatre; Mr.T.F.Huang, Manager of 
Pao Kung Theatre; Mr.H.H.Huang, Manager of Hwa Kung Theatre; 
Mr. Ben Chiang, Assistant of Paramount Office. 

TOKYO - During their stay 
here,Mr. and Mrs, Alfred 
Hitchcock visited the 
Kabuki Theatre. Here the 
noted director,accompanied 
by Paramount General Man¬ 
ager N.Metori,centi*e, is 
welcomed by the famous ac¬ 
tor,Koshiro Matsumoto, 

TAIPEI - In the Grand Hotel,Far 
East Division Manager F.C.Henry, 
right, and Paramount Branch Man¬ 
ager Andrew T. Fan. seated next 
to him, interview leading,first 
run exnibitors of Free China. 
With them here are - ^.Y.C. 
Shan-Kwan Cleft), Chairman of 
Taipei Theatre Guild,and Manager 
of Great World Theatre; and Mr. 
K.F.Hsu, Chairman of Taiwan Pro¬ 
vincial Theatre Guild and Manag¬ 
er of Dah Kuan Theatre. 

TOKYO - Across the page is 
a group picture showing 
Shirley Maclaine attired 
as a Japanese bride. Here 
is a lovely close-up. 

HOLLYWOOD - Cecil B. DeMille is studio host to a most dist¬ 
inguished visitor who is touring the United States as a 
guest of the State Department. He is The Venerable Vira 
Dharmawara, Leader of Buddhist order and spiritual advisor 
to ex-King Norodom Sihanouk, Phnom Penh, Cambodia. 

TOKYO - Alfred Hitchcock, whose future directorial activities 
are to play a big part in Paramount's destiny, receives a very 
warm Paramount welcome on his arrival at Haneda Airport, This 
shows some of the Japanese actresses who met Mr. and Mrs. 
Hitchcock, and accompanying them were General Manager N.Metori, 
left, and Publicity Manager T. Ise, part^ hidden by ^s. 
Hitchcock. (Japanese actresses not'i§enti?ied by naiw 

TAIPEI, TAIWAN - We are happy to 
present here the Paramounteers 
of the China Office. From left; 
Miss M.L.Sheung, Typist-Clerk: 
Mrs. P.L.Lo, Assistant Account¬ 
ant; Mr. Ben Chiang, Booker; Mr, 
A.J.Davy, Far East Divisional 
Auditor; Mr, Andrew T, Fan, 
Branch Manager; Mr, Carlton C.T, 
Cheng, Accountant; Mr, C.C.Chiu, 
Film Inspector; Mr. C.S.Huang, 
Office Boy. , . 

(Right) 

HOLLYWOOD - Conversation here is 
about the inmending production^ 
of OMAR KHAYtAM — THE LOVES OF 
OMAR KHAYYAM — forecast as one 
of the great Paramount pictures 
of all time, with Cornel Wilde 
as Omar. Pictured here are Pro¬ 
ducer Y. Frank Freeman,Jr., and, 

■ * - . . . news- 
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Shirle^_in_Jaean 

TOKYO - Shirley MacLaine, talented featured player of ARTISTS 
AND MODELS, and THE TROUBLE WITH HARRY, has been in Japan,and 
the evidence to hand is that she fell in love with Japan, and 
Japan and the Japanese with her. In centre she stands under a 
huge lantern at Asakusa Kannon Temple, Tokyo, At right, in the 
Chinzanso Restaurant, she poses decoratively with an engraved 
statue of Buddha and an armour reminiscent of old Japan, Left, 
she looks very pleased with her purchase of a typical Japanese 
battledore 'Hagoita* at the Matsuzakaya Department Store, 

Shirley MacLaine and her husband, Steve Parker, vrfio is also her 
manager, meet the great Japanese Kabuki actor Ennosuke Ichikawa 
and his grandson, Danko, attired in traditional actress' kimono. 
At right, Shirley is on Nakamise-dori, a famous shopping street 
in front of the Asakusa Kannon Temple, 

TOKYO - Shirley MacLaine attired in traditional J apanese bridal 
costume, and attended by three very beautiful Jap^ese screen 
stars, from left; Chiyoko Hagi. Chikako Kaga and Ineko Arima, 

TOKYO - Here Shirley sees 
the famous 'Niju-bashi,' 
or Double Bridge, at the 
Royal Palace, ^We must 
say that Miss MacLaine 
did a first-class job of 
really seeing Japan), 
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PERSONAL ITEMS FROM 
THE PARAMOUNT WORLD 

HAROLD W. WISE 
19OA-1956 

PARIS - Barbara Darrow, one of the 
leading ladies in the Spencer Tracy 
starring picture, THE MOUNTAIN, did 
a spot of aightseeing in Paris after 
filming in the French Alps had been 
completed. Here she is on the banks 
of the Seine, backgrounded bv the 
replica (smaller scale) of the 
Statue of Liberty which France con¬ 
structed as a symbol of the origin¬ 
al one which the nation had present¬ 
ed to America, and which stands in 
New York's Harbour facing the city. 

PARIS - Here are Barbara Uarrow and 
Anna Kashfi looking with interest at 
the French sentry standing his post 
outside the home of the President of 
France. He certainly will view THE 
MOUNTAIN with great interest when 
the spectacular film, in Technicolor 
and VistaVision is released in France. 

You have not lived a perfect 
day, even though you have earned your 
money, unless you have done something 
for sMneone who will never be able to 
repay you. 

- RUTH SMELTZER 

PROMOTED TO CAPTAIN 

A well-earned 
promotion in 
the U.S. Array 
Reserve came 
to Phiblicist 
Leonard Wayne 
recently when 
he received 
the double 
silver bars of 
a captain in 

the Artilleryo Leonard has 
14 years total service,incl¬ 
uding five and a half years 
of active duty. He came up 
from the ranks after enlist¬ 
ing in 1942, and was statio¬ 
ned in the Philippines after 
receiving his commission in 
1945. 

A F I ME HONOR 

A Paramounteer with a part¬ 
icularly fine record of comp¬ 
any service was especially 
honored at the Sixth Annual 
Communion Breakfast for the 
motion picture industry in 
New York on January 29. Rt. 
Rev. Monsignor John S.Middle- 
ton, representing Cardinal 

Attending the premiere 
of Danny Kaye's THE COURT 
JESTER at the Plaza Theatre, 
London, which was under the 
Patronage of Princess Marga¬ 
ret - were Mr. and Mrs. Russ¬ 
ell W,Hadley,Jr., and Glynis 
Johns, Mr. Hadley is Assist¬ 
ant Managing Director of 
Paramount in London. 

A fine salesman 
and a grand Para¬ 
mount eer passed 
beyond our ken on 
the evening of 
January 18, when 
Harold W.Wise died 
suddenly of a 
heart attack in 
Madison,Wisconsin. 
He was 51 years 

of age and had been a member 
of the Paramount organization 
since 1938. 

He began in that year as a 
Booker in Chicago and was suc¬ 
cessively transferred to St. 
Louis and Minneapolis in the 
same capacity, and to Milwaukee 
as a salesman in 1946. 

His fine capabilities were 
rewarded with membership in 
Paramount's 100^ Club, 

He is survived by his widow, 
Shirley Rose Wise and a sister, 
Frances Monroe, 

To them go our deepest con¬ 
dolences. 

Spellman at the breakfast,con¬ 
veyed the Cardinal's greetings 
and blessings to Marguerite 
Bourdette, Secretary to East¬ 
ern Sales Manager Hugh Owen, 
as one who had "spearheaded" 
this annual event. 

Such a recognition meant a 
great deal to Marguerite: 
"Nothing has given me so happy 
a feeling," she said. Marguer¬ 
ite originally conceived the 
idea of the breakfast and has 
worked hard each year to make 
the event an interesting and 
worthwhile one. 

Reverend James Keller of the 
Christophers was the principal 
speaker to the audience of 
about 1,500, in the grand 
ballroom of the Waldorf Astor¬ 
ia Hotel, 

(in the Studio, Douglas 
Bridges, business manager of 
the advertising and publicity 
department, is industry chair¬ 
man of the Communion Breakfast, 
and likewise does a superlat¬ 
ive work of organization). 

Silver and gold are not the 
only coin; virtue also passes current 
ali over the world, _ EURIPIDES 
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25-YEAR CLUB NEWS 
FROM ALL AROUND 
THE WORLD_ 

ALBERTA COLLINS GETS 
25-YEAR CLUB HONOR 
IN DES MOINES 

The Des Moines branch is hon¬ 
ored at having a new member of 
the Paramount Pictures 25-Year 
Club in their midst. Branch Man¬ 
ager Don R, Hicks inducted 
Alberta Collins into the Club <xi 
December 23rd last. She was pre¬ 
sented with wristwatch. member¬ 
ship pin and certificate. She 
also received a necklace and 
earring set from the Dea Moines 
branch Pep Club, Mrs, Collins, 
with moist eyes, recalled many 
happy incidents in her long 
association with Paramoxint. 

The great family 
of 25-Year Club 
members, spread all 
around the world, 
continues to grow. 
And wherever there 
is added a new 
member, there also 
is a scene of cel¬ 
ebration — as in 
the case of ^^^xico 
at the right. 

As year follows 
year, new entrants 
into the ranks are 

announced. Already 
word has reached 
Horae Office of the 
Paramounteers in 
certain countries 
who will this year 
achieve membership 
in the coveted 
ranks. And as you 
all know so well 
from these pages, 
membership in the 
Paramount 25-Year 
Club ranks is an 
accolade of a very 
high order,greatly 
prized by Paramou- 

MEXICO CITY - Here is Mexico's newest inductee into the Inter¬ 
national 25-Year Club of Paramount, Mr, Carlos Perez B, receiv¬ 
ing his watch and other symbols of membership from Latin Americ¬ 
an Division Manager A.L.Pratchett, Looking on are, at left - Mr, 
Juan Bustamente; in centre, Mr, Carlos Escalante: and at right, 
Mr, Juan Gonzalez and Mr, Francisco Ledesma. All six in the 
picture ar 25-Year Club members. 

MEXICO CITY - Following the 25-Year 
Club induction there was a party in 
the true Mexican tradition, witn one 
grand VistaVision cake adorned with a 
Paramount Trade Mark, Participants, 
L-R are: Mr, Carlos Escalante, Mr.A, 
L.Pratchett, Mr, Carlos Perez B, Mr, 
Jorge Salazar, Mr, Antonio Sastre,Mr, 
Andres Cortes, Miss Concepcion Meza 
Nieto and Miss Concepcion Garcia, 

nteers everywhere. 
In a number of 

overseas countries 
the local 25-Year 
Club members have 
fomed their own 
local clubs, with 
their own officers 
and rules. It is 
these Clubs which 
induct the new 
members as they 
become eligible; 
and local execut¬ 
ives attend these 
functions as spec¬ 
ial guests,unless 
of course they are 
members also. 

Branch Manager Promotions 
Eastern Sales Manager Hugh Owen announced the following 

promotions, effective February 13th: 

E.C. DeBerry, formerly branch manager of the Buffalo 

Branch, became branch manager at Cincinnati. 

Hugh Maguire, formerly sales manager of the Philadelphia 

Branch, became branch manager at Buffalo, 

Ed DeBerry had been branch manager at Jacksonville prior 
to his Buffalo post, (He is shown at left in Adolph Zukor’s 
office on the occasion of his recent visit to Home Office,We 
have not yet received a photo of Hugh Maguire), 
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’’ANYTHING GOES" PREVIEWS FORECAST A FABULOUS 
SUCCESS FOR PARAMOUNT’S LILTINGEST MUSICAL 

BOSTON - Branch Manager 
jasper Urban,centre,greets 
theatremen as they arrive 
for ANYTHING GOES preview. 
L-R: Larry Herman,Snyder 
Circuit; John Glazer,Wes¬ 
tern Mass, Circuit; Ry 
Fine,district manager of 
New England Theatres: 
Urban; Jerry Govan. New 
England Theatres; Phil 
Berler, E.M.Loew Circuit; 
Ted Fleischer,Interstate 
Circuit head: Sam Selet- 
sky.Smith Circuit.KneeUrg 
in front is Ben Williams, 
Maine Theatres. 

INDIANAPOLIS - In lobby of 
the Indiana Theatre are, 
L-R; Branch Manager G.R. 
Frank; Mr, and Mrs, Easy 
Gwynn (he's the top Indi¬ 
ana radio personality, 
whose daily show on WIBC, 
"Easy Listening" has the 
i^<l rating for daytime In¬ 
diana radio) and Alvin W. 
Hendricks,M^aging Direc¬ 
tor of the Indiana. 

ST. LOUIS - Fox Theatre 
here was scene of the 
ANYTHING GOES preview.In 
this lobby group,L-R are: 
Louis Ansell ana Joseph 
Ansell of Ansell Bros. 
Circuit; John Meinardi. 
Diet, Mgr,. Fox-Midwest 
Theatres; David Arthur, 
ner and Booker Fanchon 

arco St, Louis Amuse¬ 
ment Co; Paramount Branch 
Manager Harry Haas;Edward 
Arthur, Gen. Mgr..Fanchon 
& Marco-St.Louis AmusemEnt 
Co,; Tony Peluso,Manager, 
Fox Theatre, 

PARAMOUNT’S JOYOUS EASTER FILM, 
already a prime favorite with prev¬ 
iew audiences clear across the U.S,, 
has gone to the hearts of the trade 
paper reviewers also. Reproduced 
below are a cpuple of very typical 
reactions registered by a pair of 
astute appraisers of film fare for 
perceptive picturegoers. 

LOS ANGELES - AttendiM 
the preview of ANTTHING 
GOES at the Stanley Warn¬ 
er Wiltem, were, L-R: 
Earl R, Collins, presid¬ 
ent of Republic's Holly¬ 
wood Television Service; 
Herbert J, Yates, Repub¬ 
lic president, and Vera 
Ralston (Mrs, Yates); A, 
R.Taylor, Paramount's Los 
Angeles branch manager. 
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vistaVision has 
BECOME MIGHTY BIG 
BUSINESS -- AND 
NOT ONLY IN THE 
FILM INDUSTRY.. ♦ . 

There*s a lot more to Vista- 
Vision than many of us are aware of. 
General Motors, for instance — the 
largest single corporation in the 
entire world — thinks highly enou^ 
of the Paramount-developed system to 
make it the presentation keynote of 
their giant Motorama, now touring 
the United States* 

(Paramount production genius, 
and specifically the talents 
of Y. Frank Freeman, Loren L. 
Ryder and Frank La Grande were 
devoted to this enterprise flor 
more than 8 months prior to its 
spectacular debut last month.) 

In our own VistaVision column 
last issue we highlighted the fact 
that in addition to every Paramount 
production being in VistaVision,the 
entire British output of the J.Arthur 
Rank Organisation will be in Vista¬ 
Vision* 

Universal-International has made 
one of their mightiest spectacles, 
”Away All Boats,*’ in VistaVision; 
and John Wayne’s «The Searchers,"for 
Warners, is in VistaVision* 

Several Mexican pictures also 
have been completed in VistaVision; 
the Korda production,"Richard III." 
one of the screen’s all-time great 
productions,about to be premiered cn 
Broadway,is in VistaVision; and 
Stanley Kramer is now makijig "Pride 
and Passion" in Spain in VistaVision," 

Box-Office Magazine, in its January 28th 
issue, has just given top honors to VistaVision 
subjects. 

In a full page citation, the eminent trade 
publication’s top Blue Ribbon citation for the 
Best Short Subject of 1955 was awarded to Para¬ 

mount's VISTAVISION VISITS 
THE SUN TRAILS. 

Paramount also won the second Blue Ribbon 
award for the Best Ten Short Subjects Series of 

PARAMOUNT VISTAVISION 
SPECIALS 

Box-Office also editorialized as follows: 
SHORTS GIVEN 'NEW LOOK' BY VISTAVISION, saying, 
"Paramount's new series of VistaVision shorts, 
magnificently photograpiied to give unusual depth 
and clarity to the scenic backgrounds, was the 
sole important 'new look' in the shorts field 
in 1955." The editorial also said; "....The 
VistaVision shorts...have been among the T«w 
shorts in recent years to receive marquee billing 
from many exhibitors..." 

This was the General Motors stage at tne 
Waldorf Astoria Hotel in New_York Ci!y. Front 
Df the stage was a niassive VistaVision ^reen 
nn which was projected a VistaVision picture.in 
lechnicolor, of the new General Motors cars in. 
settings of spellbinding scenic beauty. At the 
film's conclu^on, the ^istaVisi^ 
as the cars themselves sped towards ^-he camera, 
and there were the actu^ ‘^^rthe^SoIt^lnectaS 
to roll down the ramp. One of the ^st spectac 

VISTAVISIOH 
T.MUCMETELMA 

Finland is one of the 
many countries where Par^ 
amounteers are losing no 
opportunity for stressing 
the importance of Vista¬ 
Vision. Both here and be¬ 
low are a couple of Mana¬ 
ger Kurt Troupp's means 
of stressing VistaVision 
to exhibitors, and to the 
Finnish press and public. 
As anyone can see, the 
VistaVision implication 
is quite inescapable - 
and the Finns love it. 

.4 

General uresenl 
the firdt combine(l^t8taVidtona^ Stofft Shvu- 

•‘KEY TO THE FUTURE” 
a Thrilling Musical Prediftion 

of Things to Come 

Produced and Directed by 

MICHAEL KIDD 

With Lyricn by JACK HROOKS 
KfOturing the Cor of Tbinorrow oh the HighH oy of Tomorr<$w 

Original "Dream Car" Fashion Creations by: 

Difjby Mnrton ■ Londoni CHEVROLET 

Ennlio ofCapri'llaltfi POSTIAt- 

Pat prt ni" iCalifurviai Ol.HS.VORILE 

Montr-Sano «t I’rutan > Srv >'(>rAr > RVK'h 

ChriKtian Dipt • Par ini CA DII.LAi 

The Motorama of General Motors, which prem¬ 
iered in New York City, and is now on a national 
tour of the United States, was produced in the 
basic VistaVision medium. The official program, 
above, features VistaVision, and the report 
elsewhere on this page shows the massive extent 
to which the prop>ortions and projection perfect¬ 
ion of VistaVision have been linked with the 
passage of Today into Tomorrow. 
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PARAMOUNT IS ”0N THE LINE" 
INTEROFFICE OR TRANSCONTINENTAL--PHONE PROCEDURES 

MEAN-BUSINESS- 

A voice tnat speaks when ”0" is 
dialed—perhaps a telephone ope¬ 
rator seams to be a disembodied 
spirit most of the time, but 
Paramount*s Su¬ 
pervisor Cathe¬ 
rine Miner (r.), 
Operators Flcrace 
Donovan and Rose 
Henry (above) are 
very real—and 
very fine—people. 
They have really 
endless patience; 
they face a board 
alive from 8:30 to 6:30 with 
several calls a second needing 
quick and efficient attention. 
Two operators are always on du¬ 
ty. Off duty—they t\im into 
movie fans. Catherine and Itose 
commute from Long Island; Flo¬ 
rence shuttles down from East 
Bronx. Their voices are famil¬ 
iar on Home Office lines; Rose 
has 2^ years service; Florence, 
5 years, while Catherine is a 
meanber of the 25-Year Club. 

Just outside the switchboard, 
the terminal room with triple 
bank of phone wires makes an 
impressive sight. Pictured be¬ 
low is a switchboard close-up. 
Each socket has a number, Ihagh 
you can*t see it here. Bottom 
row is where your call comes ii 
when ""0" is dialed. Unless you 
identify yourself, the operator 
must guess your voice or ask£>r 
name. All our operators praise 
Paramount*3 telephone manners; 
"the main thing we ask is coop¬ 
eration in answering the phone 
when it rings because waiting 
makes the caller impatient; par¬ 
ticularly, of course, when a 
long distance call has been 
placed." 

tf 
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YOUR ETIQUETTE? 

Here are a few helpful s and don' ta.* After reading then carefnlly, 

if you decide your telephone etiquette is perfect, congratalations. If not. 

why not try to improve? Your telephone etiquette, after all, is sonetines 

the only way people can judge you—and their favorable judgement can mean 

dollars and cents to you and your conpany. So let^s talk hosiness. 

* • e 

Be easy to trace -- When you leave your office 

for any length of time, don’t keep your absence 

a secret. Let it be known where you can be reach¬ 

ed, how long you'll be there, and when you’ll be 

back. Time is money, so when you leave, leave 

word. 

• • • 

It’s all in the way you call •- There is 

always the chance that the person you’ re calling- 

may be very busy. So to save your time and his, 

identify yourself quickly and state your busi¬ 

ness. Be cordial, but be informative and busi¬ 

nesslike. 

• • • 

Grab that phone-Nobody likes to be kept waiting- 

especially on the telephone. So answer yours procap- 

tly. If you can’t, explain the delay and apologize 

for it. Your caller may have good news or an im¬ 

portant message for you, and be nay not have time 

to wait. 

Be cheerful. It will make your caller feel good, and you’ll feel better 

too. Get that 'glad to hear from you” ring in your voice. 

Talk normally. Some people—you probably know one or two-try to 

change their personalities when they pick up a receiver. Some roar like a 

bull moose paging its mate. Others whisper as though their message were a 

deep dark secret. Still others try to sound sophisticated...or mechanical... 

or cute..The best 'telephone voice” is your own. So be natui:al. It’s easier, 

simpler, better business all around. 

Tell the wqrld who you are. If you want to save time, and sound busi¬ 

nesslike too, tell your caller right off the bat who you are. 'Sales Depart¬ 

ment, John Brown speaking,” sounds efficient, saves your time and your 

caller’s. 'Yes” or •hello” mean nothing. 

Wrong number? -• If a wrong number does 

happen, give the other fellow a break. Re¬ 

frain from slamming the receiver with a 

curt 'Wrong number!” Instead, say. •Sorry, 

no Mr. Pofnik here. Are you calling Orchard 

6-9999^” This is not only more courteous, 

but you won't get another call asking for 

Mr. Pofnik. 

Don’t kick a caller around -> Nothing is 

more irritating than 'the telephone run¬ 

around”- -being kicked from one extension to 

another. When you get a call, handle it if 

you can. If you can’t, tell the caller 

you’11 transfer him to the right party. 

Then do it—with all the promptness and care 

you could expect of someone else. 

Find out who -- If you answer someone else*s 

phone and the caller doesn’t identify himself, 

try to find out tactfully who he is. Don’t. of 

course, bark 'Who are you’” He may be the Chair¬ 

man of the Board, and you’ 11 find outl A better 

way is to ask, 'May I tell him who’s calling, 

please’” or 'May I have him call you’” 

Don’t trust to memory -- If there’s a message, 

write it down. Even if there’s no message, make a 

note of who called and at what time. If the caller 

would like his call returned, be sure to get his 

name and number accurately. Your handling of tele¬ 

phone messages is a mark of your efficiency. 

Unless you’re calling to foreclose the mortgage or borrow fifty dollars, 

you calf t miss having your call remembered pleasantly. And pleasant associ- 

atioo--goodwlll--ls the cornerstone of good business. 



MORE GLOBAL PIX OF 
ALFRED HITCHCOCK'S 
FABULOUS JOURNEY.. 

( CAIRO - In the Egyptian Museum of Antiquities 
j Mr, Hitchcock meets up with one of the actual 
( Chariots of the days of the Pharaohs. 

CAIRO - While in Egypt 
Mro Hitchcock met as 
many Paramounteers as 
he could. He is shown 
here with,I/-R: Miss 
Laurice Bellouni,book¬ 
keeper; Miss Aida 
Nassif, booker; Miss 
Leila Sallaly,secret¬ 
ary; Miss Lily Christ- 
odoulo,contract-clerk. 

TOKYO - At Hotel Imp¬ 
erial reception,L-R: 
Mr. Hitchcock, General 
Manager N.Metori, Mr. 
T.Ohtani, chairman of 
Shochiku, and his sec¬ 
retary. 

NEW DELHI, INDIA - The United Kingdom High Comm¬ 
issioner to India, Mr. Malcolm Macdonald, held 
a cocktail party in Mr. Hitchcock's honor at his 
lawn-encircled residence. Shown here, left to 
right, are: Paramount General Manager A.S.Clug, 
Mr, Macdonald, Mr, and Mrs, Hitchcock, and Mr, 
D.V.Nayak, Paramount manager in Nw Delhi. 

'■ 

AGRA, INDIA - As countless world travellers be¬ 
fore him have done, Alfred Hitchcock admires the 
azure skies of India in the reflecting pool of 
that architectural beauty of the ages - the Taj 
Mahal, The noted film director later reported 
that he found the spell of India absolutely orer- 
whelming. 

I NEW DELHI - One of many important visits made by 
> Mr. Hitchcock in India was to the residence of Dr, 
I S. Radhakrishnan, Vice-President of India. In the 
i picture of this visit, above, Mr, Hitchcock is in 
: conversation with the great Philosophej?-Thinker, 
l while Messrs A.S.Clug and D.V.Nayak look on atten- 
: tively. 

These are the Hitchcock 
Pictures and Plans in 
The Paramount Future 

Alfred Hitchcock has completed,and 
we have seen, THE MAN WHO KNEW TOO 
MUCH, co-starring James Stewart and 
Doris Day. It is absolutely aces in 
suspense-excitement. 

Next he will make FROM AMONGST THE 
DEAD, with the sort of Continental 

i background he provided so handsomely 
: in TO CATCH A THIEF. 

Following that he will make the 
I first of three suspense dramas, with 
( Cary Grant as star. All three i^ll 
i have backgrounds of live, internatio¬ 

nal interest. 
These should take us up into 195SI 

Be sure and read the editorial on 
Alfred Hitchcock’s journey which ap¬ 
peared in the Far East Film News,and 
which we have reproduced on Page 4. 
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LISBON - Beautiful though 
Portugal is, the advent of 
TO CATCH A THIEF witness¬ 
ed a determined effort by 
tourist agencies to get 
the people of Portugal to 
first see the Paramount 
picture and to then go on 
a tour of the Riviera. 
Here is a typical tourist 
agency window - in the 
Direction Generale du 
Turisme Francais on the 
Rua do Ouro, 

LISBON - Here are two more 
phases of the showmanship 
campaign of Manager Emil¬ 
io Prister in behalf of 
TO CATCH A THIEF. This is 
one of ten 24-sheet post¬ 
ers arrayed in promineht 
city spots, vdiile at top 
is a fine window display 
in Armazens do Chiado, a 
renowned store selling 
men's clothes and located 
in one of Lisbon's busiest 
thoroughfares. 

OPORTO, PCftTUGAL - Brill¬ 
iant facade of the Cinema 
Coliseum on the occasion 
of the premiere of STRAT¬ 
EGIC AIR COMKIAND. 

Os dols filmes aqul mencionados, sao OS DBZ 
MANDAMENTOS e GUKRRl E PAZ, qua estao teimina- 
dos e foram dirigidos por dois mestres direto- 
res, homens qua estao nease metier desde o co- 
meqo da induatria — Cecil B, Drtlille • King 
Vidor. K sao de autorla da Paramount,eompanhla 
qua bem se sabe exlste quase desde o Iniclo da 
cinematografia. imbas as produqoes seiSo dadas 
ao publico am um ano, male ou menoa, a contar 

dasta data. j 
Do agora por dlanto os leitores Irao tendo 

notfcias slstamaticas sobre estas duas fitas a 
Ihos e encarecido quo por todos os meioa deaao 
maiimo de divulgaqao a tais notlcias, X preci- 
so, am honra da verdade, dizar a quantos qual- 
ram saber, qua OS DBZ lENDAMBNTOS e ^GDKRRA X 
PAZ sao as duas maioras produqoos ate boja 
madas. Estas sao fatos de prlma importancia nio 
so para os ezlbidores de todas as parteSj como 
para a Imprensa tambemt devendo lnteressar,se- 
gundo se ve, os centres da educaqao e culture, 
centres de arte a o publico am geral. Na rea- 
lldada, a Indiistria nunca dispos, num dado es- 
paqo do tempo, da umn riqueza t^ de filmes, e 
a maior porqao dessas fitas esta na balanqa da 
Paramount, pendendo o seu flel na nossa diro- 
cao. Faqamoa, pois, todos os esforqos a fim de 
quo uma tal colheita de filmes tenba a puUici- 
dade qua Ibe devida. 
§§§ Como se ve, alem doS dois fllmas^pinacula- 
ros cltados, tamos este ano uma porqao do pro- 
duqoes da alto calibre. De fato, dedicamos uma 
secao especial deste numero a esses filmes, 
saidos dos estudios ou que breve sairao. Reco- 
mendamos a todos a leitura dessa soqao. 

Nesta ediqao tratamos tambem da grande bo- 
menagem tributada em Hollywood, a B8 de Janei¬ 
ro, a Cecil B. DeMille. Foi raalmente uma bale 
manifestaqao artistica, como se evidencia adi- 
ante, da nossa reportagem. E foi tambem,de ma- 
neira indireta, um tribute a ParanK>unt,uma ves 
que tern side atraves do mecanismo e da organi- 
zaqao da nossa companhia que Mr, Dtfiille vem t 
ndsdar todos os seus magnfficos trabalhos, 

Entre as noticias de valor relacionadasca 
a nossa produqao, sabemos quo Marlon Brando, ( 
popular astro, fara uma segunda fita para aP 
ramount este ano. Sera um enredo de aven^ra e 
se passa no Sul-da-Zsia. Clark Gable fara tam< 
bem produqao para a Paramount, sob os «xs- 
pfeios da organizaqao Seaton—PerIberg. 

### A oatreia de ^"Anything Goes", realizada ei 
32 teatros atraves dos Eetados Unidos, em^ Ja¬ 
neiro passado, provou que sem sombra do duvidi 
a Paramount tern nessa fita um dos melbores nu 
meros para publicos diversos, pois e do 
de todo intenacional, B os seus astros--- Bln 
Crosby, Donald O'Connor, Mitzi Gaynor a Rene 
Jeanmalre — sao garantia de triunfo. 
§44 No proximo mes de Marqo serao distrlbuldo 
03 primlos da Academia. E ao tempo qua os lei 
tores estiverom com esta ediqao nas maos Ja 
seleqao tera sldo felta. MUito cotado na esco 
Iho, segundo sabemos, esta o nome de Anna Mag 
nani, pelo seu trabalho excepclonal da produ 

.Here in Marrakech, in the sim- 
le surroundings of a native cafe, 

wcrror lurks in every cup of coffee, 
every whisper, every nervous glance 
—. all because the character Junny 
Stewart is plaving is telling the 
onlooker that he is THE MAN WHO 
KNEW TOO MUCH, But Doris Day,as his 
wife, doesn*t know that yet - al¬ 
though Director Alfred Hitchcock 
will put her wise very soon. 

...and here, in the rear-view mirr¬ 
or of her car, even during the easy 
business of fixing her lips, Carol 
Ohmart is faced up with a terror 
+ hat.*s ffoine to spell doom in a 
climactf c moment of THE SCARLET HCUR 

■II . ' . - '""S 

qao "Rosa Tatuada”. Enquanto isso, a fita esta 
fazendo muito negdcio nos teatros americanos— 

onde Ja foi estraiada. 
§44 Showmanship — especialmente o de uso no 
estrangelro — esta melhorando muito. Basta o 
leitor ver o que a nossa revista tern publlcado 
para notar que ha um vivo interesse por dar a 
melhor publicldade aos filmes. Isso condiz com 
o nosso programs -- showmanship Paramount para 

AS DUAS MAIORES 
FITAS NA HISTORIA 
DO CINEMA, AMBAS 
SXO DA PARAMOUNT 
OUTRAS NOTAS. 
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PARAMOUNT CAMERA 
MIRRORS THE U.S. 
CINEMA SCENE 

HOLLYWOOD - American television view¬ 
ers of the George Gobel show every 
Satui*day evening note that the show 
is a •’Gomalco Production*" The name is 
a consolidation of parts of George 
Gobel's and David P.O'Malley's (nis 
partner's) names. That's O'Malley at 
right rear. The others with Gobel are 
Norman Taurog and Mitzi Gavnor, dir¬ 
ector and co-star, respectively, of 
George's comedy winner, THE BIRDS AND 
THE BEES. 

HOLLYWOOD - Cecil B. DeMille was eul¬ 
ogized recently in glowing terms as 
he appeared before the Los Angeles 
County Board of Supervisors, to rece¬ 
ive an illuminated scroll. Many great 
speakers paid tribute to his decades 
or matchless service to the community. 
Above, he has just received the scn^ 
from Supervisor John Anson Ford, vdio 
more than a year ago watched DeMille 
at work in E 
scenes of TH 

on massive production 
N COMMANDMENTS. 

HOLLYWOOD - Bob Hope (third from left, lower row), 
starring in THAT CERTAIN FEELING, greets a select com¬ 
mittee of the Ontario (Canada) Provincial Parliament 
on a visit to the Paramount Studio. Front row, L-R: 
Frederick A. Evis, committee secretary and executive 
assistant to the Minister of Health; Alfred H. Cowling, 
committee chairman: Hope, displaying the Legislative 
Assembly authorization for the committee's trip to Los 
Angeles to investigate health promotion; Harry Belyea, 
Ralph C. Sturgeon, Robert E. Elliott. Back row,L-R: 
William J. Mellor, representing Los Angeles County: W. 
Elmer Brandon, William Murdoch, Hon, Philip T. Kellys 
Ontario Minister of Hines; Thomas D, Thomas. 

HOLLYWOOD - A "quiet little nun," as the DavenF)ort,Ia, 
Democrat, puts it, is the heroine of that city because 
she knows Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis and had her pic¬ 
ture taken with her hand on Jerry's shoulder. Sister 
Mary Angelita's visit to the set of PARDNERS with two 
other delegates to the annual confei*ence of the Ameri¬ 
can Educational Theatre Association (above) resulted 
in a front-page story in the Davenport newspaper, with 
the headline, "Martin and Lewis 'Very Sweet' - So Dis¬ 
covers a Davenport Nun," 

The group was shepherded to the Paramount studio by 
Mrs, Elza Scnallert, feature writer for the Los Angeles 
Times, and wife of xhe renowned Edwin Schallert, dean 
of Los Angeles film critics and drama editors. 

The sisters are heads of drama departments in Cath¬ 
olic institutions. In the group with the stars are: 

Sister Mary Xavier, B.V.M,, Clarke College.Dubuque, 
Iowa; Elza Schallert; Sister Mary Angelita, B.V.M,, 
Immaculate Conception Academy, Davenport, Iowa; Brother 

WHIRLIGIGS OF FATE 

When Melville Shave1- 
son was a student at 
Cornell University, at 
Ithaca, New York, John 
Ryan was the composing 
room foreman of the Cor¬ 
nell Daily Sun and Shav- 
elson a member of the 
staff. Ryan now owns the 
Ithaca Theatre, and is 
Mayor of Ithaca, Recent¬ 
ly he played THE SEVEN 
little FOfe and billedit 
on his marquee as "Mel¬ 
ville Shavelson's" pict¬ 
ure, Here with Mel and 
the photograph of the 
theatre are Bob Hope and 
Shavelson's piartner in 
the writing-producing- 
directing team. Jack 
Rose. The team is now 
preparing "Gertrude Law¬ 
rence as Mrs. A," and 
"The Kitty Hawk," story 
of the beginnings of 
aviation. 

Dunstan, C.S.C.. Notre 
Dame High School, Sher¬ 
man Oaks. California; 
Mrs, William A.Anderson, 
Jr.,Los Angeles, Sister 
Mary Angelita is Presid¬ 
ent of the National The¬ 
atre Conference, and 
Sister Xavier and Brother 
Dunstan are on the Nati¬ 
onal Executive Committee. 
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BERLIN - The renowned 
Filmtheater Berlin,on the 
Kurfurstendanm cai&e up 
with a traditionally fine 
front-of-house display for 
CONQUEST OF SPACE. 

FRANKFURT - The great 
German interest in things 
technical and mechanical 
were splendidly served in 
this display for STRATEGIC 
AIR COMMAND - with, quite 
natxxrally, adequate emph¬ 
asis on both the Paranount 
Trademark and VistaVision, 

....and here, also in the 
city of Frankfurt, is a 
further display or the 
mechanical mignt of STRA- 
THJIC AIR CCMMAND, with 
this time the emphasis on 
America's Sabre-jet. 

DIE BEIDEN GEWALTIGSTEN 
FILMSCHOEPFUNGEN IN DER 
FILMGESCHICHTE SIND 
PARAMOUNT PRODUKTIONEN 

Es ha&delt sieh dabei ua DIE ZEHN GEBO- 
ra and ESIEG UND FRIEDEN. Baida Filaa sta- 
han oatar dar Laitnng von Maannarn, dia 
Bait Bastahan das Filaa in dar Filainda- 
Btria taatig sind - Cacil B. DaMilla und 
King Vidor« and aia werdan dareh dia Fila- 
gaeallschaft hargaatallt - naaalich Para- 
■ount - dia praktiaeh yon dan arstan An- 
faangan das Filas zur Industria gahoarta. 
Baida Filaa wardan noeh innarhalfe ainas 
Jahras harauskoaaan. 

Von jatzt ab werdan Sia vial uabar diasa 
Produktionan hoaran. T7nd was abanso wichtig 
ist: Wir arwartan von Ihnan, dass Sia alt 
allan Ihnan zur Verfuagung stehandan Mit- 
taln in Ihraa Landa dia Botschaift varbrai- 
tan, dass DIE ^FHW GEBOTE und KRIEG UND 
FRIEDEN dia badautandstan allar Filaa sind. 
Diasa Botschaft wird nlcht nor fuar dia 
Lichtsplaltthaatar-Maannar Ihras Landas, 
sondarn auch fuar dia oartllcha Prassa, dia 
Bildungslnstituta und basondars dia Klno- 
basuchar von grossar Badautung sain. Dia 
Fllalndustria hat noeh nla zuvor alnam sol- 
ehan Raichtun an harrorragandan Produktio¬ 
nan gaganuebargastcmdan, und nach dar Ga- 
saatlage zu urtailan, staht Paraaount am 
fuahrandar Stalla. Darua wollan wir auch 
alias dauran satzan und uns durch unsaran 
Baltrag soleh ralchar Ernta wuardig arwal- 
san. 

Aussar dan baldan arwaahntan Filaan fol- 
gan noeh zahlraicha Produktionan grossan 
Foraats. Wir haban alna Salta in unsarar 
Jatzlgan Ausgaba fuar dia uabrigen, in dla- 
saa Jahr harauskomaandan Filaa rorgasahan. 
Wir bittan Sia, dia Elnzalheltan daruebar 
sorgfaaltlg zu lasan. 

Wir barichtan farnar, wia Cacil B. da 
Milla aa 22. Januar in Hollywood gaahrt wur- 
da. Das war aina aufsahanarraganda Angela- 
ganhelt, wia Sia aus dan Straifllchtarn ar- 
sahan wardan. Indirakt war as auch aina Hul- 
dlgung fuar Paramount, dann dia harvorra- 
gandan Filaa Cacil B. DaMilla's wurdan Ja 
durch dia Paramount-Organisation daa Walt- 
publlkua zugaangllch gaaacht. 

In dan Straifllchtarn uebar Produktlons- 
naulgkaitan findan Sia u.a. folganda Nach- 
richten: Marlon Brando wird noeh innerhalb 
dieses Jahras alnan zwaitan Paraaountflla 
drahan, alnan Abantauarflla, basiart auf 
ainar wahran Bagabanhait la heutigan Suad- 
ostaslan. Clark Gable wird ainan Paraaount¬ 
flla untar dan Auspizlan von Saaton-Parl- 
barg harstallan. 

Die spazlallan probawalsan Auffuahrun- 
gan la vorlgan Monat von ANYTHING GOES an 
32 varschladanan Ortan innerhalb dar Var- 
alnigtan Staatan haban fraglos gazalgt, 
dass Paraaount in diasaa Fila aln "MUSICAL" 
besltzt, fuar das das Fllapubllkua in dar 
ganzan Walt bagalstart sain wird. Und alia 
yiar Stars - Bing Crosby, DonaG.d O'Connor, 
Mltzl Gaynor und Ranaa Jaanaaira - sind 
jadar fuar sich ain parsoanllcher Triumph. 

DUSSELDORF - This was the scene at the Asta 
Nielsen Theatre here during the first run of 
STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND. Crowds, crowds and 
more crowds. Such hardship on the poor exhib¬ 
itor, and the box-office staffl 

DUSSELDORF — One cannot be quite sure whether 
this streetcar (which obviously is advertising 
STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND in a thoroughly showman¬ 
ship fashion) has come from "Film Palast" and 
is headed for "VistaVision," or vice-versa..,. 
But one can be pretty sure that everyone in 
the city sees it. 

la Maarz werdan dia Acadaay Awards var- 
tailt wardan. Bis Sia diasa Ausgaba vorlla- 
ganhaban, wird dar Gawlnnar baralts oaffant- 
lich bakanntgagaban sain. Wir wlssan sovial, 
dass Anna Magnanl wagan ihrar glaanzandan 
Schauspialkunst in THE ROSE TATTOO an fuah- 
randar Stalla auf dar Llsta dar Aaplrantan 
staht. In dar Zwisehanzait hat diasar Film 
sansationalla Erfolga arzialt, wo iaaar ar 
auch gazaigt wird. 

Warba- and Publizltaatstaatigkalt, ba- 
sondars auf Intarnatlonalaa Gabiat sind in 
aufstalgandar Linla. Sahan Sia sich nur 
aina ballablga Ausgaba dar PARAMOUNT WORLD, 
ja aigantlich jada ainzulna Ausgaba an. 
Unsara Produkta sind Spitzanlalstungan, und 
das glalcha gilt fuar unsara Warba- and 
Publizitaatstaatigkait• 

Jerry Lev,is knows a 
smart young lady when he 
sees one — which accounts 
for the smile he is lav¬ 
ishing on internationally 
renowned columnist Hedda 
Hopper. The locale - one 
of the sets of the latest 
Martin and Lewis laughter 
tornado, PARDNERS. 
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Overseas Para- 
mounteers ought 
not to lose any 
more time bef¬ 
ore entering 
the Carol Ohm- 
art contest, to 
cop that top 
prize of a trip 
to youknowwhere 
(mELOITE The fairytale romance of 

the "Oountry Girl" from 
Philadelphia, who will soon become a 
Princess, has exhibitors all agog, and 
they are scrambling for Grace Kelly ire- 
peats. Jake Neil, Head Booker, has clev¬ 
erly displayed posters for those wonder¬ 
ful features on v'hich she has climbed to 
fame, namely - REAR WINDOW,TCKO-RI, THE 
COUNTRY GIRL, and TO CATCH A THIEF. - 
Bookings are rising to "flood stage" on 
the two—reel musical JTIDNIGHT SERENADE, 
starring Peggy Lee who won the Audience 
Poll as the most outstanding newcomer- 
The Pecan Grove was the scene of a love¬ 
ly party recently, when Paramounteers 
all aglow in their finery, laid down 
their work and worries, and resolved to 
have a taste of fun -this, they had 
with every course -— Ann Rivenbark’s 
husband is home after years in Korea- 
a second honeymoon is now in progress- 
Auditors are like the wind, you never 
know when one will " blow" in, or with 
what velocity, but the recent arrival of 
Mr. McGettigan, was like a zephyr -— 
The ladies of the office, gave a " get 
accjuainted " luncheon recently, honor -» 
ing Mrs, Lawrence Terrell, wife of our 
Branch Manager. Spring flowers, in a 
bowl V'hich bore the Paramount trademark 
(idea of Mildred Hoover) formed the cen¬ 
terpiece, The honoree was presented a 
lovely corsage and gift - "Carolina 
Sport Champs" (basketball), new sports 
reel filmed at North Carolina State, 
will have its premiere at Raleigh in the 
near future, and all prints available 
are being booked-—- In the SWEEPSTAKE 
drive, Jerry Helms has obtained 60 fea¬ 
tures and E50 shorts dates from the Car¬ 
olina Booking Service, and quoting him - 
"that ain't nothing yet, I’m really go¬ 
ing places and doing things", 

- Lucy McGrlff 

ATTEKTION BARCELONA 

We have Just received from Barcelona what 
is undoubtedly one of the four or five most 
magnificent and comprehensive showmanship caoh- 
palgns ever devised by a Paramounteer anywhere. 

It is for SABRINA, and it is in five mass¬ 
ive volvimes. If there is a facet of showmanship 
that was not utilized by Publicity Manager 
Cecilia Mantua, we have yet to hear of it. 

The campaign will be given fitting display 
in next month's Paramount World. 

THE PARAMOUNT PERISCOPE 
For almost 20 years Paramount 

News has been the sole newsreel 
deposited twice weeklr in the U.S, 
National Archives in Washington. It 
has thus become the chief historic 
link between today ahd the fabulous 
past. 

Mr. James Cummings is the archi¬ 
vist entrusted with this vital pre¬ 
servation of film records via the 
newsreel documentation, and he is 
ateadily engaged in the work of re¬ 
printing each and every newsreel, 
since such documentation began, on 
safety stock for its better preser¬ 
vation as a record, 

Paramoimteers in general should 
be proud of the selection of our 
newsreel as the one best fitted, by 
virtue of editorial content, covei>- 
age of events, and fairness of editr- 
ing to be the pictorial reference 
source for future generations. 

A good idea that is not shared 
with others will gradually fade away 
and bear no fruit, but when it is 
shared it lives forever because it 
is passed on from one person to 
another and grows as it goes. 

- Lowell Fillmore 

SALESMAN 
G. G 0 B E L . 

If you missed seeing Paramount 
star George Gobel in his sketch of a 
salesman on TV a few nights back,you 
missed his definition of a salesman. 
Said George; 

"A salesman is a fellow with a 
smile on his face, a shine on 
his shoes - and a lousy territ¬ 
ory." 

The splendid international work 
done by Paramount's Audible Infor¬ 
mation Service (spearheaded by Paul 
Ackerman, Joan Babbage and Armand 
Cardea), continues apace. 

There's a fine compliment to 
hand from Radio Redifusion,Singapore, 
concerning the highly informative 
William Perlberg interview. 

Manager H, Donald Hunter reports 
from Trinidad that the local use of 
these broadcasts reaches all parts 
of the Caribbean area. 

Manager Kurt Troupp reports that 
twice during January the Finnish 

THE PLAQUE. 

On earlier pages we showed pict¬ 
ures of the presentation of the 
Screen Producers Guild Milestone 
Award to Cecil B, DeMille. But in 
no instance can you actually see 
what the plaque itself looks like. 

Here it is. The inscription: 

The Screen Producers Guild 
piresents to 

Mr. Cecil B, DeMille 
The Wreath of Honor 
For his Historic Contributions 
to the American Motion Picture, 

January 22, 1956, 

Broadcasting Corporation,Helsinki, 
used quarter-hour Paramount record¬ 
ings. 

And getting back to Singapx>re 
again, a report on the Alfred Hitc)>- 
cock.interview claimed it was so 
realistic, listeners thought the di¬ 
rector was actually in the Singapore 
broadcasting studio. 

Man must work. That is certain as 
the sun. But he may work grudgingly 
or he may work gratefully; he may 
work as a man or he may work as a 
machine. There is no work so rude 
that he may not exalt it; no work so 
impassive that he may not breathe a 
soul into it; no work so dull that 
he may not enliven it, 

- Henry Giles 

Bob Hop>e is one of the most 
steadfast advocates of VistaVision in 
the entire Paramount organization. He 
knows what it did for him in THE SEVEN 
LITTLE FOYS and THAT CERTAIN FEELING. 
Now that he is making "The Iron Pett¬ 
icoat" in VistaVision in England,with 
Kathartne Hepburn as co-star, and J, 
Arthur Rank as a producer, he loses 
no opportunity to plug the system. 

As he did, for instance, on no 
less than three occasions on his TV 
show from London, telecast Feb, 7th, 

VISTA W/ISION 
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This front page of Daily VARIETY was 
typical of the general U.S, film industry 
reaction to the Rank organization's great 
forward move in scheduling all of their 
future productions, beginning January 1st 
195o, in VistaVision, 

For VistaVision shooting on THE MOUNTAIN 
in French Alps areas inaccessible to stan- 
daixi-size cameras. Paramount studio put 
into use for the first time its new light¬ 
weight hand-held VistaVision camera Lshown 
above attached to tiripod). Perfected after 
a year's development for use on aerial, 
mountain, boat and other locations where 
extreme portability is required, the double 
frame VistaVision camera weighs only I?? 
pounds, complete with motor and loaded 
400 ft, film magazine. The camera photogr¬ 
aphs with the same sharpness and definificn 
of the regular VistaVision camera. Breath¬ 
taking backgrounds at altitudes up to 
14,000 feet were provided by the Fi*ench 
Alps location for the film starring Spiencer 
Tracy (at left, above) and produced and 
directed by Edward Dm;^rvk. Til Gabbani, 
operating cameraman,is shown with camera. 

VISTAVISION ENTERS 1956 WITH 

TREMENDOUS WORLD ENTHUSIASM 
IN SUPPORT OF ITS TECHNIQUE 

The VistaVision picture around the globe 
continues to be enhanced* In addition to every 
Paramount production being made in VistaVision, 
more and more productions of other companies, 
and in other countries, continue to be made in 
this optically-ideal system. 

The new Alexander i^orda production made in 
England, '^Richard III,” which stars Sir Laur¬ 
ence Olivier and Sir Ralph Richardson, is about 
to be released throughout the world. It is in 
VistaVision. Stanley Kramer's new production, 
"Pride and Passion,” now in production in Spain 
with Cary Grant, Frank Sinatra and Italy's 
Sofia Loren, is being made in VistaVision. In 
Mexico the new production being made by Pelicu- 
las Nacionales - "With Whom Do Our Daughters 
Keep Company?” is being filmed throughout in 
VistaVision. 

And, as the news at left indicates, the en¬ 
tire programme of J. Arthur Rank Organization 
is being filmed exclusively in VistaVision© In 
this connection there 
is the most wonderful 
spirit of cooperation 
existing between the 
Rank Organisation in 
London, and the Para¬ 
mount Studio in Holly¬ 
wood, with an exch- 
•ange of information 
constantly in progr¬ 
ess.The belief 
in the industry grows 
stronger by the day 
that in the final an¬ 
alysis it will be the 

VistaVision has been paramoxintly 
prominent in the news of late. Twice 
within two months, in London, Her Maj¬ 
esty Queen Elizabeth honoured the film 
industry by attending a motion picture 
screening. On both occasions the Queen 
witnessed productions filmed in Vista¬ 
Vision. 

First occasion was the Royal Film 
Performance showing of “aramoxmt's "To 
Catch A Thief," Second W screening was 
of Laurence Olivier's production of 
William Shakespeare's "Richard III." 

Important industry news was made at 
the reading of a vital technical paper 
by Loren L. Ryder before the Industry 
Council of the Academy of Motion Picxure 
Arts and Sciences in Los Angeles, Para¬ 
mount's executive in Charge of Engin¬ 
eering and Recording originally titled 
his paper "New Developanents of Wide 
Screen Systems," but significantly alt¬ 
ered it to "New Developments of Large 
Screen Systems" in view of a definite 
industry trend from 'wide' to 'large' 
screens, VistaVision is the truest 
symbol of 'large' screen projection. 

VistaVision proportion of projection that the 
film industry will resolve upon, since it most 
perfectly suits the needs of every use to which 
film will be put in the extraordinary years that 
lie ahead. 
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Hugh Owen Takes Eastern 

U.S. Division; Sidney 
Deneau, the Western.... 

PARAMOUNT WORLD PubUshtd th« Flnt of 
•vonr aoDth bj Paroaoont Picturoo Corporation, 1501 Broadway, Bow 
York 36, How York, U.S.A. laauod iqr and for 
tho world who bolioro In tho ontortalnoMnt appoal of tholr produet 
and In tho ^ainooa futuro of tholr conpany* 

ALBERT DEANE. Editor 

AN »QSCAR» FOR BOB HOPE 

That*s the sentiment among many in Holly¬ 
wood who are now entering their nominations 
in the Academy Awards race. Following his 
heart-warming portrayal in THE SEVEN LITTLE 
FOYS, it could be a lovely rewards_ 

company. He also voiced his feeling of '*loss 
in Ted 0*Shea*s leaving and believed that in 
his new association O'Shea will be of tremen¬ 
dous help to his associates and inspire them 
with the affection and enthusiasm which he did 
while a member of Paramount*s distribution 
forces," Mr, Balaban added, "he has wonderful 
human, personal qualities that are unique and 
will be given even greater scope in his new 
venture," Mr, Balaban was joined by George 
Weltner, in charge of world wide sales for 
Paramount, in expressing best wishes for Mr, 
O'Shea's "further and continued success," 

HUGH OWEN SIDNEY DENEAU 

TOP-LEVEL REALIGNMENT of Paramount's dom¬ 

estic distribution organization, following re¬ 

signation of E. K, (Ted) O'Shea, was announced 

January 4th by George Weltner, in charge of 

v'orld wide sales for Paramount, 

Hugh Owen, a Vice f'resident of Paramount 

Film Distributing Corporation, has been named 

Eastern Sales Manager, Sidney G, Deneau, who 

had been assistant to Mr, O'Shea, has been 

appointed Western Sales Manager, 

ooooOoooo 

Mr. O'Shea has been named Vice President 
and World ^ales Manager of Magna Theatres Cor¬ 
poration. He will guide plans for distribution 
of Magna product, which includes "Oklahoma," 

Concurrent with the announcement, Barney 
Balaban, President of Paramount, expressed "a 
deep sense of personal and professional regret" 
at O'Shea's resignation, Mr, Balaban stressed 
the "many important contributions to Para¬ 
mount's success and welfare" made by O'Shea 
during his nine years of association with the 

Divisions Re-aligned 
Re-alignment of the United States Divisions 

has been effected as follows; 

EASTERN DIVISION - Hugh Owen 

Myron Sattler .. New York 

John G. Moore .. Boston, Albany^ New 
Haven, Buffalo 

Howard G. Minsky ,, Philadelphia, Cin¬ 
cinnati, Cleveland, 
Pittsburgh, Washing¬ 
ton. 

W,Gordon Bradley ,, Atlanta, Charlotte, 
Jacksonville, New 
Orleans, Memphis, 

WESTERN DIVISION - Sidney Deneau 

B. D. Stoner .. Chicago,Indianapolis, 
Milwaukee,Minneapolis, 
Detroit. Sioux Falls 

(shipping st'n) 

Tom W. Bridge ., Dallas, Oklahoma City, 
Kansas City,St.Louis, 

ri, Neal ■'^ast ., Los Angeles,, Sanft*an- 
cisco,Port land ,Seattle, 

Phil Isaacs .. Denver,Salt -^ake City, 
Des Moines, Omaha. 
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Mitzi Gaynor, gay and 
delightful as you can see 
here, is but one of four 
stellar reasons for the 
sheer joy of ANYTHING 
GOi!S — the Friday-the- 
Thirteenth antidote the 
'misery,' the 'blues' and 
the annual mid-March tax 
tantrums. 

The other three reas¬ 
ons are Bing Crosby, Don¬ 
ald O'Connor and Renee 
Jeanmaire, 

Plus the matchless 
music of Cole Porter. 

News from the 
North American 
Branch Offices 

PORTLAND Tea, uregoa Is still oa ths map 
aad oas of ths 48 states, sTsa 

though It appeared we dropped off the face of 
the earth. We hare all been as busy as little 
bearers here in Portland - first raoatioas and 
doubling up of duties - then Paramount’s Two 
Weeks and duties doubling up on us. All worth 
working hard for.... And now back to almost nor¬ 
mal, Portland speaks again - onee a land of 
sunshine and roses - now a winter wonderland 
and holly wreaths. 

Paramount has had a few changes in its Port¬ 
land family. CoUyer UoDonald, Office Manager, 
and a long-time employee, resigned, and Carl 
Eandsaker, assistant booker, mored up to Office 
Manager. Wayne Schwartzkopf then Joined our 
happy throng to become assistant booker.Walter 
Lange, fomer San Francisco Paramounteer, was 
ealemnan in Portland and Seattle territory and 
has now been stationed in Seattle - bringing 
Jim French to the Portland Territory as sales¬ 
man. 

We all send our heartiest congratulations to 
Frank Doty, who has been chosen for the second 
time to be a member of the 100j( Club. Good 
work, FrankJ.... We are enjoying a seasonal t1- 
slt with Mr. Brown, our traveling auditor. We 
are always glad to see him. 

This will arrive too late for the holiday 
greetings, but we, at the Portland Branch, ex¬ 
tend our sincere good wishes to all. hoping 

f -e V. 
—JK 

Be sur e t 0 read 
the WAR AND PEACE 
cable on Pa ge 22. 

A mess age of top 
interest to us all. 

that this coming year will be a happy and a 
prosperous one. 

- Sharon Lange 

NEW HAVEN Branch Manager Henry Gezmalne re¬ 
cently returned to New Haven fros 

a week-long meeting in the New York Bone Office. 
.... This correspondent was married to Miss 
Francine Shane on November 6th,last.The wedding 
was held in New York City. The couple now make 
their home in New Haven....We regret deeply 
that our cashier. Miss Greauy Callahan, is con¬ 
fined to sick bed with pneumonia.We all most 

wish her the speediest of recoveries.... 
Mrs, Jane S. Kohler, foraer Picture Beport Clerk 
entertained the New Haven Branch at her home re¬ 
cently, The center of attraction was her chazm— 
Ing daughter Beth Mary, now four months old, 

- Chester Plckaan 

CHARLOTTE Xspscially to those idio are con¬ 
nected with the movie industry, 

there is something about a star that arouses 
excitement, and Danny Kaye's recent appearance 
here was no exception. In behalf of his latest 
release, THE COORT JESTER, i^ieh was given a 
sneak preview at the Carolina, Danny, with his 
quick wit and humor, helped to give it a good 
start in this locale. The office was also hon¬ 
ored with a visit by the "Jester* the following 
morning.... Dan Cupid seems to ignore the bit¬ 
ter cold weather, and apparently alms with as 
great skill as he is famous for in the Spring¬ 
time. Patsy Griffin and Betty Wade, Booker's 
Assistants, have fallen victims of his arrow, 
and each is wearing a gorgeous diamond. To 
quote Edgar Bergen's Mortimer Snerd's, "yep, 
that's the way it goes*.... The Masonic Theatre 
in New Bern, N.C. recently celebrated its 150th 
year of continuous operation - the oldest oper¬ 
ating theatre in America, It can Justly boast 
of doing its share of entertainment.... Follow¬ 
ing the Thanksgiving Day Carrousel, the Hotel 
Charlotte was the scene of a dell^tful dinner 
honoring the North Carolina and South Carolina 
princesses: Miss America, and Misses North and 
South Carolina. Denise Darcel, guest star of 
the affair, was presented with a lovely scroll, 
making her an honorary member of the WdlPI Cluh 
Myrtle Parker, President of the club, who was 

(Continued on Page 10) 

NEW ORLEANS PARAMOUNTEERS AGAIN, 
THIS TIME WITH MARY MURPHY 

Last month we showed the New Orleans ^aramounteers with Charlton Heston, 
This month, it's Mary Murphy. (They'll have Hollywood in Louisiana, if they're 
not too careful). Anyhow, here we go againl L-R, front row: Irene Laurence. 
Jane McDonnell, Elaine Montalbano, Mary Murphy, Althea Suarez, Verina Haupt¬ 
mann. 2nd. Row: Lena Collins, Elaine Godin. Ellen Beyer, Lillian Gracianette, 
Beverly Balencie, Jackie Thon, Nettie Gremillion, 3rd Row: Branch Manager 
William Holliday, Effie Carlisle, Marion Francioni, Val Steudlein, Mildred 
Long, Irma Rogers, Margaret Michel. 4th Row: Louis Dwyer. C]yde Daigle, Calvin 
Johnson, Edward Richard, Edward Kaffenberger.....Naturally Mary told plenty 
about the making of THE DESPERATE HOURS, in which she gives so notable a per¬ 
formance. 

PRODUCER FRANK FREFMAN, JR. WILL 
PLACE "OMAR KHAYYAM" IN WORK EARLY 
IN MARCH. IT WILL BE ONE OF THE MOST 
SPECTACULAR AND EXCITING PARAMOUNT 
PICTURES IN YEARS. 

CORNEL WILDE, WHO STARRED IN 
CECIL B. DE MILLE'S "THE GREATEST 
SHCW ON EARTH," WILL BE OMAR . 

WILLIAM DIETERLE, ACE DIRECTOR, 
WILL DIRECT THE VISTAVISION FILM. 

1 
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1956 is loaded with 
‘Friday the 13th*s - 
three of them in fact. 

Paramount‘s show¬ 
manship strategists 
chose the first. Friday 
January the 13tn. to 
prove conclusively that 
ANYTHING GOES is 366- 
days-a-year entertain¬ 
ment par excellence. 

One of the most 
dazzling and critical 
audiences in New York 
theatrical history 
confirmed the verdict. 

RIGHT TOP 
Exterior of Loew's 72nd.St, 

Theatre in New York City as the 
throng of invited guests con¬ 
verged on the house. Top left: 
President and Mrs. Barney Bala- 
ban in the theatre lobby. 

Vinton Freedley, eminent 
New York producer, who brought 
AJWTHING GOES to the Broadwav 
stage originally, expresses nis 
appreciation of the Paramount 
film version to Mr, Balaban, 

1956 

DAZZLING PREVIEW OF ’’ANYTHING GOES” 
SMITHEREENS ‘FRIDAY THE 13TH' MYTH 

FRIDAY, JANUARY IHE THIRTEENTH, right across the 
United States, Paramount's slickest, speediest, sparkling- 
sst musical comedy — ANYTHING GOES — was given a series 
of invitational previews that made Paramounteers in general 
very, very happy. For here is the kind of a musical motion 
picture they have always dreamed of owning — a multi-star, 
music-packed, dance-arrayed and comedy-studded extravaganza 
that starts on a high note and goes higher. Higher, HIGHER, 

The preview in particular that we are dealing with 
here is the one which was held at Loew's 72nd Street Thea¬ 
tre in New York City, An invited audience of exhibitors, 
critics, film correspondents, Broadwayites and Paramount 
executives and Home Office personnel caught the gay mood 
of the film from the instant of Bing Crosby'js personal and 
very well worked introduction 
and went happily along with it 
to the final fade-out, (This 

introduction consisted of Bing speaking 
to the audience personally from his bung¬ 
alow at the Pebble Beach Golf Club, Cal¬ 
ifornia. Herb Steinberg, on another wire 
in the New York theatre, fed him news as 
industry and show-world notables arrived, 
and Bing greeted them personally over the 
public address system as they took their 
seats. It was a fine piece of showmanship, 
well synchronized). 

Preview audiences, especially vdierB 
there are no preview cards distributed, 
display their attitudes thoroughly towards 
the previewed attraction. And the reaction 
in the case of ANYTHING GOES was unmistak¬ 
able, This critical, incisive, discerning 
audience loved every moment of it. 

.... also the year 
"ANYTHING GOES” 

of 

Sidney Deneau, newly appoin¬ 
ted Division Manager in cnarge 
of Western Sales; Miss Olive 
Stacey; Arthur Israel,Jr,.Assis¬ 
tant t,o President Barney Bala¬ 
ban, who escorted Miss Stacey to 
the preview, 

AT TOP: Mr, and Mrs, E. H, 
Rowley (Mr, Rowley is President 
of Rowley United Theatres);Miss 
Alma Knight; Hugh Owen, Division 

in Manager 
Sales, 

charge of Eastern , • • 
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HEADING SALES OF OUR 
TWO MIGHTIEST FILMS. 

ll 

CHARLES^OASBERG 

Completing the top echelon 
organization of Paramount's 
domestic sales force which >ias 
partially revealed earlier in 
the month, George Weltner, in 
charge of world sales, announ¬ 
ced the appointment of Charles 
Boasberg to the newly created 
post of supervisor of sales 
for Cecil B. DeMille's produc¬ 
tion of THE TEN COMMANDMENTS 
and the Ponti-DeLaurentiis 
production of WAR AND PEACE, 

Boasberg came to Paramount 
in September, 1955 as special 
assistant to Weltner following 
almost thirty years of execut¬ 
ive posts with M-G-M and RKO- 
Radio Pictures, In his new 
capacity as supervisor of sales 
and distribution on THE TEN 
COMMANDMENTS and WAR AND PEACE, 
Boasberg will work directly 
with Weltner. 

At the Holly¬ 
wood premiere 
of ANYTHING GCES 
corae^ players 
William Bendix, 
left. and Will¬ 
iam Demerest. 
play up the fun¬ 
making qualities 
of the musical. 

Paramount World 

THE PARAMOUNT PERISCOPE 

TOKYO - Back to 
camera.and int¬ 
roduced by Gen, 
Mgr, Metori.at 
1 eft, Mr. Hitchcock 
meets Mr,Shiro 
Kido,President 
of Snochiku. 

HITCHCOCKTAIL PARTY - This issue 
we have devoted all of Page 18 to the 
business of showing the impact of 
Alfr^ Hitchcock 
on the ^rient,as 
well as the imp¬ 
act of the Para¬ 
mount eers of the 
Orient on the 
master of motion 
picture suspense. 

Already rep¬ 
orted by us was 
the lavish cock¬ 
tail party arr¬ 
anged in Singap¬ 
ore in Mr,Hitch¬ 
cock *8 honor by _ 
Ace Exhibitor Loke Wan Tho. "Jiubbed a 
Hitchcocktail P«rty by the epigramn- 
atic Mr, Loke, and attended py just 
about everybody of importance in the 
Colony of Singapore, the event proc¬ 
eeded as scheduled, and everybody had 
a great time. Such celestial philos¬ 
ophy is much to be envied. 

WHITE CHRISTMAS has been a great 
success in eve^ department. Partic¬ 
ularly the music one. Since 1941, 
there have been 4,006,006 copies of 
the sheet music sold. As for the 
number of records, this has reached 
the spinning total of 21,000,000, 

When Anita Ekberg was in her own 
native Stockholm, Sweden, a few weeks 

ago. Paramount's 
^ publicists circulated 

to the press a stunt 
which has worked very 
well in some other 
parts of the world, 

"Do you want to 
talk to Anita Ekberg 
and hear about her 
work with Martin and 
Lewis in 'Artists 
and Models'?” Thus 
ran the advertise¬ 
ment, witji the infor¬ 
mation added —"Call 
222-400." 

/ 

■ J 

typesetter 
r should have 

But a 
made a mistake. The number _ 
been 222-460, that of Paul Flodin's 
Paramount headquarters. So while Miss 
Ekberg sat beside her silent phone all 
day, thousands of Stockholmers dialed 
222-400 - and got the Swedish Board 
of Education. 

Alfred Hitchcock, who has just 
enhanced his life's tapestry of ex¬ 
perience with a journey arovind the flobe — and whose adventures will 

e found spotted throughout this 
magazine — earned his first salary, 
$3,50 per week, as a layout man in 
the advertising department of a 
London department store. Shorty 
after this he went to work for ^r- 
amount as a script writer in the 
London studio of this company. If 
it was at an increase in salary,the 
fact is not recorded. 

"If we are tru^ to find happi¬ 
ness we must, consistent at all 
times with our duties to our neigh¬ 
bors and to society, learn to live 
within ourselves for we can never 
escape,,.from ourselves. Respect for 

IRilPORTfiR 

• WE’VE TALKED to several Para¬ 

mount people who have seen some of 

the footage on DeMille’s "Ten Com¬ 

mandments” and each went off the 
deep end in reporting what he saw, 

and all prophesy the greatest gross of 

any picture ever made. 

There’s little doubt, because of De¬ 
Mille’s expert promotional handling, 

that to date his picture has already re¬ 
ceived top, top selling throughout the 

world, and when ready for release will 
go out as the most wanted picture to 

see of current times. 

"C.B.” has always been one of the , 

greatest ticket sellers in motion pic¬ 
tures. As a producer and director he is 
boxoffice; as a picture-maker, from 
the early days of his Swanson pictures, 

through the years, he has had that 
expert touch in giving the public what 

it wanted, with his product ALWAYS 
doing big, big business. 

The DeMille circus picture, “The 
Greatest Show on Earth,” has done, 

according to the last count, better than 

$20,000,000 world-wide. This was a 
*$3,700,000 negative that had even 
the Paramount people worried at the 

time, but not since. It has done better 
than $13,500,000 in the U.S. and 

Canada, $6,500,000 foreign, and there 

is still an expected $2,000,000 addi¬ 
tional world take, which is some taking 
in these days of so few hits and so 

many misses. 

It is estimated that when “C.B.” 

turns over the completed “Ten Com- 
I mandments” to Paramount the produc¬ 
tion will have rung up a cost of $1 1,- 

000,000, the high of all time in pic¬ 
tures. BUT there’s no one at Para¬ 
mount, here or in New York, losing 
any sleep over this big cash lay-out. 

They think when the final count is in 
from the picture’s exhibition that it 

will have grossed as much as the com¬ 

bined three top grossing shows turned 
out by the picture business. That 

means $60,000,000 to $70,000,000 
in ticket sales, and that’s talking about 

a lot of money even in a business that 
flips off millions as easily and quickly 

as the flip of ashes from a cigar. 

oneself, for our separate individu¬ 
ality, for the dignity of man, is 
the most valuable of all the achie¬ 
vements of mankind. It is the hall¬ 
mark of the civilized man," 

- Sir Percy Spender 
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We have pictured a 
few of our charming cor¬ 
respondents in the U.S, 
branches, and hope to 
picture more - just as 
soon as we receive the 
pictures. 

Here's Lois Cohen, 
the charming collector of 
Chicago chatter. Excell¬ 
ence of photography is 
attributed to Herb Cohen, 
Chicago Sales Manager. 

HOLLr/^OOD - Marking the 
second time he has been so 
honored, William Holden, 
star of THE PROUD AND PRO¬ 
FANE, was presented the 
"Golden Apple" award of the 
Holly/^ood Women's Press 
Club as the most coopera¬ 
tive actor of the year. 
Holden is the fourth star 
in lU years to win the 
award twice. Bob Hope, 
Alan Ladd and Joan Craw¬ 
ford are the other two- 
time winners. Holden rec¬ 
eived his first award in 
1951. Here Holden accepts 
the award from Betty 
Goode, Women's Press Club 
president. 

(Continued from Page 6) 

introduced by the Mayor, made the preeentation. 
.... Max Price, A-1 Booker, keeps fit vhile be- 
caning a Handball Ace. He and his partner were 
recently declared novice doubles winners, and 
he also won the Class A singles In the city 
tournament. They will play again In the Spring, 
to determine who will compete In the state fin¬ 
als later. 

- Lucy UcGrlff 

CHICAGO Greetings frcm Chicago,the "Florida 
of the North", where the predicted 

'worst winter In many years’ has brought temp¬ 
eratures this week of 50 degrees.... Our annual 
Christmas party ( sans snow) was a roaring suc¬ 
cess. Exhibitors from several circuits " Came 
early and stayed late", to everyone’s delight. 
Er-Paramounteers Lou Aurello and Kermlt Bussell 
also came over for a bit of Christmas oheer. 
The able assistance of Bob Allen, assistant 
branch manager, Herman Busch, projectionist,and 
Max Bonlor, booker, was sincerely appreciated 
by Anita Lang ( nee Rosenthal) and myself. 
ah, but those tired, pounding, aching feet.«.. 
(fooled ya). 

No sooner did we announce Jack Gilbreth 
Joining the Paramount family as shipping clerk 
then he was moved into the booking department. 
Bob Beet took Jack’s place in the shipping roan., 

Our condolences to Hannah Eiseman, rnembep of 
the accounting department, on the death of her 
mother. 

Holiday business on ARTISTS AND MODELS was 

SEATTLE - Several Paramounteers happy over 
the prospect of handling Danny Kaye's ace 
comedy, THE COURT JESTER, The scene was at 
the Paramount buffet reception for Danny 
during the star's recent transcontinental gublicity trip, and was at the Ol^pic 
otel. Shown with the star, from left, are 

Seattle Branch Manager Henry Haustein, 
Salesman Walter Lange, now attached to the 
Seattle Branch; Mrs, Lange; and, with 
backs to camera. Salesman John Kent and 
Mrs, Kent. 

Danny was enormously popular with 
Paramounteers at every stop along the very 
extensive trek. He was accompanied by Herb 
Steinberg, Paramoxint National Exploitation 
Director, 

ST, LOUIS PARAMOUNTEERS 

We thank our alert St, Louis correspjondent, 
Jane Smoller, for these six snapshots covering 
various activities of a number of Mid-West Para¬ 
mounteers. 

Lpplng uepai 
Shipper Earl Gardner, John Joyce and A1 Borgelt. 
Too busy to look up is Cashier Terry Boheim, Re¬ 
laxing at the cai^l club are - Gladys Kaiser, 
Biller; Ruth Shumas. Assistant Cashier; Pauline 
Wrozier, Ledger Clerk: Paramount World Corresp¬ 
ondent Jane Smoller, Steno,; Melba Menscher, 
Steno,; and in front, Phyllis Bast, Billing 
Clerk. Then a couple of mighty busy salesmen, 
Wayne Stephenson and Jack Martin, And finally a 
sextette of charming inspectresses - Mary 
Catherine Schroeder, Minnie Bozarth, Catherine 
Church, Gladys Shy, Louise Seil and Lee Caruso. 
II It II It It It It It It It 11 It 11 It It It It IIII1111II It II It 11 It It It It II tt It It ti It It It II11II ti II It It It It It 

just sensational.... DESPERATE HOURS and TEE 
TRCUBIE WITH HARRY set in the Loop.... TWC 
ROSE TATTOO and THE COURT JESTER ready for re¬ 
lease.... it all premises to be a big season. 

We’re all looking forward — 3re8, forward — 
to Friday, the 15th.,., with the invitations in 
the mail, ANYTHING GOES is set for the National 
Sneak Preview at the State-Lake Theatre on that 
date. 

More exoitement this week. Within one 24 - 
hour period we received news of four major 
changes, which prompts us to say ....farewell 
and good luck to Mr. Ted O’Shea aa he leaves 
Paramount.... a short hello to the new Eastern 
Sales Head, Mr. Hugh Owen,.,, short, for within 
four hours word came through that our Central 
Division, headed by Mr. Bryan Stoner, is moving 
into the Western section.... our heartiest con¬ 
gratulations to Mr. Sidney Deneau on his promo¬ 
tion to Western Sales Head ....and our fervent 
hopes that he will be visiting the Windy City 
soon in his new capacity. 

Mr. Robert Allen, Assistant branch manager, 
had nothing but praise for everyone connected 
with hie recent visit to the Home Office. 
talked of it for days and days. 

Congratulations are in order for Bernice 
Roth, ledger clerk, on becoming a member of the 
Paramount 25 Tear Club. At a gathering of Chi¬ 
cago employees, Mr. J.H. Stevens, branch mana - 
ger, presented Bernice with her pin and watch. 

Welocme back to booker Gene Snith, who has 
returned after a short illness. We missed you, 
anitty. Thanks to the expert instruction of 
Evelyn Wendling, switchboard operator,yours 
truly finally mastered that electronie devil. 
Now there’s a reason for that buzzing in my 
ears.... ’Bye for now, and a very Happy New 
Year to you all, 

- lois Cohen 

CHARLOTTE 

ence of Miss 

As we draw back the curtain^ ar*d 
watch with interest, the appear- 

* Fifty-all''on the great screen,we 
are prone to wonder if she meets the require - 
menta of a good actress. The audience will on- 

(Continued on Page 39) 



A TRANSCONTINENTAL TRIUMPH 

oURT anna 

LANCASTER MAGNANI 

"THE ROSE TATTOO 
HAl WALLIS pro«lucfK>n of TENNESSK WILUAMS 

THE ROSE TATTOO 

THE ROSE PARADE 

"ROSE TATTOO" 

IS NEWEST OF 
THE PARAMOUNT 
ALL-TIME-HIGH 
SMASH HITS.•• 

Undeviatingly capacity 
business at the New York 
Astor and the Stanley 
Warner in Beverly Hills, 
plus mounting excitement 
in advance of the open- 

PASADENA, CALIFORNIA - A float for THE ROSE TATTOO that 
was seen by at least 60,000,000 television viewers the 
morning of January 2nd. The float, in the shape of a 
huge red rose, made of tens of thousands of actual flow¬ 
ers, was one of 70 mighty floats in the annual Rose Par¬ 
ade. It represented the cl 
the ROSE TATTOO theme, 
esents Bi 
Standing oesiae the rigu 
Allen. The Queen of Altadena is in the rose's centre,and 
members of her court are spread around the giant rose. 
This was showmanship of the highest possible ordero 

city of Altadena, which presented 

ings in Philadelphia and 
other centres, point to 
the inescapable fact that 
in THE ROSE TATTOO Para¬ 
mount has a 1956 winner 
of the highest calibre. 

Added to these elem- 

HONOR FOR "THE ROSE TATTOO" and its producer, Hal 
Wallis, is hung by him between pictures of its stars, 
Burt Lancaster and Anna Magnani, The City of Hope 
Medical Centre, Los Angeles, awarded Wallis this 
handscHne humanitarian "Torch of Hope" Award for per¬ 
mitting the Hollywood charity premiere of THE ROSE 
TATTOO to benefit the National Medical Centre. 

ents is the fact that,al¬ 
most without exception, 
the nation's columnists 
are daily waging the 
"Battle of the Acadeny 
Awards", and although it 
is traditional for this 
controversy to be staged 
at this time of the year, 
at no time in the past 
has there been such a con¬ 
centration of fire on one 
specific possibility. 

That Anna Magnani will 
be nominated is a fore¬ 
gone conclusion. The odds 
on her winning an Oscar 
are shortening hourly. 

EAST AND WEST.... The hails 
are for Magnani the Magni¬ 
ficent. At left, throngs 
outside New York City's 
Astor the evening of the 
premiere; at right, the 
scene at the Stanley Warner 
Beverly Hills Theatre as 
all Hollywood thronged to 
see the Academy Awards cal¬ 
ibre performance of Anna 
Magnani. 

THE NEXT MCRNING IN NEW YORK 
...and the only criticism 
that counts in the long 
run - the count at the 
box-office. And "long run" 
also is correct, because 
that is precisely what THE 
ROSE TATTOO in enjoying 
right nowl 

Here's a close-up of that 
ROSE TATTOO float in the Pasadena 
Parade of the Roses shown else¬ 
where on this page. 

■— 
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MODEL PLANE 
CONTEST 

One segment of the fine 
showmansnip campaign that 
launched STRATEGIC AIR 
COMMAND in Paris was an 
extremely well publicized 
model plane contest which 
came to a climax in the 
foyer of the Paramount 
Theatre, December 10th. 
Shown in final judgment 
are the following 6 spec¬ 
ialists; Lerat,France reo- 
ordman Air Glider: Mo 
Lacker .notary; Coi.GuiU- 
ochon,in charge of the Air 
Ministry Military Board In 
liaison with Dept, of 
Sport and Light Aviation; 
Bayet, Vice-President of the 
Federation Rationale 
d'Aeronautique Aeromodel- 
ism Committee; Chabonnat, 
in charge of Aeromodelism 
Teaching: Salomon,Director 
of the Eiffel Aerod^amics 
Laboratory. 

In the Paris Contest of 
Model Planes, many of the 
entries were of tne B-36 
and B-47 airplanes featu¬ 
red in STRATEGIC AIR COM¬ 
MAND. Here in a close-up 
is a fine reproduction of 
a B-36. 

"THE MOUNTAIN" 

Robert Wagner and 
Anna Kashfl in the 
foreground — Spencer 
Tracy looking on prot¬ 
ectively — and some 
awfully tough French 
Alps in the background. 
This highly dramatic 
film certainly looks 
like being a 1956 
highspot. 

L'ANNEE 
QUE NOUS 
AVONS TOUS 
ATTENDUE 

II ne faut ni editoriaux ni messages 
speciaui quels qu*ils soient pour vous dire 
que 1956 a tout oe qu'il faut pour en faire 
la plus grande ennee que Paramount alt Jamals 
vecue. Si, d'ailleurs, vous allez droit au 
fait, le principal element qui fait grande une 
ann^e est la production—et, sur ce point. 
Paramount attaint un degre de (^ualite dont, 
mSme en remontant dans le passe, vous no 
pouvez trouver d'equivalent. Mais nous 
n'allons pas entrer dans les details. *^u'il 
nous suffise de poser une question: pouvez- 
vous indiquer une annee au cours de laquelle 
une quelconque compagnie peut annoncer deux 
oeuvres aussi capitales que les Dix Commande- 
ments et Guerre et Palx? Bt c'est pourquoi 
1956 est I'ann^e que nous avons tous attendue. 

Les applaudissements qui accueilllrent 
le mols dernier The Rose Tatoo de Hall Wallis 
se poursuivent au cotirs de ce mois et so pour- 
sulvront le mois prochain et aussi en mars, et 
en avril; c'est en avril encore que nous vous 
donnerons des informations sur les prix de 
I'Academlo, raals, dbs maintenant nous savons 
qu'aucun compte-rendu de cette eeremonie no 
sera complet sans mentionner la sensationnello 
actrlce italienne Anna Blagnani. 

Bn attendant, The Rose Tatoo continue ses 
fabuleuses recettes dans les petltes vllles 
comme dans les grandes. Le texte de Tennessee 
Williams, le Jeu d'Anna Magnani, Burt Lancaster 
Marisa Pavan et Ben Cooper, la brlllante direc¬ 
tion de Daniel Mann, la spectaculaire supervi¬ 
sion de Hal Wallis contrlbuent A cr^or une 
attraction de trai calibre international. Nous 
le savons aprAs avoir parl^ A plusieurs direc- 
teurs de thefitres d'outre-Atlantlquo qui ont 
vu le film; et les correspondents strangers 
de New-York et de Hollywood sont absoluaent 
"emballes" par ce remarquable film. 

Ce numero vous apporte une des plus impor- 
tantes informations sur VistaVislon que nous 
ayons publiees. 

Tout film qui cette annee sera prodult en 
Angleterre par 1'organisation J. Arthur Rank 
sera tourne en precede VistaVislon. En 1955, 
un certain nombre de films Rank I'ont dejA ete; 
et le succAs a 4te tel que M. Rank a decidi 
que tous ses films do 1956 seraient en Vista¬ 
Vislon. Dans ce but, il a conmande cinq nou- 
veaux appareils de VistaVislon qui dolvent 
Stre immediatement livres, plus plusieurs du 
type mobile employe pour des succAs comme The 
Mountain , tourne en France (The Mountain est 
un audacieux film alpestre, joue par Spencer 
Tracy.) 

Nous sommes ce mois-ci heureux de mon- 
trer de nombreux aspects du voyage sud-ameri- 
cain du Vice-President executlf J. E. Perkins, 
accompagn^ par le chef de la division d'Am^- 
riquo Latins A. L. Pratchett. Ces photos ont 
ete reques trop tard pour^notre numero de 
Decembre, rnals il est interessant de les avoir 
dans ce numero d'hiver puisqu'elles ont ete 
prises pendant I'ete de I'HemisphAre Sud. Nous 
sommes heureux d'ajouter que la chaleur do la 
temperature n'a meme pas egale la chaleur de 
I'accueil requ partout par M. Perkins. 

Un des plus Interessants voyages fait 
par une personnalito du cinema a ete celui de 
1'eminent directeur Alfred Hitchcock qui 
visits do nombreux pays dans son voyage autour 
du monde et rencontre beaucoup de Paramounters. 
Notre dernier numero a montre quelques photos 
de ce voyage; nous en avons beaucoup plus 
dans ce numero et aussi quelques commentaires 
personnels de M, Hitchcock sur la puissance 
et le caractAre de 1'organisation Paramouht, 

19 5 6 

THE 
YEAR 
OF 
ANYTHING 
GOES.... 
THE 
BEST 
MJSICAL 
IN 
PARA¬ 
MOUNT 
HISTORY 

f vW « 1 iis 
* f I. > ai 

On-the-Spot 
Exhibitor O.K. 
Hollywood preview of ANYTHING 
GOES at the Warners Wiltern, 
to which top exhibitors and 
their booking executives were 
invited, was a tremendously 
effective and practical event. 
Circuit executives were ready 
to book the musical on the 
spot after listening to the 
reaction of the capacity aud¬ 
ience,which gave the film 
constant applause. 

Jack Moffitt, reviewer and 
columnist for the Hollywood 
Reporter; Mrs. Moffitt; Gus 
Metzger, 50 yeare a leading 
independent exhibitor; Y. 
Frank Freeman, studio head; 
Ed Zabel, general manager. 
Fox ”est Coast Theatres; H. 
Neal East, Western Division 
Manager, and Mrs. East. 
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THE NATION-WIDE PREVIEW 
OF "ANYTHING GOES", FRIDAY 
JANUARY THE 13th WAS A GIG¬ 
ANTIC NATIONAL SUCCESS. 

"ANYTHING GOES" ON FRI¬ 
DAY THE THIRTEENTH THE SAME 
AS ANY OTHER DAY 

"ANYTHING GOES" IS JUST 
EXACTLY WHAT FILM AUDIENCES 
WANT THESE DAYS. 

PARAMOUNT CAMERA ON 

THE EUROPEAN SCENE 

ZURICH - In the main window of the most import¬ 
ant men's wear shop at Bahnhofstrasse, Jules 
Gendre was able to arrange for this ace display 
in behalf of THE PONY EXPRESS. Display consisted 
of an attention-compelling poster, stills, and a 
fine notice for the theatre showing the picture. 

HELSINKI • Group shot made on the occasion of a 
visit to Finland, and the Paramount branch, bv 
Henri Michaud, Assistant General Manager of the 
Continental Division. From L-R: Head Shipper Mr. 
K.Gren, Secretary Mrs. E.Richtei?-Hulden, Mr. 
Michaud, Accountant Mr. Einar Lindstrom, Manager 
Kurt Troupp, Typist Miss A-M. Bergl\ind, Billing 
Clerk Miss E.Lyiermo. Second Row; Asst, shipper 
Mr. S. Alava, Travelling Salesman Mr. O.Wirtamo, 
Typist Mrs. T. Andberg, Asst. Booker Mrs. S. 
Lankinen, Head Booker K. Dahl, Editor Mr. T.Man- 
tysaarl and Film Inspectress Mrs. M. Lindstedt. 

RCME - Russell Holman, left. New York production 
department head, and Pilade Levi, Paramount Gen¬ 
eral Manager in Italy, look on with complete in¬ 
terest as Anna Magnani, star of THE ROSE TATTOO, 
proudly displays the Gold Medal just awarded her 
as "A Life For the Industry" symbol. Award was fiven by the Italian trade papers "Araldo dello 
pettacolo," "Cineraundus, ITA, "Cinespettacolo." 

Paramount Studio luncheon to His Excellency the Italian 
Ambassador to the United States, Manlio Brasio. At left, 
the Ambassador seated between Jack Warner and Mr.Freeman 

At the premiere of THE ROSE 
TATTOO, Shirley MacLaine atten¬ 
ded with her husband, Steve 
Parker. Film player Wendell Cor¬ 
ey was master of ceremonies. 

BEIRUT, LEBANON - This is the special 
invitation to the gala performance ot 
ASSIGNMENT CHILI)REN held at the Enpire 
Cinema here. The presentation was 
sponsored by The President of the 
Lebanese Republic and Mrs. Camille 
Chamoun. About 500 persons attended 
the presentation. 
Below: 

Mr. Adel Osseiran, President of the 
Chamber of Deputies and Representative 
of UNICEF in Lebanon, addressing the 
audience before the screening began. 

BRUSSELS, BELGIUM - This was one of 
many gay pictures taken at the Par¬ 
amount Christmas party. In order to 
identify those in this shot,we will 
begin at top right, weave back from 
left to rignt, then across to left 
again. And here are the folks: 

Jan Vermeulen, Yves Boli, Mrs. 
Boris Jankolovics, Mittelsbach.Sr., 
General Manager Jankolovics, Claude 
Salmon, Nicole Mahieux, Pierre Bas- 
togne, Geets Willy, Gigli Sabine, 
Andre Salmon, Jean Paul Devos,Jean- 
ine Decoster, Nadine Hemptinne,Guy 
Kamas, Marie Paule Mortier, Jean 
Mahieux, Mittelsbach.Jr., Annik Mor¬ 
tier, Michel Devos. Schoonenburg 
Guy, Schoonenburg Claude, Biniffard 
(Daughter), Bruffard (Son), Andree 
Schoonenburg, Brigitte Andriessens, 

£e C^tnile cJ^atienaL Htniee^ au Llhan, a 

de 6»uA priec de bien 06llL(sIi a66i6tet aa (Um 

"ASSIGNMENT CHILDREN" 

qid Seta pmie.fe pouc la ptcinlcce [qU aa Liban aa 

Cinema (^mpiie, Le landi 28 n66embze 1955, d H beateS 

da matin. 

(SouA U boat patcGnnaQe de Son ^xcelience Le Vce- 

Aident de la OiepabLiqae ef de Jlladatne CaniiLLe Cbamoun 

qui ont bicn ooaLa bonoiet cette zepceAentation de Lear 

PzMenee. 
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Honored as 
Guests by 
Buenos Aires 
25-Year Club 

Shown below are scenes 
at the year-end luncheon 
of the Parairioxint 25-Year 
Club of Buenos Aires, The 
Club invited as their 
guests of honor Messrs 
Robert L.Graham (Managing 
Director), John Simonelli 
and Richard Tovar (visit¬ 
ing New York auditors)and 
Sr, Octavio Barrirero,the 
Argentine Branch Supervi¬ 
sor who is about to retire 

L-R: Messrs^E.J.Croce, 
Viglione, J.Dlaz (retir^ 
Barrirero (^est of honor, 
about to retire). Miss 
Ela Grieben, Messrs V, 
Boetto, A, Fanettk, 

L-R: Messrs Tovar.Grah- 
am, Luis Stagnaro. Simon- 
elli. Miss Elida (ionzAlez 
and Raul Viglione, 

L-R: Mr Croce, Sta Pilar 
Garcia, Mr.R.Lehmann (re- 

ESTE SERA 
EL ANO 
QUE T9DOS 
ESPERABAMOS 

No es necesario escribir largos editoriales 
ni mensajes especiales para asegurar al pera- 
mountista que el afio 1956 ser^ el mds grande 
en la hlstorla de la Paramount,"Ueoimos esto 
con la profunda oonviccidn de que Paramount po- 
see todo lo que es indispensable para que 1956 
sea el ano ni^a grande — calidad en el produc- 
to en grado superlativo. No pretendemos entrar 
en detalles respecto a nuestra afirmacidn. Sin 
embargo, se nos ocurre hacer una pregunta, aiay 
algiiti paramountista que recuerde en afios ante- 
riorea dos producciones que puedan compararse 
a LOS DIEZ MilvDAI/IIilPrOS y LA fflERRA Y LA PAZ? 
Estas dos peliculas bastarian por sf solas pa¬ 
ra calif icar al 1956 como el miJs grande ano Pa¬ 
ramount, es decir, el aho que todos esperaba— 
mos, . , Los aplausos que prodigamos el roes pa- 
sado a LA ROSA TATUADA, de Hal Wallis, se es- 
cuchan mas estrepitosainente este mes en todos 
los teotros donde esta atrevida pelfcula se es- 
td exhibiendo, y seguir^n escuchdndose en los 
meses venideros y cuando la Academia le otor- 
gue el premio que por todos conceptos se mere- 
ce. Anno I.jagnani jamas habfa estado arre— 
batadora que en esta pelfcula, , . Las recau- 
daciones de xA ROSA T^jTv.'iLDA siguen alcanzando 
proporciones fabulosas en los teatros de las 
principales ciudades de los Sstados Unidos, la 
conbiuacidn que presentan Tennessee VVilliams, 
autor del guidn; la actuacidn de .^nna Ifagnani, 
Hurt Lancaster, J.arise Pavan y Ben Cooper; lo 
magistral direccion de Daniel I.iann, y la mano 
maestra de ilal Wallis, es mas que atractiva 
para que el publico acuda a la taquilla en 
grandes masas, Hemos tenido ocasidn de sondear 
lu opinion de ulgunos exhibidores extranjeros 
que hun visto la pelfcula y de los correspon— 
sales de periddicoa extranjeros en Nueva York 
y Ixollywood y podemos decir, empleando la ex— 
presion popular, que todos ellos alaban con 
locura’ tan sin igual pelicula, . , sn este 
niSnero publicamos una de las noticias mas in— 
teresantes acerca de VistaVision que se ban 
publicado, , , Se relie re al hecho de que to— 
das las pelfculas que se realizerdn en Ingla- 

tired), Sta Pilar Cort, Messrs F.Patan^, R.L. 
Graham, L.Stagnaro,R,Viglione,J.Diaz, V.Boetto. 

HOLLYWOOD - Paramount studio recently was host 
to a number of important film visitors from 
Spain, including Hr, Vicente Salgado, President 
of the Spanish Motion Picture Industry and head 
of CEA Studios; and Mr, Joaquin Agustl. General 
Director of Production of CEA, Mrs, Salgado and 
daughter also were in the group. In the Ituichecn Party at top left are, Ir^: Frank Caffey,studio 
reduction Manner: Hal Pereira. Supervising 

Art Director: Mr, Agusti, Mrs, Salgado, CecilB, 
DeMille, Y, Frank Freeman, Mr, Salgado, Bruce 
Odium (who brougnt the visitors to the Studio), 
Miss Salgado, am Luigi Luraschi, In the scene 
immediately above, the visitors are joined by 
Donald O'Connor (third from left), Mitzi Gaynor 
(centra) and Don Hartman, extreme rtght, 

terra este ano por la organizaci6n J, Arthur 
Rank seran filmadas por el sistema de Yista- 
Vision, 1955 se realizaron ulgunas pelfcu- 
las Rank por este nuevo proceJimiento y los 
resultados obtenidos fueron tan optimos que 
I.Ir, Rank ha ordenado que. todas las peliculas 
de 1956 se rueuen en VistaVision, Para esteob- 
jeto, l^*. Rank ha pedido cinco camaras mas de 
VistaVision que le ser^n enviadas innediatamen- 
te, adem^s del equipo iruSvil que tan buenos re¬ 
sultados di<5 durante el rodaje de nuestra pe¬ 
lfcula LA MONTANA ("The : ountain") en Prancia, 
Esta pelfcula tiene por escenario los ..Ipes y 
su protagonists es el popular jpencer Tracy,,, 
Este mes nos complacemos en dor a conocer al 
lector paramountista algunos aspectos del re- 
ciente viaje de inspeccidn y estudio que nues- 
tro vicepresidente ejecutivo I r, J, E, Perkins 
acaba de efectuar por la .-.mdrica Latina acom- 
panado del gerente divisional Jr, A, L, Prat¬ 
chett, Estas notas gr^ficas del viaje se reci- 
bieron algo tarde para alcanzar nuestro niinero 
de diciembre, Es interesante, sin embargo,po- 
der publicarlos en pleno invierno en Hueva York, 
pues ofrecen el contraste de haber sido toradus 
cuando el verano estaba en todo eu apogeo en los 
pafses visitados, 1 calor veraniego en esos 
pafses se unid el calor espontaneo de los para- 
mountistas qiie tuvieron la oportunidad de cono¬ 
cer personolraente, o de renovar viejas amista- 
des, con el sel'or Perkins, quien guardara un re- 
cuerdo imperecedero de ese viaje, . , Y, ha- 
blando de viajes, uno de los mas interesantes 
realizados por una notable personalidad de la 
cinematograffa es el cue acaba de llevar a fe- 
liz tlrnjino Alfred Hitchcock por gran nfcero de 
pafses alrededor del mundo, en todos los cuales 
fud cordiaLucnte recibido por los paramountis- 
tas, En el numaro anterior p.ublicamos algunas 
fotos de ese viaje y en el presente recoge;..os 
otras tantos con unas palabras niuy afectuosas 
del gran animador de la cinematograffa para la 
Paraiuount y para los que contribuyeron a Racer 
su viaje agradable y provechoso. 
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HAPPENINGS IN 
LATIN AMERICA 

SANTIAGO,CHILE 
...At Los Cerr- 
illos Airport, 
the travellers 
at left.Messrs 
Pratchett.Perk¬ 
ins and Pier- 
point, are met 
by travelling 
auditor, John 
Simonelli, and 
Chile Manager 
Juan Laupheimer, 

Eiiivan 

RAZAPOSl I^L AIRE 

VISTiVlSill 

SANTIAGO, CHILE — There's no doubt at all about the important 
stress laid upon VistaVision by the management of the Rex Cinema 
hero. All of the special sign for STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND shown at 
top above the entrance to the theatre, was hand-painted so that 
special stress might be given the importance of VistaVision.This 
was real showmanship ~ and it really paid off through the vital 
section of the cinema known as the box-office. 

James E. Perkins Back From 

Sauth American Survey Trip 

James E. Perkins, Executive Vice President of Paramount 
International, returned to New York late last month following £ 
business survey of South America, his first visit to the Latin 
American territoiries since assuming his new company post. Mr, 
Pericins was accompanied throughout the trip by Latin American 
Division Manager A, L, Pratchett, and on the section from Peru 
bo New York by Special H.O,Representative Henry Gordon. 

Itinerary of the trip took in Brazil, Uruguay, Argentina, 
Chile, Peru and Panama, In each instance Mr, Perkins was affoird- 
ed fullest opportunities to meet Paramount staffs, top exhibitors 
and members of the press, and to observe the local patterns of 
exhibition. All travel was by air, this amplifying the time ava¬ 
ilable for viewing, inspection and inquiry. 

Pictorial evidence spread throu^out this issue will attest 
to the thoroughness of the survey, even as it will attest also to 
the pleasure ejqaressed by so many Paramounteers in Latin America 
at this opportunity to meet Mr. Perkins, 

BUEN06 AIRES - Section of important film inaustry luncheon held 
in honor of Mr, Perkins. Shown facing camera, Ir-R: Managing Dir¬ 
ector Robert L. Graham; Pablo Cavallo, prominent Buenos Aires 
eidiibitor; James E, Perkins; Ace Argentine exhibitor A. Lautaret; 
Ricardo Graells, Santa Fe exhibitor. 

MR, D£ MILLE TO MR, BALABAN 

Your Christmas message about 
THE TEN COMMANDMENTS, printed in Paramount 
World, means a great deal to me, not only 
because of what it says about me, but more 
because of your understanding of what we bel¬ 
ieve we have accomplished in 
THE TEN COMMANDMENTS, That you think we have 
succeeded is one of the highest accolades the 
icture could receive, I am sure that everyone 
n Paramount will be inspired by your words. 

PANAMA - Some of the principals at a luncheon given in 
honor of Executive Vice President J.E.Perkins at the Union 

Invited guests were prominent exhibitors, newspaper 
editors ^d business men. Shown above, L—R; Panama Mana;jer 
Mario Ghio, Mr, I, Mallol, Editor of El Panama America; 
Head Office Special Representative Henry B. Gordon; Mr, F, 
Fab^ga, Manager of the Central Circuit; Mr, Perkins; Lat¬ 
in America Division; Manager A.L.Pratchett; Mr. J, Briceno, 
Witor of La Hora; Mr, G. Trius, President of the Central 
Circuit, 

panagra 

TWO ARRIVALS: BUENOS AIRES (left) and LIMA - Walking from 
the plane at the Argentine capital, Mr, Perkins is flanked 
by Messrs Pratchett, left, and Pierpoint, In the picture tt right. Messrs Perkins and Pratchett are met by Manager 
ennart Bjorck and Mrs, Bjorck. 

Puerto Rico Manager Frank J.Planas re- 
ports that during Christmas Week, a suppos¬ 
edly off week in San Juan, TO CATCH A THIEF 
(see Page 37) outgrossed a supposedly impr¬ 
egnable Cantinflas picture and took the Lor¬ 
raine's gross to more than 80^ above normal 
Paramount business. 



A couple or young Paramount players, who score 
magnificently in their own premiere Paramount 
films, are on hand at the Stanley Warner Theatre 
for the premiere of the Anna Magnani-Burt Lancas¬ 
ter thunderbolt, THE ROSE TATTOO, The pair are 
Jody Lawrence, whose stunning performance in THE 
SCARLET HOUR has already won her the female lead 
with John Derek in THE LEATHER SAINT: and Oreste, 
star (with Kathryn Grayson) of THE VAGABOND KING, 
and possessor of the greatest singing voice in 
films today. 

Lucky Fhotog.l Nobody in the world has pho¬ 
tographed Grace Eelly more than the head of Para¬ 
mount's still department - Bud Praker, And with 
Graci more than ever an international celebrity, 
Bud's pictures are more in demand the world over. 
Especially since most of them are in color. Here 
we have pictured Bud in the process of making a 
Grace Glamor Still for a national magazine cover. 
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HOLLYWOOD IS WHERE THE FILM 

INDUSTRY’S PARAMOUNT PICT¬ 
URES ARE MADE. 

BRANDO, THE EXECUTIVE. This 
is Marlon Brando at his desk in 
the Paramount studio, where he 
operates as head of the company 
which will produce TO TAME A 
LAND, and as star of the picture 
itself. The picture will comm¬ 
ence production as soon as Mr, 
Brando returns from a film com¬ 
mitment in Japan for another 
film company. 

Yvonne De Carlo, who is destined 
to give the world a great surprise by 
her dramatic acting in Cecil B, 
DeMille's THE TEN COMMANDMIWTS, was a 
much-sought-after star for her auto¬ 
graphs at the Stanley Warner Theatre 
premiere of THE ROSE TATTOO in Bever¬ 
ly Hills. 

When Film Editor Alma McCro- 
rie, at right, returns to the 
Virgin Islands capital of Char¬ 
lotte Amalie for the premiere 
of THE PROUD AND PROFANE, she Is 
to receive high local honors for 
the heroic part she played in 
saving lives and property dur¬ 
ing the hurricane which occurred 
during the making of the pict¬ 
ure . 

The above shot was made dur¬ 
ing a lull in the filming of the 
picture. Then men, L-R: Direct¬ 
or George Seaton, Producer Will¬ 
ie Perlberg and Script Super¬ 
visor Stanley Scheuer, 

Marisa Pavan, who scores notably 
as Anna Magnani's daughter in THE 
ROSE TATTOO, was escorted to the pre¬ 
miere of the film in Beverly Hills by 
Tom Tryon, another of Paramount's 
rising young stars, Tom is leading 
man for Carol Ohmart in THE SCARLET 
HOUR. 

Oreste, whose VAGABOND KING will 
ring around the world in the next few 
months, escorted Jody Lawrence to the 
premiere of THE ROSE TATTOO. Jody,who 
is another of Paramount's flashing 
new personalities, scores a ringing 
triumph in THE SCARLET HOUR. 
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PARAMOUNT LENS 
ON THE BRITISH 
CINEMA SCENE 

During late November and early Decem¬ 
ber the crack Paramount team of Managing 
Director Fred Hatchinson, Assistant Man¬ 
aging Director RussellW, Hadley,Jr., and 
Theatre and Publicity Director Tony Red- 
din visited all of the Paramount branch 
offices in England, Scotland, Wales,Eire 
and Northern Ireland. Objectives: To in¬ 
troduce Mr. Hadley to exhibitors and the 
press, and to launch the Royal Film Per¬ 
formance picture, TO CATCH A THIEF. On 
this page are some highlights of the 
tour; other pictures are spread through¬ 
out the issue. The tour was a complete 
success 

GUSGCW - Sir Al¬ 
exander King, at 
left, one of the freatest fighters 
or rights in the 

British film indxi- 
stry, is happy to 
meet up again with 
his good friends, 
Mr. and Mrs. Fred 
Hutchinson, 

40 PARAMOUNT YEARS 
FOR HARRY D.NISBET 

Here's the entire Paramount staff 
at Liverpool assembled around Branch 
Manager Harry D.Nisbet, to whom they 
have just presented a Waterman writing 
set in token of his 40 years as Liver¬ 
pool Branch Manager. 

Standing,L-R are: Mr.F.C.Gill, Mr 
H.A.Class, Mrs Brookes, Mr S.Bennett, 
Miss Beckett, Mr M.Rowley, Mr F.McDow¬ 
ell, Mr Molloy, Miss Walmsley, Miss 
Jesse Mr J.McArdle, Miss J, Guy, Mr R, 
Porter, Mrs Beatty, Miss P. Butler, 
Miss N.Feilding, Miss F. Hughes, Miss 
Hill, Miss Adams, R.Mcdona, Miss E. 
Davies, Mr J. Bxxmell. 

Seated: Miss M. Baron, Mr Nisbet, 
Miss G. Young, Mrs Mayers, 

LEEDS - The ladies aire the Lady 
Mayoress of Leeds, Lady Crcnrs- 
dale, and the Deputy Lady Mayor¬ 
ess, Mrs, F.Watson, Mr, Hutcrdn' 
son is at left, Mr, Hadley in 
centre, and at right is Leeds 
Paramount Manager H.S.Marshall, 
TOP: Mr, and Mrs, Hutchinson, 
right and left, with the Lord 
Mayor, Sir James Croysdale, 

BIRMINGHAM - Here Mr,Hutchinson 
(at right), meets with Exhibit¬ 
or Bob Oliver, Paramount Branch 
Manager Derek Wright is at left. 

LIVERPOOL & MANCHESTER - At left, R. H. Godfrey, 
President, Cinematograph Exhibitors Association 
and joint managing director of Cheshire County 
Cinemas, stands between Mr, and Mrs, Hutchinson at 
the Liverpool meeting. At right, in the Midland 
Hotel, Manchester* Paramount Branch Manager J.L, 
Thomley aivl Mr, Hutchinson flank Exhibitor R. 
Cowan as they discuss TO CATCH A THIEF, 

GLASGOW - At right, Mr, Hutchinson. At left,Par¬ 
amount Branch Manager J.A,Colville, In centre.Mr, Snd Mrs, J, Hamson, of the Hamson Circuit, Hr, 

amson was formerly Paramount Manager in Glasgow, 

196 YEARS OF 
PARAMOUNT SERVICE 

These six LiveiT)ool Paramounteers 
can claim 196 years of Paramount serv¬ 
ice between them. Reading from left 
they are; Mr, S, Bennett^ Dispatch 
Manager (23 years). Miss G.Young,Off¬ 
ice Manager (36). Hr, H,D.Nisbet, 
Branch Manager (40), Mr. F. C. Gill, 
Assistant Branch Super^sor (30), Mr, 
H, Class, Salesman (37), Mr, F,McDow¬ 
ell, Salesman (30). Photo was taken 
during the celebrations marking Mr, 
Nisbet's 40th year as Branch Manager 
of the Liverpool territory. 

DUBLIN - Mr, 
Hutchinson 
meets the Am- 
ican Ambassa¬ 
dor, Mr, W.H. 
Taft at a 
industry rec¬ 
eption. 



In Bangkok, Thailand, Mr, and Mrs. Hitchcock 
were accorded the rare honor of being received 
personally by His Majesty the King. Standing in 
rear is Paramount Manager Ghana Chaikijkarana, and 
Mrs. Ghana is at left. 

ALFRED HITCHCOCK'S 

FABULOUS FILM JOURNEY 
AROUND THE GLOBE 

Alfred Hitchcock, who has been making 
entertainment pictures for all the world 
for quite a few years, late last year dec¬ 
ided to find out at first hand just what 
the world continues to want in the way of 
film fare. 

Following the Royal Film Performance 
in London, where his TO GATGH A THIEF was 
the honored film, he travelled Eastward to 
Hollywood, with important stops in many 
European cities, in Gairo, Bombay, Rangoon, 
Bangkok and Tokyo, 

Pictures of his stops are on this 
page and throughout this issue. More will 
appear next month. 

Since outside photographers are not permitted 
to take photos within the Royal Palace, this photo 
was made by the Royal photographer. We have'recei¬ 
ved official permission for its publication, 

Mr, and Mrs, Hitchcock also were received by 
Her Majesty the Queen, 

HOLLrirfOOD - Back home after a thrilling round-the- 
world journey, Mr# Hitchcock faces a barrage of very 
pertinent questions from representatives of both for- 
sign and domestic press# His remarks, we are happy to 
add, contained many fine tributes to the Paramount 
personnel in so many countries who contributed much 
towards making the eminent director's visits so inteiv 
esting. 

TOKYO - At the 
celebrated Ueno 
Department store, 
Mr.Hitchcock, 
aided and abetted 
by Mrs,Hitchcock, 
virtually re¬ 
enacts a scene 
from REAR WINDCW. 

BANGKOK - The director of many 
Paramount hits meets one group of 
Paramounteers who know how to do 
full justice to hit films — the 
Paramounteers of Bangkok, To the 
left of Mr, Hitchcock is Manager 
Ghana Chaikijkarana; to the right 
is Accountant Oab Tailanga, Stan¬ 
ding, L-R: Boonsong, typist; 
Sawang, office boy; Mrs, Aree 
Suwansathien, Booker; Miss Phai- 
pan Tangtrongchit, Assistant Acc¬ 
ountant; Sunai, Snipper;Somsakdi, 
Customs qierk; Chote,. Accessory 
Clerk,Above the group is a beauti¬ 
fully wrought banner reading "Mr. 
and Mrs, Alfred Hitchcock - Wel¬ 
come to Thailand." 

SINGAPORE - This was an incident 
at the Cathay Theatres' party to 
Mr, Hitchcock, at which the guest 
of honor did not show. For our 
caption we'll quote the one from 
the Singapore Free Press,to wit: 
"Somebody at the party tnought 
that that was Mr. Hitchcock's 
'stand-in' talking to Mr, Loke 

Wan Tho, the host. It turned out 
to be Odeon Theatres publicity 
manager, Mr. A.Kanappan, When Mr, 
Loke heard about it, he roared 
with laughter. So did Mr. K," 

CAIRO - Looking for all the 
world like the star of thaj 
all-time cinema classic,THE 
MYSTERY OF THE MISSING MUM¬ 
MY'S MASTER M/.GICIAN,Alfred 
Hitchcock is snapped inside 
the internationally famous 
Egyptian Museum of Antiquit¬ 
ies, In fact, on one of the 
very spots wn< 
were made c 
of THE TEN 

CAIRO - While in 
the Egyptian cap¬ 
ital, Mr. Hitch¬ 
cock conferred on 
the Egyptian Lan¬ 
guage t rans la tlon 
of THE TROUBLE 
WITH HARRY with 
Branch Manager J. 
A.Bartolotti, in 
centre, and Mr. 
Ezz El Dine Salah, 
Egyptian transla¬ 
tor of the pict¬ 
ure. 
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THE NEW YORK PICTURE 

SCENE HIGHLIGHTED BY 

’’ROSE TATTOO'* TRIUMPH 

Dannv Kaye, at the United 
Nations headquarters, proudly 
shows the medal presented to 
him by Le Soir eminent newspap¬ 
er of Brussels, and inscribed: 

'•To Danny Kaye, Friend and 
Protector of the Children 
of the World. 
Brussels, Sept. 30,1955.” 

Attending the Actors Fund benefit 
prfor^nce of THE ROSE TATTOO at the 
Astor Theatre was Marlon Brando, who 

of his^own^^r^ount*picture,^fo°TAffi ^®^* Crawford acted 
A lAND within the vear ushers and hostesses at the special benefit 

^ performance of THE ROSE TATTOO held at the 
Astor Theatre in aid of the Actors Fund. 

And of course Marilyn Monroe 
was eventually spotted by the 
cameramen as she came to witness 
a display of acting which has 
already caused the initials 
"A.M,” to be pencilled on an 
Academy Award 'Oscar,' 

Also on hand for the debut of the 
fiery Anna Magnani in her first Amer¬ 
ican made film were Mr, and Mrs.Rich¬ 
ard Halllday. Both had great Param¬ 
ount associations in the past, Mr, 
Halliday was Paramount's literary ed¬ 
itor in New York, Mrs, Halliday is 
known to stage, screen,radio and tel¬ 
evision as Mary Martin, 

The beauty of Rockefeller Plaza in 
New York's famed Radio City is enhan¬ 
ced ^ the grace and charm of Anna 
Kashfi, young star from India vdio is 
Spencer Tracy's leading lady in the 

Attending the special benefit performance, 
which brought tens of thousands of dollars intc 
the Actors Fund, were Mr, and Mrs, Barney Bala- 
ban, left, and Mr, and Mrs, Edward Weisl, Perf¬ 
ormance at the Astor Theatre was followed by a 
ROSE TATTOO buffet at the Sheraton Astor Hotel, 
where this picture was made. 

ve thrillin 
Robert 

Alpine drama, THE MOtN- 
TAIN. Robert Wagner, Barbara Darrow, 
Claire Trevor, Richard Arlen and Will¬ 
iam Deraarest also are in the cast. 

RCME - Paramount Advertising and Pub¬ 
licity Director Jercme Pickman dining 
with Pinna Magnani during his recent 
visit in connection with WAR AND PEACE 
and the special industry award to Miss 
Magnani (Other picture on Page 13), 
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Assembled in the Home Office diningroom on Christmas Eve are the 
new members of the 25-Year Club, their sponsors, and Head Office exec¬ 
utives, Reading directly L-R they are: Charles Schierenbeck, Harry 
Doldus, James E. Perkins, Louis Phillips, Max Klein, Russell Holman, 
Alexander Blau, Armand Cardea, Marion Frejmann, James Richardson, 
Barney Balaban, Edward Cassidy,Jr,, Alfred Neilson, Frank Sudal, 
Olympio Pagano, Frank La Grande, William Struhs, Ado]oh Zukor, Anna 
Isokait, Joseph Coleman, Loretta Bachmann, Larry Flynn, Katherine 
Grzybowski. Milton Kirshenberg, William Ramage, Harry Nadel, Hugo 
Johnson, Alexander Kiralfy. 

(New members vdio were not present when the picture was made,were: 
Evelyn Michaelson, Aimee Elliott, Hugh J.Hester, Barbara Schwab and 
Herbert Wissman). 

THE GREAT GLOBAL FAKILY 
OF 25-YEAR CLUBBHIS CONTINUES 
TO GRCW AS NEW MEMBERS ARE 
WELCOMED INTO 

PARAMOUNT'S 
25-YEAR CLUB 

PARAMOUNT INTERNATIONAL'S 
NEW 25-YEAR CLUB MEMBERS. 

Executive Vice President James E. Perkins, 
■ ... Para, 

Piper, right, and Lawrence P. Flynn, all three of 
whom are Club members. At right of picture are 
new members Alexander Kiralfy and Armand Cardea, 
and new member Harry Doldus is at left. Missing 
from the picture is Aimee Elliott, Assistant to 
Paramount Int'l Counsel George G.floff. 

LIMA, PERU - Another happy 25-Year Club presentation 
took place in Paramount's office here, with Mr.Enrique 
Gaillour Larrea shown as the centre of a happy group 
of co-workers, left, and also receiving his gold watch 
personally from Mr. J.E,Perkins. Those in group at left 
are: Seated - Mr, 'Fernando Vivas, Mr, Perkins, Mr, 
Enrique Gaillour Larrea, Mr.A.L.Pratchett, Mr.Alfonso 
Gaillour, Standing: Mr, Fidel Ponce, Mr, P, Friedrich, 
Mr. Henry B, Gordon, Mr, Alberto Acosta, Mr. A.Vidal, 
Mr, G» YaJiez, Mr, A. Roca, Mr. Luis Vilela, Mr.Lennart 
Bjorck, Lima Manager. 

SAG PAULO, BRAZIL - During his recent business tour of 
South America, Executive Vice President J.E.Perkins 
was happy to induct several Latin American Paramount- 
eers into the International 25-Year Club, At right, 
above, with Latin American Division Manager Pratchett 
looking on, he affixes the souvenir watch to the wrist 
of Miss Anna de Brito, film inspectress of the Sa7 
Paxilo branch. Ceremonies were held at the Hotel Jara- 
gw„and were attended by the five members of the 
25-Year Club at Sao Paulo, who a.re in the group at the 
l«Yt, In this group, L-R: Henrique Cheli, Theormino 
Barbuy, Disti*ict Manager S.E.Pierpoint, Mr.Pratchett, 
Anna de Brito, Mr. PeScins, Joaqulm Moraes, Leonidas 
Geddo, Branch Manager Miguel A. Mancini, 

We have some more 25-Year Clubbers 
upcoming. One in Mexico, for instance. 
So look for another 25-Year Club section 
in next month's issue of Paramount World. 

WASHINGTON 
Office Manager Bob Grace has 

his quartsr-of-a-century of Pa¬ 
ramount service duly recognized 
by receipt of the watch,service- 
pin and certificate of the Par¬ 
amount 25-Year Club, Branch 
Manager Herb Gillis is making 
the presentation. 

At the Long Island Labora¬ 
tory, where pressure of duties 
kept them from attending the 
25-Year Club ceremonies in Home 
Office, Barbara Schwab and Her¬ 
bert Wissman receive their symi- 
bols of membership from Frank 
La Grande, a charter member of 
the 25-Year Club, and head of 
Paramour.t's laboratory and tech¬ 
nical operations in the East, 

MEMPHIS 

Pride and happiness are very 
much evidenced by Head Inspect¬ 
ress Lucille £. Mitchell as she 
receiyes her watch and other 
symbols of 25-Year Club Member¬ 
ship fr<»n Branch Manager Howard 
Nicholson, In the background, 
the entire branch personnel of 
Memphis look on 

OSLO - In a ceremony at which 
Henri Michaud, left. Assistant 
General Manager for Continental 
Europe, officiated. Head Shipper 
Sverre Borressen, left centre, 
and Film Repairer Roar Helmuth 
Larsen were inducted into the 
International 25-Year Club of 
Paramount, At right is Oslo 
Branch ‘’Manager Kristian Torp. 
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Personnel Notes from 
Times Sq., New York 

HOME 

OFFICE 

NOTES 

NEW YOfiK CITY - Although l*oretta A, 
Bachmann receired her symbols of mem¬ 
bership in the 25-Year Club at the Home 
Office celebration above. Branch Manag¬ 
er Ifyron Battler arranged a 'repeat 
performance* in the presence of her co- 
woricers in the New York Branch. Here, 
lr4l, are: Kitty Flynn, Sybil Mayer, 
George Perry, Gilbert Basch, Branch 
Maha^r Sattler, Miss Bachmann, Sales 
Msuiager Jack C. Penley, Rose McConnellj 
Mildred Noschese, Eugene Newman. 

*Twas Christmas in January for the Arthur 
J. Dunne*s in Pelham as daughter Cynthia, a 
lieutenant in the Waves, planed in from Seattle 
and Arthur,Jr.,disembarked after 15 months in 
Germany with the U.S.Army. No coincidence,just 
expert Dunne planning. Arthur,Sr. spent his 
vacation at home. Daughter Helen is still a 
civilian, and young Arthur will be one follow¬ 
ing *Army processing....Sarah Karp, secretary 
to Mr. Timberlake, didn't want a White Christ¬ 
mas up North, so she went to Florida to visit 
her brother and his family in Miami Beach. 
Have you been reading the Eatem weather rep¬ 
orts lately?....Helen Cohen, 
secretary to Western Sales 
Manager Sidney Deneau, chose 
a Caribbean cruise (see pic¬ 
ture) through the Caribbean, 
with Caracas a stop-off, and 
calls this 'tops' for a hol¬ 
iday away from New York..... 
Marie Di Imperio has set June 
10 as the date of her wedd¬ 
ing to Sam Cannillo. Marie 
is with the Picture Report Division...Public¬ 
ist Bob Schwartz became engaged on January I6 
to Estelle Kardeman. They are planning on a 
May wedding.....December 17th was wedding day 
for Dorothy Scherber, secretary to Irene F. 
Scott. She became Mrs. Eouis Robert that day. 

Congratulations, Mr. and Mrs. Robert.New¬ 
comer to Statistics is Sandra Gordon, a New 
Yorker, and a graduate of Brooklyn College. 

Tenth FloorComings-and-Goings of recent 
date include James Greenleaf, Treasury, who 
made a business trip to the Studio; Harry 
Bruckman, assistant to the General Manager fbr 
Italy, in Rome; and Australia's Managing Dir¬ 
ector, Clay V. Hake....Away from the Tenth 
Floor due to hospitalization, was Leopold 
Weiner, Assistant to Donald Nathan. But an 
RCA-Victor radio, a token of his widespread 
Paramount International friendship, kept him 
in touch with world events. He'll be back at 
his desk about the time these lines appear. 

This reproduction of a contest result in 
the New York World 
Telegram is of in¬ 
terest to all Par¬ 
amount Internatio- 
al people because 
the young lady at 
the left of the 
back row is Barbara 
Cardea, charming 
daughter of Armand 
Cardea, assistant to International Publicity's 
Paul Ackerman. Barbara won a handsome wrist 
watch in the World-Telegram's Cartoon Coloring 
Contest.Paramount Pictures Club's Pres¬ 
ident Charles Hickey, who organized one of the 
most effective toy collections during the 
festive season, with Bellevue Hospital the 
beneficiary, received a very glowing letter of 
thanks from Norma A.Alessandrini, on behalf of 
the hospital. Charlie went over his 250-mark 
goal of a gift-for-each-child, taking in $130 
in cash alone. It took 12 cartons to hold the 
toys.Bowling gals feel close to the Grace 
Kelly romance, Tn 1954 she was just the name 
of their team, but in 1956 she will be Prin¬ 
cess of Monaco. That Charlton Heston picture 
taken with Mary Brady and Bob Guilfoyle, is 
getting around. Bowling World carried it pron- 
inently. The Carol Ohmart team holds a ij pt. 
lead over Bing Crosby in the VistaVision Lea¬ 
gue. Bob Guilfoyle and Anna Isokait lead the 
'average' parade and Bob's 223 and Anna's 480 
are tops in their respective divisions, Doris 
Rossi has high game of 198 and Frank Patterson 
has a 580 series. 

The new publicist in advertising production, 
working with John Guilfoyle,is Frank Schwartz, 
who comes to Paramount from a New Jersey prin¬ 
ting company, Frank was correspondent for the 
UP and INS while a student at the University 
of Alabama.,.Good to see Johnny Wright and 
Nan Schwartzman back at work after illness. 

(yORX WORLD-TELECRA.M AND SUN.THilRiBA/ bgggMByli 

LI. Girl, 11, Connecticuf Boy, 10, 

Cash In on Cartoon Coloring 

W-T*S COLOBINQ. CRAMPS; Top wtum iit iwm ilSHi lujaii Sus'. CkiisttM. 
clorlnc coBtt.1 tn'. (BmA row Vi HfhgBortiw OM^^^tobort WMMi. Muih. D. 
Drdllof, PMUi Bowt«, John C. Rudd ond CsraBBTruaMlj luUITBoRofn row. Nuier Ford, 
VfiJ UcOrofor. CArel A. PuUtoo, NMI S. HkR uiun. ADdiMi AdrU LoodiMr. 
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A Thundering Cable 
About "War and Peace'* 

Early this month, Russell Holman and 
Jerome Pickman made a flying visit to Rome in 
order to provide a first-hand report on the 
greatness and power of the Ponti-DeLaurentiis 
production for Paramount, WAR AND PEACE. The 
following is their finding as delivered in a 
cable addressed to Messrs Barney Balaban and 
George Weltner: 

HAVE JUST HAD TREMENDOUSLY THRILLING 
EXPERIENCE OF SEEING COMPLETE «*WAR AND PEACE" 
FILM IN FOUR-AND-ONE-HALF HOURS ROUGH-CUT 
FORM. DESPITE LACK OF MUSIC, SOUND EFFECTS, 

FINAL EDITING,DUBBING, 
ETC., PICTORIAL AND 
DRAMATIC IMPACT OF MAT¬ 
ERIAL THROUGHOUT IS 
TERRIFIC AND OF HIGHEST 
QUALITY. SPECTACLE POR¬ 
TIONS HAVE GREAT SIZE 
AND POWER, PARTICULARLY 
BATTLE SCENES, AND PER¬ 
SONAL STORIES ARE EMOT¬ 
IONALLY GRIPPING TO Nth 
DEGREE WITH SUPERFINE 
PERFORMANCES, PARTICUL¬ 
ARLY BY HEPBURN, FONDA, 

FERRER, HERBERT LOM AS NAPOLEON, AND BARRY 
JONES. VISTAVISION CAMERA WORK BY JACK CARDIFF 
IS CONSISTENTLY MAGNIFICENT. GREATEST EPIC 
NOVEL EVER WRITTEN HAS BEEN CONVERTED WITH 
AMAZING SUCCESS INTO POTENTIALLY, WHEN IT 
REACHES FINAL FORM, ONE OF THE GREATEST MOTION 
PICTURES OF ALL TIMES. HAVE EMPHASIZED FINAL 
PICTURE MUST NOT RUN OVER THREE-AND-HALF 
HOURS AND ARE ASSURED AND..BELIEVE THIS CAN BE 
DONE. WILL COVER IN GREATER DETAIL IN LETTER, 
REGARDS. 

- HOLMAN, PICKMAN 

SSSSH-H-H-H-H! 

TOKYO - At a cocktail 
party in the Imperial 
Hotel, Paramount General 
Manager Metori, at left, 
introduces Mr. HitchcocK 
to Mr, Rampo Edogawa, a 
famous Japanese writer 
of "thrillers." 
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THE FAR EAST 
SCENE THROUGH A 
PARAMOUNT CAMERA 

Philippines 
o the U.S. 

MANILA - Back in the 
following her visit to 
on a medical mission, Mrs, Lui 
Magsaysay, wife of Philippines 
President Mags^say, is happvto 
see pictures or the places she 
visited on the iretum trip,Here 
she receives, from Paraimount's 
Ric Javier, photos showing her 
visit to the Paramount Studios, 
which we pictured last issue. 

MARDAN, WEST PAKISTAN - Here is a special Foster prepared for the Golden Theatre 
or the Uirdu-dubbed version of Cecil B, 

DeMille's production, THE CRUSADES. De¬ 
picted in the poster are Ian Keith as 
’Saladin,' the Saracen, and Henry Wilcox- 
on as the Leader of The Crusades. Size 
of the poster can be gauged by the man 
at left. Size of the box-office receipts 
was in similar proportion, 

TAIPEI. TAIWAN RIGHT 

This is the exterior of the Inter¬ 
national Theatre, and the aggregation 
of film fans and bicycles that greeted 
the second engagement of ROMAN HOLIDAY 
in 1955. The International played the 
Audrey Hepburn stwrer with such succ¬ 
ess in July that the pictures repeated 
at the same first-run house the follo¬ 
wing month with, as Paramount Manager 
Andrew Fan reported, ''even greater 
success and popularity," (Note also a 
GREATEST SHOWN ON EARTH poster). 

fSUUl UU **1 

hong KONG - Twin premiere of STRATEGIC AIR CCW- 
MAND at the Princess and Empil?e Theatres was 

®ost glittering film event seen in the Col- 
onv. The Royal Air Force Fund and the St, John 
Ambulance Brigade whre the benefitting organiz¬ 
ations. One spectacular feature of the evening 
was the stage concert of the 50-piece USAF Band 
which was specially flown in by General Kuter, 
USAF Far East Commander, The band was flown in 
from Okinawa and was the biggest band ever land¬ 
ed in the Colony, Shown above is lobby of the 
Princess Theatre, All planes depicted.included 
m^els of the B—47 and B—3o in the Paramount 
air spectacle, are actual models hung against a 
sky background. Models were made by the Radar 
Co. of Hong Kong, who were also responsible for 
u ® lobby. The audience, most distinguished in 
Hong Kong history, paid special increased adm¬ 
issions for the occasion. The advertising and 
publicity campaign was in spectacular keeping 
with the size of the film production, with ads 
in both English and Chinese, and in many inst¬ 
ances the newspaper ads were in 2 colors. 

HONG KONG - When a sign goes 
up in this Colony for a Param- 
oxmt picture, the local world 
really knows about it. Hero is 
part of the really terrific ad¬ 
vertising impact when STRATEGIC 
AIR COMMAND played,simultaneo¬ 
usly, the Princess (left) and 
the Empire, This premiere, per¬ 
haps the mightiest ever staged 
in Hong Kong for any picture, 
reflected wonderful credit on 
the superb teamwork of the U.S, 
Air Force, Hong Kong Theatres 
Limited, and Paramount Manager 
H, S, Moh, We have some of the 
evidence on this page, but it 
would take volumes to cover the 
entire wonderful showmanship 
enterprise. 

> '®S I ! I 

HONG KONG - A meeting of top 
air force officers prior to the 
premiere of STRATEGIC AIR COMM¬ 
AND. At extreme left is General 
Laurence Kuter. USAF, American 
Commander in the Far East. Then 
Air Commodore A.D.Messenger, of 
the Royal Air Force, Mrs, Kuter 
is in centre. Then Col. O.W.D. 
Simpson of the United States Air 
Force: and Paramount Manager H. 
S, Mon at right. 

HONG KONG — A typical newspaper advertisement in 
a Chinese paper for a picture that will not be 
forgotten in the Colony of Hong Kong for a long 
while to come. 

HONG KONG - Night shot of the 
Princess Theatre's superbly ill- 
timinated sign for STRATEGIC AIR 
COMMAND. 

..and here 
if you'll 
look with 
despatch,is 
the 'House 
Full' sign 
on display 
at the 
Princess 
Theatre in 
HONG KONG. 
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KINGSFOFID SMITH AIRPORT, SYDNEY - On 
hand to see Mr. Hake ofi to New York 
was Secretary-Treasurer James A. Six- 
smith, Photo was made by Advertising 
Manager Hermann Flynn, an amateur 
photographer. 

ADELAIDE - Part of the showmanship 
campaign at the Majestic Theatre for 
3 RING CIRCUS consisted of a clown 
contest. Many hundreds entered, girls 
as well as boys. Here Paramount rranch 
Manager Denis Kiley presents winning 
cheques to the prize winners - two 
boys and a girl, . . ■ —r 

SYDNEY - Before leaving for U.S., Mrr 
Hake, second from left, introduced ^ 
Judith Anderson, one of the stars <"i 
THE TEN CObG^J^NDK-ENTS. to some Austra¬ 
lian notables. At left,Norman B. Rydge, 
Mg. Dir. GUT Theatres; centre,Senator 
Hon N.O'Sullivan,Federal Minister for 
Trade,Customs; Jack O'Callaghan,Pres. 
47 Club; Hugh Hunt,producer for Eliz¬ 
abethan Theatre Trust. 

HOLLYWOOD - During his Studio 
visit Managing Director C.V. 
Hake learned of Paramount's pro¬ 
duction plans in general from 
Vice President Y. Frank Freeman, 
left, and about TEN COMMANDMENTo 
progress and plans from Cecil B. 
DeMille. 

i 

widget 

IxJY-office Stars: 

tOTttu43miqg '-/Ureonount^^iutrs 

OANtrf KAYI AUDREY HEPftURN 

ROSALIND RUSSai 

JAMES STIWARr 

KATHRYN GRAYSON 

BOR MOPE 

BURT LANCASTER 

A punchful Paramount prest¬ 
ige advertisement was this full 
page -in The Film Weekly. It was 
addressed to all Australian and 
New Zealand exhibitors, and it 
listed the stars they would be 
getting in 1956. and the Para¬ 
mount pictures they'd be in. 

HIGHLIGHT PARAMOUNT 
NEWS FROM AUSTRALIA 
AND NEW ZEALAND 

SYDNEY - First-class, strategically-placed snop 
window tie-ups still represent one of the most ef¬ 
fective showmanship aides in metropolitan Sydney, 
and the two shown above are toppers on the list of 
advertising manager Herman Flynn, The one at left 
is in the jewelry store of Saunders, a great Sydney 
institution, and favors REAR WINDCW at the Prince 
Edward by giving tickets to the theatre for speci¬ 
fic purchases, The other is one of 25 cosmetic 
windows planted in Sydney in conjunction with 
STRATEGIC AIR CCWMAND, all of the stores in quest¬ 
ion carrying Max Factor products. 

Record! 
THE CAPITOL THEATRE, SYDNEY, WITH "YOU'RE 

NEVER TOO YOUNG" AS ITS CHRISTMAS ATTRACTION, 
PRODUCED A BOX-OFFICE INTAKE WHICH NOT ONLY 
SHATTERED THE THEATRE RECORD, BUT WAS A FIGURE 
NOT DEEMED PHYSICALLY POSSIBLE. IT BEAT THE 
PREVIOUS RECORD-HOLDER, "ON THE WATERFRONT," BY 
HUNDREDS OF POUNDS. 

THE GOOD NEWS WAS RECEIVED IN NEW YORK BY 
MANAGING DIRECTOR C. V. HAKE. 

THE CAPITOL IS A FIRST-RELEASE HOUSE OF THE 
GREATER UNION THEATRES CIRCUIT. 

In the lobby of the King's Theatre, Melb¬ 
ourne (ParamoLint's first-release theatre), there 
was a display of model aeroplanes as part of the 
showmanship campaign for STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND. A 
realistic touch was that the aircraft were actually 
powered, and flew over the heads of the people in 
the lobby. Of particular interest was the model of 
a Royal Australian Air Force jet, at right. 

Three More! 
Aust.-N.Z, Managing Director C.V.Hake had 

more good news to dispense while he was in 
New York, YOU'RE NEpR TOO YOUNG cracked a 
trio of records at Paramount's King's Theatre 
in Melbourne, 

It splintered the opening day records on 
Thursday. January 12, Best opening day in all 
King's history.The following day it gave 
the King's the all-time record Friday.And 
not content, the very next day it racked up 
the all-time best Saturday in the theatre's 
long and distinguished record,  
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LISBON - ^ere's another 
phase of the 'basket' 
campaign for WE'RE NO 
ANGEI5 at the Cinema 
Sao Jorge. It's a quiz, 
pointing up the fact or 
Aldo Ray carrying a 
basket "just like this." 
The q\ilz continues: 
"What does the basket 
contain?" "Will your 
feelings be against or 
in favor of the content* 
of the basket?" For the 
fii*st himdred best ans¬ 
wers the prize was a 
pair of tickets apiece. 
(The tdiole campaim was 
a tribute to the kind 
of showmanship liiilos- 
ojiiy that Paramount Man¬ 
ager Emilio Prister is 
incylcating in Portu- 

LISBON - Pan American 
Airways carried in their 
window this very effective 
announcement for STRATEG¬ 
IC AIR COMMAND, together 
with a large picture of 
star James Stewart, Offiboe 
of Pan American is locat¬ 
ed in Restauradoees, one 
of Lisbon's main squares. 

We just had to find 
a spot for this very 
amusing candid camera 
shot of thrill-master 
Alfred Hitchcock with 
Mr. Metori, Paramount 
General Manager in Japan. 

SHIRLEY 
MacLAINE 
.the Hal 
Wallis star in 
Paramount Pict¬ 
ures, who scores 
so handsomely in 
THE TROUBLE WITH 
HARRY, and 
ARTISTS AND MOD- 
EIS, niftily 
attired to spell 
out the motto: 
"Stay out of the 
sun, and keep 
out of the wind." 

ESTE t 0 
ANO, PELO 
QUAL TANTO 
ESPERAMOS. 

Nao serao neoeaa^loa longoa editorials, nam 
mensagana aapeolala, para axempliflcar quao ano 
da 1956 tern tudo qua as axiga a fim da fazer-sa 
o ano mala venturoao da hlatorla da Faraiaount. 
quando a genta antra na apraoiaqao aubjatlva do 
valor raal da uma case produtora da flimaa, aa- 
ba-aa qua o qua mala avulta a a aua produqao, a 
por laao'poda-sa aflrmar aar 1956 o maior a mada 
auaplcloso ano da Paramount, pois a aua produqfio 
aatala-sa no qua ha da malhor. Nao Imports qua o 
leltor saja um dessaa glorloaoa vataranos com a 
companhla, a rabus^ua o mala qua poasa na mamo- 
rla, nao ancontrara sfmlla no paasado. S nao sa 
toma praoiao mala pormanoras. Baste um slmplaa 
pargunta: quam podara eltar um ano, antra os a- 
nos paasadoa, am qua a nosaa companhla tivaaaa, 
oomo sate ano, dues produqoas na meana plana,da 
categorla do OS DSZ MANDAMSNTOS a CSJERRA S PAZ? 
aI esta, na manqao da doia tftuloa, a revelado- 
ra verdado qua nos lava a aflrmar qua ^ata a o 
ano. pelo qual tanto esperamos... 

A avalanche da aplauaos, da qua nos flaa- 
moa porta-voz no maa paasado, quando da estrala 
da produqao da Hal Wallis, "Rosa Tatuada",con'tl« 
nua agora a contlnuara no mas proximo. E,talvaz 
se alargua ata Abril, quando da novo noa rapor- 
taremos aoa prralos acadmlcoa. Pansamos qua a 
astatics organizeqao nao delxara passer assa o- 
portunldada sam u'a menqao honfosa, quando mo¬ 
no a, sobra a amoclonanta a asplandlda actriz da 
Italia -- Anna Magnani, qua a ata eomo nunca nas- 
sa granda produqao. 

Enquanto isto, "Boss Tatuada" continue a 
aua marcha trlunfal por outros cantros america- 
nos, dapols da sue bale estrala am Nova York. A 
comblnaqao da um script da Tannassae irilllam8,a 
atuaqao da Anna Magnani, Burt Lancaster, Marlsa 
Pavon a Ben Cooper a a Insplrada dlreqao da Da¬ 
niel Mann, com a suparvlaao da Hal Sallla.fazam 

FILM DAILY*S FRONT 

PAGE REPORTS PARAMOUNT 

IN 1955 TOPPED ALL FOREIGN 

FILM COMPANIES IN JAPAN... 

PARA. TOPS IN JAPAN 

Tokyo—Foregin film earnings for the 1955 calendar year will be 

in the vicinity of 11,200 million Yen when ail returns are in, accord¬ 

ing to eslimates made by the Japanese Finance Ministry. Foreign 

films grossed 9,351 million Yen for the first 10 months of the year. 

Figures collected by the Finance Ministry indicated Paramount as 

the lop earner among the major foreign film companies. Towa Eiga 

was top among the independent distributors. U. S. majors in the ag¬ 

gregate will take about the same as calendar '54, with best estimates 

giving them a total of some 7.5 billion Yen (roughly $21 million), as 

against 1954's 7.661 billion Yens ($21,226 million). 

Total earnings in 1955 are expected to show an increase of 900 

million Yen over last year when foreign product earned 10,300 million 

Yens. Showing an increase of earnings by the flat rate system by 

70 per cent, estimated foreign film earnings for 1955 through this sys¬ 

tem will be roughly 1,700 million Yens as compared with 1 billion Yens 

last year. 

lasta flta uma obra da granda valor artfstlco a 
da bllhatarla, aqul a am todo o niindo. Sabamoa 
qua a aaslra, porqua tamoa falado com multoa ax- 
Ibldoraa aatrangalroa, que aqul vlzmm o flima,a 
aaaa a a aua oplnlao, am que allaa corrobortmos 
corraapondantaa a jornaliataa aatrangalroa, qua 
apraclaram aata portantoaa produqao. 

§§§ Uma daa mala Importantaa noticlaa, aobra 
VlataVlalon, qua Ja publlcamoa, aparaca naataa- 
dlqao. Rafara-aa ao fato da qua todaa aa fltaa 
a aaram produzldaa na Inglatarra, pela organl- 
zaqao da J. Arthur Rank, aarao tomadaa, compla- 
tamanta, palo novo alatema da VlataVlalon. IXi- 
iranta o ano paaaado, varlaa daa fltaa prodnzidaa 
pala dlta flrma foram am W. S oa raaultadoafo- 
ram tao favoravala qua Mr. Rank dacldlu qua am 
1956 toda a aua produqao aarla vlatavlalonada. 
X para atandar a aaaa datamlnaqao ja a Paramo¬ 
unt daapachou para ala mala camaraa para pronta 
antraga a varlaa outraa, do tlpo movel, qua aa¬ 
rao uaadaa tambam no contlnanta, lato a, na flL- 
maqao da THE MOUNTAIN, na Franqa, locallzadanoa 
Alpaa a com Spancar Tracy como protagonlata. 

### Naata adlqao tamoa o prazar da Inclulr a 
promatlda raportagam aobra a recenta vlalta qua 
o vica-presldenta axecutlvo J. S, Perklna faz a 
America Latina, am companhla do dlretor-dlvlato¬ 
nal A. L. Pratchett. Aa fotoa foram recebldas it 
data da facharmoa a edlqao da Dazambro, maa nao 
delxam da tar o aau valor apresentadas agora. 0 
aapecto geral deaaas vlstaa a naturalmenta vara- 
naaco, oomo a do ollma doe pafaaa vlsltadoe,noB 
quala a cordlalldada coatumada sa fez aentlr. X 
Mr. Parklna, qua vlaltou aaaa contlnanta-aul pa¬ 
la prlmalra vaz, trouxa a malhor das Impressoaa, 

Una das tournees mala lnteres6antes,fal- 
taa por parsonalldadas da Paramount, fol a qua, 
am torno do mxmdo, acaba da reallzar Mr .Alfred 
Hitchcock, o famoso diretor que tanto conhacan 
08 nossos lei tores, fin todos os pafsaa por onda 
paaaou, conheceu o llustra vlajanta uma quantl- 
dade da paramounteaaa. No numero paaaado ja da- 
moa algumaa fotoa dessa touraea e juntamoa eo- 
tras naata adlqao. com alguns comentarloa pes- 
aoala da Mr. Hitchcock referantas a fortaleza e 
coesao da organlzaqao Paramount no exterior. 

'"THE COURT JESTER" PREMIERES AT THE 
NEW YORK PARAMOUNT, FEBRUARY 1st. 
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HOLLYV/’OOD - A recent,very- 
welcome studio visitor 
was Jack Witikka,manager 
and stage director of the 
Finnish National Theatre 
in Helsinki. (Mr, Witikka 
was at one time a Para- 
mounteer in Finland). He 
is shown here with Direc¬ 
tor Edward Dmytryk,learn¬ 
ing at first haind some of 
the details of the Spen¬ 
cer Tracy starring film, 
THE MOUNTAIN, which was 
directed in the French 
Alps recently by Dymtryk. 

HELSINKI - A gay Paramount 
group at the Adion on the 
occasion of a visit to 
Finland by Assistant Gen¬ 
eral Manager for Contin¬ 
ental Manager Henri Mich¬ 
aud, From left: Head 
Booker Kurt Dahl, Mrs. 
Michaud, Consul General 
Arvo Himberg, Miss Helena 
Vinkka, Mr, Michaud and 
Manager Kurt Troupp. 

Lennart Swan, visiting 
newspaperman from Copen¬ 
hagen. Denmark, is shown 
one or the sets of THE 
BIRDS AND THE BEES by co- 
stars George Gobel and 
Mitzi Gaynor. 

THE ROSE TATTOO, 
which may well be 
the most mentioned 
movie at the forth¬ 
coming Academy 
Awards ceremony in 
Hollywood, is now 
in its 7tn week at 
the Astor Theatre, 
New York City, 

TABLES TURNED 

In his Holly¬ 
wood office 
where he wi 
be both star 
and producer of 
TO TAME A LAND, 
Marlon Brando 
tunas inter¬ 
viewer as he in- 
■terviews Anita 
Thoraasson, of 
Sweden's Vecko- 
Joumalen, 

DET AR 
VI ALLA 
VANTAT 
PA 

Det beh'dvs inga speciella artiklar eller 
meddelanden for att fastslA, att det kommande 
Sret har allt som kommer att g'dra det till 
det stdrsta i Paramounts hlstoria. Nu ar det 
ju emellertid sa, att vad som gdr ett Sr till 
det stdrsta, ar produktionen - och det har 
4ret aro Paramountfilmerna av en kvalitet 
utan jamfdrelse med nagot annat Sr, hur langt 
ni an gar tillbaka. Vi vilja bara framstalla 
en frSga: kan ni erinra er nagot ar, nagon 
gang, nar nagot bolag kunde pa sin produk- 
tionslista uppvisa tva sadana topprodukter 
som DE no BUDORDEN och KRIG OCH FRED? Dar 
ar kort och gott det tillkannagivande, som 
tolar om for er den enkla sanningen varfdr 
1956 ar det ar, som vi alia vantat p5. 

De lovord vi fdrra manaden agnade Hal 
Wallis' DEN TATUERADE ROSEN fortsatter vi 
med denna manad, vi kommer att fortsatta 
nasta manad, i mars och i april - och i 
april komma vi att gdra en kort fdrhands- 
orientering angaende Oscars-utmarkelserna. 
Ocksa i det sammanhanget aro vi dvertygade 
om, att man komrner att namna en stralande 
och eldig italiensk stjarna vid namn Anna 
Magnani. 

Under tiden fortsatter DEN TATUERADE 
ROSEN att inhdsta rekordkassor over hela 
Fdrenta Staterna, pa smaplatser likaval som 
i de stdrre staderna. Konbinationen Tennessee 
Williams manuskript, Anna Magnanis spel, Burt 
Lancaster, Marisa Pavan och Ben Cooper, Dani¬ 
el Manns inspirerade regi och Hal Wallis emi- 
nenta ledarskap - allt detta har samverkat 
till att g'dra DEN TATUER.\DE ROSEN till en 
kassamagnet av internationelI betydelse, Vi 
vet detta, speciellt som vi talat med flera 
biografagare bade inom och utom Amerika som 
sett filmen, och de utl'andska korresponden- 
terna i New York och Hollywood 'aro, for att 
anv'anda ett populart uttryck, belt enkelt 
"alldeles tokiga" i den spannande filmen. 

Ett viktigt tillkannagivande om Vista- 
Vision aro vi i tillfalle att publicera i 
detta nummer. 

Det rdr det faktum att varje film, som 
produceras i Europa detta ar av J. Arthur 
Rank-organisationen , kommer att uteslutande 
filmas i Vista-Vision. Under 1955 ajordes ett 

Denmark’'s Paramounteers 
Thrill to C . B.DeMilie’s 
’’Ten Commandments’’Talk. 

The following special message from Copen¬ 
hagen Manager S.A.Henriksen is typical of all 
of the overseas reactions to the special recor¬ 
ded message of Cecil B, DeMille made in Holly¬ 
wood after he returned from Egypt: 

"Dear Mr, Weltner: 
I have just had the oppor¬ 

tunity together with the English-speaking 
part of ray staff, to listen to the talk Hr. 
DeMille gave at the end of 1954,,before Para¬ 
mount executives, sales and publicity per¬ 
sonnel, and whicn was sent out on tape. 

We have before had the 
pleasure of listening to Mr, DeMille, both on 
tape-recordings and in introductions to some 
of his pictures, and the experiences have al¬ 
ways been very interesting and inspiring. 

But this time it was the 
most interesting "lecture" we have ever list¬ 
ened to, so inspiring and exciting. 

We are now sure that "THE 
TEN COMMANDMENTS" will be the greatest of all 
pictures ever made; and we are very proud 
Chat it comes from our studio, and from our 
Producer Mr. Cecil B. DeMille, We are certain¬ 
ly looking forward to receiving this Master- 

production. (sgd.) S. A. Henriksen." 

antal Rank-filmer i Vista-Vision och detta vi- 
sade sig sS lyckosamt att Mr. Rank pSbjdd att 
samtliga filmer skulle gdras i Vista-Vision, 
For den skull beordrade han ytterligare fem 
Vista-Vision-kameror for omgSende leverans 
och d'artill flera av den rdrliga typ, som med 
s3 lyckat resultat anv'ants av Paramount under 
filmningen av THE MOUNTAIN i Frankrike (p3 
tal om THE MOUNTAIN fbrresten s3 ar det en 
sp'annande alpfilm med Spencer Tracy), 

Gladjande nog 'aro vi denna ra3nad i till¬ 
falle att presentera ett rikt varierande bild- 
material fr3n den sydamerikanska rundresa som 
Executive Vice President J.E. Perkins nyligen 
f’dretog i s'allskap med Latin-Amerikas Division 
Manager A.L. Pratchett. Dessa bilder kora oss 
tillhanda for sent for att kunna publiceras i 
decembernumret, men det 'ar intressant att kun¬ 
na visa dem i ett vinternummer h'a’r, allden- 
stund de togs under en soranar, upplevd i den 
sddra hemisf'aren. Vi bro glada kunna tillagga, 
att kliraatets varme p3 intet s'att kunde m’ata 
sig med v’armen i det hj'artliga mottagande,som 
dverallt kom Mr, Perkins till del. 

En av de mest intressanta rundresor, som 
en filmman nagonsin fdretagit, har nyligen 
avslutats av den framstSende regissdren Alfred 
Hitchcock, som bes'dkt manga I'ander under sin 
resa v'arlden runt och tr'affat mSnga paramount- 
'arer, Vi visade fdrra manaden glimtar fr3n 
bans resa, och flera Sterfinnas i detta nura- ‘ 
mer j'amte nSgra personliga kommentarer av Mr. : 
Hitchcock rdrande styrkan och anseendet hos 
var Paramount-organisation. 

England's list of the 12 Best i 
Pictures for 1955 carried Paramount' s 
WHITE CHRISTMAS as #2 on the list., \ 
The 12 Best for 195o should have at *j 
least five — maybe more, ] 
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PARAMOUNT CAMERA 
MIRRORS THE U.S. 
CINEMA SCENE 

HOLLYWOOD 
Cecil B. DeMille. most honored prod¬ 

ucer-director in Hollywood's history, is 
today the possessor of a new distinction 
in a field far removed from motion pictur¬ 
es — the wings of a command pilot. 

The 74-year-old DeMille, now in prod¬ 
uction with his greatest picture, THE TEN 
COMMANDMENTS, is shown above personally 
receiving the wings from Major-General 
Lucas V. Beau, National Commander of the 
Civil Air Patrol. At the same time. Major 
General Carl Spaatz, former Air Force 
Chief of Staff, presents DeMille with a 
plaque of honorary life membership in the 
C.A.P, DeMille knew General Spaatz as a 
young lieutenant during his own aviation 
days. The presentations were made at a 
gala dinner honoring DeMille for his "pio¬ 
neer efforts in the field of aviation," 
Dinner was held at the Deauville Club in 
Santa Monica. 

Paramount President Barney Balaban was 
also an honored guest at the Civil Air 
Patrol dinner honoring Cecil B, DeMille as 
a true pioneer in aviation. Seated between 
them is Major General Lucas V. Beau, Nati¬ 
onal Command of the C.A.P, Floral piece at 
right is in the shape of DeMille's first 
biplane. Poster in background depicts the 
airport known 35 years ago as DeMille 
Field, located on what is now the Miracle 
Mile in Los Angeles. Movies of some of 
DeMille's fliMts on that occasion were 
shown at the dinner. 

ANYTHING GOES 
We received a host of pictures 

of preview attendees from all 
over the land. More next issue1 

DALLAS - On hand for the 
sneak preview of THE COURT 
JESTER at the Majestic Thea¬ 
tre. Danny Kaye was welcomed 
to the Lone Star State by 
General Manager Bob O'Donnell 
of the Interstate Circuit, 
and Mrs. O'Donnell, NaturaDy 
the Texans were wild about 
THE COURT JESTER. In the pio- 
txxre Danny does everything on 
a true Texan scale of accom¬ 
plishment. 

DALLAS - Danny Kaye, on his nationwide tour for 
his greatest comedy, THE COURT JESTER, decides 
to turn branch manager for a while and see what 
goes into an e^diibition contract. Standing by, 
as experienced mentors, are Dallas Branch Manag¬ 
er Frank Rule, South Western Division Manager 
Tom Bridge, and Oklahoma City Branch Manager 
'Buck' Weaver, From his look, Danny approves the 
terms, his gesture saying - "Everybody's a win¬ 
ner." Including the picture - say wei 

SEATTLE - At the pre-screening buffet reception 
for Danny Kaye prior to the showing of THE COURT 
JESTER at the Paramount Theatre here. Danny had 
as his dinner guest Lieut, Cynthia Dunne, U.S.N. 
daughter of Head Office executive Arthur J. 
Dunne. In centre, greeting the star, is Mr.M.M, 
Mesher, president of the Paramount Theatre in 
Portland, Ore, 

HOLLYW'OOD - In a fine tidbute 
to the Atlanta Journal and 
Constitution, Dean Martin and 
Jerry Leyds (in costumes for 
PARDNEES), call attention to 
The Empty Stocking Fund, a 
charity sponsored by Atlanta 
Newspapers and the Junior 
Chamber. This special edition 
was sold to swell the fund, 
and the Martin and Lewis end¬ 
orsement proved to be a great 
asset to the holiday business 
for ARTISTS AND MODtXS in 
Atlanta. 

PORTLAND - Happiness is evident on the features 
of these Upegon showmen after viewing the Para- 
musical, ANYTHING GOES,at the Portland Paramount 
Theatre January 13th.L-R they are: T.M.McDoug- 
ald, head 
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PARAMOUNT SHOWMANSHIP 
IS A WORLD-WIDE FORCE 
FOR INDUSTRY'S GOOD 

Every month the evidence supporting 
showmanship as a vital business-getter,grows 
stronger. Once again we present a couple of 
pages of some of the representative showman¬ 
ship of the month. This is but a cross-sect- 
ion, but it should show that even though bus¬ 
iness might be good, alert showmanship can 
make it still better. 

LISBON.PORTUGAL - In their shovnnanship campaign 
for WE'RE NO ANGELS, the management of the Cin¬ 
ema. Sao Jorge accented the basket which is car— 
rled by Aldo Ray throughout the picture, and 
which carries a very effective weapon. Here is 
one manifestation of the basket atop a well- 
decorated car, which traversed the streets of 
Lisbon during the first week of the film's very- 
successful run. 

EUREKA, CALIFORNIA - This is how the 
curved approach to the lobby of George 
Mann's Eureka Theatre has been treated 
for poster use. To quote George: "The 
24-sheet panels are solid and can give 
several years' use without warping. Of 
plywood and trim moulding, they may be 
converted to applique use simply by 
covering 24-sheet8 with cloth. They've fiven the Eureka front a new modern 
ook.. 

*Aiom 

....And here's how a 24-8heeter fills 
the space. This, however, is a tempor¬ 
ary display, made up entirely of old 
materials from basement storage pending 
the arrival of regular ARTISTS AND 
MODELS posters. 

GCAND COKOUIK 
EXPOSITIOII 

OfMOomsSEDWS 
D AVIOKS ■ 

PARIS - Part of the showmanship 
campaign for STRATEGIC AIR CCM- 
MANu at the Paramount Theatre, 
Paris, which was so expertly 
mastep-minded by Rene Lebreton, 
Jack Plunkett and Odette Ferry, 
consisted of a model aeroplane 
contest staged in the main fbysr 
of the theatre from November 28 
to December 15. Upwards of 150 
planes were entered, ranging aH 
the way from the Bleriot model 
(lower scene) to accurate models 
of the B-47 and B-36 giants of 
the great aviation picture it¬ 
self. The contest generated a 
wonderful amount of excitement 
among aviation enthusiasts, plus 
full-scale news interest in all 
sections of the Paris press. 

Oreste 
the 

Magnificent 

OilAriLJ!, 

ARTISTS AND MODELS, On the picture's 
opening d^ shev&s featured on radio 
stations KR, KING, KAYO and KOL. She 
Is shown here with Announcer Bruce 
Vanderhoof os Station KING. Miss Eler- 
ick later repeated her fine Seattle 
work for the picture in Portland,Ore, 
Walter Hoffman was Paramoxmt's exploi- 
t^ipn rep, on these showmanship act- 
X V*x wxO 8 e 

VIENNA. AUSTRIA — Here*3 a good idea of 
how effective a travelling advertising 
car can be. This one, traversing the 
ma^ streets of Vienna in behalf of 
STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND, announces the 
picture via posters, and by the spoken 
word over the all-directional public 
address system. 

If you were so fortunate as to see our singing sensation, Oreste, on the Jack Benny Show 
on TV, January 19th, you know that we have in this young, handsome, compelling star of THE 
VAGABOND KING, a very valuable property indeed, 

Oreste registered, especially with the ladies, with terrific impact. People of all ages 
loved him and his glorious, golden-throated voice. Let's esteem him highlyl 
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FROM EVERY COUNTRY 
COMES SHOWMANSHIP 
IN GREAT VARIETY 

Sit Danny Kids Knighthood 

NEW YC®K CITY - Thlaj2-pace spread of scenes from THE COURT JESTER was 
in a recent issue of the New lork Times Magazine, a section of the Sun¬ 
day edition of this internationally renowned newspaper. Such valuable 
space allotted to a motion picture is a tremendous tribute to the entex^ 
tainment value of the Danny Kaye comedy, and at the same time a tribute 
to the enterprise of Paramount^s publicity department. 

HAVANA - A smart piece of 
showmanship in connection 
with the release of TO 
CATCH A THIEF in the Payret 
and Trianon Theatres was 
the type of showmase shown 
above, which was placed in 
the lobby of each theatre. 
The arrangement was a tie- 
up with ”La Sortija,” one 
Havana's better department 
stores. Store donated more 
than 100 pieces of first- 
class costume jewelry, the 
pieces being split between 
the two theatres. Cases 
were locked and the keys 
placed with several hundred 
dummy keys. Each patron was 
allowed to select a key and 
try the lock. Each success¬ 
ful patrin was allowed his 
or her choice of a piece of 
the jewelry. 

In every way a natural 
for the picture and its 
theme. The showmanship got 
city-wide attention, and 
ace business resulted. 

(Shown in the picture 
above are Nibaldo Trd, Mer¬ 
cedes Rodriguez, Camilo 
Garcia and Luis Dominguez, 
Paramount publicity repres¬ 
entative). 

BARI, ITALY - Paramount Branch Manager Lino Di 
Canio is proud of the vast amount of show windor 
space his office has available, and is prouder 
still of the great displays his publicity staff 8 resents in this space. Here's the display for 

HE BRIDGES AT TOKO-RI, and there was another of 
equal effectiveness for CONQUEST OF SPACE. 

BELOW 
MILAN, ITALY - The main railroad station in this 
major Italian city is most amenable to motion 
picture advertising if it is done with taste and 
attractiveness. Here's one such display for THE 
BRIDGES AT TOKO-RI. A special mention on the 
display puts this 1955 film in the same dramatic 
category as "For Whom the Bell Tolls." 

»MUND (WMN 
JOHN «HSYT« 

SNrtUY MkIAIMC *ISTaVi5I0N 

M R Mtfl HSIW tMOH CUHCP OMt' 
TMIIUW MUtm in NIS MSI MUSML 

SINGAPORE - Here in the lavish Odeon Theatre's 
spectacular Hollywood Room is a concentration of 
showmanship for TO CATCH A THIEF which was to 
have been an attraction for Alfred Hitchcock on 
his recently scheduled visit to this Crossroads- 
of-the-Orient city. It was a part of top Exhibi¬ 
tor Loke Wan Tho's great welcome to Filmdom's 
ace creator of suspense. And, as the world now 
knows, "Hitch" created fabulous suspense by not 
shotfing up - having been grounded in Bangkok.... 
But the party went on just the same at the Odeon 
and the picture did tremendous business - so the 
showmanship paid off just the same as if Mr. H. 
had been there. 

TOKYO, JAPAN - Here are Japan's SEVEN LITTLE 
FOYS, brought to light through a showmanship tie- 
up between Sangyo Keizai Newspaper and Paramount, 
There is here the same distribution of boys and 
girls in the chosen giroup — three boys,two 
girls, two b<yrs — as in the actual Foy family, 
and tne Bob Hope picture itself, and the age 
range in the Japanese group is from 5 years to 
17 years. Even more important, these are all 
actual brothers and sisters, members of a seven- 
children Japanese family. Naturally the campaign 
secured wonderful publicity, all of great help 
to the picture. AT T^ - Parents and their 
children waiting outside the Tokyo Gekijo to be 
admitted to the contest. (Looks to us as though 
this is some of Paramount Publicist Ise's work). 
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HOLLYWOOD - Here His Ex¬ 
cellency the Ambassador is 
seen with Studio Head Y, 
Frank Freeman and Cecil B, 
DeMille. 

Jack L. Warner, head cf 
Warner Brothers Studio, 
makes a point to the Ital¬ 
ian Ambassador with which 
Mr, Freeman seems to agree. 

George Sanders, a feat¬ 
ured member of the cast of 
Bob Hope's THAT CERTAIN 
FEELING, recalls to the 
Ambassador some of his am 
experiences of picture¬ 
making in Italy. 

Bob Hope himself also 
had some interesting news 
to pass on to the Ambass¬ 
ador, with Executive Pro¬ 
ducer Don Hartman,left,and 
Ita^an Consul Dr.Massimo 
Casilli d'Aragona listen¬ 
ing in. 

We have received a 
further consignment of 
showmanship books from 
Italy,and particularly 
a campaign book on THE 
BRIDGES AT TOKO-RI. We 
will publish a selection 
of this wonderful mater¬ 
ial, and only wish we 
had space for all of it. 
Congratulations to all 
concerned on much realty 
outstanding work._ 

ITALIAN AMBASSADOR TO THE U.S. 
VISITS PARAMOUNT STUDIO_ 

His Excellency the Italian Ambassador to 
the United States, Manlio Brasio, was a rec¬ 
ent visitor to Paramount's Studio. He is 
shown at left with, L-R, Luigi Luraschi,Head 
of Censorship; Y. Frank Freeman, in Charge of 
the Studio; and, at right. Dr, Massimo Casilli, 
Italian Consul.in Los Angeles. At right the 
two visitors and Mr, Freeman are joined by 
Executive Producer Don Hartman and, at right, 
Vittorio Sanguinetti, Italian Trade Commiss¬ 
ioner in Los Angeles, 

SSSSSSSSSSSBS 

L'ANNO 
CHE TUTTI 
ASPETTAVAMO 

Non occorre scrlvere lunghi artlcoli dl 
fondo nk comporre annunci special! per dlrvi 
Che il 1956 sar6 I'anno piii grande che ala 
mai eaistito per la ParaoDunt. Infatti cid 
che pu6 rendere pl(i o meno grande un determi¬ 
nate anno per una Casa cinema tografica & alia 
fin dei conti nient'altro che 11 suo prodotto, 
e quello nostro di ques1f*^anno e' appunto di 
quality tale come non ricordiamo averne mai 
avuto per quanto indietro si vada con la me- 
moria. Del resto, senza che ci si stia a di- 
lungarci in dettagli, permettetecl solo di 
chiedervi se vi consta che qualslasi Casa, 
in qualsiasi anno, in quahinque epoca, abbia 
mai avuto tro la lista dei suoi nuovi film 
due colossi tipo I DIECI COMANDAMINTI e GfUERRA 
E PACE contemporaneamente• Ecco la pura veri- 
tfi ed h per questa ragione che aosteniamo che 
il 1956 sarA proprio I'anno che tuttl aspetta_ 
varno* . . Il nostro clamoroso applauso inizia 
to 11 mese scorso per THE ROSE TATTOO qontinue 
questo mesa e si prolungheri in quello prossi- 
mo e poi ancora in Marzo nonchfe Aprils quando 
potremo flnalmente darvi i risultati dei famo 
si Premi dell'Accademia dl cui sin da ora non 
si riesce a far menzione senza dire una parola 
di lode per quella superba e portentosa attri- 
ce ital iana che si chiama Anna Magnani. . • 
Intanto THE ROSE TATTOO continue a fare inca^^ 
si fevoloai in tutti gli Stati Uniti, cioi nen 
solo nelle grand! citti ma anche nei plccoll 
centri. La splendida combinazione dl un sog- 
getto di Tennessee Williams, dell’interprets- 
zione dl Anna Magnani, Burt Lancaster, Marisa 
Pavan e Ben Cooper, uniti alia felice direzio^ 
ne di Daniel Mann e mano maestra del produtto 

re Wallis hanno contribuito a fare di questo 
film \in successo di cassetta di callbro asso- 
lutamente internazionale. Affermiamo cid an¬ 
che pa*chii abbiamo avuto occasions dl parlare 
in merito con diversi esercenti esterl che 
hanno veduto la pellicola, e perchi i corr.i- 
spondenti della stamps internazionale a Now 
York e Hollywood sono tutti \ino piii entusla - 
sta dsll'altro di questo splendido lavofo . • 
• In questo numero troverete uno dei plii im¬ 
portant! annunci che abbiamo mai riportati 
in materia di VistaVision. Esso consiste nel 
fetto che ognl slngolo film da prodursi in 
ghilterra quest'anno dalla organizzazione J* 
Arthur Rank sar6 completamente glrato col pro^ 
cedimento VistaVision. Nel 1955 molti dei 
film Rank erano stati prodotti con questo ai- 
stema ma siccome il risultato fu ottimo Mr. 
Rank ha ora dato ordine che tutti i loro film 
del 1956 siano in VistaVision. A questo fine 
egli ha ordinato cinque altre macchlne da pro 
sa VistaVision per immediata consegna, pl4 dT 
verse altre di tipo trasportabile come quelle 
che la Paramount ha usato con tanto successo 
ultlmamente nella ripresa del film IS llOUfEHN 
in Francia. Come sepete, THE MOUNTAIN i una 
forte pellicola di sfondo alpino intorpretata 
da Spencer Tracy* • * Questa volta siamo lieti 
dl poter illustrare ai nostrl paramount isti 
diverse fasl del reconto viaggio d'ispozlone 
e studio che Mr. J. E. Perkins, nostro presi¬ 
dents delegate all'ammlnistrazione, ha ultima- 
mente effettuato attravorso I'lmerlca Latina 
in oompagnia del direttcre dlvisionale A. L. 
Pratchett. Abbiamo ricevuto quests fotografie 
troppo tardl per il numero di dlcembre, ma d 
anoora pi\i interessante poterle Includere in 
questo numero di pieno invemo in contrasto al 
periodo estivo in cui sono state press in Sud 
America. A tale proposito aggiungeremo anche 
che il caldo di stagione che Mr. Perkins ha 
trovato nel diversi paesi doll'America Latina 
^ sta to nienta a confronto delle calde, cordia^ 
li accQgUenze che egli ha ricevuto dorunque. 
. . . Uno dei vlaggi piti interessanti compiuti 
da una personality dello achermo h stato certo 
Uuollo testy termlnato dall*illustro rogista 
Alfred Hitchcock. Durante il suo giro in di¬ 
verse parti del mondo egli ha avuto agio di 
conoscere molti dei nostri paramountisti da 
cui y stato ricevuto cen grande cordialltA. 
Di questo viaggio abbiamo giy pubblicato pa- 
recclie fotos nollo scorso niimero o molte altre 
ne appaiono in questo bollettino di oggi insi^ 
me a qualche cooimento perscmala dello stesso 
Hitchcock sulla forza e carattere dell'organic 
zazione Paramount. 
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MORE CAMERA GLIMPSES 
OF THE U.S. SCENE 

Warners Wiltem, in 
Hollywood.night of 
ANYTHING GOES Preview 

CLEVELAND - In the Loew 
Stillman lobby follow¬ 
ing the ANYTHING GOES 
preview, L-R: Lewis 
Horowitz,Washington Cdi^ 
cuitj Joe Lissauer,actr- 
ball Bros. Circuit; and 
James Shulman,independ¬ 
ent theatre owner. 

Ted O'Shea with a trio of 
co-workers who had done much to 
lighten his Paramount tasks over 
the years: Martin Friedman, at 
left: Arthur J. Dunne and Ben 
S h.G c win&ti • 

Sidney G. Deneau, left, and 
Charles Boasberg coax a real 
"Oklahoma" smile onto the 
O'Shea visage. 

On January 12th, in the Head Office diningroom, his assoc¬ 
iates of quite a few years farewelled 'Ted' O'Shea as he left_ 
the Paramount ranks for those of Magna — and the world distrib¬ 
ution of "Oklahoma. The sign itself, displayed above, tells the 
whole story. It is held by George Weltner and Sidney G. Deneau, 
Mr. O'Shea's foraer assistant, who succeeds him as a Division 
Manager. In a switch, however, Mr, Deneau takes over the Western 
Division, while Mr. Owen, left, takes over the East. 

PREVIE/J OF "ANYTHING GOES" IN N&.' HAVEN 

As part of the national pattern. Paramount's ace and timely 
musical, ANYTHING GOES, was previewed at the Paramount Theatre, 
New Haven, on Friday, January 13th. Shown in the group above, 
together with some personal reactions, are, L-R: Lou Schaefer, 
Meriden,Conn..exhibitor: Paul Tolls, Newington ("ANYTHING GOES 
Grosses should top WHITE CHRISTIMAS";; Peter Perokas, New Britain; 
Lou Ginsburg, Amalgamated Theatre Circuit, Conn. ("Terrific mass 
appeal"); Leonard Sampson, Associate Director of circuits in 
several cities in Conn. ("Looks like Paramount has done it 
again"); John Perokas, New Britain; James Darby, Man^^ging Direc¬ 
tor,* Paramount Theatre, New Haven; Paramount Branch ‘anager 
Henry Germaine. 

More of Ted O'Shea's fellow-workers 
join tne going-away party. L-R: Eli 
Leavitt.Jerry Limata,Irene Sullivan, 
Samuel Sigman, "Ted", Sara Lyons.Art¬ 
hur Dunne, Ben Shectman, Martin Fried¬ 
man, Joseph Bisdale. 

THE TEN BEST FIIiB ACCORDING TO 
THg~ST. LOUIS POST-DISPATCH 

8ur thanks to Exploitation Rep. 
_ astle for sending us this emin¬ 

ent newspaper's list of the Top Ten 
Pictures or 1955. 

Numbers 1, 2, 4 and 8 are Para¬ 
mount. They aw: THE COUNTRY GIRL, 
THE DESPERATE HOURS, REAR WINDOW and 
THE BRIDGES AT TOKO-RI. 

The reviewer's choices for best 
actor, actress and director went to 
Bing Crosby for THE COUNTRY GIRL, 
Grace Kelly for the same pictuw:^ 
and he tied William Wyler for DESP- mE HOURS and George Seaton for 

TRY GIRL in the director class. 
He also nominated STRATEGIC AIR 

COMMAND for ^otography, and TO 
CATCH A THIEF for scenic beauty. 

Robert J. Rubin, left, and 
Sid Blumenstock and Herb Stein¬ 
berg, right, all seem loath to 
let Ted O'Shea get away from 
the Paramount fold. 

WASHINGTON PREVIEW - ANYTHING GOES was seen and 
enjoyed by the following four exhibitors shown 
L-R above with Branch P^anager Herbert Gillis,at 
right; George Crouch. Zone Manager, Stanley- 
Wamer Theatres, Wasn.: Orville Crouch. Washing¬ 
ton District Manager, Loew's Inc.: JacK Frucht- 
man. New and Centux’v Theatres, Baltimore; Gus 
Lynch, Schine Circuit, Washington. 

CINCINNATI PREVIEW - Obviously pleased by the 
preview showing of ANYTHING GOES are, L-R: Lou 
Weithe, Valley Theatre; Joe Alexander, Gen. Mgr, 
Cincinnati RKO Theatres; William Onie,Mariemont 
Theatre* William Meier, Cincinnati Paramount 
Branch Manager; Bill Borack, Tri State Theatres; 
Stuart Jacobson, Cincinnati Para. Sales Manager. 
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’’THE SCARLET HOUR” CAN GIVE US NOT 
MERELY ONE STAR,BUT POSSIBLY THREE 

MORE SIDELIGHTS 

ON THE BRITISH 

BRANCH TOUR.... 

BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - Mr. 
Hutchinson, at left, with Mr. 
George -^odge, Mrs. Hutchinson, 
and the Lord Mayor of Belfast, 
Alderman Harcourt. 

SALUTfc IW I ni. 

THE SCARLET HOUR, planned and created 
as a star-making production, already is re¬ 
turning a mighty handsome dividend. It not 
only has presented Carol Ohmart as a new 
Paramount star, but very definitely in ren¬ 
dering a like service for two other top 
members of its cast — Jody Lawrence and 
Tom Tryon. 

Proof of this is the assignment of Jbcfy 
to the female lead of THE LEATHER SAINT, a 
role so vibrant and so real that if Miss 
Lawrence brings the scripted part to life, 
the critics will be talking of her in terms 
of awards and all that that means. 

So in many ways THE SCARLET HOUR is a 
film of paramount importance to our company, 
not the least of which is the fact that the 
Paramounteer who most effectively launches 
Carol Ohmart may well be on hand in Holly¬ 
wood to see one of its players receive the 
1956 Academy Award. 

But only if he, or she, already has his 
or her Carol Ohmart showmanship campaign 
already under way. 

CAROL OHMART - COVER GIRL 

Star of THE SCARLET HOUR was 
chosen for the Christmas cover 
of The Bakers' and Confectioners' 
Journal — as sweet a treat as 
anyone could find on Christmas 
mom. 

In a Christmas message to 
a friend, Carol Ohmart said: 

"Paramount is a terrific 
studio - such nice people. 
I like them over and above 
the fact that they've put 
so much faith and money in 
me." 

CARDIFF, WALES - Mr. and Mrs, 
Russell Hadley, Mr, and Mrs. 
Fred Hutchinson and Mr. Maurice 
Prince of the Regal Theatre, 
Barnstaple, AT TOP: Mr. Bell of 
Glynneath, Mr, Harry Jones of 
Newbridge, Paramount Branch Man¬ 
ager G. Ha^dcsbee, Mr.W.Saunders, 
Representative to Cardiff Bran¬ 
ch, Mrs. Hariy Jones of New¬ 
bridge, Mr, Nwell of the Work¬ 
men's Hall, Femdale, Mr,J.Coll¬ 
ier, Representative for Cardiff 
Branch, 

Exhibitors Chant. 
”We love ANYTHING GOES” 

CHICAGO - At State-Lake, 
L-R: Ralph Taplingep.La 
Salle,Ill.; Russell Hurt, 
La Salle; Branch Manager 
J.H,Stevens; Alex Manta, 
Manta-Rose Circuit: Art 
Gould, Gould Associatee; 
N.S,Barger, State Theatre, 
Roseland, Chicago. 

NEWCASTLE ON TYNE - The Lord and 
Lady Mayoress of Newcastle on 
Tyne, in centm, extend the wel¬ 
come of the city to Mr, and Mrs, 
Fmd Hutchinson, 

DETROIT - At Michigan 
Theatre.L-R: Henry Cappg- 
na, Butterfield Tneatres 
publicity; Alden Smith, 
Cooperative Theatres' Di¬ 
rector; Harold Brown, 
President,United Detroit 
Theatres; Branch Manager 
Thomas Duane; Carl Buer- 
mele, General Theatres, 
William Clark, Clark TheatreB 
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MOUNT 
SINAI 

•••••Th© 
Mountain 
from 
whence 
were 
delivered 

"Thp 
to CommandmEnts’ 

Cecil B. DeMille's 
Tribute to 
LIFE Magazine. 

On December 26th, Life Magazine published 
a special Christianity Issue, This Issue, one 
of the most beautiful and moving In history, 
had a special printing of 5»900,000 copies,It 
was completely sold out In a matter of days, 
proving the Importance of Its subject. Among 
the many fine tributes to the Issue published 
by Life was this one from Cecil B, DeMllle: 

”It will take me several d^s to read the 
superb special Issue of LIFT) dealing with 
Christianity, but that is one of its 
special merits, for it is not only a mag¬ 
nificent visual display of living Christ¬ 
ianity. but seems also to embrace an 
unusually thoughtful account of many fac¬ 
ets of the Christian religion. Congratul¬ 
ations to LIFT) on a very worthwhile con- 
tiribution to the history of mid-twentieth 
century Christianity," 

Here, at right, is proof once more 
of the mightiness of this greatest of 
all motion pictures. Size of the tow¬ 
ering Gates of the Citv of Per-Ramesss 
can be gauged from the ant-like men in 
in the cleft above the gate itself,., 
In this scene, Mr, DeMiile studies the 
light power of the Egyptian sun,..,In 
the other scene, against one of a host 
of Sphinxes, he holds the VistaVision 
yi®wer against which every scene in 
the film was evalued photographically. 

This towering mass of stark red granite is not 
in Hollywood, not in California nor Arizona. This is 
the actual mountain of Man*s greatest destiny. This 
is Sinai - the heart of the desolate yet boundlessly 
venerated Sinai Peninsula — the real, the true mount 
whose slopes were ascended by Moses, and from whence 
he received, from the Hands of God, the sacred tablets 
bearing the Ten Laws which Man has found himeelf 
powerless to supersede, supplant or better - THE TEN 
COMMANDMENTS. 

Here, then, is Mount Sinai, one of the symbols 
of Cecil Bo DeMiile*s production which no man, woman 
or child will be able to look at in the film without 
an inward thrill, a quickening of the emotions, a 
feeling of reverence. 

And the picture will not merely show you Mount 
Sinai, it will carry you to the summit of a true Peak 
of Destiny, 
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ORESTE 
The 
Ki ng 
of 
Song. . . 

ORESTE, 
"THE 
VAGABOND 
KING" 

TO-DAY’S CINEMA^-^Oif^^ 

THURSDAY. DECEMBER 15. 1955 

Back again 
pRED HUTCHINSON, manag- 

ing director of Paramount, 
and his aide, Russell Hadley, have, 
finally completed their obviously' 
successful lour with the showings 
of the Royal film, “ To Catch ai 
Thief.” They were in Belfast for] 
the show on Friday, and on Mon¬ 
day in Dublin. While they were 
there they attended the local] 
Variety ball held under the aus-[ 
pices of the young but virile Irish! 
tent. Now. I gather from 
Hutchinson, he is back to catch! 
up on the backlog of work and' 
correspondence that has accumu¬ 
lated in his absence. | 

AND in the meantime he can 
chalk _up two distincti^s for 
VistaVision. It was the system 
used for two Royal shows with its 
presentation to Her Majesty this 
week of ” Richard III.” 

Ook zonder alle mo^^.elijke artik^len 
of berichten weten wij, dat 1956 al- 
les bevat om het grootste jaar te 
worden, dat Paramount ooit heeft ge- 
kend. Het voornaamrte echter om een 
filmjaar het grootste te maken is ’t 
product en dit jaar heeft Paramount 
e'^n product van een dusdanige loA/ali- 
trit dat met geen enkel ander te ve-^'- 
gelijken is, hoever U ook in Uv her- 
innering terug zult gaan. Wij zullen 
echter niet verder in details treden 
'.Vi3 willen alleen maar deze ene 
vraag stellen: kunt U enig jaar noe- 
men waarin weIke maatschappij dan 
ook zulke geweldige producties op 
zijn programma heeft staan als "PE 
HEN GEBODEN” en "OORIOG EN YREDE"? 
En het eenvoudige antwoord op deze 
vraag vertelt U waarom 1956 het jaar 
is, waarop wij alien gewacht hebben. 
Be uitbarsting van appleus waarmee 
wii vorige maand begonnen voor Hal 
.Vallis’ the pose TATTOO, zetten wij 
deze maand voort en het zal ook 
volgende maand voortgezet worden en 
weer in Maarten verder in April en 
in April zullen wij U wederom het 
nieuws uit de eerste hand geven over 
de Academy Awards en zelfs op dit 
Of^enblik weten wij reeds, dat geen 
enkel verslag over die ceremonie 
compleet kan zijn zonder een eervol- 
le vermelding voor een schitterende 
vurige Italiaanse actrice, genaamd 
Anna Magnani. 
Ondertussen blijft het fantastische 
succes van THE ROSE TATTOO overal in 
de V.S.voortduren, zowel in de kleine 
plaatsen ala in de grote steden. Be 
coinbinatie van een Tennessee V/illiams 
scenario; het spel van Anna Magnani 
Eurt Lancaster, Marisa Pavan en Ben 
Cooper; do geinspireerde regie van 
Daniel Mann en de showmanship super- 
visie van Hal '/vallis, al deze dingen 
tezanien heben de film gemaakt tot ’n 
kassa-magneet van waarlijk internatio 
naal kaliber. vVij weten dit in het 
bijzonder omdat wij gesproken hebben 
met vele overzese exploitanten, die 
de film gezien hebben; en de buiten- 

landse correspondenten iii New York 
zijn, om een populaire uitdruickjng te 
gebruiken, helem.aal "wild" over deze 
enorme film. 
In dit nummer verschijnt een van de 
belangrijkste VistaVision aankondi- 
gjnj^en, die wij ooit gepubiiceerd 
hebben. 
het betreft het feit, dat elke film, 
die dit jaar in Engeland door de J. 
Arthur Rank organisatie geproduceerd 
zal worden, geheel volgens het Vista¬ 
Vision systeem zal worden opgenomen. 
Gedmende 1955 werden reeds een aan- 
tal Rank film in VistaVision vervaar- 
di^d, en dit bleek zo’n succes te 
zijn, dat Mr.Rank besloot alle 1956 
films in VistaVision te produceren. 
Te dien einde bestelde hij nog vijf 
VistaVision camera's voor onmiddelij- 
ke levering, plus enige van het mo¬ 
bile type, die met groot succes door 
Paramount werden gebruikt bij de op- 
namen van THE MCUIiTAIN in Prankrijk. 
(Tussen haakjes, THE MOUIHAIN is een 
geweldige film met Spencer Tracy in 
de hoofdrol, v^'elke geheel in de Al- 
pen speelt. 
Het doet ons genoegen U deze maand 
vele aspecten te kunnen geven over 
de recente reis van Executive Vice 
President J.E.Perkins door Zuid- 
Arr.erica, in gezel-sclap van de la- 
tijns Amerikaanse Bivision Manager 
A.L.Pratchett. Be foto’s hierover 
ontvingen wij te laat voor het Be- 
cembcr nummer, doch het is interes- 
sant ze hier in deze winter uitghve 
af te drukken, daar ze gemaakt wer¬ 
den in een tijd dat het op het Zuide- 
lijk halfrond zomer is. 
wij zijn blij hioraan te kunren toe- 
voegen, .dat de warmtr van het weer 
niets was vergeleken bij de-.’warinte 
van dn hartelijkheid, waarmee Mr. 
Perkins overal werd ontvangen. 
Een van de m.eest interessante reizen 
gemaakt door een film-berocindheid 
v/as die van de eminente regisseur 
Alfred Hitchcock, die vele landen 
be'/och'^ tijdens zijn wereldreis en 
die vele Paramounteers ontmoette. 
.Vij publiceerden vorige raaand reeds 
enige foto’s en U vindt er in dit 
nuiruner nog een groter aantal, verge- 
zeld van enige persoonlijke woorden 
van Mr.Hitchcock over do kracht en 
het karakter •vap onze Paraaiount or¬ 
ganisatie . 

France's lovely 
Renee Jeanmaire 
clicks in very 
lovely fashion 
in ANYTHING 
GOES.with 
Beeng Crosbee, 
Mitzie Gaynore 
et Donald 
O'Connaire. 

HET JAAR 

WAAROP WIJ 

ALLEN 

GEWACHT 
HEBBEN 
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PARAMOUNT PERSONAL ITEMS 
FROM ALL AROUND THE WORLD 

At Buenos Aires Airport, 
Executive Vice President J.E. 
Perkins, left, and Latin Amer¬ 
ican Division Manager A. L, 
Pratchett received a radiant 
welcoming smile from Mrs. Rob¬ 
ert L. Graham, wife of Para¬ 
mount *s Managing Director for 
Argentina. In rear centre is grofile of District Manager S. 

. Pierpoint. 

The lively, 
alert young 
man here de- Sicted is 
enri Alex¬ 

ander Gold- 
enthal, of 
Beirut. Leb¬ 
anon. He is 
the son of 
Paramount * s 
Manager in 
Lebanon ,Vfiriy 
Goldenthal, 
and he is 
smaft enough 
to reach for 

his toy dog instead of the tel¬ 
ephone, knowing that dogs mean 
far less trouble than phones. 
We certainly compliment Mr. 
and Mrs. G^denthal on a very 
fine son. 

After he 
cast his son 
Kelly in THAT 

Hope found 
that there 
would be no 
further har¬ 
mony in the 
family unless 
the other 3 
children were given roles too. 
So here is Bob coaching Nora, 
9, in some of her lines. The 
other two children are Linda, 
16, and Tony, fifteen. 

Paramount Parade is our lively and informat¬ 
ive HoUorwood Studio counterpart. Thia September 
cover honors Anne Bauchens — at once a tribute 
to Anne and to the editor’s judgment in honoring 
so fine and stalwart a Paramounteer. Turning the 
cover of Parade we find a thoroughly diverting 
article by Ann Del Valle (in conversation with 
Charles 'Chuck' West) entitled "Cutting 'The Ten 
Commandments' with Anne Bauchens." The opening 
paragraph of this article will tell you quite a 
bit about Anne. It reads: 

"The Ten Coianandments," a film of ouch 
dimensions in theme, in costliness, and in 
size as to challenge the imaginatiop, has 
now reached the editing phase. And becil B. 
DeMille and Anne Bauchens, the only person 
DeMille has ever permitted to cut one of his 
films, have their noses to the movieolAe 

The sprightly article has much more about 
Anno - her character, her matchless film-cutting 
talents and her even temperament — and it fur¬ 
ther details how she began with the DeMille fam¬ 
ily by being hired by Mrs. Beatrice DeMille, 
mother of William and Cecil, as William DeMille'o 
secretary. When William was a director, she 
sometimes heljjed him in the cutting room. 

For Cecil, she became his first field secre¬ 
tary and believes that she, wor4cing for hlm,was 
Hollywood's first script supeirvisor. Once she 
had the temerity to say to him, "Some day I'm 
going to cut your pictures." 

"No one," replied C.B.DeMille with consider¬ 
able emphasis, "will ever cut a picture of mine 
except me." Time testifies as to v^ldi of the 
pair won the argument - Anne Bauchens has been 
with DeMille for nearly 39 years and has been 
editor of 66 of his 70 films. 

Like Chuck West says, "One of them brought 
the other one around to her way of thinking." 
And Annie, always loved, sometimes pampered,aikl 
univei-saliy respected, reigns as queen of the 
DeMille cutting department from whence will 
emerge next year the greatest motion picture in 
all film history - THE T£W CCT04ANDMENTS. 

ORESTE, AND HIS GOLDEN 
VOICE, REPRESENT ONE OF THE 
GREATEST HAPPENINGS FOR OUR 
GOOD IN THE WHOLE HISTORY OF 
PARAMOUNT. 

MISTRESS OF 
CALORIES... 

That*s what the Hollywood 
Citizen-News called Pauline 
Kessinger in a recent laudat¬ 
ory article. And Pauline, as 
anyone who has lunched or 
dined in the Paramount Studio 
knows, is the practical and 
gracious manager of the Comm¬ 
issary. We also quote from our 
thoroughly readable comtempo- 
rary, Paramount Parade, in 
stating that Pauline, "as diet 
queen,wisely and regally sees 
that each individual among the 
stars gets food of his or her 
choice and prepared exactly as 
desired. Executives and prod¬ 
ucers too find favor and flav¬ 
or lunching at the Cafe Conti¬ 
nental." 

We are happy to extend 
our warmest congratulations 
to Mr. and Mrs. H. Donald 
Hunter on the birth of their 
son last month. The young 
man was announced merely as 
•Speedy’ on the Hunter Chris¬ 
tmas cards mailed from Trin¬ 
idad, where the new arrival’s! 
father is Paramount Manager. 

We announce 
EDGAR with deep sorrow 

the passing, on 
SKEERIT December 8th, of 

Edgar Skeerit,6l, 
of heart failure. Mr. Skeerit 
was assistant head porter at 
Home Office and had been a 
member of the maintenance de¬ 
partment for 29 years. He was 
a member of Paramount’s 25- 
Year Club and was greatly es¬ 
teemed by everyone in Home 
Office. He is survived by his 
wife, Millicent Skeerit,and 
daughter Eileen,of NewYcrkCLty. 
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This is ORESTE 
".. . I can honestly soy that not since 

GIGtrS a/ypearances in 1938 and '39 

hove I heard the last act music so 

beautifully sung . . . one of the best 

Cavaradossis heard since before the war 

TOSCA'review from the magazine'Opera 

TK« above words were used to describe 

this world-famous tenor of Sadler's Wells and 

Covent Garden, taken ro Hollywood by 

Paramount so that 

NOW ON THE SCREEN 
you can hear him sir^ the lilting. 

hauntir>g, immortal romantic melodies 

of Rudolf Friml. i 

His impressive screen magnetism, % 

sir>gir>g voice and great performance k 

will thrill film audiences everywhere m 

in "The Vagabond King/' the musical I 
spectacle directed by Michael Curtiz. \ 

Listen for ORESTE . . . 
a name to remember 

TALKING ABOUT 

PARAMOUNT’S 
NEW STAR POWER 

Advertisements like this one above 
of Oreste — colorful announcements about 
new, upcoming Paramount personalities - 
are duplicatable anywhere around the 
world. 

There's no copyright on these London 
ads. You can use them — exhibitors can 
use them. Critics can use 'em. 

And, bless their hearts I - our comp¬ 
etitors can use them if they have a mind 

All that we ask is that each and every 
one of us get behind these new stars our 
studio is doing so much to develop, and do 
our level best to make them known to the 
entire world. 
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NEW-STARS CAMPAIGN BEING 
FORCEFULLY IMPLEMENTED IN 
BRITAIN....PUNCHY ADS GET 
WIDESPREAD INDUSTRY NOTICE 

When Paramount's advertising and publicity group 

in London, under the leadership of Tony Reddin, take 

hold of an idea, it is certainly done full justice 

to. So when the company said: "Our studio has some 

new stars in the making, but 

they have to be sold to the 

worldI" Tony and his gang 

went right to work. On this 

page are some of the advert¬ 

isements which helped sell 

the new players to the ind¬ 

ustry (with Oreste,at right. 

enjoying one of the ads),and also pictured is the 

ad which collectively displayed the individual ad¬ 

vertisements selling Oreste, Shirley MacLaine, Tom 

L. Tryon, Carol Ohmart and George Gobel, 

nil lM>ll•lM»K^T rii'i ii 

TO-D/TYiS 

QMeMA 
MM & 

TALKING ABOUT 

PARAMOUNT’S 
NEW STAR POWER 

TALKING ABOUT 

PARAMOUNT’S 
NEW STAR POWER 

This is 
GEORGE GOBEL .. This is 

CAROL 
OHMART 

TM MST IXOmC »•» itv ik.w 

business who h«s <onvuls«d poopio 

m looking mght dubs end os Hm 

tee nuvisioe HtsoMAitTT ot th# 
ft IS rodiing Amonce with 

lAIMTBL Poromount poisuo^od him to 

moko • him coilod 

^'TM BIROS AM TM BUS" m which hii 

MigtnoJ ond ontiroly rofroshing stylo is 

ifVASTATWa.T FVWIT 

Post oxporiooco hos domonstrotod 

thot the public while it envoys 

seeing established lovountes. 

hos on ovid mieresi in new 

. personelilies Here. then, ts on 

electrifying star. Carol Ohmart 

a warm, highly individual, 

talented brunette on 

outstondifvg exompU of \ Paramount s policy of 

presenting r>ew personelities 

Her tremendous ecting 

ebility will thrill eudiences 

when she is seen as 

the feminine lead tn 

Michael Curtiz' 

THE scarlet hour 

re ewer, Peter Oey •» ' Pxiyrefoe/ ' 
Get madr ter • new kxtd ei leughiw 

IntaM leradKt wtl make a nst>enal 
KaW el GeW 

Bf DBBWHS TNI BIOOPS 

Definitely 
a namt to rtfnombtr 
...ClOKCl COBIL 
. for LAUQHTtn 

m namt to rtmombor. 

CAHOL OHMABT 

TALKING ABOUT 

PARAMOUNT’S 
NEW STAR POWER 

THc PUBLIC wifi always be attracted br established 
stars, yet expenerKO proves they are always 
interested m new perservslities Therefore tha 
finding end bu>ld<ng-up of talented and appealing I 

NEW STARS IS vital to our mdustry Paramount ' 
hava accaptad tha challenge and will butid for 
the future by making availabla vmla new talent. 

IMPRESSIVE examples of this sla/ building polity 
are shown here, each outstanding m personality arvd 

actirsg abrlity and togathe* with the established 
great names, they wrll ur^doobtadlv 
lOise tha 

BOX>OmCE to new 
hotghts 
Paramount agam say 

REMEMBER QnBH 

these ftames... 
fh«y will wtn 

new fgns 

EVERYWHERE If.I.u'W.- 
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"TO CATCH A THIEF" 
RAPIDLY BECOMING 
ONE OF PARAMOUNT’S 
GLOBAL ’GREATS' 

Already TO CATCH A THIEF has toppled many of 
the records established by ROMAN HOLIDAY, which 
in turn had come to be just about the third 
ranking picture in Paramount’s international 
distribution during recent years. Toppers of 
ROMAN HOLIDAY had been THE GREATEST SHOW ON 
EARTH and SAMSON AND DELILAH. 

Indications are very strong (as evidence be¬ 
low suggests), that the new third place winner 
will be TO CATCH A THIEF. Here's the evidence: 

First this from 
John B.Nathan in Paris.... 

"CATCH A THIEF" FIRST FOUR DAYS 

IN SIX (6) PARIS THEATRES SIXTEEN 

MILLIONS, iVHICH IS TERRIFIC. FIRST 

DAY ITALY KEY CITIES SIMILARLY 
TREMENDOUS AND FAR AHEAD OF "ORO 

NAPOLI," LASY YEAR'S CHRISTMAS RE¬ 

LEASE. IN SEVERAL CITIES MORE THAN 

DOUBLE "ORO" WHICH LATTER VERY BIG 
♦ 

♦ 

* 

But that was only Mr. 
Nathan's first chap¬ 
ter ....this followed: 

"THIEF" PARIS CONTINUES PHENOMENAL 
BUSINESS. FAR AHEAD COMPETING PIC* 

TURES. FIRST 6 DAYS FAR OUTCROSS¬ 

ING "ROMAN HOLIDAY," "WHITE CHRIS¬ 
TMAS," AND "SABRINA." RECORD BREA¬ 

KING BUSINESS CONTINUES ITALY ALSO 
WHERE ALL KEY CITIES OUTGROSSING 

COMPETITION AND "ORO NAPOLI" AND 
ROMAN HOLIDAY, BOTH CHRISTMAS PIC- 

BEIRUT. LEBANON 
Honored film 

chosen to be the 
remieire attract- 
on oTOnlnf the 

magnificent Radio 
City Cinema here 
was TO CATCH A 
THIEF. The great 
event took place 
December 17th in 
the presence of a 
distinguished ca¬ 
pacity crowd. The 
glittering souve¬ 
nir programme had 
5,000 copies cir¬ 
culated: they are 
now collector's 
items, as well as 
advertisements 
for one of the top 
entertainment at¬ 
tractions —- TO 
CATCH A THIEF. 

MsxicOi ^00* • • Frcsn Mexico City comes wolrd from 
Latin American Division Manager A.L.Pratchett that TO CATCH 
A THIEF, in its first week at the Chapultepac Theatre, did a 
gross business U3% above average. The picture opened 3 days 
before Christmas. 

Mr. Pratchett also advised that there was considerable 
applause for the VistaVision photography which is one of the 
Alfred Hitchcock film's major attributes. 

TO CATCH A THIEF is the kind of a picture 
for which the motion picture was invented. It 
is good fun, it is glamorous, and its star- 
content leaves not a single dissatisfied film 

fan. And it lends itself 
to such wonderful adver¬ 
tising, as this superb 
lobby display in the 
Mexico Theatre, Mexico 
City indicates.This 
photograph was accompan¬ 
ied by a terrific publi¬ 
city campaign, which to 
our way of thinking left 
not a single person in 
Mexico City unaware of 
the Hitchcock picture's 

presence in that fair city......And of course 
as Director Alfred 
Hitchcock went ar¬ 
ound the world (he 
is shown surround¬ 
ed by Japanese film 
critics in Tokyo, 
at right),TO CATCH 
A THIEF was given plenty of effective mentions 
by him and by the various Paramounteers who 

TURES. hosted him at the plane's stop-off points. 

Aiie + nol ion When the announcement of Grace Kelly's engagement to the Prince 
MUOLI aXidn Monaco hit the Australian press, there was a prompt Paramount 
Q r n n n link to THE COUNTRY GIRL and REAR WINDOW. (TO CATCH A THIEF has 
Ajouup . . . . . not yet been released). Result: Both pictures at once broke all 

existing records at all theatres where they were playing. The exciting news reached Manag- 
ing Director C.V.Hake while he was still in New Yoik ,and he promptly passed it along. 
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FAKED GERMM ACTOR 

Leon Askin,left,famed 
German actor who had a 
prominent role with Danny 
Kaye in KNOCK ON WOOD,re¬ 
turned to Hamburg recently 
and was welcomed to the 
city by Paramount Salesman 
Matniesen. 

BERLIN - Superb 
postering for Vist- 
aVision and SIRAT- 
SGIC AIR COMMAND at 
the Delphi Film- 
palast am Zoo, 

DUSSELDORF ALERTED 

Giant slogan banner 
advertising STRATKIC 
AIR COMMAND being flown 
over the city during the 
inish hour. 

Renee 
J eanmaire 
really proves 
to be a dazz¬ 
ling figure in 
ANYTHING GOES. 

DAS JAHR, 

AUF DAS 

WIR ALLE 

GEWARTET 

HABEN 

Es bedarf keiner besonderen Bekanntma- 
chung, um Ihnen zu sagen, dass das Jahr 56 
al.les das in sich schliesst, was es zu ei- 
nem unuebertroffenen Jahr fuer Paramount 
macht. Fragen wir uns jedoch warum, dann 
wissen wir, dass die Grundbedingung dafuer 
grosse Filmv/erke sind, und in diesem Jahr 
kann Paramount mit einem Qualitaetsniveau 
aufwarten, das - ganz gleich wie weit Sie 
Ihre Erinnerungen zurueckschweifen lassen - 
seinesgleichen nie gekannt hat. Aber trotz- 
dem enthalten wir uns naeherer Einzelheiten. 
Wir moechten nur diese eine Paramountfrage 
stellen: Koennen Sie irgendeine Filmgesell- 
schaft nennen, die in der Geschichte des 
Films Je solche Spitzenleistungen hervorge- 
bracht hat, wie THE TEN COMMANDMENTS und 
KRIEG UND FRIEDEIT. Wir koennen darauf nur 
die einfache Tatsache erwidern: 1956 ist 
das Jahr, auf das wir alle gewartet haben. 

Der Strom des Zuspruchs, der im vorigen 
Monat fuer die Hal Wallis Produktion THE 
ROSE TATOO begann, wird in diesem Monat fort 
gesetzt und dauert auch im naechsten Monat 
an, bis in den Maerz und April. Im April 
werden wir Ihnen einen Augenzeugenbericht 
ueber die Verleihung der Academy Awards ge- 
ben. Aber wir wissen bereits heute, dass 
kein Bericht ueber dieses Ereignis vollstaen- 
dig sein kann, ohne an erster Stelle die 
glaenzende, feurige italienische Schauspie- 
lerin Anna Magnani zu nennen. 

In der Zwischenzeit ist THE ROSE TATOO 
weiterhin ein fabelhafter Erfolg in den USA, 
sowohl in kleinen, als auch in grossen Stae- 
dten. Die Kombination eines ’Verkes von 
Tennessee Williams, des Schauspiels der Anna 
Magnani, Burt Lancaster, Marisa Pavan und 
Ben Cooper, der einfallsreichen Leitung von 
Daniel Mann, alle diese Faktoren haben dazu 
beigetragen, einen Film internationalen Ka- 
libers mit ungeheurem Kassenerfolg zu schaf- 
fen. Wir wissen dies, weil wir mit vielen 
Kinobesitzern aus Uebersee gesprochen haben, 
die diesen Film gesehen haben, und die aus- 
laendischen Korrespondenten in New York und 
Hollywood sind - um es einmal krass auszu- 
drulcken - ganz aus dem Haeuschen wegen die¬ 
ses Films. 

Wir bringen in diesem Heft eine der wich- 
tigsten VistaVision-Neuigkeiten, die je 
bekanntgegeben wurde, und zwar werden alle 
in diesem Jahr in England von der J.Arthur 
Rank Gesellschaft hergestellten Filme dhrch- 

weg in VistaVision gedreht werden. Im Jahre 
1955 wurde eine Anzahl von Rank-Filmen in 
VistaVision hergestellt, und da dies ein so 
grosser Erfolg war, hat Mr. Rank Anweisung 
gegeben, 1956 alle Filme in dieser Fassung 
zu drehen. Um dies durchfuehren zu koennen, 
hat er 5 weitere VistaVision-Kameras zur 
sofortigen Lieferung bestellt, ferner eini- 
ge bewegliche VV-Kameras, wie sie z.B. so 
erfolgreich fuer den Film THE MOUNTAIN in 
Frankreich verwendet wurden (uebrigens THE 
MOUNTAIN ist ein wagemutiger Film aus der 
Alpenwelt mit Spencer Tracy in der Haupt- 
rolle). 

In diesem Monat koennen wir Ihnen erfreu- 
licherweise einige Bildberichte der Sued- 
amerikareise des Executive Vice President 
J.E. Perkins in Begleitung des Leiters der 
Lateinamerikanischen Abteilung Mr. A.L. 
Pratchett bringen. Die Bilder waren gerade 
etwas zu spaet, um noch in die Dezember-Aus- 
gabe aufgenommen werden zu koennen; aber 
trotzdem ist es interessant sie hier in 
einem Winterheft zu haben, da sie im Sommer 
der suedlichen Hemisphaere aufgenommen wur¬ 
den, und wir freuen uns, berichten zu koen¬ 
nen, dass die Vi'aerme des VVetters in keiner 
Weise mit der ’.Vaerme des Empfangs konkurrie- 
ren kann, mit der Mr. Perkins ueberall emp- 
fangen wurde. 

Eine der interessantesten Reisen einer 
Filmpersoenlichkeit war die, die kUrzlich 
von dem eminenten Direktor Alfred Hitch¬ 
cock unternommen wurde. Er besuchte viele 
Laender im Laufe dieser Weltreise und er 
hat viele Paramountleute kennen gelernt. 
Wir brachten bereits einige Bilder in der 
vorigen Ausgabe; aber diesmal koennen wir 
Ihnen eine ganze Reihe vorfuehren, sowie 
einige persoenliche Kommentare von Mr. 
Hitchcock ueber die Staerke und Art unserer 
Paramount-Organisation- 

FRANKFURT - 
Dovmtovm ad¬ 
vertising 
pillar for 
STRATEGIC 
AIR COMMAND. 

Oreste -the Voice 
of the Century... 
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'COURT JESTER* D.KAYE TOURS THE NATION 

PHOENIX, ARIZONA - ’/^hile 
shooting on location near* 
heTe for their current 
PARDNERS, Dean Martin and 
Jerry Lewis invited exhi¬ 
bitors to visit the locat¬ 
ion ranch. One who accep¬ 
ted was Mabel Mitchell, 
advertising and publicity 
head of Arizona Paramount 
Theatres, 

JERRY WISDOM 
Charlotte, N.C, nominee 

for "Miss Film Row," (See 
details in Charlotte 
Branch news on this pageL 

ANYTHING GOES 

Co-star Mitzi Gaynor 
and her husband. Jack 
Bean, at the Hollywood 
premiere of Paramount s 
ace musical. 

U>S. BRANCH NEVJS (Continued from Page 10) 

ly have to wait until the feature gets under 
way, to determine this. 

Our office was honored recently, when Bar¬ 
ney Slaughter, Salesman, had the 100A» Club Item-j 
bership bestowed upon him. As perhaps all of 
you ioiow, the requirements ^ which were adopt¬ 
ed some thirty years ago), are based on very 
high principles. Briefly, said requirements 
are, that the character of one wno aspires for 
membership must be above reproach, and he must 
be a credit both to his organisation and his 
Blanch. He is not necessarily selected for the 
greatest volume of business, but by his effi - 
cient sales record. To him, his small town ex¬ 
hibitor must be as impojrtant as those of his 
big towns. He has the same keen Interest in 
his Zone, as he would in his own business, 
-Measuring up to these principles, must surely 
create a deep feeling of pride. The club pin, 
small and simple, boosts this pride, and serves 
as a harbinger to those with whom he meets. 

The scout for "Miss Film Row" is creating 
quite an atmosphere of excitement, Jerry Wis¬ 
dom, petite brunette, whose picture appears 
elsewhere in this issue, is our choice, and we 
warn the gals competing with her, that they are 
really battling with strong competition. Each 
contestant is nominated by her respective com¬ 
pany, not only for beauty, but for personality, 
charm, etc. The North and South Carolina Thea¬ 
tre Owners Association will hold its regular 
convention at the notel Charlotte on January 
29th and 30th, at which time the lucky girl 
will be selected. In addition to the honor of 
becoming Miss Film Row, she will also receive 
a valuable gift. Much has been said about 
the fine work of the girls, all of which 
they well deserve. They have chosen for this 
month's project, that of addressing envelopes 
to all names listed in the telephone directory, 
for mailing in their contributions in the Uarcn 
of Dimes Drive. Althou^ still in their infancy 
they are working like veterans, 

- Lucy McGriff 

Dallas - in the Dallas Accounting Department, 
"Travelling Auditor" Danny kaye takes a look at 
the books which before many more months will be 
packed with business on THE COURT JESTER, Look¬ 
ing on,L-R,are: Jackie Bigham, Jo Ann Whitlock, 
Barbara Johnston, Mary Jane Patterson, Elaine 
Burch, Marian Barker. Dorothie Mealer, Joan 
Rogers, Anita Heacock, Lillian Wilson and Madee 
Bradley, 

NEW ORLEANS - Arriving at Moisant Air Field on 
his nationwide tour, Danny Kaye was met by five 
cinema stalwarts, Tney were, L-R; Henry Plitt, 
Gen, Mgr, of Paramount Gulf Circuit; Maurice 
Barr, the circuit's V,P. and Adv, Mgr.: Gaston 
Bureau, who retired as Gen, Mgr, Jan, 1,1956; 
Paramount Branch Manager Bill Holliday: and 
Holland Smith, Manager of Saenger Theatre, 

MEMPHIS 
Inadvertently omitted in the series of Tour- 

of-the-Branches pictures featuring Mr. Wel^tner 
was this one of the visit of Paramount's World¬ 
wide Sales Head to the great Tennessee city. In 
the picture, Memphis Branch Manager Howart 
Nicholson is flanked by Mr, Weltner, at left, 
and Hugh Owen, sales head of the Western U.S. 
Standing, L-R: John Coll, Bookeri James E.Srith, 
Booker; Tom Donahue, Salesman; Charles Boasberg,! 
Special Assistant to Mr. Weltner; Gordon Brad¬ 
ley. Division Manager with headquarters in Atl¬ 
anta, Ga.; Newell Garrett, Office-Booking Mana¬ 
ger; Robert Kilgore, Salesman; Travis Carr, 
Salesman, 

Golf and comedians seem inseparable. Here, 
in Dallas, it gets into the act with a veng¬ 
eance. Field Representative Bob Bixler plays the 
part of 'Divot' with Academy Award finesse. 
Director of Exploitation Herb Steinberg, right, 
portrays 'Anxiety' with equal finesse. Only the 
star, Danny Kaye, seems free and easy. 
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TWO MEMORABLE AUGUST 12th's i 

.FORTY-FIVE YEARS APART 

On August 12th, Cecil B.DeMille 
celebrated his 77th birthday anniv¬ 

ersary. Exactly 45 years prior to 

this day, he had been at work on the 

production of ’’The Squaw Man” in 

Hollywood. The two pictures on this 

page span the two memorable eras. 

AUGUST 12th. 1914 

Cecil B. DeMille, marking his 3j>rd birthday 
anniversary at work, sits a.t his telephone—less 
desk attending to business details connected 
with his first motion picture and the first 
feature length film made in Hollywood. This was 
"The Squaw Man," poster for which is seen in 
the backgroxand. 

Among the Gifts.... 
One of the multitude of gifts to gladden 

the heart of Mr. DeMille on his 77th Birthday 
was word from Japan that "The Ten Commandments" 
was in its 23rd week at the Piccadilly Theatre 
in Tokyo, and that several weeks prior to this 
it had already broken every Japanese record 
for attendance and box-office receipts. The 
mark was actually passed in the middle of the 
18th week. 

"The Ten Commandments" is continuing at the 
Piccadilly for an indefinite period; and is of 
course being presented with unprecedented succ¬ 
ess in Osaka and Nagoya. 

AUGUST 12th. 1958 

For this birthday anniversary, 44 years 
later, Mr. DeMille has a telephone. He also has 
in back of him the world’s most distinguished 
and commercially successful film-making record 
in the whole world of motion picture production. 
Capped, of course, by the multi-records-breaking 
raasterwork, "The Ten Commandments." 

A MORE DETAILED R. 
MEMORABLE BIRTHD 

T ON MR. DE MILLE*S 
XT ISSUE. 

TITI.* BOU 
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TOnARAMOUNT 
Product 

On July 21s 
ent Barney Ba 
group of top- 
a studi0 Visi 
for product f 
Accompanying 
George Weltne 
world-wide sa Though badly wounded in the 

mountain 'Trap,' Ralph Anderson 
(Richard Widmark) is able to tell 
the state troopers that they can 
get their man..,.in one of the 
host of thrilling scenes in the 
Panama-Frank production,"The Trap," 

.SILSAN HAYfMRD 
Co-starring with Jeff Chand¬ 

ler and Jacques Bergerac in the 
Paramount production, "Thunder 
in the Sun." 

JEFF CHANDLER 
Leading man for Susan Hayward 

in the exciting and spectacular 
production, "Thunder in the Sun," 
Picture deals with the migration 
of a colony of Basques to the 
Pacific Coast to found the wine 
industry and is being filmed on 
a truly epic scale. 

t,Paramount Presid- 
laban headed a 
level executives on 
t to implement plans 
or 1959 and 1960. 
him were Vice-Pres. 
r, in charge of 
les; Russell Holman, 
Eastern production head, and Jerome 
Pickman, Paramount Film Distribution 
vice-pres. in charge of Paramount*s ad¬ 
vertising, publicity and exploitation. 
They held conferences covering several--- 
days with T. Frank Freeman, vice-president in charge of the studio; 
Jacob H, Karp, D. A.Doran and other members of the studio executive 

staff. , . 
A great deal of wonderful news regarding future product came 

from this series of meetings. The following resume covers some of the 

highlights: ^ „ .. .-n v. ..4 
Marlon Brando's first Paramount picture, "Guns Up,” will begin 

production next month. Karl Malden will be a top member of the cast. 
Already in full production is "Thunder and the Sun,” the story out¬ 
line of which promises an outdoor picture of much color and excite¬ 
ment, with the Basque angle providing immense international ap^al. 
Perlberg and Seaton have a definite programme lined up, with first to 
shoot being "But Not For Me." with Clark Gable starring, and Carroll 
Baker co-starring. They also have definitely set "The Rat Race" and 
"The Counterfeit Traitor" for early shootxng, with filming of the 
last-mentioned to be done almost entirely in several European count¬ 
ries. Casts of both pictures will be announced momentarily......•Hal 
Wallis will next make "Don't Give Up the Ship," with Jerry Lewis as a 
navy officer who accidentally misplaces a destroyer escott.Sophia 
Loren, now concluding shooting of "That Kind of Woman" in New York, 
will next make "Heller With A Gun." and following that, "Blaze of 
the Sun".••.Danny Kaye will next make "The Five Pennies" for Para¬ 
mount.Robert Taylor wiU star in "The Hangman," start of which is 
scheduled for nexb month.Mighty plans are under way to film "T^ 
Mountain Is Young" in Nepal (see Page 15), and when the cast of this 
picture is announced it is exp)ected to create an international sensa¬ 
tion... ."The_Jayha>rtcers," a project of truly epic proportions likewise 
is in active preparation, and will be one of 1959's major films...And 
then there is "The World of Suzie Wong," to be filmed in the Orient 
with an international cast....Plus Alfred Hitchcock's "No Bail for 
the Judge," with most likely Cary Grant starred. 

The foregoing details will be expanded very shortly. Even now 
they bespeak a wonderful product future for Paramount. 
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TRENGTH OF “THE TEN COMMANDMENTS” in the 
international market was implemented Aug. 
6th by the following press 

release based on an announce¬ 
ment by James E. Perkins, pres¬ 
ident of Paramount Internation¬ 
al Films,Inco Following is the 
text of the release: 

The foreign gross for “The 
Ten Commandments” has soared to 
the equivilent of $5> 000, 000 
(in U.S. dollars) in only nine 
months since the first foreign opening in Italyc 

J.E.PERKINS 

This was announced in New York yesterday 
(6) by James E. Perkins, president oi Paramcwnt 
International Films,Inc..who credited the stat¬ 
ure of the Cecil B. DeMille production and 
“conscientious merchandising" for this phenom¬ 
enal achievement. 

Special engagements of “The Ten Command¬ 
ments” to date have been held in 20 different 
countries and 70 different cities abroad, 
Perkins disclosed. 

Thirty engagements currently are in prog¬ 
ress, among them the following: rlaza Theatre, 
London, 37th week; Paramount Theatre. Paris, 
28th week; Regal Cinema, Bombay, 28th week; 
Piccadilly Theatre. Tokyo, 21st week; Namba 
daigekijo, Osaka, l5th week; Etoile Theatre, 
Brussels, 15th week; Prince Edward Theatre, 
Sydney, 22nd week. 

Wherever the DeMille production played^ 
overseas it broke length-of-run and boxoffice 
records, according to Perkins who, in reporting 
the foreign gross to date, observed: “The fact 
that we are well on our way to establish the 
greatest record for any one picture in the 
history of the motion picture industry is quite 
apparent•" 

Perkins maintained that the “results to 
date in our foreign operation as well as the 
domestic market give tangible indication that 
•The Ten Commandments* can reach the unpreced¬ 
ented dollar expectancy projected by our com¬ 
pany* s management prior to the picture's 
release.” 

Surely one of the most important and 
significant press releases in all Paramount 
history. 

m 
^ji7\ SUCCESS STORY that is impossible to eval- 

\ uate in detail in a monthly publication 
CjQiiA be cause it is impossible to keep up with 
its meteoric pace, is the story of the breath¬ 
taking triumphs of "The Ten Commandments” in 
the U.S. and Canadian drive-in theatres. The 

Paramount World 
Published every month by Paramount Pictures Corp¬ 

oration, 1501 Broadway, New York 36, New York, USA. 
Issued by and for members of the Paramount organizat¬ 
ion around the world who believe in the entertainment 
appeal of their motion picture, television and allied 
products and in the business future of their company. 

Albert Deane, Editor 

Volume Ut Number 8_August, 1958 
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Commandments" inspired the additional record of 
being seen 29 times in the 25 weeks by a single 
indi^dual.. He is Mr. Ben Woodley, resident rep¬ 
resentative in India for the Rodney Hunt Compaiy 
of New York, shown at ' ’ ' ' 
receiving a silver 
devoted attendance, .. . „ _ 
ing presented by Mr. Framji'H. Sidhwa,'Chairman 
of the Regal-Bombay, At extreme left is Mr. 
Mickey De Souza, Regal's publicity manager,and 
with him is «r. S.NTVirji, manager of the Regal, 

all-time-highs that are literally spell-binding 
Nothing is more certain than that we grow more 
proud of, and happier about, the greatness of 
“The Ten Commandments" day by day and week by 
week. 

ECORDS OF ALL KINDS go to make up a good 
showmanship story, and records have an 
apt application to the story of Dolores 

Hart's recent tour of the United 
States and Canada. For on this 
tour, which the attractive and 
talented Hal Wallis star made in 
the interests of Elvis Presley's 
"King Creole,” she met and spoke 
with more disc jockeys than had 
any other touring Hollywood per¬ 
sonality. A total of 150 in all. 

figures being accomplished by the DeMille pro¬ 
duction are stratospheric, and the achievements 
so numerous, that bulletins from Edward Chum- 
ley's headquarters in New York reach us not 
only daily, but in many instances severaltimes 
daily. They offer comparisons with previous 

In a number of instances, Para- D(I/3RES HART 
mount arranged to have disc jockeys from surr¬ 
ounding areas or an entire state come to the 
city Miss Hart was visiting to talk with her 
about “King Creole" and the RCA-Victor records 
of its songs. 
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PARAMOUNT 
FROM ALL 

People seldom recognize 
opportunity because it 
comes disguised as hard 
work. 

-Cary Grant 

EVIL FROM OUTER SPACE 

This is the start of 
"The Blob" — the first 
seemingly innocuous att¬ 
ack on a simple human 
being by this monstrous 
element frcMn Outer Space, 
The debut of "The Blob" 
on the Earth is so simple 
as to be dismissed as a 
prank — but its awful 
and devastating consequ¬ 
ences stamp this Phila¬ 
delphia-made thriller as 
one of the most unusual 
films Paramount has ever 
distributed. 

Director Michael Curtiz 
got a real kick out of 
teaching Marilyn Maxwell 
that whiz of a dance she 
dances in the Jerry lewis 
comedy,"Roch-A-Bye Baby," 

NEWS IN PICTURES 
AROUND THE WORLD 

"This is the man I came to get..You know 
what he did to my wife I And we're gonna be on 
that train, even if it is the "Last Train Frwn 
Gun Hilll'" 

That's the substance of the ultimatum Kirk 
Douglas and his gun convey as, with Earl Holli¬ 
man a manacled deadweight on his shoulder, he 
proceeds to fight his way out of a grim trap. 

HITCHCOCK IN SAN SEBASTIAN 
Elsewhere in this issue is word about the 

high honors paid Alfred Hitchcock's "Vertigo" 
in the San Sebastian (Spain) film awards. Here 
is shown, in centre, with, at left, Sr, Vega 
de Seoane, Mayor of San Sebastian, and John B, 
Nathan, Continental General Manager. 

SAN SjiBASTIAN, Spain — Before the project- 
ion of "Vertigo" began, Mr. Hitchcock was int- 
rodaced to the Spanish audience by the celebr¬ 
ated Spanish actress. Ana Mariscal, who was 
also a member of the Jury, 

Macy^'s Loves 
'*The Matchmaker’*. 

....And loves it to the extent of contrib¬ 
uting this prominent window for a display of 
the millinery which is so important a part of 
the picture's dramatic structure. Enlargements 
of stills from the Don Hartman pictxire are in 
prominent positions in the New lorR department 
store's window, and are of the type to make 
onlookers aware that "The Matchmaker" is top- 
grade comedy entertainment. 

VICHY, France - Here are two separate 
queues lined up at the Lux Theatre for admiss¬ 
ion to see "The Ten Commandments." According 
to the film's publicity director for the Con¬ 
tinent - Jerry Juroe - it is this way every 
day at the Lux, 

T I T L £ S. 
Important News! 

LAST TRAIN FROM GUN HILL 
This is the final and definite title of the 
Hal Wallis production known formerly as 
"Showdown At Gun Hill," "One Angry Day," as 
well as by other titles. 

TEMPEST 
This is the final and definite title of the 
Dino De Laurentiis-Paramount production 
known formerly as "The Tempest." The article 
'The' has been dropped. 



INTERESTING GLIMPSES 
OF UPCOMING PRODUCT 
THAT’S ALREADY ON 
FILM 

"The Young Captives," produced and directed by Andrew J, Fenady and 
Irvin Kershner, piles one grim scene on another as it tells of the fear- 
filled consequences which beset a couple of teen-agers who decide to 
elope, and who foolishly pick up a hitch-hiker. Above, the yoxmg couple, 
Ann Howel (Luana Patten) and Benjie Vfhitney (Tom Selden), are threatened 
by the crazed killer, played by Steven Mario....and it's what is precipi¬ 
tated by this scene that provides the real cavalcade of thrills. 

One of the most unique, and spine- 
chilling, instances of being "in custody" 
is this arrest of Earl Holliman by Kirk 
Douglas in "Last Train From Gun Hill." In 
the background are the racing flames from 
the doomed hotel - and if either man 
trips, Earl really loses his head. 

(Top) 
Sophia Loren and Tab Hunter in a 

tender farewell scene in "That Kind of 
Woman," which is being filmed in its 
entirety in New York and against the 
giant background of Manhattan, 

(Left) 
Richard Widmark and Tina Louise 

are most effectively teamed in "The 
Trap," one of the finest nerves-on- 
edge Paramount films in years. 

(Right) 
Five who see "The Blob" aire witn¬ 

esses to a sight they'll never forget. 
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Here depicted is the surging 
spirit of Cecil B, DeMille's 
mighty saga of the "North West 
Mounted Police," Shown in the 
forefront of the cavalcade are 
Gary Cooper, Madeleine Carroll, 
Paulette Goddard, Robert Prest¬ 
on, Preston Foster, I^ne Over¬ 
man and Akim Tamiroff. 

The three principals of the 
Cecil B, DeMille spectacle, 
"Union Pacific" — Joel McCrea, 
Barbara Stanwyck and Robert 
Preston, 

PARAMOUNT INTERNATIONAL'S 
SALES CAMPAIGN ON OUR 
ALL-IiME GREATESI PRODUCT¬ 
IONS REAl[y”rOLlTnG. . .’’THE 
PLAINSMAN” IS #3 

Organization of the sales campaign on 
Paramount's "All-Time Greatest productions 
is proceeding at top speed under the direc¬ 
tion of Steve Clug. While emphasis for the 
present is on the two pace-setting filmsf — 
"Union Pacific" and "North West Mounted 
Police," preparatory work is being done on 
the next group, first of which is another 
Cecil B. DeMille "all-time-great," the very 
spectacular thriller, "The Plainsman." This 
has immense star value in Gary Cooper and 
Jean Arthur, and is at the same time based 
on one of the best known and most colorful 
characters in the entire world, Buffalo 
Bill. 

More news about Paramount Internation¬ 
al's sales campaign on Paramount's "All- 
Time Greats" in next month's issue. 

Gary Cooper and Jean 
Arthur in one of the many 
tense mcanents in Cecil B, 
DeMille's production of THE 
PLAINSMAN - The Thrilling 
Story of Buffalo Bill, 

Gary Cooper is never better than in the 
role of a man with a brooding heart — and he 
has that in this Cecil B, DeMille saga of the © 
"North West Mounted Police" as he watches lovely ® 
Madeleine Carroll give her heart (or so he 
thinks) to 'Mountie' Preston Foster, 

When the Indians get through with one of 
the early "Union Pacific" trains, there isn't 
much left for the pioneers of the West to do,,. 
But they do it, and they build from there to a 
climax magnificently mirrored in Cecil B, 
DeMille's mighty action thriller. 
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BOMBAY - An all-time record for the beautiful 
Regal Theatre was established the middle of last 
month when this cinema completed the 25th week 
of "The Ten Commandments," began its 26th week, 
and announced that the great Cecil B. DeKille 
production would continue indefinitely, 

BELOW 

li 

The greatest event in motion picture history 

... Box-Oj^ice Business 

Prince Edward 

SYDNEY 
ID’^WEEK 

Winter Garden 

BRISBANE 
IL.^ WEEK 

Majestic 

ADELAIDE 
7'^week 

Piccadilly 

PERTH 
«-h3'^.'week 

\ 
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Cover (in hard 
boards) of the 
special edition 
of The Ten Comm¬ 
andments. as in¬ 
terpreted for 
young children. 
Book is published 
in the U.S.A. by 
Rand McNally. I 

*\oo^ The TEN 
Commandments 

for Children 
Edtfed by 

Mary Alice Jones 

SYDNEY - Full page advertisement 
in The Film Weekly telling of the 
status of "The Ten Commandments" in 4 
Australian capitals as of July 17th, 

This advertisement, appeared Just 

I'l!. 
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NEWCASTLE, England - These panels bearing the 
text of the Ten Commandments are reputed to be 
over 150 years old. They were recently unearthed 
in an out-building attached to the Church of St. 
Albans in the Parish of Earsdon, Northumberland. 
The panels are now on display in the foyer of the 
Quee’^'s Hall here, and will remain there through¬ 
out the local engagement of Cecil B, DeMille's 
production of "The Ten Commandments." 
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one month ago, so as the Cecil B. 
DeMille production is still running Jn 
all four cities, add four to each of 
the totals, makang it: Sydney 23rd), 
Brisbane, l5th), Adelaide, llth) and 
Perth, 7th). And of course the end is 
nowhere in sight for any of them. 

RIGHT 
SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico - Tab¬ 

lets bearing The Ten Command¬ 
ments displayed for 3 weeks at 
Padin’s Department Store in 
downtown San Juan before being 
moved uptowri to the New York 
Dept. Store in Santurce. 
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THERE ARE AS MANY FACETS TO THE WORLD'S 
ACCEPTANCE OF ’’THE TEN COMMANDMENTS" AS 
THERE ARE WAYS OF LIFE ITSELF^^^^^^^^^ 

CAGLIARI, Sardinia — 
Rear of the publicity van 
which toured the provinc¬ 
ial towns of this area, 
screening the trailer of 
"The Ten Commandments," 
and attracting widespread 
and very favorable atten¬ 
tion. 

MONTEVIDEO, Uruguay - Here, from 
within the Trocadero Theatre, is one 
more version of a scene which has had 
a counterpart in a great many lands 
around the world. 

Almost two years ago, when screen¬ 
ings of "The Ten Commandments" began, 
we pictured whole audiences of nuns 
and priests witnessing the towering 
Cecil B, DeMille production, many of 
the viewers looking at a motion pict¬ 
ure for the first time in decades. 

Here above are two more photographs 
to be added to the gallery of world¬ 
wide recognition of the sublime inspi¬ 
ration of the mighty Paramount film. 

AMSTERDAM - Magnificent and dignified 
foyer of the world-renowned Tuschinski Theatre 
where "The Ten Commandments" has scored a 
conspicuous success. 

RIGHT 

AMSTERDAM - Colorful 
and dignified display in 
the Vroom & Dreesmann De¬ 
partment store for "The 
Ten Canmandments" when the 
Cecil B, DeMille product¬ 
ion was at the Tuschinski 
Theatre, Other stores con¬ 
tinued the showmanship 
campaign when the picture 
continued its engagement 
at the Corso. 

HE DIDN'T MISS A SINGLE ONE. OF 

"THE TEN COMMANDMENTS" 

SINGAPCEE - In Coroner's 
Court here,during an inquiry Into 
a death, a last minute witness 
asked the Coroner to excuse him 
so that he could see "The Ten 
Commandments," then current at 
the Cathay. He had bought a tic¬ 
ket for tne 2:30 p.m, show, and 
the inquiry was being held at 
that time. 

The Coroner. Mr.Giam Chong 
Hing, however told the witness. 
Pang Ah San, that he had to give 
evidence first. This took Pang 
only five minutes, after which 
he was excused from further att¬ 
endance in court. 

Pang took a fast taxi to the 
Cathay and caught Cecil B, 
DeMille's mighty production at 
the end of the credit titles. 

Already in its 6th week,the 
film has captured the all-time 
box office record for Singapore 
and "alaya. 

— 

*’The Ten Commandments” 
Took Only 32 Days. 

Roy McAree, Paramount General Manager in 
Malaya, sent Paramount International Fh'esident 
James E. Perkins the following interesting 
cable concerning the super-charged engagement 
of "The Ten Commandments" at Singapore's Cathay 

Theatre: 

ON SUNDAY JULY 27th "COMMANDMENTS" CASUALLY 
PASSED CATHAY'S ALL-TIME BOXOFFICE RECORD 
ESTABLISHED IN 1951 BY "SAMSON AND DELILAH" 

IN FORTYNINE DAYS. 

What makes the message so intriguing is 
that "The Ten Commandments" took only 32 days 
to crack the record,...and is continuing on its 
way mightier than everl _ 



LIMA - Another glimpse of the 
Cinema •'£! Pacifico" which is 
our cover feature this month. 

CHALLENGING NEW 
CINEMAS ARISING 
ALL OVER THE 
WORLD.READY 
FOR NEW PRODUCT 

HAVANA, Cuba ~ This city gained a magnific¬ 
ent new gem in its diadem of cinemas with the 
inauguration of the Acapulco Theatre on July 7th, 
Theatre is the newest house in the celebrated 
circuit which Edelberto de Carrera Sr. commenced 
38 years ago. Premiere of the house was one of 
the most glittering events in Havana's history. 
Shown above are the exterior of the theatre and 
the main lobby. 

HAVANA - A cute yet practical 
touch in the rest-rooms of the 
Acapulco Theatre - a retiring 
room "Exclusively for Children," 

BUKIT MERTAJAM, Malaya - This ultra-modern, 
700-seat cinema, the Cathay, was officially op¬ 
ened July 11, 1958...Opening attraction was 
Paramount's Martin and Lewis c<xnedy,"Hollywood 
Or Bust." 

This was the fourth new Cathay Cinema to be 
opened this year by the Cathay Organisation,and 
the 22nd in the past three and a half years.... 
The Cathay Organisation operates more than 50 
first-run theatres in Singapore, Malaya,Brunei, 
Sarawak, Borneo and Bangkok. 

Opening ceremony at this new Cathay was perf¬ 
ormed by Mr.J.W.Telfer, District Offleer,Bukit 
Mertajam. 

nwlfTiWlrn 

HAVANA - View 
of the attractive 
cafe bar, cafet¬ 
eria and refresh¬ 
ment room of the 
superb new Cine 
Acapulco here, 

RIGHT 

Premiere attr¬ 
action for Lima^ 
El Pacifico Cin¬ 
ema was "Funny 
Face" - a great 
successl 

2 ^Ao r e. 
The Cathay Organis¬ 

ation has two more Cath¬ 
ay cinemas under const¬ 
ruction and due for 
opening within the next 
few months. They are at 
Balestier, Singapore, 
and Kulim. 
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NEWS ABOUT PEOPLE 
WORKING TOGETHER 
AT HOME OFFICE 

When you realize you're getting older (by 
one year); The Paramoimt VistaVision League 
announced its '58-*59 season this month. 

Via a mimeographed sheet for v^ich Bob 
McKeown did not draw cartoons, but he will, by 
popular demand, keep writing the bulletin and 
(we trust) reporting news for Home Office page. 

Good news that Jeanne Spinn, International 
Publicity, is back at her desk after illness. 

Stork roll call includes besides Jerome 
Pickman's daughter (reported elsewhere): a son 
for* Accounting's Arthur Lane and a daug)iter 
for Print Dept, head Joseph Bisdale. 

Derek Lane was bom July 15th at Jacobi 
Hospital, Bronx. Weighed six poxmds, six 
ounces and is the second child for the Lanes, 
who have a son, Morman, 5* 

Valerie Ann Bisdale made her appearance 
July 5th at Presbyterian Hospital. Vieigjied 
seven pounds and twelve ounces. The Bisdales 
also have a son, Tommie. 

PAREMTS DAI at sbunmer camp is a wonderful talk-filled time. 
Above left to ri^t are Paramount lawyer Leonard Kaufman and 
Mrs. Kaufmen and their older son Larry, 9, during a visit to 
Camp Chippewa, Enfield, N.H. Yoiuager son Robbie was at home. 

City habit with a trip to Miami, Florida. With 
the children. Mr. Perkins* secretarj*-, Patty 
Powers Crozier chose Roundtop, N.Y., in nearby 
Catskills. Translator Arthur Coelho "flying 
dowrf'to Rio — quite a few years since his 
last visit to his homeland. And Editor Albert 
Deane, his wife and son Donald have a fast- 
paced schedule of Scotland, Belgium, France, 
Switzerland in two-week European trip. 

Thou^t for any day; "The only time 
you mustn't fail is the last time you try."— 
Charles Kettering. 

News and pictures always welcome at 
Room 1010. —Page by Ann Usher 

Sportsminded vacationists are Michael Ber¬ 
man, 11th floor receptionist, expert on water- 
skiing, and*Mailroom* s Bob McKeown, who com¬ 
bined bowling, golfing and swimming. 

Mr. Roper's secretary, Frances Rosen, and 
Gloria Adelheim of Picture Report Dept, among 
Disneyland enthusiasts after their California 
trip. Vacationing there this month was Dr. 
Warshaw's secretary, Mrs. Ruth Prago. 

10th floor vacation-stories: Vera and 
Bob Guilfoyle of Traffic breaking the Atlantic 

PARAMpUHT land¬ 
mark behind Ac¬ 
counting's Joe 
Bayer is "Gate¬ 
way to Studio sf! 
Joe and his 
wife toured -the 
studio—vdiere 
GEISHA BOX was 
in,production— 
while on a va¬ 
cation trip to 
California and 
Nevada, fea¬ 
turing a Las 
Vegas stay. 

NEW YORK BRANCH Newsnotes from 
Richard Magan while Nat Stem vacations: 

Staff changes: Stanley Caiman, formerly 
print booker, promoted to booker status, and 
Pearl Affissio, formerly ledger clerk, is now 
print booker. 

Vacation spots: New Jersey shore for 
John Curtin; Niagara Falls for Eugene Newman; 
and New England (Cape Cod, Maine shore, etc., 
etc.) for Ruth Richardson. 

BAGS PACKED? 

CASH IN HAND? 

ALL SET? FOR A 

FON-FILLED CRUISE 
ON "HOUSEBOAT" 

WITH CARY AND 

SOPHIA AND THE 

MOST DELIGHTFUL 

ffBRATS" YOU'VE 

EVER MET. 
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NEW YORK - B9 ccsmforted, 
gals - Sophia ^oren finds 
New York's streets tov^h 
on the tootsies, too. This 
is a candid camera shot 
of her taking a spell dur¬ 
ing the filming of "That 
Kind of Woman," 

SAN JUAN,Puerto Rico - 
Attending special screen¬ 
ing of "The Ten Command¬ 
ments" at the Metropolit¬ 
an Theatre were: 5ev, . 
Thomas J.Liggett (centre) 
President of Evangelical 
3eminar7i Mr,Rafael Ramos 
Cobian. President of Com- UODian. rresj-ut 
monwealth Mana/ 
operators of tl 
olitan. At le 

iment Corpu, 
le Met! -.rop- 
t is Para¬ 

mount Manager Frank J ^ 
Planas. 

"The only service a 
friend can really render 
is to keep up your 
courage by holding up to 
you a mirror in which 
you can see a noble image 
of yourself," 

-George Barnard aaw 

INTERNATIONAL 
NOTABLES IN 
THE PARAMOUNT 
SCENE 

LONDON - Among the notables 
attending the recent premiere 
of "St. Louis Blues" at the 
Leicester Square Theatre were 
Mr, and Mrs. Earl St. John, Mr. 
St. John is executive producer 
for J. Arthur Rank Productions. 

MEMPHIS, Tenn. - This 
is Don Nicholson, son of 
Howard Nicholson, Manager 
of the Memphis Branch,The 
picture is copied directly 
fr<xn the columns of the 
"Memphis Commercial App¬ 
eal," local newspaper. 

The picture headed a 
half column of news about 
Don, who was selected as 
"Young Memphis." Revolver 
is symbol of the young 
man's deep and abiding In¬ 
terest in marksmanship, 
which in turn stemmed rraai 
a dedicated study of the 
Civil War. (The pistol is 
a 22-caliber automatic 
target pistol, one of Dai's 
most prized possessions). 

BC»1BAY - Ben Woodley, 
resident manager here of 
the Rodeny Hunt Company cf 
New York, vdio was honored 
by the Regal Theatre here 
after having seen "The 
Ten Commandments" a total 
of 29 times in the first 
25 weeks of the great pro¬ 
duction's run, (NB. The 
film is continuing to run 

undoubt- 
s scoro 

Young Memphis— 

indefinitely, so 
edly Mr, Woodley' 
will increase). 

HOLLYWOOD - George Seaton, 
ace Paramount writer-director- 
producer, and president of the 
Academy of Motion Picture Arts 
and Sciences, has been elected 
a trustee of Colonial William¬ 
sburg, Inc,, the historical 
township in Virginia, Announ¬ 
cement of this was made by 
Winthrop Rockefeller, board 
chairman. 

PENANU, Malaya - H. £. the 
Governor of Penang, Raja Sir 
Uda, arrives at the Cathay Cin¬ 
ema for the special "Command" 
performance of Paramount's "Die 
Sad Sack," presented in behalf 
of an important local charity. 

GLASGCW, Scotland - Sharing 
a joint gift as the 100,000th 
patron to see "The Ten Command¬ 
ments" at the Gaumont, are Mr, 
and Mrs. John Manley of this 
city. They were presented with 
a copy of the Paramiount Research 
Book, "Moses and Egypt," written 
by Henry Noerdlinger, Making the 
presentation is Mr.W.Y,Thomson, 
acting manager of the Gaumont. 

NEW YCRK - Keenan Wynn.who 
is co-starred in "That Kind of 
Woman," told Sophia Loren on 
the set one day, "Everyone on 
the set is in love with you." 
According to Newsweek Magazine, 
she replied: "That's the story 
of my lifei' 

LEFT 
BOSTON - Pictured here Is 

Daniel R, Houlihan, who has been 
promoted from branch manager at 
Albany to branch manager at Bos¬ 
ton. George Weltner, Paramount 
Pictures vice-president in charge 
of world sales, announced the 
promotion July 11. 

Houlihan joined Paramount in 
November, 1951, as Albany branch 
manager, and has held that post 
since then. 
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British Public Re¬ 
lations on ’’The 
Ten Conr^andments” 
Big as the Mighty 
Film Itself. 

Aljnost daily the mails bring 
to Home Office in New York a veritable 
mountain of press clippings,pictures 
and reviews inspired by the showings 
of "The Ten Commandments" in England, 
Scotland, Wales, Eire and Northern 
Ireland, It all constitutes a mighty 
testimony to the job being done by 
Jack Upfold and his tireless workers. 

The material is measurable by 
the pound rather than the individual 
item, and all of it has magnificent 
merit, whether it be the 4—page news¬ 
paper section in the South Wales 
Argus, or the multiplicity of pages in 
New Venture, the Pocket l^gazine for 
Boys, 

It all just goes on and on, in 
the same proud and brave tradition of 
the picture that Inspired It - and we 
expect to see it keep going on and on 
lor a lot of years to come. 

CHICAGO - One of the many show¬ 
manship touches applied to the Chicaro 
Theatre campaign on "Rock-A-Bye Baby" 
was that of having Chicago triplets 
Sheldon. Robert and Ronald Schwartz, 
all looK-alikes for Jerry Lewis.'mug' 
their way into the theatre. Picture 
has ‘^erry Lewis playing 'papa' to in¬ 
fant triplets, so stunt was particu¬ 
larly appropriate. 

SHCWMAN3HIP HAS BEEN 
PUT TO jiXCELLENT,NATIONAL 
USE ON "THE MATCHMAKER." 

GLOBALLYHOO PROVES 
THAT SHOWMANSHIP 
STILL IS AN 
EXHIBITOR’S 
BEST FRIEND. 

RIO DE JANEIRO, Brazil - 
When they do a job of postering 
in Rio, it really is a job. In 
the instance of the wonderful 
showmanship campaign put forth 
in connection with the tie-up 
between "Cinderela" Magazine, 
and Paramount, on the contest 
for "Funny Face," the publishing 
company producing the magazine ' 
undertook to tell the entire 
city about the contest. And, as 
can be seen, they really did a 
"telling" job. It was this way 
all over Rio de Janeiro. 

COPENHAGEN,Denmark — 
Entire background of the 
window display in the City 
Shoe Shop on Stroget is 
devoted to Paramount's 
Lana Turner release, "An¬ 
other Time,Another Place," 

RIGHT 

SINGAPORE - Three of the 
many wonderful windows of 
this city won by the power 
and the majesty of "The 
Ten Commandments." 

First is the window of 
William Jacks Records, in 
which there was a 
bureau of information on 
the picture. Next is one 
of the windows of the re¬ 
nowned store of John Lit¬ 
tle's. Third is the wind¬ 
ow of the Salon New York¬ 
er (for ladies), The last 
two mentioned also had 
departments of informatdian 
on the picture. 

NEW YCRK - Three members of the committee associated 
with the gala benefit premiere August 12th of Paramount's 
"The Matchmaker" at the Little Carnegie Theatre. The pre¬ 
miere will benefit the Beth David Hospital Fund of the 
Associated Millinery Men. 

The ladies shown above are, from left; Miss Patricia 
Betz, Mrs. Dorothy I. Rogers, who is co-chairman; and 
Miss Claire Monell, 

DAVENPORT, Iowa - A trio of 
fine window displays in music 
stores marked the advent of 
"St. Louis Blues" in the Ameri¬ 
can Broadcasting-Paramount 
Theatres Esquire Theatre here. 
Top window is in the ffl Wool- 
worth Store here. Centre window 
is McKay's Record Shop, Lower 
window is Van Goors Record Shop, 
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MOUNTAIN IS YOUNG” 
LOOMS AS A HIMALAYA 
OF SCREEN ENTERTAINMENT 

N E P A L - the Inde¬ 
pendent Kingdom of Nepal 
- is the fascinating, 
colorful, exciting locale 
of Han Suyin's memorable 
novel, "The Mountain Is 

Young," 
Nepal is ringed by 

the world’s mightiest 
mountains, the Himalayas; 
but Nepal itself, and its 
capital city,Kathmandu, 

are in a fertile valley 
that is one of the most 
beautiful and restful 

spots to be found any¬ 
where in the world. 

And here is where 
transpires the drama and 
the comedy, the suspense 
and the passion, of "The 
Mountain Is Young," 

HERE 13 NEPAL, photographed by Walter Baur a country town huddles compactly within the 
for National Geographic Magazine; and here is circle of its irrigated fields. This is the 
Katmandu's (left top centre) proximity to the setting for "The Mountain Is Young," and next 
fabulous Himalaya Mountains, In the foreground month we'll have more pictures of Nepal, 

BOMBAY - The Paramounteers of Bombay gave a happy welcome to 
Luigi Luraschi as he passed through this city following his Pro¬ 
duction ^apartment mission to Nepal in the interests of the uj>- 
coming filming of "The Mountain Is Young," 

Top row, (L to R): Mr, Chowksey, Mr, Sankamarayanan, Mr, S, 
Kalyanasundaram, Mr, B.S.Ramaswany, Mr,V.A.Haldipur, Mr,Shukla, 
MrTK.S.Parameswaran, Second row; Mr,Sitaram, Mr,R,A.Kabad, Mr, 
Hegiste, Mr.T.B.Shankar, Mr,S.M.Pai, Mr,B.S,Ragade, Mr. Nath, 
Mr.G.Ramachandran, Mr.C.S.Viswanath, Mr.B.B.Bhattacharjee, Mr.T. 
A.Parameswaran, Mr.P.M.Nair, Mr.M.D.Kumpta. 

Seated: Mr.Y.S.Borkar, Mr.S.R.B.Arur, Mr. Luraschi, Mr.K.S. 
Vaidyanathan, Mr.C.A.Raraachandran, Mr.N.D.Qureshi, 

Seated on floor: Mr.Dhondu, Mr.Malhari, Mr.Damu, Mr.Ramphal 
and Mr, Pandurang. 

At the right and the left of this important luncheon 
Pai roup in the Paramount studio commissa^, aw General 

ahadur Shumshere Rana and Lady Rana, two of 
rtant dignitaries of the Kingdom of Nepal to ever visit the 
nited States. Her Highness is the sister to the King of 
epal. Their hosts at the luncheon were Vice-President Y. 

^ —i.— charge of Paramount produc- 
,io will direct "The Mountain Is 



A between-takes smoke-o during 
the making of "That Kind of Woman.'-Ch 
either side of star Sophia Loren are 
Director Sidney Lumet at left, and 
New York actor Vincent Barbi, who has 
a role in the production. Picture has 
been filmed in its entirety in New 
York City, and does the same kind of 
a job of presenting New York to the 
world that Alfred Hitchcock's "Vertigo" 
does for San Francisco, 

No douDt about what was playing at 
Loew's State in Times Square when o\ir 
cameraman ca\ight the above scene. And 
the critics found going there pleasant 
as well. The Daily News gave "ilock-A-B!s» 
Baby" three sparkling starsjthe Herald 
Tribune speaks of "very funny sight 
gags"; the Mirror reports a typical 
Jerry Lewis "fun-fest"; the Joumal- 
American speaks gaily of "Lewis on the 
Loose," and concludes by saying, "Any 
way you look at it, 'Rock-A-Bye Baby' is 
boxind to rock you with laughter," 

RIGHT 

Here are the fans vdio were ri^t on 
hand at the New York State ready tovel- 
come Jerry Lewis' newest comedy. 

Paramount's "Houseboat" is spotlighted 
in the August issue of Woman's Day, the 
multi-million circulation magazine sold 
through the A & P stores. Article by Hollis 
Alpert is based on a^’ interview with Cary 
Grant who stars in the Shave Ison-Rose prod¬ 
uction with Sophia Loren. 

Adolph Zukor was recently 
paid high honor by The 
Lambs, America's eminent 
Theatrical organization,and 
was made the recipient of a 
silver tray bearing this 
inscription: 

ADOLPH ZUKOR. with the 
admiration or The Lambs 
for his distinguished 
pioneering in the Enter¬ 
tainment World, 

The Lambs 
May 10, 1958 

'nam 
QHua 
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THE NEW YORK SCENE 
HAS BEEN AGLOW WITH 
PARAMOUNT EVENTS 

Louis C, Phillips, Vice-president of Paramount 
Pictures Corp,, and head of the company's legal de¬ 
partment, sits for his portrait in oils. Artist is 
the renowned Lajos Markos, Standing beside Mr. 
Phillips is Leonard Kaufman, eminent member of the 
legal department of Paramount, 

The portrait was later presented to Mr,Phillips 
by the law firm of Phillips, Nizer, Benjamin, Krlm 
and ^llon, on the 32nd anniversa^ of the founding 
of the firm by Mr. Phillips. Mr, Nizer, on behalf oT 
the firm, made the actual presentation. 

milliiw:ry in»usii» 

^^;w YORK. WEDNESDAY. Jt'I.Y tS. 

Millinery In^stry to Sponsor 

Promotion of 'The Matchmaker'] 
Tile Uillir.ciT industry vrJI; 

.ponAor tile premiere showir.rA^ 
u! AuiriiA' of ttw I'enmiiiuit 
Picture■* film, “The M*tch- 
niaker," s cunedv tea!unn|t' 
the (Miiantir adventure* of a 
v.tuRgXew York (*it\ mlUiner. 

All sectii.n'* of Uie industry 
— manufii turer*. workere. 
luppliert. i^taiWr* have 
joined to spoiuor the k* * prt^ 
miere ir, Nesv Y'oi-k the e»e 

"?ouF rouf vuoues' 

SALFAIR 

.THE*VOICE OPTHE ? 

Bat Salea In 

Stvrea 011 7% In 

Jan. lHan Fronr ’. 

Oi. Hot Sdts Up 4*/. 

Dawn 2% in MMwm 

Fall Millinery Exhibit 
In Chicago July 27-31 “ i 

««• jj Ir,,, nia 
v-aiMfl.! y.ll . .uw> »ht C«fl .VWn, ,U •! S*m Oe'r-1' in |Ww mm ih I- 
luH-ry Di.pl.rr’a Y«l«. •"* U* BUrwUet* U Kl 4*0 10 :»r »• M. v 
lUit IM, Law*. L. B*R»ef i» t*«* -— 
M la nn Uirwiah xlnr. S«l*t In CI«v«Iaiid 
ti. -m. I -; ■■■ • ••• Sferet Uer*at« 
yUea iKa I*.! , WOIMR • OeferWeOr I ciEvitttSU 0 ~ *( 

"** 0'">»‘l-l aaWrww. .. •, F-— I 

Hat Salat Up 
3*i» ia lattaa Diit 

... -.vM.,,, .*<1 .Ww caett Met Selat Off 

*• ♦real IfST 

a. Ohrattaia Daed 

"HONEY FALCON 

Page One of "Millinery Research" indicates 
the prominence given to the hat industry's tie- 
up twith Paramount's fun-film, "The Matcnmaker," 



NEW YORK LOCALE 
SPARKS ’’THAT 
KIND OF WOMAN” 

The city's excitement crept 
right onto the film of THAT KIND' 
OF WOMAN, shot here this summer. 
Matching superb direction of Sid¬ 
ney Lumet, '58 Academy Award 
nominee, was cast's equally su¬ 
perb cooperation — topped by 
stars Sophia Loren, Tab Hunter, 
George Sanders, Barbara Nichols, 
Keenan Wynn. Created: moving love 
story — sparkling and suspense¬ 
ful and entertaining — just as 
producers Ponti and Girosi ima¬ 
gined it when they chose it for 
Miss Loren's Paramount schedule. 

Shooting took two months 
among city's skyscrapers and 
piers, from Central Park to 
Greenwich Village, and interiors 
were shot at Gold Medal and Mo¬ 
vietone studios. 

Sophia — an exotic regal 
beauty yet friendly, vivacious, 
magnetic — is summed up by Kee¬ 
nan Wynn as "fabulous." Between 
shooting sessions she sheds 
Edith Head's beautiful costumes 
to relax, barefoot, in cotton 
blouse and jeans, while listen¬ 
ing to jazz. Brought Dior dres¬ 
ses for her stay, finds the city 
reminds her of Rome, hopes to 
return to sightsee, did manage 
to wade in Central Park pond 
with director Lumet. As for com¬ 
bining career and marriage: 
"Work is work and marriage is 
marriage." 

"Baby" is Lumet* s nickname 
for Sophia. A "fireball" almost 
constantly moving, Mr. Lumet 
brings ell his energy and ability 
to his job and cast responds en¬ 
thusiastically. Usually stripped 
to waist under the lights, jeans 
attired, Lumet is regarded as an 
"actors* director," working for 
depth of characterization, Kee¬ 
nan Wynn remarked "You work with 
him," and Tab Hunter pointed out 

Extensive television and 
radio coverage and stacks of 
press clippings have already 
started spreading the good 
word about THAT KIND OF 
WOMAN, and the producers say 
they're "very happy" to know 
its distribution will be in 
the hands of the "excellent" 
Paramount selling organization. 

—Page by Ann Usher. 

GREENWICH VILLAGE'S Mulberry Street Is the background; center of scene is action; 
Sophia Loren "battling" small boy with Tab Hunter as amused spectator; and in 
foreground are the camera, director Sidney Lumet beside it, and location crew. 

his emphasis on details: "He 
finds the best thing to do in 
each scene." 

Tab, who speaks with dis¬ 
arming directness, added that 
he's "never enjoyed a picture 
so much. I hate to see it 
end." And George Sanders said 
he considers it "exhilaratingI* 

For Tab and Barbara Ni¬ 
chols the roles are the best 
they've had so far. Tab plays 
a young soldier who falls in 
love with Sophia during a 
train trip, and Barbara is her 
girlfriend, "a more than one 
dimensional character." 

The movie's a real oppor¬ 
tunity, too, for Jack Warden, 
who plays Tab's buddy, a ser¬ 
ious young actor who's been 
piling up television, stage 
and movie credits. 

CEWTRAL PARK'S greenery is appropriate 
setting for blossoming romance. Dir¬ 
ector Lumet outlines action to Sophia 
Loren and Tab Hunter. 

"I am a heavy," says 
Wynn of his role as"bodyguard" 
to Sophia — though he admits 
it's a rather "sympathetic" 
role: "I'm really in love with 
Sophia." 

And George Sanders — off¬ 
stage quiet, witty, urbane — 
plays a suave New Yorker with 
"not much wit." 

Using a seven-day pre- 
production rehearsal kept 
shooting schedule running 
smoothly. With Ed Fay of New 
York office, "Dod’ Erikson, pro¬ 
duction manager set up loca¬ 
tions in city and found both 
city officials and citizens 
whose private property was in- 
involved most cooperative. A 
Staten Island ferry boat was 
loaned with the provision that 
some passengers be taken along 
No complaints from them. 

Photographer Boris Kauf¬ 
man who shot Hoboken so realis¬ 
tically for "On the Waterfront" 
is handling New York with 
equal skill. 



FILM EVENTS IN 
GREAT BRITAIN 
STRESS THE 
SHOWMANSHIP 
ANGLE 

LONDON - The number of British schhols now 
making it possible for groups of children to 
see "The Ten Commandments" is legion. Here is 
one typical group at the Plaza Theatre, Happy 
pupils are from Our Lady's High School, West 
Hill, Dartford, Kent. Tne fact that these 
groups attend matinees, during actual school 
hours, is indicative ox the importance given 
the Cecil B, DeMille picture by the school au¬ 
thorities. HOLLYWOOD - These two charming young 

ladies will be eager to see the Hal 
Wallis production,"Last Train From Gun 
Hill," when it gets to London, Thev are 
Mary Lyons, at left, and Mrs. Pat wple- 
yard, and they are the daughters or Sir 
William Lyons. Chairman of the Board 
and Managing Director of Jaguar Motors, 
In the scene at left they are speaking 
with Hal Wallis; in the other scene 
thev are with Earl Holliman, featured 
member of the exciting film's cast. 

LONDON AIRPORT - En route to 
Hollywood following a visit to 
the Spanish Film Festival at San 
Sebastian, Alfred Hitchcock arr¬ 
ives in London for press inter¬ 
views on "Vertigo" prior to the 
premiere of the thriller at the 
Odeon on August 7th, 

GLASGCW - In this queue (it 
forms twice a day every day),is 
the 100,00l3t patron to see 
"The Ten Commandments" at the 
Gaumont Theatre here. Picture 
rfa.3 taken on the 49th day the 
engagement, and as Public Rel¬ 
ations OfficerJack Unfold rep¬ 
orts, "The film continues to 
breaK the all-time Scottish 
records," both as to attendance 
and box-office receipts. 

RIGHT 

NEWCASTLE - When the spec¬ 
tacular "Omar Khayyam" played 
the Odeon here, tne Cash Carp¬ 
et Company realized such a 
natural tie-up, that they dev¬ 
oted all three of their Tine 
windows to an endorsement of 
the picture. 

SWANSEA - This was the very 
fine tribute paid "The Ten Com¬ 
mandments" by His Honor the 
Mayor of Swansea, 

LONDON - Very early in the presentation of 
"The Ten Commandments" in England, the Cecil 
B, DeMille production received the endorsement 
of the British Armed Services, Shown above,at 
the Plaza, is a group of young cadets of the 
King's Royal Rifles attending one of the regu¬ 
lar matinee screenings. 

GLASGCW - One of the 
many fine factors contri¬ 
buting to the inspiring 
scene at left, according 
to Paramount's Glasgow 
Manager, James A,Gibson, 
was showmanship of the 
type of the above window 
display at the Lewis Dep¬ 
artment Store on busy 
Argyle Street. 

The GutLDHALL. 

; Swansea 

2dth May, 19^d. 

Dear Mr. Upfold, 

1 thank you for the opportunity which you 

gave the Mayoreae and ayaelf to view the film "The 

Ten CoofnandBenta”. It wae a wonderful experience, 

and I am quite certain it will attract a very large 

number of people when it le shown at Swansea. 

Ones again, on behalf of the Mayoress and 

myeelf, 1 thank you, and wish the film every succeaa. 

Yours sincerely. 

J.3. Upfold, Beq., 
Public Raletions Officer, 
paramount Pllo Service Ltd., 
162-170, Wardour Street, 
LONDON, W. 1. 

I 
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STUDIO CLUB MAINTAINS 
SPIRITED ACTIVITY 
WITH SOFTBALL AND 
SPORTS CAR EVENTS .... 
AND A WONDERFUL PI_CNIC 

Presented here 
are some of the 
nany aspects of 
staddo convmality 
and the joy of 
working as a team. 

Paramount Parade 
The Studio Club's Softball League activities 

are headline news once again, and in the fore¬ 
front of the news is the Perlsea team, soonsored 
bv William Perlberg and George Seaton. Here in 
the centre are George Seaton (lelT) and William 
Perlberg. At right is Beverly Palmatier, Mascot 
of the team, and at right is Alec Maxwell, the 
team's manager. 

A couple of Paramount‘3 
promising young players are 
eager supporters of the 
Jerry Lewis team. They are 
Connie Stevens and muscle- 
flexer Peter Baldwin, Miss 
Stevens did very nice work 
in Jerry's picture, "Rock- 
A-Bye Baby," and is also to 
be seen in "The Parity Cras¬ 
hers," 

Following the Sierra Sky Ranch 
Rallye which climaxed the sports car 
outing, there was the presentation of 
annual trophies to those drivers who 
have the highest number of points 
earned throughout the year,by working 
or participating. 

At left, Luigi Luraschi is presen¬ 
ting 1st place trophy to Lucille Mar- 
schalk. with Gene Merwin (left) gett¬ 
ing 2na, place and Bob Lane (right) 
awarded 3rd place...,At right, Lilliai 
Love and Lucille Marschalk check points 
with club president Dick Love, 

The Perlberg-Seaton Team includes 
Bud Pennell, Chas, Bernstein, Mark 
Russell, ^''^ascot Overly Palmatier, 
Pitcher Bob Palmatier, fid. Abbott, 
Joel fivans, Mike Mattera, Manager Alec 
Maxwell (and of course Sam Vitale,who 
was absent when the picture was shot! 

singer and dancer 
Andra Martin; Ty 
Hungerford, from 
"Last Train From 
Gun Hill"; Con^^ie 
Stevens,from 
A Bye Baby." 

The Nick Castle Team, which last 
year won 9, lost 0 — a new record. 
Standing, from left: Bill Andrews, 
Jerry Smith, Mascot Virginia Sable, 
Director Tom Gries, James C.Rodrigues 
-and an interloper, a Jerry Uwis 
player. Comedian Minkler. In front: 
Rocky Mariana, John Barbour, Dick 
Ramirez, Manager fiarl Ramirez. 

This cover of the August issue of 
Paramount Parade, the always interes¬ 
ting publication of the Hollywood 
Studio, reflects the gaiety and happ¬ 
iness of the studio Paramounteers on 
the occasion of the annual Picnic..,, 
This was held July 12th at Sxinland 
Park and was attended by many hundreds 
of members of the Studio Club, Sever¬ 
al pages of Paramount Parade were de¬ 
voted to picturing the activities. 



Day and Night 
In Any Light 
"Tempest" Is 
A Thri11ing Sight! 

Romance flourishes amidst 
the chilling terror. 

Her 
a wi 

Through the ghostly, baleful 
glare of the moon, the Cossack 
hordes ride to the slashing attack. 

'•T E M P E S T" is a Dino De Laurentiis 
production for release throughout a major 
portion of the world by Paramounto...Stars 
are Silvana Mangano, Van Heflin, Geoffrey 
Home, Oscar Homolka, Viveca Lindfors, 
Agnes Moorehead, Robert Keith, Helmut Dan- 
tine and many others....It is a mighty 
production from every standpoint. 

GEORGE WELTNER AND RUSSELL HQI 
"T E M P E S T'» IN WHAT AMOUNTS TO 
LENGTH AND THEY HAVE NOTHING BUT TP 
THE SPECTACULAR MERITS OF THE PICTl 
ITS ENTERTAINMENT VALUES.OPINIC 
HAVE IN THIS GIANT FILM ANOTHER OF 
greats.AND IT IS NOT TOO EARLY 
THE PICTURE IS GOING TO BE PRE-SOLE 
WITH ITS EVERY FACET OF GREATNESS 

@@ 

Over the plains, in 
the blaze of the day, 
the attackers ride to 
their brutal tasks. 



mmim 

Her father executed — to 
whom can she turn?. 

On into another 
night — and then ahead 
of them their objective 
— the doomed Fortress 
of BJalogorsk.This 
was to be the showdown 1 

Fire and sword and the fury 
of the Cossack terror. 

Pugachev roars his armies 
on to victory. 

)and about to die, The servant begs clemency 
)id3 him farewell.. from the conqueror. 

'I ARE BACK FROM SEEING 
3 COMPLETED SCREENING 
7ERY HIGHEST PRAISE FOR 
!, AJJD THE GREATNESS OF 
IS UNANIMOUS NCW THAT WE 
i: ALL-TIME PARAMOUNT 
STRESS THE FACT THAT 

J A SCALE COMMENSURATE 

’’TEMPEST^’ 
VIGNETTES 
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The possibility of 
succeeding even occasion¬ 
ally in getting students 
to want to develop fully 
their intellectual powers 
is more wonderful to me 
than the possibility of 
lau’^ching any number of 
sputniks. 

-Julian Harris 

HOLLfWOOD - On set of 
"The Geisha Boy," noted 
French artist Poucette is 
shown picture-making by 
Director Frank Tashlin,at 
right, and co-star Sessue 
Hayakawa, At top. Star 
Jerry Lewis takes over as 
guide and mentor. Fashion 
attire of Poucette seems 
to have made an immediate 
hit. 

HOLLYWOOD - Jemls Dhont, 
representative of Cine 
Revue of Belgium, inter¬ 
views Gloria Talbott,star 
of "I Married A Monster 
From Outer Space" on the 
picture's set. 

In America there are 
two classes of travel - 
first class and with 
children. 

- Robert Benchley 

51|st en parlant de la 
NQUVELLE iT~MERVEiLLEUS_E 
EROOUCiToN Quiisi DECRIJ 
L'AVENIR DE PARAMOUNT'” 

A la fin du mois dernier e'est tenue A Hol¬ 
lywood une rAxmion do la plus extreme importan- 
ee. Y assistalent, sous la prealdence de M. Y. 
Frank Freeman, vice-president 4e Paramount char¬ 
ge de la production, lea dirocteura dee atudioa, 
ainai que le Pr^aident Barney Balaban, George 
Weltner, vioe-prealdent charge de la vente pour 
le monde entler, Ruasell Holman, repreaentant 
dea atudioa A New-York et Jerome Plokman, charge 
de la publiclte et de 1'exploitation. On a paaae 
en revue lea nouvellea productiona actuellement 
en coura de tournage ou en coiira de montage. On 
a etabli dea plans pour dresser une imposante 

^’Vertigo** Awarded San 
Sebastian * s Silver 
Sea Shell 

A cable from John B. Nathan in Paris to 
James E. Perkins in New York reports: 

"VERTIGO" AWARDED SILVER SEASHELL AT SAN 
SEBASTIAN FILM FESTIVAL. THIS IS SECOND 
PRIZE. JAMES STEWART WON AWARD FOR. BEST 
MAI£ INTERPRETATION. 

(First prize, the Golden Seashell, was won by a 
Polish film by the narrow margin of one jury 
vote.) _ 

Hate de films qui va juaqu'en I9b0 et au-delA. 
On a rivAlA dea details conoemant de nouveaux 
arrangements poxir la distribution de films imi- 
ments, produits par dea indApendants, mais que 
Paramount prAaentera A travera le monde. trou- 
vera par ailleurs dans ce num4ro du Paramount 
World le reeumA dea dAciaiona lea plus importan- 
tes qui aont intervenues pendant cette rAunion, 
qui conatitue 1 'un dea AvAnementa marquanta de 
I'histoire de Paramount. 

ImraAdiatement aprAs Hollywood, M. Weltner 
a'eat rendu directement A Rome pour y voir le 
dernier montage de la production Dino de Lauren - 
tiis "La Terapete". Nous avons donnA, le mois der¬ 
nier, la premiAre opinion de M. Weltner aurla 
puissance et la valeur dramatique de ce grand 
film et nous sommea heureux d'annoncer dans ce 
numAro que ce film eat encore plus gigantesque 
A tous lea points de vue que nous I'avions dit. 
M. Weltner voudrait que fdt reconnue et Atablie 
partout 1'extraordinaire grandeur de cette pro¬ 
duction. Car il 3'agit-IA, en vAritA, d'une oeu¬ 
vre cinAmatographique dont tous les Acrans du 
monde attendent avec impatience la sortie prAvue 
po\ir la fin de cette annAe. 

Le film "Les Flibustiers" doit etre Agalemait 
mentionnA dans la production Paramount. II sor- 
tira en 1959 avec tout I'Aclat voulu. En dehors 
de sa puissance, il faut rappeler que ce film 
comports, du point de vue du public, I'une des 
distributions les plus senaationnelles qui aient 
jaunais AtA rAuniee. Yul Brynner, Charlton Hes¬ 
ton, Charles Bo:/^er, Claire Bloom font A eux aeula 
de cette production un film hora sArie pour les 
spectateura. En outre, ajoutons qu'il eat dirigA 
par Anthony Quinn, produit par Hexury Wilcoxon 
et qu'il a bAnAficiA de I'appui gAnial de Cecil 
B. DeMille. Voila qui nous fait bien augurer de 
1'annAe 1959 qui dAbutera ainsi aoua les auapi- 

"The Trap," which is being filmed under 
conditions modestly described as 'hellish.' is 
already regarded as one of the punchiest thrill 
films in a lot of Paramoxmt years. This jeep 
shot has Richard Widmark delivering Lee J.Cobb 
to what he believes is a police patrol - only 
to have the switch of all switches pulled. 

ces les plus prometteurs. 

Depuis de longues annAes, aucune production 
n'a suscitA autant d'intArSt que le tournage A 
New-York, de "That Kind of Woman", avec So^diia 
Loren, tant du point de vue du public que de ce- 
lui de la presse. Une telle publicitA a AtA don- 
nAe A cet AvAnement, que les New Yorkais tirent 
un orgueil personnel de ces prises de vues. Ils 
sont persuadAs que c* film montrera au monde erv- 
tier cheque facette de leur ville et, de ce fait, 
ils en Aprouvent tine immense satisfaction. D'au¬ 
tre part, la rAunion dans un mSme film de gran- 
des vedettes, telles que George Sanders, Tab Hun¬ 
ter et Keenan Wynn prouve assez qu'il s'agit d'un 
spectacle trAs divertissant. 

Et, A propos de Sophia Loren, il semble que 
le moment soit vem de mettre en valeur cette 
actrice, publicitairement parlant. Nouavoua rap- 
pelons A ce sujet qu'elle est la principale in- 
terprAte de quatre de nos films : "DAsir aous 
lea Ormes", "Houseboat" avec Cary Grant, "L'Or- 
chidAe Noire" avec Anthony Quinn et "That Kind 
of Woman", le dernier en date. 

Deux autres fhita importants mAritent d'Atre 
signalAs dans ce numAro. En premier lieu, notre 
article apAcial consacrA A I'ouverture de nom- 
breuses nouvellea salles qui s'Arigent un peu 
partout. En second lieu, la continuation du mi¬ 
racle des "Dix Commandement8"d«nt, dans certains 
endroita, 1'exploitation dure depuis prAs d'un 
an, comrae vous pourrea la lire dans dea rapports 
provenant do diffArentos parties du monde. H 
s'agit bien lA d'un "film miracle", non aoulemont 
pour Paramount, mais pour I'lmivers entior. 

Richard Wid¬ 
mark and Lee J. 
Cobb in the 
aftermath of 
the thrilling 
pl^ne crash,,. 
one of the 
highlights of 
"The Trap." 
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London 
Loves Lewis 

The Daily Cinema has 
this to say about Jerry 
Lewis' "Rock-A-Bye Baby": 

The best Jerry 
Lewis solo yet, with 
songs, romance and 
lots of laughs - a 
most enjoyable comedy 
booking for the leg¬ 
ion of Lewis fans and 
for family audiences 
everywhere. 

Shirley MacLaine and 
Anthony Perkins appear to 
have become entangled in 

one single garment in this 
hilarious scene from "The 

Matchmaker," 

DBS MOINES, Iowa - One of the most effect¬ 
ive window tie-ups seen in these parts in a 
long while was this one secured in a local mus¬ 
ic store during the run of "St, Louis Blues" at 
the Paramount Theatre, ^Responsible for the fine 
showmanship was Don Knight, ace publicist of 

'American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres,Inc. 

BOSTON - Prominent New England exhibitors 
attend a testimonial luncheon in honor of Ed¬ 
mund C, DeBerry, recently promoted as Assist¬ 
ant to Lastem Sales Manager Hugh Owen, with 
headquarters in New York, Gourmet DeBerry is 
both host and guest of honor as he serves, 
from L. to R,: Arthur Lockwood, Lockwood and 
Gordon Circuit; Jerry Govan, film buyer for 
New England Theatres; Michael Redstone, Redst¬ 
one Management; Winthrop Knox, Ramsdell Theat 
re Circuit; Hugh Owen, Vice-Pres.,Paramount 
Film Distributing Co.; and Branch Manager Hen¬ 
ry Germaine, 

DAILY 
Tuesday, August 5, 1958 

'The Matchmaker" Grosses 
Enthuse Para. Home Office 

Boxoffice results of - “The Match¬ 
maker” in Chicago, Philadelphia and 
Los Angeles led Paramount yester¬ 
day to list the pic made t ” the late 
Don Hartman “as certain to be one 
of the biggest grossing films of 
1958.” 

“The Matchmaker” got $3,800, the 
highest opening day gross in the his¬ 
tory of the Esquire Theatre in Chi¬ 
cago, and in the first three days 
played to $14,500, pointing to a first 
week record figure. The Viking The¬ 
atre, Philadelphia, chalked up $10,000 
for the first three days and in Los 
Angeles, where the picture is being 
held for a third week, beginning to¬ 
morrow, the second week at the Fine 
Arts Theatre is expected to exceed 
the excellent $10,000 initial week. 

This week the pic opens in the 
Golden Gate Theatre, San Francisco; 
the Little, Baltimore, and Keith’s, 
Cincinnati. 

This reproduction from the columns of the 
August 5th Film Daily marks the beginning of 
a tide of wonderful news imnning in behalf of 
"The Matchmaker." The fact of the matter is 
that "The Matchmaker" happens to be nothing 
but very wonderful entertainment - just thatl 

More Joy for 
The Jerome Pickmans.... 

A daughter, Margaret Ann, was bom to Mr, 
and Mrs. Jerone Wckman of 2 Sutton Place South, 
New York City, on August 2, 1958, at Rockaway 
Beach Hospital, The couple has another daughter, 
Patricia Flo, Mr, Pickman is Paramount Film 
Distributing Co, vice-president in charge of 
Paramount advertising,publicity and exploitation. 

Mrs, Pickman is the former Miss Minette 
Gordon, daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Herbert Gordon 
of 179 Beach 66 Street, Rockaway Beach,New York, 

T.RFT 

Susan Hayward, who began her glamorous 
film career with Paramount, returns in glory 
to co-star with Jeff Chandler in "Thunder In 
the Snin," now being filmed in Hollywood. 

DES MOINES, Iowa - Effective decoration on 
the entrance doors of the Paramount Theatre 
here called unmistakable attention to "StJxxds 
Blues." 

And now Sapporo. 
Another triumph in Japan has been registered 

by "The Ten Commandments." This time in the 
northern city of Sapporo, General Manager N, 
Metori has enthusiastically cabled to Paramount 
International president, James E. Perkins, this 
message: 

"COMMANDMENTS" SAPPORO SHOCHIKUZA OPENING 
DAYS GROSS ALLTIME HIGH. ADVANCE SALE 
ALREADY 20,984 TICKETS. BOTH FIGURES UNPRE¬ 
CEDENTEDLY HIGH IN SAPPORO. 

It should be noted that the opening day's 
figure was approximate the business for one- 
half of an average week's full business. 
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The function of genius 

is not to give new ans¬ 
wers, but to pose new 
questions which time and 

mediocrity can resolve. 
-H,R.Trevor-Roper 

LIMA, Peru - Opening of 
the magnificent new "El 
Pacifico" Cinema saw one 
of the finest showmanship 
campaigns in this city's 
history. Stores by the 
score participated with 
fine window displays.Here 
is a candy store on one of 
the main thoroughfares... 

...And here is one of the 
foremost women's apparel 
stores in Lima with due 
notice of the premiere of. 
the "El_Pacifico," showing 
"Funny Face" as its open¬ 
ing attraction. 

SAN JUAN.Puerto Rico - 
Notables at the premiere 
of "The Ten Commandments" 
at the Metropolitan Thea¬ 
tre: Rev.Father Quevedo, 
S, J . ,Director of the Cath¬ 
olic Center at the Univei>- 
sity of Puei*to Rico, with 
Paramount Manager Frank J. 
Planas. 

SANTIAGO, Chile - The popularity pull of 
Popeye is still mighty powerful in this pai*t of 
the world, judging from this almost-full-page 
cartoon in £1 Diario Ilustrado. It is a polit¬ 
ical cartoon bearing on the upcoming Presiden¬ 
tial election, and the character of Pooeye is 
identified very strongly with one of the cand¬ 
idates. 

Manager Juan Laupheimer, in forwarding the 
cartoon, points out that the word on the trad¬ 
itional spinach can means "prestige." 

EXCELENTE NUEVO 

PRODUCTO AUGURA 
BRILLANTE FUTURO 

♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ 
A dltiraos del nes pasado se celebrd en Ho¬ 

llywood una importante reuni6n de los ejecu- 
tlvos de la Paramount, a la que asistleron, a- 
demfis de Y, Frank Freeman, Viceprealdente a 
cargo de Produccl<5n, y otros jefes del estudlo, 
el Presidents de Paramount Pictures, Barney 
Balaban, el Vicepresidente y director mundial 
de ventas, George 7/eltner; Russell Holman, re- 
preaentante del estudio en Kueva York, y Jero¬ 
me Pickman, a cargo de Publicidad, Anuncios y 
"Showmanship", n eats reuni(5n se estudid el 
nuevo producto en plan de produccidn, o de e- 
dicion; se ultimaron loa planes para la reali- 
zacidn de un importante ndmero de nuevas peli- 
culas, que alcanza mhs all^ del afio 1960, y se 
dieron a conocer ciertos detallea de un nuevo 
arreglo de dlstrlbuci<5n de los. principales pe- 
ifculas realizadas por productores independien- 
tes, distribuidas en el rnundo entero por para¬ 
mount, . . Hn otra prfgina de eate boletfn da- 
mos a conocer al paramountiata los puntoa so- 
bresalientea de esta reunl<5n, la cual, dada la 
Importsncia de las dccisionea en ella acorda- 
daa, promete ser una de laa m4a significativaa 
en la historia de lo Paramount, Terminada la 
reunion en Hollywood, I.ir, .Veltner partio direc- 
temente para Roma a fin de ver la version fi¬ 
nal de la produccion de Uino BeLaurentiis"Tem¬ 
pest" ("Tempestad ). 11 mea pasado publicamos 
una opinion provisional de Ir, ,Veltner acerce 
del valor artistico y taquillero de esta gran 
pelfcula, y este mes tenemos la satisfaccl(5n 
de afirmar que, en au version final, esta pe¬ 
ll cula promete ser un espectficulo nihs formida¬ 
ble y rigsntesco de lo que se espereba. Hi Sr, 

Weltner nos inate a hacer constar que "Tempest" 
ea una pelfcula de gran valor internacional, 
destinada a ser muy bien recibida por los pd- 
blicos del rnundo entero, Ju estreno se efec- 
tuar^ a fines de este ono, , , Otra producci<5n 
que merece toda la atencion del paramountiata 
es The Buccaneer" ("Hi Bucenero"), cuyo es¬ 
treno, en 1959, serd precedido ce una gran cam- 
paua de publicidud, .Vdemds de la grandcza e- 
pica de e sta Woe if cula , cabe tener en cuenta jie 
ofrece uno de los repartos de mayor utractivo 
taquillero que hemos tenido en muchos aliosiYul 
Frynner, Charles Boyer, Charlton Heston y Clai¬ 
re Bloom, sus cuatro principales intdrpretes, 
son, de por sf, garantfo de un gran Ixito de 
pfiblico y de tequilla, ic pelfcula, dirigida 
por Anthony n;uinn , y producida por Henry .711- 
coxon, tieiK, ademis,la ventaja de haber sido 
esesorada, en todo momento, por el veterano 
cinenatof.rai 1 sta Cecil B, DeLille, todo lo cual 
augura un trlunial 1959 desde su comienzo, que 

es cuando se estrenord,este gran espectdculo, 
, , , lace auos ';Ue la realizacidn de una pe¬ 
lfcula rodada enteramente en lueva York hebfa 
llan.ado ton pod-, rosamente la atencidn ae la 
prensa y del publico cn general comiO :;a suce- 
dido con "That ; ind of .omen" ("Fsa clese de 
mujer”) , con oophia loren de protagc.-.ista le- 
menlna, HI rodaje de esta pelfcula en la gran 
Ciudad de los rascacielos ha sido objeto de 
tanta publicidad,que los neoyorquinoa porecen 
sentlrse ya identiiicados con ella, como si 
presentiesen que esta produccidn mostrard los 
diversos espectos de la vida en la gran urbe 
de acero como no se habfa intentedo hasto aho- 
ra, T el poramountieta tendrd lo setiafaccidn 
de saber que esta pelfcula serd un excelente 
espectdculo de gran atraccidn taquillera in- 
temacional, jecundan a Hophia I uren en los 
pepeles principales de esta pelfcula, George 
Sanders, Cab Hunter y i.eenan ,Vynn, 7 hablando 
de Sophia Loren, cree..os que serfa convenlen- 
te activer, desde shore, la publicidad de es¬ 
ta estrella, pues hay que recorder qua Pura- 
mour.t tiene cuatro pelfculas en carters con 
esta Inslgne ectriz Italians; "Deseo bajo los 

SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico - Sign across 4-lane, 
heavily-travelled avenue, carried word of "The 
Ten Commandments" for 3 weeks prior to opening. 

olraos", "Houseboat" (llteralmente "Casa a flo- 
te"), con Cary Grant; "The Black Orchid" ("La 
orqufdea n£,gra"), y "That Hind of ,.’onan", , , 
Este numero de Paramount 7/orld contlene dos 
otros asuntos de capital importencla; El uno 
es un ertfculo especial sobre los magnfllcos 
nuevos teatros que slguen construyendose en 
todes partes del rnundo, con excelentes resul- 
tados economioos. Hi otro es la contlnuaclon 
del 'milagro' de "Los Dlez landamientoa", ma- 
nifestado en loa reportojes especiales proce- 
dentes de distintos pafsea, en los que esta 
gran produccion de Cecil P, Del llle estO cora- 
pletando programaclonea que rajen en el afio de 
perrjanencla en los carteleras, ista es, ver- 
dadercraents, la pelfcula ’milagro*, no sOlo 
para la Paramount, sino para el rnundo entero. 
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THE LATIN AMERICAN 
SCENE DOMINATED BY 
’’THE TEN 
COMMANDMENTS" 

SANTIAGO, Chile - Capitalizing cnthe school 
vacations and the availability of many thous¬ 
ands of young film fans, the 'subsequent run' 
houses of the Betteo Circuit gave saturation re¬ 
lease to both "Hollywood Or Bust" and "Loving 
You," Both films created limitless queues wher¬ 
ever shown, and as Paramount Manager Juan Laup- 
heimer (who took a whole series or Queue pict¬ 
ures with his own camera^.reports. ".the 
grosses reported on the individual showings of 
these pictures were terrific and established new 
records in every instance," 

BOGOTA, Colombia - Expert 
showmanship characterized the 
day-and-date premiering of the 
Lana Turner picture. "Another 
Time, Another Place'’ at the El 
Cid and Palermo Cinemas hei?e. 
Widespread postering, special 
press reviews, radio and window 
displays all aid major service 
in premiering the film. 

MONTEVIDEO, Uruguay - Uruguay’s President 
Carlos L. Fischer, and Mrs. Fischer, being esc¬ 
orted into the Trocadero’s premiere presentation 
of "The Ten Commandments" by Sr, W. Soler.left, 
manager of the theatre. At right is Miss Elida 
Gonzalez, Paramount’s director of publicity in 
Buenos Aires. 

BRAZILIAN SACK WEARER 
WINS A VERY CELEBRATEb 
HAT OF A 

MONTEVIDEO, Uruguay - Our cable 
flash of last month regarding the 

triumph of "The Ten Commandments" at 
the Trocadero Theatre here, is tpld 

this month in pictures. Above is seen 

the Trocadero’s glowing front bynl^it. 

MONTEVIDEO - Also at the Trocadero’s premi¬ 
ere of "The Ten Commandments" were, from left: 
Paramount Managing Director Hugo Stramer, Fore¬ 
most Exhibitor F. Lococo, Miss Gonzalez, Dr. 
Carlos Ramella, general manager of the Glucks- 
mann Circuit; and Latin American Division Mana¬ 
ger Henry B, Gordon, 

SAO PAULO, Brazil - Highspot 
of the special charity gala 
premiere of "Funny Face" was 
the awarding of an actual hat 
worn in the picture by Audrey 
Hepburn, to one of the lucky 
attendees in the audience of the 
Cine Marrocos. Here the foirtun¬ 
ate young lady, at left, is re¬ 
ceiving the hat from Mrs. Anto¬ 
nio Prudente, the patronesse of 
the charity. Mighty showmanship 
event was co-organized by Para¬ 
mount and the publishers of the 
celebrated Cinderela Magazine, 

Here Is the magnificence of the 
Trocadero'3 foyer, with special illu¬ 
mination of the panels of the film’s 
principals over the entrance doors. 

MONTEVIDEO, Uruguay - And here is 
the Trocadero’s foyer filled with 
some of the countless thousands who 
have bought tickets to see "The Ten 
Commandments," 
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President 
Chiang Loved 
”H. 0. B’* 

In the Screening Rep¬ 
ort received from Taiwan, 
Manager Andrew T. Fan 
comments on "Hollywood 
Or Bust" as follows; 

The picture received 
great compliments from 
Pi^sident Chiang Kai- 
Shek following the pri¬ 
vate screening for him. 
He stated that it was 
one of the best film 
comedies he had ever 
seen. , 

The Chinese title for 
the picture,incidentally, 
is "Crazy Movie Fans." 

MILAN - This effective 
window tie-up for "Short 
Cut To Hell" shows where 
this Paramount picture 
originated ~ in Graham 
Greene's unforgettable 
"This Gun for Hire." 

IL FUTURO DELLA 
PARAMOUNT ESPRESSO IN 

TERMINI Dl SPLENDID! 

NUOVI FILM 
Alla fine dello scorso mese ha avuto luo- 

go a Hollywood un'ImportantiBsima rlunlone de- 
gll alti dlrlgenti della Paramount a cul hanno 
parteclpato, insletne a I£r. Y. Frank Freeman 
vlce-prealdente incaiicato della produzione ed 
eltrl funzionari dello Studio, i aeguentl capi 
della Sede di New York: il Prealdente Barney 
Balaban, 11 vlce-presldente e direttore commer 
dale mondiale George Weltner, 11 rappreaantan- 
te dello Studio a Hew York Russell Holcen, non 
chi 11 direttore dell’ufficio PubbllcltA e Lan 
clamentl, Jerome Picknien* In detta rlunlone 
sono state prese In eaame tutte le pellicole 
attualtnsnte In corso dl lavorazlone o montag- 
glo, deflnitl 1 plan! per la realizzazlone di 
un'lmponente aerie di nuovl film di qui al I960, 
nonchi real notl 1 dettagll relativi a nuovl 
accordl circa la distrlbuzione mondiale da par¬ 
te della Paramount di ottimi film di produttori 
indipendeoti. In altra pegina vi diamo un roTO 
conto del caplsaldl di quests rlunlone la quale 
pub considerersi come uno degli event! piu im¬ 
portant! e signlflcatlvi nella storie della 

stra Casa. 

Da 11a oonferenza di Hollywood ’5r. Weltner 
d parti to direttamente alia volta di Rone onde 
visionare la versions finale del film di Dino 
De Laurentiis, "TSUiPEST". Gld lo soorao mese 
Vi abbiamo trasmesso quel la che era state la 
prine impreselone dl Mr. Weltner circa I'lmpo- 
nenza e la bellezza dl quests grande produzio¬ 
ne, ed ora alamo lieti di affermare che, nella 

TOP AND BOTTOM of this page depict what hap¬ 
pens in "The Black Orchid" when the very much in 
love man played by Anthony Quinn persuades the 
very much in despair woman played by Sophia 
Loren, to depart from her griel and dance, with 
complete abandon, one of the gayest and fastest 
mambos you've ever seen danced.__ 

sue ver si one finale, quaste pellicole promette 
di e3sere uno spettaoolo dl properzloni vera- 
mente gigantesclw. fir. Weltner raccomenda per 
tanto dl prender nota che si tratta di un layo 
ro proprio negnifico che sarb senza dubbio ac — 
colto dal pubblico di tutto 11 mondo col pih 
schietto entusiasmo quando uadrb verso la fine 

dell'anno. 

Altro lavoro che merits pertlcolare menzjp 
ne b "THE BUCCANEER", deatlnato ed aprire il 
1959 con un successo inaudlto. Oltre alia 
dezza epica del film in sb, c'b anche 11 fatto 
che esso b interpreteto da un insiema d'artisti 
11 cui richiamo di cassette non ha vlato I’ugua 
le in dlverai anni. I nomi di Yul Brynner, 
Charlton Heston, Charles Boyer e Claire Bloom 
sarebbero gib sufficient! a garantire il suc¬ 
cesso dal film al botteghino. Me blsogna poi 
anche aggiungere che la pel 11 cola e dlretta 
da Anthony Quinn e prodotta da Henry Wilooion, 
sotto la vlglle e geniale guide di Cecil B. 
Dei'ille. Meglio dl oosl per comindare il 
1959 non si poteva davvero deslderare.* 

Erano anni che un film in lavorazlone a 
New York non attirava I’attanzione della stam¬ 
ps e del pubblico cosl oome ha fatto I'attuale 
pellloo la di Sophia Loren, "THAT KIND OF WOMAN! 

Tale e state la pubblicitb create man neno in- 
tomo a quest'evento che 1 newyarkeai hanno 
quasi acquistate un senao dl orgoglio e soddi- 
afazLone personal! per questo film die eaai 
intuiscono mostrerb al mondo i divers! aapettl 
della loro "big city"* Altro motive dl soddi- 

(Continua a Page 28) 

ROME - This massive 
still from "Fear Strikes 
Out" ("Prisoner of Fear") 
in the main lobby of Rome 
Theatre got plenty of film 
fan attention. 

Can you walk on water? 
You have done no better 
than a straw. Can you fly 
in the air? You have done 
no better than a blue¬ 
bottle. Conquer your 
heart; then you may bec¬ 
ome somebody. 

-Ansarl of Herat 



Even Better 
for 
"The Black 
Orchid".... 

First check of the 
preview cards on the Los 
Angeles screening of 
”The Black Orchid" (co- 
starring Sophia Loren and 
Anthony Quinn),revealed 
an audience rating of 
85.7^, which is extraor¬ 
dinarily high. 

Then a further 38 
cards came in by mail,and 
these were so outstanding 
that they raised the pre¬ 
view rating, overall, to 
an unprecedented 87.3^. 
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COPENHAGEN - Indicat¬ 

ive of the great and 
growing interest in film 
personalities is the in¬ 
auguration, by the bigg¬ 
est weekly magazine in 
Denmark - Familie Jour¬ 
nal, circulation 28S,000 - 
of a portrait and biogr¬ 
aphy section covering the 
film world's top UO stars. 

Among the fovir lead¬ 
ing off the series (to 
run 10 weeks),ars Elvis 
Presley and Anthony 
Perkins. 

STOCKHOLM - The Number 
One columnist of show 
business, Mr. Alf Montan, 
was on hand for the prem¬ 
iere of the latest Elvis 
Presley film, ready to 
report the event for the 
newspaper he carries under 
his arm - Expressen. His 
two blonde and beautiful 
daughters are with him. 

SENASTE 
NYTT. . . 
En viktig konferens 

holls fbrra manaden i 
Holl3rwood. Det var 
Paramounts "studio 
executives" som 
sammantraffade for att 
dryfta vitala spbrsmaL 
Bland de narvarande 
marktes Mr.Y.Frank Freeman,"vice-pres. 
of production", med narmaste medarbetare, fran 
New York anslot sig president Barney Balaban 
och l.Ir. George Ueltner, "vice-president in 
charge of world-wide salesV vidare lir.Russell 
Holman som representant for New York Studion 
och Mr. Jerome Pickman, "in charge of Advert¬ 
ising, Publicity and Showmanship". Man disku- 
terade aktuella produktionsproblem och nya 
inspelningsplaner g&llande en imponerande rhc- 
ka filmer hnda fram till ar 1960 och iinnu lling- 
re. Detaljer avslojades ocksd vad betraffar 
nya avtal om flera storfilmer som Paramount 
kommer att distribuera. Allt om denna utomor- 
dentligt betydelsefulla konferens aterfinnes i 

detta nxmmer. 

Direkt frdn Hollywood-mdtet avreste Mr.Weltner 
till Rom for att se TEMPEST, som Dino DeLauren- 
tiis nu Ihgger sista handen vid. Att Mr.Welt¬ 
ner redan pd ett tidigt stadium var pd det kla- 
ra med att denna film skulle konma att bli na— 
got alldeles extra framgick av forra numret av 
var tidning, nagot som nu ytterligare bekrdf- 
tats. Mr. Weltner ar angelhgen framhalla att 
han ar storf5rnojd med filmen, det hr en impo¬ 
nerande skapelse av stort underh llningsvhrde. 
Premiaren berdknas kunna hga rum i slutet av 

detta dr. 

En pnnpn storfilm viird att alldeles speciellt 
uppmMrksammas ar TLE BUCCANEER, som berSknas 
bli klar for utslhpp 1959. Forutom att det ar 
en film av imponerande bredd och must har den 
en rollbesiittning sam i publikens ogon inte 
gdr av for hackor; Charltcn Heston, Yul Bryn- 

(Continuazione da page 26) 
sfazlone per tutti h il sap ere che la pellicola 
d proprio divertente e che a fianco della Loren 
t1 lavorano altri artisti dl prlmo piano come 
George Sanders, Tab Hunter a Keenan Wynn. 

A proposito di Sophia Loren, non occorre 
dlrvi che questo fe proprio il raomento d’inten- 
siflcare al measimo la pubbllcith aa queata 
ormal celebre attrice di cui la Paramount ha 
gib ben quattro film da dlstrlbulre, dob "DE- 
SIDIRIO SOTTO GLI OIMI",•HOUSEBOAT" con Cary 
Grant, "THE BLACK ORCHID" con Anthony Quinn, 
e I’ultlmo menzlonato pld sopra, "THAT KIND 

OF WOMAN". 

COPENHAGEN - Fine win¬ 
dow display in Thoming 
Music Shop on Vesterbrog- 
ade to announce the local 
showing of Lana Turner's 
"Another Time,Another 
Place." 

We need responsible 

readers just as much as 
we need responsible 

publishers. 
-Arthur Hays 
Sulzberger 

Il presente nuraero dl Paramount World 
contiene due altri argoraentl dl capitals lmpo£ 
tanza. Uno fe un artioolo speciale sul megnlft 
cl nuovl teatrl che continueno a eorgere In 
tutte le parti del mondo, per 11 aempre meggl^ 
re dlletto del pubbllco. L’altro b la conti- 
nuBzlone del "mlrecolo" dl "I DIECI OOUANDAM!^ 
Tl" atteatato dai rapportl che cl pervengono 
de dlversi angoll della terra dove quests au- 
perba produzione dl Cecil B. DeMllle sta com— 
pletendo programmazlonl dl ormal quasi un anno 
dl durata. Un vero film "mlrecolo", non eolo 
per la nostra Marca, ns per 11 mondo Intero 1 

ON THE SET OF "THE GEISHA BOY",Paramount 
Vice-president Y, Frank Fi*eeman .right, in 
charge of the Studio, confers with Marie 
charge of the Studio, chats with two of the 
film's top players — Marie McDonald and Sess- 
ue Hayakawa. 

ner, Charles Boyer och Claire Bloom; enbart 
dessa nqnm fullgod garanti fSr en kassapjiis. 
Kommer dartill att den ar regisserad av Antho¬ 
ny iuinn, producerad av Henry Wilcoion och 
tiUkonnen under Cecil B. DeMilles fdrfarna 
ledning. Ett av 1959 drs stora trumfiiss. 

Inte pd manga dr har en film blivit foremdl for 
ett sad ant intresse av hela Nev/ York City som 
Sophia Lorens TP-AT Ell® OF WOMAN. Det har skri- 
vits otaliga spaltmeter om den i New York-pres- 
sen, dess handling speglar New York Citys fa- 
cetterade liv. Newyorkborna ha en kiinsla av att 
vara personligt engagerade i saken och de hr 
stolta over denna film, som har en fin rollbe- 
shttning med George Sanders, Tab Hunter och 

Keenan \tynn i spet sen. 

Pd tal om Sophia Loren, ja. Bet hog ti'i 
att borja bana viigen for denna popi-illira stjLr 
na, publicity-mlissigt sett. Vi har henne 1 
inte mindre an I^ra filmer; forst DESIRE UN- 
lER THE BLIS, sd HOUSEBOAT med Cary Grant, 
foljd av THE BLACK ORCHID med Anthony Aulnn 
och till slut den ovan omt^alade THAT KDD OF 
VOMAN. 

Tvd saker 1 detta nummer hr framfor andra 
vhrda att v&cka intresse. Det hr en special- 
artlkel om de nya fomama biografer, som bor¬ 
ja byggas lltet varstans i vUrlden,och en 
rapport rOrande DE TIO 3DD0RDSN. Det kan niim- 
nas att filmen pd slna hdll tangerar ettdrs- 
strecket pd en och sauna blograf. Ja, DE TTO 
BUDORDKN hr en mirakelfllm - ur flera syn- 
punkter. 



BEIRUT, Lebanon - Effective post¬ 
ering of ”For Vfhom the Bell Tolls" 
brou^t the picture going crowds to 
the Casino Parisiana, to see the pos¬ 
ter, and then to the Metropole to see 
the Gary Cooper-Ingrid Bergman film. 

STOCKHOIii - Britta Borg, one of 
Sweden's most famous singing stars,is 
apparently under the spell of Elvis 
Presley after having seen and heard 
him in "Loving You" at the Anglais 
Theatre. 

CAIRO, Egypt - Not even the stores 
of the opti^ans were overlooked in 
the showmanship campaign for Spanish 
Affair" devised by Manager H. Donald 
Hunter, 
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TOP CINEMATIC 
ACTIVITIES 
IN THE 
CONTINENTAL 
DIVISION. 

PARIS - At Orly Airport,Mr. 
and Mrs. Alfred Hitchcock are 
met by Odette Ferry, at right. 
Bringing up the rear are Messrs. 
Hamel and Edouard de Segonzac. 
Mr. and Mrs. Hitchcock were en 
route to the San Sebastian 
(Spain) Film Festival. At the 
festival the producer-director 
of "Vertigo" received a fine 
ovation. 

HELSINKI, Finland —"Mr.Rock 
and Roll" got plenty of show¬ 
manship attention from the music 
stores here when the Paramount 
music-film had its local rel¬ 
ease. Here's a display in the 
Fazer Store, foremost of the 
local music establishments. 

' fHld 

AMSTFEDAM — Holland's celebrated Tuschin- 
ski, one of the world's foremost theatres, has 
presented a host of great pictures in its alm¬ 
ost forty years of film service. But it reach¬ 
ed its most shining hour with the recent pres¬ 
entation of Cecil B, DeMille's mighty "The Ten 
Commandments. Here is the dignified and compl¬ 
etely attention-attracting display on the ftwit 
of the cinema, a display reaching almost four 
stories above the street. 

"The Ten Commandments" is now continuing 
its run indefinitely at the Corso Theatre here, 
and is meeting with the same unqualified succ¬ 
ess which greeted it when it premier^so sens¬ 
ationally at the Tuschinski. 

SAN SEBASTIAN - Arrival of the Paramount 
party from Paris to attend the Film Festivalin 
this picturesque Spanish city. From the left: 
Mrs. Siter, Mrs. Hitchcock, Odette Ferry, 
Cecilia Mantua, in charge of Paramount public¬ 
ity in Spain; Frank A. Siter, supervisor for 
Spain, Portugal and the Middle East; Alfred 
Hitchcock, and many Journalists who were to 
witness the triumph of "Vertigo." This plane 
landing was in Biarritz, 
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HOLLYWOOD - As leading 
woman for Jerry Lewis in 
"The Geisha Boy," Miss Nobu 
McCarthy takes great pride 
these days in being consi¬ 
dered a proficient guide to 
the studio. Here she is be- 

HOLLYWOOD - Toshio Ise, dir¬ 
ector of publicity in Japan.got 
to really know the Paramount 
studio during his recent visit. 
Here he views part of "The Bucc¬ 
aneer" with Producer Henry Wil- 
coxon and Berenice Mosk, writer 
of the script. 

He is now learning of Cornel 
Wilde's upcoming production 
projects. 

^^8^888888^ 

and here Mr. Ise has Shirley 
MacLaine and Jerry Lewis as top 
guides to show him the studio. 

ing guide to Mr. Yoichiro 
Kobayashi. son of Mr. Set- 
sutaro Kooayashi, Managing 
Director of the Fuji Photo 
Film Company of Japan. The 
senior Mr. Kobayashi was 
himself a studio visitor 
recently, and his son has 
been attending schoolln los 
Angeles, but had never vis¬ 
ited a film studio here. 

Here he stands at the porxal 
of Cecil B. DeMille's office, 
the door bearing one of Japan's 
"Ten Commandments" posters. 

HOLLYWOOD - Shirley 
MacLaine and Toshio Ise say 
"Sayonarai" at the Studio 
gates as Paramount's direc¬ 
tor of publicity and adver¬ 
tising in Japan prepares to 
take a plane to New York in 
continuation of his busin¬ 
ess trip to the U.S.A. 

Here ne visits with Shirley 
MacLaine in the star portrait 
gallery.... 
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NEWS OF PEOPLE 
AND SHOWMANSHIP 

IN THE FAR EAST 

HOLLWOOD - Their Highnesses Prince and 
Princess Mikasa visited the Paramount Studio- 
en route back to Japan from an official vis¬ 
it to Brazil. From left: Sessue Hayakawa,(an 
unidentified man), Vice-pres. Y.Frank Free¬ 
man, head of the studio; Prince and Princess 
Mikasa: Toshio Ise, ParaiTiOunt director of 
publicity in Japan; the secretary to Prince 
Mikasa. 

PENANG - Paramount General 
Manager Roy McAree, and Mrs. 
McAree are presented to His Ex¬ 
cellency the Governor. Raja Sir 
Uda, and Lady Uda at the Cathay 
Cinema's "Command" performance 
of Jerry Lewis' "The Sad Sack." 

SINGAPORE - Showmen of 
the Cathay secured window 
displays for "The Ten 
CaniBan<teent8" in Just about 
every commercial establi¬ 
shment in the Colony. In 
the case above it was in 
Chanrai's Tailoring Shop, 

"’War and Peace’* Still 
Thrills the World. 

We come now to the fortress country of 
Taiwan, which indeed knows the import of both 
war and peace; and frcm the city of Taipei,Par¬ 
amount Manager Andrew T.. Fan has cabled Para¬ 
mount International president, James E.Perkins, 
the following powerful news: 

"WAR AND PEACE" AT GREAT WCRLD CINEMA TWO 
WEEKS AND SHINSHENG THREE WEEKS ENDING JULY 31 
HAD ATTENDANCE 127377 AND RECEIPTS WHICH SMASH¬ 
ED THOSE OF "GIANT," PREVIOUS RECORD HOLDER,AND 
ESTABLISHED NEW ALL-TIME RECORD. SHINSHENG 
STILL HELD OVER. 

"War and Peace" still has years of great 
business ahead of it throu^out the internatio¬ 
nal market. It remains one of the industry's 
all-time greats. 

PENANG - This modem Cathay Cinema, one of 
the renowned chain's ace houses, celebrated a 
"command" performance June l6th, attended by 
His Excellency the Governor, Sir Raja Uda, and 
Lady Uda. In attendance also were more than 
1,000 leading local officials and residents. 
"Command" film, as picture above indicates,was 
Jerry Lewis in "The Sad Sack." Organization 
benefitting from the performance was the Pen¬ 
ang and Province Wellesley Ass'n for the Prev¬ 
ention of Tuberculosis. Among the contributicns 
was one of $500 made by Cathay Organization. 

HOLLYWOOD - Earl Holliman on the set of 
"The Trap" plays host to three most interes¬ 
ted visitors. Young lady at left is Evelyn 
Ramirez, daughter of Pedro Ramirez, Philipp¬ 
ine Consul General here. Then in centre is 
Mrs. Constants Batoon, wife of the Cultural 
Attache, Philippine Embassy, Washin^on>0.C. 
At right is Mrs. Joseph Morgan. California 
Federation of Women's Clubs*International 
Hostess. 

SINGAPORE - In view of the school 
vacation period, the Cathay Cinema 
has been presenting "The Ten Command¬ 
ments" daily to thousands of children, 
and the results have been truly rew¬ 
arding. Screenings have begun at 9:30 
and the typical exodus scene depicted 
here has occurred daily at 1:25 p.m. 
As Paramount General Manager Roy 
McAree reports: 

"This exodus coincides witn Singa¬ 
pore's lunch hour, and seeing 1,300 
school children, all in uniform,in 
the theatre area not only does one's 
heart good but influences the many, 
many people who are in the theatre 
area at this time of day." 

BUKIT MERTAJAM, Malaya - Ths 
attraction was the final Martin 
and Lewis comedy, the location 
a brand new cinema, the occas¬ 
ion — the grand owning of the 
superb new Cathay Cinema,built 
to replace an outmoded house. 

Like so many of the more than 
50 houses in the Cathay Organi¬ 
sation chain, this new Cathay 
will release all Paramount pro¬ 
duct. 

MILTON GOLDSTEIN TO TOKYO 
Paramount International's coordinator of 

sales and exhibition of "The Ten Commandments" 
outside of the United States and Canada, left 
for Tokyo on August 17th. There he will confer 
with Far East Supervisor S.A.Henriksen, Gen¬ 
eral Manager N. Metori of Japan, and Robert L. 
Graham, Managing Director in Australia and New 
Zealand. Agenda will chiefly concern the hand¬ 
ling of the mighty Cecil B. DeMille production 
in engagements following those of the major 

city playings. _ 
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"The Matchmaker" has 
won for Paramount the 
August Redbook "pictur«- 
of-the-month" citation. 
The Shirley Booth-Tony 
Perkins-Shirley MacLaine 
starrer produced by the 
late Don Hartman is 
spotlighted as the "... 
comedy everyone has been 
looking for.a real 
laughmaker" in a full- 
page picture layout acc¬ 
ompanied by text. 

"A movie that's a 
riot of fun and hilari¬ 
ous scheming" is Red- 
book's top-of-page capt¬ 
ion for the "Matchmaker" 
layout. 

What Tom Tryon here 
sees, and what Gloria 
Talbott thinks she sees, 
is something that makes 
"I Married A Monster 
From Outer Space" one of 
the most soul-shaking 
films ever produced. 

Jerry Lewis and his 
inseparable friend enjoy 
a nibble in an interlude 
between takes on "The 
Geisha Boy." This comedy 
of a magician on a jaunt 
to Japan sets a new nigh 
in the consumption of 
carrots - for the story 
calls for Jeny to live 
on the vegetable for a 
mightv long time. 

AMSTERDAM - A very wonderful window disp¬ 
lay for "The Ten Commandments" in the estab¬ 
lishment of El-Al Israel Airlines here. In the 
foregro\ind is the eilarged Dutch text of Mr. 
DeMille's "Thoughts on Mount Sinai." The work 
on this was done by El-Al Airlines. 

Oe toekomst van 
Paramount verteld in 
termen van buitengewone 
nieuwe productie 

Op het eind van de vorige maand ward 
in Hollywood een vergadering gehouden 
van iiitzonderli jke betekeris. 
Hij ward gehouden in aanwezigheid van 
studio afgevaardigden met aan het hoofd 
Mr.Y. Prank Freeman, Paramoimt vice- 
president belast met V/orld-V/ide Sales, 
George Weltner; Riissell Holman,studio 
vertegenwoordiger te New York; en 
Jerome Pickman, belast met Advertising, 
Publicity en Showmanship. 
De gehele nieuwe productie, zowel de 
films waarvan de opnamen bezig zijn, 
als die welke in bewerking zijn, ward 
besproken; plannen warden ontvouwd 
voor een indrukwekkende reeks van 
nieuwe films tot ver in I960; en 
bi jzonderhederi warden kenbaar gemaakt 
betreffende nieuwe release overeen- 
komsten voor belangrijke door onaf- 
hankelijke maatschappijen gemaakte 
films, die door Paramount over de 
gehele wereld uitgebracht zullei: worden. 
Highlights van de vergadering - die 
een van de meest beslissende gebetirte- 
nissen in Paramounts’ geschirdenis was- 
kan men elders in dit nummer van 
Paramount 'World aartreffen. 

Van de productie bijeenkomst in Holly¬ 
wood begaf Mr.'Weltner zich onmiddelijk 
naar Rome in verbal d met de Dino De 
Laurentiis productie "The Tempest". 
De vorige maand gaven wij Mn.Weltner’s 
eerste waardering over de kracht en 

entertainment waarde var deze grote 
film, en het verheugt ons deze maand 
te kunnen melden dat de film nog aan- 
zienlj jk m^^r waarde blijkt te bezitten 
als groots entertainment. 
Mr.V/eltner verklaart met nadruk dat 
dit absoluut een zeer grote film is, 
waar alle theaters vai de wereld 
verlangend naar zullen ultzien, wanneer 
hij tegen het einde van-dit jaar zal 
worden uitgebracht. 

Wat dit laatste punt betreft komt ook 
eer zeer belangrijke vermelding toe 
aan Paramount’s productie "The Bucca¬ 
neer", die bestemd is het jaar 1959 . 
met een enorme fanfare te openen. 
Afgezien van de grootse indruk die hij 
maakt is deze film belangrijk door 
zijn voor het publiek meest aantrekke- 
lijke rolbezetting dinds jaren. 
Yul Brynner, Charlton Heston, Charles 
Boyer en Claire Bloom alleen al maken 
deze film tot een buitengewoon cassa- 
succes. Niet te veronachtzamen het feit 
dat hij werd geregisserrd door Anthony 
wuinn, met Henry 'Wilcoxon als producer, 
terwijl het waakzame oog van Cecil B. 
deMille de film een algehele geniale 
leiding verschafte. Dat belooft een 
prachtig succes voor 1959, direct vanaf 
het begin van het jaar. 

De productie van een film in zijn ge- 
heei in New York City heeft in vele 
jaren niet zo sterk de aandacht getrokken 
als de opnamen van de Sophia Loren film 
"That kind of Woman", zowel van de zijde 
van de pers als van het gehele publiek. 
De betekenis van deze gebeurtenis is 
zeer duidelijk naar voren gebracht, zo- 
dat het New Yorkse publiek een persoon- 
lijke trots ondervindt over deze produc¬ 
tie. Het lijkt wel alsof men weet dat 
deze film binnenkort aan de gehele 
wereld iedere facet van New York City 
gaat tonen en daarin ligt natuurlijk 
een grote dosis voldoening opgesloten. 
Evenzeer als er genoegdoening is in het 
feit dat de film zelf een buitengewone 
amusementsfilm is, met een prachtige 
bezetting, aargevoerd door George 
Sanders, Tab Hunter en Keenan Wynn. 

En wanneer we het hebben over Sophia 
Loren, zal het verstandig zijn de ont- 
wikkeling van deze ster te zien in het 
kader van de publiciteit. Denk eraan 
dat we haar reeds in vier films hebben. 
In de eerste plaats in "Desire under the 
Elms", vervolgens in "Houseboat" met 
Cary Grant, daarna "The Black Orchid", 
met Anthony Quinn, en nu dan in "That 
Kind Of 'Woman". 

Twee andere belangrijke onderwerpen 
vallen in dit rummer van Paramount World 
op. Het eerste is ons^specials artikel 
over de mooie nieuwe cinemas,die steeds 
in alle delen van de wereld verrijzen... 
Het andere is een voortzetting van het 
wonder van "De Tien Geboden" met speci¬ 
als reportages uit verschillerde delen 
van de wereld, waar de grootse Cecil 
B.deMille productie nu al bijna een kaar 
lang wordt vertoond.Dit is werkelijk 
een wonderfilm, niet alleei voor Paramount 
maar voor de gehele wereld. 



CAMERA EYE ON THE 
HOLLYWOOD SCENE 

Luigi Luraschi, who 
ust returned to the stu- 
io from his recent visit 

to Nepal on behalf of the 
production department, 
exchanges reminiscences of 
the Kingdon and its fasc¬ 
inating people with Lady 
Rana, sister of the King 
of Nepal^_ 

Hal Wallis looks like 
he is taking lessons in 
dramatic acting from Car¬ 
olyn Jones. Miss Jones has 
followed her superb work 
in Elvis Pre3ley’’s "King 
Creole" with another ace 
Job in "The Last Train 
From Gun Hill." 
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Clark Gable gets Carroll 
‘Baker as his leading lady in his 
forthcOTiing Perlberg-Seaton 
production for Paramount, "But 
Not For Me." 

Jerry Lewis and his leading lady. 
Nobu McCarthy (both in centre;, step 
away from the camera filming them in 
"The Geisha Boy" to be phJtfgraphed 
with the members of the Japanese Nat¬ 
ional Swimming Team. Competing in Loi 
Angeles, the members of the team ver 

some portion’ 
of the making of a film with Japan a: 
a background. ^ 

Members of the team are: Manabu 
« Koga, Mako^o Fukui,Hir- 
T Furukawa, Takashi 
Ishimoto, Keiji Hase. 

Hollywood's "young set" were on hand in 
force for the daytime premiere of "The Match¬ 
maker" at the Fine Arts Theati*e heire. Note the 
marquee slogan labelling the Don Hartman produc¬ 
tion as "The Most Differentest Picture in Town'." 

Disc jockey Frank Pollack of KDAY-Radio set 
up his booth in the lobby of the Fine Arts The¬ 
atre. He had throe other d.J.'s working v^th hfan 
in relays from the opening at 9 a.m. until 6 in 
the evening. Thus Paramount studio, which co¬ 
planned the stunt, got a full day's radio plug 
for "The Matchmaker." ^ 

Jim Shibani (correspondent for "Journal 
Teheran-Messawar"), Mrs. Amir Kokry and Mr. 
and Mrs. Shahivar visit Lee J. Cobb on the set 
of "The Trap"at Paramount. Mrs. Mokry is an 
expert on beauty and health in Iran. 
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NEWS PICTURES OF 
TOP FILM EVENTS 
IN AUSTRALIA AND 
NEW ZEALAND 

SYDNEY - Advertising Manager Jim Williams, working 
in cwinection with Television Station TCN (Channel^, 
devised a continuing contest for "Wild Is the Wind" 
that brought in almost 2,000 entries, a figure consid- 
ei*ed extremely high by local standards. Campaign took 
the form of a series of contests held weekly for almost 
two months on Channel 9's Tuesday at One session. Each 
week a key scene from the Anna Magnani-Anthony Quinn 
film was shown and viewers asked a question relating to 
it. Most important factor was that viewers had to con¬ 
centrate fully on the scene in order to be able to enter 
the contest with a chance of success. Prizes included a 
valuable fur coat, a year's pass to the Victory Theatre 
(release house for "Wild Is the Wind") and a great many 
consolation prtzes. 

In the scene above are Joe McCormick, producer and 
star of TCN's "Tuesday At One" show; Paramount Advert¬ 
ising Manager Jim Williams; and Mrs. J. Ellem, who won 
the fur coat. Fran the oractical standpoint so far as 
Channel 9 was concerned,’this showmanship contest boos¬ 
ted Tuesday At One's rating six points. 

SYDNEY - These were some of 
the consolation prize winners 
in the "Wild Is the Wind" con¬ 
test over Television Station 
TCN's Channel 9. These contest¬ 
ants enjoyed the rare privilege 
of seeing the Anna Magnani pic¬ 
ture in Paramount's private 
projection room. 

LEFT 

SYDNET - Three members of the 
staff of the Prince Edward got 
the coveted first prize formis 
representation of "The Ten Cpm- 
mandments" at the recent Motion 
Picture Industry Ball here. 

SYDNEY - Paramounteers 
in person aided in the 
showmandizing of "St, 
Louis Blues" by creating 
their own 'blues' band 
and parading through the 
streets by night to the 
annual Motion Picture In¬ 
dustry Ball. All were mem¬ 
bers of head office staff 
and included Keith Cully, 
Head Acco\xntant; Bryan 
McVie, Asst, Accountant; 
Tamara Haines.Comptometer 
Operator; Leslie Jones, 
Accts. Machine Operator; 
and Margaret Savage,Pay 
Clerk, 

PERTH, Western Aust, - Mam 
window of Boan's Ltd,, Perth's 
leading department store, show¬ 
ing the fine, dignified display 
for "The Ten Commandments." 

Boan's also took a completely 
unprecedented step for this 
conservative city by opening a 
"Ten Commandments" box-office 
to handle the ticket demand set 
up by the window display. 

HOLLYWOOD - Noted young Australian swimmer Jon Henricks was 
here when the Japanese team of swimmers were in California comp¬ 
eting,and also visiting the Paramount studio. So he came along, 
too, and is shown here immediately in back of Nobu McCarthy, who 
is not a swimmer, but is Jerry Lewis' leading wonan in "TheGeisha 
Boy," Photograph was made on the set of the picture. Members of 
the Japanese team shown here are Manabu Koga, Takeshi Koga, 
Makoto Fuk\ii, Hiroshi Ishii, Masaru Furukawa, Takashi Ishimoto, 
Keiji Hase, Jon Henricks had swum against all of them in Tokyo, 
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"Spot Light" is the fine and 
constructive weekly publication 
of t)^ Cecil B, OeMille Junior 
High School of Long Beach,Cal, 
It bespeaks in every way the 
Inspiration its name implies. 
It carries fine articles, insp¬ 
iring editorials, and in making 
its own awai*ds for contribut¬ 
ions to the school's progress, 
it calls them "Cecils," 

And here is, of course, the 
gentleman for whom the school 
was named, deeply intere*"ted in 
the contents of The Spotlight of 
the Cecil B, DeMille nigh School 
of •^ong Beach, California. 

Jerry i^wis discovers in 
"The Geisha Boy" that there's a 
time to crawl in a plane — and 
a time not to. Also that there's 
a point of no return. 

NEWS PICTURE COVERAGE 
IN THE U.S. & CANADA 

In "The Young Captives," 
Luana Patten learns that the 
very last thing she ever wanted 
to do was to become the captive 
of a gasoline roasted psycopath 
in a runaway car. The fiend at 
the right in the scene above is 
realistically played by Steve 
Mario, a promising newcomer. 

TORONTO, Ontario - While here recently in 
connection i^th the upcoming release of "King 
Creole" (in which she co-stars with Elvis 
Presley), Dolores Hart was "wooed" by the Met¬ 
ropolitan Police Force to appear in the Police 
Athletic Field Day "Miss Toronto" Beauty Con¬ 
test. But the winsome star had only the one day 
available, and was needed back in Hollywood to 
start a new picture — but she left behind in 
Toronto a very happy impression. 

Maybe this shoe-tossing pastime of Sophia 
Loren and Cary Grant will blossom i’^to some 
sort of a sport, like baseball, of Jai-alai, 
but for the manent it ranks as high fun in 
their co-starring "Houseboat" — one of the 
gayest Paramount comedies in a long while. 

NEW YORK - At the Fox Movietone Studios 
West Manhattan, where much of the Ponti- 
Girosi-Paramount picture is being filmed,Di 
ector Sidney Lumet (with hat - he wears a 
different one every day), and leading man T 
Hunter, discuss a point of direction. The Is 
of whose presence they are seemingly oblivi 
is none other than the star of "Tn^ Kind o 
Womsin," Sophia Loren, 

KANSAS CITY, Missouri — During the full 
and wonderful engagement of "The Ten Comm¬ 
andments" at the Heart Drive-in Theatre here, 
all of the ushers were dressed in "summer 
tuxedos." which lent great dignity to the 
event. (We regret that the theatre did not 
supply us with the names of the ushers). 

Believe it dr not, but there are three men 
and one woman in this laughable scene frcMn 
"The Matchmaker." Optical illusion is caused 
by the fact that two of the men - Robert Morse 
and Anthony Perkins - are posing as women in 
a New York cabaret. Other two players in the 
scene are Paul Ford and Shirley Booth. 
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FRANKFURT - This attr¬ 
active folder, issued by 
Paramount's German organ¬ 
ization in connection 
with the Berlin Film Fes¬ 
tival. enclosed a synop¬ 
sis or the Anna Magnani- 
Anthony Quinn picture.and 
an assortment of stills. 
It was distributed to all 
press representatives at 
the Festival, 

DUSSELDC®F - "For Whom 
the Bell Tolls" secured 
a towering number of verj 
wonderful displays in 
windows in this city as 
well as in Frankfurt and 
Hamburg. Here is one of 
the most representative,in 
one of the city's top book 
stores. 

BERLIN - Poster adver- 
tisi^ which was carried 
on 100 street cars here 
when "The Ten C<»imand- 
ments" moved over to the 
Atelier am Zoo after 8 
wonderful weeks at the 
Zoo Palast. 

Space travel is the 
only presently known way 
of leaving this world 
without dying. 

-CoL Jciri Fhul Stapp 

EINE REIHE 
HERRLICHER 
NEUER FILME 
KENNZEICHNET 
PARAMOUNT'S 
ZUKUNFT. 

Ende letzten Monats 
fand in Hollywood 
eine ausserordentlich 
wichtige Tagung der 
leitenden Herren statt. 
Leiter der Studios teil 
von Mr. Y. Frank Freeman, der fuer die Pro- 
duktion verantwortliche Vize-Praesident der 
Paramoiint, wie auch seine leitenden Mitarbei- 
ter. Aus New York nahmen teil Praesident 
Barney Balaban; Vize-Praesident fuer die 
weltweite Verkaufsorganisation, George 
Weltner; Russell Holman, Vertreter der New 
York Studios, und Jerome Pickman, verantwort- 
lich fuer Werbung und Propaganda. Alle neuen 
Filrae, die entweder in Arbeit sind oder kurz 
vor der Herausgabe stehen, wurden besprochen. 
Fuer die Zeit bis I960 und darueber hinaus 
wurden Plaene fuer ein Imposantes Aufgebot 
neuer Filme ausgearbeitet; ausserdem wurden 
Einzeliieiten bekannt gegeben hinsichtlich 
des Verleihs besonders hervorragender Filme, 
die von unabhaengigen Produzsnten hergestellt, 

aber von Paranount in der ganzen Welt ver- 
trieben werden. Hoehepunkte der Tagung, die 
das an bedeutungsvollen Entscheidungen reich- 
ste Ereignis in der Geschichte Paramount's 
war, finden sich an anderer Stelle dieser 
Ausgabe von PARAMOUNT WORLD. 

Von dieser Tagung in Hollywood begab sich 
Mr. Weltner unraittelbar nech Rom, um sich die 
letzte Fassung von Dino De Laurentiis 
TEMPEST anzusehen. Letzten Monat berichteten 
wir bereits ueber Mr. Weltner's vorlaeufige 
Beurteilung dieser gewaltigen Produktion, 
und wir freuen uns, jetzt berichten zu koen— 
non, aass dieser Film ein gigantisches Ereig¬ 
nis auf der Leinwand zu werden verspricht. 
Mr. Weltner legt besonderen Wert darauf, 
hemrorzuheben, dass es sich dabei um ein 
wirklich mitreissendes Filmwerk handelt, das 

die Filmtheater auf der ganzen Welt freudig 
begruessen werden, wenn es gegen Ende dieses 

Jahres herausgegeben wird. 

Bei dieser Gelegenheit verdient auch 
Paramount's THE BUCCANEER besonders hervor- 
gehoben zu werden. Dieser Film ist dazu be— 

stimmt, das Filmjahr 1959 mit einem maech- 
tigen Fanfarenstoss einzuleiten. Abgesehen 
von der machtvollen Handlung verdient auch 
die Tatsache Erwaehn\ing, dass die Besetzung 
vora Staudpunkt des Publikums aus gesehen be- 
Gonders zugkraeftig ist. Schon Yul Brynner, 

unter dem Vorsitz 

Regarding the philosophy at left, 
you may be inclined to have other 
ideas once you have seen Paramount's 
extraordinarily unusual adventure, 
'•I Married A Monster From Outer Spao^' 

BlRLirr - At one of the busiest intersect¬ 
ions in West Berlin, a cooperative display was 
erected for the three United States entries in 
the Berlin Fiim Festival, with Paramount's 
"Wild Is the Wind" in centre. Her performance 
in this picture won for Anna Magnani the Silver 
Bear as Best Actress in the Festival, Present¬ 
ation ceremonies were telecast nationwide. 

Charlton Heston, Charles boyer und Claire 
Bloom werden diesen Film zu einem ausserge- 
woehnlichen Kassenerfolg machen. Hinzu korarat 
die Tatsache, dass Anthony Quinn Regie fuehrt, 
Henry Wilcoxon der Produzent ist und dass 
waehrend der ganzen Herstellungsperiode der 
geniale Cecil B. DeMille mit Rat und Tat zur 
Seite stand. Dies ist wirklich ein vielver- 

cprechender Anfang fuer das Filmjahr 1959* 

Seit vielen Jahren hat kein in New York 
gedrehter Film soviel Aufmerksamkeit sowohl 
'bei der Presse als auch beim allgemeinen 
Publikum erragt wie Sophia Loren's THAT KIND 

OF WOMAN. Diese Verfilmung wurde in New York 
mit grossera Aufwand bekannt gemacht, so dass 
die Bevoelkervng mit persoenlichen Stolz an 
diesem Ereignis teilnahm, als ob man wuesste, 

dass dieser Film der ganzen Welt das Gesicht 
Hew York's in alien seinen Schattieningen 
zeigen wird. Die Genugtuung daran wird noch 

erhoeht durch das Bewusstsein, dass dieser 
Film ausserdem eine erstklassige Unterhaltimg 
bietet und eine ausgezeichnete Besetzung auf— 

v/eist mit George Sanders, Tab Hunter und 

Keenan Wynn in den Hauptrollen. 

Und da wir gerade von Sophia Loren 

sprechen: Man sollte wirklich beginnen, die- 

sen Star noch staerker in den Vordergrund zu 

ruecken. Bedenken Sie, dass sie bereits in 

vier unserer Filme eine Hauptrolle spielt. 

Zuerst in DESIRE UNDER THE ELMS, i5ann in 

HOUSEBOAT mit Cary Grant, de.s weiteren in 

THE BLACK ORCHID mit Anthony Quinn, und nun 

in THAT KIND OF WOMAN. 

Zwei weitere Punkte von besonderer Bedeu- 

pung finden Sie in dieser Ausgabe von 
PARAMOUNT WORLD. Der eine ist unser Sonder- 

artikel ueber die praechtigen neuen Film- 
theater, die in alien Laendem der Welt als 

erfolgreiche Staetten der Unterhaltung er- 
richtet werden. Der andere betrifft das 

immer noch fortdauemde Wunder der ZEHN GEBOTE, 
mit Sonderberichten aus verschiedenen Teilen 

der Welt, wo dieser grosse Cecil B. DeMille 

Film Laufzeiten beendet, die sich der Ein- 
Jahres-Grenze naehem. Es ist in der Tat ein 
"V/under"—Film, nicht nur fuer Paramount, 

sondem fuer die ganze Welt. 
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"LIFE" MAGAZINE DEVOTES TWO PAGES TO PRAISING 
PARAMOUNT'S GAY COMEDY **** "THE MATCHMAKER" 

"THE MATCHMAKER" WILL PREMIERE 

AT NEW YORK CITY'S LITTLE CARNEGIE 

PLAYHOUSE WHILE THIS ISSUE OF PAR¬ 

AMOUNT WORLD IS IN THE PRESS....WE 

WILL REPORT THIS MiMORABLE EVENT 

IN OUR NEXT MONTH'S ISSUE. 

Says LIFE: 
"....The film sparkles like 
an old-fashioned valentine 
with the performers address¬ 
ing their soliloquies 
directly to the audience 
and Shirley Booth neatly 
catching the gay spirit of 
Thornton Wilder's holiday 
ode to the joy of living..." 

Redbook Magazine has devoted an illustrated editorial page in its August issue 
to "The Mat«’h"»**kar,» calling it "A movie that's a riot of fun and hilarious schem¬ 
ing".Photoplay, USA's leading fan magazine, in its September issue, gives its 
highest award to "The Matchmaker." It says, in part, "Love can be a laughing matter. 
Shirley Booth, Anthony Perkins and Shirley MacLaine prove it in this warm and winn¬ 
ing comedy".Seventeen Magazine, the country's leading teen-age magazine, gives 
"The Mat^hmflkftr” its top award as 'Picture of the Month.' In its September issue it 

says, in part, "'The Matchmaker' is a rare, most welcome find." 
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We're about to enter 
the age of flight before 
we've even developed a 
chair that a man can sit 
in comfortably, 

-Philip wyiie 

They travelled by 
plane - but her stepped 
on her train - which is 
how Marie McDonald loses 
her dress through Jerry 
Lewis' clumsily placed 
feet. It takes place at 
an airport landing in 
Japan, and is one of the 
hilarious incidents that 
sets "The Geisha Boy" off 
on the right lau^. 

When the Japanese 
team of swimmers competed 
in Los Angeles recently, 
this trio of notables was 
perceived among the on¬ 
lookers. Its members were 
Sessue Hayakawa, Miss 
Nobu McCarthy and Johnny 
Weismuller. 

Miss McCarthy and Mr. 
Hayakawa are stellar mem¬ 
bers of the cast of the 
Jerry Lewis picture, "The 
Geisha Boy," also. 

Alfred Hitchcock's 
"Vertigo," as i-eviewed ty 
the Daily Cinema of Lon¬ 
don, evoked this comment: 

An out-of-the-rut 
Hitchcock thriller 
supplies pullman class 
entertainment of exc¬ 
eptional appeal. 

GALA CHARITY PREMIERE 
OF "FUNNY FACE" 

S^O PAULO, Brazil - At left is display in 
the lobby of the Marrocos Theatre symbolizing 
the "FUNNY FACE-CINDERELA CONTEST." Present in 
the group are many of the principals connected 
with this highly successful showmanship event. 

Close-up of group in scene at right shows, 
from left: Mr, Sergio Ferraz, Publicity Direc¬ 
tor of Cinderela Magazine; Paramount Managing 
Director Stuart Dunlap; Mrs. Henry B. Gordon; 
Mrs. Antonio Prudente, the patronesse of the 
charity sponsoring the premiere of "Funny Face"; 
Mrs, Stuart Dunlap; Mrs. Miguel Mancini; Mr, 
Henry B, Gordon, Paramount Latin American Div¬ 
ision Manager; Hr, Miguel Mancini, Sao Paulo 
Branch Manager, 

0 FUTURO DA PARAMOUNT 
REFLETIDO NAS SUAS 
NOVAS PR0DUC6ES. 
OUTRAS NOTAS 

No mes pessado houve em Hollywood uma confe- 
rencla de eiecutlvos da companhla, de Importan- 
te signlficado para a organizaqao. Tomaram par¬ 
te na reuniao Ib:. Y. Frank Freeman, vice-presi¬ 
te da Paramount a cargo da produQao e chefe dos 
estudios junto com seus auxiliares; viajando de 
Nova York, compareceu tarabm o presidente Bar¬ 
ney Balaban, Mr. George K^eltner, vice-presiden- 
te, a cargo das vendas gerais; Russell Holman,o 
representante do Kstudio em Nova York; e Jerome 
Pickman, a cargo dos anunclos, publicldade e do 
showmanship. Durante os trabalhos foram exlbl- 
dos lodos os fllmes Ja terminados, cocx) tambem 
08 que estao bem adlantados e podem ser Julgados 
pelos trechOB findos. Do material exposto tive- 
ram os presentes uma vlsao panoramlca,se as aim 
se pode dlzer, da produqao da cpmpanhla ate os 
prlncfpios de 1960, Foram estudAos ainda deta- 
Ihes dos pianos de lanqamento de fitas produzi- 
das por produtores independentes para distrlbu- 
tqao Paramount por todo o mundo. Outros aspetos 
dessa reuniao--uma das mais Importantes da hls- 
torla da laramount—o leitor os encontrara nar- 
rados em outra parte desta edlqao. 
§§§ Da reuniao de Hollywood, partiu Mr. Keltner 
dlretamente para Roma, a fim de apreciar na te¬ 
la a primelra apresentaqao "em prlvado" da pro- 
duqao de Dino De Laurentils — "The Tempest",de 
que tratamos na ediqao passada, com a opinlao a 
respite desse filme, julgado pelos trechos ter¬ 
minados, que foram exlbldos para \!r. Weltner. t 
ele de opinlao que a fita representa cinema das 
maiores e melhores proporqoes. Algo de que oo- 
damos nos orgulhar. Adianta mala que "The Tem¬ 
pest" e mn#> produqao magnlflca, que sera receM- 
da entuslastlcamente pela crftlca e pelos apre- 
cladores da arte pelo mundo Inteiro, 

Uma fita que esta pedlndo largos e merecl- 
dos comentarlds, como grande numero no novo pro- 
grama da Paramount, e "The Buccaneer", que esta 

destinado a encabeqar as grandes estrelas^para- 
mountesas de 1969, com ^ande brllho. Alem da 
grandeza do filme, que e inegavel, ha ainda que 
conslderar o seu belo conjunto de artistas, dos 
melhores ainda reunldoa. Nele veremos—notem so 
•que co1o880~YU1 Brynner, Charlton Heston,Char¬ 
les Boyer e Claire Bloom, Bastam estes nomes pa¬ 
ra atralr mllhares de espectadores. 5 alem d^is- 
BO, ha 0 fato de que e dirigido pelo admiravel 
Anthony Quinn e produzido por Henry Silcoxon—a 
sob as vistas e guia genial de Cecil B. DeMlll^ 
i, pols, uma das mais belas promessas — a segu. 
ra reallzaqao — para 1959. 

### Ha TUltos anos nao se via um filme produzi¬ 
do intelramente em Nova York, despertando a to- 
mada de algumas de suas cenas, na ma, tamanhos 
ajuntamentos de gente, como fol ha pouco obser- 
vado com "That Kind of Soman", que tern a grande 
Sophia Loren como primelra dama. Nao so a re por- 
tagem, como o publico, mostrou o maior Interes- 
se na filmaqao. 0 notlclario dos jornaia se en- 
carregou de levar a nova aos quatro ventos, fi- 
cando a City intlmamente ligada a produqao. Tern 
os neoyorquinos a certeza de que a sua magesto- 
sa metropole se refletlra no argumento de forma 
a Interessar os publicos de todo o mundo. E ha 
ainda a satlsfaqao, da nossa parte, de sabermos 
que como dlversao e emotivldade a fita nadadei- 
xa a desejar, tendo em seu elenco artlstaa como 
George Sanders, Tab Hunter e Keenan liyn, ainda 
brilhante estrela. 
### E enquanto falamos em Sophia Loren, s con- 
venlente lembrar que ela mereoe uma cuidada pu- 
bllcidade. Como se sabe, Ja esta em quatro pro- 
duQoes laramount, comeqando com "Desejo",produ- 
qao de grande relevo; sendo as outraa - "Houae- 
loat", com Cary Grant, "The Black Orchid", com 
Anthony Quinn, e a cltada "That Kind of Toman". 

Ha mais dole toplcos de importlhicia para os 
leitores internacionals do Paramount forld. Um 
e 0 nosso artlgo especial sobre o bom cinema,em 
que e apreciado o valor do films pelo mundo, so 
outro e o noticiarlo admiravel sobre o exlto de 
OS DEZ JJIANDAMENTOS, mostrando que em multos p«t- 
ses o magnffico trabalho de Cecil B. DeMille ja 
passou de um ano de constante exibiqao num mes- 
mo teatro. i que a portentosa produqao tern aca- 
pacidade de atralr e voltar a atralr. 
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1956..."The Ten Commandments" 

MAN’S FINEST MEMORIAL to his passing is the 

^essence of his contribution to the world he 

has left behind. It matters not whether this contrib¬ 

ution is large or small — its intrinsic worth is what 

counts. 
As with all other men, so it is now 
with Cecil B. DeMille. But his 
memorial, of which we are all part,is 
woven of film and reverence and insp)- 
iration clear and shining around the 
world. 

In a sense different, but none the less stirr¬ 

ing, we can say from the heart what was said of Sir 

Christopher Wren when a visitor to St. Paul’s Cathedral 

in London asked where was the memorial to the great 
O 

‘designer of the church. "Look about you, sir!" he was 

told. 

"C.B.’s" memorial is just as fine, 
just as enduring, just as easily seen, 

o "Look about you!" 

For wherever there are motion pictures, wher¬ 

ever people are learning to understand better through 

films, wherever the greatest and most ageless of film 

dramas is speaking to human beings about The Law that 

makes them human - there you will find Cecil B. 

DeMille’s enduring contribution to the world that he 

enriched with his presence, and will continue to en¬ 

rich, years without end. 



Olfrtl SfHIiUp 

January 21, 1959 
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00 January 7th laat marked Adolph Zukor's 86th Birth- 
.. day anniversary, and congratulations poured infrcm 

aU parts of the world. Paramount's Foraider, and 
Chairman of the Board celebrated the great day at work in 
the Hollywood studio, and during the course of luncheon with 
his son, Eugene, and grandson Adolidi II (seated,right), the 
table was the focal point of visit for scores of film cele¬ 
brities and company executives. Shown standing above, from 
left: George Weltner, Hal Wallis. Clark Gable, Sophia Loren, 
I. Frank Freeman and Barney Balaoan. 

AZA2AZAZAZAZAZAZAZAZAZAZ 

IS A NEW ACCOLADE that 
"The Ten Commandments" 
has brought to the field 

of motion picture exhibition. It is an honor 
won by those theatres throughout the world 
that can still report, many weeks after the 
eighty film’s opening, that there has not been 
"one single, solitary empty seat during any 
showing of ’The Ten Commandments’." Many thea¬ 
tres of course have already won the distinct¬ 
ion; many others have earned it during recent 
months, with Davao City and Cebu City in the 
Philippines, and Madras in India, as conspicu¬ 
ous and highly praiseworthy examples. In view 
of the unending screening life of "The Ten 
Commandments" it is expected that there will 
be many thousands of other cases of "N.E.S." 
added to the record of this imperishable film. 

EARED TO THE NEW, QUICKENED tempo of 
showmanship are the campaign portfolios 

prepared for current Paramount product¬ 
ions. Formerly termed press-books, these manu¬ 
als are far more correctly what their new name 
implies. Inaugurating the change was a partic¬ 
ularly fine manual for "The Buccaneer," and the 
utility factor inherent in the publication was 
announced prominently on its cover, as follows: 
"Specially sectioned for your convenience in 
planning the most effective campaign on this 
outstanding box-office attraction!" All of 
this is in li\ie with new thinking, new plann¬ 
ing and new lines of audience-attraction appr- 
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oach being utilized in the public relations 
branch of the Paramount organization. 

IGHLIGHTS were many and rememberable in 
the course of the New York meeting of 
division managers reported on Page 19. 

One occurred the first day, when the day-long 
meeting was extended into a dinner engagement 
in the company diningroom that will long be 
remembered by those fortunate enough to be 
present. There were two chapters to the dinner. 
One sair the declaration, by Mr. Weltner, of a 
deep and abiding satisfaction with the accomp¬ 
lishments of the meeting that far, of his com¬ 
plete faith in the men who are carrying for¬ 
ward the work of the company, and of the opti¬ 
mistic vista ahead for those with confidence 
and tenacity of purpose. 

Other highlight of the evening was an 
informal, searching and realistic talk by Mr. 
Balaban. It was neither a speech nor an add¬ 
ress, but an intimate talk in a circle of 
friends in whom he had complete confidence. It 
can be said with certainty that among those 
present, all with long service and many with 
more than thirty-five Paramount years to their 
credit, none had heard before so lucid, so 
penetrating and so confidence-inspiring a talk 
about what our company has done, what it is 
doing today, and precisely where it can go to¬ 
morrow provided it is given the undeviating 
support and loyalty of all of those who will 
travel with pride to the peak of Paramount 
success. 

A most remarkable evening indeed. Para- 
mounteers everywhere can and should be proud 
that we have Mr. Balaban as our captain, and 
George Weltner and Y. Frank Freeman as his 
chief officers. 

FFIRMATION OF FAITH has been the Para¬ 
mount keynote for the past four months. 

I Today, Paramount has more productions in 
work in the studio and abroad than at any 
time in the past several years. ’Affirmation’ 
is indeed being implemented in the most prac¬ 
tical fashion possible - with product. 



TOKYO - On her arrival 
in Japan with her husband, 
Mrs.J.E.Perkins is greeted 
by Paramount publicity di¬ 
rector Toshio Ise, 

J.E.PERKINS 
COMPLETES EXTENSIVE 
SURVEY OF THE ORIENT 

PARAMOUNT INTERNATIONAL 

PRESIDENT MEETS PRESIDENT 

SUKARNO OF INDONESIA 

James E. Perkins, president of Paramoxmt International 
Filins, returned to his desk in New York on January 26th follow¬ 
ing one of the most comprehensive surveys of the Orient terri¬ 
tory that he has undertaken since heading the international 
activities of Paramount* His business journey took him to 
Japan, Hongkong, the Philippines Republic, Thailand, Singapore^ 
Indonesia and India, It represented a survey not alone of com¬ 
pany activities, but of exhibition progress and political 
trends generally. It brought him into touch with top governmen¬ 
tal personalities. In one instance - Indonesia - Mr. Perkins 
met the head of government. President Sukarno,who has long had 
a deep interest in matters connected with the motion picture 
industry. 

On his entire journey throughout the Orient, Mr. Perkins 
was accompanied by Svend A. Henriksen, Paramo\mt*s Supervisor 
of the Far East Division, 

SU'JGAPCRE - Here for the rirst time in his capacity 
as president of Paramount International Films, Mr. 
Perkins received a most hearty welcome fr^ exhibitors 
and Paramounteers alike. He is shown here being greeted 
at the airport, Reading from left: Paramoxmteers L.C. 
Kiat and T.C,Ch\ia; Paul Yui. L.Lee and Oswald Henry of 
the Cathay Organisation staff; Mrs. Roy McAree; Mrs.J. 
E.Perkins; Mr, Loke Wan Tho, head of the Cathay Organi¬ 
sation; Mr. Perkins; Mr,S.A,Henriksen, Far East Super¬ 
visor; V.Kannappan and H, Chow of the Cathay Organisat¬ 
ion. ABOVE, Luncheon in the internationally renowned 
Cathay Restaurant, From left: Messrs Lim Keng Hor,Paul 
Yui, K.T.San, V.KannappM, Sir Farcy McNiece (all of 
the Cathay Organisation); Mr, Perkins; Mr.Loke Wan Tho; 
Mr,S.A.Henriksen; Mr,Harry Chow (Cathay); Paramount 
Manager Roy McAree; Messrs. Paul Law and Oswald Henry 
(Cathay Organisation), 

TOKYO - Mr. and Mrs. 
Perkins and Mr. S. A. 
Henriksen are welcomed 
at the airport by tho 
starlets of Shocniku and 
Toho studios. 

MANILA - Mrs.Ernesto 
Rufino, Mr.J.E.Perkins, 
Mrs.A.S.Velasquez and 
Mrs, Perkins at the in¬ 
dustry cocktail buffet 
party. 

RIGHT 

TOKYO - All of the 
staff of Paramount Tokyo 
gathered for tea with 
Mr, Perkins and Mr, Hen¬ 
riksen on December 13. 
Mr. Perkins can be seen 
sixth on the right, and iust beyond, to his left, 

3 Mr. N.Motor!, General 
Manager. 

TOKYO - Mr. Perkins is interviewed 
by the newspaper and trade press in 
tne Imperial Hotel, General ManagerN. 
Metori is at rear left; Far East Sup¬ 
ervisor S.A.Henriksen at extreme 

MANILA - Mr, Perkins, flanked by 
Manager A.S.Velasquez, at left, and 
Far East Supervisor S,A,Henriksen, is 
bombarded with questions by the Phil¬ 
ippines press. 

MANILA - Group of dignitaries at 
the Paramount cocktail-buffet given *1 
honor of Mr, and Mrs. J.E,Perkins.... 
From left: Mr, Perkins, Mr.Primitivo 
Garcia,Sr,, of Galaxy Theatre; Mr.A. 
S,Velasquez, Mr. Ernesto Rufino or 
Avenue Theatre, Mr. S.A.Henriksen,and 
Mr, Rafael Rufino of Avenue Theatre. 
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PICTURES AND NEWS FROM THE 
NORTH AMERICAN BRANCHES. 

"T empest" 
tells an action- 

filled story at a brisk 
and stimulating pace that 
never lets up. Audiences 
are likely to be gasping 
for breath at the end of 
it and not realize thev 
have been sitting in tne 
theatre for five minutes 
over two hoArsl 

MOTION PICTURE DAILY 

DENVER - Henry Wilcoxor 
answers question from the 
audience of the Denham 
Theatre during his person¬ 
al appearance tour in con¬ 
junction with "The Bucca¬ 
neer." With him is Mrs. 
Vera Cockrill, owner of 
the Denham, and President 
of the Denver Adult Educa¬ 
tion Council. 

This is the beginning 
of the unforgettable and 
very refreshing scene in 
"That Kind of Woman" when 
Sophia Loren learns from 
Tab Hunter a new and won¬ 
derful kind of love. The 
picture, shot in its en¬ 
tirety in New York, has a 
wealth of wonderful new 
film backgrounds. 

JEW YORK TIMES, SUNDAY. JANUARY 4, 1959J 

THE ‘BEST’ OF 1958 

Critic Selects Top Ten’ Films andj 

Comments on Group Awards 

By BOSLEY The annual task of picking 
the ten best pictures from 
the total English-language 
output of the year was 

something less than stimulating- 
for the year 5 258. The number 
of presentable candidates was 
depressingly small. The selec¬ 
tions offered hereunder, while 
up to some of the best of pre¬ 
vious .years, represent a virtual 
exhaustion of the films you'd 
dare put on such a list. 

Oddly enough, the individuals 
who were mentionable for the 
New York Film Critics’ awards 
were more numerous in certain 
categories than they have been 
in a number of years. But of 

tt^al^-e ly^ll speak after nami 

CROWraER 

the year's "ten best,’’ listed w 
the order in which they opened 
in New York: 

Teacher’s Pet, screen play by 
Fay and Michael Kanin; di¬ 
rected by George Seaton; 
produced by William Perlberg 
for Paramount. This brash 
and ingenious comedy-ro¬ 
mance about a tough news¬ 
paper managing editor and a 
high-pcincipled young lady 

teacher in a journalism school 
did a delightful job of matin 
the comic talents of Clark 

Gable and Doris Day. It had 
the topical wit and social wis¬ 
dom of Mr. Gable's memorable 
"JL Happened One Night.” 

CINCINNATI _ Our luncheon at the Terrace 
Plaze Hotel ■to proclaim "to our leading exhi¬ 
bitors and the press, Mr. Balaban's affinnatioc 
of faith in the Film Industry* s Future, was a 
huge success. The message was delivered to us 
very aptly by our Division Manager, Mr. John 
Moore. Everyone was delighted with the block¬ 
buster product lined up for the future. 

Ronald Ante, Booker* s Clerk, resigned Oc¬ 
tober 31st to seek fame and fortune in Los An¬ 
geles, California. Ronnie has been replaced 
by Mrs. Nora Davis.Jack Kirchbaum, Ken¬ 
tucky Salesman, returned to his territory af- 
t,er undergoing surgery at 'the Deaconese Hospi¬ 
tal here in Cincinnati. 

Congratulations were in order last month 
to Mrs. D. R. Hicks end our Branch Manager on 
their Wedding Anniversary November 7'th; Mrs. 
William A. Meier and our Sales Manager on 
their Wedding Anniversary November 5th; Miss 
Laura McDermitt, Inspector, whose Birthday was 
November 18, and Don Banning, our booker, Nov¬ 
ember 24 Birthdayite. 

Mrs. Patricia Ottman, formerly Branch Man¬ 
ager* s Secretary visited our office last week 
and Introduced us to her new baby son, Stephen, 
Junior bom September 27th. ti-,-,. 

—Lillian Ahem 

CHARLQTTEl jjgy, officers for the Pep Club 
were elected at the November meeting. Presi¬ 
dent - Mrs. Eleanor Helms, Booking Steno.; 
Vice-President, Yates Pryor, Booker; Treas¬ 
urer - Mrs. Ann Fdvenbark, Ledger Clerk. 
Plans vfere completed for our annimi Christmas 
party on December 19. 

At this time of the year we offer thanks 
for all of our blessings and think of working 
extra hard to help those who have much less tc 
do. The Charlotte WOMPI Club dressed 40 dollt 
for underpri’vlleged children to be distributee 
■thru the Salvation Army. Other services will 
also be rendered to the less fortunate by the 

Carolyn Jones, masking her own feelings 
in the matter, tells Kirk Douglas that what 
he would like to have happen, never can be. 
Both am portraying their dynamic character¬ 
izations of "Last Train From Gun Hill," 

WOMPIS. 
A saying "Don*t knock the weather." Nine 

tenths of the people couldn*t start a conver¬ 
sation if it didn*t change once in a while." 

CANU-ERE-CEBTH. Unscramble the words and 
they spell "THE BUCCANEER". We know conversa¬ 
tions will not be hard to start after our first 
patrons view this magnificent picture at the 
sneak preview in downtown Imperial Theatre. 

A welcome visitor to our branch during 
the Thanksgiving holidays was E. C. Deberiy, 
assistant to Hu^ Owen. Also, Mr. Gordon 
Bradley, our Southeastern Division Manager 
spent a few days in our Branch last week. We 
are always happy to have him with us. 

—Mildred Hoover 
Paramount continues to supply pictures of 

top caliber - doing top business. "HOUSEBOAT" 
has been excellent and continues to delight 
"the public and exhibi'tors in this territory. 

Wfe recently had the opportunity 'to see 
"THE BUCCANEER", and here again is a picture 
that truly deserves the title of "Blockbuster" 
As long as we give our cus'toraers pictures of 
this caliber, we will continue to be the lead¬ 
ers of our industry. We are looking forward 
wi'th anticipation to the opening of "THE BUCCA¬ 
NEER" and the many other great pictures vrtiich 
we have coming. 

Eh'thusiasm in the Charlotte Branch is at 
a new high. We are happily looking to the fu¬ 
ture. —Joe Cutrell 

KANSAS CITY 
A sneak preview of "The 
Geisha Boy" at the Faramount 

Theatre was thoroughly enjoyed by all. The In¬ 
vitational dinner and premiere-preview of "The 
Buccaneer*' also was hi^ly successful. Coonent 
cards on both 'blockbusters' were excellent, 

Don Foster, Sales Manager, vacationed in 
La Canada, California, over the holidays, and 
Ruth Corless, Ledger Cleric, spent Christmas in 
Denver, 

Condolences to Anne O'Toole, Cashier, on 
the loos of her father. „ « 

- Mary Neff 

CLEVELAN D1 Cleveland had its first snow¬ 
fall of 'the year on Thanksgi'ving. The temper¬ 
ature dropped to 8 degrees and ■the snow was 8 
to 10 inches deep. HOUSEBOAT was playing first 
run at ■the State Theatre; however, business 
was so good 'that it was held for a second week 

(Continued on Page 22) 



BRUSSELS CAIRO 
LEFT BEIRU' 

BRUSSELS - Manager Julian 1 
Binstock tells the Paramount 1 
story to Belgium's exhibitors, ( 

VIENNA 

7 

RIGHT UP TO THE END OF THE YEAR, the Affirmation 
of Faith meetings continued, and the message emphasiZ' 
ing Paramount's complete confidence in the future of 
the motion picture industry was spread across Europe, 
the Middle East and North Africa. On this page are 
typical sidelights on the enthusiasm which everywhere 
attended these meetings. 

BRUSSELS - General view of 
the mass industry representat¬ 
ion assembled to hear Supervis¬ 
or Boris Jankolovics and Belg¬ 
ium Manager Julian Binstock del¬ 
iver the Paramount message. 

VIEJINA - Mr, Louis Kanturek, 
Manager of the American Film 
Export Association (Austria), 
Inc,, delivering Mr.Weltner's 
message to the Austrian e^diibi- 
tors. 

BRUSSELS - In rear,from left: 
Mr. Binstock; Mr.Deblir,Presid¬ 
ent of the Exhibitors Union;Mr. 
Jankolovics; Mr.Bourland. Pres¬ 
ident of Chambre Syndicale; Mr. 
Mathieu. In front,facing camera: 
Mr.Lecerf. Cine Prea3e;MrJnnez. 
Foregro\ind,from left: Mr.Del- 
ville; Mme Drachoussoff; Mr, 
Vaes; Mr. Heylen. 

(Below) 

VIENNA - A couple of inter¬ 
esting interludes following the 
delivery of the^Paramomt prod¬ 
uct message by Mr, Kanturek, At 
left. Salesman Prandl and Publ¬ 
icity Manager Menasse speaking 
with an important exhibitor. At 
right. Sales Manager Don’^enberg 
answers the questions of a 
leading Austrian exhibitor and 
his wife. 

ATHENS - Plenty of satisfied smiles in evid¬ 
ence at the important meeting here. From left: Mr, 
Savas A. Pylarinos, Paramount distributor in 
Greece; Paramount Supervisor Frank A, Siter; Mr. 
Theo Damaskinos, owner of Damaskinos Michailidis 
organization; Anastasios Pylarinos,Jr,; Mr. Nicho¬ 
las Kazazis, owner of title-superimposing laborat¬ 
ory; Mr.Thanos Mosconas, Sales Manager,Savas PUms. 

BEIRUT - Section of the gathering assembled to 
hear the Paramount message in Lebanon, From the 
left: Mr, Sleiman, Paramount Booker; Manager Willy 
Goldenthal; unnamed journalist from Siyassa News; 
Disjtrict Manager Frank A,Siter; Mr.Adnan of Siyas¬ 
sa News; Mr. Antoine Salame, Metropole Theatre;Mr. 
Khoury, Bayrak Nev/spaper; Mr.Riad Kfoury,Metropole 
Theatre, 

CAIRO - Egyptian exhibitors and press rolled 
up in full force to hear the Paramount message 
and to learn product details at first hand. Group 
above from the left: Paramount's advertising and 
publicity representative Zaky Kenawi. Exhibitor 
Wakil of Heliopolis; Miss Christodoulo, Contract 
Clerk; Miss Sallaly, Secretary; Manager H.Donald 
Hunter; District Manager Frank A.Siter; Miss 
Nassif, Booker; Mr, Selim Fouad, First-run Fayoiia 
Cinema; Mr.Baramill, Accountant; Mr.Elia,Salesman 
and Assistant Booker; Mr.Gerolemou, Exhibitor 
first-run Ismallia; Mr. Safwat, Shipper, 



LATIN AMER.ICAN DIVISION'S CLIMACTIC MEETING 

8 

HBjanei^ 
The Rio exhibitors and 

press representatives en¬ 
joyed the food as well as 
the Paramount message. 

The cabled word about this inspired, and 
inspiring, meeting said: EXHIBITORS AND PRESS 
FROM ALL OVER BRAZIL ATTENDED RIO MEETING 
TODAY. REACTION EXTREMELY ENTHUSIASTIC AND 
UNANIMOUSLY IMPRESSED BY IMPORTANCE AND TIME¬ 
LINESS OF PARAMOUNT'S MAGNIFICENT PRODUCT AND 
FUTURE PLANS. MEETING CC^VINCED OUR ENTIRE 
STAFF THAT PARAMOUNT WILL BE FIRST COMPANY 

THIS YEAR. _ GORDON,DUNLAP 

The rest of the 
sizzling Rio story 
is told in the pict¬ 
ures on this page 
(and on Page 26) and 
in the very fine 
coverage given the 
newspaper and ind¬ 
ustry press of Rio, 

Among those assembled in the Mesbla Restaurant for the big 
Paramount announcement were, from left: Messrs Jayme Freixo, a 
major exhibitor in Santos; J. Cuevas, director of Westrex in 
Brazil; Harry Stone, of the MPEA; Antenor Teixeira, editor of 
Cine Reporter; Pedro S. Germano, of ^aramoimt; Luis Vassalo 
Caruso, a major exhibitor in Juiz de Fora, Minas Gerais; and 
Stuart Dunlap, Paramount general manager in Brazil, 

Latin American Division 
Manager Henry B. Gordon made his 
entire speech in Portuguese, and 
in Spanish; and it was reported 
to him by eminent members of his 
audience that every vord had bean 
understood in both languages. 

Lunching at the meeting are, 
from left: Henry B, Gordon, Harry 
Stone of the MPEA office, Stuart 
Dunlap, and Charles Mertz, Motion 
Picture Officer of the U. S. ESn- 
bassy in Rio de Janeiro. 

Wonderful Brazilian food foli 
owed talk about wonderful Para¬ 
mount product. 

Mr, Gilbert Ferrez, .aii^ctor- 
owner of an important circuit in 
Rio de Janeiro, and President of 
the Exhibitors' Association, made 
an Impromptu speech inspired by 
his enthusiasm for Mr. Balaban's 
message and for the excellent 
product Paramount has made avail¬ 
able to the exhibitors of Brazil. 
He also thanked Paramoxant, on be¬ 
half of the exhibitors present, 
for the excellent luncheon. 

Also in the photo are Dr.Sil¬ 
vio Guedes de Carvalho, owner of 
the Cinema Ricamar,Rio de Janeiro; 
and Paramount's Pedro S.Germano. 

tony important film exhibition executives frtMn 
Sao Paulo attended the meeting, and severAl are in 
the group above. Shown frwn left to right are: 
Antenor Teixeira, Cine Reporter: Luiz Severiano 

the largest theatre 
_ da Silva, Belo 

Pedro Lima, film editor of 
Diartos AssQciados; (rear) 
Manager of 
tor of one major circuiLs;Jos« 

Andrade, Partner of "Qnpresa J.B.Andrade 
of Sao Paulo; Joao Neto, of circuit "Cruzeiro Ltda 
of Sao Paulo; at far back, Jurandy Trench,director 
of Empresa Pedutti of SSo Paulo, 

In order to complete the Latin American 
picture, we would like to go back to an early 
letter written by Mr, Gordon from Panama on 
November 10th last, and to quote the following: 

"....After Mexico, I visited Guatemala, El 
Salvador, Nicaragua, Honduras, and Costa 
Rica. In each or these countries there is 
not an exhibitor who has not, as a result, 
heard about Mr, Balaban's message...." 



FOLLOWING THE HIGHLY SUCCESSFUL 
meetings in Sydney, Melbourne and 
Brisbane, Managing Director Robert 
Lo Graham went on with the message 
to Adelaide and Perth, and later 
crossed the Tasman Sea to Auckland, 
where the e^diibitors of New Zealand 
received the Paramount facts and 
plans with greatest enthusiasm. 

©iOilI'i© 

PERTH - It was real coata-off cli¬ 
mate for this group comprising both 
exhibitors and press. From the left: 
W.Pye, Ace Theatres; A.P.H.Sims, By- 
ford; J.Tilka (obscured). North Frem¬ 
antle; Don Briggs, Carlisle; Frank 
Waldron. Kenwicki Vince Lucas, Beac¬ 
on sfie la; Frank Davidson, editorial 
director. The Sunday Times; Mr.Risley, 
The Sxinday Times, 

ADELAIDE - All phases of the film industry 
of South Australia attended the Paramount n^tr- 
ing here. Above is a representative group.From 
left: Branch Manager Denis Kiley, Managing 
Director R.L.Graham, General Sales Manager G. 
M. Nacard, Jim Sawers of Film Weekly, and Maj¬ 
estic Theatre Manager Chick Arnold. 

PERTH - Five of the participants 
in the fine meeting here. From 
C.B.Searl, Managing Director of (ity 
Theatres Co.: Jack Edwards .Paramount 
Manager, Perth; Managing Director 
Robert L.Graham; General Sales Mgr. 
George M. Nacard; F.Davenport,Chair¬ 
man of Directors,City Theatres Co, 

AUCKLAND - Close view of three 
of the principals in Paramount's 
Affirmation of Faith meeting held 
in the Hotel Trans-Tasman here. 
They are, from left: Mr. M, J. 
Moodabe, Governing Director of 
Amalgamated Theatres; Mr. Robert 
J.Kerridge, Managing Director of 
Kerridge-Odeon; and Managing Dir¬ 
ector Robert L.Graham,Paramount. 

Subsequent to the meeting,Mr. 
Kerridge wrote letters in most 
enthusiastic terms to Messrs 
Barney Balaban and George Weltner. 
Both letters made identical 
statements. Following is text of 
the one addressed to Mr. Balaban: 

"...The affirmation of Para¬ 
mount's faith in the future, 
underwritten by the magnificent 
production progranme and outlined 
with compelling clarity and con¬ 
viction, stimulated all present 
to revitalised confidence in the 
commercial cinema, 

"This announcement of supreme 
significance comes at a most opp¬ 
ortune time. It is characteristic 
of Paramo\ini's leadership in the 
Industry and of the stature of 
your personal statesmanship, that 
a declaration of such certainty 
can be made right now. Its impor¬ 
tance and influence cannot be 
over-estimated and I am confident 
that this affirmation will meet 
with such response throughout the 
world, that the new era you envi¬ 
sage will be introduced to the 
continuing benefit of all engaged 
in this fascinating business." 

(sgd.) R. J. Kerridge 

BELW 

An Exhibitor’s Thanks 
One Pertfi exhibitor idio is proud of the fact of 

having been a Paramount shovnnan for a quarter of a 
century, expressed his thanks for the We^st Australian 
meeting. He is Cliff Searl, Managing Director of City 
Theatres Company, one of whose theatres, the Piccadilly, 
is now showing "The Ten Commandments" in an engagement 
which is the longest in the country's history. His 
letter to Mr. George Weltner reads: 

"I am writing to tell you how gladly we received 
your 'Affirmation of Faith in the Future of the Motion 
Picture Industry' in Perth, Western Australia, 

"...You will be happy in the knowledge that Robert 
Graham has faithfully told the glad tidings Australia- 
wide. I am proud to claim that 1 have been a Paramo\int 
exhibitor for 25 years and it has given me a great 
personal thrill to be associated with you in this 
crusade in one section of Australia. It was ny privil¬ 
ege to meet you personally a decade ago. 

"I wish Paramowit and yourself the big success you 
deserve in 1959 and in the future. Such courage and 
enterprise is deserving of all the support exhibitors 
can muster." / ^ \ . 

(sgd.) C. B. Searl 
Managing Director. 

ADELAIDE - A record atten¬ 
dance of over 100 exhibitors 
were at the Paramount funct¬ 
ion. From left: A.Thomas, Len 
Mullins and Harold Carlson. 
During the meeting. Chick Ar¬ 
nold, manager of the Majestic, 
where "The Ten Commandments" 
established a 'Majestic' rec¬ 
ord, said: "We must say this: 
no matter what happens. Para- 
movint have not put their head 
in the sand," 

AUCKLAND - Top table guests 
at Paramount's Affirmation of 
Faith luncheon held at the Tasman 
Hotel on Januaxy 13th, Frcm left: 
Mr.G.M.Fennemore, U.S,Consul; Mr, 
Seiwyn Hayward, Managing Directox; 
Auckland Cinemas; Mr,R.J.Kerridge^ 
Managing Director,Kerridge-Odeon; 
Paramount Managing Dix^ctor R.L, 
Gradiam; Mr.E.R.Greenfield,Manag- 
ing Director,Modern Theatres; Hr, 
M, Moodabe, Governing Director, 
Amalgamated Theatres. 



10 Paramount World 

WELCOME FOR PRESIDENT PERKINS 

TOKYO - A visit to Japan by Mr. J.E.Perkins 
is always a very special occasion for the Par- 
amounteers of that country. The association of 
Paramount International*s president with Japan 
goes back a long, long way. So Mr. Metori had 
not only all of the Paramounteers of Tokyo on 
hand, but the branch managers from the other 
major cities. 
Front i-ovt from left. Mr. H. Ohtake, Nagoya Manager, Mr. M. 
Fujita, chief accountant, Mr. Y. YamainotOj^ Sapporo Manager. 
Mr. S. Hatano, Sales Manager, Mr. Henriksen, Mr. Perkins, Mr. 
Metori, Mr. K. Sakamoto, psaka Manager, Mr. T. Ise, Publicity 
Manager, Mr. H. Ozava, Fukuoka Manager. 

Second row; Mr. G. Sasayama, publicity clerk, Mr. N. Takano. 
accounxing clerk, Mr. K. Kiuchi, newsreel booker, Mr. I. Usn- 
iroda, news editor and translator, Mrs. H. Nagai, secretary, 
Mr. Y. Hayashi, stockkeeper, Mr. T. Inaka, internal auditor, 
Mrs. K. Kobayashi, film inspectress, Mr. I. Kondo, account¬ 
ing clerk, Mr. M. Mizukami, chief sales, Mr. T. Shibuya, P.o- 
prentice sales. Miss S. Kawaguchi, typist, Mr. T. lijlma, 
projectionist, Mf. K. Tanaka, ledger clerk. Miss M. Kobari, 
film inspectress, Mr. M. Uchino, cashier, Mr. S. Matsumoto, 
salesman. Miss F. Tokunage, booker, Mr. S. Uchida, accessory 
clerk, Mr. S. Kiuchi, casher. Miss M. Hashimoto, mail clerk, 
Mr. T. Urano, accounting clerk. Miss S. Furuta, mail & asst., 
S. Musha, salesman. Miss F. Nakamura, telephone operator, Mr. 
M. Nagasaki, salesman, Mr. Y. Goto, salesman, Mr. K. Sato, 
salesman, Mr. H. Matsuba, salesman. 

Third tow; Mr. T. Kawakami, driver, Mr, T. Takano, acces- 
sory clerk, Mr. T. Suzuki, stationery clerk, Mr. Y. Aino, de¬ 
signer, Mr. K. Matsuda, publicity clerk, Mr. E. Ohmori, ac¬ 
counting clerk, Mr. I. Nakayama, shipper, Mr. S. Yokoyama, 
service card clerk, Mr. Y. Tonegawe, projectionist, Mr. I. 
Mori, booker, Mr. Y. Maruyema, booker, Mr. I. Kobayashi, 
Liason, Mr. N. Isono, salesman. 

The last paragraph of 
this Interview, v^ich app¬ 
eared in "Sports ^Tippon," 
stated: 

"In order to cooperate 
with the Japanese film in¬ 
dustry for the world-wide 
distribution of Japanese 
pictures, I shall see 
Toei's ’Hakujaden' and 
several other pictures.The 
Japanese films are having 
a good chance of elevatiig 
their reputation abroad. 
The American film industry 
will spare no effort to 
cooperate with the Japan¬ 
ese film Industry for its 
advancement abroad," 
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PEOPLE AND EVENTS 
IN THE Far EAST 

CINEMA NEWS 

SINGAPORE - This most unusual scene depicts manj 
hundreds of the patients of the Trafalgar Home Leper Asy¬ 
lum viewing an outdoor screening of "The Ten Command¬ 
ments" in the grounds of the institution. The Asylum is 
under the guidance of the Franciscan Missionaries of the 
Divine Motherhood, and while it was not possible for all 
of the patients to see Mr, DeMille's film, a total of 
more than nine hundred did. As the Rev. Mother in charge 
of the Asylum reported: 

"The majority of the patients would‘never have 
been able to see such a wonderful film otherwise..., 
some of them had not left the wards for many years, 
but were determined not to miss the show, and got there 
somehow or otherl" 

TOKYO - A reception that was 
representative of the entire 
film industry of Japan filled 
the Peacock Room of the Hotel 
Imperial as a tribute to Mr,and 
Mrs, J.E.Perkins. 

TOKYO - The entire staff of 
the Tokyo organization, plus the 

Sap- 
at 

tea with Mr, J.E^Perkins, who 
is shown speaking. 

managers of Osaka, Nagoya, 
poro and Fukuoka, gathered 

MANILA - The Philippines film industry turned out in full 
force in tribute to Paramount International’s president, 
James E. Perkins. Here are some of the many theatre o^ers 
and bookers shown with Mr. Perkins, Those shown seated are 
loft to right: Mr. Garcia of Galaxy Theatre; Mr, Honrikaen; Mr. Hafael 
kufino of Avenue Theatre; Mr. Maurice Casey, manager of U-I; Mr. J, E, 
Perkins; Mr. Tomas Flores, manager of VJamors; Mr. Halp^: Brambles of 
Ever Thoatra; Mr. Jose Gonzales of Rio Theatre and Mr. Hie Javier, 
Paramount publicist. Standing, left to right: Mr. Delfin Ong of 
Banahaw Theatre; Mr. C, Macasaet, Paramount; Mr. J. Baltazar, theatre 
booker; Mr, N. ■‘^rgaily of lyric Theatre; Mr, A. Bichara of Alox Theatre; 
Mr. B. Pineda,of the Taznaraw Theatre Circuit; Mr. Ralph Llorento, Mansy 
Theatre; Dr. L. Domingo of Domingo Theatre Circuit; Mr. Roque Yap, 
theatre booker; Mr. A. Tan, theatre booker; Mr. E. Abad, Paramount; 
Mr. E, Contreras, theatre booker; Mr. James Bough of Park Theatre; 
Mr, Pablo Velarde, theatre booker and Mr. J. Paraiso, theatre booker. 

Philippines Triumphs Mount... 
One of the greatest trials Philippines Manager Velasquez 

has afeed in his long and superlative Paramount career has 
been the task, in the last year, of saying "record-breaking" 
in a different way in connection with each of the towering 
engagements of "The Ten Commandments." Word of one of the 
newest of these engagements was contained in this cable to 
Mr, Weltner: 

"TEN CCMIANDMENTS" MAIN THEATRE ILO ILO CITY PREMIERE 
ONE OF MOST SUCCESSFUL I HAVE WITNESSED. GOVERNOR AND 
ARCHBISHOP IN ATTENDANCE. CONFIDENT EXHIBITION WILL 
ESTABLISH ALL-TIME RECORD. _ VELASQUEZ 

TOKYO - At the reception to 
Mr, J.E.Perkins (right) in the 
Imperial Hotel, In centre is Mr. 
Shiro Kido, president of Shoch- 
iku. With back to the camera is 
Mr, S. Tsukimori. 

SINGAPCM; - Paramour tears cf 
Singapore branch are proud and 
happy to welcome Mr.J.E.Perkina 
there on January 3rd. Seated: 
Mr.Leong Chow Kiat, 35mm Book¬ 
er; Mr.S.A.Henriksen; Mr,J.E. 
Perkins; General Manager Roy 
McAree; Mr.K.S.Ong,Accountant. 
Standing: Mr.Teoh Khoon Ghee, 
General Clerk: Mr.Tan Choon 
Chye,A83t. Film Checker; Mr, 
Frederick Tan,Lift Operator/ 
Gen, Asst,; Mr.San Govinden, 
16 mm Booker; Mr.T.C.Chuah,Seo 
retary; Mr,Henry Kway,Accounts 
Clerk: Mr.Teo Slew Cnuan,Poster 
Boy; Mr.Koh Whay Seow,Film 
Checker; Mr.Asmawi bin Palong, 
Customs,Shipping & Clearance; 
Mr.Chia Whay Yam,Shipping Clerk. 
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If all the world were 
just, there would be no 
need of valour. 

-Plutarch 

FESS PARKER 
He has a role in ”The 

Jajhawkers,” Panama and 
Frank production, which 
should be really memorab¬ 
le, He is cast with Jeff 
Chandler and Nicole Maui?y 
in one of the exciting 
film's three top roles. 

The only way to get 
rid of responsibilities 
is to discharge them, 

-Walter S.Robertson 

Clark Gable and the 
vert fetching Lilli Pal¬ 
mer exchange plenty of 
very remeberable pleasan¬ 
tries in "But Not For Me," 
currently in production 
In the Paramount studio. 

RIGHT 

Marlon Brando and the 
very talented Mexican 
leading lady, Pina PeHe¬ 
eler, in a dramatic scene 
from "One-Eyed Jacks," 

the Pennebaker production 
for Paramount release. 

DIE TAGUNGEN AUF DER 
GANZEN WELT SIND EIN 
RIESENERFOLG.. 

In diesem Monat bringen wir eine Reihe von 
Berichten ziom Abschluss ueber die weltumspan- 
nenden Tagungen, v.'elche anschliessend an die 
Botschaft des Praesidenten Barney Balaban 
stattfanden, und die von Mr. George Weltner 
und anderen von ihm bestellten Paramotint-Her- 
ren in alle Teile der Uelt getragen wurde. Ob— 
wohl wir den einzelnen Tagungen sovlel Raum, 
wie das innerhalb des Rahmens unseres Magazins 
moeglich ist, gewidmet haben, wuenschten wir, 
wir haetten eine Moeglichkeit, den einzelnen 
an dieser Karapagne Beteiligten noch mehr un¬ 
sere Anerkennung zvim Ausdruck zu bringen. VJie 
dem auch sei, wir sind sicher, dass es fuer 
sie eine ermutigende Tatsache ist, dass diese 
Tagungen, als ein intemationaler Erfolg, der 
Leitung unserer Gesellschaft grosse Freude 
und Befriedigung gebracht haben. Im ganzen 
gesehen, sagen die Tagungen eine grosse Zu- 
kxuift fuer Paramoxuit voraus. 

Anfeng dieses Monats wurde ein neuer Schritt 
untemommen, als die Herren Barney Balaban, 
George V/eltner, Paul Raiboum, Russell Holman 
und Jerome Pickman dem Studio einen einwoechi- 
gen Besuch abstatteten. Sie besorachen neue 
Filmplaene, einschliesslich der naechsten 
grossen Cecil B. de Mille-Produktionj sie ha¬ 
ben sich von einer Reihe von Filmen, die in 
Bearbeltimg sind, Fllmstreifen vorfuehren les¬ 
sen und sahen femer Kopien der kilrzlich fer- 
tiggestellten Produktionen, einschl. Danny 
Kaye's meisterhaftem Film THE FIVE PENNIES.' 
Sie kamen aeusserst ermutlgt, sowohl aufginnd 
des Gesehenen, als auch der getroffenen Ent- 
scheidungen nach New York ztirueck. 

THE BUCCANEER ist in den USA sehr weitge- 

hend herausgebracht warden. Die Erfolge sind 
ueberaus befriedigend, wie diejenlgen, die 
die Wirtschaftszeitungen.lesen, wissen. Die¬ 
ser Film wurde als "ausgezeichnete Unterhal- 
tung" bezelchnet. Und das ist ja, was das 

Filmpublikum sucht. THE BUCCANEER ist also 

gerade das Richtige fuer sie. Die Premiere 
in Kanada wird Ende dieses Monats stattfin- 

den, und innerhalb der naechsten Monate wird 
dieser Film noch in vielen anderen Laendem 
herausgebracht werden. 

HOLLYWOOD - Shown visiting Jeff Chandler cn 
the set of "Thunder In the Sun" are the 
Baroness von Schleinltz and her son. von Sch- 
lelnitz, Jr. The Baroness is the wife of Brig, 
General Baron Wolf Dietrich von Schleinltz, 
who is the Senior Military Representative of 
the West German Government in the United 
States. 

Die Dreharbeit zu Marlon Brandos erstem Pa- 
ramountfilra ONE-EYED JACKS ist soeben beendet 
worden. Die sorgfaeltige Bearbeitung des Ma¬ 
terials wird noch ein paar Wochen in Anspruch 
nehmen. Dies wird eine der bedeutendsten Film— 

schoepfungen des Jahres 1959 sein, imd sowohl 
Paramount, als auch Mr. Brando selbst, Produ- 

zentp-Hauptdarsteller-Reglsseur, sind darauf 
bedacht, sie so vollkommen, wie nur menschen— 
moeglich zu gestalten. 

DIE ZEHN GEBOTE geben weiterhin der Welt 
ein Belspiel nach dem anderen von der erhabe- 

nen Groesse dieser Cecil B. deMille Produktion. 
Eine Reihe von Beweisen ist von der Republik 
der Philippinen eingetroffen, wo dieser Film 
einen Rekord nach dem anderen aufgestellt hat. 
Wir berichten heute von einer Begebenheit, die 
sicherlich Geschichte machen wird. Wir widmen 
femer die zwei Mittelseiten dieses Heftes 
einer Anzahl weiterer Beweise fuer die ueber- 
waeltigende Macht, die dieser Groesste Aller 
Filme ausuebt. 

Der Praesident von Paramount International, 
Mr. James E. Perkins, kehrte am 20. Januar 

von seiner ausgedehnten Orientreise nach New 

York zurueck. Wir haben Reiseberichte von ihm 
fuer die Zeit bis zur Drucklegung dieser Zeii^ 
schrift vorliegen. 

Madras Sensation. 
From the great South India city of Madras 

canes one of the most outstanding messages sent 
from anywhere in the world in connection with 
the presentation of "The Ten Commandments." Ad*» 
dressed to James E. Perkins, president of Para¬ 
mount International, it reads; 

THERE HAS NEVER BEEN AN EVENT SO SIGNIFICANT 
AS OUR OPENING OF "THE TEN CQMMANDiOTS" AT 
ODEON THEATRE. DESPITE HOUSE FULL BOARDS DTS- 
PUYED SINCE MORNING OF OraKG^ DAY EAGER ^ 
CROWDS THRONGED THEATRE GATES AND WE HAD TO 
SEEK POLICE HELP TO CONTROL ThS AH 

EXPECT^STMILAR SUNDAY A^We”" 

f pWgS OF 

KH cM ™ IMPOTTAKT 

- VAIDYANATHAN 
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CAMERA LENS ON THE 
CONTINENTAL SCENE 

>^KAAPK TKEHMnA ir Nyop, 

f)/Q in mldnv mf /^iniff/ii'iiipii^piQA 

ATHENS, Greece — It's Greek, and very good 
Greek at that. It says "Paramount's Affirmation 
of Faith in the Future of the Motion Picture 
Industry," It is being attested to by Mr, Savas 
Pylarinos, head of Savas FiLns, distributor of 
Paramount product in Greece (at left) and Frank 
A. Siter, Paramount Middle East District Manager, 

VIENNA - Front of the Forum Theatre, where 
"The Ten Commandments" continues to enjoy one of 
the most popularly successful engagements of all 
time, tPPt The massive illuminated sign at 
the side of the Forum. 

VIENNA - During the 
"The Ten Coramandraents" 

:ement of 
e Forum 

by Henri Michaud, at left, on 
behalf of Cecil B. De^ille and Para¬ 
mount. At right is AFEX-Manager Louis 
Kanturek. In background, AFEX Sales 
Manager Heni* Donnenberg and AFEX- 
Publlcity Manager Hans Henasse, 

nufu!, - At tne Quirinale Palace, 
on December 10th, the President of 
the Remblic of Italy, Giovanni 
Gronchi, granted an audience to the 
winners of the Golden David for 195f 
which were awarded last summer at 
Taormina. 

From left: Mr.Annibale Scicluna- 
Sorge, Dept, of Entertainments: Mrs. 
Valenzanp, of Open Gate Club: Anna 
Magnani (receiving a Golden David 

Bozzini, UNITALIA; Hon. 
Egidio Ariosto, Under-secretary for 
Entertainment; Aw. Nicola De Pirro, 
Director General for Entertainment; 
H. E. The President; his Aide-^e- 
Camp; a palace official; and Italo 
Gemini of AGIS. 

award was for 
"Wild Is the Wind." 

(Left) 

PARIS - During his press conferenc* 
Alfred Hitchcock, at left, talk: 

over the upcoming engagement of his 
production, "Vertigo," at the Elysees- 
Ginema with Pierre Arzoumanoff. owner 
and expert manager of the celebrated 
Paris film pouse. In centre is Odette 
Ferry, ace aramount publicist. 

BRUSSELS - At the Paramount 
Affirmation of Faith Meeting 
here, Boris Jankolovics, Super¬ 
visor for Germany and Belgium, 
is flanked by a couple of the 
Belgian film industry's top 
notables. At loft is Mr.Turf- 
kruyer, at right, Mr. Soudan. 

{or "Vertigo." Title of the 
Alfred Hitchcock thriller is 
in French and Flemish, Origi¬ 
nal poster is in colors very 
much attuned to the mood of 
the film. 

LISBON - Henri Michaud, Dr, 
Mario Lampreia de Gusmao Madei¬ 
ra (Civil Governor of Lisbon), 
Paramount Manager Emilio Pris- 
ter, Mr. Jose Coelho Gil (Adm¬ 
inistrator of Cinema Imperio in 
Lisbon) and District Manager 
Frank A. Siter at the opening 
night of "The Ten Commandments" 
in the Imperio. 
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The secret of being a 
bore is to tell every¬ 
thing. -Voltaire 

PARIS - "Desire Under 
the Elms" dominated the 
displays on the advertis¬ 
ing pillars of Paris when 
the stirrl^ng drama was at 
both the Paramount and 
Elysees Cinemas. 

MADRID - Qntrance to 
the Cinema Carlos m,with 
its very dynamic display 
for "Gxmfight at the O.K. 
Corral." 

One Million 
Last month it was the 

proud privilege of Gene¬ 
ral Manager Roy McAree 
in Singapore to cable 
Mr. Weltner in New York 
this message: 

SINGAPORE YEARLY BILL¬ 
INGS TODAY PASSED ®E 
MILLION FOR FIRST TIME 
IN OUR HISTORY. NUMBER 
OF BOOKINGS ALSO HIGH¬ 
EST ON RECORD. 

Mr. Weltner replied: 
"Sincerest congratulat¬ 
ions on this achievement. 
Plenty of hard work and 
effort are behind this 
million figure and your 
success is deeply app¬ 
reciated and applauded." 

Catch It From 
the Beginning. 

This unusual picture of Alfred Hitchcock 
was posed by the director for a very special, 
and very constructive, purpose. He posed for 
it in Paris, and it is being used as the basis 
of an advertising campai®i throughout France 
that we will have much to report on soon..The 
campaign will of course be built around the 
Hitchcock thriller,"Vertigo." 

Theme of the advertisement is to sell the 
idea of seeing "Vertigo" from the beginning. 
(An idea which actually should be applied to 
all suspense films). 

IMMENSE SUCCES DES 
REUNIONS QUI ONT EU 
LIEU A TRAVERS LE MONDE 

Ce mois-ci, n'US avons achev^ la serie des 
oomptes-renduB des reunions qui se sont tenues 
k travers le monde, Ala suite de la declaration 
du President Barney Balaban et du message appor- 
te au quatre coins du monde par Mr. George Welt¬ 
ner et autres dirigeants de Paramount delegues 
par lui. Et bien que nous ayons consacre a cha- 
que reunion autant de place que ce magazine nous 
le permettait, nous avons I'impression que nous 
aurions dd accorder plus d •importance s tous ceur 
qui ont particip4 personnellement a cette opera¬ 
tion. Dependant nous sotames certain qu'ils se- 
ront convaincus que la rAussite Internationale 
de ces meetings a cause tin innense plaisir atuc 
grands directeurs de la societe. En outre, in- 
trinsAquement parlant, ces reunions font presa- 
ger un merveilleux avenir pour Paramount. 

La premiere consequence de cette serie de 
rAunions a etA une visite d'une semaine qu'ont 
rendue MM. Barney Balaban, George Weltner, Paul 
Raiboum, Russell Holman and Jerome Pickman aux 
Studios. Ila ont confers et discute des projets 
des nouveaux films, y comptis la puissante oeu¬ 
vre de Cecil B. DeMille. Ils ont vu une bonne 
partie des films en cours de tournage et vision- 
nA les copies des films acheves, dont le chef- 
d'oeuvre de Danny Kaye "THE FIVE PENNIES". Et 
Us sont revenue 4 New-York, le coeur plein d'en- 

thousiasme grftce aux projections auxquelles iis 
avaient assist^ et aux decisions qu'ils avaier(t 
prises. 

" THE BUCANEER " sort dans de nombreux en- 
droits des Etats-Unis et les recettes sont plus 
que rAconfortantes comme le savent dejaceux qui 
lisent les corporatifs. II est important de si¬ 
gnaler que ce film a ete classe dans la catego— 
rie des "spectacles exceptionnels", ce qui eat 
exactement ce que le public recherche actuelle- 
raent. Voil4 pourquoi "THE BUCANEER" est bien le 
film qu'il faut en ce moment. La Premiere de ce 
film atixa lieu au Canada fin Janvier et de nom- 
broux autres pays le verront dans les mois qui 
viennent. 

Le totirnage du premier film de Marlon Bran¬ 
do pour Paramount "ONE-EYED JACKS" est presque 
termine et le raeticuleux travail de montage du- 
rera plusieurs semaines. Ce sera une des produc¬ 
tions les plus importantes de 1959 Paramount 
ainsi que le producteur-realisateur-interprets, 
M. Brando lui-raeme, ont decide de fairs de sa 
sortie un Avenement marquant. 

"LES DIX COMIiANDEMENTS" continuant a four- 
nir au monde un example de la luajeste sublime de 
cette production de Cecil B. DeMille. Quelques 
uns de ces examples nous sont airrives des Phi¬ 
lippines, ou ce film a dAj4 battu tous les re¬ 
cords de recettes. Nous donnons le corapte-rendu 
d'un de cos Avenements dans le numero de ce mois 
car nous sommes aOr qu'il sera historique. Et 
nous consacrons la page centrals de ce magazine 
4 un certain nombre d'autres examples (ki pouvoir 
fracassant du "Plus Grand Film qui ait jamais 
At4 realis4". 

Mr. James B. Perkins, le Pr48idont de Pa¬ 
ramount International est rentr4 a New-York 1 e 
20 Janvier, aprAs Tin long voyage d'affaire en 
Orient. Nous avons Tin rapport sur son voyage qui 
s'arrAte au moment oi nous avons mis sous presse. 

PARIS - Arrival of the celebrated suspense 
director, Alfred Hitchcock, and his wife, in 
Paris, on one of their periodic visits. From 
the left; Odette Ferry. Mrs. Hitchcock, Alfred 
Hitchcock, Marcel Hamel, Paramount Traffic 
Manager; Miss Teresa Hitchcock (Mr.Hitchcock's 
cousin). Jerry Juroe, Paramount's Continental 
Publicity Director. 

Next issue we will present, in French and 
English, the most interesting docTimentation of 
the praise of the authors of "Vertigo" to Par¬ 
amount for the wonderful film adaptation of 
their novel, "From Among the Dead."_ 



Whilever you remember 
motion pictures,you'11 
recall Danny Kaye's 
"The Five Pennies"(and 
this scene in particu¬ 
lar) with a heart tug 
and a tear.This 
Father-and-Daughter 
dance scene is comple- 
+ iin*fnmp + + Qhlo 
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D^ny ^aye toots the hom for the very man 
whose life and career he is depicting in "The 
Five Pennies" - Red Nichols. With them is the 
real Mrs. Nichols, who is portrayed in the flIm 
by Barbara Bel Geodes. 

Zsa Zsa Gabor, acccmipanied 
by her daughter Francesca, arr¬ 
ives at the Academy Awards The¬ 
atre for the premiere of "The 
Geisha Boy". (Between them,in 
rear. Paramount Studio Publicity 
Director Herb Steinberg). 

Pat O'Brien seems delighted 
to welcome Nobu McCarthy to the 
"Geisha Boy" premiere. At left, 
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Oakie. 

Throughout recent times a number of emi¬ 
nent business men have become i*enowned via 
their own characteristic tokens of apprecia¬ 
tion. John D. Rockefeller was accustomed to 

shiny silver dimes. The late Cecil B. 
DeMille a special United States commemorative 
half d611ar. 

Visitors to the studio who have earned 
the appreciation of Vice President Y. Frank 
Freeman via their efforts with the studio's 
product, receive as a token an 8-ball. This 
is what Pilade Levi, general manager in Italy, 
is about to receive from Mr. Freeman. The 
remarks of Mr. Levi were not transmitted. At 
right are Producer-Director George Seaton, 
and Studio legal head, Sidney Justin. 

HOLLYWOOD, THANKS 
TO PARAMOUNT IS 
A SPARKLING SCENE 
THESE DAYS 

Jerry Lewis as a naval lieutenant 
in "Don't Give Up the Ship" believes 

enemy submarine,but 
all the time it's only the eye of 
“x ^-ornan Taurog - and a rather 
startled eye at that. 

Jerry Lewis, truly a 'Jack 
of all trades," takes over the 
master of ceremonies chore at 
the dinner party preceding the Sremiere of "The Geisha Boy." 
ere he interviews William Ben- 

dlx. 

Cover Picture 
Picture on our cover this 

month shows Jerry Lewis as an 
unpaid rickshaw-man bringing 
co-star Nobu McCarthy to the 
Academy Awards Theatre in 
Hollywood for the premiere of 
"The Geisha Boy." The lovely 
Nobu in turn is providing 
transportation for Harry the 
Rabbit, also an important mem- 
ber of the comedy's cast. 
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VIENNA - The Austrian 
Chancellor,Mr.Julius Raab, 
with his wife, seated in 
the Forum Cinema awaiting 
the commencement of "The 
Ten Commandments." The 
Chancellor had accepted 
the patronage of this 
premiere screening. 

MELBOURNE, Australia - 
Outside the brand new 
Barclay Theatre, hours be¬ 
fore its glittering prem¬ 
iere with "The Ten Comm¬ 
andments", are two noted 
figures in the Australian 
film scene. At left, Nor¬ 
man B. Rydge, Chairman of 
the Board and Managing 
Director of Greater Union 
Theatres. With him,Robert 
L.Graham, Paramount Mana¬ 
ging Director for Austra¬ 
lia and ^’ew Zealand. 
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INTERNATIONAL 
NOTABLES IN 
THE PARAMOUNT 

SCENE 
ft t» ff ft ft ft ft ft 

The MANILA CHRONICLE: 

businessmen 
as seen by QAT 

JAMES E. PERKINS 
President 

Paramount Int’l Films, Inc. I 
An interesting pen-and-ink 

drawing that met the gaze of 

Manila, Philippines Republic, 
the morning of December IBth 

was this one of James E.Perkins, 
president of Paramount Inter- 
H^Monal Films, Inc. 

LONDON — Trio at the party 
honoring Paramount Secretary 
Douglas Cornwell on his retire¬ 
ment fr«n the company after 24 
years of service. Mr. Cornwell 
is at right. At left is his 
successor, Donald Peverett. In 
centre is Peter Reed, Head Off¬ 
ice Sales Executive. 
Left 

Mr. and Mrs. Douglas ComwelL 
chat with Tony Reddin, Director 
of Publicity and Theatres. 

CAIRO - At Paramount's 
meeting delineating comp¬ 
any policy, Mr. Dimitri, 
manager of the first-run 
Royal Cinema of Alexandria 
seams well content with 
what he has heard from 
Paramount District Manager 
Frank A. Siter, right. 

MANILA, Philippines - Group 
at the formal dinner given in 
honor of James E.Perkins, pres¬ 
ident of Paramount Internation¬ 
al Films by the Rufino Bros., 
Ernesto and Vicente, eminent 
exhibitors. Function was at the 
home of Mr. and Mrs. Vicente 
Rufino. From left: Ernesto Ruf¬ 
ino, Mrs. Vicente Rufino, Mr. 
Perkins, Mrs. Perkins, Vicente 
Rufino, Mrs. Ernesto Rufino,Mr. 
S.A.Henriksen, Paramount's Far 
East Supervisor. 

iff J'ist received from Edward 
Miller, entertainment editor of 
Seventeen Magazine, that publl- 
cation's "Picture of the Month" 
award for "The Buccaneer." The 
presentation took place at the 
Hotel Plaza during Mr.DeMilie's 
recent visit to New York for 
the premiere of "The Buccaneer." 

NEW YORK - Mrs. Jerome 
Pickman with Cary Grant at 
the Capitol Theatre open¬ 
ing of "Houseboat." 

DENVER — Here on a personal 
appearance tour in conjunction 
with showings of "The Bucca¬ 
neer." Henry Wilcoxon,producer 
of the picture, recoras an in¬ 
terview with Gene Amole, owner 
of radio station KDEJI for use 
over that station. 
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COPnmAGEN - Brilliant 
exterior of the Norreport 
Bio as Cecil B.DeMille's 
"Samson and Delilah" was 
given a glittering premi¬ 
ere - and met with great 
success. 

A hen is only an egg's 
way of making another egg, 

-Samusl Butler 

This is Danny Kaye as 
Red Nichols in "The Five 
Pennies." Danny is shown 
here in one of the many 
characterizations he gets 
himself into in his well- 
nigh frantic efforts to 
restore his ailing little 
daxighter to health. 

The true standard of 
quality is seated in the 
mind; those who think 
nobly are noble. 

-Isaac Blckerstaffe 

KONFERENSERNA VARLDEN 
OVER EN STOR SUCC£S 

I och med detta nummer avslutas redogorel- 
sen for de konferenser pA skilda platser som 
hAllits i anslutnlng till Mr. Barney Balabans 
nya programforklarlng och vars optimistiska 
budskap sedan genoiii Mr. George Weltner och 
bans medhj&lpare fbrts vidare ut i vSrlden. 
Vi ha givetvis bembdat oss om att sfi ingdende 
som utrymmet det medgivit rapportera varje 
speciell konferens, men slnille ghrna ha velat 
uppehAlla oss litet Ihngre vid de olika per- 
sonliga insatserna, om det varit mbjligt, Nu 
hoppas vi dock att var och en kfinner och fbr- 
stdr att alia dessa konferenser - som ett 

COPENHAGEN - Front of the Saga Theatre as 
Alfred Hitchcock's thriller, "The Man Vfho Knew 
Too Much"was premiered most successfully. At 
top are Mr. and Mrs. Mogens Wieth. Mr. Wieth 
is the highly popular Danish actor who played 
the role of the ambassador in the Hitchcock 
picture. He was of course present at premiere. 

SOPHIA LOREN IN COPENHAGEN 

Miss Loren is just about the best customer 
the air routes across the North Pole have.And 
when she travels the polar route from her 
native Italy, and her almost-native Switzer¬ 
land. Miss Loren has to pass through the very 
lovely capital of Denmark. 

Above, en route to Hollywood to co-star wilh 
Anthony Quinn in "Heller With A Gun," Sophia 
is met by Paramount Manager John Aarshoj.left. 
Her husband. Carlo Ponti. is in rear of her, 
and directly behind Mr. Ponti is Mrs. Aarshoj. 

internationellt, vhl elutfbrt verk betraktat- 
pd hbgata ort utlbst den stbrsta glhdje och 
tillfredsstfillelse och att de som helhet fb- 
rebdda en strdlande fraratid fbr Paramount. 

Nhsta steg togs i bbrjan av denna radnad, 
nfir herrar Barney Balaban, George Weltner, 
Paul Raibourn, Russell Holman and Jerome 
Pickman gjorde ett veckoldngt STUDIO-besbk. 
Man diskuterade kommande produktionsplaner, 
ddrl inkluderad Cecil B. DeMilles nfista stor- 
film; man tog en titt pd filmer under in- 
spelning och sdg de nyligen fardigsthllda, 
bland andra Danny Kayes mhsterliga "THE FIVE 
PENNIES". Vid dterkomsten till New York var 
tillfredsst&llelsen stor med vad man sett och 

med beslut som fattats. 

"THE BUCCANEER" gdr nu fbr pukor och trum¬ 
peter bverallt i Amerika, vilket inte torde 
vara obekant f6r dem som l&ser facktidningar. 
Filmen har rekommenderats som "obvertrfifflig 
underhdllning" och eftersom det ar vad film- 
publiken vill ha, Sr BUCCANEER precis filmen 
fbr dem. Preraihren i Canada blir forst IMng- 
re fram i mdnaden och mdnga fler Ifinder kom- 
mer att bli i tillfhlle se den under den nMr- 
maste tiden. 

Just nu laggs sista handen vid "ONE-EYED 
JACKS", Marlon Brandos forsta Paramountfilm. 
Det omsorgsfulla textningsarbetet koramer att 
ta dtskilliga veckor. "One-Eyed Jacks" blir 
ett av 1959 drs stora trumfhss och sdvhl Pa¬ 
ramount som producenten-stjhrnan-regissoren 

Marlon Brando sjalv hr fast beslutna se till 
att det blir en film,sd utan vank och brist 
som over huvud taget Sr mojligt att dstadkom- 
ma. 

Bevisen pd storheten i Cecil B. DeMilles 
"DE TIO BUDORIEN" fortsatter att strbmma in, 
nu senast fi*dn Filippinska republlken,dar den 
gdng efter annan sldr sitt eget publikrekord. 
Vi ger denna gdng ett exeP5)el,som troligen 
blir ett historiskt sadant, och dessutom hgna" 
vi mittuppslaget till att ytterligare under- 
stryka framgangen med denna "den stbrsta film 
som nagonsin gjorts". 

Pararaount International's president James 
S. Perkins dterkom till New York den 20 janua- 
ri frdn sin resa till Orienten. Vi ger en over- 
blick av Mr. Perkins resa fram till denna tid- 
nings presslaggning. 

VERTIGO has proven to be an immense succ¬ 
ess in Brussels. Manager Julian Binstock has 
kept the telegraph wires sizzling with accounts 
of the Hitchcock film's triumphs at the Eldor¬ 
ado and Acropole Theatres. In fact, the first 
week's business at the Eldorado proved to be 
an all-time record for that cinema. 
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BLUEPRINTING 

PICTURED ABOVE 

Clockwis# around table: 
Ed Chuiiiley,'Itieodore Krass- 
ner,Gordon Lightstone, 
Gordon Brad ley, John Moore, 
Edmund DeBerry, George 
WeItner,Sidney G.Deneau, 
Jack Parley, Tom Bridge. 
Upper left: Joseph Fried¬ 
man, Martin Davis, Jerome 
Pickman. Upper right: 
Matthew Schroeder, Sam 
Sigman, Fred Leroy, Myron 
Sattler, Arthur J.Dunne. 
Absent from photo, but at 
Meeting: Barney Balaban, 
Paul Raiboum, J.Harold 
Stevens, Robert J. Rubin, 
George Schur, James H, 
Richardson, Leonard Kauf¬ 
man, Ben Shectman. 
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THIS WAS A SOLID, REALISTIC MEETING 

AT THE PRACTICAL BUSINESS LEVEL. IT 

BLUEPRINTED THE FUTURE OF PARAMOUNT, 

PARADOXICALLY ENOUGH IN BLACK INK, THE 

SYMBOL OF SUCCESSFUL BUSINESS OPERATION 



A VISTAVISION 
"THE TEN COMMANDMEN 

We have several tinges said that it W( 

When the truly great theatre fronts of all the world 
are finally arrayed for Judgment, this facade of the 
Cinema Imperio must certainly rank with the greatest. 
Behold the giant figures in contrast with the sizes of 
humans below at the cinema's entrance. 

’’The Ten Co.TiJiandments”,plus 
There are three (3) theatres in this Shinjuku area 

of Tokyo. Kilanoza, at left, began its local engagement 
of "The Ten Commandments" on December 24, and is still 
playing it. Grand Odeon, centre, is a road-show house 
presenting "Houseboat" day—and—date with two other cin¬ 
emas. Shinjuku Gekijo, at right, first played "Vertigo 
and has "The Sad Sack" as its attraction in this photo. 

be possible - and very easy - for us to 
devote an entire issue to ’’The Ten Commai 
’T’ents.” But it would not be practical, ii 
business sense. However, this month we ai 
endeavoring to give a swift but comprehei 
vista of the Cecil B. DeMille production 
continuing impact on the world. Th^s j_s 

After 31 record-breaking weeks at the Regal 
Cinema here, the mighty film opened December IV 
at the Aurora Cinema in Bombay's suburban area. 
Note the unique hand-cart showmanship. 

One of the upcoxmti 
a magnificent job of 
with the greatness oj 
attracted tremendous 

HONGKONG 
Towering display on the front of the King's 

Theatre here during an engagement which set mary 
records. Long gold strip on marquee edge is an¬ 
nouncement of charity benefitting from showing. 

Far more persons 
possibly hold, gath 
ijeginning of the en 
attendance has been 

COMMA 
SPECTACLE IN SC! 

The Forum has now been presenting "The Ten 
Commandments" for so long, and so successfully, 
that Viennese picturegoers have to tax memories 
to recall what was last in this famous cinema. 

View of the Libe 
had been closed or 
and after the resi 
kets for another pi 
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Bulletin 
'^The Ten CoTT'iand’»’ents" broke 

through the Tillion-peso gross 
mark yesterday (Jan.6) the 98th 
day at Galaxy Theatre, This is 
more than twice record gross 
here and is history-making event 

in Philippine movie theatre 

Among the many enduring tributes 
that Mr. DeMille's great motion pict¬ 
ure has had paid it around the world, 
is the one penned by the editor ofthe 
Madras (lidia; Tamil magazine, ' Tamil 
Cinema.' So moved was this editor that 
he headed his review: 

"God has given you 

eyes - use then well 

by seeing THE TEN 

COMMANDMENTS." 

heatres in Thailand did 
tressing the populace 
lis picture. The cutouts 
erest among picturegoera. 

MELBOURNE 
Most unusual is the front of the brand new 

Barclay Theatre, newest cinema in Australia.and 
one of the world's finest. It will present "The 
Ten Conmandments" \intil next December,at least. 

PANAMA CITY 
The cleverly designed showmanship front of 

the Lux Theatre here has been put to wonderful 
use in an engagement which has shattered all 
records in the illustrious history of the Lux. 

in the Cinema Real could 
[1 every day during the 
pment here. And capacity 
3 solid rule since. 

JERSEY CITY 
Hundreds of theatres in the United States 

have experienced the same capacity-storming 
crowds shown at this cinema just across the Hud¬ 
son River from T'ew York City. 

Theatre here after doors It would be Impossible to visualize ai^ p^ 
Jther capacity attendance, oT the world supplying a more frenetic report oi 
L cdowd had purchased tic- reactions to the great picture than came from 
arroance in the record run. the Lyric Theatre of Davao City, Philippines. 

This 90-feet-wlde neon sign is the largest 
ever erected in this capital of the world's 
richest tin mining area, and is of course deco¬ 
rating the highly imposing Cathay super-Cinema. 

I PQH.Malaya 

LONDON 
This is the Odeon Theatre, Mile End Road,where 

the picture played a matchless 5—weeks engagem¬ 
ent following the great London run at the Plaza. 
Capacity audiences at every single presentation. 
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CINCINNATI, Ohio - The 
gathering of newspaper 
representatives who heard 
Cecil B.DeMille's message 
frcm the New Orleans pre¬ 
miere of "The Buccaneer." 
Clockwise from lower cen¬ 
tre; William Meier,Param¬ 
ount: John McGill,Ashland 
(Ky.) Daily independent; 
Sol Padlibsky,Charleston 
(W.Va.) Daily Mail; Joe 
Coyle, Lexington Herald- 
Leader; Joe Alexander,RKO 
Theatres; Arthur Darek, 
Cincinnati Enquirer;Arthur 
Kany,Dayton Journal Her¬ 
ald; Mrs.Dale Stevens;Bale 
Stevens,Post-Time8 Star; 
Mrs.Don Hicks; Don Hicks, 
Paramount Branch Manager; 
Bill Norman,Springfield 
(0.) News: Phil* Skardon, 
Springfield (0.)Sun;Clyde 
Moore,Ohio State Journal, 
C 0lumbus; Edwa rd Hyman, 
Huntington Theatres; Walt 
Southward,Huntington ,W,Va; 
Herald Advertiser; George 
Hahn, Sunday Star, Coliun- 
bus, Ohio. 

TUCSON, Al*iz, - Frank 
Johnson, right, city ed¬ 
itor of the Arizona Daily 
Star- congratulates Anth¬ 
ony Quinn for his "wond¬ 
erful direction" of "The 
Buccaneer." 

goo^ J 

Ommaiidnieiits 
SPECIAL ADS. SPECIAL MATERIAL FOR 

LOCAL ENGAGEMENTS TO ASSURE THE 

SAME MAXIMUM RETURNS ACHIEVED 

WITH EARLIER SPECIAL ENGAGEMENTS! 

This is cover of the 
special supplementary 
pressbook and showmanship 
manual Issued for "The 
Ten Commandments," and 
containing a wealth of 
tried and proven adverti¬ 
sements, and stressing the 
fact that the picture is 
being presented "Intact" 
and "Uncut." 

U.S.BRANCH NEWS 
C0B!TINUED FROM PAGE 6. 

and then a third. Needless to say. Branch 
Manager Harry Buxbaum is elated. 

Everyone is looking forward to the Christ¬ 
mas Party to be held in the Tudor Arms Hotel, 
December 15th. All Cleveland exchanges parti¬ 
cipate in this yearly get-together and this 
year it promises to be quite an affair. 

Lillian Ack, office manager-cashier, re¬ 
cently returned from a two-week vacation in 
Mexico. Just couldn't get enough of that good 
old sunshine and, trying to keep that "brown 
glow" achieved there, burned herself vinder a 
sunlamp at home. Ironic, isn't it? 

GEISHA BOY was sneaked at the Stillman 
Theatre and only excellent comments were heard 
after the preview. 

Mary Jane Hillenbrand, contract clerk, is 
an avid movie-goer. Sie usually attends four 
shows on Saturday and one on Sunday, if no pic¬ 
tures have held over, and subscribes to the 
Hollywood Citizen News, thus keeping abreast of 
developments in the motion picture industry. 
Mary Jane came to us from Universal — their 
loss has certainly been our gain! Ve also wel¬ 
come Rona Sherman, another enthusiastic movie¬ 
goer. (It's people like Mary Jane and "Ronnie" 
vho keep the movies open). 

That big bird is circling over Cleveland. 
Both the Greskas and the Kronenbergs are ex¬ 
pecting "bundles from heaven". This will be 
the first for Bob and Judy, and Don and Bar¬ 
bara Greska are hoping for a sister for little 
Mark Anthony. 

Cleveland is in first place in the Final 
Short Subject Standing of PARAMOUNT'S FORWARD 
MARCH as of November 27, 1958, and we are anx¬ 
iously awaiting the official outcome. Sheldon 
Schermer, Head Booker, received 145 short dates 
from the Schine Circuit for the Christmas per¬ 
iod. 

"Watty" Watson, advertising representative 
on THE BUCCANEER, re-visited us on December 2nd 
and brou^t Miss Inger Stevens, appearing on 
behalf of the pictxire. Pictures were taken 
and after a complete tour of the office she 
was taken to her hotel by Shelly Schermer. 
Jerry Lipow, in charge of the Film Exchange 
Employees Christmas Party, has been appointed 
Chairman of the Entertainment Committee for 
the Cleveland Variety Club for 1959. He seems 
to be a very busy manl —Martha Lester 

JACKSOKV I LL£| Hie New Year brings about 
many changes in the Jacksonville Branch. Two 
new faces are seen in our Booking Department. 
We welcome Van Burney and George Williams as 
Student Bookers. We in turn lose Harold Tur- 

New York's Capitol 
To Premiere "The Trap" 

January 2Bth marked the date set for "The 
Trap" to be sprung on New York's picturegoers 
at the massive Capitol Theatre, It follows 
the 8-weeks engagement of "The Buccaneer." 

byfill to Uncle Sam for his tenure of service. 
Do not be misled, however, about the above. 
It actually does not take two men to replace 
Harold. 

Friday, December 19, all attended our 
Annual Christmas Party held at the Charcoal 
Steak House. It was a geila affair in which 
many pounds of good beef was consumed also 
with the usual Christmas toddies. 

We hate to see the old year go because 
we are all one year older, but with the New 
Year everything starts from scratch and we 
are off again in our never ending attempt to 
produce our salt as bookers, salesmen and 
Paramounteers. —Herman Allen 

ST. LOUIS, Mo. - Snapshots from this alert 
branch, thanks to Correspondent Jane Smoller. 
(1) Mrs. Pauline Wrozier, identified as "Our 
w-O-R-G-E-O-U-S Clerk in the Booking Dept., 
snapped at the Christmas party. (2) Inger 
Stevens, star of "The Buccaneer," chatting 
with Office Manager Jerry Bahner during her 
recent visit to the branch. (3) Shot of the 
Christmas party. Branch Manager Harry Haas,at 
left is opening card which accompanied Pep 
Club's gift to him. Salesman Bill Sharja nas 
just made the presentation. 

P E N V £ R[ye enjoyed our Christmas party 
at Soda Lake Country Club on December 6. Ev¬ 
eryone had the Christmas spirit and a good 
time was had by everyone. Doris Herman, Led¬ 
ger Clerk, spent the Christmas Holidays with 
her in-laws in Brooklyn, New York.Til- 
lie Chalk, Cashier, who has been a Paramount- 
eer for over 30 years was recently stricken 
with fatigue exhaustion - not a good way to 
celebrate the New Year. She is coming along 
fine now and that's news to all. 

We recently had a cold wave here in Den¬ 
ver. The temperature - 22 below - mighty 
cold. Even with the weather, downtown thea¬ 
tres are doing big business. 

Karlene Ott, Ledger Clerk, recently re¬ 
signed in order to leturn to her home in Iowa. 
She is being replaced by Maiy Lou Hige,ins v^o 
worked for us previously. Welcome back Mary 
Lou and good luck Karline! 

—Frank Carbone 

NEW ORLEANS in the bulletin of January 
6 New Orleans wTs unofficially announced as 
the winner of the Paramount "Forward March" 
Drive. Hard work by the entire staff com¬ 
bined with terrific grosses on such pictures 
as "Houseboat", "Geisha Boy" and "Buccaneer" 
contributed towards this 1st position rating. 

(Continued on Page 28) 
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j ALL AROUND THE WORLD 
I THE ’SHIP’ TO BRING 
I THE BOOTY IN IS 

SHOWMANSHIP 

SINGAPORE - Cathay showmanship, plus the efforts of 
Paramount (for "Teacher's Pet"), Rediffusion and the 
organisation of William Jacks, really went all out to 
select the "Doris Day of Singapore." We picture her on 
the right of this page, but above we show a small part 
of the teen-age crowd •thronging the Cathay Theatre for 
the contest, and for the enjoyment of the Clark Gable— 
Doris Day comedy, "Teacher's Pet»" Incidentally, the 
event was compered by Paramount Gen. Mgr. Roy McAree. 

MARKETS 

Contents 

^Treasure^ 
^ Chest 

t.f WILX.. 

FRESNO, California - 'Treasure 
Chest' showmanship is a natural for 
"The Buccaneer." and here is a grand 
example of it in the lobby of the Fox 
Wilson Theatre here. 

SEATTLE. Wash. - Paramount Field 
Representative Walter Hoffman had a 
'field day' for "The Buccaneer" 
when one of those fantastic chances 
brought to light in this city a 
girl with the real name of Jean 
Lafitte, a direct descendant of the 
central character of the film. From 
that moment, a wonderful campaign 
of showmanship enveloped the young 
lady. 

And the Paramount Theatre, which 
was preparing "The Buccaneer," did 
a whale of a business. 

SINGAPORE - This is 
Miss Nancy Renjaan, First 
Prize Winner in the "Who 
Is the Doris Day of Sing¬ 
apore?" Contest pictured 
to the left of this page. 

THE MOST HEAHTWARMIHfi FILM STORY OF THE YEAH 

/ tW SOPHIA LOREN 

V CARY GRANT S(‘)0 al 

RENO, NEVADA - This 
Treasure Chest was not in 
a theatre, but in the 
lobby of the Holiday Ho'bol 
— but the Granada Theatre 
got a "Buccaneer" credit. 
Drawings were held in the 
hotel's lobby during run 
of the picture. Shown in 
hoto are, at left, Lee 
ranko-vicn, general mana¬ 

ger of the Holiday Hotel, 
and Val Cage, manager of 
the Granada Theatre. 

f 

"Tempest" 
...A heroic magnitude and 
quality of enduring great¬ 
ness is stamped all over 
"Tempest...It moves 
fluidly and fascinatingly. 

FILM DAILY ST. LOUIS - The veiy showmanship-minded Miss 
Inger Ste-»ens made the front pages of all papers 
with this picture, and of course every caption 
gave full credit to "The Buccaneer." 

SUPERLATIVE PUBLICITY 
Pictured here are the cover and Pages 14-15 

of the December 17th issue of Woman's Own,of 
London. This eminent weekly has a circulation 
of 7,251,000 readers, and on only four or five 
times a year serializes a motion picture. Thus 
the tribute to Paramount's "Houseboat" is a 
high one indeed, especially its designation as 
"The year's most heart-warming film story." 
The publicity break occurred only days before 
the film's highly successful Plaxa premiere. 

FOR "THE TEN COMMANDMENTS" 

Paramount has prepared specifically for 
use in connection with local special engage¬ 
ments of "The Ten Commandments" a new l2-page 
pressbook that highlights in all of its exten¬ 
sive campaign material the fact that the Cecil 
B.DeMiUe production comes to the local thea'tre 
"intact and uncut." This new pressbook supp¬ 
lements the giant original pressbook on "The 
Ten Commandments." 

Pages in the new showmanship book are de¬ 
voted to typical ads used by exhibitors to win 
record grosses in their theatres. 
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Drive-in 
Majesty.... 

Life Magazine's spec- 
iql year-end issue was 
devoted to the world of 
entertainment and contai¬ 
ned many magnificent 
features. One was this 
2-page spread of a double 
screen (back-to-back) 
drive-in theatre showing 
"The Ten Commandments." 
The twin parking arenas 
hold thousands of automo¬ 
biles, and an awe-inspir¬ 
ing touch is provided by 
a flight of jet aircraft 
across the skies as Moses 
on the screen commands 
the waters of the Red Sea 
to separate and allow the 
Israelites to cross. 

The drive-in is at Oak 
Hill, Salt Lake City,Utah, 

LONDON - Cary Grant, 
who is scheduled to appear 
in at least one Paramount 
picture during 1959. says 
hello to the Britisn mess 
as he arrives at Londcn 
Airport. His visit coin¬ 
cided with the successful 
premiere of "Houseboat"at 
the Plaza Theatre 

•It is well, when one 
is judging a friend, to 
remember that he is Judg¬ 
ing you with the same 
godlike and superior im¬ 
partiality," 

-Arndd Bennett 

DE BIJEENKOMSTEN ZIJN 
OVERAL TER WERELD EEN 
GROOT SUCCES GEWEEST 

Leze maand completeren wij de aerie ver- 
slagen over de bijeenkomsten welke overal 
ter wereld zijn gehouden als gevolg van 
President Barney Balaban's verklaring en 
het daarop gevolgde uitbrengen van deze 
boodschap naar alle delen van de wereld 
door Mr. ^eorge Weltner en andere Para¬ 
mount leiders, door hem aangewezen. En 
zelfs al hebben wij aan ieder van deze 
bijeenkomsten zoveel plaatsruimte gegeven 
als mogelijk is in dit blad van beperkte 
omvang, toch weten wij, dat wij graag nog 
veel meer aandacht hadden willen besteden 
aan al degenen, die bij deze meetings be- 
trokken zijn geweest. Wij zijn er echter 
van overtuigd, dat het hun alien genoegen 
zal doen te weten, dat deze bijeenkomsten 
een internationaal succes zijn geweest, 
waarvan de topmensen van onze maatschappij 
zeer veel plezier en een grote voldoening 
hebben. Bovendien, al deze meetings teza- 
men kondigen een grootse toekomst voor Pa¬ 
ramount aan. 

De volgende stap, na de meetings, werd 
genomen in het begin van deze maand toen 
de Heren Barney Balaban, George Weltner, 
Paul Raibourn, Russll Holman en Jerome 
Pickman een bezoek van een week aan de 
studio brachten. Zij confereerden over 
plannen voor nieuwe films, vooral over de 
komende machtige productie vsm Cecil B.De 
Mille; zij zagen grote stukken van films, 
die in de maak zijn en een aantal kopieSn 
van films, die kortgeleden voltooid werden, 
o.a. Danny Kaye's meesterlijke "The Five 
Pennies". En zij keerden bijzonder opge- 
wekt over hetgeen zij gezien hadden en 
over hun besluiten naar New York terug. 

"The Buccaneer" loopt thans overal in 
de Ver.Staten en de resultaten zijn hoogst 
bevredigend, zoals degenen onder U, die 
de vakbladen lezen, zeker reeds al weten. 
Het belangrijkste van deze film is, dat 
zij zeer hoog aangeschreven staat als 
"superlative entertainment", en daar het 
publiek juist hiernaar vraagt, is "The 
Buccaneer" uitstekend voor hen geschikt. 
Canada's premiere volgt in de loop van de¬ 
ze maand, en vele andere landen zullen de 
film in de komende maanden te zien krijgen. 

De opnamen van Marlon Brando's eerste 
ParamoTint film "One Eyed Jacks" zijn bij- 
na voltooid, en het nauwgezette werk om 
de film te monteren zal ook nog een aan¬ 
tal weken in beslag nemen. De film zal 
een van de belangrijkste producties van 
1959 worden en zowel Paramoimt als de 
producer-ster-regisseur Marlon Brando zelf 
zijn van plan deze film zo perfect te ma- 
ken als het menselijk vernuft maar 
enigezins vermag. 

"De Tien Geboden" gaat steeds maar 
voort aan de wereld te tonen van welk een 
sublieme majesteit deze Cecil B.DeMille 
productie is. Een aantal van deze voor- 
beelden komt van de Philippijnen, waar de 
film^ reeds alle bestaande records gebro- 
ken heeft. Wij brengen deze maand een ver- 
slag vein een voorbeeld, waarvan wij zeker 
zijn, dat het historisch is, terwijl wij 
voorts op de middelste pagina's van dit 
nummer enige andere voorbeelden geven van 
de geweldige macht van "De grootste film 
ooit gemaakt". 

Pareunount International President James 
E.Perkins keerde op 20 Jemuari naar New 
York terug na een uitgebreide tournee door 
het Oosten. Tegen de tijd dat dit nu mer 
op de pers gaat, hebben wij ons verslag 
over deze reis gereed. 
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STORMS OF SHOWMANSHIP 
CYCLONES OF COOPERATION 
TORNADOES OF TIE-UPS 
hurrTcanes of helpful hints 
GALES OF GO-GET-IT-IVENESS 
MONSOONS (well, to the heck with 

alliteration) MONSOONS 
OF PUBLICITY, EXPLOITAT- 
JON, ADVERTISING AND 
EVERYTHING ELSE TO MAKE A 
GIANT BOX-OFFICE TRIUMPH 

PARAMOUNT PRESENTS 

A DINO DeLAURENTIIS PRODUCTION 

TECHNICOLOR®Fiimed mTECHNIRAMA® 

ONE OF SEVERAL highly important sales-showmanship meetings held 
in New York during the recent conference of division managers in 
Home Office consisted of an exhaustive survey and planning council 
on the sole topic of the forthcoming national release of ”TEMPEST.’* 
Every facet of showmanship was examined and the most practical and 
forthright were incorporated into the mass saturation campaign that 
will be administered and directed by Jerome Pickman, Martin Davis, 
Joseph Friedman, Burt Champion and the nation-wide showmanship team 
of merchandising representatives* Comprehensive details of the plan, 
as well as precise instructions designed to make this Paramo\mt*s 
all-time-topper campaign, are being sent to every branch* 

SO FAR AS SHOWMANSHIP is concerned, this will be a Terrific, 
Towering, Tomadic "TEMPEST” indeed I 
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DELIVERING 
THE MESSAGE 
TO BRAZIL 

RIO DE JANEIRO - Gene¬ 
ral Meager Stuart Dunlap 
speaking to the assembled 
ejchibitors and press rep¬ 
resentatives and introd¬ 
ucing Latin American Div¬ 
ision Manager Henry B. 
Gordon, >dio in turn deli¬ 
vered Hr. Balaban's fam¬ 
ous Paramount message. 

RIO DE JANEIRO - Henry 
B. Gordon, at right is 
speaking vrith Antenor 
Teixsira. editor of the 
film publication Cine Re¬ 
porter, which circulates 
Ihrou^out Brazil. This 
was at the Mesbla Restau¬ 
rant where the Paramount 
meeting was held, and Mr. 
Gordon congratulated Mr. 
Teixeirc on editing a 
very fine publication. In 
the foreground is Carlos 
Etchebame. comptroller of 
Paramount in Brazil. 

hA man’s friendships 
are, like his will, inv¬ 
alidated by marriage -— 
but they are also no less 
Invalidated by the 
marriage of his friends.** 

-Samuel Butler 

CRITICS IN FORCE 

RIO DE JANEIRO - So important was deemed Mr. 
Balaban's message that all of the motion picture 
critics accepted Paramount's invitation to att¬ 
end Mr. Henry Gordon's meeting. Here are a few 
of them. Reading from left: Geraldo Queiroz, of 

"Jomal do Brasil"; Otavio Bonflm,of "0 Globo"; 
Alberto Shatowsky, of "Manchete" and "Radio 
Mlnisterlo da Educacao”; Moniz Viana.of "O^Corr- 
eio da ManhS"; J6s6‘^Sans,of "Jomal ao Comercid*; 
Van Jaffa, of "Gentleman"; Oswaldo Rocha, Para¬ 
mount Publicity Director; and Pedro Lima, from 
"DiArios Associados." 

0 EXITO MUNDIAL,DO 
TESTEMUNHO DE FE. 
OUTRAS NOTAS WENSAIS 

Com esta edi^ao encerramos nossas reportagena 
referentes ao exito obtido pelo testemunho de fe 
do Preaidente Barney Balaban no futuro da indus- 
tria oinematografiea, de euja disseminaqao pelo 
nunlo se enearregou Mr. George Veltner, qua por 
aua vez escolheu outros ifderes da Paramount, de 
reconhecido merito, para auzilia-lo na sua deli- 
eada tarefa. S embora tivessemos dedicado a ea- 
da reuniao todo o eapaqo qua, com limitafoea, a 
nosaa revista permlte, e tiveasamoa tributado a 
oada mensageiro deasa declareqao oa cr^itoana- 
reeidoa, ficou-noa a Juata impraas&o da qua por 
muito qua diaaaaaamoa, muito alnda ficou perdi- 
zar, realqando o papal de cada um. Creraoa, an- 
tratanto, que todoa que tomaram parta neaaa di- 
llgente mlaeao estao bam certoa da que,oomo uma 
cruzada internacional, os seus resultados foram 
oompletos e deram aoa axecutivos da nosaa firma 
completa satlsfaqao. S a um fato qua essa tas- 
temunho da fa lavou a todas as nossas flliais a 
mala forte esperanqa no futuro da organisaqao a 
qua chamamoa industria cinamatografica. 

RIO DE JANEIRO - Paramount's releasa in 
Latln-America. "Nights of Cabirla," starring 
Giulietta Masina, has been such a phenomenal 
success everywhere that when the Italian Film 
Festival opened in both Rio de Janeiro and 
Sao Paulo recently. Miss Masina was invited 
to come from Italy and be present. She is 
shown here conversing with Sr. Accioly Neto, 
right. Director of 0 Cruzeiro magazine, and 
Sr. Oswald© Leita Rocha, Paramount Publicity 
Director. (Other two persona not identified;. 

ss^^BSBstBsaBssr^^sssas^sszssssssasaBBBBaBaBBBasB 

iHf§ 0 prottmo paaao dado, para o rortaieeimen'co 
daquala fe, foi a visits qua no comaqo dastam^ 
fizeram ao estudio os senhores Barney Balaban, 
George Waltner, Paul Raibourn, Russell Holman, 
e Jerome Piekman. Ease visits durou uma semana* 
files tiveram varias confarenoias sSbrq as novas 
produqoes, inclusive a proxima da Mr. Cecil B. 
DaMille. Apreciaram tambam na tela muitos tra- 
chos da filmes am produqao a outros ja termina- 
dos. Entre estas esta o de Denny Kaya,denomina- 
do "The Five Pennies" - Os Cinco Vintans. A Im- 
pressao trazida palos ilustras visitantes, ins- 
pirada no que viram, foi alta a adificadora. A 
future produqSo Justifies de sobra os conceitos 
optimistas de Ur. Balaban a seus colegas. 

"0 Corsario Sam Patria" ja foi estraiado am 
muitos lugares dos Estados Gnidos. E a apracia- 
qao dos crfticos tarn sido muito favoravel. Uais 
da uma dezena de Jornais o olassificaram c o m o 
diversfio df primeira categorla e coroo a isso a- 
xatamente o que o publico procure, esta visto q. 
"0 Corsario Sam Patria" a uma produqao de exito 
garantido. A estreia do films no Canada sa rea- 
lizara no fim desta mas a so depois da algumas 
semanas, qulqa mesas, saguira para o maroado do 
mundo paramountis. 

A primeira produqSo de Marlon Brando para a 
Paramount, "Ona-Eyad Jacks", Ja esta terminada, 
faltando apenas a coordenaqao ou montagam para 
a devida continuidade. Isto tomara algumas sa- 
manas, mas qua Ja vimos pels projeqao da certoa 
trechos da fits, podemos assegurar qua a ala u> 
ma das grandes do nosso programa para 59. Pelo 
menos a tambam o qua nos garantem a Paramount a 
0 seu produtor-astro-diretor, Mr. Brando,qua a 
da opiniao qua nassa fits produziu o melbor. 
### "Os Dez Mandaipantos" continue a oferecar o 
melhor am aspetaculosidade ao redor do mundo a 
a afirmar em toda parta a supramacia da Cecil 
B. DaMille como produtor da grandes films das- 
tinados a causar ease dssejado efeito. Um dos 
maiores recordes de bilhetaria obtidos por as- 
sa fits foi estabelecido ha pouco nas Faliplms 
a continue e ganhar foros em territories vizi- 
nhos. E para mantermos o histoXloo da populail- 
dade da "Oa Dez Mandamentoa", damos am sua da- 
vida saqao uma notfeia cote mais pormenoras sd- 
bre os novos ixitos da fits. 

Regressou a Nova York em maiados da Janei¬ 
ro o presidents da Paramount International,Ur. 
Jamas E. Parkins, qua vam de fazar uma exten- 
sa "tournee" pelo Orients. Deremos uma datalha- 
da raportagem de sua viagem sa ainda tivarmos 
tamno nesta adiqao* 
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AUSTRALIAN-NEW ZEALAND 

SCENE HIGHLIGHTED BY 

DAZZLING DEBUT OF NEW 

BARCLAY IN MELBOURNE 

MELBOURNE - The Governor of Victoria, Sir Dallas Brooks, 
officially opens the magnificent new Barclay Theatre, newest 
and most modem in Australia, and one of the world's finest.At 
left are: Mrs, Byrne (daughter of the Governor). Mrs. Leo 
Cui^is (Hon. organiser of the charity committee), and Norman B. 
Rydge (Chairman of the Board and Managing Director of Greater 
Union Theatres). In rear of His Excellency is John Shaw, Mana¬ 
ger of the Barclay, 

In the course of his remarks, the Governor said; "It is my 
privilege formally to declare this most modem, new and -thank 
heaven, air-conditioned - Barclay Theatre opened...and in so 
doing I will say to all here just this - by your charity in 
being here in this theatre tonight for the Yooralla Appeal,you 
have done an act worthy of this great epic picture we are just 
about to see - 'The Ten Commandments',” 

MELBOURNE - Australia's newest and most mod¬ 
em motion picture theatre is the Barclay, which 
had its premiere on December Uth last. In the 
best tradition in show business, it opened with 
the mightiest motion picture ever made, "The Ten 
Cwnmandments." The Barclay came into being via 
the vision, courage and faith of Worman B.Rydge, 
who is known to the world as Chairman of the 
Board, and Governing Director of Greater Onion 
Theatres. 

Mr. Rydge was the recipient of cabled congr^ 
atulations fr«n all over the world (plus a rec¬ 
orded message from Cecil B, DeMille), and it was 
characteristic of him in replying to Mr.Balaban, 
president of Paramount, to state that he had 
every expectation of "The Ton Commandments" be¬ 
ing the attraction at the Barclay "one year from 
this very moment," 

MELBOURNE - Following a special screening of 
"The Ten Commandments" hero, the Rev.H,Freeman, 
Rev, F.J.Angus, Rev, J. Stanley Waight and the 
Rev. Father Bresslan are inteinriewed by Kevin 
0'Gorman of Radio Station 3KZ, 

("The Ten Commandments" became the first fUn 
to be presented at the magnificent new Barclay 
Theatre, the premiere of vrtiich was announced 
last month, and vrtiich we picture in detail this 
month.) 

Alfred Hitchcock's "Vertigo" has premiered 
with conspicuous success at the Prince Edward 
Theatre in Sydney, 

mount Managing Director Robert L. Graham is int¬ 
erviewed by Kevin O'Gorman of Radio 3KZ. At left 
are Mr. and Mrs, Norman B, Rydge, Paramount Gen¬ 
eral Sales Manager George M.Nacard, and Mrs.R.L. 
Graham, Interview was carried on national hook-qp. 

impressive Proof 
of Future 

ONE, was the new Barclay 
Theatre — standing as 

solid and impressive proof 
that the motion picture indus¬ 
try has a great future ahead 
of it. Press, TV and radio in 
Melbourne were quick to sense 
the story value of a man who 
not only made optimistic as¬ 
surances of his faith in the fu¬ 
ture of an industry but backed, 
them up in the most practical 
way. It was this proof of con¬ 
fidence—this building of the 
Barclay Theatre—which cap¬ 
tured the imagination of those 
who control the communica¬ 
tion media and ensured the 
success of a most successful 

MELBOURNE - At 
Barclay premiere. 
The Governor, Sir 
Dallas Brooks, 
meets one of the 
ushers. In centre; 
Mrs,Robert L. 
Graham, Mr.Graham 
and J(^ Shaw,the 
theatre's manager. 

promotional campaign. 

The other was the film — for 
what greater confidence in its 
product could the film world 
show than to produce the impres¬ 
sive spectacle that DeMille has 
palled “The Ten Commandments." 

This editox*ial tribute 
to the courage which went 
into the opening of the 
Barclay, and that which 
went into the making of 
"The Ten Commandments," 
was a front page feature 
of Page 1 of "The Austral¬ 
asian Exhibitor" ofDie,l£L 

MELBOURNE - Jim Williams, 
Paramount' s Publicity-Advertising 
Manager, talks about Cecil B. 
DeMille'3 production with Mr. 
G.F.Baker following a special 
screening of "The Ten Command¬ 
ments" here, Mr. Baker is Gene¬ 
ral Secretary of the British and 
Foreign Bible Society, 
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HOLLWOOD - During the 
making of "The Black 
Orchid," Sophia Loren had 
to be introduced to the 
American game of bowli’-g 
by Anthony Quinn because 
it forms a dramatic part 
of this great picture. 

Richard Widmark, Tina 
Louise and an almost 
empty gun are all that 
stand between oblivion — 
and "The Trap," It all 
adds up to one of the most 
exciting Paramount pictu¬ 
res in years. 

The extraordinary thing 
about my father is that 
his public face and his 
private face have been the 
same. He has been the 
same man to the world that 
he has been to his family. 
And that is harder than it 
sounds. It is the very 
definition of integrity, 

-Qiarks Van Doren 

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 22 

We, in New Orleans, are very happy to be on 
top. 

On Saturday, January 10, Paramount pep 
club had its annual Christmas dinner-dance. 
On this date. Salesman Ed Shinn and Mrs. Irma 
Rogers, Booker, both 25-Xear Club members, 
were celebrating their birthdays. They would 
not divulge their ages, however. Unfortunat¬ 
ely, Mrs. PiOgers was not able to attend due 
to illness. 

Mrs. Nettie Vamick, former employee, 
called to advise that she had a fine baby 
girl. This makes a boy and a girl for Mrs. 
Vamick.Clyde Daigle, office manager, 
announced'' that this wife would have their 8th 
sometime in July. 

Since our last letter Miss Jane McDonnell, 
ledger clerk, has returned to work after con¬ 
valescing from an operation and is doing just 
fine. 

New Orleans is preparing for a sneak pre¬ 
view on "Ten?)est", to be held in a suburban 
theatre. Van Heflin will be here in person tc 
attend this gala event. Everyone is looking 
forward to seeing "Tempest". 

—Clyde Daigle 

... C \ f. PHIS ye were honored recently by a vi¬ 
sit from a delightful personality, namely 
actress Inger Stevens. Miss Stevens will¬ 
ingly took time from a very close schedule 
to visit the office. Mr. Howard Nicholson, 
our Branch manager, introduced her individ¬ 
ually to each employee, and all found her ve¬ 
ry charming. It was quite a thrill to ever¬ 
yone, especially oiir younger members of the 
Paramount family '^o, for the first time, 
met a real live movie star. 

—Tom Donahue 

ATL A K TA I Our highlight news this month was 
the visit of The Greatest Showman of All Time, 
Mr. C. B. DeMille, ’/dio arrived in Atlanta on 
Dec. 11th for the Special showing of "The Buc¬ 
caneer." A press dinner was held for ne\rs- 
paper, television and radio representatives, 
after which these gentlemen were privileged 
to see "The Buccaneer. All present had only 
the highest praise and predicted that it will 
be one of the outstanding releases of the 
year. 

Of local interest was the wedding of 
Dewey J. Bentley of our Accoimting Dept, to 
Leslie Jo Knight of Snellville, Ga. The 
bride is presently Instructional Supervisor 
for Gwinnett County, is a graduate of the 
Univ. of Georgia, where she is a member of 
Kappa Delta Pi, national honorary educational 
fraternity. 

Miss Ruby Vheless is a welcome addition 
to our Booking Dept. 

—Bartow W. Smith 

CH A RLQTTEl Nothing in the mail box these 
days except bills and income tax blanks. 
It is said January is the dull month. The 
sparkle of Christmas is past, but there is 
the promise of Spring in all its magic and 
beauty to dream about as we pore over seed 
catalogues. Truly, it is a wonderful thing 

(Continued on Page 38) 

OBI T U A R Yl 

L. B. 

MUKHERJEE 

We record, with profound 
sorrow, the passing in Calcutta 
on December 23rd last, of Mr, 
Lai Behari Mukherjee, Paramoxint 
Branch Manager. 

A loyal Pararaounteer, tire¬ 
less worker, and a greatly res¬ 
pected member of the business 
community of Calcutta, Mr, Muk¬ 
herjee joined the company at 
Calcutta in February l93^ and 
would have completed twenty- 
seven years of service at the 
end of the present month. He 
was inducted into Paramount's 
international 25-Year Club two 
years ago. 

Mr, Mukherjee'3 surviving 
family members include,his wife, 
who is about 52 years old, two 
married daughters, two unmarried 
daughters and a boy who is about- 
23 years old. 

Paramounteers evetyvdiere 
join in extending deepest sympa¬ 
thy to all of them. 

ABDUL 

LATI F 

It is also our very sad 
duty to report the lamented 
passing, on January 9th, of 
Abdul Latif, highly respected 
manager of the Paramount branch 
office in Lahore, Pakistan. Mr. 
Latif had been grievously ill 
for several months, and when 
Mr, Weltner was in Karachi last 
November, our manager was too 
ill to attend the meeting held 
there. 

Mr. Latif had no immediate 
family, but had three brothers 
living in various parts of the 
coxintry. 

The Paramount organization 
has lost a fine and devoted 
member, whom we all mourn. 

CATHERINE 

MINER 

Culminating a long illness, 
Catherine Miner,chief telephone 
operator at Hcmie Office in New 
York, passed from our midst on 
January 19th. Mias Miner had 
given 34 years of wonderful 
s®rvice to Paramount, having 
commenced in January, 1925. 
There are no immediate family 
members surviving her. 
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SPLENDIDO SUCCESSO 
DELLE RIUNIONI MONOIALI 

Con quella dl questo mese terminlemo la 
aerie di relazionl sulle rlunlonl tenutesi nel- 
le diverse parti del globo quale riaultato sia 
del note messaggio di Mr. Barney Balaban sui 
fut\iri piani e direttive della nostra Casa, che 
delle visite appositemente fatte ai veri uffici 
Paramount del mondo da Mr. George Weltner o 
suoi delegati per portare di persona tale im- 
portante messaggio. A questo proposito teniapo 
a segnalare che se anche abbiamo cercato di ri- 
aervare a ciescune di tali rixinioni il maggior 
spazio conaentitoci dalle nostre limitate poa- 
sibilitb, sentiamo che avremrao voluto aver mo- 
do di poter dare meggior credito a tutti colo- 
ro che in quests occasions hanno contribuito 
el successo delle riunioni stesse. Siamo.peri, 
aicuri che serb loro di soddisfazione sapere 
che quanto i stato compiuto da un capo ell’al- 
tro della terra per la perfetta riuscite di 
questl importanti eventi b stato grandemente 
apprezzato dagli alti dirigenti della nostra 
Casa. Prese nel loro insieme, queste riunioni 
rappresentano oltre tutto la pi\l belle promes- 
sa di un megnifico avvenire Paramount. 

Un altro passo nella stessa direzione 
tracciata dalle suddette riunioni 6 stata la 
vlsita, protrattasi per un’inters settimana, 
dei signori Barney Balaban, George Weltner, 
Paul Reibourn, Russell Holman e Jerome Pickmen 
ai nostri Studi, al principio dl questo meae. 
Essl hanno conferito su piani dl nuovi film, 
incluso il prossimo poderoso lavoro di Cecil 
B. DeMille, hanno visionato diverse scene di 
pellicole in corso di lavorazione nonchd inte- 
ri film di recente ultimazione come ad esempio 
lo splendido nuovo film di Danny Kaye THE FITS 
PENNIES, e sono tornati a New York molto aod- 
disfatti sia dl quanto veduto che di quello 
che i stato deciso durante il loro seggiomo. 

THE BUCCANEER fe in plena programmazione 
da un punto all’altro degli Stati Uniti, con 
risultati pii che lusinghieri' come avranno 
notato coloro tra voi che leggono le pubblica_ 
zioni tecniche della cinematografia americana. 
La cosa essenziale i che le pellicola sia st8_ 
ta qualificata "uno spettacolo superletIvo" 
e siccome d proprlo questo che il pubblico 
cerca, THE BUCCANEER d il vero film ideale 
per il pubblico. Esso uscirfi anche in Canada 

MILAN - The Missori Theatre is always known 
for effective and tasteful front-of-house dis¬ 
plays; and this very fine one for "Desire 
Under the Elms" is no exception to the rule. 

BACCALC^^I, the eminent basso of grand opera, 
and co-star with Jerry Lewis in "Rock-A-Bye 
Baby," is interviewed for the Italian radio by 
Edith Talcott of Paramoxmt International's pub¬ 
licity staff. Interview was recorded in Para- 
motmt International's Home Office studio in New 
York City. 

alia fine di questo mese e pol, nel mesi suc- 
cessivi, in molti altrl paesi. 

11 prime film di Marlon Brando per la 
Paramount, ONE-EYED JACKS, uno dei pill impor¬ 
tant! del 1959, b all'ultimo stadio di lavo¬ 
razione, dopo di che passerA al montagglo che 
richiederb, si prevede, in questo caso diver¬ 
se settimane dato che sia la Paramount che il 
produttore-interprete-regista, ossla lo stes- 
so Brando, desiderano che la pellicola rlesca 
quanto di pixl perfetto sis umanamente possl- 
bile. 

I DIECI COMANDAKENTI continua ad offrire 
al mondo un esempio dopo 1’altro della subli¬ 
me grandezza che Cecil B. Delilille sa impartl- 
re alle sue produzioni. Parecchi di tali e- 
sempi cl sono pervenuti dalla Repubblica delle 
Fillppine dove il film ha demollto record su 
record. Nel numero di oggi vi mettlamo al 
corrente di uno di quest! casi che siamo sicu 
ri pu6 considerarsi addirittura storico, men- 
tre dedichiamo le paglne centrell a diversi 
altri esempi dell*Immenso potere di attrazlo- 
ne della "pitl grande pellicola che sia stata 
mai reallzzata**. 

II Presidents della Paramount Interna- 
tional, James E. Perkins, 6 rientrato a Now 
York il 20 Gennaio dopo il suo esteso viaggio 
d*affarl in Orlente. Troverete in altra par¬ 
te una relazione di detto viaggio sino el mo- 
mento dl andare in macchina. 

An automobile is a 
machine with four wheels, 
a motor, and not quite 
enough seats, which en¬ 
ables people to get about 
with great rapidity and 
ease to places theynever 
bothered going to before 
and where they'd just as 
soon not be now, because 
now that they're there, 
there's no place to park. 

-Elinor Goulding 9nith 

ROME - Anna Magnani, 
awaiting presentation of 
the Golden David for dis¬ 
tinguished screen perfor¬ 
mance in "Wild Is the 
Wind," is shown with Vitt¬ 
orio De Sica, celebrated 
screen actor and director, 
and ANICA secretary,Ach¬ 
illa Vallgnani. 

BELOW 

At left, one of the 15 
special "Vertigo" lobby 
displayti made for Italy's 
key cities. At right: A 
special and very artistic 
wood-cut made for beauty 
shops. In all, 50 of 
these were made, and were 
in very heavy demand. 
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THE LONG HOT LINES IN AUSTRALIA 

PERTH, Western Australia - This queue at the 
Royal Theatre to see "North West Mounted Police" 
is experiencing a temperature of ll3 in the 
shade. But that didn't halt them, for the great 
Cecil B. DeMille film had already completed its 
second vreek by the time we had gone to press. 

WHAT ARE YOUR PLANS C»I THIS, AND THE OTHER 
ALL-TIME-GREATEST PARAMOUNT PRODUCTIOJS? 

BURY ST. EDMUND'S, Suffolk, England - These 
banners for "Union Pacific" were on the inside 
foyer doors of the Playhouse Theatre here for 
more than a week in advance of the opening of 
the picture. They were then transferred toths 
street side of the entrance where they remain¬ 
ed throughout the very successful engagement. 

GLASGW - The Paramounteers of Scotland are 
really in back of the movement to get, and to 
keep, the Paramount All-Time-Greatest product¬ 
ions rolling. Here'I IS 
applied 

LLlng. Mere's part of the showmanshir 
by Exploitser Frank Youngs to the PJ 

house Theatre's campaign on "Union Pacific." 
The Paramount van looked more like a railroad 
train for two weeks prior to the run of the 
Cecil B. DeMille production, and also through¬ 
out the entire run of the film. 

PLavnoUSE 
KENFIflO STREET ECLINTON STREET 

PlJYhouvc •»: 2.10, 5.25. 8 45. Bedford it 155, 5.05. 8.20 

GLASGOW, Scotland — 
"Union Pacific" in its 
re-release hei^ was too 
big an attraction for a 
single theatre.so the 
Oreen Theatre Circuit gave it day-and-date release 
n both their Playhouse at 

Bedford Theatres. 

Gary Cooper and Kath¬ 
leen Burke in "Lives of 
A Bengal Lancer," one of 
the upcoming toppers in 
the Paramount All-Time- 
Greatest roster. 

PARAMOUNT'S 

ALL-TIME-GREATEST 
PRODUCTIONS ARE 
REALLY ROLLING... 

The world-wide re-release 
sales campaign of the Paramount 
All-Time-Greatest productions is 
now really rolling. All of the 
Home Office planning, all of the 
preparation of showmanship port¬ 
folios, the ace poster—designing 
strategy, the policy letters and, 
above all else, the marshalling 
of enthusiasm ~ all of these are 
now cumulatively paying off in 
actual screenings all the way 
from Scotland to Australia,which 
is just about clear around the 
world. 

Achievements by two of the 
series are on this page. Material 
on others of the series will be 
forthcoming shortly. 

Meanwhile Steve Clug*s unit 
in New York is gearing to even 
higher pitch in the preparation 
of aids and accessories for more 
of the All-Time-Greatest Para¬ 
mount productions. 

Great * Recent * F\1ms 
Can TOP 
OutsTanding ’New’ Ones 

It's an old and oft-proven contention 
that a truly great motion picture is always a 
great film. 

We offer at this point two great Paramount 
films which are at the present time in the 
United States outgrossing (and by very wide 
margins), some of the most outstanding new films 
of the past few years. 

The 'recent' Paramount pictures ares 

A PLACE IN THE SUN 
and STALAG 17 

In Buffalo, New York, this canbination at 
the Center Theatre grossed $6,800. Against 
this, at the Centuny, the brand new "7th Voyage 
of Sinbad" did $3,800; while at the Shea Buff¬ 
alo, largest and most celebrated cinema in the 
city, "Tom Thumb" did $4,200. 

In Rochester, N.Y., during the first week 
in January (traditionally the worst week of the 
year), the combination opened 'cold' (Pardon 
the pun I) at the Regent. It did $4,200 in con¬ 
trast with $3,321 by "Loving You," $3,003 by 
"Funny Face" and $2,400 by "Rock-A-Bye Baby." 

What was this combination? 
Oh, yes — "A PLACE IN THE SUN" 

__ and "STAUG 17" _ 
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TliV!ES SQUARE SPOTLIGHT: 
ON H0.V1E OFFICE 
NEWS AND V IEWS 

An old friend is with us once again - 
virus; and in various forms and shapes. 

Ella Hagen, Printing Dept., was out for 
about a week with it..Barbara Landau, Mr. 
Hoff's secretary, is back after a bout with a 
bad, bad cold.Louis Fernandez, of the 
Translation Dept., was out several weeks with 
pleurisy.Terry Pucciarelli, tenth floor, 
had the same thing, but was able to conquer 
it in several days, and yours truly got into 
the act with a grippe or a virus. (Vhat is the 
difference, anyway?) 

Ve have a couple of cases of psychosoma¬ 
tically sprained ankles to add to the sick 
list - at least that's what the victims' stor¬ 
ies seem to reveal. Leni Hausman took a nap 
one afternoon, woke up, stepped off the couch 
and "ouchl" There it was. ^hat could she 
have been dreaming about?.Dick Goodman 
(Traffic), \ho recently made the transition 
from bachelor to married man, went walking 
one day. The ground didn't even have any ice 
or snow. But all of a sudden, "owl" - ankle 
case No. 2. 

Ve are sorry to report that Hu^ Owen is 
out and had to undergo major surgery. He came 
home from the hospital January 10th, his birth¬ 
day. Too bad he couldn't have a better kind 
of celebration. However, reports say that he 
is recuperating nicely and will be back short¬ 
ly.Ralph Rosello, Printing Dept, and 
Cecelia Morone, his fiancee. Contract Dept., 
are out because of an unfortunate automobile 
accident on New Year's Eve.Winifred Mc- 

SMILING PRETTILY: Kea^ 
rill Suzanne Divall is pos¬ 
ing graciously in front of 
her home at Devonshire, 
Bermuda. 

Kerry, vAio will soon 
be two years old, is the 
daughter of Pjosemary Divall, 
formerly of Paramount In¬ 
ternational, who left the 
company in order to have 
her. Kerry appears cool 
and comfortable as she 
stands here brushing a large 
palm leaf* She probably 
doesn't know anything about 
the frosty New York winters 
that Home Office workers 
are used to. 

--BOWLING NEWS-- 
In The Bowler-of-the-Year Contest, Josn 

Studva leads the gals with 11 points. In 
the male division, George Casiano with 9, 
has a one-point lead over Joe Lyons, Phil Foi- 
tanetta and Bob McKeown. SHIRLEY BOOTH is 
still leading the teams. A gals' squad of 
Helene Coleman, Sue Dorman, Kay Burke, Mary 
Brady and Marilyn Bettinger represented the 
league in the Journal American Tournament, in 
\diich over 8,000 gals will participate, and 
made a creditable showing, with Miss Bettin¬ 
ger showing to advantage with a 203 game. 

Namara of Hr. Roper's Dept, is out several 

weeks because of illness.James Green- 
leaf and Max Fuchs are both out because they 
had to undergo major surgery. Everyone hopes 
that all the Paramount casualties who are 
still out will be back with us soon. 

On the more cheerful side: The tenth 
floor's Elena Galgano, who is a No. 1 Tony 
Perkins fan, would greatly appreciate anyone 
sending any extra photos of him her way. 
Pamela Priestly says that in England, where 
she comes from, there are practically no mo¬ 
vie magazines, so she likes to send batches of 
photos of stars b:jck home whenever she gets 
any.Anne McPolin (also tenth floor) has 
two rather interesting hobbies - collecting 
operatic albums and knitting afghan sweaters 
with intricate designs for her friends. 
Miss Mengel recently gave her secretary, Linda 
Lotti, a party to celebrate 25 years that she 
has been with her. 

The tenth floor publicity people took 
down the display of THE TEN COMMANDMENTS near 
the receptionist's desk and substituted one 
of THE BUCCANEER, with the help of Charlie 
Eaurling and Gary Tuscano. Only one broken 
glass too. 

Birthdays: Last month, the 11th floor 
had a triple set of them - Carol Zigmont, 
Sandra Dubler and Frances Rosen. Helen Cohen 
had one on the 21st of this month, and Joan 
Studva's was on the 23rd. Nobody ever wants 
to tell their ages. 

Births: A daughter was bom to Mr. and 
Mrs. N. Buchbinder (mother formerly Mae Bag- 
well, Mr. Innes' secretary) on January 4th, 
1959 fi-t Mt. Sinai Hospital. She was named 
Lori Ruth and weighed 7 lbs., 15 ounces. 

Please drop off all your inreresLing news and 
photographs in 1010 whenever you pass that way. 

—Helen Kwartler 



Fil’T^ing has started 
on her Greatest 
Novel. 

HAN SUYIN 

This gifted vrriter,who gave 
the entire world a romantic 
thrill with "Love Is a Many 
Splendored Thing," is giving, 
through the magic of Paramount 
production, an even greater 

-tn <*xhe Mountain Is thrill in 
Yoving." 

Press Coverage Starts 
Eh_route to Nepal for his first major sur¬ 

vey of the locales for "The Mountain Is Young," 
Edward Dmytryk, director of the picture, held 
a press interview in the Imperial Hotel,Tokyo, 
Reporting on this event. General Manager N. 
Metori cabled the studio in Hollywood: 

DMYTRYK PRESS INTERVIEW HELD IMPERIAL 
YESTERDAY (20) VERY SUCCESSFUL ATTENDED BY 
OVER THIRTY CORRESPONDENTS ALL QUESTIONED 
HIM ABOUT "MOUNTAIN IS YOUNG" WHICH AIR- 
EADY BECAME TOPIC OF INDUSTRY. MANY PAPERS 
GAVE GOOD SPACE FOR INTERVIEW GIVING 
EXCELLENT PRE-PUBLICITY FOR "MOUNTAIN IS 
YOUNG." 

- METORI 

CHAPTER ONE of 
•’The Mountain Is 
Young” was the 
far-seeing purch¬ 
ase of this great 
property for Paramount production, CHAPTER TWO was the 
epochal visit of Luigi Luraschi to Nepal last year to 
acquire fullest undersatnding of all local elements 
connected with the planned filming of the picture in 
Nepal. CHAPTER THREE now has Mr. Luraschi again in the 
capital city of Khatmandu, accompanied by Don Robb, 
business manager, Tambi Larsen, Scripter Aurthur and 
Director Edward Dmytryk. Actual production: this yearl 
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CHAPTER THREE IN 

THE MIGHTY FILM¬ 
ING OF ’’THE 

MOUNTAiN’iS 
youn6”~Ts under 
WAY 

KHATMANDU, Nepal — This massive 
temple in the Nepalese capital, with 
the all-seeing eves that look North, 
South, East and West, will play an 
auspicious part in the Paramount pro¬ 
duction of "The Mountain Is Young." 

Everywhere in the magically color¬ 
ful Nepalese city there is an air of 
romance, mysticism and music. In no 
other part of the world is there the 
counterpart of Khatmandu. 

I 
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RETIREMENT OF 
P. D. CORNWELL 

HIGHLIGHTS THE 
BRITISH CINEMA 
SCENE. 

LCWDON - "This is 'au're voir’ and 
not good-bye." says Managing Direct¬ 
or Fred Hutcninson as he presents to 
Douglas Cornwell a cheque of magnif¬ 
icent proportions contributed to by 
every memoer of the British Para¬ 
mount organisation. Occasion was the 
retirement of "Doug," from the com¬ 
pany after 24 years of devoted, won¬ 
derful service. Ho had joined Para¬ 
mount in 1935> had been Secretary 
and Chief Accountant since 1939, and 
a member of the Board of Directors 
for the past 12 years. 

With the cheque securely in hand, 
Mr. Cornwell thanks Mr, Hutchinson. 
Looking on are Russell W,Hadley,Jr., 
Assistant Managing Director, and 
Tony Reddin, Director of Advertising 
and Theatres, Mr, Cornwell said that 
the cheque would go to purchasing a 
television-radiogram, adding, "Hy 
wife and I are very fond of music, 
and with this set will be able to 
enjoy the best music of three worlds. 

RIGHT 

Fred Hutchinson welcomes Douglas 
Cornwell's successor, Donald Pever- 
ett (left). Looking on are John 
Adamson, a member of Mr. Cornwell s 
staff who becomes Assistant Secret¬ 
ary, and Douglas Cornwell, 

LWDON - The sparkling combination of Cary 
Grant and Sophia I'oren in "Houseboat" has Main 
given the Plaza that happy two-way-queues reel¬ 
ing. The Paramount delight-film, released as a 
Christmas gift for the London fans, has been 
playing to packed houses from the mraient of its 
opening. 

Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Cornwell with the staff he 
worked with so harmoniously for so many years, and 
which now carries on in its Paramount service.From 
left: Mrs. Elsie Kerby, Miss Joan Dawe, Mias Stella 
Osborn, Mrs. Joyce Leach, Mrs. Cornwell, Douglas 
Cornwell, John Adamson (who succeeds Donald Pever- 
ett as Assistant Secretary), Mias Rose Pretty, Mrs. 
Winifred Gribble, Thomas F.Bailey, Miss Doris Hvm- 
ter. Miss Laurie LaFoley, Donald Peverett (Mr.Corn¬ 
well's successor). Miss Betty Whittam, Miss Lilian 
Musgrove. 

Party was held at the H\angaria Restaurant, with 
more than 100 Paramounteers in attendance. Cables 
in warmest praise of Douglas Cornwell's matchless 
Paramount service were received from Barney Balaban, 
George Weltner, James E.Perkins, James H.Richard¬ 
son, Milton Kirshenberg, J.William Piper and many 
others in Mew York and Hollywood. 
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LCfi'DON — Mr. ana Mrs. James 
Stewart arrive at London Air¬ 
port en route to India, where 
the star is to engage in a big 
game hunt. He is due in Holly¬ 
wood several weeks hence for a 
starring role in an Alfred 
Hitchcock production for Para- 
mo\nt. 

In The Daily Cinema 
of London, this 

T ribute 

to Doug. 
Shortly to leave us for 

the allure of retirement is 
Douglas Cornwell, Secretary 
of Paramount for the past 
20 years. Wardour Street will 
be strange without him; he 
was almost part of the furni¬ 
ture. 

A kindlier man I never 
met. Grey, carrying his years 
with dignity, he went about 
his job in an unassuming way, 
husbanding the affairs of his 
company with tremendous skill. 

In Paramount itself he 
was the friend of everybody. 
From Fred Hutchinson (and his 
predecessor,Jim Perkins) down 
to the most junior of the 
staff he has earned gratitude 
and the highest regard. 

He will carry with him 
into retirement the abiding 
affection of them all. Mine 
too, and that of everyone on 
the renting side of the busi¬ 
ness. 
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One of the finest and 
truest definitions of 
sympathy is: sympathy is 
your pain in my heart. 

-Halford E.Luccock 

SEVILLE, Spain — The 
star attractiveness of 
"To Catch A Thief" provi¬ 
ded plenty of wonderful 
material lor the manage¬ 
ment of the Llorens Ciriaaa 
here. Capacity business 
resulted. 

A disposition to pre¬ 
serve,and an ability to 
improve,taken together, 
would be my standarti of 
a statesman. 

-Bimund Burioe 

BELCW 

VALPARAISO, Chile - As 
one capacity audience is 
leaving the Real Theatre 
after-viewing "The Ten 
Commandments," another is 
preparing to fill the 
theatre to capacity again 
in this most phenomenally 
successful engagement. 

BARCELONA - These were the massive showman¬ 
ship sims on either side of the entrance to the 
renowned Coliseum Theatre when "To Catch A 
Thief" was the attraction there recently. And, 
as can be seen by both views, the queues to the 
box-office extended from both directions. This 
event took place during last October-November, 

Grandiose Exito de las 
Reuniones Mundiales 

?t »» tl rt f» ft ft ft ft tt ft ft ft ft 
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Este mes termlnamos la aerie de informea a- 
cerca de laa reuuionea mundialea que reaulta- 
ron de le declaraci<5n de Jr, Barney Balaban 
sobre la politica future de nuestra Companfa 
y laa gestlonea de ^r, George "iVeltner en au 
visits a laa diferentes agendas y sucursales 
del mundo entero, para dar cuenta de este Im- 
portante mensaje, A peaar de haber dado au- 
ficiente espacio a las inforijiaclonea aobre e- 
sas reuniones indlviduales, hubilramos desea- 
do aer m^s eztensos, pues el aaunto blen se lo 
merece, Tenemos la aegurldad de que todoa los 
paramountistas se alegrar^n al saber que es¬ 
te aconteclmlento internaclonal ha sldo suma- 
mente grato a los ejecutivos de nuestra Compa- 
hfa. No hay duda de que todo ello presagla 
un future de gran optimismo para la Paramount, 
, . • Como secuela de estas reuniones, a prin- 
cipios de este mes los sehores Barney Balaban, 
George Weltner, Paul Ralbourn, Russell Holman 
y Jerome Plckman, hicleron una visits de una 
semana a nuestro estudlo, durante la cual con- 
ferenciaron y tomaron acuerdos para las nuevas 
pelfculas, incluyendo la pr6zlma monumental de 
Cecil B, Detlllle. Estos ejecutivos tuvlcron 
oportunldad de ver varies secuenclas de las 

pelfculas en produccltfn y algunas copies de 
laa ya terminadaa, Incluyendo la magnffica pe- 
Ifcula de Danny Kaye "The Five Pennies”, To- 
303 ello3 regresaron a Nueva York surnamente en- 
tusiaamados por lo que habfan vlato y la im- 
portancia de los acuerdos tornados, , , La pe- 
ifcula "The Buccaneer" esta eihibi^ndose en 
la mayor parte de las ciudadea prlnclpales de 
los Estadoa Unidos, con resultadoa muy satis- 
factorios, como habrrfn viato aquelloa de nuea- 
troa lectorea que tienen acceso a laa publi- 
caciones gremiales, Ea alentador el hecho de 
que esta pellcula haya recibido el califica- 
tivo de "Superlative Sntretenimiento", lo cual 
ea precisamente lo que el pdblico pide y lo 
que "liie Buccaneer" lea ofrece, El estreno de 
esta pellcula tendrd efecto en oanad^ a fines 
de este mes y en muchos otroa pafses se es- 
trenar4 en me sea aucesivoa, , , La primers pe¬ 
lf cula de la paramount, en que Larlon Brando 
interprets el protagonists, es la intitulada 
"One-Eyed Jacks", la cual ha entrado ya en e- 
dici($n y promete aer una de las loSs importan- 
tes de 1959, Tanto Lr, Brando, pTOductor,es- 
trella y director de la misma, como la Para¬ 
mount, dan por aeguro que 4sts serdi una de 
las obras cinematogr^ficas mtfs humanamente 
perfectas que ha salldo de los estudios, , , 
'Xos Diez Liendamlentos" continiia dando alrede- 
dor del mundo un ejemplo mda del ingenio y de 
la sublime majestad que Cecil B, DeKills im— 
parte a sus producciones, De Fillpinas nos 
llega la noticia de que esta colossi produc- 
ci6n ha derribado allf ya tooos los records 
existentes, Este es solo un ejemplo del valor 

BACCALONI, who stepped aside from his great 
performances in grand opera for the Metropolitan 
Opera Company to co-star with Jerry Lewis in the 
comedian's "Rock-A-Bye Baby," records an inter¬ 
view in Spanish for Latin Africa and Spain, In¬ 
terviewer, at left, is the renowned Gonzalo de 
Palacio, who is the American representative for 
innumerable Spanish language publications in all 
parts of the world, 

como eapect^culo que posee una pelfcula de e-. 
sa categorfa, jn las p^ginas de este nilmero 
damos varies ejemplos mds del inmenso poder de 
atracci6n de la pellcula m^s grande que se ha 
realizado. , , ta*, James E, Perkins, pre^d^n- 
te de Paramount International, regres<5 a Nue¬ 
va York el 2o de enero despu'es de un extenso 
viaje al criente, En otro lugar publicamos un 
informe del viaje de La*. Perkins haata el me¬ 
mento de entrar en prense este nilmero. 
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SHOWMANSHIP AND 
PEOPLE IN THE 
LATIN AMERICAN 
CINEMA SCENE... 

BUETOS AIRES - Here’s the exter¬ 
ior of the Opera Theatre, and a 
crowd that speaks for itself on the 
subject of the audience-attraction 
power of "Teacher's Pet" - one of 
the happiest films the Argentine 
capital has seen in a long time. 

ICA, Peru — Here is the 
manager of the Ihix Theatre (not 
identified by name), and the 
display of Moses he had made lo¬ 
cally for the engagement of "Ihe 
Ten Commandments." The DeMille 
picture secured here the great¬ 
est grosses, by far, that any 
film has ever produced in Ica, 

Dizzy froTi 

’Wert i go’’. . . 
CARACAS, Venezuela - A cable 

from Manager Eric Gimnspan in¬ 
dicates that the New Year begsm 
in sensational fashion here, 
with Alfred Hitchcock's VERTIGO 
given day-and-date release in 
the city's three top cinemas 
- the Casteliana, Rialto and 
Rio. 

The result: Business over¬ 
whelming, Grosses staggering. 

1 i V1 

TOP LEVEL PANAMA SCHEMING 
In honor of Hla Excellency Mr. Ernesto de la Ouardla Jr., President of 

BUENOS AIRES - On Christmas Day, December 
25th, a two-vear publicity campaign on "War and 
Peace" was climaxed by the spectacularly succ¬ 
essful premiere of the mighty De Laurentiis- 
Paramount picture at the Metropolitan Theatre. 

Paramount Managing Director Hugo Stramer is 
of the opinion that no other motion picture in 
history has been launched in Argentina with a 
publicity campaign of such magnitude as that of 
"War and Peace." We quote from Mr. Stramer's 
report: 

"The effectiveness of our penetration cam¬ 
paign has been proven by the advance sale. 
By law, motion picture tickets can only be 
sold from day to day. For "War and Peace" 
we secured special permission to sell five 
days in advance. Five thousand tickets were 
sold the first two days of advance sale. To 
show what this means - the exhibitor him¬ 
self cannot yet believe that this actually 
happened — but it did!" 
And the management of the Metropolitan did 

an ace iob of the front of the theatre, giving 
Buenos Aires one of the most spectacular fronts 
in years. 

Every phase of showmanship — local edition 
of the Tolstoy book, saturation campaigns on 
radio, thousands of columns in the press, local 
distribution of the Columbia 1/p record of the 
film's sound track, window displays galore — 
all of these have played their important parts 
in a hugely successful pi^miere. 

Panama, a special exhibition of Cecil B. DeMille*a production, THE TEN 

COMMANDIffiNTS, was hold Thursday In the Lux Theatre, Shown from left to 

right aroi Mr. Carlos Sucre, Minister of Education; Mr. Max Heurtematto, 

Minister of Government; Mrs, Ricardo Morales; Mr. Miguel Moreno, Minister 

Porelgn Relations; Mr. Ricardo Morales, President of the Supreme Court; 

Mrs. Ricardo A. do la Guardla; Mrs. Oraclola de Moreno; His Excellency 

Mr. Ernesto de la Guardla Jr., and Mrs. Mercedes de la Ouardla; Mr. 

Francisco Pabrega, Manager of the Central Theatre; Mr. Mario Ohio, 

Manager of Paramount Pllras of Panama, S, A.; His Revency Monsefior 

Francisco Beckman; Mr. Carlos de la Guardla, Manager of IVU; Mr. Ellglo 

Crespo Vlllalaz, President of the National Assembly; and Mr. Alberto 

Aleman. Mayor of Panama. 

PANAMA - Night 
view of the very 
impressive front- 
of-house display 
at the Lux Theatre 
where "The Ten 
Commandments" is 
doing a volume of 
business absolut¬ 
ely unprecedented 
in the long and 
successful career 
of the Lux 
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’’ROCK-A-BYE BABY^’ 
IS ROCKING THE WORLD 
WITH RIOTOUS LAUGHTER 

Exhibitor tributes to box-office record- 
breakers are pretty priceless these days, but 
hers are two from opposite comers of the 
globe, both inspired by Jerry Lewis* ROCK-A-BYE 

BABYo 

Australia 
This one, from Melbourne, was from 

A.H.Paton, Assistant Manager of the 
State Theatre, a key house of Greater 
Union Theatres, and was addressed to 
Jerry Lewis personally: 

Dear Jerry: 
We, the staff of the 

State Theatre, Melbourne, the larg¬ 
est theatre in the Southern Hemis¬ 
phere, want to thank you for the 
best Christmas present in years. 

Your latest comedy,’’Rock- 
A-Bye Baby,” is now in its fourth 
week and has racked up about 66,000 
admissions. It is most gratifying to 
stand out front and see and hear 
people going away laughing. 

FrcMn opening credits - 
which are excellent - to fade out it 
is, in my humble opinion, your best 

work. Keep up the good work and 
all the best for 1959. 

(sgd.) A.H.Paton,Assist¬ 
ant Manager,on behalf of 
State Theatre Staff. 

England 
Liverpool Manager Henry Class got 

the following amazing letter frcwii H. 
W.(Herbie) Bell of the Crumlin Pict¬ 
ure House, Belfast, Northern Ireland: 

Dear Henry: 
A few words of comfort 

in these troublesome days - last 
week "Rock-A-Bye Baby” completely 
shattered the following records in 
this theatre:- 

BEST EVER 6*DAY TAKE. 
BEST EVER MOF. TUES. WED. TAKE. 
BEST EVER THURS. FRI. SAT. TAKE. 
BEST EVER INDIVIDUAL DAY. 
BEST EVER ATTENDANCE FCR A SIX-DAY 

FIDl. 

As you know, we don't break rec¬ 
ords easily here, but this was realty 
something. Congratulations to Para- 
moxmt and look after this boy Lewis 
- no late nights or draixghty sets - 
we wart him again. 

(sgd.) Herbie 



IMPLEMENTING THE 
PRODUCT PROMISES. 

NEWS ABOUT PICTURES IN WORK 
AND THOSE ABOUT TO START^^^ 

"The Baited Trap" 
This is the title in Qigland for 

the Panama and Frank production 
produced as "The Trap" (its release 
title in the U.S. and Canada). The 
picture has already been screened 
in London and has evoked the foll¬ 
owing comment from Managing Director 
Fred E. Hutchinson: 

"We screened 'The Baited Trap' 
today. Entire British sales 
force most enthusiastic about the 
picture." 

SEVERAL ACE PRODUCTIONS are in 
the co’^cluding stages of filming. 
They are Jerry Lewis' DON'T GIVE 
UP THE SHIP; Clark Gable in BUT 
NOT FOR ME, with Carrol Baker, Lee 
J. Cobb and Lilli Palmer; Marlon 
Brando's ONE-EYED JACKS; and THE 
JAYHAWKERS, with Jeff Chandler, 
Fess Parker and Nicole Maurey...., 
And of course there is the eagerly 
awaited Danny Kaye sentimental 
sensation, THE FIVE PE^INIES.. • .But 
that isn't all, because the new wave of production already is gett¬ 
ing to a crest. Leading it is the new Sophia Loren picture, HELLER 
WITH A GUN, in which the sultry charmer has Anthony Quinn for a co- 
star, and Steve Forrest, Margaret O'Brien, Eileen Heckert and 
George Mathews in most capable support. George Cukor (who made WILD 
IS THE WIND such a directorial triumph, is directing this one, and 
Carlo Ponti and Marcello Girosi are producing....Across the Atlan¬ 
tic, in England, A TOUCH OF LARCENY is about to go into work as a 
Paramount picture. James Mason, Vera Miles and George Sanders will 
be its stars and Ivan Foxw^ell vdll produce. 

Within a few days, Hal Wallis will put 
CAREER into work with one of the finest of 
the years casts — Dean Martin, Anthony 
Franciosa, Shirley MacLaine and Carolyn 
Jones. Franciosa will portray an actor ob¬ 
sessed by ambition. Martin will play the 
stage and screen director who stands in his 
way....Director Melville Shavelson and his 
producer-partner. Jack Rose, are in Italy 
for preparations on the filming of BAY OF 
NAPLES, which will star Clark Gable. 
The picture will be filmed in its 
entirety in Italy....Alfred Hitchcock 
has returned to the Paramount studio 
in Hollywood to start preparatory 
work on NO BAIL FOR THE JUDGE. Other' 
preparatory work was done in London 
recently while Hitchcock was there... 
Paramount Pictures and the new Jerry 
Lewis Productions have completed neg¬ 
otiations for a producer-talent-dist- 
ribution arrangement that this year 
will yield Lewis' first independent 
picture under his new production ban¬ 
ner. Frank Tashlin will direct, and 

Brando the 
Bellicose. 

GORDON SCOTT 

He'll play the title 
role in "Tarzan's Great¬ 
est Adventure, which will 
be filmed in Nairobi,East 
Africa, beginning this 
month, 

Scott has signed an 
exclusive contract with 
Sy Weintraub and Harvey 
Hayutin, president and 
vice-president,respectiv¬ 
ely, of Sol Lesser Prod¬ 
uctions, to be the perma¬ 
nent Tarzan, 

"Tarzan's Greatest 
Adventure" is the first of 
a new Tarzan series to be 
released by Paramount. 

This is the Marlon Brando of 
"One-Eyed Jacks," so named for the 
two Jacks in the card—pack who ex¬ 
pose but a single side of the face, 
the gamble being to decide what the 
other side of the face is saying. 

Report has it that "One-Eyed 
Jacks" already has developed into a 
Western of great originality and 
thunderous dramatic impact, with 
Brando himself delivering a powerfVQ 
picture in his role as director,and 
a remarkable performance as the 
star of the film. 

PARTY CN THE SET OF "THE JAYHAWKERS" 
the picture will be shot on the Para- „ „ „ , , 

muj muTP Co-star Fess Parker, Director Mel Frank, 
mount X0t.....lh6 advance unit Ol frlE Jinnny carter and Shari Bemath (Nicole Maurey's 
MOUNTAIN IS YOUNG, now in Nepal, stat- congratulate Nicole 

' ^ ' on her birthday, vdiich was celebrated on the 
ed in a press interview that actual set of "The Jayhawkers|| during aJ.un in prod- 

filming will start in October. 
uction of this top-calibre Western thriller. 
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'’Tempest” 
...Historical Love Drama 
of Overpowering Sweep 
and Appeal. A Superb Job 
of Picture Making.Studded 
With Ticket-Selling 
Entertainment Values.... 

FILM DAIU 

RIGHT 

WASHINGTON - Screening 
of ''Temp)est'' at the Acad¬ 
emia of Motion Picture 
Association here on Jan. 
2l3t produced a full house 
of exnibitors and press, 
and a complete enjoyment 
of the mighty picture,In 
this group are,from left: 
Aaron Siedler, New Albert 
Theatre, Baltimore; Van 
Heflin, star of the film; 
Jack Fruchtman, R.F.Thea¬ 
tres, Baltimore; Phil 
Isaacs, Fruchtman theat¬ 
res. 

RIGHT 
WASHINGTON - Attending 

the screening of "Tempest" 
at the Academia of Motion 
Picture Ass'n. From left: 
Robert Denton, Paramount 
Pictures. Washington; L. 
Repnitshi, Stanley Warner, 
Washington; Van Heflin; 
Herb Gillis, Washington 
Branch Manager; John G. 
Moore, Eastern Division 
Manager. 

”T empest” 
...Just about everything 
in "Tempest" adds up to 
assurance of tremendous 
grosses. It has universal 
appeal of story blended 
with overpowering pictor¬ 
ial effects and superb 
acting all around. 

FILM DAILf 

DENVER - The Rocky Mountain News ran a very 
effective historical contest in connection 
with the local release, in the Denham Theatre, 
of "The Buccaneer." Here the judges check the 
contest results in conjunction with Henry 
Wilcoxon, on hand for the premiere of the film | 
he produced, Reading from left: Father Stanis¬ 
laus, of Regis College; Mrs. Vera Cockrill, 
owner of the Denham; Dr. Alox Crofts, Denver 
University, and Mr, Wilcoxon, 

CWTINUED FROM PAGE 28 

of Mfyrtle Parker, Secy, to Lawrence Terrell. 
Bill was installed as Monarch of Azuza Grotto 

recently. 
—Mildred Hoover 

During the month of December, we had 
snow, which is not news, except that it was 
the most snow we have had in the Carolines 
in the past forty years. Unfortunately, we 
lost a lot of feature and short dates as 
many theatres were unable to operate, 
weather cleared, however, 
ened GEISHA BOY and BUCCANEER, and we wound 
up the year with a bang. As usual, it was 
Paramount that offered the exhibitor the top 
product for the holidays. The grosses in 
our key situations proved beyond any doubt 
that we have two blockbusters in GEISHA and 
BUCCiiNEER. We are looking forward with con¬ 
fidence and enthusiasm to our coming product. 
Ve know 1959 will be a banner year for Para¬ 
mount. 

—R. L. Hames, Salesman 

The 
by the time we op- 

DET RO I T| Ve are still waiting for the 
stork to visit Mary Ann Moore, Accoiinting 
Department. 

"Buccaneer" held for a third week at 
the Palms State, to exceptionally fine bus¬ 
iness. 

The booking and sales department has 
been head-over-heels into the short subject 
and shipping drive. Detroit from my point 
of view should be a show in for the short 
subjects drive. 

The annual Christmas party was a com¬ 
plete success, no casualties. Our genial 
branch manager, Tom Duane was awarded the 
Paramount 25-year award. To watch him makes 
me wonder where 25 years could have gone. 
Bets are for another twenty five years. 

•The Trap" was screened for the sales 
department and also attended by Branch Man¬ 
ager Tom Duane and Harold Rhodes, Office 
Manager. The picture has action, suspense, 
and all the qualifications for becoming an¬ 
other good grossing picture which should do 
a landslide business. 

Mary Zemla, Inspection Department, cele¬ 
brated another birthday last Monday. Congrat¬ 
ulations, Mary, and may you live to be a 
hundred. ^ 

—Clayton L. Hill 

just to be alive in 1959 as we enter into 
the Space Age. 

A most welcome guest at our Christinas 
banquet was Alma Adams, widow of Elbert 
"Bert" Adams, salesman, who died in 1949* 
The affair was attended by employees, their 
mates and friends at Kuester's Restaurant... 
...A tiny visitor, Beth Pryor, 3 months old, 
adorable daughter of Yates Pryor, booker, and 
his wife, Sara, charmed everyone at our of¬ 
fice get-to-gether on Christmas Eve. She 
looked like a beautiful doll that Santa had 
just left. 

Stella Lavender, box office clerk, has 
been ill some time with virus pneumonia. 
She has been missed and will be welcomed back 
to her desk soon. 

Congratulations to Bill Parker, husband 

lATLANTAl Now that we are beginning a new 
year, we Paramounteers of Atlanta feel very 
enthused that this year will be one that we'll 
be proud of, with such product as GEISHA BOY, 
THE BUCCANEER, THE TRAP, TEMPEST and BLACK 
ORCHID, and the all-time-great THE TEN COM¬ 
MANDMENTS Paramount has entrusted to us to 
start the new year with. Also, such product 
as THUNDER IN THE SqN, THE HANGMAN, DON'T 
GIVE UP THE SHIP, ONE-EYED JACKS, and many, 
many more big pictures yet to come, will make 
this a year well remembered. 

In the Personnel Department, we have two 
new 25-year members — W. R. Vord and Katie 
Lewis. Congratulations'. Ve also welcome 
Doris Webb, Barbara Darnell, Ruby Vheeless 
and Connie Berry as members of the Paramount 
Family. 

Atlanta is planning big things for March 

— WATCH'. Andre' 
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PARAMOUNT GLIMPSES 
OF THE NEW YORK 
CINEMA SCENE^^*^^^ 

Van Heflin, star of the Paramcnint-Dino De 
Laurentiis production, "Tempest,” arrives for 
an intensified session of press, television 
and radio interviews in connection with the 
early release of the mighty film. 
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Massive front-of-house 
display for Jerry Lewis' 
"The Geisha Boy" at the 
Mayfair. 

RIGHT 

Close-up of the May- 
fair Theatre's marquee, 
with especial emphasis on 
the name of Suzanne Ples- 
hette, who plays the air- 
hostess in the picture, 
Suzanne, attractive and 
capable, is the daughter 
of Gene Pleshette.manager 
of the Paramount Theatre 
in Brooklyn, 

During the recent special showing 
of "Houseboat" at the Capitol Thea¬ 
tre, Cary Grant was glimpsed with 
Paramount Vice-President Paul 
Haiboum, at left, and Eugene Pick¬ 
er, head of the Loew Theatre Circuit. 

RIGHT 

“ere Cary Grant is being inter¬ 
viewed by Carol Thirer, reporter 
from the Long Island Star-Journal, 
Her proud father, Zac Freedman of 
Paramount's publicity forces, looks 
on. At right is her friend, Florence 
Ettenberg, also thrilled by the star. 

New York Plaza 
Gets "The Black 
Orchid".... 

New York's Plaza Theatre has 
won the special honor of presenting 
what is one of the most heartwarming 
dramatic stories Paramount has prod¬ 
uced in years - "The Black Orchid," 
The premiere is scheduled for Feb,12. 

"The Black Orchid" co-stars 
Sophia Loren and Anthony Quinn, Dir¬ 
ection was by Martin Ritt, and the 
picture was produced by Carlo Ponti 
and Marcello Girosi. 
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NEXT MONTH'S ISSUE 
WILL BE LARGELY 
DEVOTED TO A 
P I CTURE 
WHICH WILL 
HAVE PUT IN 
BACK OF IT THE 
MOST CONCENTRATED, 
MOST DYNAMIC AND MOST 
PENETRATING SHOWMANSHIP 
CAMPAIGN IN ALL PARAMOUNT 
HISTORY. 
THE PICTURE 
IS THE DINO DE 
LAURENTIIS-PARAMOUNT 
THRILL-PACKED, 
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BOX-OFFICE EN 
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PARIS - At Paramoimt' 8 
reception at the Hotel 
Hits, Andrtf Maurols,noted 
author and distinguished 
member of the French Aca- 
deoT-, chats about plajs, 
books and people with 
Tlsitlng Jack Kairp, In 
charge of production and 
head of Paraunount studio* 

Wonderful,Wonderful Westerns 
Continental general manager John B. Nathan cabled to 

Paramount International president James £. Perkins the 
following glowing audience response to Hal Wallis' product¬ 
ion, "Last Train From Gun Hill": 

FIRST WEEK GUNHILL PARAMOUNT THEATRE PARIS ABSOLUTELY 
SENSATIONAL AND MAINTAINING TERRIFIC STEADY DAILY PACE 
AT BOXOFFICE. RECEIPTS ONLY SLIGHTLY BEHIND TEN COMM¬ 
ANDMENTS, BUCCANEER AND VERTIGO, BUT FIFTY PERCENT 
BETTER THAN MAN WHO KNEW TOO MUCH. 

This is Nancy Kwan, a 
former ballerina, >dio 
has replaced France Nuyen 
as William Holden's co- 
star in "The World of 
Suzle Wong." Miss Kwan 
was one of the original 
contenders for this very 
important role. 

After four weeks of 
shooting in Hongkong and 
the transfer of the com¬ 
pany to London for int¬ 
erior filming, a throat 
infection forced Miss 
Nuven to abandon the 
role. Filming of inter¬ 
iors will now proceed in 
London with Miss Kwan, 
and the company will re¬ 
turn to Hongkong in May. 

Our language columns 
In this issue mention 
Miss Nuyen, the change 
having come too late to 
make the alteration. 
Therefore please read 
the name of Miss Kwan 
where the other star's 
name is used. 

aw REPORTING the great 
business "Don’t Give 
Up the Ship" had done 

in Manila, one of Manag¬ 
er A.S.Velasquez's obs¬ 
ervations stated:"! have 
observed that since Jerry 
Lewis played solo, his 
current picture alwajrs 
tops his previous one." 
It was also the Paramount 
manager's privilege to 
note that of the 9 major 
films playing in Manila 
during the New Year hol¬ 
iday - three were Param¬ 
ount. And it was further 
the special privilege of 
Mr. Velasquez, on behalf 
of his wonderful staff, 
to advise New York that 
for the first week of 
January I960, his office 
had the highest single 
week's billings Paramount 
has ever made in the 
Philippines. This,indeed, 
is proof of "Success In 
the Sixties." 

NOTHER MESSAGE in 
like glowing vein 

wide Sales 

Published every month by Paramount Pictures corporation, 
1501 Broadway, New York 36, New York, U.S.A. Issued by and for 
members of the Paramount organization around the world who be¬ 
lieve in the entertainment appeal of their motion pictures'/ 
television and allied products and in the business futui^ of 

their company. ALBERT DEANE. Editor 
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McAree, General Manager 
in Singapore. It read: 
"Your cable which awaited 
me upon my return from a 
trip was really thrilling 
I congratulate you and 
your fine organization cai 
your record gross in the 
entire history of our 
Singapore company. Bear¬ 
ing in mind that 'The Ifen 
Commandments' represented 
only 21+% of this, the im¬ 
posing figures indicate a 
fine performance and a 
continuation of our ex¬ 
cellent relationship with 
Loke Wan Tho..... Please 
extend my congratulations 
to your entire staff and 
certainly to yourself." 

BSERVANCE WAS MADE 
on January 2l3t,of 
the first anniver¬ 

sary of the passing of Cecil B. DeMille. On 
that day, one minute of silence was observed 
in each United States time zone at the studio, 
at the New York home office and in every Para¬ 
mount branch office, shipping center and other 
Paramount facility. In the studio, and where¬ 
ver flags were flown, the symbols were at half- 
mast. Also in the studio, a special ceremony 
was held in the restaurant where the space 
formerly occupied by ^r. DeMille's luncheon 
table was transformed into a permanent shrine 
in honor of the man who had made so massive a 
contribution to the entertainment, education 
and information of the world. 

This is a cartoon 
which appeared In the 
huBor magazine "El Once" 
of Barcelona, Spain. The 
caption reads: 

"Why Is he (Cecil B. 
DeMille) called the 
Director of the Masses?" 

"Because of the queues 
his pictures originate," 

UR COVER THIS MONTH is a symbol of a 
Jgreat pleasure that's in store for all 
who have the great good fortune to see 

"The Pleasure of His Company." This scene 
is the opening moment of the picture; and 
from the moment that Fred Astaire enters 
this San Francisco house, and precipitates 
uproarious confusion in well-laid wedding 
plans, you are in for an unforgettable time, 
and a great salute to motion picture fun. 
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”A TOUCH OF LARCENY" 
PRODUCES A GLITTERING 
LONDON PREWIERE 
IN BOW AT THE PLAZA 

The most glittering audience in years for 
a non—Royalty presentation attended the Plaza 
premiere of Paramount's gay and light-hearted 
comedy, "A Touch of Larcenyo" The newspaper 
critics loved it, too© The Times called it 
"a polished joke.©enjoyably gay and invent¬ 
ive ©.o.” The Sunday Express called it ".©.A 

Jiirany Lloyd,who sings 
"The Nearness of You" so 
effectively in "A Touch 
of Larceny," was present 
at the fiUn's premiere at 
Paramount's Plaza. 

Also present at the 
Plaza premiere of "A 
Touch of Larceny" were 
Lord and Lady St. Alwyn, 
Lady Edith Foxwell and 
Ivan Foxwell. 

very funny piece of bluff and double-bluff©” 
The Daily Telegraph said that it is ”,..©.as 
light as a souffle by Lubitsch©©©the twists 
are ingenious©©.” All of the comment was in 
this happy vein. 

Among the notables attending the premiere 
of "A Touch of Larceny" were Lord Brabazon of 
Tara, and the Marquis and Marchioness Camden. 

The internationally 
eminent Mons. et Madame 
Nubar Gulbenkian were 
among those present at 
the "Touch of Larceny" 
premiere. 

In the absence (in the United 
States) of Managing Director Fred 
Hutchinson, Paramount had top repres¬ 
entation from Assistant Managing Dir¬ 
ector Russell W. Hadley, Jr..at right. 
With him are John Davis, Chairman of 
the Rank Organisation, at left* and 
Richard C. Patterson, head of Para¬ 
mount Productions. 

Naomi Chance and her 
husband, Gviy Hamilton, 
director of "A Touch of 
Larceny." 

Familiar front of the stalwart, revenue- 
producing Plaza, with the marquee announcing 
the advent of "The Season's Most Uproarious, 
Outrageous Comedy." Comments of the critics 
bore out this description. 

Mr. and Mrs. John Davis, and Lady 
Edith and Ivan Foxwell. "A Touch 
of Larceny" was produced by Mr. Fox¬ 
well. 
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PICTURE GLIMPSES OF THE EUROPEAN JOURNEY FOR 
PRODUCT OF MESSRS. KARP, HOLMAN AND PICKMAN. 

ME 

Last months three foremost Paramount 
executives went abroad on a vital mission 
connected with Paramount*s future supply 
of top quality product. They were - Jack 
Karp, Paramount Pictures vice-president in 
charge of production, and head of the stu¬ 
dio; Russell Holman, Eastern production 
manager; Jerome Pickman, Paramount Film 
Distribution vice-president in charge of 
advertising, publicity and exploitation. 
They visited Rome, London and Paris, in 
that order, and were given truly represen¬ 
tative receptions by the film industry in 
each city. Their mission was regarded as 
being eminently successful, as the trend 
of upcoming product will effectively show. 

ROME - The president of 
the Italian Producers' 
Association (ANICA), Eitel 
Monaco (in centre) had a 
long and productive meeting 
with Mr. Karp (1.) and Mr. 
Holman. Paramount's produc¬ 
tion representative, Luigi 
Zaccardi, was interpreter. 

ROME - Eastern product¬ 
ion manager Russell Holman 
(r.) and Paramount inter¬ 
national production repres¬ 
entative Howard Harrison 
confer on the world-wide 
product situation. 

RIGHT 

PARIS - John B. Nathan 
(left) accompanies Jack 
Karp from the plane at Le 
Bourget, following arrival 
from London. 

Other pictures of this 
mission on Pages 10,11, 
17,21 and 22._ 

LONDON - Scene at London Aiiv 
port as Messrs Karp, Holman and 
Pickman arrived from Rome for Sroduct conferences. From left: 

oward Harrison, special repre¬ 
sent a^ye of Paramount Interna¬ 
tional films (who also accomj^ 
anied the trio from Rome);David 
Grimes, legal dept,; Russell 

Holman: Richard L. Patterson, 
head or Paramount British Pict¬ 
ures; Jack Karp; Russell W.Had¬ 
ley,Jr, .assistant managing dir¬ 
ector of Paramount; Fred Hutch¬ 
inson, managing director of 
Paramount: Jerome Pickman; Tony 
Reddin, director of theatres 
and publicity. 

BELOW 

L(OT)0M - At the Dorchester 
reception by the film industry. 
From left: Richard L.Patterson, 
Russell Holman, Jack Karp, Fred 
Hutchinson, Kenneth Winckles 
(Rank Organisation) and Laurence 
Harvey (signed by Hal Wallis and 
also to be leading man for Aud¬ 
rey He^buni in AlTfed Hitchcock b 
"No For the Judge 

Hit< 
"). 

PARIS - At a Cafe de la 
Paix luncheon on January 19, 
smiles of all degrees were 
apparent in this section of 
the circular table. Shown 
here, reading from left,are: 
Henri Klarsfeld, Jerome 
Pickman, Jack Karp, Joto B. 
Nathan and Russell Holman. 



"For the first time in thirty-six 
years as an exhibitor, a picture has 
brought tears to my eyes - and I am 
not ashamed," said one of the first 
members of the audience as he left 
the projection room. Another said: 

I have seen many four-handkerchief 
pictures in my day -- but the women 
will need a dozen for this film, anc 

. . the men'll need 'em too." ...Vantaoe 
point for gainino these impressions was a post 
outside the donp of Home Office pr<^Jection room 
as an audience of 85 exhibitors streamed from a 
75-seat theatre after seeing Paramounf's British- 
made release(*) - "CONSPIRACY OF HEARTS." 

It is the only time in this observer's lono 
years with Paramount that he has seen an audience 
attend a film's screenino when there wasn't a dry 
eye in evidence at the end of the showing. Yet 
there was no evidence of anyone beino ashamed. 
The 80 men and 5 women comprising the audience 
were proud of having allowed tenderness and sent¬ 
iment to become uppermost in their response to 
the film. It was as if they had a presentiment 
that "CONSPIRACY OF HEARTS" was to become one of 
the "reat dramatic hiohlinhts not only of 1960, 
but of the whole long history of the world's 
cinema. 

We shall have more to say about "CONSPIRACY 
OF HEARTS" as a film. These words and reflect¬ 
ions above are intended merely to record a phen¬ 
omenon -- the most dramatic and impressive 
reaction to a film by the toughest audience to 
be found in the industry, that we have ever be¬ 
held in Paramount'’s home office. 
(*) Release by Paramount 

in U.S.A.-Canada only 
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PICTURES AND NEWS FROM THE 
NORTH AMERICAN BRANCHES *♦ 

ANTH^ FRANCIOSA, 
above, has been signed ly 
Hal Wallis to star in 
"Girls of Summer," which 
will start production 
shortly for Paramount re¬ 
lease. Dolores Hart and 
James Douglas, new Wallis 
discovery, will also app¬ 
ear in the screen version 
of the Broadway play. 

The Franciosa family 
has a deep interest in 
"Girls of Summer." Mrs, 
Franciosa (Shelley Wint¬ 
ers), was starred in the 
Broadway play in a role 
still to be cast for the 
film. 

HOLLYWOOD - Here are a 
couple of very supple 
reasons why the Sophia 
Loren-Anthony Quinn rom¬ 
antic comedy-drama had 
been finally titled 
"Heller In rink Tights." 

KANSAS Cl 13 Mow that the Holidays are 
over and everything beck to "normal", everyone 
is enthusiastically working on our JaCK TKL 
RIPPiiR saturation set for late February. 

Our annual Christmas party was held in 
the office, with Turkey, Ham and all the trim¬ 
mings. Everyone agreed it was the best Christ¬ 
mas party we have had. 

Travelers over the Holidays include Huth 
Corless, Ledger Clerk, who flew to Denver, 
Colorado; Sailesman Duane Becker visited Sioux 
Falls, South Dakota; Head Shipper Bob Jackson 
went fishing in Fairfield, Ho.; Lowell Bulpitt, 
Salesman, was called to Indianapolis, Indiana 
due to the illness of his Grandfather-In-Law, 
and Secretary Mary Neff flew to Dalles, Texas 
for a visit with her parents. 

We were recently honored with n visit 
from Mrs. Blair who was our Head Inspectress 
for many years prior to retirement. 

The Kansas City employees presented a 
beautiful lamp to Shipper Pete Keveles who was 
recently married. Congratulations and best 
wishes to Pete and Marilyn. 

—Mary Neff 

Tip-off on ’Hitch’ 
You know that it is traditional for Alfred 

Hitchcock to appear personally for a flash in 
every film he directs. All over the world tens 
of millions of film fans watch for him. 

Now in the case of his current Paramount 
film, "Psycho," you can be forewarned. 

Watch for the scene where Janet 
Leigh rushes out of her office, af¬ 
ter stealing 140,000. The familiar 
Hitchcock figure will be seen walk¬ 
ing by, casting a disapproving and 
knowing glance (he knows the plot!) 
at the absconding Miss Leigh. 

WASHINGTON, D,C. Bob Cunningham, 
booker, rounds out 25 years service in the 
local Paramount Branch. His only intermp- 
tion was during World War II when he served 
in the Air Force. 

Marie Rutter, booker's clerk, is infant- 
icipating in the early Spring - this will be 
#2, 

Salesmen George Kelly, Herb Thompson and 
Jack Howe have retiumed to the office after 
vacationing during the Christmas holidays. 

Jean Brownlee, booker's clerk, is beaming 
after a renovating job has been done on her 
apartment. She is very proud of her domicile 
and does most of the work herself. 

Herb Gillis, Branch Manager, really has 
the golf "bug" again after not having played 
the game for a long time. He can be found on 
the golf course during the weekend, weather 
permitting, of course. 

Ve are looking forward to excellent "Li'l 
Abner" business in the sub-runs of Baltimore, 
Washington, Norfolk and Richmond after suc¬ 
cessful first runs. 

— William Fischer 

ST, LOUIS, Mo, - Congratulating each other 
are - Pauline Wrozier, clerk, winner of a I960 
Ford in a local radio contest; Joe Benedick, 
salesman, proud father of a new baby boy; Ruth 
Shumas, Miss Film Row of 1960j, winner of a 
trip to Las Vegas; and Claire Slade, stenogra¬ 
pher. who recently became engaged. At top 
right, a peach of a pair - Claire Slade again, 
this time with Ronnie Hollander. Lower left, a 
peek into our Inspection Department. Left to 
right - Lee Caruso. Mary C. Schroedor, Gladys 
Shy and Catherine Church, as nice a group or 
women as you can find anywhere! At lower right. 
Exhibitor Paul Horn of Jerseyville, Illinois, 
flanked by salesmen Joe Benedick and Bill 
Sharpe, seems delighted that he has signed a 
"Jack the Ripper" contract. Branch's "Jack the 
Ripper" clock in background, (Another St.Loiiis 
exhibitor picture will be found on Page 21, Ed) 

- Jane Smoller 

SALT LAKE C I TY We are a little late in 
saying this, but "Happy New Year to all Para- 
mounteers". Ve hope I960 will be a great year 
for all of us. 

A lot has happened since we wrote to you 
last. Ve have a new office manager. Bob Lof- 
tls - a new booker, George Alley - a new as¬ 
sistant cashier, Veon Valters, sind a new led¬ 
ger cleric, Lyle Livsey. Now that's a lot of 
changes in 5 months! 

Anyway we had a wonderful Xmas party to 
sort of get acquainted with our now crew and 
spouses, etc., and what fun. Ve had a won¬ 
derful steak dinner and etc. and etc. at the 
beautiful Log Haven in Millcreek Canyon. Ve 
even had our picture taken just for you (in 
another coluim). Our branch manager, Don Fos¬ 
ter, is trying to show everyone his suit is 
NOT from Robert Hall! Anyway there was a lot 
of teasing and he was a lot of fun and a real 
good sport. 

By the way, our ex-assistant cashier, 
Josephine Berry, v^o used to write this news 
for you, has just had a baby daughter! Ve 
are so happy for her because she is so thril¬ 
led. (Their first). 

—Mrs. Barbara Mason 

PHILADELPHIA Vice-President Hugh Owen 
and Division Manager John Moore presided over 
a meeting of the Eastern Division Branch Mana¬ 
gers in Philadelphia early this month. Ed 

(Continued on Page 18) 
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THUNDEROUS IMPACT OF 
"SAMSON AND DELILAH" 
GROWS MIGHTIER AND 
MORE RESULTSFUL 

Now that the domestic dist- 
ribution for 
have shown w 
with the re- 
DeMille’s 
the Paramoun 
forces aroun 
determined t 
fine accompl 
then top it. 
enable margi 
supremacy wi 
in Apri1. 

ces of Paramount 
hat they could do 
release of Ceci1 B. 
amson and Del i lah/* 
t International 
d the world have 
0 first equal this 
ishment -- and to 

And by a consid- 
n. This test of 
11 get under way 

AboTS and at right are 
sme of the new posters 
prepared for the new 
assault on earlier rec¬ 
ords made by "Samson and 
Delilah," One-sheet pos¬ 
ter at right merits spec¬ 
ial mentlonw Printed by 
a new process on paper 
made transparent by x^ar 
lighting, this poster is 
stunningly effect Its when 
lighted. Poster was orig¬ 
inated for Paramount Int¬ 
ernational's walloping 
showmanship campal^ and 
has been shipped to all 
parts of the world with 
full instructions for 
local use. 

It is expected to be 
one of the most success¬ 
ful new ad sales items 
introduced in years. 

The staggering story of strength...and Seduction 
...Of The Mightiest mortal who evfp i mn\ 

BSL0'-7 
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LONDON - Pertion of the disp¬ 
lay of "Samson and Delilah" 
sho'.manship material in the lobby 
of the Plaza Theatre in advance 
of the trade press showing,which 
in turn preceded an enormously 
successful re-release of the 
Cecil B. Deflille production. 

An on-the-spot observer of 
this success was Milton Goldstein, 
co-ordinator of international 
sales of "ferason and Delilah,"Ho 

witnessed Doth the advance camp¬ 
aign and the premiere; he also 
reviewed plans for the Italian 
premieres in Naples and Catania 
next month; and in Paris ho set 
in motion plans for a premiere 
later this year. 

Also, he brought back the con¬ 
viction that Paramount Internat¬ 
ional will definitely exceed the 
business record of tne domestic 

'department on "Samson" re-release. 

DETAILS OF THE 
SUD ’I.IANSHIP KIT 
TO AID "SAI.ISON" 
OVERSEAS. 

The showmanship kit is probably the most compre¬ 
hensive (and certainly the most useful and practical) 
that we have ever seen sent abroad for any picture. 
It definitely contains 'the tools' to do a perfectly 
wonderful job in all grades of theatres and under 
all manner of conditions. 

Discs and tapes for broadcasts, lobby and house 
announcements are included. All sorts of bulletins, 
pressbooks and brochures are also in the kit, these 
including the proven results from campaigns in the 
United States at the time of the re-release of this 
mighty film. 

Paramount International Publicity Director Paul 
Ackerman and his assistant, Armand Cardea, are to be 
warmly congratulated on providing material which is 
to play a major role in the creation of new boxoffice 
records around the world by "Samson and Delilah." 

CHICAGO - Top exhibitors of 
this area are briefed by Joseph 
Friedman (centre) on the new and 
forceful campaim being given 
"Samson and Delilah." He exhibit¬ 
ed new posters and campaign pub¬ 
lications, and gave a blow-by-bilow 
account of the walloping success 
achieved from the rousing New Yiar^ 
showmanship meeting participated 
in by the Loew and other circuits 
a few months ago. 
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Wore Thri11ing 
News About. . . . 

MADRID - This exciting view 
of the exterior of the Palacio 
de la Cinema symbolizes the ex¬ 
citement which everywhere in 
Spain attended the mass premieie 
of "The Ten Coranandments." It 
was early recognized that the 
Paramounteers of Spain, under 
the guidance and inspiration of 
District Manager Frank A.Siter, 
were determined to show the en¬ 
tire world that no matter what 
magnificent results had been 
achieved with the Cecil B. 
DeMille masterpiece elsewhere, 
Spain was determined to better 
than top them. Henri Michaud, 
European director of sales and 
distribution for "The Ten Comm¬ 
andments," and Charles P.Juroe, 
Paramount director of advertis¬ 
ing and publicity, knew of this 
aim as they came to Spain well 
in advance of the multi-city 
premieres. What they saw and ex¬ 
perienced more than justified 
the enthusiasm of the pre-release 
claims of Mr. Siter and Sales 
Manager Josd^ Xaubet. 

MADRID - Rafael Mateo (left) 
empresario of the Palacio de la 
Cinema, and Rafael Herrero,Par¬ 
amount branch manager in this 
city, discussing the high succ¬ 
ess of the special showing of 
"The Ten Commandments" for the 
city's Catholic dignitaries. 

MADRID - Attending the spec¬ 
ial screening of "The Ten Cobb- 
andments" for Catholic dignit¬ 
aries of this city were - the 
Bishop of Madrid, Dr.Eijo Garay, 
and Sr, Lopez, president of 
Accion Catolica. 
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VALENCIA - Exterior of the Olimpia Theatre 
and the theatre's lobby (above) at the time of 
the premiei*e of "The Ten Commandments." In the 
lobby scene there can be noted an immense crowd 
inside the glass doors awaiting the next show¬ 
ing of the mighty picture. 

MORE PICTURES OF "THE TEN COMMANDMENTS" 
Df SPAIN ON PAGES 11 AMD 21. 

MADRID - This is a flash to show 
that the night crowds at the Palacio 
de la Cinema were Just as solid as 
those for the day session of "The Ten 
Commandments." 

BARCELONA - Massive,spectacular 
mural fot* "The Ten Commandments." 
spread across the Coliseum front, was 
a veritable sensation. 
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s Time 

SPAIN! 

BARCELC^TA - Church dignitaries of this city, 
headed by the Bishop of Barcelona, Dr, Jubany 
(seated in rear row, third from left), about to 
witness a special screening of "The Ten Comnand- 
ments" prior to the film's release. With them, 
standing, are Paramount executives Jose Xaubet- 

• Cat right) Roger right) and Valentin Feixas. 

BARCELONA - All of this incomparable art for 
"The Ten Commandments" was created by the lead¬ 
ing poster and ^vertising artist in Spain, Mr. 
Macarios Gomex (2nd from left). The others,from 
left to right, are: Mr, Jaime Arias, Paramount Publicity director in Spain; Charles P.Juiw, 

aramount advertising and publicity director for 
Continental Europe; and Mr, Jorge Vendrell, 
assistant publicity director for Spain. 

BARCELONA - The time-honored Coli¬ 
seum Theatre, where so much Paramount 
history has been written over the 
past three decades, presented a mag¬ 
nificent front inviting the citizens 
in to see "The Ten Commandments." And 
they came by the tens of thousands. 

BARCELONA - in tne scene at 
top right are shown the massive 
figures depicting Charlton Hes¬ 
ton as Moses and Yul Brynner as 
Pharaoh in "The Ten Command¬ 
ments." Here is a close view of 
the Moses figure, its size shown 
bv contrast with the automobile 
at lower left corner. 

BARCELONA - Two stages 
in the creation of a mam¬ 
moth poster for "The Ten 
Commandments" showing at 
the Coliseum Theatre.This 
was but one unit of the 
mammoth showmanship camp¬ 
aign put on in Barcelona 
(as well^as throughout aH 
of Spain) for the massive 
Cecil B. DeMille picture. 
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Last month we report¬ 
ed the presentation of a 
high honor of the City 
of Paris to John B. 
Nathan, Paramount Gener¬ 
al Manager for Continen¬ 
tal Europe. There is now 
additional information 
that we did not have at 
that time. 

The decoration is the 
Grand Medal of Silver of 
the City of Paris, and 
the diploma indicates 
that Mr. Nathan is now 
an honorary citizen of 
the City of Paris. 

Actual presentation 
was made by the Mayor of 
Paris or, as he is 
called there, the Resi¬ 
dent of the City Council. 

PARIS - Shown at the 
Paramovint reception at the 
Ritz Hotel are Michdle 
Mercier and Russell Hol¬ 
man. Mile. Mercier will 
be seen with Elvis Pi^s- 
ley in the Hal Wallis 
? reduction, "G.I.Blues." 
his will be Presley's 

first picture following 
his Army service and will 
be started within the 
next few months. 

PARIS - Also seen at 
the Paramount reception 
at the Ritz Hotel was 
Yoko Tani, who co-stars 
with Anthony Quinn in "'Ihe 
Savage Innocents," Jack 
Karp. Paramount vice- 
president in charge of 
production, is with her. 

Loyalty cannot be 
coerced or compelled, it 
has to be won. 

A.WhUziey (kiswold 

LE FILM "LES DIX 
COMMANDEMENTS" DEMEURE 
TOUJOURS UN EVENEMENT 

PARIS - A couple of glimpses of the round¬ 
table Ixmcheon at the Cafe De La Paix pn Jan. 
19th honoring Messrs Jack Karp, Russell Holman 
and Jerome Pickman on the occasion of their 
special company mission to Europe, Seated in 
the first picture are Messrs..Karp, Nathan, 
Holman, Michaud and Harrison (with Mr.Pickman 
standing). In the other scene are Messrs. E, 
Maillet, Renault, de Segonzac and T.J.Bennett, 

On a dija dit maintes et maintes fois que 
la production de Cecil B, DeMille "LES DIX COM- 
MaNDEMENTS" aerait toujoura un ^v^nement d'ac- 
tualite A travera le monde, non aeulement dans 
le proche avenir mala durant de longues anneea . 
Le film entre a present dana aa quatrieme annee 
d'exploitation et de nombreux pays ns I'ont pas 
encore vu. Lee magnifiques rAaultata remportea 
en Espagne, ou le film eat sorti k une echelle 
nationals, prouvent asaez a quel point lea spec- 
tateura du monde entier sont desireijx devoir ce 
chef-d'oeuvre. Nous avlons aignale briAvement ce 
fait dans notre numero du mois dernier, mais ce 
mols-ci, nous avons tous lea documents et ils 
sont paasionnants. Ce mois-ci Agalement, le grand 
film a commence un nouveau circuit d'exploita¬ 
tion a travera lea Etats-Unia d'Amerique, le but 
de ces nouvellea sorties etant de montrer cette 
grande oeuvre a tous lea hommes, femmes et en- 
fants de la nation. 

Le mois dernier, nous avons presents le cortAge 
de la prochaine production Paramount qui sera 
offerte au monde au cours de cette annAe. Ce mola 
nous faisons un COTipte-rendu du voyage de MM, 
Jack Karp, Russell Holman et Jerome Pickman en 
Europe Continentals et en Angleterre. News vous 
disons ce qu'ils ont accompli : fttramount, grace 
A eux, exploitera d'autres films jusqu'en I96I 
et au-delA. 

Another glimpse of the Cefe de la Paix 
luncheon group (with many more visible in the 
rear mirror). Shown here are Mrs. Odette 
Ferry and Messrs. R. Rochefort, R. Lebreton 
and £. Bechet. 

A full list of those attending were Messrs. 
Karp, Holman, Pickman, as guests of honor, and 
Messrs Nathan, Klarsfeld, Michaud, Edelstein, 
Harrison, J\u*oe. Barouch, Hamel, Plunkett, 
Maillet, Renault, de Segonzac, Bennett, Pront, 
Rochefort, Lebreton, BAchet, Goldman, and Mrs. 
Odette Ferry. 

procAdait aux essals qui a'avAralent aatiafalaanta 
et si lea documents sur la BemiAre publique arri- 
vent trop tard pour que nous en fassiona un comp- 
te-rendu dAtaillA dams ce mmero, aoyea certains 
que nous vous en parlerons longuement dans notre 
prochaine publication. 

Nous pensons que lorsque vous lirez ces lignes, 
le montage du film de Marlon Brando "ONE EYED 
JACKS" (Jack-le-Borgne) sera terminA et d'ici 
peu de temps, sans aucun doute, nous aurons la 
possibilitA do voir enfin ce grand film que nous 
attendons impatiommont. Co qui est certain, c'oot 
que cette oeuvre marquora une date dans I'his- 
toire du cinema. 

"THE WORLD OP SUZIE WONG" (Le Petit Monde de Su- 
zie Wong) est en cours de toumage A Londres. 
Ceux qui ont vu lea scAnes dAjA filmeea A Hong- 
Kong avec William Holden et Prances Nuyen sont 
fort enthousiastes, non seulement sur le Jeu 
dramatique dos deux acteiirs, mais aussi a\ir lea 
magnifiques dAoors naturela situes dans une des 
villes lea plus pittoresquos du mende. 

"LI'L ABNER" a remportA un veritable triomphe 
commercial partout, aux Etats-Unis. La campagne 
do lancement a etA trAs bien faite et la pwbli- 
cite parlAo extrAmoment officace. Elle a boau- 
doup aidA au succAs du film. Lee bandes dessi- 
nees dont le film est tirA ont un gros tirago A 
travers le monde et I'oncroit quo ce fait cons- 
titue un facteur important dans la reussite du 
film en dehors dos U.S.A. 

Pendant Pevrier a ou lieu A Toronto, au Canada, 
la premiAre do Telemeter, premiAro annoncAe de- 
puis longtemps dejA. II y a des mois que I'on 

’’Houseboat” Sailing 
Spankinoly in BelofuT^ 

"Houseboat" has caught all of the correct 
box-office winds and tides in Brussels accord¬ 
ing to this cable to Paris from Belgium Manag¬ 
er Julian Binstock; 

"HOUSEBOAT" HAD OUTSTANDING WEEKEND BRUSS¬ 
ELS ELDORADO AND ACROPOLE THEATRES,FORMER 
BEING 20^ AHEAD OF "BUCCANEER" AND LATTES 
50%, "HOUSEBOAT" SAILING INTO SECOND WEEK. 



CAIRO - Mr. and Mrs, John B. Nathan arrive in 
Egjrpt at Christmas time following their marriage In 
Paris and are welcomed at Cairo Airport. Reading 
from left: Mr. Zaki Kenawi, publicity director; ra*. 
Mohamed Rouchdi. customs man: Manager H. Donald 
Hunter; Mr. Natnan: Mrs. Natnan; Mrs. Donald Hunter; 
Mr- George Baramilli, chief accountant. 

LlJT....CAIRO * They love their lobby displays 
big in this city. Compare the size of this 
one at the Radio Cinema for "The Geisha Boy" 
with the patrons standing beside it. 

PARIS - Mrs. Barney Balaban, wife of the 
president of Paramount Pictures Corporation,was 
a distinguished guest at the Ritz Hotel recept¬ 
ion for Messrs Jack Karp, Russell Holman and 
Jerome Pickman. "r. Karp is at right, Mr. John 
B. Nathan. Continental general manager, is in 
centre. Mr. Pickman is in the background. 

BELOW 

CAIRO - During the recent visit of 
Continental (General Manager John B. 
Nathan to £gypt, a reception in his 
honor was held by the staff in the 
Paramount office. Shown in this group 
are, reading from left: Mr. Safwat 
Fahiiy, manager of shipping dept.; Mr. 
Nathan; Mr. Peter Elia, salesman; Mr. 
Mohamed Rouchdi, customs man; Manager 
H. Donald Hunter. 

ROME - At left is Silv- 
ana Mangano, still wearing 
her "Jovanka" hair-trim. At 
right is Audrey Hepburn,The 
men are Russell Holman (at 
left) and Dino De Laurentus, 

The occasion: the party 
honoring Jack Karp.Russell 
Holman and Jerome Pickman 
on their European product¬ 
ion survey trip. 

MADRID - Spectacular premiere 
of "The Ton Commandments" at the 
Palacio de la Cinema coincided 
with the arrival of U.S. Presi¬ 
dent Dwight D. Eisenhower in 
this city. Hence the special 
note of greeting, by Paramount, 
at the left of the cinema. 

RIGHT 

ROME - Honor diploma 
ted to Paramount for 
tion in the Venice 
val. Translation of text: 

>loma presen- 
>r participa- 
FiJm Festi- 

Biennale of Venice, 20th 
International Exhibition 
of Motion Picture Art,1959 

Honor Diploma 
to Paramount International 
Films for Participation in 
the Cultural Section of 
the Twentieth Exhibition. 

XX MOSTRA INTERNAZIONALE 

D’ARTE CINEMATOGRAFICA 
19 59 

PARAMOUNT EVENTS 

IN EUROPE SHOWN 
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HOME OFFICE NEWS AS 
WE "GO LIKE SIXTY"_ 

The month of February bears two three-day 
holiday weekends - Lincoln’s birthday which 
falls on Friday the 12th and Washington’s 
birthday \hich is on the 22nd, Monday. 

One other birthday this month - that of 
Lome Duncan’s which falls on the 11th. Lor- 
na works for A1 Lo Presti. 

Diana DiTomaso and Irene Anastasiou, 
tenth floor, caught a glimpse of Jerry Lewis 
in person, \Aen he visited the home office 
several weeks ago......Harriet Miller, George 
Weltner’s secretary, knows a salesman who is 
very persistent. Once, vhen he had the mis¬ 
fortune of being thrown out of the front door 
of a house by an uninterested housewife, he 
merely picked himself up and tried again at 
the back door. The housewife was so amazed 
to see him again that she broke into laughter 
and bought the undaunted chap’s product. (A 
tale with a morel). 

Niiwcomers: Sharon Wagner is the new pub¬ 
licity assistant in Paul Ackerman’s dept. 
As a hobby, Sharon has been studying dancing 
and singing for the past ten years. She dan¬ 
ces with the Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo and 
does her singing with Vera Covert. She also 
attended NYU before coming to Paramount. 
Eugene Bowen and Connie Fanaro are the two 
new employees in Gil Sullivan’s dept. 
There are also some new mailroom boys - Walter 
Coe, Robert Murray and Charles Reynolds. Ray¬ 
mond Brandow, formerly in the mailroom, has 
been promoted to clerk in the Traffic Dept., 
while Michael Lee lef:^ Paramount to join a 
Christian brotherhood. 

1. to r. in the 
oily company of 
he Racy's Santa 

Claus are four of 
the five children 
of Joseph Diana, 
Traffic Dept. 
They are Susan, 
&ge 6^, Joe Jr., 
3, Maureen, Z, 

and Patricia, 5t 
The fifth one, 
Brian, is only 6 Bkos. old and 
was too young to 
take to see Santa 
last year. May¬ 
be next Christ¬ 
mas for Brian. 

Maureen had 
become curious 
while sitting on 
St. Nick's lap 
and had attemp¬ 
ted to pull off 
his beard. For¬ 
tunately she did¬ 
n't succeed. 

.. . Artistically-Inclined Soldier 

picture of P. F. C. Jaaes E. Barry, who is on duty 
at the U. S. knay Headquarters in Vest Berlin, Germany, ap- 

newspaper in Vest 
Bariy^ is 1116 son of G6or£6 Bany# a Pup^ 

a^unt staff attorney, was employed at the Home*^Offi^^Surin« 
three sun^r vacation periods prior to June, 1958 when he re- 
c^ved a Bachelor of Fine Arts degree from Pratt Institute. 
Above he is displaying some of his wood cuts and sketches >diicfa 
he completed while in Berlin. 

Milton Goldstein returned recently from 
Paris and brought back several bottles of 
genuine Parisian perfume for the girls in his 
dept., and for John Rubinich, the sole male, 
he brought beck a bottle of Cognac. 

Among those ^o have been bogged down by 
‘the cold weather are Marguerite Bourdette who 
had a bad cold and Leni Hausman who is now 
back after an illness.Leopold Weiner, 
tenth floor, is now convalescing after surgery 
and it is hoped he will be back soon. 

More next month - Kwartler 

--BOWLING NEWS-- 
This season the Bowling Club features 3 

races. In addition to the usual team compet¬ 
ition, three gals are struggling for high 
average and a couple of men are breathing on 
each other’s necks for the individual title 
in their own division. A1 Lo Presti holds a 
shaky one-point lead over Bob Guilfoyle, 172 
to 171, vhile Helen Dumbra’s 139 leads Hel¬ 
ene Coleman by 3 points and Mary Brady ty 4. 
Two teams, JERRI LEVIS and DEAN MARTIN, have 
been taking turns leading the league and lat¬ 
est results show JERRI 2 pts. ahead of DEAN. 
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EVENTS OF PARAMOUNT INTEREST 
IN THE UNITED STATES & CANADA 

Joseph Gould (above) has resigned as advert¬ 
ising manager of United Artists, the post he 
has held during the past four years, and has 
been named advertising manager of Paramount Pic¬ 
tures, it is announced by Jerome Pickman, vice- 
president of Paramount Film Distributing Corp, 
in charge of advertising, publicity and show¬ 
manship. The appointment is effective Feb. 22. 

In his new position, Gould will work under 
the direction of Martin Davis, nfitional advert¬ 

ising, publicity 
and showmanship 
manager. Gould 
held key advert¬ 
ising jobs with 
2C)th-Fox and Uni¬ 
versal-Internat¬ 
ional before join¬ 
ing United Art¬ 
ists. 

Also announced 
is the appoint¬ 
ment of Kenneth 
Aneser (at left) 
as assistant adv- 
ertising manager 
of Paramount Pic-' 
tures. For many 
years Mr. Aneser 
was assistant ad¬ 
vertising manager 
for Warner Bros., 
and has been also 
associated with 
Lennen & MitcheH, 
agency, working 
on several acc¬ 
ounts. 

N£W YCaiK - In recognition of 
her long and dedicated booking 
seinrice to Paramount and to the 
film industry, Kitty Flynn was 
signally honored at the Motion 
Picture Booker's Club install¬ 
ation of officers for I9o0, the 
evening of January ISth last. 

Function, held at the Tavera 
On the Green in Central Park 
was both an installation one 
and a testimonial to the genial 
Kitty for her many year^ of 
booking in the New York film 
area. The visible token of est¬ 
eem took the form of a beauti^ 
«^riat watch, which the irecip- 
ient is shown proudly viewing. 

Photographed above, from L. 
to Ro - Jack Bimbaum, Presid¬ 
ent of Motion Pict^e Booker's 
Club: Sam Rinzler CRandforce 
Theatres), Si Fabian (Stanley 
Waraei Theati*ea), Miss Flynn,, 
Harry Brandt (Brandt Theatres), 
Hugh Owen,Vice-prbsident. Para¬ 
mount Film Distributing Corp, 

WASHINGTON, D.C. - Here are 
two top officials of the Natio¬ 
nal Theatre Corp, of Virginia, 
a corporation operating the 
American and Roanoke Theatres 
for over 40 years and as Herb 
Gillis (Paramount manager in 
D.C,, who also took the photos) 
says, "they are Paramount cus¬ 
tomers of equal longstanding," 

The gentleman at left is Mr, 
Elmore Heins, president of 
National; the other gentleman 
is Nr, Henry Schulz, vice- 
f resident and treasurer of Nat- 
onal, 

(Note that both officers of 
the company have their coats 
off as they work. Small wonder 
that National is successful.) 

CHICAGO - Photographed at the 
rousing showmanship meeting in behalf 
of "Samson and Delilah," held here by 
dose^ Friedman, Paramount's manager 
of showmanship, were these five memb¬ 
ers of the Balaban and Katz organiza¬ 
tion: reading from left - Ed Seguin. 
Director of Advertising and Publicity 
for Balaban & Katz; John Ice, Barry 
Freed and Paul Lazzaro, assistants to 
Mr. Seguin; Mr. Friedman: Abe Platt, 
Division Manager of Balaban & Katz 
Theatres, 

The SueGEHiHG Sight Of Strength km 
Of the Mightiest Mohul Who ever 

(STOD’lfl 
' m __ 

HOLLYWOOD - Four timeless links 
with the name and the fame of Cecil B, 
DeMille, One is a family link - his 
attractive and talented grand-daughter 
- Cecilia Harper, Two of the other 
links are mechanical: the fragile 
Pathe camera with which he filmed his 
first production, "The Sguaw Man," 
and the massive VistaVision camera 
with which he filmed his final prod¬ 
uction, the sublime and enduring "The 
Ten Commandments." The fourth link is 
held by Cecilia - the moving and ins¬ 
piring "Autobiography of Cecil B, 
DeMille." proudly published by the 
house of Prentice-Hall, 

Randy Sparks and Venetia Stevenson 
in a scene from the Paramount release. 
"The Big Night" (which has gotten 
fine trade press reviews). 
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HOLLYWOOD - Sergio A. 
Burques R., editor-in- 
chief of the Cinema Rep¬ 
orter, Mexico City, int¬ 
erviews Mobu McCairhy on 
the set of "Walk Like A 
Dragon," at Paramount*TUP 
The eminent visitor from 
Mexico is shown with Jack 
Lord, another of the co- 
stars in this James Clav- 
eil production. 

An important addition 
to the contract-signing 
story on the opposite , 
page is the fact that 
this event was filmed by 
the local Brazilian 
newsreel, and was shown 

• in more than 100 local 
theatres. This indeed 
rfas one of the finest 
send-offs that "The Ten 
Commandments" has rec¬ 
eived anywhere in the 
world. 

» *• dcxonbni 4* lyjt ^  T \ 

0 major acontecimento da 
Mdria do Cinema! 

« PRODtKHo DE. 

^il B. bcMille 

OsDer^landamctitos 
IEIj|[A>llEIENT»0* PEL. 

EM COMCINApKO COMOEXIglOOR 

EM PRIMEIRA M^O NO RIO OE JANEIRO 
E EXCIUSIVAMENTE NO 

CINE dPER/V 
NO OIA 

23 OE MARQO0EI960 

One of the many pres¬ 
tige advertisements pub¬ 
lished in Rio De Janeiro 
in connection with the 
signing, by Exhibitor 
Livio Bruni, of an excl¬ 
usive contract for the 
showing of "The Ten Comm¬ 
andments" in his magnif¬ 
icent Cine Opera. The 
original advertisement 
was k columns wide - and 
appeared in all local 
nevpspapers. 

y V?; M J 
EM ACAO 

A naU'fu iiurta 

Resti edi(i9 pode 

»r reprodizida ai | 

todo oa et parti. 

mo DE JANEIRO. BRASIL 

No dici 23 de Martpo de 1960 o CINE OPERA 
lancpar^E no Rio, em primeira mao e com ex- 
clusividade, a grande produpao de CECIL B. 

DeMILLE, “OS DEZ MANDAMENTOS”. 

ASSDJAIXJ O CONTEIATO PAEIA A 

EOTICAO E«0 HIO DE 

"OS DEZ MANDAMENTOS" 

AS AVENTURAS DE FERDINANDO 
I>u«9 du mBit b'lat ■tri- histDrxptA rm r|usdnRh<M> du ao papri dr *Apt*u*ionata 

tnt da nova dr }[ii. lErwnhiau Al Capp. a qual VA-lSdfa'. 
llrwrtwJ - Sirll* Stevrna r por rm foco a fi|rura dr For- Quanto a Donna Diweia*. 
Itooiu r^MjIaa —, foram dinando c a» biaarroa Eiabi- no cinrma 

»« r.lm-CAREER (Clvim 
grandr rrlrvo aa rotordui- 
muairal rU T^aramouct, c 
rm filmagrrn. AS AVEKTD- 
RAf) f>E FPiRDIN'ANIK) vrtwrdora no cirtrjo qu« rru- arr um Uo« \arioa beloa “bro- 
(la'i Abnrr]. cvjua penKina* nju maia dr quarrnba ratuo- Uw' da r<Nia dr atnigoa dr 
gma aio baaradu* na famnaa IcanUa brlriailra candidaUi Ferdinando Buarapr. 

, tanlrs dr Brrjo-S^. 
I Stevroa. jritoaa , . . , . „ 

roun»tr<»rrprrl*en.bctr«a tajnbmi da fa- 
‘ diarm arr muiUi parrcida ramount. r ajfradou tanto 

I Marilyn Monroe, aaiu due logii a convidaram para 

Fomitia CirwrwotoyoEkq 

A« filhu do ator JrfI 
I Cbandlor apareorm romo er¬ 

ica* no mJuR recrnta Tilmr do 
aru famoatj papal. NA K.\- 

iCRl.ZtLHAfM DOS FACi- 
NORAS. (Th« JayluMekrr#* 
numa eena dnrnrniada numa 
rarola do antigo Kansas. 

I Aa meniiiaa ar aairam tio 
tiem dr lua tarrfa aoU aa 

' ' camera* do Viita-Vision que 
li ratio prniando arnamrnie 

'«'« abf^ar a rarreira ctnr- 
CMke M niWaM Urim lfa*>. • rcnaigM ilr .. 'na«‘i«rafiM, »ffu>ndo M pr- 

iMm tarac . flix «B. « a.ia (ada* do vtdho Chandler. 
a> wiar«»n*k M wi» . ,«.*»<*. 4r CKCii. B.. £ logico que a iddia nio 

.oa iitt iii*NT}Ajie>7.>s.. .. l,,n^ntro« boa acolhida na 
, I faoidia. p«>i* i ilraejo de Jeff 

( llv^sKhe. qur aa fdHaa romplrtem o* 
m% *i«rrn. . aiiiivt* *. mim r rK.rMim. ' estodoa antes de penaar rm 

t) h>e.ac*i. imm .*.» a. Ri. J.ocr. rauiiiiin jr*b»lho artistiro, ' — Jatnie 

»*• -rr MXNTOa. M 4t tmmliru WM^ida. *.!. «... « <«ifwU<rt i allies df oompirtar o curso 
On. ipm. iMsMs.*. iva *m>. a> fMa^ MvoOPm. <la facnklade. Kaprro ser ii 

I uaiot ator da famliia qgr 
“ nio tetiha diploma dr rnaiMi 

*1. B 4r Maff. prasMi.. . mWIc. arwa. * *U|X-rior 
.rin«*e>. raiB4rri.dwtoe» *• .iMw U<w E: assim IM fniu trrio 

•.tit.W • • . 

UOfA maiA ALBER- 
&K£m VOLTA A 

PAIAMODITT 

BEMOtRINOO TAL£N> 
TOS ROVOS 

naelltvit Cedi OVeM M 

1. ONDatCtO , 
.iF.M SATATO. . 

UM . HT H*i .CMrrrIn 
\« nu> (Hrersai. .Wm 4r J.rrjr 

eiri. . A*u Hmu Albrr*a.ltL 
'J Wtb., iadllR AjMtrrua. He.rr 
•I.. . R.WH HellM. 

iu *»«•«•« 

ChWi . . euet. Miwu nutr*. 
(d. pu WUII, ofim tUMu. 
Wm. a. Mtru .a. iufi BUc 

. Rm., . upSu 4. Ancam* Fn. 
<tw* .« tAHEKK. Ota* M.mL 
ptrlnutri 4. J.erT ^ A 
CASOA ri lUH : . .Ma Unin. 

RODOLFO PALADINI 

________ . .• aia-nAMn 
li. new c. TRJA, tliir. arrUMci. 
•etm . fri..«.!./ . 4. I4iM<a. HmuRi psri. ei. 
Fotmu.i 1.4m m 4im, 4a>«alr O. mlu iaUa .alt. 

I . b4* uirrlor S fiUMeret ^ O I 4. u 4.|>aai u (J#wral 
I n^AXtO KIW rATWA .|m-' KtarllM ».««») pua •1i(4m * 

• T»^ l*rw. tm I 

EaU dc Into • <('htbe dor 
2S .Vnoa., da Paramoanl. 
real o drsaparrrinrfite dr 
an d<M NcnH fondadorrs r 
inernllvadoreH. o iaraqvrri- 
rrt Kodelfe I'atadini. agora 
roubado ao comivie dox iiriiH 
parroted r smiroA 

Afantado >a ha aleao 
tempo do qundro alieo do. 
^'anrleinario* da furnnnani, 
para guzar dr umn joNla r 
mrrrrida spownladsna. Ro¬ 
dolfo I’aiadini nrn auxin 
prrdru e ronlaeto prmaiM-fl- 
tr eon «ens antixox enfrca.. 

. inlrresaandu-xr xrmprr por 
tddoh « nunea m raquerendo 
da xaa i’liramoi^Rl, ondr ilr 
paioiou a naiur partr dr aua 
«ida dr trabaiho. 

('idadio rsemplar. bom 
rhrfr de famUtR e foneion*- 
rie irltMO — fiel cutopHdor 
dr aros drrrrra, arima dr 

tado—. Kndolfo PaladinI ja- 
mala atrd raqirreida prioa 
qar livrran a vmtant dr 

Ildar com ilc, dr usafralr da 
bondadr de ara grand* eo- 
racSo. 

fax eterni para a aaa al¬ 
ma, stio oa DOOHoa votoa. 

> amr Brmrt' ■nil. *...4> . Wiei 

Front page of the most recent issue of 
Paramount em AcSo, splendid publication of the 
Brazil Paramounteers, announces the signing of 
a very important contract for the Rio de Jan¬ 
eiro showing of "The Ten Commandments." Also 
it announces the {passing of a stalwart and 
much beloved former Paramounteer. 

Of the death of Rodolfo Paladini, the tri¬ 
bute says, in part; 

"The 25-Year Club is mourning the death of 
the unforgettable Rodolfo Paladini, one of 
its founders...Although retired, Rodolfo 
never lost contact with former colleagues, 
nor with the company with which he had 
spent the greater part of his life.A 
splendid, exemplary gentleman; good father 
to his family; and a zealous employee who 
put his duties above all else, we are un¬ 
nappy that he is no longer with us. Peace 
to his soull" 

"OS DEZ MANDAMENTOS" 
AINDA CONSTITUEM 
NOVIDADE GRANDIOSA. 
OUTRAS NOTICIAS........ 

Tem-se dlto que "OS DBZ MANDA-M^NTOS", a be- 
la produqao de Cecil B. DeMille, posaivelmente 
oontlnuara deapertando atenqao a merecando en- 
oomloe por anos e anos, e talvez toda uma 
garaqao. taaa magolflco filma eata agora dando 
volta & aua 4* Jornada anual a alnda ha multoa 
pafaea do circulto nundlal qua aguardam a aua 
vez de poder aprecla-lo. Uma prova da aua aem- 
pre creacante popularldade acaba da sa revelar 
na Bspanha, onda aaaa produqao asta fazando o 
maior suoasso dasta tamporada. Na nosaa passa- 
da adlqao nba sugarlmos llgelramante o auapl- 
cioao fato, qua comeqava a aa dallnaar; agora, 
poram, podamoa aflrma-lo com toda a aeguranqa a 
apraaentar aa provaa. i um prazer faza-lo. Te- 
moa tambra a aatiafaqao de anunciar que o por- 
tantoao filma inicla agora uma aegunda tournea 
da vltorlosa axlbiqao peloa Batadoa Jnldoa. 0 
motive dasta raprlsa a levar o filma por toda 

a part#, a flm da qua vajam-no agora os que na 
primeira apresantaqao nao tlveram Sssa g6ato. 
m No mSa passado apraaentamoa aoa leitorea o 
zx>l doa fllmea qua ja aatao prontoa para o no- 
tavel programa de VbO, aaaim como produqBea q. 
antram agora a filmagem. 1 data mSa temoa pra¬ 
zer em anunciar aua vlalta k Buropa doa eonhe- 
eidoa mambroa da indiatria, are. Jack E a r p, 
Ruaaall Holmam a Jerome Plckman, cuja eapeciel 
miasZo a tratar da produzlr novoa fllmea dee- 
tinadoe ao programa para 1061, e anos futures. 
### Aoradltamos qua ao tempo am qua oa lelto- 
ras aativeram lendos astas linhaa, Ja aa tera 
tarmlnado no Satudlo a montagem do filma dirl- 
do e Intarpretado por Marlon Brando,o qual aa 
danomlna "Qna-Byad Jacks," a a eapactativa doa 
Interesaadoa a qua nao eata lOnga a data em q. 
o Tsramoa na tala, am azlblqao privada. S, nao 
ha duvida, a um films da tao alias qualidadas 
qua marcara um tento na hlatoria do cinema. 

"As Aventuras da Ferdlnando" asta conqula- 
tando grande axlto de bllhataria em quase todo 
p yarritbrlo naclonal. t um grande trlunfo. Os 
paraonagena doa "quadrlnhos" seo bem conhecl- 
dos aqui—como em todo o mundo—o que aaaegura 
o seu aueaaso no exterior. Com axlto am dole 
"fronta", antra para a cateroria doe "beet". 
### i naate mas da Faverelro qua o ha m ui to 
saperado "telematro" fara a aua astraia am To¬ 
ronto, Oanada. Oa testae foram ooncluldoa com 
rasultadoa aatiafatc^ios durante varlos mesas. 
Sa a notfoia chagar tarda para sair neata edl- 
qeo, tera por certo todo o destaque neeeaaario 
Am proxima. 

"The World of Suzle Wong" Ja antrou defi- 
nitlvamente am filmagem em londrea. As paaaoaa 
qua Ja vlram oa trachos filmadoa em Hongkong— 
com Bllliam Holden a France Nuyen — aao uninl- 
mas no aeu entusiaano, nao ab pela parte dniW 
tloa da obra, mas palo fundo natural, tratando- 
aa de um doa mala belos canarlo do mundo. 
§§§ A data de 17 da Faverelro fol reservada pa¬ 
ra a eatrala da "Jack, o Estlrpador" em todo o 
pafs. Neaee dia 600 copies da fita serao exibi- 
das em outros tantos teatros e no correr de al- 
gumas horas toda a naq^ .sabera o que esae fil- 
me raalmente representa. Bata sera o mala geral 
aistema de dlssemlnaqao qua a Paramount Ja faz 
no lanqamento de um fllmer. B tamo a eonflanqa em 
qua ale faz Jua a todo esse prepare. 

SAG PAULO - A. Stephen Glug (r.) being 
welcomed at Congonhas Airport by Sao Paulo 
Branch Manager Miguel A. Mancinl on the occas- 
ion of his first visit to the southern metrop¬ 
olis as a Director of the company. Photograph 
was taken by Paramount publicist Enrique Herr^ 
eros, who doubles as a photographer at times. 

Mr. Clug is Acting Manager for Brazil, and 
Assistant to Latin—American Division Manager 
Henry B. Gordon. 
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CAMERA REPORT ON 
LATIN-AMERI.CA 

HOLLYWOOD - Visiting Paramount studio> Mr, 
Jose Castillo (extreme left), his wife, son, 
daughter, and nephew, Mr, La Ponte (next to Mr, 
Castillo) meet stars Nobu McCarthy and Jack 
Lorxi on the set of "Walk Like A Dragon," Mr, 
Castillo is a leading figure in the Ministry of 
Communication, Government of Mexico, 

HOLLYWOOD - Miss Con- 
suelo Ramos (r,) stands 
with her aunt. Miss Sara 
Echegary Correa, beside 
the magic portals of 
Paramoiint Pictures, Miss 
Ramos was winner of the 
Sophia Loren Look-Alike 
Contest staged by the 
Tacna Theatre of Lima. 
Peru, in connection with 
the showing of "The 
Black Orchid," Miss Ramos 
bore so striking a res¬ 
emblance to Miss Loren 
that diners in the Para¬ 
mount studio restaurant, 
knowing Miss Loren was 
in Europe, really did a 
double-take on seeing her. 

HOWARD ROCHLIIT above, 
has been appointed to 
the post of Special Rep¬ 
resentative for Central 
America formerly held by 
Richard Nathan, He will 
work under the direction 
of Mario Ghio, Central 
American manager with 
headquarters in Panama, 
Mr, Rochlin has had ex¬ 
tensive commercial exp¬ 
erience in Central Amer¬ 
ica, and has just compl¬ 
eted a visit of 2 weeS 
to Home Office,New Yorkr 

RIO DE JANEIRO - The forthcoming premiere 
of "The Ten Commandments" at the Opera Cinema 
in this city is expected to be the outstanding 
event in all Rio film history. Shown above is 
the actual signing of the contract for the big 
event, with eminent exhibitor Livio Bruni aff¬ 
ixing his signature to the paper. At right is 
Latin American Division Manager Henry B.Gordon, 
and at left is A, Stephen Clug, general mana¬ 
ger in Brazil, Standing is Adhemar Leite Cesar, 
Paramount sales manager. 

Showmanship campaign on the mighty DeMille 
production will be a joint effort by the Opera 
staff, and Paramounteers under the direction 
of Enrique G, Herreros and Oswaldo Leite Rocha, 

"TEMPEST" continues to be 
terrific in Argentina, Managing 
Director Hugo Strainer has cabled 
about the opening of the Dino De 
Laurentiis-Paramount production 
in Mar Del Plata as follows; 

OPENING "TEMPEST" IN MAR DEL 
PLATA BIGGEST IN COMPANY HIS¬ 
TORY. ADVANCE SALES EXCELLENT. 

50 Years A Great Showman 
January marked a half-centuiy of progress in 

the motion picture industry for Brazil's beloved 
Mr, Julio Llorente. In those 50 years, Mr, Llorents 
created the wonderful Llorente Circxiit of 48 ace 
cinemas, making him one of the outstanding men in 
the entertainment business of Brazil, The anniver¬ 
sary occasion was marked by the above dinner, given 
by his family, friends and associates. 

Beginning with Mr. Llorente at right, and con¬ 
tinuing counter-clockwise, they are; Dr. Jaime Vic¬ 
tor Llorente, Mrs. Miguel Mancini, Mr. Henry B. 
Gordon, Mrs, Julio Llorente, Mr, Miguel Mancini, 
Mrs. Florentine Llorente, Dr. Florentine Llorente, 
Mr, A, Steve Clug, Mrs, Julia Lloi^nte, Mr,Enrique 
Herreros, Mrs,Jaime Llorente. Mrs, Henry B.Gordon. 
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HONGKONG - On their recent Journey through the Orient,Mr, 
James £. Perkins, president of Paramount International, and 
Mrs, Perkins, were met at Kaitak Airport by Paramount manag¬ 
ers of three territories. These were Hongkong Manager H.S, 
Moh (shown between the travellers)^ Vietnam Manager Yuan Kao, 
shown at right; and Taiwan Manager Andrew T. Fan, shown at 
extreme right. The full 
welcome party consisted 
of Messrs, C,H,Liang of 
King's Theatre; James 
Tsoi of Princess Theat¬ 
re; C,H,Hsu of the Rltz; 
Robert Chung of Yung ^ 
Wah Studio (of Cathay); 
T,J.Holt of Hoover and 
Gala Theatres; and the 
entire staff of Para- 
movint. Hongkong, Pict¬ 
ure at right snows, L to 
R: Mr, Henriksen, Far iiast Supervisor; Miss Henriksen, Messrs 
Perkins, Liang and Moh, It also shows Mr, Chung (wearing 
glasses at extreme left); Mr, Kao Between Miss Henriksen and 
Mr, Perkins, and Mr. Hsu between Messrs. Perkins and Liang, 

BANGKOK,Thailandt 
Tab Hunter was here 
recently on a pers¬ 
onal trip, but vis¬ 
ited the Paramount 
office and was most 
cooperative with 
the press (as shown 
at left). Above he 
is with Paramount 
Manager Chana Chaik- 
ijkarana; Mr. Boon 
Tilakomen. Manager 
of Bangkox's lavish 
Grand Theatre, and, 
at right, Mr, Stien 
Virakul, Adve rt is iM 
Manager of the Grand. 
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In his extensive press interviews in Hongkong, Bangkok 
and Tokyo, Tab Hunter told in detail of his work with 
Sophia Loren in "That Kind of Woman," and of his role in 
the upcoming Paraq>ount film,"The Pleasure of his Company." 



PEOPLE AND 
EVENTS IN THE 
BRITISH PARA¬ 
MOUNT SCENE 

LONDON AIRPORT - The producer- 
director team of Norman Panama 
(at left) and Melvin Frank land 
here from Hollywood with a multi¬ 
plicity of interests. First, they 
have come to confer with Ingrid 
Bergman on her forthcoming prod¬ 
uct Iot of "A Child Is Waiting,” 
which is to be filmed this spring 
in London. Also, they will dis¬ 
cuss promotion and premiere plans 
on their Paramoxint release,"Li'1 
Abner." And they were happy to 
find at the time of their arrival 
that their production of "The 
Jayhawkers" was cvirrently in its 
first-x*elease run at the Plaza. 

LONDON - Jack Karp, Jerome 
Pickman and Russell Holman as 
they arrived at London Airport 
from Rome for vital production 
conferences with Paramount's 
British executives. 

LONDON - Managing Director 
Fred Hutchinson and Mrs. Hutch¬ 
inson as they boarded the BOAC 
Comet in London Airport for New 

uuuitn 

(left) 
LONDON - At the Dorchester 

Hotel reception for Paramount 
executives. Sylvia Syms (of the 
featured capt of "The World of 
Suzie Wong"ichats with Richard 
L. Patterson (r,), in charge of 
Paramount British Pictures, and 
Jerome Pickman, one of the three 
visiting toppers. 

LONDON - Ixmcheon meeting at the Hungaria Res¬ 
taurant at which Messrs Jack Karp, Russell Holman 
and Jerome Pickman laet the executive personnel of 
Paramount's British organisation. Reading clockwise 

Reading clockwise from, left: Russell W.Hadley, 
Jr., Rnsaell Holman, Fred Hutchinson, Jack Karp, 
JeroM Pickman, Tony Reddin, Howard Harrison, 
Douglas Ab^y. Oswald Croft, Leslie Pound, Peter 
Reed. Donald Peverett, Peter Barnes, Jack Upfold, 
Max Gayton. Hugh Come, John Adamson. (Richard L. 
Patterson just missed the camera, at ertreme left). 

LCWDOM - Chatting production matters over at 
the Dorchester Hotel reception wore, from left: 
Russell W. Hadley, Jr,, Tony “eddin. Jack Karp and 
Fred Hutchinson. 

BELOW 

LONDON - Crowds and queues were the order of 
the night as Ivan Foxwell's delightful Paramotint 
comedy, "A Touch of Larceny," premiered at the 
popular Plaza, Paramount's House of Hits. And, as 
can be seen in the centre of the scene below, the 
equally popular 'House Full' sign was on display. 
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Henry Ford was always 
droppijig into the offi¬ 
ces of executives of 
his plant. One day he 
was asked why he didn't 
have them come to him. 
"Well, I'll tell you," 
Ford answered. "I've 
found I can leave the 
other fellow's office a 
lot quicker than I can 
get him to leave mine." 

EVERETT OLSEN, who has 
been transferred as field 
representative from Chic¬ 
ago to Dallas, Texas. Our 
best wishes for continued 
success in your new surr¬ 
oundings, Everett I 

JERRY LEWIS began in 
Florida on Monday, Feb.8, 
what he describes as "The 
most exciting and ambit¬ 
ious project of my motion 
picture life," 

It is a Paramount pic¬ 
ture entitled "THE BELL¬ 
BOY," and Jeriy is prod¬ 
ucing, directing and 
starring in a picture made 
from an original script he 
wrote in 1956. 

In his unusual title 
role, Lewis will have very 
little dialogue and will 
play most of the starring 
part in pantomime, "The 
Bellboy" will be filmed 
mostly on location in 
Florida with headquarters 
at the Hotel Forttainebleu, 

An economist is 
somebody who tells you 
what to do with your 
money after you've done 
something else with it. 

E.R.Mirrow 

Branch News from page 6. 

BRANCH NEWS (Continued from 6) 

Chumley, director of sales for "The Ten Com¬ 
mandments," was also in attendance. Mr. Owen, 
in a most comprehensive manner, pinpointed the 
facets of our business that need attention. 
His outline of the future of our company made 
everyone present realize the tremendous impor¬ 
tance of the job to be done. The enthusiasm 
and determination shown at the meeting will, 
we feel sure, bear fine fruit in the months 
ahead. 

Mr. Moore discussed the release patterns 
of our future product, and with the well 
thought-out plans he presented, the results 
should prove most encouraging. 

Mr. Chumley outlined the sales and book¬ 
ing policy of "The Ten Commandments" in the 
next release wave, and with the pattern pres¬ 
ented everyone felt that with the potential 
still untapped, this production should return 
well over the quotas assigned to each branch. 
The short subject drive was outlined by Mr. 
Owen, and the managers were most gratified in 
learning the line-up of the future subjects in 
this important field of distribution. 

The booking and sales staff of the Phila¬ 
delphia Branch were also in attendance and were 
happy at the opportunity afforded by Mr. Owen 
to sit in on the proceedings. To a man they 

That's Jeny Lewis, the man from 'outer 
space.' in the car at the left. He is doing in 
"Visit To A Small Planet" some of the things 
that millions of motorists wish they could do 
to traffic cops. Later on in the hilarious 
picture, Jerry does something with his lovely 
white car that's entirely without precedent. 
Just wait and see — and wish that you could 
go and do likewise. 

felt that it was one of the most instructive 
and interesting meetings ever attended. We 
were also happy to see our old fri«ids from 
New York Branch, Myron Battler and Nat Stem 
along with Irving Lapidus. 

Rounding out those in attendance, from 
Boston, Dan Houlihan, and Gasper Urban; New 
Haven, Henry Germaine; Washington, Herb Gillis; 
Pittsburgh, Gene Jacobs end Kip Smiley; Cleve- 

CHARLOTTE - Correspondent Mildred Hoover 
has forwarded the above four picture glimpses 
of the Paramotint Christmas party. First or all 
the lovely silver and blue tree. Then James C. 
Neil, office manager, thanks the girls and 
boys for his gift of a pen desk set. "The sus— 
§ense is killing me," said Lawrence Terrell, 

ranch manager, as he is shown unwrapping the 
3-suitor (actually shown in picture #27)Captior 
to the picture read: "Gift of personnel to a 
desernring boss." Fourth picture shows 'some of 
the gangT enjoying refreshments. From left to 
right: Anne Davis, Sara Short, Billie Howell, 
Ruth Kinnamon and Eleanor Hel^. 

SALT LAKE CITT — This is ths picture of the 
t Christmas party mentioned in the branch news, 
eated at left ^e: Mrs, Harry Swonson; Mrs. 
leanore Odell (branch manager's sacretanrj; 

Veon Walters (assistant cashier); Mr, Dee 
sending: Mrs. A.L. 

CaMpbell: Mr. A.L.'Bus' CeSpbelivsalesman)t 
Mrs. Julie Harris (ledgpr clerk BD); lysle 
Livsey..(ledger clerk bBJ: Merriljm Ke^r (cash¬ 
ier); Mr, Harry Swonson (salesman); Mr, Bill 
Mason: Barbara Mason (ledger clerk CL): Right: 
Mr.Ro^rt Loftis (office manager-head boolc^; 

Loftis' fiancee): Mr. 
W.D.Foster (branch manager); Mrs, Mae Tripp 
(head inspectress); Renness Sterzer (inspect¬ 
ress) . 

land, Gordon Bugie; Cincinatti, Don Hicks and 
Billy Meier; Buffalo, Mike Jusko; Philadelphia, 
Ulrik Smith and his staff; Advertising Dept., 
Mike Weiss. 

Added notes.Bob Thompson, cashier of 
the Philadelphia Branch, resigned this week to 
resume studies at the University of Penna. He 
will be replaced by Mike Grady, formerly assis¬ 
tant cashier. Mae Orloff will move into urad- 
y's place. 

—John Kane 

JACKSQNV I LLE| Memo from the deep South 
vdiere the sun always shines and it is never 
cold (ha, hall). News is slij^t, but here we 
go. 

There have been quite a few changes in 
our personnel in Jacksonville. We are very 
happy to welcome into our organization Mrs. 
Jane McDonald >4io is quite well known on Film 

(Continued on Page 34) 
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SHOWMANSHI P 
AND SUCCESS IN THE 60's 
-- ARE SYNONYMOUS 

(Below) 
TEL-AVIT,Israel - 

Effective Billboard 
used lyCineaia Ophir 
during highly succ¬ 
essful run of Para¬ 
mount-De Laurentiis 
film, "Tempest." 

PENANG. Malaya - As showm^ship 
for "The Buccaneer," the l,100-3eat 
Cathay Cinema^staged a "Bucc^eer's 
Ball" and a "Pirate’s Fancy Dress , 
Contest" at the E & 0 Hotel,Penang's 
largest. The ball attracted more tns 

YOU DON'T HAVE TO 
LIKE MONEY TO LIKE SHOT 
BUSINESS, BUT IT HELPS. 

Charlie Jones 
Ncrthwood, Iowa 

MILAN. Italy - Italian 
girl, attired as a Japan¬ 
ese. distributes jxjstcard 
pictures of Jerry Lewis 
and Nobu McCarthy as they 
appear in "The Geisha 
Boy." Distribution took 
place outside one of the 
major football stadiums. 

Poiuuneoicaaa Te£»vu«nv Ml 
■Av. Art^uifa tttO 

LA OnAUiTAKR* RRtStnTM* E« «n 

AVAllT-WtMItRi ft I* REfllin* 

• n SoPlM UiKH 
LA ORpUtDEA NECBA 

pm US mu 
H WtMVM 
N ItM MiU 'MIM- 

A acfxeuk 

LIMA. Peru - One of the 
most unique, and highly suc¬ 
cessful, showmanship demon¬ 
strations seen here in many 
years was the "Sophia Loren 
Look-Alike" Contest staged 
in conjunction with the pre¬ 
sentation of Miss Loren's 
"The Black Orchid" at the 
Tacna Theatre. Top prize was 
an air trip to Hollywood for 
the winning girl and her 
chaperone, transportation 
being provided by Canadian 
Pacific Airways, One of the 
announcements put out by the 
multiple sponsors is shown 
above. 

Winner was Miss Consuelo 
Ramos (Pacheco), shown at 
right with Paramount's Tcad- 
emy Award-winning designer, 
Edith Head. Miss Ramos was 
accompanied to Hollywood by 
her aunt. Miss Sara Echegary 
Correa. 

Other pictures on the Soji^ia loren Look-Alike Contest 
in Peru, and the winner's visit to Hollywood, will be 
found on Pages 15, 28 and 32. 

CHICAGO - Joe Friedman(left), 
Paramount's showmanship manager, 
distributes "Samson and Delilah 

adio discs to Herb Wheeler 
Stanley Warner Circuit), Joe 
eulner (H & E BAlaban Circuit), 

and Roland Viner (Anderson The¬ 
atre Circuit). The occasion: 
Mr. Friedman's showm^sh^^gre- 
sentation in connection 
release of "Samson and Dedilah. 

RIGHT 
Philippines - A ship MANILA, rniiippines 

on Rizal Avenue was but one 
phase of the great Paramount 
showmanship launching "Don't 
Give Up the Ship" to the great¬ 
est Jerry Lewis business in this 
territory. 

BARCELONA - One of the 
several important store 
windows used for a showing 
of the trailer on "The Ten 
Commandments" in advance 
of the film's sensational 
premiere at the Coliseum. 
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The perennial youngster of the screen, Fred 
Astaire, is riding high these days. (Among other 
things, he made our cover this month). And in 
Perlberg-Seaton's sheer-happiness picture, "The 
Pleasure of His Company," he tuxTis in a gay and 
romantic performance which makes that title ring 
ever so true. 

Here Astaire and co-star Charlie Ruggles (who 
have both been around in show business for more 
than a few months), reminisce on some of the 
entertainment qualities which are bound to make 

ACCENT IS ON 'PLEASURE' 
IN "THE PLEASURE 
OF HIS COMPANY" 

Debbie Reynolds is a bride- 
to-be in "The Pleasiire of His 
Company," and designer Edith 
Head has made sure that Debbie 
emerges as the most bewitching 
bride of I960. 

The principal players in 
"The Pleasure of His Company" 
are Fred Astaire, Debbie Rey¬ 
nolds, Lilli Palmer, Charlie 
Ruggles, Gary Merrill, Tab 
Hunter and Harold Fong, 

"The Pleasure of His Company" one of 1960's top 
screen delights. 

Gary Merrill plays Debbie’s 
stepfather in "The Pleasure of 
His Company." And he really has 
to watch his step; he's never 
quite sure whether Fred Astaire 
is going to rob him of his wife 
or his daughter. It's a very 
cute situation - devised solely 
for fun and happiness. 

On the set of "The Pleasure of His Company" 
a cake marks the 32nd Wedding Anniversary of Mr. 
and Mrs. William Perlberg. Gathered to mark the 
happy occasion are, from left: Charlie R\iggles, 
Gary Merrill, William Perlberg, Jr., Debbie 
Reynolds, William Perlberg, Lilli Palmer,George 
Seaton and Edith Head. 
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HOLLYWOOD - The Sophia 
Loren Look-Alike from Lima, 
Peru (Miss Consuelo Ramos), 
her« by virtue of having 
won the contest staged by 
the Tacna Theatre in con¬ 
junction with the screening 
of "The Black Orchid," has 
lunch in the Paramount stu¬ 
dio cafe with Gomel Wilde. 

RCatE - During the recent 
reduction discussions in 
urope our photographer 

caught this earnest conver¬ 
sation between Paramount 
vice-president Jack Karp, 
at right, and Carlo Ponti, 
co-producer of the Para¬ 
mount Pictures starring his 
wife, Sophia Loren. 

BARCELONA - Frank Siter, 
district manager, is about 
to receive the San Juan 
Bosco Silver Plaque from Don 
Antonio Nadal-Rodo, direct¬ 
or of "Fotogramas" for the 
erformance of Charlton 
eston in his role as Moses 

in "The Ten Commandments." 
This is the first time 

since its inauguration that 
that the award, "Placa San 
Juan Bosco." has gone to a 
foreign actor. 

The presentation of this 
award was given very wide 
coverage over the radio and 
television stations of Spain. 

BARCELONA - Shown at the 
special screening of "The Ten 
Commandments" in Paramount's 
projection room, are - Bishop of 
Barcelona, Dr. Jubany, and Par- 
amounteers Valentin Feixas Can¬ 
als, acting branch manager (in 
centre), and Jose'Xaubet-Roger 
sales manager. 

ST. LOUIS, Mo.,U.S.A. - 
The reason for the smile of 
happiness on the face of 
Exhibitor B.Temborius, of 
Lebanon, Illinois, is the 
good gross he experienced 
with nis showing of "Li'l 
Abner." 

BARCELONA - Standing before 
a wonderful display of art pre¬ 
pared in Spain for "The Ten 
Commandments," are (1. to r.): 
Frank A. Siter, Paramount dist¬ 
rict manager for Spain,Portugal 
and the Middle Ease; Charles P. 
Juroe. advertising and publicity 
director for Continental Europe; 
and Jose Xaubet, sales manager 
in Spain for Paramount, 

I NTERNATIONAL 
PERSONALITIES 
IN PARAMOUNT 
CINEMA EVENTS 

HONGKONG - Shown at Kai 
Tak Airport waiting to greet 
Paramount International's 
president, James E. Perkins, 
are Far East supervisor S.A. 
Henriksen and Mrs. Henriksen, 
in centre, and Hongkong Man¬ 
ager H.S.Hoh and Mrs. Hoh on 
either side. 

LONDON - At the Dorchester 
Hotel reception by the film 
industry of Britain, Russell 
Holman (r.) carries a persu¬ 
asive production point to 
Jerome Pickman, while Howard 
Harrison listens attentively 

LCWDOR - At the Dorches¬ 
ter Hotel reception by the 
film industry for Messrs 
Karp, Holman and Pickman — 
Dina Merrill (from "Don't 
Give Up the Ship"), Ivan Fox- 
well (producer of "A Touch of 
Larceny"), Jack Karp and Fred 
Hutchinson, Paramount manag¬ 
ing director in Great Britain. 

ROME - Vice-president 
Jack Karp^ in charge of the 
Hollywood studio, and of 
pixxluction, chats with Harry 
Bruckman (r.) on distribut¬ 
ion and production matters 
in Italy. Mr, Bruckman is 
assistant to General Manager 
Pilade Levi, who was on his 
honeymoon trip in South Af¬ 
rica at the time of the 
visit of Messrs. Karp, Hol¬ 
man and Pickman. 

CAIRO - Some of the 
Paramounteers of Egypt at 
the office reception for 
John B. Nathan, Continental Seneral manager. Mrs. Aida 
assif, head booker, is 

Greeting Mr. Nathan while 
iss Lily and Messrs George 

Baramilll and Mohamad 
Rouchdi look on. 

BELOW 

ZURICH. Switzer^nd — 
Red Nichols (right) famous 
band leader whose life 
story was the basis of 
Danny Kaye's "The Five Pen¬ 
nies," is welcomed to this 
city by Marc Thomkins,Star- 
film publicity manager. Mr. 
Nichols was en route with 
his band to the Orient on 
a goodwill tour sponsored 
by the U.S. State Depart¬ 
ment. 
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ROME - At the Open 
Gate Club reception to the 
visiting executives from 
New Yoi* and Hollywood, a 
joke is shared by Vieri 
Niccoli, Mrs. Howard Harr¬ 
ison and Jerome Pickman. 

"I DIECI COMANDAMENTI” 
CONTINUA IL SUO CICLO 
01 GRANDI TRIONFI 

Ban a raglona abbiaon pilx d'una 'volte aaaarito 
in paaeato eha la produzlona dl Cacll B. Da- 
Mi 11a 1 DISCI COMANDAMENTI avrabba continueto 
a trionfara in tut to il mondo non aolc par 
qualcha anno, iob par il corao di un’intara 
vita. Oggi infatti aiamo giA a quattr'anni 
dalle aua uaoita ad ease dava anoora fare la 
sue appariziona in divarae parti dalla terra. 
Un indizio dall’intarasaa col quala ai aapatta 
quaato film in quaati paeai ci A atato racen- 
tanante fomito dalla Spagna dove la program- 
maziona dal film ha dato aegnifiei risultati 
in tutta la naziona. Di eib vi avevaoc glA 
dato un accanno nallo acorao numaro, ooe quasto 
■asa na avrata la prova palpabili. Qui nagli 
Stati Uniti d’America quasta formidabila palH 
cola ha iniziato quaato mesa un nuovo ciclo di 
programmezloni per dar modo dl vederla a qual- 
siaal uomo, donna o bambino eha non ne avaaaa- 
ro anoora a-vuto oocaaiona. 

Nel bollettino dal meae paaaato vi abbiamo pre^ 
aactato una bells lists dl film cha la ParaoniS 
intende offrire al mondo nail*anno in corao, 
mantra quests volte oonstaterate eha la vlsita 
del signori Jack Karp, Russell Holman e Jerome 
Plcknen in Inghllterra ad altrl centri d’SuM 
pa ci assicurerA un’sltra sari a di pallicole 
flno a tut to 11 1961 ad anni pid in lA. 

MILAN - Young Italians 
scramble for free eye- 
patches when the articles 
were distributed as part 
of the local showmanship 
campaign for "The Bucca¬ 
neer." 

RCME - This large lum¬ 
inous poster for "The 
Buccaneer" was on display 
for a full month in adv¬ 
ance of the release of the 
spectacular romantic film.* 
Location of the poster 
also helped enormously:it 
was squarely in front of 
Rome's main railroad ter¬ 
minal. 

Quando aerate in poaaesso dl quaato numaro, 
sarA probabiImente termlnato il montagglo del 
film di Morion Brando ONE-iYED JACKS ad abbla- 
mo buone ragionl di ritenere che non troppe 
sattimana dopo potracoo fihslmenta visionare 
questo tanto atteso la'voro che siamo certi 
farA storia. 

LI*L IBNHl si A rivalato un varo succeaso dl 

~1 SEfl\’lZlD PER :A STAMPA - PAiAMDUtlT FILMS OF ITALY IMC. J. 

/f Cint‘n$a tnixia una nuava era 

UN IMPORTANTE PROGRAMMA PRODUTTIVO 

ANNUNCIATO DA GEORGE WELTNER PER IL 1960 
ducvru proaiueuio rvceatamvatv 4 N«w York U Vic* Prttldwt* uctrtctl* dcU* vvodU* ioKniixleaaU A* diclii«r«i* cb* U mtrcal* 

D«adul* a 10 *i*B* amnu - 6ii ucaui aumtuUo* daviutgo* - I bln Pariasoii dtmao* 4« na* catiaherastsa* n icilt uilwiui*B4ia 

I pill 4r«iiuii iinini litii i;iit(!iiiii iniMiiliuli: nullii pniduxiune 

Mariimuiiiii Itii'jiMti: Iniliin HnlHnn, 

lii'iiMilii, llttplitini, Uuniiiian PriiHtilliiH: Pt:rlbnri$ 

film u UvoraaaM ' ' . .. * **** 

.. V— rum ka ir*Mru>M* ** 

RIGHT 
Front page of a special 

issue of Giornale Param¬ 
ount. of Italy, dedicated 
to the new enthusiasm gen¬ 
erated by Paramount' 3 Sian 
for "Success in the oO's." «Quel tipo di donna» 

RCME - Some of those attending the cocktail 
party given b: 
Open 

ly Vice-president Jack Karp at the 
ID in this city on January 8 were, 
icqueline Sassard, Agent Hank 

)pen Gate Clue 
from left: Jacqueline 
Kaufman, Paramount publicity manager Vieri^ 
Niccoli and Italian actress Rossana Podesta, 

cassette in tuttl i local! dagli Stati Uniti, 
dopo un lanclamento dl prime categoria. Il 
pubbllco lo ha trovato molto divertente, e dl 
voce in ■voce ha finite col fare alia pellicola 
una magilflca pubblicltA. Siccoma il levoro 
A tratto da una note aerie comica di "fumettl" 
pubblicata in pih dl 700 giornali di tutto il 
mondo, il film sarA certo apprezzato anche 
all'eatero. 

In questo nase di Eebbraio svrA luogo la fa— 
mosa inaugurazione del Telemeter in West To- 

ZURICH - When Red Nichols (whose life story 
inspired "The Five Pennies") was en route to 
the Orient with his band, he was welcomed to 
this Swiss city by one or the best amateur 
Dixieland bands of Switzerland, "The Harlem 
Ramblers." Here he is shown (in checkered cap) 
playing with the six members of the band. He 
was so appreciative of the honor paid him by 
the band (which had been assembled by Marc 
Thomkins, Starfilm publicity director), that he 
presented each of the six with an inscribed 
Swiss watch. 

The event was given extraordinary coverage 
by Swiss newsreels, radio, TV and press. And 
the coverage was all the more extraordinary in- 
view of the fact that the incident favored a 
motion picture, "The Five Pennies." 

ronto nel CanadA dopo diverse prove assai sod 
disfacenti eseguite durante gli acorsl mesi.” 
In caso detta inaug\irazione awenlsse troppo 
tardi per poter darvene un resoconto in que¬ 
sto numero, lo faremo slcuramente in quello 
successive. 

THE WORLD OP SUZIE WONG A in corao dl produ- 
zlone a Londra. Coloro che hanno giA veduto 
le scene glrata a Hongkong con William Holden 
e Prance Nuyen aono rliiBsti entusiaati non * 
solo dells forza drammatlca del tema, ma an¬ 
che della bellezza dello scenario naturale 
offerto da una dalle pid pittoresche olttA 
del mondo. 



Producer-director Alf¬ 
red Hitchcock gives stud¬ 
ied attention to the mood 
Tony Perkins is develop¬ 
ing in relation to both 
the title and theme of 
"Psycho," the latest film 
by the suspense-master. 

Making a psychopathic mystery 
thriller isn't all chills, creeping 
flesh and hot-and-cold flushes. There 
is still room for laughs — as Alfred 
Hitchcock and ^anet Leigh depict so 
warmly on the set of "Psycho," 

The foregrotmd is largely Hitch¬ 
cock (which you'd probably loiow even 
without a caption). The background is 
supplied by three top members of the 
cast of his "Psycho" — Vera Miles, 
John Gavin and Tony Perkins, What they 
are being told is obviously serious 
business — as this unusual suspense 
picture itself is. 

'at 

"PSYCHO" 
"PSYCHO" 
"PSYCHO" 
"PSYCHO" 
"PSYCHO" 
"PSYCHO" 
"PSYCHO" 
"PSYCHO" 

One of Alfred Hitch¬ 
cock's major casting pro¬ 
blems before starting 
"Psycho" was to secure an 
actress who could put real 
terror into a scream. As 
you look at the talented 
girl below you know just 
why he chose Janet Leigh. 

Janet Leigh and John Gavin render 
different reactions to one specific 
situations. Which is quite a paradox, 
because one of them is about to die, 
Whicft one? Don't ask us - ask Alfred 
Hitchcock. He's the director of 
"Psycho." He knows 
all the answersI 



BALT1M(B£ - Afflong those 
who were guests of Joseph 
E. Levine (centre; at the 
"Jack the Ripper" luncheon 
here were Phil Isaacs (1.) 
and Jack Fruchtman, both of 
Fruchtman Enterprises. 

PITTSBURGH - Group at 
one of the host of distr¬ 
ibutor-exhibitor gatherings 
arranged in behalf of Joe 
Levine's mightj '^aramount 
release. Shown, from left; 
Mike Weiss. Paramount field 
representative: Bill Doll 
of Embassy Pictures, in 
charge of advertising and 
Fublicity: John G. Moore, 
aramount's £*stem divis¬ 

ion manager; Joseph E.Lev- 
ine; Paramount Branch man¬ 
ager; Kip Smiley, sales 
manager, Pittsburgh branch. 

"JACK THE RIPPER" SET TO 
RIP!!!!! - ALL RECORDS 

"Jack the Ripper,” backed by one of the most 
intensive advertising and showmanship campaigns 
ever given a motion picture, will be in massive 
saturation release in the United States and Can¬ 
ada while this issue of Paramount World is being 
printed. Next issue we will have comprehensive 
coverage on 

this very 
important 
Paramount 
event. 

ST. LOUIS - Exhibitors at a preview lunch¬ 
eon as guests of Joseph Levine, producer of 
"Jack the Ripper" portend happy results at the 
box-office if this amiable group is a baromet¬ 
er. Among the group are Paramount branch mana¬ 
ger Harry Haas (second from left), James and 
Dave Arthur of Arthur Enterprises.Inc., Mr. 
Levine (second from right) and Bill Doll,pro¬ 
motion director for Mr. Levine. 

(others not identified in caption). 

RIGHT 
NHrf YORK - Section of the sales luncheon 

held in the Paramount head office diningroom 
on January •13th in connection with the launch¬ 
ing of "Jack the Ripper." Joseph Levine is at 
the extreme right. Others facing camera, from 
left; Edmund DeBerry, Hugh Owen, Sidney G. 
Deneau and George Weltner. 

BALTIMOEIE, Maryland - Some of those present 
at the Balti^re exhibitor^istributor gather¬ 
ing for Joseph E. Levine, ^rom left to right; 
Howard Wagonhelm, Schwaber Theatres; Joe Sant, 
Northwood Theatre; Mr. Levine; Harley David¬ 
son, Independent Theater Service,Washington; 
Aaron Seidler, Baltimore. 

TCECOTO, Canada - Frank Morriss (left), 
movie editor of the Globe and Mail (Canada's 
biggest morning newspaper), chats with writer- 
author Stuart James at the local Variety Club. 
Occasion was a party given for J^es by the 
publisher of the sort-cover edition of "Jack 
the Ripper," which James wrote from the Para- 
motint release. 

James did a powerful lot of plugging for 
"Jack the Ripper" during a week's stay Here. 
Included were three radio interviews, and an 
appearance on 'Tabloid,' the most heavily 
watched Eastern TV show in Canada. 

He was also a guest before the Journalism 
Class of the Ryerson Institute (arranged by 
Win Barron). Though scheduled for a 30-minute 
appearance, he went over so well that the 
session was stretched to an hour and a half, 
with discussion about the mysterious elements 
of the "Jack the Ripper" case permeating the 
following session of the class. 

HE 
baffled 

cr nTLAND 

Elash 
i pper'* i s 

in New York 
City release 
as we go to 
press -- and 
the results 
are truly 
terrific. We 
will have 
picture evid¬ 
ence in next 
issue. 
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’’FIVE PENNIES" TURN 
TO GLITTERING GOLD 
IN THE FAR EAST 

Last December, General Manager Metori 
announced that "The Five Pennies" would be¬ 
gin its Japanese release in Tokyo at the 
top-ranking Scalaza Theatre in the middle 
of January, and in Osaka and Nagoya at 
about the same time* He also outlined the 
wonderful showmanship campaign that was 
ready to launch the Danny Kaye film, part 
of which had begun in October....Sequel to 
all of this is the following great cable 
from Far East Supervisor S.A.Henriksen: 

"PENNIES’OPENED SCALAZA, TOKYO, JANUARY 
THIRTIETH. SECOND DAY WAS HIGHEST ONE- 
DAY FIGURE SCALAZA EVER ANY AMERICAN 

PICTURE. HENRIKSEN 

PiiNANG, Malaya - Dancing xn prog¬ 
ress before a towering figure of Yul 
Brynner at the Cathay Cinema's ball 
in connection with the showing of 
"The Buccaneer." It was called the 
"Buccaneer's Ball" and attracted an 
attendance of more than 500 persons. 

T(MCY0 - Members of the Jai>- 
anese press interviewing Tab 
Hunter in the Imperial Hotel on 
his recent visit to the Orient. 
Paramount General Manager Nobuo 
Metori (back to cameraj is at 
the left. 

circuit Ol mouarn r:' 
new Cathay stands on the site of the 
former Queen's Cinema. It has a capa^ 
ity of 706 seats and is modem in ail 
nospscts# , 

Mr. Lim Keng Hor flew from Singa¬ 
pore to represent the C^hay 
ation at the premiere, '^lich 
important local charity Nations] 
Mo^ue Fund, Kuala Muda District. 

Cathay now operates a chain of ^ 
cinemas, of which 30 have been bj^lt 
and opened in the past 3 
cinemas are spread as far as Bangkok, 
1,000 miles northwards from Singapore, 
and Sandakan, 1»500 
Singapore. Cathay's payroll numbers 
2,000 persons. 

In 19A7 the Cathay Organisation 
had only 2 cinemas, 
monthly attendance oT 
there are W Cathay cinemas, with an 
is IJe??le monthly attendance of one 
aSd a half milUon paying customers. 

N C 

MANILA, Philippines - At the celebrated 
Avenue Theatre, "The Buccaneer" followed a 
really big opening with an engagement of three 
weeks. As a result, it became one of the six 
boxoffice champions of the Philippines 

HONGKONG - Disc jockey and 
actor John Wallace, well-known 
throughout Southeast Asia, has 
been cast as an inspector of pol¬ 
ice in "The World of Suzie Wong," 
starring William Holden, Nancy 
Kwan, Michael Wilding and Sylvia 
Syms. 

Xin RKd* d6n xem tu ngAy tbunAm IS'10'1959 
Hang PARAMOUNT /llm$ hdn h^nh lr)nh bby tpi ba rfp : 

KINH-B6 EDEN OSCAR 
(c6 mSjr l*nb) (cd io4y l^oh) fChwlao) 

Mgt phtm Out nhat (tong nam cua JERRY LEWIS 

"6HR0N6 NUdlC0N» 
(TROIS SUR LES BRAS) 

_ Hloh Viitaviiioo 
Miu Technicelet 

1^ Ndi liJoj Pti4p*Ph\i dl VN 

|S| phim Tui liro’i ohit tronf 
^ o&D do *aa hbJCRRY LEWIS tbi 

TOi cbiob vi h«i c6 ibo dop* Moi 
qui *i deo xea JERRY LEWIS 
nubi b« d(ra coo. JERRY LE- 
WISd.iloh. JERRY LEWIS 
I4rs yio htiog ou^i b* dva coa 
khdog phii cua nUb Ub i,of vi 
ckToi «uoi iuSd. 

Ban ngdy thw&ng (r^ 

Tol thtr&ng U 

Oid* chiSu xuat : KINH 
20gia50. EDEN 2lgi-^30. 

. So4lS TtJUti 

SAIGON, Vietnam - An ad for 
Jerry Lewis's "Rock-A-Bye Baby" 
in Vietnamese for thiw theatres 
- the Kinh Do, Eden and Oscar. 
The fine campaign book which 
included this advertisement had 
many others — in Chinese and 
French. 

An event which occasioned 
great pleasure in the Bangkok 
(Thailand) office was the re¬ 
ceipt, by Manager Ghana 
Chaikijkarana, of the follow¬ 
ing cable from Paramount In¬ 
ternational president James 
E. Perkins: 

AM DELIGHTED LEARN PARA¬ 
MOUNT WAS NUMBER ONE COM¬ 
PANY IN THAILAND FUR PAST 
YEAR. OUR SINCERE CONGRAT¬ 
ULATIONS TO YOU AND YOUR 
STAFF. REGARDS 

- PERKINS 
Mr. Chana expressed the 

pleasure of his staff at this 
praise, and assured Mr.Perkins 
that his congratulations "en¬ 
courage us to maintain this 
position for I960 also - a 
position which we feel right¬ 
fully belongs to Paramount with 
its outstanding productions and 
unequalled executive guidance." 

T.KFT 
MANILA - Jose Martinez, 

in a train conductor's 
uniform, passes through a 
crowded pedestrian area 
with a message designed to 
send more people to the 
Avenue Theatre than to the 
railroad station. 
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'The Five Pennies" a Triumph in Holland 

THEHAUUfi - Crowds flock 
to the Passage Theatre tu 
see "The Fiye Pennies." 
(Note the prominence given 
the starting times of the 
feature picture)• 

AMSTiiRDAM - The music 
establishments known as 
record bars cooperated in 
magnificent fashion in 
the showmanship campaign 
for "The Five Pennies/" 
Above is a typical exam¬ 
ple , with the Tuschinski 
Theatre name given super¬ 
lative prominence. 

NOG STEEDS NIEUWS OP 
GROTE SCHAAL VAN 
"DE TIEN GEBODEN" 
Het is reeds vele malen gezegd dat Cecil B. 
DeKille's productie "De Tien Geboden" nog 
steeds voortgaat met nieuws te maken over 
de gehele wereld en dat niet alleen voor de 
komende jaren, maar voor een gehele nensen- 
leeftijd. De machtige film is nu in het 4de 
jaar van zijn release en toch moeten vele 
delen van de wereld hem nog zien. Sen aan- 
wijzing van het verlangen in die landen om 
de film te zien is te vinden in de prachtige' 
resultaten, die de film in Spanje heeft be- 
haald, waar de release werkelijk een natio- 
nale aangelegenheid was. '>Vij spraken ons 
vernoeden da^aromtrent reeds uit in ons vo- 
rige nummer - maar nu hebben we inderdaad 
het bewijs en dat is overweldigend. Eveneens 
deze maand is de grootse film een nieuwe se- 
rie van releases over de gehele Verenigde 
Staten begonnen, waarvan het doel is, dat 
iedere nan, vrouw en kind in dit land de 
film zal kunnen aanschouwen. 

De vorige maand legden wij U een lijst 
van te verwachten Paramount films voor, die 
in de loop van dit jaar de wereld aangeboden 
zal worden. Deze maand rapporteren wij het 
bezoek, de de Ileren Jack Plarp, Russell Hol¬ 
man en Jerome Pickman aan Europa en Engeland 
brachten en hun prestaties om de beschikking 
te krijgen over een nieuwe voorraad aan films 
voor de jaren I96I en daarna. 

Het is aannemelijk dat wanneer U deze re¬ 
gels leest, de laatste hand gelegd zal zijn 
aan de )|[arlon Brando film "One-Eyed Jacks" 
en wij vermoeden dat binnen niet al te lange 
tijd de voorvertoningen van deze film, waar- 
naar reikhalzend wordt uitgezien, zullen 
plaats vinden. Het staat absoluut zeker vast 
dat de film een nieuw hoofdstuk vormt in de 
geschiedenis van de film. 

Over de gehele Verenigde Staten was "Li'l 
Abner" een volslagen kassa-succes. De film 
werd zeer degelijk uitgebracht en de enorme 
mondreclame was een hoogst belangrijke fac¬ 
tor in de triomf van deze film. Het strip- 
verhaal, waarnaar de film werd genaakt, is 
over vrijwel de gehele wereld gepubliceerd 

UTRECHT, Holland - The enormous success of 
"The Five Pennios" in this country stems from 
the fact that the mighty showmanship put forth 
in the film's behalf has not been confined to 
Amsterdam, but has been repeated, and even 
amplified, in the other release centres. Abore 
is one Instance • a two-scene panoramic rlew 
of what we believe to be one or the finest 
window displays ever given a motion picture in 
any part or the world. This display is in the 
departOMnt stoire of the intemaiionally renow¬ 
ned firm of Vroom and Dreesmann, a firm with a 
rich appreciation of the fact that an interes¬ 
ting and attractive window is a sure business- 
getter. And "The Five Pennies" got the b\isin- 
ess, for the store — and for the local exhib¬ 
itor, in record-breaking proportions. 

en men neemt aan, dat dit een belangrijke 
factor is bij het uitbrengen van de film 
buiten de Verenigde Staten. 

Dit is de maand (Pebruari), waarin Tele¬ 
meter zijn geruime tijd geleden aangekon- 
digde premiere beleeft in Jest Toronto, 
Canada. De proefnemingen gedurende de afge- 
lopen raaanden zijn zeer succesvol verlopen 
en ingeval de betreffende pre;|ifere te laat 
raocht plaats vinden oiqhog in dit nummer 
besproken te worden, dan kunt u er zeker van 
zijn dat in het nummer van de volgende 
maand uitvoerig aandacht daaraan besteed 
zal worden. 

"The World of Suzie Wong" is nu in Londen 
in productie. Zij, die de in Hongkong opge- 
nomen scenes met William Holden en France 
Nuyen gezien hebben, zijn zeer enthousiast, 
niet alleen over het speeltalent van de 
beide sterren, maar tevens over de prachtige 
echte opnamen in een van 's werelds meest 
kleurrijke steden. 

De 17e Februari is reeds lang geleden be- 
atemd als dfe dag voor een massale release 
in de Verenigde Staten van "Jack The Ripper" 
Op die dag gaan 6OO copieSn van de film 
veranderen in magneten voor de kassa van 
even zoveel theaters over het gehele land. 
En binnen het tijdsbestek van enige uren 
zal het gehele land weten wie "Jack The 
Ripper" is. Dit zal tevens de machtigste 
"saturation release" zijn, die Paramount 
een film ooit gegeven heeft en in vertroujren 
verwacht m4n, dat de resultaten in evenre- 
digheid zullen zijn met deze grootse wijze 
van uitbrengen. 
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’*War and Peace” Honored 

TOKYO • Still another high honor has been glren to "War 
and Peace," the Dino DeLaurentiis-Paranount production which 
has been shown around the world so successfullj. 

This time the honor comes from Korea, where "War and 
Peace" was adjudged "the moat superior motion pictoire releas¬ 
ed in Korea in 195S." The award was made to Mr. H. S. Lee, 
president of Bullee Trading Company, Ltd,, who has been hand¬ 
ling Paramount pictures exclusively in Korea. Because of the 
hich standard of "War and Peace." *'r, Lee was xiven not only 
a trophy, but also a bonus license for the impoirtation of an 
additional feature under the official quota system. 

Mr. Lee is shown above at right, with Paramount General 
Manager N. Metorl. The trophy is with the four executive 
photos on the mantel. 

TOKYO <• Tab Hunter concluded 
hia personal tour of the Orient 
here, prior to flying back to 
Hollywood and the start of work 
in ^e Pleasure of His Coapaiy" 
at Paramount for Perlberg and 
Seaton. He is shown above inthe 
Imperial Hotel with Paramount 
General Manager N. Metori and, 
at left. Publicity Director T. 
Ise. In Tokyo, as he had been in 
Bangkok and Hongkong. Hunterwa« 
most cooperative witn the press, 
accenting "That Kind of Woman" 
and "The Pleasure Of His Comp¬ 
any" in all talks. 

HOLLYWOOD - Jack Iwata, 
noted Japanese film corres¬ 
pondent accredited to the 
studio area, is shown at 
right on the set of "Walk 
Like A Dragon" with Nobu 
McCarthy and Jack Lord, co- 
stars of the production. 

HOLLYWOOD - On 
the set of "Walk 
Like A Dragon" 
with co-stars 
Jack Lord and 
Mobu McCarthy at 
Paramount are; 
Shuzo Kosugi, re¬ 
presentative of 
"Screen" Magazine 
of Tokyo, and his 
friend, Masa ^ 
Akashi (right), 
noted Japanese 
artist. 
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A Mighty Thrill for Palma de Mallorca,Spain 

The world must leam 
to work together, or 
finally it will not work 
at all. 

Dwight D, Eisenhower 

AM3AT0, Ecuador - In 
this Ecuadorean city, 
where the average film 
plays a maximum of two 
aays, "The Ten Command¬ 
ments" was in its 21st 
day when the above ptioto 
was taken. Photo is of 
the Bishop of Ambato,Rev. 
Bemairdino Echeverria, 
attending a special scr- 

its.'sfi?! liLf 
Reading from left to 

right: Father Jose Arell¬ 
ano; Paramount represent¬ 
ative Eduardo Frangias; 
the Bishop; Father Jose 
Vasconez. 

The showmanship cam¬ 
paign whereby the Tacna 
Theatre (Lima,Peru) ent¬ 
rant, Miss Consuelo 
Ramos, won the Sophia 
Loren contest, and a 
trip to Hollywood, was 
a very complete one. It 
contained not only all 
of the standard publicity 
facets, but included 
newsreel shots of Sophia 
Loren, special tapes for 
Pepe Ludmir's radio and 
TV shows, and comprehen¬ 
sive credits for all of 
the commercial firms that 
participated in the 
showmanship campaign. 

The majority of South 
and Central American off¬ 
ices competed in the con¬ 
test, but Peru's entrant 
was adjudged the winner. 
So it was Latin American 
Division Manager Henry B. 
Gordon's pleasure to oe 
able to advise Manager 
Lennart Bjorck that his 
branch had won the prize 
of llOO.oo. 

More **Ten Comnandments** 
Miracles in Spain., 

Continental publicity director Charles P. 
Juroe reports some more truly outstanding hap¬ 
penings connected with "The Ten Commandments" 
during its mass presentations throughout Spain. 

The business in the island of Palma de 
Mallorca is the greatest in history. One 
patron was a little old lady of eighty, 
seeing a film for the first time in her life. 

In the village of Valldemosa on this Island 
one person bought 100 tickets for one part¬ 
icular performance of "The Ten Commandments" 
and in the village of Sancellas, another 
patron bought 120 tickets for his less aff¬ 
luent neighbors. 

"LOS DIEZ MANDAMIENTOS" 
SIGUE TRIUNFANDO 

EN GRAN ESCALA 

Como se ha venido pronosticando en el pa- 
aado, es hoy un hecho irrefutable que la pro- 
ducci<5n de Cecil B, DeMille, "Los Diez l,;anda- 
miestos”, seguir^ cosechando gracdes triunfos 
en todo el mundo, no solo durante el futuro 
inmediato, sino que tambieo en el lejano por- 
venir. La pelfcula se halls ye en su cuarto 
aho de exhlbici6n en muchos pafses y por es- 
trenar aun en tantoa otroa. Uha indicacion del 
interla con que es esperada esta pelfcula en 
el mundo entero nos la ha proporcionado re - 
cientemente Espafla, donde se le ha dado una 
distribucion verdaderamente nacional, En el 
niSmero pesado insinua'bamos ya esta gran noti- 
cia; en ^ste podemos ofrecer al paramountia- 
ta un informe detallado del gran exito de ea¬ 
ts pelfcula en aquel pafs. En Estadoa Unidos 
la pelfcula ha aido programada este mea en un 
nuevo circuito de eihibicidn, a fin de que no 
quede nadie sin verla, , , El mea peaado pre- 
sentamoa al peramountiata el nuevo producto 
Paramount para eate ano, Eate mea informamoa 
sobre el viaje de loa senorea Jack Karp, Rus¬ 
sell Holman y Jerome Pickman a Europe, y el 
feliz resultado de aus gestiones destinadaa a 
aportar a nueatra Companfa un adicional ndme- 
ro de pelfculaa para aer diatribuidaa haata 
1961 y anos venideros, , . Cuando eate numero 
de Paramount ;Vorld llegue a manos del para- 
mountiata, habra terminado ya la edicidn y mc»- 
taje de la j)elfcula de Klarlon Brando, "El roa- 
tro impenetrable" ("Cne-Syed Jacks"), la cual 
eeperamos ver en preeatreno dentro de unaa ae- 
manaa. Esta pelfcula augura aer una fuente de 
ingresos para el exhibidor y un triunfo artfa- 

PALMA DE MALLORCA, Spain - Day and night 
glimpses of the massive and exciting business 
done by the Teatro Lirico when "The Ten Comm¬ 
andments" proved to be the most exciting motion 
picture attraction in the whole history of the 
colorful island. 

tico para la Paramount, , . "Li*l Abner" ha 
constituido un ezito taquillero total donde- 
quiera se ha exhihido, Loa teatroa lograron 
llenos completoa, contribuyendo a ese gran i- 
lito loa elogios que de ella hizo el piSblico 
que asieti<5 a su estreno, El hecho de que la 
pelfcula se base en una tira comica de dibu- 
jos publicada en m&s de 7C0 periddioos en el 
mundo entero, contribuird al Ixito de esta gran 
comedia musical en el extran jero, Este es el mea 

(febrero) en que se realizard el tan eapera- 
do estreno del Telemeter en Heat Toronto, Ca¬ 
nada. Laa piruebas preliminarea ban aido alta- 
mente aatiafactorias, Ed caao de que el es¬ 
treno se efectue demasiado terde* para poder 
reaenerlo en este niSnero,^,informeremo8 aobre 
el mlamo en el prdximo, . , "The World of Su- 
zie Wong" se ha11a ya en plan de produccidn — 
en londres, Aquellos que ban visto laa secuen— 
ciaa filmades en Eong-Kong, con William Holden 
y Frances Nuyens, eatdn entuaiasmedos, no solo 
de la fuerza dramdtlca de su tema, sino que 
tambidn de la belleza de sus escenarios natu¬ 
rals a, , , El 17 de febrero ha sido designado 
como el dfa del estreno, en Estadoa Unidos, de 
la pellcula "Jack The Ripper", En este dfa, 
600 copies de la pelfcula atraer^n al publico 
a las taquillaa de otros tantos teatroa en to- 
do el pafs y en unas boras, "Jack The Ripper" 
habrrf sido estrenada en laa principales ciuda- 
dea de loa Estadoa de la Union, Esta ser^ la 
mfia intensa "saturaci6n" de ventas jamas inten 
tada por la Paramount y es de esperar que los 
reaultados respondan al gigantesco esfuerzo de 
distribucion llevado a cabo. 

HOLLTWOOD - Miss 
Consuelo Ramos (who 
won the Tacna Theat¬ 
re's Sophia Loren 
Look-Alike contest in 
Lima, Peru) needs an 
umbrella in an unex¬ 
pectedly rainy Holly¬ 
wood. Umbrella hold¬ 
er is Ed Schellhom. 
In rear are Miss 
Sara Echegary Correa 
(Consuelo's aunt and 
chaperone), and 
Adolph Zukor II. The 
building in the back¬ 
ground is headquart¬ 
ers of Capitol Reeatda, 
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Tha secret of success 

is to achieve one big 
enough for yo\ir wife to 
brag about > but small 
enough to keep your 
friends from being 
Jealous. 

Harold Coffin, in 
Ths Wkll St. Journal 

VIENNA - One of the 
massive posters displayed 
for four weeks in advance- 
of the premiere of "House- 
Doat" at the Opem Theatre. 

BOBBY DARIN, tops of 
American disc stars, will 
be starred in the first 
of a series of Paramount 
musical films later this 
year. 

Not a tenth of us who 
are in business are 
doing as well as we could 
if we merely followed the 
principles that were 
known to our grandfathers. 

William Fbather 

MUNICH - The magnificent new City Filmpalast 
premiered recently, and the opening attraction 
was Paramount's "Houseboat." The comedy had a 
superlative engagement of more than four weeks. 
Shown above in the lobby of the Filmpalast on 

premiere are, from left to 
rignt. Mr. Boris Jankolovics, Paramount super— 

<^™any and Belgium; Messrs Walter 
Jonigkeit and Manfred Bertuch, theatre owners; 
and Mayor Hieber of Munich. 

Scene inside the Filmpalast as Mianich Mayor 
Hieber addressed the capacity audience and ex¬ 
pressed his thanks to the city government for 
such a magnificent cinema. 

**Di e 10 Gebote**.... 
nach wie vor im 
WeltgesprachI 

£s ist schon mehrfach betont wordeu, dass 
Cecil B. DeMille's Produktion "Die 10 Gebote" 
nicht nur fiir die kominenden Jahre ein Erfolg 
bleiben, sondern es fiir iuimer sein wird. Die- 
ser Grossfilm lauft jetzt im 4. Jahr und wurde 
in vMen Landern noch nicht einmal gezeigt. 
Das Interesse in all diesen Landern ist aber 
sehr gross, wie wir jetzt aus Spanien erfahren 
haben, von wo uns erfreuliche Berichte zugin- 
gen. Diesen Monat begannen in den gesamten USA 
eine Reihe von Wiederauffiihrungen mit dem Ziel, 
dass jeder kann, jede Frau und jedes Kind in 
den Staaten diesen Grossfilm sehen soil. 

In der letzten Ausgabe stellten wir einige 
der kommenden diesjahrigen Paramount-Produk- 
tionen vor. Diesen Monat berichten wir nun 
iiber den Europabesuch von Mr. Jack Karp, Mr. 
Russell Holman und Mr. Jerome Pickman und von 

ihren Bemiihungen urn neue Filme und Stoffe, die 
uns 1961 und fiir die Jahre danach zur Verfii— 
guhg stehen sollen. 

Wir glauben, weun Sie diese Zeilen leseu, 
dass die Schnittarbeiten an Marlon Brando's 
Grossfilm "Der Einaugige" beendet sein werden 
und in weiteren Wochen die Urauffuhrung dieser 
langerwarteten Produktion einsetzt. Dass die¬ 

ses Werk Filmgeschichte macuen wiru, ist fiir 
uns eine Gewissheit. 

"Li'l Abner" wurde in den gesamten Staaten 
ein Kassenerfolg soudergleichen, worun die gu- 
te kundpropaganda eiaen starken Anteil hatte. 
Der Comic-Streifen, nach dem dieser Film ge- 
staltet wurde, fand weltweite Verbreitung und 
diese Tatsache wird fiir den Verleih in den 

ausseramerikanischen Landern von grossem Wert 
sein. 

Im Februar wird das Telemeter in West-Torou- 
to, Kanada, seinen langangekundigten Start er- 
leben. Die Versuche der letzten Monate waren 
sehr zufriedenstellend, und wenn die Premiere 

Good News About Shorts 
This is ths ysar of big sslss activity in 

short features in the D.3. It's also the year 
when into Paramount's Novsltoon series of 
shorts there is introduced the new cat-and- 
mouse duo called SKAT AMD SKIT, 

'Skit' is a cute little mouse whose major 
problem is staying alive by by—passing the 
sharp-toothed 'Skat.' First of the series is 
called "Be Mice To Cats." 

Another Paramount short which seems sure 
of popular attention is "Fiddle-Faddle," one 
of the Modem Madcap series. It's a dialect 
coTOdy about an e3q)lorer who is sure that the 
wildest beasts of the Jungle can be soothed by 
music. ^ 

fiir diese Ausgabe zu spat stattfindet, dann 

werden wir in der nachsten ausfiihrlicher dar- 
iiber berichten. 

Die Innenaufnahmen zu "Die Welt der Suzie 
Wong" haben in London begonnen und alle, die 
die Aussenaufnahmen in Hongkong mit William 
Holden und France Nuyen bisher sahen, sind be— 
geisternt von den schauspielerischen Leiatungen 
der beiden Stars und der herrlichen Naturkulis— 
se dieser Stadt, die mit zu den prachtigsten 
der Welt gehdrt, 

Der 17. Februar ist in den Staaten der 

”T®g K" fiir den schlagartigen Grosseinsatz 
von 600 Kopien unserer Neuproduktion "Jack the 
Ripper" und innerhalb weniger Stundeu werden 

weite Bevdlkerungskreise davon Kenntnis haben, 
Es wird der starkste Grosseinsatz sein, den 
wir je fiir einen Paramount-Film starteten, und 

wir hoffen vertrauensvoll, dass der Erfolg un- 

seren Anstrengungen entsprechen wird. 

DUSSELDuRF - A showmanship "first" in this 
•city was the utilization of a giant neon sign 
for the promotion of the dual-theatre premiere 
of the DeLaurentiis-Paramount epic, "Tempest," 
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COPENHAGEN - Two phases of the presentation 
of "The Trap" in this city,‘One scene shows 
the brilliant exterior of the release theatre, 
the Saga, The other shows the window of the 
Marie Antoinette Parfumery, one of a great 
many windows participating in the showmanship 
campaign. 

I fSrra numret forutskickade vi en rad filmer, 
sora skulle bli verklighet under innevarande fir, 
Nu kan vi avge rapport Over den resa 1 Europa 
och England som herrar Jack Karp, Russell Hol¬ 
man och Jerome Plckman fSretagit och deras 
strfivanden att sakra filmbehovet ocksd fbr 1961 
och framSver, 

Trollgtvis har, nfir ni laser dessa rader, ar- 
betet med redigeringen av Marlon Brando-filmen 
ONE-EXED JACKS slutfbrts och sedan drbjer det 
sakerligen Inte mdnga veckor fbrran vl blir 1 
tillfaile att se denna med stor otdlighet av- 
vaktade film - en film som med all sannolikhet 
kommer att skriva filmhlstoria. 

En omsorgsfullt planerad och vairiktad fbrhands- 
propaganda har gjort LI'L ABNER till en kassa- 
triumf Over hela FOrenta Staterna. Den tecknade 
eerie, pd vilken filmen dr baaerad, fir vfilkfind 
Over hela vfirlden, en faktor av betydelse for 
dess framgdng utanfor Amerlka. 

DE TIO 

BUDORDEN 

FORTSATTER 
SITT 
SEGERTAG 

Det har sagts 
otaliga ganger forut, 
att Cecil B, DeMilles 
film DE TIO BUDORDEN 
kommer att fdrbli 
aktuell under aratal 
framat, ja, under en 
hel livstid, Denna 
maktiga filmskapelse 
visas nu fOr fjfirde dret vfirlden runt men mdnga 
IKnder vdnta fortfarande pd att fd se denv En 
liten forestallning .om den otdlighet, varmed man 
i dessa lander motser filmen, fick vl genom den 
strdlande framgdng som filmen fdtt i Spanlen, 
ddr dess framforande tog en landsorafattande 
karaktar. Vi fick en glimt av detta i forra 
numret men nu kan vi gladjande nog Idgga fram 
klara bevls. Denna mdnad har filmen ocksd be- 
gynt visas 1 en ny omgdng Over FOrenta Stater¬ 
na - avslkten ar att varenda man, kvinna och 
barn skall bli 1 tillfaile att se filmen. 

ODENSE, Denmark - In the lobby of the Gran 
Theatre as "The Ten Commandments" began its 
phenomenally successful run. Pointing to the 
poster of the mighty DeMille film is Mayor 
Holger Ursen of Odense. Next to him is Mana/ 
er Andersen of the Grand. At left is Paramou^ 
Manager John Aarshjij. 

«xterior of the Grand, with 
that adjunct which has always been associatec 
with presentations of "The Ten Commandments" 
A 1 1 f9 t Ai« A ^ ^ ong, long queue of paying patrons 

Februarl fir ocksd den mdnad, dd Telemeter fdr 
sin sedan Idnge annonserade premldr i West To¬ 
ronto, Canada. Den senaste tidens provforsok 
har utfalllt synnerllgen tillfredsstfillande, 
men skulle den "riktiga" premifiren intrfiffa 
f8r sent f6r att rapporteras i nfista nuitmier.sd 
blir det att vfinta ett nuramer till, men dd dter- 
kommer vl. 

THE WORLD OF SUZIE WONG fir under inspelning i 
London. De som beretts tlllffille att se de 
episoder, vllka inspelats 1 Hongkong med V/illi- 
am Holden och France Nuyen, fir belt entuslastis- 

ka inte bara vad betrfiffar de bdda stjfirnomae 
dramatiska framstfillnlngskonst utan ocksd over 
den hfinfbrande naturen i en av vfirldens meat 
ffirgrlka stfider. 

Den 17 februari fir sedan IfiJige utsedd som da- 
gen for den gemensamma premifiren av JACK THE 
RTPIER Over hela FSrenta Staterna. Den dagen 
kommer 600 kopior av filmen att slfippas ut pd 
Ilka mdnga biografer och sedan fir det bara 
frdga om tiranar innan hela natlonen kommer att 
vara underkunnig om Jack The Ripper. Det fir 
den stSrsta och raest omfattande "nationspre- 
mifir" som Paramount ndgonsin gett en film och 
det ekonomiaka utbytet vfintas ocksd bli i pro¬ 
portion dfirtlll. 

Paramount's "A Touch 
of Larceny," gay action 
comedy starring James 
Mason, Vera Miles and 
George Sanders,has been 
recommended for adults 
and young people by the 
Protestant Motion Pict¬ 
ure Council (U.S.A.) in 
the organization's lat¬ 
est bulletin. 

COPENHAGEN - Window 
display showmanship for 
"The Ten Commandments" in 
the celebrated Anva dep¬ 
artment store. 

COPENHAGEN - Front of 
the ever-popmlar Palads 
Theatre recently when the 
Cary Grant-Sophia Loren 
comedy. "Houseboat" was 
the attraction. 

HELSINKI, Finland — 
The Kino-Palatsi recehtly 
had "Houseboat" as its 
film attraction and rep>- 
orted splendid business 
with the Cary Grant-Soph¬ 
ia Loren comedy. 



Sophia Loren, with the 
title "Heller In Pink Tights" 
in mind, went through plenty 
of advance preparations to 
make sure that the pink itene 
were put to the best photo¬ 
genic use^ 

BELOW 
International group on the 

Paraaoxmt set of "Walk Like A 
Dragon." Froa left: Masa 
Akashi, noted Japanese ai^ist: 
Rudolph Acosta; Jack Lord ana 
Nobu McCarthy, film's co-stais; 
Armando Del Moral, renowned 
Journalist for Mexico and 
Cuba; and Shuzo Kosuki, corr- 
sapoAdeqt for "Screen,"Tokyo. 

Some of those who hosted the Chil¬ 
dren's Christmas Party of the Studio 
Club include: standing, Alice Raskoff, 
Jerry Hill Davis, Helene Harris, Pep 
Lee, Jacob KaiT5, Lillian Rock and 
Elizabeth Higgason, Kneeling are Luigi 
Luraschi, H.E.McCroskey and Max 
Roskoff, The party was held at the 
Wilshire-Ebell Theatre, and was atten¬ 
ded by hundreds of children. 

Opening paragraph in Paramount 
Parade's detailed report on the event 
stated: "Opening the program was Luigi 
Luraschi, Studio Club President who 
gave the welcome and introduced Mr. 
Jacob Karp, Vice-President in charge 
of the studio. It was a real pleasure 
to have Mr. Karp with us and he stayed 
through to enjoy the entire proceed¬ 
ings." 

The young lady at left is the now- 
grown-up Margaret O'Brien, child star 
extraordinary just a few years ago. 
She is now a featured member of the 
cast of "Heller In Pink Tights." With 
her are Eileen Heckert (also featured 
in the romantic comedy-^ama) and,at 
right, Sophia Loren, co-starring ^th 
Anthony Quinn in the Ponti-Girosi 
production. 

CONTEST WINNER FROM PERU - Second from the right in this 
o'oup in Paramount's studio commissary is Miss Consuelo 
Ramos of Lima. Peni. She was adjudged the winner in the 
Tacna Theatre's contest for a Sophia Loren "look-alike" in 
conjunction with the showing of "The Black Orchid," I¥ize 
was a trip by air to Hollywood, courtesy of Canadian Pacific 
Airlines. Those in the group, reading from left, are: Rose 
Goldstein, Paramount International; Miss Sara Echegary 
Correa, aunt of Miss Ramos, and her chaperone on the trip; 
Richard Whitney, Los Angeles representative of Canadian 
Pacific Airlines: Ed Schellhom, Paramount International; 
Edith Head, in charge of Paramount designing, and multl-timB 
Acadeny Award winner: Miss Ramos; Luigi Luraschi, head of 
the studio's censorship department. 

Edith Head will design Lilli 
Palmer's costumes for Perlberg- 
Seaton's "The Counterfeit Trai¬ 
tor" while Lilli is working in 
Hollywood in Perlberg-Seaton's 
"The Pleasure of His Company," 
for which Edith also designed 
Lilli's lovely costumes. 
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TETjafRTKR research LABQRAT(»IE3 

WEST LOS ANGELES, California - Abova 
is shown the plant of the Research 
Laboratories of International Tele¬ 
net er Company, a dirisiwi of Paramount 
Pictures Corporation, 

Here an expeH _ _ group of electronic 
engineers aw designing new Telemeter 
sQuipsMnt, both for the Telemeter 
WiredSystem as well as the systemfor 
orer-the-air transmission of pay-TV 
programs. 

FEBRUARY 15th SET AS 
"T(for Telemeter)DAY" 
IN WEST TORONTOCCan.) 

AT THE TB'IE OF OUR GOING TO PRESS, the two-week period 

beginning February 15th had been indicated as covering the 

target date for the beginning of Telemeter presentations 

in West Toronto, Ontario, Canada, 

An additional announcement of top importance had been 
made on January 29th, when Louis Novins, president of 
International Telemeter Company, had announced that the 
company expects to establish the Telemeter toll-TV system 
in a section of the borough of Queens (New York) in 1961, 

Novins addressed the Metropolitan Hockey Writers at a 
luncheon at Leone^s in New York, at which General John 
Reed Kilpatrick, president of the New York Rangers hockey 
team, announced a deal for cablecasting (via Telemeter) 
the February 28th New York Rangers-Toronto Ivlaple Leafs 
hockey game back to Toronto via the Toll-TV system. 

HOW TO OPERATE TELEMETER 

PRICE OF EACH CREDIT WINDOW CASH CHUTE WILL TO USE CREDIT 
PROGRAM IS WILL INDiaTE ACCEPT ALL COINS PUSH THE BUnON 
SHOWN HERE OVER PAYMENT EXCEPT PENNIES WHEN BUYING SHOW 

TURN KNOB TO “TELEMETER” 
FOR AIR PROGRAMS TURN KNOB TO ' BROADCAST". 

TO SELECT PROGRAM TURN KNOB TO A, B OR C 

TURN THIS KNOB FOR PROGRAM INFORMATION 

This mechanism is destined to be 
almost as well known as the telephone 
-- and just as communicative. It is 
the telemeter control box. and the 
information displayed with the illus¬ 
tration tells of its many functions. 

proi 
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TORONTO - Because of 
the national prominence 
of hockey in the Tele¬ 
meter picture, some of 
the news about the advent 
of Telemeter in this 
rapidly ej^janding Canad¬ 
ian city overflowed to 
the sports pages of the 
eminent Globe and Mail, 

TORC^O - Continuing newspaper 
rominence being given to Telemeter in 

s Canadian city where Pay-TV is 
being pioneered, is shown by this 
‘eature article in the Globe and MaU 
Canada's biggest morning newspaper), 
ssue of January 29th last. [: 

^JSTIIXFrToYisT PAY TV OPERATION ~ 

Many Questions Still Unanswered 
Such as Fees, How Many Homes? 

medium of pay television, soon 
will be skating into hundreds of 

West Toronto district homes 

each Sunday night. 
It was announced yesterday 

that Leafs’ Sunday games on 
the road will be televised to 
paying subscribers by Interna* 
tionat Telemeter Co., beginning' 
Feb. 28 from New York. They 
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to 2.000 homes in the immediate 
vicinity of the company studios 
at Royal York Rd. and Bloor ' 
St. W. 

Staff Smythe. chairman 
Leafs' hockey committee, con¬ 
firmed the arrangemeDls. 
addition, he said, the one 
malnlng midweek game in To¬ 
ronto after the closed circuit 
starting date—against Montreal 
on Wednesday. March 0—also 
would be piped into the homes 
on a paying basis. 

From the Feb. 28 starting 
date to <he end of the National 
Hockey League schedule Leafs 
have four Sunday games on the 
road. Two arO In New York and 
one each lo Boston an Detroit. 

The telecasta were described 
as a practical experiment to 
determine bow many owners of 
TV sets would pay lo receive 
telecasts of a tpeaal nature. 
Cost to subscribers was not an¬ 
nounced. Wiring of their sets 
is in process. 

The announcement, by John 
J. FiUglbboni. president of 
Famous Players Canadian Corp. 
Ltd., added: 

“We would like to make It 
unmistakably clear that the ar¬ 
rangements for these games will 
in no way Interfere with the 
continuation of televising of 
the traditional Saturday nlghl 
Maple Leaf home games.^ 
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telemeter is scheduled to 

OPERATE ON A 7-DAYS-A-WEEK 

BASIS. MANY AREAS IN CANADA 

DO NOT HAVE MOTION PICTURES 

ON SUNDAYS. TELEMETER WILL 

BRING MOVIES INTO THE HOME 

EVERY DAY OF THE WEEK. 
0:0!:0Mei0':0i0M©H0':0:0:0 

Punch Has So Many Players 
Doesn’t Know What to Do 

2?:iaai7:nrr 
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Excerpt from Perlberg 

and Seaton's publication 
known as "The Chronicle"; 

Running over the list 
of players we'TB signed 
to date for "The Coun¬ 
terfeit Traitor." it 
occurred to us that the 
man who prepares our 
credits for the screen 
has his work cut out 
for him. In this huge 
international cast,we'II 
have such names as 
Ejner Federspiel and 
Preben Neergaard, who 
are Danish actors; 
Elizabeth Fllckenschild, 
and Helo Gutschwager, 
of Germany. The title- 
makers are fond of 
names like Tab Hunter 
for good reason. As a 
matter of fact, try and 
find a shorter name 
than Bob Hope. 

This gesture by jerry 
Lewis in "Visit To A 
Small Planet" is going to 
become very popular the 
world over. When Jerry as 
the man from outer space 
who visits the 'Small 
Planet' (our Earth) does 
a tweak of the right ear, 
and wrinkles his nose, 
things really start to 
happen. Just you wait and 
see} 

SINGAPORE — Cathay's 
own pubHcity department 
produced this 24-3heet 
poster for the Jerry Lewis 
comedy. The Chinese words 
say "A Happy and Prosper¬ 
ous New Year." It was just 
that time of year in 
Singapore. 

Clint (Steve Forrest) finally convinces 
Heller (Sophia Loren) that he has won her fair 
and square in a game of draw poker. This is 
a highspot in "Heller In Pink Tights." 

BRANCH HEWS (Continued from i8) 

Row having been associated with Universal for 
several years. 

Hunting season is over and for the most 
part was not very fruitful for those who enjoy* 
this sport, with one exception. Walter Mock 
bagged a deer on the last day of the season 
which tipped the scales at a very healthy 140 
pounds. Walter is justly proud of this as any 
of us would be; however, fishing season is ap¬ 
proaching and since there are more enthusiasts 
in this sport, we expect a great deal of suc¬ 
cess from those of us who take part in our 
fishing trips which are few and far between. 

A new bowling league has been formed on 
Film Row and from all reports is turning out 
to be very successful. 

Our Branch Manager, Fred Mathis, has just 
returned from a meeting in atlunta £Uid it seems 
has returned with a flu bug as he has been un¬ 
der the weather for about five days. Accord- 

"Autobiography" of 
Ceci1 B. DeMilie Gains 
Continued High Praise. 

Newest of the film industry publications 
to bestow highest praise on "The Autobiography 
of Cecil B. DeMille" is Boxofflce. The book is 
reviewed in depth by Velma West Sykes in the 
issue of January 18th. 

Among other things, Mrs. Sykes says; "This 
is not only a word self-portrait of a pioneer 
supershowman and motion picture producer but 
of the development of the industry, so should 
bo of interest to all branches of the trade... 
Tributes to the actors and actresses with whom 
he worked and to members of his staff, some of 
whom wore with him for 20 years or more,reveal 
his appreciation of dedication to one's task. 
There are no diatribes against any of them..." 

In concluding her review, Mrs. Sykes gave 
prominence to Mr. DeMille's abhorrence of the 
word "exploitation," which has become so widely 
used a term in this industry. As Mr. DeMille 
himself expresses his feelings in the book; "I 
do not want to have to answer to Moses for 
'exploiting' The Ten Commandments1" 

The Saturxlay Review, an American critical 
publication noted for barbed words and devas¬ 
tating phrases, looked upon "A Touch Of 
Larceny" with marked approval. Here are crit¬ 
ical excerpts; 

"A Touch of Larceny" is an Anglo-Ameri- 
comedy that manages neatly to blend the 
best of both worlds - the smooth, silky 
sheen of Hollywood, and the polished, 
irreverent wi^ of some of the English im¬ 
ports.It IS all done with great good 
humor but, praise be, not without malice. 
Sprightly progressive jazz, the work of 
Philip Green, sustains the film's gay, 
sophisticated tone. 

ing to Fred, several people in Atlanta were 
sick with the same virus. Ve, of course, are 
wishing Fred a speedy recovery. 

We continue to push our plans for the up¬ 
coming saturation of "Jack the Ripper," >diich 
we believe will be a tremendous success in our 
area. 

Ve have set up a sneak preview for the 
new Jerry Lewis picture "Visit to a Small Plan¬ 
et" and as always expect the greatest from 
Jerry Lewis. 

—Herman Allen 

CHARLOTTE wom of mouth is still the best 
advertising....Did you launch into the New 
Year with the resolution to do more to help 
our industry -ihich still offers the best in 
mass entertainment?....Are you talking daily 
to your friends and relatives about our c\ir- 
rent releases and the big ones coming soon? 
How long has it been since you attended a mo¬ 
vie and told others about it? 

My son, who until recently was a oatient 
in an amcr hospital in Germany, heard about 
"Jack the Ripper" from my letters. The pa¬ 
tients in his ward heard about it from him. 
In the coffee shop, library eind PX they heard 
about it. As the patients were dismissed and 
returned to their bases or to the States,as my 
son was, I feel my small part of advertising 
covered a large area. 

Ve in Charlotte are looking forward with 
great enthusiasm for big business with this 
much publicized picture. 

Former office manager, Weber Howell, now 
in the Atlanta Branch, visited us during the 
holidays. 

Ve welcome Bobly Lynch, booker, \iio 
joined the Paramount family December 28th. 
He is married to the former Adelma Jane Morri¬ 
son and they have one son and one dau^ter. 

Our pretty blonde clerk in the booking 
department, Ruth Kirk Brown, was married at 
Sharon Presbyterian Church to Charles V. Kln- 
nemon, Jr. in a formal ceremony with a rece[>- 
tion following the wedding in the church so¬ 
cial hall. Our best wishes to the happy cou¬ 
ple. 

Ve are looking foivard to reading the 
autobiography of the late Cecil B. DeMille. 
Ve read with Interest a message of thanks from 
him as delivered by his daughter, Cecilia De¬ 
Mille Harper, in Paramount World. 

Barney Slaugjbter, salesman, celebrated 
his birthday along with one of his exhibitors, 
Sal Aragona, of Jacksonville, North Carolina. 
Barney and Sal were bom on the same day of 
the same year. 

^ —Mildred Hoover 

BOSTON There have been some changes in 
Boston Branch personnel. Additions; "Dick" 

(Continued on Page 3^) 
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searing story of five women whose boundless 
Uulove made them outcasts, but whose same love 
later held a hundred men in check and turned them 
from beasts in the forest into fighting patriots 
who won a great victory o^r powerful forces of 
the enemy.that's 

J 
U • 'Vfc* 

BARBARA BEL GEDDES, SILVANA MANGANO, 
CARLA GRAVIRA, JEANNE MOREAU, VERA MILES 
— five women against a world of men* 

SILVANA MANGANO, Leader of Women i] 1 Stripped of honor, 
decency, the love 
and respect of 
friends — the last 
indignity was loss 
of their hair. 
So they learned to 
fight man's battles 
with man's weapons. 

AND THE 
OTHERS 

BARBARA BEL GEDDES. Partisan Hellcat 

....It took mighty courage to make this picture. 
But it j^s a picture of couraoe itself. Produced 
brilliantly by Oino DeLaurentiis. Dynamically 
directed by Martin Ritt. And played glowinaly by 
Van Heflin, Silvana Manoano, Vera Miles, Barbara 
Bel Geddes, Jeanne Moreau, Richard Basehart,Harry 
Guardino, Carla Gravina.Alex Nicol,Steve Forrest. 
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MELBOURNE, Australia - 
The Dot Records sound-track 
album as distributed in 
Australia by E.M.I.Pty.Ltd. 
is the one produced in Eng¬ 
land by London Records, The 
above lobby photo shows how 
the Barclay Theatre,presen¬ 
ting ”The Five Pennies," 
gave an assist to this dis¬ 
tribution. 

Impoi*cance of Dot' s Pat Boone 
in the record world is attested 
to by this 2-page advertisement 
in the February 6 issue of Cash 
Box magazine - the 'voice' of 
the recording industry, 

(And speaking of Pat Boone, 
we were watching Ed Sullivan's 
telecasting of Japan's Takara- 
zv^a group of peerless artists 
the other evening, and when Ed 
asked the young ladies who was 
their favorite record star,more 
n^ds went up for Pat Boone 
than for any other singer). 

D OX 1 S 

AND FI 
ING BOTH MUSI 
I AL RECORDS 

thout 
news 

We have a very fine story 
of how Pat Boone makes his 
Dot Records, written on the 
spot during an actual rocor- 
ding. Watch for it in next 
month's issue. 

We present below, wi 
'any editorial comrent, 
as printed in The New fork 
Ti^es jD^ncerning a wholly- 
owned division of ParaT^ount 
Pictures - Dot Records! 

DOT -Ings ..The designation of Febru- 
’’Monaural Month” on Dot followed the 

success of January as "Stereo 
promotions have featured Dot^s 

Pat Boone, Billy Vaughan, Louis 
Gale 

NEW YORK TIMES, 
FEBRUARY 3, 1960. 

ary as 
outstanding 
Month.” Both 
top stars — 

Prima and Keely Smith, Lawrence Welk, 
Storm, Bob Crosby and Dodie Stevens.The 
last mentioned young lady was selected by 
the Temple City (Calif.) Chamber of Commerce 
to crown the King aiind Qjueen of the city^s 
annual Camelia festival on February 19th.... 
Very heavy sales are being registered by 
Debbie Reynolds^ Dot-hit, ”Am I That Easy to 
Forget.” And wherever disc jockeys as Debbie 
about this and her other Dot numbers, she 
makes a point of mentioning her two Paramount 
Perlberg-Seaton films, ”The Rat Race” and 
"The Pleasure of His Company”.Lawrence 

DOT RECORDS’ SALES 
SOARED 20% IN 1959 

HOLLYWOOD, Calif,, Feb. 2 
(UPI)—Dot Records, Inc., to¬ 
day sfnnounced a gross of 
$8,294,000 for 1959, a gain of 
8,640 per cent since 1950, when 
the first year’s gross sales 
amounted to $95,859. The new 
record vplume topped that set 
in 1958 of $7,050,687 by nearly 
20 per cent. 

Randy Wood launched Dot 
Records as “a hobby” in 1950. 
During 1951 sales leaped 178 
per cent to $264,950. Today Dot 
has thirty-five distributors, in¬ 
cluding five owned and oper¬ 
ated by the company itself. 

In 1957, Dot Records became 

Vt',- 

YE OtDE 
SHIPPE'S LOG 

MANNED BY 

This is reproduction of a 
massive postcard sent by Louis 
Prima and Keely Smith - Dot duo 
from Wilbur Clark's Desert Inn 
at Las Vegas, Nevada, 

I^uis and Keely have some 
new Dot recordings which are 
sizzline successes. 

'a wholly owned subsidiaiy of 
Paramount Pictures Corpora¬ 
tion, with Randy Wood retain¬ 
ing his presidency. During 1959, 
Dot Records’ foreign gross in¬ 
creased $100,000. 

Welk, whose "Lawrence Welk Month” was one of 
Dot’s most successful promotions in years,is 
set to recor(3 an extra 18 LPs during 1960, 
all of them featuring his Champagne Music 
Makers.Dot has recently produced and 
introduced a number of novelty albums, incl¬ 
uding one taken from the weekly CBS televis¬ 
ion panel show, "What’s !iy Line?” Album fea¬ 
tures the same cast as the television show. 

Connie Haines, former featured singer with 
the Tommy Dorsey orchestra, has waxed her 
first tunes since returning to the Dot label, 
(she has been ill for almost three years from 
complications during the birth of her son.) 

New tunes are "On The Comer," "Search For 
A Song" and "Old Man Moss," Singer, now under 
contract to Dot Records, next works on a com¬ 
plete album of tunes she made popular while 
singing with the late Toany Dorsey. 



Matthew Schroeder 
A fine human being, a 

dedicated Pararaounteer and 
a wonderful co-worker pass¬ 
ed from our midst with the 
death, on February l3th,of 
Matthew Schroeder. His 
more than thirty years of 
Paramount service began 
when he came to the theatre 
department of the company 
froB the renowned account¬ 
ing firm of Price Water- 
house. His comprehensive 
knowledge of figure analy¬ 
sis served the comp>any in 
theatres, in production 
(both in the studio and with Martin & Lewis's 
Tork Corporation), and culminated with his post 
as sales analyst to Vice-president George Welt- 
ner in New York, a post he has held for the 
past several years. It was while in this capac¬ 
ity that he was stricken with the illness which 
resulted in his death. 

•Matt' Schroeder left a worrowing wife, a 
daughter, and a company-wide legion of friends 
in whose hearts his memory, as a gentleman and 
an honored worker, remains secure. 

AMSTERDAM, Holland - On Page 26 we show an 
example of the wonderful showmanship demonstr¬ 
ated by the department store of Vroom and 
Dreesmann In Utrecht, Here aboTe is a window 
In the main V & D department store In Amsteir- 
1am. This display Is In the window of the rec¬ 
ord comer of the store. In the centre Is a 
frame of 8 colored scenes from the picture,and 
all are Illuminated from the rear. Manager K. 
F.J.Wljsmuller called the display "Very beaut- 
Ifull" and was of course delighted at the way 
In which the giant store had cooperated so 
completely In the film's campaign of showman¬ 
ship. _ 

CHARLOTTE This morning we screened "Jack 
the Flipper" and the buyers and bookers vho saw 
the picture sat on the ed£,es of their chairs 
throughout the entire picture. With the trem¬ 
endous one million dollar advertising campaign 
that Joe Levine is going to put behind the 
picture, we are looking forward to outstand- 

j ing grosses in the Charlotte territory. 
^ "Samson and Delilah" continues to roll up 

grosses that are comparable to those run up by 
"Li'l Abner", so our Charlotte exhibitors are 

j wealing smiles. 
i This Thvirsday, we are sneaking "Visit to 
} a Small Planet", \diich the reviews say is the 
I best Jerry Lewis picture yet. With the satur¬ 

ation on "The Greatest Show on Earth" coming 
up along with the next release of "The Ten 
Commandments," it looks like the 'green stuff 
will be rolling in, in the very near future. 

The entire office personnel continues to 
concentrate on short subject playdates as we 
intend to better our 1959 delivery. 

—B. A. Slau^ter, Jr. 

Paramount World 

CIAMPINO AIRPORT, ROME - Red Nichols, at 
right, the jazz classicist of the 1920's whose 
real-life story inspired Danny Kaye's "The 
Fire Pennies," is at the present time on an 
official U.S.State Department tour of the 
Orient. His band unit of six is known as "Red 
Nichols and His Five Pennies." Here at the 
Rome stop he is giving Angelo Nizza of ^ 
Stampa, Turin daily newspaper, (at left) and 
Paramount publicity director vieri Niccoli, 
each a red nickel and five pennies - symbols 
of his goodwill tour. 

uu o.wmits 

CHICAGO - Some of the eadiibition and distr¬ 
ibution notables at the showmanship meeting on 
"Samson and Delilah" conducted by Joe Friedman, 
Paramount director of exploitation. Shown from 
1. to r,: A1 Raymer of H. Schoenstadt and Sons 
Circuit; Paramount branch manager Bob Allen; 
Alex Manta; Sam Coston, Indiana-Illinois Thea¬ 
tres; and Joseph Friedman, 
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Theire are several 
ways to apportion the 
fa^ly Income, all of 
them unsatisfactory. 

Robeit BendiLqr 

BARCELONA - The people 
standing before a news¬ 

stand aire looking 
of children's 

paper 
at a dis 
album stam] 
Editorial 

jniblished by IDS pnic 
Bru^era of 

. as part of the nat- 
onal showmanship camp¬ 

aign for "The Ten Comm¬ 
andments." Stamps depict 
scenes from the mighty 
Cecil B, DeMllle film. 

The great American 
I motto - Life, Liberty 
and the Happiness of 

TWO STUNNING SCENES 
from the James Clavell- 
Paramount product ion,'Vfalk 
Like 'A Dragon." AT TQ^P; 
Nobu McCarthy is the CWn- 
ese slave girl put up for 
sale, with Jerado De Cor- 
dovier as the auctioneer. 
LEFT; Noted popular sing- 
er Mel Tonne, now an actor, 
is a gunman giving shoot¬ 
ing lessons to James 
Shigeta, one of the film's 
co-stars with an aimtokilL 
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Jorry Lewis as the 
'Man FroB Oater Space,' 
and Barbara Lawson as 
the 'beatnik dancer' who 
doesn't give a hoot where 
the man is from (because 
she's out of this world 
an^ow). give a really 
unforgettable performance 
of 'beatnik' dancing in 
"Visit To A Small rawet," 
Hal Wallis' frolicksome 
comedy. 

High heels were in¬ 
vented by a woman who 
had been kissed on the 
forehead, 
_Christopher Morlqr 

CAIRO, Egypt - "Sign 
of the Cross," another of 
the all-time-great Cecil 
B, DeMille productions,is 
still a mighty attraction 
in this part of the world 
- as this front of the 
Cinema Opera indicates. 

**Next - Miss AmericaT* 

Last month we pictured Ruth Shumas, attr¬ 
active Paramounteer of St. Louis, winning the 
award of "Miss Film R6w" at the Missouri- 
Illinois Theatre Owners Convention, Ruth also 
won a trip to Las Vegas, and Paramount award¬ 
ed her a week's vacation with pay. Her note 
of thanks to Vice-president Sidney G, Deneau 
read: 

"Just a little note to thank you and Para- 
mo\int most sincerely for having authorized my 
trip to Las Vegas. It was wonderful! 

"The honor bestowed upon me tythsMissouri- 
Illinois Theatre Owners as 'Hiss Film Row' was 
very memorable, and I am very grateful to 
Paramount for having received a week's vacat- 
iai with pay. Didn't think it could ever hap¬ 
pen to me.Many thanks, again!" 

Mr. Deneau hand wrote across the memo — 
"Dear Ruth: Next stop - Miss America! Beat 
wishes." 

tCONTINUH) FROM Page 

Dickerson in Booking, and Ellen Boves in Col¬ 
lections. Changes: Margaret Finnimore from 
Collection department to Branch Manager's sec¬ 
retary and Kay Viilliams, switchboard operator, 
resigned. 

On her last day in the office, the eo^ilay- 
ees got together and had a little party for 
Kay at the end of the day. Sie was presented 
with a gift and a purse for her very faithful 
service. 

Mr. John G. Moore, our Division Manager, 
>4io had his office in Philadelphia, has moved 
his office here. Ve are happy to welcome him 
back to Boston. 

We have also had some physical changes - 
mainly an installation of a new 'phone system' 
of the push-button variety \hich is certainly 
keeping everyone on their toes. 

Now for some comings and goings. Itta 
Glazln of the Booking Department spent a two- 
week vacation in New York City visiting friends 

^’Chance Meeting'* Has 
That Box-Otfice Touch.. 

"Chance Meeting," Para¬ 
mount's suspense-thriller 
co-starring Hardy Kruger 
and Micheline Presle, shown 
at right, has hit solidly 
with the film trade press. 
The Film Daily called it 
"Slick, Smooth and Sophlct- 
Icated Murder )fystery.Rates 
Very Well, Good Popular Ap¬ 
peal. Fine Acting." Then 
Motion Picture Daily said: "Nobody makes a 
thriller like the British. They know better 
than anyone else how to imagine an off-beat 
plot situation, steeped in mystery and suspen¬ 
se; how to draw characters that are odd-ball 
but real; how to introduce twists that seem to 
make sense even when they don't. They also 
know how to keep the action moving briskly 
without giving the audience a chance to catch 
its breath. These qualities are all evident 
again in 'Chance Meeting.' To the familiar at^ 
rlbutes, moreover, something new has been 
added here. That is a singularly frank treat¬ 
ment of Sex.....* 

vlCg Popov,the world famous Russian 
clown ^ose specialty on the high wire won him 
a gold medal at the International Circus Fest¬ 
ival in Warsaw, will be Introduced to American 
audiences in "Circus Stars," Paramount release 
in color and wide-screen. 

Vladimir Durov and his trained animals, 
A^xwder Ser|^ and his horses, aerialist 
Vladimir Deveiko, Jugglers Alexander and Viol¬ 
etta Kiss and many other circus acts are feat¬ 
ured in the Russian-made film, being distrib- 

Ignited States of America by Para¬ 
mount Pictures pursuant to the U.S.-Soviet 
exchange agreement. 

and seeing as many shows as possible. Gilbert 
Norton (our legal advisor) Just completed a 
month of Jury duty in the Suffolk Superior 
Court. Jack McCarthy, head shipper, has been 
in sunny Florida for the past two weeks and we 
expect him to come back with a much redder 
face than before he went. Margaret Cleary, 
head inspectress, will leave shortly for her 
annual vacation in Florida. "Peg" Sheehan 
spent her vacation recently in sunny California. 

Now to the business end. The motion pic¬ 
ture business in Boston end surrounding terri¬ 
tory has been on a steady rise and Paramount 
representatives are making sure to get their 
share of dates and money available. 

Ve are now in the midst of a gigantic 
campaign on "Jack the Ripper" and are assured 
of outstanding performance in this area. How¬ 
ever, we have not Just concentrated on the 
above, bookers and salesmen alike are setting 
many dates on Paramount's outstanding lineup of 
re-issue and repeat features such as "0. K. 
Corral", "Houseboat" and others too numerous to 
mention. Also, during the holiday period of 
2/19 - 27, numberous Kiddie shows have been set 
with an outstanding niunber of |Cartoons being 
booked by local exhibitors which means extra 
revenue for Paramount. 

The Paramount family here in Boston are 
now setting their sights on the future. The 
lineup of first-rate attractions to come is 
overwhelming and the enthusiasm we have for 
the future is a sign of good things for all 
concerned. , 

—Clyde Dickerson 



At left is Eva Dahlbeck, who 
is one of Sweden’s top contribut¬ 
ions to the international cast of 
Perlberg-Seaton's ”The Counter- 
feit Traitor.” William Holden and 
Lilli Palmer are the other stars 
.Hardy Kruger, starring with 
Micheline Presle in ”Chance Meet- 

PARAMOUNT TICKER ALIVE 
WITH TOP-INTEREST NEWS 

Debbie Reynolds and 
Tony Curtis team In most 
endearing fashion in the 
Perlberg-Seaton product¬ 
ion, "The Rat Race,” The 
comedy-drama's setting 
is New York City, and 
the settings really sre 
authentic. 

ing,” spends his spare time in his 
speedboat, water-skiing or flying 
his private plane,...Alfred Hitch¬ 
cock will personally star in and 
narrate a special theatre trailer 
for "Psycho.” Trailer will show 
Hitchcock visiting the key sets of the Para¬ 

mount release. This is 
the first time that Mr. 
Hitchcock has ever made 
such a trailer.Janet 
Thomas, daughter of TV, 

film and night-club star Danny Thomas, plays one of Debbie Reynolds' bridesmaids in the Perlberg 
and Seaton production of "The Pleasure of His Company”.Van Heflin is back in Hollywood 
after having made two large-scale film appearances for Dino De Laurentiis and Paramount, These 
are "Jovanka and the Others” and "Under Ten Flags”.Dur^g the making of "The Pleasure of 
His Company.” grass seeded for a formal garden set in the picture grew so rapidly under the arc 
lights that it had to be mown frequently.Paul Reichhardt, outstanding film actor in Den¬ 
mark, has one of the top roles in the upcoming Perlberg-Seaton production, "The Counterfe_it 
Traitor," This adds still another nationality to the already formidable international cast of 
this William Holden-Lilli Palmer adventure film.Donald Barry, at one time a top Western 
star, has an important role in the James Clave 11-Par amount production, "Walk Like A, Dragon ’..... 
Norman Taurog, hitherto known only as a director, will become a producer-director when he takes 
over the making of "The Slender Thread” later on this year. However, prior to this assignment, 
Taurog will direct Hal Wallis’ ”G. I. Blues”, starring Elvis Presley in his first picture foll¬ 
owing the completion of his Army service this spring. Taurog recently completed directing 
Wallis’ "Visit To A Small Planet, starring Jerry Lewis.I^wis in the meantime is active^ 
producing "The Bellhop” on location in Florida, and is also slated to later make a comedy called 
"Ladies Man," from his own story and script, directing the picture himself as well...."The Bijg 
Boston Robbery" will be Bryan Foy’s first production for Paramount release under a contract 
signed recently. The producer will make three pictures for the studio during 19o0, and is al¬ 
ready well along on his first project, according to a recent announcement, with cast details to 

be announced shortly.Last month, George Seaton and Will¬ 
iam Perlberg celebrated their 20th anniversary as a working 
team. This year we are certainly going to get some fine box- 
office fruits of this collaboration — "The Rat Race," "The 
Pleasure of His Company”. "The Counterfeit Traitor”being but 
three that we already can count on.Cecil Parker, one of 
the most likeable and outstanding performers in British 
films, has a most important role in "Under Ten Flags"....The 
stills from Alfred Hitchcock’s "Psycho,” which you will have 
found on another page, are of the only type that "Hitch" 
will release in advance of the completion of any of his pic- 
'tures. In other words, they tell you who is in the picture, 
and what they look like, but not what they do. This is part 
of his "top secret" policy to keep the nature of the film a 
complete secret. Incidentally, Lurene Tuttle and John 
Maclntire have joined the cast, which has Anthony Perkins, 
Vera Miles, John Gavin and Janet Leigh as the stars.,...The 
appearance of Charlie Ruggles in "The Pleasure of His Comp¬ 
any" marks the first time that Charlie has appeared on the 
Paramount lot since he was in "Incendiary Blonde" in 1944. 

"The Chronicle," 
A P-S Publication 

Mighty good reading every issue is 
"The Chronicle," a Perlberg-Seaton 
publication produced by the Perlberg- 
Seaton organization every time they 
have some good news to retail — which 
is all the time. 

Current issue — Vol.4,No.2 — goes 
into detail concerning the tribulat¬ 
ions connected with making "The Plea¬ 
sure of His Company" while beset with 
a flu epidemic and a batch of strike 
threats. 

However, hiimor and a spirit of 
gaiety permeate the gay little sheet, 
which most of you receive direct,any¬ 
how — so you know already why such 
good pictures are always to be foxind 
under the Perlberg-Seaton imprint. 



A SCREAM IN 
THE SHOWER 
- AND THEN 
DEATH AS A 
CLIMAX IN 
"PSYCHO” 

Janet Leigh 
in a Senses 
Chilling 
Scene in 
the 
Alfred 
Hi tchc0ck 
Shocker. 
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A 
MOTION 
PICTURE 

THAT 
HAS 

EVERYTHING 
FOR 

EVERYBODY. 

AN OTTO PREMINGER FILM 

For Everybody - 

^ JOHN WAYNE 
' KIRKDOUGIAS 

PATRICIA NEAL 
TOMTRYON 

PAULA PRENTISS 
BRANDON de WILDE 

JILL HAWORTH 
DANA ANDREWS 
&HENRYFDHbA 

^MBLEY HOILOWAY BURGESS MEREDITH FRAMCHOT TONE PATRICK O'NEAL CARROLL O'CONNOR ■ SLIM PICKENS JAMES MITCHUM GEORGE KENNEDY BRUCE CABOT BARBARA BOUCHET 
SC)l£ENPLAVBV»(fNOfU.<iUVHS BASED ON THE NOVEL BY JAMES flASSfn MUSX; BY JERRY GOLDSMITH PRODUCTION DESIGNED BY LYLE WHEELER PHOTOGRAPHED IN PANAVISION' BY LOYAL GRIGGS A PARAMOUNT RELEASE 

PReOUCED AND DIRECTED BY OTTO PREMINGER 

STARTS 

MMMTTM 
IKO PALACE 
BEACON 72n<l Street 
tico COLISEUM 
■«o 88(h STREET 
ESSEX 
AKO 58th STREET 
LYRtC 42nd Street 
RIVIERA 

/ROOSEVELT- 
I45lh SIreet 

•KEM 
AKO ALOEN. 

lAnuiCA 

/BLISS, l i e. 
BOULEVARD. 

Jjckson Heights 

•COLONY, 
Jackson Heights 

QUEENS 
Queens Village 

/DRAKE, Rego Park 
AKO KEITHS. 

Flushing 

AKO KEITHS. 
Richmond Hill 

•LITTLE NECK 
/MASPETH 

VPARK, 
New Hyde Park 

STRAND. Astoria 
AKO STRAND, 

Far Rxkaway 

BRONX 
/••ALLERTON 
/••ART. Jerome Ave. 
•BAINBRIOGE 

AKO CASTLE HILL 
••DALE 
/DELUXE 

AKO FOROHAM 
/FRANKLIN 

/•GLOBE 
I'NTERBORO 

/MELBA 
AKO ROYAL 

•WAKEFIELD 
/••WHITESTONE D. I. 

BR04WLYN 
AKO ALBEE 

/BILTMORE 
AKO BUSHWICK 

/CANARSIE 
/CARLTON 
/CARROLL 
/COMMODORE 

AKO DYKER 
/EMBASSY 

AKO GREENPOINT 
/KAMEO 

AKO KENMORE 
AKO MADISON 
MAYFAIR 
NOSTRAND 
AKO PROSPECT 

/REGENT 
SUTTER 
TILYOU 
WALKER 

UPSTATE 
•BEACON 
•CENTRAL, 

Pearl River 
•COLONIAL, 

Poughkeepsie 
••FISHKILL 0.1. 
•HOLLOWBROOK 0.1. 

Peekskill 
•LIBERTY 
•MONROE 
/9 W. ORIVE IN, 

Kingston 
NYACK DRIVE-IN 
OVERLOOK DRIVE-IN, 

Poughkeepsie 
•RIALTO, 

Monticello 
•RITZ, Newburgh 
/RITZ, While Lake 
•SHADOWLAND. 

Ellenville 
•SPRING VALLEY 

/STARLITE 
DRIVE IN, Crolon 

TRIANGLE. (Fri.J 
Yorktown Heighls 

••WARWICK DRIVE-IN 

WESTCNCSTER 
ELMSFORD 0.1. 
AKO KEITHS, 

While Plains 
AKO PROCTORS, 

Ml. Vernon 

AKO PROCTORS. 
New Rochelle 

AKO PROCTORS. 
Yonkers 

LONC ISLAND 
ALLWEATHER 01. 
Copaigue 

ALL WEATHER D. I. 
Nesconsit 

/BAYSHORE 
•BELAIRE, 

Valley Stream 

•FARMINGDALE 
•HEMPSTEAD 

/•LAUREL. 
Long Beach 

/MASSAPEQUA D. I. 

•MERRICK 
/•MORTON VILLAGE, 

Plainview 
no DRIVE-IN, 

Melville 
/•PATCHOGUE 

•ROSLYN 
/••SUNRISE DRIVE-IN, 

Valley Stream 

•WHITMAN, 
Huntington 

STATEN ISLAND 

•PARAMOUNT, 
Stapleton 

NEW JERSET 
BAKER. Dover 

/BARN, Frenchtown 
/BELVIDERE 
'BLUE STAR 

Walchiing 
N, BRUNSWICK D I. 

Brunswick 
CINEMA, 

Menlo Park 
CINEMA 10. 

Succasunna 
•COMMUNITY, 

Eatonlown 
•COMMUNITY, 

Morristown 
EATONTOWN D. I. 

•ENGLEWOOD 
•FREEHOLD 

••GARDEN AUTO 0.1. 
Ledgewood 

•HUNTERDON, 
Flemington 

INTERSTATE, 
Ramsey 

/•LORRAINE, Bayhead 
LAURELTON 

MOTORVUE D, I. 
LIBERTY, Plainfield 
LINWOOD, Fort Lee 

••LOEWS 35 D, I. 
Hazlel 

•MADISON CINEMA, 
Sayerville 

•NIAJESTIC, 
Perth Amboy 

MAYFAIR. Asbury Park 
MONTAUK, Passaic 

•NEWTON 
ORITANI. Hackensack 

/• PALACE, Bradley Beach 
PALACE, Nelcong 
PARAMUS D I. 
RKO PROCTORS, 

Newsrk 
•ROYAL.PerIh Amboy 

/•SPARTA 
STATE, Boonlon 
STATE, Jersey City 

•RKO STATE. 
New Brunswick 

STRAND, Lakewood 

•STRAND. (Fri.) 
Seaside Park 

S-3 DRIVE-IN, 
Rutherford 

/•TOM'S RIVER D. I. 
•TOWN, Middletown 

TROY HILLS 0.1. 
Parsippany 

UNION DRIVE-IN 
U.S., Paterson 

WARNER. 
Ridgewood 

•WASHINGTON 

WOOOBRIDGE D. I. 

•Single Feature 

••Another 2nd Feature 

/Starts July 14 

Otto Preminger's 
ace action film 
has so much mass 
magnetism where 
moviegoers are con 
cerned, it's even 
getting money from 
numismatists...and 
when they cough up 
coins, the picture 
has got to be good 
. ... and "In Harm's 
l^iay" is 1 

This Advertisement end 
severAl others like it 
appeared in the New York 
press during the first two 
weeks of Julj. 

THHBHt-iHHHHHF 
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TO A GREAT MAN 

PARIS - Entrance to Elysees 
Cinema during the showing of the 
USIA film based on the life, the 
achievements and the passing of 
the late John F, Kennedy, Presi¬ 
dent of the United States. The 
official government film (with 
its English and French titles 
shown above the theatre entrance) 
is being distributed by Paramount 
in France. 

Psirdfnoun't World copyright © 1965 by Paramount Picturaa 
Corporation. All rtghts reserved. Published 

every month by Paramount Pictures Corporation, 1501 Broadway, Now York City, 
N.T.10036, U.S.A. Issued by and for members of the Paramount organization 
around the world who believe In the entertainment appeal of their motion 
pictures, their television enterprises and allied products, and In the busi¬ 
ness future of their company. 

Vol.ll. No.7 July,1965 ALBERT DEANE, Editor 

The Complexion of Paramount 

The complexion of Paramount is glowing and gloriousJ 

Having been fed a year*s balanced diet of practical, 
profitable, audience-appealing films, the Paramount organizat¬ 
ion, world-wide, is a big, bouncing, healthy human-being 
entity. 

One of the most happily infectious things in life today 
is a radiant complexion, and Paramounteers have it here, there 
and everywhere. The best thing about it. In our case, is that 
it appears to be permanent, or as nearly permanent as anything 
can be in this day and age. 

The balanced diet that we have absorbed in just one 
year's June-to-June has had for its highly energized ingredi¬ 

ents nothing less than "Becket," "Roustabout,” "The Disorderly 
Orderly," "The Amorous Adventures of Moll Flande'rs," "In 
Harm's Way," "The Family Jewels," "The Sons of Katie ‘Elder," 
"Girls On The Beach," "Black Spurs," "Harlow" and that whizz 
of a wire about "Boeing-Boeing," signed by Charles Boasberg, 
on Page 32. There have been many other vitamins and calories 
as well — but who can remember a period when we had so many 
electrifying entertainment toppers as those just named? 

A summation of "Harlow" by 
London's Daily Cinema following 
the trade press showing of the 
film; 

"Outstanding boxofflce prop¬ 
osition for popular halls...With 
Its saturation publicity, Intrig¬ 
uing theme and showmanship prod¬ 
uction values. It's undoubtedly 
another pre-sold boxofflce winner 
for Joe Levine." (....and Para¬ 
mount, of course!). 

Small wonder, then, that the Paramount constitution is so 
robust, so perked up, so bustlng-out with enthusiasm for what 
we have, and so eager and expectant for what our president 
promises us is ahead. 

Complexions stay radiant because one's corpuscles are 
healthy - and those of Paramount are just that! 

Our circulation is cascading and our energies are ready. 

The Cover. 
We offer as our cover piece 

this month a slab of evidence 
which says. In effect, that "In 
Harm's Way" Is just what the 
picturegoing public wants. 

First enunciated by a great 
showman In the years gone pjast, 
and brought to reality again by 
a great showman of today - Otto 
Preminger - the policy of prov¬ 
iding the public with what It 
wants Is producing whoops of joy 
to exhibitors and Paramount 
alike via "In Harm's Way." 

Let's use them to the full! 

The gces-high product Is entitled to them! 

On Page 36 we have sought 
to bring you as up to date as 
possible on the new Paramount 
product - completed, filming, 
and definitely scheduled to 
go into work in the immediate 
future. 
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Mr. Weltner Went to London. iOn the morning of June 14th, President George Weltner flew 
from New York to ^ondon on one of his frequent business trips 
abroad. By the evening of June 18th he was back in New York. 
Many important matters of business took him to London, but 
specifically he went to view three top Paramount releases which 
have been filmed abroad, and which h^ve been edited in the 
British capital. These three are "The Spy Who Came In From The 
Cold," "Judith" and "Promise Her Anything," A pre'cis of Mr. 
Weltner’s reaction to each of these pictures is given below. 

’’THE SPY WHO CAME IN FROM THE COLD” 
I sincerely believe that this is one of the most pulse-gripping 

films the screen has ever knovm. We thought we were seeing two edited 
reels, but discovered that we had seen six reels. Such is the time- 
tested tribute to any film’s magnetism.Richard Burton should gamer 
every acting prize in sight, and Claire Bloom is likewise magnificent, 
Martin Ritt as producer-director has come up with a thriller which may 
well be the topper of his entire directorial career. He has far, far 
out-Hudded "Hud." .Truly a film for Paramount, and the industry, to 
be proud of, And of course it possesses a gigantic revenue potential 
in addition to being tops entertainment-wise. 

”J U D 1 T H” 
Production greatness, and especially the editing know-how of cutter 

Peter Taylor, have given "Judith" a tension-tautness and tingling thrill 
which provide Sophia Loren with a dramatic zenith in her glamorous car¬ 
eer. The picture has bigness, boldness and bravery. It has action and 
suspense. It has priceless timeliness. But above all else it is a moticn 
picture in the tmest entertainment sense, and a fitting framework for 
the talents of a truly great star - Sophia Loren. 

’’PROMISE HER ANYTHING” 
A most delightful surprise was Ray Stark's sparkling production of 

"Premise Her Anything," which introduces a new romantic team that every¬ 
one will adore - Warren Beatty and Leslie Caron. Arthur Hiller, one of 
the most talented new directors, has drawn winning performances from 
his two stars and from Bob Cummings, Hermione Gingold and Keenan Wynn. 
Result is a fast-moving kookie and sexy comedy, the type so {xjpular to¬ 
day. I am confident that Ray Stark has delivered a real boxoffice hit. 



"Ill Harm's Way" is now In general rel¬ 
ease throughout the U,S, and is proving a 
magnetic summer attrelation in both drive- 
ins and conventional theatres. The Otto 
Preminger film opened July 7th in more 
than 100 theatres in the New York area 
belonging to the RKO, Skouras, Century, 
Brandt, Interboro and Walter Reade circ¬ 
uits. 

In France, the great action picture 
enjoyed a particularly successful run of 
3 weeks at the Rex, Marseilles, and has 

GLOBAL NEWS OF 
"IN HARM'S WAY" 

SAN FRANCISCO - The five uniform¬ 
ed U.S. sailors are ambulatory cases 
from active service in South Vietnam, 
who arrived back by way of Pearl 
Harbor, They are in the lobbv of the 
St, Francis Theatre, where tney are 
about to see "In Harm's Way," The 
nurse is Mrs, Agnes Ferguson, Chiefof 
Red Cross Nursing. US Navy Hospital, 
Pearl Harbor, during World War II.She 
is now Special Services Chief of Red 
Cross, Oakland Naval Base. At left is 
Ted Johnson, assistant manager, St. 
Francis Theatre, The date; June 10, 

IWK DOUGLAS 
■■k’TOM TRYON • PAULA PREMIISS 
|B!ifcWlLDEJia HAWORTH 
INA ANDREWS &HENRY FONDA 

SALT LAKE CITY, Utah - Paramount 
manager Harry Swonson, at left, gets 
pientv of interest in "In Harm's Way" 
from the Navy and exhibitors alike. 
Reading onward from Harry are: Mike 
Piliaris. city manager of Sero Amuse- 

Chief Alvin Marks,recruitement 
officer, local Navy units; Robert W,. 
Selig, presirl-=nt. Fox Inter-Mountain 
Theatres; Ted Kirkmeler,city mgr,, 
Fox Inter-MoTmtain. 

- RIGHT 

PENSACOLA, Florida - One of the 
Important stops for Barbara Bouchet 
OT her personal appearance tour for 
"In Harm's Way" was at the Naval Air 
^slc Training Command in this city, 

her arrival at this "Annapolis of 
the Air" she was met by Captain R.L, 
Johns, with whom she is shown at the 
righ^« From this welcome, B^irbara 
went to a Navy hosted luncheon at the 
Mustln Beach Officer's Club, where a 
lot of the conversation of course 
covered the making of "In Harm's %•," 

COVER OF A PRE53B00K - A most unusual and strik¬ 
ing picture merited a most unusual and striking 
showmanship manual. Which is precisely what Otto 
Preminger's "In Harm's Way" got. Siclosed in the 
25" by 15"-lnch hardboard cover shown above, the very 
practical manual was a showmanship 'must' for every 
exhibitor, salesman, field representative or booker 
receiving it. 

since moved over 
to the Le Francais, 
where the run is 
continuing. Early 
in September, the 
picture begins its 
first-run circuit 
coverage in Paris, 
with the Paramount 
Theatre as the 
flagship of the 
engagement. 

Ih London, the 
run of the picture 
at the Plaza term- 
in?^ted at the end 
of 6 weeks,5 davs. 
Now the regional 
runs will commence. 

In Lebanon,the 
picture opened dgy 
and date at the 
Empire and Edison 
Thegtres, and 
after the in¬ 

itial run at both houses, is 
continuing at the Edison. 

Some of the spots in the 
U.S. where "In Ham's Way" 
has registered with shatter¬ 
ing impact, are the Uptown 
Theatre and Highland Drive- 
Li, Salt Lake City; five 
houses day-and-date in Mil¬ 
waukee; the Saenger Theatre 
in New Orleans; three theat¬ 
res in Portland, Oregon; and 
the Fox Theatre in Atlanta, 

Also, the Fox Theatres in 
Philadelphia and St, Louis, 
the celebrated Paramount 
Theatre, Denver, and the St. 
Francis Theatre in San Fran¬ 
cisco, 



5 JUDGMENT IS DELIVERED 

AUSTRALIA 
AND GERMANY 
TIE FOR 
FIRST PLACE 
IN. 

Onlooking qs Joseph E. Lev¬ 
ine personally did the judging. 
St left: Martin Davis. St right: 
James E. Perkins and Guenter 
Schack. (White lines are cords 
attaching "Carpetbaggers" bal- 
oons to individual entries of 
competing countries). 

After interval prolonged to 
allow all competing countries time 
to submit their entries, the Joseph E. 
Levine International Showmanship 
Contest on "The Carpetbaggers" was fiven full and considered judgment 

n Paramount Home Office on June 30, 
Judment was delivered solely by Mr. 
Levine himself. It proved a diffi¬ 
cult matter, for the evidence, en 
masse, was magnificent. Judgment 
finally narrowed to Australia and 
Germany. Then Mr, Levine decided on 
the only solution - a tie. So Alan 
Wardrope and Werner Rochau are both 
winners, and both will make the 
journey to New York and Hollywood. 

Home Office's Law Librarv was 
completely transformed for tne occ¬ 
asion by Hy Smith and Harold Wilson. 
All law bookshelves covered, every 
bit of "Carpetbaggers" evidence — 
campaign books, posters, photos, 
clippings, etc. put on display. A 
magnificent show of the power of 
Paramount International's showman¬ 
ship potential. 

ALAN WARDROPE 

Mr. Levine offers an 
astute showmanship point to 
James E. Perkins, at right, 
and a cogitating Martin 
Davis, as the snovimianship 
judging continues. 

Present during the event In 
idging, advising, informing 
id onlooking capacities, i-gre, 
to r: Edith Talcott, Hr Smith, 
William Piper, Armand Cardea, 
.bert Deane, Martin Davis. 
>seph E. Levine, James E.Per¬ 
ns, Milton Goldstein, Joseph 
‘leoinan and Guenter Schacke 

WERNER ROCHAU 

Sign which appeared mysteriously 
on the 'exit' door when judging on 
"The Carpetbaggers" was completed. 
Shown observing it, 1 to r: J.Will¬ 
iam Piper, Guenter Schack, Martin 
Davis, James E. Perkins, Joseph E, 
Levine, Leonard Kaufman. 

JOSEPH E.LEVINEtS 
INTERNATIONAL 
SHOWMANSHIP 
CONTEST ON "THE 
CARPETBAGGERS" 
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NEWS FROM THE BRANCHES 

RITA HAYWORTH (above) 
has joined the brilliant 
cast of "The Oscar," now 
being filmed at the Para¬ 
mount studio. She has 
joined Stephen Boyd, Elke 
Sommer, Milton Berle and 
Edle ^dams in this drama¬ 
tic depiction of the tur¬ 
bulent lives of actors and 
actresses striving for the 
screen world's most covet¬ 
ed award. Joseph E.Levine 
is executive producer of 
the film. 

This is producer Ray 
Stark in repose. Next 
month we will have a page 
featuring the amazing 
show business versatility 
of this man who has prov¬ 
ided wonderful entertain¬ 
ment for tens of millions 
of film and theatre fans. 

Living on a budget is 
the same as living bey¬ 

ond your means, except 
you have a record of it. 

ST. LOUIS Recently we had the pleasure 
of having both Mr. Sands and Mr. Bridge visit 
our St. Louis office. Mr. Sands visit was en¬ 
tirely too short since he was on such a tl|5ht 
schedule and we hope he will return very shortly. 
He has many friends in St. Louis as at one time 
he was a St. Louisian. Mr. Bridge stayed over 
and spent considerable time with us. He and Mr, 
Howell visited the buyers of several circuits. 

The booking department is picking up the 
stragglers who have not as yet dated Paramount 
Week's. If we are not 100^ we will be very 
close to it. Our multiple runs and available 
pictures have been set up for some time during 
the summer and we have every anticipation of 
having one of the best summers money-wise. 

- Jerry Bahner 

M I NNEAPOL I si our feathered friends in 
Minnesota are getting restless. Because of day¬ 
light saving time, their sleep is being disturbed 
by "yard putterers" under the nests in the trees 
and noisy children that should be in bed at 8 
o'clock by the sun. Daylight saving time and. 
the leniency of modern parents are not "for the 

birds." 
We had a visit*from Harold Schneider of NBA 

the first week in June. Nice to see you again, 

Harold. 
Ernie Lund, booker, just returned from a 

vacation in Dallas, New Orleans, and St. Louis. 
Poor Ernie, It's all over now for another year. 

"The Family Jewels" is opening multiple in 
Minneapolis June l6. This is our first experi¬ 
ence with a first irun multiple on a top picture, 
and we're looking forward to a record setting 
result. So with that happy note. 

- Bonnie Lynch 

Miss Lynch's notes from Minneapolis 
arrived just too late to make the June num¬ 
ber. We were running a little early anvhow. 
But we are glad to have her as a contribu¬ 
tor; and also to report that the multiple 
run of "The Family Jewels" was a rousing 
success. 

NEW ORLEANS With Paramount Weeks fast 
approaching, the New Orleans office is buzzing 
with enthusiasm as all zones must be booked 100^ 

\ 

f .BP* 

DALLAS - Attending the special advertis¬ 
ing-merchandising session for "Harlow" on 
June 2l3t were, at left. Jay Rubin and Sam 
Chemoff, owners, Co-Ed Drive-In at Denton, 
Texas; their wives; Joseph E. Levine; Willian 
O'Donnell, president, Cinema-Arts The?>tres cf 
Texas: and Bernard Brager, Paramount Dallas 
branch manager. 

TORONTO, Ontar^ -Canadian general manager 
Mickey Stevenson (seated) is shown instructing 
Peter Bimey, new l6nn representative, in the 
ramifications of the l6iia» program for the Tor¬ 
onto territory. 

fpr these weeks. 
"In Harm's Way" is doing exceptionally well 

at our Saenger Theatre. The sneak Friday night, 
June 18, at the Saenger on "Harlow" was acclaimed 
by all who attended as "Real Tops." Comments 
were that the picture was very well made and the 
photography beautiful. 

The New Orleans branch seems to be hit with 
a spiell of illness. Frances Griffen, stenogra¬ 
pher in the booking department, is home recover¬ 
ing from a gall stone operation and we hope to 

have her back with us shortly. Sylvia Casbergue, 
wife of booker Clayton Casbergue, also underwent 
surgery last week and is now on the road to re¬ 
covery. Jane McDonnell is home ill with asthma. 
Ae do hope to have our full force in A-1 shape 
before too long. 

Vie had quite a few exhibitors from out of 
town visit us in the past two weeks. It seemed 
like old times to see so many familiar faces. 

The Louisiana-Mississippi Theatre Owners 
Association had their convention in Biloxi, 
Mississippi last week and a good time was had 
by all. 

Till next month... 

- Anna R. y^ower 

CLEVELAND PARAMOUNT AEEKS, J. Levine 

Conference Call, Branch Manager^ Meeting in 
Pittsburgh, a visit from Marshall Katz, Vacations^ 
an engagement and a wedding soon; this is keeping 
Cleveland Branch on their toes, hurrying and 
buzzing with excitement.and what not. 

The Telephone Conference was very interest¬ 
ing, the feeling that all Branches were repre¬ 
sented and were listening to the "Harlow" hi- 
lights, at one time, was a feeling not to be for¬ 
gotten too soon. 

Bill and Tony, our bookers, are pushing like 
H i:, L L to fill in all dates for Paramount Weeks. 

Mr, Henderson discussed the meeting in 
Pittsburgh with us, giving us all the news about 
new product. 

Bea Hart had a week's vacation recently and 
naturally visited her home town, Pittsburgh, and 
spent part of one day in the Pittsburgh Branch - 
where else? 

Claudia Astrora, also had a week's vacation 
and spent some time with her sister in Hiram, 
Ohio. Her relatives from Nebraska were visiting 
there also. 

Tony Reinman's daughter, Karen, became en¬ 
gaged June 24, and will be married on September 

(Continued on Page 18) 
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TULSA, Oklahoma —- "The Sons of Katie Elder" is also a massive, 
4-»theatre socko success here in its other U.S* debut to date. 

SHOWMANSHIP AND 
BOX-OFFICE NEWS 
ABOUT 

INESONS 

IbniEnDn 

comes to being a 'watchdog' on his product- 
lOTs, Hal Wallis is truly a 'setter' — he's always on 
the set* Every foot of film that passes through his cam- 
eras catches a scene which has been watched in actuality 

Hal* He is a producer in the fullest interpretation ^ 
^ Interlude, he is (at left), 

with John Wayne, Martha Hyer and director Henry Hathaway 
on the set of "The Sons of Katie Elder." ^ 

CHICAGO - As part of the showmanship campaign contr¬ 
ibuting to the great success of the premiere of "The 
Sons of Katie Elder" at the Roosevelt Theatre, this sim¬ 
ulated stagecoach "robbery" in a main thorougnfare of the 
city received wide coverage from all local newspapers, 
radio and TV stations and the international wire services. 

CHICAGO - Another shot 
of the "Katie Elder" show¬ 
manship, We urge that this 
type of showmanship be used 
only with the utmost caut- 
iai. and proper planning to 
avoid dangerous mistinder - 
standings. 

PMUMOUNI PiCIUBfS 

JOHNlUim DEANMRRmil -X)MNE*JXII . lOMtUXB ■ 

From the 
four vnnds 
they camp, 
the four 
brothers, 
thar eyes 

idhIMNG 
g!P.PMENT 

mumu HYEE^ IIM:iMEL*nEI»)NJR. EJUil WILIMAN JEREMY SIAIE 
iBfcr MnwMY jiiiMii hwiiimt, >m>i wea mnataHrs. 

this two-page trade paper advertise- 
ment for the mighty Hal Wallis thriller, th( 
keynote is the four sons — "The Sons or 
Katie Elder." It can well become the 'trade 
mark' of the fiL* all around the world. 

Motion Picture Da i 
Wallis h’jmdlnger-"Those who like their Westerns raw- 
hide tough will feel right in the saddle with 'The Sons of 
Katie Elder.' Exciting color photography, strongly etched 
characters and a rugsed plot make this film a big advent¬ 
ure story. Adding greatly to the stature of the film is 
John Wayne's portrayal of John Elder, oldest of four 
brothers. The veteran actor is in fine form and gets top 
support from Dean Martin, Earl Holliman and Michael Ander¬ 
son, Jr., playing the other sons.Bringing Mayne and 
Martin together in one picture is smart box office sense, 
but also adds tremendous entertainment values...."The Sons 
of Katie Elder' is solid entertainment for a general mar¬ 
ket ." -®- 

RON A BARRETT, who writes a 

nationally syndicated (USA) 

column called TV Time for the 
Bell-McClure Syndicate, told 
Paramount Studio publicity 

director Bob Goodfried that in 
the month of June she saw 2? 
feature pictures and that "The 

Sons of Katie Elder" tops them 
all. - 

Then she proceeded to say 
in her column: 

KUDOS...John Wayne is NOT 
DEAD] Walt till you see him 
in "Sons of Katie Elder," It's 
one of his all time best mov¬ 
ies, best performances and one 
of the all-time better Westerns 
Dean Martin is a supercalif- 
ragilisticexpealodoclous, Dltt< 
for Earl Holliman and a special 
ditto for young Michael Ander¬ 
son, Jr,, who held up magnific* 
ently next to the pros. In fact 
steals a scene or two. It's 
also one of Paramount's best 
bets with an extra special nod 
to producer Hal Wallis and di¬ 
rector Henry Hathaway, It's 
really the most, if you're 
large on Westerns, I am. 



The end of the road 
for "The Spy Who Came In 
Fr<Mn the Cold." At the 
Berlin Wall, the spy, 
whose last grand gesture 
was that of rescue for 
the woman he had grown 
to love, faces up to the 
steel-jacketed 'dividend' 
that's always waiting 
for every spy, sooner or 
later. 

RIGHT 

Claire Bloom gloriou¬ 
sly shares acting honors 
with Richard Burton in 
"The Spy Who Came In Fran 
The Cold." Always a tal¬ 
ented and appealing 
actress. Miss Bloom joiis 
the truly elect with her 
performance in this glow¬ 
ing film. 

WASHINGTON, D.C. - Attending a recent publisher's 
as a guest from London was David Cornwell, a one-time 
member of the United Kingdom's consular staff. Under 
the pseudonym of John Le Carre he once wrote a book 
entitled "Tne Spy Who Came In From The Cold." He is now 
a world celebrity, and is shown here, at left, with 
John Geoghegan, president of the publishing firm of 
Coward-McCann,Inc., publisher also of his new book. 

THE ,-, 
Prob;ibly the finest dramatic 

, film Paramount ever has releasedl 

SPY '-' 

WHO CAME IN FROM THE COLD 
Paramount's "The<.3py Who Came In From The 

Cold," starring Richard Burton and Claire Bloom 
in the film version of the best-selling novel, 
will reach the screen at the end of the year 
with one of the biggest pre-sold audiences of any 
motion picture in recent years, if record sales 
of the book are any indication. 

In the United States and Canada, "The Spy Who 
Came In From The Cold" has sold more than Five 
Million (5>000,CX)0) copies in hardcover, book 
club and paperback editions. 

In England, the John Le Carre novel sold over 
750,000 copies, and has just been issued in 
paperback with an initial printing of 1,000,000 
copies. Similar successes have been scored in 
Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Ger¬ 
many, Holland, Israel, Italy, Norway, Portugal, 
Spain, Sweden and Switzerland. 

Publication of "The Spy" is just getting 
underway in other parts of the world, where the 
same type of success story is anticipated. 

Produced and directed by Martin Ritt, "The 

Guaranteed To 
Cure What Ails... 

Tt was a cold,wet wintry nl^ht 
when the clock struck midnight at 
Dublin's Smithfleld Market and the 
company of Paramount’s "The Spy Who 
Came In From The Cold" filming there 
broke for supper. 

Instead of soup in the canteen 
basement, however, there was steam¬ 
ing Gaelic coffee served in the 
early Victorian boardroom. This 
change of pace came to pass because 
the directors of Jameson Whiskey,as 
well as loaning their premises as 
unit headquarters, also decided to 
give a party for the film company. 

Those who came in from the cold 
included Mr. and Mrs. Richard Burton, 
director Martin Ritt, actors George 
Mlkell, Niall MacGlnnis and Tom 
Stem, key technicians and visiting 
Continental and Irish press. 

The making of the Gaelic coffee 
was supervised by Jameson director 
Colonel "Jimmy" Armstrong, and this 
is his recipe:- 

1 measure Irish whiskey 
Brown sugar 
Scalding hot black coffee 
Double cream 

The coffee is mixed well with 
sugar, in a previously warmed glass. 
Then add measure of Irish whiskey. 
Slowly pour in double cream over the 
back of a dessert spoon. The cream 
should float on the surface and not 
mingle with the coffee. 

The Burtons' verdict: Deliclousl 

Spy Who C?ime In From 
The Cold" co-stnrs 
Oskar Werner, Sam Wan- 
amaker, Cyril Cusack 
and Peter Van Eyck. 
Pnnl Dehn and Guy Tros- 
per wrote the screen- 

And, as Mr. Weltner 
said, it is "probably 
the finest dramatic 
film Paramount has ever- 
released. " 

This gal has come In 
from the cold...She's also 
in "The Spy Who Came In 
From The Cold." You've got 
to see the film to know 
how - and why. 
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The Plaza's "Harlow" Girls, who 
made the ladies feef envious and the 
men younger. 

London's Daily Cinema seems to 
have desimated Paramount's Plaza,es¬ 
pecially during the run of "Harlow," 
as the top show sp)ot of the city. 

Howard W. Koch, who as studio and 
production head had contributed so much 
to the making of "Harlow," was at the 
Plaza premiere with Mrs. Koch. At left. 
Paramount managing director Russell W. 
Hadley, Jr. 

LCWDCW - Testimony to the import¬ 
ance of the "Harlow" premiere at the 
Plaza is offered via this cover of 
The Dailv Cinema, plus three pages of 
the notaoles present at the event. 
Individual photographs of some of the 
notables are publisned elsewhere. 

* .1, BALSAM 
••-BUTTONS 

* >.''COMHOAS 
■ UHSBURr 

LAWFURO 
VALLONE 

JosiphFUVINt 

Oortter.Oouqlo; 

LONDON GOES FOR 

From left: Mr. and Mrs.Robert Clark, 
Mr. and Mrs, William Cartlidge, Jack 
Upfoldj Paramount advertising and publi¬ 
city director; Peter Reed, Paramount feneral sales mgr. Mr. Clark is a direc- 
or of Associated British Picture Corp¬ 

oration, and president of BFPA. Mr,Cart- 
lidge is assistant managing director of 
Associated British Cinemas, All above 
were at the "Harlow" premiere, 

^ ^EVINt 

mil SAM:« 
ilARIfW. 

-COSNOBS ■ LANSBURV; lAWFQRO -VAUl 

eORDOfi OOUGLW ■ JCHM MICHAEL HAYEJ 

HARI0W 
HHHHHHH 

LONDCf^ - The gala pre¬ 
miere of '‘Harlow" at the 
Plaza Theatre took place 
the evening of Jtine 30th, 
and immediately there¬ 
after, Mr. Hadley cabled 
Mr. Perkins: 

"HARLOW" PLAZA PREMIERE 
GREAT SUCCESS. BIG ATTEND¬ 
ANCE OF STARS AND FILM 
PERSONALITIES. PHOTOGRAPH¬ 
IC COVERAGE IN MAIL. AT 
CONCLUSION OF FILM WARM 
ROUND OF ftPPLAUSE AND MAJ¬ 
ORITY PEOPLE I TALKED TO 
THOUGHT IT A FINE PICTURE, 
BUT WOMEN UNANIMOUSLY SO. 

r Ja 
LONDCW - The Plaza's sparkling presentation 

of Joseph E. Levine's "Harlow" made an institut¬ 
ion once again of the all-directional queue —- 
the sure sign that the British public knows a 
good thing when it comes along. 

Sightseers for the 
premiere started assembling 
at the Plaza early in the 
day. By premiere time. 
Regent Street was blocked. 
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FAR EAST CONTINUES FLOW OF 
WONDERFUL PARAMOUNT NEWS 

•i'5 

BOMBAY, ]jndia - Two bonanza-business 
shots of the exterior of the New Empire The¬ 
atre during the stunningly successful engag¬ 
ement of Jerry Lewis' "Who's Minding The 
Store?" Said Far East division manager Svend 
Henriksen: "This Jerry Lewis comedy has done 
the best business since 'Hataril' In additioi 
we have had the best reviews we have ever 
had for a Jerry Lewis picture in India." 

BANGKOK re-released 
Jerry Lewis' "Don'tGi'w 
Up The Ship" late last 
month and scored the 
biggest re-release hit 
of the year, topping 
the re-release engage¬ 
ments of "War and Peac^ 
and "Last Train From 
Gunhlll," 

Tokyo - One of the many unusual 
ieces of showmanship to come from 
apan in connection with the multi¬ 

theatre release of "The 
was 
Pan 

i!Z2Dy_iQ_§°ylt!_yi§lQi!D 
SAIGON, South Vietnam - Our headline is insp¬ 

ired by the fact that in this embattled city, the 
current film hit at the time the above photographs 
were made was Paramount's "War and Peace." The 
cinemas shown are the Eden (at top) and the Dai 
Quang Minh, both of which had to use old prints on 
account of prevailing conditions. Nevertheless, 
according to Far East division manager S.A.Henrik¬ 
sen, the overall engagement was "quite successful," 
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I 
atre release of "The Carpetbagaa*s" 

provided by the employees of^he 
thion Theatre, all of whom wore 

a frominentiv aispiave 
he right to see the 

TOKYO - Here the em- 
_^__s of the Pantheon 

,heatre have about-faced 
to show the message about 
"The Carpetbaggers" impr¬ 
inted on their white 
shirts. 
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white shirts with the name of the 
film and the name of th$_theatre very 
)romlnently displayed. (LooK 

effect). 
up to 

Japan, which released "The Carpet¬ 
baggers" later than most other territ¬ 
ories, executed a fine showmanship cam¬ 
paign on the picture. We hope to show 
more evidence of this in later issues. 

SAIGON - Here is a 
Page One advertisement for 
"War and Peace" in one of 
the city's newspapers 
printed in Vietnamese. Ad 
was for the Eden Theatre. 

OSAKA - Comprehensive 
showmanship campaign for 
"The Carpetbaggers" incl¬ 
uded posters for the pic¬ 
ture at local bowling 
alleys. 
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HOLLYWOOD - Producer 
Hfll W'lllis, co-star Dany 
Saval and director John 
Rich on the set of "Boeiig 
Boeing,” the uproarious 
comedy which inspired the 
telegram of Charles Boas- 
berg we have published on 
Page 26. 

Nine-tenths of the 
serious controversies 
which arise in life re¬ 
sult from misunderstand¬ 
ing, result from one man 
not knowing the facts 
which to the other man 
seem important, or other¬ 
wise failing to apprec¬ 
iate his point of view. 

- Louis D.Brandeis 

"HARLOW, LA BLONDE 
PLATINE'’ ENTHOUSIASMERA 
AUSSI BIEN LES SPECTAT- 
EURS QUE LES CLIENTS 

II faut remonter bien loin dans les acti- 
vit^s de la Paramount pour rencontrer dans les 
annales de cette Soci^te une production qui 
suscite autant d'cmerveillenient parmi les 
membres de notre,orqanisation. A chaque projec¬ 
tion de "HARLOW,LA BLONDE PLATINE", que ce soit 
au si^ge ou dans les diff^rents bureaux de la 
Paramount, cette production de Joseph E. Levine 
dechaine des vagues d'enthousiasme. Il n*y a 
jamais eu la moindre reserve et il en va de 
meme pour les Paramountiers d*outre-mer. Vous 
trouverez des details h ce sujet en pages 20 et 
21. Et h toutes les projections sp^ciales 
destinees aux clients des Etats-Unis et du 
Canada, la reaction est identique : le film 
^tait attendu avec le plus vif interSt, et il 
a ^t4 chaque fois accueilli avec un enthou- 
siasme d^lirant. 

Pendant la troisi^me semaine de juin, le 
President George Weltner se trouvait h Londres 
oil il a vu diff^rentes versions mont^es et non 
mont^es de "L'ESPION QUI VENA IT DU FROID", 
"PROMISE HER ANYTHING", "KID RODELO","CLANDESTINE 
JUDITH", et de diverses autres productions 
Paramount. Vous trouverez sur une autre page un 
compte-rendu de son voyage. 

Au moment ou nous mettions sous presse, Mr. 
Howard Koch, Vice-President et Directeur des 
studios, se trouvait ^galement en Europe. Comme 
vous le verrez par ailleurs, il doit passer 4 
semaines en Grande Bretagne et en Europe conti- 
nentale, afin de superviserla production 
Paramount en cours, chercher de nouveaux sujets, 
et de nouveaux acteurs de th^Stre, de 1‘^cran et 
de la t^l^vision susceptibles de jouer un jour 
prochain dans des productions de notre Compagnie. 

Nous esp^rons pouvoir vous fa ire part de ces 
d^couvertes dans ce num^ro et dans celui du mois 
prochain. Nous pensons un He ces jours publier un 
long article sur Mr. Koch et la puissance de 
production dont Paramount disposegr9ce ^ lui. 

On verra dans ce numero le prestige qu'a 
acquis Paramount en participant au Festival de 
Saint-S^bastien. Nos productions "LA PROIE NUE"* 
et "LES AVENTURES AMOUREUSES DE MOLL FLANDERS" 
ont recueilli de nombreuses louanges, bien que 
ces deux films fussent projet^s hors competition. 
On a m@me estim^ que si le film de Kim Novak 
avait fait partie de la competition, il aurait 
pu remporter la premiere recompense dans sa 
categorie. 

Une premiere projection de la grande 
production de Hal Wallis "LES FILS DE KATIE 
ELDER", qui a eu lieu aux Etats-Unis, a prouve 
de fagon manifesto que ce producteur a fait un 
film qui supports la comparaison avec "REGLEMENTS 
DE COMPTES A O.K. CORRAL" et "LE DERNIER TRAIN 
DE GUN HILL". John Wayne continue h attirer les 
foiiles, tandis que Dean Martin est remarquable 
dans un rdle I la fois comique et bagarreur. 

En feuilletant ce numero, pensez bien aux 
nouvelles impottantes concernant lesproductionsqui 
y sont annonc^es. Et nous voulons parler non 
seulement des productions annoncees en page 9 et 
les nouvelles relatives h "HARLOW, LA BLONDE 
PLATINE" en pages 20 et 21, mais aussi de toutes 
les autres nouvelles qui sont disseminees dans 
les 40 pages de ce numero. Si on se rappelle ce 
qu'^tait la situation de Paramount il y a ^ 
peine quelques ann^es, .nous pensons qu'en prenant 
connaissance de ces articles sur les productions 
en cours ou I venir, vous vous rendrez compte de 
1*immense tSche accomplie cette ann^e par notre 
President qui a fait de notre Soci4te une com¬ 
pagnie invincible dans le monde entier, au point 
de vue du box-office. Voil^ ce dont nous devons 
nous souvenir h tous moments eh m§me temps que 
nous devons nous efforcer de distribuer ces 
grands films dans les meilleures conditions pour 
obtenir des rendements maxima. 

Happy High Jinks in Hal Wallis* "Boeing-Boeing" 

xxxxxxra 

Jerry Lewis and Tony Curtis 
think that they have their 
triple-amour play with three 
international air hostesses dovr 
to automated perfection - but 
they figure without fouled-up 
flying schedules. 

At left, they appear to be 
'on the beam' with France's 
Dany Saval; but at right they 
are not quite sure about Ger¬ 
many's Christiane Schraidtmer. 

....And there is still 
Britain's cool-and-cute blonde 
Susanna Leigh to be taken into 
account. 

All of which makes Hal 
Wallis' "Boeing-Boelng" one of 
the top comedy delights of a 
whole lot of years. 

XXXXXXXXI 
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EUROPE AGLOW WITH PARA¬ 

MOUNT'S FESTIVAL HITS 

CANNES - Princess 
Grace of Monaco,attended 
by Monsieur FabreLe Bre^ 
secretary general of the 
Cannes Fila Festiral.arr- 
iving at the Festiyal 
Theatre to attend a shovf- 
Ing of "Un Grand Homme 
Passa Par Notre Chemln." 
This is the fila memori¬ 
alizing the late Presid¬ 
ent John F, Kennedy,pi30- 
duced by the USIA under 
the title of "Days Of 
Lightning, Night cf Drums," 

arom 
Charles Bohlen (right) 

United States Ambassador 
to France, and Henri 
Klarsfeld, Paramount gen¬ 
eral manager in France, 
also attended the shovmg. 
Paramoxmt has distribut¬ 
ion of the film in France 
and North Africa, 

SAN SEBASTIAN, Spain - Gala dinner given by Paramount 
at conclusion of the San Sebastian Film Festival at which 
Cornel Wilde's "The Naked Prey" was the opening film. Shown 
from the left: Mayor of San Sebastian, Senor Elosdgui;Mrs, 
Frank A. Siter: the Sub-Director General of Cinema, Senor 
Soria; Jean Wallace (Mrs, Cornel Wilde); the Director of 
the Festival, Sr, Fernandez Cuenca; the Mayor's wife, Sra. 
Elosegui; Cornel Wilde, 

A rousing San Sebas¬ 
tian salute to the Cor¬ 
nel Wildes at the end cf 
the screening of "The 
Naked Prey." Behind the 
star are (right) Hugo 
Stramer, Paramount's 
Continental sales manag¬ 
er, and Frank A. Siter 
(left), general manager 
for Spain and supervisor 
for the Middle East. 

Cables from all over 
the world are singing 
the praises of HARLOW, 
Not in a great many 
years has anew Paramount 
picture created such 
overwhelming organizat¬ 
ion joy and jubilation. 

BIARRITZ, France - At 
this city's airport,about 
to depart for tne San 
Sebastian Film Festival, 
are. 1 to r: Newlyweds 
Ricnard Johiison and Kim 
Novak; Frank A. Siter, 
Paramount g/m in Spain; 
Terence Young and Marcel 
Heilman, director and 
producer, respectively,of 
"The Amorous Adventures 
of Moll Flanders"; and 
Marcel Hamel, Paramount's 
tjanspoideation wizard. 

AMSTERDAM - Paramount Inter*- 
national president James E, 
Perkins greeted at Schiphol Air¬ 
port by executives of N.V.Film- 
verhuurkantoor "Nederland," 
Paramount distributor in HoUarri. 
Reading from left: Mr, Jack de 
Wilde, Mr. Max Gerschtanowltz, 
Mr, Henri Michaud, Paramount's 
Continental general manager;Mr. 
and Mrs, James E, Perkins, and 
Mr, Jan van Leeuwen. 
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Front and back of the multi-colored 
sleeve of the RCA-Victor album of the sound¬ 
track music of Kim Novak's "The Amorous Adv¬ 
entures of Moll Flanders," 

’*HARL0W*’ -- 
en attraktion for bade 
publik och biografagare 

Vi fSr ga en bra bit tillbaka i tiden for 
att finna en Paranountfilm sora sa har fdrtrollat 
m^lemmarna av v4r organisation. Vid alia vis- 
ningar i New York och annorstades har Joseph E. 
Levines film undantagslost mottagits med dreser— 
verad entusiasm. Fr4n paramountarer fran andra 
sidan havet,som sett filmen,har reaktionen va— 
rit densamma. Ifycket av detta kommer till ut- 
tryck pA sidoma 20 och 21. Ocksa vid de spe- 
cialvisninpr fQr biografagare, som fdrekommit 
runtom i Fbrenta Staterna och Canada,har det 
varit samma historia - filmen har motsetts med 
stort intresse och spand fdrvantan - efter 
visningen fanns bara plats for helhjartat berdm. 

Under tredje veckan i juni var oresident Ge¬ 
orge Weltner i London, ddr han sAg'olika versio- 
ner av "The Spy IVho Came In From the Gold" "Pro- 
Mse Her Anything", "Kid Rodelo", "Judith"’och 
flera andra Paramount-produktioner. En rapport 

dver besdket finns pA annan plats i tidningen. 

I Europa var ocksA, ungefar nar denna tidning 
som bast utarbetades, Howard U. Koch, vice pre¬ 
sident och chef fdr studio och produktion. Sasom, 
meddelats i tidningen skulle Mr. Koch under fyra‘ 
veckor i England och dvriga Europa inspektera 
Paramount-filmer som ar under arbete, se till 
hur, Paramounts intressen pA olika hAll fungera- 
de och dessutom ta sig en titt pA teater-, film- 
och televisionsst jamor med anknytning ,iust nu 
till Paramount. Vi vantar att fA med en rapport 
om Mr. Kochs "upptackter" i detta nummer och i 
nAsta. Det ar faktiskt sA,att vi inom kort pla- 
nerar en utfdrlig artikel om Hr. Koch och den 
starka filmproduktion han tillfdrt Paramount. 

Paramounts deltagande i Spaniens Film Festi¬ 
val i San Sebastian blev en stor framgAng. VAra 
filmer "The Naked Prey" och "The Amorous Advent¬ 
ures of Moll Flanders" fick manga uppskattande 
omddmen, detta oaktat bAda visades utom tavlan. 
Det sades till och med, att hade Kim Novak-fil- 
men deltagit i tAvlingen sA skulle den mycket 
vAl kunnat vinna topp-pris i sin klass. 

En fdrsta visning av Hal Wallis' maktiga dra¬ 
ma "The Sons of Katie Elder" har fullt klart vi- 
sat,*Btt denne veteran pa kassafilmer av stor- 
format har trollat fram en fullvardig medtavlare 
till filmer sAdana som "Sheriffen fran Dodge Ci¬ 
ty" ( Gunfight at the OK Gorr-'*!) , och "Sista ta- 
get frin Gun Hill" (Last Train from Gun Hill). 
John Waynes namn ar fortfarande en kassamagnet, 
medan Dean Martin bestAr en verkligt dramatisk 
dverraskning i en roll dar han briljerar som en 
hArdfdr "fighter". 

Vi fdreslar, att ni tar en ordentlig titt pa 
de mAnga filmer, sora omnamns i detta nummer,med 

vilket vi menar inte bara programforteckningen 
pA sidan 9 plus nyheterna om "Harlow" pa sidor- 
na 20 och 21, utan pa allt ovrigt nybt som be- 
rdrs pa alia de UO sidorna. I betraktande av 
hur Paramounts situation tedde sig for bara ett 
par Ar sedan sA tror vi, att ni pA basis av vad 
ni inhamtat om nuvarande och kommande filmer ar 
pa det klara med vilket oerhort arbete vAr pre¬ 
sident nedlagt under det gangna Aret for att 
gora oss praktiskt taget oovervinnliga vad det 
galler kassafilmer. Allt vad som nu behover 
gdras ar, att vi ger honom vArt odelade stod 
och gor allt vad som i vAr formaga stAr for att 
pA bSsta mojliga satt distribuera dessa filmer 
och gora dem vinstbarande. 

ROSALIND RUSSELL is an 
imperious haute dame of 
the most matriachial order 
in "Oh Dad, Poor Dad, 
Mother's Hung You In The 
Closet And We're Peelin' 
So Sad," Apart from the 
riotous comedy of thefDm, 
we understand that the 
spectacular Jamaican back¬ 
grounds of the production 
are worth the price of 
admission. 

While our government 
is busy trying to land 
a man on the moon, some 
girls are still trying 
to land one on earth. 

HOLLYWOOD - Allen and 
Rossi, Paramount's new 
comedy team, arrive on 
the Paramount Studio's 
Stage 5 for the contract- 
signing ceremony, chauff- 
eured by blonde Inga 
Neilsen, In the backgrouid 
is the Paramount mountain 
they have to climb in or¬ 
der to retrieve the Para¬ 
mount contract pinned at 
the peak, 

(a page of other pic¬ 
tures relating to this 
important, and hilarious, 
event will be found on 

37), 
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HIGHLIGHT IN 
UNITED KINGDOM FILM 
SCENE IS TRIBUTE TO 
JOSEPH E. LEVINE 

BELOW 

Warren Beatty and 
Leslie Caron, co-stars 
in "Promise Her Anything," 
one of several enterta¬ 
inment treats craning our 
way via the showmanship 
of producer Ray Stark. 

LONDON - Bobby Vinton, one of the foremost 
iraerican recording stars, arrives in connection 
with the release of his latest recording,"Lonely 
Girl," sung at the beginning of "Harlow." In 
this London Airport shot, 1 to r: Leslie Pound, 
Paramount's showmanship manager; Tony Palmer, 
EMI Records; Bobby Vinton; Allen Klein, Bobby's 
manager, and A and R man Mickie Most. 

LONDON - At the Plaza prem¬ 
iere of "Harlow" - Mr.,and Mrs. 
Russell W. Hadley.Jr. (left and 
right); Miss Pattie Macdaniel 
and Mr. Hadley* Jnr. 

BLACKPOOL, Engl?md - The world's top cinema 
showman, Joseph E. Levine, was the recipient last 
month of the first Award of Merit to be made by 
the CEA, The presentation was made by President 
"Tony" Wood at the Imperial Hotel here during 
the annual conference held by the Cinematograph 
Exhibitors' Association. 

On accepting the award which confirms Mr, Levine's posit¬ 
ion as one of the most honoured showmen In the film industry, 
the president of Embassy Pictures Corporation expressed his 
thanks to the officers, the committee and the entire membership 
of the CEA for the warm tribute accorded him by his fellow 
showmen. 

He followed this with a typically forthright Levine add¬ 
ress (published in full on Page 39), touching on the many 
aspects so important to exhibitors today, and including details 
of the many Levine projects (in association with Paramount) for 
the immediate future. 

BLACKPOOL - Beneath a part 
of the carnation-garlanded 
Spanish Hall of the Winter Gar¬ 
dens, J. F. (Tony) Wood, presi¬ 
dent of the C.E.s. begins his 
address in corapl^ent to Joseph 
E. Levine (right). Also at top 
table, 1 to r: Mrs. K.Hargreavw, 
Russell W. Hadley,Jr., Mrs. J. 
L. Levine and Mrs. Hadley. 

Concerning the event, Russell W. Hadley, Jr. 
cabled president James E. Perkins in New York: 
BLACKPOOL WEDNESDAY: C.E.A MERIT AWARD PRESENT¬ 
ATION TO JOE LEVINE AND HIS ADDRESS TREMENDOUS 
SUCCESS. ALSO OUR EVENING RECEPTION AND DINNER 
PARTY. UNANIMOUS EXHIBITOR COMMENTS CALLED IT 
OUR BEST FUNCTION SINCE BEFORE THE WAR. MIDNIGHT 
SCREENING OF "HARLOW" VERf WELL RECEIVED WITH 

SUSTAINED APPLAUSE AT PICTURE'S CONCLUSIC»I. ALL 
IN ALL EXCELLENT PUBLIC RELATIWIS FOR PARAMOUNT 
AND "HARLOW" IN P4RTICULAR. 

DEAR JOE: ALTHOUGH I CANNOT BE WITH YOU IN PERSON YOU 
KNOW THAT I AM THINKING OF YOU AND HOW DESERVING YOU ARE OF 
THE GREAT HONOUR BEING GIVIJI YOU BY THE CINEMATOGRAPH EXHIBI¬ 
TORS ASSOCIATION IN BLACKPOOL THIS AFTERNOON. THIS UNIQUE 
AND HIGHLY UNUSUAL DISTINCTION IS THE FRUITION OF A LIFETIME 
OF SHOWMANSHIP, HARD WORK AND BRILLIANT PERFORMANCE BY THE 
ONE AND ONLY JOE LEVINE, MY DEAR FRIEND. _ 

Congratulat ions 
From James E.Perk ins 

One of the cables in compliment to 
Joseph E. Levine, read at the Blackpool 
conference of the C.E.A., said: 

TO THE MANY GREAT INTERNATIONAL 
HCWOURS PAID YOU MUST NOW BE ADDED THE 
SOLID GOLD ENDORSEMENT OF THE C.E.A. BY 
WAY OF THEIR MERIT AWARD. BY EVERY 
INDUSTRY STANDARD YOU ARE NOW AN ACE 
GLOBAL SHOWMAN AND WE OF PARAMOUNT INTER¬ 
NATIONAL ARE VERY PROUD OF YOU AND TOUR 
ACCOMPLISHMENTS ON OUR BEHALF. BEST 
regards PERKINS 

Inscription 
To the left, Mr.Levine 

is shown with the Award 
of Merit presented by 
the CEA for the first 
time. Below his illumin¬ 
ated name, the inscrip¬ 
tion says, ".in 
sincere and grateful 
recognition of his out¬ 
standing showmanship in 
the world of entertain¬ 
ment as well a s for his 
unstinted and continuing 
efforts in the interests 
of all sections of the 
motion picture industry." 



paramount general sales manaj^er Charles 
Boasberg as he spoke by telephone hook-up to 
tyie Paramo\int branch managers of the ’^.S.A. 
and Canada. 

I ntroduction... 
This is Charley Boasberg. Last 
Friday evening, industry history 
was made with the first exhibitor 
and public previews of Joe Levine's 
"Harlow." Our president, George 
A'eltner, was so pleased with the 
results that he asked Martin Davis 
and myself to arrange a conference 
telephone call with all of our 
company's branch managers in the 
United States and Canada so that 
he could personally express his 
great pleasure with the results 
to date. He also asked us to see 
if Joe Levine could be hooked irtto 
the call so that Joe, too, could 
talk directly to you. Through the 
miracle of electronics, this has 
all been done... At this point, I 
had planned to introduce Mr. 
Weltner. However, a sudden ill¬ 
ness in his family has just call¬ 
ed him away from the office. In 
his absence, he has asked me to 
read from the notes that he had 
prepared for this occasion. 
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TELEPHONE HOOK-UP CARRIES 
PRESIDENT WELTNER’S ADDRESS 
TO ALL U.S.-CANADA BRANCHES 

Good morning! Good news travels fast, and within a 
few minutes after I had returned to my office this morning 
following a brief trip to Europe, I knew we were off the 
ground and flying high with Joe Levine's "Harlow," the 
picture that has been foremost in our thoughts and efforts 
these many months. It was with the greatest pleasure and 
delight that I have just heard from Charley Boasberg and 
Martin Davis that "Harlow" was ^n absolute sensation in 
its first public and exhibitor screenings in New York and 
Chicago on Friday. The preview for exhibitors at the RKO 
86th Street Theatre here on Friday night received the most 
favorable reaction ever at this house, where many of the 
industry's biggest attractions^have been previewed^ 

The exact same story held true at the Chicago Theatre 
in Chicago, where "Harlow" was previewed for exhibitors 
and the public, but I will leave the first hand account of 
those sensational screenings to Joe Levine himself when he 

A section of the listeners as 
Charles Boasberg delivered to the 
branches the message which Presidart 
George Weltner had intended to del¬ 
iver when he was called away by 
family illness. 

At left, clockwise; Ernest Sands, 
Myron Sattler, Nat Stem, Jack Per- 

Mr. Weltner's 

ED STILLIVAN Photo 

ley. Gene Newman, Milton Goldstein, 
Fred Leroy, Herbert Gillis. 

Right: Hugh Owen, James E.Perk¬ 
ins, Martin Davis, Charles McMains, 
Benjamin Shectman. Many others were 
out of camera range. 

t^lks to you in Just a moment. The picture was also screen¬ 
ed here on Friday for Paramount personnel. They all loved 
the picture, as can be attested by the fact that "Harlow" 
became the dominating topic of discussion and conversation 
throughout the day. If you have not done so already, I urge 
you to show the picture to all branch employees as soon as 
possible, so that they too can become roving good-will amb¬ 
assadors for us on "Harlow," 

Yes, the news was so good this morning that I just had 
to get on the phone to share it all with you personally. 
There is no question In my mind that we are about to release 
another "Carpetbaggers" in terms of boxoffice potential. 

We know we have another great money-making picture,but 
we must not sit back on our laurels. Our job is just begin¬ 
ning, Every area of merchandising from you through theatre 
operators and their managers to commtinicators and to .the 
public must be covered in order to realize the full potent¬ 

ial that a picture such as "Harlow" has. We should all look 
to Joe Levine as our model, for his efforts in behalf of 
"Harlow" are unprecedented in the motion picture industry. 
He is its number one salesman and its number one merchandi¬ 
ser, How he finds all the time and energy is one of the 
great mysteries of modem times, but he does, and he is now 
in the midst of an exhausting five-city tour on which he 
will meet with htindreds of exhibitors and representatives of 
the press, radio and television. He is so enthusiastic abai 
"Harlow" and its potential that I have asked him to talk to 
you personally about his experiences with the picture in 
the past few days. He is waiting by his phone now in Dallas 
and I am going to switch you over to him. Thank you, and 
kind regards. 

HIGHLIGHTS OF MR. LEVINE'S 
TALK IN ADJOINING COLUMN... 
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SHORT More and more 

"The Itch" 
Starts From Scratch 
— and WinsI 

U 

B 
J 

A^axan Valley. 

top Paramount sales¬ 
men are putting more 
and more intelligent 
emphasis on the pro¬ 
gressive high enter¬ 
tainment quality of 
Pq ramount’s Short 

Features. 

"The Itch" is one of the newer 
Paramount cartowis, and it Is very, very 
good. 

Set In London, with a story having 
a touch of fantasy, and with backgrounds 
possessing production quality, it should 
make a genuine contributiwi to any thea¬ 
tre's program. In short, it is a Cinema 
Cocktail with plenty of kick. 

It also is indicative of the new 
upbeat in Paramount's quality product. 

"HAMBURGER U." 

4 
This short, In sizzling 

Technicolor, deals relishinglv, 
satirically and gastronomically 
with that delectable meat item, 
the hamburger. It has been made 
on a full production scale, with 
a comedy-minded cast of actors 
and actresses, by Richard Matt, 
who has given Paramount a host of 
fine boxoffice short features in 
the past. 

Shown above are some of the 
players reacting to the magical 
savory aroma of the hamburger, 

Basic theme of the picture 
deals with a university devoted 
to the care, cultivation, produc¬ 
tion and appreciation of the 
hamburger, complete with courses;, 
classes and diplomas. 

It is a one-reeler. 

Howe«artvlfin(jmills! 

Instant instant '' nTT. 
NouiunJ:^ 
^^Shrybookbn(/^)lbo^^ llM 
SES1 AltTreavumlTufipGa»denvl jga rsn ' 

Rotterdam sndAnttiwdami aHI ^ 
Jktal KOCSVftUirUBO 

I m 

St 

From Dallas, Joe Levine said that he was "tremendously 
gratified" by the reaction of exhibitors to both the film 
and the merchandising and marketing campaign that is supp¬ 
orting it. "Since last Suittfner, I have been pouring my 
heart and soul into 'Harlow,' which has been the greatest 
challenge of my career. Since my own roots are in exhibit¬ 
ion, nothing has given me greater satisfaction than to 
hear from my fellow showmen that I have given them a pict¬ 
ure that they themselves feel will be one of the most 
successful tnev have ever presented." Levine commented. 

Paramount's Intriguing and thoroughly 
entertaining 2-reeler in color, "INSTANT 
HOLLAND," was given top billing recently 
for its engagement at the Telenews Thea¬ 
tre, San Francisco. 

Honey Halfwitch 
Here's another glimpse of 

cartoon character Honey Half¬ 
witch (at top) about to wreak 
some kind of vengeance on Maggie, 

her Old Witch cousin. 
In the lower frame, Maggie 

seeks a vengeance formula of her 
own from a Freudian Indian witch 
doctor who insists on silver 
dollars instead of wampvim as pay¬ 

ment.....and getsumJ 
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’’Becket” 
Cont i nues 
In Superb 
Fash i on 

±± ± ± 
The inspired Hal 

Wallis production main¬ 
tains in wonderful world 
pace. 

Its 6th week at the 
A lienby Theatre, Tel 
Aviv, Israel continues 
to register tremendous, 
record-shattering busin¬ 
ess. Virtually the same 
story comes from the 
Orah Theatre, Haifa. 

Mexico City's Diana 
Theatre has concluded an 
extraordinarity fine run 
of weeks. 

So far as the Republic 
of South Africa is con¬ 
cerned, here is the text 
of Mr. Perkins' report to 
Mr. Weltner; 

"The second week's 
gross in Capetown is alm¬ 
ost equal to the record¬ 
holding second week of 
"The Ten Commandments" in 
the same city, "Becket" 
has been very successful 
in South Africa, and will 
be second only to "The 
Ten Commandments" in over¬ 
all results." 

The eyes of "Judith" 
(played by Sophia Loren), 
are wide with fear, for 
she Is In the massive act 
of killing a man - a man 
about whom she knows just 
one thing: he can send 
her back to the hell from 
which she believes she is 
safe. 

The persons hardest 
to convince that they 

are of retirement age 
are the children at bed¬ 
time. 

Paramount World 
BRANCH NEWS FROM PAGE 6” 
25. Hope Tony won't have trouble walking down 
the aisle. Of course, we will he there to give 
him moral support. 

And last,but not least, I am getting 
married on August 7, and this I won't say too 
much about now, because believe me, I'm nervous 
enough. First time around. 

- Judy Kovach 

WASH I NGTQN , Q . C . | one of our veteran 

employees, Miss Helen Schultze, retired after 38 
years of service to enjoy the Florida sunshine^ 
We have since heard from Helen and she has in¬ 
formed us that she -is now Mrs. John Cunningham. 
Congratulations and our very best wishes to fbien.' 

Alice Robrecht, formerly assistant cashier, 
has been transferred to the booking department to 
cover the desk formerly handled by Helen. 

Mrs. Jimmieola Becker has rejoined our staff. 
Jimmy was with us when we previously had Regional 
Accounting in this office. Welcome back, Jimmy, 
it is good to have you with us again. 

Congratulations are in order for David 
Gillis. David, son of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert 
Gillis, was graduated from American University, 
Washington, D. C., on June 14, receiving a BA 
degree. 

We are looking forward to a successful run 
of "Family Jewels," which should give us a good 
suiAmer send-off. 

I am pleased to advise that Mrs. Krassner 
is now recovering nicely from her recent opera¬ 
tion and is convalescing at home. 

- Bill Fischer 

JACKSQNV I LLE| ,>;e recently screened two 

outstanding Paramount releases, "Sons of Katie 
Elder" and "Harlow." According to all comments 
we've got two big "winners"! 

Betty Rook, who was in an automobile acci¬ 
dent April 4th near Dothan, Alabama while on 
vacation, is back with us. We really missed her 
and are all happy to have her back. Welcome 
home, Betty! 

Because our "Pep Club" is so popular, we 
have collected so much money that we all decided 
we must have a summer get-together; about which 
we will advise later. 

- Bob Mike11 

IDES MOINESI Patricia Tantillo, booker's 

steno, has just returned from her vacation and 
to announce that her wedding day will be October 
2nd. 

We all are keeping busy with the release of 

NEW YORK - Paramount branch manager Myron 
Sattler (left) hosted eminent circuit head 
Harry Brandt and Mrs. Brandt at the RKO-86th 
Street sneak preview of "Harlow." At right is 
Mrs, Brandt’s sister. 

DALLAS, Texas - Producer Joseph E.Levine 
revealing the nationwide showmanship plans 
for "Haplow" at the special theatremen's 
advertising-merchandising session here on 
June 21st. Others on the dais, 1 to r: Tom 
W. Bridge, southwest division manager; Jos¬ 
eph Friedman, Paramount director of adverti¬ 
sing and publicity; and Raymond Willie, 
president, Interstate Theatres of Texas, 

UMHUir - Glimpsed at the recent show¬ 
manship strategy meeting on "Harlow." Left 
to right: Thomas F. Duane, Paramount branch 
manager; Joseph E. Levine; Lou Wisper.Wisper 
& WetsMn The^^tresj John Gontlle, s^les man— 
ager. Paramount Detroit branch. 

"Girls Om The Beach," "Molf Flanders," "Family 
Je^ls," "In Harm's Way," and "Circus World" all 
being at about the same time. We are awaiting 
for both "Harlow" and "Sons Of Katie Elder" to 
open in this part of the territory and to "big 
business." 

We were all saddened by the death of a 
former Paramount salesman. Pearl Robbins, who 
had retired from the company. 

OBITUARY 
ASHLEY BATE 

We note with deep sorrow the 
passing, in London, of Ashley B^te, 
for many years a member of the Par- 
•amount sales .force in Britain, Mr. 
Bate, a widely-known and greatly 
respected member of the film indus¬ 
try, died of a heart attack at his 
home in Worthing on June 29th. He 
leaves a wife and a son, to whom we 
extend sincere condolences. 

Mr. Bate joined Paramount on 
March 17th, 1919, and retired on 
September 3rd., 1956. 
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OF AMIKICA 

WELCOME 
REDUNE 7000 

PRODUCTION CREW 

INTERESTING PARAMOUNT EVENTS 

IN THE U. S. A. AND CANADA 

PHILADELPHIA - Some more of 
Johnny Kane's candid Polaroid 
shots of Pennsjrlvania shownen 
taken during the recent visit 
of Ernest Sands and Hugh Owen. 
Above, 1 to r; Henry Milgram 
(Milgram Theatres), Norman Falk 
(Stanley Warners). Edward Pot¬ 
ash (Heilman Theatres) and Hugh 
Owen in centre background. 

At top: Bob Molson (Stanley 
Warners), Roy Sullender (Tri- 
State Theatres), Elmer Hirth 
(Boyd Theatres), William Yuras- 
ko (Ellis Theatres). 

ATLANTA, Georgia - In this city, Kim 
Novak and her leading man-husband, Richard 
Johnson, were guests of the city at the Cap¬ 
itol City Club. Many exhibitors and Paramount 
executives were also present, and the event 
was responsible for wide press, radio and TV 
coverage. Shown with the guests of honor 
above are, at right, Ed DeBerry, Southern 
division manager ana*, at left, Gordon Bradley, 
Atlanta branch manager. 

DAYTWiA BEACH, Florida - Proud of 
the fact that their motel establish¬ 
ment had been selected as the living 
quarters base for the local shooting 
of scenes for the Howard Hawks comp¬ 
any making "^ed Line 7000," Holiday 
Inns of America displayed the fact for 
all travelers to see. 

Any housewife will 
tell you that the hard¬ 
est meal for her to get 
is breakfast in bed. 

NEW ORLEANS - On hand to greet Kim Noyak 
and Richard Johnson, her husband, were Billy 
Briant (left). Paramount branch manager, and 
Joseph Di Rosa, president pf the New Orleans 
City Cormcil and, at right. Kermlt Carr, 
president of Paramount-Gulf Theatres. 

"HARLOW" 
"HARLOW" 
"HARLOW" 
"HARLOW" 
"HARLOW" 
"HARLOW" 
"HARLOW" 
"HARLOW" 
"HARLOW" 
"HARLOW" 
"HARLOW" 

HOLLYWOOD - Follow workers - producers, directors and 
stars - were delighted over the 10-picture contract made 
jetween PararaoTint Studios and action-film producer A. C. 
-yles. Above, Mr. Lyles is congratulated by ace producer Hal 
ifallis. at left, and Tony Curtis, co-^tar in Mr. Wallis' 
Droduction of "Boelng-Booing." 

Official Photograph U.S.Navy 

PENSACOLA, Florida - During her 
"Li Harm's Way" visit to the Naval Air 
Basic Air Training Command here, co- 
star Barbara Boucnet also boarded the 
USS: Lexington and was particularly 
Interested in the very inspiring com¬ 
bat history of this renowned United 
States aircraft-carrier. 

It is said in the motto-world that "OneGood 
Turn Deserves Another." So do that good turn by 
turning the page, and you'll get what you des¬ 
erve - a spread of good news about 1965's 
great global successor to "The Carpetbaggers." 



_IF PENT-UP ENTHUSIASM. 
AND ALL-FIRED SALESMANSHIP 
WE DID WITH "THE CARPETBAGS 
COMPARED WITH WHAT WE WILL 

DIVISIONAL MANAGERS DELIGHTED 

Just as soon as edited prints were ready, they were rushed by 
air to the international division managers in London, Paris, Sydney, 
Mexico ^ity and Hongkong, The reactions were instantaneous and 
electrifying, Russell W, Hadley, Jr, cabled from London (and this 
was of course before the sizzling screening at the Levine event in 
Blackpool): SCREENED "HARLOW" AND AM DELIGHTED. THINK IT HAS BIG 
BUSINESS POSSIBILITIES THIS TERRITORY. ALL SET MIDNIGHT SCREENING 
BLACKPOOL CONFERENCE. When Sydney*s print was screened, Robert L, 
Graham telephoned his unbounded delight to New York, In a following 
letter to Milton Goldstein he said: "We have had the great pleasure 
and excitement of screening it (HARLCW) for the Greater Union Thea¬ 
tres boys and ourselves and I can tell you that the reaction here 
is the same as that generated in New York, There Can be no doubt 
but that this is a real box office attraction.,.." From Hongkong, 
Svend A. Henrikeen cabled: HAVE JUST SCREENED "HARLOW." BIGGEST 
SURPRISE FOR MANY YEARS. BEST DRAMA WE EVER HAD. EXCELLENT CAST 
WITH EACH ACTOR PERFECT. WILL DO AS WELL IF NOT BETTER THAN "CAR¬ 
PETBAGGERS." ALL VERY ENTHUSI/'STIC. 

To round out the quintette of global reactions, there has been 
Henri Michaud's glowing letter to York detailing the impact of 
the picture on the staff, and outlining the logistics of getting 
the picture into release. In his letter to all territories in his 
Continental Division he ended with this observation: "I am certain 
that none of us would want ^r, Levine to get the impression that we 
'got lucky' with our all-out handling of 'The Carpetbaggers'. 
Therefore, let us make up our minds to show him that, given another 
of his great box-office pictures. Paramount can do even better for 
'Harlow'." 

As for the staff reaction in Paris, Mr, Michaud wrote to Milt¬ 
on Goldstein: "As you know, we screened 'Harlow' yesterday after¬ 
noon and immedi?itely thereafter called you on the telephone. As I 
am writing this letter, the excitement has not subsided and we are 
indeed most delighted with the potential of this picture." 

Closing of the quintette of 
global reactions was effected 
on June 23rd, when Henry B,Gor¬ 
don saw "Harlow" in Home Office 
and immediately cabled all of 
his Latin American territories: 
HAVE JUST SEEN "HARLOW - LA 
VENUS PLATINADA. SURPASSES ALL 
MY EXPECTATIONS. PICTURE WILL 
UNDOUBTEDLY BE TALK OF THE TOWN 
AND WORD OF MOUTH PUBLICITY 
WILL BE SENSATIONAL. PLEASE 
KEEP ME FULLY INFORMED ABOUT 
ALL DETAILS OF RELEASES AUGUST 
OR SEPTEMBER. OUTSTANDING PUBL¬ 
ICITY UNDER WAY. 

’Oscar^ Forecast 
On June 10th, Charles Boasberg, general 

sqles manager, wired his U.S. and Canadian 
branch managers as follows: 

THE MOTION PICTURE EDITOR OF THE SAN 
DIEGO (Calif.) UNION SAW A SNE'K PREVIEW OF 
"HARLOW" LAST FRIDAY NIGHT. I AM QUOTING VER¬ 
BATIM WHAT HE S''ID IN HIS NEWSPAPER. "C»1E OF 
THE PLEASURES OF THIS OCCUPATIMJ IS LEAVING A 

THE4TRE HAVING BEEJI MTERTAINED BEYOND ONE'S 
EXPECTATION. THAT IS THE CONDITION IN WHICH 
THIS WRITER LEFT THE FOX THEATRE ON FRIDAY 
FOLLOWING THE PREVIEW OF JOSEPH E. LEVINE'S 
"HARLOW." UNLESS VASTLY SUPERIOR FILMS APP¬ 
EAR IN THE NEXT SIX MONTHS, "HARLOW" COULD BE 
STRONG IN THE OSCAR NOMINATIONS, WINNING THE 

PUBLIC'S ATTENTION WITH QUALITY RATHER THAN 
THE NOTORIETY WHICH HAS BEEN ANTICIPATED BY 
SOME." 

From the word ’Go’ in 

THEVWI 

PREVIEW 
JOSEPH E LEVINE'S 

HARLOW 
CtRROLL StKER 

nCHMlCOlOR - PAHiiVIStON 

HOLLERING FOR "HARLOW" IN CHIC 

This double-spread in Var 
a minLuura of wordage and a max: 
what happened at the Chicago T1 
of June l8th. Under at least : 
quees, this is what is going t( 
all around the world. 

The pressbook for "Harlow" 

feet. Packed with usable materi 

Golden Opportunity For Showmen, 

is symbolic of the harvests tha 

ucer and distributor will reap 

MORNiN 
. RICHARD CHAMBE 
TONIGHT DO rU * 30 PM ;rnc f 
JOSEPH E. ;le 

' HARLOV 
CARROLL BA 

CHICAGO - Long before 8:30, 
crowds started lining up at the 
for what proved to be an enomo 
preview of "Harlow." 
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TRADE PAPERS REACHED FOR TOP SUPERLATIVES 
THE FILM DAILY 

If Joseph E. Levine's "The Carpetbaggers," with the same star and 
centering around a similar era, was a box office giant, the mind almost 
staggers at what "Harlow" might gross. Because it is simply a better, 
stronger picture in every way. Regardless of what came before Levine's 
"Harlow," this picture is sure to be a gold mine,,,,."Harlow" is going to 
be a commercial smash.No exhibitor should be without "Harlow," 

MOTION PICTURE DAILY 

Joseph E, Levine's production of "Harlow" fulfills completely and 
candidly the generous promises of its creator. It is big, it is lavish, it 
is sensational in the sense that the book was sensational, and in its 121 
minutes of narrative and incident it provides a heaping money's-worth for 
the ticket-buyers already waiting in line at the nation's box offices in 
response to Showman Levine's penetrating promotion campaign,,,,It is pre¬ 
cisely the merchandise the producer Levine said he would deliver. 

s golden cover 

j 

s evening 
Lcago Theatre 
r successful 

diibitor, prod- 
1 this film. 

DALLAS, Texas - Producer Levine brings 
"Harlow" to Texas and is met at the airport 
by, 1 to r: Raymond Willie, president. Inter¬ 
state Theatres of Texas; Conrad Brady, his 
assistant; and Tom W. Bridge, Paramount's 
Southwest division manager. RIGHT 

BLACKPOOL, England - The "Harlow" 
bedecked foyer of the hotel holdlni 
the C.E.A. 1965 conference at whici 
Joseph E. Levine was so highly honor¬ 
ed. (More details on Page 15). More details on Page 

;>RIN'-TO-GO SHOWMANSHIP, 
i;AN ANYTHING AT ALL, WHAT 
:S" WILL BE "PEANUTS" 
I WITH "HARLOW." 

H 
H 
H 
H 
H Showmanship in Japan.. 
n fine window display for "The Carpetbaggers" Hat the Nishi Ginza department store, Tokyo, 

AT TOP. Crowds attracted by the stunning Hfront-of-house display, pouring into Tokyo's 
Milano-Za, 

HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHI 

The word Is out and 
I It's HARLOWl Last Friday 

night Chicago had 
I the first chance to 

see the long-awaited 
I Joseph E. Levine- 

Paramount muiti'miiiion 
dollar Technicolor 

I production. From the 
first announcement of 
this paid preview, 
they Just barrelled In. 
Talk about explosive 

, excitement! Talk about 
I want-to-seei They came. 
I They saw.They ate It upl 

And the same screaming 

I excitement boomed on 
in Daitas, PhIHy, Detroit, 
Boston arwi Kansas City 
previews this week. 
Get set for the same 

I kind of crowd action 
I for HARLOW 
I In your city! 

shows, with 
of impact, 

re the nignt 
DO other mar- 
irlow"-ha ppen 

ust about per- 
and headed "A 

NEW YORK - This, city's sneak pre¬ 
view at the RKO 86th Street, brought 
out the crowds, and the crowds brou^ 
forth the "Harlow" hallelujahs. The 
preview cards registered a perfect 
"unanimous" vote on the great film. 
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Th??t fine coat of 
tan being sported by 
Paramount's Medical 
Officer, Dr. Leon J. 

Warshaw, is proof that he has stored up an extra 
fund of energy for the big Fall tasks ahead. 

Evelyn Seeff, secretary to publicity mana¬ 
ger Hy Hollinger, is back from a fabulous visit 
of three weeks to Israel. Her office tasks were 
pleasantly and ably handled by Candy Cohen dur¬ 

ing her absence. 

Since 1924, Adolphus Harriott has been a 
loyal and competent Home Office employee. Mr. 
Harriott is wearing a big hat these days be¬ 
cause of his grandson, Charles A. Walwyn, Jr. 
On June 13, 1965, Charlie graduated with honors 
from Cardinal Spellman High School, New York 
City. He was Senior Class President, Captain 
of the track team and a member of his school’s 
relay team in the 1964 and 1965 Penn Relays at 
Philadelphia, He was also a member of the 
choir at Saint Patrick’s Cathedral, New York 
City. His picture appeared in the May 20, 1965 
issue of the Catholic News as he accepted, 
the Rector of Catholic University of America, 
second trophy won by his school’s team in the 
University’s invitational track meet in 7/ash- 

ington, D.C, Charlie, who 
is pictured at the right, 
wqs awarded scholarships 
at New York University, 
Colgate University and Coi> 
nell University. He accep¬ 
ted the New York Univers¬ 
ity award. Three cheers 
for Charles Alexander W??!- 
wyn, Jr., and his grand¬ 
father, Adolphus "Para¬ 
mount" Harriott, _ q g 

Gertrude Pierce, a dedicated Paramount 
WOMPI, wishes us to express the thanks of all 

ParamoTint WOMPIs, their fellow Paramounteers and 
friends for their participation in the prize¬ 
drawing at the Tavern on the Green on June 22nd 
last. Occasion was the Fifth Installation DinneJ 
of the New York Club of the WOMPI. Although no | 
Paramounteer was a prize-winner, one of Para¬ 
mount’s girls, Clarice Hausman, was the recipi¬ 
ent of the coveted trophy, "WOMPI OF THE YEAR 
1965," a high honor accorded her by her fellow 
WOMPIs. 

Nice to see Australia’s managing director, 
Robert L. (Bob) Graham around these parts on 
one of his official visits. He will also set up 
arrangements for the later visit of his public¬ 
ity manager, Alan Wardrope, one of the winners 
in Joseph E, Levine's "Carpetbaggers" Contest. 

HOME OFFICE 
NEWS ITEMS 

.K-U-GRAMi 
In recognition of the good you have done 

In recognition o/ the good you have done 

- <e/£ 

- r*^lr-«W0i an uar t •> • 

A REPLY FROM BOB CUMMINGS 

We devoted last issue's Page 20 to a most Interesting 
"Thank-U-Gram" message from Robert Cummings, co-star of the 
forthccmlng "h^romise Her Anything." We sent a copy of the 
issue to Bob, and above is nis response. Note several things 
from this, a) He still owns Paramount stock: b) he's going 
to be In a Broadway show, so get your ticket orders in at 
once; c} his reference to "C.B." is of course to the late 
beloved Cecil B, DeMllle, under whose auspices Bob received 
powerful screen recognition; d) Dr, Max Jacobson was the 
doctor who accompanied the "Ten Commandments" company to 
^SyP't ^nd who, in that capacity, rendered massive service 
to the unit. 

K, h„. plmt, of SPiCg too, but nood th. MAN - 
th»t ,t,l.l*r group, th, P»r,«)unt Pictur,, Club 

or ^CMAN! Got Into orbit b/ Joining 
Bowling LMgu, wid bowl with th, .tor*. 

A ainlaal sub. 
VT I *—wx^:iniri la coBfcinad 1 
rind out why 39 ■llllon Aaerlcvu •njoy bowHngl 

hi c^«t rior,;s‘ 
h. will rtt-pt to corroct It utd prorld, jou with . fro.h .ppllctlon! 

This imaginative announcement, which was 
given wide Home Office circulation, is Bob 
McKeown's appe?<l for more Bowling Club members. 
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PANAMA - Latin American 
division manager Henry B, 
Gordon has named Fritz 
Reimert (above) assistant 
manager of Paramount's Cen¬ 
tral America headquarters 
here. Peter Moreno is mana¬ 
ger of the branch. 

LONDON - Lord and Lady 
Westwood are greeted by 
producer Joseph E. Levine 
at Paramount's supper party 
arranged in connection with 
a midnight screening of 
"Harlow," 

MILTON GOLDSTEIN (above), 
assistant to the president 
of Paramoimt International 
Films for special product¬ 
ions, has this month been 
engaged on an extensive tour 
of the South African terri¬ 
tory in the Interests of 
future releases. 

LONDON" - Attending the 
Plaza premiere cf "Harlow" 
were Mr, and Mrs. Cy End- 
field. He recently directed 
"Sands of Kallhari" for 
Paramount world release. 

MONTEGO BAY, Jamaica,West 
Indies - Backgrounded by the 
lush and lovely vegetation of 
this Paradisical isle,director 
Richard Quine points out their 
lines for the next day's shoot¬ 
ing to co-stars Robert Morse 
and Barbara Harris. The film? 
None other than the marathon- 
titled "Oh Dad, Poor Dad,Mama's 
Hung You In The Closet and We're 
Feelin' So Sad." 

INTERNATIONAL 

PERSONALITIES 

IN PARAMOUNT 

CINEMA EVENTS 

Not to be overlooked in the 
multiple kudos being handed out 
for the success of "Harlow," is 
wizai^ scripter John Michael 
Hayes (above), who took a very 
difficult subject and turned it 
into an Intriguing, absorbing 
motion picture of world-wide 
general Interest. 

NEW YORK - Attending 
the RK0-86th Street preview 
of "Harlow" were Mr. and 
Mrs. Ernest Sands (he is 
asst. gen. sales manager of 
Paramount Film Distributing 
Corp.), at left, and Mr.and 
Mrs,Harry Fox of New York, 

LONDON - Seen at the 
Plaza Theatre "Harlow" 
premiere — Paramount mana¬ 
ging director Russell W. 
Hadley, Jr., at right, and 
Max Rosenberg, producer of 
the Paramount releases, 
"Dr. Terror's House Of 
Horrors" and "The Skull." 

-7^ 
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HOLLYWOOD - Producer Hal 
Wallis confers with co-star 
Tony Curtis on the set of his 
Comedy production, "Boeing- 
Boeing," 

NEW YORK, NY - An eminent 
attendee at £he RK0-86th Street 
sneak preview of "Harlow" was 
Harry Mandel, president of MO 
Theatres. With him, at left,is 
Paramount's New York branch 
manager, Myron SatLler. 

HOLLYWOOD - The Pai*amount 
Studio has set up a regular 
Tour Guide department, and here 
is its personnel,The attractive 
young ladies, with trade marked 
berets and jackets, are, 1 to r: 
Louise Rolapp, Heather MacRae 
and Edie Baskin. The tall hand¬ 
some young man is Ken Goodfried. 
(Our thanks to Terry Wooley for 
sending the photo). 

LONDON - Suzanna Leigh,her 
fine work in Hal Wallis' "Boeing- 
Boeing" completed, returns to 
her native city, a 7-year film 
contract in that handbag. 
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a MESiU)HEIMtt DBiVP^HPDMTMEIM^ a 
HOUENAGEM DOSEXIBIDOREG BAHIANOS ADUEMAR LEITE CESAR 

mOIRETOR GERAL DA PARAMOUNT NO BRASIL iE4DE JUNHO A 4 DE JULHQ-k 
_ 

C?^CAt>l&y 
QUEM Am mmiHDO oiihinha CAMA’ 

2S-6-1 oiipnA mmmmtuo' 

CumExcnsioff 
':--0 PREgO DE UM PRAZER 

CRAG A DE POGO" 

'-’ZUPO^ 

7-6 - PROFESSOR ALOPRADO " 
2l-6:-BAND0LEm MITARIO^ ?R6‘z.ui-a’ 

OCEANIA 
14-6 -OHOMEM DE 2 CABECAS" 
2l-6:-80HE0Uim DE LOW 
2S-6- 'AFACE OCULTA' 

Gha /fOMA •' 

S.JORG£' 
i4-6:'smPniiai /icapulco 

28-6'PHOfESSO/l ALOPBADO 

fTABUNA- 
■TUDOPtLO T£U AMOfi" 
PAmBAHA VkZda KWTf 
■OPR£COD£UM PBAi£R ' 

COHOWSTA- 
SETE DIAS DE AtA/O " 
"SEM LEI ESEM ALMA' 
PAmAMA HSTOJaPOt/FE~ 

sags 

j, SERESTE/RO 
DE ACAPULCO' 

m-SETE DIASJ,mO' 

^4 

ARACAUCMb 
*S£RBSTaftO oe ACAPULCO' 
"OPRE^ 0& UM PRA ZER * 

“QUEMAMDA OOfiMlN- 

00 EM MINHA CAMA 

C/mAUANCA:- 
’CHORBPOR VOCE' 
oHOMENJeDUASCmCAS 

[I CiM^P/O VEPMELHQ: 
s s,. ssResTeiRo oe acapulco- 
76 ■ 'KOCAUmHO 00s fL€FANT6S 
21-6 -pfieQo oe uu pRAzen- 
26 6 BA POOL eiPO SOI / TAPIO ~ 

}LHEUS: 
'OMAIOBlSPtTACUljOuTiBIIA 
'BontoumHA oe luxo~ 
-ROSAS OeSAHGUe ' 
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RIO DE JANEIRO - This expressive advertisement is from a newspaper 

of Rahia (Brazil) and represents another fine tribute to the esteem and 
popularity enjoyed by Adhemar Leite Cesar, general manager for Brazil. 
The ad was accomp=^nied by the following message from Fred Sill, assist¬ 
ant general manager: 

Shortly after Adhemar Cesar's promotion to the position of general 
manager for Brazil was announced, our branch managers got together among 
themselves and decided that they would all join in a special one-month 
sales drive, in a fitting tribute to Adhemar. 

The Cincinnati Ehqu- 
irer advises that some¬ 

thing else the histor¬ 

ians haven't explained 
is what Interrupted a 

bath before the tele¬ 
phone was Invented. 

BELOW 

LONDRINA, Brazil - We 
are advised that Exhibit¬ 
or Orlando Peserini, dir¬ 
ector of Cinema Ouro Verde, 
mounted this wonderful 
display for "The Fall Of 
the Roman Empire" six 
weeks in advance of the 
great film's opening. The 
display created a great 
deal of favorable comnent 
and undoubtedly contrib¬ 
uted to the film's succ¬ 
essful engagement. 

"HARLOW. A VENUS 
PLATINAOA", E MAGNIFI- 
CENTE PARA 0 PUBLICO E 
ATRAENTE PARA 0 EXIBIOOR 

Teraos que percorrer para tras um 
longo camlnho para encontrar uma outra 
prodU(;ao Pareunount que tem eletrlzado os 
membros da nossa organlzaqao. Em todas 
as exlbl^oes para o pessoal do nosso es- 
crltorlo central, e das agendas, a pro- 
ducao de Joseph E.Levine tem provocado o 
mals treraendo e inusitado entuslasmo.Nao 
ha uma so nota dlssoante. Dos paramoun- 
teses do^estrangelro, que Ja viram o 
fllme, tem chegado para nos o eco do 
mesmo entuslasmo, E de todas as oxibl- 
5oes especlals para exlbldores, atraves 
dos Estados Unldos e Canada, a estorla e 
a mesma — o filme e aguardado com o 
malor interesse e expectatlva, mas,quan- 
do o mesmo e exlbldo, todos os outros 

sentlmentos abrem alas para dar passagem 
as emoQoes. 

Durante a tercelra semana de junho, 
o presldente George Weltner esteve em 
Londres, onde vlu as versoes completes e 
as quase completes de 0 ESPIXO QUE 7EI0 
DO FRIO, A DELICIOSA VIUVINHA, KIN RODE- 
LO, JUDITE e de muitas outras produgoes 
Paramount. Uma reportagem^sobre esta vl- 
slta aparece numa outra paglna. 

Tambem na Europa, ao tempo em que 
esta edigao estava sendo preparada, en- 
contrava-se Howard V/, Koch, vice-pres id an¬ 
te e Chefe de produgao dos estudlos.Con- 
forme Informamos algures, era sua Inten- 
gao permanecer na Inglaterra e outros 
pafses da Europa,durante quatro semanas, 
inspeccionando as equipes da Paramount 
que la se acham em trabalho, a procura 
de argumentos para fllmar e observando a 
atua^ao de artistes do palco, da tela e 
da televisao, que possam, num destes 
dlas. aparecer na llsta de personallda- 
des da Paramount. Ssperamos ter noticlag 
das descobertas feitas por essas equlpe:^ 
para dlvulga-las em nossas edl^oes. Por 
falar neste assunto, dentro em breve de- 
veremos publlcar um longo artigo a res- 
peito de Mr. Koch e da grande^quantldade 
de produQoes expeclonals que ele trara 
pare a Paramount. 

Proves concretes podem ser e.ncon- 
tradas neste numero do^grande prestfgio 
dado a Paramount atraves da nossa oartl- 
cipacao no Festival ClnematografIco de 
3ao Sebastiao, na Espanha. Nossos filmes 
A PROVA DO LEAO e AS A^/ENTU1L\3 AMOROSAS 
DE UMA RUIVA foram alvo alf de slgnifi- 
cativas honrarlas e laurels, a despelto 
do fato de ambas serem exibldas Hors 
Concours. Todos os presentes foram una- 
nlmes em declarer que se o filme de Kim 
Noyak tlvesse sldo exibldo concorrendo a 
premios, por certo terla conqulstado o 
premio maximo de sua^categorla. 

Uma exibiqao previa feita nos Esta¬ 
dos Unidos, da poderosa produgao de Hal 
Wallis, OS FILHOS DE KATIE ELDER, velo 
demonsirar que o vgterano produtor do 
grandes obras do genero western,como DU- 
ELO DE TITSS e SSM LEI E SEM ALMA, surge 
agora com um novo quebrador de recordes 
de bllheterla.Johij Vlayne e alnda o malor 
como atragao^do publico, e Dean Martin, 
a seu lado, e uma verdadelra surpresa 
dramatica, vlvendo movimentado papel. 

Coijvidamos nossog lelt9res a olhar 
com a maxima aten^ao este numero e ver a 
enorme varledade de^notfclas que estamos 
aptos a dlvulgar. Nao se trata apenas do 
deflnltlvo anunclo da nova Produgao, na 
paglna 9, ou das notfclas referentes a 
HARLOW, A VENUS PLATINADA, nas paglnas 
20 e 21, mas slm de todos os demala In- 
formes que lotam todas as nossas Z;0^pa- 
glnas. ^ vista do que era a situa^ao da 
Paramount, ha poucos anos^atras, achamos 
que nossos leitores poderao bem aqulla- 
tar, ao ler as notfclas do nosso atual e 
do proximo Programa, o tremendo trabalho 
desenvolvldo pelo nosso Presidents no 
ano passado, tornando nossa Companhla 
vlrtualmente invulneravel no mundo dos 
filmes campeoes-de-bllheterla. Tudo o 
que realmente preclsa agora ser felto, e 
darmos ao nosso Presidents o maximo de 
nossos esfor^os no sentldo de obter, no 
mundo Inteiro^ as melhores datas, as me- 
Ihores condlcoes e os melhores langamen- 
tos, de manelra a que estes filmes real- 
menie grandlosos produzam rendas compen- 
sadoras. 
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PANAMA - A superb and thor¬ 
oughly comprehensive campaign 
of practical showmanship was 
registered by Paramount manager 
Peter Moreno when "The Carpet¬ 
baggers" brought droves and 
droves of local jpicturegoers to 
the Bella Vista Theatre recent¬ 

ly- 
Peter himself completed the 

job bv personally photographing 
the showmanship accomplishments, 
four panels of which we show at 
the right. 

Latin American division 
manager Henry B, Gordon paid 
high compliment to this partic¬ 
ular campaign when he was in 
New York recently. 

Totay LOS iNSADABiES 
T«* 

tot £itMMUt«S 
MAtTMA MYtR 
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LATI N-AMERI CAN SHOWMANSH I Pn«GiSuo ri«a«» Twaw 
CONTINUES TO BE TOPS 
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Joel Hart, who has been 
named successor to Lennart 
Bjorck as manager for Peru,was 
bom and raised In New York 
City. In 1937 he was graduated 
from C.C.N.Y. 

During World Wir II he was 
continuously active as a combat 
photographer from 1942 to 1945. 
In January l94o he was with 
20th. Centurr-Fox In their New 
Haven (USA) branch prior to 
going to Chile as assistant 
manager. From 1948 to 1953 he 
was 20th-Fox manager in Peru. 
In 1954 he became United Artis¬ 
ts manager for Cuba,remaining 
there Tintil 1957, wnen he be¬ 
came U.A. manager for Mexico, 
which post he held until his 
present managership in Lima. 

We give you. in his own 
words. Hr. Hart's family data: 
"I have three children, Richard 
18, Elizabeth 17, and Jonathan 
12. The first two were bom in 
Chile and the youngest in Peru. 
Richarxi at the present time is 
attending Yale University in 
New Haven, and the two vounger 
children are living with us in 
Lima. My wife, Leila Nathan 
(maiden name) was also bom in 
New York City, and is a gradu¬ 
ate of Brooklyn College." 

A warm welcome to Paramount 
for all of the Har^s! 

MEXICO CITY - Colorful and 
thoroughly intriguing lobby 
display for "The Carpetbaggers" 
in the spacious lobby of the 
Intemacional Theatre here. The 
Joseph E. Levine production is 
currently playing there to 
tnjly fantastic business. 

BUENOS AIRES - Attention-getting front cf 
the Normandie for "Robinson Crusoe on ^rs," 
which Paramount managing director Andre's Sanz 
advises "did very well." 

BOGOTA, Colombia - Jerry Lewis as 
"The Patsy" had a most successful 3'- 
theatre engagement here at the Mogador 
(above), San Carlos and Miramar. In 
reporting the event, manager Victor 
M. Cortes said; "The results were ex¬ 
cellent and after two weeks of exhib¬ 
ition. 'The Patsy' came very close to 
the figures made by our top pictures, 
such as 'Seven Days In May,* etc." 

BOGOTA, Colombia - Paramount manager Vic¬ 
tor Cortes, who never misses a showmanship 
bet, used all of his office's outdoor display 
space for "Zulu" when that production wait 
into local release. (The space has since been 
used for all subsequent release attractions). 

MEXICX) CITY - Superb standee for 
"Zulu" in the lobby of the Mexico 
Theatre. The Joseph E. Levine prod¬ 
uction opened there Jime 24th to a 
resounding success, as details in 
other columns attest. 

'W ' '' T 

Samuel Bronston's production of "The 
Fill of the Roman Empire" has concluded its 
wonderful 20-week3 engagement at the Rio 
Branco Cinema in Sao Paulo and has gone into 
general release in six (6) theatres. 

New Peru Mgr. 
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LCWDOrt - Mr. and Mrs. Howard 
W. Koch with Stuart Whitman at the 
Plaza Theatre premiere of'Harlcw." 
Mr, Whitman, at right, recently 
returned from South Africa where 
he had a co-starring role in the 
Joseph E. Levine production,"The 
Sands of Kalihari," which Para¬ 
mount will release in a coupleof 
months. 

BELOW 
Howard W, Koch, centre,with 

Andre Pleterse, right, and Hein 
Louw, Mr, Pieterse is managing 
director of Ster Pilms, distrib¬ 
utor of Paramount Pictures in 
the Republic of South Africa, 
Mr. "ouw is a member of the Com¬ 
pany 's board of directors. 

WITH 
HOWARD W. KOCH 
IN EUROPE 

For almost four weeks. In June and 
early July, Howard W, Koch, Paramount 
vice-president and production head, 
visited London, Paris and Rome in the 
interests of current and forthcoming 
films. He also appraised all internat¬ 
ional product generally, viewed new 
performers, talked with writers and 
producers and gained a comprehensive 
insight into the new needs of both ex¬ 
hibitors and audiences. 

Also, he was able to see at first 
hand the workings of many facets of 

Paramount International's operations in 
the countries visited. Interviewed in 
New York on his way back to Hollywood, 
he had nothing but the highest praise 
for the performances and personalities 
of the Paramount personnel he met with. 
He now knows beyond question that any 
and all product coming from our stud¬ 
ios will be accorded one hundred per¬ 
cent attention in every facet of sales, 
distribution and exhibition. 

Rutlenberg is fiLnlug "The Oscar," which 
'’t Paramount Studio on 

July 12th, with Clarence Greene producing and 
Russell Rouse directing. Ruttenberg recently 
DnOtOff rflOhAn **Rar»lAw li *_i_^ pho^graphed "Harlow," and has won“Academ 
Awards for four pictures and nominations 
other films. 

I or 6 

"The Oscar^"^* executive producer for’ 

mmmm 

"BOEIN6-B0EING" BRINGS CHRISTMAS IN JULY 
The product is really rolllngl 

Hit after hit is coming from our vital, pulsing, crea¬ 
tive production unit, powerfully substantiating the editor¬ 
ial printed on Page 2. 

Newest contribution is Hal Wallis' zippy, tangy film- 
izatlon of the uproariously comic "Boeing-Boeing," with 
Jerry Lewis, Tony Curtis, Thelma Ritter and three bedazzling 
international beauties in the lead roles. 

General sales manager Charles Boasberg saw the comple¬ 
ted picture on July 9th, and Immediately fired off the foll¬ 
owing telegram to all branch managers in the U.S. and 
Canada; 

MERRY CHRISTMAS AND A HAPPY NEA 
year: I AM A LITTLE PREVIOUS, 
BUT I JUST SAW THE GREATEST HOLIDAY 
ATTRACTION I HAVE SEEN IN YEARS.... 

'S ABSOLUTELY SEN¬ 
SATIONAL. JERRY LEWIS IN A 
STRAIGHT COMEDY PART FOR THE FIR«:t 
time is equally as good as tony 
CURTIS and THELMA RITTER IS JUST 
TERRIFIC. THE EXHIBITORS WHO PLAY 
"BOEING-BOEING" WILL HAVE A MERRY 
AND A HAPPY HOLIDAY. THIS IS IN NO 
WAY A LEWIS PICTURE AND WAS NOT 
MADE FOR THE KIDDIES. THEREFORE 
THE PICTURE SHOULD BE PATTERNED 
FOR LONG ENGAGEMENTS. REGARDS 

- CHARLES BOASBERG 
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AUSTRALIA AWAITS THE 
'"HARLOW HURRICANE" 

LONDON - Sustr^ili^n exhibitor 
John Harvey, of Maitland. South 
Australia, at right, chatting 
with Michael Caine, star of the 
Paramount picture, "Alfie," cnthe 
set of the production. Michael 
Caine is well remembered for his 
portrayal of the disciplinary 
lieutenant in "Zulu." 

SYDNEY - Two of the many 
provocative announcements in the 
lobby of the Prince Edward Thea¬ 
tre telling of the coming of the 
Joseph E. Levine-Paramount prod¬ 
uction of "Harlow," 

In addition to the 
massive TV and radio 
support given, the 
"Harlow" campaign 
has been enormously 
aided by Everybody’s 
(weekly) Magazine, 
which has serialized 
the film's script 
and awarded the film 
several covers. 

He Loves 
"Carpetbaggers" 

CANBERRA, A.C.T. - School¬ 
boy Steven Alfafara must cer¬ 

tainly be keen on "The Carpet¬ 
baggers" — he's already seen 
the Paramoxmt release 11 times 
in four theatres in two widely 
separated countries. 

News of Steven's love 
affair with the Joseph E. 
Levine production came to light 
when he wrote to Paramount 
general sales manager Jack Ed¬ 
wards seeking news of further 
Paramount productions. The 
letter detailed how the lad 
had seen "The Carpetbaggers" 
four times at the Avenue The¬ 
atre in Manila, the Philipp¬ 
ines; three times at the 
Sydney Prince Edward and four 
times at the Canberra Civic 
and Capitol Theatres. 

Wrote Steven: "I didn't 
get bored, even for a second," 

n ^amnumnt &idum PI 

HARLOW 

MELBOURNE - Branch man¬ 
ager Wes Loney apparently 
has seen to it that his 
branch has responded to the 
"Harlow" fever generated by 
the massive magazine seria¬ 
lization tie-up with Every- 
body"3 (weekly; Magazine. 

Sydney's ATN-7-TV 
Telecasting "The Best of Harlow" 
In un ace showmanship coup, Sydney's ATN Channel 7 is currently 

running a series of original Jean Harlow films to tie in with Para¬ 
mount's release of Joseph E. Levine's "Harlow" at the Prince Edward 
Theatre later this month. Films have been slotted into prime Saturday 
evening time, A guessing contest has been linked with their showings, 
with the grand prize a Pacific Ocean tour. Other prizes are tickets 
for the special preview showing of "Hgrlow" at the Prince Edward,when 
television stars and other show business personalities will arrive in 
'vintage' cars from the "Harlow" era, 

_____ 

SYDNEY - Plenty of 'book industry' push was 
put In back of the release of "Where Love Has 
Done" In this territory. Here, Paramount adver¬ 
tising and publicity manager Alan Wardrope, at 
left, discusses the campaign and showmanship 
potential with George Davis, of Leutenegger and 
Company and Ralph Woodward, of Tudor Distribut¬ 
ors. 

In continuation of the showmanship campaign 
for "Where Love Has Gone," here is a section of 
the book publishing trade audience who previewed 
Joseph E. Levine's production in the Paramount 
Little Theatre. "Where Love Has Gone" has since 
premiered at Sydney's Prince Edward Theatre In 
the wake of the enormously successful "The Car¬ 
petbaggers," with results reported elsewhere in 
this issue. 

SYDNEY - A practical extension of the pol¬ 
icy of book cooperation shown at the top of this 
column is to be found in this comprehensive and 
wonderful window of the leading book emporium of 
Angus & Robertson. Paramount's participation in 

display is provided by the following books: 
"The Carpetbaggers," "Where Love Has Gone," "The 
Spy Who Came In From The Cold," "The Sands of 
Kalihari," "The Amorous Adventures of Moll Flan¬ 
ders,""A House Is Not A Home" and "Dear and 
Glorious Physician," 
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25-Year Club Ceremony in Mexico 
MEXICO CITY - This gny party shot represents part of the color¬ 

ful induction of Paramounteers Mario Escalante Zea, Antonio Hernan¬ 
dez and Luis Gonzalez into the world-wide Paramount 25-Year Club. In 
the picture also are older members of the club who will be indicated 
in (*) this fashion. 

Shown 1 to r; Mexico manager Enrique Molina R., Henry B.Gordon, 
Latin American division manager; Carlos EscalanteC*), Mario Escalai^ 
Zea, Maximlno Molina, General Secretary of the Syndicate; Antonio 
Hernandez, Francisco Ledesma (»), Enrique Mascarua (^), Luis Gon- 
Mlez, Alejandro Aguirre, Hector Menchaca Nunez, accountant; Vicente 
Ortiz Wagner and Guillermo Corona. 

Mexico City's 25-Year 
Club cake. Lettered at 
the top are the names of 
the three new members - 
Luis Gonzalez, Mario 
Escalante and Antonio 
Hernandez, On the layer 
beneath "25 anos" is the 
Paramount trade mark. 

BOGOTA, Colombia - 
Very effective Paramoimt 
standee for Jerry Lewis 
as "The Pats^' in lobby of 
the Mogador Theatre here. 

"HARLOW" ES UNA 
MAGNIFICA ATRACCION PARA 
EL PUBLICO Y LOS 
EXHIBIDORES 

Es precise retroceder mucho pa¬ 
ra poder encontrar otra produooi6n 
ParamoLint que as! haya oonmovido a 
los componentes de nuestra Organiza- 
ci6n. En todas las proyeociones efeo- 
tuadas an las ofioinas de la Central 
y de las Suoursales la produce!6n de 
Joseph E. Levine ha levantado un tre- 
mendo entusiasmo, algo que es diflcil 
expresar con palabras. No ha habido 
ni una nota disonants. Noticias pro- 
cedentes de los Paramountistas de 
Ultramar que han vlsto la pelicLila 
expresan la misma 3ati3facci6n, En 
las pdginas 20 y 21 consta mucho de 
todo esto. Y lo mismo ocurre en todas 
las exhibiclones especiales dedicadas 
a los exhibidores que se han realizado 
en los Estados Unidos y Canadd...la 
pelicula era esperada con la mayor es- 
pextaci6n, pero, en cuanto fue exhibi- 
da, la emoci6n 3uper6 todo lo previs- 

"Store" Tops "Cleo." 
Chile nwnager Juan Laupheimer reports 

from Santiago that the opening week of the 
Jerry Lewis comedy, "Who's Minding the 
Store?" at the Velarde Theatre,Valparaiso, 
topped in receipts the opening week of 
"Cleopatra" in the same theatre. What is 
even more noteworthy is the fact that the 
admission prices for the Elizabeth Taylor 
film were scaled 33/^ higher, which meant 
fewer actual attendees for that film than 
for the Jerry Lewis one. 

to. 
El presidents George <Veltner es- 

tuvo en londres durante la tercera se- 
mana de Junio y alll vision6 las ver- 
siones montqdas y sin montar de "El 
Espia que Surgi6 del Prio", "Premise 
Her An^hing", "Kid Rodelo", "Judith" 
y otras varies produce!ones Paramount. 
En otra pdgina hallardn un informs 
de su visita. 

Tambi6n se encontraba en Europe 
■mientras se preparaba la presents edi- 
ci6n Howard W, Koch, vicepresidente 
y jefe de los Estudios y la produce!6n. 
Como se informa en otra parte, su pro— 
p63ito era permanecer en Gran Bretafia 
y Europa durante cviatro semanas con 
objeto de inspeccionar los equipos de 
producci6n en plena labor, buscar po— 
sibles propiedades y aquilatar el tra- 
bajo de las personalidades del teatro, 
la pantalla y la, Televisi6n que al- 
gdn dia pueden figurar en la lista de 
personalidades de la Paramount. Espe~ 
ramos tener informes de los resulta- 
dos obtenidos en este numero o en el 
pr6ximo. Uno de estos dias, pronto, 
esperamos poder redactar un extenso 
articulo sobre el sefior Koch y la gran 
energla productora que ha traido a 
Paramount. 

En este numero hallar^n pniebas 
del gran prestigio a favor de Paramount 
conseguido gracias a nuestra particiija- 
ci6n en el Festival de Cine de San Se¬ 
bastian, EspafLa, Nuestras produce! ones 
"The Naked Prey" y "The Amorous Adven¬ 
tures of Moll Flanders" consecharon 
grandes honores y alabanzas a pesar 
del hecho de que fueron presentadas 
"fuera de Concurso". Incluso se con- 
slder6 que si la pelicula de Kim No¬ 
vak hubiera sido presentada a concur— 
so muy bien pudiera haber ganado el 
mdximo galard6n de las de su olase. 

Una proyecci6n anticipada de la 
poderosa producci6n de Hal Wallis 
"The Sons of Katie Elder" realizada en 
los Estados Unidos ha demostrado cla— 
ramente que este taquillero productor 
de grandes filmes ha logrado un batl— 
dor de records que puede codearse con 
"GLinfight At The O.K. Corral" y "last 
Train From Gun Hill", John Wayne si- 
gue manteni6ndose en la odspide de los 
artistas aclamados por el publico, en 
tanto Lean Martin nos depara una dra— 
mAtica sorpresa en su papel de luoha— 
dor de extraordinaria dureza. 

Leben estudiar concienzudamente 
este niSmero en consideraci6n a la 
gran cantidad de noticias de la pro¬ 
duce! 6n que el mismo contiene. Con es— 
to no se quiere indicar solamente el 
anuncio especial de la produce!6n de 
la pdgina 9 y las noticias acerca de 
"Harlow" de las pAginas 20 y 21, sino 
todo cxianto se manifiesta en sue 40 

pAginas. En vista de cudl era la si- 
'buELclozi de Pex^ajuoiuil# h&ce spencis unos 
aflos, creemos que por lo que se publi¬ 
cs sobre la actual y pr6xima produc— 
ci6n podrdn deducir el tremendo es— 
fuerzo realizado durante el pasado afio 
por nuestro presidente, haoiendonos 
'^Irtualmente invencibles en el mundo 
de las pellculas taquilleras, lo que 
realmente se neoesita ahora es que le 
apoyemoB con deoi8i6n para asegurarnos 
de que, a lo anoho del mundo, estamos 
haciendo la mis oompleta distribuci6n 
y el aproveohamiento eoon{mico total 
de estas pellculas verdaderamente po¬ 
tent es. 



Tough Job 

JAMES WCffIG HCfWE 

Academy Award cinema¬ 
tographer James Wong 
Howe, currently filming 
Pa ramount•s cont empora ry 
suspense story,"Seconds," 
has been assigned the 
additional task of photo¬ 
graphing a l6mm "amateur" 
film to be used in the 
motion picture to black¬ 
mail star Rock Hudson. 

"This is the toughest 
job I've ever had," Howe 
told producer Edward 
Lewis and director John 
Frankenheimer. "Here I 
spend a lifetime perfect¬ 
ing my art and I'm asked 
to turn out an amateurish 
piece of work, I just 
don't know how," said the 
renowned cameraman. 

Howe, along with a 
cast including Salome 
Jens, Jeff Corey,Richard 
Anderson and Wesley Addy, 
have completed filming 
of scenes of "Seconds" in 
Paramount's Hollywood 
Studios and are now shoot¬ 
ing scenes in and arotmd 
New York City and West¬ 
chester Co\mty. 

Sign in Hongkong used car 
lot; "We pay highest prices for 
Cars we buy. We get the lowest 
prices for cars we sell. How we 
stay In business? We luckyl" 

Paramount World 

NEV/ YORK - Milton Goldstein (r.),assist¬ 
ant to the president of Paramount Internat¬ 
ional in charge of special production sales, 
and Henry B. Gordon, Latin-American division 
manager, are in agreement on the point that 
the colorful standee they are admiring will 
be a massive contributor to the Latin- 
Americap success of "Harlow," Standee was 
created by Paramount International's public¬ 
ity and advertising department througn the 
joint efforts of Armand Cardea and Hy Smith. 

"HARLOW" E' UNA VERA 
DELIZIA SIA PER IL 
PUBBLICO CHE PER GLI 
ESERCENTI 

Occorre risslire molto indietro negli anne- 
11 della nostra storia per trovare un altro film 
Paramount che ala talmente piacluto a tutti 1 
membri della nostra organlzzazione. Ad ogni 
proiezione di HARLOW alia sede centrale di i:uova 
York o in qualsiasl agenzia, queste produzione 
di Joseph E. Levine desta ondate di schietto en- 
tuslasmo da parte di tutti, senza eccezlone. E 
la stesse splendlda reazione ci e pervenuta da 
tutti 1 paramount!Sti d’oltremare che hanno evu- 
to occasione di vedere il film, come leggerete 
a pagine 20 e 21 di questo numero. D’sltro can¬ 
to le medesima cosa e capitate a tutte le visio- 
ni special! destinate ai clientl degli Stati Uni 
ti e Cenade; il film era atteso col piu vivo in- 
teresse ed stato accolto ogni volts con immen- 
so entusiasmo. 

Purante la terza settimane di giugno, il 
presidents George Weltner che si trovava a Lon- 
dra ha veduto THE SPY ,VH0 CAME IN PROM l-HE C»LD, 
PROKISE HER ANYTHING, KID RODELO, JUDITH e diver 
se altre nostre pellicole, prime e dopo il mon- 
taggio* In eltra parte del presente numero tro- 
verete une relazlone su quests sue visita. 

In Europe, mentre andavamo in mscchina, si 
trovava anche Howard W. Koch, vice presidente e 
capo dello studio e della produzione. Come ve- 
drete altrove, egli contave passsre quattro set¬ 
timane in Gran Bretagne e Continents d'Europe 
per un giro d'ispezione della nostra produzione 

in corso, nonche per cercare nuovi soggetti e 
nuovi element! artistic! sia di teatro che di 
cinema e televisione che posseno interessarci 
e diventere eventualmente un giorno artist! del 
le nostra Case. Vi terremo al corrente sul rl~ 
sultato delle sue ricerche, in questo numero e 
nel prossimo. Infatti, ci ripromettiemo di scri 
vere presto per voi un lungo articolo su Mr. ~ 
Koch e sull'impulse ch'egli ho dato alia produ¬ 
zione della Paromovint. 

Questo numero vi deri anche un'ldee del 
prestigio acquistato della Paramount con la sue 
porteciDOzione el Festival Cinemetografico di 
San Sebostiano. l nostri duo lavori THE NAKED 
PREY e THE AMOROUS ADVENTURES OF VOLL FLANDERS 
sono stati oggetto di grand! lodi od onori seb- 
bene fossoro stati presontati "fuori competlzio- 
ne". Si o persino ritenuto che se il film di 
Kim Novak evesse partedpoto alia competlzlona, 
avrebbe potuto vincere 11 prime premlo nolle sue 
categoria, 

Una prime proiezione del formidebile nuovo 
film di Hal wellia THE SONS OF KATIE ELDER ha 
chiaramente dimostrato che il famoso produttore 
di tanti film di cassette ci he ora dato un da 
gno compegno di SFIDA ALL'O.K. COPRAL o IL GIOR¬ 
NO DELLA VENDETTA. Il protagonista princlpale, 
John weyno, continue tuttora ad attrerre folle 
al botteghlno, mentre Dean Martin si distingue 
in un ruolo dlvertente e drammatico nello stesao 
tempo. 

Nello sfogliare questo numero pensate un 
memento alia quantity di pellicole di cui oaao 
vl porta notizle. Con clo non vogllemo solo 
riforlrcl al gruppo di film annunzlati a pagine 
9 ne a tutte le notizle che vl diamo su HARLOW 
® pfigine 2U e 21, benal anche a tutto 11 resto 
che vl diciamo ed annunziamo dalle prima alia 
quarantoeima peglna. Se el pensa a quelle che 
era la situazione delle paramount quelche anno 
fa, vl sari facile rendervi conto del nostri 
articoli aul prodotto attuale e future del gl- 
gantesco lavoro compiuto quest'anno del nostro 
presidente che ha fatto delle nostra case un'or 
ganizzazione imbattibile nel mondo intero, in ~ 
fatto d'incaesl. ci6 che ore i veramente necea 
aario % di dargli tutte la nostra cooperazlone*” 
ed asalcurarci che, nel mondo intero, quest! 
grand! film siano eapletatl nel mode pli intense 
e proficuo posslbile. 

ROME Depicted here is a simple but very 
effective showmanship angle worked here In 
ccmnectlon with "Sylvia." Top jewelry stores 
were serviced with appealing (and fully cap¬ 
tioned) photographs of Carroll Baker. All 
that the stores had to do was to supply sil¬ 
ver frames and appropriate window placings. 

This particular store is the establish¬ 
ment of Scotti, on Via Orificl, Milano. 
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"Harlow" 
Composer 
S j gned 
Noted composer- 

conductor Neal Hefti has 
been signed by producer 
Hal Wallis to write the 

music for "Boeing- 
Boeing," the Technicolor 
comedy starring Tony 
Curtis and Jerry Lewis. 

Hefti composed the 
music for the currently 
sensationally successful 
"Harlow," 

HOLLYWOOD - At the 
conclusion of "Harlow," 
Raf Vallone, co-starred in 
the picture, was host to 
an international press 
gathering in the Paramount 
studio restaurant. Here 
he discusses his role in 
the picture with Freder¬ 
ick Forges, representing 
publications or Germany 
and Switzerland. 

A bee is never as 
busy as it seems; it’s 
just that it cannot buzz 

any slower. 
- Kin Hubbard 

....and here the able and 
volatile Raf Vallone con¬ 
verses on "Harlow" with 
the very personable Trude 
Scherbaum, representing a 
number of Austrian publi¬ 
cations. 

**DIE WELT OER JEAN 
HARLOW*’ - EINE 
GROSSARTIGE ATTRAKTION 
FUR PUBLIKUM UNO THEATER 
Wir rniissen weit zuruckgreii'en, um elne 

vergleichbare Paramount-Produktion zu 

finden, die die Angehbrigen unserer 

Organisation so begeistert hat. Uberall 

- in New York und den Filialen - hat 

die Vorfiihrung dieser Joseph-E.-Levine- 

Produktion groOe und uneingeschr&nkte 

Begeisterung hervorgerufen, Der Bei- 

fall war einstinunig. Von den Paramoun- 

teers in Ikiropa und anderen LSndern 

kam dieselbe ungetrlibte Begeisterung. 

Wir berichten darilber ausfUhrlich auf 

den Seiten 2o und 21. Uberall, in den 

USA und Kanada, anlafllich der Vorflih- 

rungen fiir die Theaterbesitzer dassel- 

be Ergebnis: Der Film wurde mit Span- 

nung und Interesse erwartet und nach 

seiner VorfUhrung mit groBer Begei¬ 

sterung aufgenommen. 

In der dritten Juniwoche war Prasident 

George Weltner in London, wo er teils 

fertiggestellte, teils ungeschnittene 

Fassungen von DER SPION, DER AUS DER 

KALT KAM, VERSPRICH IHR ALLES, KID 

RODELO, JUDITH und einiger anderer 

Paramount-Produktionen sah. Einen aus- 

fiihrlichen Bericht finden Sie in die- 

ser Ausgabe. 

Wahrend der Vorbereitung der Paramount- 

World von diesem Monat war Howard W. 

Koch, Vize-Prasident und Produktions- 

und Studiochef, ebenfalls in Europa. 

Wie an anderer Stelle berichtet wird, 

war’vorgesehen, daO er sich vier Wo- 

chen lang in England und Europa auf- 

halten wird, um den Paramount-Produk- 

tionsstab bei der Arbeit zu inspizie- 

ren, sich nach mbglichen neuen Stoffen 

umzusehen und Kontakte mit zustandigen 

Persbnlichkeiten von BUhne, Leinwand 

und Pernsehen aufzunehmen, um sie 

eventuell fiir eine Zusammenarbeit mit 

Paramount zu gewinnen. Wir nehmen an, 

daD wir in dieser und der nachsten 

Ausgabe einen Erfolgsbericht veroffent- 

lichen kbnnen. AuOerdem werden wir in 

Kvirze einen langeren Bericht iiber 

Mr. Koch und seine Produktionserfolge, 

die er fiir Paramount erzielt hat, ver- 

fassen. 

Wir werden in diesem Heft auf die Teil- 

nahme der Paramount bei dem Filmfesti- 

val in San Sebastian, Spanien, und der 

damit verbundenen Prestigeerhbhung ein- 

gehen. Unsere Produktionen DER TODES- 

MUTIGE und DIE AMOUROSEN ABENTEUER DER 

MOLL FLANDERS habe groBe Beachtung und 

Lob erhalten, trotz der Tatsache, daB 

beide Filme auBerhalb des Wettbewerbs 

liefen. Es wurde sogar festgestellt, 

daB, wenn der Kim-Novak-Film inner- 

halb des Wettbewerbs gezeigt worden 

ware, er sehr gute Chancen auf den 

ersten Preis in seiner Klasse gehabt 

hatte. 

Eine kiirzliche Vorfiihrung von Hall 

Wallis' groBer Produktion DIE SOHNE 

DER KATIE ELDER hat eindeutig gezeigt. 

Paramount's Gemwn publicists won a top showmanship prize with 
their work on "The Carpetbaggers." They say they'll top that with 
what they are planning to do with "Harlow"! 

)oteph E. Levine^ 

Stanley Baker Juliet Prowse "Dingaka" 
^e^rieii Myr^r^ Ken Campu oCniof 

SSli’C'lamie Uys..— 

Spirited and colorful cover of the cem- 
r-'^hensive pressbook for the Joseph E.Levine 
production, "Dingaka^" which is a Paramojint 
r-^I-ase throughout the world, except in the 
United States and Canada. Pressbook was pro¬ 
duced by Paramount International's publicity 
and advertising department in collaooration 
with the public relations department of Mr, 
Levine's Embassy Productions. 

daB dieser erfahrene Produzent von 

Kassenschlagern den Filmen ZWEI RECH- 
NEN AB und DER LETZTE ZUG VON GUN 

HILL eine dritte, rekordbrechende 

Produktion zugesellt hat. John Wayne 

steht immer noch an erster Stelle, 

wahrend Dean Martin in einer harten 

Rolle eine wirkliche dramatlsche 
tiberraschung ist. 

Bitte, lesen Sie dieses Heft genau 

durch unter dem Gesichtspunkt der 

vielen Produktionsneuigkeiten, nicht 
nur die definitive Ankilndigung auf 

Seite 9 und die Nachrichten Uber 

DIE WELT DER JEAN HARLOW auf den Sei¬ 

ten 2o und 21, sondern alle anderen 

Berichte und "NEWS", die auf alle 

ko Seiten verteilt sind. Im Vorgleich 

zur Situation der Paramount vor nur 

wenigen Jahren wird Ihnen euahaud aller 

dieser Informationen liber laufende 

und herauskommende Produktionen klar 
werden, was fiir eine Lelstung unser 

PrKsident im letzten Jahr vollbracht 
hat, um uns in der.Welt der Erfolgs- 

filme praktisch unbeslegbar zu machen. 
Was uns zu tun Ubrigbloibt, ist, ihm 

unsero voile Unterstlitzung zu geben, 
Indem wir ihm bewelsen, daB wir in der 

ganzen Welt alles daran setzen, die 

besten Vermietungs- und ElnspielmUg- 

llchkelten fUr unsere hervorragenden, 

wirklich auBergewbhnlichen Filme zu 
erschlieBen. 
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AWARDS FOR PLAUTUS 

Nii'iV YORK — Herbert Brodkin, president of Plautus 
Productions, and Reginald Rose, creator of "The Defend¬ 
ers" and author of numerous award-winning scripts both 
for this program and other television series, were, on 
Wednesday, June 30, presented with awards by the 
National Educational Association citing the program, 
for which Mr. Brodkin is executive producer, for its 
"contribution to the understanding of American politi¬ 
cal philosophy." 

In scrolls presented by the Citizenship Committee 
of the NEA to Brodkin and Rose, chairman Dr. Marlon 
Donaldson extended "recognition and gratitude" for the 
series. "Going beyond a narrow interpretation of im¬ 
portant 'frontier questions' of democracy to a broad 
and courageous exploration of principles of the Bill of 
Rights of civil liberties, the series has dramatized 
the 'exquisite balance' that must be sought and under¬ 
stood by free men governing themselves," Dr. Donaldson 
said. 

The awards were presented-in ceremonies held at 
the Americana Hotel, Alan Morris, executive vice- 
president of Plautus Productions, accepted on behalf of 
Brodkin and Buzz Berger, executive assistant to Brodkir^ 
received Rose's award for him. 

"The Defenders" has' been one of the most awarded 
series on television, having received numerous aocCladss 
from the National Academy of Television Arts & Sciences, 
Including Emmy awards as Best Dramatic Series of the 
1961-1962 and 1963-1964 seasons. In all, the show has 
nine Emmys to its credit. The diversity of its numerous 
other tributes include citations from the American Bar 
Association, B'nai B'rith and the American Civil Liber¬ 
ties Union. 

Rose has long been associated with quality product 
across the spectrum of television, films and theatre. 
He was writer and producer of the much-praised stage, 
TV and film versions of "Twelve Angry Men" and also 
wrote both television and motion picture versions of 
"Crime in the Streets." 

Brodkin, as head of Plautus Productions, a subsid¬ 
iary of Paramount Pictures, has one of the most dis¬ 
tinguished records in television. Including such ac¬ 
claimed series as "Playhouse 90" and "Studio One." In 
addition to "The Defenders," Plautus has, under Brod¬ 
kin 's executive leadership, produced "The Doctors and 
the Nurses," "Espionage" and "For The People." 

With Edgar Lansbury as producer and Brodkin as 
executive producer, Plautus is currently in production 
with a new dramatic series, "Coronet Blue." The first 
color series*to be produced in New York, the show stars 
newcomer Frank Converse in the role of an amnesia vic¬ 
tim in search of his identity. "Coronet Blue" will 
make its debut on the CBS Television Network. 

Plautus has several other TV series in various 
stages of development, including one based on Para¬ 
mount's great Western epic, "Shane." 

THE^SOTlqmE|LDiR 

Now you cqn sing the prais¬ 
es of "Tne Sons of K^tle Elder." 
Famous Music Corpor'ition (a 
consistently successful Param¬ 
ount Pictures subsidiary) has 
published a song with the same 
title, composed bv Elmer Bern¬ 
stein, who wrote the score for 
the enormously successful Hal 
Wallis production. 

Chairman Dr. Marion Donaldson of the Citizenship 
Committee of the National Educational ^ssociation, in 
centre, presenting the NEA scrolls awarded to Herbert 
Brodkin, president of Plautus Productions, and Regin¬ 
ald Rose, creator of "The Defenders." Alan Morris, at 
left, executive vice-president of Plautus Productions, 
(a subsidiary of Paramount Pictures), accepted for Mr. 
Brodkin; Buzz Berger, executive assistant to Brodkin, 
accepted Mr. Rose's award for him. 

Chester Morris (at left) and Frank 
Converse In a scene from the fifth 
episode of "Coronet Blue." Episode is 
entitled "Six Months To Mars," 

Morris, who has had a long and 
distlnguisned career in motion pictuiv 
es, has been signed to a key role in 
the series, and while he will not be 
seen in every episode, he will appear 
at irregular intervals in the role of 
Dr. Michael Wilson, the hospital phy¬ 
sician who first treats amnesia vlcum 
Michael Alden, the pivotal character 
in the program played by Frank Con¬ 
verse (seen above). 

Broadway star Alan Alda is also 
ih this particular episode of the 
series. Another prominent player in 
the series is Patrick O'Neal, who is 
presently to be seen in an important 
role in Otto Preminger's "In Harm's 
Way." 

Sixth episode of 
Plautus Productions' 
"Coronet Blue" is entit¬ 
led "The Assassins," 
and stars Frank Converse 
as the intended dupe in 
an International assass¬ 
ination plot. 

Seventh episode bears 
the title of "Tomoyo," 
and bears out the show's 
pattern of encompassing 
a wide range of settings 
and stories. The epis¬ 
ode features Japanese 
actor Sho Onodera and 
the plot Involves series 
star ^rank Converse in 
the popular and deadly 
sport of Karate. 

NEWS OF THE PARAMOUNT 
SUBSIDIARIES 
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BOOKS GIFT BY MRS, LOKE YEW 
FULFILS WISH OF HER LATE SON 

DATO LOKE WAN THO 

Mrs, Loke Yew, mother of the late Dato Loke Wan Tho, 
Chairman of the Cathay Organisation, Ltd,, has purchased the 
Dr, Carl Alexander Glbson-Hill collection of books and presm- 
ted it to the National Library of Singapore, 

The Minister for Culture, Singapore, Mr, S. Rajaratnam 
accepted the books from Mrs, Loke Yew at a formal presentation 
ceremony in the Library on June 18, The gift was made in ful¬ 
filment of the Intention of Dato Loke, who served as the first 
chairman of the National J-ibrary Board from I960 to 1963, 

The Library's acting director, Mrs, Hedwlg Anuar, stated 
that during this period Dato Loke guided the Library through 
a phenomenal phase of expansion. His conviction of the impor¬ 
tance of an excellent book supply for the people of Singapore, 
expressed as chairman to the Government, was one of the main 
factors leading to the increased book vote in 1963, 

The Dr. Carl Alexander Glbson-Hill collection was acquir¬ 
ed over many years by that gifted scholar in the fields of 
history, art and archaeology, zoology and ornithology. The 
total collection of 1,000 titles is considered one of the most 
outstanding collections of its kind in this part of the world, 

Mrs, Anuar said that Mrs. Loke Yew's generous gift was a 
fitting tribute to the memory of Dato loke, and a wonderful 
gesture commemorating the close friendship and mutual Interests 
of Dato Loke and Dr. Gibson-Hlll, two rare scholars who were 
devoted to the cause of knowledge and learning in Malaysia. 

- C.V.K. 
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BOfflAY - Even with a "For Adults Only" certificate, 
has bettered average business at the 

lavish New Empire Theatre here by 25l. Crowds in evidence 
despite the i*ain. 

SINGAPORE - Magnificent front of the renowned Cathay 
Theatre when "Becket" was the star (and signally success¬ 
ful) attraction there recentlv. Use of day-glo colours In 
the postering added force to the display's lapact. 
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\ SHOWMANSHIP 

THE WORLD OVER 

"Z U L U" 

Trin i dad Style .. 
1 Paramount manager Roy McAree 

took his own photographs, and rep¬ 
orted the tremendous showmanship 
displayed in Trinidad for "Zulu" 
and "The Fall of the Roman Empire," 
some of the pictures being shown 
above and below the report. 

The story in M^n^ger Mc^ree's own words: 
"I took these photogr'iphs during Trini- 

*dJid's Carnival at the beginning of March. 
You may know, but some Paramount World read¬ 
ers may not, that carnival in Trinidad is 

' the biggest carnival in the world. Bands of 
various numbers are formed and these depict 

I a selected theme. During this carnival, two 
I bands selected "Zulu" as their theme. One 
I comprised 45.0 persons, the other, 600. They 

mainly dressed as Zulus and did not go for 
' the Redcoat uniforms. 

I In the case of "The Fall of the Roman 
i' Empire" there were two bands, one as large 

as 2,000 members. This latter was most spec¬ 
tacular as its numbers permitted divisions 
into sections depicting the various armies 
that attended the film's Pax Romana. In 
addition, the hand which is shown in the 
photo on this page featured Caesar inside it, 
with the opening and closing doors reconsti>- 
ucting the complete act of Christopher 

Plummer. 
Approximately 30,000 persons participat¬ 

ed in the Carnival, with a corresponding 
n\imber of onlookers. I think it would be 
safe to say that all of them saw the 'Hand' 
routine. Additionally, at least 20,000 tour¬ 
ists were in Por^ of Spain at the time." 

a*. 

THE FALL OF THE ROMAN EMPIRE 

TORONTO, Canada - When "The 
Amorous Adventures of Moll 
Flanders" premiered at the Lnp- 
erial, Yorkdale, Golden Mile and 
Runnymede Theatres, the news 
was all over the Toronto streets 
via signs on (and inside) the 
city's taxicabs, and also on 
both sides of the trucks of the 
Sinnott News Company. 

PARIS - Phonograph disc 
stores here went for "In Harm's 
Way" displays in big fashion. 
Above, at Disques RCA, is one 
typical example. 

F i restone 
Tire Tie-Up 
United States exhibitors 

are promised the support of 
more than 2,000 Firestone Tire 
retailers in a giant national 
promotion set by Paramount for 
Jerry Lewis' "The Family 
Jewels." 

Two weeks prior to openings 
of the riotous Technicolor com¬ 
edy in their respective territ¬ 
ories, Firestone dealers will 
run special "Family Jewels" 
newspaper tie-in ads. Spectacu¬ 
lar window and counter displays 
will also be set up, in addit¬ 
ion to contests, prize give¬ 
aways and other promotions. 

RAVENNA, Italy - The owner of 
the Capitol Theatre astutely sec¬ 
ured the cooperation of the owner 
of this store window when he pre¬ 
sented Carroll Baker and George 
Maharis in "La Doppia Vita Di 
Sylvia West" ("Sylvia"). 

CANNES - This famous resort 
city's branch of the celebrated 
Paris store, Hermes, gave over 
both windows completely to "In 
Harm's Way" when the Preminger 
film was an ace attraction at 
the opening of the Film Festhal. 

Since production stills ire 
among the best selling tools, all 
regional sales and publicity- 
advertising managers in the U.S.*. 
are being supplied with full sets 
of stills as they become available. 
Plan was introduced by Bernard M. 
Serlin, field advertising and pub¬ 

licity manager, _ ^ 
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: ‘ JOSEPH E.LEVINE Im CilKKOLL OlhW' 
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PlAttery Is just fine, 
so long as yon don't 
inhale. 

• Adial Stevenson 

Both sides of the sleeve of the longplay 
atbum of ^he sound-track music of "Harlow,” 
Text on the back of the cover contains very 
interesting reading, especially for those 
young film fans who came into this world 
after the real Jean Harlow had left it. 

HOLLYWOOD - h recent 
very welcome visitor to 
the Paramount studio lot 
was Joe Quirino, the top 
movie columnist in Manila, 
a member of the Philipp¬ 
ines Censor Board, and a 
good friend of Paramount. 

During his visit he 
was on the "Oh Dad, Poor 
Dad," set where,as shown 
above, he had a hilarious 
time with co-star Jona¬ 
than Winters, who signed 
the columnist's golden 
book of autographs. 

A Runaway 
Bestseller I 

"Is Paris Burning?", 
the new best-seller, 
which is now being film¬ 
ed by Seven Arts and 
Paramount Pictures, has 
sold more than 70,000 
copies in the U.S, since 
its publication hero by 
Simon and Schuster on 
June 4th. 

Authors larry Collins 
and Dominique Lapierre 
have Just completed a 
national tour of the US 
in behalf of the book 
and movie. 

STOCKHOUi - Some months ago, when Home 
Office's ^y Durand was in the Swedish capl- 
r.fl I A nAw a 4««a m ^ - A     * 

rlodln, general manager, in centre, and Jan 
PerssOT, sales manager, at left. Ray is how 
back in Home Office, where the photogra-ph 
has just caught up with us. 

They had hay - and all of its manifold 
uses - even in the days of "The Amorous Ad¬ 
ventures of UoU Flanders," 

THE80N80FKA11E EIDER 
ARE MAKING HI8I0RY AT 
THBRRRST OPENING! 
R00SEVEUnfEAIRE,GHIGA60! 
BieeEsiFiRsrsDAVsiNusr 
lopis EXCEPItOLDFINeERI 

834.558 MMAUnilAff —'Tllf PAMMOUirr nCTURQ >. 

JOHNlMmiE DEnmiiMniN 
^TOMELO" 

MARTHA IIYER-£;MICHAEl ANDERSON,JR.EARlHOLUMAN JEREMY SUTE 
HsiinriwHiimYmiiMi m.wiii6ht. mun vkss. Hwn EssExSSl&'fi 

This thumping page advertisement in 
Variety tells just about all that any sales¬ 
man, or showman, needs to know about "The 
Sons of Katie Elder." Since the ad was in 
black and red, and the box at lower right was 
red with black type, the type did not show 
in our reproduction. The type said: GET SET 
FOR SWEEPING ACTICW AND BL»ZING BOXOFFICE AT 
YOUR THE''TRE THIS SUMMER-FROM PARAMOUNT, 

We also have noted that The Film Daily, 
in reviewing the picture, said: "Rousing 
western is robust entertainment. Has makings 
of big B.O. hit. Cast rates aces.Once 
more Hal Wallis has turned his hand with 
stunning success to the production of a west¬ 
ern film...and has brought forth a honey of a 
western." 

PHILIPPINES MANAGER A.S.VELASQUEZ saya..,. 

"I saw HAfJLOW last week and again. Para¬ 
mount scored a bullseye on this picture,... 
It is very commercial. It is the type of 
story women here go for, and when they pat¬ 
ronize a picture, a long run is assured..." 

rnis IS •rarj-ey fetters,' uoiqultous hero 
of that very fine and entertaining Paramount 
cartoon short feature, "The Itch." Read 
more about "The Itch" on__Page^l7 — and then 
do something about itl The "Itch," we mean! 
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SAN SEBASTIAN, Spain - A 
Basque folklore group entertain 
the guests at Paramount's cere¬ 
monial dinner following the 
screening of Gomel Wilde's •'The 
Naked Prey," The star is sixth 
from the left; his wife. Jean 
Wallace, is third from the left. 

LONDON - Study of express¬ 
ions at the Plaza premiere of 
"Harlow." At right. Mr. and 
Mrs, Stanley ('Zulu') Baker. At 
left, Paramomt managing direc¬ 
tor Russell W. Hadley,Jr, 

Irwin Talbot, staff 
musical conductor and 
scorer at Paramount Stu¬ 
dios for the past 2? 
years, debuts as an 
actor in "Harlow." The 
sequence In which he 
appears features him 
conducting an opera oiv 
chestra in the portion 
of the film that traces 
Jean Harlow's cultural 
education as Influenced 
by her romance with ftiul 
Bern, portrayed by Peter 
Lawford, 

HOLLYWOOD - According to Daily Variety 
of June 4th, Thelma Ritter's participation In 
this "Boeing-Boeing" scene with Tony Curtis 
and blonde 'liebesbombe' Christiane Schraidt- 
mer, gave the beloved comedy actress a twis¬ 
ted back and resulted in her being sent home 
for the day to recuperate. Fortunately the 
first take on the action was good, so no re¬ 
takes were necessary. 

DETROIT - When the Michigan Theatre 
announced a sneak preview of "Harlow," 
the eager fans started a very early eve¬ 
ning line-up. 

HOLLYWOOD - Paramount Studio's softball team 
is In process of formation once more, and the 
above decoration graced the application blank 
issued by organizer Victor Ramirez and sanction¬ 
ed bv Paul Porter, studio club president. Some 
of the cute qualifications were: Applicants had 
to be disable-bodied; their blood type had to be 
"warm"; if they were over 90. and Interested in 
playing the infield, a healtn certificate was 
required; no health certificate was required for 
outfield joositions, but applicants must provide 
their own transportation to get there! 

We hope to publish from time to time pictor¬ 
ial evidence of what has resulted from such a 
'way out' appeal. 



The Paramount Parade 
- of Pictures, 
Properties and People 

Frank Sinatra has been signed by producer William Goetz 
for the starring role In the Paramount-Seven Arts production, 
”Assault On The Queen," Picture starts soon,,,,A. C. Lyles’ 
production of ’’Apache Uprising” h^s an ace cast. Announced to 
date: Rory Calhoun, Cor inn e Calvet, Richard Arlen, Jean 
Parker, John Russell and Lon Chaney....’’The Oscar,” dramatic 
story of a star nominated for an Ac^fdemy Award who plots the 
downfall of his four rivals, will have Joseph E, Levine as 
executive producer, and the following glowing cast: Stephen 
Boyd, singer Tony Bennett, Ernest Borgnine, Milton Berle, 
Rita Hayworth, Edie Adams and Elke Sommer.The Edward 
Lewis production, ’’Seconds,” starring Rock Hudson, and prod¬ 
uced in Hollywood and New York, has Salome Jens, Jeff Corey 
and Richard Anderson in the cast, John Frankenheimer, who di¬ 
rected ’’Seven Days ]h May,” is directing this one, 

• 

Hal Wallis will produce the screen version of ’’Barefoot 
In The Park,” the happy, hilarious comedy now nearing its 
lCX)th week on Broadway.’’Nevada Smith,” with Steve 
McQueen as star, is already before the cameras in the Para¬ 
mount Hollywood studio. Those tens of millions who read ’’The 
Carpetbaggers,” have a clear and salty idea of what they can 

expect from Henry Hathaway’s direction and Joseph E, Levine’s executive production. And of 

ELVIS PRESLEY has begun shooting 
"Hawaiian Paradise" for Hal Wallis — 
and when Hal makes a Presley picture 
you know what that means. 

•JHHH 

-   LJ » J-IOVXllC O 1/J-UIl , HrlU 01 

course a sizzling script by John Michael Hayes.’’The Slender ^bread” has a pair of Academy 
Award winners for its top stars. They are Anne Bancroft and Sidney Poitier. In the picture. 
Miss Bancroft, who won an Oscar for her performance in ’’The Miracle Worker,” plays a woman who 
calls her city’s Crisis Clinic after swallowing a lethal dose of pills, Poitier, who won his 
Academy Award for ”Lillles of the Field,” portrays a man who 
maintains the telephone lifeline that ultimately rescues her. 

Paramount has signed a new agreement with Amicus Productions, 
headed by Max Rosenberg and Milton Subotsky, for a minimum of 
three productions, the first to be ’’Schizo,” Amicus already has 
delivered ”Dr. Terror’s House of Horrors,” now in release, and 
’’The Skull,” to be released in the autumn.’’Alfle,” with 
Michael (’’Zulu”) Caine in the title role, is in production for 
Paramount in London, Shelley Winters is playing one of the 
’birds’ that ’Alfie' catches.George Sidney has been signed 
to produce and direct Joseph E. Levine’s ”I Married A Psychiat- 
rist” for Paramount release. The film version of the best¬ 
selling book will inaugurate a multiple-picture agreement bet¬ 
ween Sidney and Levine.Following two and a half months of 
location filming In Montego Bay, Jamaica, production of ”0h 
Poor Dad, Mamma’s Hung You in the Closet and I’m Feelin’ So Sad” 
has moved to the Paramount Studio in Hollywood,,.,Top English 
composers John Barry and Leslie Bricusse have been signed by 
producer Stanley Rubin to write the title song for Paramount’s 
’’Promise Her Anything,” forthcoming Seven Arts romantic comedy. 

O.D.P .D.M.H.Y.I.T. 
C.A. 1 .F.S.S. 

The initials represent the title 
of the Seven Arts-Parsmotmt product¬ 
ion, "Oh Dad, Poor Dad, Mamma's Hung 
You In The Closet And I'm Feeling So 
Sad." 

The people above represent the 
characters played with verve, gusto, 
slickness and hilarity by Rosalind 
Russell and Hugh Griffith. 

¥/HAT‘S UPCOMING! 
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PARAWCUNT'S NEW COMEDY TEAM 37 

Here's jonr Intro- 
Itietlon to St ere Rossi 
et left) and MartjAllen. 

THE 
ALLEN 
i 
ROSSI 
CONTRACT 
WITH 
PARAMOUNT 
IS AN 
EXCLUSIVE 
7-YEAR 
CONTRACT 
. , . .SO 
GET 
THOSE 
NAMES 
FIRMLY 
SET 
IN 
mind: I: I: 

TOP LEFT 

Marty Allen seems distressed by 
Steve Rossi kissing Inga Neilsen - 
especially when he recalls that with 
their 7-year exclusive contract,St eve 
is going to do a heap of kissing 
pretty gals. 

LEFT 

Having garnered their contract at 
the top of the Para-mountain, the 
comedians formalize it with Studio 
Head Howard W. Koch, 

Alien and Hossl got their Paramount contract the 
hard way — they had to climb the Paramountain for it. 
Then they had to bring it down to earth and borrow a 
pen to sign It, All of which was most appropriate,for 
their comedy is the down-to-earth kind that all the 
world enjoys, 

foreground are Howard W. Koch. Paramount 
Studio at left, and Bernard Donnenfeld,Associate 
Studio Head). 

Rose Goldstein’s Report 
Paramount International's able studio repre¬ 

sentative provided us with the following acc¬ 
ount of the introduction of Allen and Rossi to 
the U.S. and international press: 

The announcement was made amid much fan¬ 
fare at a press luncheon held on Stage 5 on 
June I6th, The pair arrived like a bomb¬ 
shell. escorted by glamorous and shapely 
Inga Neilsen, and motorcycle policemen blas¬ 
ting their sirens. They had to climb the 
Paramount mountain to retrieve their contr¬ 
act for simature. They then went into par^ 
of their night-club comedy routine with 
Marty Allen providing the comedy and Steve 
Rossi acting as straight man. Rossi, the 
singer, also performed solo. It was an hil¬ 
arious party and a great introduction for 
what we feel will be a valuable addition to 
the ParamoTint roster. Howard W. Koch, our 
Studio head, acted as host, as also Bernard 
Donnenfeld, Associate Studio Head. If all of 
this was a sample of what we may expect to 
see on film, happy days are ahead] 

ALL HAIL TO 
ALLEN & ROSSI 

Great comedy history 
is about to repeat itself 
— for Paramount's benefit. 

Years ago, a towering 
comedy team composed of 
Wallace Beery and Raymond 
Hatton made magnificent 
box-office history. 

Still later, Hal Wallis 
brought to the Paramount 
screens the fabulous tal¬ 
ents of a couple of male 
performers named Dean Mar¬ 
tin and Jerry Lewis. 

Now Howard W. Koch has 
signed another great comedy 
duo named Marty Allen and 
Steve Rossi, and Paramount 
history makes ready to 
repeat itself. 

The team's studio ind¬ 
uction appears to have been 
a fitting indication of a 
sizzling new comedy era. 



HOLLYWOOD - Visiting the set of the A.C. 
Lyles production, "Apache Uprising," are Mr.R, 
Angulo, of Channel TV-9. Costa Rica. Central 
America, and Mr, Fernando Aleman, of the U* S. 
State Department. Their host is Kory Calhoun, 
who carried on the conversation in perfect 
Spanish for the benefit of Mr, Angulo, 

On the set of Hal Wallis' "Boeing-Boeing," 
notables from the Republic of South Africa are 
entertained by one of the film's co-stars, Dany 
Saval, Pictured are - Mrs, Hein Louw, Mr, Andre 
Pieterse, managing director of Ster Films (dis¬ 
tributors of Paramount Pictures in South Africa); 
Dany Saval; Mr, Hein Louw, member of the board 
of directors of Ster Films; Mrs, Andre Pieterse, 

AT RIGHT 

Mr. R. Angelo, of Costa Rica, and Mr. Fern¬ 
ando of the U.S. State Department (see picture 
top left, this page), are humorously manhandled 
on the set of "Apache Uprising" by Lon Chaney. 
AT FAR RIGHT 

Rosalind Russell is interviewed on the set 
of "Oh Dad, Poor Dad, Etc." by Henk van der 
Meyden, the well-known correspondent of "De 
Telegraaf" and "Het Nieuws Van De Dag," of Am¬ 
sterdam, Holland. 
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A WORLD OF VISITORS 
/ Once again the opinion-making 
I travelers of the free world are 
\ finding their way to the great 
/ product ion stages of the Para- 
Amount Studios in Hollywood. We 
i present on this page a cross- 
I section of some of the import- 
\ ant recent v i s i tors . 

The international journal¬ 
ists pictured above also had a 
most informative chat with Ber¬ 
nard Donnenfield (centre), the 
Associate Head of the Stualo, 

Here is a group of intern¬ 
ational journalists on the set 
of the A.C.Lyles production, 
"Apache Uprising," with one of 
the film's international co- 
stars, Corlnne Calvet, These 
newspapermen have been in the 
United States for a year or 
more, working on daily and 
weekly papers, acquiring joux^ 
nalistlc experience. 

Reading from left, they 
are: Christos Papatassos, from 
Greece: Jacques Rene Doyon, 
Paris Press; Gilbert Ofodile, 
Nigeria; Hans-Ihgvar Johnsson, 
Sweden; Michael Johnson, assis¬ 
tant to the director of the 
World Press Institute; James V. 
Toscano, associate director of 
the Institute, 
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WHAT JOE LEVINE SAID AT BLACKPOOL 
6—Tkt DSfy Omma Friday 18 June 1963 Friday 18 June 1963 

JOE LEVINE-*YELL AND SELL* 
DDRESS by Joseph E. LcWsc to tke CCA Suminer Coafereace 

^ at Wmekpool oa We4aei4ay U Jmmt. 

I^OULD like to express my 
thanks to the officen, the 

Committee and the entire mem¬ 
bership of the CEA for this signal 
hooout. 

I want you to know how deeply 
1 appreciate the honour you pay 
me by naming me the very first 
person to receive your Award of 
Merit 

I am most grateful for this 
warm tribute from fellow show¬ 
men. 

4 am happy for this opportu¬ 
nity to talk to you. 

It would be easy to use plati¬ 
tudes or pat phrases. However, 
this is a time for direct action. 
In the motion picture business, as 
in any business, we go forward or 
we go backward. We can't stand 
suit 

Actually, there are only two 
csseadala wbkrb are necessary for 
a wwtained forward thrust . . . 

vertising and merchandising cam¬ 
paign ! 

A classic example is the re¬ 
markable result achieved by your 
Macleans toothpaste in America. 

Macleans came into our coun¬ 
try with a tremendous campaign 
and today Macleans ranks No. 4 
in toothpaste sales in the United 
States. 

I mention this only because it 
gives further validity to my sh^le 
merchandising premise. ** The 
more you yell . . . the more you 
sell!** 

Great theatre grosses just don't 

is only one part of the story. 
People all over the world will now 
share with you that courageous 
hour in your history. We took 
something from your historical 
past, gave it a meaningful presence 
and it will be preserved for an 
illustrious future for succeeding 
generations. The story of " Zulu " 
is nothing more than men . . . 
and the genesis of an idea. 

The idea originated with two 
men in England, they carried it 
across the Atlantic to me . . . and 
now showmen throughout the 
world are reaping its benefits. A 
group of men had a powerful 
idea . . . and in a bold stroke the 
time difTere‘'tiaK between our two 
countries v cut from 6 hours 
to 20 secor 

Men and ideas have marked the 
forward progress of nations. Men 
and ideas have marked the for¬ 
ward progress of our largest in¬ 
dustries. These industries grew 
because there were men who 
accepted the challenge and pushed 
back barricades of resistance. 

Take as an example the evolu¬ 
tion of transportation. The horse 
and buggy has given way to the 
automobile and the harness-maker 
and blacksmiths are probably 
working at Austin-Healey. 

Let’s move closer to home. 
Men and ideas spurred the re¬ 
markable development of the 
motion picture industry. In the 
past half century we’ve come 
from the two-reel flicker. “ The 
Great Train Robbery” to George 
Bernard Shaw’s ” My Fair Lady.” 
In the past half century we’ve 
come from the “ store-front ” 
cinema with its wooden seats to 
the elegantly appointed theatre, 
with its lounge chairs. These 
changes were dictated by restless 
men in pursuit of ideas. Further 
progress will be made by more 
restless men in pursuit of newer 
ideas. Every idea needs a spokes¬ 
man and every s^kesman should 
have a hearing. 

Ideas foster chaages . . and 
rhaages foster progress. We can’t 
sarvlve in IMS by doing the 
same things we did in IMO . . . 
or even last year. What we did 
yesterday belongs to yesterday. 
lt*s wkat we do today and tomor¬ 
row that matters. 

Everything we see. touch and 
taste, has been merchandised to 
us through the printed or spoken 
word. 

Sales are directlv related to the 
size and effectiveness of an ad- 

Seen at Blaikptnd Mrs. Elizabeth Wright. EC.A.. Hat.fhl Boodsan. 
Mr. F. T. Wright, F.C.A.. and Mr. and Mrs. Peter Reed. 

happen. They are made to happen. 
There is no element of luck in 
our business. Only one keyword 
will open the lock to success . . . 
that word is determination. 

If the determination is there . . . 
the result will be there. You can’t 
travel very far sitting on a swivel 
chair in an office. At best you 
can only go around and around in 
dizzy circles. 

I spoke about the determined 
effort of a toothpaste. Now let’s 
talk about a motion picture. Stan¬ 
ley Baker and Cy Endfield had 
an idea ... we discussed it . . . 
we moved on it . . . and to date 75 
million people have seen **Zulu.** 
What was their idea ? They sug¬ 
gested we breathe life into a 
glorious chapter in British histprv. 
Many 'of you took that historic 
chapter devoted to the battle of 
Rorke’s Drift and by resourceful¬ 
ness and determination you turned 
it into one of the all-time top 
money makers in Great Britain. 

The financial success of “Zulu " 

I refer to the Early Bird Satellite. 
It sweeps away the cooveotional 
commuiiicatkMM of the past and 
clears the way for a bright future. 
We. as showmen, must be a part 
of that future. I have plans now 
for the most lavish world premiere 
ever presented for a motion pic¬ 
ture. 'PlaiM are now under dis¬ 
cussion for* us to use the Early 
Bird facilities for transmissioa to 
England and Europe . . . and all 
the world if electronically possible 
at that dme. 

Politically, the Early Bird is an 
indestructible force which gives 
strength to the ” one-world ” con¬ 
cept. Culturally, the Early Bird 
brought Americans an unforget¬ 
table tour of London, scenes of 
Her Majesty and His Royal High¬ 
ness as they toured Germany, and 
a pictorial exchange of news 
between vour Richard Dimbleby 
and our Chet Huntley. 

Commercially, the Early Bird 
linked a closed circuit auction 
between your Sotheby's and our 
Parke-Bernet Gallery, The Early 

Bird represents the power and the 
might of men and an idea. In my 
own terms, the Early Bird is a 
symbol of the future. A future 
free of archaic thinking . . . 
whether it be in motion picture 
production or in motion picture 
merchandising. The future of our 
business has never appeared 
brighter. We have the men and 
we have the ideas so that we at 
Embassy have increased our 
motion picture production more 
than 500 per cent 

I’m sure you know that 
Embassy, in association with Para¬ 
mount will co-produce a total of 
22 pictures. Of the 22 pictures, 
six are completed. Two pictures 
go into production at the Para¬ 
mount Studios next month. Tlic 
first is “ The Oscar ** starring 
Stephen Boyd. Elke Sommer, Mil¬ 
ton Berle and Edic Adams. The 
second picture is “ Nevada Smith ** 
starring Steve McQueen. I don’t 
have to remind you that ” Nevada 
Smith " is based on the bold and 
romantic character from “The 
Carpetbaggers.*’ 

Embassy has made a co-produc¬ 
tion agreement with Peter O’Toole 
and Jules Buck and their Keep 
Films Limited. Jules Bricken will 
be producer and executive pro¬ 
ducer on this production pro¬ 
gramme. Two pictures will go into 
production this year and three 
next year. The first is “ The 
Assassins ” based on the book by 
Frederic Mullally. The second is 
“ To See a Stranger ” based on 
the suspense novel by Margaret 
Lynn. 

Embassy is proud of its strong 
link with your country through 
co-production and co-releasi.ng 
arrangements. Many of the films 
under the Embassy - Paramount 
banner will be shot on location 
and finished in London. As an 
example. Stanley Baker, Cy 
Endfield and Susannah York are 
presently finishing “Sands of the 
Kalahari ” at the Shepperton 
Studios. 

“ When the Lion Feeds ” will be 
shot in Africa and finished in 
London. Peter OToole. Jules 
Buck and I recently returned from 
Japan where we did location 
scouting for “Will Adams’* in 
which Peter is starred. This film 
will be produced in Japan and 
London by Jules Buck. This is the 
first of three pictures starring 
Peter O’Toole. 

Just before I left the States. 
John Michael Hayes told me he is 
well into the screenplay based on 
the true life storv of Sir Richard 
Burton. This film will be produced 
under the title of “ Isabel and 
Burton.** A Paramount Embassy 
production. 

John Michael Hayes wrote the 
screenplay for “The Carpet¬ 
baggers ** and “ Harlow ** and he 
is the only man I know who can 
captiire the lull flavour of the 
spectacular and eventful life of 
Sir Richard- Burton. Scholar, ex¬ 

plorer, adventurer, diplomat, one 
of Britain’s most fantastic charac¬ 
ters of the Victorian era. 

We have arranged with Nat 
p>hen and Joseph Janni for the 
urnnaHomai relea^ of “ Dmilng ** 
Mring JoBe L^rMe, Lourence 
Harvey and Dirk Bogarde. Julie 

gives an award winning 
. .. and when you see 

the picture, Tm sure you will agree 
that “Darling** is a tremendous 
motion picture experience. 

We will also co-produce with 
Nat Cohen and Joseph Janni two 
additional motion pictures starring 
Julie Christie which we will re¬ 
lease internationally. We have 
given the biggest guarantee ever 
for a British film. My congratula¬ 
tions to Nat Cohen, Joseph Janni 
and John Schlesinger for conceiv¬ 
ing and producing what is in my 
opinion and the opinion of 
American exhibitors who have 
seen it. a masterpiece of a motion 
picture—” Darling.” 

Carlo Ponti and I have long fell 
that your train, ” The Golden 
Arrow,” would be a great back¬ 
ground for a motion picture. We 
arc going the produce from an 
original screenplay, a romantic 
comedy using ” The Golden 
Arrow ” which goes from London 
to Dover and connects with the 
boat to ‘France. Starring Sophia 
Loren. Additionally there arc four 
more from Carlo Ponti, including 
two with Sophia Loren and 
Mastroianni. 

This is iust a small sampling of 
our future. I refer to this chapter 
in Embassy's history as men and 
ideas in action. Men and ideas 
have no significance unless there 
is continuity of effort. The idea 
originates with the producer. The 
distributor takes the finished pro¬ 
duct and together with the exhibi¬ 
tor .. . history is made. Three 
separate entities moving towards 
a mutual goal. 

Ip whpt other Industry must 
ndlUons of doHars be consMeotly 
hnxarded o n something s o 
actwloiis m m isolated attempt to 
correctly gauge the aesthetic taste 
of the pobUc ? In what other 
indnstry Is the competitive struggle 
so vigmiisiy waged not year to 
year, or month to month, but 
somethnes It seems hour by hour 
and minute by minute ? 

Competition within our industry 
can be both healthy and stimulat¬ 
ing. However, let us address our¬ 
selves to the increasing competi¬ 
tive forces outside our industry. 
People haye more leisure time and 
they arc spending more money 
today on those leisure hours than 
at any other time in history. We 
must increase our share of that 
leisure time spending. This is a 
vital and critical area for men and 
ideas. 

Our industry is peopled by doers 
and doubters. The doers will pro¬ 
vide vital leadership. Each one of 
them has a romance with the 
world of motion picture entertain¬ 
ment. Each one of them is caught 

up with the excitement and splen¬ 
dour of that world. Each one of 
them is stimulated by the chal¬ 
lenges and the hazards. Each one 
of them has the energy, the zest, 
the determination to succeed. 

Although we arc physically miles 
apart, our futures arc inextricably 
tied together. We arc inter¬ 
dependent. We can’t do the big 
job that lies ahead by ourselves. 

We need you and you need ua. 

Together we will proudly travel 
the road to fuccem. 

Among the top 
re*?sons for print¬ 
ing this address 
in full is the 
practical one of 
again bringing be¬ 
fore our readers 
the titles and the 
themes of some of 
the upcoming prod¬ 
uct ic»is being add¬ 
ed to our release 
schedules by Mr, 
Levine. 

There is also 
the thought that 
the enthusiasm of 
this producer can 
be turned Into an 
•infection' in a 
lot of parts of 
the world,always 
for the good of 
our Industry. 

Actions speak 
louder than 
words. 
or capt i on 
i n the s au 
jaunt in to 
funmansh ip 
Hal Wall i s 
calls 
"BOEING-BOEING 



"GIRLS ON THE BEACH" 
IS A B.B.B.B.B.B.B.B.B. 

.And you can apply any and/or all 
of those B’s to the following terms 

BIG 
BLONDE 

BEAUTEOUS 
BEWITCHING 

BAREBACKED 
BEDAZZLING 

BOXOFFICE 
BONANZA 

in the United States, the picture 
is packing houses, attracting the 
young adults^ helping the coin short¬ 
age by bringina hoarded currency out 
into the open (and into Paramount’s 
coffers), and generally happifying 
exhibitors to a degree not seen in a 
longtime. 

AND SINCE IT IS A PARAMOUNT RELEASE, WORLD¬ 
WIDE, WE THANK THE GIRLS WHO GfiVE IT SUCH A 
GOLDEN GLOW, SOME OF WHOM ARE SHOWN ABOVE. 



HE START 0 
NEVADA SMITH 
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The Cover 
On Pqge 19 is the text of a 

studio wire sent to Mr. Weltner 
by studio head Howard W. Koch on 
his return from the Lone Pine 

mountain location site of Joseph 
E. Levine's production, "Nevada 
Smith. In the standing group on 
our cover are, from left, Howard 
Koch, Joseph Levine, star Steve 
McQueen, English actor John Bar¬ 

clay and Henry Hathaway,director 
of the picture. In the other 
cover scene are the same five 
men, plus Bill Chaikin, seated at 
right, a member of Mr. Levine's 
organization. 

Here is a closer look at the 
star, and in connection with his 
appearance (he plays a half-breed 
Indian in the picture), let us 
quote from a studio publicity 
release: 

It's the primitive life for 
Steve McQueen, on location near 
Lone Pine, California. 

McQueen is living in a trail¬ 
er parked on the side of a 6000- 
foot mountain, 18 miles from the 
nearest main highway. Closest 
house is 20 miles away and his 
only neighbors are the rats that 
inhabit a nearby abandoned mine 
shaft, assorted coyotes and one 
lone hawk which has hovered over¬ 
head since his arrival. 

When not before the cameras, 
McQueen spends all his time, 
stripped to the waist, hiking 
around the raoimtains to acquire 
a deep-seated tan for his role 
as a part Indian in the film. 

Paramount World 
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We all know that over the years of our industry 
there have been instances of meritorious films finest Paramount product in our history, the very 
which have not realized their full potential be- wealth and abundance of what is before us may 
cause of certain characteristics of our business, well perpetuate, in some degree, this evil of 

Now, as we embark on the presentation of the 'insufficient realization.' If this be so. 

What Do We Plan To Do About It? 
These ere strong words. Perhaps even controversi'il ones. 

Yet they ere not idle words, nore ere they intended to be 

taken *=13 elemiist ones. 

As you ree,d about whet our company hes in both prospect 

and in actual possession, you must know that we are squared 

away to the greatest 'trade wind' of revenue product within 

our memory and so cannot afford to take chances. 

The product windfall hasn't come by chance. It has been 

builded, step by step, script by script, film by film. 

It is not a gift, nor an offering, nor a present - it is 

our future! 

So that if by foul chance we shall take this treasure 

complacently, and distribute and handle it sc as to be satis¬ 

fied with half measures....half returns.half potentials, 

then we shall have betrayed many trusts, many promises. Most 

of all, we shall have betrayed ourselves. 

Many factors have moved us to these sentiments. One of 

them was the following studio telegram sent to President 

Weltner last month by Howard W. Koch, studio and production 

head: 

DEAR GEORGE: I JUST SCREENED DAILIES AND CUT MATERIAL 

OF ALL OUR PICTURES IN PRODUCTION AND I MUST TELL YOU HOW 

ENTHUSIASTIC I AM ABOUT ALL OF TfECM. "SECONDS" IN MY OPINION 

WILL BE ONE OF THE MOST EXCITING MODERN-DAY HORROR PICTURES 

EVER MADE. JOHT^ FRAMKENHEIMER HAS OUTSHONE HIMSELF IN DIRECT¬ 

ING AND I FEEL WE HA\^ A TREMETJDOUS POTENTIAL AT THE BOX 

OFFICE WITH THIS PICTT^RE. IN "THE SLENDER THREAD" ANNE 

BANCROFT AND SIDNEY POITIER are GIVING THE PERFORMANCES OF 

THEIR LIVES. THE DIRECTOR HAS REALLY CAPTURED THE SCRIPT AND 

ALL THE SUSPENSE AND EXCITEMENT ARE ON THE SCREEN. I AM SURE 

WE WILL HAVE A SHOT AT OSCARS WHEN THE TIME COMES. SO FAR 

AS CONCERNS "NEVADA SMITH" I HAVE SEEN ONLY TWO DAYS RUSHES 

BUT I KNOW WE ARE ON OUR WAY TO A BLOCKBUSTER HERE IN THE 

TRADITION OF PARAMOUNT'S GREAT WESTERNS. WITH "OH DAD, POOR 

DAD" I'VE SEEN THE LATEST DAILIES AND CUT MATERIAL AND I AM 

SURE WE HAVE THE WILDEST 'WAY OUT' COMEDY I'VE SEEN IN MANY 

A DAY. DICK QUINE HAS CERTAINLY DONE A GREAT JOB AND THE 

PICTURE CAN BE A BIG ONE AT THE BOXOFFICE. ALL IN ALL OUR 

PRODUCT IS THRILLING AND PROMISING A BIG PAY-OFF AT THE BOX 

OFFICE. BEST. - HOWARD 
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A Tabloid Report 
On Successes Abroad 
IN HARM'S WAY is a towering success 

in such top release centres in the Far 
East as Tokyo, Osaka and Hongkong, In 
the last-mentioned spot, in the King’s 
and Hollywood Theatres, it registered 
"the best weekday non-roadshow opening 
in the history of both houses. Summer 
resorts in Britain turning in splendid 
figures on the Otto Preminger film,... 
The story on THE AMOROUS ADVENTURES OF 
MOLL FLANDERS, so far as Britain is 
concerned, is on this page.THE 
CARPETBAGGERS scored a gigantic succ¬ 
ess in its 37-day run a t the De-Luxe 
in Trinidad, In Melbourne, Australia, 
picture is in its 20th week, and its 
17th week in Adelaide,.,.BECKET is one 
of the greatest triumphs in Israel’s 
cinema history. In Tel Iviv it has 
passed its 12th week and reaped huge 
grosses. In Haifa, it ran h weeks at 
the Orah, then 3 weeks at the Orly 

II and is now at the Chen. At the Ocean 
i Theatre in Santa Fe, Argentina, the 

Hal Wallis masterfilm did 2^ times 
■I the theatre’s average business. . .WHERE 

LOVE HAS GONE ran for three weeks at 
the Kasr El Nil, Cairo, Egypt. . , .THE 
DISORDERLY ORDERLY has magnetised all 
Latin American currency and started 
it flowing Paramount-wise, The Music 
Hall in San Juan, Puerto Rico, did in 
the first two weeks the best business 
it has had in ma ny months, A splash 
release in 6 theatres in Lima, Peru, 
registered topping hits in all six 
houses. In Mexico City, where Jerry 
sits like a god on Olympus, the Mexico 
and Ariel Theatres did double the av¬ 
erage business of both houses. 

The Serrador Circuit in Sao Paulo, Brazil, 
has uncovered a gold mine in Jerry Lewis' 
WHO'S MINDING THE STORE? Comedy has broken 
all records for the circuit, every theatre 
having at least doubled average business. 
In Taipei, Taiwan, the internationally famous 
Great World Theatre has reopened after exten- 

j sive re-decoration, and with a dazzling ribbon 
cutting ceremony. Re-opening attraction was 
HARLOW, and the management expects to top the 

, fantastic business done some months ago by THE 
i CORPETBiGGERS. (We'll have pix!)....In Central 

America, THE CARPETBAGGERS has opened with a 
flourish in Costa Rica, with later reports to 
follow.m H'^RM'S WAY continues to be 
'Whammo in Nippon.' 

GOOD 

NEWS 

ABOUNDS 

LONDON - This is Lower Regent St., 
and at the top right hand comer is 
the entrance to the Plaza Theatre 
where "The Amorous Adventures of 
Flanders" is the queue-motive for all 
of these people, fAnother queue-line 
runs at right angles to this one,alCTvg 
Jermm Street, and around the corner!. 
But the people you see are passing up 
the Cunard Line, the Ulster Office, 
Refrigeration Headquarters, the Post 
Office, J. Lyons & Co and Chamberlain 
& Jones - all they want is 'Moll 
Flanders' and an intimate peep at her 
'Amorous Adventures,' 

The evidence Rlre^dy seems tc point to Pqmmoiint Int- 
em-Rtionnl making n whopping success of "The Amorous Adv¬ 
entures of Moll Flenders." There is evident en eeger app¬ 
etite for this racy, risque romance....But that isn't all 
the good news, by far. International sales globetrotter 
Milton Goldstein is back from the Republic of South 
Africa, where in Johannesburg he witnessed what he belie- 
vest to have been the most exciting premiere of "The Car¬ 
petbaggers" in the dazzling history of that picture. We 
will illustrate the event next month. 

ihen there is fascinating information from Paris,sent 
by Luigi Luraschi, production assistant to President 
Weltner, to the effect that early shooting on "Is Paris 
Burning?" indicates that the massive true-life story on 

which this picture is — - -- 
based, is providing our 
company with a massive ^ 

^ Theatre. And, as you can see, with 
and exciting film calcu- modem invention of the photograph. "The 

Inted to exeite o-ictiirn- (Flanders;" are, lauea UO excil-e picture or is, keeping the place packed to capacity. 

goers the world over. whether or not this 
. [orra of ^bllc information was in use back 

turn are exci- t,he Eighteenth Century). 

LONDON - "Moll's House," which at this 
the year (and for weeks to come),is 

the Plaza The^itre. And. as you can see 

the 

We in 
ted over the good news 
that "In Harm's Way" is 
demonstrating that it, 
too, is just what the 
film fans of the world 
want in the way of ex¬ 
citing entertainment. 

There is exciting 
news from the sets of 
"Nevada Smith," now in 
production, and from 
"Seconds," just compl¬ 
eting production. 

And so it goesl 
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Right At this moment we Are Aching, in 
An editoriAl sense, for pictoriAl evidence 
of the greAt engAgements of "In HArm's WA.y" 
in OsaRa, Tokyo, Hongkong, Antwerp and HAm- 
bnrg. The success elements in all cases 
hAve been flashed by CAble, but until wire- 
photo becomes a little less expensive, photo 
evidence must await the workmenship of man, 
the exigiencies of the mails, and the whims 
of the Airplane. 

The main thing to know is that the 
successes hAve been registered, and that the 
Otto Preminger film has been acclaimed al¬ 
ready on a massive scale in very important 
territories. 

Meenwhile, we have the concrete evid¬ 
ence that in the 1ast two weeks in July, 
both nationally and in 104 theatres in the 
New York City area, "In Harm's Way" produced 
a multi-million-dollar business which made 
all of the exhibitors involved very happy. 

First International engagement 
of ’’In Harm’s V/ay” outside of 
England was at tne .Vetro Theatre, 
Antwerp, Belgium. 

Prestol The mighty Preminger 
picture toQged the otherwise rec- 
ord-breaFTng“performance of ’’The 
Carpetbaggers” in the same theatre 
by a substantial percentage. 

Hot on the heels of the above 
despatch came cabled word from 
Tokyo that the first four days of 
”ln Harm’s ’Aay” at the Scalaza 
Theatre produced ”the best bus i - 
ness this excellent theatre has 
done for months.” 

PARIS - Bookstores 
here enthusiastically co¬ 
operated with displays of 
the James Bassett book 
fran which Otto Preminger 
created the cinematically 
exciting "In Harm's Wa^ 

LEFT 

While awaiting picto¬ 
rial evidence from over¬ 
seas on the engagements 
in many Important centres, 
here is a reminiscent re¬ 
turn to the picture its^. 

Here are the charact¬ 
ers (so skilfully and eff¬ 
ectively portrayed bv 
Hugh O'Brian and Barbara 
Bouchet). who awake from 
a romantic night on the 
beach at Pearl Harbor to 
find themselves in the 
front row of War! 
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HAL'S HARVEST 
A RICH PARAMOUNT PERENNIAL 
Anyone desiring a nostalgic thrill has 

only to go back through the years ^nd re¬ 
view the priceless parade of product that 
Hal Wallis has delivered for Paramount 
distribution...And now, as we look ahead 
to Paramount’s glowing prospects, it is 
strikingly evident that Hal has an infin¬ 
itely greater contribution to make to 
Paramount’s participation in world-wide 
screen entertainment. 

As we go to press, Hql W??llls is in Honolulu 
keeping his world-wide weather eye on the production 
of his latest Elvis Presley picture, "Hawaiian Para¬ 
dise," Paramounteers (and exhibitors) the world over 

know the towering benefits which accrue when Presley 
and the Pacific are amalgaraed by Wallis, Paramount, 
Technicolor, music, hulas and Hawaiian gaiety, 

"Hawaiian Paradise" is already a foregone hit! 

But before getting this production rolling, Hal 
Wallis again demonstrated his boundless faith in the 
future of our business by doing quite a bit of con¬ 
tract signing. 

First, for the current picture, he signed as 
Presley's leading lady, Suzanna Leigh, who just so 
recently had scored so heavily as one of the three 
international hostesses in Wallis' own production of 
"Boeing-Boeing," He also signed Hawaiian-bom Japan¬ 
ese actor James Shigeta for the role of Presley's 
fellow pilot and partner in a helicopter service that 
the two operate in the islands. 

Then, with a practical eye 
to the future, producer Wallis 
signed to a 5-ye?3r contract the 
French co-star of "Boeing- 
Boeing," Dany Saval, Contract 
calls for Mile. Saval to appear 
in a minimum of one picture a 
year for Wallis, 

Then Wallis signed to a 
long-term contract Tanya Ever¬ 
ett, one of Broadway's bright 
new stars who has scored a fine 
success in the hit musical. 

DANY SAVAL First 
has not yet been assigned 

"Fiddler on the Roof," 
film for Miss Everett 
but she will be in a production early in 1966, Miss 
Everett is an accomplished singer, dancer and act¬ 
ress. 

The original soundtrack recording from Hal Wallis' "The Sons 
of Katie Elder" he^ds Coliimbia Records' album releases for Aug¬ 
ust. timed to U.S. openings of the Paramount release. In addition 
to nighlighttng Elmer Bernstein's score,the album Includes Johmy 
Cash's vocal of the film's title song,originally a Columbia single. 

TURN, FOR A MOMENT, TO PAGE 40 

HAL WALLIS with director 
John Rich, centre, and Jerry 
Lewis on the set of "Boeing- 
Boeing" during the filming of 
the uproarious comedy. 
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NEWS FROM THE BRANCHES 

Hefty 
September 
Schedule 
Paramount has sched¬ 

uled 7 pictures for U.3. 
release in September, an 

increase of five over the 

s^me month Iqst year. 

Heading the new slate 
are three new films and 

four re-releases. Last 
September, the Paramount 
releases comprised two 

Martin & Lewis comedies. 

The new September re¬ 
leases are: "The Skull," 
starring Christopher Lee 
and Peter Cushing;"Seven 
Slaves Against The World" 
and "Revenge of the Glad¬ 

iators," all three in 

Techniscope and Techni¬ 
color. 

In response to exhib¬ 
itor demand, a new Dean 
Martin and Jerry Lewis 

package is set for Sept¬ 

ember, "Pardners" and 
"Living It Up," both in 

Technicolor, 

Completing September's 

releases are two of Aud¬ 

rey Hepburn's most popu¬ 

lar films, "Breakfast At 
Tiffany's," in Technic¬ 

olor, and "Sabrina," co- 

starring Humphrey Bogart 
and William Holden. 

Although it is prim¬ 
arily a comedy,"Situation 
Hopeless but Not Serious" 
has its moments of some 
sort of 'terror' for Alec 
Guinness, 

The trouble with the 
average family is it has 
too much month left over 
at the end of the money, 
_ - Bin Vaughan 

IB 0 ST0 N j Three beautiful new Cinema theatres 

have been added to the Boston territory - one in 
the Saugus Shipping Center under Smith Manage¬ 
ment, one in Lawrence owned by Redstone and one 
in Brockton owned by the Interstate Circuit. 

Recently Joe Levine and Mr. Boasberg were 
in Boston to attend the big "Harlow" screening- 
which, incidentally, was exceedingly well- 
received by our exhibitors; and after the show¬ 
ing, everyone was transported by buses to the 
Statler-Hilton Hotel for a delicious luncheon, 
after which Joe Levine, Mr. Boasberg and Joe 
Friedman outlined all the facets of the "Harlow" 
campaign. All in all, it was a very interesting 
and festive occasion. 

Booker Gil Norton has returned from a motor 
trip to Quebec and other interesting spots in 
Canada. Ltta Glazin is packing her bag for a 
week's stay at the Cape, '.','e're all praying for 
good weather for her. 

- Stanley Farrington 

CLEVELAND Sorry to say Tony Keinman, our 
booker, will not be walking down the aisle on 
September 25th to give his daughter, Karen, away 
in marriage. Karen's boyfriend is in the Marines 
and his leave has been cancelled as of right now. 
He is on 2k hour call and will be definitely go¬ 
ing to Vietnam. 

I wanted to mention to other Paramounteers 
that I put one of Paramount's decals on the back 
window of .my car and now I am being requested to 
give screen tests. How about that? So, even if 
I am not a STAR I might just be able to find one 
for the good of Paramount.A star, that is. 

Bill and Tony, our bookers, have been work¬ 
ing very hard on PARA’K)IT’T V/BSKS and we know we 
will be ahead of last year, and hope to be ahead 
of other Branches. It's not that we don't love 
you dear Paramount people it’s just that we like 
to be running ahead of you at all times. No one 
can say we don't try;and that goes for "r. 
Henderson, Mr. Belles and the rest of us here in 
Cleveland. 

- Bea Hart 

Pooches Welcome. 
A vacationer seeking a hotel room for him¬ 

self and his dog received the following reply 
from an innkeeper in Kingston, Jamaica: "I've 
been in the hotel business for 40 years and 
never have I had to eject a disorderly dog. 
Never has a dog set fire to a bed. Never has 
he sneaked a girl into his room. Never has a 
dog stolen a towel or a blanket or gotten 
drunk. Your dog is welcome. If he will vouch 
for you, you can come along as well." 

INDlANAPQLISl v/e just finished our en¬ 
gagement of "In Harm's nay," multiple 1st run 
Indianapxjlis, to our best gross of the y|ar. 

With such forthcoming product as "Harlow," 
"The Sons Of Katie Elder," we are assured of a 
really excellent summer. 

Branch manager's secretary, Vi Hoffmann, 
just returned from a welcomed vacatlor. 

After screening "The Sons Of Katie Elder," 
all agreed we have a really great motiop picture. 

- Ray Thomas 

DES MQINESj Betty Olson, branch manager's 
secretary, and her husband went off on a week's 

BERLIN - "Hud" director, and producer- 
director of "The Spy Who Came In From The 
Cold." Martin Ritt, at a very familiar actual 
point in the 'cold war' during the filming of 
"The Spy." 

vacation the first of August, going to the Lake. 
Last issue we informed you that Tish liritillo 

had set her wedding date for October 2nd. How¬ 
ever, it has now been moved up to August 7th, 

Boss, Chuck Caligiuri, informed us that the 
first Paramount V/eek was the biggest week on 
shorts that we've had since 1961. This was realijr 
great to hearl 

"The Sons of Katie Elder" opened to excel¬ 
lent grosses in three theatres and all are hold¬ 
ing for a second week. This is really good for 
three theatres in Des Moines holding a second 
week. 

Albany Re-Established 
As a U. S. Branch 
The Albany branch was re-activated as a 

complete and separate vmit from Buffalo, eff¬ 
ective August 2nd. 

The unit in the New York State capitol 
is under the supervision of John Serfustino, 
branch manager. The address: 

Paramount Film Distributing Corporation 
991 Broadway, 
Albany, New York 12204 
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The Seven Arts contribution to 
the Paramount release roster con¬ 
tinues to mount impressively. 

Completed to date is ’’Promise 
Her Anything.” Filmed and now in 
final editing process is ”0h Dad, 
Poor Dad....” 

In actual process of filming, 
having started on July ISth., is 
the massive, spellbinding saga of 
the French capital, ”ls Paris 
Burning?” 

And set for commencement at the 
end of this month, is Tennessee 
'Ailliams’ ’’This Property Is Con¬ 
demned,” with Matalie ’/lood as its 
star. 

RAY STARK, SEVEN 
ARTS AND PARAMOUNT 

LC^DCW - Leaving London Airport 
for business tqlks in France and dis¬ 
cussions on forthcoming Paramount 
productions, are producer Harry Salter 
manj Howard W. Koch, Paramount vice- 
president and studio and production 
head; and Ray Stark, Seven Arts Prod¬ 
uctions film head. On the left is 
Mrs. Saltzman, in centre, Mrs. Koch. 

THE MAKING OF 
"IS PARIS BURNING?" 

PARIS-Today, July 19th, filming began 
here on "Is Paris Burning?", one of the most 
dramatic and suspense-filled stories of World 
War II. 

The film, recounting the liberation of 
Paris from Nazi rule, is based on the current 
best-seller by Larry Collins and Dominique 
Lapierre and will be released throughout the 
world by Paramount. 

Being produced on a monumental scale by 
Paul Graetz for Transcontinental Films-Marianne 
Productions, "Is Paris Burning?" has been writ¬ 
ten for the screen by noted playwright-novelist 
Gore Vidal and Francis Ford Coppola. 

Faithful to the story of the liberation 
because no dramatic improvisation could exceed 
the power and suspense of the actual event, the 
Paramount-Seven Arts presentation is being 
photographed in large measure in the streets of 
Paris in the actual locations where the events 
took place during the five memorable days of 
August 1944. 

The French government and the French citi¬ 
zenry are cooperating to the maximum to facili¬ 
tate the re-creation of the historic struggle 
of resistance which finally led to the over-pow¬ 

ering of the conqueror, A tremendous task of 
logistics is involved to simulate the look of 
war-torn Paris of a generation ago. 

Among the landmarks which play an important 
part in the picture are such world-famous sites 
as the Louvre, the Eiffel Tower, the Arc de 
Triomphe, the Opera, Les Invalides and the 
Madeleine. Permission to film these public and 
normally crowded areas has been granted as a 
show of the dedication to the production of "Is 

Paris Burning?", which is felt by French offic¬ 
ials and the French population. 

Directing this vast film project is Rene 
Clement, one of the most notable of French film¬ 
makers. His cast, assembled from a roster of 
the great names in motion pictures in the United 

States, France, Germany and England, will event¬ 
ually include in its number 20 stars and a like 
number of feature players, thei^ being nearly 50 
speaking parts in the script of "Is Paris Burn¬ 
ing?" 

The first player set was Gert Frobe, famed 
as Goldfinger and accurately acclaimed for his 
performance in "Those Magnificent Men In Their 
Flying Machines." Frobe plays Dietrich Von 
Choltitz, the German general who saved Paris, 

"Is Paris Burning?" has registered 70,000 
sales in its first month, and is now the third 
ranking best-seller in the authoritative best¬ 
seller charts of the United States. The motion 
picture will be completed within the year and 
is aimed for release late in 1966. 

Also high on the 
'imminent production' 
list of Seven Arts is 
the electrifying thrill 
subject, "Asssiilt On The 
Queen," co-starring 
Frank Sinatra and Vima 
Lisi. 

Picture will depict 
the piracy of an ocean 
liner on the high seas 
by a band of men oper¬ 
ating from a salvaged 
World War I submarine. 

"Assault On The 
Queen," based on the 
noted novel by Jack 
Finney, has been adapt¬ 
ed to the screen by Rod 
Serlin and will be pro¬ 
duced by William Goetz. 

Ray Stark, a whiz 
at figures of commerce, 
cuts a fine water-ski 
"figure of 8" on the sur¬ 
face of the pellucid 
waters of Jamaica's Mon¬ 
tego Bay during the mak¬ 
ing of "Oh Dad, Poor 
Dad." 
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THE BERLIN WALL (Reproduced in p^irt in Dublin for 
the purposes of filming facility) is a major, and ominous 
'heavy' in "The Spy Who Came In From The Cold." Drama, 
stark, ferocious and quite unforgettable, occurs at this 
man-made symbol of concrete conscience. 

In order to achieve the degree of degradation which 
the role in his profession calls for. the "Spy" has to 
clobber his way down the road of rignteousness, rather 
than up. And Richard Burton, in the interests of realisn, 
had to act forcefully with his fists, thus bringing a naif 
skill to his thespian career. 

Two lost souls band together for 
mutual aid, not knowing what the 
future has in store for them, caring 
only that they have each other for a 
few precious moments.Richard 
Burton and Claire Bloom in an early 
episode in a film already forecast 
as Paramoxint's finest motion picture 
drama. 

THE 
WHO CAME 
IN FROM 
THE COLD 

Truly great films 
have a built-in mo¬ 
mentum which nouris¬ 
hes them from the 
moment they are ann¬ 
ounced to the day of 
their triumphal pre¬ 
sentation to the 
world. By a process 
that is unfathomable, 
the mark of great¬ 
ness is imprinted on 
them for all the 
world to see..."The 
Spy Who Came In From 
The Cold" already 
bears that mark. 

Agreement has been 

reached for RCA Victor 
Records to release the 
original soundtrack al¬ 

bum of "The Spy Who Came 

In From The Cold," which 

has a musical score by 

Sol Kaplan. RCA Victor 
also will release vocal 

and instrumental singles 

from the picture. 

SPY 

A great motion picture can 
bring new greatness to many who 
participate in its making. "The 
Spy Who Came In From The Cold" 
certainly brings abundant new 
greatness to its co-star and 
leading lady - Claire Bloom! 
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iwaA - rront 01 the 
PaiUce. one of this city's twc 
major theatres where "Haj*low" 
had its Manhattan release.(The 
other is the RKO 5»th Street). 

SYDNEY - Photographed in the lobby 
of the Prince Edward the evening of 
the "Harlow" premiere. From left: 
James 8.Sixsraith,Pararaount secretary- 
treasurer; Jan Rennison (as 'Jean 
Harlow'); Alan Wardrope, advertising- 
publicity manager; Jack Edwards, gen¬ 
eral sales manager and Miss Diana 
Wilton, daughter of Cara Wilton, a di¬ 
rector of Paramount Film Service, 

RIGHT 
In background, one of a parade of 

'vintage' cars arriving at the Prince 
Edward Theatre for "Harlow" pr«niere. 

LONDON - David's 
Record Shop in Soho, had 
this striking display 
for "Harlow" at the Plaza 
and the Bobby Vinton re¬ 
cording of "Lonely Girl" 
in the main entrance to 
the store. 

Top line in the Broadway business report 
of Variety, issue of July 2dth. 

AUSTRALIA'S GALA PREEM 
EVOKED A SIZZLING CABLE 

NEW YORK - Alexander's Department 
Stores in Fordham Road, Bronx, and 
Rego Park, Queens - with a hefty aid 
from Paramount's Lige Brien - devoted 
several valuable windows to "Harlow," 
Two of the most effective are pictur¬ 
ed here. 

Following are highlights of cable from 
Sydney reporting gala premiere of "Harlow" 
at the Prince Edward Theatre: 

"HARLOW" EXPLODED INTO SYDNEY WITH NOT 
ONE BUT TWO GSLa PREMIERES AT PRINCE EDWARD 
THE''TRE JULY 22 AND 23. CAP«CITY AUDIENCES 
OF WIDEST STRATA BOTH EVENINGS. OPENING SAW 
ANNOUNCEMENT OF WINNER OF CHANNEL TV? CONTEST 
BASED C»I EARLY HARLOW MOVIES WHICH ATTRACTED 
THOUSAND PLUS CONTESTANTS. POLICE SUMMONED 
TO HANDLE CROWDS IN STREET ATTRACTED BY ARR¬ 
IVAL OF TV STARS AND SYDNEY'S CARROLL BAKER 
IMPERSOJATOR JAN RENNISCW ARRIVING IN VINTAffi 
AUTOMOBILES. FRIDAY NIGHT PREMIERE ATTRACTED 
MEMBERS OF PRESS AND ENTERTAINMENT WORLD, 
POLITICIANS, SOCIALLY PROMINENT CITIZENS AND 
LEADERS OF INDUSTRY AND COMMERCE, AND ALSO 
MISS RENNISCW MAKING ANOTHER GALA APPEARANCE. 
ALL OF THIS BACKED BY MOST COMPREHENSIVE TV 
PRESS AND RADIO CAMPAIGN IN HISTORY OF PARA¬ 
MOUNT. TV CAMPAIGN OVER STATION ATN? AND 
TCN9 RAN SEVEN DAYS PRIOR TO OPENING BACKED 
BY RADIO CAMPAIGN ON FIVE STATIONS AND NEWS¬ 
PAPER CAMPAIGN THAT RIVALLED THAT OF "THE 
CARPETBAGGERS" PLUS MANY-SIDED PROMOTIONAL 
CAMPAIGN THAT WAS BIGGEST FOR ANY PICTURE 
EVER RELEASED HERE BY PARAMOUNT. 

- WARDROPE 

AROUND THE WORLD WITH 

P^RlETY PICTURE GROSSES 

Heat Bops B way But 'Harlow' Wham 
Despite the hot, humid weather, and RKO 58th Street, latter going 

“Harlow” Is doing blockbuster into firstrun category for this en- 
trade, daydating the RKO Palace gagement. 
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studi0 Visits 

HOLLYWCXDD - Exhibitor John 
Pre, of Perth, watches shooting 
on the set of "Oh Dad, Poor 
Dad," coached in the activities 
by stripe-coated co-star Hugh 
Grifith. 

Mr. Pye controls a large 
circuit of West Australian 
drive-ins. and is also associa¬ 
ted with Greater Union Theatres, 

Here, on the set of the A. 
C. Lyles producticm, "Apache 
Uprising," co-star Kory Calhoun Slays host and guide to Mr. and 
rs, Clyde Waterman, of Adelai¬ 

de. Mr. Waterman, for several 
decades a top exnibitor,wa8 one 
of the founders of the Waterman 
Circuit, one of the most succ¬ 
essful cinema chains in film 
history. 

There is more news about 
"HARLOW" in Australia on 
Pages 9 and 35. 

ENJOYING BOUT 
L 0 W" FEVER 

ISerializationT 
Smart showmanship in Australia 

has reaped bountful hai^ests from the 
priceless assists of serializations 
in top-circulating publications. In 
no instance has this been proven bet¬ 
ter than in the current case of the 
sensationally successful "Harlow." 

This is the cover of the June 30 
issue of Everybody's, an enormously 
popular weekly Illustrated magazine 
with a film and disc readership. This 
engagingly coloured cover announced 
the first installment of "Harlow." 
serialized from the film's script. 
The serialization ran through tne iss¬ 
ues of June 30, July 7 and 14, lead¬ 
ing right into the film's premiere at 
the Sydney Prince Edward Theatre. 

Paramount advertising and public¬ 
ity manager Alan Wardrope carried the 
coup farther by securing world seria¬ 
lization rights outside of Australia; 
and in New York, Armand Cardea imple¬ 
mented this by having the texts 
translated into Spanish and circulat¬ 
ed to all Latin American offices us¬ 
ing Spanish. 

Another "Harlow" accomplishment 
in Australia has been the serializatr 
ion of Jean Harlow's own hitherto un¬ 
published novel, "Today Is Tonight," 
which began running in Australian 
Women's Weekly on July 14th, and is 
still running. 

Both publishing triumphs have 
been backed by impact-plus radio,TV 
and press campaigns which have aug¬ 
mented the 'Harlow Fever' which has 
gripped the entire country. 

All Capitals^ 

CiRROU BIKER HiRlO* 

SYMEY - Winner of First Prize for most 
interesting and imaginative table at this 
year's Movie Ball was Paramount's "Harlow" 
table. Entire production was conceived and ex¬ 
ecuted by Hans Van Pinxteren, assistant to 
Alan Wardrope, publicity and advertising mana¬ 
ger. Entire setting was in the mood of the 
"Harlow" period. Hand-cranking the camera is 
Graham Lewis, with pretty Carroll Sorby portr-, 
aylng the star. Both of them Paramounteers, of 
course. 

FROM T0^^S4^DpES 
COME tomorrow! / ^ 

’■ 111 

BOX-OFFICE 
Paramount is in the news'^ 
because... 
fi It’s The Company With Excitement! 

il Know-How! Showmanship! Experieneef^ 

® Top Creative Talents! • ^ 

ft Delivers The Goods M Merchandises!'^' 
A A' 
ft Greater Product Line-Up Than Ever Befote! 

HAftlOW Joseph E Levines production with Caiiotl Baker •oOtto Premineets altstar tilm ’tH HARM'S WA<" • Him Novak m 'iHf AMnnniis 

m TSil 
S JJc S : Sophia loreo and Petei Finch in "lUDtTH" . NO BAH FOR THE JUDGE . Belle Daws and Susan Hayward in NHERi' 
LOVE HAS COHE . Natalie Wood in Tennessee Williams' "THIS PROPERTY IS CONDEMNED . Alec Guiness in SITUATION HOPEIESS BUI NO! SERIOUS 

uniS'lcln,® ! “ T \ u • Shellei Winters-and Bobeit Tayloi ih' loseph E levines A 
HOUSE IS NOT A HOME • Howard Hawks RED IINE JOOO • Pearl Bucks "IMPERIAl WOMAN • Neil Simons 8AREF00I IN THE PARK » OH DID 

POOR DAO MAMMAS HUHG YOU IH IHE CLOSET AHO IM FEELING SO SAO" • Kirk Douglas in "SECOHOS" • "THE DEEP FREE/E CIRIS • PROMISE I 
HER ANYIHING' . 'CEAR AND GLORIOUS PHYSICIAN" . ler.y lewis .n."THE FAMILY IIWEIS" . Hal Wallis' HAWA'IAN^ JElm! 

S'LV. • * C Lyles' lOWH TAMFR" and BLACK SPURS ' • Cornel Wilde s "THE NAKED PREY . Nancy Kwan in a 
WHERE EHE EIGER SLEEPS • THE SEARS IN THEIR COURSES" • "AIEIE . EHE ODD COUPLE" • DECISION AI OllPHI' • Rudyard Kipliiw s "EHE * 

SmiSUrn'’ mitru ^ ^ *'‘''*“* 
IHOUSAHO DAYS • ASSAUII OH EHE OUEEN » ‘MY lAST DUCHESS" » EUNtRAE IN BERIIN > WHEN EHE LION lEEBS O 

SYDNEY - Start of July saw the 1965 Movie 
Ball ^ all of its Aussie glory. Souvenir of the 
occasion was a 'hopped up' edition of The Film 
Weekly, with most of the public relations men 
going off the deep end with their promotional 
ads. Paramount's Alan Wqrdrope chose the conser¬ 
vative a re approach as the best value for money 
spent, the above being a reproduction of the 
Pararao’int full page a 

......H 4 R L 0 W has now premiered in all of 
the Continental Australian capitals — Sjrdney, 
Melbourne, Brisbane, Adelaide and Perth. The 
premieres followed on showmanship campaigns 
that were without precedent in Australian film 
history —— as we shall demortstrate next issue 
when the evidence comes to hand. 
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4 rqbbit ^nd q lion 
entered a restaurant and 
sqt down at a table for 
two. 

"One head of lettuce," 
ordered the rabbit. "No 
dressing." 

The waiter pointed to 
the lion. "What'll your 
friend have?" he asked. 

"Nothing." 
"What's the matter? 

Isn't he hungry?" 

The rabbit looked him 
squarely in the eye. 
"Look," he said, "if 
this lion was hungry,do 
you think I'd be sitting 
here?" 

The "Judith" portrayed 
by Sophia ^oren is one 
cnaracter you'll long 
remember, for this is a 
character as ageless as 
life itself. With Sophia 
in this shot from the 
highly dramatic picture 
is Peter Finch. 

HOLLr/\/OOD - Bearded Hugh Griffith,co-star 
of "Oh Dad, Poor Dad," welcomes to the set of 
th“ riotous comedy some delegates from Italy 
from the world-wide convention of Lions Int¬ 
ernational. Included are Paramount manager 
Giuseppe Pisano, of Cagliari. Sardinia C2nd 
from right) and Mrs. Pisano (2nd from left). 
Others are - Mr. Cesare Patrone, at left,and 
Mr. and Mrs. Paolo Scarpa. 

DA VENT'ANNI NON 
AVEVAMO TANTI FILM 
PARAMOUNT IN LAVORAZIONE 
COME NE ABBIAMO ORA 

Oggi alamo in un'ere d'lomanaa produzlone 
paramount. E* un'are plii grande dl quanta la 
oegglor parte dl nol rlcordl ad a foraa la noatra 
era piu grande dl tutta glacche ognl alngolo 
film cha Tlene prodotto h un film dl naaalmo ca- 
llbro. Effattlvemente, la noatra Casa non pro¬ 
duce plu ’plccoll* film, o film *dl coato llmlt£ 
to*. Oggl occorrono film grandl e la Paramount 
prowede a queata necaaalti nal mode plu pratloo 
poaalblle, clo^ facendo film grandl, film dl 
caaaatta. 

Na avrete vol ateaal, dal reato, una prove 

LOS ANGELES - Raf Vqllone (arrow),co-ster 
of "Harlow," with the Milan soccer team at 
the Stadium before the team's game against 
Mexico recently. Raf mqde the first kick-off, 
(Another picture of the event on Page 35). 

10^'fUN 

a paglna 19, dove a propoalto dl NEVADA SWTR 
troverete un annunclo come non al i mal fatto 
nella storla dal clnamatografo. La due paglna 
del New York Tlmea Ivl rlprodotte non aono che 
un piccolo Indlzlo del nuovo atlle a cul la no¬ 
stra caea ata oggl Informando la propria attl- 

vlti. C*i pol un altro film dl carattera aaao- 
lutamente eocezlonale, eloe THE OSCAR, cha aark 
un Intereaaantlaalmo lavoro baaato aul pin famo- 
so premlo del mondo. Sulla acelta dagll Inter¬ 
pret! delle auddette due palllcole, NEVADA Sllllfi 
e THE OSCAR, attualmente In levorazlona al no- 
strl studl dl Hollywood, troverete dettagll in 
sltre pagine del preacnte numero. 

Circa HARLOW, IN HARM’S WAY e THE SONS OF 
KATIE ELDER h auparfluo agglungere che eaal atan 
no dando la mlglior prove poaalblle del loro va- 
lore nel modo plu pratlco a naturala, ciok al 
botteghlno dal locall che 11 progremmano. Gift 
ultimata e pronte per la vialone abbiemo Inoltre 
una aerie dl lavorl che rappresentarft future de- 
clne dl mllionl dl dollarl d'lncasai. Pensata a 
quastl titoli ae volate rallegrarvl aln da ore: 
THE SPY WHO CAME IN FROM THE COLD, SANDS OF THE 
KALAHARI, PROMISE HER ANYTHING, OH DAD, POOR DAD, 
BOEING-BOEING, ALFIE, THE SKULL, APACHE DPRISINO. 
Tanto per citarne qualcuno. 

Abblamo anche la fortune dl avare dal gran 
dl produttori. prendete, par eeempio, Hal walllZ 
E* ateto aempre un vero craatore dl auccaaal. 
Ultlmamente cl ha dato un film della grandazza dl 
THE SONS OF KATIE ELDER nonche la aplendlda, dall 
zioaa commedla BOEING-BOEING, ad ora ata glrando~ 
HAWAIIAN PARADISE con Elvla prealay. E quando 
Hal Wallis fa un film dl Presley, si pu6 eontara 
au Ineasai d'oro. 

Per tornare alle noatre altre palllcole, 
non abblaox) blaogno dl esprlmervl 11 nostro an- 
tuslasmo per JUDITH che d presemtari un nuovo 
aspatto del talento drammstlco dl Sophia Loren: 
ne dl agglungere cha siemo incantatl dal film 
dl Howard Hawks RED LINE 7000, uno dal pl& bal 
lavorl sulle corse automoblllstlche che appasalo 
nard in modo partioolara ancha la nuova genara~ 
ziona. 

In brave, 11 leto produzlone della paramant 
non a mal steto ad un llvallo cosi alto coma 
I'attuala. La lungs campegna dl praparazione 
Intraprasa dal presldante George waltnar al finl 
dal primato della Paramount nella noetru Indu - 
stria coffllncls a dare 1 suol fruttl. Ora ata In 
nol la continue rasponsablllti dl far si cha 
quests magnifies produzlone eh'agll ol ha proou3P 
rato rlesca ad assicursra 11 mssslmo randimento 
possiblla In ognl slngolo psese dal mondo dove 
aslsta tin ufflelo Parsmovint. 

A SPECIAL FEATURETTE on Hal Wallis' 
"The Sons of Katie Elder," entitled "Outlaws 
of the Old West," has been shown on 47 TV 
stations in the U.S. and Canada, with an 
aggregate audience of more than 17,000,000 
viewers. 

The featurette, which will continue to 
be shown throughout the summer as the Para¬ 
mount release opens in new engagements, 
compares the Elder brothers of the film with 
some of the famous outlaws and renegades of 
the 19th century. 
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EUROPE 

LISB(»I - There is no miss- ' 
ing the attractions advertised 
at the Imperio Cinema. This big 
poster is for "Where Love Has 
Gone." 

BEIRUT, Lebanon - Striking 
front of the Empire TheJ?tre du¬ 
ring the highlv successful en¬ 
gagement of "The Carpetbaggers." 

RIGHT 

C&IRO, Egypt - Part of the 
forecourt of tne Radio Cinema, 
with towering figures of George 
Peppard and Carroll Baker domi¬ 
nating the exiting audience du¬ 
ring the fantastically success¬ 
ful engagement of "The Carpet¬ 
baggers." 

HOLLYWOOD - "Harlow" 
co-star Raf Vallone dis¬ 
cussing the Pararaount pic¬ 
ture with Mrs. Kosta 
Alexander Athineos, Greek 
film correspondent. 

French 
Awards for 
Peter 
O'Toole. 

P*RIS - The eminent 

French trade journal,Le 
Film Francais, has 
named Peter O'Toole as 
the "best foreign actor 
of the year." 

The Academie du 
Cinema has bestowed on 
Mr. O'Toole its Crystal 
Star for his perfomprice 
in Hal Wallis' "Becket." 

Both awards will be 
presented to the star 
in October, at which 
time we will photograph¬ 
ically report the events. 

a/rt<v/HUfh. 

BERLIN — Eye-catching display of Paramount product on 
this city's celebrated Kurfurstendamm during the recent Ber¬ 
lin Film Festival. Pictures advertised are "The Amorous Ad¬ 

ventures of Moll Flanders," "In Harm's Way" and "Where Love 
Has Gone." First and third of the pictures were showing at 
the Film-Buhne Wien, and the Otto Preminger massive drama 
at the Zoo Pa last. 

i DE L 

i S 

i 1 n 
|i HHL*J 

MADRID - Spectacular and exciting premiere of the Para¬ 
mount Spanish production, "Currito De La Cruz" at the Cine 
Madrid here. Event was witnessed personally by "r, Stanton 
Griffis, director of Paramount Pictures Corporation, and 
former Chairman of the Executive Committee of the Company. 

In centre is ^r. Stanton Griffis (who is still affec¬ 
tionately called Mr. Ambassador on account of his wonderful 
tenure as United States Ambassador to Spain several years 
agoj. Reading from left: General manager Frank A. Siter with 
several members of the cast of "Currito De La Cruz" — 
Arturo Fernandez, Manuel Cano (El Pireo), Soledad Miranda. 
Paco Rabal, Mercedes Vecino. 

With August about to get off the calendar for 
1965, we can expect a flock of most interesting film 
news from the Continental Division for next issue. 
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When the title of the 
film 35?ys "The N;iked 
Prey," it means it! And 
you can thank your lucky 
stars that you've never 
been placed in the spot 
that Cornel Wilde finds 
himself in, in this very 
exciting, very thrilling 
and quite breathless Uln, 

KIRK DOUGLAS has the 
role of U.5» General 
George S, Patton in the 
current mighty Seven *rts 
production, "Is Paris 
Burning?" now being filmed 
in Paris for Paramount 
world release. This will 
mark the first time that 
General Patton has been 
impersonated in a dramatic 
motion picture. 

Bogota 
Bonanza! 

BOGOTA'', Colombia — 
Manager Victor Coi*tes is 
really turning handspring 
over "The Carpetbaggers." 
The queues at the Opei*a 
Cinema at right have res¬ 
ulted in the Joseph E. 
Levine-Paramount product¬ 
ion becoming Colombia's 
"highest grossing picture 
outside of 'The Ten Comm¬ 
andments '." 

MEHR PARAMOUNT-FILME 
IN DER PRODUKTION ALS 
JE ZUVOR IN DEN VERGAN- 
GENEN ZWANZIG JAHREN 

Wir befinden uns in einem Zeitabschnitt 

enormer Paramount-Produktionen. Es ist 
eine Ara, die groDer ist ais aJie, an 

die wir uns erinnern kdnnen, denn je- 

der Film ist von einzigartiger (^uali- 

tat. Wir machen keine "kleinen" oder 

'mi11eImaBigen" Filme mehr, es sind 

groDe Kassenschiager, wie sie die 
Welt von heute verlangt. 

Ein Beispiel dal'ur finden Sie auf 

Seite 19, wo wir iiber NEVADA SMITH 

berichten, der nicht seinesgleichen 

in der Filmgeschichte findet. Diese 

beiden Seiten in der New York Times 
sind typisch fur den Kurs, den Para¬ 

mount nun eingeschlagen hat. Dann ist 

hier noch DER"OSKAR'J eine ungewbhn- 

liche, ieidenschaftliche Produktion, 

die sich mit der Verleihung des welt- 

bekannten Filmpreises auseinandersetzt. 

Beide Filme - NEVADA SMITH und DER 
"OSKAR" -werden zur Zeit in den Holly¬ 

wood Studios gedreht; Einzelheiten 

iiber die Besetzung finden Sie an an- 

derer Stelle. 

DIE WELT DER JEAN HARLOW, ERSTER SIEG 

und DIE SOHNE DER KATIE ELDER bewei- 

sen ihre Qualitat bereits an dem ein- 

deutigsten Gradmesser - der Kinokasse. 

Bereits fertiggestellt und kurz vor 

der Auffiihrung stehen eine Reihe von 

Filmen, deren Geschaftswert einige 

I0 Millionen Dollar betragt - man 

kbnnte diese Filme als Goldgruben be- 

zeichnen: DER SPION, DER AUS DER KALTE 

KAM, DIE VERDAMMTEN DER KALAHARI, VER- 

SPRICH IHR ALLES, OH VATER, ARMER VA- 

TER, MAMA HING DICH IN DEN SCHRANK, 

UND ICH BIN GANZ KRANK, BOEING-BOEING, 

ALFIE, DER SCHADEL, DIE APACHEN, Wir 

haben hier nur ein paar aufgezahlt. 

Und dann haben wir auch groGe Produ- 

zenten. Nehmen wir z.B. Hal Wallis. 

Er ist vielleicht der bestandigste 

Erfolgsproduzent. Wir brauchen nur an 

seine groGen Filme wie DIE SOHNE DER 

KATIE ELDER und die Kombdie BOEING- 

BOEING zu denken. Zur Zeit hat er ei- 

nen neuen Presley vor der Kamera, 

PARADIES HAWAII. Wenn Hal Wallis einen 

Presley-Film dreht, dann bedeutet das 

pures Gold. 

Wir woilen in unserer Begeisterung noch 

einen Augenblick bei JUDITH verweilen, 

der durch die dramatische Interpreta¬ 

tion durch Sophia Loren als Meilenstein 

betrachtet werden kann. Wir freuen uns 

auf ROTE LINIE 7000, der besonders fiir 

die jiingere Generation zu einem Er- 
lebnis werden wird. 

Kurz gesagt, die Produktions-Aktivitat 

der Paramount-Organisation war noch 
nie so groG wie in diesen Tagen. Pre¬ 

sident George Weltner's intensive und 

durchdachte Planung fiir die Vorrang- 

stellung unserer Firma in der Film- 

industrie bringt Frlichte. Es obliegt 
nun unserer Verantwortung, dafiir zu 

sorgen, daG dieser Erfolg bleibt und 

daG wir Paramounteers in der ganzen 

Welt das duGerste aus den Filmen machen. 



Press-Music 
Screening for 
"Moll Flanders" 

LONDON - Jqck Upfold's pub¬ 
lic relations task force held a 

most successful magazine and 
music screening, recently, of 
Mqrcel Heilman's production, 
"The imorous Adventures of Moll 
Flanders." Shovm above are Mr. 
Heilman, Mr. Upfold and Bill 
Pay of Motion Picture Herald. 

Mr. Heilman is shown here 
with Elspeth Grant ("She" and 
"Tatler") and Sidney Vauncez 
("Courier"). 

Also attending were Ben 
Toney. Radio London; Paul Holl- 
ingdale, BBC; John Addision and 
Malcolm Morris,ABC-TV; Roger 
Ordish, BBC "Roundabout"; Simon 
Dee, BBC and Luxembourg d/j. 

...and Robert Angles, RCA- 
Victor, releasing the soundtrack 
LP; Leslie Pound, Paramount 
showmanship manager; Howard Kent 
and John Addision. 

John Addision, shown twice 
above, composed and conducted 
the music score for "The Amor¬ 
ous Adventures of Moll Flanders," 
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BRITAIN’S 
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Okay for "Moll" 
Here's London' Daily Cinema's 

rating of "The Amorous Adv<^ntures of 
Moll Flanders," in the trade paper's 
issue of July 21st.: 

Rating: Bustling, bawdy, bright 
and breezy period romp, based on 

Daniel Defoe's saucy classic set in 

eighteenth century England: hand¬ 

somely staged, dressed and photo¬ 

graphed; packed with lively fun, 

sexy shennanigans and star perfor¬ 

mances, Outstanding box-office 

X-spectacular for popular halls,.. 

It should keep audiences queueing 

and chuckling for a long time to 

come. 

The Plaza Premiere 
Of "Moll Flanders" 

ALL ABOUT "ALFIE" 

LONDON - This informal group is on the 
set of "Alfie," now in production at Twickenham 
Studios as,a Paramount release. "Alfie" is being 
made from tipn Naughton's stage play of a Lon¬ 
doner who was irresistible to girls. Michael 
Caine, at left (he was the almost insufferable 
lieutenant in "Zulu"), is the star of thebouncy 
comedy. Others in the group, from left, are: 
Mrs. Lewis Gilbert; John Gilbert; Howard Harri¬ 
son. managing director of Paramount British 
Pictures, Lta., and Lewis Gilbert, producer and 
director of "Alfie." 

LONDON - Recently, a distinguished Church 
of England priest, Father Edwyn Young, Rector 
of Liverpool, and well-known to many Paramount 
personnel in New York and Hollywood, was here 
to fulfil a preaching engagement. 

He carried a briefcase, and rather shook 
one of his brother clergy when he opened it. 
The case contained three books - a prayer book, 
a Bibl^ and a copy of the book "Harlow"." 

Father Young is an avid film fan and was 
looking forward to seeing "Harlow" at the 
Plaza. He also was expecting to see how master¬ 
fully the subject matter of the book had been 
handled by the film's producer. 

LONDON - Lobby of the 
Plaza, with the Plaza 
Girls (usherettes) in 
their 'Moll Flanders' cos¬ 
tumes. In the Sedan Chair, 
Miss Maureen Lane, who 
arrived at the theatre in 
coach-and-four, imperson¬ 
ating the real and the 
cinema 'Moll Flanders.' 

The Daily Cinema de¬ 
voted four full pages 

to photographs of the 
•Moll Flanders* premi¬ 
ere. Event's scope and 
color rated this special 
attention. 

Scene outside the 
Plaza for the spectacular 
coach arrival of 'Moll 
Flanders' and the Plaza 
Girls, 

Inside the Plaza, one 
of the most fashionable 
premiere audiences in many 
months. 

Away from the Plaza, 
inside the city's newspa¬ 
per offices, critics who 
had seen the picture ear¬ 
lier, were writing a host 
of fine reviews. 
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PARAMOUNT 

SHORTS 
ARE REALLY TERRIFIC 

....And some of the II.S. P^ramounteers are mighty 
well aware of the fact. We have evidence of this 
on another page. 

Paramount's happy new cartoon series, 
"Honey Half-Witch," is having a spirited 
publicity and advertising campaign put in 
back of it. Here are both sides of a flier 
given wide distribution the past couple of 
weeks and announcing, among other facts,that 
Paramount will release 2 "Honey Half-Witch" 
subjects during the remainder of I965. 

Last line in the copy on the page with 
the three cartoons, says: "Honey Half-Witch" 
is an updated feature, conceived to entei*- 
tain the grownups and enchant the kidsi 

First of the "Honey Halfwitch" series 
has been screened. It created unreserved 
pleasure. It bears the cute and remember- 
able title of "POOR LITTLE WITCH GIRL." It 
should be widely booked and should produce 
a 'witch wevenue.' 

No salesman is adequately equipped if 
he lacks facts about his product. In our 
business this applies equally to short feat¬ 
ures as it does to features. So now that our 
shorts have a marked upbeat in audience app¬ 
eal, Mario Ohio has revived Tfact sheets' on 
all shorts. Above is reproduction of the one 
on the highly risible "The Itch." Others re¬ 
cently released tell of "Poor Little Witch 
Girl," "Here Comes Rusty" and "Snow Fun." 

On Page 6, In the branch news columns, we find this item from 
Cincinnati: " Boss, Chuck Caligiuri, informed us that the first Para¬ 
mount Week was the biggest week on shorts that we've had since 1961. 
This was really great to hear!" Well, a great deal of credit for the 
constant upbeat effort on short features rests in the constant press¬ 
ure which Fred Leroy gives branch standings on shorts in the Sales 
Manual. He effectively lets the world know who is up and who is down 
in the constant effort to secure for our splendid short features the 
measure of distribution and playing time they are entitled to. 

You must pardon the above interruption by the peregrinating, 
perambulating, wifely-bedeviled "Mr. Itch," This happy cartoon fig¬ 
ure, having learned to sprout his own wings and fly at will, takes off 
by day or by night. The one above is one of his nocturnal sorties — 
because the only reason for going to Paris by day would be to see the 
Eiffel Tower, And the Tower is not on the mind of "Mr. Itch," 

The Itch that Mr. Fetters develops on his 
bus ride home from the office causes a 
remarkable thing to happen. He sprouts 
wings. Fetters tries to tell his wife 
about his new wings, but she's too busy 
watching television. He decides to give 
then a try and discovers he can really fly. 
Fetters is mistaken for a mysterious flying 
monster by his neighbors but Is finally able 
to convince the police that he has Just 
been taking an innocent little fly-about. 
The police, however, won’t let Fetters fly 
without a license. In order to get to the 
license bureau before It closes he decides 
to fly, and In the process Is shot down by 
Col. Bloodsport as tne Colonel Is describing 
a safari that he has been on. Fetters gets 
up, dusts himself off and heads for home, 
minus one pair of wings. 

"TRE ITCH* - Modern Madcap - 
a whimsical story of a man 
who sprouts wings and starts 
flying about London until he 
Is shot down by mistake. 

We would like 
very much to 

illustrate, or 
report, 
some advertising, 
publicity 
or 

showmanship 
relating to a 
Pa ra mount 
Short 
Feature.Do 
you 
have any 
such material 
that we 
could use in 
next month's 
special 
Product Issue? 
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INTERESTING PARAMOUNT EVENTS 

tKeU.S. i CANADA 
smn-amu, 

AN JNFUOHT MOTION PICTUNC PRCSENTATlON gHFUGi ■Hyk 

TOWN TAMER 
r--- -•-«..-.•••«•••• 
« A SOUVENIR OF YOUR FLIGHT ON 

HOLLYV/OOD - Cover of a 
Strato-Cinema Program featuring 
the ».C.Lyles productionj"Town 
Tamer." Tnis program is issued 
by Inflight Motion Pictures 
Inc. and distributed on TOA, 
United Airlines, Philippines 
Airlines and Pakistan Internat¬ 
ional Airlines. 

To be chosen as an Inflight 
attraction is a soecial mark of 
distinction for a production. 

NEW YORK - Another of the 
fine "Harlow" window displays 
p Alexanders Department Stores 
(see Page 9). These displays 
were among the finest ever sec¬ 
ured in the Manhattan area. 

DETROIT - Joseph E. Levine, 
at left, with Adolph Goldberg, 
partner in Commiinity Theatres. 

JULY 'SSU6D IN THE INTEREST OF FAtwIOUS PLAVERS 
VI.I EMPLOVEES AND ASSOCIATES COAST-TO-COAST 

i'nportonf fK ^ /, 

'’'Odu,.,. 

'"od,, 

■»!. tv.. 

°PPP«' O. ,h. ,0,77,.7" '•'"""''Vlll.' “""B p.,.. 
hove ai 

e'nployee, )„ ,a ' ond 

FAMOUS * 
PLAYERS' 
SUMNER 

GALAXir 
OF FINE. 
FILMS 
Celeb^iing it 

45 
of Leadership 

in Entertainment 
TORONTO - This July issue of the 

always "What's New?" company public¬ 
ation of Famous Players Canadian Cor¬ 
poration has been dedicated to the 
proposition that "The film product cf 
1965 is the best in film history," 

President R.W.Bolstad's cover 
editorial is massively supported by 
the messages of Messrs. Ben Geldsaler, 
Bob Eves and Bill Summerville on the 
inside pages; and just as impressiv¬ 
ely by the wonderful roxind-up of all 
of the top product which Famous Play¬ 
ers (a Paramount Pictures subsidiary) 
is, or will be, playing. 

Toppers among the Paramount line¬ 
up in the publication are: "In Harm's 
Way," "Harlow." "The Sons of Katie 
Elder" and "Tne Family Jewels." 

Next month's (September) issue 
of Paramount World will be devoted 
to current and forthcoming product 
with information gathered by the 
editor in a comprehensive Hollywood 
stud 10 V i s i t. 

Disc stars Jan and Dean 
are welcomed to the Paramount Studio by studio 
and production head Howard W. Koch. The two 
young singers, who have a tremendous national 
and international phonograph record following, 
are starring in the upcoming Paramotint feature 
comedy, "Easy Come, Easy Go." 

Events Overseas 

LONDON - Gay group in the lobby of the 
Plaza Theatre, evening of July 22nd, as "The 
Amorous Adventures of Moll Flanders" premi¬ 
ered in very auspicious fashion. Paramount 
manaeine director Russell W. H-’dley, Jr.con¬ 
gratulates the celebrated Plaza Girls on their 
colorful gowns of the "Moll Flinders" period- 

BARCELONA, Spain - Queues at the Fantasio 
Theatre for "Seven Days In May." 
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John Wayne and Dean 
Martin both were in happy 
frames of mind during the 
making of "The Sons of 
Katie Elder," and they are 
undoubtedly even happier 
now that they know that 
the Hal Wallis thriller is 
registering such wonderftiL 
U.S. business. 

OKLAHOMA CITY - Cover 
of the Oklahoma Racer em¬ 
phasizes the "Harlow" 
atmosphere of the big 
Trophy Dash of July 21st, 
with local model Claire 
Evans a very striking 
Carroll Baker look-alike, 
Claire also did some very 
effective posing as Jean 
Harlow in the lobby of 
the Plaza Theatre as the 
Joseph E. Levine product¬ 
ion premiered. 

FLAn RAMBLES IN FEATURE 
I Eichor 2nil As 6,279 
I Fans Aneml Thriller 

If 

Former into Rite Queen -- 
lj«'(irroll Qater' loot » 

1^-3 

This page in July 26th Daily Cinema of 
London is a high compliment to British star 
Suzanna Leigh following her signing of a 7- 
year contract with Hal Wallis. Miss Leigh 
did so well as the British air hostess in Mr. 
Wallis' "Boeing-Boeing" that he at once 
signed her to be leading lady for Elvis Pres¬ 
ley in the currently-filming "Hawaiian Para¬ 
dise." 

MEET SUZANNA LEIGH.. 

The Jerry Lewis comedy, "The Family 
Jewels," was scheduled for a mass opening in 
more than 100 New York Metropolitan area 
theatres on August 11th. Circuits participat¬ 
ing in the multiple engagement include RKO, 
Skouras, Century, Brandt, Interboro, Rand- 
force and Prudential. 

SEATTLE, Wash. - Director of "The Slen¬ 
der Thread, Sidney Pollack, at left, and the 
film's cameraman. Loyal Griggs, seen against 
some of the remaining buildings of the 
Seattle World's Fair of three years ago. 

Obituaries 

RACHEL SMITH 

Rachel Smith, 68, who formed 
the first Paramount studios school 
for children in pictures, died of 
cancer at the Motion Picture 
Country Hospital on July 20 after a 
15-years’ illness. During her 20 
yeers at Paramount, where she taught 
msny juvenile players who later rose 
to recognition on' the screen, she 
pioneered in setting up teacning 
standards and techniques still in 
use today. 

Among her pupils were Bqby Le 
Roy, Mary Brian, Betty Bronson, 
Jackie Coogan, Jackie Cooper, Mar¬ 
sha Hunt, Philippe de Lacy, Diana 
Lynn, Donald O'Connor, Shirley 
Temple, Loretta Young, Producers 
who recognized her handling of 
children in their productions incl¬ 
uded the late Cecil B. DeMille. 
David 0. Selznick, Buddy De Syiva, 
Ernest Lubitsch, Preston Sturges, 
and Charles Brackett and Norman 
Taurog. 

Surviving are two brothers. The 
services were private, family req¬ 
uesting that in lieu of flowers 
donations be made in her name to the 
Motion Picture Relief Fund, 

The British Council 
H. M. TNI QUIlN 

• ANTA LUCIA ttA 

CASILLA It4 . O 
• AMTIAOO 

3AN/960/2 21st July, I965. 

Dear Mr. Lauphoiner, 

Thank you very much for your letter of 

July the 2nd and the excellent recording taken froa 

the 3<xind track of "Beckett". We look forward to 

hearing the date of the "premiere" in Santiago ao that 

we oan give the fila publicity in our radio pro gramme 

and in the Institute. 

Tours sincerely, 

Representative 

Safi or 
Juan Laupheiaer, 
C« rente, 
Paraaount Pllas of Chile, Ine., 
Casilla 3U2, 
aAUTUGO. 

SANTIAGO, Chile - A fine piece of P^re- 
raount public relations was the action by 
Chile manager Juan Laupheimer that produced 
the above fine reaction from The British 
Council in this part of the world. 
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TWO (2) WHOLE PAGES 
IN THE NEW YORK TIMES 

OF SUNDAY. JULY 18TH 

iiiiiiiiii||||| 

iiiillllll ... 
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you like your motion picture entertainment Big, Bold Adult 
and Exciting, you will find it-and much, much more in 

NEVADA SMITH 

Joseph E. Levine presents 

STEVE McQueen 1^ 

KARL MALDEN 

BRIAN KEITH m 
fe^lARTHUR KENNEDY 

"NEVADA SMITH” 

RAF VALLQNE ■ MARTIN LANDAU ■ HOWARD OA SILVA • PAT HINGLE 
IMMMOUNIPCW 

Rnllg+jp On July 22nd, President Weltner 
received the fdllowing telegram from 

Howard W. Koch, studio and production head: VISITED "NEVADA SMITH" 
MOUNTAIN LOCATION AT LONE PINE YESTERDAY WITH JOE LEVINE. ENTHUSIASM 
OF ENTIRE CAST AND DIRECTOR WAS MOST STIMULATING. THEY ALL FEEL THEY 
ARE MAKING A BIG AMD SUCCESSFUL WESTERN. STEVE McQUEEN VERY COMPLIM¬ 
ENTARY ABOUT HATHAWAY'S DIRECTING AND TALKED ABOUT POSSIBILITY DOING 
ANOTHER PICTURE WITH HENRY. ALL IN ALL THE TRIP TO THE LOCATION WAS 

MOST REWARDING. BEST  HOWARD W, KOCH 

The Cast at Press Time 

STEVE McQUEEN, KARL MALDEN, BRIAN KEITH, ARTHUR KENNEDY, 
PAT HINGLE, HOWARD DA SILVA, RAF VALLONE, MARTIN LANDAU, 
rENE EVANS 

Yet To Be Cast: 

Cameraman.LUCIEN BALLARD 

THREE VITAL WOMEN 



HOWARDHAWm 

III 

SUN ELECTRIC 
goes to 

HOLLYWOOD 

TIm sun sum TACH. Mr. 

Hawks Turns to Sun 
Electric For Leading Actor 

RIGHT 
SUN ElKTRIC 'tuc* otimki wn mt touiruerr at fAtA 
MOUNT STUOlOt TO TUNf ur ANO CHia(.OUt IN«>N(t ON CAtS UtID 
M NiW ro* LOCATION tMOOIMA 

Authontic Eocing Scones in Howard Hawks' Eed Line 7000 

Sandy Reed, one of the best known U.S. auto racing announc 
ers, has been signed by producer-director Howard Hawks for speC' 
ial scenes in "Red Line 7000," 

Reed, who is chief announcer for Riverside International 
Raceway and who announces at other major U.S. courses, will be 
seen in his real-life role as the man behind the mike in stock 
car racing sequences shot at Riverside,Hscot,Daytona,Charlotte. 

The story of three girls in love with race car drivers, 
"Red Line 7000" stars Gail Hire, Laura Devon, Marianna Hill, 
James Ward, James Caan, John Robert Crawford, Norman Alden and 
Charlene Holt 

STARS N 

Movi* ctoitup of Suit Super T«ch 

It is filmed in color by Technicolor 



MALIBU Beach, Calif. - 
Salome Jens, who has step¬ 
ped from the Broadway stage 
to the female lead opposite 
Rock Hudson in "Seconds," 
takes a spell from that 
thriller to sample the Pac¬ 
ific Ocean. 

HOLLWOOD - Stephen 
Boyd, left, star of the 
Joseph E. Levine production, 
"The Oscar." a Paramount re¬ 
lease, chatting with Belgian 
correspondent Florent Dhont 
(Cine Revue, Brussels) on 
the set of the picture. 

ALBANY,N.Y. - Pictured 
here at right is John 
Serfustino, Paramounteer 
from Buffalo where, over a 
long span of Paramount 
service he established a 
splendid sales record. He 
is now the newlv appointed 
Pararaoxint branch manager 
in Albany. 

LONDON - Elizabeth Taylor 
(Mrs. Richard Burton), who was 
on the set much of the time du¬ 
ring the filming of "The Spy 
Who Came In From The Cold,"con¬ 
ferred often with producer- 
director Martin Rltt, 

INTERNATIONAL 
PERSONALITIES 
IN PARAMOUNT 
CINEMA EVENTS 

MADRID - Stanton Griffis, 
member of the board of directors 
of Paramount Pictures Corcorat- 
ion, dining with eminent t!.3. 
columnist Shellah Graham and 
members of the cast of the Par¬ 
amount Spanish production, 
"Currito De La Cruz," following 
the premiere of the film at the 
Cine Madrid, it left is Soledad 
Miranda, co-star of the film. 

CHICAGO - Producer Jos¬ 
eph E. Levine (r) with 
David Wallersteln .recently 
retired head of tne Balab^ 
& Katz Circuit during the 
showmanship concentration 
on "Harlow," 

SYDNEY - Among the noted 
Australian newsmen who did 
not 'have to have their 
arms twisted' in order to 
be photographed with Jan 
Rennison at the Prince Ed¬ 
ward Theatre premiere of 
"Harlow," was the eminent 
columnist Jim Macdougall, 
of the Daily Mirror, 

MONTEGO BlY, Jamaica, W®?t 
Indies - Two young visitors to 
the set of "Oh Dad, Poor Dad, 
Mamma's Hung You In The Closet 
And I'm Feelin' So Sad" w-.tch 
proceedings on the picture with 
co-star Robert Morse. One of 
the kiddies seems to be a bit 
of a critic. 

LONDON - Welcoming 'Moll 
Flanders' (Maureen Lane) to the 
Plaza Theatre premiere of "The 
Amorous Adventures of Moll 
Flanders" is Mr. Peter King, 
executive of the Shipman & King 
Circuit of cinemas. 

25 YearsI 

five n.. 
linkman at the pfaza Th^’ 

HaJes despatch dept.; Mr. Hadley; Mrs. Marion 
”wii Leonard Kerr, traffic dept.; Michael 
Selbv aiid Tomother qualifying members, Kay 
oeioy and Tom Sabberton, were absent on holidays). ^ 
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Everyone delighted 
thqt ^irs, George Welt- 
ner, wife of our pres- 
ident, is making such 

a splendid convalescence following her recent 
accident. The good wishes of the entire world 
wide organization are with her. 

A most welcome addition to our mailroom 
service during the summer has been John 
Skoyles. His willin,gne3s and agility are attr¬ 
ibutes which should carry him far in whatever 
career he chooses.Nice to see Telegraph 
Manager Tommy Tinson acting as an unpaid but 
completely cheerful Times Square guide for 
out-of-town visitors overwhelmed by the magni¬ 
tude of Manhattan. 

Anna Shaughnessy, with Social Security and 
Medicare on so many minds these days, has be¬ 
come an even busier Paramounteer. Her careful 
and detailed advice is deeply appreciated by 
all who seek it.And when it comes to 
helpfulness and cheerfulness, a couple of well 
chosen orchids for our chief telephone oper¬ 
ator, Florence Donovan. 

Continuing our ‘beauty care‘ information 
for those of our readers who want it, as well 
as for any who choose to think that they might 
want it, we quote the following from a public¬ 
ity release on "The Amorous Adventures of Moll 
Flanders": 

During the filming of "Moll Flanders," 
star kirn Novak had so many fights that make-up 
artist George Frost had to invent a special 
cover-up fluid for bruises. The multiple 
bmises Miss Novak was acquiring in her strug¬ 
gles, both amorous and otherwise, were getting 
more and more difficult to disguiseo 

Make-up man Frost refuses to divulge the 
exact nature of his cover-up fluid, but girls 
who bruise easily will have one of their major 
make-up problems solved next year when he mar¬ 
kets his miracle worker commercially. 

(Meanwhile, girls, try and save your 
bruises until 19665. 

Tenth floor yacation plans have been var¬ 
ied in nature. Hy Smith and his wife have been 
visiting the historical sections of New Eng¬ 
land, with presumably a glimpse of Cape Cod; 
Patty Powers Crozier, secretary to President 
James E. Perkins, is spending her vacation at 
home in Mount Vernon (N.Y.) on those home act¬ 

ivities not always possib¬ 
le where New Haven commut¬ 
ing is concerned. Arraand 
Cardea has taken his spell 
away from 1501 Broadway in 
segments allowing for short 
family car journeys. 

Some <?irl3 are 
unmarried for the same 
reason some drivers run 
out of gas. They pass 
too many filling stat¬ 
ions looking for their 
favorite brand. 

HOME OFFICE 
NEWS ITEMS 

irmi- 
iic earlv days. The 
the heavy weaving, 
cn wound the shut- 
the women spun and 
is. The Early Amerl- 
eloped the over-all 
caving of our ances- 
/n as "Colonial Over- 
le Honeysuckle Pat- 
used to great extent 

f its versatility. 

i Special 
laus Land 

t of his cage and give 
bunny a big kiss. A 
ascs the door of his 
the lilUe rabbit hops 

the fence and kisses 
Stic) girl friend. He 
s back into bis cage 

is a Fortune Teller. 
:od3. She knows the 

Honda is an ordi- 
icken but she does 
□ what you would cx- 
n an ordinary chick- 
choose a question and 

jvill answer "yes" or 
lie questions include 
be lucky in love?"; 
have financial trou- 

"Is this my lucky 
"Am I putting on too 
igbl?"; "Will it rain 
and "Will my health 

itinucd on Page 2) 

VJl fM 'LfBI^oS? BVePf d'ay*^rtT®*"U ™lL tSe m'a^ oF 
S^ta Claus Land and almost the Christmas Spirit. 

Our Newest Attraction 
This beautiful young lady 

strumming the guitar is none 

other than Miss Diane (Bunny) 
Durand. She bails from Hack¬ 
ensack, Hew Jersey and will 
be seen and beard daily 
throughout the summer months 
singing in the Little German 
Band Stand at Santa Claus 
Land. 

"Buony" is a folk singer and 
a sophomore music major at 
Indiana University at Bloom¬ 

ington, Indiana. She is spend¬ 
ing' her summer vacation 
working with Santa Claus who 
she explains is indeed Santa 
everyday. She enjoys singing 
and playing and meeting the 
thousands of people who stop 
at Santa Claus Land. 

She is the daughter of Mr. 
and Mrs. Reno Durand of 
Hackensack, N. J. Sbe sang in 
a trio during her high school 
years. Be sure to stop by and 
say hello to "Bunny”. 

They include types of entei 

talnment that arc of interct 

to people of all ages. 

Talented musicians, corned 

acts, animal acts, magicians 

acrobats, etc., arc but a fc> 

of the special events you wU 

observe during your visit t 

Santa Claus Land. 

River Boat 
Museum Now 
On Display 

Another special attraction 
has been added for visitors to 
Santa Claus Land. Colonel 
George Borum of Ceotralia, 
rUlnois, has brought bis diS' 
play of miniature river boats 
to Santa Qaus Land. 

This display is made up of 
24 scale model river boats that 
once plied the Ohio and Mis¬ 
sissippi ^vers. Included are 
the almost antique side-wbeel- 
er, the stem wheeler, early 
steam boat, a flat boat that 
was used by young Abe Lin¬ 
coln and many others. 

This display 1 s located 
in a special trailer on tbe 
grounds of Santa Qaus Land. 
Colonel Borum also has a per¬ 
manent river boat display at 
Clarksville, Mo. 

h:/\ 
" PLACES OF INTEREST 

ALONG THE HIGHWAYS 

LEADING TO 
SANTA CLAUS LAND 

This is a reproduction of part of the front 
pj^ge of The Santa Claus T^es, Santa Claus, 
Indiana, issue of June 19o5. The ParamoTinteer 
who sent the item to us, wrote: "The picture 
isn't much good, I'm afraid, but the ^folksinger' 
is." 

You see, our contributor is Ray Durand, Par¬ 
amount International's Comptroller, and the 
cute and capable 'folksinger' is his daughter 
Diane. 

He also adds, with paternal pride, this 
note: "That high school trio referred to was one 
she organized, mad° prize-winning arrangements 
for, directed and won First Place in the Bergen 
County (New Jersey) Hootenanny in 1963." 

The eminent spot occupieci by "Is P?iris 
Bumins?" in txhe book section of The New 
York Times ( ^2, as of now), focusses spec¬ 
ial attention on the fact that Paramount’s 
Paris-made production of this towering sub¬ 
ject is fast emerging as one of the greatest 
films in our company’s history. 

We believe there is talk of organizing two athletic ac¬ 
tivities, softball and bowling, on an industry-wide basis. 
Paramount was instrumental In organizing the defunct Variety 
Softball League quite a number of seasons ago and has 
trophies to prove that it was the champion team in four of 
the five years it was in existence. In bowling, we had a 
representative team in the Industrial Bowling League where 
the strong teams represented Metropolitan Life, United States 

De-Luxe Laboratories, Equitable Life Insurance and 
Childs Restaurants. In the softball field our biggest rivals 
were 20th Century-Fox, C.B.S., N.B.C., National Screen Ser¬ 
vice and General Artists Corporation. 

As we said earlier, these matters are only In the dis¬ 
cussion stage. We will report later when and if any definite 
decisions are arrived at. 
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A SUCCESS STORY SCREENLAND STYLE 

Producer, Actor 

A Veteran Team 
By GLENN HAWKINS 

A relationship of- com¬ 
plete harmony between an 
actor and his producer is 
as rare as snow falling on 
Gower Street. But there is 
such a mutual admiration 
society existing on the Para¬ 
mount lot between Richard 
Arlen and A. C. Lyles. 

Richard Arlen tells the 
story of an energetic young 
office boy whom he called 
"The Gripper,” because the 
youngster was always ready 
with an enthusiastic hand¬ 
shake for every studio big 
wig. 

Arlen had a genuine lik¬ 
ing for the boy and he gave 
him an engraved watch in 
1940, “because I thought it 
would be a great idea If 
he could tell time.” 

The office boy, A. C. Lyles, 
today is one of Hollywood’s 
busiest producers and he's 
still wearing the watch. 

"And I’ve never made a 
picture without Richard 
Arlen,” says Lyles. “The 
first script always goes to 
him and he picks his own 
role.” 

Richard Arlen has suc¬ 
cessfully bridged the silents, 
talkies, and TV. And his 
“star” has not lost the 
glimmer It had when he 
donned It In the first Acad¬ 
emy Award picture “Wings” 
In 1928. 

LONG-TIME PALS! And business Associates, too, are 

producer A. C. Lyles and veteran actor Richard Arlen, 

shown on the set ot their current production at Para¬ 

mount, "Apache Uprising." 

Arlen has made some 250 
motion pictures and still 
averages six a year. 

Says Arlen: "A.C. and his 
actors never discuss salary, 
billing, good or bad cam¬ 
era profile shots, dressing 
rooms or anything like 
th^t. We don’t care about 
such things. 

“Everybody wants to work 
for him. He met Keenan 
Wynn walking across the 
lot one day and asked him 
about being in a film. Wynn 
showed up on his day off. 

“Michael Landon came 

over from the Bonanza set 
and did a stunt in a fight 
scene. A.C.’s formula Is 
successful. He hires actors 
known all over the world, 
pros who know what the 
script calls for and follow 
through without having to 
be told, consequently, he’s 
through in less time and 
money. We finished “Apache 
Uprising” in ten days and 
it’s a good film. I did seven 
and one half pages of dia¬ 
logue in one and a half 
hours and then was on the 
golf course. 

“The temperamental 
,star.<5 were problems to be¬ 
gin with,’^ says Arlen. "Ari 
actor who displays tempera 
ment. who doesn’t have any 
respect for anybody is harm 
ing the image of the mo 
tion picture industry. 

“Temperament is just 
plain old bad manners. 
Time and time again I’ve 
gone to producers and told 
them that a particular role 
wasn’t right for me. They 
listened to my complaints 
and had them examined 
and 1 was never completely 
overidden. The time to com¬ 
plain is when you first get 
the script. 

“A real star shows respec' 
for the industry and the 
company for which he 
works. And he .shows re 
spect for himself and for 
his position. He's a public 
servant. He should dre.ss 
with the same dignity as 
does the executive. What 
would happen if President 
Johnson came to work all 
the time dressed in over¬ 
alls? Most of the .stars to¬ 
day earn more money than 
John.son. 

“And appearing at a thea¬ 
ter opening somewhere fof 
a man who has spent a lot of 
money to build it is the 
very least we can do. 

“Rory Calhoun said it 
best one day on the set. 
‘Kindness and gentility are 
looked upon by many as 
weaknesses.’ What the in¬ 
dustry needs is a school for 
spanking.” 

lllllllimMilllllMfllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllMlilMllllllillilllllllllfMIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIMMIIIIIilllllllllllllllllllMIIIIIIKIIIIIIIIMMIIIinilllllllll 

This newspaper article from 
the Los Angeles Herald-Examiner 
is reproduced in its entirety 
because it contains basic truths 
which in essence represent the 
spirit of our motion picture 
industry. 

And although our industry 
has experienced volatile changes 
and acquired facets which did 
not exist when Hollywood, Cali¬ 
fornia, and *Hollywoods* in 
other parts of the world, had 
their beginnings, the basic 
truths and fundamentals of film 
making are still a major corner¬ 
stone of our craft. 
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Mqrtha Hyer could be 
sqyin^^ any one of several 
thines in this shot. She 
could be telling John 
Wa.yne he's a grand guy to 
be playing opposite; or 
that Hal Wallis is a won¬ 
derful producer of hits. 
But most likely she is 
expressing their joint 
happiness that "The Sons 
of Katie Elder" is such a 
solid U.S. hit. 

In "Promise Her Any¬ 
thing," Warren Beatty is 
a very special type of 
commercial photographer. 
What he 'commercializes' 
is one of the most popu¬ 
lar 'commodities' in the 
world today. Without it, 
we'd be nowhere. 

Oliver Twist was the 
first to ask for "Sec¬ 
onds." Now Pamraount 
has "Seconds," and the 
report is that it is one 
of the most thrilling 
films we have ever pro¬ 
duced. 

SiN SALVADOR, El Sal¬ 
vador - Here is a good 
'cause and effect' demon¬ 
stration on the part of 
the De-Luxe Theatre on 
the occasion of the very 
successful showing of 
"The Carpetbaggers." The 
sign at left was but one 
of a host of messages on 
the picture placed at 
strategic spots around 
the city - and of course 
they produced the queues 
at the De-Luxe, rainy 
weather notwithstanding. 

MIGIT NA MARAMI ANG MGA 
PELIKULANG NIYAYARI NG 
PARAMOUNT NGAYON KAYSA 
ALIN MANG PANAHON SA 
LOOB NG NAKARAANG 
OALAWAMPUNG TAON 

4c 41 i|< % % % 

Tayo ay nasa kapanahunan ng produksyong walang 
hangan aa Paramount. Hlgit na malawak ito kayea 
alln mang panahong naaalaala pa ng karamlhan sa 
atin. Maipapalagay na ito na ang pinakamaga— 
ling sa lahat dahllan sa ang lahat at bawa't 
pellkula ay may mataas na uri, Hindi na tayo 
gumagawa ng 'maliliit' na pelikula o ng mga 
pelikulang 'maliliit ang gastos', Ang kailan- 
gan sa panahong ito ay mga malalaking pelikula 
at ang Paramorat ay tumutugon sa pangangailan- 
gang ito sa lalong mabisang paraan—sa pamama- 
gitan ng pagyari ng magaganda at may uring tiyak 
na kikita sa takilya, 

Madadama natin ito sa wala pang katulad na 
balita sa pahina 19, Ito ay ang patalastas 
tungkol sa "Nevada Smith" na wala pang katulad 
sa industrya ng pelikula. Ang dalawang pahinang 
ito na inilathala sa New York Times ay isa la- 
mang sa mga palatandaan sa uri ng mga produksyon 
ng Paramount ngayon. At nandiyan din ang hindi- 

pangkaraniwang "The Oscar," isang nakagigising 
ng damdamin at maaring magbunga ng pagtatalong 
kwento t\ingkol sa pinaka-hantog na gantingpala 
sa daigdig, Ang "Nevada Smith" at ang "The 
Oscar" ay parehong kasalukuyang niyayari sa 
estudyo ng Peuramount sa Hollywood. Matutungha- 
yan ninyo ang mga karagdagang mga balita at ang 
talaan ng mga bituing gaganap doon sa ibang mga 
padiina ng bilang na ito, 

Ang "Harlow," ang "In Harm's Way" at ang "The 
Sons Of Katie Elder" ay nagbibigay na ng katu- 
nayan ng kanilang kadakilaan sa lalong mabisang 
pangsukat sa lahat—-ang lakas ng kita sa takil¬ 
ya, Tapos na ang pagsasapelikula at kasalukuyan 
nang inihahanda sa pagtatanghal ang magkakasunod 
-siinod na mga pelikulang ang inaasahang kikitain 
ay lalagpas sa sampu-sampxing milyones, Ito ay 
ang—"The Spy Who Came In The Cold," ang "The 
Sands Of Kalahari," ang "Promise Her Anything," 
ang "Oh Dad, Poor Dad," ang "Boeing-Boeing," 
ang "Alfie," ang "The Skull," ang "Apache Up¬ 
rising," Ilan lamang ito, marami pang iba. 

At nandiriyan pa rin ang mga pinagabutan nang 
mga magagaling na mga producers, ^'‘andiyan si 
al Wallis na isang halimbawa. Siya na marahil 

ang pinaka-tiyak na taga-gawa ng mga pinakama- 
tagmpay na mga produksyon sa lahat ng panahon, 
Pagmasdan ninyo kung ano ang kaniyang nagawa sa 
loob lamang ng ilang lingong nakaraen, Pagmas¬ 
dan ninyo ang kadakilaan ng "The Sons Of Katie 
Elder," ang nakakatawang mga himala ng "Boeing- 
Boeing" at ngayon ay kasalidcuyan niyang iniha- 
harap sa kamera si Elvis Presley sa "Hawaiian 
Paradise," At pag si Hal Wallis ang gumawa ng 
isang pelikulang ginagampanan ni Elvis, ang 
kita nito ay umaagos na parang ginto. 

At magballk tayo ng isang sandali sa iba pang 
mga produksyon, Hindi namin matiis na hindi 
idagdag sa aming, mga balita ang aming kasigla- 
han sa "Judith" na nagbigay kay Sophia Loren ng 
pagkakataon upang ipakilala niya ang kaniyang 
angking—katalinuhan sa pagganap sa mga madudu— 
lang kasaysayan. At kami ay nabighani rin sa 
"Red Line 7000" ni Howard Hawks, ^to ay isang 
nakakakaba ng dibdib na pelikula tungkol sa 
karera ng automobil-at sadyang niyari para sa 
mga kabataan ito, 

Sa madaling sabi, ang pagyari ng mga pelikula 
sa Paramount ay ngayon lamang umabot sa ganitong 
sigla, Ang mahaba at masiising kampanya ng Pang— 
ulong George Weltner upang mapalago ang ating 
samahan ay nagsisimula nang magbunga, Isa nga- 
yong pananagutan natin na ang mga kahanga—han^ng 
mga prodxiksyong ito na ipinagkatiwala sa atin ay 
umani ng boong kahustuhan sa lahat ng dako ng 
dedgdig na ang Paramount ay mayroong ktmakatawan. 
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m - -HION fiesta by C. K.tang 
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SING'''PORE - In connection 
with the 'decoration' ceremony 
at far right of this page, a 
three-way toast is offered, 
honoring Italy, Singapore and 
the radiant future of the film 
industry. Offering it a re,from 
left to right - C'hoo Kok Leong, 
Cathay Organis=>tion chairman; 
Heah Hock Meng, Cathay vice 
chairman; Dr. Dante Pollici, 
Consul General for Italy in 
Singa pore. 

SINGAPORE - The President of the 
Republic of Italy has conferred on 
Mr. Heah Hock Meng, Vice Chairman of 
the Cathay Organisation, the Honour 
of Knight Officer of the "Order of 
Merit of the Republic of Italy." The 
Order has been conferred on Mr. Heah 
for his activities and interest in 
Italian film production. 

In the picture above, Mr. Heah is 
shown receiving the decoration from 
the Minister Plenipotentiary. Dr. 
Dante Pollici, Consul General of Italy 
in Singapore. At left, Mrs, Heah Hock 
Meng, At right. Senator Choo Kok 
Leong, Chairman, Cathay Organisation. 

EAST 
"HATARlI" 
STILL 
THRILLING 
THE ‘WORLD 

OSAKA, Japan - Part of the 
local showmanship campaim for 
"The Carpetbaggers" consisted 
of a bowling contest — Ooinaru 
Yabode Yaro, Taikai — at the 
Osaka Bowling Centre, with the frizes ostensibly donated by 

he stars of the film. Shown 
here are the prizes and score- 
boards. and at top. one happy 
contestant is receiving the 
prize 'donated' by George Pepp- 
ard. Contest gave much promin¬ 
ence to Paramotmt and was very 
well reported press-wise. 

COLOMBO, Ceylon - This stirring queue-view 
of the Liberty Theatre here is proof that the 
Howard Hawks thriller, "Hataril", goes on and 
on around the world doing terrific business 
at "the drop of an ad." 

In forwarding this evidence. Far East div¬ 
ision manager Svend A. Henriksen quotes a 
letter from K. S. Vaidyanathan. Paramount gen¬ 
eral manager in India, in whicn Mr. K. says: 
"Needless to say that the catchline: 'You nrast 
see it with the children. If you don't have 
your own, bring friends' kidsi' is helping to 
draw a great number of children for every per¬ 
formance, The house is packed with family aud¬ 
iences during weekends." 

This latter of course greatly pleases Mr, 
Jabir of the Liberty-Colombo, a true showman 
indeed! 

TOKYO - Two more of the TV 
flashes used so effectively in 
connection with the premiere of 
"The Carpetbaggers." Both of 
these were 5-second flashes, 
and each was given 69 exposures. 

SINGAPORE - Stars are important 
here, just as they are all around the 
world. So with a constellation of top 
players in "The Carpetbaggers," the 
Cathay Theatre made sure that the lo¬ 
cal picturegoers knew about about 
the wealth of stars in the film. 

HONGKONG - In writing about the 
enormous success of the re-release 
of "Gunfight At O.K. Corral" at the 
Hollywood and King's Theatres, Far 
East division manager S,A.Henriksen 
said: 

"This is the kind of picture we 
can make real business with in the 
Far East - action, color and big 
names," 

He was alluding to the fact that 
the remarkably successful Hal Wallis 
outdoor thriller, in its first 9 
days of re-release, had outstripped 
by a hefty percentage, the entire 
business registered at the time of 
the film's original release in 1957, 
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BUENOS AIRES - Front 
of the Normandie Theatre 
which shared the initial 
run of "A House Is Not A 
Home" with the Premier 
Theatre. Subsequently,the 
Joseph E. Levine product¬ 
ion ran for a second very 
popular week at the Nor¬ 
mandie, 

V&LENCIA, Spain-Frcnt 

of the Capitol Cinema at 
the time of the present¬ 
ation of "Seven Days In 
May." 

AN HONOR FOR "BECKET" 

BARCELONA, Spain - Paramount ^eneralman- 
ager for Spain Frank A. Siter (at right), 
receives from Don Antonio Nadal-Rodo, the 
plaque San Juan Bosco awarded to Richard Bur¬ 
ton for his performance in the Hal Wallis 
production, "Becket." 

LA MAYOR ACTIVIDAD 
PRODUCTORA DE PARAMOUNT 
DE LOS ULTIMOS 20 ANOS 

Vivimos una 6poca de inmensa ac— 
tividad productora de Paramount. Una 
6poca de grandeza como muchoa de no— 
sotros no podemos recorder !y ea aca— 
ao la mda grande de todas, porque ca- 
da una de laa pellculaa que ae hacen 
ea del mayor calibre! Ya no hacemoa 
"pequefiaa" pellculaa o cintaa de "mo— 
deato preaupueato". Hoy exiate una 
neceaidad imperioaa de grandea pellcu¬ 
laa y Paramount ae enfrenta a eata ne¬ 
ceaidad de la fonoaa m4s prdctica rea— 
lizando grandea pellculaa taquilleraa, 

Todo ello puedeadvertirae en la 
precedente pdgina 19, en la que apa- 
rece un anuncio acerca de "Nevada 
Smith" ain precedentea en la hiatorla 
del cine, laa doa p4.gLnaa del New 
York Times tan s6lo son un Indice del 
tipo de empresas cinematogrdficas en 
laa que Paramount ae ha embarcado. 
Tambi6n estd a la viata el ins6lito 
film "The Oscar", una producci6n apa- 
aionante y de controveraia acerca del 
universalmente c6lebre premio. Tanto 
"Nevada Smith" como "The Oscar" estdn 
actualmente produci6ndose en los ea- 
tudioa de Paramount en Hollywood y 
hallardn detalles del reparto en otro 
lugar de este ndmero. 

Desde luego, "Harlow", "in Harm's 
Way" y "The Sons of Katie Elder" ea- 
tdn ya demostrando su potencialidad 
mediants la mds prdctica de las prue— 
baa: records de taquilla. Y a punto 
de ser proyectadas estdn toda una ae¬ 
rie de producciones con rendimientoa 
potenciales que ae contardn por dece- 
naa de millones. Piensen tan s6lo por 
unos instantea realmente dorados en: 
"The Spy Mho Game In Prom the Gold", 
"The Sands of Kalahari", "Promise 
Her Anything", "Oh, Dad, Poor Dad", 
"Boeing-Boeing", "Alfie". "The Skull", 
"Apache Uprising". Tan solo hemoa ci— 
tado unos cuantos titulos. 

Viene luego la herencia de 
nuestros grandea productores. Tcmen 

a Hal .Vallis por ejemplo. He aqxol 
tal vez al mAs conspicuo productor de 
6xitos de tod os loa tiempos... y 
vean lo que nos ha entregado en el 
espacio de unas pocaa semanas. Vean 
la grandeza de "The Sons of Katie El¬ 
der"; de la inagnifico comedia "Boeing 
Boeing" j ahora tiene a Elvis Prea- 
ley a’-ite las cAmaraa en "Hawaiian Pa¬ 
radise" y cuando Hal Wallia hace una 
pelicuJa de Presley loa rendimientoa 
aon \in verdadero chorro de oro. 

Volvamoa la mirada hacia otro 
g6nero de producciones, ya que no nos 
ea poaible afiadir una nota mda de en- 
tuaiasmo para "Judith", que repreaen— 
tard un hito mda en la carrera dra— 
mdtica de Sophia Loren y eatamoa ex— 
tasiadoa ante "Red Line 7,ooo" de 
Howard Hawks, uno de loa mda aaombro- 
sos filmea de carreras de automovilea, 
realized03 eapecialmente para la nue- 
va generaci6n, 

En reaumidas cuentas, la acti- 
vidad productora de la organizaci6n 
Paramount jamds ray6 a tal altxira co— 
mo en eatoa dias, la. larga y podero— 
aa Gampaha del Preaidente George 'Velt- 
ner para colocar a la Gompahla en lu¬ 
gar preeminente al frente de la In- 
dU3ti*ia eatd dando atia frutoa. Ahora 
ea nueatra toda la reaponsabilidad 
de que eate maravilloeo material que 
nos ha proporcionado eat4 en condi- 
cionea de obtener todo el potencial 
que encierra en cada uno de los pal- 
ses que alrededor del mundo cuenta 
con xina representaci6n de Paramount* 

’’Becket” Ir i umphant 
In Bogota, Colombia 

BUCARAMANGA, Colombia - The enormous 
success that "Becket" scored in Bogota has 
been repeated in this city, as is shown by 
the two shots of queues at the Ana Lucia Cin¬ 
ema above. Paramount manager Victor M.Cortes 
reported delightedly that the two weeks that 
the Hal Wallis production played here "rep¬ 
resented one of the highest successes in the 
history of movies in Bucaramanga," 
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GLOWING 

NEWS FROM 

LATIN- 

AMERICA 
SANTIAGO, Chile - As one capacity audi¬ 

ence exits from the Victoria Theatre after 
having enjoyed Jerry Lewis' "Who's Minding 
The Store?" we see portion of the queue that 
awaits entry to the cinema. Paramount manager 
Juan Lauphelmer advises that the queue ran 
around three sides of the block housing the 
cinema, and was one of the factors leading 
to the Lewis comedy breaking the house record 
formerly held by Elvis Presley's "Fun Ip 
Acapulco." The engagement produced 143* of 
last year's weekly average at the Rex (where 
the comedy ran for a record-smashing week 
before starting its 6-weeks' nm at the Vic¬ 
toria; and during those six weeks at the 
Victoria it did 2^^ of last year's weekly 
average at that theatre. 

No wonder Mr. Laupheimer was so jubilant. 

"WAR and peace," playing 
a re-release engagement at the 
Cervantes Cinema in Concepcion, 
Chile, ahead of the regular 
re-release run in Santiago, 
did 184^ of the theatre's reg¬ 
ular business in its 2-weeks 
run. Then, according to Chile 
manager Juan Laupheimer, it 
moved over to the Lux, where 
it did 200^ of regular busin¬ 
ess.... All of this without the 
usual advertising benefits of 
the mass Santiago press, _ 
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MEDELLIN. Colombia - Crowds thronging the 
Cinema Guadelupe to see "The Carpetbaggers," 
in what Paramount manager Victor M.Cortes 
calls "a success comparable only to that of 
'The Ten Commandments'." 

MEXICO CITY - Another adv. 
showing the dominance of the 
Paramotmt product on this city^ 
cinema screens, Mexico manager 
Enrique Molina R states that 
"The Disorderly Orderly" will 
"break all records at the Mex¬ 
ico and Ariel Theatres. The 
grosses are fantastic." Also 
included in the advertisement 
are "Zulu," "Son of Captain 
Blood" ana "The Carpetbaggers," 
with the border of the ad dev¬ 
oted to "Circus World," 

PORT OF SPAIN, Trinidad — 
Colorful phase of the fine, 
practical showmanship campaign 
which ParamouTjt manager Roy 
McAree contrived for the local 
release of "The Carpetbaggers" 
was the menu at right for '"Car¬ 
petbaggers' Night." One of the 
big punches of the evening was 
the 'Carpetbaggers' Cocktail, 
which all happy iinbibers every- 

I. 

MEXICO CITY - Pictured here, left 
to right, are: Henry B. Gordon, Latin 
American division manager; Larry Coll¬ 
ins; Dominique Lapierre and Enrique 
Molina, Paramount manager for Me^dLco. 
The occasion was a cocktail party- 
given by Paramount Pictures and Edit¬ 
orial Diana, publishers of the Spanish 
edition of the best-selling novel,"Is 
Paris ^ming?" of which Messrs Coll¬ 
ins and Lapierre are co-authors. 

During their stay in Mexico, the 
authors were most cooperative in all 
of the promotions arranged by both 
Paramount and the publishers. They 
gave many press interviews and were on 
a number of important TV shows,always 
with emphasis on the forthcoming Par¬ 
amount picture being made from their 
book. 

Proof of the success of their eff¬ 
orts is to be found in the fact that 
during the presence in Mexico of La¬ 
pierre and Collins, 2.000 copies of 
their book were sold In three days. 
This was fantastic for Mexico, accor¬ 
ding to Paramount publicist Manuel 
Alonso M., who states that most books 
in Mexico do not reach a sale of two 
thousand copies in their entire publi¬ 
cation lifetime. 

PAR^ouOT^siuDiOo^ta lan hotel 

C^ETBAG^_NigHT 

" ?ATUMAY^gTH^MAY_^196| 

M E H U 

Chicken Consoone 

CARPETBAGGER STEAK 

Rissolees Potatoes 

Mixed Vegetables Au Beurre 

Rolls & Butter 

Ice Cream 

Coffee 

Caipleto CARPETBAGGER DINNER - 1 person (20-24 ozs.) - $12.00 

" " ” - Z persons (10-12 ozs. ea.) - ^J7.00 

" " " - 3 persons (8 ozs. ea.) - $7.50 

SUGGESTION; CANPETBAGGER COCKTAIL - $1.20 

i oz. Apricot Brandy 

i oz. Gin 

i oz. Rum 

1 dash Grenadine Sjmq) 

J oz® Lime Juice 

NO TIPPING PLE/vSE: lOJg SERVICE CHv\RGE: 
=g====g_ SSSSSS-3,-s,. 

where are invited to try. 

Roy's comment was: "Two of these 
cocktails, and you'd fight Jonas 
Cord." Regarding the notation about 
tipping, he said: "...Only that 'The 
Carpetbaggers' will be the greatest." 
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STOCKHOLM - Feature 
of the premiere of Joseph 
E. Levine's "Marriage It¬ 
alian Style" ('' Paramount 
Release in Sweden) was 
the presentation of flow¬ 
ers to ladies attending. 
At left are Mr. and Mrs. 
Karl-Axel Hallgren (he is 
a celebrated Swedish act¬ 
or), Beside the flower 
girl is Mrs. Paul Flodin, 
wife of Paramount's gen¬ 
eral manager for Sweden, 

Mostofus never recog¬ 

nize opportunity until 
it goes to work in our 
competitor's business, 

- P.L.Andarr 

ANNE BANCROFT will 
win new honors as a top 
dramatic actress with her 
performance in "The Slen¬ 
der Thread, in which she 
co-stars with Sidney 
Poitier. Picture has been 
filmed virtually in its 
entirety in Seattle, 

RIGHT 

STOCKHOLM * Front of 
the Skandia Theatre at the 
premiere of "Sylvia." 
starring Carroll BaKer. 

FLER PARAMOUNTFILMER 
UNDER INSPELNING AN 
nAgonsin under DE 
SENASTE 20 AREN 

STOCKHOLM - Exterior of the Roda Kvam 
Theatre the evening of the premiere of Jose Fh 
E. Levine's "Marriage Italian Style" (a Par¬ 
amount release in Sweden). 

Vi befinner oss i en period da Paramoun- 
ts produktion ar enorm. Det ar den mast 
lysande perioden hitills, atminstone sa 
langt de fiesta av oss kan minnas, och 
kanske ar det den allra stdrsta, efter- 
som varje film som gbrs ar av topp-kval- 
itet. Vi gir inte langre nagra "sma" 
eller "blygsamma" filmer. Dagens publik 
kraver stora filmer, och Paramount till- 
motesgar detta krav pa det meat prakt- 
iska sattet - genom att gora stora och 
inbringande filmer. 

Ni har tidigare fatt en uppfattning om 
detta pa sidan 19, dar det finns en an- 
nona for "Nevada Smith" vilken saknar 
motatycke i filmhistorian. Dessa tva ai¬ 
der i New York Times ar blott ett tecken 
pa stilen i Paramounts nya filmvag. 
Deasutom har vi dan ovanliga filmen 
"Oscar," en intenaiv och motsagelsefull 
film om det mest valkanda priaet i hela 
varlden. Bade "Nevada Smith" och "Oscar" 
halier just pa att apelaa in i Paramoun- 
ta filmstudier i Hollywood, och Ni kan 
hitta uppgifter om daras rollbeaattning 
pa andra sidor. 

Naturligtvis har "Blonda Bombnedslaget" 
(Harlow), "Fbrsta Segern" (In Harms Jay) 
och ."The Sons Of Katie Elder" redan be- 
visat sin atorhet genom att sla alia 
kassarekord. Redan inspelade och fardiga 
att alappas ut, ar en lang rad av filmer 
som bor kunna inbrlnga nagonting som 
kommer att ligga langt over tio miljoner 
atrecket. lidr bara; "The Spy V/ho Came In 
From The Cold", "The Sands Of Kalahari", 
"Promise Her anything", "Oh Dad Poor 
Dad", "Boeinf Boeing", "Alfie", "The 
Skull", "Apache Uprising"...och manga 
manga fler. 

Sedan har vi vara stor-producentera al- 
ater. Ta till exempel Hal V/allis. I hon- 
om har vi kanske den genom tiderna ator- 
ste succe-makaren...ae bara pa det han 
producerat under den aiata tiden. Det ar 
atorfilmer som "Sons Of Katie Elder", 

den stralande komedin "Boeing Boeing", 
och nu har han Elvis Presley framfor ka- 
meran i "Hawaiian Paradise". Och nar Hal 
Jallis gor en Presley-film ar kritikerrtis 
omaume idel rosor. 

over till en annan film ett tag eftersom 
vi inte kan lata bli att ta med nagra 
entusiastiska rader om "Judith", som 
kommer att visa ett nytt satt att tolka 
dramatik vad betraffar Sophia Loren. Sed¬ 
an har vi Howard Hawks "Red Line 7000", 

SEATTLE, Wash. - Sidney Peltier's auto- fraphs were much in demand by students here 
urlng the filming of "The Slender Thread," 

Poitier has the role of the man who keeps 
the slender telephone wire alive in a desp¬ 
erate crisis to save a woman's life. The 
woman is played by Anne Bancroft, the film's 
co-star. 

"Town Tamer" Getting 
Top-Flight Reviews 
VARIETY (both Weekly and Dally) — A very 

good oater programmer with Dana Andrews 
cleaning up a corrupt frontier burg, "Town 
Tamer" is well played, made, directed and 
scripted. Marquee lure for the A.C.Lyles pro¬ 
duction lies in a packed roster of vet pros, 
while some lusty brawls will keep the attent¬ 
ion of younger audiences. 

HOLLY,vOOD REPORTER - "Tovm Tamer" piles 
hard-hitting action scenes atop one another 
to create one of the best outdoor adventures 
A.C.Lyles has produced yet in his respected 
family-type series for Paramount. 

aom vi tror mycket pa. Det ar en av de 
meat epannande bil-tavlings filmer som 
nagonsin gjorts - och dessutom ar den 
sarskllt gjord tiven for den yngre gener- 
ationen. 

Kort sagt, Paramounts produktion har al- 
drig varit sa omfattande aom den ar nu. 
President George VVeltnera langa enviaa 
arbete fbr att ater fa fbretaget att in- 
ta en topp-poaition inom filmindustrin, 
har burit frukt. Nu ar det var aak att 
se till, att detta utmarkta reaultat som 
han har uppuatt at oss, kommer att visa 
aig fruktbarande i alia lander over hela 
varlden, dar Paramount ar repreaenterat. 



THRILLER REACHES 

TWELFTH EPISODE 

NEXT MONTH, September, 
the Columbia Broadcasting 
Television Network will be¬ 
gin the weekly telecasting 
of the exciting series, 
•’Coronet Blue,” This series 
is still currently in prod¬ 
uction by Plautus Product¬ 
ions, a Paramount Pictures 
subsidiary, but at the time 
of our going to press, a 
total of twelve episodes, 
starring Frank Converse,has 
been completed, ready for 
telecas ting• 

Converse, playing an 
amnesic covering many parts 
of the world in his efforts 
to learn his actual 
ity, of course will 
all episodes. Other 
such as Chester Morris, of 
long-tim.e film fame, and 
Brian Bedford, young British 
appear throughout the series, 
Keye Luke, 

^atrlck O'Neal bright) with "Coronet 
blue" star Frank Converse in one of the ep¬ 
isodes of the exciting Plautus series. 

O'Neal achieved considerable acclaim for 
his performance in Otto Preminger's "In 
Harm's Way," 

ident- 
be in 
players 

STAR TELLS LEADING LaPY 

Frank Converse makes very plain to lead¬ 
ing lady Barbara Blake a point that she must 
emphasize in "Six Months To Mars," one of the 
early episodes in "Coronet Blue." 

stage 

as "number 
inent role 

A wide 
the various 

and television actor, 
but not in every episode, 

whom motion picture enthusiasts will remember 
one son’* in the Charlie Chan films, has a prom- 
in **Tomoyo,” the Number 7 episode of the series, 
range of directors are being responsible for 
episodes, the changing natures of the latter 

David Press- 
are some of 
e xec utive 

calling for a variety of directorial talents, 
man, David Greene (3 episodes), Sam Wanamaker 
the directors who have been guided to date by _ 
producer Herbert Brodkin and producer Edgar Lansbury, 

Titles of the individual episodes also are noted for 
their color. They run all the way from the title of the 
first episode, "A Time To Be Born," through "Tomoyo," the 
seventh episode, "Man Running," the eighth episode, to 
"A Charade For Murder," the ninth episode. 

LEFT 

Frank Converse, star of 
"Coronet Blue," keeps fit for 
his arduous physical role in 
the exciting Plautus series,no 
matter where he happens to be. 

Composer Laurence Rosenthal, who 
has written the title theme for the 
show and is scoring the entire series 
as well, created two new folk songs 
and two new rock *n* roll numbers. 

NEWS OF THE PARAMOUNT 
SUB S 1 D 1 ARIES 

PLAUTUS (PARAMOUNT) 
PROGRESS WITH 
"CORONET BLUE" 
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Some Sidelights on Japan's 
"Carpetbaggers" Showmanship 

Four of the 15-seconds 
television spot advertis¬ 
ements. all of which were 
given 27 separate expos¬ 
ures during the campaign 
on "The Carpetbaggers." 

Tokyo's Asahi Kaikan 
carried for many days 
this un-raissable poster 
for "The Carpetbaggers." 

TOKYO - This publicity car 
carried word of "The Carpetbag¬ 
gers" far and wide.... 

....and here is the title 
of "The Carpetbaggers" In a 
banner on Sukiyabashi Street, 
in this case part of a tie-up 
with a record company. 

OSAKA - One of the 
several displays that the 
Sogo Department Store 
carried for a week in con¬ 
nection with its spedial 
?rize contest on "The 
arpetbaggers," 

CORRECTION. The executive position of Alan Morris in 
the Plautus Productions organization was Inadvertently 
reported incorrectly in last month's (July) issue of Para¬ 
mount V.'orld. Mr. Morris is administrative vice-president 
of Plautus Productions. 
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V.I.P. VISITORS 
TO THE BUSY PARAMOUNT LOT 

HOLLTAfOOD - A Panmovmteer from Itqly 
^nd his wife visit the set of "Oh Poor 
D^d" during the course of the worldwide con¬ 
vention of Lions Intemsitional. They ere Mr. 
end Mrs. Giuseppe Pisano, and ^r, Pisano is 
of course Peremount brench meneger in Cagli- 
eri, Sardinia, Italy. The striking and exotic 
Rosalind Russell, co-star of the film, is 
their hostess and guide on the set, and with 
them, at left, is Mr. Cesar Patrone, also of 
Caeliari, and a convention delegate. 

HOLLYWOOD - Paramount studio plays host to 
some very important visitors from the Republic 
of Upper Volta, West Africa, and to some notab¬ 
le Washington officials who accompanied them. 
The visitors are shown above on the set of the 
A.C.Lyles production. "Apache Uprising," with 
some of the film's stars. 

In the group, left to right: Mrs.B.J.Kabore, 
wife of the Ambassador from UDoer Volta to the 
United States and United Nations; Corinne Cal- 
vet; Mrs. Paul Lanvin; Miss Barbara Bemheim, 
of the Dept, of Health, Education and Welfare, 
Washington, D.C.j Dr, Paul Lanvin, Minister of 
Health, Upper Volta; Mr,E.J.Carroll, represent¬ 
ative of the Merck Pharmaceutical Research Com¬ 
pany. In the foregrour;d, the Ambassador's 
children, Jean Philiipe and Roger. In the rear: 
John Russell and Rory Calhoun. 

HOLLYWOOD - “r, and Mrs. Albert O'Connor 
the is an executive of Ster ^^ilms. Paramount'* 
distributor in the Republic of South Africa), 
are shown production on "The Oscar" by Jill St 
John, one of the Joseph E. Levine production's 
co-stars. 

John Russell of the 
cast of "Apache Uprising" 
gives a couple of young 
visitors a thrill they're 
not going to forget. The 
young men are Jean Phili¬ 
ipe and Roger Kabore,sons 
of the Ambassador to the 
United States and United 
Nations from Upper Volta. 

Shown on the "Bonanza" sot with Lorr'^ 
Greene, left, star of the TV series (which is 
filmed at Paramount,) are ^r. and Mrs. Clyde 
Waterman, of Adelaide, Australia, Mr. Water- ___ 
man was one of the founders of the celebrated - " -■<— 
Waterman Circuit of film theatres. RIGHT 

SEATTLE, Wash. - Since 
a 'slender' telephone 
wire plays a vital role in- 
"The Slender Thread" (co- 
starring Anne Bancroft aid 
Sidney Poitler) ,the filnfs 
director, Sydney Pollack, 
right, spent some vitally 
important time with off¬ 
icials and technicians of 
the local telephone cc«n- 
pany prior to shooting. 

Next issue, September, will contain 
one of the most complete coverages in years 
of current and forthcoming Paramount prod¬ 
uct. It will be an eye-witness report by 
your editor of what is going on in the 
studio, as well as glimpses of productions 
now being filmed abroad. 
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LISBON - Two of this 
city's most importsint 
music stores give the ut¬ 
most in window display to 
"Romance No Luna Parque" 
("Roustabout"), the Hal 
Wallis production starr¬ 
ing Elvis Presley and 
Barbara Stanwyck. 

THIS IS A SCENE from 
a Paramount release with 
a New York locale,filmed 
in London. The picture: 
"Promise Her Anything." 
The star shown above: War*- 
ren Beatty. The other co- 
stars: Leslie Caron and 
Robert Cummings. The ver¬ 
dict: Wonderful entertain¬ 
ment for all audiences. 

Tribute to Adhemar 

Latin American division manager Henry 
B. Gordon has transmitted the following ex¬ 
cerpt from a letter he received from Braz¬ 
ilian general manager Adhemar Cesar: 

"As this was my first trip to Porto 
Alegre after my appointment as general man¬ 
ager, a very friendly and warm reception 
was given to me both by exhibitors and dis¬ 
tributors. A dinner was offered, with more 
than fifty persons attending. Included were 
every important exhibitor in Porto Alegre, 
managers of the film distributing companies, 
press^ radio, newsreel and TV. The function 
was filmed bv television and telecast on 
the news of the day." 

MAI OR NUMERO DE 
PRODUCOES EM PREPARO DO 
QUE EM QUALQUER TEMPO 
NOS OLTIMOS 20 ANOS 

Estamos atravQSsando uma epoca de 
grandes atividades nos Estudios da Para¬ 
mount. E esta,sera duvlda,a fase de major 
produtlvidade de que nos podemos recor- 
dar. sendo alnda, talvef, a malor em 
qualquer tempo,porque somente estao sen¬ 
do produzidos filmes de alto quilate.Nao 
mais estao sendo feltos filmes de menor 
classe,ou seja, filmes de orqamentos re- 
duzldos. A necessldade do mercado cinema 
tograflco mundial de hoje, exlge filmes 
de grande classe e a Paramount esta Indo 
ao encontro dessa necessldade da forma 
mals objetiva:- produzindo somente fil¬ 
mes de alto gabarlto para obter grandes 
sucessos de bilheteria. 

Pode-se avallar isso em nossa gagi- 
na 19,onde ha a reproduqao de um anunclo 
referente ao filme NEVADA SMITH, do qual 

LISBON - This city's attn^ctlve Eden Cin¬ 
ema devoted almost acres of space to the 
announcement of the Hal Wallis production, 
"Roustabout," starring Elvis Presley and Bar¬ 
bara Stanwyck, 
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nao se encontra paralelo em toda a hls- 
torla do cinema, Essas duas paglnas do 
"New York Time" servem tao somente para 
dar uma Idela da categorla do grandioso 
filme que a Paramount esta produzindo. 
Ha ainda a grande produgao THE OSCAR, um 
filme passional e controvertido a res- 
peito do premlo cinematografico tao di- 
fundldo era todo o mundo. Ambos NEVADA 
SMITH e^THE OSCAR estao sendo produzidos 
nos estudios da Paramount em Hollywood e 
maiores detalhes relativos ao cast de 
cada um deles sao encontrados em outras 
paglnas, 

S claro que HAKLOVMA '/EMUS PIATINA- 
DAjPRIMBIHA VITOkIA e OS EILHOS DE KATIE 
ELDER ja estao provando a grandeza de 
cada um deles pelo melhor e mals convin— 
cente de todos os meios:-as excepcionais 
rendas obtldas nas bilheterlas. 

Ja com as respectivas filmagens 
terralnadas e prestes a serem exibidos 
nos cinemas do mundo Intelro, temos uma 
verdadelra parada de sucessos, Gravem 
bem estes nomes que representam verda- 
delras minas de ouro:-0 EsPiSo QUE VEIO 
DO Frio, the sa?ids of Kalahari, a deli- 
CIOSA VIUVINHA,C0ITADINH0 DO PAPAI, Ma- 
mae Te Pendurou No Armarlo S Eu Me Slnto 
Tao Triste.BOEING-BOEING, ALFIE, A M/iL- 
DIQKO da CA'/EIRA e APACHE UPRISING. E 
estes sao apenas alguns deles,., 

Nao podemos delxar de fazer alusao 
aos nossos grandes produtores. Tomemos, 
por exemplo, Hal Wallis, Temos aqui,tal- 
vez, o mais completo criador de sucessos 
de todos os tempos, Basta lembrar o que 
ele nos trouxe ha poucas semanas: - a 
grandeza de Os FILHOS DE KATIE ELDER e a 
magia da comedia BOEING-BOEING.Neste mo- 
mento ele tem Elvis Presley dlante das 
Camaras filmando PArAIsO HAVAIANO, E 
quando Hal Wallis faz um filme com Elvis 
Presley nao e necessarlo acrescentar que 
as rendas de bilheteria sao ouro puro, 

Voltando^a falar sobre outros fil¬ 
mes em produqao em nossos estudios, nao 
podemos delxar de menclonar o nosso en- 
tqslasmo por^JUDITH que, sem sombra de 
duvidas, sera um novo marco na Interpre- 
tagao dramatlca da grande estrela Eophia 
Loren, Estaunos tambem aguardando com 
grande entuslasmo o filme FAIXA VEHMELHA 
7.000, de Howard Hawks,um dos mals excl- 
tantes rlimes jamais feitos sobre corri¬ 
das de automoveis e felto muito especl- 
almente para a nova geragao tambem, 

Em resumo, a produgao da Paramount 
Jamais alcangou, era qualquer terapo, tao 
alto Indice de produtlvidade como nos 
dlas atuais, 

A longa campanha de planejaraento 
no sentido de colocar a Paramount no 
mais alto ponto da Industrie clnematogra 
flea, encetada ha tempos por Mr, George 
Weltner, coraega agora a colher os seus 
melhores frutos, Cabe-nos, portanto, a 
responsabilidade^de darmos a essa fabul^ 
sa produgao que ele nos proporclonou, o 
melhor de nossos esforgos para que tenha 
um tratamento condlgno com a sua gran— 
dlosldade e assim dela possamos tlrar o 
maxirao provelto era qualquer parte do 
mundo onde a Paramount tenha representa- 
gao. 



SHOWMANSHIP 
THE WORLD OVER 

CAIRO, Egypt - This 'divided 
poster' on a pair of swinging 
lobby doors was an 'tmraissable' 
piece of showmanship for "The 
Carpetbaggers" at the RadioCinema 
during its highly successful run 
recently. 

LONDON - Fine window disp¬ 
lay by the Bond Street Record 
Centre for Bobby Vinton's disc 
of "Lonely Oirl," the theme scng 
of "Harlow," 

LONDON - The 
premiere of "The 
Amorous Advent¬ 
ures of Moll 
Flanders" at the 
Plaza Theatre is 
hugely enlivened 
as 'Moll' comes 
to the famous 
cinema in a 
"Coach & Four." 

The picture, 
by the way, is 
doing a 'broth of 
a business' at 
the Plaza, 
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TECHHlCOiOR*^ 

Gore-dy Showmanship 
SEATTLE, Washington — Gore-dy, yes, but 

ever so effective was this window dressing at 
the Ware House of Music for "Dr, Terror's House 
of Horrors." Red 'blood' dripped from the ^11 
and flowed down to the terrazo entrance to the 
store. In addition, the chill-film was extensi¬ 
vely promoted over Radio Station KJR, the #1 
broadcaster in the market. Also, there were 
other incentives offered in the window display. 

INEMA 

LONDON - A fine 
instance of cooperat¬ 
ive advertising that 
is in itself a trib¬ 
ute to the British 
success of "The Amor¬ 
ous Adventures of 
Moll Flanders, 

2m£ 
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•*THE AMOROUS ADVENTURES OF 

HOLL FLANDERS” 

and pti\ cnnipUinvnln tn 

PnKlur«-r Mar(-<-l llt-lliuun 

and 

Uir«*clor I'm'iu'f 1 inniy 

Paperbacks.. 
Since the great rea¬ 

listic novel of Daniel 
Defoe — "Moll Flanders" 
— is in the 'public 
domain' so far as publi¬ 
cation is concerned, a 
number of editions are 
now appearing, several 
in a single country In 
some instances. At left 
are front and back cov¬ 
ers of two - one issued 
by Pan and the other by 
Mayflower - which have 
already appeared in 
England to tie in with 
Paramount's release of 
"The Amorous Adventures 
of Moll Flanders," star*- 
ring Kim Novak, 
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You tell us, for a 
change, what the well- 
dressed Tony Curtis, the 
simply dressed Thelma 
Ritter, and the scantily 
dressea Chrlstlane 3ch- 
mldtmer are saying in 
this explosive scene from 
Hal Wallis' boisterous 
exercise in funmanship, 
"Boeing-Boeing." 

A professor who had 
taught for many years, 
was giving advice to a 

young teacher, "You will 
discover," he said, 
"that in nearly every 
class there is a young¬ 

ster eager to argue.Your 
first impulse will be to 
silence him. I advise 
you to think caregully 
before doing so. He 
probably is the only one 
listening!" 

RIGHT 

Rosalind Russell never 
enters subtly in any 
scene in "Oh Dad, Poor 
Dad...." Always the spec¬ 
tacular, bizarre, grotes¬ 
que entry. Here at right 
is the simple business of 
coming to breakfast. 

HOLLYWOOD - Belgian correspondent Jennie 
Dhont (Cine Revue, Brussels) on the set of 
"The Oscar" with two of the principals ofthe 
Joseph E. Levine production. They are Stephen 
Boyd and Jill St. John. Picture is now in its 
fifth week of production and is shaping up 
in wonderfully dramatic fashion. 

-- - = 

IL Y A ACTUELLEMENT PLUS 
DE FILMS PARAMOUNT EN 
COURS QUE PENDANT CES 
VINGT DERNIERES ANNEES 

Void que s'ouvre pour Paramount une fere 
de grande production. C'est mime la plus grande, 
de mfemoire d'honme. Ce sera peut-ltre la plus 
grande de toutes parce que chaque film produit 
est d'un niveau exceptionnel. En effet, nous ne 
tournons plus de "petits"films, ni de films fe 
"budgets moyens". Les besoins actuels exigent de 
grandes productions et Paramount s'est adapt! fe la 
situation en rfealisant des films qui battent tous 
les records de recettes. 

Vous pourrez, d'ailleurs, le constater 
dans notre page prfecfedente n® 19, oil I’on annon- 
ce "Nevada Smith" qui n'a pas son pareil dans 1' 
histoire du cinfema, Ces deux pages du New York 
Times ne sont qu'on exemple du genre de films que 
Paramount entreprend actuellement. Ensuite, il y 
a le film exceptionnel " L’Oscar", un film pas- 
sionnant et controvers! concernant la remise des 
Oscars, rfecompenses les plus cfelfebres du monde en- 
tier." Nevada Smith" et "L'Oscar" sont tous deux 
en cours de rfealisation dans nos studios de Holly¬ 
wood et vous trouverez des dfetails concernant leurs 
protagonistes dans les pages suivantes. 

4.1 . Evident que "Harlow, la blonde pla- 
tine et Les quatre fils de Katie Elder" prou- 
vent leur importance grlce aux recettes qu’ils 
remportent- ce qui, en definitive, constitue le 

seul critfere, En outre, il y a dfejfe un grand nom— 
bre de films terminfes prits fe sortir, dont les 
recettes dfepasseront certainement 10 millions de 
dollars - tels que " I'Espion qui venait du froid", 
"Les sables du Kalahari","Promettez-lui n'importe 
q[Uoi","Le Placard","Boeing-Boeing", pour ne citer 
que quelques-uns d'entre eux. 

Vient ensuite la participation de nos grands 
producteurs, Prenez, par exemple, Hal Wallis- l*un 
des plus grands fabricants de succfes de tous les 
temps- et voyez ce qu'il nous a present! ces der- 
niferes semaines. En effet, voyez la grandeur des 
"Quatre fils de Katie Elder", la comfedie feblouis- 
sante qu’est "Boeing-Boeing", En outre, il est ac— 

BEIRUT, Lebanon ~ The Colisee Theitre 
here g^ve plenty of sho’«7mnship emphasis to 
"The Carpetbaggers" when the big box-office 
smasheroo played such a successful engage¬ 
ment here recently. 

tuellement en train de tourner " Paradis Hawaien" 
avec Elvis Presley. Et lorsque Hal Wallis realise 
un film avec Presley, c'est absolument de I'or en 
barre. 

Pour en revenir fe nos autres productions, 
inutile de vous exprimer, ici, notre enthousiasme 
pour "Clandestine Judith", qui prfesentera un nouvel 
aspect du talent dramatique de Sophia Loren, pour 
Ligne Rouge 7000" de Howard Hawks, I'un des films 

les plus passionnants qui aient 4t4 r!alis!s fe ce 
jour sur les courses automobiles, et congu spfecia- 
lement pour la nouvelle g!n!ration, 

En rfesum!, la production Paramount n'a 
jamais attaint ce point aussi culminant ou elle 
se trouve fe I'heure actuelle. La longue campagne 
de preparation entreprise par le President George 
Weltner porte ses fruits. Il s'agit maintenant 
pour nous de veiller sans rellche fe ce que cette 
magnifique production qu’il met fe notre disposi¬ 
tion etablisse des records de recettes dans tous 
les pays ou Paramount est represent!. 

IS ^ Ff 

erti* r ^ ^ ^ ^ motion picture adv¬ 
ertising will be reached with Hal Wallis' 
forthcoming "Boeing Boeing," the campaign 
lor which will prominently highlight the 
measurements of the three international 
beauties appearing opposite Jerry Lewis and 
Tony Curtis in the Paramount release. 

"co-starring DanySaval 
Christiane Schmidtmer (40-26-38) 

and Suzanna Leigh (34-23-34." Measurements 
of a fourth co-star of the film, Thelma 
Kltter, are a closely guarded secret and 
credited simply as 
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LOS ANGELES - Pre-game shot in the Los Angeles Stadium before start 
of the hotly contested soccer match between Milan (Italy) and Mexico, 
C^iptains of the teams are shown receiving traditional gifts. Third from 
left is Raf Vallone, co-star of Paramount's "Harlow,” who brought a film 
industry touch to the occasion by making the first kick-off. 

DCMASIAIK) FABfOSO. 
b Ifflposlblc BO rccoBoccr «1 rostn eatBctcristleo d« Alfred Hitch¬ 

cock bajo ei dlsfrai <Be ceo y doBdc ce escBCBtre. O *407 del *wpcB- 
mr y cdehTBdo director de Titco«U^ i etr«o tUso bo paede cocoBBr. 
poBO o ■■ ti»tdre, B loo tBcSSTSISEM fBc tree coasldo lo cclehriuA 

BobI do Teer. 

Chile manager Juan Lauphei- 
mer has sent this clipping from 
Santiago's newspaper Ercillo to 
show that people everywhere see 
Slfred Hitchcock lli<enesses.The 
caption reads: 

TOO FAMOUS, It is impossible 
not to recognize the character¬ 
istic face of Alfred Hitchcock 
mder any mask or wherever he is. 
The King of Suspense and praised 
director of "Psycho" and other 
films cannot escape.despite his 
timidity, from the inconvenience 
involving the celebrity. 

V St’ 
it IV 

iiW'Wsy 

DUBLIN, Eire - On the set of "The Spy 
Who Came In From The Cold," the children of 
Elizabeth Taylor enjoy a romp on the film's 
reproduction of the grim and grisly 'Berlin 
Wall.' 

LONDON - Coach-and-four.complete 
with grooms, bringing the Plaza Girls 
and 'Moll Flanders' to the premiere 
of "The Amorous Adventures of Moll 
Flanders," at the Plaza, 

SYDNEY - Here is a continuation of the 
Movie Ball picture of Page 11, with identifi¬ 
cation of other Pararaounteers who helped make 
the "Harlow" table a prize-winner. Reading 
from left: Mr. and Mrs. W. Ellis; N.S.W. 
sales representative (and 'temporary camera¬ 
man') Graham Lewis; head office clerk Robin 
Hall; N.S.W. booker Rav Simmons; N.S.W. clerk 
Helen Cimningham; (partly obscured by camera) 
Kevin O'Sullivan; Judith Fisher, secretary to 
film and ad-sales manager Len Jones; Carol 
Chuck, Frank Young, and of course Carroll Sor- 
by impersonating Carroll Baker impersonating 
Jean Harlow, 

CAIRO, Egypt - The balcony of the Para¬ 
mount office here, which Paramount manager 
George Baramili always puts to very good use 
with every picture he releases, carried this 
picturesque display during the extraordinar¬ 
ily successful run of "The Carpetbaggers." 

BARCELONA, Spain - This city's subway 
(or Metro, or Underground, or whatever else 
you choose to call it), is made all the merr¬ 
ier by teaser advertising of the type shown 
here. This is advertising by the Montecarlo 
and Niza The-^tres for Jerry Lewis in "She 
Disord«=rly Orderly." 
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Now th?it we h^ive arrived at an era of a true "wealth 
of product," it behooves us to take time out every so often 
to refresh our minds - and our plans - regarding just what 
is in store for us. Such is the purpose of this page,_ 

Blonde beauty Vima Lisi will co- 
star with Frank Sinatra in "Assault 
On The Queen." The Seven Arts produc¬ 
tion, which will depict the piracy of 
an ocean liner on the high seas by a 
band of men operating from a salvaged 
World War I submarine, will be Miss 

An ace piece of casting in 
Joseph E, Levine*s production 
of "Nevada Smith" is that of 
Karl Malden, shown at right,in 
the role of one of the brutal 
killers.Currently completirg 
production on "Apache Upris¬ 
ing," producer A.C.Lyles has 
purchased the first screenplay 
to start his new 10-picture 
program for Paramount, Steve 
Fisher*s "Fort Siege" .. .Robert 
Bedford, who recently completed 

Lisi's second U.S. film. The sensuous 
Italian actress made her screen debut 
in "How To Murder Your Wife," 

a co-starring role with Sir Alec Guinness and Mich¬ 
ael Connors in "Situation Hopeless But Not Serioui^” 

■will co-star in "This Property Is Condemned," the 
_ provocative film version of the Tennessee Williams 

play starring Natalie Wood. (Redford created the 
original male lead in the comedy stage hit, "Barefoot In The Park," which Para¬ 
mount will bring to the screen as a Hal Wallis production).....Kirk Douglas and 
French film star Jean-Paul Belmondo have major roles in the Paramount—Seven 
Arts production, "Is Paris Burning?" Douglas will portray the spectacular Gen¬ 
eral George S,Patton, and Belmondo will be seen as Yvon Morandat, the French 
hero who took official possession of the residence of the French Ministry in 
the name of Charles De Gaulle»s Free France prior to the Allied liberation of 
Paris , ,. .,Cast of "The Oscar.^" a Joseph E. Levine production for Paramount rel¬ 
ease, now includes Stephen Boyd, Milton Berle, Ernest Borgnine, Edie Adams,Jill 
St.John, Eleanor Parker, Tony Bennett, Elke Sommer, - 
Joseph Gotten and Brod Crawford."Seconds," with London 

Rock Hudson at the top of the starring list, is an¬ 
other Paramount picture with a topping cast - 
Salome Jens, Robert Brubaker, John Randolph, Jeff 
Corey, Richard Anderson, Will Geer, Wesley Addy, 
Karl Swenson, Knigh Dhiegh and Evans Evans. 

s Dqily Cinema of July 26th was 

THAT GIRL ’ MOLL' 
HITS THE TOWN 

Ijideed a Pqremount issue. Major contribution 
in this respect was provided by these four 
pqges of photos relating to the rousing pre¬ 
miere of "The ftmorous Adventures of Moll 
Flenders" at the Plaza Theatre. There was 
also a full page of photos forming a compli¬ 
ment to Suzanna Leigh, who had been signed to 
a 7-year contract by Hal Wallis following 
her delightful appearance in his * 
comedy, "Boeing-Boeing." 

rip-roariouB 

HERE ARE SOME MORE OF THE NOTABLE ,., THEY ALSO 

GUESTS WHO WERE EAGER TO CAME TO MEET 
MEET MOLL FLANDERS'... ‘MOLL FLANDERS' 

TOP CRITICS AT 

THE PARAMOUNT PICTURES 
'PICTURE' IMMEDIATELY AHEAD 
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IF THEY MADE 'EM ANY 
ZANIER...YOU'D NEVER 
KNOW THE difference: 

Excerpt from 
Howard V t. K 0 c h 

a 
wire... 

Elsewhere in this issue we publish a 
jumbo telegram in which studio and prod¬ 
uction head Howard W. Koch reported to 
President George Weltner on "in work" 
productions. Regarding "Oh Dad, Poor Dad," 
he had this to say: 

".'OH DAD, POOR DAD' —- I'VE SEEN THE 
LfiTEST DaiLIES ®ND CHT MATERIAL AND I AM 
SURE WE HAVE THE WILDEST, WAY-OUT COMEDY 
I'VE SEEN IN MANY A DAY. DICK QUINE HAS 
CERTAINLY DONE A GREAT JOB AND IT LOOKS 
LIKE THE PICTURE CAN BE A BIG ONE AT THE 
BOX-OFFICE." 

When mid'lle-qge love runs rqmp^int amid the lush 
tropicelity of the West Indies, then you certainly 
have something worth paying good money to see....and 
in th° performance of this public duty, Rosalind 
Russell'and rascally Hugh Griffith periorra royally. 

MONTEGO BAY, Jamaica, West Indies — Ever-active Ray Stark, 
who produces hit plays, hit musicals, hit films ("The World of 
Suzie Wong,"one of many), and has just produced for us "Promise 
Her Anything" and "Oh Dad, Poor Dad," proves to the satisfaction 
of Rosalind Riissell and members of the production company of "Oh 
Dad, Poor Dad" that he can dance the Limbo with the best of them. 

'Mama* could just as easily come ashore by 
motorboat, pinnace, helicopter, or even by 
rocket. But she chose to have a lifejacket under 
her peignoir, even though it impeded her breast¬ 
stroke. However, it certainly rated attention. 

This hilarious seduction scene on Jamaica's 
sandy strand is bound to become a cinema class¬ 
ic - and what Mama did to break it up may well 
become standard practice for similar occasions. 

'Mama's' character name in this hilarious 
comedy is 'Madame Rosepettle, and the bearded 
character always in pursuit of her (played by 
Hugh Griffith, is 'Commodore Roseabove.' 
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B^RCELON&, Spain - 
Comedian Jerry Lewis is 
very well known on the 
sidewalks of this city. 
Here are advertising pill¬ 
ars carrying announcements 
of the Monte Carlo and 
Niza Cinemas for Jerry in 
(at top) "Who's Minding 
the Store?" and "The Dis¬ 
orderly Orderly." 

j Filming of "Oh Dad, 
Poor Dad, Mamma's Hung 
You In The Closet and I\ii 
Peelin' So Sad" has been 
completed in Paramount's 
Hollywood studios follovf- 
ing more than three 
months of production, 
both on location in Mon¬ 
tego Bay, Jamaica, andon 
the Paramount sound 
stages. 

More than 100 members 
of the company, includiig 
stars Rosalind Russell, 
Robert Morse, Barbara 
Harris, Hugh Griffith and 
Jonathan Winters,invaded 
the Round Hill Hotel in 
Montego Bay for location 
filming. 

Filmed in Technicolor, 
the Seven Arts production 
was produced by Ray Stark 
and directed by Richard 
Quine from a screenplay 
by Ian Bernard. The film 
takes its title from the 
madcap stage play by 
Arthur Kopit. 

Jerry L. Laugh-wrecks 
Puerto Rico 

Puerto Rico manager Frank L. Planas 
finally breaks 'news-silence' with the 
following despatch: 

"I haven't given you any news from 
Puerto Rico in a long time - but here is a 
terrific item! 

" 'Disorderly Orderly,' released here 
at the Music Hall Theatre in San Juan, 
played for four weeks, breaking all prev¬ 
ious records for a Jerry Lewis picture in 
length of playing time and box-office rec¬ 
eipts. Business for the four weeks means 
that 'Disorderly Orderly' is now in the 
category of 'top grossers,' keeping company 
with our biggest releases." 

TEL AVIV, Israel - Directly across the 
street from the Allenby, where' "The Carpet¬ 
baggers" has enjoyed one of the most succ¬ 
essful engagements anwhere in the entire 
world, there has been this special window 
display which has entertained citizens for 
many, many weeks. 

DALLAS, Texas - The 'hold-up' showmanship 
gimmick for "The Sons of Katie Elder" is 
kinda ketchin' on(and we hope that good luck 
stays with it). Majestic Theatre here staged 
the one above, which depicts a lone bandit 
set on 'stealing' a print of the Hal Wallis 
picture. Covering the stunt (out of camera 
range) were The Dallas Morning News and three 
commercial TV channels: WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV and 
KRLD-TV, which ran the event on their six and 
ten p.m. newscasts. 

New Production 
’First' for ’’Seconds” 

ROCK HUDSON 
St-ar of "Seconds” 

HOLLY/jOOD-An historic first in motion 
picture locations was chronicled on August 2nd, 
when Director John Frankenheimer and the tech¬ 
nical crew of Paramount's "Seconds" boarded a 
T\AA jet liner at International Airport for the 
filming of a complete sequence of the picture 
in flight with star Rock Hudson. This marked 
the first time a feature production with prin¬ 
cipals has been actually filmed in the air. 
Customarily, plane mock-ups and process photo¬ 
graphy are used for airplane sequences. 

A contingent of local newspaper and wire 
service aviation correspondents was also invit¬ 
ed aboard by Producer Edward Lewis and TNk 
executives to cover the initial film production 
flight. The current flight plan included fly¬ 
ing at approximately 30,000 feet over Califor¬ 
nia and parts of Arizona and New Mexico. Ar¬ 
rangements for placement and movement of cam¬ 
era, sound and electrical equipment aboard the 
jet were concluded earlier with TWA by Frank¬ 
enheimer and cameraman James Wong Howe. 

One of the most important sequences in 
the picture, the jet scenes feature star Hudson 
entering his second life following a startling 
physical transition and psychological condi¬ 
tioning. "Seconds" is based on the suspense 
novel by David Sly and the screenplay was 
written by Lewis John Carlino. 
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First of the Allen and Rossi comedies, scheduled for September start, 
is expected to be titled "THE LAST OF THE SECRET AGENTS." Obviously it 
will have timeliness, thrills, gimmicks, 

and 
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Hyer in ^11 her golden 
Griory. sh?ires in the triumph 
of "The Sons of K^tie Elder," 
too! 

HAL WALLIS 

The Sons OF 
IgUIEILDER 

The ’Sons of Katie Elder 
are whoop ing it up-and 
with mighty good cause. 

John itayne, Dean .Vartin, 
ivlichael Anderson, Jr. and 
Earl Holliman never had it 
so good. 

Clear across the United 
States, ”Ih§_Sons_of_Katj_e 
Elder” is registering at 
the nation’s box-offices 
the fact that it is sweep¬ 

ing to the golden spot of 
being one of the truly 
great paramount money-mak¬ 
ers of all time. 

You know, when it comes 
to making mass-entertain¬ 
ment pictures, this fellow 
Hal a 11 i s.! 
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GEORGE WELTNER 
President, Paramount Pictures 

Corporation 

PLEASE NOTE 

The extensive cover¬ 
age of Studio and prod¬ 
uction activities in 
this issue has resulted 
from a first-hand, on- 
the-spot report by the 
editor following a 
Studio visit last month. 

THE COVER 

Some of the many 
facets of the time- 
honored Hollywood 
Studio which has play¬ 
ed so vital a part in 
the production progr¬ 
ess of Paramount. 

Paramount World 
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The Man 
Who Guides 
Paramount’s Destiny 

Paramotint*s giant production progress in 
the past year, and the glowing promise of the 
immediate futur^^, have evoked tremendous admir¬ 
ation for President George Weltner in every com¬ 
ponent part of the organization* 

Particularly has this been the case in the 
Studio, and in all divisions, and locations, of 
the making of our product the world over* 

Realization is complete in the Studio's 
creative ranks that George Weltner has spent his 
entire working life with Paramount, in the course 
of which he has been in both foreign and domes¬ 
tic distribution, as well as in production, and 
is therefore completely versed in every phase 
of Paramount activity* 

Creative workers, no matter in what field, 
have faith In and a dedication towards those 
executives who know what to expect because they 
know what it is possible to expect* 

This is how the Par¬ 
amount production force, 
from top to bottom, 
feels about George Welt¬ 
ner. 

They have the same 
faith in him that he has 
in them. 

It adds up to a won¬ 
derful promise for the 
Paramount years ahead. 

(pidjurs, 

The Paramount era which began in June 
of last year, and which envisioned a new 
age of enhanced entertainment films, is now 
with us as a surging success force. 

Paramount product is burgeoning, rot 
only in quantity but In quality. We are 
getting the pictures, and the pictures are 
designed for the audiences of the world. 

This issue of ParamoTint World has been 
fashioned In Substantiation of this fact. 

It also is a challenge to all concern¬ 
ed to make sure that the product is given 
as much (at the very least) dedication in 
its distribution as has gone into its 
creation. 



PARAMOUNT The Production Cabinet 

PRODUCT 

PARADE 
AN EDITORIAL REPORT 
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The Studio's daily cabinet meeting at 9:30 a.m, under 
the chairmanship of Howard W. Koch, is in many respects 
the key event of each working day. 

Attendance is about 25, and the head of every depart¬ 
ment physically responsible for the production of Paramount 
pictures is represented. 

(Assembly, however, is not limited to one daily meet¬ 
ing. Any time a specific problem of major Importance 
looms up, the cabinet room is commandeered, all prin¬ 
cipals are summoned, and the problem quickly resolved.) 
The gathering is truly a cabinet meeting, with every 

representative a vocal member, and every comment, suggest¬ 
ion, criticism and evaluation given proper consideration. 

More than at any other time in the studio's history, 
production is a team effort. 

YOUR REPORTER did a lot of roaming 
around and speaking with people during his 
studio visit last month. It was a very 
revealing process and he is happy that his 
long association with Paramount made it 
possible to talk with men and women on all 
levels of work in the mighty production 
plant. 

One major reaction stands out above 
all others: The Paramounteers in the 
Studio are more ’Company conscious' today 
than at any other time in the past 40 years. 

They know now that they are part (a 
very important part) of a world-wide com¬ 
pany, They are concerned with the pictures 
that they make not merely up to the prev¬ 
iew point, but far beyond that. They want 
to know of reactions - in the local mark¬ 
et, in the Continental U.S.A. market, and 
in the farthest comers of the world. 

Some members of the cabinet are new; some have been 

engaged in Paramount production for decades; in some cases, 

all of their working lives have been spent with Paramount. 

But now all are united In a common effort for the 

maintenance of Paramount supremacy. And nowhere is this 

fact more apparent than in the regular daily cabinet 

meeting. 

They are very conscious of business 
trends and crises, and seem definitely 
intent on doing even more than they have 
done in the past to further Paramount's 
interests and consolidate the Company's 
future. 

This is a most heartening sign. 

It is most assuredly confirmation of 
deepening confidence in the Studio's top 
management of today. 

And it is a sure-enough good indicat¬ 
ion of still better work, and still better 
product, in the exciting months and years 
ahead. 

It is believed that you will find firm 
and factual evidence of this is the sub¬ 

sequent pages of this issue. 



A CONSTANT SET VISITOR 

Studio and productiwi head Howard W.Koch, 
(second from left) with, 1 to r: Joseph 
Friedman, director of advertising andpubllc- 
ity; John Fran ken heimer, director of SECONDS ; 
and Edward Lewis, the film's producer. 

HOWARD W. KOCH - THE MAN WHO 

MAKES THE PRODUCT COME TRUE’. 

Nobody - In the organi¬ 
zation, in the world's the¬ 
atres, or even in the rank 
and file of the studio it¬ 
self - knows of the personal 
pressure that running avast 
film production company en¬ 
tails, 

Howard Koch left the 
comparative comfort of a 
smaller company to take over 
his present massive assign¬ 
ment. He is dedicated beyond 
even the comprehension of 
those closely associated 
with him. 

He is deeply schooled in 
every phase of making film 
entertainment for the world. 

He has the unqualified 
respect of all of the film 
making industry. 

HOWARD KOCH is a production depart¬ 
ment's production head because he und¬ 
erstands, from first-hand experience, 
all facets of the complicated,exaspejr- 
ating but always fascinating business 
of making motion pictures. 

HOWARD KOCH is a distribution dep¬ 
artment's production head because he 
has a compassionate understanding ofthe 
trials and tribulations which this dep¬ 
artment has to endure and surmount be¬ 
fore and during the process of trans¬ 
forming a film into a successful reven¬ 
ue producer, 

HOWARD KOCH is any and every exhib¬ 
itor's production head because his long 
and diverse experience In the film ind¬ 
ustry has given him a liberal underst¬ 
anding of the fact that exhibitors,too, 
have their massive problems in securing 
enough audience-entertaining films to 
turn their box offices irxto pay-offices. 

In short, Howard W. Koch is a most 
understanding - and thoroughly practical 
and down-to-earth - film man designed 
to keep every element of our industi^r 
happy. 

And this includes the stockholders. 

He is young enough to 
adapt himself to changing 
trends in entertainment, 
imaginative enough to scent 

changes in appeal, pliable enough to mould a small but beguiling 
idea into a major production. 

Above all, he has the personality, the drive and the back¬ 
ground of every facet of film-making wnich make for a leader. 

Respect for Howard Koch has grown solidly since he took 
over the Paramount studio's helm. It is seen in the attitudes 
of those who have a profound respect for the man who understands 
their job. They in turn have a much more understanding attitude 
towards his joD. 

You see it in the commissary, in the respect that the staff 
has for the man leading them, judged in part by the calibre of 
the important guests lunching ^th him. 

Every Paramounteer, everywhere In the world, will see it in 
the sharp and glorious upgrading of the product now being made, 

Howard W. Koch is, in short, a massive contributor to Para¬ 
mount's space-age film leadership. 

Mr. Koch manages the 'miracle' of being 
in a hundred places at one time, and constan¬ 
tly visits every set of every film in prod¬ 
uction. 

Howard Koch with director Henry 
Hathaway at the ^one Pine location of 
"Nevada Smith," 250 air miles from 
the Paramount studio. 

LEFT 

PARIS - Howard W, Koch seeing at 
first hand production on "Is Paris 
Burning?" At left he is on one ofthe 
scenes of action with Orson Welles 
and Leslie Caron. At right, he is ex¬ 
pressing to director Rene Clement 
Paramotmt's great satisfaction in the 
mighty picture's results to date. 
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The Paramount Product Parade 
(Continued from Page Three) 

AS ONE GOES BACK to the Paramount lot In this year 
of Nineteen Sixty-five one is compelled by memory to 
recall other visits made in the long years since produc¬ 
tion moved from Vine Street to Marathon Street. 

In these more than thirty years many hundreds of 
Paramount pictures have been made. All levels of produc¬ 
tion are included in this estimate, and of course all 
degrees of accomplishment, revenue-wise. 

To one with a long Pararaomt memory, the great and 
the near great will stand out, and with these titles 
there will be recollections of the great promise held 
at the times of their making, for each of these films. 
Memory, too, will recall that certain years competed 
with others in appraisals of greatness. 

And it will ever be so whilever there is a Paramount, 
However, it is the present - this very moment - 

which must be of Paramount concern. And this moment is 
completely paramount in every respect. 

Editorially, one gets to know a little bit 
more about the picture being made when one 
speaks to an interesting personality in the film 
itself. Hence this 'on the set' shot of Robert 
L. Graham, Australian managing director, and the 
editor of Paramount World, learning more about 
"The Oscar" from co-star Elke Sommer, 

This very moment sees our company with its finest 

stockpile of already completed films. It sees Paramount with 
a number of entertainment-plus productions already before 
the cameras, their greatness attested by their subject matter 
and the viewing of already-filmed footage. 

Furthermore, this moment sees on the planning boards a 
wealth of great immediate-future motion pictures, their casts 
and producers and directors announced, which guarantee in 
their turn the continuance of a wealth of box-office attract¬ 
ions. 

Thus we see that the past has been outshone by the pres¬ 
ent, while the present reaps its harvest to make way for what 
is certain to be the glowing magnificence of the future. 

But to get down to cases of what a visit revealed. 
In production on several stages with the timely, topical 

and .terrific subject of the Academy Awards as its theme, was "The Oscar,” a picture with so 
resplendent a cast that we have scattered news of it all throughout this issue. Occupying 
other sets, and also on location is some of the Los Angeles suburbs, was the Edward Lewis 
production, "Seconds," with *John Frankenhetmer directing Rock Hudson in a modem and very 
unusual thriller. Two hundred and fifty miles to the north-east, in the ranges of Nevada, 
Henry Hathaway was filming "Nevada Smith," based on that unforgettable character in the 
not-to-be-forgotten "CTarpetbaggers." "Nevada Smith" lives lustily again'in the person of 
Steve McQueen, and the footage seen on the studio*s "rushes" screen proves conclusively that 
"Nevada Smith" will be a top Paramount revenue-raiser. On other stages, preparations were in 
progress for interior sets for Hal Wallis* production, "Hawaiian Paradise." Location work was 
in progress in Hawaii, with the company due to move back to the studio at the end of August, 
and everything pointed to Elvis Presley coming through with another Aloha-winner, 

"MOLL" OFFERS THE 
BEST SHOW IN TOWN 

LONDON - Advice here from Paramount 
managing director Russell W. Hadley, Jr,, 
indicates that "The Amorous Adventures of 
Moll Flanders" is far, far outgrossing such 
stalwarts as "Zulu," "The Carpetbaggers" 
and "The Disorderly," 

In the ABC cinemas in Eastbourne, Hast¬ 
ings, Bournemouth, Jersey and Boscombe, the 
toppings by the Kim Novak starrer have been 
as high as 100$ above the other named prod¬ 
uctions. 

A Cable of the Month 

To: GEORGE WELTNER In New York 

From; HOWARD W. KOCH in Paris 

DEAR GEORGE; RE "IS PARIS BURNING?" HAVE JUST LEFT THE 

SCREENING ROOM AFTER SEEING THREE HOURS OF THE MOST WONDERFUL 

FILM. SAW HISTORY REPEATING ITSELF IN THE STREETS OF PARIS. I 

KNOW THAT WE HAVE A PICTURE THAT WILL BE A BLOCKBUSTER AND MAKE 

PARAMOUNT'S CASH REGISTER RING IN 1966. ALL THE BEST. 

HOWARD W. KOCH 
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This is "Nevada Smith," dedicated hunter 
of the brutal slayers of his parents. Steve 
McQueen makes him an unforgettable three- 
dimensional character, while director Henry 
Hathaway makes the Joseph E. Levine product¬ 
ion a Paramount release to rank with the 
great outdoor productions of all time. 

All is not 'sand' in the Joseph E.Levine- 
Paramount production, "Sands of the Kalahari." 
For extra good measure there's 'sex' as well. 
Supplied in this instance by Stua'rt Whitman 
and Susannah York. Stanley Baker is also a 
co-star, and Cy Endfield, the man who contr¬ 
ibuted so much, directorially, to "Zulu,"was 
the director. 

PARAMOUNT PRODUCTION ABROAD 

A massive note in the 
symphony of Paramoimt 
production abroad is being 
played by "Is Paris Bur¬ 
ning?*' concerning which 
there is a greal of in¬ 
formation on other pages. 

But there are a num¬ 
ber of other great Para¬ 
mount pictures which have 
been, and are being,com¬ 
pleted abroad. 

LONDON - Milton Subotsky and Max Rosen¬ 
berg were hosts to members of the British 
trade press recently on the set of the Amicus 
production, "Schizoid." The visitors saw 
'rushes' and lunched in the Old House. The 
thriller is a Paramount release in Techni¬ 
color starring Patrick W3rmark, Margaret John¬ 
ston and Judy Huxtable. 

Shown above, 1 to r: Peter Noble, Holly¬ 
wood Reporter; Judy Huxtable; Max Rosenberg; 
Margaret Johnston; Milton Subotsky; Freddie 
Francis; Peter Reed, Paramount general sales 
manager; Patrick Wymark: Bill Pay, Motion 
Picture Herald; Mrs. Peter Reed; Jack Upfold, 
Paramount director of advertising and publi¬ 
city; Jock MacGregor, Motion Picture Exhibi¬ 
tor’; Bill Altria, editor, Kine Weekly. 

"Sands of the Kalahari," a desert thriller based on the old¬ 
est desire In the history of man (and woman), already has been 
screened in New York by producer Joseph '5. Levine and given a top 
excitement rating by its viewers. Stanley Baker, Stuart Whitman 
amd Susannah York head the cast.... .Then there is the saucy,sexy 
comedy, "Alfie," in which soaring star Michael Caine proves that, 
on occasion, the male can be far more deadly than the female, 
especially where 'birds* are concerned....Another 'deadly male' 
is being carved in color in London by Ray Stark and Seven Arts, 
the protagonist this time being Tony Curtis. Starring in "My Last 
Duchess," he plays a handsome rogue who causes "accidents" to 
happen to a succession of rich women in his life. 

Over Twickenham way in London, Joseph E. Levine is producing 
"The Idol" under the executive direction of Leonard Lightstone, 
with Daniel Petrie as the film's director. The picture stars 
Jennifer Jones, John Leyton and Michael Parks, and deals with a 
triangular relationship between Miss Jones, an attractive matron} 
her sensitive student-son, played by Leyton, and his best friend. 
portrayed by Parks, and its explosive consequence. 

In a report which advertising manager Mort Hock made to Jos¬ 
eph Friedman, advertising and publicity director, following a trip 
to London In the company of Phil Solomon and Bob Pels of the 
Lennon & Newell Agency, there were expressions of high praise for 
"Judith," "Promise Her Anything," "Sands of the Kalahari" and 
"Alfie." Of th“ first, the report calls "Judith" "...an exciting 
adventure story which contains not one but three separate 'time- 
bomb' emotional build-ups....Sophia Loren who has never looked 
more beautiful does a tremendous job." Of the second picture,the 
report says: "'Promise Her Anything' is a very bright modem sex 
comedy, right in tune with what the public is responding to 
today." ("Sands of the Kalahari" is already reported on at 
top of this column).Of "Alfie," Mr. Hock says, in part,"Lewis 
Gilbert showed us some 'dailies, and I can only tell you that it 
left my mouth watering to see more." 



13 MORE BEFORE ■7 
Paramount will have 13 major productions 

before the cameras between September and the 
end of the year. 

1965's END 

SINATRA: 

^VVhere the 
Is 

NEW YORK - Newsweek, issue 
of September 6th, featured 
Frank Sinatra on its cover, al¬ 
ong with the caption, SINATRA: 
Where the Action Is, 

Contributing to the lineup, to be filmed 
in Holly/ifood and on location in the H.S, and 
Europe, will be the Seven Arts production of 
the tentatively titled "My Last Duchess," 
starring Tony Curtis; "Assault On A Queen," 
starring Frank Sinatra and Vima Lisi, to be 
made in association with Sinatra Enterprises, 
and the screen adaptation of "This Property 
Is Condemned," starring Natalie Wood and 
Robert Redford. 

A share in the Paramount "baker's dozen," 
to come from Joseph E. Levine's Embassy Pic¬ 
tures, Includes "The Minister And The Choir 
Singer," film version of the Hall-Mills mur¬ 
der case; "The Idol," starring Jennifer Jones,, 
Michael Parks and John Leyton, and "When The 
Lion Feeds," African adventure story to be 
produced by Stanley Baker. 

Comedy team Marty Allen and Steve Rossi 
will d^but in "The Last of the Secret AgentsV" 
first film the duo will make as part of their 
exclusive 7-year contract with Paramount. 

Clint Walker, known to millions of TV 
viewers in the title role of the "Cheyenne" 
series, will star In "Night Of the Grizzly," 
first of his two pictures for Paramount. 

Michael Caine will star in the adaptation 
of the best-seller, "Funeral In Berlin," a 

HONOLULU - Seated between the producer 
and the star of "Hawaiian Paradise" is the 
star's father, Mr. Verne Presley. Producer 
Hal Wallis, as usual, is right 'on d^ck' dur¬ 
ing the making of this third of Elvis Pres¬ 
ley's Hawaiian musical romances, and the adv¬ 
ance word is that this is the happiest of 
th«7i all. 

,And that's where Mr,Sinatra 
will be at the end of this 
month, starring for Seven Arts 
in the Paramount release - 
"Assault On The Queen," a naut¬ 
ical thriller packed every mom¬ 
ent with ACTIoCr 

"Night of the Grizzly," a 
large scale western adventure, 
will be the first Clint Walker 
(pictured above) film for 
Paramount, it was announced by 
Howard W. Koch, vice-president 
and studio and production head. 

The story of a man's des¬ 
perate fight to protect his 
family fbom a rampaging grizzly 
bear that is destroying humans 
and crops, the Technicolor 
attraction begins filming the 
end of this month, 

"Night of the Grizzly" is 
based on an original idea by 
Walker, who has a two-picture 
agreement with Paramount. 

Walker is known to 
millions of television 
viewers for his portrayal 
of "Cheyenne." 

tale of modem espionage by those James Bond 
men Harry Saltzman and Albert R. Broccoli. 

Two large-scale outdoor adventure west¬ 
erns are set for production. Producer A.C. 
Lyles will film "Fort Siege," and Howard 
Hawks will make "Eldorado" with a star cast 
headed by John Wayne. 

From the pen of "Psycho" author Robert 
Bloch will come "Schizoid," a spine-chiller 
now being filmed in England. 

Completing the list of 13 is the still- 
to-be-titled screenplay that Lawrence Roman 
is writing and in which the comely and vers¬ 
atile Ann-Margret is set to star. 

A close view of the award of the Natlcnal 
Catholic Theatre Conference given to Hal 
Wallis for his production of "Becket." 

NEW YORK - Paramount's Board Chairman, 
Barney Balaban, acting In behalf of producer 
Hal Wallis (then in Hawaii producing "Hawa¬ 
iian Paradise"), accepts The National Cath¬ 
olic Conference's award for the production, 
"Becket." Presenting the magnificent plaque 
is the Rev. Gilbert V. Hartke, O.P,, presid¬ 
ent of the executive board of the National 
Catholic Conference. 

In accepting the award for Mr, Wallis, 
Mr, Balaban said; 

"Becket" has brought pride to Hal 
Wallis who had the courage to make this 
inspiiring film; and to Paramount in being- 
privileged to distribute the picture all 
around the world. 

And now this pride is climaxed bv the 
award of the National Catholic Theatre 
Conference, which honors Hal Wallis for 
his fine and moving film production. 

I am deeply honored, in the absence 
of Mr, Wallis, who is filming a picture 
in Hawaii, to accept the award of the 
Conference in his behalf. 



TABLOID REPORT ON SUCCESSES 
IN THE U. S. A. AND ABROAD 

”In Harm's Way" is one of the forefront 
runners in the success story of Paramount 
abroad these days. We are using a separate 
page (Page 28) for a detailing of the succ¬ 
ess of the Otto Preminger production. 

"The Amorous Adventures of Moll Fland¬ 
ers is a 'scandalous* success at London's 
Plaza and throughout Britain's resort towns 
and cities, exceeding in some instances the 
'zenith' records of "Zulu." Plaza's 7th 
week began Labor Day .....Manila *s Avenue 
and Lyric Theatres have premiered "Harlow" 
to a coin-tinkling avalanche; and Trinidad 
reports that the Strand's record set by 
"Becket" has been toppled by "Harlow". 
and speaking of "Becket,'* the Palace Thea¬ 
tre in Karachi, Pakistan, has premiered the 
Hal Wallis masterpiece to results termed 
"exceptionally good." 

Mention of Hal Wallis makes imperative 
the report that his "Sons of Katie Elder" 
has been smashing one U.S. record after 
another. Already this great outdoor thrillr- 
er ranks as an all-time-Paramount-great in 
point of popularity and revenue. 

In addition to the Johannesburg (below) 
success scored by "The Carpetbaggers," Pre¬ 
toria and several other South African cit- 

Johannesburg HaiIs 
'’The Carpetbaggers 

tonight PtPPAftD 

CAROL 

mabih* Hva 

JOHANNESBURG, Republic of South Africa — 
The Fife and Drum Band of the Transvaal Reg¬ 
iment parade outside the colorful Capri The¬ 
atre as a prelude to the fashionable premiene 
of Joseph S. Levine's production, "The Carp¬ 
etbaggers." Premiere was a most auspic'ous 
event, and the Paramount picture has regis¬ 
tered massive box-office business ever since. 

ies report stunning successes with 
the film."The Disorderly Order¬ 
ly," f ollovjing a 3-week run at the 
celebrated Tuschinski in Amsterdam, 
is continuing the dazzling tempo of 
that run in the Corso..♦Britain's 
ABC Circuit's biz also dazzling. 

Re: "NEVADA SMITH" 
From the office of JOSEPH E. LEVINE 

IF 

you missed the motion picture section of the Sunday 
Ouly 18) New York Times, we're sending you the 
attached reproduction of our 2-page advertisement 
as the strongest answer we know to "what's new" in 
motion picture production. 

IF 

you could have been on location with me last week, 
you would have seen the start of a motion picture that 
has every essential ingredient for box-office greatness,.. 
from its title to its all-star cast., .from Technicolor to 
Panavision. 

IF 

you believe in the value of a pre-sold title, this name 
has been read by millions, talked about by more 
millions and heard by many, many millions. 

IF 

you want a great motion picture with a powerful 
showmanship campaign, this motion picture is for you. 

The attached broadside is the first salvo in our all-out 
campaign with Paramount Pictures. It will embrace 
all media and will reach out to everybody in the largest 
city and in the smallest town. 

There is nothing "ify" about this motion picture. It 
has size, scope and tremendous built-in audience 
appeal.. .and that's exactly the kind of campaign this 
motion picture will get. 

Cordially, 

-^_ 

Last month, on Page 19, we reproduced 
the two full page advertisements which prod¬ 
ucer Joseph E. Levine had inserted in The 
Mew York Times concerning the commencement of 
filming on "Nevada Smith." The ads contained 
reference to a special message from Mr, Lev¬ 
ine addressed to all Paramount employees 
concerning "Nevada Smith." Above is the text 
of that message. 
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Place 

de la 
Concorde, 
Paris, 

August, 
1 S 6 5 

We hare xmderseored 
the date, for this was 
how this biggest.busiest 
traffic centre of Europe 
looked just last Bonth 
as French authorites,ln 
tribute to the greatness 
of "Is Paris Burning?" 
cleared Place de la Con¬ 
corde of erery bus, car, 
tarl...eTerytnlng on 
wheels, and ererjbodj on 
foot.excepting, of 
course, the actors and 
rehlcles of "Is Paris 
Burning?" 

The Towering Power of 

"IS PARIS BURNING?" 
The following cable, dated August 17th,represents 

an on-the-spot report to President George Weltner on 
the mounting excitement being packed into one of the 
most truly great pictures Paramount has over released 
- "Is Paris Burning?" 

LAST NIGHT'S RUSHES GAVE OVER¬ 

WHELMING EVIDENCE OF INTENSITY AND 

POWER BEING ACHIEVED BY PRODUCER 

GRAETZ, DIRECTOR CLEMENT AND ALL 

COICERNED IN "IS PARIS BURNING?" 

SHOWING INCLUDED ACCUMULATION WEEK¬ 

END FOOTAGE OF EXPLOSI(» AT GRAND 

PALAIS, WARTIME ILLUSIOI OF PLACE 

DE U CONCORDE WITH RAMMING OF 

TANKS AND FIRST FOOTAGE OF GERT 

FROBE WHICH MAKES CLEAR PERFECTION 

OF HIM IN PART. FOOTAGE NOT MERELY 

REALISTIC BUT ALSO COiTAINS THRILL¬ 

ING EMOTIOJAL PUNCH AND COMBINATIM 

SHOULD BE UNBEATABLE. PLEASE ADVISE 

HOLLINGER" THAT IMPRESSIVE AS IT 

WAS TO WATCH THESE SCHfES BEING 

FILMED THEY ARE TEN TIMES MORE EX¬ 

CITING Ml THE SCREEN. 

(*) Paramount publicity manager Hy Holllnger paid a 
special visit to Paris early in August for a firsthand 
look at the production progress on "Is Paris Burning?". 

There is a subsequent, and even more 
thrilling, cable from Paris on Pages 20 
and 21.The potential of this mighty 
film should Inspire every Paramounteer. 

THERE IS NOT THE SLIGHTEST doubt in the 
world but that "Is Paris Burning?" is destin¬ 
ed to be an historic milestone in our indus¬ 
try, creatively as well as revenue-wise. 

The basic drama of the of the historical¬ 
ly true events upon which the massive and 
exciting film is based is as cinematic as it 
is factual. 

It is a great stroke of fortune that the 
resultant picture is a Paramount release, 
world-wide, for this film is not only going 
to excite picturegoers by the tens of mill¬ 
ions, but will enrich in every way all who 
have participated in making it. 

On the basis of evidence to date it can 
be stated with conscientious clarity that no 
film reflecting the multi-faceted drama of 
World War II has contained the quantity and 
the variety of spellbinding dramatic vignet¬ 
tes as "Is Paris Burning?" 

Certainly no other film has been produced 
with such whole-hearted cooperation — both 
official and personal — as has this epic of 

courage, devotion and undeviating p)at riot ism. 

Three principals In 
"Is Paris Burning?" Gert 
Probe as General Von Cho- 
litx, the German governor 
of France who procrastin¬ 
ates over Hitler's order 
to put Paris to the torch: 
Rene Clement, director of 
the mighty film; and actor 
and singer Yves Montand 
as a courageous soldier of 
France. 



Comedy of a high, sustained 
order is also forthcoming from 
Seven Arts’ ’’Promise Her Anything," 
in which Leslie Caron,Warren Bea¬ 
tty and an adorable baby frolic. 
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ALLEN AND ROSSI WILL PACE 
PARAMOUNT'S LAUGHTER SUPPLY 

As for the impact of Allen and 
Rossi on Minneapolis, this tribute to 
them from Ted Mann, President of Mann 
Theatres, is mighty powerful evidence. 

LEFT 

Comedy is forthcoming in 
merry and magnificent slabs in 
the Seven Arts-Paramount release 
- "Oh Dad, Poor Dad, M.H.Y. 
I.T.C.A.I.F.S.S." 

How else would one expect to 
see Rosalind Russell garbed as 
she' is at the left —- and this 
attire is conservative compared 
to some of her other ’get-outs’ 
in this rip-roarlous cinema 
jape. 

It’s much the same story 
with her comedy confederates — 
Hugh Griffith, Robert Morse, 
Barbara Harris, Jonathon Winters 
and all the rest of the witwacky 
bunch — in a film recorded In 
Jamaica, West Indies, solely for 
laughing purposes. 

HOLLYz/OOD - Howard W.Koch, 
studio and production head, 
shows Australia's managing dir¬ 
ector, Robert L. Graham, some 
advance visualizations of the 
characters Allen and Rossi will 
portray in "The Last of the 
Secret Agents." Visualizations 
had been produced by the art and 
set division of the studio op¬ 
erations under Hal Pereira, 

A&R 
A&R 
A&R 
A&R 
A&R 
A&R 
A&R 
A&R 
A&R 
A&R 
A&R 
A&R 
A&R 
A&R 
A&R 
A&R 
A&R 
A&R 
A&R 
A&R 
A&R 

MINNEAPOLIS, Minn. - Allen and 
Rossi gave their Paramount careers - 
and their forthcoming comedy, "The 
Last of the Secret Agents" - a big 
impetus by providing the entertain¬ 
ment at the U.S. Governors’ Conferen¬ 
ce in this city late In July. They 
are showing here being TV-interviewed 
at Minneapolis-St.Paul International 
Airport by WTCN-TV, KSTP-TV & KMSP-TV. 

■■■ 

: WESTERN UNION 
TELEGRAM 

AUEN AND 
C/0 PARAMOUNT PtCTURES 
S4S1 MARATHON STREET 
HOUYWOOO 38. CALIFORNIA 

YOUR APPEARANCE AT GOVERNOR’S CONFERENCE AND PRESS 
BANQUET IN MINNEAPOLIS WAS JUST SENSATIONAL. YOU BROUGHT 
DOWN THE HOUSE. YOU LAID ’EM IN THE AISLES. YOU TURNED THE CITY 
TOPSY TURVY, WAS OVERWHELMED BY RESPONSE ACCORDED YOU BY 
EVERYONE. ESPECIALLY YOUNG PEOPLE- THE WHOLE CITY SEEMED TO 
KNOW AND GREET YOU BOTH, WHEREVER YOU WENT, ASKING FOR AUTO¬ 
GRAPHS, SHAKING HANDS. YELLING, ‘HELLO, DERE • EAGERLY LOOKING 
FORWARD TO YOUR FIRST FILM FOR PARAMOUNT, “LAST OF THE SECRET 
AGENTS?’- SINCERELY, 

ALLEN: Boy, what a telegram! I think 

rii run for Governor of Minneapolis. 

ROSSI Marly. Minneapolis is a city 

Yeah, but we left it in some state. 

ROSSI: Old you ever have a more frantic feceplion-? 
ALLEN: Only at my wi 

Marly. Minneapolis is a city 

in some state. m 

ve a more frantic feceplion-? | y 
9- 

ROSSI: Those crowds crushing us, tearing at our clothes 
What mare couid you wish for'’ 

ALLEN; That they'd return my pants. 

ROSSI Ana now—as vre gel rearly for cur hrst otcture 
for Paranount—1$ there ariylhing you reoreP 

!: Yeah. That we didn't go to Minneapolis 

FORE we signed the contracts! 

What Ted Mann exoerienced in Minneapolis has been repeated everywhere 
Allen and Rossi have appeared. The first film. “THE LAST OF THE SECRET AGENTS?" 
starts production in September. One thing is sure. 1966 will be a wildly funny year! 
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THERE WILL BE PARAMOUNT 

MUSIC 
Hal Wallis' roraan~ 

tic musical, "Paradise, 
Hawaiian Style," starr¬ 
ing Elvis Presley, has 
resumed production at 
Paramount's Hollywood 
Studios under the dir¬ 
ection of Michael 

Moore following the 65-member troupe's return from lo¬ 
cation filming in the Hawaiian Islands. 

The company worked 17 shooting days on Maui,Kauai 
and Oahu, with Presley working 13 days, and the sched¬ 
ule calls for 20 additional days filming in Hollywood. 

James Shigeta, Suzanna Leigh, Donna Butterworth, 
Marianna Hill, Julie Parish, Irene Tsu and Lijjda Wong 
head the supporting cast. 

Suzanna Leigh' and 

Elvis Presley in a senti¬ 
mental silhouette in 
"Paradise, Hawaiian Style," 
(Note the Hal Wallis 
film's new title). 

mm§m 

Centered in the Hal Wallis star 
gallery is a portrait of Elvis Presley 
with the following Inscription: 

"To Mr, Wallis - My sincere 
thanks for being the first and for 
producing ray best pictures. With 
admiration and respect. 

Your friend, 
E. P, 

ED SULLIVAN Photo 

Allen and Rossi 
MiX Mus i c and Mania.... 

NEW YORK - Marty Allen (right) and Steve 
Rossi arrive at Kennedy Airport amed with lots 
of bottles of famed Memphis Artesian water as a 
gift from the Mayor of Memphis to Mayor Robert 
Wagner of New York, During their stay in New 
York they appeared on the Ed Sullivan TV show 
in which they demonstrated their musical and 
monkeyshine talents. The show was telecast nat¬ 
ionally and will later be seen internationally, 

Allen and Rossi are now in Hollywood prep¬ 
aring to start their first Paramount comedy 
(with songs by Steve Rossi), "The Last of the 
Secret Agents?" 

”BEACH BALL," Technicolor-Techniscope 
musical featuring some of the top U.S. 
recording stars, has been acquired by 
Paramount for national release this fall 

Five popular vocal teams - Supremes, 
Righteous Brothers, Four Seasons, Hon- 
dells and Walker Brothers - play major 
roles in the film, w^iich stars Edd 
Byrnes, Chris Noel, Robert Logan, Brenda 
Benet and Aron Kincaid. 

It!§-§2D9§_2l-ilyl§ 
As an index to the wealth of music to be found in 

Hal Wallis' forthcoming Elvis Presley musical romance, 
here are the titles of the ten top songs in the picture 
- all of them Elvis Presley numbers: 

"Sand Castles," "This Is My Heaven," "Drums of the 
Islands," "Stop Where You Are," "Scratch My Back^" "The 
House of Sand," "Queenie Wahine's Papaya," "A Dog's 
Life," "Datin'," and "Hawaii, U.S.A," 
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H E L 0 
‘SEEN AND HEARD AROUND THE STUDIO— 

T 

T 
Paramount's Western 

lot is one of the very 
few places in Hollywood 
where you can find horse 
hoof-marks and human 
footprints in the dust 
together. 

Coming on the lot at 8 a.m,, your reporter noted that 
Howard Koch*s car was already there — and in the public parking 
lot. It was still there at 6:30.The top business section of 
the studio has been dignifiedly re-d<=corated. Its gallery of 

glamor is a 150-ft. corridor of framed photographs of the great stars in current and forthcoming 
Paramount pictures. The executive approach is now truly redolent of big business....There's much 
pleasure evident in the entire studio over Luigi Luraschi's appointment as executive production 
assistant to George Weltner.It's always a pleasure to chat with Hal Pereira, the creative 
production designer who knows the past, present and (believes in the) future of the industry in 
general and Paramount in particular. Hasn't changed in appearance in several decades. Truly 
'Timeless Hal,' _ 

This Studio is maintaining an 
atmosphere of wonderful and contin¬ 
uous excitement everywhere. 

- Hal Pereira 

On the set of "The Oscar" we rem¬ 
inisced with Milton Berle about a cer¬ 
tain Paramount golf tournament at the 
Winged Foot Golf Club in the early 
1930's. Only difference about Berle is 
that he has grown younger and gotten 
some new jokes. He's a real glamor 
character in "The Oscar",,..Australia's 
managing director Robert L. Graham ha4 
long chats with Cornel Wilde and Steve 
Boyd with the object of having then 
make Australian personal appearance 
tours with their pictures - Boyd with 
"The Oscar" and Wilde with "The Naked 
Prey." Both stars were favorably inc¬ 
lined.Studio Security Officer 
George Mitchell, 2? years on the Par¬ 
amount police force (and pictured on 
our cover) proclaimed the present 
climate in the studio "the best in a 
whole lot of years," Gave as his rea¬ 
son the fact that "everybody is so 
happy because they are so busy,",. 
Paramount Studio Club under the very 

REMEMBER THIS DATE 
Next Month 

SATURDAY, SEPT. 18, 1965 

Paramount Studio Club Outing 
at 

DISNEYLAND 
FUN FOR THE FAMILY AND FRIENDS 10 A.M. TILL MIDNIGHT 

PRIZES - SOUVENIRS 

NEWS LETTER LATER 

spirited presidency of Paul Porter is a very vital force 
in the studio, with a multiplicity of activities designed 
to interest just about everybody. Arrangements were made 
for a continuity of news to come to Paramount World, an 
innovation we expect to see in full swing by next month's 
issue. 

When one sees Edith Head at work in her centre of 
design, and notes the cooperation she gets from everyone 
-stars, executives and staff-- one no longer wonders 
why she has gotten so many 'Oscars.' And it is a stroke 
of real justice that she actually appears in an acting 
role in "The Oscar," in scenes with the glamorous Elke 
Sommer, 

Freewh'^eling around the lot, we happened in on some 
of the tests for the upcoming Seven Arts drama, "This 
Property Is Condemned," This picture is going to be a 
solid and wonderful drama - one of the true highspots of 
1966, Another Paramount nugget I 

From an office window we noted more and more cars 
from out of town, as well as buses, making the Marathon 
Street detour to give their occupants a glimpse of the 
Paramount plant. Seems as though more news about forth¬ 
coming pictures, as well as those in production, taste¬ 
fully presented on the main building would secure exten¬ 
sive exposure. 

We heard somebody say as they came out of Howard 
Koch's office, "Those two minutes were the longest I have 
ever seen him sit still.” 

Associate studio head Bernard Donnenfeld put the 
matter very succinctly when he stated that today, more 
than at any other time within his 
recollection. Paramount in all of 
its ramifications is truly "One 
World With One Purpose Working In 
Harmony," 

Paramount has been 52 years 
in Hollywood. Its studio has a 
wonderful personnel, is truly a 
tradition - verily Paramount, 

The Editor’s 
thanks 
....to Rose Goldstein, and 
he-r three splendid assist¬ 
ants - Tom McKay, Jean 
Lewis and Pat Moore - and 
to Peggy Wheeler, Terry 
Woolley and Ann del Valle, 
of publicity, for their 
helpfulness during his 
studio visit in behalf of 
the current issue of Para¬ 
mount World. 
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FILM EVENTS IN 

BRITAIN 

LONDON AIRPORT - Suzanna Leigh was so good 
in Hal Wallis' production of "Boeing Boeing" 
that the producer awarded her a seven-year con¬ 
tract and cast her as Elvis Presley's leading 
woman in "Hawaiian Paradise." Here she is gett¬ 
ing a happy send-off to Honolulu from Paramount 
public relations director Jack Upfold, centre, 
and Harold Syer, the company's traffic manager. 

LONDON - Another interesting studio visit 
took place at Twickenham, where top trade paper 
representatives met stars and saw production on 
"Alfle," which is being made for Paramotmt rel¬ 
ease by producer-director Lewis Gilbert. Shown 
1 to r; Bill Pay. Motion Picture Herald; Michael 
Caine, starring In the title role; Jock MacGreg¬ 
or, Motion Picture Exhibitor; Lewis Gilbert; 
C.H.B.-WiUiamson, editor of The Daily Cinema. 

LONDON - Julia 
Foster, a leading 
olayer in Paramount's 
''Aliie," and Lionel 
Morton, leader of the 
famous Four Pennies 
beat group, at the 
press reception when 
their engagement was 
announced. 

RIGHT 

L(»IDON - One of 
the advertising 
reasons why "The An- 
orous Adventures of 
Moll Flanders" has 
has such a revenue 
success at the Plaza 
Theatre. 

OBITUARY 
LONDON - One of the best known and one of the most long serving 

employees of Paramount in this country, Francis William Ansell, 66, the 
company's London D'^spatch M^.nager, died suddenly on September 1st. 

"Jimmy" Ansell, as he was affectionately known to friends and coll¬ 
eagues, entered Paramount's employ at age 20 on April 19th, 1920, as a 
junior despatch clerk after demobilization from World War I Forces. 

In recognition of several years of good, conscientious service, he 
was promoted to Assistant London Despatch manager, and subsequently 
b^>came London D'^spatch Manager. 

LI'\rFRPOOL - Miss Nellie Nisbet, who retired in 1952 after 36 years 
with the Liverpool branch, has died in hospital here. Formerly head 
booking cl^'rk at the branch. Miss Nisbet was one of the original mem¬ 
bers of th'* Paramount 25-Yoars Club. Her brother, Harry D. Nisbet, was 
manager of th^* Liverpool branch until his retirement in 1956. 

LONDON - Important visitors from New York 
and Hollywood on one of the interior sets ofthe 
Joseph E. Levine production (and Paramount rel¬ 
ease) "The Sands of Kalahari." From left; Stan¬ 
ley Baker, co-star of the film; George Weltner. 
president of Paramount Pictures Corp.; HowardW. 
Koch, vice-presid->nt and studio and production 
head; Cy Endfield, director of the picture. 

4Ty.GREAT WEEK! 
of ‘X-IEST GIRL IN TOWN’ 

^ CECIL WILSON, DAILY MAIL 

‘WHAM I’ If 11 mil 1 lEONARO MOStEY.DAILV EXPRESS 

‘■WOULD RECOMMEND ‘MOLL’ 
WHOLEHEARTEDLY TO ANYONE 
IN SEARCH OF A GUSTY, LUSTY 
HELPING OF BRACING BAWDY 

MICHAEL THORNTON,SUNDAY EXPRESS FUN’ 
‘An able and amiable piece of 
film-making’ phiup oakes, sun. telegraph 

‘CHEERFULLY SAUCY SAGA’ 
WESTON TAYLOR, NEWS OF THE WORLD 

‘Kim Novak is an excellent heroine, 
looking net only curvy and lovely 
but showing she can act with 
great skill’ - jack lewis, Sunday citizen 

‘A SIZZLER...UPROARIOUS 
BAWDY GOOD-HUMOURED LARK’ 

ERNEST Byre, the people 
AUrAMnr- 
TuaauBJomaoK 
MmlJuamrl 
mmiHeSia 
UHUSUK 
aoKsiSutas 
AMD 

ita 
jUMMOKI 

'Jummaaa 

ofMm 

Tumats.jm 
\ TECHMKOIM' 
\ PMAVISION' 
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I Stfmil QMKI MASSEY MARCEL HELLMAN TERENCE YOUNG 

/l^ iiniifl f^roas. 1.0, 3.22, 5.45, 8.15. Lote RUfl. 50^ 740 
necAoti^Y eiMcv* 
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SANTIAGO, Chile - One 
of the many fine art dis¬ 
plays for "The Fall of The 
Roman Empire" at the Gran 
Palace Theatre here. Note 
that cast at left is head¬ 
ed by Stephen Boyd, who is 
co-star of Paramount's 
recently completed release 
- "The Oscar," a Joseph E. 
Levine production. 

MADRID - So magnific¬ 
ent a display for '’Seven 
Days In May" at the Rialto 
Theatre, could not help but 
bring out the queues of 
eager patrons. 

PANAMA - Shovraianship 
truck for "Circus World" Sauses in its peregrinat- 

ons high above the Centr¬ 
al American metropolis. 

EM PRIMEIRA MXo , 
MARAVILHOSAS NOTICIAS 
SOBRE C nOvo PROGRAMA 
DA PARAMOUNT 

Este nuin‘'ro do Parnraoimt World e 
araplamente devotado ao novo nrogram^ da 
Paramount oue esta destinado a dar a 
nossa Companhia uma bem mais firme lide- 
ranca da industria cinematografica, em 
1960, e nos anos seguintes. Muitas das 
infonnagoes esaalhadaa atraves das pagi- 
nas desta ediQao,resultain da visita fei- 
ta aos Estudios de Hollywood, pelo nosso 
redator chefe, pouco antes de encerrar- 
raos este numero. 

A respeito dessa^visita, e precise 
que se diga r'ue nao ha memoria de ter 
existido nos Sstudios,em inuitos e muitos 
anos, um tal espirito de cooperagao como 
reina hoje, sob a diregao do vice-presi- 
dente Howard W.Koch. Nosso redator chefe 
ja fez anteriormente varias visitas aos 
Estudios, mas mxnca antes teve a onortu- 
nidade de constatar um tao concentrado 
esforgo a favor de um programa e do 
homem --ue dirige o Estudio, 

Em trabalhos de filmagem,ou em tre- 
chos isolados mostrando as cenas foto- 
grafadas nos dias anteriores, acham-se 
nos Estudios, atualmente, as seguintes 
aroduqo'^'S "The^Oscar”, "Seconds” e "Ne¬ 
vada Sipith”, T^as elas sao do mais ele- 
vado nivel artistico, dispondo de valio- 
sos elencos e dest^nados a agradar a 
oualouer t^po de publico. 

Cliches desses filmes aparecem em 
outras naginas desta edii^ao.Nos Estudios 
encontra-se tambera em areoaro a produgao 
intitulada "This Property Is Condemned", 

A visita feita aos Estudios demons- 
trou tambem o fato de ^'ue nunca antes os 
dirigentes da Paramount estiveram tao 
interessados no mercado roundial, a ponto 
de nao mais produzirem filmes visando um 
ou dois paises, e sim para agradar as 
plateias de todos^os paises do mundo de 
hoje. Outra agradavel constatagao feita 
nesta visita, foi a de ^ue os exem: lares 
do Paramoimt World forara encontrados em 
todas as segoes visitadas, informando 
seus possuidores a ansiedade com oue ha- 
bitualmente aguardam a chegada de cada 
edigao, 

Esta coltma sai hoje arbitrariamen- 
te reduzida, a-fim-de nue sobre mais es- 
pago para acomodar nesta edigao as vi- 
tais informagoes referentes aos nossos 
novos filmes. 

UN SOMERO EXAMEN DE LA 
MARAVILLOSA PROXIMA 
PRODUCCION DE PARAMOUNT 

Este numero del Paramount vVorld 
ha sido destinado principalmente a la 
nueva produccion Paramount, cuyo pro- 
p63ito es el de impri.air a Paramount 
un mayor impulso aun en la direcci6n 
de la Industria Cinematogrdfica de 
1966 y anos posteriores. Gran parte 
de la informaci6n contenida en la pre¬ 
sente edicion es resultado de la visi¬ 
ta a los Estudios de Hollywood efec- 
tuada por el editor anticipadamente a 

Records Toppled 

bujUIA, Colombia - Jerry Lewis' "The 
Orderly" has been playing havoc 

with the towering records of the Cine Opera 
here, and no one is happier than Paramount 
manager Victor Cortes, The comedy shattered 
the records established by "Becket" and "The 
Carpetbaggers." It shattered the records of 
ail previous Lewis comedies. It broke weekly 
attendance records. In the 750-3eat house 
it played to 22.600 persons in 10 days,by all 
odds a local record - and of course the fajn» 

of Golombia'^*^^ radiating throughout all 

la preparaci6n de la misma, 
En este aspecto debe hacerse cons— 

tar que no se recuerda haya existido 
en los Estudios un mejor espiritu de 
cooperaci6n, oomo se observa actual— 
mente bajo la direcci6n del'Vicepre¬ 
sident e Howard Koch. El observador 
de Vdes. ha girado muchas visitas a 
los Estudios durante los pasados anos, 
pero Jamds vio una labor tan bien au- 
nada en aras tanto de la produce!6n 
como del hombre que los dirige, 

Ee presencio en produce!6n y en 
la pantalia en forma de "rushes" la 
filmaci6n del dia anterior de "The 
Oscar", "Seconds" y "Nevada Smith", 
fodas estas pelfculas son de primer!- 
sima calidad, preparadas para gustar 
a todo el mundo y con "estrellas" de 
la mayor magnitud. En otra pdgina ha— 
llardn notas grdficas de ello. fambi^n 
se visionaron pruebas anticipadas de 
la produce!6n "This Property Is Con¬ 
demned" . 

la visita a los Estudios produjo 
tambi6n innumerables demostraciones 
de que en ninguna ocasioi anterior las 
fuerzas de los Estudios estdn tan in- 
teresadas en el mercado mundial y de 
que se estdn realizando pellculas que 
no son solamente para un pais sino pa¬ 
ra el publico de casi todos los pai— 
sea del mundo actual. Otra prueba de 
este importante elemento fue el hecho 
de que el Paramount World est^ a la 
vista en todas las oficinas visitadas, 
en las que se espera dvidamente cada 
nueVO numero. 

Hemos efectuado la columna ds su 
nacidn arbitrariamente corta en la pre¬ 
sente edicidn a fin de dejar espucio 
para la vital informaci6n acerca de 
la nueva produce!6n, 



WORLD INTEREST 

THE SP 
WHO CAME 
IN FROM 
THE COLD 

CONTINUES AT 
FEVER PITCH 

Soon to be major 
Paramount Picture 

starring Richard Burton 

A DELL BOOK • 75^ 

One of a.host of ad- 
▼ertisements appearing 
throughout the United 
States press these days 
In advance of the finest 
spy film of them all —— 
"The Spy Who Came In From 
The Cold." 

Hot News About "The Spy 
Who Came In From The Cold" 

LONDON - With editing of his world-anticipated produc¬ 
tion virtually completed, producer-director Martin Ritt was 
invited by Paramount to meet the British film press and re¬ 
veal some fascinating facets of putting "the greatest spy 
story of them all" on film. Here, second from left, he is 
with Russell W, Hadley, Jr., Paramount managing director; 
editor W, Altria of Kine Weekly and Bill Pay of Motion Pic¬ 
ture Herald, 

In this glimpse (with London's Hilton Hotel in the 
background), are - Jock MacGregor of Motion Picture Exhib¬ 
itor, Martin Ritt, Paramount's advertising and publicity 
director Jack Upfold and Dick Richards of Variety, 

Here on location in the 
mountains of Germany, co-star 
Richard Burton and producer- 
director Martin Ritt reveal 
that so far as filming condit¬ 
ions wer® concerned, the "Cold" 
was no figment of tne imagin¬ 
ation. 



THAT MADE 
PRECEDENTS 

Studio and production head Howard W. Koch, 
at right, with Rene Clement, director of "Is 
Paris Burning?", on the film's location in Paris 
recently. In centre is Luigi Luraschi, executive 
assistant to president George Weltner on prod¬ 
uction. 
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A Chain of Cables 
In Solid Proof. . . 
KOCH TO WELTNER 
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A FILM 
ITS OWN 

WINNING THE BATTLE IN PARIS 
A REPORT FROM 

LUIGI LURASCHI 
AT THE FRONT. 

Making a motion picture amid the turmoil of life 
in any major city is always a problem in these hec¬ 
tic times, and so we at Paramount and Producer Paul 
Graetz had every reason to believe this would be one 
of our biggest problems in the filming of our Trans- 
continental-Marianne production, "Is Paris Burning?" 
based on the international best-seller by Larry 
Collins and Dominique Lapierre* 

The film could be made nowhere but in the streets and historic 
places of the City of Light if it was to honestly reflect the epic story 
of the liberation of Paris from Nazi rule in 194A which has caurht the” 
imagination of the whole world in the brief period since the book was 
published and has become a best-seller. '.Vhat began as the normal f)ro- 
cedure of obtaining permissions to film in the streets of a husv city, 
and inconvenience the life of the city as little as possible, ouickly 
snowballed into an unexpected easing of what had been predicted as a 
major problem. Not only was co-operation forthcoming, but it soon be¬ 
came clear that such co-operation was to be granted without limitation 
by officials at every level and at every desk of the Government and, 
even more extraordinary, was to be volunteered to an unprecedented 
degree, by every worker and 'passerby right down the line. 

(From Paris) HAVE JUST LEFT SCREENING ROOM 
AFTER SEEING THREE HOHR.S OF THE MOST WONDERFlJL 
FILM. SAW HISTORY REPEATING ITSELF IN THE 
STREETS OF PARIS. 

LURASCHI TO WELTNER 
LAST NIGHT'S RUSHES GAVE OVERWHELMING EV¬ 

IDENCE OF INTENSITY AND POWER BEING ACHIEVED BY 
PRODUCER GRAETZ, DIRECTOR CLEMENT AND ALL CON¬ 
CERNED. SHOWING INCLUDED EXPLOSION AT GRAND 
PALAIS AND PLACE DE LA CONCORDE WITH RAMMING OF 
TAiNKS. 

LURASCHI TO WeXTNER 
TODAY WE COMPLETE OUR FIFTH WEEK OF SHOOT¬ 

ING IN THE PARIS STREETS. RESULTS SO FAR ARE 
AMAZING AND COULD NEVER HAVE BEEN ACHIEVED 
WITHOUT THE UNSTINTING COOPERATIC»J OP THE ARMY 
AND THE POLICE. NEVER BEFORE IN MOTION PICTURE 
HISTORY HAS ANYONE TIED UP THE MAJOR ARTERIES 
AND SQUARES OF ONE OF THE WORLD'S MOST IMPCH'"- 
,ANT CAPITALS FOR THE MAKING OF A MOTION PICr'LG 
FOR SO LONG AND WE STILL HAVE A COUPLE OF WEEKS 
TO GO-OUR FOOTAGE IS SO REALISTIC AND SO ACC¬ 
URATELY REFLECTS THE EVENTS OF TWENTY YEARS AGO 
THAT SOMETIMES DURING SHOOTING IT IS DIFFICITLT 
TO SEPARATE PAST FROM PRESENT. 

The reason, it became obvious, is that "Is Paris Purning'”' is not 
just another film to the people of Paris; it is their story, their 
shining hour of history, and the fact that it is to be perpetuated for 
generations to come in an authentic and large-scale film with a cast of 
eighteen top International stars, under the guidance of a brilliant 
director, Rene Clement, is something that instills them with pride and 
great pleasure. For that reason, short of difficulty in gaining co¬ 
operation, it became clear that the citizenry, like the officials, wouli 
do everything in their power to bestow maximum co-operation. The incon¬ 
venience the film company was causing by recreating the stirring events 
of the 1944 liberation in the actual places where they took place were 
as nothing compared to the delight the population took in participating 
in the re-creation. 

The participation took two forms. During the summer period, tak¬ 
ing advantage of the fact a large part of the city's population goesoi 
its annual vacation, we photographed all of the exterior scenes that 
take place at such famous Parisian landmarks as the Place De La Gbnccrd^ 
Jardins Du Luxembourg, Les Invalides, The Eiffel Tower, The Arc De 
Trioraphe, along the bridges crossing the Seine, Notre-Dame of Paris, 
and on the great avenues including The Champs-Elysees itself. But the 
fact that it was summer meant that these are the very places where 
crowds of tourists — American, French, in fact from all over the 
world — gather in largest numbers. So that on the one hand you had 
the actual co-operation of officials and workers who had-to see to it 

(Continued on Page 37) 

This vista of Place de la Concorde, normally one of the busiest 
areas in the entire world, is silent, solid proof of the masslre 
cooperation extended by the French Government. 



CINEMA NEWS FROM 

EUROPE 
VALENCIA - Impressive 

front of Spain's lovely 
Marti Cinema with a power¬ 
ful display for Jerry 
Lewis' "The Disorderly Or¬ 
derly. " 

BRUSSELS - Advent of Elvis 
Presley's "Roustabout" at the 
Scala Theatre caused local rec¬ 
ord shops to also focus attent- 
on earlier Presley albums. 

BARCELONA - Subway 
teaser advertising for 
the Jerry Lewis comedy, 
"Who's Minding the 
Store?" 

TEL AVIV, Israel - A 
big factor in the enorm¬ 
ously successful 13-week3 
engagement of "Becket" in 
the Allenby Theatre here 
was this window display 
in the theatre's front. 

- 

VIENNA - Not alone the 
theatres themselves, but the 
buffets of the three first-run 
cinemas showing "The Carpet¬ 
baggers" went solidly for the 
world-renowned 'chandelier' 
routine. 

The display at right outside 
Athen's fine Athineon Theatre 
was captioned by top internat¬ 
ional showman Savas Pylarinos: 
THE YEAR OF MASTERPIECES. 

All of the films depicted 
are Paramount Pictures. 

STOCKHOLM - The face of Carroll Baker and 
the name of Jean Harlow certainly became extre¬ 
mely well known as the showing of "Harlow" gave 
this city the most solid postering it has known 
in many a long month. 

SUPER SHOWMANSHIP 

A © H N A 1 Q N 

VIENNA - Three phases of an Elvis 
Presley contest promoted in connect¬ 
ion with the local release of the 
Hal Wallis production,"Roustabout." 

At top is the night club, lav¬ 
ishly decorated with Presley, RCA 

iH iiR 
J-cy j 

and "Roustabout" material. Centre 

Cl. o • 1-1. . 1_«1UC , 1.U.11.1.1C111 imcxv, wo. 1 ^ 
leader Willy Fantl; Him director 
Franz Antel; Herbert Weiss, chief 
editor of Jazz magazine Podium; one 
member of "Lucky Stars" singing duo. 
With backs to camera - Peter Hajdu, 
world famous accordionist; Franz 
Hitzenberger, reporter from Neues 
Osterreicn. 

In the scene immediately above, 
AFEX publicity manager Hans Menasse 
congratulates the winner,Peter Rapp. 

ATH^S - Magnificent manifes¬ 
tation of showmanship on Param¬ 
ount's behalf by ace showman 
Savas Pylarinos. Display is on 
his superb Athineon Theatre,meas¬ 
ures 50 feet by lo feet and Inc- 

.ludes all of tne Paramount prod¬ 
uct known to Mr. Pylarinos lor 
the season 1965-66. 
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NEWS FROM THE BRANCHES 

JOHN WAYNE X'd out 
the number 165 when he 
completed work in "The 
Sons of Katie Elder." The 
mighty Hal Wallis prod¬ 
uction which is shatter¬ 
ing records across the 
nation marked the l65th 
motion picture in which 
the rugged John stars. 

DONNA BUTTERWORTH, 
who had an Important role 
and scored heavily in the 
Jerry Lewis comedy, "The 
Family Jewels," was cast 
by Hal Wallis for an im¬ 
portant role in the Elvis 
Presley comedy with music, 
"Hawaiian Paradise." 

The reason a dog is 
known as man's best 
friend is probably be¬ 
cause he gives no 
advice, never tries to 
borrow money, and has no 
In-laws. 

JACKSONV I LLE] "Harlow" opened throughout 

Florida' August 12, and we are looking forward to 
some good grosses on this. 

Vr. Boasberg visited our office and we greet¬ 
ed his arrival with enthusiasm. Mr. DeBerry will 
also be here and we are looking forward to seeing 
him again. 

Cecilia Aeeks' son was a June graduate from 
Oklahoma University, and was married June 12th. 
Needless to say, it was a beehive of activity ibr 
Cecilia with all the parties. She had exciting 
news to tell us each morning. The newlyweds are 
making their home in Connecticut. 

"Boeing-Boeirg" has created quite a buzz, as 
we girls listened to the comments of our Jackson¬ 
ville men, after the stills were passed through¬ 
out the office. Je will listen further, as we 
know this will be interesting. 

- Fay 'Weaver 

NE^ ORLETaNS With the opening of so many 
new theatres in the few Orleans territory, we are 
confident that show business continues on the 
upgrade. 

Edgar Shinn just consumnated a deal with 
Max Connett for his circuit of theatres for over 
300 features: also A-25 short subjects. This 
will keep Clayton Casbergue, his booker, a mighty 
busy little man trying to squeeze as many dates 
in as he possibly can for the drive period. 

"The Sons Of Katie Elder" opened its run 
city wide on August 12 with fantastic grosses. 
The results on this picture are also excellent in 
the key towns where it opened last week. 

With all of the good product we have to 
offer these days, it's a pleasure to see our ex¬ 
hibitors come into the office and book them right 
down the line. 

Eddie Richards and Milton Aufdemorte are 
spending one week of their vacations taking it 
easy at home. 

Yours truly is glad to be back on the job 
after recuperating from my gall bladder operation. 

You will hear from New Orleans next month. 
Until then. 

- Frances Criffen 

WASHINGTON, D.C.| Pete Badessa, shippier, 
with his wife and daughter, left for a trip to 
the ..e^t Coast and Hawaii by jet. On their re¬ 
turn trip they will stop over in Rochester, N.'V. 
to visit with Mrs. Badessa's relatives. 

Herman Posey, head shipper, recently returrv 
ed from a vacation trip during which he visited 
the southern p>art of Virginia. 

Agnes Turner, cashier, is very busy these 
days getting ready to move into a new apartment 
from a house in which she had lived with her 
family for many years. Right now, she is trying 
to decide what to keep and what not to keep. 

«e are happy to say that "The Sons of Katie 
Elder" got off to excellent grossing starts in 
the Baltimore first runs and ’Washington sub-runs. 

’.Ve were recently visited by Mr. and Mrs. 
Marty Schank and Mr. Herbert Gillis. It is 
always a delight to see them. 

- Bill Fischer 

NEW YORK I vVhen there is news from the New 
York Branch it's BIG-BIG news, and "The Sons Of 
Katie Elder" is the PIG-BIG news in August. Open¬ 
ing in 115 situations on August 25th (22 RKO 
houses plus day and dates) with "Revenge Of The 

Iminneapolisi If the thought of approach¬ 
ing autumn depresses you, I think it can be cir¬ 
cumvented by a glance at a "springtime fresh" 
picture appearing elsewhere on this page. This 
spunky little colt had his first squint at the 
rising sun on July 18. Booker Ann Krekelberg, 
who is the proud owner of the proud mother, ad¬ 
vises that one set of tracks leading into the 
chosen maternity area and two sets leading out 
gave them the first announcement of the new ar¬ 
rival. The "pacing" was done by a stallion that 
Ann won a couple of years ago selling advertising 
space for the Quarterhorse Digest. 

Vacationing is Birger Ronning in Mackinac, 
Michigan. Hmphl 'Why Michigan? See Minnesota 
first, Birger. 

"The Sons Of Katie Elder" is now playing 
first run in Minneapolis and in her "little 
sister" city, St. Paul, and proving that our ad¬ 
vance opinions were correct. 'We're predicting 
another "Shane." Branch Manager Forrie ’J(yers is 
in the middle of an annual skirmish with the conw 
petition to break our summer releases in the sub 
runs before the summer season ends. At this 
writing he's ahead. 

- Bonnie Lynch 

Protocol 
HONOLULU - With only a shred of it pos¬ 

sible, British formality was preserved by 
Suzanna Leigh, the streamlined blonde from 
London's Mayfair set (and from Hal Wallis' 
"Boeing Boeing") in her first scene oppos¬ 
ite Elvis Presley in Hal Wallis' "Hawaiian 
Paradise." 

It was a love scene, and nobody real¬ 
ized the pjarties hadn't been introduced. 
When director Michael Moore finished his 
instructions and steppred behind the camera, 
"Oh, by the way, I'm Suzanna Leigh," the 
lady drawled, "How do you do? I'm Elvis 
Presley," the always polite one replied,and 
they shook hands as the company howled, A 
minute later he had her in his arms, 

* The HoUyvood Reporter 

Gladiators", KATIE "wowed-em." The RKO circuit 
on Thursday, the second day, outgrossed the 
opening day. All of the day and dates, including 
Drive-Ins, are doing sensational business. 

Our "Family Jewels/Seven Slaves Against The 
World" break August 11-17 also proved to be sen¬ 
sational. JE'AELS surpassed the box office per¬ 
formance of both "Disorderly Orderly" and "The 
Patsy." Ae now all look forward to September 8- 
our "Harlow" break - and continued box office 
success. 

On the social side we have had two additions 
to the matrimonial set. Lois Levin, Mr. Sattler's 

(Continued on Page 38) 



NEW YOFIK - Tony Curtis and his 
actress-wife Christine Kaufmann sail 
for London aboard the S.S.France on 
August 5th. With them is their daugh¬ 
ter with the lovely name of Alexandra, 
Tony is now at work in the Seven Arts 
production (for Paramount release), 
"My Last Duchess." This is a murder 
mystery comedy stemming from the in¬ 
famous career of a handsome yotmg 
rogue and the "accidents" he causes to 
happen to a succession of rich women 
in nis life. 

RIGHT 

BEVERLY HILLS, California — 
Six of the eight wonderful wind¬ 
ows which the renowned Haggerty's 
store here devoted to "Harlow" 
gowns. Local ad.-pub. m2inager 
Henry Ehrlich engineered the dis¬ 
play, which designer Edith Head 
approved, Haggerty's also used 
gowns in their Pasadena and Ana¬ 
heim stores. 

TORONTO, Canada - On his national visit 
to all Canadian branches, ??lnest Sands, 5th 
from right, back row, meets with the Toronto 
staff. The assistant general sales manager of 
Paramount Film Distributing Corp. was survey¬ 
ing all key markets and distribution centres. 

Shown 1. to r,, seated - Edna Gordon, 
chief booker: Terry Gordon, secretary; Denis 
Valade, billing clerk; Jean Uttley, ledger 
clerk; Eileen O'Connor, secretary; Clara 
Roger, ledger clerk: Helena Leikeim, secret¬ 
ary. (Back Row) - Leo J.Haag, assistant 
secretary-treasurer; Morgan French, booking 
clerk; Robert Light stone, Toronto branch man¬ 
ager; Peter Bimey, lomm booker; Win Barron, 
director of public relations-advertising; 
Ernest Sands; Bob Shields, 35mm booker; M.M. 
Stevenson, Canadian general manager; A, L. 
Copas, secretary-treasurer; Ambrose Theurer, 
short subject booker. 

TORONTO - Ernest Sands (r.) also got a 
good indoctrination in Canadian geography 
and topography from general manager Mickey 
Stevenson while he was here. Stevenson here 
points out the immense area over which he and 
his sales and distribution staff operate. 
With only around twenty million people,"M,M." 
reminds Sands that his own country could be 
laid over Canada leaving British Columbia and 
sll of the vast North West Territory uncover¬ 
ed. Mr. Sands later was even more impressed 
as he covered the immensity of Canada, 

PITTSBURGH. Pa. - Stanley 
Warner's Budd Schulberg caused 
a 'Harlow' bed to be set up in 
the lobby of the Stanley Theatre 
for two weeks in advance of the 
opening of "Harlow," and it goes 
without further comment that 
the stunt created plenty of 
profit-making chin-wagging. And 
since it was a circular bed,the 
word really got around. 

DALLAS, Texas - Fake bandit 
"Blackie" McNamara tried to 
prevent the opening of "TheSons 
of Katie Elder" in this city by 
'stealing' the print. The foll¬ 
owing passengers were obliged 
to leave the stagecoach: l.tor, 
unidentified actor hired for the 
event; Paramotmt branch manager 
Bernard Brager; Marie Powers, 
Parade Pictures; Linda Elliott 
and Sharon Guernsey,Paramount; 
and the unidentified stagecoach 
owner. 

However, all ended well, 
'bandit' was apprehended 

"Tne 5c 
The 
and Hal Wallis' "The 5ons of 
Katie Elder" had a most success¬ 
ful opening at the Majestic. 

- Linda EUiofcb 

INTERESTING PARAMOUNT EVENTS 

theU.S. & CANADA 



BULLSEYE 

FRENCH AND GERMAN 
TANKS DUEL IN THE 
PLACE DE LA CCW- 
CORDE IN "IS PARIS 
BURNING?" 

...•and the towering power 
of this epochal production 
caused Luigi Luraschi, ex¬ 
ecutive assistant to Presi¬ 
dent George Weltner, who has 
been an eye-witness in Paris 
since filming commenced, to 
cable the head of Paramount 
as follows: 

..TODAY WE COMPLETE OUR FIFTH WEEK OF SHOOTING IN THE PARIS STREETS. 
THE RESULTS SEEN SO FAR ON THE SCREPN ARE AMAZING AND COULD NEVER 
HAVE BEPN ACHIEVED WITHOUT THE UNSTINTING COOPERATIONS OF THE ARMY 
AND THE POLICE. NEVER BEFORE IN MOTION PICTURE HISTORY HAS ANYONE 
TIED UP THE MAJOR ARTERIES AND SQUARES OF ONE OF THE WORLD'S MOST 
IMPORTANT CAPITALS FOR THE MAKING OF A MOTION PICTURE FOR SO LONG, 
AND WE STILL HAVE A COUPLE OF WE^KS TO GO. THAT WE HAVE BEEN SO 
SUCCESSFUL THUS FAR IS DUE NOT ONLY TO THE COOPERATION OF THE AUTHO¬ 
RITIES BUT ALSO TO THAT OF THE CITIZENS OF PARIS THEMSELVES WHO HAVE 
SHO'^ EXTREME PATIENCE AND DESIRE TO HELP US FILM THIS GREAT EMOTIO¬ 
NAL HISTORICAL MOMENT IN THEIR HISTORY, THE LIBERATION OF THEIR CITY 
FROM ENEMY OCCUPATION. CONSEQUENTLY OUR FOOTAGE IS SO REALISTIC AND 
SO ACCURATELY REFLECTS THE EVENTS OF TWENTY YEARS AGO THAT SOMETIMES 
during our shooting it is difficult to SEPARATE PAST FROM PRESENT. 
THE CITY AND ITS BEAUTIFUL LANDMARKS HAVE BEEN FULLY COVERED, FURN¬ 
ISHING THE BACKDROPS FOR ALL OF OUR SCENES. I FRANKLY DON'T THINK 
THIS WILL EVER BE POSSIBLE AGAIN AND OUR PICTURE WILL ESTABLISH A 
UNIQUE MILESTONE IN THE ANNALS OF MOTION PICTURE MAKING. FULL CREDIT 
MUST BE GIVEN TO PAUL GRAETZ FOR HIS ABILITY TO OBTAIN OFFICIAL CO¬ 
OPERATION AfJD TO RENE CLEMENT AND HIS WONDERPIL CREW FOR THEIR HERC¬ 
ULEAN EFFORTS, ARISING DAY AFTER DAY AT TWO-THIRTY AEEM TO BE READY 
TO SHOOT AT THE MOST PROPITIOUS HOURS. I DOUBT WHETHER ANYONE BUT A 
FRENCH DIRECTOR AND CREW WOULD HAVE BEEN CAPABLE OF SUCH SACRIFICES 
SINCE FOR THEM IT REPRESENTS MORE THAN JUST A PICTURE, BUT A RE-ENAC¬ 
TMENT FROM THE MEMBERS IN THE GOVERNMENT DOWN TO THE HUMBLEST STAGE 
HAND, OF A PORTION OF THEIR LIVES. THESE FEELINGS SO RARE TO CAPT¬ 
URE ON THE SCREEN ASSURE "IS PARIS BURNING?" A FLAVOUR AND SCOPE 
WHICH WILL MAKE IT AN OUTSTANDING MOTION PICTURE. AS YOU KNOW, I AM 
NOT GENERALLY GIVEN TO AN EXTRAVAGANT USE OF SUPERLATIVES BUT IN 
THIS INSTANCE I MUST MAKE A WELL MERITED EXCEPTION. 

- LUIGI LURASCHI 

SHOTS 

This is Michael Caine in the 
title role of "Alfie," Paramount 
comedy filmed in London. But 
whose are the feet nestling be¬ 
side this amiable 'heel'? 'Ponmy 
soul I do not know! 

BELOW 

Director John Frankenheimer, 
at left, and star Rock Hudson, 
have made of "Seconds, a human- 
interest drama of sucn emotional 
power that new wbrds will have to 
be created to do it justice. 

OF 
FORTI 
PARAI 
PRODI 

Warren ' 
have made a 
feet ion tha' 
old and in-i 
It is callei 
thing," and 
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[tty and Leslie Garcn 
mestic comedy con- 
[/■eryone - yoxing, 
Irfeen - will love. 
Promise Her Any- 
delivers just that,' 

NEVADA SMITH 

Stalled in his quest for vengeance by the 
ruthless desert, "Nevada Smith" (Steve 
McQueen) digs up a rusted relic of a man who 
had been even more unlucky. 

Some of the loveliest of the many spec¬ 
tacular locations in Hal Wallis' production 
of "Hawaiian Paradise" were filmed on locat¬ 
ion at the Polynesian Cultural Center outside 
Honolulu. Here are two such scenes from the 
picture, with star Elvis Presley, and Irene 
Tau playing the important part of 'Pua,' 

LEFT 

In the hilarious Seven Arts production 
of "Oh Dad, Poor Dad, Mamma's Hung You In the 
Closet And I'm Peelin' So Sad," one of the 
most uproarious episodes is that in which 
the bearded amd wolfish Hugh Griffith aims to 
prove to the sometimes-receptive-sometimes- 
not Rosalind Russell that there's life (and 
love) in the 'old dog' yet. 

Anne Bancroft and Sidney Poitier, co-starring 
in "The Slender Thread," bring a new degree of 
nerve-searing suspense to the screen. 

Stephen Boyd, as the ambitious 'Frankie 
Fane' has several beauties to help him along 
the thorny pathway to "The Oscar." Here are two 
of them - Jill St. John at left, and the fiery 
Jean Hale (as a spotlight lover). Others in the 
cast of the Joseph E. Levine production for 
Parai^ount release are: Elke Sommer, Milton 
Berle, Ernest Borgnine, Tony Benneit, Joseph 
Gotten, Eleanor Parker, Edie Adams and Broderick 
Crawfort. 

.Vore Product Evidence Pages 36,37 
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A happy item of 

news that caused 
ripples of joy 
around Horae Office 
was the announce¬ 

ment that Linda SaLzberger and Milton 
are to be married at the end of October. 
We shall have more news of the happy 
event in due course^ but for the time 
being, the principal exclamations heard 
are "Wonderful1," "Best News I’ve Heard 
in Agesl" and "That’s a Perfectly Lovely 

Match.” Linda will be leaving her post 
as head of the stills dept, on Septem¬ 
ber 27th. Mr. Kirshenberg will naturall^^ 
continue as the internationally popular 
Treasurer of Paramount International. 

Europe is certainly the popular vac¬ 
ation spot these days. Warren Harris is 
back from a 3-week jaunt through Spain, 
Portugal and England. Diana Webb and 
her husband returned from a 3-week vac¬ 
ation in England where they visited 
friends and relatives. Theresa Quealy 
is presently on a 3-week jaunt through 
Eire, England, France, Italy and Spain. 

Alex Kiralfy’s actress daughter (who 
has played leads in "Berkeley Square” 
and other renowned plays), found herself 
cast as a Scarsdale,N.Y. housewife in 
the Rock Hudson Paramount release, 
"Seconds.” We shall await the completed 
picture with even greater interest. 

Bob McKeown reports that the Bowling 
Club got under way September 7th.* We 
hope to have a regular budget of scores 
in this column. Six teams are listed, 
as follows: #1 Tony Curtis, #2 John 
Wayne, #3 Steve McQueen, #U Elvis Pres¬ 
ley, #5 Rock Hudson, #6 Allen & Rossi. 
Team members and their approximate av¬ 
erages also were listed in Bob’s init¬ 
ial bulletin. 

James Dinnigan has made the vital 
step from the 11th floor information 
desk to a permanent desk of his own in 
Larry Flynn’s department. Best of luck, 
Jim. Many guys have springboarded to 
success under Larry’s skilled guidance. 

couple honeymooned at Saratoga, NT*,.. 
Carmen Ramirez, secretary to Paramount 
attorney Norman Flicker, became Mrs. 
Walter Figueroa on August Ih at St.Joan 
of Arc Church, Bronx, NY. Couple honey¬ 
mooned in Puerto Rico. 

Honors for Sigrid 
Slgrid Pedersen, one of the top 

legal aides to Leonard Kaufaan, Chief 
Cotmsel of Paraaionnt,*ls a rery busy 
young lady. First, she is newly elected 
to the post of chairman of the Title 
Committee of the Motion Picture Associa¬ 
tion of America. She is also the newly- 
appointed rice-chairman of the American 
Bar Association Comnittee on Rerislon of 
the U.S.Copyright Law. And come October 
23rd. next, she is scheduled to lecture 
on Literary Property at the Practicing 
Law Institute. 

In our issue of «^une, 1964, we reported a Washington 
despatch of May 25th, as follows: "The United States Sup¬ 
reme Court today admitted to practice a number of New 
York lawyers." One of these was Sigrid Pedersen. 

Bowling prowess seems to be a ’natr- 
ural’ in the Guilfoyle family. Bob and 
Vera’s daughter Joan, fifteen, too 
young to belong to a league, plays on 
her own. Nevertheless, she took the 
City Junior Championship, the Queens 
County Championship, and two other tro 
phies. Her high game - 2UU; high points 
- 185 to 187. 

The ever-present deep concern for 
the medical and emotional well-being 
of Paramount personnel continuously ex¬ 
emplified by the Company’s MedicalDir- 
ector. Dr. Leon J. Warshaw, finds fine 
expression in the July-August issue of 
Consultant, the publication of Smith 
Kline & French Laboratories. His paper 
is entitled "Clues To Illness from the 
Patient’s Occupation,” and is another 
pungent and vital delving into the 
area of the true and often overlooked 
causes of employee illness. 

It is good to be able to report that Char¬ 
lie Hickey continues to make fine progress in 
his Southold (Long Island) home, and should be 
back on the job soon. His mail continues to be 
bulky and he is deeply grateful to his well- 
wishing correspondents. 

HOME OFFICE 
NEWS ITEMS 

More 

SIGRID PEDERSEM 

Steve Schiffman and his wife announ¬ 
ce that twin daughters,Randy Sue and 
Beth Ann, were born August ll at Long 
Island Jewish Hospital, Steve is a 
publicist in Warren Harris’ office. 

Wedding news. Sandi Sperling, sec¬ 
retary to Bernard Berlin, was married 
to Marc Parris, attorney, on August l5 
at Temple Adath Israel, Bronx, NY, The 

A warm welcome to Emma Sattler, 
who has joined Paramount International 
as secretary to Guenter Schack, direc¬ 
tor of advertising and publicity. 

Paramount International.'s Louis Fernandez and his wife 
^carnac^n celebrated their 50th Wedding Anniversary on 
Auwst 28th. A gay party of their children, grandchildren 

friends marked the Golden occasion. Now for that 
Diamond Anniversary, Louis - just a decade away] 
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PARIS - "Is Paris Burn¬ 
ing?" co-star Orson Welles, 
at left, and Luigi Luraschi, 
executire production assis¬ 
tant to president George 
Weltner, on one of the sets 
of the mighty production. 

LONDON - Robert Bloch, 
who authored "Psycho" and 
the current "Schizoid" (in 
work here as an Amicus Pro¬ 
duction for Parajnount rel¬ 
ease), is guest of honour 
at a Paramount Dorchester 
Hotel reception. He is 
shown here, at left, with 
Jock MacGregor, of Motion 
Picture Exhibitor, and 
Michael Cuerden of London 
Daily Mail. 

LWIDON - Executire producer 
Joseph E. Levine, centre, with 
director Cy Qidfield, left, and 
co-star Stanley Baker on one of 
the interior sets of "Sands Of 
The Kalahari," a Paramount re¬ 
lease. 

INTERNATIONAL 
PERSONALITIES 
IN PARAMOUNT 
CINEMA EVENTS 

HOLLYWOOD - Leonard Light- 
stone (centre), executive vice- 
president of Embassy Pictures, 
on the set of "The Oscar," has 
a hearty laugh with two of the 
co-stars of the Paramount- 
Embassy production — Stephen 
Boyd and Eleanor Parker. 

HONOLULU - An off-the-set moment during the filming of 
"Hawaiian Paradise" ~ and the satisfied smiles Indicate 
that all is going well with this Elvis Presley musical rom¬ 
ance. Producer Hal Wallis, at right, and his executive 
assistant (and assistant producer of the film), show that 
they love the Hawaiian sunshine. Their unidentified friend 
at left has of course enjoyed it all his life. 

HOLLYWOOD - Robert L. 
Graham, Paramount managlrg 
director in Australia and 
New Zealand, on the set of 
"The Oscar" with Jean 
Hale, one of the princip¬ 
als of the Joseph E. Lev¬ 
ine production. 

Miss Hale is a gradu¬ 
ate of New York's Neigh¬ 
borhood Playhouse and has 
co-starred many times in 
major television shows. 

HOLLYWOOD - When 'Qsoar" 
co-star Milton Berle, at 
right, tells a joke,every¬ 
one laughs, including Mil- 
ton. His happy companions 
are Russel Rouse, at left, 
director of "The Oscar," 
and Leonard Light stone, ex¬ 
ecutive vice-president of 
Embassy Pictures, co-prod¬ 
ucer, with Paramount, of 
the drama suggested by the 
Academy Awards, 

BELOW 

HOLLYWOOD - Two noted 
members of the Cleveland 
Indians baseball team visit 
friends on the set of "The 
Oscar." In centre, they are, 
left, pitcher Gary Bell and 
slugging outfielder Rocky 
Colavito, Actors are Stephen 
Boyd, left, and Ernest 
Borgnine, 

JOHANNESBURG, Republic of 
South Africa - Trio of notables 
in the Capri Theatre prior to 
the premiere of "The Carpet¬ 
baggers. Mr. and Mrs. Andre 
Pieterse and, at left, Para- 
moTint International's Milton 
Goldstein, "r. Pieterse is Man¬ 

ures in South Africa, 

ADELAIDE, Australia - Para¬ 
mount manager Denis Kiley, at 
left, welcomes the State's Chief 
Secretary. Mr. A.J.Shard and 
Mrs, Shard to the Majestic The¬ 
atre premiere of "Harlow." 

BOGOTA, Colombia - Shown in 
Paramount's booking department 
here are head booker Pablo 
Santos (right) and assistant 
booker Danilo Montaffb, Due in 
large measure to these dedicated 
Pararaounteers, "The Carpetbagg¬ 
ers" has become, in Colombia, 
one of Paramount's all-time- 
great revenue producers. 
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Hedda Hopper, the 
internationally renowned 
film colnmnist, will be 
seen in a guest role in 
"The Oscar." 

She will be seen as 
herself in the picture, 
interviewing Stephen 
Boyd and Elke Sommer, 
two of the stars in the 
Technicolor production 
which narrates the story 
of actors and actresses 
competing for the screen 
world's most coveted 
award. 

HOLLYWOOD - Liselotte 
Tnimpler interviewing co- 
star Elke Sommer on "The 
Oscar" set for a story In 
Constanze, to'p-flight 
German magazine. 

STOCKHOLM - Simply- 
worded "Harlow" sign on a 
city^vertising pillar 
extends its message as 
another blonde passes by. 

You don't have to 
explain what you don't 
say. 

- CSLlvin Coolldge 

BERLIN - An extremely impressive poster 
for "Sylvia" tops the lobby display at this 
city's renowned Film-Buhne Wien-Berlln. 

EIN BERICHT "AUS ERSTER 
HAND" UBER BEDEUTENDE 
NEUE 
PARAMOUNT-PRODUKTIONEN 

1^ 14. 1^ 1^ Nt * Hi 

Diese Ausgabe ist in erster Linie den 

neuen Paramount-Produktionen gewid- 

met, die dazu beitragen werden, daQ 

Paramount 1966 und in den folgenden 

Jahren noch starker als bisher die 

Fiihrung in der Filmindustrie uberneh- 

men wird. Die meisten der Informatio- 

nen, die Sie in der heutigen Numraer 

finden, beruhen auf einem kiirzlichen 

Besuch des Verfassers in den Hollywood 

Studios. 

In diesera Zusammenhang soil auch er- 

wahnt werden, daB zu keiner Zeit in 

den Studios eine bessere Zusammenar- 

beit geherrscht hat als heute unter 

der Leitung von Vize-Prasident Howard 

W. Koch. Wir waren in den vergangenen 

Jahren ofters im Studio, aber nie konn- 

ten wir eine so ausgezeichnete Uberein- 

stimmung der gemeinsamen Anstrengung 

fiir das Produkt und die Produktions- 

leitung feststellen. 

In Produktion und auf der Leinwand als 

Bild- und Tonmuster der am Vortag ge- 

drehten Szenen sahen wir DER "OSCAR", 

SEKUNDEN und NEVADA SMITH, alles Filme 

hochster Qualitat und mit erstklassi- 

gen Stars, eine Attraktion fiir das Pub- 

likum der ganzen Welt. Abbildungen 

hiervon bringen wir an anderer Stelle. 

AuBerdem sahen wir Probeaufnahmen von 

DAS BETRETEN DES GRtJNDSTUCKS IST UN- 

TERSAGT. 

Bei unserem Studiobesuch ist uns auDer- 

dom angenehm aufgefallen, wie sehr al- 

le Mitarbeiter des Studios am Welt- 

markt interessiert sind und wie sehr 

ihnen bewuBt ist, daB sie ihre Filme 

nicht fiir nur ein Land herstellen, 

sondern fiir nahezu die ganze Bevbl- 

kerung unserer heutigen Welt. Ein wei- 

terer Beweis fiir das Interesse war die 

Tatsache, daB die 'Paramount World', 

sorgfaltig geheftet, in jedem Biiro zu 

finden war und daB jede neue Ausgabe 

mit Spannung erwartet wird. 

Wir haben ausnahmsweise in dieser Aus¬ 

gabe die Rubriken der einzelnen L^der 

STOCKHOLM - IMmlssable showmanship for 
"Harlow" in a city street, and this sort of 
ballyhoo was repeated in several other city 
spots. The line of posters to the right or 
the big "HARLOW" sign also were for the huge 
Joseph E. Levine-Paramount production. 

EN FdRSTA GLIMT AV DEN 
KOMMANDE 
PARAMOUNT-PRODUKTIONEN 

% 4c i|c He H< H> H 

Detta nxrnmer av Paramount World agnas huvud- 

sakligen at Paramounts nya produktion, sora skall 
ge Paramount en an mer framtradande plats inom 
filmindustrien under I966 och Aren framdver. - 
Mycket av den information, som ingar har, ar 
resultat av ett besdk i Hollywood-Studion som 
var redaktor gjorde innan denna artikel skrevs. 

I detta sammanhang skall framhallas, att 
vad man kan minnas det aldrig tidigare i Studi-^ 
on existerat en sadan fin samarbetsanda som i- 
dag under vice-presidenten Howard W. Kochs led- 
ning. Var sagesman har g,1ort manga Studio-be- 
sok under Arens lopp men aldrig tidigare kunnat 
konstatera en sAdan gemensan stravan till ett 

gott resultat. 

Det var speciellt tre filmer, som vAr redak- 
tSr fick tillfalle se, sAvAl under pAgAende in- 
spelning son i form av korta filmklipp visade 
dagen efter. Det var "The Oscar", "Seconds" 
and "Nevada Smith", alia tre av toppkvalitet, 
avpassade fdr en varldspublik, och samtliga 
med toppnamn. Bildmaterial frAn dem Aterfinns 
i detta nummer. Scener tagna fore den egentli- 
ga inspelningen av "This Property Is Condemned" 
ingick ocksA i Studio-programmet. 

Besoket i Studion gjorde ocksA fullt klart, 
att de f6r Studion ansvariga aldrig tidigare 
haft intresset sA starkt inriktat pA vSrldsmark- 
naden och det forhAllandet att de -gor filmer in- 
te bara fdr ett land utan fdr folk i sA gott 
som varje land i hela vArlden idag. Ett bevis 
sA gott som nAgot fdr detta var, att Paramount 
World fanns tillgangligt pA varje kontor, som 
besoktes, och varje nytt nummer var ivrigt ef- 
terlSngtat. 

F5r denna enda gAng har artikeln gjorts kort 
fdr att fA med alia viktiga produktionsnyheter. 

Italy's title for "The Carpetbaggers" 
was the Italian equivilent of "The Man Who 
Did Not Know How To Love." Italy's title 
for "Harlow" is the Italian equivilent of 
"The Woman Who Did Not Know How To Love." 

klelner als liblich gebalten, um viel 
Platz zu haben fiir die alle Interessie- 
renden VerOffentlichungen Qber die 
neuen Produktionen. 
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PARAMOUNT EVENTS IN 

LATIN AMERICA 
Jerry Tops His 
Own B.A. Records 

BU0IOS AIRES - When Jerry 
.ewis' "The Disorderly Orderly" 
iremiered here on July 27th,it 
ipened day-and-date at the 
‘ollowlng 8 (eight) first-run 
ilnemas: 

Normandie (pictured above), 
’remler, F^ieyrredon, Gran Sud, 
loca, Argos, Medrano and Fenix. 
[t also premiered in Mar del 
Plata at the Opera. 

"The Disorderly Orderlv" 
oroke all records the first 
veek for any and every Jerry 
Lewis picture, and of course 
^as held for a second week.The 
3uenos Aires press reviews were 
Absolutely topping. 

Showmanshit ip campaign was 
Iso tops, with many wonderful 
indow displays. The one plct- 
red is the Duree Shoe Shop. 

BCXTOTA, Colombia - Floodlit 
display outside Paramount head¬ 
quarters here in the showmanship 
interests of "Harlow," 

GUATEMALA CITY. Guatemala - 
Lobby of the magniiicent Cinema 
Lux transformed into a circus 
cage for wild animals as part of 
'the theatre's showmanship for the 
very successful "Circus World," 

SANTIAGO, Chile - Two 
views of perfect poster¬ 
ing for the Rex and Gran 
Palace engagement of "The 
Fall of the Roman Empire," 
Scene is the junction of 
Ahumada and Moneda In this 
city. 

In his August 6 report, 
Paramount manager Juan 
Laupheimer stated that the 
picture had already play^ 
4 weeks at the Rex and 6 
weeks at the Gran Palace, 
and was caitlnuing indef¬ 
initely at the latter. 

The entire engagement 
has been such a triumph 
that we expect further 
news concerning it. 

RIO DE JANEIRO - Four film toppers at the Inaug¬ 
uration of this city's latest and most luxurious cin¬ 
ema — the Rio. They are. from left - Fred Sill, 
Adhemar Cesar, Mario Savio of the Bxnini organization, 
and Roberto Costa Soares, the new cinema's designer. 
The Rio, most recent addition to Livio Bruni's ever 
expanding chain of modem cinemas, is well on its way 
to setting a series of box office records. Premiere 
took place August 4th, with Jerry Lewis' "The Patsy" 
the Inaugural attraction. 

mvst KmD «LU lira BOB CUMM1N0S 
m ■ lUZABEIB ASBIET IHI mS 

uetw BtlSti ■ Binffl TAKES AKBIE lAMIfE 
C»Mll BAKER 

INSACIABLES 

MEXICO CITY - This was but one of a host of interest¬ 
ing lobby displays placed on view in the Intemacional 
Theatre 2 mmths in advance of the premiere of "Harlow," 
No wonder the picture has been such a triumphant hiti 

I y Carroll 
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The Towering Cast of 

"IS PARIS BURNING?" 
(as of the time of our going to press) 

LISTED ALPHABETICALLY 

FRENCH PLAYERS 

JEAN-PAUL BELMONDO 
CHARLES BOYER 
LESLIE CARON 
BRUNO CREMER 
ALAIN DELC»I 
PIERRE DUX 
DANIEL GELIN 
YVES MONTAND 
JEAN-LOUIS TRINTIGNANT 
PIERRE VANECK 
MARIE VERSINI 

AMERICAN PLAYERS 

GEORGE CHAKARIS 
KIRK DOUGLAS 
GLENN FORD 
TONY PERKINS 
ORSON WELLES 
SKIP WARD 

GERMAN PLAYERS 

GERT FROBE 
HARRY MEYEN 
WOLFGANG PREISS 

PARIS BRULE-T-IL ? 
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PARAMOUNT ITEMS FROM 

AUSTRALIA & 
NEW ZEALAND 

j' ' 

CARROLL BAKER HARLOW 

SYDNEY - Paramiorint' s intematicnal 
release of the Walter Reade-Sterling 
presentation of "The Love Goddesses" 
has been a pronounced hit in this digs 
Initially a box-office triumph at the 
Capitol in spite of a very rainy 
spell. the picture has now been book¬ 
ed into the normally first-run Prince 
Edward. 

This step was taken in response 
to a wave of telephone calls, aided 
enormously by topping publicity given 
the nostalgic film by Australia's 
F>opular picture magazines, the cover 
of one of which is shown above. 

As advertising and publicity man¬ 
ager Alan Wardrope reported: 

"'Everybody's' did a two-part sei^ 
ialization, complete with newsstand 
poster treatment, while 'Pix' - also 
a national weekly publication - did a 
large layout on the film." 

SYWJEY - Happy exhlbHor 
group poses with Carroll Baker 
look-alike model Jan Rennison 
in the lobby of the Prince 
Edward Theatre as "Harlow" is gremiered. Event climaxed an 

icoraparable showmanship cam¬ 
paign which made the area 
thoroughly "Harlow"-conscious. 

Males above, from left: 
Charles Gatward, asst, mgr. 
Prince Edward Theatre; Keith 
Moremon, general manager B.E. 
F,; Robert Cleland, editor of 
The Showman; Tom Nicholas, fen. sales mgr.,Columbia Pic- 
ures; Cecil Shannon, of the 

Theatre Managers' Association. 

ADELAIDE - South Austral¬ 
ia's motion picture Knight, 
Sir Ewen Waterman with Lady 
Waterman, is received at the 
Majestic Theatre, for the pre¬ 
miere of "Harlow," by manager 
Charles Arnold, at left, and 
Paramount's S.A, manager,Denis 
Klley, 

ADELAIDE - TV stars in vin¬ 
tage cars draw thousands of 
citizens to the ADS- TV preview 
screening of "Harlow" at the 
Majestic Theatre. Station had 
tied in with the gala night by 
running a 'festival' of origin¬ 
al Jean Harlow films. 

HOLLrWOOD - Robert L. Graham, at right, 
managing director in Australia and New Zealand, 
began his 1965 visit to the Paramount studio by 
being fully briefed on the company's product 
plans by Howard W. Koch, vice-president and 
studio and production head. Later, Mr, Graham 
visited a number of sets, photographic evidence 
of this appearing on other pages. 

Mr. Grahaun also met two of the men whose 
skills have contributed materially to the drama 
of Joseph E, Levine's Paramount release, "The 
Oscar," They are, co-star Stephen Boyd at left, 
and director Russel Rouse. 
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7MS GREAT STAR-STUDDED 
box-office Giant! 

JOHN WAYNE 
KIRK DOUGLAS 
PATRICIA NEAL 

TOMTRYON 
PAULA PRENTISS 

BRANOONdeWILOE 
JILL HAWORTH 

DANA ANDREWS 
&HENRY FONDA 

They lived and loved and fought... 

\^^MSWAY 
OTTO ppefvtifsjGeej FtL.rvi 

STANtaHOaOWAr burgess MEREDIIH FRANCHOnONE PAIRICKO NEAL CARROU O'CONNOR 
SLIM PICKENS JAMES MITCHUM GEORGE KENNEDY BRUCE CABOT BARBARA BOUCHET 
SCRet:NI>iAi^ Bv wtNO£U MAYfS BASfDON IH{ ^+Ovti BY JAMCS BASSHf MUSIC BY J{RRY GOtOSMiTH 
PBOOUCTiON [>( SIGNED BY lYU WHEELER PHOTOGRAPHED IN PANAViSION* BY LOYAL CRIGCS 

PRODUCED AND DIRECTED BY OTTO PREMiNCCR 0^ 
> PbAAMOUHl nuasf 

Contact your, local Paramount branch NOW f 

LC^DON - This stunning advertisement for 
"In Harm's Way" was In The Dally Cinema of Aug' 
ust 4th. It carried word of Mr, Preminger's 
great film to the exhibitors of Great Britain 
nationally. 

TOKYO - A fine piece of showmanship In 
connection with the Japanese premiere or "In 
Harm's Way" at the Scala-Za, was this perform¬ 
ance In Toramon Hall on July 17th by tne band of 
the U.S. Aircraft Carrier "Remington." Event 
was importantly reported by the Tokyo press and 
carried over local television stations. 

mwn 
fH OTTO 

GLOBAL ACCOLADES FOR 

IN HARM'S WAY 

TOKYO - Queues Trfere outside 
and Inside the Scala-Za as Otto 
Preminger's "In Harm's Way" came 
to this city as one of the most 
successful film attractions in 
many months. 

.The evidence is piling up 
as proof that "In Harm's Way" 
is what the picturegoers of the 
world want as film entertain¬ 
ment, This page contains a 
cross-section of the evidence, 
and we shall have a steady 
stream of additional approval 
of Mr, Preminger's masterwork 
in the months ahead. 

The international 
news on "In Harm*s Way" 
continues to be upbeat 
--plus! In Germany,the 
picture received the 
official "predicate," 
which means that it is 
tex free. Reports from 
seven top situations 

ANTWERP, Belgium - Massed 
crowds exiting frc® the Metro 
Theatre here testify to the pop¬ 
ularity of Otto Preminger's "In 
Harm's Way," The spectacular dis¬ 
play, with John Wayne's head in 
outstanding relief, contributed 
in good measure to the success 
which Exhibitor Georges Heylen's 
showmawiship campaign produced. 
The picture played 21 days at the 
Metro, then moved over to the 
Astrid, where the success motif 
continued. 

in 
or 
Way 

OSAKA, Japan - Most interest- 

indicate high success. 
In Ostende, Belgium,at 
the Forum, picture reg¬ 
istered highest gross 
of any picture this 
season. Hongkong's 
King's and Hollywood 
Theatres registeredthe 
biggest non-roadshow 
business in the history 
of both theatres. 

The Paramount in 
Bangkok, with a specta¬ 
cular front-of-house 
display, set, in the 
first 2 days, a new 
house boxoffice record. 
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Japan Went 'All Out' 
For "In Harm's Way" 

HAWAII - Producer Hal WaHls 
discussing an upcoming scene 
with Elvis Preslev during the 
filming of "Hawaiian Paradise." 

OSAKA'- Two aspects of a 
most unusual and actremely eff¬ 
ective revolving advertising 
tower in the lobby of the^fangai 
Gekijo here. Device had a slow 
spinf used real water, and most 
certainly emphasized the fact 
that "In Ham's Way" was ocean¬ 
going drama. 

HOLLYWOOD - Takamitsu 
Masuda, Hollywood corres¬ 
pondent for the renowned 
Japanese magazine, Eigo 
No Torao, on the set of 
"The Oscar" with the film's 
co-star, Stephen Boyd. At 
top he is with another 
"Oscar" co-star, Ernest 
Borgnine, 

JtAfw/iy 
AM OTTO PPEMlirsiGEP PICMt 

RIGHT 

TOKYO - Group of film 
toppers outside the Scala- 
Za as Otto Preminger's 
"In Harm's Way" premiered. 
Second from left is Para¬ 
mount general manager 
Julian Binstock, To his 
left is advertising and 
publicity manager T.Kom- 
aki. At right is sales 
manager S. Hatano. Other 
two are executives of the 
Scala-Za. 
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During his studio 
visit, Robert L.Graham 
had an Interesting lun¬ 
cheon conversation with 
Cornel Wilde. He may 
well have interested the 
star in making a person¬ 
al visit to Australia 
and New Zealand in conn¬ 
ection with the premiere 
of his superbly thrill¬ 
ing "The Naked Prey." 

CHARLES HIGHA /I'S 

HOLLYi^OfD 
Cover of the July 31 

issue of The Bulletin of 
Sydney, Australia, feat¬ 
ured Carroll Baker as 
"Harlow" and the magazine's 
feature report on Holly¬ 
wood. This issue was of 
marked timeliness, since 
the Hollywood report by a 
noted and perceptive 
Australian reporter, Char¬ 
les Higham, stressed very 
importantly the massive 
upbeat atmosphere, these 
past several months, at 
Paramount's Hollywood 
Studio. 

The Bulletin, regard¬ 
ed internationally as one 
of the world's most int¬ 
elligent commentating 
magazines, has a hug^e 
weekly circulation all over 
Australia and New Zealand* 

Ye-Ye! 
"The Ye-Ye Girls," the 

true and hilarious story 
of two American girls who 
took over the French 
fashion world, will go 
before the Paraunount cam¬ 
eras early in 1966, 

The film will relate 
the wild adventures of 
Mia Fonssagrlves and 
Vicki Tlel, two young de¬ 
signers who attracted 
world-wide attention when 
they went to Paris and 
created a mad line of 
clothes which became kncwn 
as the Ye-Ye Look, 

SINGAPORE - Shown arriving for a 
special educational and literary pre¬ 
view of "Becket" at the Cathay Theatre 
is Mrs, Loke Yew, mother of the late 
Dato Loke Wan Tho, Escorting her, at 
left, is Carl V. Kannappan. director 
of aavertislng and publicity of the 
Cathay Organisation. 

ULAT NG MGA TUNAY NA 
NASAKSIHAN TUNGKOL SA 
MGA KAHANGA-HANGANG 
BAGONG PRODUKTO NG 
PARAMOUNT 

Ang malaklng bahagl ng bilang na ito ng Para¬ 
mount World ay naglalaman ng mga ballta ttingkol 
sa mga bagong produkto ng Paramount na nakata- 
lagang magbigay sa Paramount ng lalo pang hlgit 
na pangutina sa industrya ng pelikula sa taopg 
1966 at sa mga panahon pang darating, Karami- 
han ng mga balitang ito ay b\inga ng pagkaka- 
punta ng aming patnugot sa estiidyo sa Hollywood 
bago inlhanda ang bilang na ito. 

Maltuturing na sa boong panahong sariva pa sa 
ala-ala ay sa llalim lamang ng pamanatnugot ng 
pangalawang-pangulong Howard W. Koch nagkaroon 
sa estudyo ng ganitong diwa ng pagkakaisa at 
pagtutuliuagan, Ang simmlat nlto ay nakadalav 
na sa estudyo ng maramlng beses noong nakaraang 
panahong luiiipas ngunl't ngayon lamang nlya na- 
sakslhan ang ganitong sama—samang peigslslkap na 
iniukol sa kapakanan kapwa ng produkto at ng 
taong namumuno sa estvidyo. 

Nagkaroon slya ng pagkakataong makita habapg 
ginagava at maldta nlya sa putlng-tablz^ apg 
mga "rushes" ng "The Oscar," "Seconds" at 
"Nevada Smith," Lahat ng Ito ay may mataas na 
url na sadyang Inlakma upang tumama sa kagustu- 
han ng boong daigdig, Ang lahat at ginagan^ja- 
nan ng mga pill at bemtog na mga bituin. Ang 
mga larawan tungkol dito ay matutunghayan ninyo 
sa Ibang mga pahlna, Nakita rin nlya ang mga 
"screen tests" na ginanap bago paslmulan ang 
"This Property Is Condemned," 

Sa pagkakadalav nlyang ito sa estudyo ay 
nasakslhan din nlya ang maramlng tanda na hlgit 
kedlan man ang mga taxihan sa estudyo ay Inl- 
lalapat ang pelikulang niyayari nila sa kagus- 
tuhan ng boong daigdig, Hindi sila ginnagawa ng 
pelikula para sa alin mang Isang bansa lamang 
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The above coltnm in Chinese was 
writtai for the August issue of Para¬ 
mount World, However, since last 
month's issue went to press early,the 
colum was not received In time. We 
publish it now for the record. 

kundl para sa lahat at bawa't isang bansa sa 
boong daigdig. Isa pang tanda nito ay ang na- 
pansin din niyang sa lahat ng tangapan ay may- 
roong sipi ng Fartraount World at ang bawa't 
bilang ay sabik na sabik na hinihintay, 

Sinadya naming ginawEing maikll ang tixillng na 
ito sa bilang na ito upang magkaslya ang mara- 
ming mahahalagang mga ballta tungkol sa bagong 
produkto. 



NEWS OF THE PARAMOUNT 
SUBSIDIARIES 

"Coronet Blue" #12 

Is Being Filmed 
l(c He % IK *(c 

David Greene is directing the twelfth 
episode of Plautus Productions’ dramatic 
series ’’Coronet Blue” entitled ’’Saturday.” 
The segment, which is currently being fil¬ 
med in New York, is the fifth directorial 
assignment of the series for Greene. 

Not only a prolific director of ’’Cor¬ 
onet Blue” shows, Greene has been associ¬ 
ated with Plautus through the years behind 
the camera on such series as ”The Defend- 

DOT RECORDS (Paramount subsidiary), with a veritable 

treasure-house of discs and albums for the popular market, has 
embarked on a heavy promotional campaign. Above is a recent 
2“page spread in The Billboard, one of the International 
'voices' of the record industry. 

FAMOUS MUSIC CORPORATION . Ifcly BROADWAY . NeW YORK, NY 10019 

•Jthums 
SUNSCT ANO V1N£ • HOLLYWOOD, CALIfOBHIA WZI 

The Scoring of "Coronet Blue" 
Composer Laurence Rosenthal has completed the scoring of the 

third episode of Plautus Productions' new color dramatic series, 
"Coronet Blue," entitled "A Dozen Demons," 

Rosenthal, who is writing all of the musical backgrounds for 
the series, in addition to having composed the title theme, 
wrote the dramatic music for "Becket^' on Broadway and for the 
Hal Wallis-Paramount film version, the latter task earning him 
an Academy Awartl nomination, 

"A Dozen Demons" is set In a monastery located in the heart 
of New York City and Rosenthal has created music with the same 
mystical quality that attracted so mtich attention both on 
Broadway and in Hollywood, 

Another Dot Records promot¬ 
ion, this one for a new album 
by the ever popular Billy Vaughn. 

MOON OVER NAPLES 
AN EXCITING NEW ALBUM WITH A NEW DIMENSION OF SOUND! 

BILLY VAUGHN 

ers” and ’’The Doctors And The Nur¬ 
ses.” He has. In recent seasons, be¬ 
come one of television's most sought 
after directors. 

LEFT 

Singer Eddie 
Fisher, on whom 
Dot Records plans 
a massive promot¬ 
ion. Details next 
month's issue. 

SITUATION HOPELESS BUT NOT SERIOUS 
WORDS PY EARL SHUAAAN MUSIC &Y LEON CARR 

RIGHT 
Cover of a 

current Famous 
Music Corporaticr: 
publication ins¬ 
pired by the Alec 
Guinness comedy, 
"Situation Hope¬ 
less But Not Ser¬ 
ious." 

OLP 36S4 (moMural) OLP 2&6&4 (st«reo) 

Richard Kiley in 
Episode #11 of 
"Coronet Blue" 

Broadway, screen and televis¬ 
ion actor Richard Kiley has a major 
role In "The Rebels" episode of 
Plautus Productions' new color 
dramatic series, "Coronet Blue." 

Episode, eleventh in the ser¬ 
ies, was filmed In New York last 
month under the direction of Sam 
Wanamaker. The assignment was his 
third "Coronet Blue" segment. 

Star of the series is Frank 
Converse. 

Produced by Edgar Lansburywlth 
Herbert Brodkln as executiye prod¬ 
ucer, "Coronet Blue" will debut on 
the CBS Television Network, Series 
is being produced by Plautus Prod¬ 
uctions, a subsidiary of Paramount 
Product ions, in association with CK. 



TAIPEI, Taiwan - Front 
of the recently renovated 
Great World Theatre which 
reopened last month most 
successfully with "Harlow." 
Importance bestowed on the 
Joseph E. Levine productdcn 
is attested by the fact 
that three of the five 24- 
sheet posters in front of 
the house were devoted to 
announcing "Harlow," 

At right: One of the 
spectacular show cases in 
tne Great World's lobby. 

FILM EVENTS IN THE 

FAR EAST 

SINGAPORE - The Cathay Theatre's 
showmanship campaign for "Becket" is 
still a verdant m«Bory, Here is port¬ 
ion of the advertising outside the 
renowned theatre. 

A 

OSAKA - One of the 
most spectacular pieces 
of showmanship ever giv¬ 
en any picture anvwhere 
in the world was this 
massive fireworks set- 
piece illustrative of 
"In Harm's Way." It was 
fired at Kawasaki Park 
here on July 25th at the 
Tenjinmatsuri Festival, 
and not only depicted 
action from the film,but 
identified the picture 
by title. 

Multiple "banzai's" 
for whoever was respon¬ 
sible for this marvelous 
showmanship. 

HOLLT/^OOD - Mr, Kekl- 
Modi (at right),managing 
director of West India 
Theatres,Ltd.,of Bombav, 
his wife, son and daugh¬ 
ter, are welcomed to the 
Paramount Studio by How¬ 
ard W. Koch, vice presi¬ 
dent and studio and pro¬ 
duction head, 

AT RIGHT 

The members of the 
Modi family are welcomed 
to the set of "The Oscar" 
by co-star Eleanor Par¬ 
ker. 
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BOMBAY - The New Empire seems to love re-releases 
like Hal Wallis' "The Last Train From Gun Hill." Overflow 

olus thr 
gladdens any exhibitor's heart, and this action- 

lller gave it to the New Empire aplenty. 

Bombay Loves 
"Paris When It 
S i zzzzzzzzzzzles" 

BOMBAY - Paramount general man¬ 
ager K.S.Vaidyanathan has been del¬ 
ighted to Inform Far East general 
manager S,A.Henriksen (on leave in 
Copenhagen), that "'Paris When It 
Sizzles' is doing exceptionally 
good business at the New Empire in 
Bombay, It opened on August 6 and 
the first four days were practically 
sold out," 

A contributorv fact in this 
successful presentation of the Aud¬ 
rey Hepbum-Williara Holden comedy 
was the laudatory reception given 
the picture by the Bombay film cji’it- 
ics. Almost xinanimously they gave 
great praise to the ingenious com¬ 
edy, Tne Times of India called in a 
"Cordon Bleu Confection," The Indian 
Express added a note that "the fine 
performances of Holden and Hepburn 
is an extra bonus." 

Maybe you'd better take another 
look at this rare and provocative 
comedy. 



SALT LAKE CITY, Utah - In 
the case of this "Katie'Elder" 
wagon-train hold-up, the hold¬ 
up men were disc jockeys from 
Radio Station KALL of thisdty. 
The 'robbery' was part of the 
"Famous Days of '47" parade and 
got a great deal of valuable 
newspaper space, all contribut¬ 
ing to fine business for "The 
Sons of Katie Elder," 

SEATTLE, Wash. - Fine window 
for "Harlow" in Ware House of 
Music, one of several stores 
plugging the films and the Col¬ 
umbia Records album. 

LONDON - Albums based on 
music from films dominate this 
disc display in the window of 
the Feldman Record Shop in Dean 
Street - and the Plaza Theatre 
"Harlow" display for the Bobby 
Vinton disc, "Lonely Girl,"tops 
everything else. 

oiniyiiMPiAi 1, unio - June Armstrong, dressed 
like Jean Harlow, accompanied by two Russian 
wolf hotmds and a luggage-toting chauffeur,drew Slenty of local stares in advance of the open- 

ng of the Paramount picture at the Ambassador 
and the Oakley Drive-In, 

JHS SCORE DP THE PtCTU: 

s» 

^^OHHMYCJU 

TORONTO, Canada - Domestic 
asst, gen, sales mgr.Ernest Sands, 
at right, gets assurance from 
Canadian general manager M, M, 
Stevenson and a two-dimensional 
airlines hostess that Hal Wallis' 
"Boeing Boeirig" will be a tremen¬ 
dous success in Canada. The 
'hostess' is but one of many cut¬ 
outs that Win Barron has arranged 
to have stand in travel agencies 
across the nation calling attent¬ 
ion to "Boeing Boeing." This one 
has a personal message for Mr, 
Sands reading; "Ernie - Watch 
what Canada does with 'Boeing 
Boeing.' P.S. Charlie and you will 
be proud of us," (Charlie is of 
course Charles Boasberg. general 
sales manager, Par^ount Film 
Distributing Corp.) 

This is the attention-compelling cover of 
the Columbia Records album of the sound-track 
music of Hal Wallis' "The Sons of Katie Elder." 
Album also contains the Johnny Cash rendition 
of the title song. Columbia dealers the world 
over have united in a massive promotion of this 
most listenable album. 

SHOWMANSHIP' ^ 
THE WORLD OVERi 

Featured in the action of Howard Hawks' 
exciting auto-racing production, "Red Line 
7000," is a fascinating electro-magnetic game 
in which a couple of racing cars are operated 
competitively by players. The game is already 
on sale in U.S. stores and is rapidly displa¬ 
cing electric trains in thousands of American 
homes. Paramount's department of merchandising 
will gladly relay details to those Interested. 



Paramount World 

"Is Paris 
Burning?" 

Who asked this in¬ 
famous question? 

One man - and one 
man onlj. 

In those terrifying, 
tragic days of August, 
1944, the world held 
but one man who would 
wish for the City of 
Light to become scorch¬ 
ed earth. 

That man? 

Adolf Hitler, 

CORINNE CALVET ret¬ 
urns to the Paramount 
screens of the world in a 
dramatic co-starring role 
in the A.C.Lyles product¬ 
ion, "Apache Uprising," 

HAL WALLIS, on locat¬ 
ion in Hawaii with his 
"Hawaiian Paradise" prod¬ 
uction, oversees in adv¬ 
ance of shooting one of 
the helicopters which play 
an important part In this 
Elvis Presley picture. 

If you look like 
your passport photo,you 
aren't well enough to 
travel. 

INFORMATIONS DE PREMIERE 
MAIN SUR LA NOUVELLE ET 
MERVEILLEUSE PRODUCTION 
PARAMOUNT 

Ce numero du Paramount World est principa- 
lement consacre h la nouvelle production 
Paramount qui est destin^e h assurer la premiere 
place a notre Soci^t^ en 1966 et dans les annees 
h venir. La plupart des informations diss^min^es 
dans ce numero ont 4te rassembl4es au cours 
d'une visite que le r^dacteur a rendue 4 
Hollywood en vue de la preparation de ce numero. 

A ce propos, il nous parait indispensable 
d'affirmer que jamais, aussi loin que remontent 
nos souvenirs, on n'a rencontre un tel esprit 
de co-operation que celui qui existe actuellement 
aux Studios sous la direction du Vice-President 
Howard Koch. Nous sommes alie maintes fois au 
Studio dans le passe mais il n'y a jamais eu 
auparavant une union aussi etroite entre la 
production et I'homme qui est h la t@te des 

Studios. 
Nous avons assiste au tournage et aux 

proiections journaliferes des "rushes" de films 
tels que "1'OSCAR","SECONDS" et "NEVADA SMITH" 
Tous ces films sont des productions de grande 
classe, faits sur mesure pour plaire au monde 
entier, et interpretes par les plus grandes 
vedettes. Vous en trouverez des temoignages 
photographiques sur les autres pages. Nous 
avons vu egalement des essais auxquels on a 
procede en vue du tournage de "This Property 
Is Condemned". 

Au cours de cette visite, nous nous sommes 
rendu compte ^ quel point les dirigeants du 
Studio s'int4ressent au march^ mondial. Ils ne 
font plus des films pour un seul pays mais pour 
les spectateurs de tous les pays. Une autre 
preuve de cette importante constatation reside 
dans le fait que le "Paramount World" se 
trouvait dans tous les bureaux et que chaque 
nouveau numero ^tait attendu avec impatience. 

C'est volontairement que nous avons 
r4dig4 un article particuliferement court pour 
ce numero car nous voulions r^server le 
maximum de place aux nouvelles vitales concernant 
notre nouvelle production. 

IS PARIS BURNBIG? 

NOTIZIE 01 PRIMA MANO 
SULLA SPLENDIDA NUOVA 
PRODUZIONE PARAMOUNT 

Questo numero di Perajiount World e in le: - 
ge parte dedicato alia nuova produzione paramount 
che e deatlnata ad aaalcurare alia nostra Ceaa 
una poaizione dl seaipre niaggior comando in seno 
all'industria cinematograflca nel 1966 ed anni 
successlvi. Parecchie delle notizie disseminate 
in queato volume eono state raccolte dl persona 
del redattore di questa nostra pubollcazione du 
rente una sue recente visita alio Studio effet- 
tuata appunto per la preparazione del presente 
numero. 

A tale proposlto, dobblamo affermare che 
non rlcordlamo essere mal esistlto presao 11 
nostro Studio un piu perfetto spirito dl colla- 
borazlone di quello che regna ora sotto la gul- 
da del Vice Preaidente Howard w. Koch. Abbiamo 
fatto molte visite alio Studio in psaaato, me 
effettivamente non abbiamo mal trovato una tale 
magnifica organlzzazlone aia in fatto di produ¬ 
zione che dl dlrezlone. 

TWO FINE WINDOW DISPLAYS tn behalf of 
"The Carpetbaggers," At left, in Modena,Italy, 
is the display of A. Della Casa fir the Nico 
Fidenco record of the filiii's theme song,Also 
the prize contest arranged in conjunction 
with Air France, Other window, in Bologna,is 
in the bookstore of Libreria Rizzoli, and is 
about as fine and comprehensive a display as 
we have seen anywhere. This one truly monop¬ 
olizes the entire window, qnd certainly con¬ 
centrates attention on "The Carpetbaggers," 

Abbiamo assistlto ella ripresa e alle pro- 
lezioni glornaliere delle ’hnishes" di THE OSCAR, 
SECONDS e NEVADA SMITH che sono tutti lavorl di 
primlssima classe, fstti su mlaura per piacere 
el mondo Intero e interpretati da ertistl famo- 
ai, come vedrete delle fotografie che pubblichie 
mo in altre pagine. Abbianx) anche veduto del 
provlni cinematografici connessi con la produ¬ 
zione dl THIS PROPERTY IS CONDEMNED* 

Nel corso della suddetta viaita, abbiamo 
pure avuto agio di constatere coma I’elemento 
dal mercato luondiale aia preso in conslderazio- 
ne del dirlgenti dello Studio i quali infatti 

IS PARIS BURNING? 

stenno facendo tutte pellicole adatte non ad 
un solo paese me si pubblico di quasi ogni paese 
del mondo. Altra prove di questa importante 
constatazione sta nel fatto che ogni slngolo 
ufficlo ha la aua collezione dl Paramount world 
ed attende con Impazienza ogni nuovo numero. 

Come vedete, la colonna nella vostra lingua 
e questa volta partlcolermente breve, ma lo ab¬ 
biamo fatto appoaitsmente, solo par queato nu- 
mero, onde riservare il masslojo spazio alle no¬ 
tizie vitali circa la nostra nuova produzione. 

ANWERP — This exceptionally spectacular 
and «ff®ctive lobby display of the Cinema R« 
resulted from commendable teamwork between 
the Rex management and Paramount' s showman- 
forces, "Sylvia" never had it better! 
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Of deep social significance (and 
a basic motivational factor ^ Para¬ 
mount's "The Slender Thread") is the 
sign in back of Sidney Poitier. In 
front of the talented actor is the 
electronic equipment with which, ^ 
the picture, he maintains constant 
with would-be 'suicides.' This is his 
'Slender Thread,' and it is this de¬ 
vice which helps him -rescue the young 
woman so admirably played by Anne 
Bancroft in a film of nerve-wracking 
tenseness. 

^cnat».’sow 

E Y W E L 

MINNEAPOLIS - Allen and 
Rossi hope that this sort of 
welcome will be standard as long 
as they're in the business. The 
occasion was their arrival here 
to be the exclusive entertain¬ 
ment at the Conference of the 
Governors of the United States, 
Providing the osculatory greet¬ 
ing is "iss Downtown Minneapolis. 
Alien (at right) and Rossi comm¬ 
ence work this month on their 
first Paramount comedy - "The 
Last of the Secret Agents," 

LEFT 
During the African location 

filming of "Sands of the Kala¬ 
hari." Stuart Whitman,at right, 
and Stanley Baker maintained a 
constant programme of fitness, 
especially in view of the rugged 
nature of the Joseph E, Levine 
production. 

TAIPEI, Taiwan - The Great 
World Theatre, a truly outstan¬ 
ding international cinema, re¬ 
cently underwent renovation, CVi 
the occasion of its reopening 
(with "Harlow" as the altract- 
lon), there was a tradition^ 
rlboon-cuttlng ceremony, which 
we picture at right. 

HOLLYWOOD - Oscar-winning cine¬ 
matographer James Wong Howe knows just 
what he needs in the way of lighting 
and placement for the best camera re¬ 
sults in the Edward Lewis-John Frank- 
enheimer production, "Seconds." Film's 
star, Rock Hudson, in the background. 

The Saturday 
Evening Post oi 
August 14th carr¬ 
ied this glowing 
four-page story of 
John Wayne, his 
adored and adoring 
wife, and their 
son who is the 
breath of life to 
them both. It was 
written on the spot 
by Joan Didlon 
during the filming 
of Hal Wallis' 
"The Sons of Katie 
Elder." 



MORE NEWS ABOUT THE 
UPCOMING PRODUCT 

NATALIE WOOD 

An eight-man team headed by director 
Sydney Pollack has left Hollywood to 
scout locations in New Orleans, Louisi¬ 
ana, and Bay St, Louis, Mississippi, for 
Paramount's "This Property Is Condemned," 
the Seven Arts production to begin film¬ 
ing on location September 27th. 

Starring Natalie Wood and Robert Red- 
ford and to be produced by Ray Stark, 
the troupe comprises production manager 
Clarence Eurist, executive John Housemen, 
cinematographer James Wong Howe, art 
directors Stephen Grimes and Phil Jeff¬ 
ries, set designer Bill Kieman and 
assistant director Arthur Lueker. 

A love story of the 1930's set in the U. S, South, 
"This Property Is Condemned" is based on a play by 
Tennessee Williams. 

Richard Arlen 
as 'Captain Gann¬ 
on' in the action 
filled A.C.Lyles 
production,"Apache 
Uprising." 

Sue Ladd 
Returns... 
Sue Ladd, agent and 

widow of Alan Ladd, has 
joined Paramount Pictures 
as a producer. As part of 
her activities with the 
company she will engage 
in the development of 
properties for future 
production, some ofwhich 
are shortly to be ann¬ 
ounced. 

Mrs. Ladd, a star in 
her own right under the 
name of Sue Carol guided 
the career of the late 
actor from its earliest 
days until his untimely 
death. 

In joining Paramount 
she takes up offices at 
the' studio where her late 
husband was under contr¬ 
act for more than ten 
years, where he rose to 
screen prominence in his 
first success, "This Gun 
For Hire," and where he 
made his last motion pic¬ 
ture, "The Carpetbaggers." 

John Wayne will 
star in "Eldorado," Paramount's tent¬ 
atively-titled massive western drama 
to be produced and directed by Howard 
Hawks, which will go before the cam¬ 
eras later this month. 

In "Eldorado," which marks the 
166th picture for Wayne, the veteran 
actor will portray a feared gun-for- 
hire, who repays a personal debt to a 
friend who once saved him from a 
lynch mob. 

The outdoor spectacular, written 
for the screen by Leigh Brackett,will 
be filmed in Technicolor on location 
in Arizona and New Mexico as well as 
at Paramount's Hollywood studios. 

Hawks is currently lining up an 
all-star cast in addition to Wayne. 

"Eldorad<y'follows two ofWayne's 
biggest Paramount successes,"The Sons 
of Katie Elder" and "In Harm's Way." 
For Hawks, "Eldorado" marks his first 
production since his recently comple¬ 
ted "Red Line 7000," which Paramount 
will release in November. 

EDITH HEAD. ACTRESS TOO 

Thrilled with the news that her 
husband, Frankie Fane, played by 
Stephen Boyd has just been nominated 
for an Oscar for Best Actor, Kay tEIke 
Sommer) releases the telephone to 
Edith Head (played by Edith Head) to 
offer congratulations to him in this 
scene from "The Oscar." 

Stanley Baker ass'imes 
a conspiratorial charact¬ 
er in this scene in the 
caves beneath "Sands of 
the Kalahari," Embassy 
production for Paramount 
release. 

CHRIS NOEL is one of 
the featured players in 
the timely musical,"Beach 
Ball," which Paramount 
has acquired for distrib¬ 
ution in the U.S. and 
Canada. 



[PARIS BRULE-T-IL ? 

The 
I ncredible 
Happened 

Two of thp hundreds of instances of the 
street and bridge fighting actually filmed in 
Paris during the making of "Is Paris Burning?" 

STILL MORE NEWS ABOUT ONE OF 
THE GREATEST PRODUCTION 
ADVENTURES IN ALL FILM HISTORY 

WINNING THE BATTLE IN PARIS 

An Agent’s Praise 
Internationally renowned literary and 

talent agent Irving Paul Lazar was one of 
those fortimate persons who watched filming 
of "Is Paris Burning?" in the French capital. 
So impressed was he with what he saw. that 
on his return to the U.S. he iarniediately 
telegraphed Paramount President George 
Weltner in the following glowing terms; 

LUIGI LURASCHI'S REPORT (Continued from Page 16) 

that streets were cleared, buildings emptied, clean house-fronts tempo¬ 
rarily blackened again to look like 194L, in order for the film to be 
made realistically and dramatically. On the other hand vou had the 
vicarious co-operation of sightseers who were content to merely stay out 
of the camera range and observe the work proceeding. 

To see the Nazis back in the streets, engaged in combat with the 
members of the Resistance , to see German and French tanks actually 
shooting and fighting in the same spots where the original battle took 
place, in other words to see Paris in 19b5 looking again like Paris 
looked in 1944, was particularly astonishing to the Parisians on hand, 
provoking at times in them almost uncontrollable emotion at the thought 
of the events of twenty years ago. But, it was almost as emotional to 
the French tourists visiting Paris from the provinces during their 
annual summer holiday and even to the visitors from abroad. 

The importance the French Government and the people of Paris attach 
to the heroic story might have been anticipated, but the effect has been 
truly contagious, and throughout Europe, Great Britain, and even in the 
United States it is becoming clear, from the attention paid to the pro¬ 
duction by the press of the world, that "Is Paris Burning?" is a film 
project that touches the heart and mind of all humanity. For that rearon, 
and because the film we have already seen (Based on the two months of 
filming in the streets but as yet without three or four months of addi¬ 
tional filming still to be completed on sets and in interiors) is so_ 
impressive, foretelling a powerhouse entertainment as unprecedented in 
its own way as has been the saga of its making, we at Paramount look 
forward with enormous pride and confidence to our release of "Is Paris 
Burning?" in 1966. In conclusion, I must add that the personal and 
untiring efforts of Clement and his crew who worked imoossible hours is 

worthy of highest commendation. 

One September 2nd., Paramount President George Weltner cabled 
Paul Graetz, producer of "Is Paris Burning?"; LUIGI LURASCHI HAS CABLED 
ME THAT THE PARIS STREET SHOOTING HAS BEEN ACCOMPLISHED. MY WARMEST 
CONGRATULATIONS AND APPRECIATION TO YOU AND TO RENE CLEMENT FOR THE 
ACHIEVEMENT OF THE IMPOSSIBLE AND FOR COMPLETING THESE TREMENDOUS 
SCENES AGAINST WHICH OUR VIBRANT STORY OF GREAT VICTORY WILL BE PHOTO¬ 

GRAPHED. 

"IS PARIS BURNING?" is spectacle on an awe¬ 
inspiring scale; it is thrills multiplied end on 
end - and it is true, true, TRUE, And nowhere 
is it truer than in its sheer, heart-full human¬ 
ness. For the basis of this immortal picture is 
people — the fears, hopes, desperations and 
courage of people. Here, at right, Leslie Caron 
is agonized by the fate that is about to happen 
— right at the moment of Liberation — to the 
husband she has struggled so hard to save. 

DEAR GEORGE - I JUST RETURNED FROM PARIS 
AND IT IS MY CONVICTION THAT "IS PARIS BURN¬ 
ING?" COULD BE ONE OF THE GREAT MOTICW PICT¬ 
URES OF ALL TME. I WATCHED THE ACTION^, AND 
CCMBINING WHAT I SAW WITH THE KNOWLEDGE THAT 
RENE CLEMENT IS TRULY «IE OF THE GREAT DIR¬ 
ECTORS OF THIS DECADE AND PAUL GRAETZ IS NOT 
ONLY A TALENTED PRODUCER BUT A DEDICATED 
PICTURE MAKER, WILL, IN MY OPINION, CAUSE 
THIS PICTURE TO BE A 'MUST-SEE' THROUGHOUT 
THE WORLD. I THINK A LOT OF SHOWMANSHIP HAS 
GOIE INTO THIS PROJECT. COMBINE THAT WITH 
THE FACT THAT THE BOOK HAS BEEN NUMBER ONE OR 
TWO ON THE BEST-SELLER LIST AND YOU CAN UN¬ 
DERSTAND MY ENTHUSIASM. IT MAY INTEREST YOU 
TO KNOW THAT WHILE I HAVEN'T GOT THE EXACT. 
FIGURE, WE GOT OVER $200,000 FOR THE PAPER¬ 
BACK RIGffTS, WHICH MEANS THAT THERE IS A FAIR 
EXPECTATIOJ (»( THE PART OF THE REPRINT HOUSE 
THAT THEY ARE GOING TO SELL SEVERAL MILLION 
COPIES. WHICH IS ALL GOOD NEWS. I COULDN'T 
HELP BUT GET THIS NEWS TO YOU BECAUSE I FEEL 
SO STRCNGLY ABOUT THIS PICTURE. SINCERELY. 

- IRVING PAUL LAZAR 
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OBITUARY 

HOLLYWOOD - Bert and Hilda Reisfeld, noted German correspondents 
who recently returned from four months in the Orient and Europe to 
their Hollywood base, visit one of the sets of "The Oscar" and inter¬ 
view Elke Sommer and Stephen Boyd. 

Those who have seen 
"Judith." state with emp¬ 
hasis that Sophia Loren 
has never been more beau¬ 
tiful than she is in this 
exciting drama. 

BRANCH NEWS (from Page 18) 

secretary, was married during the Decoration Day 
weekend. Dan Fellman, Booker-Trainee, followed 

on July 11th. 
Booker Joe Curtin proudly announced that he 

and Maureen expect the arrival of ^6 in February 
.Gook Luck Lois, Dan, Joe, and "Harlow." 

- Arthur Hessel 

CLEVELAND congratulations are in order 

for Harold Henderson, our branch manager. He was 
married on August 26th to the former Dorothy 
.‘/ulff. ?'rs. Henderson is a native of Cleveland. 
They were married in the Rocky River fJethodist 
Church, Rocky River, Ohio,which is on the out¬ 
skirts of Cleveland. Harold's daughter, Frances 
and son-in-law Gordan came in from New Jersey to 
attend the wedding and wish them well. Just as 
we all do here in the Cleveland Branch. 

Judy, our booker's clerk is back from her 
vacation and if you remember she left here a Miss 
and is now a Mrs. Claudia Astrom leaves for a 
week's vacation today and mine will be coming up 

real soon. 
iVe have been busy advising the Exhibitors 

about PARA!.*3UKT ViEEKS being' changed next year 
ar\d from the looks of things they seem to favor 
the change. Naturally it will be PARAIOUNT 100^, 
so far as Cleveland is concerned. - Bea Hart 

"TIFFANY'S" AND "SABRINA" 
i::: A RICHLY JEWELED DUO 

TO ALL BRANCH MANAGERS 
U.S. AND CANADA 

LAST WEEK WE HAD A VERY SUCCESSFUL TEST ENGAGEMENT "BREAKFAST AT 
TIFFANY'S" NORTHERN DRIVE-IN, PHOENIX. AS A RESULT, PENNINGTON 
WAS ABLE TO SECURE LOS ANGELES MULTIPLE OPENING SEPTEMBER 15. ALSO 
HAPPY TO ADVISE THAT FRED MATHIS WAS ABLE TO SECURE WOMETCO'S 
FINEST THEATRES IN MIAMI FOR "TIFFANY'S" AND "SABRINA" OPENING 
SEPTEMBER "" AND BRADLEY WAS ABLE TO SECURE FINEST THEATRE IN THE 
SOUTH FOR "TIFFANY'S" AND "SABRINA" OPENING OCTOBER FOX THEATRE IN 
ATLANTA. WITH THIS INFORMATION TO WDRK ON YOU SHOULD BE ABLE TO 
PROCEED FULL BLAST AT DATING THESE TWO MAGNIFICENT PICTURES.REGARDS 

- CHARLES BOASBEHG 

JAMES FLANNERY 

Australian Par¬ 
amount eers were 
deeply saddened by 
the sudden passing, 
on August 2ist, of 
N.S.W. salesman 
James Flannery. He 
was 58. 

James Flannery 
served in both NSW 
and Head Offices of 
Paramount for a 
total of 42 years, 
during which time 

he served three and a half years 
with the Australian Forces in World 
War II. He is survived by his wife, 
Cora, and stepdaughter, Mrs. Cora 
Arnold, to whom we extend, on behalf 
of Paramounteers around the world, 
deepest sympathy. 

He first joined Paramount as a clerk in the 
Despatch Dept, of NSW office, and two years after 
transferred to Head Office. Later he became Ad. 
Sales manager and on his return from military 
service in 1945 was appointed assistant booker, 
later becoming a booker, and in 1949 assumed his 
sales post with the company. 

On his return from overseas. Paramount man¬ 
aging director Robert L. Graham said that Para¬ 
mount was immeasurably poorer for the loss of 
Jim Flannery. 

"His gentlemanly bearing and personal wanflBi 
stamped him as a fine representative — for both 
Paramount and the industry as a whole — the 
likes of which we can ill afford to lose. 

"Jim Flannery was a keen sportsman and 
athlete in his youth, and his belief in playing 
the game fairly and squarely always remained 
with him. 

"He was a loyal and greatly esteemed member 
of the Paramount family and on behalf of all of 
his friends and colleagues thi*oughout the organ¬ 
isation, and myself personally, I extend our 
deepest and sincerest sympathy to his family at 
their great loss." 

Elvis Presley Lauded 
On Senate Floor 

WASHINGTON - Elvis Presley, internatio¬ 
nally known singer and film star, was con- 
ended on August l%h by Senator Daniel K. 
Inouye (D.,Hawaii) on the Senate floor for 
his benefit performance on behalf of the 
Pacific war memorial commission at Pearl 
Harbor four years ago. 

Sen. Inouye's remarks were occasiomed 
by Presley's first visit to see the memorial 
for which he raised $62,000. 

__Mcticn Picture Dally 
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More U.S. Branch News 

Titles 
Read 'em and reflect I 

NEVADA SMITH, SECONDS, 
THE SLENDER THREAD, THE 
OSCAR, PARADISE HAWAIIAN 
STYLE, ALFIE, OH DAD, POOR 
DAD: ASSAULT ON A QUEEN, 
THIS PROPERTY IS CONDEM¬ 
NED, ELDORADO, THE LAST 
OF THE SECRET AGENTS?, THE 
IDOL, FUNERAL IN BERLIN, 
SCHIZOID, FORT SIEGE, AN 
ANN^RGRET FILM, THE MIN¬ 
ISTER AND THE CHOIR SINGER, 
WHEN THE LIC»J FEEDS, THE 
SPY WHO CAME IN FROM THE 
COLD, PROMISE HER ANY¬ 
THING, THE NAKED PREY,Sn- 
UATION HOPELESS BUT NOT 
SERIOUS, SANDS OF THE KAL¬ 
AHARI, JUDITH, KID RODELO, 
APACHE UPRISING,THE SKULL, 
IS PARIS BURNING? 

players 
EItIs Presley, Anne 

Bancroft, Rock Hudson, Les¬ 
lie Caron, Steve McQueen, 
Kirk Douglas, Jean-Paul 
Belmondo, Eleanor Parker, 

Stephen Boyd, Charles 
Boyer, Suzanna Leigh, Karl 
Malden, Sidney Poitier, 
Elke Sommer, Orson Welles, 
Tony Perkins, Gert Frobe, 
Shelley Winters, Joseph 
Gotten, Ernest Borgnine, 
Stanley Baker, Frank Sina¬ 
tra, Michael Caine, Natalie 

* Wood, Ann-Margret, Robert 
Ctimmings, Cornel Wilde, 
Alec Guinness, Sophia Loren, 
Richard Burton, Claire 
Bloom, Yves Montand, Rosa¬ 
lind Russell, Jill St.John 
.and ever so many more. 

ED SULLIVAN Photo 

Allen and Rossi, who 
of course have represent¬ 
ation above as stars of 
"The Last of the Secret 
Agents?" are out for a 
commanding hold on audi¬ 
ences from 9 months to 
90 years. 

INDI ANAPOTTs] On September 9, Branch 
Manager Paul Rice celebrated 25 .years of service 
with Paramount. The emplo.yees of this Branch 
paid tribute to him with a concentrated playdate 
drive during the week of September 3-9. Our .goal 
was to exceed the number of shipments ever made 
by the Indianapolis Branch. At the time of writ¬ 
ing, it is not known whether or not we achieved 
our goal. Our congratulations to a wonderful 
boss and a wonderful guy. 

Branch Ifenager's secretary, Vi Hoffmann, 
will visit New York City September 16-19 as a 
delegate for the Indianapolis VK)MPI at their 
national convention. 

^our correspondent will also visit New York 
City in early September on vacation and hopes to 

visit the Home Office. _ Thomas 

IJACKSQNVILLE "The Sons Of Katie Elder" 
opened throughout the State of Florida on August 
26th with a bang. The picture is well liked by 
everyone who sees it - of course - John '.Vayne is 
a favorite with most of us. 

V.'e thoroughly enjoyed having Mr. Boasberg 
visit our office and, as always, we enjo.yed ’'r. 
DeBerry's visit, tie always look forward to hav¬ 
ing Home Office top[.)ers venture into the deep 
South and pay us a call. 

Everyone reported having a nice, quiet long 
week-end - the last one of the season before 
Christmas. Some stayed at home and some went 
fishing, n'e were looking forward,to having a 
fish fry - maybe?? But Betsy kept the weather 
kinda stirred up so the fish were not biting. 
Better luck next time I 

Mr. Mathis is all hepped up over "Redline 
7000". His secretary. Fay 'Aeaver, has made a 
unique display with racing track, cars, minia¬ 
ture men, etc., in the front of the office. It 
is quite an eye catcher. "Redline 7000" posters 
are in windows of the local miniature slot car 
racing establishments. You will be hearing more 

about this. _ 5etty Rook 

THE "B.B." OF "BOEING 
BOEING" COULD MEAN 
EITHER "BLOCK BUSTER" 
OR "B-ELLY BUSTER" 

Hi i(c % % » 

There's no doubt about the regularity 
with which Hal Wallis belts out the box- 
office hits. 

"Becket," "Roustabout," "The Sons of 
Katie Elder" - and now "Boeing Boeing." 

The Jerry Lewis-Tony Curtis comedy had 
a Coast preview the evening of September 
Ist, and George Weltner received the foll¬ 
owing wire from Howard Koch: 

LAST NIGHT WE PREVIEWED BOEING BOEING 
AT THE FOX VILLAGE THEATRE IN WESTWOOD. THE 
REACTION WAS TREMENDOUS. THE A'IDIENCE 
LAUGHED FR(M BEGINNING TO END. IT WAS PROB¬ 
ABLY THE BEST PREVIEW I HAVE BEFN TO IN 
YEARS. IT LOOKS LIKE WE HAVE A BIG, BIG 
GROSSER IN THIS C»JE. 

Mr. Koch invoked the law of the post¬ 
script by adding: 

P.S. NATIONAL GENERAL THEATRE EXECUT¬ 
IVES WERE IN THE AUDIENCE AND FEEL THAT 
THE PICTURE WILL BE THE BIG CHRISTMAS PICT¬ 
URE FOR THEM. 

llis is 
D i V . Mgr. 

Simultaneously 
with the establish¬ 
ment of a new sales 
division covering 
the midwest,Charles 
Boasberg, general 
sales manager of Par¬ 
amount Film Distrib¬ 
uting Corporation, 
has designated Herb 
Gillis to head the 
unit with the title 
of Midwest Division 

Manager, The new sales division con¬ 
sists of the Chicago, Detroit,Cleve¬ 
land, Indianapolis and Milwaukee 
territories. Gillis will headquarter 
in New York since, in addition to 
his new post, he will continue to 
head Paramount's department for the 
acquisition and sale of short sub¬ 
jects. 

The new midwest division,- according to 
Boasberg, was created to better handle the ex¬ 
panding activities of Paramount. Its creation 
will enable more in-depth servicing of accounts 
in the territory, greater supervision of the 
marketing activities of Paramount in the area 
and, in general, will facilitate a more effec¬ 
tive handling of the company's growing product 

lineup. 
Gillis moves to the new [X)st from that of 

U.S. and Canadian sales director for special 
attractions. In that cap>acity, he directed 
sales and bookings for Paramount's major pro¬ 
ductions, working under Boasberg's supervision. 
He joined the company's home office staff in 
December, 19^3, as sales manager for "The Fall 
of the Roman Empire," having been associated 
with Paramount since 1950. Prior to transferr¬ 
ing to Mew York, he was a regional sales man¬ 
ager headquartering in Washington. 

In addition to the newly-formed- midwest 
division. Paramount will continue to maintain 

five other sales units, the eastern, western, 
southeastern, southwestern and Canadian divi¬ 

sions. 

Herb Gl 
M i dwest 

HERB GILLIS 

"TO CATCH A THIEF" 
STILL CATCHING CASH 

COPENHAGEN - That topping Hitchcock 
thriller, "To Catch A Thief," co-starring 
Cary Grant and Grace Kelly, has proven a 
sock-snccess in its re-release in the 
Palads Theatre here. 

Paramount manager Michael Barking 
reports that there is no doubt the film 
will repeat this popular success in its 
subsequent runs in the Danish provinces. 
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One of the people 
on the 6=03 to 
Scarsdale tonight 
is a Second! 

WHO ARE SECONDS? Right now, in Scarsdale, director John Frankenheimer 
and producer Edward Lewis are filming scenes for “SECONDS,” a most 
unusual motion picture, about a man who buys himself a totally new life. 
It stars Rock Hudson, in an astonishing change of pace, as a Second.| 
From David Ely’s bold, bizarre, terrifyingly credible bestseller. 
IN PREPARATION FOR THE SUMMER OF’66 FOR THE SCREENS OF THE WORLD! 

lA * >'*** ’ 

This proYOcative full-page advertisement appeared in 
The New York Times on August 20th, the day after 'location' 
shooting on "Seconds" had been completed in the Westchester 
locality of Scarsdale (New York), 

The ad maintains the intriguing quality of this inten¬ 
sely dramatic film which stars Rock Hudson, and has been 
produced by Edward Lewis, with magnetic direction by John 
Frankenheimer, who gave us "Seven Days In May." 

Knowledge of "Seconds" is priceless. Be sure you get to 
know all you can about this dramatically dazzling film in 
advance of its release. 

/././././ 
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Another High 
Honor for 
”B e c k e t 

BARCELONA — Frank A. Siter 
(at left). Paramount general man¬ 
ager in Spain, receives- from Mr. 
Juan Mateu, General Secretary of 
the "Salon de la Imagen del Son- 
ido" another high honor awarded 
to Hal Wallis' "Becket." It is 
the San Jorge Award, given to 
Peter O'Toole for "Best Interpre¬ 
tation in a Foreign Film." 

The Cover 

A salute to Paris, site of 
the first of a series of inter¬ 
national sales-showmanship meet¬ 
ings inaugurating Paramount's 
truly greatest year - 1966. 

The Message of 
James E.Perkins 

In the Product Book issued to all 
delegates to the Paris Sales convoh- 
tion — and addressed ^To Showmen 
Everywhere" — there appears this 
sincere, optimistic statement bythe 
President of Paramount International 
Films, Inc., James E. Perkins: 

For Paramount, and for you, this year of 
1966 is going to be a very special year, 

I have never been so enthusiastic, so 
thrilled and optimistic about a year*s program 
of Paramount product, as I am now. 

The exciting story of “Paramount 1966“ 
unfolds in the pages that follow. We are pres¬ 
enting to you what I can call, in all sincerity, 
the greatest seasonal array of motion picture 
entertainment in any year. These are motion 
pictures for every entertainment taste and trend 
today, with star talent of the highest boxofflce 
magnitude. All pictures announced on the follow^ 

of the “Paramount 1966“ story are 
completed, ready to go and spell “Boxoffice“ for 
the theatres of the world. 

## And with but two exceptions, all of the 
properties featured in this book*s section lab¬ 
eled “early 196?,“ are likewise completed. 

## This outstanding result of President 
George Weltner»s forward planning is an unprec¬ 
edented achievement in our industry. Never be¬ 
fore has a company been so far ahead with so 
much and so many. Here is dramatic proof of pic¬ 
ture power combined with Paramount»s well-known 
marketing power. 

§§ I am proud and happy to present to you, 
the showmen of the world, the storv of 
"Paramount 1966." 

Sincerely, 

James E.Perkins 
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Attention I 
We are taking a rather unusual liberty 

with one of our titles, just for this spec¬ 
ial occasion, and within the readership of 
this publication. 

Bearing in mind the significance of 
this sales meeting in the French capital, 
we are asking of the gathered delegates — 
IS PARIS BURNING? 

And the answer, in our own special 
sense is, we are sure, a thundering ’’Yes!" 

Yes, indeed, Paris is definitely ’burn¬ 
ing* with the pent-up zeal of a group of 
Paramount sales wizards who realize the 
enormous responsibility of transmitting to 
the world the most entertaining, most exci¬ 
ting and most valuable treasurehouse of 
motion pictures in the annals of any comp¬ 
any. 

And, by one of those fortunate miracles 
that happen to people who know just what to 
do with happy miracles, the apex of this 
treasurehouse is a towering, exciting, thr¬ 
illing, never-to-be-forgotten film epic 
bearing the title: 

"IS PARIS BURNING?" 
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u 
A traditional Paramount welcome from 

the heart is extended to all (*) delegates 
to the 1966 sales and distribution meeting 
of the Divisions of Continental Europe and 
the United Kingdom of Great Britain open¬ 
ing in the Hilton-Crly Hotel in Pans,Jan¬ 
uary 17th. _ 

Later world-wide HOWE OFFICE, YORK 

meetings, to be held 
in Hongkong, Sydney 
and Buenos Aires,will 
be reported fully in 
the March, April and 
May issues. 

The Paris meeting 
will of course be 
covered fully in next 
month’s issue. 

GEORGE WELTNER 
JAMES E. PERKINS 
HOWARD W. KOCH 
LUIGI LURA3CHI 
MILTON GOLDSTEIN 
G"ENTER SCHACK 
JOSEPH FRIEDMAN 
ALBERT DEANE 

President, Paramoint Pictures Corporation 
President, Paramourt International Films 
Vice-President, Studio and Production head 
Production Assistant to Mr. Weltner 
Special Productions Asst, to Mr. Perkins 
Adv.-Pub. Director, Paramourt International 
Adv.-Pub. Director, Paramoant Pictures Corp. 
Editor, Paramount World 

CONTINENTAL 
HEAD OFFICE. PARIS 

HENRI MICHATTD 
HUGO STRAMER 
PAUL SILVIUS 
JOHN NELSON-SULLIVAN 
LINDSEY JONES 

General Manager, Continental Division 
Continental Sales Manager 
Assistant to Mr. Michaud 
Adv.-Pub. Director, Continental Division 
Assistant to Mr. Nelson-Sullivain 

CCNTL\ENTAL DIVISION 

FRANCE 
HENRI KLARSFELD 
EUGENE MAILLET 
DANIEL GOLDMAN 
ISY PROMT 

General Manager 
Assistant General Manager 
Sales Manager 
Manager, DubbLns and Subtitling 

MARCEL HAMEL 
MRS. ODETTE FuRRY 

General Manager, Paramount T'',e'it; 
r’’bli''ity-A'^','‘'--* i -ire Manager 

re 

FIELD 
LOUIS KANTUREK Manager AFEX AUSTRIA 
HEINZ DON^'ENBERS Sales Manager AFEX It 

HANS MENASSE Pub.-Adv. Manager AFEX t1 

PAUL DELVIGNE Manager BELGIUM 
MICHEL DRACHOUSSOFF Pub.-Adv. Representative tf 

MICHAEL BARKING Manager DENMARK 
GEORGc, BARAMILI Manager EGYPT 
K’IRT TROUPP Manager FINLAND 
ERICH WANIA General Manager GERMANY 
SIEGFRIED KOBOSIL Sales Manager ft 

WERNER ROCHAU Pub.-Adv. Manager ft 

SAVAS A. PYLARINOS Savas Films S.A. GREECE 
JACK DS WILDE Manager,Filmverhuurkantoor 

Nederland 
HOLLAKT) 

MAX GERSCHTAMOWITZ II n 

JAN VAN Latl^WEN U II 

LADISLAV K. KOCH Manager ISRAEL 
PILADE LEVI General Manager ITALY 
RENATO CAMMAROTA Sales Manager It 

MARIO GAMBINO District Manager n 

VLERI NICCOLI Pub.-Adv, Manager It 

MARIO NATALE Special Publicity Representative It 

WILLY GOLDENTHAL District Manager LEBANON 
HARALD L. ERIKSEN General Manager Warner Bros, NORWAY 
EMILIO PRISTER Manager PORTUGAL 
FRANK A. SITER District Manager Near East, 

General Manager Spain 
SPAIN 

ANUEL HERRERO Sales Manager It 

RAFAEL HERRiRO District Manager !| 
JAIME ARIAS Pub.-Adv, Manager It 

PATJL FLODIN General Manager SWEDEN 
J1TE3 A. GE'DRE Manager, Star Film swrrZbRL/ 
EDWARD WECKERLc. ri tt 

J. HIRT II ti 

UNITED KINGDCW 
DIVISION 

(*) List complete up to time of 
going to press in New York, Jan.itth. 

RUSSELL W. HADLEY, Jr. 
PETER REED 
GERRY LEWIS 
LESLIE POUND 

SOUTH AFRICA 
RONALD A. D'WYER 
ANDRE PIETERSE 
LEN THOMAS 

Managing Director, IT.K. 
General Sales Manager 
Pub.-Adv. Director " 
Asst. " " " 

Special Representative 
Managing Director, Star Film 
Sales Manager, Star Film 
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The Sweet Smell of Success 
Paramount began 1966 with a trio of hard-hitting hits. 

"The Spy Who Came In From The Cold," "The Slender Thread" 
and "Boeing Boeing" are whamming the boxoffice tills 
across the national scene and by the very force of their 
impact are telling exhibitors, in the exhibitors' own 
clear-as-crystal language, that this is going to be 
Paramount's Year of Years. 

The theme is carried forward in the foll¬ 
owing fine 2-page advertisement which appear¬ 
ed in the December 29th Motion Picture Exhib¬ 

itor: 

PARAMOUNT 1966 WILL BE A YEAR OF INCREA¬ 
SING POWER AND STATURE. 

ALREADY WRAPPED UP AND READY FOR RELEASE IS 
A LINEUP OF PRODUCT THAT RUNS UP AND DOVW 
AMD ACROSS THE V/HOLE RANGE OF TODAY'S AND 

With respect to "The 

On December 30th, The New York Times,in 
a by-line story on Christmas business in 
the Broadway area, quoted the gross business 
registered by "The Spy Who Came In From The 
Cold" and the DeMille and East Side Coronet 
Theatres, adding that "These are new records 
for Paramount Pictures, the distributor," 

TOMORROW'S ENTERTAINMENT TRENDS AND TASTES. 
AS THE YEAR UNFOLDS YOU WILL HAVE STRIKINGLY 
DRAMATIC PROOF OF THIS. EACH PRODUCTION WILL 
BE BACKED BY PARAMOUNT'S PACE-SETTING PO’WER 
IN OVERALL MERCHANDISING. 

Slender Thread," this 
telegram from ErnestSands 

to all U.S. and Canadian 
branches is of signific¬ 

ant interest: 

WHEREVER "THE SLEraER 
THREAD" HAS OPENED OR 
BEEN PREVIEWED, ALL REP¬ 
ORTS INDICATE THAT THE 

AUDIENCES LEAVE THE THEA¬ 
TRE SPELLBOUND BY THE 
TREMENDOUS IMPACT OF THE 
PICTURE. TO INSURE THAT 
THE IMPRESSIVE WORD-OF- 
MOUTH CONTINUiiS IN YOUR 
TERRITORY, PLc-ASE ARRANGE 

TO SNEAK "THREAD" IN EACH 
OF YOUR KEY SITUATIONS 
AND TOP college TOWNS.... 
WHEREVER POSSIBLE, SET 
THIS SNEAK IN A THEATRE 

PLAYING A PARAMOUNT PICT¬ 

URE. 

PHIL ISAACS has 
been appointed nat¬ 
ional sales coordi¬ 
nator for Cecil B. 
DeMille's "The Ten 
Commandments,” 
which is being givoi 
special handling as 
one of Paramount's 
most important re¬ 
leases for 1966, 

Isaacs' appoint¬ 
ment, effective 
Jan. 1, was announ¬ 
ced by Charles Boas- 
berg,Paramount gen¬ 
eral sales manager. 

THE BOOK 

THE WORLD 
COULD NOT 

LBV DOWN 
IS NOW A 
MOTION 
PICTURE. 

Facing Pages 10 and 11 in the New York (Sunday) Times 
on December 19th last provided powerful evidence of the 
momentum with which Paramount is entering this sizzling 
year of 1966, And all three pictures have proven already 

BRACE 
YOURSELF FOR 
GREATNESS 

It races. It shodo. It plunges you 
knife-deep into actual Esptoruge. 
It is tha story of Lumas. The spy 
wtw's been tiMre—and back. The 
man win knows the dirt, tfw doubla 
de^ and the triple wheeSng, the 
sex used and abused by nalicn& 
Leamas, the man who ctxnes back 
to do what only he can do. Here is 
excitement sheer and naked and 
unforgettable. 

nCWUlD BURTON 
CURiBlOOM 

OSKAR WQMBL 

ROM HE COLD 

Wm ifnr ilBinNnI _jiuMunmN 
^QRSE VOSKOVEC ‘ RUPSa QAVIS • (M am M ralBI WM bTIB-lAiRTtN rm'k^wPAULt^ 

-xarriwwaiMtwinoMnacajywJDwiuciwU.in >i «i»eaw>v>M-AS«L3Ji*ccucBw 

fflMts THUDSOIY n 2 hbtms: 
IEgi!M|LU^ I 

-■ym 
_ mumi 

...TK1111SDAY...TO 

aDHVPniiERjiiiiuiKinH 
mmm 

AWARD WINNBIS* 
AREOVING 

IREPBtfDRMANCB 
OFTHBRUVBIN 

MORRAYHILL 

Everybody and his favorite 

body iS going going to 

: ^ • Boe'nq-Boeing. Ai! about 

two dedicated Art-ne 

Hoste.ss Jugglers ..adept 

at keeping one hostess 

n the a-r, one on the 

ground and one pending. 

TECHNICOLOR* 

DANYSAVAL CHRISTIANE^HMIDTMER SUZANNA LEIGH wTHELMA RITTER' 

to be towering revenue-reapers» 
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NEWS FROM THE U. S. BRANCHES 

ROBERT REDFORD, above, 
will re-create his Broad¬ 
way stage role in the 
screen adaptation of "Bare¬ 
foot in the Park, which 
will be produced by Hal 
Wallis for Paramount, The 
important project will go 
before the Paramount Stu¬ 
dio cameras within the 
next few months, 

Bedford, whose screen 
career is a direct result 
of his original portrayal 
in the New York stage 
production of "Barefoot in 
the Park,” is currently 
starring opposite Natalie 
Wood in Paramount's "This 
Property Is Condemned," 
now nearing completion in 
Hollywood, 

We’ll be rolling. 
Ward Pennington, Los Angeles branch man¬ 

ager, attended a sneak preview recently of 
Hal Wallis' "Paradise, Hawaiian Style," star¬ 
ring Elvis Presley, In a letter to Ernest 
Sands, assistant general sales manager, which 
positively sizzled with enthusiasm for the 
grossing potential of the picture, he ended 
by saying: 

"...The Stanley Warner buyer met me in 
the lobby and said, 'You've got another 
winner....You'll be drunk with power next 
year.* These words were music to my ears." 

We'll have the power, all right I But we 
won't be drunkJ 

We'll be rolling with the greatest mom¬ 
entum Paramount has ever had! 

MINNEAPOLIS While the communications 
from this city have been irregular (or is 
"missing" the correct word?), the blame can be 
put squarely on the negligence of your corres¬ 
pondent. However, there have been no startling 
marriages or baby arrivals to report, and no 
one has been willing to accommodate me with 
this kind of news simply to reach print in Para¬ 
mount World. So with nothing new to report, we 
in Minneapolis hope this will reach print in 
time to wish all Pararaounteers ever3rwhere in 
the world a Happy New Year filled with all 

things good! _ Bomle Lynch 

|CLEVELAND| 7/e recently had Herb Gillis, 
our division manager, spend a few days with us 
and as usual we enjoyed, and orofited by, his 
visit. 

’Ae have received massages from all the cir¬ 
cuits and indeoendent theatres regarding Charley 
Boasberg being back on the job and we have their 
support for the CHARLEY BOASBERG '.VEEKS - February 
Ipth-March let, 1966. 

Most all the boys and girls in the Cleveland 
Branch (and I say this lightly, boys and girls) 
spent the Holidays with their families; Frank 
Belles was with his children and grandchildren; 
Tony Reinman decorated the tree on Xmas Eve; 
Claudia Astrom had her sister from Hiram, Ohio, 
as her guest; Judith Hardy went (with her husband 
of course) to visit his and her relatives in 
Lambert, Penna; Bill Andrews and his family had 
dinner out on Xmas Day; Harold and Dorothy 
Henderson were on the High Seas for the Holidays, 
taking a belated honeymoon trip to the Caribbean 
- a West Indies Cruise, how sweet it is. I natur¬ 
ally had to look up the spelling of Caribbean and 
when I did, I saw where the sea (Caribbean), is 

Practical Tribute 
In advance of the 

'Assault.' Frank Sinatra 
takes a long, hard look 
at the S.S."Queen Mary" 
and gets a solid idea of 
the magnitude of his ®11 
in planning an "Assault 
On A Queen." 

Sign on a street in 
Texas: "Last Cadillac 
dealer for four blocks." 

THE PARAMOUNTEERS of the United States 
and Canada are mighty glad to have their 
General Sales Manager back fit and well foll¬ 
owing his recent Illness. They have banded 
together, unanimously, to make the shortest 
month of the year the longest in terras of 
actual business, and a great many accomplish¬ 
ment records are expected to be set up as a 
tribute to Charley Boasberg, 

(For the record - Mr. Boasberg returned 
to his desk in Home Office, January 3rd) 

’’SECONDS” IS A 
FIRST-CLASS FIRST 

This issue is literally packed with 
wonderful news about the upcoming product 
for 1966. To all of this must be added the 
following "stop press" message to Mr. 
Weltner from Mr. Koch regarding the very 
exceptional Rock Hudson picture, "Seconds": 

JUST SCREENED "SECONDS." 
IT IS ONE OF THE MOST CAPTIVATING 

PICTURES I HAVE SEEN IN MY LIFE. ROCK 
HUDSON GIVES AN ACADEMY AWARD FERFORM.ANCE 
THAT WILL BE REMEMBERED FOR MANY YEARS TO 
COME. JOHN FRANKENHEIMER DIRECTS IN THE 
STYLE HE IS FAMOUS FOR, NEVER LETTING UP 
FOR ONE MOMENT AND KEEPING YOU ON THE EDGE 
OF YOUR SEAT AT ALL TIMES. EDWARD LEWIS' 
PRODUCTION HAS ALL THE Q"ALITY IN IT THAT 
WE AT PARAMOUNT ARE SO FAMOUS FOR.. .PICnmE 
HAS SO MANY FACETS TO IT THAT ANY AUDIENCE, 
'WHETHER THEY BE YOUNG OR OLD, WILL BE 
INTRIGUED. THIS LOOKS LIKE ANOTHER SMASH 
PICT-IRE FOB IIS IN 1966. . 

between V/est Indies and South America. If I knew 
this when I was in school (a long time ago) I 
had forgotten. 

- Bea Hart 

HOLLYWOOD - Mr 
at right o* 4 ui i... j j-- Mrs.Charles Boasberg, 
at right, their daughter, Susan, and Ted 
Zephro of Paramount's Los Angeles branch, 
attending the premiere of "The Spy Who Came 
In From The Cold at the Warner Theatre here. 

^arcunxntni 

WELCOMES BACK CHARLEY BOASBERG 

FEB. 
16th 

1966 FEBRUARY 1966 
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WE CELEBRATE THIS OCCASION WITH 
100% SCREEN REPRESENTATION EVERYWHERE! 



SIZZLING WIRES 
By DON CARLE GILLETTE 

* • GREAT news for exhibitors is cook¬ 
ing at Paramount. Eight important films 
are shooting, and among them is one 
that promises to make history. It’s the 
movie debut of the sensational young 
comedy team of Marty Allen and Steve 
Rossi in "Last of the Secret Agents?” 
with Norman Abbott also making his 
feature film debut as a producer-direc¬ 
tor and comedy writer Mel Tolkin as 
associate producer. 

Since Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis 
went their separate ways, a boxoffice 
staple has been missing—the comedy 
team, historically sure-fire, from McIn¬ 
tyre & Heath down through Smith & 
Dale, Clark & McCullough, Moran & 
Mack, Amos ’n’ Andy, Abbott & Cos¬ 
tello, Olsen & Johnson, et al—collec 
tively embracing the mass audience 
fields of vaudeville, legit, movies and 
radio. The great single comedians also 
are disappearing or becoming serious 
dramatic actors. 

This has left a big void in movie pro¬ 
gramming. Natural comics don’t come 
along every day. Writers can grind out 
comedy scripts but they can’t supply 
the most important element—the phy¬ 
sical personality with the talent to per¬ 
form and help create the material that 
wins public favor. Aware of this, and 
believing the mass public is eager to 
welcome a new comedy team in tune 
with the times. Paramount studio and 
production chief Howard W. Koch 
spotted Allen & Rossi. They looked like 
naturals: Allen with his pop-eyes and 
bushy black hair plus the inherent gifts 
of the born clown; Rossi, a handsome 
and versatile straight man; the pair 
combining not only humor but singing, 
dancing, impressions, acting; with ap¬ 
peal to young and old, and with addi¬ 
tional identification through a catch 
phrase, "Hello dere!,” that is the best 
trademark since Joe Penner’s "Wanna 
buy a duck?" 

As a second inspiration, Koch got 
hold of a top TV director, Norman Ab¬ 
bott, to produce and direct the picture, 
and for the third basic ingredient Mel 
Tolkin, award-winning writer, was as¬ 
signed to the screenplay. Filming start¬ 
ed last week, and as Allen & Rossi fin¬ 
ished their first take the crew burst 
into spontaneous applause. Veteran 
craft members said it was "just like 
old times." Assistant director ChicoDay 
said in his long career he never saw a 
picture take off with greater promise. 

This is just part of the Allen & Rossi 
story. The promotion campaign needs a 
separate column. 

ABOUT 

COMING 

FILMS 

Here are excerpts 
from a sttidio wire 
from studio publicity 
head Bob Goodfried 
that received wide 
Home Office circulat¬ 
ion by Mr. Weltner: 

PREVIEWED "THE SLENDER THREAD” 
AT DIRECTORS GUILD TO CAPACITY AUD¬ 
IENCE OF 440, INCLUDING CELEBRITIES 
AND EXECUTIVES IN ALL FIELDS OF 
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY TOGETHER 
WITH NOTABLE PRESS, PICTURE ENGROS¬ 
SED ENTIRE AUDIENCE THROUGHOUT AND 
A LUSTY APPLAUSE BEGAN AS THE END 
TITLES APPEARED. REMARKS BY THE 
SCORE CAME FROM STARS, PRESS AND 
OPINION MAKERS, ALL COMIiENTING ON 
THE WONDERFUL PICTURE AMD ITS OSCAR 
POSSIBILITIES FOR THE FILM, THE 
STARS AND MEN BEHIND THE SCENES.... 

"Promise Her 
Anything" 

EVERYONE - positively every¬ 
one — who has seen Leslie Caron, 
Warren Beatty and the world's 
most entrancing baby in "Promise 
Her An^hing", is completely 
head over heart in love with trns 
comedy gem. 

This Page 1 editorial 
from a recent Issue of The 
Hollywood Reporter provides 
additional proof 6f indus¬ 
try-wide happiness over the 
advent of Allen & Rossi... 
Studio reports on the fun¬ 
someness of "The Last Of 
The Secret Agents?" lend an 
additional air of excite¬ 
ment to the advent of Marty 
Allen and Steve Rossi. 

Then there was this wire to Mr, Welt¬ 
ner from Howard W, Koch concerning 
Howard Hawks' new excitement-maker: 
JUST SCREENED TWO CUT REELS ON HAWKS' 
"ELDORADO." THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 
JOHN WAYNE AND BOB MITCHUM IS TREMEN- _ 
DOUS. THEY COMPLEMENT EACH OTHER SO 
THAT WE SHOULD HAVE A NEW TEAM FOR A FUTURE PICTURE. SCENES WERE 
EXCITING AND FTJNNY, ACTION OUTSTANDING. I THINK "ELDORADO" PROM¬ 
ISES TO BE A BIG ONE FOR PARAMOUNT IN *66. 

Paramount's president received the following wire from Paul Levi, 
Savoy Theatre, Boston: "JUDITH" SNEAK PREVIEWED AT BOSTON ON 
FRIDAY NIGHT. FILM WAS EXTREMELY WELL RECEIVED BY RAPT AUDIENCE OF 
APPROXIMATELY FIFTEEN HUNDRED. LOBBY COMMENT AT BREAK OF SHOW WAS 
MOST ENTWISIASTIC. RESULT OF COMMENT CARDS SHOWED SLIGHTLY OVER 
FIFTY PERCENT MARKED EXCELLENT, FORTY PERCENT GOOD. 

The following interesting wire was sent to all U.S, and Canadian 
branches by Charles Boasberg the very day he returned to his desk 
from his bout with illne’ss: AS YOU PROBABLY KNOW, I AM BACK WORK¬ 
ING AGAIN. IT IS A GREAT THRILL NOT ONLY TO BE BACK BUT, AS ONE OF 
THE FIRST ORDERS OF BUSINESS, TO LOOK AT A WONDERFUL MOTION PICT¬ 
URE, "PROMISE HER ANYTHING." IT IS A GREAT COMEDY THAT EVERYONE 

IS GOING TO LOVE. LESLIE CARON, WARREN BEATTY, ROBERT CUMMINGS, 
KEENAN WYNN AND THE WHOLE CAST DO A TREMENDOI.TS JOB AND I KNOW 

I THIS PICTURE WILL BE RIGHT UP THERE WITH THE BEST OF OUR LONG LIST 
OF HITS FOR 1966. BE SURE THAT THIS PICTURE IS SCREENED ONLY WITH 
AN AUDIENCE AS IT IS A REALLY FUNNY COMEDY THAT AN AUDIENCE WILL 
EAT UP. 

And another wire from Studio's Bob Goodfried: SNEAK PREVIEW PARADISE HAWAIIAN 
STYLE AT STUDIO THEATRE, SAN FERNANDO VALLEY. THIS LATEST PRESLEY FILM CHARMING 
AND SHEER DrLIGHT. BOUND TO BE UP THERr. WITH "BLUE HAWAII" IN ACCEPTANCE. WALLIS 
ONCE AGAIN GUIDES A MAGNIFICENT PRODUCTION. THE SETS AND LOCATIONS IN HAWAII WILL 
CAPTURii AND ENTHRALL ALL AUDIENCES. PRESELY IS MAGNIFICENT, SUPPORTED EXCELLENTLY 
BY WONDERFUL CAST. SONGS VERY REMEMBERABLE. PREVIEW AUDIENCE WERE HELD THROUGHOUT 
AND APPLAITDED AT END. 
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HER YORK - Notables at the DeMille Theatre 
benefit invitational preview of "The Sp7 Who Came 
In From The Cold." From left: Mrs, Joseph E.Levine, 
Paramount Pictures President George Weltner, Mrs, 
Edwin L. Weisl, Producer of "The Spy" Martin Ritt, 
Embassy Pictures President Joseph E. Levine, Edwin 
L. Weisl, Chairman of the Executive Committee and 
Director, Paramoxint Pictures Corporation, 

m 
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"THE SPY WHO CAME 
i!li_ERQM_THE_CgLD" 

EIHE_SLENDER_THREAD" 

IN CONTENTION FOR 
ACADEMY AWARDS ? 

Both "The Spy Who Came In From The Cold" and 
"The Slender Thread" have been exposed to both 
paying customers and newspaper critics, and have 
been acclaimed, by the toughest yardsticks, top 
ranking successes. 

First indication of this, in the case of "The 
Spy," came from Miami, Florida, where at this time 
of year there is a myriaci of counter attractions. 
Yet the Richard Burton—Claire Bloom—Oskar Werner 
thriller shattered the records long ago establishe 
by "Psycho" and "The Carpetbaggers," 

With respect to "The Slender Thread," the box- 
office figures of the two engagements held to 
qualify the picture for Academy Awards nomination 

consideration were the direct opposite to slender. 
They were also important from the standpoint that 
opening business was moderate, but by the third 
day had grown to landslide proportions, proving 
that word-of-mouth was working at tomadic speed 
in establishing "The Slender Thread" as definitely 
a "not-to-be-missed-imder-any-circumstances" film. 

ED SULLIVAN Photo 
View of the massed public gathered at the 

DeMille Theatre to see the notables arriving for 
the invitational premiere of "The Spy Who Came In 
From The Cold." 

Otto Preminger, at right, 
producer-director of "In Harm's 
Way," congratulates Martin Ritt, Sroducer-dlrector of "The Spy 

ho Came In From The Cold" on 

HOLLYWOOD - Bernard 
Donnenfeld, associate 
head of Paramormt Stud¬ 
io, and Mrs. Donnenfeld 
at the Warner Theatre 
premiere of "The Spy Who 
Came In From The Cold," 

HOLLYV/OOD - Richard Burton, star of "The 
Spy," and his wife, Elizabeth Taylor, shown as 
they entered the Warner Theatre for the premia'e 
of the film. 

his great film. 

everywhere: everywherei: 
"THE SPY" IS terrific::: 

{r>.'"y? I 
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One item of particular 'good news' which 
should interest Paramounteers everywhere, was 
the unanimity of enthusiasm displayed by all 
who attended the Home Office strategy meeting 

on the re-release of "The Ten Commandments," 
held under the chairmanship of President welt- 
ner on T^iesday, December 28th» This meeting 

left no doubt whatsoever that the great Cecil B. DeMille 
production will go into re-release in the iiaster season 
with at least as much drive-power as characterised its 
original release ten years ago.Meanwhile we have the 
powerful "The Spy Who Came In From. The Cold heating up 
the nation's box-offices with socko grosses. A wire that 
we really love is this one that bmie Sands sent about 

the engagement of "The Spy" at the Sheridan in Miami Beach. It read: 
IN TOUGH PRE-CHRISTMAS M.4RKET IT TAKES A BLOCKBUSTER TO DO BUSINESS. 
ED DE BERRY REPORTS RECORD-BREAKING GROSSES "SPY" AT SHERIDAN MIAMI 
BEACH. FIRST FOUR DAYS FIGURES BIGGEST OPENING IN MANY YEARSo THESE 
FIGURES TOP FULL FIRST EllEK'S GROSS ON "PSYCHO" A^JD "SUZIE WONG." 
_ "SPY" SHAPES UP AS TREMENDOUS 

BLOCKBUSTER. BE HAPPY FOR THE NEV/ 
TEAR.Going still farther 
afield, we find wonderful reports 
still coming from "The Carpetbagg¬ 
ers." The New Empire in Bombay had 

BEVERLY HILLS, California - Michael 
C^ine, whose star appearance in Paramount's 
"Alfie" is scheduled to be a comedy high¬ 
light of 1966,was honor guest at a cocktail 
and dinner party given by Mr. and Mrs.Howard 
W.Koch on Sunday evening, December 19th, in 
the Le Petit Trianon Room of the Beverly 
Wilshire Hotel. Above, Mr. Caine is show 
with Mr. and Mrs. Kocn, at left, and Shirley 
Maclaine. 

In a pre-Christmas telegram of good 
news, Howard W. Koch, vice president and 
studio head wired President George Weltner 
in this happy vein; 

DEAR GEORGE: JUST SCREENED ROUGH CUT OF 
"THE NIGHT OF THE GRIZZLY”. WE HAVE A WON¬ 
DERFUL WORLD-WIDE PICTURE FULL OF ACTION 
AND SUSPENSE AND A GOOD FAMILY STORY. BEAR 
SEQUENCES OUTSTANDING AND FRIGHTENING. I AM 
SURE YOU WILL BE HAPPY WHEN YOU SEE IT. 

HOWARD W. KOCH. 

BEVIRLY HILLS, Calif. 
Paramount studio and pro¬ 
duction head Howard W. 
Koch and his daughter. 
Milinda Stanton, at tne 
recent cocktail and dinner 
party for Michael Caine, 
star of Paramount' s "Alfie." 

the picture in a third week at most 
recent report, with business class¬ 
ified as "remarkably great." In Rio 
de Janeiro, the performance has 
been excellent in k weeks of splash 
release, comprising 25 weeks of 
first-run playing time...In France, 
the provincial keys report consist¬ 
ently fine business on "The Sons of 
Katie Elder." The opening week in - 

Brussels, Belgium, in a 3-theatre combination, registered a 
very fine gross. In Bangkok, at the showmanship-plus Para¬ 
mount, "Katie Elder" had an outstanding engagement of 2? 
days, grossing handsomely.In Japan, "Katie Elder" has 
piled success on success. In Osaka, the Wallis thriller did 
landoffice business at the Nangai, the New OS, and the 
Kinei. Six weeks in all at thi^se houses. In Nagoya, 31 fine 
days. In Kobe, 25 days...,In Port of Spain, Trinidad, the 
Strand had a wonderful 20-day run with "Katie Elder." 

"The Amorous Adventures of Moll FlandersV has been 
stacking up some records, too. In Athens, the picture had 
a multiple release in 6 top cinemas. In Melbourne, Austra¬ 
lia, the Barclay ran it most successfully for 12 weeks. It 
is also performing very well in Italian provincial cinemas. 

GOOD NEWS 
FROM AROUND 

THE GLOBE 
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JENNIFER JONES 

Many facets of the 
acting skill of Jennifer 
Jones shine forth in her 
stellar role in "The Idol," Produced in London recen- 
ly for Paramount release 

throughout the world. 

RCME - Pictured above is the American 
popular singer, Don Powell, with the Golden 
Juke-Box he was awarded at the 6th Festival 
in Salsomaggiore for his singing of the 
theme song from "The Amorous Adventures of 
Moll Flanders." At right is the Award itself, 
and inserted in the spaces where records are 
shown, are four reproductions of the cover of 
the Italian rendition of the theme song. 

IL NUOVC E PlU' GRANDE 
ANNO PARAMOUNT SI APRE 
CON IMPORTANT! RIUNIONI 
Dl DIRIGENTI 

Questo numero di Paramount World porge il 
suo seluto ai paramountisti dl Gran Bretagne ed 
Europe Continentaio rluniti in convegno a parlgi 
per la definlzlone di piani di distribuzione e 
noleggio conform! all’importanze della Nuove 
Produzione Paramount. Infatti, mei nella stor4e 
della nostra Casa un anno e comlncieto sotto mi- 
gliori auspicl del 1966. Mai abbiamo avuto una 
serie cosi promettente dl grand! film; mai del 
simili capl alia nostra guide; mai un tale entu 
siasmo; mei come ore la certezza che, facendo 
tutto cio che siamo capaci di fare, giungeremo 
vittoriosamente alia cime della nostra celebre 
montagna Paramount. 

Al convegno di Parlgi farfe seguito un altro 
a Tokio el orlrd di Febbraio, e pol uno a Sidney 
piu in iS nello stesso mese. Subito dopo sera 
stebllita la data per una, o forse due, riunloni 
in America Latina. Il Presidente Weltner nonche 

il presidente della Paramount International J.E. 
Perkins asslsteranno al convegno dl parlgi, con 
Henri Michaud alia testa della delegazione del- 
I'Europa Contlnentale, e Russell W. Fadley, jr. 
a quelle del gruppo dl Londra. A auo tempo pol 
annunzleremo i noml degli alti dirigentl che pr^ 
senzleranno ai convegni successivl. 

Per il momento, ripetiamo, inviamo il nostro 
caloroso seluto a tutti coloro riuniti a parigi, 
con I'augurlo di eccellentl e fruttuose dellbera^ 
zionl. 

IS PARIS BURNING? sere il soggetto numero 
uno al convegno di Parigi dove non e escluso che 
i delegati abbiano anche occeslone di vlsionare 
alcune scene di cuesta pellicola che e forse la 
piu grande dopo 1 DIECI C0T/.'>NDA.MENTI • Quasi cer 
tamente saraniio anche discuss! in dettaglio i 
oiani d'esplexamento mondiale per il miglior suc- 
cesso di questo film in cui il presidente Weltner 
ripone tante grand! speranze. (Da parte nostra, 
per darvi un’idea delle dlmenaionl dl IS PARIS 
BURNING?, cercheremo d'includere notizie e lllu- 
strazionl in merito in ogni numero di paramount 
World per diversi mesi). 

E' con Immenso piacere che seguitiamo a de- 
dlcare un certo spazlo di questa nostra pubblica 
zlone al continue successo mondlale di PRIMA ~ 
VITTOP.IA di Otto Preminger. Questa pellicola 
sta uscendo man mano in tutte le parti delle ter 
ra con ottimi risultati dl cassette ottenuti gr^ 
zie 8 aplendide campegne pubbllcltarie che in ~ 
definitive sono sempre parte integrante del suc¬ 
cesso dl qualsiasi buon film. 

In teme di ultime notizie, possiemo final- 
mente fornirvi prove concrete del colossele 
trionfo riportato sia da THE SPY WHO CAME IN 
IROM THE COLD che da THE SLENDER THREAD usciti 
entrambi alia fine di Dicembre onde poter essere 
Inclusl nella gara per gli ’’Oscar.'* E a gludica 
re del datl di fatto, non abbiamo alcun dubbio ~ 
che la paramount figureri bon piezzata quando 
alia fine dl Fobbraio saranno ennunziati i 
candldati al famoso premlo* 

La curiositS generate sin dal primo momento 
in cui la Paramount aveva annunziato che il per- 
sonaggio dl NEVADA SMITH sarebbe epparso sullo 
schermo in un nuovo film dl Joseph E. Levine per 
la Paramount - c\irioslt6 che ha raggiunto 11 
suo punto culminante eppena si seppe che per le 
parte di •NEVADA' era stato scelto I’attore Stove 
McQueen - el i ora trasformata in un entusiasmo 
senze llmltl da quando alcuni nostri alti diri¬ 
gentl henno visto il film finite. Questo h un 
altro ottloo Incoraggiemento per 11 1966» 
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FILM EVENTS IN 

BRITAI N 
GERRY 
LEWIS 

GERRY LEWIS NAMED 
DIRECTOR OF PUBLICITY 
AND ADVERTISING OF 
BRITISH PARAMOUNT 
ORGANISATION 

LONDON - The appointment of Gerry Levris 
as Director of Publicity and Advertising of 
Paramount Film Service, Ltd,, was announced 
December 20th by Russell W. Hadley, Jr., 
Managing Director of the British Company.The 
appointment became effective on January 1st. 

Lewis, who will work under the direction 
of Guenter Schack, Director of Advertising 
and Publicity of Paramount International 
Films, Inc., succeeds Jack S. Upfold, follcw- 
ing the latter's recent resignation, 

A native Londoner, Lewis began his busi¬ 
ness career as a journalist for local and 
national newspapers and agencies for seven 
years. He then moved into public relations, 
as account executive for one of England's 
top p.r. companies. In 1952, he joined Lon¬ 
don's then leading Show-Business Publicity 
office, as p.r, specialist handling British 
and American stars aind also commercial acc¬ 
ounts. 

Lewis joined the Rank Organisation in 
1953. During six years, he functioned as 
unit publicist at Pinewood Studios and,even- 

The Daily Cinema, London, 
in an editorial comment relat¬ 

ing to the premiere of "Sands 
of the Kalihari" and the supper 
party following, had this to 
say about Suzanna Leigh, who is 
Elvis Presley's leading woman 
in Hal V^allis' production of 
"Paradise, Hawaiian Style": 

"...Sitting at a supper 
table opposite Suzanna Leigh, 
it was easy to appreciate 
what a tremendous potential 
Hal Wallis had secured in sign¬ 
ing her to a non-exclusiye 
seven year contract. Even pub¬ 
licity-wise, as Leslie Pound 
of Paramount told me, she is 
so enormously co-operative 
that her natural ease is going 
to make her the darling of all 
who interview her. Watch this 
girl goj*' 

MAIDA VALE - Suzanna Leigh, the 'blonde 
delight' of "Boeing Boeing" and "Paradise, 
Haw^ian Style," took time off from a film ^ 
is starring it at Twickenham Studios to visit 
the Royal George pub here, and in the tradit¬ 
ional manner topple the piles of pennies which 
the customers have donated over the past two 
years for Mentally Handicapped Children. 

tually as Studio Press Officer. 

He was appointed production publicity 
director for Woodfall Productions in 1959 
and from there went into film distribution 
publicity at British Lion, 
first in charge of editor¬ 
ial publicity and finally 
as the company's Director 
of Publicity and Advertis¬ 
ing. 

Coinciding with Lewis' 
appointment, it was annou¬ 
nced that Leslie Pound, 
Exploitation Manager of 
Paramount's British organ¬ 
isation, has been promoted to Assistant Dir¬ 
ector of I^blicity and Advertising, also ef¬ 
fective January 1, 1966. 

LONDON - So massive was the aggregation 
of notables to see the premiere of "Sands Of 
The Kalahari" at the Plaza recently, that it 
required four pages of The Daily Cinema to 
picture the more outstanding personalities. 
The Daily Cinema's critical appraisal of the 
thriller is printed on this page. 

MORE HAPl’V PEOPLE 4T THE -kALAHARI’ PHtMICRE PLtVSIRE (If THEIR COHPASiT 
mm sEHw. ii.u.iii\Hr... 
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BOGOTA, Colombia - Part 
of the row of standees for 
"Harlow" in the lobby of the 
Opera Cinema in advance of 
tne beginning of the super- 
sucdessful engagement of the 
big Paramount release. 

BUENOS AIRES - This 
men's store represented 
one of the many fine shops 
which gave their principal 
windows in a multi-store 
tie-up in the interests of 
the multi-cinema release 
of "In Harm's Way" recent^ 
ly. (More evidence,Page 17) 

This particular store 
is known simply as "Gent¬ 
leman ." 

SANTIAGO, Chile - The 
bookstores of this city 
cooperated magnificently 
in the local showmanship 
caimpaign for "The Carpet¬ 
baggers" at the Rex and 
Santiago Theatres. Crisol, 
Atenea, Cultura and Espafia 
were splendid examples of 
helpfulness. 

The cute blonde said 
she craved one of those 
foreign sport cars — 
with the sport still in 
it. 

LAS CONFERENCIAS DE 
VENTAS SALUDAN EL 
PRINCIP10 DEL MAS 
GRANDIOSO ANO 
PARAMOUNT 

El presente niimero del Paramount 
■Vorld saluda a la reuni6n de Paris, a 
la que acuden los Paramountistas de 
Gran Eretana y de la Europa Continen¬ 
tal, convocada para realizar los pla¬ 
nes de Ventas y Distribucidn que ban 
de ponerse a la altura de la solidez 
de la nueva producci6n Paramount. Ja- 
m4s en la historia de nuestra Campa¬ 
nia el principio de un ano se inici6 
oon signo tan favorable como el que 
nos ofrece 1966; Jam4s contamos antes 
con tan impresionante despliegue de 
pellculas de empuje; nunca jamds tuvi- 
mos tan buena direccibn; ntuica tal en- 
tusiasmo; en ningdn tiempo anterior 
tal certeza de que si practicamos to- 
do cuanto somos capaces de hacer he- 
mos de remontarnos hasta la cuspide 
de esa bistorica montana Paramount. 

A la reuni6n de Paris seguird la 
de Tokio a principios de Pebrero y a 
ultimos del mismo mes la de Sidney. 
Dentro de poco tiempo se establecerdn 
las fechas para convocar una o tal 
vez dos reuni ones en la America Lati¬ 
na. El Presidente George Veltner y 
el Presidente de Paramount Internatio¬ 
nal James £. Perkins asistii^n a la 
Conferencia de Paris, con Henri Mi¬ 
chaud encabezando la delegacibn Conti¬ 
nental y Russell W. Hadley, Jr. al 
grupo de Londres. A su debido tiempo 

BUENOS AIRES, Argentina - Managing dir¬ 
ector Andres Sanz and his sales and publicity 
forces are doing a fine job of promoting the 
team of Allen and Rossi. Following the sugg¬ 
estion of Latin American general manager 
Henry Gordon, they prepared the above Christ¬ 
mas card and circulated it to every theatre 
in the country and also to newspapers, rad-'o 
and TV stations, as well as to everyone 'int¬ 
erested in any way in the film business. 

y 

su nuaitQ pQtsja conuca 

ALLEN y ROSSI 

Us dsstan 

^TaoUlnd 

y 

J^ros()cro Gf HOl'O 

1965 

se informard de los ejecutivos mdxi- 
mos que acudirdn a las poster!ores 
reuni ones. 

Mientras tanto, un caluroso salu- 
do a todos los de Pb.ri3, deseando que 
sus deliberaciones sean maravillosaa. 

iArde Paris? serd el tbpico per 
excelencia de la Conferencia de Paris 
y es muy posible que los delegadoa 
puedan ver algunos fragmentos de la 
mds gigantesca pellcula Paiamount des— 
de "Los Diez Mandamientos". Con toda 
certeza se debatirdn en detalle los 
planes para la explotacibn mundial de 
este filme bpico, con el fime propb- 
sito de provocar una avalancha de Ixi- 
tos de esta pellcula on la que el Pre¬ 
sidente George ’.Veltner alberga tan 
grandea esperanzas. ( en meses venide- 
ros publicaremos en las paglnaa del 
Paramotint World grdficos seleccionados 
sob re la magnitud de "i,Arde Paris?". 

Es un verdadero placer el dedicar 
espacios especiales de nuestra revis— 
ta al continue bxito mundial del fil¬ 
me de Otto Preminger "Primera Victoxd.a. 
La pellcula se estd exbibiendo en to- 
do el mundo estableciendo esplbndidas 
contrataciones que se benefician de 
las maravillosas campaflas publicita- 
rias que son parte integral del bxito 
de cualquier pellcula buena, 

Como ultimas noticias podemos 
darles positives informes sobre los 
bxitos atronadores obtenidos por 
"El Espla que Surgib del Prio" y "The 
Slender Thread", ambas estrenadas a 
liltimoa de Diciembre con objeto de 
oalificarse para poder optar a los 
Premios de la Academia. Basdndonos 
en estos informes, no queda la mAs mi¬ 
nima duda de que Paramoxint figurard 
a la mdxima altura cuando las nomina- 
ciones sean anunciadas a ultimos del 
prbximo mes (Pebrero). 

la credent e expected bn que se 
despertb cuando fue anunciado por 
Paramount que el personaje de "Nevada 
Smith" se plasmarla en la pantalla 
en una produce!bn de Joseph E. Levine 
distribuida por Paramount — y quo se 
desboi*db al conocerse que Steve Mc¬ 
Queen habla side designado para incor— 
porar a "Nevada," — se ha convertido 
ahora en algo indescriptible desdo 
que los directivos mdximos de la Com- 
pafila han visto la pellcula oompleta. 
Aqul tenemos a otro podoroso alicien- 
te para 1.966. 

LIMA, Peru - Front of the Para¬ 
mount Tacna during the very successful 
engagement of "In Harm's Way." Lobby 
display gave prominence to the direc¬ 
tion of this great Otto Preminger film. 
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RIO DE JANEIRO - Nancy Kovack,who 
added to the popularity of the bikini 
with her daring role in Carroll Bak¬ 
er's "Sylvia," was a recent popiiar 
visitor to this city. Between radio 
TV and press duties, she still found 
time to visit Paramount headquarters. 
Here she is with assistant general 
manager Frederick Sill, left and Os¬ 
wald© Leite Rocha, director of pibli- 
city and advertising. Nancy ^as in 
Rio de Janeiro as a member of the 
delegation to the recent Film Festival. 

BOGOTA, Colombia - Harking 
back to the enormously success¬ 
ful showmanship campaign waged 
by Paramount manager Victor M. 
Cortes in behalf of the engage¬ 
ment of "The Carpetbaggers” at 
the Cine Opera, the above was 
the scene at tne football stad¬ 
ium on three successive Sundays 
as the announcement about the 
big film was placed slowly and 
methodically before more than 
100,000 spectators eager for 
some excitement. Judging by the 
box-office figures, a very big 
proportion of the football fans 
showed up at the Cine Opera, SANTIAGO, Chile - A provocative 

entrance display for "The Carpetbagg¬ 
ers" was one ma^or reason why the big 
picture played 6 weeks day-and-date 
at the ^^ex and Santiago Theatres. The 
illustration above is of the Rex. Af¬ 
ter this engagement, the picture (in 
the words of Paramount manager Juan 
Lauphelmer) ".,.is now being played 
with great success at the residential 
district houses...." 

E 

BUENOS AIRES: 
Managing director 
Andres Sanz re- 
released "Pard- 
ners" (Martin & 
Lewis) to most 
successful busi¬ 
ness. Comedy op¬ 
ened at Norman¬ 
die (shown atthe 
right) and in 
second week play¬ 
ed day-and-date 
at Pu'eyrredon, 
Roca,Argos,Gran 
Sud, Fenix and 
Medrano. 

RIO De JANEIRO - One of the most effects 
ive phases of the Paramount showmanship cam- 
oaign for "Harlow" was the 'Period Party' at 
Mariu's Inn. Announcement of this was placed 
in all theatres of the Bruni Circuit (which 
mass-released the picture) and the second of 
the two photographs shows some of the p^rty s 
participants, attired in the costumes of the 
period of "Harlow." 

SANTIAGO, Chile - This 
interesting shot of the 
intersection of Moneda and 
Ahumada Streets shows the 
wonderful exposure received 
by the Rex Theatre's poster 
for "The Carpetbaggers." 

BOGOTA - Also from Colombia is 
this evidence of some of the showing- 
ship contributing to the success of 
"Harlow" ( "...it will be one of our 
top grossers of the year," says Mana¬ 
ger Cortes), at the Opera Theatre. 
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The crew filming the 
Seven Arts production, 
"Assault On A Queen" was 
looking at a previous 
day's filming recently 
while, unbeknownst to ' 
them, a production sec¬ 

retary recorded their 
reactions. 

Cinematographer; 
"Swell close-ups and 
backgrounds." 

Sound mixer; "Clear 
as a bell." 

Hairdresser; "Vima 
Lisi's hair is divine." 

Lighting Electrician; 
"No dark shadows on Tony 

Franciosa or Richard 
Conte." 

Costumer; "Frank Sin¬ 
atra's suit fits like a 
glove." 

ESTE MODELO CUkSICO^^ 
SANSSOUCI ^ 

que aporecc con todo et esplendor 
de fti ipoco en to peliculo 

Lot cU«nteft qv« cf^ctucB tus com* 
prag wi suMtra Sola d* VcDtat, 
Egmgralda 1044. duronig lot diat 
d« fu g^diibicida co *1 Tgatio V** 
lordg. ggrdn obggquiadot con 2 
platgos. 

SANTIAGOL“UhIli^he 

SANTIAGO, Chile 

LA ESTRniA - LDKES 15 DE NOVIMBE DE 

chandelier element in "The 
Carpetbaggers" has been 
productive of an immense 
amount of cooperative 
showmanship. This large 
advertisement explains 
that this Santiago store 
has for sale identical 
chandeliers to those used 
in the big Paramount film. 

Among the most poiular 
remedies that won't cure 
a cold is advice. 

HOLLYWOOD - Philippines exhibitor Lorenzo 
Dacanay, Jr., of San Fernando, La Union Prov¬ 
ince, was a recent visitor to Paramount Stud¬ 
io, where he watched quite a lot of shooting 
on the set of the A.C.Lyles production, 
"Johnny Reno." He was accompanied by his 
mother and by Mr. and Mrs. Batista,their host 
and hostess for their tour of the U.S.A. The 
party is shown above, with (Centre) Dana And¬ 
rews, co-star of the picture. Mr. Dacanay,Jr. 
is at the left. 

NAGPUPUGAY SA 
PINAKADAKILANG TACN NG 
PARAMOUNT ANG MGA 
PULONG NG MGA 
TAGA-PAGBILI .. 

Ang bilang na ito ng Paramount World ay 
bumabati sa pulong ng mga taga-Paranount ng 
Gran Bretanya at Europa na ngaj'on ay nagkalrc- 
tipon sa Paris npang isakaturaran ang mga balai 
sa pagbibili at pamamahagl na magiging kabagay 
sa kadakilaan ng mga Bagong Produkto ng Para¬ 
mount, Sa boong kasaysayan ng ating samahan a; 
hlndi na nagkaroon ng tacng ang naguumpisa ay 
kasing—sagana ng 1966, Hindi pa nagkaroon ng 
h^ay ng ganito karami at kasing-lal.aking mga 
polikula; hlndi pa nagkaroon ng ganitong ’irl 
ng pamamatnugot; hlndi pa nagkaroon ng ganltonf 
sigla at sigasig; hlndi pa nagkaroon ng g£uaitixi( 
katiyakan na na kung luubos natin ang ating 
boong kakayahan sa gawain ay walang salang 
aabot tayo ng boong tagumpay sa kaltaaoan noom 
makasayaayang bundok ng Paramount, 

Ang pulong sa Paris ay susundan ng isang 
ganito ring pulong sa Tokyo sa mga unang araw 
ng Fsbrero at bago matapos euig buwEin ding iyon 
ng Isa pa sa Sydney, At sa lalong madaling 
pan^on ay itatakda ang lea o maaring dalawa pa 
sa Amerika Latina, Ang Pangulong George Vfeltner 
at ang Pangulo ng Paramount International na si 
James E, Perkins ay dumalo sa Paris, Ang mga 
kinatawan sa Eiu'opa ay pinamumimuan ni Henid. 
Mchaud at ang mga taga-Londres ni Russell W, 
Hadley Jr, Ang mga pinunong dadalo sa ibang 
mga papulong ay ihahaya'^ sa darating na panahon 

Samantala, isang malugod na nagbati ang 
ipiuiaabot namin sa lahat ng nagicakatipon sa 
Paris at kahl-manawarl ang iyong paguusap ay 
maging kalugod-lugod, 

Ang "Is Paris Burning?" ay slyang paksang 
pangunahln sa Parts at maaring ang m^^a kinata¬ 
wan ay magkaJcaroon ng pagkakataong makapanood 
ng mga bahagi ng pelikulang ito na siyeing pina— 
kamalaki sa mga produkto ng Paramount'mula nocng 

"The Ten Commandments," Tiyak na ang mga balak 
tungkol sa pamamahagl at rangangas:? va sa daki— 
lang pelikulang ito ay oaguusaoan doon nang 
ganap at raasusl na ang adhlka ay magtano ito ng 
ganap na tagumpay na gaya ng inaasEihan ng 
Pangulong George Weltner, (Sa mga buwang dara- 
ting ay matntunghajran nlnyo sa Paramo'mt World 
ang mga piling sulyap sa kadakilaan ng "Is 
Paris Burning?") 

Isang tunay na kasiyahan para sa amin ang 
paguulat sa mga tanging bahagi ng bilang na ito 
ng pntuloy na tagumpay na inaani ng "In Harm's 
Way" ni Otto Preminger, Ang panoortng ito ay 
patuloy na itinatanghal sa maraming dako ng 
daigdig at neigkEikaroon ng mga kahanga—hangeing 
bunga sa tulong ng maningnlng na publicidad na 
sisrang tunay na mahaleigang bahagi ng alin-roang 
tagumpay ng isang magaling na pelikula. 

At deigdag na balita ang maaring maihatid 
namin sa inyo sa mga ulat ng tagumpay na kasa- 
lukuyang tlnatamo ng "The Spy Who Came In From 
The Cold" at "The Slender Threaui," Ang dadawer^ 
ito ay Itinanghal noong mga huling ai*aw ng 
Disyembre upamg mapalahok sa pagpipilian sa 
Academy Awards, Salig sa mga ulat na ito, ay 

’’Johnny Reno” Toppers 
Producer A.C.Lyles (center) and four of 

the top players in his recently completed 
"Johnny Reno." They are, from left, Dana And¬ 
rews. Jane Russell, newcomer (and a very 
promising one) Tracy Olsen and veteran actor 

screen's most belie¬ 
vable 'heavies.' 

Since the completion of "Johnny Reno," 
Lyles has put into work another fine Western, 
"Waco," with Howard Keel as star. Although 
Keel has starred in a number of successful 
musical westerns, his portrayal of Waco, a 
ruthless gun fighter, marks his debut in a 
straight Western. 

wmlang i^ti mang aling-langan na ang Paramount 
ay mababangit sa panahon ng pagpipilian sa su- 
sunod na buwan (sa Febroro), 

iuig pagasa ay nagsimula qoong ipahayag ng 
Paramount na ang "karakter" na "Nevada Sniith" 
ay mapapanood sa putlng-tabing sa isang peli¬ 
kula nl Joseph E, Levine na ipamamahagl ng 
Paramorat—patuloy itong lumaki noong mabalita 
M si Stev» MoQneen ang gaganap na "Nevada"— 
ito ngayon ay sumilakbo noong ang boo at yart 
nang pelikula ay mapanood na ang mga plnuno ng 
Paramount, Ito ay isa pang malaking pelikula 
n^sapnt na maging dahllan ng sigla para sa 
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When a top producer-director like Howard Hawks 

makes the statement that Laura Devon’s screen test 
for his latest film "Red Line 7000" should be worth 

two million doJlars to her career, it’s time to sit up and 
take notice. A steady stream ot accolades came to this 
blonde beauty during the year that she was seen weekly as 
a member of the "Richard Boone Show” repertory company 
on television; however she plays her fint starring role on 
the motion picture screen in the Hawks' film. 

"Though I played 26 different characters of all ages and 
types on the Btwne sliow, my role in ‘Red Line 7000' is a 
completely new characterization for me. You might describe 
my part as that ol a girl who loves well, but not wisely.” 

she said. 
A special bonus that came to Laura in the film is an op- 

jxntuniiy to demonstrate her ability as a singer. "When I 
was just beginning the picture, my role was a straight 
acting one, and then Mr. Hawks read a story which men¬ 
tioned that 1 was a singer before 1 acted. And. just like 
in the movies, I was taken into a big recording studio with 
Nelson Kiddle conducting a full orchestra, and 1 sang two 
songs for Mr. Hawks, and he seemed quite pleased." she 

related. 
"Quite pleased" is putting it rather mildly, for Hawks 

had Hoagy Carmichael and Nelson Riddle each write a 
song for her to sing in the picture, and she also delivers a 
torrid blues version of the folk song. "Tell Ole Bill". 

SHE LOVES SPORTS CAR RACING 

The picture is centered around sports car racen and their 
romances. "I love racing” Laura said, "and my wardrobe 
for the picture consisu mainly of high boots, slacks and a 
leather jacket—much the same as I wear when 1 drive my 

own sports car." 
Laura said that when she arrived in California she didn’t 

know how to drive, and so she promptly enrolled in one of 
the driving schootls. "For some reason they assigned two in¬ 
structors to me. They alternated every other day for two 

weeks. Each of them looked like they were straight from 
"The Untouchables”, but were great driven and 1 did my 
best to imitate their style. Graduation Day arrived and I 

arranged to lake my driven test. 
"Both of my teachen, in their best suits, arrived to escort 

me toi the Motor Vehicle Department. They watched me 
go through the paces like two proud fathen, and when 1 
passed with flying colors, they paid me a compliment I shall 
always cherish-ihey said I drive and park just like a 

truck driver." she added. 
Laura's introduction into the world of entertainment 

was as a playwright at the age of ten. "I had a ball writing 
plays and preferred casting my friends to perform in them 
either at school or in the garage of my home in Chicago. 
TTie fint play I wrote was called The Magic Butterfly’, a 
real melodrama about two sisien, one crippled, who found 
a butterfly with magical powen," she explained. 

She has also written 30 short stories but has never sub¬ 
mitted any for publication. "I feel some of them are quite 
good, but for now the most important thing is that they 
are written. I'm sure sometime it will be gratifying if some 
of them are accepted for publication. Like a few thousand 
other people, I hope to write a novel some day, but I think 

I should do a little more living fint.” 

MOTION hCTURE HERALD, NOVEMIER 24, I4SS 

Dtvon It MM abov* wiHi John Robort Crawford in a lava teana 

front Howard Hawkt' "Rad Lina 7000," In which tha makai Kar thaatrleal 

film dab«rt. 

new ^aceA: 

...talent from television 

LAURA DEVON 

Quigley Publications' Motion Picture Herald 
thinks so highly of Laura Devon's debut in "Red 
Line 7000" that they took this full page in the 
issue of November 22»th to forecast full stardom 
for her in the very near future. 

Two couples who made important contributions 
to the success of "The Slender Thread," shown at 
the special screening and supper party for the 
film nosted at the Directors Guild by Howard 
Koch. At left are Mr. and Mrs, Sterling Silliph- 
ant — he wrote the screenplay. At right are Mr. 
and Mrs. Stephen Alexander —• he produced the 
picture, which was suggested by a Life Magazine 
article written by Mrs. (Shana) Alexander. 

Robert Benton has 
been appointed head 
of Paramount Studio's 
set decorating dep¬ 
artment, He replaces 
Sam Coiner, who recen¬ 
tly retired after 40 
years of splendid 
service to the com¬ 
pany. 

LUNCHEON CONFERENCE ...Young Mia 
Fonssagrives (center) was the guest 
of Bernard Donnenfeld, associate head 
of Paramount studio activities, at 
this lunch-time conference concerning 
"The Ye-Ye Girls," Paramount's pict- 
urisation of the real-life experien¬ 
ces of Miss Fonssagrives and Vicki 
Tiel, two young fashion desi/mers who 
have recently taken the fashion world 
by storm with their creations known 
as "the Ye-Ye look," Seated with Miss 
Fonssagrives in the Studio Commissary 
are (1 to r) Arnold and Lois Peyser, 
writers of the screenplay, producer 
Gene Nelson and Donnenfeld. 

Studio Legal department's 
Sue Bull Jones, and her husband 
Carlton Jones (who always take 
such interesting and exotic 
vacations), 'tripping the light 
fantastic' at the Americana Ho¬ 
tel, San Juan, Puerto Rico. The 
vacation also took in the Vir¬ 
gin Islands. — 

Producer Hal Wallis (right) 
and Paramount International's 
publicity and advertising dir¬ 
ector, Guenter Schack, discuss 
the glowing global merits of the 
producer's Elvis Presley Musical 
romance, "Paradise, Hawaiian 
Style," following a screening of 
the completed production. 

Home Office Legal Depart¬ 
ment 's Sigrid Pedersen was in 
the Studio on company business 
recently and since tne visit en¬ 
compassed a Sunday.there was 
time for the swimming pool, too. 
Pool was in the home of Studio 
legalite Eugene Frank, who is 
Studio Resident Counsel. Shown 
above are - Sigrid, Max Raskoff, 
Studio Legal Dept, head; Mrs. 
and Mr, Eugene Frank. 
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UBIETY Wednesday, December 15, 1965 

Features Made In 1965 Reach 168; 
Paramount Most Active With 26 
Hollywood, Dec. 14. 

All of the promises for a healthy 

year of film production, mounting 

with Increasing prominence 
throughout the past 11 months, ap¬ 
pear to be coming to fruition. 

At this point, 1965 has seen a 
total of 165 pictures going Into pro¬ 
duction, 136 of them from 10 major 
releasing companies and 29 from 
American independents. Figure 
compares with 155 that began film¬ 
ing in the 12 months of both 1964 
and 1963, and also hits the produc¬ 
tion peak since 1961, when 187 pix 
went into production. 

Production picture also looks to 
shoot higher, with three films slat¬ 
ed to start during the remaining 

days of December, bringing the 
total to 168 films for the year, a re¬ 
sounding 13 above the production 
rate of both previous years. Lowest 
number starting in the past five 
years was in 1962, when only 142 
films had begun shooting during 
that 12-month period. 

Pix remaining to start this month 
are “The Swinger,” Dec. 13, for 
Paramount, and "Gambit” and 
“Let’s Kill Uncle,” Dec. 20, for 
Universal. 

Leader in production this year 
has been Paramount, with 26" al¬ 
ready started, and one upcoming 
to make 27, compared to only 10 
for 1964. ^ 

EX-VIS PRESLEY, whose musical fllns 
as produced by Hal Wallis for Para- 

are the most successful 
of all Presley^films, adorned the 

January 1st 1966 cover 
of Cash Box magazine, one of the top 
international publications devoted to 
the disc industry. The Cash Box ann¬ 
ual poll named him "top male vocalist 
in the singles field," and called 
1965 "another banner year for Elvis 
Presley, a disk sensation for the 
past decade." Presley's "Paradise, 
Hawaiian Style." produced with the 
traditional Hal Wallis magic, will be 
one of the great Paramount revenue 
producers for 1966. 
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PICTORIAL REPORT ON 
INTERNATIONAL SUCCESS 

OF "IN HARM’S WAY" 

This is one phase of the Manila (Philippines) showmanship cam¬ 
paign in behalf of "In Harm's Way." Just one of many, A book like 
that of Manila's confronts an editor with this problem: How can one fossibly do justice to so magnificent a many-faceted campaign? For 

he Philippines Paramounteers never missed a bet, and dug up some 
never before used. This one above shows the Paramount-Darigold Milk 
Corapanv tie-up which ran for three weeks in advance of the premiere 
benefit in behalf of the Manila Fire Depratment, Darigold has port¬ 
able film equipnent and regularly shows Ibmra movies on nightly 
rounds in all local municipalities. For 3 weeks they included "In 
Harm's Way - Making of a Movie" in their showings. 

•’••worro 

fiiiiliii 

IibI f K laJ 

BUENOS AIRES - All 21 
of the doors leading into 
the Cine Opera bore sep¬ 
arate and convincing in¬ 
ducements for a viewing of 
"In Harm's Way," Seventeoi 
doors listed the film's 
cast, the other four.the 
Preminger film's title. 

RIGHT 

BERLIN - Distinctive¬ 
ly effective theatre front 
for "In Harm's Way" at the 
internationally renowned 
Zoo Palast cinema. 

LISBON - This giant traveling display for 
"In Harm's Way," photographed in the centre of 
the city, was an un-missable advertisement for 
the picture's engagement at the Inperio. 

OPORTO, Portugal - Overpowering front of 
the Collseu Theatre during the second week of 
"In Harm's Way." Note that great prominence has 
been given to every important element connected 
with this exciting film. 

"In Harm's Way" 
Gigantic in Bogota.,.. 

In a cable to Milton Goldstein in New York, 
Colombia manager Victor Cortes reports that "In 
Harm's Way" at the Opera Cinema, Bogota, has 
been a complete success. 

First week of the Otto Preminger film repi^ 
esented the best non-holiday week in the entire 
history of the theatre. Attendance was 91% of 
the theatre's capacity throughout. First week 
was also a smasher of records of such giants as 
"Becket," "Disorderly Orderly," "Hatari!","Fall 
of the Roman Empire" and "Zulu." 

Mr. Cortes finished his cable with "Conti¬ 
nues excitingly hot business," 
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The ’’Jet Set” of Paramount (L. A .) 
(Dear Editor: Booker Ted Zephro contrived the 
following impressions which you might find in¬ 
teresting for Paramount World. We have so many 
new personnel, I thought they could be introd¬ 
uced in this fashion. Holiday Greetings to all. 

-Ward Pennington) 

Presenting our great staff on a t.vpical day at 
our brand new office - 291 South La Cienega 
Boulevard, Beverly Hills, California 90211. 

"Cancel and Re-bill!" - Allen Elrod (salesman). 

"Don't worry, we'll get the prints." - Irwin Yablans (sales mgr.) 

"'The Ten Commandments' and 'In Harm's Way'? 379 minutes! How 
about a two-reeler and three cartoons, and you can make it a weekend?" 
- Ted Zephro (booker). 

"How far do you think I can go?" - Walter Lange (head booker). 

"You'll have to tag!" - Hal Gallatin (booker). 

"Oklahoma was never like this!" - John Kitts (booker). 

"What theatre in Honolulu? I thought Hebrew was tough." - Sophie 
Friedfeld (booker's assistant). 

"My Forms 15's are gorgeous." - Elsie Carrier (booker's assistant). 

"I know, dear." - Alberta Bishop (booker's assistant), 

"Henry, Rin Tin Tin on Line Two." - Frances Reed (secretary, adver¬ 
tising and piblicity). 

"O.K. , put him on and hold Trigger on Line Three." - Henry Ehrlich, 
(Western Div. Adv. & Publ.). 

"Where did you get these figures from? Zsa Zsa?" - Edna Barash, 
(box-office statements). 

"But I just left my desk for a second!" - Helen Wabbe (branch man¬ 
ager's secretary). 

"What knucklehead did this?" - Ward Pennington (branch manager). 

WELCOMING THE NEW BREED 

"C. 0. D." - Jack Stevenson (office manager). 

"Ghost payroll." - Barbara Greenwald (accoxmting). 

"What zone is it in?" - Lori Zymet (billing clerk). 

Like the Baltimore Colts without John Unitas, we at Los Angeles 
extend a hearty welcome BACK - Mr. Charles Boasberg. 

ABSENT FROM THE SCENE, on leave of absence recuperating from auto 
accident: "Gee, I hate to leave already!" - Beverly Olsen, 

- Ted Zephro 

WARM MESSAGE FROM CHARLEY BOASBERG 
ALL BRANCH AND SALES MANAGERS 
imiTED STATES AND CANADA 

I CANNOT LET THIS YEAR GO BY WITHOUT WISHING YOU AND ALL YOUR 
CO-WORKERS A MOST HEALTHY AND HAPPY NEW YEAR, AND TO THANK YOU AGAIN 
FOR THE WAY YOU CARRIED ON DURING MY ABSENCE. ERNIE SANDS HAS 
ASKED ME TO EXPRESS HIS APPRECIATION ALSO FOR THE COOPERATION THAT 
YOU HAVE EXTENDED TO HIM SINCE JOINING THE COMPANY. WE CAN LOOK FOR¬ 
WARD TO THIS COMING YEAR AS THE GREATEST YEAR IN PARAMOUNT'S HISTORY. 
NEVER HAS THIS OR ANY OTHER COMPANY EVER HAD, IN THE CAN OR SHOOTING, 
AS GREAT AN ARRAY OF OUTSTANDING PICTURES. THESE PICTURES REPRESENT 
A TREMENDOtJS INVESTMENT AND WE HAVE A GREAT RESPONSIBILITY TO GET 
THESE MILLIONS FROM THE BOXOFFICES OF THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA. 
I AM COUNTING ON YOU TO DO YOUR SHARE IN THIS GREAT RESPONSIBILITY 
AND I KNOW THAT YOU WH.L PRODUCE THE GOODS. WARMEST REGARDS. 

- CHARLEY BOASBERG 

NATALIE WOOD, who gave Paramount a super¬ 
lative performance in "Love With The Proper 
Stranger" a couple of years ago, is rendering 
unto "This Property Is Condemned" an even 
more electrifying female characterization.In 
the above scene from the film (which is being 
directed by Sidney Pollock, who made "The 
Slender Thread"), she is shown with her lead¬ 
ing man, Robert Redford. 

(Redford came to prominence as the male 
lead in the Broadway performance of "Barefoot 
In The Park," and will repeat his role in the 
Hal Wallis production, for Paramount release, 
of this delicious comedy). 

"Harlow" A Big Hit 
In Johannesburg 

Ronald A. Dwyer, Paramount special 
representative in the Republic of South Af¬ 
rica, cabled Milton Goldstein as follows 
the day after the premiere of "Harlow" at 
the Capri Theatre: 

LAST NIGHT'S CAPACITY AUDIENCE AT 
"HARLOW" PREMIERE ACCLAIMED FILM AS OUTST¬ 
ANDING ENTERTAINMENT. THIS OPINION FULLY 
ENDORSED BY RAVE PRESS NOTICES. RAND DAILY 
MAIL QUOTE NO DOUBT HARLCW AND BAKER GREAT. 
INDISPUTABLY IT IS TWO HOURS OF THE SCREEN'S 
BEST BUSINESS UNQUOTE JOHANNESBURG STAR 
QUOTE A STRANGELY TOUCHING STUNNINGLY EYE¬ 
CATCHING FILM UNQUOTE 

Mr, Dwyer's letter continued the tone 
of success by saying: "Last night's premiere 
at the Capri was put over with the usual 

Ster showmanship...." He enclosed the press 
notices referred to In the cable, and then 
closed on this note: "'Harlow' will be pQay- 
Ing through the Christmas and New Year holi¬ 
days, so we should get a lO-week run at the 
Capri Theatre, 
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INTERESTING PARAMOUNT EVENTS 

THE U . S . i CANADA 

NEW YORK - Four of the stars of 
"Red Line 7000" were guests of Joe 
Franklin on the Joe Franklin Show on 
WOR-TV (Channel 9) on November 22nd, 
and they were such splendid subjects 
and so charmed the viewers that Joe 
urged them to return. Shown above, 1 
to r: Marianna Hill, Norman Alden, 
Gail Hire, Ray Eberle and Joe Franklin, 

NEW YORK - Manhattanites 
are still blinking from the 
sight of a bevy of automobiles 
racing across the Hudson and so 
scaring the shad as to cause a 
drop in the roe market. Race, 
inspired by Howard Hawks' "Red 
Line 7000," was between a group 
of Amphicars - vehicles design¬ 
ed to travel equally well on 
land and on water. Stunt was 
widely covered by the press,TV 
and the top illustrated magaz¬ 
ines, including Life. Of some 
consequence was the fact that 
the race occurred the day befcre 
"Red Line 7000" opened splash 
release in scores of New York 
neighborhood theatres. Smart 
timing indeedl 

Amphicar race across the 
Hudson River, New York, was 
covered photographically by 
United Press International... 
We have seen the evidence I 

NEW YORK - In the course of 
his trans-USA journey in the 
interests of "The Spy Who Came 
In From The Cold," tne film's 
producer-director, Martin Ritt, 
at right, met the New York film 
press at a luncheon at Sardi's. 
With him are Paramount public¬ 
ity manager Hy Hollinger,left, 
and Ray Gallo, editor of Great¬ 
er Amusements, 

AUH- 
NE/.' YORK - Winner of the '"Red Line 7000' 

Amphicar Race" across the Hudson River from 
New Jersey (background) to Manhattan, was 
Raymond Bowe, shown here, with companion, 
ceiving the trophy. Presenting the cup, gift 
of producer Howard Hawks, is Richard Brooks, 
ace Paramount publicist and promoter of this 
fine piece of showmanship. 

175 

BEVERLY HILLS, California - John Wayne, 
who has completed his co-starring role in the 
Howard Hawks production, "Eldorado," was a 
happy father when his youngest son, Patrick, 
was married to Miss Margaret Ann (Peggy) Hunt 
at Christ the King Church here on December 11. 

An Allen 
I Rossi Party 

Before the comedy team of 
Marty Allen and Steve Rossi 
left New York to start filming 
of "The Last of the Secret 
Agents?", Paramount 'flung' a 
major press cocktail party for 
them at the Regency Hotel, 

U.S. and international 
newspaper representatives were 
there In full force, and many 
Paramount executives were pre- 

and enjoyed the popular 
!ption given the funmaking 

Below, at left, they are 
m with Paramount's founder, 
.ph Zukor and his daughter. 

Below at right, Allen and 
Rossi are joined by Martin 
Davis, vice president in char¬ 
ge of public relations, and 
Paramount International s Mil¬ 
ton Goldstein. 

Allen and Rossi have jokes 
nd routines for the whole 
ide world - as "The Last Of 
he Secret Agents?" will dem- 
nstrate. 



The Director of this 
Epic Production 

Director Rene Client and one of 
the intemationally-popular stars 
of the film, Jean-Paul Belmondo 

Ren^ Client has been making motion 
pictures since he was twenty. It was his 
original intention to be an architect, 
but when his father died, he turned to 
the making of film documentaries. One of 
his earliest ventures was a rather amaz¬ 
ing film shot in Yemen, but the negative 
and only print were lost without a trace 
— a mishap which M. Client has protect¬ 
ed himself against ever since. 

Rene Cldfeent met the lovely,talented 
lady who became Mrs. Bella Clement, in 
1939, and they were married in Toulouse 
at the start of World War II. He was a 
French soldier during the early war years 
and became a cameraman during the Occup¬ 
ation. His wife had originally studied 
for the stage, then turned to anthropology, 
but later took up script writing and so 
she and Rene' made a production team. They 
lived through the Occupation years without 
acceding to the German pleas to make 
films, preferring to go hungry Instead. 
These were indeed the formative years 
leading to the dedicated wcy-k which has 
gone into "Is Paris Burning?" 

The emergence of Rene' Clement as a 
great international director came with his 
production of "The Battle of the Ralls." 
Then in 1946 those attending the Cannes 
Film Festival were amazed to find that 2 
of the major films offered had been made 
by an "unknown young director" named Rene 
Clement. 

Since then there have been many Ren^ 
Clement masterpieces, including "Forbidd¬ 
en Games," "Gervalse," "Monsieur Ripois" 
and "Purple Noon." But ever since his 
grim days in the Occupation-ridden city of 
Paris, and his actual viewing of the Lib¬ 
eration, he has wanted to make that story. 

Now he has actually made it in "Is 
Paris Burning?" 

And his fame shall live forever! 

Charles Boyer, one of the 
great film's host of internat¬ 
ional stars, is interviewed on 
the Place De La Concorde by 
Bertil Unger, noted Swedish 
film correspondent. 

Mighty Duo .... 
Two men who will share mightily 

in the triumph of "Is Paris Burning?" 
At right is producer Paul Graetz,and 
leaning on a walking cane, with the 
inevitable scene viewer around his 
neck, is the ebullient Rene Clement, 
maker of many screen classics, but 
with "Is Paris Burning?" destined to 
tower over all the others. 

THE DELEGATES 
CONVENTION OF 

The Flam 
Question 

International celebrities by the 
score paid visits to the sets during 
the production of "Is Paris Burning?" 
Here the Duke of Windsor chats witn 
producer Paul Graetz. At left is co- 
star Orson Welles. 

Leslie Caron's imp¬ 
assioned plea for her 
husband's life - a film 

vignette that will never 

be forgotten by the tens 

of millions of picture- 

goers around the world 
who will see, and glory 

in, "Is Paris Burning?" 

ALL 
ON 

SHOOT IN 

"IS PARI 



PARIS 
This is Paris’ Rue Rivoli, and the beginning 

of one of the greatest real-life sorties in 
history — the surprise, lightning-like attack 
on the German Army of Occupation Headquarters in 
the Hotel Meurice, "Is Paris Burning?" is lit¬ 
erally a tapestry of electrifying episodes in 
the Liberation of Paris, one of history's all¬ 

time-great adventures. 

BURNING? 
) THE PARIS PARAMOUNT 
?66 HAVE THE ANSWER 

i COMPLETED 
1 BURNING?” 

The eagerness of Par¬ 
amount executives to know 
more and more about this freat picture was bound- 
ess. Above, left to 

right, are Henri Michaud, 
co-star Gert Froebe,James 
E. Perkins, Rene Clement 
and Harry Meyen. 

RIGHT 

An incident, functiorv 
al as life itself, yet a 
grim and glowing depiction 
of what the Liberation 
meant even to the human 
derelicts who had lived 
through the Occupation. 

Still another indiv¬ 
idual incident that will 
never be forgotten by the 
beholder of "Is Paris 
Burning?" 
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This vacation shot 
of Evelyn Muldow, 
secretary to Charles 
Boasberg, Para, Distr¬ 
ibution's vice presid¬ 
ent and general sales 
manager, v;as made in a 
Mexico City nightclub. 
With Evelyn is Howard 
Rochlin, formerly of 
Trinidad and Home Off¬ 
ice, and now in a 
special sales capacity 
in the Mexico City or¬ 

ganization. Before reaching Mexico City, Evelyn 
had a lovely time in Acapilco; and once she had 
gotten to the capital she advises that she was 
"wined and dined by Howard and Mr, and Mrso 
Hank Gordon," (Mr. Gordon being Paramount's 
Latin American division manager). 

Mario Ghio, who loves the tropical areas of 
the Western Hemisphere, spent the holiday weeks 
at Jamaica's lovely Montego Bay. Says that the 
natives still talk of the gay times that were 
pfcevalent when the company filming "Oh Dad,Poor 
Dad, Mamma's Hung You In The Closet And I'm 
Peelin' So Sad" focussed so much attention on 
the area. 

RECALLING A HAPPY EVENT 

This was the wedding party scene on October 24th 
last at Npf York's Hotel Roosevelt when Milton Kirshen- 
berg and ^inda Salzberger were married. They are shown 
standing, with J. William Piper at left, and George G. 
Hoff and Benjamin Fincke at right. Seated. 1 to r; Mrs, 
J,W,Piper, George Weltner, Mrs, Perkins, James E.Perkins 
and Mrs. Fincke. (Mr. and Mrs. James H, Richardson also 
attended, but left before the photograph was made). 

BOWLING NOTES With just four weeks remain- 
in the split scnedule. TONY CTIRTTS and STEVE 
McQueen are fighting ror the first-half champion¬ 
ship. Currently, CURTIS leads by 3 points. The 
winning team is assured of collecting trophies 
at the end of the season when they will meet 

the winner of the second 
half. In the individual 
races, Marilyn Bettinger 
holds all the cards among 
the gals. Her 148 average 

You may not know when 
you're well off, but the 
Internal Revenue Depart¬ 

ment does. 

NEW YORK - Paramount International's J. William Piper, 
Mrs. and Mr, Hugh Owen and Mrs. Hy Uchitel at the Waldorf As¬ 
toria supper party following the charity preview of "The Spy 
Who Came In From The Cold" at the DeMille Theatre, 

is out of sight of the 
gals as is her 511 
three-game total. Her 
high game of 187 is 
within range of Bette 
Baumann and Rosalie 
Signorelli, both of 
whom have a 169. In 
the Special Spare- 
Shooting ContestjGrace 
Ganguzza leads with 7. 
Among the male members, 
Ed Lester has a slight 
edge in the average 
parade with a weak 157 
(there's a distinct 
impression here that 
everybody is holding 
back). In the 3-game 
total. Dr. Warshaw 
leads with a 562.Among 
the top games are: 
John Kelley 200, Joe 
Wood 209 and Jonn Rub- 
inich 214. 

Paramount Board Chairman 
Barney Balaban and Paramount 
Film Distribution Vice-Presidait 
Martin Davis and Mrs. Davis at 
the post-preview party for "The 
Spy Who Came In From The Cold." 

The ALLEN & ROSSI team will represent the 
League in the 22nd Annual Men's Joumal-American 
Tournament on opening night, Saturday, March 
12th. The personnel of the team will consist 
of the top live available men... and we hope 
their scops will create as much attention as 
their bowling shirts. So many spectators have 
inquired as to whether they can purchase our 
shirts that we are almost teqjipted to put them 
on sale. 

- Bob McKeown 

Sophia Loren and 
Jack Hawkins as they 
appear in JUDITH, 
the current thrilling 
attraction at New 
York City's Radio 
City Music Hall. 
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TONY FRANCIOSA (above), 
who recently completed a 
starring role with Frank 
Sinatra and Vima Lisi in 
"Assault On A Queen," is 
now co-starring with Ann- 
Margret in her first Para¬ 
mount picture, "The Swing¬ 
er." George Sidney is dir¬ 
ecting the romantic comedy. 

LONDON - Peter Cushing, 
who stars in Paramount's 

"The Skull," with Mrs. 
Michael Levington at the 
Plaza Theatre premiere of 
"Sands of the Kalahari." 

TOWNSVILLE, Australia - A 
toast to the "Hit-Making" fi^ 
company is offered at the "A Day 
With Paramount" ceremony here 
by Paramount managing director 
Robert L. Graham Tleft) and Bill 
Maloney, managing director of 
Far Northern Theatres of this 
city and Cairns, Queensland. 

INTERNATIONAL 
PERSONALITIES 
IN PARAMOUNT 
CINEMA EVENTS 

HOLLYWOOD - Mr. and Mrs. 
Howard W. Koch, Skip Ward and 
his date, Ceilia Kaye, at the 
special screening and supper 
party for "The Slender Thread" 
at the Directors Guild. Skip 
Ward has a role of top import¬ 
ance in "Is Paris Burning?" 

LIMA, Peru - Notables attending the premiere of "In Harm's 
Way" at the Tacna Theatre. Reading from left: Dr. Eduardo 
Caceres, Director of the Instituto de Enfermedades MeoplcCslcas; 
Mrs. Eduardo Ciceres: Mrs. Daniel Becerra de la Flor, wife of 
the Prime Minister of Peru; Mr. John Wesley Jones, United States 
.Ambassador in P&ru; Dr. Daniel Becerra de la Flor, Prime Minis¬ 
ter of Peru; Miss Prances Wesley Jones, daughter of the U.S. 
Ambassador; Sr. Mario Cabrejos, Mayor of Miraflores; Dr. C^sar 
Ugarte, Jr, Commandant of the American Legion. 

TEL AVIV, Israel -Par¬ 
amount manager Ladislav 
Koch and Mrs, Koch (right) 
with Mr, K.Greidinger at 
the recent party celebrat¬ 
ing the 20th anniversary of 
Paramount in Israel, Mr, 
Greidinger is the owner of 
Cinemas Chen and Gat, Tel 
Aviv; Cinema Armon of Ramat 
Gan; and Cinemas Armon, 
Chen, Peer, Endor and Orly 
of Haifa, 

HOLLYWOOD - Producer A. 
C. Lyles and Mrs. Lyles at 
the special screening and 
supper party for "The Slen¬ 
der Thread" which was host¬ 
ed at the Directors Guild 
by Howard W. Koch. 

LONDON - Mr, and Mrs, 
Eric Maxwell (ABC Cinemas) 
attending the Plaza Theatre 
premiere of "Sands of the 
Kalahari," 

MELBOURNE, Australia — 
Exhibitor Bill Howard (of 
the Esquire, Elstemwick) 
and Mrs, Howard at the cel¬ 
ebration of "A Day With 
Paramount" with Paramount 
managing director Robert L, 
Graham, right, and general 
sales manager Jack Edwards, 

J.F.KENNEDY INTERNATIONAL 
AIRPORT, New York — Verna Lisi, 
co-star (with Frank Sinatra) of 
"Assault On A Queen," arriving 
for press, TV and radio inter¬ 
views prior to going on to Italy. 

LONDON - Max Gayton (left), 
manager of the Plaza Theatre, 
welcoming Sir Donald and Lady 
Wolfit to the premiere of "Sands 
of the Kalahari." Sir Donald 
will be long remembered for his 
great role in "Becket," 

HOLLYWOOD - Paul Nathan 
(above) begins his 20th year as 
associate producer with Hal 
Wallis under a contract option 
just exercised by the independ¬ 
ent film-maker releasing through 
Paramount Pictures. 



One of the exciting additions to 
the "Sports In Action" series produc¬ 
ed so expertly by Winik Films is the 
yachting special, "Race With The 
Wind," lilmed at the Larchmont Yacht 
Club on New York's Long Island Sound, 
And in Nature's loveliest color. 

Most of the sailing techniques 
are demonstrated by 'Comie' Shields, 
one of America's foremost yachtsmen. 

"Mirror of Spain," a colorful 
17-rainute short feature depicting the 
beauty, culture and customs of Spain 
as seen through the eyes of a pretty 
blonde North American schoolgirl.has 
a high priority on Paramount's short 
features release schedule for 1966, 
Picture was produced for the J.C, 
Penney organization and its credits 
cite "Wardrobe by Penney's." Film 
takes the young lady, depicted below, 
on visits to Granada, Seville,i'ialaga, 
Segovia, Saragossa and Toledo. 

2k 

NEWS OF THE 
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Caption accompanying this sketch 
made by Paramount's Short Features 
Studio said: "It's a race to the fin¬ 

ish (Bami) between 'Roadhog' (the 
line-straddler) and 'Rapid Rabbit' 
(the hot rod). We call it SICK 

and that's an understate- TRANSIT - 
ment. 

Rat ffwk 

Here are two more Paramount car¬ 
toon characters — 'Rat FFink' and 
'FFat Kat.' Concerning them. Cartoon 
executive Howard Post says: "V.fhen 
'Rat FFink' and 'FFat Kat' go at it 
in the hallowed halls of a rao^m art 
gallery, the result is 'OPP. P0P,.''/HAM 
AND BOP' (title of the short), and 
you can throw in 'Bang' and '?ow' for 
good measure," 

"Ladders Up," 
also produced In the 
Winik Filins "Sports 
In Action" tradition. 
Is a thoroughly in¬ 
formative and excit¬ 
ing picturization of 
the annual athletic 
meet of the Long Is¬ 
land (New York) Vol¬ 
unteer Firemen. It is 
in full color. 

GIUIS 

Enlargement Seen 
In Order for Reels 

By HERB GIUIS 

(Paramount's Shoris Manager) 

In response to an increased de¬ 
mand from exhibitors, Pairamount 
Pictures has enlarged its short ! 
subjects p r o - 
gram to a total 
of 50 releases 
for 1 9 6 5 - 66. 
This new pro¬ 
gram, which 
marks an in¬ 
crease of 10 re¬ 
leases over the 
previous season, 
i s Paramount’s 

•most ambitious 
short subjects 
schedule in re¬ 
cent years. 

Paramount’s short subjects are 
an integral part of the company’s 
overall production - distribution 
program, and have been providing 
a steadily increasing source of 
revenue. Among the factors con¬ 
tributing to this upsurge have 
been the cut backs of double-fea¬ 
ture policies in many areas, a 
steady rise in Saturday and spe¬ 
cially - sponsored “kiddie” pro¬ 
grams and a wide public demand 
for interesting and off-beat “live- 
action” subjects. 

Color has also meant a lot to 
the success of short subjects, be¬ 
cause it still gives the majority 
of people something they can’t 
see at home. That’s why Para¬ 
mount’s program for 1965-66 is 
virtually 100 per-cent color. 

Like feature producers, the 
short subjects makers are con- 

l stantly looking for “new faces.” 
\ This year Paramount has two, the 

delightful cartoon characters, 
“N u d n i k” and “Honey Half 
Witch.” In all. Paramount will 
have 35 color cartoons, including / 
seven “Noveltoons,” seven “Mod- / 
enr Madcaps,” seven “Honey Half l 
Witches,” six “Nudniks” and eight | 

RIGHT 

Trade paper story on 
Paramount's Short Features 
programme for 1966 appear¬ 
ed in a December issue of 
Motion Picture Herald. It 
indicates that the Short 
Features plans of our com¬ 
pany are being pursued in 
the same sj irit as our 
Feature offerings. 

till It It II11 It 

“Popeye Champions.” With the ex¬ 
ception of the William Snyder 
“Nudnik” series, all of these car¬ 
toons are produced by Paramount 
Cartoon Studios. 

In the area of live-action shorts, 
“Two-Reel Specials” are being in¬ 
creased to a total of four and 

(“Travel Adventures” to a total of 
five. In addition, there will be six 
“Sports in Action,” produced by 
Winik Films, which is one of the 
most popular series released by 
Paramount. 

Among the important live-ac¬ 
tion shorts upcoming from Para¬ 
mount are “Jumping Frog Ju¬ 
bilee,’ “Race With the Wind,” “The 
Longest Bridge,” “San Francisco, 
San Francisco, San Francisco” and 
Ladders Up.” 

(L< 
\S; 
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”A DAY WITH PARAMOUNT” 
HAS BLOSSOMED BEAUTIFULLY 
IN AUSTRALIA-NEW ZEALAND 

•'A Day With Paramount," the day on which Paramount 
executives meet their customer exhibitors and their 
spouses socially, has grown in popularity and prestige 
ever since its introduction by Robert L, Graham, manag¬ 
ing director, several years ago. (We mention 'spouses' 
because a number of the film exhibitors in Australia 
are ladies). The event is a summer one, and observances 
of it have already been held in Sydney, Melbourne, Ad¬ 
elaide, Brisbane, Perth, Townsville and Bundaberg. We 
show representative glimpses of "The Day" on this page 
and elsewhere in the issue. 

A Salute 
Last month, the proud, 

historic Prince Edward Theatre 
passed from the Sydney scene 
to make way for a business 
skyscraper. It was a sad occ¬ 
asion for Sydney picturegoers, 
as well as for the Paramount 
organisation, since most of 
our productions had premiered 
with matchless showmanship at 
this fine house since its in¬ 
auguration on November 22nd, 
192L, with the first Cecil B. 
DeMille production of "The 
Ten Commandments." 

Adelaide 
From left: Lance Gliddon, 

Flinders Drive-In, Pt.Augusta; 
hostess Alba; W.A.Holdness, 
Burra; managing director Robert 
L.Graham; hostess Gerda; John 
Harvey, Maitland. 

* 

* 

Melbourne 

Sydney 
Keith Moreraon, Greater Union; 

Stan Fitzallen, Robert L, Graham; 
hostess Margaret: David Joel, Snider 
& Dean; hostess Lili; David Williams; 
Herb Hayward, Greater Union; Jack 
Edwards. 

From left: Paramount manag¬ 
er Wes Loney; hostess Pam Cairns; 
Jack Butler,Alexandria; Warwick 
Higginbotham.Yarram: Paramount 
sales rep. Bill Le Good; Mrs, 
Higginbotham; Roy Fanner.Boi^^nia; 
Harry Davidson, Queenscliff. 

Brisbane 
(Rear): Hostess Petrea; Mar¬ 

shall Palmer, Starline Drive- 
ins at Ipswich,Maryborough. 
Rockhampton; ATQ Channel 7*s J. 
0’Callaghan; Bob Dunning.Kilooy; 
(Front): Mr. and Mrs. Ted Bous- 
tead, Civic, Valley; Mrs. J. 
McGregor-Lowndes,O.B.E.; Mrs. 
Bob Dunning; hostess Kay,and 
Robert L.Graham, rang, director. 

From left: John Morrison of 
Norllne Drive-In; W. Craddock, 
Alfred Shaw Co.; Mrs.C.Kertland; 
Mrs.J.Morrison; Mrs.George Till; 
Paramount sales rep. Keith Farr- 
ands; Mrs.W.Craddock; Mr. and Mrs. 
Tony Mlcale,Suganna Theatre,Mour- 
ilyan. 

Perth 
Pleasure is evinced by foiir 

who had just seen "Red Line 7000 
at the "A Day With Paramount" 
screening. From left: Paramount 
managing director Robert L.Gratwi; 
Alan Bo^sack, resident manager 
of Hoyt's Theatres; Cliff Searl, 
managing director. City Theatres; 
Frank Davenport, City Theatres 

Bundaberg 
From left: 'Snow' Herrenberg 

of Gin Gin; Mr. and Mrs. Johnson 
of Gayndah; Mrs. and Mr. Bemie 
Monk, with theatres at Eldsvold, 
Cracow and Wondai; hostess Dor- 
elle; Paramount sales rep. Keith 
Farrands: Skepper family. Mount 
Perry exhibitors. 
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Suzanna Leigh takes Elvis PresQ.^ 
mind momentarily off Hawaiian food in 
"Paradise, Hawaiian Style" - but that 
doesn't prevent Elvis from singing at 
least lO lilting songs, nor from mak¬ 
ing this the very best of his great 
Hal Wallis productions. 

SINGAPORE - Massive figure of 
Carroll Baker as "Harlow" in the lobby 
of the Cathay Theatre during the run 
of the big Paramount release. 

SAT, 28™ AUG. 1985-8-30rmTO Z^JCajm 

KUSEBI HSHIH 

&|^0AN°800TV"°" ; 

SINGAPORE - Poster announcing cne 
of the most popular entertainment 
stunts ever arranged in this city -- 
a "Roaring 30's Night" in conjuncticn 
with the release of Paramoxint's "Har¬ 
low." Event, which had some dazzling 
prizes attached to it, attracted a 
capacity attendance at the Singapore 
Hotel. 

m 
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HAMBURG, Germany - Striking 
front of house display for "The 
Amorous Adventures" of Moll 
Flanders" at this city's Ufa 
Palast, situated on one of Ham¬ 
burg's busiest streets. 

This column, received too late 
for publication, was intended for 
last month's issue. Because it has 
so much good news, we are not deny¬ 
ing it publication. 
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JOSEPH 
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JMEW^CARHOLL 
L«yi!i baker. 

SINGAPORE - Engagement of "Harlow" at the Cathay and 
Palace Theatres resulted in one of the most comprehens¬ 
ive, and effective, showmanship campaigns this city has 
ever seen. This was one of several massive floats which 
toured the whole city area for many days. At top is the 
front of the Cathay, with a special announcement, concer¬ 
ning the Theatre's Massive Fashion Show. Another great 
piece of related showmanship was the "Roaring 30's" Night 
at the Singapore Hotel, with a great popilar danc-, con¬ 
test and dazzling prizes for the best interpretations of 
dances of the "Harlow" period. 

FAR 

EAST 

MANILA, Philippines - Seamanship-showmanship for 
"In Harm's Way" aboard the Philippine Navy Troopship 
"RPS Roxas" during the change of command ceremony held 
aboard the vessel in advance of the premiere of "In 
Harm's Way" at the Galaxy Theatre. HOLLYWOOD - Far East division 

manager Svend A, Henriksen with Elke 
Sommer and Stephen Boyd on the set of 
"The Oscar" during his fairly recent 
visit to the Paramount Studios. 

FILM 

NEWS 

Martha Hyer and Clint Walk¬ 
er appear calm and peaceful in 
this scene, but once "The Night 
of the Grizzly" gets under way 
they begin to know the meaning 
of real terror. Especially when 
the giant grizzly bear strikes 
at their children and their 
home. 

■■■■■■" ■■■ ... 
One of the truly big film 

events of 1966 is undoubtedly 

the premiere of Paramoiint's 
"Judith" at the Radio City 
Music Hull (taking place in 
New York City at about the 
time this issue of Paramount 
World is appearing). 

Picture has been given a 
momentous advance campaign by 
the Music Hall management, 
which expects the Sophia Loren 
starrer to achieve a triumph. 

BOMBAY - Some of the "Zulu" 
side-of-the-theatre panels at 
the New Empire Theatre during 
the recent engagement of^the 
big Levine production released 
by Paramount. 

The Rock Hudson nobody has 
ever seen before.The Rock 
Hudson of "SECONDS," one of the 
most fascinating films in all 
Paramount history. 

RIGHT 

HOLLYWOOD - The comedy duo 
of (Marty) Allen and (Steve) 
Rossi flank an industry visitor 
from Australia. He is A. J. 
Helgeson, general manager of 
Cinesound Studios, which among 
other activities produces prod¬ 
uces a very fine newsreel. Mr. 
Helgeson wanted some current 
Paramount activity material for 
that reel. He visited sets of 
"The Last of the Secret Agents'' 
the Ann-Margret picture, "The 
Swinger" and the NBC-TV produc¬ 
tion, "Bonanza." He also lun¬ 
ched in the commissary. 
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HOLLrAGOD - Belgium's 
Cine-Revue correspondent 
Jennie Dhont chatting 
with Frank Sinatra's 
daughter, Nancy, on the 
set of "The Last of the 
Secret Agents?". 

Show me a man who 
understands women, and 

I'll show you a man who 
is in for a big surprise. 

PARIS - During the 
Paramount Theatre engage¬ 
ment of "The Amorous Ad- 
ventures of Moll Flanders, 
many eminent Paris book 
stores carried displays cf 
the French edition of 
Daniel Defoe's celebrated 
book, complete with ill- 

store above is ''Del ^ca 
on the Boulevard. ..Other 
noted bookstores with 
similar displays were 
"Flammarion" and Carr^ 
four," also on the Boule¬ 
vard. 

The title of "Is 

Pard.s Burning?" is star¬ 
ting to appear as a 
provocative question in 

crossword puzzles. A 
recent puzzle in The New 

York Times was: 

26 "Is _ Burning?" 

Paramount World 

Tony Curtis, in the role of a multi-marrying male in "My Last 
Duchess," welcomes to the nuptial parade another luscious female Usa 

Zsa Gabor), who has only a slight idea of what she is really in for. 
The frisky farce, in gorgeous Technicolor, was filmed with 
eye for the topographical beauties of land and lady in the Mediterran¬ 

ean areas of La Belle France. 

DES CONVENTIONS 
DE VENTE INAUGURENT 
LE DEBUT DE LA 
PLUS GRANDE ANNEE 
DE PARAMOUNT .. 

Ce numero de Paramount World salue les 
delegups des Paramountiers de Grande Bretagne 
et d'Europe Continentale, reunis en convention 
pour mettre a execution les plans de vente et 
de distribution allant de pair avec 1*importance 
massive de la Nouvelle Production Paramount. 
Nous n'avons jamais vu dans I'histoire de notre 
Societe une annee commencer sous de plus briHants 
auspices gue 1966 ; nous n'avons jamais eu h 
notre disposition une serie aussi encourageante 
de grands films ; nous n'avons jamais eu de tels 
chefs a notre tete ; nous n'avons jamais connu 
Un tel enthousiasme ; nous n'avons jamais ete 
aussi sOrs, si nous accomplissons ce dont nous 
sommes capables, de parvenir victorieusement sur 
la cime de notre cel^bre montagne Paramount. 

La convention de Paris sera suivie.par une 
autre h Tokyo, au debut de fevrier, par une 
troisi^me li Sydney,vers la fin du meme mois. 
Tres rapidement, des dates seront 4galement 
fixees pour une ou deux conventions en Amerique 
Latine. Le President George Weltner et le 
President de Paramount International, James 
E. Perkins, assisteront h la convention qui se 
tiendra ^ Paris avec Henri Michaud, la tete de 
la delegation de I'Eorope Continentale et Russell 
W. Hadley, Jr., a la t*te de celle de Grande 
Bretagne. Nous donnerons en temps utile le nom 
des Directeurs qui seront aussi presents h cette 

reunion. 
Entre-temps, nous adressons nos chaleureuses 

salutations A tous ceux qui seront h Paris. 
Puissent toutes leurs deliberations s'ecouler dans 

un merveilleux climat. 
" PARIS BRULE-T-IL ? " constituera 1'apogee 

de la Convention de Paris. II est presoue certain 
qu'on montrera aux deiegues des sequences de ce 
film Paramount,le plus grand de tous depuis 
" LES DIX COMJ.'ANDEMENTS ". On discutera h peu 
pres sOrement les details de 1'exploitation dans 
le monde entier de ce film sur lequel le 
President George Weltner fonde de si puissants 
espoirs. (Au cours des mois a venir, nous 
publierons dans les pages de Paramount World des 
apergus soigneusement choisis pour etablir la 
grandeur de cette production). 

Nous eprouvons un v'^ritable plaisir ^ 
consacrer des colonnes de notre magazine au 
succ^s mondial ininterrompu du film d'Otto 
Preminger " PREMIERE VICTOIRE ". Ce film 
continue sa carri^re autour du globe, etablissant 
de splendides records qui sont obtenus grSce aux 
extraordinaires campagnes de lancement qui font 
toujours partie int^grante du succ^s des bons 

films. ^ 
En ce qui concerne les dernieres nouvelles, 

nous avons la possibility de vous donner des 

compte-rendus reels sur le triomphe fracassant 
remporte a la fois par " L'ESPIOM QUI VENAIT DU 
FROID " et " LE FII TSNU ", sortis I'un et 
4'autre a la fin de dycembre oour se qualifier 
dans la course aux "OscarsVNous basant sur ces 
compte-rendus, il nous paralt assury que Paramount 
figurera en bonne place lorsque les candidats I 
cette rycompense seront annonces h la fin du mois 

prochain ( pyvrier ). 

La curiosity, qui est nye au moment ou ftramount 
a annoncy le personnage de " NEVADA SMITH " 
serait porty a I'ycran dans une production Joseph 
E. Levine 'distribuye par Paramount, et qui a 
attaint son point culminant lorsque I'on a su que 
ce serait Steve MacQueen qui incarnerait ce hyros, 
s'est transformye en un enthousiasme dybordant 
depuis que les dirigeants de la sociyty ont vu 
le film terminy. VoilS une autre raison majeure 
de considyrer 1966 comma une annye triomphale 

pour Paramount. 
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ATHENS - Another showman¬ 
ship example of why this city's 
Athineon Theatre is the top 
cinema centre and one of the 
world's best known film theatres. 
This display is for "Harlow" 
and the theatre's owner and dir¬ 
ector — exhibitor-distributor- 
producer Savas Pylarinos — is 
standing at right. 

BERLIN - On a location here for 
the Harry Saltzman production, "Fune¬ 
ral In Berlin", are. 1 to r; Director 
Guy Hamilton, Art Director Adam and 
Production Assistant Cosher. "Funeral 
In Berlin" will star Michael Caine. 

TEL AVIV, Israel - Paramounteers at the gay 
and friendly party celebrating the 20th anni¬ 
versary of the Paramount organization in Israel. 
Function was held at the Dan Hotel and was att¬ 
ended by officials of the government as of the 
film industry and also solidly by the represen¬ 
tatives of the press. Shown in the group (Itor) 
Miss Ruth Hasson, Chaim Schneideraan, Manager 
and Mrs. Ladislav Koch, Mrs, Sara Panner, Mrs, 
and Mr. Kalman Peer, Mrs. smd Mrs Zwi Pettel, 
Benzion Zeltzer, Jacob Ishvi. 

HAMBURG - Strategically 
placed and highly effective ad¬ 
vertising for "In Harm's Way" 
in the continuously busy rail¬ 
way station here. Preminger film 
was at the City Theatre. 

VIENNA - The 2-weeks eng¬ 
agement of "The Amorous Adven¬ 
tures of Moll Flanders" in 2 
first-run theatres, day-and- 
date, was eminently snccessfil. 

BASLE, Switzerland - Interesting 
placed poster for "In Harm's Way," 
displayed by the Messe Cinema in con¬ 
nection with the Otto Pranlnger film's 
recent engagement there. 

LISBON - Full complement of the Paramounteers of 
Portugal who stayed in the office beyond working hours 
in oroer to be photographed with the editor of Para¬ 
mount World who was in the lovely country of Portugal 
on vacation. 

Standing, 1 to r: Eduardo A.Franco, head booker; 
Joaquim da Silva, asst, head shipper; Jose ManuelCniz, 
biller; Eduardo Kaizeler, shipping helper; Mariano de 
Sousa, 2nd. asst, booker; Mrs.Maria Constanca Serra. 
manager's secretary; Mrs.Maria Graqa Fernandez,cash! 
Miss Maria dos Anjos Pinto, 1st asst, booker; Miss 
Helena Candanedo, film inspectress; Albert Deane; Mrs, 
Violeta dos Santos, film inspectress; Emilio Prister, 
manager; Mrs. Alexandrina Kalepsky, special aide to 
the manager. (Front) Augusto Conde, chief accountant; 
Joao Rodriguez, ad sales head: Carlos Fimino, head 
shipper; Alberto Goncalves, clerk. 
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iVeet Miss Barbara Harris 
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These four pages from the December 14th 
issue of Look Magazine are about a loveable, 
zany, quite unforgettable young lady you are go¬ 
ing to love from the first moment you meet her 
in "Oh Dad, Poor Dad, Mama's Hung You In The 
Closet And I'm Peelin' So Sad." She is Barbara 
Harris, and those of you who saw her in the Off- 
Broadway show from which the Seven Arts picture 
has been made (with Rosalind Russell as star) 
are in love with her already. 
She is currently in a fine 
musical on Broadway, and the 
circle of adulation is grow¬ 
ing rapidly. But nowhere near 
as quickly as it will when 
"Oh Dad, Poor Dad, Mama's 
Hung You In The Closet And I'm 

Peelin' So Sad" starts happi- 
fying the comedy-loving film 
fans all around the world. At 
right we show a 'straight' photograph of Barbara 
as she appears to her lawyer, her banker and 
her friends. 

HOLLYWOOD - Mich¬ 
ael Caine,star of the 
rollicking Paramount 
comedy,"Alfie," with 
internationally re¬ 
nowned columnist 
Hedda Hopper at last 
month' 3 Howard W. Koc h 
cocktail party and 
dinner for the star 
at the Beverly WHshire. 

LONDON - Arriving at 
the Plaza Theatre for the 
premiere of "Sands of the 
Kalahari" are Mr, and Mr-s. 
Lewis Gilbert, He is the 
producer of the eagerly 
awaited comedy, "Alfie," 
starring Michael Caine, 

One's Susann¬ 
ah - the other's 
Suzanna. Both 
are British, 
blonde and beau¬ 
tiful. Both are 
stars in their 
own right. At 
right Is Susann¬ 
ah York, whose 
latest lilm is 
"Sands of the 
Kalahari. Other 
blonde is Suzanna 
Leigh, whose 
"Boeing Boeing" 
is in release, 
and whose co- 
starring perfor¬ 
mance with Elvis 
Presley in Hal 
Wallis' "Paradise, 
Hawaiian Style" 
is sure to be a 
1966 highlight. 

/ 

The techniques of 'promising' get a de- 
l^htful going over in ''Promise Her Anything," 
with the aggressive technique demonstrated & 
Warren BeaUy, and the acquiescent technique 
by Leslie Caron. Any and every adult will 
learn a lot from seeing this dizzy,delightfbl 
comedy of modem mores and manners. 

Rewarding Premiere 
NEW YORK - The benefit preview of "The 

Spy Who Came In Prom The Cold" at the DeMille 
Theatre on December l6th raised more than 
150,000 for The Hospital Por Special Surgery, 

A capacity audience of over 1,400 cele¬ 
brities, government leaders, civic officials 
and opinion makers filled the theatre for the 
gala black-tie event. 

On hand were producer-director Martin 
Rltt, actors Sam Wanamaker and George Voskovec, 
and composer Sam Kaplan, They joined a large 
group of notables that included Mayor-elect 
John Lindsay, U.N. Ambassador Arthur Goldberg, 
John Elsenhower, Congressman Ogden Reid, Rich¬ 
ard Rogers, Roddy McDowell, Otto Preminger, 
Robert W, Samoff and many others. 
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NEWS OF THE PARAMOUNT 
SUB S 1 0 1 ARIES 

DOT RECORDS PRESIDENT 
WOOD APPOINTS TWO NEW 
VICE-PRESIDENTS 

Larry Welk 

Randolph C. Wood, president of Dot Records Corporation 
(a wholly o^/vned Paramount subsidiary), has announced the 
appointment of Robert Vartain and Larry Welk as vice- 
presidents of the Corporation, 

Said Wood: "Both of these fine men have made many 
valuable contributions to the continuing growth of Dot 
Records, It pleases me to make this announcement," 

Larry iVelk started with Dot Rec¬ 
ords on a part-time basis while still 
an undergraduate at Lo/ola University 
of Los Angeles working toward a de£?ree 
in Industrial Relations. Following 
-raduation and a b-month tour of duty 
with the U.S. Air Force in 19^1, /felk 

joined Dot full time as a field repre¬ 
sentative visiting distributors, 
branches and retail stores around the 
country. He was soon assigned to 
branch administration and credit. 

In October, 1963, Welk was named 
Credit t'anager and became pennanently 
located at Dot's Hollywood headquart¬ 

ers. V.ith the start of the Dot Record 
Club, Dot added Club Managership to 
his duties. In June of this year, 
Larry Aelk added another hat as Direc¬ 
tor of Personnel. He will continue to 
be in charge of all three of these 
functions as an officer of the Corpo¬ 

ration. 

Robert Vartaua joined Dot Records 
as Controller in 1961 with an enviable 
background in education and experience 

in financial and legal affairs. Hold¬ 
ing both Bachelors and Masters degrees 

from the University of Ifichigan in 
Business Administration and a Bachelor 
of Laws degree from the University of 
Toledo, Vartan also earned a CPA cer¬ 
tificate. He was retained i.mmediately 
following graduation by the national 
accounting firm of Price, ..aterhouse 
& Company where he was eventually 
raised to a Supervising Senior. 

In his five years in the Army 

during World War II, Robert Vartan 
became Chief of Audit Section for the 
War Department, Detroit Ordinance 
District, and separated as a Major. 

After several top financial posts 
for metal fabricating-oriented com- 
[Danies in Detroit and New '-^ork, Vartan 
joined Chrysler Corporation to become 
Chief Financial Executive for their 

Airtemp Division in Dayton, Ohio. 

With the appointment of Vartan 

and Welk, Dot Records enlarges its 

LOiroON - Attending the Plaza pre¬ 
miere of "Sands of the Kalahari" with 
Paramount managing director Russell W. 
Hadley, Jr. and Mrs. Hadley was 
ert Brodkin (left), president of Para¬ 
mount' s wholly o'wned television sud- 
sidlary, Plaut'is Productions. Mr. 
Brodkin is also president of Titus 
Productions, TV producing company based 
in Paramount's Hollywood Studio. 

Jo Stafford - 
Dot Records' 
Newest Star 

% % % % % 4c 
In an industry 

where superlat¬ 

ives abound, one 

is hard put to 

come up with fresh 

adjectives to de¬ 
scribe the super¬ 

lative talents of 

Dot's newest rec¬ 

ording artist — 

Jo Stafford. 

Making matters 
even more chall- 

JO STAFFORD enging is Jo's 

marriage of true talents to world- 

famed composer-arranger-conductor lowl 

Weston, Together they can demonstrate 

more musical ability in a breakfast 

nook than fills most concert halls. 
Take their newest album release 

produced by president Randy Wood, "Do 
I Hear A Waltz?" is an even dozen 
waltzes — half performed in the trad¬ 
itional sweet style, half in a swing¬ 
ing upbeat tempo. With Paul Weston at 
the baton, the backgrounds are always 
fresh and often downright exciting. 
Miss Stafford renders the sweet sele¬ 
ctions with a style so pure and auth¬ 
oritative she could copyright it — 
and the upbeat tracks with an intric¬ 
ate sense of rhythm that is the sure 
sign of the accomplished professionaL 

As a result, radio stations ever;^ 
where are playing "Do I Hear A Waltz?' 
and playing it for all it's worth. 

Perhaps the best twin superlative 
one can render this brilliant pair is 
to say: Jo Stafford sings like Paul 
Weston arranges and conducts. And he 
arranges and conducts like she sings! 

roster of Vice Presidents to five, 

including: Christine Hamilton, 
Executive Vice President and VP's 
George Cooper and Tom Mack. 
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JAMES CAAN 

As a result of James 
Caan's standout perform¬ 
ances in two Howard 
Hawks productions. "Red 
Line 7000" and "Eldor¬ 
ado," the young actor 
has been signed bjjr Par¬ 
amount and by Hawks' 
Laurel Productions for 
four additional films. 

Caan made his film 
debut in "Lady In A Cage."J 

HOLLWOOD - Mirth was 
rampant on the set of 
"The Last of the Secret 
Agents?" when Allen and 
Rossi turned their comedy 
talents loose on the 
foremost German film cor¬ 
respondents in the motion 
picture colony - Bert 
and nilde Reisfeld. This 
rollicking interview was 
followed by an equally 
mirthful lunch in the 
commissary. 

BERLIN - Close shot of the effective 
travelling wagon which called the attention 
of the picturegoers of this city to "In 
Harm's Way" at the Zoo Palast (see Page 17) 
In the background is the famous Rathaus Sch 
oneberg. 

VERKAUFSTAGUNGEN 
BILDEN DEN ANFANG VON 
PARAWOUNT'S 
BEDEUTENDSTEM JAHR 

i«t % 1^ % % 

Diese Ausgabe der Paramount World iiber*- 
mitteit GriiDe fiir die Pariser Tagung 
der Paramounteers von England und dem 

ganzen Europaischen Kontinent, die 
sich zusammenfinden und mit Planen fiir 

den Verkauf und Vertrieb, die der 
GroOe des neuen Paramountgeschehens 
entsprechen, befassen werden. Nie zu- 
vor in der Geschichte unserer Gesell- 
schaft hat ein Jahr unter solch einem 
glticklichen Stern gestanden, als das 
Jahr 1966 und niemals hatten wir eine 
so anspornende Ansammlung von groOar- 

tigen Filmen unter einer derartigen 
Leitung und noch nie war die Begeiste- 

rung so groD. Die GewiBheit war nie 
zuvor so groO,daB, wenn wir all das 
verwirk1ichen werden, wozu wir fahig 

sind, wir als Sieger den Gipfel des 
historischen Paramount-Berges errei- 

chen warden. 

Der Tagung in Paris wird Anfang Febru- 
ar ein -Treffen in Tokio folgen, und 
im gieichen Monat zu einem spateren 

Zeitpunkt planen wir ein Treffen in 

Sidney. In Kiirze werden die Termine 
fiir eine oder vielleicht sogar zwei 
Konferenzen in Siidamerika festgesetzt 

werden. President George Weltner und 
Mr. James E. Perkins, President von 
Paramount International werden auf der 

Pariser Tagung unter den Anwesenden 
sein, zu der Henri Michaud den Vorsitz 
der Europa-Delegation fiihrt und Russell 
W. Hadley jr. die Londoner Gruppe iei- 
tet. Die Namen der Vorsitzenden der 

spateren Treffen werden in Kiirze be- 

kanntgegeben. 

Doch in der Zwischenzeit gruBen wir 

alle Mitglieder der Pariser Tagung und 

sprechen den Wunsch fiir ein in jeder 
Beziehung erfolgreiches Gelingen aus. 

"BRENNT PARIS?" wird das bedeutendste 
Leitthema der Pariser Convention sein, 

und wir kbnnen fast mit Sicherheit sa- 

gen, daB die Teilnehmer Ausschnitte 
dieses groBten Paramount-FiImes seit 

"DIE ZEHN GEBOTE" sehen werden. Sicher- 

lich werden auch Plane fiir den welt- 

weiten Vertrieb dieses epischen Filmes 

sorgfiiltig besprochen, und zwar mit 
dem festen Vorsatz, die Lawine des Er- 

folges fiir diesen Film, auf den Presi¬ 

dent George Weltner all seine Hoffnun- 

gen gesetzt hat, ins Rollen zu bringen. 

(in den kommenden Monaten werden wir 

in unseren PARAMOUNT WORLD Ausgaben 
eindrucksvo11e Berichte und Fotos 

von "BRENNT PARIS?" vermitteln.) 

Wir freuen uns sehr, besondere Rubri- 

ken unseres Magazines dem fortdauern- 

den Welterfolg des Otto Preminger Fil¬ 
mes "ERSTER 3IEG"widmen zu kbnnen. Die- 

ser Film setzt seinen Weg urn die Erde 
fort und hat hervorragende Einsatze 

zu verzeichnen, die alle von der groB- 
artigen Werbekampagne profitieren, die 

immer ein ganz wesentlicher Teil eines 

jeden bedeutenden Filmes ist. 

Aufgrund der neuesten Information kbn¬ 
nen wir Ihnen heute Tatsachenberichte 

bringen von den iiberragenden Erfoigen, 

die von den Filmen "DER SPION DER AUS 

DER KALTE KAM" und "STIMME AM TELEFON" 
aufgesteilt werden. Beide Filme star- 

teten Ende Dezember, um die Qualifika- 

tion fiir die Academy Preisnominierung 

zu erreichen. Es besteht nicht der ge- 

ringste Zweifel, daB Paramount einen 

Spitzenplatz besetzen wird, wenn Ende 
Februar die Nominierungen bekanntgege- 

ben werden. 

Die Erwartung, die zu keimen anfing, 

als wir die Verfilmung von "NEVADA 
SMITH" durch Joseph E. Levine im Para¬ 

mount Verleih ankiindigten - und die 
sich steigerte, als Steve McQueen fUr 

die Rolle des "Nevada" verpflichtet 
wurde - hat sich,seit leitende Persbn- 

iichkeiten unserer Gesellschaft den 

gesamten Film gesehen haben, in heile 

Begeisterung verwandelt. Diese Begei- 

sterung ist ein Teil des uns alle er- 
fassenden Enthusiasmus fiir das Jahr 

1966.- 
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SHOWMANSHIP 
PARAMOUNT'S 

IS A VITAL PART 
1966 LEADERSHIP 

BOGOTA, Colombia - As 
reported last month, the 
Paramount trans-Africa 
thriller, "A Boy Ten Feet 
Tall" proved to be a mass¬ 
ive success at the Colombia 
Theatre here. One contribu¬ 
ting reason was the wealth 
of outstanding window tie- 
ups secured by Paramount 
manager Victor Cortes.Here 
is one example - the window 
of the store, El Sport. 

One of the most extraord¬ 
inary demonstrations of the 
efficacy of applied showmanship 
has been a major part of the 
success story of 'h^ed Line 
7000." All across the nation, 
this Howard Hawks thriller has 
produced thundering grosses 
(thundering representing the 
tinkle of boxoffice cash),and 
a large segment of the thunder 
came from some of the best and 
most consistently applied cam¬ 
paign of showmanship that any 
Paramount picture has seen in 

a lot of years. 

PITTSBURGH - The D/J's of 
renowned radio station KDKA, 
and Bob Tracey in particular, 
certainly stirred up an immense 
amount of teen-age Interest in 
"Boeing Boeing" to produce the 
above heavy attendance at a 
9 a.m. screening of the Hal 
Wallis comedy at the Fulton 
Theatre here. The Early-Bird 
Party received heavy plugging, 
and The young fans loved the 
picture. 

COLOGNE, Germany - Distinctive,dignified 
showmanship for "In Harm's Way" at the Thea¬ 
tre am Rudolph here. 

KANSAS CITY - This 1965 Fire Truck Red 
Ford toured this city for two weeks ahead of 
the multiple-run engagement of "^ed Line 
7000." It made a shopping center stop every 
day and was shown at a different participating 
drive-in every night. According to Gerry 
Haile, Paramount branch manager, "...the car 
caused a lot of comment and helped ih a very 
successful campaign." 

TORONTO, Canada - As part of an invitat¬ 
ional preview of "Boeing Boeing" at the Im¬ 
perial, Win Barron had Air France weave a 
contest around a 'mystery parcel' brought in 
from Paris by that airline. &itry blanks as¬ 
ked - "What article do you think is in the 
package?" Entries numbered more than a thou¬ 
sand and each entrant was a walking advert¬ 
isement for "Boeing Boeing." 

RIO DE JANEIRO - Paramount’s dir¬ 
ector of publicity in Brazil, Oswaldo 
Leite Rocha, Shown as he was televi¬ 
sed by Radio Nacional's Channel 2 in 
the Interests of the release of "Har¬ 
low" in the celebrated Bruni Circuit. 
Shown on the TV network was the veri¬ 
table landslide of publicity Mr.Rocha 
already had secured for the picture. 
At top" is the display for "Harlow" in 
the main window of the headquarters 
of Radio Nacional, 

MANILA, Philippines - During the 
intermissions for pictures preceding 
"In Harm's Way" at the Galaxy Theatre, 
this electric sign lighted up. It did 
this for a full month in advance of 
the premiere of the big Otto Preminger 
film. 

LOS ANGELES - Attendees at special 
Paramount and Radio Station KRLA show¬ 
ing of "Boeing Boeing" at the Einbassy 
Theatre. All attendees are staff mem¬ 
bers of local offices of Lufthansa, 
Air France, Japan Air Lines and TWA. 
Youngsters belong to attendees'famil¬ 
ies. 
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LISBON - Magnificent 
f ront-of-hoiise display at 
thelmperio for "In Harm's 
Way." (Another phase of 
this fine theatre's camp¬ 
aign on the Otto Preminger 
film is on Page 17). 

CURITIBA, Brazil -The 
engagement of "Zulu" at 
the Cinema Lido here was 
a great success, to the 
extent that It was rated 
one of the theatre's top 
films of the year. It was 
oreceded by a very fine 
campaign or showmanship, 
of which the above Is a 
forceful sample. 

Sign In a beauty 
shop window: "Ten years 

off for cash." 

CONVENCAO DE VENDAS 
SAUDA 0 INICIO DO 
MAIOR ANO DA 
PARAMOUNT 

% Itc I«t Itc % 

fiste numero do Paramount World sauda 
a Convengao realizada ero Paris, onde os para 
ikounteses da Gra Bretanha e Europa Continen¬ 
tal se acham reunidos para tragar os pianos 
de venda e dlstribuigao que darao solJdez ao 
Novo Produto da Paramovmt. Nunca, em toda a 
hlstorla da nossa COTipanhla, um ano teve um 
ln£cio tao auspicloso ccxno 1966, Nmca, an¬ 
tes, tivemos uma tao Inspiradora quantidade 
de grandes fllmes, Nunca, antes, estlvemos 
em tal situagao de llderanga, Nunca, antes, 
tivemos tanto entusiasmo, Ntinea, antes, po^g 
sulmos tanta ceirteza de que so todos nos fl- 
zermos o qvue devemos fazer, atingiremos vitg 
riosos o tope da histories montanha da Para¬ 
mount, 

A Convengao de Paris sera seguida de 

wa outra a ser realizada em principles de 
feversIro, em Toqulo, e no fim desse raes, em 
Sidney, Dentro de pouco tempo, datas seirao 
flxedas para uroa outra, ou talvez duas Con - 
veng^s na Amprlca Latina, 0 presidents Geox 
ge Weltner, e o presldente da Paramount In - 
tematlonal, James E. Perkins, estarao presejj 
tes a Convengao de Paris, com Henri Michaud 
chefieuido a delegagao Continental, e Russell 
W, Hadley, Jr,, o grupo de Londi^es, Os di- 
rlgentes executives ^ue comparecerao as ou- 
tras Convengoes, serao dlvulgados oportunamefl 
te, 

Enquanto Isto, uma cal.orose saidagao 
a todos de Paris, junto com os nossos votes 
para que sues deliberagaoes sejam maravilho- 
sas, 

P^JRIS^ESTS EI' CHAMAS? conslttulra um 
dos topicos maxlmos da Convengao de Paris, e 
e mals que provavel que os dele gados possam 
ver a maioria das cenas do malor de todos os 
filinas da Paramoiuit, desda OS DEZ 
Por certo a maioria dos pianos para as condj^ 
goes de apresentagao deste films eplco, no 

CURITIBA, Brazil - One of the top reasons 
for the great success (71^ above average) of 
"Zulu" at the Lido Cinema here was the fact 
that everyone In the city heard about it in 
advance of the premiere. Shown above is one 
way in which this came about. 

l|[uiinicip| 
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PONTA GROSSA, Brazil - This very 
intriguing poster for Jerry Lewis' 
"The Nutty Professor" at the Cine 
Opera here was created by the theatre 
itself, according to Mr. A. Celso, 
director of publicity. The Opera,with 
two other cinemas, is owned by Sr, 
Jorge Miguel Aluz, The poster,placed 
in the foyer of the Opera, measured 
15 feet by six feet, and the film it¬ 
self was a great success. Publicist 
Celso concluded his letter by saying: 
"Our best wishes for motion picture 
prosperity to the Trade Mark of the 
Stars," for which we thank him very 
sincerely. 

mundo inteiro, sera dlscutidH em detalhes, de 
maneiru a assegitrar-lhe uma firms avalanche 
de aucessos, confiriiando as grandes espersui- 
jas que o presidents George Weltner nutre por 
este filirve ( Durante oa proximos mesas LneVj^ 
nemos, nas paginas do Paramount World, fotos 
nostrando a grandezH de PARIS ESTii EM CHA'uiS?) 

um real prazer devotar esnagoo es- 
peciais da nossa revista ao continuo sucesso 
mundial do films de Otto Preminger, PRIMLIRA 
VITlKIA, 0 fiime continue em sua marcha 
atravea do globo, estabelacendo significati 
VOS recordes, todos elea decorrentes, em pa£ 
te, da maravilhosa campanha de propaganda que 
faz parte integral do sucesso de qualquor bon 
filme. 

A proposito de ultimas noxridades, ej 
tamos aptos a fomecer-Lnes Infomes a res - 
peito do atordoonte exito registrado pelo 
Pl30 que SAFJ do FRIO e UlU VIDA EM SUSPENSE, 
ambos os quads tiveram sua estrela em dezem- 
bro, para poder receber indicag^'s para os 
Premios da Academia, Baseados nesses infor¬ 
mes, nao temos a manor duvida de que a Para¬ 
mount figurara em lugar importante, quando as 
Indicagoes forem divulgadas nos fins de feye 

reiro. 

A expoctatlva que conegou a ereseer 
quando foi ammclado pela Paramoxmt que o ti 
po de "Nevada Smith" chegaria a tela nuna pro 
dugao de Hoseph E, Levine, distribuida pela 
Paramount - - e, que deu pulos quando Steve 
MacQueen fol escolhldo para o papel de Neva¬ 
da - virou excitagao alucinante desde quo 
oa chefes m^imos da Corapanhla viram o filme 
ja pronto. Eis pois al mals uma solIda fa- 
tia de entusiasmo para 1966, 

This would be a diff¬ 
erent world if people were 
required to have licenses 

to hunt for trouble. 
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' Des i gns ' on V i rna 
HOLLYWOOD - Four eminent Italian fashion designers recently vis¬ 

ited the Paramount Studio and were particularly interested in meeting 
Vima Lisi who is co-starring with Frank Sinatra in "Assault On A 
Queen," One of the visitors, Mr. Balestra, previously had met Miss 
Lisi and it is possible that the others came along to see how true 
Mr. Balestra*s raves were. In any event, here are the four with the 
radiant star, and the four are, 1 to r: Mr. Antonelli, Mr, Balestra, 
Mr. Enzo and Mr. Litrico, 

PERTH, West Australia - Vic Loffman, Western Australian sales 
representative for Paramount, receives his 25-Year Club certificate 
from Paramoxint managing director Robert L. Graham at the Perth "ADay 
With Paramount," Looking on are Mrs. Loffman and members of the Fferth 
sub-branch, frora left: Mrs. Loffman, Vic Loffman, Robert L. Graham, 
Mrs. Phyllis Brown, John Polmear, Robert Harrison and Paramount gen¬ 
eral sales manager Jack Edwards, 

General of Centre National de la Cinematogr- 
aphie (second from left) was honored Dec.3. 
at a luncheon given by Ralph Hetzel, acting 
president of the Motion Picture Association 
of ^erica, at the Harvard Club, (left to 

Gerard Walter of the legal department 
of the Centre National; M. Holleaux; David 
Raphel, vice-president in charge of intemat- 
lonal sales oi Twentieth Centnry-Fox Film 
Corp.j Marc Spiegel. Motion Picture Export 
Association of America; and James E, Perkins, 
president of Paramount International Films,^ 

TORONTO, Canada - The adventurous Para¬ 
mount career of Mrs. Clara Roger for the past 
35 years came to a clLmax here late last 
November when she left the ranks of Paramount 
Film Service here to take up residence in the 
Nnited States. 

Mrs. Roger began as a Paramounteer in the 
booking department of the company in Buchar¬ 
est, Roumanla, in 1930. Some years later,she 
escaped from that country to Israel. There 
was no opening for her in Tel Aviv, but Para¬ 
mount intercession obtained a position for 
her at Fonjm Film. In 1953 she came to Canada 
and has worked for Paramount in Toronto up to 
the time of her retirement. 

Above, she is shown with groups of Para- 
mounteers receiving the tokens of their aff¬ 
ection. Left to right: Miss M.Katz, Miss H. 
Liekem, Miss S.Battle, J.Brown, R.Shields, 
Mrs. Roger, Miss T.Gordon, Leo J.Haag (who 
made the official presentation), A.L.Copas, 
Miss E.O'Connor, Edna Gordon, R.Llghtstone 
and Win Barron. AT TOP: Miss M.Katz. Miss H. 
Liekem. J.Brown, Mrs.J.Httley, R.Shields,Mrs. 
Roger (opening her gifts). Miss 3,Battle,Miss 
T.Gordon, Miss E.O'Connor,Miss Edna Gordon. 

V CPkbins V ® 
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HOLLYWOOD - Erwin Glincher, 
representing the Helene Curtis 
Company, is flanked bv Paramoiint 
Studio's chief hairdresser 
Nellie Manley, and Italian star 
Vima Lisi with a plaque naming 
her one of the "Ten Best Coiff¬ 
ured Women In The World," Miss 
Manley in turn was presented 
with a C^ertificate for having 
designed Miss Lisi's hairdos. 

Nelson Riddle has been 
signed by producer-director 
Howard Hawks to compose and 
conduct the music for Para¬ 
mount's "Eldorado," starring 
John Wayne and Robert Mitchum 
Recently, Riddle scored Nr. 
Hawks' "Red Line 7000." 

Nix On 
Real Names 

Taking his cue from 
fellows like Bing 
Crosby, Groucho Marx 
and Buddy Ebsen,yDTing 
Skip Bradley is using 
his nickname for his 
movie bow with NataUe 
Wood in Paramount's 
"This Property Is 
Condemned." 

Skip is lucky. His 
real name is George 
Lewis Bradley. 

How would you like 
to start out as Harry 
Lillis (Bing) Crosby, 
Christian (Buddy) Eb- 
sen, Julius (Groucho) 
Marx, Joseph Frank 
(Buster) Keaton, Win¬ 
stead Sheffield(Dood- 
les) Weaver, Woodward 
Maurice (Tex) Ritter, 
Elmore (Rip) Tom,Jr., 
Aaron (Red Buttons) 
Chwatt, or Bowen Char- 
ston (Sonny) Tufts II. 

HOLLYWOOD - Pictured, 1 to r: 
Rose Marie, co-star of the Dick Van 
Dyke TV show; Winifred Robertson, 
secretary to Eugene H, Frank, resid¬ 
ent counsel of Pareimount Pictures in 
Hollywood, and Ann B. Davis, co-star 
of the John Forsythe TV show, at the 
recent installation dinner meeting of 
GIRLS FRIDAY OF SHOWBIZ. This is a 
group of secretaries in motion pict¬ 
ure, television, radio and related 
industries whose purpose is to prov¬ 
ide surgery and hospitalization for 
malformed and needy children who may 
not be eligible for aid from other 
charity groups. Miss Robertson is 
newly-elected president of GIRLS FRI¬ 
DAY OF SHOWBIZ, and Rose Marie and 
Ann B. Davis are honorary members abd 
active in the group. 

The Paramount Parade 
- of Pictures, 
Properties and People 

HOLLYWOOD - At right is Chabuca Granda, noted 
Peruvian singer and songwriter. At left, is Antonio 
R, Panta of the Coraision Nacional de Cultura del 
Peru, attached to the Society of Motion Picture aid 
TV Engineers in Los Angeles, and Miss Granda's 
official host for her tour. And of course, in cent¬ 
re, is Marty Allen. Miss Granda spoke at length 
with the star and was thoroughly charmed with her 
visit. She watched Marty going through his exotic 
"Zorba A-GO-Go" dance when he received a standing 
ovation from cast and crew alike, and she is now 
certain that she has been exposed to some unfor¬ 
gettable North American 'culture.' 

H0LLYWCX)D - Leon Balter, correspondent for Argm- 
tina, and syndicated throughout Latin American Span¬ 
ish and Spanish Morocco newspapers, and on radio, 
shown as he did a further extensive Interview with 
Marty Allen and Steve Rossi on the set of "The Last 
of the Secret Agents?" Mr. Balter spoke with the team 
at the outset or their Paramount contractship, and 
has been very 'high' on them ever since. 

Joe Hyams, the widely-read newspaper and magazine 
writer (and husband of screen star Elke Sommer), who 
has covered the world motion picture scene for the 
past twelve years, has been signed by Paramount to 
debut as a film producer with "Belladonna," a comedyhy 
Arthur Ross to be filmed in Europe this coming summer. 
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On Sijnday, January 9th,► 
after this issue of Paramount 
World had gone to press, the 
finished version of the 
* rough* advertisement at right 
appeared in The New York Times. 

It heralded the approach 
of one of the truly great film 
events of 1966 - the re-release 
of "THE TEN COMMANDMENTS." 

The momentous occasion will 
coincide with Easter, a fitting 
time for the tens of millions 
of picturegoers in the United 
States and Canada"who either 
did not see Cecil B. DeMille*s 
mighty production in its earlier 
release, or have been awaiting 
a re-viewing, to be thrilled 
anew by The Greatest of All 
Motion Pictures. 

"The Ten Commandments" 
will, in this new presentation, 
be treated with all of the 
majestic showmanship which att¬ 
ended its initial release ten 
years ago. 

/Cf\ f\ *\ ts /%/Cm m /♦ /% /% 
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PARAMOliNt IWVRIS 
IS MOUD fO ANHOUNCE 
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STOCKHOLM - Several 
members of the British 
Navy are welcomed to the 
RSda Kvam premiere of 
"The Amorous Adventures 
of Moll Flanders" by Par¬ 
amount manager Paul Flod- 
in and Mrs. Edhardt, Par¬ 
amount publicity manager. 

Jerry - 212 
COPENHAGEN - Michael 

Barking, Paramount manag¬ 
er for Denmark, reports 
that DISORDERLY OR6eRLY 
is doing the best business 
of any Jerry Lewis picture 
that has been shown in 
this cotintrv so far. Mr. 
B. says 'that he sat thr¬ 
ough several performances 
counting the laughs, and 
says that the audience 
laughed on an average of 
212 times per screening. 

STOCKHOLM - Attending 
the premiere of "The Am¬ 
orous Adventures of Moll 
Flanders" at the Roda 
Kvam Theatre are film 
reporter Torsten Jungstedt 
and actor Gunnar Hellstrtm's 
charming wife P'imela. 

Out of Intense com¬ 
plexities intense simp¬ 
licities emerge. 

- Winston Churchill 

FORSALJNINGSKONFERENSER 
INLEDER PARAMOUNTS 
STORSTA AR 

Detta nuinmer av Paramount Korld agnas hu'md- 
sakligen konferensen i Paris, dar pararaountarer 
frin Storbrittanien och ovriga Europa samlats 
for att dryfta fbrsal.inings- och distributions- 
planer rdrande alia de kommande stora Paramount 
nyheterna. Aldrig i bolagets historia har ett 
n'r begynt mer lovande 5n 196'S. Aldrig f5rr har 
vi haft en sA inspirerande rad av stora flLmer; 
aldrig en sAdan ledning i Param.ount-toppen.Ald¬ 
rig forr har en sAdan entusiasm kormit till ut- 
tryck och aldrig tidigare har vi heller kunnat 
vara si forvissade om att vi, om vi alia gor 
vad 1 vAr fcrmAga star, komer att na de mest 
lysanrie resultat. 

PA. kcnfenrensen i Paris foljer Snnu en i To- 
kio i februari och senare under nAnaden annu en 
i Sydney. PA kort tid skall datum faststallas 
for en, kanske tvA, konferenser i Sydamerika. 
President George IVeltner och Paramount Interna¬ 
tionals president James E. Perkins kommer att 
deltaga i Paris-konferensen, dar Henri Michaud 
star i spetsen f5r den kontinentala delegatio- 
nen och Russell W. Hadley, Jr. for London-grup- 
pen. Vilka i den hdgsta ledningen som kommer 
att bevista de senare konferenserna meddelas sA 
smAningom. 

Till dess — en hjSrtlig halsning till alia 
i Paris med forhoppning om ett givande resultat 
av Sverlaggningama. 

"Is Paris Burning?" blir diskussionsSmnet 
framfor andra vid Paris-konferensen och det ar 
trollgt, att delegaterna ocksA far se glimtar 
ur derma den stdrsta av Paramount-filraer sedan 
"De tio budorden". Sannolikt blir ocksA pla - 
nema for varldsdistributionen av filmen fore- 
mAl for ingAende och detaljerade diskussioner, 
allt i syfto att bygga upp filmen till en alia 
tlders succ4, nAgot som president George V/eltner 
ar fast Svertygad om skall bli fallet. (Under 
mAnadema framdver skall vi har 1 Paramount 
V.'orld Aterkomma med material, valt for att be- 
lysa storheten i filmen.) 

Det Sr OSS ett noje att i detta vArt magasin 
uppehAlla oss sarskilt vid den succA^ som Otto 
Premingers "Fdrsta segem" (In Harm's V7ay) haft 
och allt fcrtfarande har. Filmen fortsStter sin 

Paramount Publicists 
Promise Their 
’’Everyth ing” 

This ink-slinging tot with Leslie 
Caron and Warren Beatty beguiled a lot 
of grown-up ink-slingers. 

When "Promise Her Anything" was screened 
in Home Office for the publicists, they were 
asked to commit their reactions to paper. 
Result was a wonderful flood of praise, of 
which the following are excerpts; 

Mort Hock called it "...a wild, fimny, 
modem, fast-moving comedy with great per¬ 
formances and a sensational musical score.." 
Warren Harris said that "....it is a definite 
audience picture, with seme very funny dial¬ 
ogue and situations..." Dick Brooks said 
"....it is a load of laughs from beginning 
to end. The title song is marvelous..." Ber- 
nie Berlin: "Tremendous picture. Some of the 
funniest dialogue I have heard in years. Pro¬ 
mises to be a big winner..." Jerry Berger: 
"Not enough of 'Promise Her Anything.' Left 
me waiting for more,Clever dialogue,perfect 
casting..." Everett Olsen: "Simply marvel¬ 
ous. Commercial as helll" Don Goldstein; 
"Great 1 Baby is the cutest ever on screen. 
Lotsa money!" Bill Gandall: "One of the 
funniest ever seen. Will appeal to every mem¬ 
ber of the family...." Peter Sllberman:"It's 
great! Tremendous appeal. Stop-motion titles 
terrific." Steve Schiffman; "..general 
timing of the film, the pace, didn't let up 
.title song terrific...." 

vdg jorden runt, pA utmArkta teatrar. och pA 
samtliga platser har man fSrstAtt att dra nytta 
av de verkningsfulla reklankanpan.'ier, som Ar en 
integrerande del av framgangen for var.ie film av 
format. 

PA tal om senaste nj’tt kan vi h&r presenters 
faktiska rapporter om den strAlande framgAngen 
fdr "Spionen som kom in frAn kj'lan" (Spy Who 
Came in From the Cold) och "The Slender Thread", 
vilka bAda hade premier under senare delen av 
december, detta fdr att de skulle kunna kcmiaa 
ifrAga vid nomineringarna for Oscars-utmArkel- 
serna. Att ddma av rapporter i sammanhanget 
rAder knappast nagot tvivel om, att Paramount 
blir en faktor att rakna med vad nominerin,gar- 
na nAgon gang i slutet av februari. 

Fdrvantningarna, son. borjade ta form nar 
Paramount tallkAnnagav, att "Nevada Smith" skul¬ 
le bli film och att Steve McQueen skulle ge - 
stalta "Nevada", har nu stegrats ’d:-terligare 
sedan filmen - for vilken Joseph E. Levine Sr 
prcducent - a fSrdigt skick visats for Para- 
mounts hdgsta ledning. Verkligen nAgot att 
se fram emnt under 1966. 
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"NEVADA S.VliTH" ZiPS AMD BRISTLES ft 1TH ACTiON 

"Nevada S m i t h" has matchless action, sustained throughout the 
film. Here are typical scenes — on land, in the water and in the leap- 
spanned air. All blended in a powerful romance as three passionate women go 
all out to help "Nevada" in his desperate mission of vengeance. 

KARL MALDEN gives another of his match¬ 
less performances in "Nevada Smith," 

NEW YOPiK - Following completion 
of "Nevada Smith," Joseph E. Levine, 
president of Einbassy Product ions, held 
a complimentary luncheon here for 
Henry Hathaway, director of the epic 
film. 

In speaking of the film, Hathaway 
had high praise for Steve McQueen,the 
film's star. "Steve McQueen is what 
really makes the picture," he said, 
and called him "a good man to work 
with." Mr. Levine backed Hathaway's 
opinion, pointing out that the film 
was delayed two years, waiting for 
McQueen to finish his other commit¬ 
ments. In introducing Hathaway, Mr. 
Levine emphasized that the producer- 

NEVADA^>^hr£VADA-^N]:.VADA^N£VADA^^N£VADA-^NitVADA-’>^I^VADA»NEVADA-^NEVADA 
director had had 33 years of ejqDeri- 
ence before and behind the camera,and 
that "Nevada Smith" was his 85th film. 
Levine called the picture Hathaway's 
"crowning achievement," and on a par 
with "Shane" and "High Noon." It ' 
would be, he said, the film to turn to 
as a "comparison for all future out¬ 
law films." 

Also present at the luncheon were 
Martin Davis, vice-president in charge 
of advertising and public relations; 
Joseph Friedman, executive assistant 
to Davis, and Leonard Lightstone, ex¬ 
ecutive vice-president of Embassy. 

BELOW 
At the "Nevada Smith" lunch¬ 

eon, 1 to r: George Weltner, Jos¬ 
eph E. Levine, Henry Hathaway, 
Martin Davis, Joseph Friedman.In 
foreground is the temporarily 
vacated seat of Leonard Lightstcne. 
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HENRI MICHAUD NAMED 
VICE PRESIDENT OF 
PARAMOUNT INTERNAT¬ 
IONAL FILMS, INC. 

NW YORK, January 31 — Henri 
Michaud, Paramount Pictures* 
General Manager for Continental 
Europe, North Africa and Near 
East, was today named Vice Pres¬ 
ident of Paramount International 
Films, Inc. 

The announcement was made by 
James E. Perkins, President of 
the Company. Michaud flew in from 
Paris yesterday (30) for one 
week of business conferences at 
the Paramount Home Office. 

Michaud joined Paramount in 
1944 as Assistant General Manager 
for the European Division. Head¬ 
quartering in Paris, he also 
served in various executive cap¬ 
acities, as Cecil B. DeMille's 
representative in charge of the 
marketing and merchandising of 
"The Ten Commandments," in the 
same responsible position for 
Alfred Hitchcock's "Psycho," as 
well as other top Paramount prop¬ 
erties designated for special 
handling. 

In April 1963, Michaud was 
appointed to his currently held 
position. General Manager of 
Paramount's Division of Contin¬ 
ental Europe, North Africa and 
Near East. 

Product Is POWER! 
Never was there a clearer, punchier 

demonstration within our industry of the 
axiom that ’’Product Is Power”, than in the 
actual footage of films completed and shown 
to the international delegates in Paris 
last month. 

Just as actions always speak louder 
than words, sc does projection transcend 
promises where motion pictures are concer¬ 
ned . 

It may well be said that ”A service of 
the lips is all very well, but a film in 
the can is an exhibitor’s (and distribut¬ 
or’s) best friend.” 

This is what the more than seventy 
delegates to Paramount’s most successful 
international convention learned from 
Messrs George neltner, Howard 1ft .Koch,James 
E.Perkins, Henri Michaud and others during 
the course of the meeting. And they learned 
itnot from words of promise, spoken or 
printed on paper, but from words spoken by 
actors from the sound tracks of completed 
films -- the most irrefutable evidence our 
industry has to offer. 

And in Paramount’s case, better than 
one whole year’s releases already completed. 

The delegates saw 
nf the above, we give .you here some idea of the actual viewing 
of this 1966 product done by the delegates to the Paris Convention, 

In completed form the.y saw "The Oscar" and "Alfie." 

Then in the one-and-one-half-hour product-preview production, they saw 

Smith," "Assault On A Queen," "Boeing Boeing," 
The Spy Who Came In From The Cold," "Judith," "The Slender Thread^" "The 

Oscar," "Promise Her Anything," "Paradise, Hawaiian Style," "Alfie " The 
"Night Of the Grizzly," "The Last of the Secret Agents?" "This Property Is 
Condeimed, 'Seconds," "My Last Duchess," "The Ps.ychopath," "The Idol," "Oh 
Dad, Poor Dad, Mama's Hung You In The Closet And I'm Feelln' So Sad," "The 
Swinger" and "Eldorado." 

While it is true thata small number of these productions have had first 
release, it should be borne in mind that this product film was created for 
our international conventions, and the recent domestic sales meeting. Haice 

the complete product coverage. 

Several reels of ”ls Paris Burning?” shown separately 



PARIS - FIRST OF 
FOUR CONVENTIONS 

This was a convention of the new Paramount — new in 
spirit, new in product, new in courage and new in purpose. 

Its clarion call - Paramount 1966, Year of the Harvest! 

A fine slogan, a bountiful one, a prophetic one. 

The meeting was a gathering of Paramounteers old and new, detemanation and 
„ 1 4.4. 4. r* 1T4>4.U 14 «4.T«4.4. purposefulncss are made evident 
from almost twenty countries, all of them speaking at least two by President Weltner as he begins 
languages — their own, and Paramount, his analysis of the wonderful up- 

T. , T . j 4.4 j 4.XJ j 4 coming Paramount productions. 
It was a superbly organized convention in a setting desig- 

ned for the practical purpose of launching into the company's 

greatest year of progress and prosperity. Continental general manager Henri Michaud left no 
opportunity untapped in making this inaugural of four international conventions a dazzling 
pace-setter. Imbued with his enthusiasm, all of his convention crew produced setting,service 
and souvenirs to make the Paris conclave a long-lasting memory for all participants. 

In the matter of essential facts, the meeting took place in the Concorde Room and adj¬ 
oining* halls of the Hilton Orly Hotel at the Aeroporte de Paris, January 18-19-20, It was 

"The Finest Convention 
I Have Ever AttendedI" 

-- GEORGE WELTNER 

PARIS - In a modern setting in one of 
the world’s loveliest cities, Paramounteers 
from nineteen countries, representing fif¬ 
teen languages, gathered last month to hail 
PARAMOUNT 1S66 - Year of the Harvest.^") 

(*) At the 1964 International Sales 
Meeting which planned showmanship 
strategy on "The Carpetbaggers,"Mr. 
Weltner announced that the seeds of 
the 'New' Paramount were being sown, 
and that the 'Harvest' would come in 
1966. Such was the substance of the 
meeting here being reported. 

under the chairmanship of Paramount International President James E, 
Perkins; its host was Mr, Michaud; and chief guests of honor were 
Paramount President George Weltner, from New York, and Production 
Chief Howard W. Koch, from Hollywood. 

The new Paramount product and its most practical (turn to Page 5) 

A Dais Reflecting the Mood of the Meeting 
LtoR: Nelson-SuUIvan,Schack,Hadley,Michaiid,Perkln8,Weltner,Koch,Luraschi,Gold3teln,Friedman,Stramer 
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Complete Listing Of 
Convention Attendees 

Home Office, New York 
GbOBGE WELTNER 
JAMES E. PARKINS 
MILTON GOLDSTEIN 
GUeNTER SCHACK 
JOSaPH FRIEDMAfv' 
ALBERT DEANE 

President, Paramount Pictures Corporation 
President, Paramount International Films 
Special Productions Asst, to Mr. Perkins 
Adv.-Pub. Director, Paramount International 
Adv.-Pub. Director, Paramount Pictures Corp. 
Editor, Paramount World 

Hollywood Studio 
HOWARD W'. KOCH Vice-President, Studio and Production head 
LUIGI LURASCHI Production Executive 

Contirental 
Head Cffice, Paris 

HENRI VICHAUD 
HUGO STEAMER 
PAIX SILVIUS 
JOHN l ELSON-SULLIVAN 
LINDSEY JONES 
GILL::,S C HA PAL 
MRS. EUGi-NIA JOSIF 
trSS SI»«NE CADI 

General Manager, Continental Division 
Continental Sales Manager 
Assistant to Mr. Michaud 
Adv.-Pub. Director, Continental Division 
Assistant to Mr. Nelson-Sullivan 
Manager, Service Department 
Secretary to Mr. Michaud 
Secretary to Mr. Nelson-Sullivan 

United Kingdom 
Division 

RUSSELL W. HADLEY, Jr. 
PETER REED 
GERRY LEWIS 
LESLIE POUND 
HOWARD HARRISON 

Managing Director, U.K. 
General Sales Manager 
Pub.-Adv. Director " 
Asst. " " " 
Managing Director 
Paramount British Pictures Ltd. 

1 Continental 
FRANCE 
HENRI KURSFELD General Manager 
ELGENE MAILLET Assistant General Manager 
DANIEL GOLDMAN Sales Manager 
ISY FRONT Manager, Dubbing and Subtitling 
'.'ARCEL HAMEL General Manager, Paramount Theatre 
MRS. ODETTE FERRY Publicity-Advertising \fanager 
FIELD 
LOUIS KANTUR£,F Manager AFEX AUSTRIA 
PEIMZ DONMEMBERG Sales Manager AFEX ft 

HANS I'EI'ASSE Pub.-Adv. Manager AFEX n 

PAUL DELVIGNE Manager BELGIUM 
MICHiL DRACHOUSSOFF Pub.-Adv. Representative n 

MICHAri BARKD'G Manager DENVARK 
GrORGE BARAMILI Manager EGYPT 
KURT ThOUPP Manager FIKUND 
UICH ..ALIA General Manager GERMANY 
SIEGFRIED KOBOSIL Sales Manager ti 

WERNER ROCHAU Pub.-Adv. Manager 
SAVAS A. PYLARINOS Savas Films S.A. GRftECE 
JACK DE WILDE Manager, Filmverhuurkantoor HOLLAND 

Nederland 
MAX GEHSCHTANOWITZ n n 

JAN VAN LESU'W’EN rt It 

UDISUV K. KOCH Manager ISRAEL 
PILADE LEVI General Manager ITALY 
RENATD CA'G'AROTA Sales Manager n 

MARIO GAVBINO District Manager « 

VIERI NICCOLI Ihjb.-Adv. Manager rt 

MARIO NATALE Special Publicity Representative N 

V(ILLY GOLDENTHAL District Manager LEBANON 
HARALD L. iHIKSEN General Manager Warner Bros. NORWAY 
EMILIO PRISTER Manager PORTUGAL 
FRANK A. SITeR District Manager Near East, SPAIN 

General Manager Spain 
ANGEL H^RRiRO Sales Manager n 

RAFAEL HERRERO District Manager rt 

JAD/E ARIAS Pub.-Adv. Manager ri 

PAUL FLDDD' General Manager S'A'EDEN 
JAN PtRSSON Sales f/anager ri 

JLIES A. GiKDRE Manager Star Film SWTTZERU 
£,DWAED WECKiRLE ft rt 

WALTER HIRT n rt 

South Africa 

RONALD A. DWYER 
ANDRE PltTERSE 
DAVID MAUN 
LEK G. THOMAS 
PIERRE LOUVI 

Special Representative 
Managing Director, Ster Film 
Director, Ster Film 
General Manager, Ster Film 
Sales Manager, Ster Film 

PARAMOUNT 1966 — The Year of the Harvest 

Seat-markers for the 
Paris convention deleg¬ 
ates — inspired by the 
meeting's slogan - were 
model harvesters, each 
bearing a delegate's 
name, and with the reap¬ 
er carrying a three-part 
ni63ScLffC« 
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Paris Convention Report 
(Continued from Page 3) 

utilization vfas the conven¬ 
tion's top priority subject. 

Next in order of import¬ 
ance was a multi-chaptered 
showing of product, some 
already completed, some in 
excerpts from completed 
films. 

Among other phases of 
the meeting's activities 

were; a) sales policies, b) advertising and publicity, c) the 
vital matter of re-releases, d) individual area problems. 

A special section of the convention ^vas devoted to what 
will be the company's biggest prestige and revenue film since 
"The Ten Commandments" — "Is Paris Burning?" (Much evidence 
of this will be found on subsequent pages). 

Screenings of film excerpts were held in the Cinema Publi- 
cis in Orly Airport, The two completed productions shown — 
"Alfie" and "The Oscar" — were presented in the Cinematheque 

of the Palais de Chaillot, 

The convention began, on schedule, on January l^h with an 
address of welcome by Continental general manager '^enri 

Michaud. 

Paramount International's James 
E, Perkins, who presided at the meet¬ 
ing, making the opening address. 

•a-ti-a-iHi- 

HONGKONG MEETING NEXT 
BEGINNING FEBRUARY 17 

Second in the series of Paramount Int¬ 
ernational Sales and Merchandising Meet¬ 
ings will be that of Hongkong, commencing 
on February 17th. 

Meeting will be under the chairmanship 
of Far East Division Manager S.A.Henrik- 
sen. Attending from New York will be 
Paramount International's president,James 
E.Perkins, and Guenter Schack, director 
of advertising and publicity. 

Territorial delegates will be: 

JAPAN Julian Binstock 
S. Hatano 
T. Komaki 

TAIWAN Andrew T. Fan 

PHILIPPINES Ambrosio Velasquez 
Ric Javier 

HONGKONG H. S. Moh 
Y. W. Wong 

VIETNAM Tang Vinh Trach 

SINGAPORE Yuan Kao 

THAILAND Ghana Chalkijkarana 

INDIA K. S. Vaidyanathan 

YEAR OF THE HARVEST 

ill I cnimi luiifiL. 

SALES AND 
MERCHANDISING 

MEETING 

PARIS-JANUARY 18 20 

Studio head Howard W. Koch, 
in a fine, factual address, 
^P^3®itted to the meeting the 
abijndant optimism of Paramount's 
production force in Hollywood 

PARIS - The two division 
heads, and between them one who 
serves their divisions well 
with service in sales and show¬ 
manship on special productions. 

L to R: Henri Michaud, eener- 
al manager of the Continental 
Division: Milton Goldstein, 
assistant to Paramount Interna¬ 
tional president James E. Perk¬ 
ins on special productions;-and 
Russell W. Hadley,Jr., managing 
director of the United Kingdom 
division. 
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NEWS FROM THE BRANCHES 

Dallas 
Promotions 

JACK HAYNIE, who has 
been promoted from sales¬ 
man to sales manager. 

PAUL ROZENBURG, who 
has been promoted from 
head booker to salesman. 

CARL SIMS, who has 
been promoted from booker 
to head booker. 

Congratulations to 
all, and may thesp be 
steps to greater success. 

[Ml NNEAPOLI Sj "peter Piper picked, etc".,., 
has been revised to read "Paramount party poopers 
preening pleasurable plethora on palatable prog." 
(See photo above: L to R: booker Ann Krekelberg, 
clerks Ruth Estrem and ?>Jargaret Tunstall, and 
branch manager’s secretary Carole Charley.) 

An abundance of thanks to Mario Ohio, Joe 
Bisdale, Paul Kay and Milt Altholz for their help 
in the past year; and the best of everything to 
Parampunteers everywhere in the year ahead. 

- Bonnie Lynch 

|DALLAS| A meeting was held early in 1966 in 
the Dallas Branch with the salesmen and bookers. 
Definite plans and commitments were made and 
goals were set to make Dallas Number One in the 
Boasberg Drive and Re-issue Drive. The Dallas 
salesmen and bookers enthusiastically accepted 
the challenge to be Number One in '661 

Congratulations to Jack Haynie who has been 
promoted from salesman to sales manager, Paul 
Rozenburg from head booker to salesman, and Carl 
Sims from booker to head booker. 

Paramount is scheduled to launch its new 
releases in 1966 with "Judith" at the Palace, 
Dallas, on February 24 and "The Slender Thread" 
at the Fine nrts on February 2. Bobbie Wygant, 
V.'RAP-TV, will invite her TV viewers to a special 

Double-Barreled 
Sales Endeavor 

buffalo's Frank G. Mancuso and his 
co-workers certainly went after his terri¬ 
tory's exhibitors in an all-out effort to 
alllgn the "Welcome Back Charley Boasberg 
Drire" and the "Golden Money Sweepstakes" 
to produce maximum returns, 

("Golden Money" is the term long app¬ 
lied by Mr, Weltner to revenue prod¬ 
uced by re-releases). 

The effort being directed towards ex¬ 
hibitors in the Buffalo territory, both by 
punchy letters, enthusiastic telephone 
calls and persuasive personal solicitation, 
is hinged partly on the fact of the indus¬ 
try's pleasure over Mr, Boasberg's return 
to good health, and partly on the fact that 
Mr. B. lived and worked in that area for 
many years and that any and all effort on 
his behalf could be termed "Horae Town 
Pride," 

At the time of our early going to 
press, the Buffalo 'Barrage' was working 
out splendidly. 

LOS ANGELES - When Philadelphia's Don 
Hicks and Mrs, Hicks were in Los Angeles it 
was second nature to visit the Paramount 
Studio, Also to visit the A,C.Lyles set where 
"Waco" was being produced, for Don and A.C. 
are long-time friends. This picture resulted, 
and from 1 to r we have: Producer A.C.Lyles, 
Don Hicks. Mrs, Hicks, "Waco" star Howard 
Keel. Don's mother, Mrs. W.W.Dunlap and Edith 
Baskin, studio guide. 

"Housewives' Screening" of "The Slender Thread" 
at the Hollywood, Ft. V.orth, and the Fine Arts, 
Dallas, approximately one week before the oictuis 
opens. Bobbie has the Number One rated TV 
women's show in the Dallas-Ft. Worth market. 

"The Spy Who Came in From the Cold" seems 
to be headed toward a long successful eight-week 
run at the Esquire, Dallas. It enjoyed great 
praise by critics on both Dallas newspapers. 

Fifty Honda and racing buffs on January 8 
met branch manager Bernard Brager at the Para- 
m^t office and picked up a print of "Red Line 
7000". These motor enthusiasts then took the 
print to Denton, Texas, for the opening of the 
picture there, Denton newspapers and radio 
stations covered the event. 

- Linda Elliott 

DES MOINES Now that the holidays are 
over - everyone is back in the swing of work! 
Not that we stopped working! John Pascuzzi was 
one of the lucky ones who enjoyed a short vaca¬ 
tion trip to Chicago around Christmas. 

The Variety Club of Des Moines will hold 
their Inaugural Ball this month. ”r. Caligiuri, 
who has been Chief Barker the past two years, 
will turn over his duties to Arthur Stein of 
Central States Theatre Corp. 

"Red Line 7000" has proven that it was a big 
"hit" here in the Midwest, and "Boeing Boeing" 
opened to a big success also. 

The New Plaza Theatre is scheduled to open 
on January 28th' with "The Spy Who Came in From 
the Cold." 

Patricia Swesey, booker's steno, retired 
from Paramount February 1st to await the flight 
of the stork. 

ST LOUIS 
Mario Ghio visited our branch 

last week, and we are always glad to have him 
come in. 

The branch has been very busy the last nonth 
working on Mr. Boasberg's Weeks. Already we have 
very, very good results from our efforts. As 
soon as we get the city theatres booked - who 
usually date from week to week - we hope to near 
the 100? mark. 

This year we had a special drive to secure 

(Continued on Page 18) 
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HIGHLIGHTS OF THE 

CONVENTION ADDRESSES 

Beginning below are but the highlights of the principal 
speakers at the Paris convention. In the case of Mr. Welt- 
ner, we have omitted the individual analysis of each indiv¬ 
idual production, since this process covered much more than 
an hour and the full details were absorbed by those directly 
concerned with them - the delegates themselves. 

HENRI MICHAUD 

There never was so important a 
Paramount organization meeting as this 
one. We are facing the toughest com¬ 
petition ever, and so it is wonderful 
to have our president, George Weltner, 
here with us in person to give us the 
inspiration of leadership. It has re¬ 
quired a supreme personal effort for 
Mr. Weltner to be with us at this time, 
but he has made it and it is up to us 
to back that effort with our finest 
results.Our product comes from a 
•factory,* as does all saleable merch¬ 
andise. Ours is a very specialized 
factory, producing the highest quality 
films in the world.No other Holly¬ 
wood studio has a finer chief than 
Howard W. Koch, whom we are proud and 
happy to have with us today.We are 
also privileged to have James E. 
Perkins with us to preside over this 
meeting. This is the first of four 
Paramount meetings to be held around 
the world. Wo can best express our ap¬ 
preciation for his Paramount Interna¬ 
tional leadership by giving him our 
fullest support.We are also de¬ 
lighted to have with us Milton Goldstein, 
Guenter Schack and Joe Friedman, from 
all of whom you will be hearing at a 
later hour.This meeting is being 
held in conjunction with the United 
Kingdom, so we are particularly pleased 
to Join with Russell Hadley and his 
associates from London - Peter Reed, 
Gerry Lewis and Leslie Pound. 

JX\’ES £. PERKINS 

I would like to add my welcome to 
that of Mr. Michaud to our representa¬ 
tives and guests who have come from 
such a great distance to be present at 
our meeting today. Our friends from 
South Africa, Mr. Malan, Mr. Pieterse, 
Xir, Thomas and Mr. Louw and our repre¬ 
sentative Ron Dwyer have had the great¬ 
est distance to travel and we are very 
happy to have them with us. Mr. Howard 
Koch has come almost as far and I would 
like to pay tribute to the great help 
he has rendered in providing the visual 
proof of vhat 1966 has in store for us. 
You will appreciate the extent of ny 
debt to Mr. Koch when you see the many 
subjects we will screen during the 

course of this meeting.A truly mag¬ 
nificent Job has been done by Mr. Koch 
and his able assistants. 

As Mr. Michaud has mentioned, this 
is the first of four International sales 
and merchandising meetings, and is, of 
course, most important because of the 
presence of Mr. Weltner and Ih*. Koch. 
It is the only one, also, for reasons 
of geography in which it is possible 
for two divisions, the European and the 
British, to participate. In mid-Febru¬ 
ary, there will be a meeting in Hongkong 
of the Far Eastern division. In mid - 
March, there will be a meeting in Sydney 
Australia of the Australian and New 
Zealand division, and a Latin American 
meeting will be held in Buenos Aires in 
April. 

The occasion for these far-flung 
meetings is to announce the fulfillment 
of the pledges and plans made at the 
last Paris meeting in the fall of 1964. 
At that time, Mr. Weltner, on behalf of 
our company, described a most impressive 
list of projects and prospects. These 
projects and prospects have now become 
accomplished facts, and you will see 
during the course of this meeting what 
Mr. Weltner, with the indlspensible aid 
of Mr. Koch, has been able to achieve 
in the year and a half since he became 
the president of our company. 

No one but Mr. Weltner himself 
could possibly tell you what blood, 
sweat, and tears had to be put into the 
product which we shall outline. 

When the full story is told, I 
know that you will share ny unbounded 
confidence and pride in the pictures we 
shall be releasing in the months ahead. 

And I also know that all of you 
assembled here will understand the great 
responsibility and challenge which is 
ours - namely to-match our performance 
in the days to corns to the high standard 
which is that of the one man to whom we 
all owe so much 

Our President - GEORGE WELTNER 

Ggf;>RGR WELTNER 

My compliments to all who contri¬ 
buted to this convention and to the 
decorating of this room. I have seen 

HENRI MICHAUD, Continental 
general manager, and host to the 
convention, said in his opening 
address: 

"Ladies and gentlemen - in 
bidding y:u all a warm welcome to 
Paris, I must say that there has 
never been a bigger gathering of 
the Paramount clan in this great 
city than there is today.no 
less than nineteen countries and 
fifteen lanraages are represented 
In this conierence room!" 

mamy others in the past, but none to 
match the dignity and effectiveness of 
this one.... 

Once more we are together in a 
most important meeting. It seems that 
with the acceleration of our product 
position each meeting becomes more im¬ 
portant in the life of our con9>any. 
Again I address the European and Brit¬ 
ish sales organization. 7fe have ful¬ 
filled the requirements that you have 
placed upon us. By telepathy we have 
known without your saying it what you 
have wanted from our studio. In essence^ 
you have conveyed to us the thought 
that we should give you the product and 
you will show us what you can do. At 
last we have the product and we are 
giving it to you. I shall soon list 
for you these productions, which have 
not been easy to come by. They have 
taken two and a half years of hard and 
continuous work to "package", if I may 
use a trade term. It has taken the 
highest inventory in the history of our 
company and this has placed upon you 
and me our greatest responsibility. The 
delivery of product of this enormous 
value and cost gives you at once all 
that you have wanted and at the same 
time your most difficult assignment, 
because you now must give us what we 
need, namely, a fair return on this 
enormous Investment. In order to ac¬ 
complish this all of us hero will be 

(Continued on Page 9) 
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LOrroON - Notable among the atten¬ 
dees at the Plaza premiere of "The 
Spy Who Cajne ^In From The Cold” was 
John Le Carre, whose scorching sagaof 
espionage started the whole thing. 

0N.r BLOBAUY CIRCULATED JOURNAL ON MOTION PICTURES, TV AND ALLIED INDUSTRIES 

SOMETHING WILU SOON BE ADDED I MARKETING 

THE BOOK THE WORLD COULD NOT PUT DOWN 

IheSiiy 
Who Came In 

FromThe 
CoU 

IS COMING TO THE SCREEN 
IN 1966 FROM PARAMOUNT 

SOMETHING WILL SOON ee added i 

TOKYO - December cover of Movie 
Marketing carried tuimissable word of 
"The Spy Who Came In From The Cold" 
to all parts of the world. 

BRITISH CRITICS 
DEVELOP RABID 
RAVE-ITIS OVER 
"THE SPY WHO 
CAME IN FROM THE 
COLD": BUSINESS 
AT FEVER PITCH 
ALSO IN U. S. 

In London, the film critics 
opened up their golden books of 
special words and phrases for 
"The Spy." NEWS OF THE WORLD 
said: "....the most thrill- 
chilling night in the cinema for 
ages." SUNDAY TELEGRAPH: "Right 
from the start hits a wonderfully 
rhythmic stride that is going to 
excite an audience..." SUNDAY 
MIRROR warned: "...It is essent¬ 
ial to see this superb film from 
the beginning." THE PEOPLE: 
"It is a film...which I expect 
to become a classic of its kind." 

London's 
Daily Cinema. 
said (Jan. 7th) of THE SPY WHO CAME 
IN FROM THE COLD ~ 

RATING: Compellingly realistic cloak- 
and-dagger saga, with the grimy touch 
of authenticity; plot intriguingly 
devious; staging precise; suspenseful 
mood brilliantly sustained; climax 
bitter and thrilling; and Richard 
Burton superb. Outstanding pre-sold 
prestige box-office attraction. 

With so much going for it- 
theme, star value, title — it can't 
fall to be a winner. 

.CsUBTON CUIRE BLOOM 
'iSPyWHO CAME IN FRQI 

:AR WEAtl^ll 
IE COLD 

IgXlRE BLOOM't 
i§(AR WERNER 
SPY WHO CAP Hi 
K^fROM THE COLD 

LONDON - The 'hot line' to the 

Present for the 
Plaza "Spy" premiere: 
Paramount Internation¬ 
al's president, James E 
Perkins, left, and Par¬ 
amount managing director 
Russell W. Hadley,Jr. 
and Mrs. Hadley, 

Plaza these days is the two-way queue 
that's there day and night to see the 
top spy drama of them all, "The Spy 
Who Came In From The Cold." CANADA, TOO'. 

"The Spy Who Came In From The 
Cold" has been selected as "Picture 
of the Month" for February by 
Seventeen Magazine, it is announced 
by entertainment editor Edwin Miller. 

The Martin Ritt production is 
hailed by Seventeen as "a remorse¬ 
less, gripping drama...a beautifully 
made thriller, splendidly acted by 
Richard Burton, Claire Bloom and 
the rest." 

Canada had exciting openings 
of "The Spy 'Who Came In From The 
Cold" just as we were going to 
press, and the indications were 
that the successes of Britain 
and the United States will be 
repeated there. 

Principal premieres were in 
Vancouver, Toronto and Halifax 
and we shall carry pictorial de¬ 
tails of the events in next 
month's issue. 
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Convention Addresses SisiLP^e-i 
carrying the heaviaet workload in nem- 
ory. 

You will leave this meeting with a 
feeling of great elation because of the 
fact that our company is now emerging 
as the top company in this business, 
but at the same time you must have a 
feeling of responsibility that all this 
must be paid for. If this is not clear 
in your mind then I have not made my 
point to you and »e shall all be losers. 
If you do not impart this responsibil¬ 
ity to all of the manpower in your own 
organizations then you will have fail¬ 
ed. The success story to come is in 
two parts, the first being our success 
in giving to you this succession of 
great pictures and the second part is 
the degree of your ability to success¬ 
fully liquidate them. 

It gives me a great feeling of 
security when I look at Howard Koch. 
On his shoulders rests the task of con¬ 
tinuing this flow of product into the 
future. When Howard first went to the 
studio never had one man so little to , 
help him contend with so much. Bit by ' 
bit he surrounded himself with a fine 
staff, Bernie Donnenfeld, Arnold Burk, 
Dick Wilson, and many others whom he 
may later tell you about. In the early 
days of rebuilding the studio he liter¬ 
ally staggered under the workload but 
he has now emerged and is creating and 
in him lies our future success story. 
You will soon hear from him in this re- 
gai^l and he has thrilling news for you^ 

Our industry becomes constantly 
more competitive particularly in the 
field of production. The material for 
the big package is ever more scarce and 
the responsibility that falls on Howard 
Koch is heavier than has ever before 
beset a studio chief. His will bo the 
privilege of continuing our success 
story and he knows that he has the sup¬ 
port and friendship of all of us and 
that we will do all we can to be of help 
and assistance to him. No single man 
in Paramount carries more responsibility 

Pledge of the 
Continental 
Division to 
Mr. Weltner 

May I give you, in the name of 
the Continental Division, our solemn 
pledge of full and absolute confid¬ 
ence in your leadership and our 
assurance that we shall use every 
implement of our trade and our entire 
energy and devotion to achieve the 
truly maximum results possible. 

I feel at liberty to offer this 
pledge for each of the Continental 
territories entrusted to my care, 
as I fully believe that I can speak 
for the delegates present, express¬ 
ing their deepest thoughts by saying 
that they will all reach to the 
extreme limits of their capacities 
of achievement in order to obtain 
for you the most perfect and lavish 
harvest in all our fields! 

- HKNRI MICHATJD 

upon his shoulders than the head of our 
studio. 

I wish I had the words to tell you 
how much it pleases me to be with you 
here in conference again, to look around 
this table and see all of my old MsRild 
and a few new ones and to realize that 
you represent as fine a sales organiza¬ 
tion as exists anywhere in industry and 
certainly the best in our business. 

HOWARD W. KOCH 

Good morning. This is the first 
meeting of its kind that I attended 
since joining Paramount. I am delighted 
to be here, and already I sense the 
feeling of "family" and friendship that 
George Weltner has always told me is so 
characteristic of Paramount Interna- 

THE PRODUCT BOOK 

A prime asset of the 
Convention was a partic¬ 
ularly effective and in¬ 
formative product book, 
in color, illustrating 
virtually all of the 
forthcoming productions. 
Ingeniously fashioned, 
the book can be imprinted 
in any of several langu¬ 
ages, making it a vital 
tool for international 
sales. 

The book was desig¬ 
ned and edited by Inter¬ 
national's Guenter 
Schack, Armand Cardeaand 
Hy Smith. 

This lovely display in the foyer of the Continen- - z 
tal Division's head office in Paris reflects the con¬ 
fidence of Henri Michaud's organization that 1966 will 
in every way be the greatest of all Paramount years. 

In centre is Andre Pieterse, man¬ 
aging director of the very alert and 
progressive Ster Film organisation, 
distributor of Paramount product in 
the Republic of South Africa. At left 
is David Malan, insurance company ex¬ 
ecutive and a director of Ster Film. 
At right - Milton Goldstein. 

tional. 

I must confess that the product 
feature "Paramount 1966" left me with 
mixed emotions. On the one hand, I 
felt like the proverbial dying man 
seeing his life flashed before him, 
since I was so wrapped up in the making 
of most of these pictures. On the other 
hand, I had a terrific feeling of pride 
in being associated with a line-up of 
pictures which, in my humble opinion, 
is the greatest that this or any other 
company has ever had. 

I know that the popular concept of 
studio executive, complete with riding 
crop and breeches, still persists in 
some quarters. However, nothing could 
be further from the true picture. There 
is very little glamour to the job, but 
there is plenty of hard work and long 
hours. It is often a year or more be¬ 
fore your efforts and perseverance be¬ 
gin to show results. But I wouldn’t 
trade it for anything. 

To me, picture-making is the most 
exciting and challenging work there is. 
Most people will agree with n» that the 
motion picture is the most powerfxil and 
influential medium there is, particu¬ 
larly because it is truly international 
and reaches far beyond the geographic 
restrictions that are peculiar to radio, 
television and the press. 

Vife have a tremendous responsibil¬ 
ity to people throughout the world. Our 
pictures must be as entertaining and 
meaningful to audiences in Europe, kaia, 
Africa, the Middle East, the Far East, 
Australia and Latin America as they aie 
to audiences in the United States and 
Canada. 

Paramount is fortunate indeed in 
having as its president a man as inter¬ 
nationally-inclined as George Weltner. 
Through years of experience, he has 
acquired the vision and determinal;ion 
that have helped to make this company 
a truly world-wide organization, in 
which every country is an equal member, 
working towards a common goal of unpre¬ 
cedented sxjccess and prosperity. 

Those of us at the studio are 
separated from you only by geography. 
Our thoughts are always with you, and 
no picture is made without first con- 

(Continu-:d on next page) 
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sidering its potential in each of your 
countries. 

At all tiroes, our door is open to 
you and your ideas and suggestions. We 
welcome and, in fact, encourage hearing 
from you, particularly in the area of 
acting and creative talent that you may 
feel has potential for Paramount. 

It is probably some time since 
many of you have visited the studio, 
so lot me tell you briefly about the 
activity there at this time. 

One of the first things that I (fid 
on assuming direction of the studio 

was to re-open our world-famous Marathon 
Street CJate to symbolize an open-door 
policy to filmmakers throughout the 
world. During the past year, production 
activity was the highest in the past 
decade, and it promises to maintain that 
level. 

At the present moment, three major 
productions are before the cameras at 
the studio. In addition, a dozen films 
are editing or scoring. Pre-production 
work is proceeding full-steam-ahead on 
30 new pictures. 

Meanwhile, George Weltner and I 
are working on many new agreements that 
will can*y us almost into the next 
decade. 

Perhaps the most remarkable thing 
about our production schedule is its 
diversity. There is no over-loading in 
any one type of subject or theme. We 
are striving to satisfy as many differ¬ 
ent audience tastes as we possibly can. 

We are also utilizing a wide range 
of acting and creative talent. You will 
find many of the most respected and 
popular names in our busirass, as well 
as a broad spectrum of new names that 
we feel will be the big names of to¬ 
morrow. 

Production is only one phase of 
our great company's activities, and it 
could not be carried on without the 
support of a global distribution organ¬ 
ization such as ours. It is gratifying 
to know that ours is the best in the 
business, and I welcome this opportuni¬ 
ty to tell that to you personally this 
morning. 

JOSgPH FRI£DMAN 

Gentlemen — I am delighted to be 
here today - first of all - so I can 
renew the many friendships I had the 
pleasure of making when I was privi¬ 
leged to attend and participate in the 
international sales meetins held here 
in 1964. Secondly — I am pleased at 
being the one who brings to you the 
best wishes of our entire marketing 
and merchandising organization in the 
home office and at the studio and the 
very special good wishes and personal 
regards from Martin Davis our vice- 
president in charge of advertising, 
publicity and public relations, whose 
involvement in certain corporate 
matters in New York prevents him from 

In the closing lines of Henri 
Michaud's address and welcome, and 
his introduction of Mr, Perkins, 
he said; 

....The other day, in a book on 
Hindu philosophy, I came across the 
following sentence; "Giving, recei¬ 
ving. imparting secrets, asking 
questions, eating in company - these 
are the five proofs of friendship." 

This is exactly what is propos¬ 
ed to us for the next three days] 
Evidently, we should consider the 
expression 'imparting secrets' to 
mean 'discussing in faith and con¬ 
fidence' — 

And now - in all 'faith and 
confidence' - and you know just how 
appropriate these words are for him, 
here is our chairman - ^r. James 
Perkins, 

attending these meetings. 

I am also happy for the opportunity 
to tell you what Paramount I966 meant 
to us when this motto was created. Paiv 
amount 1966 is Paramount Pictures, and 
Paramount Pictures stands for promise - 
product - performance - planning - and 
a pledge. 

Let us examine these words. Promise 
is the promise made by George iVeltner 
and Howard Koch to provide us with the 
greatest lineup of pictures that inui 
gamut of all entertaijunent tastes. Proci* 
uct — you saw this morning. The trailer 
containing excerpts from Paramount 1966. 
Is there any doubt that the promise of 
the product has been fulfilled. Perform¬ 
ance — successful performances will be 
determinded by the degree of vigor and 
response that accompanies the merchan¬ 
dising of the product to our sales 
force, exhibitors, media and opinion 
makers and to the patron. The success 
of performance will also be judged by 
our talent to detect and adapt to charge 
— to create newness. To satisfy the 
demand for our product to constantly 
seek better techniques that will lead 
to more factual information on what the 
consumer wants. To generate movement — 
up dating to meet opportunity for every 
change in the marketplace. Performance 
will also depend on fast communications 
with all departments that can affect 
development must be focused on that 
concept. And from this fast moving 
point-of-sale area whatever new ways of 
communication there is also a tremencious 
need for immediate and accurate infor¬ 
mation both down to and back from the 
field organization. The weeks and 
months it takes to gst a playback from 
the field, a reaction to new directions, 
is too long — yet we know today's 
opportunities in the field have got to 
be interpreted by the sales and market¬ 
ing men, not by second hand informants. 
Abat it boils down to is this — our 
objective must be to move fast - in new 
ways - at the right time - in the right 
direction - to inform and communicate 
— all profitably. 

As for planning — I eagerly look 
forward to the merchandising sessions 

we will have in the next few days — so 
I can join with Guenter Schack and 
John Nelson-Sullivan and tell you of 
the planning that is already under way 
for each of the pictures in Paramount 
1966. 

And now the pledge — to bring to 
you individually and collectively the 
solemn pledge that our corporate respon¬ 
sibilities will continue to be approach¬ 
ed with a persistence and an enthusiasm 
that is dedicated to planning marketing 
and merchandising campaigns — and 
everyone in New York — Hollywood and 
in-between considers each and every 
one of you in this room ecvial partners 
in this endeavor. 

MILTON GOLDSTEIN 

You have seen the product reel, 
you have heard the product story, you 
have hoard our president's glowing 
picture of the compiany's potential — 
it is now up to us boys.All but a 
few of you have seen "The Spy Who Came 
In From The Cold" and you know how 
magnificently it is performing in the 
U.S. and London. My thanks to Russ 
Hadley, Peter Reed, Gerry Lewis and 
Leslie Pound for the great send-off 
they gave the film in London.Our 
unit has always delivered what it has 
promised, and I now pledge to Mr. 
Perkins, on behalf of our unit, that we 
will deliver the maximum and make still 
more money available for new product. 

(In introducing Guenter Schack, 
Mr. Perkins told of his great presen¬ 
tation performance at the 1964 conven¬ 
tion, and of his subsequent promotion 
to Paramount International's top adver¬ 
tising-publicity post in New York. 
He also had high words of praise for 
John Nelson-Sullivan who replaced him 
in Paris and head of the Continental 
Division advertising-publicity forces 
.And he had also high words of 
praise for Joe Griedman for his great 
help in preparing so much material 
for this meeting.) 

GUENTER SCHACK 

Very glad to see again so many dd 
friends.Most happy to have the co¬ 
operation of Joe Friedman and John 
Nelson-Sullivan, and delighted to enjoy 
the great help received from the adver¬ 
tising and publicity forces in New 
York.Our department has ceased to 
be merely a service outfit and hope we 
will be able to be an effective cre¬ 
ative one as well for the world wide 
organization. This is all the more 
necessary because U.S. and many inter¬ 
national releases have moved much 
closer together....We have to do our 
planning much farther ahead and so 
require all of your ideas and sugges¬ 
tions as soon as you can get them to 
us.Routed, of course, through John 
Nelson-Sullivan, who will expedite them 
to us, A good idea in one country can 
be of great value to the whole Paramount 
world if circulated speedily.I can 
best be of value to the International 
market with your help. 
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Paramount Pictures 
president, George Weltner, 
as he addressed the gath¬ 
ering and reminisced on 
some of the historic inci¬ 
dents connected with this 
mighty, and timeless,film. 
At right, Moi*t Hock, Para¬ 
mount advertising manager. 

PREPARING FOR 

THE RETURN OF 

’’THE TEN 

CCMMANDMENTS" 

Chir heading stressefi the 

word 'Return,' because that 

is the term to be used at all 

times with "The Ten Command¬ 

ments," Not 're-issue,' or 

're-release' — but 'Return.' 

This point was made very 

clear by all speakers at the 

meeting, and is here relayed 

to all who will participate 

in "The Return of 'The Ten 

Commandment s'." 

Shown in this partial view of the meeting are,from 
left: Win Barron, Woody Fraught, Dick Taylor, Bill 
Schaefer, Jerry Rafshoon, Henry Ehrlich, Nina Cutrubus, 
Ernest Johnston, Elaine Fried, Ed Peak. Bud Rose. Sey¬ 
mour Morris, Judd Sheperd. At far right, Don Goldstein. 

Paramount’s field publicity and advertising managers 
throughout the tl.S, and Canada convened in New York Feb. 
7th for a special two-day Merchandising and Group Sales 
Meeting on Cecil B. DeMille's "The Ten Commandments." 
Meeting was called by Martin Davis, Paramount vice- 
president in charge of advertising and public relations. 

, , The merchandising conference was directed by Bernard 
M.Serlin, manager of the field advertising-publicity 
department, who was joined by Joseph Friedman, assistant 
director of advertising and publicity; Mike Weinberg, 
head of the advertising-publicity unit for the film;Mort 
Hock, advertising manager; Hy Hollinger, publicity mana¬ 
ger; Dick Brooks, publicity executive; Everett Olsen, 
cooperative advertising manager; and Jerry Berger, 
assistant to Berlin. 

PHIL ISAACS, who has been 
appointed national sales co¬ 
ordinator for "The Ten Command¬ 
ments" in the U.S. and Ganada, 

Field Attendees 
Division field publicity and advert¬ 

ising managers attending were: Henry 
Ehrlich, Los Angeles; Harry Schmerling, 
Philadelphia; Dick Taylor, Chicago; Bill 
Schaefer, Dallas; Gerald Rafshoon,Atlanta-; 
Win Barron, Toronto, 

Special merchandising representatives 
present: Ernie Johnston, Washington; Judd 
Sheppard, Pittsburgh; Paul Levi, Boston; 
Seymour Morris, Buffalo; Bill Gardall,New 
York; Bud Rose, Milwaukee; Woody Praught, 
Detroit; Jo Ann Sherman, Denver; Elaine 
Fried, Cleveland; Ed Peak, Tulsa-Oklahora 
City; Nina Cutrubus, Salt Lake City. 

Mike Weinberg outlining merchandising 
procedures to be followed and expanded. At 
left rear are Joseph Friedman and Bernard M. 
Berlin. At meeting's outset, Friedman read 
the address of Martin Davis, who was preven¬ 
ted by pressure of corporation business from 
attending the meeting. 

Weinberg Heads 
Spec i al Unit 

Myron "Mike" Weinberg has 
been named to head a special 
merchandising unit on Cecil B, 
DeMille's "The Ten Command¬ 
ments," it is announced by 
Martin Davis, Paramount vice- 
president in charge of advert¬ 
ising and public relations. 

Weinberg will coordinate 
advertising, publicity and 
promotion on the film, for 
which an all-new campaign has 
been created. "The Ten Comm¬ 
andments" will be released nat¬ 
ionally in the U.S. and Canada 
starting with the Easter holi¬ 
day period in April. 

Weinberg was formerly with 
Warner Bros, as national sales 
promotion director for road 
show engagements of "My Fair 
Lady" and "Battle of the Bulge." 

PARAMOUNT PICTURES CORPORATION 
PARAMOUNT BUILDING, I SOI BROADWAY 

NEW YORK, N. Y. 10036 

KETURNS EASTER 
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Two views of the meeting, with President George 
Weltner and general sales manager Charles Boasberg at head 
of the table. In the top shot, Mr. Weltner is addressing 
the meeting infonnally. In the lower shot, he has ranoved 
his coat as an indication that he would stay for the whole 
duration of the meeting - which he did. 

Meeting was under the chairmanship of Charles Boasberg, and 
present in addition to Ernest Sands, assistant general sales 
manager, were the division managers - Hugh Owen, Mickey Stevenson, 

Tom Bridge, Ed DeBerry, Herbert Gillis and Ward Pennington. Also 
the following branch managers and Head Office sales and distrib¬ 
ution executives: Myron Settler and Nat Stem (New York), Don 
Hicks (Philadelphia), John Moore (Boston), Ted Krassner (Washing¬ 
ton), Sid Kaplan (Chicago), Phil Isaacs, Martin Schank, Jack 
Parley, Ben Shectman, Fred Leroy, Arthur Dunne, Mario Ohio and 
Joseph Moscaret. 

The meeting, held in the Paramount 
board room, was devoted primarily to dis¬ 
tribution, sales and booking, all concer¬ 
ned with the fact that we are now heir to 
the greatest line-up of product in our 
history.In his capacity as chairman 

of the meeting, Mr, Boasberg extended deepest thanks to Ernest Sands for 
his wonderful job of carrying on the sales policies during his (Mr, B's) 
recent illness. He also thanked the entire sales foi*ce for its curhoit 
accomplishments in the "Welcome Home Charley Boasberg Drive," citing the 
record number of shipments the Drive has produced so far. 

In calling upon Mr. Weltner in the midst of all of the great activ¬ 
ities which engage Paramount's president these days, he alluded to the fact 
that "we wouldn't even be having this meeting but for the fact that the 
tireless work of Mr. Weltner has resulted in this wealth of matchless 
product," The president cited his great pleasure in seeing Charley Boas¬ 
berg running the meeting, and how it was Paramount endless good fortune 
that he recovered so completely from his recent illness. 

Powerful proof of the company's status was offered in a screening 
of the product film prepared for the Paris convention, and a full-length 
screening of "Nevada Smith," 

TOP-LEVEL 

SALES POLICY 

MEETING 

PROMOTIONS 

LOS ANGELES — Ward 
Pennington, at left, and 
Irwin lablans (shown on a 
recent studio visit),fig¬ 
ure prominently in a re¬ 
cent announcement regarcL 
ing promotions. Penning¬ 
ton has been promoted 
from Los Angeles branch 
manager to the position 
of Western Division Man¬ 
ager, replacing Alfred R, 
Taylor, who has resigned, 

Tablans, formerly LJl. 
sales manager, has been 
promoted to branch mana¬ 
ger, succeeding Ward Pen¬ 
nington. 

SID (S.M.) KAPLAN has 
been appointed Chicago 
branch manager,replacing 
O.R. Frank, who has res¬ 
igned. 

Prior to joining Paramount, 
Kaplan had been associated 
with MGM in Chicago from 1952 
to 1964 in various sales capa¬ 
cities, including office man¬ 
ager and salesman. He is a 
graduate of the University of 
Illinois. 
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PARAMOUNT EVENTS IN 

LATIN AMERICA 
|A Pair of Chilean Events I 

SANTIAGO - This cocktail party in Paramount's off¬ 
ice marked the departure, on maternity leave, of cash¬ 
ier Mrs. Julia Rodriguez. Shown seated, 1 to r: Manager 
Juan Laupheimer, Mrs, Lydia Gayraer, ad-sales clerk; Sei«- 
gio Rosenbaum; Mrs. Julia Rodriguez; Miss Elba Vega, 
manager's secretary; Mrs, Perla Barrera, new cashier. 
Standing; Adrian Diaz, accountant; Mrs, Alicia O'Brien 
de Rosenbaum, sales control: Alfredo Patino, new sales 
manager: Pedro Vergara, monitor; Lorenzo Ortega,booker; 
Miss Sylvia Molina, accounting clerk; Miguel Castillo, 
accounting clerk; Robeirto Cooper, accounting clerk; 
Hipdlito Delgado, checker. 

HOLLYWOOD - Marty Allen 
and Steve Rossi welcome Henry 
B. Gordon (r,), Latin Ameri¬ 
can division manager, to one 
of the final sets of "Last Of 
The Secret Agents?" At left is 

Norma,. Abbott, producer- 
director of tne riotous com¬ 
edy. The umbrella held by 
Marty is an unforgettable prop 
in tne picture. It can do 
everything-almost 1 

HOLLYWOOD - Latin 
American division manager 
Henry B. Gordon and Mrs. 
Gordon with Studio head 
Howard W. Koch. In his 
report of the visit, Mr. 
Gordon said; "I saw 'The 
Spy Who Came In From The 
Cold," "Judith" and some 
of "The Last of the Sec¬ 
ret Agents?" all of which 
powerfully supported the 
confidence that I have 
in our product for 1966." 

This cocktail party marked the departure of Sergio 
Rosenbaum, Chilean sales manager for the past 7 years, 
who has entered another industry on a partnfership basis. 
Front row, 1 to r: Miguel Castillo; Atilio Galvez, 
shipper; Lorenzo Ortega; Mrs, Perla Barrera; Miss Elba 
Vega; Juan Carlos San Martin, office boy; Mrs, Julia 
Rodriguez: Mrs. Lydia Gaymer; manager Juan Laupheimer; 
Mrs, Delfina Harms, former ad-sales clerk; Ren^ Nunez, 
film inspector; Miss Sylvia Molina; Alfredo Patino; 
Augusto Aranguis, office-boy. Top row: Enrique Oyana- 
del, accoun'^ng clerk; Cesar Maldonado, accounting 
clerk; Adrian Diaz; Heman Prado, film inspector; 
Mario Borquez, film inspector; Pedro Vergara, 

SAG PAULO - A glimpse 
of the Movietone TV show 
devoted to "Harlow," and 
participated in, 1 to r, 
oy Paramount publicist 
Oswaldo Rocha, Cleber 
Holanda, film commentatcr 
on the show, and Para¬ 
mount manager Miguel 
Mancinl. 

A WAIOR COiNVENCAC 
interi\iacicm\’al da 

PARAMOUNT 
♦ ♦ 

fiste nunero de feverelro do Paramount 
World subordlnou uin grande numero de no- 
ticlas gerals, ao interesse de dar a ma- 
lor quantidade poasivel de espaqo i Con- 
vengao de grande slgnlficado hlstorlco 
para a nossa Companhla, A convengSo de 
vendas e promogoes reallzada era Paris, 
^ue-Ocupa tanto espago deste aumero,aao 
e^apenas a mals representative de sua e^. 
pecie.e slm a Convengao na qi^l o nosso 
presidents, sr* Weltner, esta apto a an- 
onciar nSo soraente o programa de ura ano 
Inteiro de flimes,aas slm urn programa de 
fllmes Ja completados e prontos para ser 
langado^ a qualquef moraanto* 

Alem dlsso, o sr* Weltner se eacon- 
tra tambem na posigSo favoravel de poder 
anunclar alnda ora nuraero de fllmes ja 
prontos, que represonta p nijcleo dos lag 
gamentos da Paramount no proximo ano do 
1967» Ambos estes fatos jamais foram 1- 
gualados ou sobrepujados por qualquer cofi 
panhla clne^tograflca era atlyldado era 
qualquef pais, Estes fatos, 8balnhos,j^ 
servem para dar nna pujante demonstragao 
de forga e prestiglo nao so aos paramoun- 
tezes da GrS Bretanha e Europe,no moraen- 
to con seus represontantes toraando parte 
na Convengao, corao alnda aos paramounte- 
ses do mundo inteiro, 

0 Editor espera e acredlta que nos- 
sos leltores corapreenderSo as multas ra- 
zoes baslcas que motivaran o encurtamento, 
neste nuraero, de sua coluna favorlta.Ele 
confla,poremj que os leltores se entusl- 
asmarao ao maxlmo com as maravilhosas no- 
t^clas atuais e futures que se acham nas 
paglnas desta hlstorica edlgSo do Para¬ 
mount World, 
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Easy To Give 
Up Smok i ng 

SOPHIA LOREN 

While on location in 
the Middle East for the 
filming of "Judith," 
Sophia Loren, starring 
in the title role,fotind 
giving up smoking easier 
than she thought it 
would be. 

In the romantic 
drama, the sultry Italiai 
actress portrays a woman 
driven by revenge,until 
the shock of conflict and 
the discovery of love 
rekindle her will to live. 

Miss Loren, a two- 
packs-a-day smoker,found 
the atmosphere of the 
Holy Land so refreshing 
that she discovered she 
no longer needed to 
smoke to calm her nerves. 

PARIS - Belgium's 
delegates with Paramount's 
president and the producer 
of "Is Paris Burning?" 

L to R: George Weltner, 
Paul Delvigne, Paul Graetz 
and Michel Drachoussoff. 

RIGHT 

HOLLYWCXDD - A recent 
visitor to the set of 
"This Property Is Condem¬ 
ned" was Henri Chapier, 
editor-in-chief of the 
important publication, 
"Combat," He is shown at 
right with Natalie Wood 
and Robert Redford. co- 
stars of the sizzling 
drama of the South. 

PARIS - Three of Italy's 
convention delegates with Pres¬ 
ident George Weltner and Prod¬ 
ucer Paul Graetz in the 'museum' 
of "Is Paris Burning?" From the 
left: Mario Garabino, Renato 
Cammarota. Mr. Weltner, Mr. 
Graetz, Pilade Levi, 

LA PLUS GRANDE 
CONVENTION 
INTERNATIONALE DE 
PARAMOUNT 

«#### 

Le numero de fevrier du Paramount World a 
laisse de c6te un grand nombre de nouvelles 
d'ordre general afin de pouvoir accorder le olus 
grand espace possible a une reunion qui a une 
grande signification historique pour notre 
Society. La Convention de ventes et d'exploi- 
tation de Paris, qui occupe une tenement grande 
place dans ce numero, est non seulement la 
reunion la plus representative de son esoece 
mais, en outre, a cette Convention M. Weltner a 
eu egalement la possibilite d'annoncer les films 
qui seront distribu^s pendant toute une annee 
ainsi que ceux qui sont deia terminus et oui 
seront projet^s incessamment. 

Par ailleurs, sa position est encore plus 
favorable dans ce sens qu'il a pu annoncer une 
quantite de films d^jA tefmines qui repr^sente 
la quintessence des films que Paramount 
distribuera en 1967. Ces deux exploits n'ont 
jamais 4t6 ni 4gal^s, ni surpasses par aucun6 
autre compagnie de cinema dans n'imports auel 
pays du monde. Ces seuls faits donnent une 
image excessivement encourageante aux Paranounlirs 
d'Europe Continentals et de Grande-Bretagne 
(oui participant h cette Convention de ventbs), 
Bt,r I tous les Paramountiers a travers le monde. 

Le r^dacteur espere et croit que vous 
comprendrez les nombreuses raisont qui I'ont 
poussb A couper dans vos colonnes pr^fer^es de 
ce numero. Cependant, il est sflr que vous vous 
rejouirez de coeur et d'esprit en apprenant la 
richesse merveilleuse des nouvelles pr4sentes et 
A venir de Paramount qu'il s'est efforc^ de 
rassembler dans ce numero historique du 
Paramount World. 

IL PlU' GRANDE CONVENGO 
INTERNAZIONALE PARAMOUNT 

% iti % 1^ * i|t 

Anzlche alia sollta quantite di notizie di 
cerattere generate, questo numero di Febbreio di 
paramount World ha preferito riservare il ma^ior 
spazio possibile ad un convegno d'lmnenBo algnl- 
ficato nella storia delle nostra Societa. Infat- 
ti la rlunione delle nostre forze di nolegglo e 
pubblicltb a Parigi.sulla cuale ci dilunghiemo 
in questo numero,e certamante le piu rappresen- 
tativa del suo genere oltre ad aver dato essa 
agio a Mr. weltner di annunciere non solo un’in 
tera annata di produzione.ma anche un’annata dT 
produzione che h gli pronta ad esser presenteta 
el pubblico in qualsiasi momento. 

MB c*i di piil. Mr. Weltner si e trovato 
nella posizione ancora piii favorevole di poter 
ennunciare un buon numero di pellicole gib ter¬ 
minate Che costitulscono il nucleo del Gruppo 
Paramount per I'enno proesimo, cioe per il 1967. 
Un duplice risultato di questo genere non si e 
mai verificeto, ne a maggior ragicne e steto mai 
sorpassato, in nessxm’altre Casa clnent.togiaficf’ 
di qualsiasi peese. Quest! sono fatti che gife 
di per sfe atessi debPono presentare un quedro 
enormemente incoraggiante al personale Paramount 
non solo d’Europe e Gran Bretagne, cioe del ter- 
ritori rappresentati el suddetto convegno di 
Parlgi, ms essolutemonte di tutto il mondo. 

Il vostro redattore spera e ritiene che vi 
renderete tutti conto delle ragionl che questo 
volte hanno determinato le breviti della vostra 
colonna preferita. Egli e pereltro sicuro che 
deriverete immense gioia e ben fondato incoreg- 
giemento dalla mease di magnifiche notizie 
paramount presenti e future ch’egli ha cercato 
del auo meglio d'lncludere in questo numero 
atorico di Paramount world. 
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FILM EVENTS IN 

BRITAIN 

PARIS - Three members of the 
four-man delegation to the Paris Con¬ 
vention from the U.K.. study one of 
the British showmanship approaches to 
"Is Parts Burning?" in the 'museum' 
devoted to that picture. Managing 
director Russell W. Hadley^Jr. is 
pointing, Peter Reed, general sales 
manager, is second from left, and 
Gerry Lewis, ad.-pub. director,second 
from right. 

At extreme left is Guenter Schack, 
Paramount International's ad.-pub. 
director; at right, Milton Goldstein, 
assistant to Paramount International's 
president in charge of special prod¬ 
uctions. 

LONDON - Plaza foyer group at the premiere of "The 
Spy Who Came In From The Cold." L to R; Guenter Schadt, 
Henri Michaud, Mrs. Russell Hadley, Mr. and Mrs.Will- 
iam Cartlldge,Mr.and Mrs. PeterReed, Milton Goldstein. 

LONDON - Julia Foster, 
who stars with Michael 
Caine in the Paramount 
British production,"Alfie," 
attending the Plaza Thea¬ 
tre premiere of "The Spy 
Who Came In From The Cold' 
with her husband. 

xnis IS What popular 
musical-film star Cliff Richard had 
to say about "The Spy Who Came In 
From The Cold" after seeing the spy 
thriller at the Plaza. 

Wd loved, "The Spy." Shown in the 
Plaza lobby are: John Mills, Mrs. 
Mills, Johnathan Mills, Hayley Mills 

LONDON - Following the press screening of 
"The Spy Who Came In From The Cold" (in advance 
of the film's enormously successful engagement 
at the Plaza Theatre), an informal luncheon was 
held for leading critics and writers. Above, 
Paramount general sales manager Peter Reed is 
shown with, 1 to r: Patience Bulkeley, "Woman"; 
Cecil Wilson, "Daily Mail" and Ann Pacey, "The 
Sun". 

. 01 some of those 
who saw "Alfie" following the Lond 
screening for magazine writers. Fr 
left; Producer Lewis Gilbert, Tom 
Hutchinson of "Nova"; "Alfie'’ co-si 
Julia Foster; Margaret Hlnxman, co 
ering for "Woman" and "Queen." 
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SYDNEY - Her 
Majesty Queen Elizab¬ 
eth II has honoured 
the Chairman of the 
Greater Union Organi¬ 
sation with the Order 
of Knighthood in the 
British Empire, He is 
now Sir Norman Bede 
Rydge, K.B.E., here 
seen at right being 
congratulated by Par¬ 
amount maraeing dir¬ 
ector Robert L.Graham. 
(Portrait of Her Maj¬ 
esty in background). 

SYDNEY - Backed by a massive showmanship campaign, Howard 
Hawks' "^ed Line 7000" has been a huge success here. In the 
scene above, despite the presence of police, crowds surge on¬ 
to the street as the 'hot rods' and customised specials arr¬ 
ive at the Capitol Theatre, All cars bore banners reading: 
"We're off to see RED LINE 7000 at the giant Capitol," 

■ MM.V PU.,f ,uOT. 

AISUAIL 

OFFICE OF THE MEOICAL SUPERINTENDENT 

FIJI LEPROSY HOSPITAL 

MAKOGAI. FIJI 

20th October, 1965, 

l!r, S.H.Craig, 
General Manager, 
Paramount Filme Limited, 
C.P.O, Box 670, 
ADCKLAIW. NEJy ZEALAND. 

Bear Itr, Craig, 
TEB TEN COiaiANBlfENTS 

Anything I oan eay will be quite inadequate to expreaa 
the deep gratitude of all our people at Makogai for your making 
available to ua the above film. The film waa aoreened laet evening 
before every man, woman and ohild, excluding only aix very aiok 

patienta: it waa even a oaee of 'take up thy bed and walk' for thoae 
who could not ordinarily attend. The aoeJie waa a moving one indeed, 
and one ithioh I know loould have rejoioed your heart and repaid in 
full measure your great kindneaa and generoua efforta on our behalf, 

We made arrangementa to have the film tranahipped to 
Makogai in early Ootober, our original intention being to aoreen it 
immediately upon arrival in order to have no delay in returning it 
to you, but again it waa a case of 'ncn proposing and God disposing* 
for our transformer gave way completely ten days before your letter 
arrived telling ue that the film was en route. There waa nothing to 
be done but send it into Suva with the hope of an early return, but 
it waa only two days ago that a meohanio waa able to oome to Makogai 
to complete the installation, eto, 'He arranged a special aailing to 
bring him in. Bis first day's labour proved fruitlaaa and at one 
stage it aeemed that we would have no alternative but to return the 
film to you without screening, aa we were already ocncoioua of the 
delay, but after working into the early hours of yeaterday morning 
our good friend^ efforta were crowned with suooeaa and we were able 
to announce to our people that the long-awaited treat would be 
aoreened last evening. 

Your kind thougntfulneas, Mr, Ci^ig, in including oovoral 
poatera turned out to be more than a simple gesture. They were 
displayed in fr-ont of t'ne main office arid I have never seen auoh a 
steady stream of patients return time and time again to study and 
discuss what tney saw. And this morning there has been an equally 
steady etream at the office to expreaa their gratitude for auoh a 
treat. Along with the posters I had attached a notice telling the 
patients who our kind benefactor was and were it poaaible to odd mo^ 
one's personal thanks to yourself I an eure you would feel fully 
compensated. 

The Tofua is scheduled to leave Suva for Auckland on 
27th October and we shall is returning the filn by this sailing, 
He trust the delay caused at this end has not inoonvsnicreed you 
in any way. We 'nod considered at one stage returning the film by 
air but found that the charges ware excessively high. 

Your magnanimous gesture has brought an 'unprcoedented 
■ssponse from all our people and I oan assuredly speak for each and 
all with the prayer that the happiness you have brought to so ■any 

otrole book to your own heart, 

God bless you and all thoae concerned, Ur, Craig, 

Very sincerely and gi^tefully, 

P.S. Would you Kindly ooni^y our thanha to i.'r. Gerrard* 

NEW ZEALAND. 

The popular observ¬ 
ance of "A Day With Par¬ 
amount" in Australia has 
caused many exhibitors 
to travel extraordinary 
distances, under diffic¬ 
ult travel conditions,in 
order to participate. 

One showman in the 
massive state of Western 
Australia (Area, one 
million square miles), 
travelled 1,500 miles 
from Derby in the north¬ 
west in 0 der to attend 
the meeting in Perth, 

Mr, Craig in his report to 
the editor, added: "I don't know 
what more I can add to this ex¬ 
traordinary achievement excepting 
that the audience reaction is 
really splendid and the combinat¬ 
ion of this fact and the great 
beginning the film has made makes 
it look as though we are in fora 
record-breaking season. 

"KING OF THE WILD WAVES" 

Note on Page 34 a report o 
the extraordinary Australian 
showmanship devoted to this 
fine and thrilling Paramount 
2-reel surfing special. 

SYDNEY - A couple of 
racing enthusiasts affix a 
"*ed Line 7000" banner to 
their car before joining 
the car parade to the Capi¬ 
tol Theatre on the film's 
opening night. Caption to 
the picture reports that the 
racing film did the best 
business at the huge cinema 
since television's advent. 

BRISBANE - Winner of the 
special "^ed Line 7000" 
event at Archerfield track, 
Dutton Stibbard holds his 
trophy and the checkered 
flag ‘which waved him into 
first place. The 'official' 
track car identifying the 
event, was driven by Para¬ 
mount's Queensland manager, 
Roy Chesterman, 

Another Chesterman item; Rov became a dadday again on 
January 14 when his wife Merle bore Amanda Jane, 7 pounds 
6 ounces. Young Miss Chesterman is sister to David, 2 

'unc 

"SONS OF KATIE ELDER" 
'GIGANTIC' IN NEW ZEALAND 

Following the premiere of Hal Wallis' "The Sons of 
Katie Elder" at the St. James Theatre, Auckland, on January 
7th, New Zealand general manager Stanley H. Craig cabled 
Paramount managing director Robert L. Graham in Sydney as 
follows: 

DELIGHTED REPORT FANTASTIC ACCOMPLISHMENT "SONS OF 
KATIE ELDER" AT ST. J-AMES, AUCKLAND. GROSS FOR 
FIRST THREE DAYS REPRESENTS ALL-TIME RECORD FOR 
ANY PARAMOUNT PICTURE IN ANY THEATRE ANYWHERE IN 

AUSTRALIA 4 
NEW ZEALAND 
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"MILESTONE NINETY-THREE" 
IS MARKED UP BY "A. Z." 

A couple of days be¬ 
fore Adolph Zukor's 93rd 
birthday anniversary on 
January 7th, a wonderful 
story about Paramount*s 
founder appeared in The 
New York Times. This in¬ 
spired the following tel¬ 
egram which Paramount's 
president sent to Mr. 
Zukor in Hollywood in time 
for the happy event pict¬ 
ured at right: 

DEAR MR. ZTJKOR: YOUR 
PHOTOGRAPH IN THE NEW 
YORK TIME.S WAS SO NATUR.AL 
THAT WE COTJLD SMELL THE 
CIGAR SMOKE. WE HOPE THAT 
ON THIS BIRTHDAY AND MANY 
MORE TO COME YOU WILL 
LOOK AS WELL AND BE AS 
RELAXED AS IN THE PHOTO¬ 

GRAPH. LOVE FROM BERT AND 
GEORGE WELTNER. 

RIGHT 

Mr. Zukor is congratulated 
by his son, Eugene, and by 
charming screen star Natalie 
Wood. (Miss Wood is working in 
the studio as star of "This 
Property Is Condemned”). 

Sfe^ 1 f 1 ... f // m . 

THE BIRTHDAY LHNCHEON, January 7th. 

Clockwise from left: Bob Goodfried (studio 
publicity director); Luigi Luraschi (executive 
production assistant to President George Welt- 
ner); Bud West (manager of industrial relations); 
Bill Stinson (partially hidden) (head of music 
dept.); Eugene Frank (resident counsel); Arnold 
Burk (executive asst, to Mr. Koch); Bernard 
Donnenfeld (assoc, head of studio activities); 
Howard W. Koch (vice-president and studio and 
production head); Adolph Zukor; Y. Frank Freeman 
(vice-president); Randy Wood (Dot Records pres¬ 
ident); S.L.Adler (studio executive); Chuck West 
(head of editorial dept.); Eugene J. Zukor; Hal 
Pereira (supervising art director); Frank Caffey 
(production manager); Edith Head (designer). 

JANUARY6, 1966 

ADOLPH ZUKOR 

BEVERLY HILLS HOTEL 

BEVERLY HILLS, CALIFORNIA 

DEAR MR. ZUKOR - YOU ARE INDEED THE SPIRIT OF NINETY-THREE AND YOUR 

GREAT LEGION OF FRIENDS GLORY IN YOUR PERSONAL AND BUSINESS 

COURAGE AND YOUR GREAT GIFT OF PROGRESSIVE THINKING. SPEAKING 

PERSONALLY I WANT YOU ONCE AGAIN TO KNOW HOW DEEPLY APPRECIATIVE 

AND GRATEFUL I AM AND ALWAYS HAVE BEEN FOR YOUR CONSTANT 

INSPIRATION AND YOUR FRIENDSHIP. IT SHOULD BE A GREAT ANNIVERSARY 

OCCASION FOR YOU TO BE SURROUNDED BY SO MANY MEMBERS OF YOUR 

FAMILY ON THE SEVENTH, BUT THERE WILL ALSO BE PRESENT IN SPIRIT 

THOSE COUNTLESS THOUSANDS OF YOUR FRIENDS AND WELL WISHERS ALL 

AROUND THE WORLD. THAT THIS OCCASION WILL BE REPEATED FOR YEARS 

TO COME IS THE WARMEST WISH OF 
BARNEY BALABAN 

Bernard Donnenfeld, Howard W. Koch and Y. 
Frank Freeman watch as Mr. Zukor, with one hefty 
puff, extinguishes the candles on the novel 
birthday cake prepared lovingly by commissary 
manageress Pauline Kessinger. 
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Nevada 1 I I ! 1 
The following rip- 

iroarlng tribute to Para¬ 
mount's "Nevada Smith" 
appeared in the Rambling 
Reporter column of The 
Hollywood Reporter,issue 
of January 25th: 

....The skyrockets 
are up like Holy Flypap¬ 
er and Gee Whiz, follow¬ 
ing Paramount' s family- 
type studio screening of 
"Nevada Smith".It 
shapes up as the lot's 
most sensational oater* 
since "Shane"...It puts 
the fuel in the booster 
for Steve McQueen, Suz¬ 
anne Pleshette, Martin 
Landau....and rates an 
entire issue of Cahiers 
de Cinema on helmerHenry 
Hathaway's career.... 

(*) Western 

NEW YORK - Who sprang 
the joke? 

Only a cross-examin¬ 
ation of the participants 
could establish whether 
it was Marty Allen, James 
H. Richardson or Joseph 
Friedman that provided 
the 'ammunition' for this 
simultaneous laughter 
barrage. Occasion was the 
riproarious New Year's 
Eve visit of Marty Allen 
and Steve Rossi to Home 
office to announce the 
conclusion of "The Last of 
the Secret Agents?" 

With "Judith" now in 
national release, RCA- 
Victor has issued the 
soundtrack album of Sol 
Kaplan's musical score 
for the Sophia Loren 
starrer. Album has a 
cover utilizing the dra¬ 
matic full-color art 
that highlights Param¬ 
ount's advertising camp¬ 
aign. 

Women are a lot like 
ships. If kept in good 
shape and painted occas¬ 
ionally, they'll stay 
seeworthy. . . 

rit«t 

t mm riLK 
mim hbh am 

»mlh30.. 

PHILADELPHIA - Reeves Weatherill (point¬ 
ing to the projector). Public Relations 
Director of the John Wanamaker Department 
Store, explains the story behind "The Slender 
Thread" featurette being shown on the repea¬ 
ting motion picture projector. (A detailed 
account of this very special showmanship is 
on Page 33). 

Please Telephone and 
Say You Saw ’’The 
Slender Thread” 
Special screenings of "The Slender 

Thread" have been held for women's and other 
opinion-making groups across the U.S. in 
advance of national release of the exciting 
picture. 

In keeping with the story of the sus¬ 
pense drama, in which a telephone line plays 
a crucial role in a life-and-death struggle, 
guests at the "Slender Thread" screenings 
were urged to make at least one phone call 
to friends and/or relatives on their react¬ 
ions to the film. 

U. S. BRANCH NEV/S 
(Continued fro« Page 6) 

midnight shows, and from the information we pet 
from our trucking routes, we must have gotten 
all the business there was to be had. In our 
smaller towns we are starting to pet our dates 
for Paramount .Veek's as we find some of our 
country theatres booked further and further in 
advance. 

Last week !.!r. Howell and the writer made a 
trip to Taylorville - the headquarters for the 
Frisina Amusement Company - to button down our 
share of play time for the summer months. 

- Jerry Bahner 

BOST ON Last week, Boston Branch was happy 
to welcome back Charley Boasberg, literally, who 
was accompanied by Ernie Sands and Hugh Oen. 
Their time here was all too short, though. 

Branch Managers Henry Germaine and Bob 
Moore were also here, at the same time, for an 
all-too-short visit. 

I must say New England exhibitors are being 
extremely cooperative on our WELCOME BACK CHARLEY 
B0ASBC.RG DRIVE - and it looks as though our ex- 
pection to have the Paramount trademark appear 
on every motion picture screen in the territory 
is going to be realized. February 16 to March 1 
are going to be two terrific weeks I 

We welcome our new salesman, Neil Polon, 
who comes to us from Universal in Philadelphia. 

EDWARD SCHELLHORN 
His legion of friends around 

the world will be saddened to leam 
that Edward (Eddie) Schellhom,who 
was the very popular head of Para¬ 
mount International's department in 
the Hollywood studio until his re¬ 
tirement from that post two years 
ago, died in Hollywood on January 
iCjth after a long illness. 

He has already started to carve a popular niche 
for himself here. 

- Stanley Farrington 

ImilwaukeeI We had a sneak preview of "The 
Slender Thread" recently, and one of the guests 
invited by the theatre manager who was unable to 
attend, cams later to the regular showing. The 
letter of appreciation the guest sent to the 
theatre contains considerable praise for our 
picture, and we quote it herewith: 

"Dear Miss Steinbach: Perhaps you remember 
my writing to explain that a bout with the flu 
prevented ny using your invitation to attend a 
sneak preview of "The Slender Thread" at South- 
gate. You so kindly sent me a 'rain check' and 
we used it this afternoon. We were entranced and 
captivated by this suspenseful drama so beauti¬ 
fully portrayed by the supporting cast as well as 
the outstanding work of Sidney Poitier. My 
husband, being interested in all phases of photo¬ 
graphy, thought the camera work magnificient, 
and the fact that it was done in black and white 
added enphasis to the story. You are to be com¬ 
mended on your choice of films in both Cinema 1 
and 2. They are always of high caliber and in 
good taste. Thank you again for your kindness. 
Sincerely yours, Delores Christeck." 

"The Ten Commandments" will play in Mil¬ 
waukee over Easter. The enthusiasm and interest 
that is generating again over this picture is 
something tremendous. 

It has been a real pleasure to work on the 
"Welcome Back Charley Boasberg Drive." The ex¬ 
hibitor cooperation has been excellent. 

We recently screened "Paradise, Hawaiian 
Style," which was wonderfully received. Every¬ 
thing points to a big, big 1966 for Paramount. 

- Howard Ross 

I i ND I A N A POL I $ We are happy to report 
that "Rod Line 7000", like a good wine, improves 
with age. We have had sons remarkably fine 
grosses from many of our smaller situations. 

Many happy returns to Margaret Vanning on 
her (???) birthdayI 

We enjoyed a visit from Division Manager, 
Mr. Herb Gillis, recently. 

Although the weather has been hovering from 
zero to 20 degrees, we have been making drive in 
deals throughout the territory. 

Our booking department is working feverirfijy 
on the Welcome Back Charley Boasberg Drive, and 
with good results. 

Screened "Paradise, Hawaiian Style", and 
the unanimous reaction is mm%. 

- Ray Thomas 

The mother of pretty young 
girl wqs esked by her daughter, 
"What do you give a man who has 
everything?" 

Replied mother, "Encourage¬ 
ment, dear, encouragement." 
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The 
Even-Mount 
Might iness 
”IS PARIS 
BURNING?’* 

Be sure to see The Museum of 'Is Paris 
Burning?' pictured on Page 37. A vast and ex¬ 
citing array of actual items used by the Paris 
Underground during the Occupation and in the 
actual moments of Liberation._ 

At 9:45 on the morriing of January 
19th, the Paris convention delegates 
began one of the top thrills of their 
lives — they were introduced to sev¬ 
eral reels of "Is Paris Burning?" 

First a greeting by Henri Michaud. 
Then his introduction of Luigi Luras- 
chi (see details below), and then the 
unfolding of scenes which will make 
prouder the heart of every Paramourt- 
eer wherever he be in the world. 

Present in their technical capac¬ 
ities on the picture were Bob Lawrence 
and Doc Erickson (both veteran Para- 
mounteers), and publicist Nat Weiss. 

The presentation of the footage 
supremely thrilled the delegates. The 
majesty of the picture was beyond 
their wildest expectations. They were 
sold 100;^ plus. 

HOW THE JEWS 
CHANGED 
CATHOLIC THINKING 

JOHNNY CARSON: 
TV's temperamental lonei 

THE NAZI 
GENERAL 
WHODEFIEI 
AND SAVED 
PARIS 

Striking cover of Look (USA) 
Magazine, issue of January 25, 
the cover merely prelude to a 
colorful, intimate story of 
General Dietrich Von Choltitz 
(lower right on cover), the man 
who preserved Paris from wanton 
destruction. Copies of the art¬ 
icle were distributed to all 
convention delegates. 

Some of the delegates in the 
'museum' of "Is Paris Burning?" as 
they listened to producer Paul 
Graetz tell of the film's genesis. 
From left: Messrs, Weltner.Michaud. 
Perkins, Malan, Siter, Hadley,Angel 3 errero,Rafael Herrero,Gendre,Reed, 
irt. Silvius. 

(Lady in the foreground could 
well be the symbol of Marianne, for 
whom the producing company which 
made "Is Paris Burning?" was named. 
Actually the lady is Mrs. Odette 
Ferry, 'publicity'manager for France). 

Ren^ Clement 
At the conclusion, Henri Klars 

feld thanked Mr. Weltner, from the 
heart, for his French organization. 

*•, ^IcUltVS. * @ 

The dedicated director of "Is 
Paris Burning?" whose genius will 
glorify the screens of the world for 
ages to come. 

Luigi Luraschi Adds Factual Fire To 
Enthusiasm for "Is Paris Burning?" 

In advance of the Cinema Publicis screening of scenes from the actual 
production of "Is Paris Burning?," Henri Michaud invited Luigi Luraschi, 

shown at left, to give first-hand impressions of the physical creation of 

this mighty production from the very start of filming. As a production 

executive assigned to this picture by President George Weltner and Studio 

Head Howard W. Koch, Luraschi has a complete and comprehensive knowledge 

of the Immense travail this production has undergone in order to emerge 

as a crystallzation of its immortal theme. As a speaker of unannounced 

power and simplicity, he completely enthralled his audience, the members 

of which are now secure in the knowledge of why everybody connected with 

"Is Paris Burning?" in any capacity whatsoever, is completely dedicated 

to this special, this unique, this soul-stirring magnificent motion pict¬ 

ure of the liberation of a lovely city. 
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Pictured here ai 
one of the finest, f] 
fruitful Paramount bi 
held anywhere in the 

The Paramount-decorated Concorde Room in the Hotel Orly Hilton, 
looking towards the dais. The room is named for the Concorde, a giant 
new aircraft being built jointly by France and the United Kingdom. 

RIGHT 

What they had seen In 
the product preview reels 
screened in the Cinema 
Publicis Orly obviously g leased Howard W. Koch, 

eorge Weltner and James 
E. Perkins, 

Howard W. Koch can get the laughs, too. The wry humor of the 
studio and production head registers heavily ^th the head table, 
as it did with the whole of the delegates in the room. Shown are. from 
left; Messrs. Nelson-Sullivan, Hadley, Michaud, Weltner and Perkins. 

Among the fine and 
informative speakers of 
the meeting were Guenter 
Schack (left) and Joseph 
Friedman, both of whom 
delivered messages of 
showmanship significance 
on several occasions. 

Their overall contri¬ 
bution made evident to 
all the international 
value of contributory 
showmanship - especially 
in the light of so marvel* 
ous an array of product. 

Pictured with Mr. We 
are, at left, James £. P 
right are Frank A. Slter 
Goldenthal (latter parti 
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The Concorde Room as viewed from the speakers' table. At the rear 
left is a revolving device bearing the sign: "Revolve Re-Releases and 
Reap Rewards." Its message was significantly received. 

i ' ■ -««=aii8 

A study in listening as the global potentials of "The Spy Who Came 
In From The Cold" were being outlined. This was the audience on the 
eastern side of the room, and the photographer's lens was so good we 
are sure everyone can identify himself, or herself. 

Four-fifths of the froup which traveled the 
ongest distance to the 

convention - the South 
African delegation. 

From left - Pierre 
Louw (Ster Film); Ronald 
A.Dwyer (Paramount S.A. 
rep.): George Weltner; 
Paul Graetz; Len G. 
Thomas (Ster Film gen'l 
mgr.); David Malan (Ster 
Film director). 

The 'fifth' missing 
from the group is Andre 
Pieterse (Ster managing 
director) who is pictur¬ 
ed elsewhere. 

I5BURNINB? 
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HOME OFFICE 
NEWS ITEMS 

all 
are 

It is being quite a 
winter here in New 
York, but we know that 
a lot of the branches 

over the IJ.S., and particularly in Canada, 
getting it a heck of a lot worse. 

In any case, the bowling enthusiasts are 
taking it in stride, and as we go to press a 
most spirited battle seems to have shaped up, 
particularly i/dth respect to the three leading 
teams of Tony Curtis, Elvis Presley and Steve 
McQueen. Secretary Bob McKeown’s reports, which 
go to all bowlers, are gems of information and 
advice, and reveal that there is plenty of good 
fun to be had in the Paramount bowling circle. 
We think very highly of Bob’s from-the-shOMlder 
advice and think that he should work on a man¬ 
ual of bowling, not only from the technical 
standpoint, but the psychological one as wello 

Paramount’s Medical Director, Dr. Leon J. 
Warshaw, is getting a lot of favorable reaction 
from his series of articles in Consultant Maga¬ 
zine. Articles are appearing on a regular basis 
and largely deal 'with Occupational Health. We 
also have read his article, "Chronic Disease 
and Employability: the Physician’s Role," which 
was reprinted from Journal of the American 
Medical Women’s Association. It further substan¬ 
tiates the deep and constant concern of our 
Medical Director for the welfare of working 
people in general and the members of the Para¬ 
mount organization in particular. 

Charley Hickey and the Paramounteers of the 
Home Office are on the receiving end of sincere 
and wonderful thanks from the Children of Bell¬ 
evue Hospital, transmitted via Miss Michi Yasu- 
mura, director of the Children’s Recreation 

Service. Her letter to Mr. Hickey reads: "Our 
special Bellevue Santa Claus, (one of our doct¬ 
ors), reported that his ’rounds' on Christmas 
morning were delightful. Physical examinations 

of each and every child revealed only bright 
eyes, happy hearts and contagious laughter. 

"Thank yoi.i so much for making another 
Christmas a joyous one for our youngsters. Your 
gifts were just what the doctors ordered, and 
what the children dreamed of and wished for.And 
as usual, you did not forget our psychiatric 
youngsters with beautiful gifts of costume jew¬ 
elry. 

"Your generous check in the amount of 
$220 was more than the staff dreamed and wished 
for. For you, Mr. Hickey, a special wish for 

good health and happiness 
in the New Year, and to 
all the wonderful Para¬ 
mount employees, our best 

The room was hushed, 
the speaker mute. He'd 
left his speech In his 
other suit. 

Payroll Dept.'s Elizabeth 
Malone, whose cheerful smile as 
she distributes payday checks 
is a Home Office tradition, is 
on the receiving end as her 25 
vears of fine Paramount service 
brine her the timepiece emblem 
of the Company's 25-Year Club. 
Assistant general sales manager 
Ernest Sands makes the presen¬ 
tation. 

mmmmmmMm 

Marty Allen, visiting the Home Office New Year's Eve 
partv, enrolled five new members of the "Hello Dere" Club 
right away. They are Marilyn Bettlnger, BHte Baumann, 
Mary Reisner, Myrtle Rosenthal and Beverly Livshits. 

Here, at left, Marty Allen tries out one of his rout¬ 
ines on Joe Friedman and Martin Davis. At right, he does 
a spot of autographing for Doris Pfeiffer and Lucille 
Mastroianni. 

wishes for a Happy New Year!" (sgd.) Michi 
Yasumura. 

It isn’t going to be the same around 1501 
Broadway without the crackling wit and humor 
of Russell Holman, whose retirement is announ¬ 
ced, and pictured, on Page 39. But there is 
compensation in the fact that now we shall be 
able to read all of those wonderful stories 
which hitherto he has not had the time to put 
on paper. Throughout the years, Russell has 
long been Paramount’s best yam-spinner and 
storyteller. 

We are glad to note, at top of this col¬ 
umn, the splendid liaison which Marty Allen 
and Steve Rossi have established with Para¬ 
mount’s personnel. Long may it thrive! 
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This being Paris, what 
John Nelson-Sullivan (left) 
and Joseph Friedman are 
studying so intently could 
be just about anything. At 
least it is larger than a 
postcard. 

Switzerland's delegation 
with Paramount's president and 
the producer of "Is Paris Burn¬ 
ing?" From left: Walter Hirt, 
Edward Weckerle,Paul Graetz, 
Jules A.Gendre, George Weltner. 

PARAMOUNT 
PERSONALITIES 
AT THE'PARIS 
SALES MEETING 

The accent here was 
decidedly English: Leslie 
Pound, Gerry Lewis, Peter 
Reed. 

...and here the accent 
was Spanish, the Spanish 
of Spain: Angel Herrero, 
Rafael Herrero and Jaime 
Arias. 

"Today's paper says it 
is warmer in Helsinki than 
it is here," says Kurt 
Troupp (at right), "Maybe," 
says Paul Flodin (centre), 
"but we've got the Para¬ 
mount spirit to keep us 
good and warm." Moral supp¬ 
ort to this argument is 
lent by Jan Persson. 

Producer Paul Graetz with 
Denmark's Michael Barking. At 
right: Norway's Harald Eriksen. 

Production executive Luigi 
Luraschi (at left) and Greece's 
internationally renowned show¬ 
man-producer-distributor Savas 
Pylarinos. 

Pilade Levi certainly 
is making a brilliant eff¬ 
ort to sway the impassive 
Hugo Stramer (centre) and 
the partially skeptical 
Howard Harrison. Subject 
matter: Unknown. 

Portugal's manager, 
Emilio Prister (at left), 
with President George 
Weltner and Producer Paul 
Graetz. 

When VDu argue in this 
area, you'd better be right. 
Paramount President George Welt- 
ner (at left) and Continental 
General Manager Henri Michaud. 

"You fellows don't need air 
tickets - you live herel" says 
transportation wizard Marcel 
Hamel to Eugene Maillet, Henri 
Klarsfeld and Daniel Goldman, 

Producer Joseph E.Levine 
was a surprise, totally unex¬ 
pected guest. The Convention 
committee learned he was pass¬ 
ing through Paris and extended 
an Invitation to "join the 
Paramount party," 

Producer Paul Graetz (at 
right) with, 1 to r: George 
Baramili, Werner Rochau, Erich 
Wania and Henri Michaud. The 
subject: "Is Paris Burning?" of 
course. 

Michel Drachoussoff, 
Belgian publicist; Simone 
Cain, secretary to John 
Nelson-Sullivan; Odette 
Ferry, French publicity 
manager; Paul Delvigne, 
Paramount Belgium manager. 

Mrs. Eugenia Josif,private 
secretary to Mr, Michaud,lunch¬ 
ing with Jan Persson (Sweden), 
Kurt Troupp (Poland), Paul 
Flodin (Sweden), Albert Deane 
(Home Office) and Harald Erik¬ 
sen (Norway). 
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The 
"Par ''amo unt Par ty" 
Was the Pa rty to 
Belc )na 

w to i n 
P a r i s 1 

HAPPY TRIO FROM AMSTERDAM - What the conven¬ 
tion has presented to them has obviously made 
these three astute shoxmen from the Netherlands 
very contented. They are, L to R; Jan Van 
Leeuwen, Jack De Wilde and Max Gerschtanowitz, 
all of Filmverhaurkanteer Nederland. 

Mario Natale, Miss Caracc- 
iolo of the Continental public¬ 
ity department in Paris, and 
Vieri Niccoli reminisce ( in 
Italian, of course) over some 
of the comedy in "Alfie." 

Paul Flodin, Gilles Chapal and Jan Per- 
S3on get a piece of interesting news from 
Werner Rochau. Kurt Troupp muses over the 
pleasure he will get from telling the story 
of the new product to his exhibitors. 

A cocktail party is mood, and 
food - and fine drink as well. 
and here in this Vista at the Ritz 
all of them are good. 

This was Mr. Perkins' cocktail 
party. The evening of the closing 
day of the meeting, there was Mr. 
Michaud's cocktail party at the Orly 
Hilton Hotel. 

Lindsey Jones, Leslie 
Pound, Simone Cain and John 
Nelson-Sullivan — they did 
much to make the show the 
success that it was. Erich Wanla appears to hare 

taken on the role of vrine-taster, 
with Siegfried Kobosil, centre, 
awaiting his verdict. Heinz Donn- 
enberg seems content with his 
c noxco • 

Four very contented French Paramounteers 
at the Ritz cocktail party. L to R: Simon 
Benchlmol, Eugene Malllet, Henri Klarsfeld 
and Daniel Goldman. 

Showmanship might 
well have been the cock¬ 
tail conversation piece 
between Joseph Friedman 
(r) and Vieri Niccoli. 
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FARCIOT EDOUART - 50 YEARS A 
TRULY VALUABLE PARAMOUNTEER 

Last year, a man whose name appears in the credit titles 
of all Paramount pictures which have 'special effects' - and 
who has a battery of Academy Award 'Oscars' in testimony to 
his outstanding technical skill - rounded out fifty years of 
continuous service to the production division of the Paramount 
organization. He is Farciot Edouart, and if there is anyone 
anywhere more loyally dedicated to Paramount, we haven't 
heard of him, or her. 

Screen star Ann Miller and 
Paramount's supervising art 
director Hal Pereira discuss¬ 
ing "The Spy Who Came In From 
The Cold" following the film Is ?remiere at Hollywood's Warner 
heatre. 

When Pauline Grossman 
retired at the end of Dec¬ 
ember, she was partied by 
her studio friends. By a 
fine stroke of luck, her 
good friend. Fay Saperstein, 
New York secretary to 
Joseph Hazen, was in the 
studio and able to attend 
Pauline's party. Shown In 
the candid shot above are, 
Pauline at left, Fay in 
centre, and at right is the 
perpetually pleasant Jo 
Nellsen of *lr. Frank's legal 
staff. 

(In relation to this, it was told to Mr. 
Weltner by producer-director Otto Preminger 
during an early screening of "In Harm's Way," 
that in one of the 'valleys' in the economic 
progress of Paramount, Mr. Edouart took a 
studio job as timekeeper at ten dollars a day 
in order to remain on the payroll and keep his 
continuous Paramount record intact.) 

Farciot Edouart (he has a never-used 
Alexander in front of that name) was bom in 
Los Angeles on November 5, 1894. He truly 
inherited his technical skill, for his greatr- 
grandfather was considered to be the world's 
greatest silhouettist in an era which preced¬ 
ed photography. 

At the age of 21, having determined 
that photography was the profession he was 
most interested in, Farciot joined the Hobart 
Bosworth Studios on November 15th 1915 as an 
assistant cameraman. Bosworth was one of the 
early companies comprising the complex which 
later became the Famous Players. 

His skill as a cameraman was such 
that the A.E.F. in World War I used him in 
recording a great deal of the historical as¬ 
pects of the war. Immediately after the war, 
Edouart was put in charge of all film and 
still photography for the American Red Cross, 
He covered 24 countries in Europe both for 
the Red Cross and the U.S. Dept, of Public 
Information, Most of this photo work subseq¬ 
uently becameimportant in World War II to the 
State Depto and the Intelligence Branch of 
the Army. 

In 1921, Farciot Edouart returned to 
Paramount, and so, with the exception of this 
military service, he has been with Paramount 
from 1915 to the present day. 

His Academy Awards record shows the 
following glowing statistics resulting from 
his technical wizax^y; 

Three Oscar Statuettes. 
Four Gold Plaques. 
Seven Class II Academy Awards. 
Nine Class III " " 
Also, he has received seven additio¬ 

nal nominations for Special Photo Effects 
over the years. 

Bringing Mr. Edouart's great techni¬ 
cal contributions even closer to the present, 
you will find his work, with the appropriate 
credit titles, in the following new Paramo\int 
pictures: "Paradise, Hawaiian Style," "The 
Oscar," "Oh Dad, Poor Dad" and "Assault On A 
^ueen." 

Congratulations, Farciot EdouartI 
Long may you continue to serve the Paramount 
you have already seinred so magnificently. 

Farciot Edouart, left, with Otto 
Preminger, producer-director, at the 
time of the completion of the special 
effects for "In Harm's Way." 

Not all of the Paramount 
glamor reaches the screwi - a lot 
of it is presQit in the working 
ranks that make the film productn 
ions possible. Here we have a 
lot of it above at the Christmas Jartv in Eugene Frank's studio 
egal department, with Mrs. Frank 

present as the donor of miniature 
paintings of her own creation, 
one for each member of the staff 
according to numbers drawn, 

Olive Long and Mr. Frank are 
shown seated. 

Standing, L to R: Margaret 
Schllmgen, Paxillne Grossman, 
Richard S.Goldstein, Max L.Rask- 
off. Sue Bull Jones, Margie 
Brothwell, Dorothy Uhlanann, Car¬ 
olyn Robinson, Mrs.Eugene Frank, 
Anita Hernandez, Harriet Nystuen, 
Winifred Robertson. Allen Klein, 
Louise Wilhite, Johanne Nielsen, 
Stella Louden. (Missing from the 
photo is Gertrude Rosenstein, 
who had the nerve to be cavorting 
in Ha^ii at the time of the 
party). 



NEW YORK - This is Kate Reid, a leading Can¬ 
adian dramatic actress who has arrived here 
following the completion of her U.S, film debut, 
co-starring opposite Natalie Wood and Robert 
Redford in "This Property Is Condemned." In 
this dramatic film, oased on a Tennessee Williana 
play. Miss Reid portrays Hazel Starr, Miss Woorfs 
domineering mother, who operates a boardinghouse 
in a small Mississippi railroad town in the 
1930'3. Miss Wood is at right in scene above. 

"This Property Is Condemned," a Seven Arts 
production set for release this year by Para¬ 
mount, is being produced by Ray Stark and direc¬ 
ted by Sydney Pollack. 

NtW YORK - Part of one of the many queues 
inspired by the presentation of Sophia Loren s 
"Juciith" a{ the ^adio City Music Hall. This line 
of human beings, and the coxmtless others like 
it, constitute the most effective and practical 
•critic' that there is in the world today - the 
picturegoing public. 

INTERESTING PARAMOUNT EVENTS 

mU.S. & CANADA 

NEW YORK - The members of this 
quartette at a most important 
luncheon, are, 1 to r: Leon Shim- 
kin, president of Pocket Books, 
Inc.; Joseph E. Levine, presid¬ 
ent of Embassy Pictures; Harold 
Robbins, author of "The Carpet¬ 
baggers" and the forthcoming "The 
Adventurers"; and Martin Davis, 
Paramount vice-president in char¬ 
ge oT advertising and public re¬ 
lations. Occasion was the public 
announcing of the 1966 publicat- 
of "The Adventurers," which will 
reach the screens of the world in 
1967 as a Joseph E. Levine prod¬ 
uction released by Paramomt. 

CORAL GABLES, Florida: 
In advance of the premiere 
of "The Spy Who Came In 
From The Cold" in Miami 
(see Page 8), Martin Ritt, 
producer-director of the 
spy thriller, visited the 
University of Miami and 
spoke before the student 
body. He is shown above, 
left, with Dr. Delmar 
Sholem. head of the Univ¬ 
ersity's Dept, of Drama. 

On February 11th, "The 
Spy Who Came In From The 
Cold" began the 8th record- 
breaking week of its New York 
premiere engagement at the 
DeMille and Coronet Theatres. 
Exciting nature of the film 
has resulted in one of the 
most solid word-of-mouth 
promotions in years. 

ISRAEL OFFICIALLY 
HAILS "JUDITH" 

President George Weltner, on 
January 24th, received the follow¬ 
ing telegram regarding JUDITH from 
Mr. Haim J. Zadok, Ministry of 
Commerce of Israel: 

AT THE SPECIAL PRE¬ 

VIEW FOR THE PRESIDENT 

OF ISRAEL AND MEMBERS 

OF THE GOVERNMENT WE 

FOUND THE FILM JUDITH 

THRILLING, INSPIRING 

AND NOSTALGICALLY POIG¬ 

NANT. WE ARE PROUD TO 

HAVE ASSISTED AND WISH 

TO THANK AND CONGRATU¬ 

LATE YOU ON YOUR GREAT 

ACHIEVEMENT. 
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EUROPE 

HOLLYWOOD - Important visitors from 
Israel meet John Wajne on the set of "Eldor¬ 
ado" and Allen and Rossi on the set of "Last 
of the Secret Agents?" The visitors, shovm 
with Wayne are, 1 to r: Mrs, Sara Mayer, 
Mrs. Rivca Mayer, Mr. Mordechai Mayer and 
Mrs. Rina Leitersdorf, Mr, Mayer is manag¬ 
ing director. Export Bank Ltd., Tel Aviv, 
Israel. In the upper photo, in altered 
order, the four are with Allen and Rossi. 

PARIS - A study in convention 
expressions, L to r, rear: Walter 
Hirt, Hans Menasse, Michael Barking, 
Jan Persson, Kurt Troupp, Foreground; 
Siegfried Kobosil, Jules A, Gendre, 
Heinz Donnenberg. 

HOLLYWOOD - Miss Alice Nielsen, of the Paramount staff in 
Copenhagen, stands between Jane Russell and Howard Keel on the 
set of the A. C. Lyles production, "Waco." At left is Miss 
Neilsen's sister, Nonna, a resident of San Ffancisco. The Neil- 
sens also visited with Allen and Rossi on the set of "The l^st 
of the Secret Agents?" and had lunch with Paramount Internat¬ 
ional's Rose Goldstein in the Studio Commissary. 

"Sons of Katie Elder" 
'Sharr^mo' in Italy.th. v.ri.ty-i™ refer, 

to the top-grossing performance of the Hal Wallis hit in 
splintering key-city records at the Reposi Theatre, Turin; the 
Lux and Arena Soli Theatres in Gehoa; the Gambrinus Theatre in 
Florence, and many other noted cinemas. 

ZURICH, Switzerland - 
The noted department store, 
EPA, one of the world's 
finest, was so enamoured of 
"The Amorous Adventures of 
Moll Flanders" that it gave 
six windows for displays 
in behalf of the picture. 
We show two of the windows 
here and are advised by 
Star Filmb Jules Gendre 
that many other stores,in¬ 
spired by EPA gave fine 
window displays also. 

PARAMOUNTS STORSTA 
IMTERNATIONELLA 
SAMMAMKOMST 

For att i detta nuinmer bereda storsta moj- 

liga plats at en sainmankomst av stor historisk 

betydelse for vart bolag har det detta gang 

visat sig nddvandigt att "lagga pa is" mycket 

av det sedvanliga nyh'etsmaterialet, Den for- 

sal.inings- och reklamkonferens i Paris,vilken 

upptar huvudparten av utryranet, ar inte bara 

den raest representative samnankomsten i sitt 

slag; vid densamma har Mr, Weltner kunnat till- 

Ifinnage vilka filmer som kommer att slSppas ut 

under ett belt ar, men inte bare det — det 

markliga ar att samtliga dessa ar fardiginsoe— 

lade och klara for visaing nar som heist. 

Vidare har Mr. Weltner varit i den gynnsam- 

ma positioner att kunna tillkannage ett antal 

filmer som redan ar fSrdiga och vilka repre- 

sentera kaman av Paramounts produktion for ar 

1967. Inget annat filmbolag har nagonsin kun¬ 

nat beromma sig av tva sadana prestationer,an 

mindre dvertraffat dem, Enbart dessa fakta 

maste te sig synnerligen uppmuntrande for oss, 

inte bara i Europe eller Storbrittanien som ar 

representerade vid konferensen ifraga, utan 

for alia paramountarer runt om i varlden, 

Redaktoren hoppas och tror att ni skall fdr- 

sta skalen till nedbantningen av er favorit- 

spalt i detta nummer. Det ar ocksa bans for- 

hoppning att ni kommer att finna noje och glad- 

je av de manga stralande nyheter om Paramount 

idag och i morgon, som han stravat att fdrmed- 

la i detta hdstoriska nummer av Paramount Vforld, 
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Sidelights on the 
Paris Convention 

INTERNATIONAL 
SALES & 

merchandising 
meeting 

All convention delegates signed 
the Orly Hilton's Golden Book. Here 
President George Weltner adds his 
signature. In the rear are Lindsay 
Jones, Paris, and Leslie Pound,London. 

Also present at the 
special luncheon at the 
Orly Hilton on January 
19th were; 

Mme Bagard, Albert 
Bernstein, Mme Varlet, 
Mme Macarez, Mr. Remy, 
Pierre Capozzi, Mr.Roux, 
Jean Mercanton, Nat 
Weiss, Doc Erikson. 

Convention Asides 
Wonderful to hear the sparkling business optimism 

of the five from South Africa - Andre Pieterse, David 
Malan, Ronald Dwyer, Len G. Thomas and Pierre Louw. 
Tempo even higher after they saw the product evidence 
.We still marvel at Frank Siter's mastery of just 
about umpteen languages; we also shall watch that bet 
on "Becket" that he has going.Innate artistry of 
Savas Pylarinos showed in the 'doodles' he created as 
he listened to the addresses....Savas' great pride in 
his talented nephew and his adorable son reminds us 
that just about every delegate had wallet photos of 
their sons and/or daughters, and showed them on the 
slightest provocation....It was mighty nice to see 
Jules Gendre minus a cane. Showed how completely he is 
recovered from that bad riding mishap....Also fine to 
see Kurt Troupp so happy in his new marriage.A 
treat to watch Marcel Hamel's handling of the multiple 
transportation details.and to note Willy Golden- 
thal's masterly promotion of Lebanon as the world's new 
paradise.Siegfried Kobosil's praise in behalf of a 
four-year-old member of the faimily proved to belong to 
a mighty fine canine, a boxer....Ladislav Koch made 
every shopping moment count - and always for something 
for Mrs. K.and finally there was the profound con¬ 
viction that the whole convention itself was the ideal 
United Nations that the whole world should be. 

A Great Many Thanks 
A lot of Paramounteers in Paris, New York and Holly¬ 

wood labored mightily to make the Paris Convention the 
solid success that it was. We have rounded up as many 
names that we could of those responsible in their own 
particular spheres (and we apologise for those we have 
unhaopily missed). 

PARIS 

John Nelson-Sullivan, Marcel Hamel, Lindsey Jones, 
Odette Ferry, Gilles Chapal, Simone Cain. 

NEW YORK 

Guenter Schack, Armand Cardea, Hy Smith, Harry Dol- 
dus. Bob Guilfoyle, Larry Flynn, Edith Talcott, Emma 
Sattler. Marguerite Bourdette, Helen Dumbra, Paula Levy, 
Vera Guilfoyle, Holly Vincent, Eftoh Masters, Marie 
Along!, Irene Anastasiou. 

HOLLYWOOD 

Everyone connected with the preparation and product¬ 
ion of the marvelous multi-reel film of forthcoming great 
Paramount Pictures. 

Quoting 
Joseph E. Levine 

Excerpts from the very fine 
address made at the Paris Convention 
luncheon in honor of Mr. Weltner; 

"....If I did nothing else to¬ 
day, it would be a pleasure to be 
with you all to give praise where 
praise certainly is most deserving 
....First, I want to pay tribute to 
your president, George Weltner. 
There are two proud words which 
characterize your president - deter¬ 
mination and dignity....By the same 
token, I want to pay tribute to 
Howard Koch. Howard has never 
faltered, has never wavered. He is 
doing a magnificent job in running 
the Paramount studio, 

"I should like to pay tribute 
to all of you, and all of the people 
around the world who comprise the 
Paramotmt International organizat¬ 
ion....Today I have greater confid¬ 
ence in all of you....Sixteen months 
ago all of you were deep into your 
campaigns on 'The Carpetbaggers,' 
The merchandising contest on that 
film is the only contest I know of 
in which everyone was a winner. 

"For years Paramount has used 
the slogan: 'If It's a Paramount 
Picture It's the Best Show in Town,' 

"I want to paraphrase that... 
"If It's a Paramount Picture, 

It's Handled By the Best Showmai in 
Town...all over the world!" 

Special Guests at the 
Farewell Cocktail Party 

Mr Pierre UURENT (Soci4te Martini & Rossi) 

Mr Jacques REICH (Helder Perfumes) 

Mr Philippe LEBRAUD (Publicite JEAN MINEUR) 

Mr LEFORT (Champagne) 

Mr Jean flOUX (Publicity) 

Mr Maurice COLON (Commissaire Divisionnaire Surety Nationals 
A^roport d'Orly) 

Mr. CHABEUF (Secretaire G<5neral Surety Nationals 
A^roport d'Orly) 

Mr Guy COMBARIEU (aIR-FRANCE - Champs Elysees) 

Mr Pierre MULOT (Chef de la Reception AIR FRANCE) 

Mr Jean—Pierre LUXAIR (Compagnie AIR FRANCE - Champs Elysees) 

Mr Andre CHARRIERE (General Manager HILTON-ORLY) 

Mr Daniel SCHMIDT (hilton-orly) 

Mr CHANDON (inspecteur Principal des Douanes - ORLY) 

Mr REDON (inspecteur Central des Douanes - CRLY) 
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FILM EVENTS IN THE 

FAR EAST 
RIGHT 

BANGKOK - The Thai 
picturegoers are still 
talking about the figures 
registered on the Para¬ 
mount Theatre's facade — 
and in its box-office — 
by the gay and sparkling 
Paramount release, "Beach 
Ball." Far East division 
manager 3.A.Henriksen re¬ 
ports that the picture is 
doing "very good business" 
in Thailand, 

RIGHT 

MANILA - Hal Wallis' "The Sons of Katie 
Elder" was given a National Press Club inv¬ 
itational preview at the Galaxy Theatre here 
and some of the Club's members thought that 
all of the city should know about it. So for 
the evening they became 'motorized cowboys' 
and had a whooping time at the head of a 
large "Sons of Katie Elder" motorcade which 
certainly focussed attention on the picture. 
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BOMBAY - This was the scene 
in the lobby of the New Empire 
Theatre, Christmas moining, as 
a host of youngsters gathered 
for the special morning screen¬ 
ing of Jerry Lewis' "The Patsy." 
Far East division manager S.A, 
Henriksen advises that the film 
has done exceptionally well in 
this engagement. 

TOKYO - Line at the Piccadilly Theatre 
box-office on the opening day of "Harlow." 

TOKiO - A host of record shops gave top 
-siace to star photos of "Harlow" during the 
run of the picture at the Piccadilly Theatre 
here. Above’ is the Yamano Record Shop,Ginza, 

SINGAPORE - Some of the very 
effective showmanship items that 
were extremely popular on the 
lovely Singapore beaches daring 
the Cathay's engagement of Para¬ 
mount's sprightly release ."Girls 
On the Beach." 

SINGAPORE - The Cathay Org¬ 
anisation's ace cinema, the 
Cathay, did superb business with 
Hal Wallis' "The Sons of Katie 
Elder," thanks in part to this 
effective lobby display. 

MANILA - Business on "The 
Sons of Katie Elder" at the 
Galaxy Theatre has been of 
record-breaking proportions. 

It would have been of 
super-record-breaking size but 
for new regulations prohibit¬ 
ing standing room in cinemas. 

(Better make the cinemas 
bigger on account of the new 
hits coming from Paramount), 
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30 Paramount World 

"Pardners," 
co-starring Martin and 
Lewis, has had an extra¬ 
ordinary snccess In re- 
release in Argentina. 

First of all, the 
re-release took place 
jtist before Christmas, 
ordinarily not the best 
film release time of the 
year. 

Then the picture op¬ 
ened simultaneously in 
seven (7) first-run 
cinemas — Normandie 
(where it played three 
weeks), Roca, Argos, 
Pueyrredon, Gran Sud, 
FotIx and Medrano, all 
six of which held it for 
second weeks. 

And, added Paramount 
managing director Andres 
Sanz, in the instance of 
each theatre, "Pardners" 
topped the cinema’s av¬ 
erage weekly business. 

SANTIAGO, Chile -Two 
phases of the showmanship 
campaign for "Becket” at 
the Rex Theatre here. The 
Hal Wallis masterwork was 
a hit for 7 weeks at this 
cinema, then went to the 
five top cinemas of the 
residential district, and 
subsequently returned to 
the downtown area,playing 
simultaneously at the 
Victoria and Pacifico. 

The four delegates from Spain with the S resident and vice president of Paramount 
ntemational Films. L to R; Angel Herrero, 

Jaime Arias. James E. Perkins, Henri Michaud, 
Frank A. Siter, Rafael Herrero. 

LA MAS GIGANTESCA 
CONVENCION INTERNACIO- 
NAL DE PARAMOUNT 

iil actual numero del Paramount 
World de Pebrero ha pospuesto gran 
parte de sue noticias con intenci6n 
de dar el mdximo eepacio poslble a 
una convenci6n de enorme importancia 
hist6rica para nuestra Compaflla. la 
Convenci6n de Ventaa y Showmanship 
que tanto espacio ocupa en esta publi- 
caci6n no es simplemente la reuni6n 
m^s represefitativa entre las de su 
clase, ya que en la miama el sefior 
Weltner ha podido anunoiar no s6lo un 
afio completo de estrenos, sino un 
ano de pellculas a estrenar que ya 
estdn ultimadas y dispvfflstas para ser 
exhibidas en cualquier momento, 

Ademds, Mr. Weltner se halla en 
la privilegiada posicion de poder 
anunciar cierto numero de pellculas 
ya terminadas que representan el nu- 
cleo de los estrenos de Paramount pa¬ 
ra el siguiente ano 1.967* Ambas rea- 
lizaciones no han sido jamAs iguala- 
das 0 superadas por ninguna otra Ocm- 
pahia cinematografica de pais alguno. 
Estas realidades solamente deben ser 
suficientes para ofrecer un cuadro 
sumamente alentador al personal de 
Paramount y no s6lo al de Europa o 
Gran Bretafia, representado en la Oon- 
venci6n de Ventas, sino a todos los 
de Paramount a lo ancho del mundo. 

El editor confia en que Vdes. 
comprenderAn las muchas razones bAsi- 
cas que obligan a la reduce!6n de 
sus columnas favoritas en este niimero. 
EstA convencido sin embargo de que 
sentirAn gran aatisfacci6n y alborozo 
ante la magnifica prosper!dad que pre- 
senta hoy en dia Paramount y las no¬ 
ticias del future que ha conseguido 
incluir en este histdrico mimero del 
Paramount World. 

What ‘'Becket" has done tn Spain 
certainly ranks as one of the 
finest sales achievements in all 
Paramount history. 

PARAMOUNT’S GRCSSTE 
INTERNATIONALE 
CONVENTION 

% It; 

Die Februar Ausgabe der Paramount 

World hat, neben der Anzahi von all- 

gemeinen Nachrichten, einem Treffen 

von groDter und fiir unsere Gesell- 

schaft historischer Bedeutung den Vor- 

rang gegeben.Die Pariser Verkaufsta- 

gung, die in unserer Ausgabe sehr aus- 

fiihrlich behandelt wird, ist eines 

der bedeutendsten Ereignisse seiner 

Art.Bei diesem Treffen war es Mr. 

Weltner mbglich, nicht nur auf dem Pa¬ 

pier die Filme eines ganzen Jahres an- 

zukiindigen, sondern die bereits fer- 

tiggestellte Produktion fiir ein Jahr, 

die jederzeit zur Ansicht bereitsteht. 

Daruberhinaus konnte er auch noch eine 

Reihe von abgedrehten Filmen bekannt- 

geben, die den Grundstein der Para¬ 

mount Produktion fur 1967 verkbrpern. 

Keiner anderen FilmgeselIschaft in 

irgendeinem Land ist es bisher gelun— 

, gleichartige oder gar bessere 

Erfolge zu erzielen. Diese Tatsachen 

miiBten nicht allein den Paramounteers 

in Europa oder GroDbritannien, die 

auf der Verkaufstagung vertreten sind, 

sondern auch den Angehbrigen unserer 

Gesellschaft in aller Welt ein iiberaus 
ermutigendes Biid schaffen. 

Der Herausgeber hofft und glaubt, daO 

sie alle Verstandnis fiir die Vielzahl 

von wichtigen GrUnden zur KUrzung der 

Kolumne in deutscher Sprache in dieser 

Ausgabe haben warden. Er ist jedoch 

iiberzeugt, daO sie wirkliche Freude 

und einen herzhaften Auftrieb durch 

die Fulle ausgezeichneter, gegenwar- 

tiger und zukiinftiger Paramount Nach¬ 

richten, die er sich bemuht hat in 

dieser historischen Ausgabe der Para¬ 

mount World aufzufuhren, erfahren war¬ 
den . 
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NEWS OF THE PARAMOUNT 
SUB S 1 D 1 ARIES 

THE CCLCRFUL MUSICAL CAREER 
OF DOT'S BILLY VAUGHN 

Some sidelights on the career of 
a modest musician who has had a lot 
to do with the success of an impor¬ 
tant Paramount subsidiary - Dot 
Records. 

In the recording industry, i^re 
today's million-selling artist is 
often tomorrow's has-been. Dot 
Records' Billy Vaughn is something 
of a rarity. In his 14 years with 
Dot Records, Billy Vaugim has become 
a super-star with a hand in more 
than twenty million-selling records 
and more than $50,OC)0,CXX) in record 
sales to his credit. 

Dot Records President Randolph 
C. Wood awarded Billy a platinum 
record for his "Sail Along Silv'ry 
Moon" signigying sales of over 
3,000,OCX) — an event almost as rare 
as a blizzard in Beverly Hills. 

Billy has been awarded Golden 
records (marked over-million sales) 
not only in this country but in 
places like Hamburg, Amsterdam and 
Geneva, where he is admired almost 
as much as the Common Market and 
the Volkswagen. 

And, in addition to his own. 

best-celling efforts, Billy Vaughn 
has contributed importantly by ar¬ 
ranging and conducting for other 
top-selling Dot artists. He is 
Musical Director of Dot Records, a 
position he has held since 1953, 
only one year after he first signed 
with Randy Wood's young company. 

Born in Glasgow, Kentucy, on 
April 1919, Billy and his three 
sisters grew up surrounded by music. 
His father, Alvis, was a fine coun¬ 
try fiddler and most of the family 
could pick up some kind of instru¬ 
ment to play along with him. To 
satisfy his father, a successful 
barber in Glasgow, Billy Vaughn 
entered the barbering profession 
after graduation from Western 
Kentucky State College. 

It was during Billy's enlist¬ 
ment in the Arny in 1941 that his 
musical horizons began expanding. 
He organized an orchestra at a 

DOT RECORDS' BILLY VAUGHAN in the 
gardens of the Royal Summer Palace in 
Stockholm during his recent European 
trip surveying popular tastes in disc 
preferments. 

Mississippi Arny camp and played 
for many military and off-the-base 
functions. During the next four 

.years of service, he was able to 
study music and develop as an ar¬ 
ranger and composer. After military 
separation, Vaughn spent the next 
six years leading a musical group 
playing in clubs and lounges 
throughout the South. 

In 1952, Billy formed a sing¬ 
ing group — "The Filltoppers" — 
in Bowling Green, Ky. made a demon¬ 
stration record "Trying" and then 
tried to sell it to a recording com¬ 
pany, D.J. Bill Stamps sent the 
record dub to Randy Wood — Wood 
liked it — went to Bowling Green 
— signed the Hilltoppers and gave 
them their first hit record. Fol¬ 
lowing that, they reached the gold 
record mark with "P.S. I Love You". 

For the next 14 years, every¬ 
thing has been "up" for Billy 
Vaughn, With his own recording 
orchestra he has created such hits 
as "Melody Of Love", "Cimarron", 
"Blue Hawaii", "Tumbling Tumbleweed' 
"La Paloma", "Wheels" and many 
others. This year, his hit albums 
have included: "Pearly Shells", 
"Mexican Pearls" and "Moon Over 
Naples". 

Billy Vaughn now lives with 
his wife, Marlon, and his two boys 
(his daughter. Zona, married Just 
a few months ago) in the quiet 
community of iincino, several miles 
across the Santa Monica mountains 
from Dot Records Hollywood home. 

PARAMOUNT'S WINS IN 

GOLDEN GLOBES AWARDS 

In the magnificently produced and nationally television presentation of 
Golden Globe Awards of the Hollywood Foreign Press Asociation on January 31st, 
stars in a number of Paramount productions were recipients of Prized Golden 
ulobes. At left, John Wayne (star of "Eldorado") receives from Dean Martin 
the Cecil B, DeMille Award for "Outstanding Contributions to the Ente-’tain- 
raent Industry Throughout the Years." In centre, Michelle Carey, shown with 
James Caan (they are both in "Eldorado") received the "“est Supporting Actor" 
award on behalf of Oskar Werner for his role in "The Spy Who Came In From The 
^old." Werner is currently completing a film assignment in London. In the 
third picture, Natalie Wood (shown with Paul Newman), who has just completed 
Paramomt's "This Property Is Condemned, received the award for "World Film 
favorite female). Robert Redford, co-starring with Miss 'Wood in "This 
Property Is Condemned," received the award for "International Star of To¬ 
morrow' (male), but was in New York and unable to attend. 
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ANG P INAKAMALAKING 
KAPULUNGANG PANDAIGDIG 
NA IDINAOS NG PARAMOUNT 

Sa bilang na itong pang-Febrero ng Peiramo’ant 
World &y klnailangang aadyang bawasan ang pitak 
na dating inluukol sa mga balitang pang-lahat 
npang maragdagan hangaH maari ang pitak na 
■aluukol sa Isang pagpupulong na may malaking 
kahalageihan sa kasaysayan ng atlng sanahan. 
ing polong na Idinaos sa Paris tungkol sa pag- 
blblU at paaamahayag ay slyang tlnalakay sa 
■alaking bahagl ng bilang na ito. Hindi lamang 
ito ang magsisllbing halimbawa sa mga pagtiti- 
pong may ganito ring uri kundi ito pa rin ang 
nagbigay ng pagkakataon kay G, Weltner upang 
ipahayag hindl lamang ang tedaan ng mga ilala- 
bas ng Paramount sa boong isang taon kundi 
nalpahayag pa rin niya na lahat nito ay yari 
na at na upang mailabas kahi't na 
kalian* 

At saka siya rin ay nalagay sa mabuting 
kalagayan na naari niyang maipahayag na ang 
ilan sa mga pelikulang maglglng tampok ng mga 
ilalabas ng Paramount sa taong 1967 ay yari na 
rin* Ang dalawang katangiang ito na naisaka- 
tuparan niya ay hindi pa napapantayan at lalo 
nang hindl pa nalalagpasan ng CLlin mang sama- 
han ng pellkula sa alln mang bansa* Ang mga 
katotohanang ito lamang ay sapat na upang 
makapagdulot ng lugod hindi lamang sa mga taga- 
Paramount sa Europa at Gran Bretanya na may mga 
klnatawan sa pagpupulong na ito kundi gayan din 
sa mga taga-PsLramount sa boong daigdlg* 

Ang patnugot ng babasahing ito ay naniniva- 
lang ang mga mambabasa nito ay mauunawaan ang 
dahilan kung baklt Inikllan ang Itlnatangi 
n-iiAttg pitak sa bilang na ito* Umaasa siya na 
magkakaMt slla ng lubos na kasiyahan at malu- 
lugod ang kanilang mga puso sa dcuoi ng mga 
kalugod-ltigod na mga balita tungkol sa Paramount 
ngayon at sa daratlng na panahon na pinagpili* 
tang maislksik sa makasaysayang bilang na ito 
ng Paramount World* 

SOPHM LOREN 
‘ PBfER FINCH 

jack HAWKINS 

Taipei Triumphs 
TAIPEI, Taiwan - Paramount's "Sons of 

Katie Elder" and "The Amorous Adventures of 
Moll Flanders" were huge successes here over 
the year-end holidays. 

This is part of the front of the Great 
World Theatre during the run of the Hal 
Wallis outdoor actionfiLn. So great was the 
demand for seats that normal NT|18 tickets 
appeared in the black market area with an 
NT|40 tag on them - and found ready takers. 

Front of the Lux Theatre, with "Moll 
Flanders" the eagerly-sought attraction. 

PARIS - This superb, artistic rendition of 
the spirit of Paramount's "Judith" sraces the 
lobby entrance to Paramount's Continental Head 

here. It has been greatly admired by 
visitors from all parts of Europe. 
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LEFT - 'The Death Diccis' and the "tied Line 7000" 
car on Queensland's Gold Coast. ABOVE - Red Ferrari 
GT sports coupe in the lobby of Brisbane's Winter- 
garden Theatre, where the box-office take has been 
the greatest in the theatre's 45-year history. 

AUSTRALIA'S "RED LINE 7000" 
SHOWMANSHIP CAMPAIGN HAS 

JOHN ' -- m, 
ajSiyMM SLATE 

MANILA, Philippines — This most unique float, 
depicting much of the spirit of Hal Wallis' "The Sons 
of Katie Elder," travelled the main streets of this 
city for days, finally winding up at the Galaxy Thea¬ 
tre just at the time that the Western thriller premi¬ 
ered for a special National Press Club invited audi¬ 
ence. The picture subsequently registered overwhelm¬ 
ingly successful business. 

TRANSMUTED 'RED' TO 'GOLD' 
SYDNEY, Australia - When Robert L. Graham, Par- 

amoTint managing director, saw a 'rough cut' of "Red 
Line 7000" in the studio a few months ago, he realized 
that this action-thriller was a whooping 'natural' for 
his territory. Back at his desk, he directed advertising 
and publicity head Alan Wardrope to go the showmanship 
limit on this one. Alan and his co-workers responded 
100^ and their efforts have paid off magnificently. 

"Red Line 7000" became an Aussie catch-phrase, a 
conversation piece, a 'must-see' item, a box-office 
bonanza, an exhibitor's dream. Showmen who have lagged 

E PHILADELPHIA - Paramoxint set a major 10-day 
>tion with Wanamakers Department Store here for 
Slender Thread." 

A special projection unit was set up outside 
store's famous Crystal Tea Room to show the 
;-minute short subject, "Dial 0 For Ehiergency," 
1 was prepared by Paramount as one of its key 
Lng tools for "The Slender Thread." An estimated 
5nce of more than 5,000 people daily saw the 

short over the ten-day period. 

Wanamakers also publicized the showing in its 
newspaper advertising and throughout all shopping 

jfloors and store windows. 

in the past, sparked showmanship gimmicks they woxild 
never have dreamed of in the past — putting cars in 

! their lobbies, promoting axjto gymkhanas, doubling ad¬ 
vertising and wearing special gloves for coxjnting money 
in order to avoid wearing out their finger tips. 

Tradepaper Film Weekly summed it all up very well 
in the following lead paragranh; 

"Paramount's spectacular stock car racing drama 
'Red Line 7000' got away to a flying start in Australia, 
backed by a many-faceted selling campaign aimed at 
younger moviegoers and followers of motor racing in its 
many forms." 

And for a tag to this report, this note from 
Paramount International's president: 

"The result was record business, and maybe some 
of the other boys around the world will be inspired to 
do likewise!" 

More than 5,000 disc Jockeys 
throughout the Tj.s. and Canada 
have been serviced with copies of 
Tom Jones' Parrot-London Records 
single of the title song from 
Paramount's Warren Beatty-Leslie 
Caron starrer, "Promise Her Any¬ 
thing." 

Jones also sings "Promise 
Her Anything" behind the credit 
titles of the Technicolor comedy. 
The number was written by Hal 
David and Burt Bacharach, one of 
the hottest teams in popular 
music, and has been published by 
Famous Music Corporation. 

RIGHT 

SYDNEY - In tribute to 
Paramount's tremendous 
campaign of showmanship 
on "Red Line 7000" is this 
page of 'results achiev^' 
in the January 13th issue 
of The Australasian Exhib¬ 
itor. 

Paramount showmanship 
on this Howard Hawks 
thriller lifted the pict¬ 
ure virtually to a road¬ 
show level. 



Paramount has acquired for world-wide dist¬ 
ribution a thrilling 2-reeler in color entitled 
"The Wandering Wind." It features the very 
popular star, Cliff Robertson, shown at left, 
and deals with a very exciting balloon race from 
Los Angeles to Catalina Island across the Cata¬ 
lina Channel, At right, 1 to r, are George 
Bookasta (producer-director), Richard Higbie, 
Don Piccard and Ed Yost. 

W'hile most of the Northern Hemisphere has 
been ski-ing on snow, Winik Films has been busy 
on "Ski Boom," a Sports In Action thriller with 
tropical water as the ski base. One-reeler is a 
real breath-catcher and should get widespread 
usage in the torrid months of summer which are 
not too far ahead — we hopel 

############# 

SHORT 

FEATURES 
King of the Wild Waves. 

Paramount's magnificent 2-reel Short Feature, is proving 
a sensational attraction in Australia, where it is being 
co—released with "Red Line 7000," In a country where 
surfing is second-nature to the inhabitants, this short, 

has caught on like wildfire, justifying in every way the 
solid showmanship put behind it by the Australian Para¬ 
mount eers. 

Keynote of the latter is a merchandising tie-in with 
Jantzen, Australia's major swim and sportswear manufacturer 
in addition to special promotional links with the populous 
surfing world. This is keyed to a 2-page spread on "King 
of the Wild Waves" in the current issue of the top circul¬ 
ating surfing journal, "Surfabout," 

In the cartoon 
"Two By Two," Quacky 
Whack's first advent¬ 
ure takes him back to 
the time of The Flood 
and he learns from 
Noah that he can't 
get on The Ark with¬ 
out a girl duck....As 
a confiraed bachelor, 
Quacky has his prob¬ 
lems. 

Wari0 Ghi0 
In Charge of Shorts 

Under date of February 
4th, Charles Boasberg, 
president of Paramount Film 
Distributing Corporation, 
announced: 

"Effective immediately, 
Mario Ghio will be in 
charge of short subject 
sales activities, in addit¬ 
ion to supervising the 
Print Department, 

"^e will also be act¬ 
ively involved in the acq¬ 

uisition of short subjects, 
I am sure you will extend to him your 

usual fine cooperation," 
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HOLLWOOD - Mrs. Marty 
Allen laughs as Marty is dragg¬ 
ed away from the premiere of 
"The Spy Who Came In From The 
Cold" by a Warner Theatre usher 
attired as a West German polic¬ 
eman. 

JOHN F. KENNEDY INTERNAT¬ 
IONAL AIRPORT, NEW YORK - About 
to fly Air France to the Paris 
Convention are Paramount pres¬ 
ident George Weltner and Josejii 
Friedman, assistant director of 
advertising and publicity. At 
left is the ever dependable 
Bob Guilfoyle, as much a part 
of this airport (almost) as the 
control tower. 

HOLLYWOOD - One of the many 
personalities who came by to 
wish Adolph Zukor "Happy Birth¬ 
day" on his 93rd anniversary 
(see Page 17) was Sue Ladd, 
widow of Alan Ladd and herself 
a screen star in the yesteryear 
as Sue Carol, Mrs, Ladd is still 
in the motion picture business 
as an actor's agent. At right is 
Y, Frank Freeman, vice-presidait. 

TOKYO - One highly important pre-release 
piece of showmanship devised more than a 
month in advance of the premiere of "Harlow" 
at the Piccadilly Theatre here, was a fashion 
show relating to the "Harlow" hair-do. In a 
combined tie-up with a fashion designer and 
a wig company, classes were held with the 
planned idea of introducing the new hair 
style. Pictured above is one such class. 

NEV»i' YORK, NY - Phil Linz, who plays 
short-stop for Philadelphia's baseball team. 
The Phillies, lives in a New York apartment 
house where 400 airline hostesses also live. 
On a recent Saturday he hosted a party for 
some of the 400 and gave them a showing of 
"Boeing Boeing." (There is no record of the 
ideas the showing imparted). 

Aussie Wedding Bells 
My assistant Hans Van Plnxteren, walked 

down the aisle with his bride. Miss Susan Rogers, 
on Saturday, January 22nd. 

Susan, a Melbourne girl, is a speech thera¬ 
pist. whom bans courted for quite some time. For 
a while she lived in Brisbane, and Hans spent a 
small fortune with the airlines flying up to 
launch "his campaign" for the fair lady's hand 
each weekend. If nothing else, the marriage 
will save him a fortune in air ticketsi 

Last Friday, Robert Graham, on behalf of his 
fellow Paramounteers, presented Hans and his 
bride with a stainless steel tray, but it has 
not yet been decided who will be receiving 
breakfast in bed, , 

- AlanWhrdrope 

LEFT 

CINCINNATI, Ohio - Bill Brodrick, the Voice 
of Racing for W N 0 P, at start of his attempt cn 
a 2,100 mile driving marathon in the Greater Cin¬ 
cinnati area. He drove a 1966 Ford Galaxie 500, 
7-litre and complied with all local traffic regu¬ 
lations in the respective areas. The marathon was 
in conjunction with the 6-theatre opening of "^d 
Line 7000." 

Prizes were awarded to persons guessing the 
number of laps that the car made on the tour of 
the six theatres ~ the 20th Century at Oakley 
Square, the Oakley Drive-In, Ferguson Hills Drive 
In, Madison in Covington, Florence Drive-In at 
Covington and Pike 27 Auto Theatre,Cold Spring,Ky, 



These two facing full-page advertisements 
in the Sunday New York Times of July 18th,1965, 
heralded the commencement of NEVADA SMITH, 
planned and prophesied as "The greatest Western 
drama of them allj" 

!i 
ii 
li 

From JULY 18, 1965 to FEBRUARY 1, 1966 
'■ ■ I— ■ ■ , I , „ ■ ..I ,r 

"Nevada Smith", 
-- A 
Solid Gold 1 
Reality I 

Photograph BOB SULLIVAN ....And here, in Paramount's Head Office 
projection room on February 1st, 1966, just six ' 
months after the advertisements appeared, sales 
executives in convention session view the ful¬ 
fillment of the prophecy after being thrilled to 
the core by Joseph E. Levine's production of 
NEVADA SMITH — "The greatest Western drama of 
them allj" 

■ I I ■ I . ■■ J 

A BOX-OFFICE THRILLER FOR THE WHOLE 'WIDE WORLD ? 

A Pair 
FROM BOB GOODFRIED 

of Socko Wires 

A SUCCESSOR TO THE BIG, LUSTY, MEMORABLE OUTDOOR 
EPICS WAS UNREELED LAST NIGHT AT THE STUDIO. I REFER TO 
"NEVADA SMITH." ATTENDING WERE STUDIO EXECUTIVES, CAST AND 
CREW AND STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS. THIS PICTURE BELONGS TO THE 
TOP LEVEL OF ALL-TIME-OREAT MOTION PICHTRES. THE STORY 
BASED ON THE CHARACTER IN HAROLD ROBBINS' "CARPETBAGGERS" 
IS MAGNIFICENTLY BROUGHT TO THE SCREEN BY HENRY HATHAWAY 
FROM JOHN MICHAEL HAYES' SCREENPLAY. HATHAWAY GIVES US 135 
MINUTES OF TAUT, EXCITING, SPLENDID PICTURE MAKING. CAST 
PLAY SUPjlRBLY. STEVE MCQUEEN IS OUTSTANDING IN THE GREATES' 
ROLE OF HIS CAREER. ALL OTHER PERFORMERS, KARL MALDEN.BRIAi 
KEITH, SUZANNE PLESHETTE, RAF VALLONE, ARTHUR KENNEDY AND 
OTHERS ARE GREAT. YOU HAVE NEVER SEEN BEAUTIFIIL OUTDOOR 
LOCATIONS SO VIVIDLY PHOTOGRAPHED AS IN "NEVADA SMITH." JOi 
LEVINE'S DREAM HAS MATERIALIZED. HIS PLANS FOR A GREAT 
MOTION PICTURE HAVE MATERIALIZED. CANNOT Rt^IEMBER AN AUDI¬ 

ENCE SO COMPLETELY ABSORBED AND EAGER TO APPLAUD AT END 
TOGETHER WITH THEIR LAUDATORY REMARKS TO HATHAWAY AND TO 
THEIR OWN GROUPS. ALL OF US AT PARAMOUNT WILL BE PROUD TO 
BE ASSOCIATED WITH THIS FILM. MARK IT AS ONE OF THE TOP 
HITS IN 1966. 

WAKD riUJMivOTON (who was there also) 

HERE'S BIG NEWS ABOUT OUR GREAT UPCOMING PRODUCT. LAS 
FRIDAY I WAS TREATED TO SEE THE WORTHY SUCCESSOR TO "THE 
CARPETBAGGERS". "NEVADA SMITH" IS TRULY A POWERFUL MOVI, 
THAT REEKS OF BIG BOXOFFICE WITH EVERY FRAME. STEVE MCQUE. 
IS PERFECT AS THE HALF-BREED AND SUSAN PLEASHETTE IS WON¬ 
DERFUL AS THE CAJON OIRL. YOU'VE NEVER SEEN THREE MORE 
DESPICABLE VILLAINS THAN MALDEN, KENNEDY AND LANDAU. THIS 
gripping, EXCITING STORY WITH ITS SPLENDID CAST MEANS THE 
TOP BOXOFFICE RELEASE OF '66. I COULD GO ON, BUT IN BRIEF ' 
MUST TELL YOU THAT YOU HAVE A GREAT THRILL IN STORE FOR YOI 
WHEN YOU SEE JOSEPH E.LEVINE'S PRODUCTION OF "NEVADA SMITH. 

1 

1 
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THERE WAS A WONDERFUL 
”1S PARIS BURNING?” 
MUSEUM. 

One of the exciting 
highspots of the Paris Conven¬ 
tion was an entire hall of 
the Orly Hilton devoted to a 
fascinating display of post¬ 
ers, notices, warnings, proc¬ 
lamations and regulations dis¬ 
played during the days of 
Paris' travail. These were not 
facsimiles but the actual 
items themselves. With them 
were actual espionaj^e type¬ 
writers, Molotov cocktails 
and all of the other parapher¬ 
nalia of desperate secrecy 
and evasion — proud relics of 
a nation that never lost hope 
or pride. 

Centerpiece to the exhibit was this enlargement of one 
of the most soul-stirring scenes in the oitire picture. 
When this member of the Underground, after having crawled 
through miles of sewers, lifts a manhole cover in the 
middle of a deserted Place De La Concorde and sees two 
tanks - one French and the other German - approaching each 
other like jousting knights of old, the blood freezes in 
your veins. This is the supreme in suspense. 

Part of the display 
of the 'museum' consist¬ 
ed of representative 
world-wide publicity on 
the giant picture, and a 
picturization of some of 
the top members of the 
wholly international cast 
of the film. 

After seeing several reels of actual footage 
fi-cMi "Is Paris Burning?" at the Cinema Publicis 
in Orly Airport, top executives witer the film's 
museum room in the hotel. From left; Howard W. 
Koch, John Nelsou-Sullivan, James E. Perkins, 
George Weltner, Henri Michaud. At left is a map 
of Paris with marks indicating places designate 
by the enemy to be destroyed. At iright are some 
of the posters which played their part in the 
destruction of the enemy. 

MQS 
.mw. 

of the exhibits. Right, 
with hidden telegraph key; then a 

e mimeograph machine. To the left, a 
couple of Molotov cocktails, captured enemy 
firearms and some detonators. Posters are some 
of the 'roughs' devised in the search for true 
manifestations of the great film's spirit. 

Close 
typewriter 
clandestin 

Bullet i n! 
Paul Graetz, gifted producer of "Is 

Paris Burning?" and of a host of earlier 
great films, died suddenly of a heart att¬ 
ack in Paris on Saturday, February 5th. 

His passing is a great loss to the 
film industry of the world and we of Par¬ 
amount mourn with his survivors. 

Much of the present issue of Para¬ 
mount World carries a number of pictures 
of Mr. Graetz and the very friendly liai¬ 
son he established at the Paris convent¬ 
ion with delegates from all parts of Eur¬ 
ope and Great Britain. 

Decorations received by Paul Graetz 
include the Legion of Honor, the Grand 
Cross of Malta and the Medal of Honor of 
the Veterans of Foreign Wars. 



NEW YORK - With contracts siened for the exhibition of "Is 
Paris Burning?" next October, the three top exhibitors concer¬ 
ned, study with Charles Boasberg some of the advertising al¬ 
ready prepared for the magnificent film. They are in the office 
of the president of Para^iount Film Distributing Corporation, 
and the showmen, reading from left, are; Larry Morris and 
Charles Moss, of the Criterion Theatre, and Nat Fellman of 
Stanley Warner Theatres. 

VR. PERK I NS HAS SEEN 
EVEN MORE CF THE 
WONDERFUL NEW PRODUCT 

En route to the second of the international 
conventions in Hongkong, Paramount Internation¬ 

al's president, James E. Perkins, stopped off 
in the Hollywood studio to see and evaluate 
the very latest of the company's productions. 
He was so pleased with what he saw that he 
wrote the division managers directly from the 
studio. The following are highlights from his 

report: 
"Have had a very encouraging visit here 

and look forward to telling the boys at the 

other conventions about the wonderful morale 
I find at the studio. 

I have had the opportunity to screen three 
very important pictures during my present visit 
to our studio in Hollywood, as well as rushes 
from several more. 

"Nevada Smith" was fully completed and I am 
convinced that this will be the greatest Western 
of all tin*. It has everything — a superb 
story, top casting, strong direction and more 
action than any other picture I have seen in 
years. The photography is outstandingly beauti¬ 
ful and at times breath-taking. Steve McQueen 
was literally born to play the role of "Nevada 
Smith". In fact, the entire cast is without a 
fault. This picture will be a gold-mine for us 
in every country in the world. 

The print I saw of "Assault On A Queen" was 
very rough, without titles, music and most sound 
effects. We all know what a big star Frank 
Sinatra is in an action picture and that is what 
we have now. In addition, we have the hottest 
new female star in the business, Virna Lisi, and 
she has never photographed more beautifully. The 
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FIRST CCNTRACTS HAVE 
BEEN SIGNED FCR 
THE EXHIBITION CF 
"IS PARIS BURNING?" 

So great is the already-established 
fame of the Paramount release, "Is Paris 
Burning?" and so powerful the boxoffice 
expectancy of this cinematic titan, that 
contracts already have been signed for 
New York and Los ^ngeles engagements al¬ 
most nine months. The mighty production 
is scheduled to open at the Criterion in 
New York on October 11th, and at the 
Stanley Warner in Beverly Hills on Octo¬ 
ber 13th. 

BOB SULLIVAN Photographs 

Charles Moss of the Criterion, at left, and 
Nat Fellman of Stanley Warner, signing the con¬ 
tracts for exhibition of "Is Paris Burning?" 

story is developed very convincingly in the 
picture, and I am sure that we have a real 
winner. 

The print of "Seconds", made a powerful im¬ 
pact on me. This is a highly unusual picture 
from a very talented director, John Frankenhsina* 
whose most recent picture was "The Train," Rock 
Hudson proves once and for all that he is an 
actor of the first rank. Long before the pic¬ 
ture will be available for release, I will be 
able to discuss this picture personally with you. 
Properly handled, I am confident that we can do 
very well with "Seconds." 

I saw quite a lot of footage on "Eldorado" 
and it is my conviction that this will be a 
really great and important picture for us. 
Wayne and Mitchum are an unbelievably good team 
and it is my prediction that "Eldorado" will 
outgross even "The Sons Of Katie Elder." I 
cannot say more than that. 

In conclusion, I feel more strongly than 
ever that the coming year will be the greatest 
for us in our long history. We now have the 
product we have been waiting for and the rest 
is up to us. 
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EXlI_CF_A_Hy.VORlST 

RUSSELL HOLMAN 
RET 1 RES AFTER 46i 
YEARS OF SUPERLATIVE 
PARAMOUNT SERVICE 

Russell Holman, eastern production 
manager of Paramount Pictures Corporation, 
retired from the company on January 28th. 
He will continue to be associated with 
the company in a consultant capacity. 

Holman has held key posts with Paramount for 
46| years (his own precise figure), and is one of 
the best-known motion picture executives headquart¬ 
ering in New York. In addition to his post of east¬ 
ern production manager, Mr. Holman served the com¬ 
pany simultaneously in other executive capacities, 
including that of an assistant secretary of the 
corporation, and president of Famous Music Corpora¬ 
tion and Paramount Music Corporation. 

"Mr. Holman's decision to retire has been ac¬ 
cepted with deep regret by all of us within Para¬ 
mount v&io have worked so closely with him over the 
years," said Paramount President George Weltner. 
"His contributions to Paramount and to the motion 
picture industry span the years from the early, 
pioneering days of the silents, through the revolu¬ 
tion of the talkies and up to the present day. 

"He was responsible for discovering many prop¬ 
erties and personalities that have distinguished 
Paramount pictures for a large part of the company's 
history. We shall all miss him greatly, particu¬ 
larly because of his enormous abilities, his wise 
counsel and a sense of humor and fairness that is 
all too rare in this business. We are fortunate, 
indeed, that he will be available to us for some 
time as a consultant," Weltner continued. 

Holman has been Paramount's eastern production 
manager since 1932, when he was also designated as 
eastern representative of the Hollywood studios. He 
Joined the company in June, 1919, holding various 
positions in Paramount's advertising and publicity 
departments until 1922, when he was named assistant 
advertising manager. He became advertising manager 
in 1925 and eastern story editor in 1931. He was 
also supeirvisor of Paramount's newsreel until it was 
discontinued. 

A graduate of Princeton University, where he 
was news editor of the Princeton Pictorial Review 
and editor of The Princeton Tiger, Holman first 
worked as a reporter on the Newark Evening News, the 
Newark Sunday Call and the Wall Street Journal. 
After naval service in World 7/ar I, he joined the 
staff of McClure's Magazine, assigned to advertising 
and publicity work for the magazine's motion picture 
producing branch. Deciding to make motion pictures 
his vocation, he left McClure's to .loin Paramount 
in 1919. 

Over the years, Holman has written and publish¬ 
ed thirty or more short stories and articles, as 
well as seven novels based on motion pictures. 

A study in reflective expressions as Mr, 
Weltner recalls some light-hearted toastmaster¬ 
ing occasions in Russell's career. Also partici¬ 
pating, along with Mrs, Holman, are Barney 
Balahan, Luigi Luraschi and Charles Boasberg, 

Second from the left, Russell Holman has never been found 
wanting for a quip, a Jest, or a repeatable story. Here he has 
just contended to Messrs Balaban, Weltner and Kaufman that the 
top university of them all is Princeton - and there was no re¬ 
buttal. (That's Gladys Semel in left background). 

Russell's renowned proclivitv for pipe-smoking made easy 
ithe Job of gifting. Here he accepts from Mr. Balaban, on be¬ 
half of fellow employees, a package containing more pipes than 
a Wurlitzer organ. George Weltner and Mrs. Holman at at right. 

and Mrs. Holman, and 
the eastern production manag¬ 
er's fine and devoted secret¬ 
ary for many years, Minard 
Roosa, 
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GLIMPSES OF SOME 
OF THE PICTURES 
IN PARAMOUNT'S 
SUPERLATIVE 
PRODUCT 
SHOWCASE FILM 

In "Eldorado," iron-stomached 
John Wayne defies punch-drunk (the 
second word is the important one) to 
knock him for a loop. 

This pungently amorous scene in 
"Oh Dad, Poor Dad, Mamma's Hung You 
In The Closet And I'm Peelin' So Sad" 
almost fails in its pnirpose, not be¬ 
cause of the young man's father (who 
is supposed to be dead, anyhow), but 
because the super-sensitive young man 
suddenly recalls that this is his 
mother's bed. The vertical player is 
the hilarious Jonathan Winters; the 
horizontal ones are Robert Morse and 
Barbara Harris, The picture is a 
Seven Arts production for Paramount 
release and is certain to be one of 
risible riots of '66, 

It isn't so much what Sinatra 
says as where, and the way, he looks. 
Here is an interlude of pure and un¬ 
adulterated proposition-ism from 
"Assault On A Queen," with blonde 
Vima Lisi on the receiving end of a 
silver-tongued 'assault.' 

Jane Russell and Dana Andrews 
make an explosive pair of colorful 
characters in the A,C.Lyles action 
Western, "Johnny Reno." 

A tough and thankless 'good 
provider' life behind him. Rock Hud- 
spn makes it clear to Salome Jens 
that his 'Second' life is going to be 
one of 'champagne and honey.' As an 
aside; "Seconds" is unlike any pict¬ 
ure you have ever seen before. 

In THIS PROPERTY IS CONDEMNED, 
Robert Redford and Natalie Wood exit 
from a very emotional gathering at 
which the women wept and the men ate 
peanuts. 

Not even knowing what nTnnber 
she is on the list of Tony Curtis' 
wives in "My Last Duchess," Rosanna 
Schiaffino submits, with understand¬ 
able hesitancy, to her new spouse's 
impetuosity. 

Newest young darling of the 
world's screens is Ann-Margret - and 
Paramoxint has her as "The Swinger," 
And if you don't already know what a 
'Swinger' is, you'll soon find out. 
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Charley 
Boasberg's 
Appreciation 

With the close of the U.S.- 
Canada sales effort welcoming 
Charley Boasberg back on the job 
after his illness, the president 
of Paramoxint Film Distributing 
Corporation wrote atll his branch 
and sales managers as follows: 

"I want to express my 
sincere appreciation for the 
wonderful job you did on the 
Charley Boasberg Weeks. 

"The comp)any showed an in¬ 
crease over last year of 2.819 
feature shipments and 5,320 
short subject shipments. 

"Thank you for this great 
effort." 

Sincerely (sgd.) Charley 

TWO UP -- AND TWO TO GO 
Crdinarily, we would use the traditional' 

’’two down and two to go,” but the Paramount 
International sales conclaves in Paris and 
Hongkong have been so reverberat i ngly upbeat 
in every respect that we give you the above 
heading -- and give it to you ’in spades,’ 
as another popular saying has it. 

Last month we gave you the Paris story. This month we have 
gathered the first-hand details of what happened in the Far East, 
at Hongkong, in order to report that there is a ’thing' to these 
Paramount International events that is a clue to the element of 
permanence which seems a priceless part of the Paramount struct¬ 
ure, Just as the Paris event was in a sense a miniature but 
glowing United Nations, so was the Hongkong gathering just such 
another event — a group of widely differing nationals fused 
together in singleness of purpose. 

As we go to press, the third in the series of four meetings 
is getting under way in Sydney, with the Paramo^inteers of Austra¬ 
lia and New Zealand assembled to learn of the priceless ingredi¬ 
ents which have made 1966, Paramount's Year of the Harvest. Late 
next month, the Paramounteers of all of the South and Central 
American countries, and of the Caribbean territories, will gather 

in Buenos Aires with the same objective. 

It seems absolutely certain that, come the end of April - 
and insofar as Paramount International is concerned — it will be 
a case of FOUR UP - AND AWAY WE GO! 

50 YEARS FOR LOUIS FERNANDEZ 

When Louis Fernandez joined Paramount's 
Foreign Department on February l6th, 1916, he 
Increased the strength of that department by 
fifty percent. The other two members were Emil 
E. Shauer, head of the department, and Orel R. 
Geyer, publicity and advertising director. The 
number of actual PararaoTint overseas offices 
was one (Rio De Janeiro), but a number of 
agents in principal countries were distributing 
Paramount, Artcraft, Realart, Balboa, Paralta, 
Famous Players, Ince and other productions,all 
of which ultimately melded into Paramount pro-' 
ductions, 

Louis went to work on the 10th floor of the 
Paramount headquarters at 485 Fifth Avenue, New York City, op¬ 
posite the Public Library. He worked with a deep sense of con¬ 
scientiousness then, just as he has done ever since. He has 
been very proud of going along, and growing, with the Paramount 
organization, and Paramount has been very proud of him. With 
the exception of Adolph Zukor, he has had the longest service 
with Paramount of anyone in the Western Hemisphere. 

On March 3rd, some of his associates honored 
Louis with a lunch in the Hotel Astor's Hunting 
Room. Shown here, from left, are; A1 Lo Presti, 
Armand Cardea, Albert Deane, John Montllor, Louis 
Fernandez, J. William Piper and Donald Nathan. 
(Vacant chair was later occupied by Milton Gold¬ 
stein) . 

rt lew aay3 later, i^ouls was presented with a 
very special clock. It was inscribed: "Awarded 
To Louis Fernandez" In Tribute To His 50 Years of 
Dedicated (^d Continuing) Service to Paramount 
Pictures. 1916-1966." 
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SALES-MEET_£2_A_H1I 

HONG KONG CONCLAVE 
A SOCKC SUCCESS 

In line with many other great ventures in 
the Far i^st today, all pointed to the advent of 
peace and prosperity. Paramount has just cordnc- 
ted in Hongkong a business-planning session in 
which the paramount issue has concerned the ent¬ 
ertainment in general, and our own company in 
particular. 

Event, in which enthusiasm was a major ingr¬ 
edient, was under the chairmanship of Svend A. 
Henriksen, Fae East division manager, with James 
E. Perkins, president of Paramount International 
Films, and Guenter Schack, advertising and publ¬ 
icity director, as chief guests of honor. 

The meeting followed, by one month, a highly 
successful European and United Kingdom meeting 
in Paris, and was the second in a series of four 
international meetings. The others will be held 
in Sydney and Buenos Aires, 

IS PARIS 

Symbols of the thrilling authenticity of 
"Is Paris Burning?" highlight one of the ^e&s 
of the Hong Kong sales convention. 

Li telling of the meeting, Mr. Perkins said: "We had an 
excellent Convention and I have never seen a better manif¬ 
estation of the Paramount spirit anywhere than among our 
Far East people. I am sure they all returned to their posts 
with renewed faith and confidence in our Company." 

This element of contentment and confidence will be 
found repeated over and over again in the photographic evi¬ 
dence scattered throughout this issue. These men came from 
points so widely separated that the measurement of distance 
is in units of a thousand miles, but the language they all 
spoke is described by a single word - Paramount, And when 
they spoke it, they smiled....The smile of contentment. 

PBY12/CI/ ZCZC PTW0031 RMB6226 PMU 3537 HMM2590 :+)6^60 

>24342 URPW HL HXHK 126 HONGKONG 126 19 1334 

ILT WELTNER 

Z FANFILM NEWYORK 

jjUST CONCLUDED TWO INSPR-iNG DAYS OF SALES AND MERCHANDISING 

JiMEETINGS HONGKONG STOP HIGHLY PLEASED ADVISE TREMENDOUS SOURCE 

■i!OF SPIRIT AND EXCITEMENT ABOUT PRODUCT MESSAGE STOP IN MY LONG 

"fareast experience have never witnessed such conviction and 

. -;3 FAITH IN THIS BEING OUR BANNER YEAR WITH ASSURANCE OF 
I 

'^^MORE AND GREATER THINGS TO COME STOP HIGHLIGHT OF MEETING WAS 

PLAYBACK PRESENTATION OF YOUR PARIS KEYNOTE ADDRESS WHICH MADE 

GREAT IMPRESSION UPON ALL PRESENT STOP SINCE YOU SO WELL KNOW 

THE SPIRIT AND COMPLETE DEDICATION OF SVEND HENRIKSENS TEAM EYE 

NEED NOT ADD PLEDGES NOW STOP SVEND GUENTER AND ALL JOIN 

Me in SENDING OUR REGARDS AND GRATITUDE FOR ALL YOU HAVE DONE 

TO MAKE PARAMOUNT 1966 OUR GREATEST YEAR HERE AS ELSEWHERE 

JIM PERKINS... 

The meeting opened in the 
Mandarin Hotel's West Room on the 
23rd floor, with one of the most 
spectacular views to be had any¬ 
where in the world. Far East 
division manager Henriksen wel¬ 
comed everyone to Hongkong, and 
Mr. Perkins addressed the group 
on the significance of the meet¬ 
ing and the part it will play in 
the Company's future. His recap¬ 
itulation of what had taken place 
at the Paris meeting led logic¬ 
ally to the playing of a tape of 
Mr, Weltner's Paris address, 
which was received with pride and 
enthusiasm, 

(India's K,S,Vaidvanath6n was 
so inspired that he pleaded 
for the tape so that he could 
play it over and over in the 
sanctuary of his home). 

Next in line was the multi¬ 
reel, prophecy-fulfilled product 
presentation, which represented 
the ultimate in proof-positive 
for the delegates. 

During the first afternoon 
the delegates saw screenings of 
"The Spy Who Came In From The 
Cold" and "Dial 'O' For Eimergen- 
cy," the single-reeler made in 
conjunction with "The Slender 
Thread." These screenings led to 
a merchandising presentation by 
Guenter Schack. 

Then followed dinner at the 
Hilton ^tel, all of the delegates 
being guests of the King's and 
Hollywood Theatres. 

(Continued on Page 9) 
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iThe Delegates 

To Hongkong 
NEW YORK James E, Perkins 

Guenter Schack 

JAPAN Julian Binstock 
S. Hatano 
T. Komaki 

TAIWAN Andrew T* Fan 

PHILIPPINES Ambrosio Velasquez 
Ric Javier 

HONGKONG H, S. Moh 
Y, W. Wong 

SINGAPORE 
MALAYSIA Yuan Kao 

THAII.A?JD Ghana Chaikijkarana 

INDIA K. S. Vaidyanathan 

CLOSE-UPS OF THE 
PARTICIPATING PARAMOUNTEERS 

INDIA 

James E. Perkins, K, 

S. Valdyanathan, Svend 

A»Henrlksen. 

SCHEnNINGS AT KING'S THEATRE. HONGKONG 

From left, front row: Messrs. Hatano, Vaidvanathan. Moh, 
Schack, Chnm (director, of Hollywood Theatre), youne lady 
unidentified. Messrs. Henriksen, John Liang (general manager 
of Hollywood), C.H.Liang (managing director of King's),J.E. 
P 6 pk in 3 • 

Back row: Messrs. Velasquez, Chaikijkarana, Javier. Kao, 
Fan, Bin stock, Komaki. Wong, George Sun (director of King's 
Theatre) and Miss Collaco. 

PHILIPPINES 

S. A. Henriksen, Ambrosio Velasquez, 
James E. Perkins, Ric Javier. 

JAPAN 
3. Hatano, James E. Perkins, Julian G. 

Binstock, T. Komaki, Svend A. Henriksen. 

Cu^ivEr' 

Quoting iV!r. Henriksen... 
Here's an excerpt from one of the many enthusiastic 

messages sent from Hongkong by Far East division manaeer 
Svend A. Henriksen: 

"We had a very successful convention.... All the boys 
who saw the Product Reels and the special footage of 
'Nevada Smith,' 'Assault On A Queen' and "Is Paris Burn¬ 
ing?' were very, very much Impressed. We are all certain 
that the next two years will be the biggest in onr his¬ 
tory and we all realize that this is thanks to Mr.Welt- 
ner's hard work and his understanding of what we need 
all over the world. 

"Our loyalty to Mr. Weltner and Mr. Perkins is 
stronger than ever and nobody and nothing can change 
that. We will all make certain that we prove this with 
record-breaking results from now on." 

L to R: Y. W. Wong, Svend A.Henriksen, 
Guenter Schack, H. S. Moh. 

TAIWAN 

Guenter Schack, Andrew T. Fan, Svend 
A. Henriksen. 



To HCNGKONG 

From GEORGE WELTNER 
PLEASE TELL ALL THOSE AT THE HONGKONG HCETING THAT I AM 
SOERY THAT I CANNOT BE THERE, BUT I AM AWFULLY HAPPY 
THAT THEY COULD. I AM SURE ALL WILL AGREE WITH ME THAT 
IN THIS YEAR OF THE HARVEST NEVER HAVE SO MANY GREAT 
PICTURES BEEN AVAILABLE AND HEADY. I KNOW THAT UNDER 
SVEND HENRIKSEN‘S DIRECTION THE MEETING WILL BE INSPIR¬ 
ING AND I AM GLAD THAT YOU HAVE TRAVELLED SO FAR TO 
TELL SO MUCH ABOUT PARAMOUNT'S FUTURE. MY BEST WISHES 
TO ALL THOSE PRESENT. 

AFTER THE CEREMONY. L to r. Edwin L. Welsl, Otto Prem¬ 
inger, George Weltner and Italian Consul General Vittorio G 
di Montezemolo. 

From HOWARD W.KOCH 
DEAR JIM; I HOPE THAT YOUR FAR EAST MEETINGS ARE A 
TREMENDOUS SUCCESS AND AM CERTAIN YOU WILL PASS ALONG 
TO YOUR MEN THE OPTIMISM ALL OF US AT THE STUDIO HAVE 
FOR OUR PRODUCT. I BELIEVE THAT 1966 AND 196? 
SHOULD BE BANNER YEARS FOR PARAMOUNT AND EVERYBODY 
WILL BE DOUBLY PLEASED WITH THE PICTURES THAT ARE 
COMING. AND AS THEY LOOK AT THE PRODUCT TRAILER THEY 
WILL REALIZE FOR THE FIRST TIME THAT WE ARE NOT JUST 
SAYING WORDS BUT ARE DELIVERING THE GOODS. ALL THE 
BEST TO YOU AND YOUR MEN. 

From HENRI I^ICHAUD 
IN SENDING MY MOST SINCERE WISHES FOR A S!JCCESSFUL AND 
HAPPY CONVENTION I KNOW THAT THE PRESENCE OF MESSRS 
JAMES PERKINS AND GUENTER 3CHACK WILL PROROGATE THE 
SAME MARVELOUS THINGS SEEN AND HEARD DURING THE PARIS 
MEETING. WHETHER EAST OR WEST, NORTH OR SOUTH, 1966 
WILL BE PARAMOUNT'S MOST BOUNTIFUL HARVEST YEAR. KIN¬ 
DEST REGARDS TO YOU AND YOUR WONDERFUL TEAM. 

From MILTCN GOLDSTEIN 
UNDER YOUR INSPIRED DIRECTION AND LEADERSHIP AND IN 
VIEW OF MOST EXCITING LINE-UP OF PRODITCT IN PARAMOTTNT 

HISTORY, AM CERTAIN HONGKONG MEETING WILL CREATE HIGH¬ 
EST DEGREE OF ENTHUSIASM POSSIBLE AMONGST THE BEST 
SHOWMEN IN THE WORLD. NO DOUBT 1966 IS PARAMOUNT'S 
YEAR OF THE HARVEST. BEST WISHES ON MEETINGS. WISH I 
WERE WITH YOU. REGARDS TO EVERYONE 

HONGKONG - Mr.J. 
E.Perkins chats with 
Mr. Paul Yui, head of 
the Cathay Organisat¬ 
ion in Hongkong. The 
ladies in the scene 
are Mrs. H.S.Moh, in 
centre, and Cathay 
starlet Miss Yung 
Yung. 

George Weltner Receives High 
Honor of Italian Government 

George Weltner, 
president of Para- 
motint Pictures Corp¬ 
oration, has been 
awarded the rank of 
Commander in the 
Order of Merit of the 
Italian Republic, one 
of the highest and 
most important decor¬ 
ations bestowed by the 
Italian government. 

The Award, made 
by Italian President 
Giuseppe Saragat,was 
conferred in honor of 

_ Weltner’s contribut¬ 
ions towards strengthening and improving cul¬ 
tural and business ties between Italy and the 
United States, particularly in the area of 
motion pictures. 

In ceremonies at the Italian Consulate- 
General in New York on February 24th, the 
decoration was presented to Mr. Weltner by 
Vittorio C. di Montezemolo, Consul General of 
Italy, 

Among those attending the ceremony were 
bdwin L. Weisl, chairman of the execut-ive 
committee of Paramount Pictures, and Otto 
Preminger, famed producer-director, John S, 
(Bud) Palmer, New York City's newly appointed 
Commissioner of the Department of Public 
Events, made his first appearance in his post 
as the city's official greeter, representing 
Mayor Lindsay. 

Photos ED SULLIVAN 

Italian Consul General 
Vittorio C.dl Montezemolo 
bestowing the decoration on 
Mr. Weltner. 
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NEWS FROM THE BRANCHES 

Natalie Wood plays a 
Southern girl who seems 
to be all sweet innocence 
the first time she meets 
a man (played by Robert 
Redford) in "This Proper¬ 
ty Is Condemned." Next 
time she meets him, it's 
an entirely different 
story. 

A glimmering shaft of 
doubt enters Frank Sin¬ 
atra's mind as he realiz¬ 
es, in "Assault On A 
Queen," what this fantas¬ 
tic submarine venture is 
gettijig him (and Vima 
Lisij into. 

I have known men who 
could see through the 
motivations of others 
with the skill of a 
clairvoyant, only to 
prove blind to their own 
mist&kes. I have been 
one of those men. 

- Bernard &ruch 

DES MQINESl Branch manager 'Chuck' 
Caligiuri recently spent th]?ee days in Dallas 
for a sales meeting. 

A hearty welcome to Nora Jane Patterson, 
who will replace Patricia Tantillo Swesey. Mrs 
Swesey is retiring on February 25th to await the 
arrival of a "little Swesey". 

All of us are eagerly awaiting the Sneak 
Preview on "Nevada Smith" at our new Plaza 
Theatre in Des Moines. "The Spy ’^o Came In 
From The Cold" has been grossing very well in 
the 3rd week of playing. 

Joyce Taylor and husband spent a wonderful 
cold and snowy weekend in Detroit visiting 
friends. 

All Paramount WOfiPI'S have started preparing 
to attend the International convention in Des 
Moines September 30-October 2. 

"Promise" Promises 
Laughter Aplenty 
Film Daily's critic says of "Promise 

Her Anything"; 
Laugh-ridden comedy of romance and com¬ 

plication. Strong cast. Attractive grosses. 

DALLAS Division manager Tom Bridge recent¬ 
ly conducted a highly informative and productive 
meeting attended by the branch managers in his 
division. Those participating were Forrie Myers, 
Minneapolis; Weber Howell, St. Louis; Gerry 
Haile, Kansas City; Charles Caligiuri, Des 
Moines; Frank Carbone, Oklahoma City; and Bernard 
Brager and Jack Haynie, Dallas. Plans were dram 
up for the handling of our very strong line-up 
starting with "Promise Her Anything" and going 
through the summer releases. We are sure that 
this meeting will pay off handsomely. 

The 10° weather had no bearing on the at¬ 
tendance at the employees' screening of "The 
Ten Commandments". In fact, ve had a larger- 
than-usual turnout. 

Newly-elected officers of the Paramount Pep 
Club are Sharon Guernsey, president; James 
Proiles, vice-pres; Linda Elliott, secretary; 
and Lillian Stockdale, treasurer. To start the 
year, the Pep Club honored at a dinner at El 
Fenix Restaurant Jack Haynie, Paul Rozenburg and 
Carl Sims, who were recently promoted. 

During our recent wintry weather, Willie 
Simmons, head inspectress, fell and broke her 
arm. Also, inspectress Jennie Lou Tavlor fell 
and injured hereelf while shopping downtown. 

We wish to extend our welcome to Don 
Bradley, who has Joined us as booker. 

We had a giant musical tie-up on "Judith" 
for its opening in Dallas February 24 at the 
Palace. The album and the title song were 
heard on all major Dallas radio stations. 

With "Nevada Smith", "Assault On A Queen," 
"Is Paris Burning?", "Eldorado" and the numer¬ 
ous releases, this year should be a Paradise, 
not only for "Paradise, Hawaiian Style", but 
for Paramount, World-wide Style. 

- Linda Elliott 

ST. LOUIS St. Louis branch has been ver^' 
busy and very successful in buttoning down Para¬ 
mount Week bookings in our smaller towns that 
book three to four months in advance. 

We have also given our office a new look 
for the Spring time. I am beginning to feel like 

Endless is the variety of disgui¬ 
ses used by Marty Allen and Steve 
Rossi in the course of making "The 
Last of thb Secret Agents?" one of the 
wildest and funniest comedies in Par¬ 
amount history. 

a housewife, so often have we moved the furniture 
around. We think we now have the furniture in a 
very attractive position and have made a substan¬ 
tial improvement in the appearance of the office. 

The last time we wrote you we told you that 
the writer and Mr. Howell went to Taylorville to 
get their share of bookings for this summer. Mr. 
Howell has just returned from there again to put 
the finishing touches on this circuit. We have 
previously passed "Breakfast At Tiffinj^'s", 
"Sabrina", "Seven Slaves Against The World" and 
"Revenge Of The Gladiators". These four pictures 
and many others are now set to play this summer 
in the Frisina Circuit. 

- Jerry Bahner 

[JACKSQNV I LLE| Records are being broken 
"Down South", and we don't mean 'weather wise'. 
It's Paramount's 1966 releases that make the 
following scene not uncommon in the Jacksonville 
Branch: "A booker, with pen in hand and a tele¬ 
phone balanced on each shoulder, talking simul¬ 
taneously with two exhibitors." This scene, is 
not hard to imagine with such magnificent, and 
outstanding pictures, as - "Judith", "Spy Who 
Came In From The Cold", "The Slender Thread", 
"Nevada Smith", "Night Of The Grizzly", "Promise 
Her Anything" and "The Ten Commandments". 

Another scene, if you please.Branch 
manager Fred Mathis sitting at his desk having 
his lunch. No lunch hour down this way when 
key-cities are being dated. 

Fay Weaver, bright-eyed, sparkling, clever, 
branch manager's secretary, conceived the idea 
of depicting title scenes of each new Paramount 
release. These very original and clever scenes 
are on display at the entrance of the office and 
are creating and receiving choice reviews, ('• 

We would like to welcome, Mrs. Rosa Lee 
Martin, who recently Joined our family. This 
spirited young lady is doing an outstanding Job 
as booker's stenographer. 

Vacations will be starting soon. We welcome 
all Paramounteers to come by and see us. Will 
be glad to show you the sights of our fast-grow¬ 
ing city - after working hours, of course. 

- Nadine Eddinger 

, ---- —• ni53 Mainger 
we have had one of Mrs. Weaver's charming 
^d effective displays photographed. You will 
find it on Page 17. 



On March 2, Mr. Weltner circulat¬ 
ed to all concerned the following text 
of a cable from Henri Michaud, Paris: 

WITH "JUDITH" DOINGr EVEN BETTER 
IN SECOND WEEK AT LONDON PLAZA AM HAFPY 
TO REPORT EXCELLENT BUSINESS WITH THIS 
PICTURE IN GERMANY, ITALY AND BELGIUM, 
ONLY THREE COUNTRIES WHERE PLAYING NCW. 
RESULTS COMPARE FAVOURABLY WITH "HATARI" 
...LIKEWISE FIRST OPENINGS OF "BOEING 
BOEING" IN GERMANY AND ITALY POINT TO 
GROSSES SUPERIOR TO "COME BLOW YOUR 
HORN". LAST BUT NOT LEAST, CONTINUED 
SUCCESS OF "SPY COLD" IN BRITAIN AND 

Robert Redford and Natalie Wood.who 
were accoladed by the Hollywood Foreign 
Correspondents in the Golden Globes 
Awards last month, with director Sydney 
Pollack on the set of "This Property Is 
Condemned," one of Paramount's most 
torrid productions in years. 

FANTASTIC OPENING IN SUCH DIFFERENT LOCALE AS ATHENS, FORETELLS OF UNPAR¬ 
ALLELED INCOME IN MONTHS TO COME.End of cable, but certainly the kind 
of reaping that we have in mind in referring to 1966 as "The Year Of The 
Harvest"....And then of course as you swing to the left of this page, who 
do you see but Elvis Presley, who will next star for Hal Wallis (the pro¬ 
ducer who makes the best Presley pictures), in a humdinger of a round-the- 

world musical romance entitled "A Girl In Every l^ort".Michael Caine (star of Paramount’s up¬ 
coming "Alfie"), has been signed by Otto Preminger for one of the six star parts in "Hurry Sun¬ 
down," which is scheduled to start filming June 1st in the South. Caine, acclaimed for his role 
as secret agent Harry Palmer in "The Ipcress File," will later re-create his portrayal of Palmer 
in Paramount's "Funeral In Berlin".Going back to the telegraph key we give you this wire 
received recently by Mr. Weltner from studio and production head Howard W. Koch: I SCREENED 
"ELDORADO" LAST NIGHT WITH HOWARD HAWKS AND WE HAVE A GIGANTIC PICTURE. IT HAS NOT ONLY TREMEND¬ 
OUS PRODUCTION QUALITIES BUT THE ACTING OF WAYNE AND MITCHUM IS OUTSTANDING. THE ACTION JUST 
NEVER STOPS. HAWKS HAS PROBABLY DIRECTED HIS BEST PICTURE IN MANY A DAY. I'M SURE "ELDORADO" 
WILL BE AS BIG A SUCCESS AS WE HOPE "NEVADA SMITH" WILL BE. WE'RE SURE TO HAVE THE SAME PROBLEM 

OF SATISFYING ALL EXHIBITORS WHO WILL WANT THE PICT¬ 
URE, BUT WE SHOULD ALWAYS HAVE THAT PROBLEM.Re¬ 
garding the report, at right, from Israel, we have 
been further advised that "The Sons of Katie Elder" 
has since broken the all-time record of the Allenby 
Theatre....."Barquero," a large-scale Western adven¬ 
ture drama, has been scheduled for production by 
Paramount early this Summer with Aubrey Schenck pro¬ 
ducing in association with Hal Klein....."Boeing 

Boeing" has recorded a high-happy level of revenue 
at the end of its 4th week at the Paramount,Bangkok. 
."The Visitors," based on Nathaniel Benchley's 
hit novel, will be William Castle's first Paramount 
project. Because of the unusual nature of the story 
and the novel treatment planned by Castle, maker of 
thrillers, "The Visitors" will be developed and 
filmed under top secret conditions. As with a lot of 
'Visitors,' everything will be totally unexpected. 

ISRAEL BUSINESS COLOSSAL 
ON "WHERE LOVE HAS GONE" 
AND "SONS OF K. ELDER" 

Israel manager Ladislav Koch has reported through 
Continental sales manager Hugo Stramer in Paris that 
"Where Lore Has Gone," at the end of its 7th week at 
the Allenby Cinema in Tel Aviv, had reached an "abso¬ 
lutely unbelievable high" figure in box-office tak¬ 
ings, a fact of which the entire film industiry of 
Israel was well aware. 

Furthermore, "The Sons of Katie Elder," was foll¬ 
owing in the same pattern in succeeding the Levine 
production at the Allenby. Not only was the opening 
Saturday night pair of performances sold out, but the 
police had to be summoned to keep order. Sunday, us¬ 
ually the weakest day of the week, had all three 
performances sold out, and the cash (local name for 
box office) closed at 6 in the afternoon. This (said 
Mr. Koch) is something which seldom happens here. 

GOOD NEWS 
FROM AROUND 

THE GLOBE 
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PHCTCPLAY ^/!AGAZINE'S 

GOLD MEDAL AWARD 
GOES TO "THE SPY WHO 
CAME IN FROM THE COLD" 

HOLLYWOOD - The scene at Perino’s as Frederick A. 
Klein, executive vice-president of Macfadden-Bartell 
Corp., presented producer-director Martin Ritt with 
Photoplay Magazine's Gold Medal Award for Paramoiint's 
"The Spy Who Came In From The Cold." Shown attending, 
left to right: Vernon Scott, William Schary, William 
Weaver, Larry *^onas. Dale Olsen, Syd Cassyd, Mrs.Mar¬ 
tin Ritt, Frederick A. Klein, Martin Ritt, Nancy And¬ 
erson, Abe Greenberg, Belle Greenberg, Don Gillette 
and Bob Goodfried. 

»f THE SPY" SPARKS FINE NEA 
ENTERTAINMENT-ENJOY WENT 
POLICY IN 3RI_TAIN 

LONDON - Public response to "The Spy Who Came In 
From The Cold" has been so extraordinary here that Para- 
motmt has launched a new presentation policy for the film 
in general release following its record-smashing engage¬ 
ment at the Plaza Theatre. "The Spy" is being presented on 
a twice-daily, separate performance policy by ABC, Rank 
and other circuit and independent houses. 

"It is everyone's view that, seen from the begin¬ 
ning, the film is irresistible entertainment," according 
to Paramount's managing director for the United Kingdom 
Russell W. Hadley, Jr. "This policy is designed specifi¬ 
cally to help people see the film in the best possible 
conditions." This marks the first time that regular- 
priced separate performances have been fixed in Britain, 
beyond roadshow hard-ticket presentations. 

P ° 

sMxrms^isPr 

burton * BLOOM * WERNER 

THE SPY WHO CAME 
IN FROM THE COLD’’ 
COMING! ^ o X 

RIGHT 

HOLLWOOD - Martin 
Ritt, left, as he accept¬ 
ed Photoplay Magazine's 
Gold Medal Award from 
Frederick A. Klein for 
his production of "The 
Spy Who Came In From The 
Cold." Presentation, at 
Perino's, was made in the 
presence of the film ind¬ 
ustry press. 

iftSSSc 

"GREATEST EVER IN ONE 
- THAT'S "THE SPY" 
IN ATHENS 

DAY" 

Henri Michaud has cabled Milton Goldstein about 
the opening day's magical business of "The Spy Who 
Came In From The Cold" in six of Savas Pylarlnos' 
first-run houses in Athens, Greece, Here is the cable 
which speaks for itself; 

"SPY" FIRST DAY ATHENS IN SIX HOUSES ABSOLUTELY 
FANTASTIC. BOXOFFICE RECEIPTS GREATEST EVER IN ONE 
DAY. 

Canada Upbeat on ’’The Spy” 
As of February 18th, when "The Spy Who Came In From 

The Cold" wag just beginning to circulate, Paramoijnt's 
general manager for Canada, Mickey Stevenson, painted 
this glowing vista of the picture's Canadian prospects: 

"As you know, we are just getting started with this 
picture; however, on our first three key openings, 
Vancouver, Montreal and Ot'awa, 'The Spy Who Came In 
From The Cold' is proving to be the biggest Paramount 
grosser since 'The Carpetbaggers.' The public and 
critical acclaim for the picture is outstanding, and 
the results thus far indicate long runs in all situat¬ 
ions. We are delighted with ’The Soy Who Came In From 
The Cold'." 

LEFT 
PHILADELPHIA * Fleet 

of ICK) United News trucks 
carried this advance news 
of "The Spy Who Came In 
From The Cold" coming to 
the Fox Theatre. Later, 
word NOW replaced COMITO. 

Richard Burton has received an Academy 
Award Nomination for his performance in 
’’The Spy Aho Came In From The Cold.” The 
Awards will be made at the traditional 
ceremony late next m^nth. 



MORE SIDELIGHTS 
ON THE HONGKONG SCENE 

! 

I { ! V 1 ■ 1 
1 1 

Interesting group at the dinner 
party in honor of Mr, and Mrs.J.E. 
Perkins, given by managements of 
the King's and Hollywood Theatres 
in the Hongkong Room of the Hilton 
Hotel. 

From left: Mr, John Liang (of 
Hollywood Theatre), Mr, and Mrs.H. 

S.Moh. Mrs, S.A.Henriksen, Mr. G. 
SchacK, Mrs. J.E.Perkins, Mr.S.A. 
Henriksen, the Hon. Sir Tsun f'in 
Chow (Chairman of King's), Hon.Fook 
Shu Li (Vice-Chairman of King's), 
Mr.C.H.Liang ( Managing Director 
of King's Theatre), Mrs. Liang.(Mr. 
Perkins absent when photo taken). 

Another glimpse of the dinner in honor of 
Mr. and Mrs, J.E.Perkins, this one showing, L 
to R: Guenter Schack, Mr, S. N. Chum, director 
of Hollywood Theatre, and Mr. C. H. Liang, man¬ 
aging director of King's Theatre. 

—HONGKONG CONVENTION REPORT' 

(Continued from Page 3) 

Inadvertantly, but inexcu¬ 
sably, omitted from last 
month's listing of Home Off¬ 
ice Paramounteers who had 
contributed to the success of 
the Paris Convention, were 
two of Milton Goldstein's 
stalwart aides - Marilyn Bett- 
inger and Bette E.Baumann. 

We are tnily sorryl 

not only is 1966 Paramount's 
Year of the Harvest, but it is 
also the first in a long line 
of Years of the Hai*vest, 

Around tiffin time there 
was a cocktail party at the Man¬ 
darin Hotel for the delegates, 
exhibitors and press; and then 
the glowing event came to a 
close at the Ambassador Hotel 
in Kowloon, when the delegates 
were guests of the Cathay Orga¬ 
nisation at a traditional dinn- 

Moming of the second day began in the King's 
Theatre with screenings of excerpts of "Nevada 
Smith," "Assault On A Queen" and "Is Paris Burn¬ 
ing?" Each presentation evoked tremendous enth¬ 
usiasm, which was made manifest when the delegates 
returned to the meeting room and each was given 
an opportunity to express his reactions personally. 
The afternoon's screening was of "Judith," and 
again there was a vast amount of enthusiasm evid¬ 
ent. 

When Mr. Perkins closed the meeting so far as 
business was concerned, there was not the slight¬ 
est doubt in anyone's mind that this'had been the best 
of all Paramount meetings in the Orient,and that 

er that all present will long 
remember. 

Ever-Shining Symbol 
Of 

THE YEARS OF 
THE HARVEST 

NORMAN FLICKER 

Appointed Eastern 
Product ion 
Representative 

Norman Flicker has been appointed 
eastern production representative for 
Paramount Pictures, it is announced 
by Howard W. Koch, vice-president and 
studio and production head. 

In his new post. Flicker will 
serve as liaison between the studio 
and the home office on all phases of 
production activities. He was previo¬ 
usly a member of Paramount' s hcane 
office legal staff, specializing in 
production matters. 

Flicker joined Paramount's legal 
department in 1952. and returned to 
the company in 195o after serving 8.s a 
Navy Lieutenant in the Korean War. He 
is a graduate of New York University, 
and received his LLB and LLM degrees 
from the same university's School of 
Law, He has been admitted to practice 
before the United States Supreme Court, 

Flicker is married and the father 
of three children. His wife, Barbara, 
is also an attorney. 

Hong Kong 
C r e d i t s 
Anyone who knows the workings 

of conventions, knows that the 
show just doesn't happen. Someone 
plans, devises and fabricates the 
operation, and gets it perfected 
by the time that the opening bell 
rings. 

In Hongkong the chief planner 
and fabricator was H,S.Moh. The 
major phase of devising the event 
had been Svend A. Henriksen, with 
assists from those who had also 
worked on the Paris event. 

But Messrs. Moh, Wong and 
their aides made the Hongkong 
plans come alive. 
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RIGHT 

PARIS - Rain was no 
deterrent when the Jerry 
Lewis fans wanted to see 
him in "The Family Jewell' 
at the Paramount Theatre, 

HOLLYWOOD - France's 
Kira Appel, representing 
Cinemonde, on the set or 
"The Swinger" with film's 
star, Ann-Margret. 

Money is like a sixth 
sense - and you can't 
make use of the other 
five without it. 

-Somerset Maugham 

HOLLr^OOD - Belgium's 
Jennie Dhont (Cine Revue) 
was at the party for Ann- 
Margret on the set of 
Paramount's "The Swinger." 

ON RETROUVE LE MEME 
CLIMAT D'ENTHOUSIASME 
A LA CONVENTION 
D'EXTREME-ORIENT 

On a retrouve a la Convention He Hona-Konq, 
ou s'pst tenue une reunion de trois lours qui 
a commence le 17 fevrier, le m@me climat 

de merveilleux enthousiasme ou'^ la Convention 
de Paris, dont nous avons donne tous les details 
le mois dernier. Preside par le Directeur 

uivisionnaire d'Extreme-Orient, S.A. Henriksen, 
ce meeting auquel assistaient <^oalement le 
President de Paramount International James 
E. Perkins et le Directeur de Publicity 
Guenter Schack, venus de New York, reuaissait 
des Paramountiers representant le vaste 

territoire du Jaoon aux Indes. Au cours de cette 
reunion, on a eu la possibility d'ecouter et de 
constater que, si grande que notre Soci^te soit 
aujourd’hui, son avenir s'annonce sous de plus 
magnifiques auspices. 

Nous espSruns sinc^rement que nos pages 
donneront une id^e du beau travail accompli oar 
le Directeur de Honq-Kong, H.S. Moh, et tous 
ceux qui I'ont aide ^ faire de cette Convention 
d'Extreme-Orient un evenement dont se souvien- 
dront ceux aui y ont assiste. La prochaine 
reunion se tiendra ^ Sydney, aroupant les 

representantw de Paramount d'Australie et de 
Nouve1le-Ze1ande et , etant donn^ aue cette 
convention se deroulera au moment ou ce numero 
de Paramount World sera sous presse, nous en 

donnerons tous les details dans notre numero 
d'avril. Puis, suivra la Convention d'Amerinue 
Latine, au debut d'avril, et son comote—rendu 
fera I'obiet de notre princioal article du 
num4ro de mai. Ensuite, nous aurons 5 numeros 
consecutifs consacres a la qrandeur toujours 
croissante de Paramount. 

Au fur et ^ mesure que les mois passent, 
nous ne oerdons iamais de vue le miracle de ce 
qui sera vraiment le olus remarouable film que 
Paramount ait produit au cours de ces dix 
dernieres annt'es : " PAR'i'S BRULE-T-IL ? ". Ce 
mois-ci, sur la page speciale consacree h ce 
film, nous rendons de nouveau hommage ^ son 
metteur en scene, Rene Clement, qui a transpose 
a I'ecran cette histoire epique. Monsieur Clement 
a fait de nombreux films excellents au cours de 
sa carriere de realisateur, mais celui qui les 
surpassera tous et grSce auquel il aura sa 
place dans la Cinematheque Internationale, sera 
incontestablement " PARIS BRULE-T-IL ? ". 

A la suite de I'annonce faite dans le 
numero du mois dernier, nous sommes ench'ntes 
de vous faire part de la jnie qenerale qui a 

empli le coeur de tous lorsqu'ils ont appris la 
nomination de Henri Michaud au poste de 

Vice-President de ^^aramount International Films. 
Au cours des longues annees ou'il a oassees 
avec Paramount ^'onsieu^ I'ichauri a qaone la 
nopularite, I'estime et, 'idniration de tous 
ceux oui I'ont connu et de tous ceux qui ont 

DU apprecier ses capacitys d'homne d'affaires 

et d'administrateur. 

!.es teleqrammps, venant des studios et 
avant trait au oouvoir attractif de notre 
production, cont’nuent d'affluer, rt nous en 
publierons oueloues-uns dans ce numero. Nous 
attirons oarticulierement votre attention sur 

le plaisir ou'a enrouve fr. Howard Koch pronos 

de ]a mani^re dont se or'sente nroduction 
de Howard Hawks " ELDfiRADO Qijelle merveilleuse 

equine que celle formt'e paf les Derson’~al i tes 
nleines de talent, de John Wayne et de Robert 
"itchum. 

B:en nue ]a renrise sur les "crans des 
" DIX COM ANDE' EKT3 " ne concernera nas 

effeetivement Paramount International avant 
I'annee nrochaine f19671, nous voudrions 
attirer votre attention sur un detail oarticulier 
oui a yte mis en lumi^re avec le retour de ce 
fi'm sur les ecrans_des Etats-Unis et du Canada. 
II s'agit du fait que le mot "retour" est 
obligatoire ouand on oarle de la representation 
de ce film. On ne doit pas mentionner le mot 
"renrise" mais uniouement parler de "retour" des 
" EIX COi N'ANDEMENTS ". Bien oue nous le siqnalions 
simplement ici, vous remarquerez oue e'est la 
phrase emnloyye dans toutes les instructions que 
Milton Goldstein vous fera narvenir au moment 
ou le film " LES DIX COMMANDEMENTS " reviendra 
sur VOS ecrans, afin oue cette admirable 
oroduction de Cecil B. de Mille atteione la 
qrandeur a laouelle elle a droit. 

PARIS - Coiapelllng display for the Para¬ 
mount release, "Dingaka" (French title, 
"Dingaka Le Sorcier") at the Paramount Thea¬ 
tre here. 

PARIS - Portion of the enormously effec¬ 
tive lobby display of the renowned Moulin 
Rouge Cinema announcing the advent of "The 
Spy Who Came In From The Cold." Entire disp- 
play was atmospherically in the realistic 
nature of the film itself. 

Thanks to a peek-a-boo Paramount camera, 
fans will get some unusual views of Natalie 
Wood ^ a nude swimming scene the actress 
does in "This Property Is Condemned." 

Director Sydney Pollack placed a water¬ 
tight camera at the water line of the lake 
where the seouence was filmed. Then, as Miss 
Wood splashed about, the camera surfaced and 
submerged in accord wltli her movements. 
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Rene Cldment lives by, with and for a camera, 
N9thing ever goes into his productions without his 
first having seen it through the camera's eye. He 
is one of the most exacting and dedicated directors 
in the entire realm of the motion picture — all cf- 
which redounds to the great good fortune of the 
inspiring film project known as "Is Paris Burning?" 

Rene Clement direct¬ 
ing Leslie Caron at the 
Pantin Station location. 

Rene” Client and 
Paramount's publicity and 
advertising director in 
Spain, Jaime Arias. 

Rene Cle'fnent and 
eminent French publicist 
Marianne Frey. 

RKNt CLEMENT has worked 
long, hard and with a deep 
sense of national, conscient¬ 
iousness for the world-wide 
wave of praise that is going 
to envelop him with the rel¬ 
ease of "is Paris Burning?*' 

Always his pictures have 
reflected the best that he 
has had to give. But "Is 
Paris Burning?" is going to 
reflect not only the soul 
which he himself put into It, 
but also the souls of his 
hundreds and hundreds of 
inspired fellow workers. 

##### 

Making absolutely 
sure that he gets 
the picture, and the 
effect, that he wants 
for "Is Paris Burn¬ 
ing?" - Director 
Rene Client on loc¬ 
ation near the Cath¬ 
edral of Notre Dame. 

BELOW 
A view of Paris' 

Place De La Concorde 
that nobody-yes, 
nobody - is ever 
going to forget. 

His earlier films have brought 
him praise and commendation: ’’Is 
Paris Burning?” brings him the 
accolade of Greatness. 

RENE CLEMENT - THE 

MAN WHO PUT "IS 
PARIS BURNING?" 
ON FILM 
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Events of Interest 

HOLLYWOOD - Among the 
attendees at Paramount's 
studio luncheon to have 
the international press 
representatives meet 
Ann-Margret and George 
Sidney, star and director 
of "Tne Swinger." was 
Yani Begakis. at right, 
correspondent of Japan's 
"Screen" magazine. 

HOLLYWOOD - John Wayne, on 
the set of "Eldorado," receives 
a gift from Japan offered by 
Takamitsu Masuda, representing 
the eminent film magazine,Eigo 
No Tomo. Mr. Masuda recently 
published an extensive article 
on "The Oscar" and will have a 
feature story in print soon on 
Glint Walker, star of "The Night 
of the Grizzly." Mr. Masuda's 
assistants, Brian Highland and 
Jerome Brandon are right and 

TOKYO - Press interview for Paramount International 
president James E. Perkins. L to R: Mr. Dobashi (Nlkkan 
Kogyo Tsushin), Miss Wakabayashi (Sogo Tusshln), Mr. Yaso- 
gawa (Bunka Tsushin), Mr. Komaki, Paramount publicity ngr.; 
Mr.Jlnnai (Gendai Tsushin), Mr. S, Hatano, Mr. Guenter 
Schack, Mr. S.A.Henriksen (hidden), Mr. Perkins, Mrs.Nagai, 
Mr. Julian G.Binstock, Mr. Ito (Nikkan Journal). 

TOKYO - Part of the 
showmanship campaign for 
"Harlow" at the Plccadii; 
Theatre here was the nov< 
introduction of some haij 
styles that a local wig ( 
pany would like to see ir 
produced. Above are some 
the styles on show in th< 
Piccadilly lobby. 
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AN 0Tro 

FAR EAST 
See Page 39 for a picture 

story of the spectacular pre¬ 
miere of "The Spy Who Came I- 
From The Cold," at the King's 
Theatre in Hong Kong - an 
event of major importance. 

SINGAPORE - The female form 
divine is here displayed with 
telling effect (One person 
telling another, etc.) at the 
Cathay Cinema in J oho re Bahru, 
at left, and the Cathav Cinema 
in Kuching, Sarawak. Tne films 
involved, as you can well see 
if you are really looking for 
titles, are "The Love Goddesse^' 
and "The Carpetbaggers," 

es as a welcoming party at Tokyo 
International Airport, L to R; 
T. Komaki, Japan publicity mana¬ 
ger; Julian G.Binstock, general 
manager for Japan; Miss Kurahas- 
hi. Shochiku actress; Guenter 
Schack, Para, Int'l publicity 
and advertising director; James 
E. Perkins, president.Paramotmt 
International Films; Miss Michi, 
Shochiku actress; Svend A. Ken- 
riksen. Far East division manag¬ 
er; Mrs. Perkins; Mrs. H.Nagai, 
Japan office manager: Mrs. 5.A. 
Henriksen; Mrs. Binstock; Robert 
V. Perkins, MPEAA. 

TAIPEI, Taiwan - The three 
main posters towering above the 
entrance to the Lux were all for 
"The Amorous Adventures of Moll 
Flanders." 

HONGKOWj - Paramount Int¬ 
ernational president James E. 
Perkins (centre). International 
motion picture notable Run Run 
Shaw (right) and Paramount Far 
East division manager Svend A. 
Henriksen share a joke at the 
Paramount sales meeting in the 
Mandarin Hotel, 

High Indian Praise 
For "In Harm’s lAay" 

Following are the highlights of the cable sent 

to Milton Goldstein by K.S.Valdyanathan, general man¬ 

ager in India, following the premiere of "In Harm's 

Way" at the New iJnplre Cljiema, Bombay; 

"IN HARM'S WAY" ALL-INDIA ENGAGEMENT AT NEW 

EMPIRE, BOMBAY, OPENED WITH OUTSTANDING RESULTS. 

AUDIENCE REACTION VERY GOOD. FOLLOWING ARE PRESS RE¬ 

ACTIONS. TIMES OF INDIA CALLED IT 'HOLOCAUST IN 
RETROSPECT. GRIPPING DRAMA SUPERBLY ACTED AND MAS¬ 

TERFULLY DIRECTED.' FREEPRESS JOURNAL HEADLINED 

•EPIC WAR FILM OF PEARL HARBOUR. PRDIINGER HAS MADE 

YET ANOTHER MASTERPIECE. UNDER HIS DIRECTION ONE CAN 

FIND EVERY FRAM AN INSPIRATION.' INDIAN EXPRESS 

CALLS IT 'MEMORABLE WAR FILM.' POPtJLAR TRADE PAPER 
'SCREEN' SAYS 'MEN AND BATTLES FORTIFY UNUSUAL PRhM- 
INGER FILM. MODERN CINEMA AT ITS REALISTIC BEST.' 
WEEKLY MAGAZINE 'CURRENT' HEADLINED HA^UR 
ATTACK GRIPPINGLY RE-ENACTED WITH StIPERB PHOTOGRAPHY 
AND ACTION ENOUGH TO SATISFY MOST AVID ESCAPIST FANS 

SINGAPORE - Two phases of the superlative 
showmanship campaign directed by Cathay's 
Carl V. Kannappan for the circuit's present¬ 
ation of Otto Preminger's "In Harm's Way" at 
both the Cathay and the Palace. Shot immedia¬ 
tely above is of the multi-lingual display 
perambulated around the city, with the emph¬ 
asis on the word GUTS. At top is the stunn¬ 
ing display in the lobby of the Palace. 

BOMBAY - This spec¬ 
tacular front of the New 
Empire Cinema marked the 
important premiere of 
"In Harm's Way." Press 
and critical appraisal of 

the Otto Preminger film 
is set forth in the box 
beneath the picture. 

TOKYO - Mr, and Mrs. Perkins 
with some of their Far East 
colleagues and Japanese actress- 

-sa ■ 

all INDIA PREMIERE JOHN WAYNE KIRK DOUGLAS PATRICIA NEAL 
AT 12^ TOM TRYON PAULA PRENTISS BRANDON DEWILDE JILL HAWORTH n, 

10 330M DANA ANDREWS 5 HENRY FONDA IN OTTO PREMINGER S^iN HARM’S WAY” 
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MmiD - Following the Paris convention, Milton 

^w/m®^ progress on Paramount's 
Spanish production, "fis Mi HombreJ' Above, the special 

to the president of Paramour^t 
International Films is shown with the cast of the pic¬ 
ture. L to R: Pepe A^avo, chief cameraman; Jose'Luis 
^opez-Vazquez. principal actor of the film; Frank A. 

manager for Spain and supervisir of 
Miranda, star of the 

ilm, ilton Goldstein; Rafael Gil, film's producer; 
Sancho Gracia, featured player in the film. 

CAIRO - Queue-views of the lobb 
of the Radio Theatre here as "The 
Amorous Adventures of Moll Flanders 
completed the third record-breaking 
week here and surged on to some new 
records. 

*• ® 

EUROPE 

HELSINKI, Finland - More proof of the int¬ 
ernational popularity of "The Sons of Katie 
Elder.' Fans lined up in the lobby of the Aloha 
Theatre here waiting for the next performance 
of the great Hal Wallis adventure film. 

BRUSSELS — This is the spell—binding front 
of the celebrated Eldorado TheatT*e here, where 
the overwhelming business on "Judith," the 
Sophia Loren-starring dramatic thunderbolt led 
to Henri Michaud in Paris cabling George Welt- 
ner in New York as follows: 

DELIGHTED RnPORT FIRST FOREIGN OPENING OF 
"J'IDITH" IN BRUSSELS RECORD-BREAKING IN SPITE 
OF ADVERSE WEATHER. RECEIPTS SIXTEEN PERCENT 
HIGHER THAN "HATARIJ" PREVIOUS RECORD HOLDER. 

This cable also encompasses the Acropole 
Theatre, which played "Judith" day-and-date with 
the Eldorado. 

STOCKHOLM — As is traditional with all 

releases, Sweden went 
out with the showmanship campai^ for Otto 

PrOTlnger's "In Harm's Way." This revolving 
vertising drum for the picture at the Gdta L 
was transported to all prominent parts of th 
city and seen by many tens of thousands. 

IHWIHWIHWIHW 



FILM EVENTS IN 

BRITAIN 

LONDON - At right, arriving at the 
Plaza Theatre for the premiere of "Judith," 
is Kurt Unger, producer of the Sophia Loren 
starring film. His son Daniel is with him. 
At left are Paramount executive Donald 
Peverett and Mrs, Peverett.- 

weeks ago a luncheon partv was held in 
P ramount s studio commissary to introduce Ann-Margret, star, 

2 producer-director, of "The Swinger," to the 
top members of the International fiL^ press. Prior to the 
luncheon, the key members of the Hollywood Foreign Press Assoc- 
iatlon watched actual production on the picture. Then the star 
and producer-director, dressed alike in genuine leopardskin fo' 
the occasion, answered questions about the film at the lunch¬ 
eon . 

Shown above are two of the British correspondents who att¬ 
ended. At left, Tony Corso of Keystone Press, with the star. 
Then, Sylvia Norris of "Woman's Own," w”’ ^ ‘ 
Ann-Margret, 

ith George Sidney and 

LONDON - A well- 

contented quartette 

at the Plaza premiere 

of "Judith," starring 

Sochia Loren. ^rom 

left: Norma Foster, 

George Pinches and 

Paramount managing 

director Russell W. 

Hadley, Jr. and Mrs. 

Hadley. 

LONDON - Foyles in Charing Cross Road, one of the 
world's great bookstores, gave this entire window to 
"Sands of the Kalahari" when the Paramount picture 
was in current first-release. Constituting the disp¬ 
lay was the Mayflower paperback edition of the novel. 

LONDON - By the hundreds they queue'd up out in 
in the cold to see "The Spy Who Came In From The 
Cold" at Studio One in Oxford Street. 
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SAMMA ENTUSIASM SOM 
UNDER KONFERENSEN I 
PARIS RAoER NU I 
ORIENTEN 

HKLSINKI - Front of 
the Aloha with evidence 
unmistakable that the at¬ 
traction was "The Sons of 
Katie Elder." 

STOCKHOLM - "The Sons 
of Katie Elder" has been 
a major hit her«. One of 
the reasons for this was 
the all-encompassing cam¬ 
paign of showmanship for 
the Hal Wallis thriller. 

Sntuaiaaiaen fran x-'arla-konferensen , 
som skildradaa utforllgt i forra numret, 
rader nu 1 Hongkonji dar ett tre-dai^ars 
saiuiuantrade paborjadea den 17 februari 
under crdfdrande av chefen for E’jarran 
(.stern a vdelnlng^en, S.^n. Henriksen samt 
kresidenten for farsinount International, 
James E. rerkins och rekl'.-.nichefen 
iduenter tichack fran kew York, de dor 
foraamlade Paramount repreaentanterna 
fran ett omrade som atracker alg fran 
Japan till Indlen, sag, horde och fram- 
lade bevis pa ett, oven om raraiLOunt av 
i dag ax gigantiskt, ligger det inom 
mojligheternas griina for fbretaget att 
ytterligare vaxa betydlij^t i omfang. 

Det ar var upprlktigo forhoppning att 
oet framgatt ur deasa spolter vilket 
jottearcete Honkong-airektoren H.S. Moh 
och alia bans medhjo-lpare nedlagt for 
att gdrr detta Fjarran oaternaammantrade 
minneavuit for alia deltagarna. Naata 
sammantrode kommer att hallaa i Sydney 
for Paramounta representanter 1 Auatral- 
ien och Nya Zeeland och da ifragavarande 
3ozoiiiantrade redan bdrjat nar detta num- 
mer av raramount ..'orld gar i preaa, kom- 
mar detaljer rorande oetta sammantrade 
3tt utgora hojdpunkten i vart aprilnum- 
mer. Sedan foljer ett aanimantrade i Syd- 
hiaerlka i bdrjan av april och rapporter 
darifran inflyter i majnuiaret. Salunda 
far vi fem nummer i fbljd aom behandlar 
Paramounta atandlga vaxende potential. 

Vi skall inte, alltefteraom tiden 
akriuer, forlora den underbara Paramo^nt- 
filmen "la raria Burning?" ur sikte - de 
siata tio arena stOrsta film. Pa en side 
speciellt tillti^nad aenna film hyllar vi 
denna monad re^lssoren Rene Clement som 
forvandlat detta epos till film. Hr. 
Clement nar gjort ett atort antal ut- 
markta filmer under ain bana som regis- 
adr men cen fllii:. aom Bverglenser alia 
anara och gdr hana namn berdmt i filmena 
vorld blir utan tvlvel "la naria Burning"' 

THF. 

HOLLY/ZOOD - Two prominent correspondents 
representing Scandinavian publications are 
here shown on the set of "The Swinger" with 
the film's star, Ann-Margret. Occasion was 
Paramount's luncheon for the international 
press to meet Ann-Margret. Shown with her 
are, at left, Lennart Cedrup, representing 
Sweden's 'Aftonbladet,' and Sven Rye, of 
Denmark's 'Nationaltidende Sondag,' 

Som ett eko av tlllkbnnagivandet 1 
forra m..nadena nummer, ar det med for- 
tjuanlng vi nu maddelar ott Henri 
n.ichauds utnamning till Vice President i 
Paramount International Pilms aatadkom 
stor glodje. Ur. idichaud har under hela 
ain karriar inom Paramount varit popular 
uppakattsd och beundrad av alia aom sam- 
arbetat red honom likaom de som haft med 
honom att gora 1 andra aaxnmanhang. 

otrommen av telegram fran atudion 
rorande filmernaa kv lite f or tss. tter , 
och vi o.tdr,^er ytterli^sie na-ra i detta 

Hummer. Vi vill speciellt framhalla Mr. 
Hovward Koohs uppskattning av Hov^ard 
Hawks iacensfittning av "Eldorado", och 
det utomordontligt talangfulla paret, 
John Wayne och Robert Mitchuiu, aom man 
har 1 den filmen. 

Trots att det aterkoimmande frislap- 
pandet av "The Ten Commandments" inte i 
egentlig mening beror paramount Inter¬ 
nationals folk fdrran nasta ar, 1967, 
vill vi papeka en speciell sak som upp- 
dagades i samband med det literkoimande 
frislappandet av denna film i FOrenta 
Staterna och Kanada, namligen att ut- 
trycket aterkommende iir nodvandigt i 
samband med presantationen av denn-a 
film. Jet innebtir icke att dan har ny- 
premibr eller att den frislapps pa nytt 
utan bo.i3tavligen "The Ten Comondments 
aterkomst". Vi namner detta har men det 
kommer oven att framhallas i alia direk- 
tiv son Hilton Coldstein skickar ut 1 
samband med den hdjdpunkt som ar sjblv- 
skriven far denna fdrnumliga Cecil B. 
DeMille produktion. 

HOLLYWOOD - Two eminent film gentlemen 
from Sweden are made most welccrae on the set 
of "Bonanza" by two of the stars of that 
world-famed TV series which is filmed in the 
Paramount Studio. The TV stars are Dan 
Blocker (who plays 'Hoss') and Michael Land- 
on. The film men are Frans Hausl, general 
manager of the Palladia Concern in Gothen¬ 
burg (second from left) and Sten Persson, 
owner of the Centrum Concern in Gothenburg, 
who is at the right. 



INTERESTING PARAMOUNT EVENTS 

theU.S. i CANADA 

NhW YORK - Scene in the Consulate General of Italy following 

the installation of Paramount President George Weltner as a Comm¬ 

ander in the Order of Merit of the Italian Republic. Reading from 
the left: Edwin L. Weisl, chairman of the executive committee of 

Paramount Pictures Corporation; Producer-Director Otto Preminger, 
Mr. Weltner, Vittorio C. di Montezemolo, Consul General of Italy; 

Louis Nizer, eminent lawyer; Martin Davis, Paramount vice-presid¬ 
ent in charge of advertising and public relations. 

YORK - On February 24, at the Vict¬ 
oria Theatre, Paramount's multi-reel film of 
a prophecy delivered - Paramount 1966, Year 
Of The Harvest - was screened for more than 
one thousand exhibitors, their workers and 
their friends. Shown here, from left, Ernest 
Sands, assistant general sales manager; Nor¬ 
man Aaronwald (Leo Brecher Circuit); Charles 
Boasberg, president. Paramount Film Distrib¬ 
uting Corp.j Hugh Owen, Easterm Sales ‘'Manag¬ 
er; Max Fellennan, president. Inflight Mot¬ 
ion Pictures (Films in Passenger Aircraft). 

§► CHARLEY 
1 boasberg 

PENH3VILLE, New Jersey - Here's an 
exhibitor who was happy to see Charley 
Boasberg back on the job following his 
recent illness. He is Al Frank, of the 
New Penn Theatre, and that's his son 
Bruce pointing to the important mar- 

■quee message. 

TORONTO, Canada - Prior to a special 
screening of "Nevada Smith" for exhibitors, 
press, TV, radio and magazines at the Towne 
Cinema, a standee with Paramount's schedule 
for the coming year becomes a conversation 
piece between (in the usual order) Bob Eves, 
Western division manager for Famous Players; 
Frank Fisher, vice-president and general 
manager for Odeon Theatres(Canada); Ben 
Geldsaler, chief buyer and booker for Famous 
Players; Mickey Stevenson, Canadian general 
manager for Paramount, and Bob Myers, head 
booker for Odeon Theatres (Canada), 

HOLLYWOOD - Joseph E. Levine, flanked by 
the producer and director of "The Oscar" — 
Clarence Greene, left, and Russell Rouse — 
at the Egyptian Theatre premiere of the film. 

Barney Balaban (second from 
right), Chairman of the Board of 
Paramount Pictures, attended the 
screening. With him are Charles 
Boasberg, at left, Ernest Sands, 
at right, and Bernard Myerson, 
executive vice-president of Loew's 
Theatres, Inc. 

i 

JACKSONVILLE, Florida - In 
the coltimn of news from the Par¬ 
amount branch here on Page 6, 
there is a report on the clever 
and effective displays originated 
by Mrs, Fay Weaver and built ar¬ 
ound film titles. Chief point of 
the displays is that the title of 
the film Involved has to be 
guessed by visiting exhibitors. 
One of thi displays is pictured 
above. The film involved is the 
wholly delightful "Promise Her 
Anything." 
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A girl applying for a 
stenographer's job was 
given a test in spelling. 

"How do you spell 
'Mississippi'?" asked the 
examiner. 

"The river?" she asked, 
after pondering the 
question for a moment, 
"or the state?" 

To those who may still 
remember what train tra¬ 
vel is like, Marty Allen 
demonstrates in "The Last 
of the Secret Agents?" 
the way not to get out of 
a 'voiture.' 

MANIZALES, Colombia - Two glimpses of the 
raaCTlficent new cinema - Los Fundadores - 
which te.3 just opened here with "Circus World" 
as the premiere attraction. Built as the verv 
last word in modernity - and certainly one or 
the premier cinemas of all of Latin America - 
Los Pundadores seats 1324 persons in the ult¬ 
imate of comfort, with every patron guarant¬ 
eed perfect vision and perfect hearing. Acc¬ 
ording to Paramount manager Victor Cortes, 
the theatre is equipped with 70 mm projectors 
and every other modem touch making for pat¬ 
ron luxury and perfect projection. 

DUFF C. NEWMAU, of Greenfield, I>^diana, 
who retired a couple of years ago from the 
Paramount sales force, but who earnestly 
requested to be kept on the Paramount World 
mailing list, sent us a Cincinnati clipping 
on Mr. Zukor, and also said: 

"Thanks for continuing the Paramount 
World. After 40 years service with Paramourt. 
one likes to know what is going on and the 
progress made.Please continue to send 
Paramount World. It is the best. Give my 
regards to Hugh Owen and Arthur Dunne." 

"Red Line 7000" Completely 
Blanketed Bangkok's Paramount 

BANGKOK, Thailand - Above at 
left Is the extent to which the 
Paramount Theatre here ordinarily 
covers the front of the house 
with a showmanship display. But 
at top right is the same area put 
to work in behalf of "Red Line 
7000," And Paramount manager 
Ghana Chaikijkarana, through Far 
East division manager Svend A. 
Henriksen, reports that the How- 

0 B T U A R Y 

ETHEL BERGER 

ETHETi BERGER, secretary to 
Dick Stone, professional manager at 
Famous Music Corporation (a Para¬ 
mount subsidiary), died February 14 
in New York, She had been with the 
publishing company for 33 years,of 
which twenty-one were spent in the 
firm's Chicago office and twelve in 
New York, 

She was the sister of the late 
Milton Berger, an executive at the 
William Morris Agency, Aside from 
her secretarial work, Miss Berger 
was a pianist and accompanist. She 
rehearsed many top singers. 

TORONTO, Canada - Among the invited 
^ests from exhibitors, press, radio, telev¬ 
ision, magazines and group sales contacts 
attending a special screening of "The Ten 
Commandments" at the Hollywood Theatre were, 
left to right, Mickey Stevenson, Canadian 
general manager for Paramount; Frank Kowalski 
of the Ethic Press; Alex Reynolds, critic and 
interviewer for Radio Station CKPC, and Ed 
Lawson, promotion manager of Quality Records 
who distribute Dot Records in Canada. 

J London's Daily Cinema summed 
U up Sophia Loren in JUDITH by 
D saying: "Qnotionally powerful 
I tale of a woman's vengeance,set 
T against a background of racial, 
H political and personal conflict 

and dynamically dominated by 
Sophia Loren...Excellent popular 
box-office bet, with exploitable 
star who could sell ice-cream to 
Eskimos." 



RETURNS 
CHICAGO - Interesting cross- 

section of attendees at the 
pre-engagement presentation of 
"The Ten Commandments" at the 
Esquire Theatre here on the mor-, 
ning of February 19th. Handing 
out the programs is Paramount 
merchandising representative 
Dick Taylor, 

4J- RODCERS-.HAMMERSTEINS 

MAT, 
£VE. 

UittATSKSOVD 

TORONTO, Canada - Among the invited guests from 
press, radio, television, exhibitors, group sales 
prospects and magazines attending the special screen¬ 
ing of "The Ten Commandments" at the Hollywood Theatre 
were, from left to right, Clyde Gllmour, critic and 
interviewer from the Toronto Telegram; Bob Eves,vice- 
president and Western division manager of Famous 
Plaver; Bill Summerville, vice-president and Eastern 
division manager of Famous Players; Mickey Stevenson, 
Canadian general manager for Paramount Pictures and 
Robert Lightstone, Paramount Pictures' Ontario branch 
manager. 

A 4-page Student Study 
Guide on Cecil B. DeMille's 
"The Ten Commandments" "has 
been prepared bv Paramount in 
conjiinctlon witn the return of 
the epic spectacle in the H.S. 
and Canada this Easter, 

Prepared by Dr. Howard L. 
Hurwitz, prominent educator 
and editor, the "Ten Command¬ 
ments" guide outlines 32 
classroom projects and assign¬ 
ments, and facilitates dis¬ 
cussion of the film both bef¬ 
ore and after viewing by 
students. 

MADISON THEATRE Mats. Wed., Sat. & Sun. 2i)0 P.M, 
Evenings at g;00 P.M. 
Sun. Eve. at 7.-00 P.M. 

A special recording of Cecil B. DeMille's famous 
address on "Why I Made 'The Ten Commandments'" has 

been sexnriced to leading radio stations throughout 

the n.S. and Canada in advance of Easter openings of 
the Paramount release in 20 key cities. 

Running 25 minutes on an LP record, the address 
was first delivered by DeMille prior to the world 
premiere of "The Ten Commandments" in New York. So 

many requests were received for copies of the address 
that it was later reprinted in a special brochure, 

thousands of copies of which were distributed throug¬ 
hout the world. 

Max Balaban 

^tisas thmf CLsi^twie arti^ were to create a iuper-'btMiik epic m wfiick a[[qf 

tlie fiunSrM ofnfes werejul^ rmnc(ed-in Wu^ wen jacked and ^(brvd, Qiai, 

Cafydi, Ofiomas Aquinas, (Hower, Lyndm Trvniedi^, Oscar 

,AcCi*n C[a^ton 'Towed, Carrie Ration, OaijCrq 'Tkfiard 

'hirton, (Jecn^eWasdin^ton, Mec^ar'Evers, Shei^^m Ctark,Wdfiani 

Scrantmi, JosfStaCm, TopeTiusjirandJoscpft!X. 
—-notnccessari^ in diat order.'' 

Coming to tho 

PALMS THEATRE 
on cA-WcIi 30 tk 

Cecil B.DeMille’s 
mOOUCTIOr* 

TECH.NICOLOR’ 

Conlinooos Pirformancis • Popolor Prkis 

DETROIT, Michigan -One 
plug for two great films. 
When the Madison Theatre 
sold its 'hard' tickets 
for "The Sound of Music," 
the other side of the env¬ 
elope was a solid plug for 
"The Ten Commandments," 
due at the Palms The.atre cr 
March 30th. This 'operat¬ 
ion ' began a full 6 weeks 
in advance of the opening 
day of the DeMille epic, 

LEFT 

This promotional full- 
page advertisement for Life 
Magazine in The New York 
T^es is proof that when 
Life wishes to express true 
greatness in creation, the 
name and accomplishments of 
Cecil B, DeMille come inst¬ 
inctively to mind — as in 
the very first line of the 
advertisement's copy. 

It is noteworthy, too, 
that this recognition comes 
again to the fore at a time 
when "The Ten Commandments" 
is about to return to the 
North American scene and to 
tens of millions of new 
viewers. 

has been appointed assistant to Phil Isaacs, national sales 
coordinator for Cecil B, DeMille's "The Ten Commandments," 
it is announced by Paramount Pictures' General Sales Manager 
Charles Boasberg. 

In his new post, Balaban will assist Isaacs in all 
phases of sales activities for the epic spectacle, which is 
one of Paramount's most important releases in 1966. 

Balaban has held a number of key posts in Paramount's 
domestic distribution organization, both in sales and adver¬ 
tising-publicity. He is a graduate of New York University. 

The first opening of "The Ten Commandments" will be 
at the Roosevelt Theatre, Chicago, on March 25th. March 
30th openings are set for the Astor, Boston; Buffalo in 
Buffalo; Palms, Detroit; Warner, Milwaukee; Whalley, New 
Haven; Stanton, Philadelphia; Warner, Pittsburgh; Palace, 
Washington; Roxy, Atlanta; Imperial, Toronto; Capitol, 
Montreal; Strand, Vancouver; Southeast, Salt Lake City. 

"The Ten Commandments" opens April 1 at the Royal, 
Honolulu, and on April 6th at the Allen, Cleveland; Para¬ 
mount, Denver; Town, Baltimore; Bowman, Tulsa; and the 
Plaza, Oklahoma City^_ 

"THE TEN 

COMMANDMENTS" 
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Hongkong Airport arrival. 

(Gen. Mgr. Cathay-Hongkong.I 
Mrs, C.H.Liang, Andrew T. Fan, 
John Liang (Gen. Mgr. Holljrwood 
Theatre); L.Chan (Asst.Mgr. 
Cathay-H.K.): J.E.Perkins. Yuan 
Kao, Julian G. Binstock. C.H. 
Liang [Mng.Dir.King's Tneatre): 

.J.E.Perkins, Guenter Schack, Mrs 
two starlets of Cathay Organis¬ 
ation,, M^S.Vaidyanathan (partly 
hidden), Mrs. H.S.fioh, Svend A. 
Henriksen, Mrs. Paul lui. 

Delegates in front of the 
Mandarin Hotel, convention head¬ 
quarters, L to R: Messrs Komaki, 
Fan,Javier, Vaidyanathan.Schack, 
Perkins, Henriksen, Kao,Binstock, 
Moh, Chaikijkarana. Velasquez, 
Hatano. Miss F.Collaco (Mr.Hen¬ 
riksen 's secretary) and Wong. 

Comprising a most interesting, genial 
Hongkong quartette are, from left; Eric 
Hotung, Director of the Princess Theatre: Run 
Run Shaw, motion picture industrialist; 3.A. 
Henriksen and James E. Perkins, 



HOI^KONG - Interesting shot of Mr, J.E. 
Perkins, left, and Hongkong manager H. S.Moh 
hearing at first hand from Nancy Kwan about 
"My Last Duchess," the Tony Curtis picture 
in which she also co-stars. (Note that she is 
backgroiinded by display for this picture). 

Assembled delegates in meet¬ 
ing, Clockwise from lower left: 
Messrs. Kao, Komakl, Binstock, 
Hatano, Vaidyanathan, Fan,Wong, 
Miss Collaco, Messrs. Moh, Hen- 
riksen, Perkins, Schack, Chalk- 
ijkarana, Javier, Velasquez. 

A view of the meeting hall 
facing in the opposite direct¬ 
ion, and with emphasis on "Is 
Paris Burning?" Note the minia¬ 
ture Chinese junks as place 
markers. 
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HOME OFFICE The Paramount 
bowlers are the ones 

NEWS ITEMS who really get the best 
—■ — of it when it comes to 
personal company news, for Bob McKeown keeps 
them extraordinarily well informed with a week¬ 
ly budget of news which blends advice,comments 
and techniques. Also the information that Para¬ 
mount has many bowlers of top league profic¬ 
iency. 

Every once in a while we have to say adieu 
to someone we've gotten to like and admire a 
lot. It was this way on March 4th when just 
about everybody on the 11th floor gathered to 
farewell Vivian Robinson as he left to return 
to Kingston, Jamaica, West Indies, where he'll 
teach at the Jamaica School of Agriculture. He 
had come to New York to secure his Master's 
Degree in Agriculture at Cornell, and he also 
attended the famous agriculture imiversity of 
Rutgers, New Jersey. He will be accompanied to 

Jamaica by his wife, Barbara, a registered 
nurse, to whom he has been married for ^ years. 

Robinson is shown above with members of 
the eleventh floor. Charles McMains is present- 
ing him with a wallet containing One Hundred 
Dollars as a token of esteem. Those recognized 
in the picture, reading from the left, are: 
Millie Harari, Harriett Miller, Audrev Finkel- 
stein, Rhea Smith, Paul Kay, Mike Phillips, 
Herman Arsham, Charles McMains, Gino Campagndla. 
Frances Hessel, Vivian Robinson, Charlie Urling, 
Dick Walsh, James Lee, Ronald Rotondo, Frank 
Ebel, Joe Davis, Adolphus Harriot, Ruth Kirsh- 
enberg, Rhoda Shulman, Mario Ohio, Helen Cole¬ 
man, Alice Zanit, Cathy Festa, Paula Serino, 
Sara Lyons. 

NEW YORK - Electronic progress is 
so speedy these days that even exper¬ 
ts have to preiodically "go back to 
technical school." Home Office now 
has IBM electric typewriters so 
generally that typewriter specialist 

(arrow) recently took the 
IBM refresher course' of some weeks. 

Paramount's Art 
Appreciation Program 

Paramount's Medical Department, under the inspired 
direction of Charge Nurse Mrs, Sally Kreger, herself an 
artist, has done great service in focussing attention on 
those members of the Home Office staff who have particu¬ 
lar artistic abilities. Shown here with Mrs. Kreger is 
Rose Sarfaty, secretary to Benjamin Flncke, together with 
some beautiful examples of her skilled needlework. 

_, it rv oun ndbters, oi raramount int 
emational's shipping and despatch department, who paints, 
draws, sculpts and photographs, has the help of Dr.WarshaiJ 
medical secretary, Rosalie Signorelli in displaying his 
fine and wide range of exhibits. 

employees EXHIBIT: 
t—'i,Ill'll T—'dr 



LONDON - World famous 
British actress. Dame 
Edith Evans, was among 
the attendees at the pre¬ 
miere of "The Spy Who Came 
In From The- Cold" at the 
Plaza Theatre, 

HOLLYWOOD - Broderick 
Crawford and Eleanor Parkw 
- two of the principals of 
"The Oscar" - chatting in 
the lobby of the Egyptian 
Theatre on the evening of 
the film's highly success¬ 
ful premiere. 

HOLLYWOOD - Robert 
Stack and Mrs, Stack are 
introduced by Army Archerd 
at the Egyptian Tneatre Sreraiere of "The Oscar." 
r. Stack has a co-starring 

role in Paramotmt's vast 
and wonderful production, 
"Is Paris Burning?" 

U.S.A.-Cornel Wilde is 
doing a grand job touring 
the country in behalf of 
"The Naked Prey" — but not 
as pictured here in the ex¬ 
citing film's starring role. 
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LONDON - Mr, and Mrs. 
William Cartlidge, of the ABC 
Circuit, attending the premiere 
of "Judith" at the Plaza. 

INTERNATIONAL 
PERSONALITIES 
Itl PARAMOUNT 
CINEMA EVENTS 

HONGKONG - Paramount Inters 
national president James E. 
Perkins, centre, and Svend A, 
Henrlksen, right, chatting at 
Paramount Sales Convention's 
cocktail party with Commander 
R.S.Barry, R.N.(retired),Chief 
Film Censor of Hongkong. 

LONDON - Peter Finch, co- 
star of "Judith," with his 
daughter Anita at the premiere 
of the picture at the Plaza 
Theatre. 

HOLLTw'OOD - Latin 
American correspondent 
Othon Castillo on the set 
of "The Swinger" with the 
film's star, Ann-Margret. 

LONDON - Here is the 
'new' Suzanna Leigh (she 
co-stars in "Boeing 
Boeing" and "Paradise, 
Hawaiian Style") as she 
appeared at the Plaza 
Theatre premiere of the 
Sophia Loren starring 
film, "Judith." 

Diahann Carroll and 
Roger Smith have been sig¬ 
ned by Otto Preminger to 
join Michael Caine as 
stars of his next film (for 
Paramount release), "Hurry 
Sundown." Filming commen¬ 
ces June Ist. 

N&W YORK - Charles 
Boasberg, left, and Ernie 
Sands, right, welcome Joe 
Ingber of the Brandt Circ¬ 
uit to the Victoria Theat¬ 
re screening of the multi¬ 
reel production, "Paramount 
1966 - Year of the Hamrest." 

LONDON - In announcing the 
nominations for the British 
Film Academy's 1965 awards for 
top performances, Patricia Veal 
(shown here with John Wayne) 
was named one of the five best 
foreign actresses for her per¬ 
formance in "In Harm's Way." 
The winners of the awards will 
be named March 23rd, 

LONDON - "Judith" producer 
Kurt Unger, at left, attending 
the premiere of his highly 
successful production at the 
Plaza Theatre, is shown with 
Paramount general sales manager 
Peter Reed, 

LONDON - Attending the 
Plaza Theatre premiere of the 
Sophia Loren starring film. 
"Judith," were the Intematlon- 
financier and philanthropist 
Mr, Nubar Gulbenkian and Mrs. 
Gulbenkian. 
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HOLLYWOOD - Saverio 
Lomedico, representing 
Italy's celebrated Oggi, 
on the set of "The Swing¬ 
er" with the film's star, 
Anr’-Mar?ret. 

.and here is Italy's 
Miro Bninnetti ('Epoca') 
also on the same set with 
the same talented star. 

If you feel neglected, 
think of Whistler's 
father. 

HOLLYWOOD - The Interviewer, who Is also 
the chess player, is Mr. Kamal El Mallakh. 
He is one of the leading journalists of the 
Middle East, writing principally for Cairo's 
daily, A1 Ahram. In addition to journalism, 
he is currently lecturing on the Cinema in 
the Middle East at various colleges and uni¬ 
versities in California. At left, he in talk¬ 
ing with Jaimes Caan, co-star of Howard Hawks' 
"Eldorado." In the chess game his opponent is 
John Wayne, top co-star of the same picture. 
(The onlooker is a stunned-into-silence prop¬ 
erty man). 

ANCHE LA RIUNIONE IN 
ESTREMO ORIENTE SI E' 
SVOLTA TRA 
L’ENTUSIASMO GENERALE 

* * ♦ ♦ * 

L'etmosfere di entueiasmo dal Convegno di 
Perigi deacritto in dettagll 11 mese scorso si 
a splendidemente rlnnovata in quallo di Hong- 
Kong durato tre giornl del 17 febbralo. Nel 
corso di datte riunione, presieduta del Dirett£ 
re Dlvisionala dall’Estremo Oriante, Svend A. 
Henrlksan, alia quale hanno anche aasistlto il 
Preaidente della peratnount International jamea 
S. Perkins a il Direttore della Pubblicltfe 
Guenter Schack, 1 paramountisti del vasto terr^ 
torlo che ai estende dal Gleppone all’India 
hanno avuto agio di vedere, udire e constatare 
che, per quanto grande sia oggi la Paramount, 
essa he dlnenzi a se un awenlre encore piu 

grande* 

Da parte nostra ci auguriemo slnceramente 
che queate pegine riflettano I'ottimo lavoro 
svolto dal direttore di Hong-Kong, H.S. yoh, 
e suoi collaborator! per far ai che la riunione 
doll’Estremo Orlente riuscisae un evento vera- 
mente memorabile per tuttl coloro che vi hanno 
partecipato* Il prosalmo Convegno avri luogo 
a Sidney dove si riunirenno le forze paramount 
sie d’Australia che di Nuova Zelanda, ma dato 
ch'easo ai svolgerfe proprio quando 11 presante 
numero di paramount world eara pronto per andare 
in iatampa, non potremo che darvene particolari 
nel volume d'Aprlle. Per lo stesso motive do- 
vremo rlmandarvi al numero di Maggio per il re- 
soconto sulla riunione d’America Latina che ai 
terrA al princlplo d’Aprlle. Slcchi ci aarA 
un totele di ben cinque numeri conaecrati alia 
Sempra crescente grsndezza della paramount. 

Di meae in mese, come noterete, non perdla 
mo di vlBta la mereviglie che sari quello che ~ 
poaaiemo reelmente conaiderere 11 piCi grande 
film Paramount dell’ultimo decennlo, cioi IS 
PARIS ECRNING? Quests volta, nella paglna spe 
dele che dedichlamo a questa pellicola.rendle"- 
mo nuovamente omaggio al euo reglsta, il famoso 

Reno clement, 11 quale ha cosl maglstralmente 
portato sullo schermo questa epics storia. 
Durante lo aua carriers, clement ha creeto un 
notevole numero di splondidl lavori, ma il no¬ 
stro IS PARIS BURNING? aorpesaerfe tutti gll 
eltri e gll rlserveri un posto d’onore nella 
categoria del grand! maestri della regie cine- 
matogrefi ce. 

Facendo eco ell’annunzio dello scorso mese, 
e con immense piacere che vi riportiatno I’onda- 
te di gioia desteta dalle nomine di Henri Michaud 
8 vlce-presidente della Paramount International 
Films. Durante tutte la sua carriers paramount 
il ®l6. kichaud he saputo conquistars! I’effet- 
to, stime e ammlrezione, non soltanto di tutti 
i suoi collaboretorl In seno alle ditto, me an¬ 
che quella di qualsiasi indlviduo con cui egll 
abbia avuto agio di trattare sia nei renghi go- 
vernativi che nel mondo dogll affarl. 

Il nostro Studio, come noterete anche in 
queeto numero, continue a lanciarci telegrammi 
entuslastici quando un nuovo film sambra racchlu 
dere tutti gll olomenti per piecare el pubblloo". 
Ci rlferlamo in-modo partlcolsre alia aoddiafa- 
zlone con cul Howard Koch descrlve come ale 
rluscita bene la produzlone dl Howard Hai^s, 
ELDORADO, a quale magnifies idea ala stata quel¬ 
le dl abbinare due ertiatl dello forza e bravu¬ 
ra di John Wayne e Robert Mltchum. 

Sobbene 11 pereonale della Paramount Inter¬ 
national non aarA ettivemonte Impegnato nol rl- 
torno di l DIECI COIONDAMENTI che tra parecchlo 
tempo, cloi nol 1967, dealderlamo richlemaro le 
vostro attenzlone au uno apaclflco dattagllo 
mesao in luce in occaaione del ritorno dl quasto 
film augli scherml dogli statl Unltl a cenadA. 
Si trette eppunto dalle parole '•ritorno'*, obbli 
gatorle quando d’ore Innenzl si vorrft alludara” 
alia preaontaziono dl questa famosa pallioole. 
Ad aaaa, non cl si dove rlferlra coma ad una 
"Plpreao'* ma solo a asaolutamante coma a '•il 
rltomo dl I DIECI COMANDiMENn". Dal reato, 
ciovi sarfe emplamento llluatrato In ognl dlrat 
tlvo oho rlooverota da Milton Goldstein al mo-~ 
mento culmlnanto dal lavoro da avolgera au i 
DIECI COMANDiMENTI In modo degno dl questa pro- 
duzlono di Cecil B. DeMllle.la cui bollozza 
rlmarr^ eterne. 

NEW YORK — Facing the 10th floor elevator 
entrance to Paramount International's head¬ 
quarters is this maCTificent ill^iminated 
showcase, at present displaying this colored 
48 inch by 60 inch glass slide for "Judith." 
The effect upon visitors is dazzling indeed. 
Display was introduced by Guenter Schack, 
who plans to keep the show completely up to 
date with the wonderful array of product we 
now have. 
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HOLLYWOOD 
HIGHLIGHTS 

Lome Green, top star of the internationally 
popular television series, "Bonanza." plays 
nost on the set to Mr. and Mrs. Martin Schank. 
Mr. Schank is Paramount's manaeer of Branch 
Operations, eind "Bonwza" has Been re^larly 
produced in the Paramount Studio for the past 
several years. 

Henry B. Gordon (at left), Latin American 
division manager, with the talented director of 
"The Slender Thread" and "This Property Is Con¬ 
demned" - Sydney “ollack. 

Dazzling Jane Russell as she appeared during 
the making of her second A.C.Lyles production 
for Paramount release. That's Mr. Lyles at left, 
and leading man and co-star Howard Keel at right. 
The picture; WACO, a big n^e in the big state 
of Texas. 

Victor Caccialanza, second from left, head 
of the Paramount Studio Staff Department, being 
honored by co-workers as he retires after 45 
years of studio service. With him, L to R: Jerry 
Cook, Technical Superintendent; Walter Grace, 
Asst. Construction Supt.j Bill Sapp, Head of 
Special tffects; Howell Lankford, Head Transpor¬ 
tation Dept. At right is William Henry "Billy" 
Woodland, Studio Paint Foreman, who has retired 
after almost 51 years. 

TWO LONG-SERVICE PARAMOUNT 
GENTLEMEN RETIRE ))))))))^ 

This past January, two sturdy 
Paramounteers in the studio retired 
after many years of wonderful ser¬ 
vice, They were William Henry Wood¬ 
land, Studio paint foreman, who had 
rounded out almost 51 years; and 
Victor Caccialanza, head of Staff 
Department, with 45 service years. 

"Willy" Woodland had worked on virtually every Paramotbit pict¬ 
ure made in Hollywood since 1915 - approximately 1,000 films. He 
started when the Paramount lot was at Vine and Selma in 1915 as a 
carpenter-laborer-mill handyman at $12 per week. Christmas came' 
3 months after he started and he was given a Christmas wallet with 
three $5 gold pieces inside. This so Impressed him that he stayed 
on for another fifty years. He worked on the original Cecil B. 
DeMille production of "The Ten Commandments," and his final film 

before retiring was "The Swinger," on the set of which he cut his 
50-year cake. Cur report on him closed on this note: "Willy's 
faithfulness never dwindled, even up to his last day of employ¬ 
ment, and he leaves with the respect of everyone at Paramount." 

Victor Caccialanza, who began at the studio in 1920, started 
as a shophand at $7 a day. Prior to that, he had helped in the 
building of Grauman's Million Dollar Theatre in downtown Los 
Angeles, which opened in 1917. ^n his 45 Paramount years he ser¬ 
ved the industry in many ways. For ten years, ending in 1959, he 
served on the Foreign Film Committee of the Academy of Motion Pic¬ 
ture Arts and Sciences, judging foreign films for Academy Awards. 
He himself won an Academy Award in 1949 for technical achievement. 
He spoke Italian fluently and was called upon many times for tran¬ 
slations. Otir informant added: "His devotion to his trade will be 
missed by Paramount and this true gentleman will never be forgot¬ 
ten by his many friends." 

One of Marty Allen's best 
Jokes is a real 'gasser' so far 
as Howard W. Koch and Nancy 
Sinatra are concerned. Occasion 
was a dinner party given by Mr. 
and Mrs. Koch in honor of Michael 
Caine, star of Paramount's ace 
comedy, "Alfie." 

rtHWHitHiinnnttitiirt 

Billy Woodland, 
with his wonderful 
golf going-away gift, 
in congratulated on 
his half-century of 
Paramount service by 
Kenny Ahlburg (r), 
head of the studio 
paint department. 
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BUENOS AIRES - Catchy 
displays both sides of 
the entrance to the Norm¬ 
andie in the interests of 
the re-release of "To 
Catch A Thief," starring 
Cary Grant ana Grace Kelly. 

HOLLYWOOD - With Am- 
Margret on the set of 
"The Swinger" is Hilda 
Ulloa, film correspondent 
of the Spanish publicat¬ 
ion 'Sigma.' Occasion was 
the Paramount luncheon 
for international press 
personnel to meet the star 
and director of the film. 

LIMA, Peru - Advance 
campaim for Allen and 
Rossi is well under way in 
this territory. This 
display for tnem was in 
the massive lounge of the 
Tacna Theatre, and a sim¬ 
ilar one was in the Paci¬ 
fic Theatre. 

BARCELONA - The audiences at the Monte- 
carlo Cinema here appear, to have a great 
liking for Jerry Lewis. Here are two shots of 
the theatre, one during the engagement of 
"CinderFella," the other during the run of 
"The Sad Sack." 

CLIMA DE GRAN 
ENTUSIASWO EN LA 
CONVENCION DEL LEJANO 
ORIENTE 

El cillTna de entuaiaarao que ae rea- 
r)ir6 en la 0onvenoi6n de Paris, des- 
crito detalladamente el pasado mes, se 
ha mantenido de una forma magnlfica en 
Hong Kong, donde esta conferencia de 
tres dlaa de duraci6n se inaugur6 el 
17 de Pebrero. Preaidida por el direc¬ 
tor de la Divi8i6n del Lejano Oriente, 
S.A. Henrikaen y con la asistencia del 
Presidente de Paramount International 
James E. Perkins y del Director de Pu- 
blicidad y Propaganda Guenter Schack 
de Nueva York, la reuni6n de Paramoun- 
tistaa del gigantesco arco que ae ex- 
tiende deade el Jap6n a la India, vio, 
oy6 y demo3tr6 que, por grande que sea 
actualmente Paramount, ante nueatra 
Ocmpahla se abren unas perspectivaa 
todavla mayores. 

Oreemos sinceramente que nuestraa 
p4ginaa reflejan la magnlfica labor 
de nuestro director H.S, Moh y de to- 
doa cuantos eatuvieron a su lado para 
lograr que la Oonferencia del lejano 
Oriente fuera un acto vendaderamente 
memorable para los asiatentea a la 
raiama. la pr6xima Convene!6n ae cele- 
brar4 en Sidney, a la que ae Incorpo- 
rardn las fuerzaa de Paramount de 
Australia y Nueva Zelanda. Pueato que 
ae eatard celebrando apmximadamente 
cuando la presente edicion entre en 
mdquina, aua detalles dardn vlda a 
nuestro niimero de Abril. Luego aeguirA 
la reuni6n de la America latina a prin- 
cipioa de Abril y la infomiaci6n que 
de ella ae desprenda serd lo ra4s nota¬ 
ble del ndmero de Mayo. Asl es que ten- 
dremos c* nco niSmeroa consedutivos de- 
dicados a la progreaiva grandeza de 
Paramount. 

En el tranacurso del tiempo nues- 
tra f4 ae afianzar4 cada vez inAa en 
lo que ea sin lugar a dudaa la mAs gi- 
ganteaca pellcula Paramount de los lil- 
timoa diez arioa: "iArde Paris?". En 
la presente edici6n, en la p4,gina es¬ 
pecial dedicada a esta pellcula, rei- 
teramoa nuestro tribute al director 
Ren4 Clement, que plaain6 en la papta- 
11a eata hiatoria epica. El aeflor Cle¬ 
ment ha hechocierto ndmero de pellou- 
las durante el tranacurao de au carre- 
ra como director, pero la que resplan- 
decer4 por encima de todaa y le ele- 
var^ al pin4.culo de la Pama del mundo 
cinematogr4fiCO aer4 indiacutiblemente 
"iArde Parr!a?". 

Cual eco del anuncio efectuado 
en la edici6n del pasado mes nos enbar- 
ga un gran placer al infomnarlea de la 
aatisfacci&n que ha causado el nombra- 
miento de Henri Michaud como Vicepreai- 
dente de Paramount International Pilma. 
A lo largo de au oarrera en Paramount- 
M. Michaud ae ha granjeado la populari- 
dad, la eatimacl6n y conaideraciftn de 
todos cuantos han laborado con 61 como 
Paramountistaa y de loa que con 61 han 
tratado en diferentea categoriaa rela- 
cionadas con su cargo. 

Continue la Iluviade telegramas 
procedentea de los Estudios que hablan 
de la potencia de nueatra produce!6n 
y en eate mismo niSmero tenemoa algo 
m^a de esto. Llamamoa su atenci6n es- 
pecialmente en la 3atiafacci6n que 

LIMA, Peru - Two-way queues at the Tacna 
Theatre where "The Sons of Katie Elder" has 
proven to be a tip-tip-top success. 

siente Mr. Howard Koch ante lo que pro- 
mete la produce!6n de Howard Hawks 
"Eldorado" y por lo estupendo que ha 
reaultado la combinaci6n de loa talen- 
toa artiaticos de John Vayne y Robert 
Mitchum. 

Aunque la vuelta del eatreno de 
"Loa Diez Mandaraientoa" no haya de in- 
teresar aotivaraente a las fuerzas de 
Paramount International haata el pr6— 
ximo afio, 1967, deseamoa llamarles la 
atenci6n aobre algo que aobrevlno en 
relaci6n con la vuelta de esta pell¬ 
cula en loa Estados Unidoa y CanadA. 
Se trata de que la palabra "vuelta" ea 
obligada en lo que oonoierne a la pre- 
aentaci6n de eata pellcula. No ha de 
hablarse de ella como una "reposici6n" 
o "reeatreno", aino eatrictamente "la 
vuelta de los Diez Mandamient oa". Aiin 
cuando aqul lo mencionamos, obae4vardn 
/dee. que quedard bien de manifiesto 
en oualesquiera inatrucciones que Mil- 
ton Goldstein emita cuandn la activi- 
dad relacionada con "Los Diez Manda- 
mientoa" alcance la cima que esta pe¬ 
llcula de imperecedera magnificencia 
de Cecil B. de Mille exige. 
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SYDNEY - Full page in the Austra¬ 
lasian Exhibitor attesting to the 
national box-office triumph scored by 
"Red Line 7000," (Note the 
and appropriate, use of the 
Trade Mark), 

important. 
Paramount 

Camer-ous Adventures 
Of ’’Moll Flanders” 

PERTH - Channel-9 viewers who atten¬ 
ded a special preview of "The Amorous 
Adventures of Moll Flanders” here later 
got a big surprise. Unknowingly, they 
took part in a local version of 'Candid 
Camera,' 

The viewers attended the screening as 
a prize in a "Moll Flanders" promotion 
conducted over the station's "Roundabout" 
session, compered by Lloyd Lawson. 

Television star,attractive blonde 
Ronnie Overton, donned a black wig and 
served in the Piccadilly Theatre's candy 
bar during a break in the screening. Un¬ 
recognized in her disguise, she asked 
patrons what they thought of the film 
while hidden camera and microphone recor¬ 
ded reactions. 

This 'Candid Camera' segment of the 
preview was later shown on regular 
'Roundabout' session, according to Vic 
Loffman, Paramount's West Australian 
sales representative. 

BRISBANE - In connection with the 
premiere of "The Sons of Katie Elder" 
at the Wintergarden, a most effective 
•mock' hold-up was staged by Radio 
Station LBH's "Bronco" Bert Robertson, 
At top in the scenes at right, he has 
just arrived at the theatre. In lower 
left, he covers the lobby folks while 
his partners hold up the theatre's 
milk bar. The important scene in at 
lower right, when the whole episode 
is filmed for TV station QTQ9, thus 
letting all the TV fans know about 
"The Sons of Katie Elder," 

HOLLYWOOD - Among the members of 
the Hollywood Foreign Press Associat¬ 
ion attending the Paramount luncheon 
for Ann-Margret (star of "The Swing¬ 
er"), and George Sidney, director of 
the picture, was Australia's Alan 
Hunter, representing Everybody's, and 
New Zealand's Mishel Green, represen¬ 
ting Playdate, Hunter is at left. 
Detailed story of the luncheon is on 
Page 36. 

Nice Compliment 
SYDNEY - The Greater Union Organis¬ 

ation's brand new cinema, built to 

replace the historic Prince Edward, has 
been named the Paramount Cinema. It will 

be opened officially later this month 
and will be the home of first-release 
Paramount pictures in this city. 

Paramount International president 

James E. Perkins will visit the cinema 
during his sales convention activities, 
and we will report this visit, and the 
opening ceremonies, next month. 
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ADELAIDE - This showmainship- 
wise city took the measure of 
success scored by "Red Line 7000" 
in other cities - and multiplied 
it. The pictorial evidence above 
attests to what the Majestic's 
Chic Arnold and his associates 
did so emphatically. 

Ton picture shows the "Red 
Line 7000" official car outside 
the Majestic Theatre, flanked by 
some of the 50 escorting Honda 
motor cycles. 

Second picture shows Chic 
Arnold, Majestic manager; secre¬ 
tary Lois Htinter; driver Marshall 
Sargent, who appears in many of 
the film's sequences: and his 
chief mechanic, Roy Cranford, 

Sargent also is in centre 
of third picture; and the fourth 
scene is a continuation of the 
motor cycle escort. 

Virtually endless is the 
listing of spectacular showman¬ 
ship stunts which gave Adelaide 
the greatest parade of ballyhoo 
has received in a decade. 

And it all paid off magni¬ 
ficently: the Majestic Theatre 
registered the best opening and 
the best first week's business, 
topping such socko-successes as 
"Come Blow Your Horn," "Becket," 
"Zulu," "The Carpetbaggers" and 
many Elvis Presley record holders. 

Managing Director Robert L, 
Graham had the right idea in 
Hollywood when he looked at the 
first rough cut of "Red Line 
7000" and knew then and there 
that he had upcoming a picture 
that ace showmanship could turn 
into a smasheroo of roadshow di¬ 
mensions. 

For this is precisely what 
has happened! 

MELBOURNE - In advance of the 
premiere of "In Harm's Way" at 
the Barclay. GTV-9's popular TV 
show,"Tonight" telecast a seq- 
uence from the Preminger film. 
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LISBON - Spectacular 
front of the Eden Cinema 
when the current attract¬ 
ion was "The Ajnorous Adv¬ 
entures of Moll Flanders." 

RIO DE JANEIRO - Ann 
Smymer, Danish film act¬ 
ress; John Herbert, Braz¬ 
ilian film actor; and Eva 
Vilma (in private life 
Mrs, John Herbert), on 
the stage of Cinana Scala 
assisting in the raffle of 
prizes the night of the 
premiere of "Becket." 

Paris Plugged It: 
Brazil Did Itl 

A lot of attention was given 
at the Paris Convention to the vital 
value of Re-Releases, There was 
iteration and re-iteration of the 
fact that Mr, Weltner constantly re¬ 
fers to the income from re-releases 
as 'Golden Money.' 

It certainly is 'golden money' 
in the case of the Hitchcock thrill¬ 
er, "To Catch A Thief" in Brazil 
these days, Latin American division 
manager Henry B. Gordon reports that 
the Cary Grant-Grace Kelly film is 

playing day-and-date in Sao Paulo 
in the Paissandu and 8 other first 
run houses and "is doing better than 
many of the new pictures of any 
company." 

A CONVENCAO DO ORIENTE 
D I STANTE’MANTEVE A ALTA 
NOTA DE ENTUSIASMO 

A atmosfera de entusiasmo que carac- 
terizou a Convenqao de Paris,e que descrg 
vemos com amplos detalhes no mes passado, 
foi magnlficamente mantida em Hong Kong , 
onde a convengao de 3“dlas comegou em 17 
de fevereiro* Presldida pelo diretor divi 
sional do Orlente Dlstante, S*A. Henriksen. 
e com a presenga do presldente da Paramoun'C 
International. James E, Perkins, e do dire¬ 
tor de publlcidade-e-propaganda, Guenter 
Schack,^ambos procedentes de Nova York^ a 
Convengao reuniu paramopnteses de uma area 
global que la do Japao a India, tendo os 
mesmos visto, ouvldo e comprovado que a Pa 
ramount, grande como ja e hoje, tornar-se^ 
a ainda bem maior com o material que tern a 
sua frente, 

Acredltamos slnceramente que nossas 
paginas refletem o grande trabalho que o 

RIO Dn JANEIRO - Prior to the very successful release of "Becket", 
an Avant-Premiere was given at the Scala Cinema. The premiere was pat¬ 
ronized by Mrs. Antonieta Dinlz Castelo Branco (daughter of President 
Branco) and the Papal Nuncio. Lady ^ry, wife of the British Ambassador, 
was one of the sponsors. 

Our photo below of film notables show, from left to right: Adhemar 
Leite Cesar, Oswaldo Leite Rocha, Fred Sill, Hart Sprager (motion pic¬ 
ture officer, H.S.A. Embassy) and Miss Ann Smymer, Danish motion pict¬ 
ure actress visiting Rio. 

gerente de Hong Kong, H»S, Moh,e todos os 
seus ajudantes tlveram para fazer de Con¬ 
vengao do Orlente Dlstante,um acontecimento 
meraoravel ^ara todos os^que nelas torn*jam 
parte.A proxima Cgnvengao sera em Sldnel, 
Incorporando as forgas paramountesas da^ 
Australia e Nova Zelandla. E como devera 
ela estar em andamento quando esta edlgao 
estiver^no prelo, os detalhes a seu res- 
peito so aparecerao no nosso numero de a- 
brll. Seguir-se-a depois a Convengao da A 
merlca Latina, em fins de abrll, devendo 
safr em malo a reportagem a seu respelto. 
Teremos assim cinco nuraeros consecutivos 
dedlcados a sempre crescente grandeza da 
Paramount, * 

Os meses passam, mas nos nunca perde- 
mos de vista, realmente,o^mals grandiose 
filme da Paramount nestes ultlmos dez anos 
—PARIS ESTA EM CHAMAS? Este mes,numa pa- 
glna especial dedicada a este filme. nova- 
mente prestamos trlbuto ao seu diretor, 
Rene Clement, o rgalizado desta^obra epl- 
ca, Mr, Clement ja fez um bom numero 
flimes prlmorosos, mas, o que ofuscara to 
dos os demais,Incluindo com letras brilhan 
tes o seu nome na Galerla da Fama do Cine¬ 
ma, sera Indiscutlvelmente PARIS ESTA EM 
CHAMAS? 

Como um eco da dlvulgagao que fizenos 
em nossa edlgao passeda. s^glu^um onda 
de comentarios favoraveis a escolha de 
Henri Michaud para o posto de vice-presl- 
dentg da Paramount International Films, A- 
traves de sua longa carrelra na Paramount, 
o sr, Michaud conqulstou popularldade,estj 
ma e adplragao dd todos os pagamounteses 
que com gle ■6rabalharam,e tambem com todos 
que com ele lidaram em setores governamen- 
tais e comerciais, 

0 fluxo de telegramas dos Estudlos,dao 
do conta do poderlo de ©ntretenlmento de 
nossos filmes, continue firme, conforme se 
pode constatar nesta edlgao, Chamamos a 
atengao de nossos leitores, em particular, 
para a alegrl^ do sr. Howard Koch, no que 
diz respelto a manelra com que a produgao 
de Howard Hawks, "ELDORADO", chegou ao seu 
final, coroando os esforgos de uma maravl- 
Ihosa dupla artistlca que se formou da 
fusao dos talentos de John Wayne e Robert 
Mitchum, 

Embora a volta da apresentagao de OS 
DEZ MANDAMENTOs nao dlga respelto as forgas 
da Paramount International,ate o proximo 
ano, de 196?, gostariamos de chamar a atefl 
gao de nossos leitores pare uma especlfl- 
cagao particular em conexSo com a volta 
deste filme, para apresentagao nos Estados 
Unidos e Canada,E o fato de que a palavra 
"volte"^e Imperetlva em relagao a apresen- 
tegao deste filme, Ele nao esta sendo re¬ 
fer Ido como uma "reprise" ou "reapresenta- 
gao",mas slm, preclsamente, como "A volta 
de OS DEZ M/iNDAMENTOSj Embora estejamos 
mehclonando aqul, voces verlficarao que es 
ta frase figure em destaque em todas as dl 
retrlzes que Milton Goldstein vem toraando” 
em relagao com OS DEZ MANDAMENTOS, Inclus^ 
ve com as provldenclas que esta cada vez 
maior produgao de Cecil B, De Mllle vem e- 
xiglndo. 

Elvis Presley Was ^1 
Chile manager Juan Laupheimer reports that 

the important Santiago newspaper El Diario 
Illustrado recently ran a contest among its 
readers to select the most popular singers in 
Chile. Among stars of Paramount's forthcoming 
releases, were selected: 

FIRST Place - Elvis Presley 
Third " - George Maharis 
Sixth " - Frank Sinatra 

Very helpful news for "Paradise, Hawaiian 
Style," "Sylvia" and "Assault On A Queen," 



BUIKOS AIRES - Paramount's 
Argentine headquarters has just 
had a complete painting and re¬ 
furbishing job done on it and 
is now ready for the greatest 
product in the company's hist¬ 
ory, Particular attention was 
paid to the colored Trade Mark, 
a close-up of which is shown at 
top. 

BOGOTA, Colombia - Import¬ 
ant group at cocktail party for 
the premiere of "In Harm's Way" 
at the Cine Opera here. L to R: 
Julio Abril, President,^Ctrculo 
de Periodistas de Bogota; Col. 
Hykes, USMC, U.S.Naval Attache; 
Dr, Carlos Santos, Circulo Per¬ 
iodistas; Paramount manager 
victor Corte's; Jaime Martinez, 
manager. Opera Theatre; Carlos 
Alban, Circulo Periodistas, 

Paramount International 

Filins' Latin American Sales 
Convention, fourth and final 

in the global series, will 

be held in Buenos Aires on 

April 27,28,28 with the 

Company's president, James 

E, Perkins in attendance. 

It will be reported in 

our May issue. 

GLOWING 
NEWS FROM 
LATIN- 
AMERICA 

BUENOS AIPIES - This luncheon party represents a farewell to 
two fine Argentine Paramoimteers who recently married. Miss Adela 
Sorrentino, after 18 years with Paramount, became Mrs. Roberto Di 
Martino; Miss Maria Julia Ricci terminated seven years with Para¬ 
mount by becoming Mrs. Alberto Marotta. Our cordial good wishes 
go to all four happy persons. 

Shown at the luncheon, standing, from left; Luis Garcia, 
Osvaldo Gallardo, Miguel Brunetti, Hayde^ Trumpi. Margarita GilpJn, 
Hector Blanco. Andres Sanz, Luis Stagnaro, Vicente Mineo, Julio 
Costa, Ela Grieben, Emesta L.Mucci, Luis P^rez Navas, No^ Lopez, 
Julio C.Turati, Enrique Cascino, Seated; Carlos Moreno,Alejandro 
Nuin, Adela Marti, Delia Granollers, Maria J. de Marotta, Adela 
S.de Di Martino, Olinda Femsindez, Susana L.Laveglia and Alberto 
Pazos. 
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BOGOTA, Colombia - "In Harm's Way" dominated 
the postering scene here when the Otto Preminger 
navv drama was a resounding hit at the Cine Opera. 
Picture did seven record-smashing weeks at this 
theatre and has duplicated this success everywhere 
throughout Colombia, achieving figures (according 
to Paramount manager Victor Cortes) matched only 
by "Becket" and "The Carpetbaggers," At the end of 
January, "In Harm's Way" moved over from the Opera 
to the Faenza and Imperio theatres, and in both 
instances has broken the theatre's all-time record. 

HOLLYWOOD - Admiral Jorge Lang Islas, Command¬ 
ing General of the Mexican Navy, was a recent vis¬ 
itor to Paramour.t Studio, accompanied by three of 
his aides and two United States naval officers. 
The party lunched in the Commissary, toured the 
studio's facilities and visited the set of "The 
Last of the Secret Agents?" Shown above are,from 
left; LCDR Fourzan Horacio; Vice Admiral Jorge 
Lang Islas; Marty Allen; Mrs. Lang; CDR Vidal Pre- 
ciado Ruiz; LCDR Robert Leopold,U.S.M. 

BUKNOS AIRES * The Business on 
"A Boy Ten Feet Tall" measured up to 
this superb Normandie Cinema display, 
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Jane Russell watches 
in anguish as Dana Andr¬ 
ews 'shoots it out' with 
a man she doesn't want 
hui-t, in "Johnny Reno." 
And she doesn't want the 
man Andrews is playing 
hurt, either. 

HOLLYWOOD - On the 
set of "The Swinger," the 
film's star, Ann-Margret, 
tells Karl Dahlfeld of 
Germany's •Brayo." some¬ 
thing of the making of 
the rast-novlng comedy. 

If you look forward 
to Monday more than you 
do Friday, you're in 
danger of be-'omlng succ¬ 
essful. 

FERN-OST CONVENTION -- 
IM ZEICHEN GROSSER 
BEGEISTERUNG 

Die groDe Begeisterung bei der Pariser 

Convention, die bereits ausfiihriich im 

letzten Monat erlautert wurde, setzto 

sich auch auf der drei-Tage-Bespre- 

chung in Hongkong fort. Unter Vorsitz 

des Fern-Ost Managers S.A. Henriksen 

begannen die Besprechungen am 17. Fe- 

bruar I966 unter Teilnahme des Para¬ 

mount International Prisidenten James 

E. Perkins vuid Presse-Direktors Guen¬ 

ther Schack aus New York. Die Versamm- 

lung der Paramount Mitarbeiter von Ja¬ 

pan bis Indien ist wieder einmal der 

Beweis fiir die GrdBe unserer Gesell- 

schaft und deren weiteres Anwachsen. 

Wir hoffen, daO die Spalten dieser Aus- 

gabe die besondere Arbeit des Hongkong 

Managers H.S. Moh, und aller die ihn 

tatkraftig unterstutzten, entsprechend 

widerspiegeln, denn fiir alle Teilneh- 

mer war diese Fern-Ost-Konferenz reich 

an besonderen Erinnerungen. Die nachste 

Versammlung findet in Sydney statt, 

und wird die Paramount-Mitarbeiter von 

Australian und New Sealand zusammen- 

fiihren. Die Einzelheiten der Austra- 

lien-Konferenz warden Thema unserer 

April-Ausgabe sein. Weitere Besprechun¬ 

gen folgen in Slid Amerika Anfang April, 

und deren Berichte warden in der Mai- 

Ausgabe verbffentlicht. Somit wird in 

fiinf aufeinanderfolgenden Ausgaben 

iiber die Aktivitat der Paramount ein- 

gehend berichtet. 

Mit Fortschreiten des Jahres diirfen 

wir einen unserer grdOten Paramount 

Filme in den letzten zehn Jahren, 

"BRENNT PARIS?", nicht aus den Augen 

veriieren. In diesem Monat wird eine 

besondere Seite diesem Film gewidmet. 

Gleichzeitig bedanken wir uns bei dem 

Regisseur Rene Clement, der diese dra- 

matische Geschichte auf die Leinwand 

HOLLTiVOOD - Two noted German film corr¬ 
espondents were at Paramount's studio lunch¬ 
eon introducing Ann-Margret to the internat¬ 
ional press. At left, on the set of the 
star's "The Swinger," Berd. Reisfeld ('Die 
Welt') is with the star and George Sidney 
director of the picture. At right, the sm 
ing newspaperman is Frederick Forges, repre¬ 
senting ' Berliner Morgenpost.' 

A rifle, a pistol and a lot of imbibed 
'firewater' have gotten Robert Mitchum to the 
point, in the Howard Hawks production, 
"Eldorado." of having himself go through hell* 
in order to prove himself a hero. In the 
background is John Wame - Mitchm's boyhood 
friend - scared as all get-out at what is 
about to hapjjen to his pal. It all makes for 
rip-roarin' film stuff1 

bannte. Mr. Clement schuf mehrere 

groBe Fllrae wahrend seiner Regisseur- 

Laufbahn, doch "BRENNT PARIS?" wind 

alle bisherigen weit ubertreffen. 

Zu unserer groBen Freude stellen wir 

fest, daB der Bericht in unserer letz¬ 

ten Ausgabe, iiber die Ernennung Henry 

Michaud's zum Vize-Priisidenten der 

Paramount International, sehr groBes 

Echo und gewaltige Beachtung gefunden 

hat. Wahrend seiner Karriere bei Para¬ 

mount erfreute sich Mr. Michaud 

groBter Beliebtheit, und seine Mitar¬ 

beiter und Geschaftspartner lernten 

ihn schatzen und achten. 

Der Eingang von Teiegrammen von den 

Studios iiber den Stand der Produktio- 

nen halt an, so daB wir auch in die¬ 

ser Ausgabe dariiber berichten. Wir 

weisen besonders auf die Genugtuung 

von Howard Koch hin, die er iiber den 

Ausgang der Arbeiten der Howard Hawks 

Produktion "ELDORADO" empfand, in der 

besonders die gute Zusammenarbeit von 

John Wayne und Robert Mitchum hervor- 

trat. 

Die Wiederkehr des Filmes "DIE ZEHN 

GEBOTE" wird erst 19^7 die Mitarbei¬ 

ter von Paramount International be- 

schaftigen. In diesem Zusammenhang 

sei besonders erwahnt, daB das Wort 

"Wiederkehr" gegeniiber den Worten 

"WiederauffUhrung" oder "Wiederver- 

leih" beim Einsatz dieser Paramount 

GroB-Produktion in den U.S.A. und 

Kanada gebraucht warden soli. Obwohl 

wir dies hier noch einmal ausfUhrlich 

betonen, sei doch erwahnt, daB alle 

Meldungen von Milton Goldstein heraus- 

gegeben warden, die die Cecil B. De- 

Mille Produktion "DIE ZEHN GEBOTE" 

auf dem Hbhepunkt ihrer Wiederkehr 
betreffen. 
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DATE L. DUNKLE 

Paramotmt has re-actiyated 
Portland, Oregon, as a full- 
time branch cltj, effectire 
Monday, February 28th last. 

David L, (Dave) Dunkle, 
formerly sales representative 
there, has been appointed 
Portland branch manager. 

Daye joined Paramount in 
Portland in 1946 as assistant 
shipper. Then became booker, 
office manager and salesman. 
In 1956 he left the film ind¬ 
ustry for a brief period. He 
was with 20th-Fox for a few 
years and rejoined Paramount 
in 1964 to bec(xne sales repre¬ 
sentative in Portland. 

Very glad to have you 
back, Dave. 

"THE NURSES" HAS 
BEEN RENEWED 

NEW YORK - Home Office'3 IDth 
floor (International) is now a 
display gallery for film posters 
from all parts of the world. At 
right we nave French posters for 
"Sands of the Kalahari" and "Red 
Line 7000," a II.S. poster for 
"Judith" and a German poster for 
"Boeing Boeing." 

If you want to participate, 
please send posters!!! 

"The Nurses," ABC'-TV’s weekly- 
serialized drama starring Mary 
Pickett, has been renewed for 
another cycle of 13 weeks begin¬ 
ning with the Monday, March 28, 
episode and will be presented in 
a new time period. 

The program, currently presen¬ 
ted five-days-a-week from 2too to 
2:3o p,m,, will be telecast from 
3:3o to 4too p.m, 

Melinda Plank, Arthur Franz, 
Carol Gainer and Nicholas Pryor 
co-star with Miss Pickett as reg¬ 
ulars in the continuing story of 
the inner workings and people of 
Alden General Hospital, 

Doris Quinlan produces "The 
Nurses" for Herbert Brodkin's 
Plautus Productions, a subsidiary 
of Paramount Pict’ires Corporation, 

RIGHT 

CLtVLLAND, Ohio - Nuns 
attended a special screening 
of "The Ten Commandments" at 
the Allen The'itre here, where 
the Cecil B. DeMllle master- 
work begins its regular eng¬ 
agement on April 6th. 

YORK - a couple of noted ex¬ 
hibitors and a pair of talented ex¬ 
ecutives at the industry screening of* 
Paramount's multi-reel prophecy ful¬ 
filled film, "Paramount 1966-Year of 
the Harvest." Exhibitors,in centre, 
are Bw Gladstone, Fox Eastern Theat¬ 
res,at left,and Larry Morris, of Char- 
les B.Moss Theatres, Executives are 
Charles Boasberg,right,and EmestSands. 

SWUyBIN JBWHIUER ■- ' ■'•'“MPEIERBUIiy. iiUx'a 

NEW YORK - Cover of Famous Music 
Corporation's publication of the very 
popular theme song of the Paramount 
comedy, "Promise Her Anything," 

NEWS OF THE PARAMOUNT 
SUB S 1 0 1 ARIES 

I. P. B.? 
I. P. B,? 
I. P. B.? 
I. P. B.? 
I. P. B.V 
I. P.- B.? 
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Taiwan Cinema Notables 

TAIPEI - Grouped in the lobby of the Ambassador Theatre 
on January 26th, were, L to R: Andrew T. Fan, Paramount 
Taiwan manager; A. M. Chang, proprietor of the Ambassador; 
K.K.Ho, booking manager of Central Motion Picture Corporat¬ 
ion, Taipei; 3. A. Henriksen. Paramount Far East division 
manager; K. S. Chang, general manager of Central Motion Pic¬ 
ture Corporation. 

f'jS 
£mrmr. 

Hmou PSTRONS 

NOW SHOWfMG 

SINGAPORE - At no week in anv year is there ever the 
slightest doubt as to what the attraction is at the Cathay 
Organisation's renowned Cathay Cinema here. On the occasion 
of this photograph, the attraction was "In Harm's Way," and 
the Cathay's box-oifice had evidence that it had attracted 
plenty of what attractions are made for. 

TAIPEI, Taiwan - The two centre posters in the showman¬ 
ship display at the renowned Great World Theatre are for the 
Hal Wallis thriller, "The Sons of Katie Elder," which regis¬ 
tered powerful busi’^ess. Chinese title was "One Door - Four 
Tigers'' (and 'Tiger' is a magnetic word in Taiwan). 
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BOGOTA, Colombia - Effective illuminated 
use of color transparencies in the lobby of 
the Cine Opera here when "In Ham's Way" was 
the attraction for seven weeks, smashing all- 
time records not only here, but throughout 
all of Colombia. 

LUFTHANSA 

AIR, LINE 
BAO 

KENMORE, New York - Here is a practical 
aprlication of the showmanship stunt we rep¬ 
orted last month, namely the request that 
people who have seen "The Slender Thread" 
call at least one friend and tell them about 
the picture. The showmanship pictured above 
occurred in the Colvin Theatre here, and was 
perfomed by Jere Westergren, managing dir¬ 
ector. He waited Tintil the patrons were in 
the auditorium viewing the picture; then he 
had the phones installed and a sign set up 
reading "You have just seen the prevue of 
'The Slender Thread.' Phone one friend and 
give them your opinion. Thank you." The 
phone service was of course free. 

^ • Given Free Daily 
To Holders Of ; 0 ' 'G' Numbers! 

CFeckTcM Siub Numbers Agaitisl Lisf Pasied Inside Tbeafrt 

JERPy LEWIS TON9 CURTIS ^ 

•iOElNG BOEING' 

Win A Free brfthansa Airline Traveling Bag! 
PHILADELPHIA - Field 

publicitv and advertising 
manager Harry Schmerling 
has reported on this self- 
explanatory tie-up arranged 
by the Stanton Theatre dur¬ 
ing its highly successful 
engagement of "Boeing 
Boeing." 

CLEVELAND, Ohio - One of the readiest 
public responses to showmanship has been occ¬ 
asioned by "The Slender Thread" and the fine 
cooperation given this picture, and the spec¬ 
ial short feature "Dial 0 For Emergency" by 
the various Bell Telephone companies across 
the nation. Above is an instance of the sup¬ 
port given the picture by Ohio Bell in the 
lobby of the Vogue Theatre here in Cleveland. 
Our photo evidence likewise d-picts the rea¬ 
diness of patrons who have seen "The Slender 
Thread," to call their friends and urge them 
"not to miss this exciting and timely film." 

IVnaBE^wlFsiiECaRON | 

ProBfiseller/lnirthing 
ta»ir,T0M JONES HtgMtg the into tonfl 

MUSIC FROM THE SCORE Of THE MOTION PICTURE 

1 
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BOB CUMMINGS.. . 5!jr2X3r “ 
i 

PARIS - Another shot of the starkly re¬ 
alistic lobby of the Moulin Rouge Cinema in 
advance of tne coming of "The Spy Who Caune In 
From The Cold." (Earlier photo on Page 10), 

LONDON - Sophia Loren and "Judith" con¬ 
stitute the best two-pronged magnet for att¬ 
racting patrons that the Plaza Theatre has 
had since the sensational engagement of "The 
Spy Who Came In From The Cold.' 

Front and back covers of the envelope 
of the Kapp long-playing record of the sound 
track music of "Promise Her Anything." The 
record also has the special feature of popu¬ 
lar recording star Tom Jones singing the 
film's title song, one of the most catchy 
numbers in years. This record is an integral 
art of any showmanship campaign for "Promise 
er Anything." S 

PHILADELPHIA - Co-hosts 
Ann Clements aind Bill Hart 
of WCAU-TV's "Ten Around 
Town" show discuss "The 
Slender Thread" with Harold 
Brason, Trans-Lux Theatre 
manager, prior to a special 

review for invited guests 
rom the show's TV audience. 
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MIRROR OF SPAIN is a most ent^aging jaunt 
through Spain, and is a new Paramount short 
feature meriting maximum circulation. Just 
17 minutes in length, and filmed in natural, 
colorful hues, it tells of the travels of a 
typical American college girl who has a true 
eagerness to see Spain and the Spanish people 
at first hand. 

Above, Sharon watches the highly trained 
Andalusian stallion that is used in the bull- 
rlne preview on the private farm near Madrid 
of Manuel Baena, the famous Rejoneador. 

"Mirror of Spain" was produced by and &r 
the J.C.Penney Company, and Paramount, is dis¬ 
tributing it world-wide as a Paramount rd^ase. 

SMOKEY MOUNTAIN MAGIC is an enthralling 
two-reeler based on a family camping tour of 
the Great ^okey Mountains of Virginia, Ken¬ 
tucky and Tennessee. Produced in glorious 
color by Richard Matt (who has given us many 
fine short features, this one snows not only 

joys of family caravan camping, but has 
^nrllling sequences which reconstruct front¬ 
ier fights, a dazzling visit to one of the 
great caves (as shown above), and enough nos- 
talgla everybody who has ever camped, been in 
the woods, hiked over mountain trails, padd¬ 
led a canoe, or just plain gloried in Nature. 

PARAMOUNT SHORTS 
ESCALATING IN 
EXHIBITOR IMPORTANCE 

The new, dedicated attention being given 
to the production, acquisition and distribu¬ 
tion of Paramount Short Features by the dep¬ 
artment headed by Mario Ghio, is part of the 
overall pattern which has labeled 1966 as 
'•Paramount*s Year of the Harvest." 

One indication of the new importance 
which has come to Paramount Shorts is the 
fact that a Winik Films "Sports In Action" 
short, "Race With The Wind", is currently in 
the program at New York*s Radio City Music 
Hall, where it is evoking an immense amount 
of public interest. 

"I Want My 
Mummy" is a Par¬ 
amount Cartoon 
that is several 
notches above 
the average. 

Additional^ 
it is voiced by 
Bill Dana, who 
is extraordinar¬ 
ily popular on 
both TV and 
radio, where he 
performs in the 
characterization 
of Jose Jiminez. 

So get 
crackin' with 
"I Want My Mimny 
and get an aval¬ 
anche of exhib¬ 
itor thanks. 

If you are a 
necromancer or 
a dabbled in 
magic potions, 
you will love 
Honey Half Witch 
in "Baggin' The 
Dragon," a Par¬ 
amount Cartoon 
that travels at 

jet speed in 
demolishing 
dragons. 

DES MOINES Chuck Caligiuri's bowling 
-earn for the Variety Club is now in the Number 1 

\ 

X 

spot and are hoping they can stay there for the 
next several weeks. 

Afith warmer weather in sight we are booking 
the Drive-In theatres, which are anticipating 
re-opening the latter part of Varch. 

All exhibitors who saw the screening of 
"Night Of The Grizzly" were very much impressed 
and thrilled with the show. Our saturation has 
now been set for around May 18th so we are busily 
contacting exhibitors. 

The local WOMPI'S are now concentrating on 
committee meetings for the international conven¬ 
tion September 30—October 2. Certainly looks 
like a big job! 

Betty Olson, secretary, and husband are 
getting prepared to attend the Variety Club con¬ 
vention in London in April. While there, they 
will tour several other countries befoire return¬ 
ing to our fair city. 

/ 
'’Sports In Action” Figure 
In Motion Picture Herald 
'Top 1C' Short Features 

In a poll of exhibitors just conducted by Motion 
Picture Herald for the Quigley publication, Faae, the 
Winik Films series of action-thrill shorts known as 
Sports In Action finished in the top ten. The poll 
covered all shorts in general release for the year 
1965. 

On the basis of "Race With The Wind" (ballooning) 
and especially "Ski Boom" (water-skiing), both of 
which are completed and have been viewed, it would 
seem already that Sports In Action will again figure 
in the Herald*s Top Ten next February. 
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BARCELONA, Spain - January 31st is the day of San Juan Bosco, who 
is the Patron of the filra industry in Spain. On this day each year 

• ^ _ _j_L. I 1 r» 1 a v#»H . in Wrli ilch Par¬ 
is tne rdLUruri uJ- j. j.jju , 
there is always a very important game of football played, In - 
amount has always participated with dist^ction. & 
won every year, with the ^eption of 1964. Regarding the 1966 game,we 
quote general manager Frank A. Siter: "This year we played against a 
company called Cire Films and we won 2-1. This success is considered 
enomous, for Cire Films had what was considered the strongest footbaU 
team in the industry and always won. But because they were beaten this 
year, CIRE FILMS decided to disband their team." 

We picture the Paramount team above. Left to right, st^ding: 
Manuel Domingo, Jose' M5 Garcia, Alberto Vazquez, Juan Luis^ra, Alberto 
Clemente, Carlos Bosch, Front row: Marino Millas, Rafael Fernandez, 
Alfredo Renard, Jose' Calvet, Jos^ Olmos 

A lovely lady presents the coveted 
trophy to tne Barcelona Paramounteers. 
She is Maria Rosa Bau. Others in the pic¬ 
ture, reading from left: Manuel Domingo, 
Jose' M§ Garcia, Juan Luis Lara. Juan Nuez, 
Antonio Femanaez, Julian Garcia, Alberto 
Vazquez. 

TOKYO - Arriving here 
en route to Paramount's in¬ 
ternational convention in 
Hongkong, Mr, and Mrs, J.E. 
Perkins are gifted with 
traditional flowers by two 
charming Shochlku actresses, 
Miss Kurahashl, at left,and 
Miss Michi. 

RIGHT 

RIO DE JANEIRO - Some 
of the special guests (who 
were unidentified in the 
caption) at the Avant Pre¬ 
miere of "Becket" at the 
Scala Cinema here several 
weeks ago. 

SINGAPORE - Cathay's 
Odeon made fine lobby use 
of press praise of "In 
Harm's Way." 

Michael Chaplin, son of Charlie Chaplin, 
who plays a beatnik role in "Promise Her 
Anything," gets his hair combed by hair¬ 
dresser Pat McDermott before going on the 
set of the hilarious comedy which co-stars 
Leslie Caron and Warren Beatty. 

LOS ANGELES - At the preview party for "The 
Oscar" held in the Beverly Hills Hotel (see 
Page 37), one of the most Interesting and be¬ 
loved giiests was a charming 86-,year-old lady 
who won an Academy Awards 'Oscar' in 1940, She 
is Jane Darwell, who won an 'Oscar' for her 
supporting role in "The Grapes of Wrath." Her 
escorts, both of whom co-star in "The Oscar," 
were Stephen Boyd, left, and Ernest Borgnine, 
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HOLLYWOOD FOREIGN 
PRESS MEETS "THE 
SWINGER," ALIAS 
ANN-MARGRET 

Shown at left is part of the Para¬ 
mount studio luncheon at which a full 
roster of Holly/zood Foreign Film Corres¬ 
pondents met and got to know Ann-Margret 
and the director of her film of life and 
gaiety, George Sidney, Seated to the left 

Some of the international 
correspondents who attended 
the happy function are shown 
individually with Ann-Margret 
on this page. Others are shown 
with the star on their respec¬ 
tive language pages elsewhere 
in this issue. 

of the star and director are Bob Good- 
fried, studio director of advertising 
and publicity, and Rose Goldstein, head 
of ParamoiLnt International's studio de¬ 
partment. 

Ann-Margret with 
Kaija Alii, represen¬ 
ting Finland's "Elo- 
kura-Altta-Finland" 
(at left); George 
Camara, representing 
Mexico's "Cinema- 
vance" and Doris 
Cerea representing 
"TV Illustrazlone" of 
Italy. 

mrs. 
'«■ 

Here are the star and dir¬ 
ector of "The Swinger," Ann- 
Margret and George Sidney, At 
right, the star listens to a 
few compliments from Sweden's 
Bertil Unger, president of the 
Hollywood Foreign Correspond¬ 
ents Association. 

Lisollette Trumpler of 
Germany's "Constanze" on the 
set with Ann-Margret. 

Ann-Margret has zoomed to 
the top heights of internat¬ 
ional popularity in the last 
couple of years. She's at 
her peppiest, spiciest best 
in "The Swinger." 
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Table of Executive 
Producer Joseph E. Levine 
in the Crystal Room of the 
Beverly Hills Hotel follow¬ 
ing the gala premiere of 
"The Oscar" at the Egyptian 
Theatre. Mr, and Mrs. 
Levine are at the left.Co- 
star Stephen Boyd is next 
to Mrs. Levine, Co-star 
Elke Sommer is second from 
right and at her right haid 
is her husband, columnist 
Joe Hjrams, 

EXCITING NEWS 
"The Oscar," a Joseph E. Levine production 

and one of the most exciting films ever fash¬ 
ioned against the background of Hollywood, has 
had colorful premieres in New York, Hollywood 
and Boston and there will be other presentat¬ 
ions of the picture later this month. We show 
on this page some highlights of these events. 

Adolph Zukor, founder of Para¬ 
mount Pictures and Chairman fcineritus 
of the Paramount Board, arriving at 
the Egyptian Theatre with his son and 
daughter-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Eugene 

Clarence Greene, producer of 
"The Oscar," May Wynn, Russell Rouse, 
director of the production, and Mrs, 
Rouse, arriving at the theatre. 

Highlights of the electri¬ 
fying review given "The Oscar" 
by The Film Daily: 

Throbbing, behind-the- 
scenes drama of the Oscar.Told 
with raw honesty and power. 
Strong box-office,...Joseph E. 
Levine's presentation in 
Pathecolor has the type of 
large, all-star cast to set a 
marquee ablaze with excitement. 
The picture is in the frank, 
outspoken realistic tradition 
of "The Carpetbaggers." It 
also is in the same commercial 
league. 

Joseph E. Levine's produc¬ 
tion of "The Oscar" is a Para¬ 
mount release world-wide, ex¬ 
cepting in the United States 
of America and Canada. 

Additionally, In these 
two territories, the success 
of "The Oscar," as released 
and distributed by Mr.Levine's 
Embassy Films, is a success 
for Paramount also. 

NATIONWIDE PREMIERES 
OF ARE 

J. Zukor. 

Although this event occurred 
at the Los Angeles premiere of 
"The Oscar," its genesis was at 
the "Nevada Smith" studio barbe¬ 
cue last October. At that event, 
all of the steaks were branded 
"N.S," in honor of the picture. 
The branding iron was preserved 
by studio publicity head Bob 
Goodfrled. who had it moTinted by 
the Beverly Hilton Hotel, and it 
was presented to Joseph E.Levine 
during the ceranonies connected 
with "The Oscar, 

Stnnmlng up a lengthy and 
impressive critical review 
of "The Oscar," Motion Pict¬ 
ure Daily of February l6th 
says: 

"The Oscar" is a big 
film that is likely to be 
one of the big commercial 
successes of 1966, and des¬ 
ervedly so. 

Cover of the Columbia Rec¬ 
ords long-playing album of the 
soundtrack music from "The 
Oscar," The record has an add¬ 
ed feature — Tony Bennett,one 
of the exciting film's stars, 
singing "Song ^rom 'The Oscar.'" 

Shown in the Crystal Room of the 
Beverlv Hills Hotel are Mr. and Mrs, 
Joseph E.Levine, Elke Sommer,Stephen 
Boyd and Marilyn Hanold, Mr, Boyd's 
date. 

NEW YORK - Among the notab¬ 
les attending the premiere at 
Loew's State on Broadway were 
Tony Randall and Mrs. Randall. 
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After kissing Ann- 
Mareret in a rather tor¬ 
rid scene in "The Swin- 
eer," Tonv Franciosa ^ve 
this rather unique, if 
somewhat technical des- 
crirtion, of the sensat¬ 

ion: 
"The pituitary gland 

immediately manuiactured 
a potent adrenocorticot- 
rojDhic siibstar.ce, and at 
the same time the adren¬ 
al glands were stimulat¬ 
ed, the blood pressure 
rose, there was a swift 
breakdown of white blood 
cells, the pulse quick¬ 
ened, the circulation 
jumped and the heart 
action speeded up," 

(Please see a later 
bulletin for Ann-Margret 
Clinical Reaction). 

MANILA - Reception committee In lobby of 
the Capitol for gala invitation preview of 
Jerry Lewis' "The Family Jewels," held for 
the benefit of The University of the Philip¬ 
pines, Vanguards, Inc, Reading from left: 
Donato Pangilinan, Cmdr. Vanguards,Inc.; Ric 
Javier of Paramount; Mrs. E.Atienza, wife of 
the chief of Staff of the Armed Forces of the 
Philippines; Gen, Eriberto Atienza, Chief of 
Staff; Miss Regala; Col. Jose D. Regala, 
Philippine Constabulary Area Commander; Capt. 
Cortez, PC; Col, Pilapll, PC; Col. Garcia,rc. 

SINGAPORE - This 
'Gal Ten Feet Tall,' re¬ 
presenting featured 
player Barbara Bouchet in 
"In Harm's Way." beguil- 
ingly greeted the tens 
of tnousands of fans en¬ 
tering the Cathay Cinema 
to be thrilled by the 
Otto Preminger film. 

Sign in an optometr¬ 
ist's window: "If you 
don't see what you want, 
you've come to the 
right place." 

In connection with the above premiere of 
"The Family Jewels" at the Capitol Theatre, 
the TRAFCON, a segment of the Armed Forcescf 
the Philippines, secured special permits from 
suburban city mayors for displays of trilons 
and jingles within their respective jurisdi¬ 
ctions. Above trllon is at comer of Kltan- 
lad Street, Espafia, Quezon City. 

NANATILI ANG SIGLA AT 
SIGASIG SA KAPULUNGAN 
SA DULCNG SILANGAN 

Ang indayog ng sigla at sigasig na itinakda 
sa kapiLLimgan sa Paris, na masusi naming inila- 
rawan sa bilang namin noong nakaraang buwan, ay 
boong ningning na napapanatili at naipagpatuloy 
sa Hongkong na pinagdausan ng tatlong-araw na 
pagpup\ilong na sinimulan noong ika-17 ng Febrero, 
Pinamatnugutan ito ng taga-pamahalang S, A, 
Henriksen sa Dulong Silangan at dinaluhan ng mga 
pimmong galing sa Nueba York na sina pangulong 
James E, Perkins ng Paramount International at 
ng patnugot sa pamamahayag na si Guenter Schack, 
Ang mga taga-Paramount na tinipon doon mula sa 
mga bansang napapaloob sa mga lupaing nni1« sa 
Hapon hangang sa India ay nakasaksi, nakarinig 
at napagpakitaan ng mga katibayan na ang Para¬ 
mount kahi't im dakila na sa panahong ito ay 
mayroon pang mas malaking kadakilaang maarirg 
maabot pa. 

Boong puso naming inaasahan na ang mga balita 
namin ay sapat upang maipakita ang mga ginawa 
ng taga-pamidialarg H, S, Moh ng Hongkong at ng 
mga tvunulong sa kaniya upang ang pagtitipon sa 
Dulong Silangan ay manatili sa ala-ala ng mga 
dumalo roon. Ang susunod na pagpupulong ay 

gaganapin sa Sydney na pagtitipunan ng mga taga- 
Paramount ng Australya at Nueba Zelanda, Sa- 
pagka't ang bilang na ito ay kasaliikuyang nasa 
sa limbagan sa panahong iyon, ang mga balita 
t\ingkol doon ay sa bilang na pang-iAbril na namin 
mailalathala. Isa pang pagpupulong ang idaraos 
sa Latin Amerika sa mga unang araw ng Abril. Ito 
ay aming ibabalita naman sa Mayo. Kaya nga 11- 
mang s\inod-sunod na bilang ang mai\iukol namin 
sa patuloy na lumalaklng kadikilaan ng Paramount. 

At habang lumalakad ang panahon, hlndi natln 
maisalls sa ala-ala ang kahanga-hangang "Is 
Paris Burnlrg?" ang tunay na pinaka-dakilang 
pelikula ng Paramount sa loob ng nakaraang sam- 
pung taon. Sa isang tanging pahinang iniukol 
namin sa panooring ito, ay nagpupugay kaming 
pamuli kay Rene Clement ang director na nagsalln 
sa puting-tablng ng magandang kwentong ito. Si 
Gg. Clement ay marami nang nayaring magagandang 
pelilaila nguni't ang "Is Paris Burning?" ay 
siyang manglibabaw sa lahat ng ito at siyang 
walang sQing-langang maghahatid sa kaniya sa 
"Motion Picture Hall of Fame." 

At paramg pag-ullt sa pagbabalita sa bilang 
namin noong nakaraang buwan, ikinagagalak namin 
na ang balita tungkol sa pagkakahirang kay Henri 
Michaud na pangalawang-pangulo ng Paramount 
International Films, ay nagbunga ng kagalakan sa 
marami. Sa loob ng panahong ipinaglingkod niya 
sa Paramount, si Gg, Michaud ay nagtamo ng pagi- 
liw, pagalang at paghanga ng lahat ng mga naka- 
sama niya sa Paramount at ng lahat ng mga naka- 
tvingo niya sa pamahalaan at sa ibarg samahan. 

Ang mga pahatid-kawad mula sa estudyo ay pa¬ 
tuloy na dumarating t\ingkol sa mga kahalina- 
halinang mga panoorin. At mayroon din sa bilang 
na ito. Nals naming tawagin arg inyong pansin 
sa kasiyahan ni Gg. Howard Koch sa pagkakayarl 
ng "Eldorado" ang prodioksyon ni Howard Hawks. 
Isang kahanga-hangang magkatambal na bituin ang 
natviklasan sa pagkakasama ng mga tallno nlr>« 
John Wayne at Robert Mltchum. 

Kahi't ang muling pagpapalabas ng "TTie Ten 
Commandments" ay hlndi pa magiging gawaln ng mga 
tauhan ng Paramount International hangang sa 
susunod na taong 1967, nais na naming ipabatid 
sa inyo ang isang mahalagang sailgan na iplna- 
tupad noong ito ay mtaling ilabas sa Estados 
Unidos at Canada. Ito ay ang pangagailangang 
garnitin ang katagang "return" or muling pagpapa¬ 
labas. Hindi ito tinawag na 're-issue* o 're- 
release' kundi 'the return of "The Ten Command¬ 
ments". Kahi't na nabangit na namin ito ay ma- 
papansin ninyong ito ay mababangit sa lahat ng 
mga tagubillng ipapadala ni Milton Goldstein 
pagsisimula ng mga gawaing nagiging karapat- 
dapat sa palagiang-dakilang produksyong ito ni 
Cecil B. DeMlllo. 

Michael Caine, Shelley Winters and a 
unilateral idea provide a barrel of boister¬ 
ous fun in "Alfie," a comedy that's going to 
be talked about in all strata of society. 



Never in all Paramount 
history such a solid, 
revenue-reaping roster of 
releases for the U.S. and 
Canada as the five power¬ 
ful attractions shown on 
this page. 

THE TOWERING 
SUMMER FIVE 
FOR THE 
U.S.A. 

NEVADA SMITH 
Most of you have seen this wham¬ 

banging outdoor thriller by now and 
realize that it is one of the all¬ 
time-great Paramount releases. You 
know, too, that this courage-testing 
sequence between Steve McQueen and 
Brian Keith is unforgettable action, 
and a red. white and blue feather in 
Henry Hathaway's directorial cap. 

"The property may be condemned," 
says Natalie Wood to Robert Redford, 
"but not me, while I have this little 
band of gold." Of the picture, this 
tingling wire was received by George 
Weltner from studio head Howard Kocht 
SCREEMbD "THIS PROPERTY IS CONDEMNEIT' 
LAST NIGHT. PARAMOUNT HAS ANOTHER BIG 
ON^ FOR 1966. NATALIE WOOD GIVES THE 
PERFORMANCE OF HER LIFE AND BOB RED- 
FORD LIVES U? TO ALL OUR EXPECTATIONS. 
SIDNEY POLLACK'S DIRECTION IS OUT¬ 
STANDING. 

In rtgarding this very human 
sequence between Elvis Presley and 
cute juvenile Donna Butterworch, you 
will surely be interested in the 
comment from Manager A.S.Velasquez 
in Manila, Philippines: "One of the 
best, if not the best Elvis Presley 
picture yet...Hal Wallis really pro¬ 
duces the best Elvis Presley films." 

Marty Allen is obviously protest¬ 
ing the fact that the dish before him 
is peanuts compared with the 'dish' 
behind him, and is just as obviously 
telling Steve Rossi that the deal 
they made to be secret agents inclu¬ 
ded a clause about girls the same as 
the other filmwise secret agents get. 

They represent proof 
indeed of the new and 
greater order of Para¬ 
mount product - greater 
in audienc-e aopeal, 
greater in guaranteed 
entertainment value, and 
greater in industry pres¬ 
tige and exhibrtor insur¬ 
ance. 

THE LAST OF THE 
SECRET AGENTS? 

PARADISE, 
HAWAIIAN STYLE 

THIS PROPERTY 
IS CONDEMNED 

AND 
CANADA 

ASSAULT ON A 
QUEEN 

You could go through an entire 
lifetime and not fine a more fascin¬ 
ating, more daring, more entertain¬ 
ing and more romantic film than this 
one. It is axiomatic that frank Sin¬ 
atra in a cinema cocktail of amor 
and adventure, is box-office platinum 
- and there is extra value in the 
platinum beauty of Vima Lisi in this 
saga of high-seas hijacking. 

NEXT ISSUE - A success-soaring barrage of 
news concerning the world-wide triumph of 
"The Spy Who Came In From The Cold." Noth 
ing like it in all Paramount history. 



Up thar. 
Daredevllin *, revengin *, shoot- 

in* and fisticuff in* his way through 
hell an* high water, is the colorful 
an* unforgettable NEVADA SMITH - 
scourge of his enemies, but every 
inch of him a man,.... 

,,,,,an* lookin* thataway to 
the right are the prairie-dusted 
characters that John Wayne and Rob¬ 
ert Mitchum have magically brought 
to life in Howard Hawks* production 
of ELDORADO. 

BOTH FILMS ARE SCHEDULED TO 
BE BOX-OFFICE ELDORADOs 

kO 

THE GREATEST 

OUTDOOR THRILLERS 

IN ALL 

PARAMOUNT HISTORY 
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MIGHTIER THAN EVER 
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Milton Goldstein 
Named Sales Mgr. 
Of Paramount 
1nternational 

MILTON GOLDSTEIN 

NEW YORK - James E, Perkins, 
president of Paramount Internat¬ 
ional Films, Inc., on April 13th 
announced the appointment of 
Milton Goldstein as sales manager 
of Paramount's international 
company. 

A motion picture distribution 
executive of many years' exper¬ 
ience, with a thorough knowledge 
of the world market, Goldstein 
joined Paramount following his 
graduation from New York Univer¬ 
sity in 1949. After working in 
various capacities at Paramount's 
New York home office, he was app¬ 
ointed foreign sales coordinator 
of Cecil B. DeMille's "The Ten 
Commandments" and Alfred Hitch¬ 
cock's "Psycho." 

Goldstein joined the Samuel 
Bronston organization in 1961, as 

ELECTED PARAMOUNT DIRECTORS 

DAVID N. JUDELSON JOHN H. DUNCAN 

NEW YORK, April 18: Paramount Pictures 
Corporation announced here today the elec¬ 
tions of John H. Duncan and David N. 
Judelson to its board of directors. Both 
are executives of Gulf & Western . 
ries, Inc., which has become a substantial 
investor in Paramount. 

Mr. Duncan, 38,is president of the 
diversified manufacturing and distrib¬ 
uting company, and Mr. Judelson,37, is 
executive vice-president and chairman 
of its executive committee. They join 
Charles G. Bluhdom, Gulf & Western's 
board chairman, on the Paramount board. 
Mr. Bluhdom was elected to tbe board 
of the motion picture company on March 
24, 1966. 

Mr. Dtincan and Mr. Judelson succ¬ 
eed Herbert J. Siegel and Ernest H. 
Martin, who resigned on Friday. 

Mr. Duncan joined Gulf & Western 
in 1958 as vice-president and was el¬ 
ected to his present position the foll¬ 
owing year. In addition to serving as 
a director of Gulf & Western, he is a 

member of the executive committee and 
chairman of the finance committee. He 
is a graduate of the University of 
Texas and lives in Houston with his 
wife and two children. 

Mr. Judelson is in charge of Gulf 
& Western's manufacturing operations. 
He joined the company in 1959 and was 
elected a director the same year.Prior 
to his association with Gulf ^ West¬ 
ern,he had completed a military assign¬ 
ment with the U.S. Army Engineers 
Corps. He initiated and negotiated the 
proposed merger of Gulf & Western with 
Universal American Corporation, which 
was announced last week. Mr. Judelson 
is a graduate of New York University's 
College of Engineering and lives in New 
York with his wife and three children. 

THE COVER 

vice-president in charge of foi^ 
elgn sales, for three years. He 
returned to Paramount Internat¬ 

ional in early 1964 as assistant 
to the president for special pro¬ 
ductions, and worked in this cap¬ 
acity until his present appoint¬ 

ment. 
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MIGHTIER THAN EVERI 

The greatest film 
of all time is greater 
than ever a decade 
after its original re¬ 
lease. Public response 
to "The Ten Command¬ 
ments" across the U.S. 
and Canada nas been 
mighty beyond the 
power of mere words. 
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CONCLAVE ATTENDEES 

Grouped in the "Is Paris 
Burning?" room, and shown left 
to right. 

Kneeling: Nuin, Sanz, Molina., 
Schack, Brunetti, Alonso. 

Standing: Gordon, Rochlin, 
Webb, Goldstein, Laupheimer, 
Marti, Hart, Michaud, Reimert, 
Perkins, Sill, Grunspan,Senior, 
Garcia, Cortes, Leite Cesar, 
Stagnaro, Moreno, Perez Navas, 
Planas. 

AT LEFT: Convention hotel had 
these welcome signs everywhere. 

LATIN AMERICAN CONVENTION 
A TRIUMPH IN EVERY RESPECT 

• 

The keynote cable from 
Mr. Perkins on Page Five 
specifies the impact of 
this triumph; the printed 
reports from attending 
Paramounteers experienced 
in noting and appraising 
the moods of such meetings; 
and above all the obvious, 
deeply sincere enthusiasm 
viewed through tell-tale 
camera lenses and spread 
throughout this issue, bear 
rich testimony to the truth 
of our headline . 

In full faith it was a wonder^ 
ful convention, and a right proud 
capstone to the quartette of int¬ 
ernational meetings held in Paris, 
Hongkong, Sydney and Buenos Aires. 

We now have an international 
echelon, properly, albeit impati¬ 
ently, geared to the greatness of 
the upcoming Paramount product. 
Due to canny planning, we have a 
sales and showmanship force around 
the world,which matches in drive 
power the entertainment power in¬ 
herent in the greatest array of 
'genuinely fine revenue pictures in 
this company’s history. 

The meeting opened in the inspiringly 
decorated convention room of the Plaza Hotel 
in Buenos Aires on the morning of April 27, 
lasting through the 29th, and as you turn 
the page you will see who was there, where 
they met, and you will also begin to get an 
idea of why this was the most momentous Par¬ 
amount convention ever held in Latin America. 
In fact, the reverberations already felt frcm 
it redound to the greater strength of our 
company, and bode ill for our competitors. 

(continued on next page) 

COVERAGE OF THE LATIN AMERICAN CONVEN- 
TION WILL BE FOUND ALSO ON PAGES 4, 5, 7,;26, 
28 AND 39. 

MARTIN DAVIS ELECTED 

A VICE-PRESIDENT OF 

PARAMOUNT PICTURES 

CORPORATION 

Public Relations Head 
Also Designated As 
Executive Assistant 
To the President 

Martin Davis has 
V i ce-p resident of P 
Corporation by the 
it was announced Ap 
Weltner, pres ident. 
designated execut i v 
president. 

Mr. Weltner stated that 

in his new position, Mr. 

Davis will assist him in 

the management and planning 

of all phases of the com¬ 

pany's operations. 

"Mr. Davis' election as 
an officer of the parent 
corporation reflects our 
appreciation of his expert 
direction of various activ¬ 
ities of the company. The 
type of active and energet¬ 
ic leadership needed in this 
industry today can only be 
achieved by giving a wider 

been elected a 
ararrount P i ctures 
board of directors, 
ril 28th by George 

Mr. Davis was also 
e assistant to the 

range of responsibility to 
our younger executives who 
have distinguished themsel¬ 
ves," Mr. Weltner asserted. 

Mr. Davis, 39, has been 
a vice-president of a corp¬ 
orate subsidiary,Paramount 
Film Distributing Corporat¬ 

ion, since 1963 and director 
of advertising and public 
relations of the corporat¬ 
ion since I960. Mr. Davis 
joined Paramount in 195S and 
previously was associated 
with Allied Artists Corpor¬ 
ation and Samuel Goldwyn 

Productions. 



Buenos Aires Attendees 
FROM HOME OFFICE 

FROM LATIN AMERICAN 

HEAD OFFICE 

FROM ARGENTINA 

FROM MEXICO 

FROM BRAZIL 

FROM TTRTTGTIAY 

FROM CHILE 

FROM PERU 

FROM VENEZUELA 

FROM COLOMBIA 

FROM PANAMA 

FROM TRINIDAD 

Mr, James E.Perkins 
Mr. Henri Michaud 
Mr. Milton Goldstein 
Mr. Guenter Schack 

Mr. Henry B. Gordon 
Mr. Manuel Alonso i 

Mr. Andres Sanz 
Mr. Alejandro Nuin 
Mr. Luis Perez Navas 
Miss Adela Martf ’ 

Mr. Luis Sta^aro 
Mr. Miguel Brunetti 

Mr. Enrique Molina 

Mr.Adhemar Leite Cesar 

Mr. Fred Sill 

Mr.Haroldo Garcia Arocena 

Mr. Juan Lauphelmer 
Mr. Alfredo Patino ■ 

Mr. Joel Hart 

Mr. Erich Gninspan 

Mr. Victor Cortes 
Mr. Walter Senior 

Mr. Peter Moreno 
Mr. Fritz Reimert 

Mr. Howard Rochlin 
Mr. Rodney Webb 

piiiiiuiDiiiiTi!ii;i; 
YEAR OF THE HARVEST. 

ELANO DE LA A«UNDANCIA. 

LATIN-AMEBICAXg 

SALES ANDM 

MERCHANDISING! 

MEETING. 1 

BvlUKAPRIl 77-29 

PARANDUNTIBEE 
YEAR OF THE HARVEST. 

ELANO DE LA AEUNOANCIA. 

LATIN -AMERICAN 

SALES AND 

MERCHANDISING 

MEETING. 

BaHK-JPEIl 27-79 

Ik. 
YEAR OF THE HARVEST. 
elaAo DE la AAUNDANCIA. 

LATIN-AMERICAN 

SALES AND 

MERCHANDISING 
MEETING. 

BtlUES-AWlIl 27-29 

Addresses opening the Convention were delivered by Paramount 

International president James E. Perkins (top), Paramount Inter¬ 

national vice-president Henri Michaud (left) and Latin American 

division manager Henry B. Gordon. (Excerpts frcsn their addresses 

will be found throughout this issue). 

FROM PITERTO RICO Mr. Frank Planas 

CONTINUED FROM PRECEDING PAGE 

This was a convention of several ’firsts.' 
It was Henri Michaud's first convention since 
being elevated to the vice-presidency of Para¬ 
mount International Films; it was Milton Gold¬ 
stein's first convention in his new capacity as 
sales manager of Paramount International; it 
was a first convention visit to Latin America 
by Guenter Schack; and it was a first Paramcurt 
convention for several of the delegates who had 
joined the ccmpany since the "Ten Commandments" 

convention of 1958. 
And it was a 'first' because it was also 

l^^'LLTCic 

a 'finest.' 
Paramount International president James E. 

Perkins, since his return to Hcane Office, has 
had nothing but the highest possible praise for 
every phase of the convention, citing not only 
those who actually attended, but all of those 
wonderful behind-the-scenes workers in the Arg¬ 
entine organization who participated in the 
event's success through unselfish and tireless 
activities on its behalf. They, too, served 
even though they did not actually attend. 

The convention speeches were many, meaty 
and memorable. It had to be this way because 
there were so many wonderful things to talk 
about, and so many rapacious listeners eager for 
news to take back to their territories. 

(Continued cn next page) 

View of one side of the 
meeting room in the Plaza Hotel, 
with each delegate's national 
flag marking his seat. 

RIGHT 

As Messrs Perkins, Schack 
and Goldstein viewed this cook¬ 
ing operation at the "Gaucho 
Barbecue" on the great Lococo 
estate, their thoughts may well 
have been on the supermarket 
price of all this back in New 
York. In sight are three sides 
of beef — one apiece. 

At right is the Gaucho cook. 

MR. WELTNER HAS SEEN "IS PARIS BURNING?" READ 
HIS RAPTUROUS REACTION ON PAGE 37._ 



Argentine head office, and Buenos 
Aires Paramoxinteers all felt them¬ 
selves part of the great occasion. 

CONVENTION REPORT 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE k 
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. BY CABLE THE SURGE OF ENTHUSIASM PRIDE AND DEDI CAT ION OF 'ALL TO . 

^ -THE TASK ON HAND STOP YOUR PERSONAL MESSAGE WAS CHEERED'-By' 

ALL AND TOGETHER WITH THE PRESENTATION OF THE PRODUCT REEL CREATED 

■’ AN ATMOSPHERE OF UNBOUNDED CONFIDENCE STOP IT BROUGHT ACROSS 

ir^OWERFULLY THE NEW HEIGHTS OF PARAMOUNT ACHIEVEMENT AND THE 

FORCES OF LATIN AMERICA PROUDLY PLEDGE EVERY OUNCE OF THEIR , :■ 

P EFFORTS TO BRING IN THE HARVEST STOP RICKEY MILTON HANK AND 

Pi 5? 
GUENTHER JOIN ME IN SENDING YOU THE SINCERE GOOD WISHES AND 

122 liRATITUTDE OF ALL ASSEMBLED HERE REGARDS 

CO, 
M J 

PERKINS. 

In his keynote speech, Mr. Perkins began by saying: "It 
is my pleasure to see you all again, assembled for a con¬ 
ference of special significance and importance to our comp¬ 
any." He extended compliments to Mr. Gordon, Mr. Sanz and 
all others responsible for the arrangements and the general 
production of the meeting in all of its details. 

He continued by saying: "We are 
gathered to proclaim PARAMOUNT 1966 
and - as our keynote states - The Year 
of the Harvest, The Year of the 
Plenty. We are assembled with you to 
announce the fulfilment of the pledges 
and plans made by our company in the 
past two years, since Mr. Weltner's 
rise to the presidency...." 

Later in his keynote address (and 
after Mr. Weltner’s recorded message 
had been delivered), Mr. Perkins in¬ 
troduced, in turn, Henri Michaud, 

Milton Goldstein and Guenter Schack. Of Mr. Michaud he 
said: "I have worked very closely with Rickey Michaud for 
many years, and I have the greatest admiration and respect 
for him from both a business and personal standpoint. I 
know that in time you will fully share my feeling.....His 
new designation (as vice-president) means, of course, that 
he will assume even greater responsibility in the future.." 

Of Milton Goldstein, Mr. Perkins said, in part: "Par¬ 
amount International has never had a sales manager in the 
past, but now the need for such a post, and the right man 
to fill it, have very fortunately coincided...! feel that I 
and Paramount as well are very fortunate to have Milton 
Goldstein available for this position. His qualifications 
and experience are excellent and I know both you and I will 
benefit as a result of this new appointment..." 

"It is acknowledged in our indus¬ 
try," continued Mr. Perkins, "that 
Paramount has the best manpower of any 
company,and nowhere is this better ex¬ 
emplified than in Guenter Schack, the 
international publicity-advertising head." 

(Continued on Page 7^ 

GERMAN PARAMOUNTEERS 

In order to avoid a 
'conflict of conventions' 
we will poblish the verj 
fine picture report of 
Germany's April meeting 
in next month's issue. 

Convent i on 
Quote. 

"Our congratulations and 
sincere thanks to Andres 
Sanz and his able assis¬ 
tants for all they have 
done to make this conv¬ 
ention a success. Our 
thanks also to Hank Gor¬ 
don, who master-minded 
all the arrangements 
with the thoroughness and 
efficiency we have lear¬ 
ned to expect fran him,,' 

- James E.Fterkins 

BEING EVERYWHERE, 
THROUGH ELECTRONICS 

This month, via reports from Buenos 
Aires, we wrap up the series of four 
international conventions, all four of 
which were 'attended' by President George 
Weltner. 

The first one, in Paris, was atten¬ 
ded by Mr. Weltner actually in person. 
The second, in Hongkong, was 'attended' 
by the president, this time via a tape 
recording of his Paris address. 

The third one, in Sydney, was like¬ 
wise 'attended' by Mr, Weltner, but this 
time his address was directed specific¬ 
ally to the Australians and New Zealand¬ 
ers, with certain observations in the 
Anzac vernacular. 

And finally, there was the presid¬ 
ent's 'attendance' at the Buenos Aires 
convention, which we have reported on in 
this issue. This 'attendance' was also a 
recorded message; but this time it was 
delivered in its entirety in Spanish, a 
language which ijr, Weltner has spoken 
fluently all of his business life, (its 
full text is on Page 25). 

Just how effective this electronic 
'attendance' has proven to be, is indic¬ 
ated in this excerpt from a letter to 
Mr, Weltner from Robert L, Graham, mana¬ 
ging director in Australia and New Zeal¬ 
and: 

"The highlights of our convention 
were the tape of your Paris convention 
address and the special tape you made for 
our convention here,.,Your Paris talkwae 
just as stupendous in its effect on a 
warm summer's day in Sydney as it was on 
that mid-winter occasion in Paris....It 
was absolutely inspiring, and as Jim 
Perkins has no doubt told you, our inf¬ 
ormal discussions after the Convention 
was over seemed to center around that 
message of yours to the boys here. It 
almost seemed as if you were in the room 
with us." 
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NEViS FROM THE U. S. BRAiMCHES 

HOLLYWOOD - Roger 
Smith, who will co-star 
in Otto Preminger's prod¬ 
uction, "Hurry Sundow," 
and ^ne Francis at the 
Paramount Studio cocktail 
party welcoming producer 
Blake Mwards to the Year 
of the Harvest company. 

At right is William 
Castle, producer, whose 
first thriller will be 
"The Spirit Is Willing." 

FRANK SINATRA has a 
truly devil-may-care role 
as a 'pirate' of the 2C)th 
century who goes after 
the richest prize afloat, 
in "Assault On A Queen." 

In a major book prom¬ 

otion reaching more than 
10,000 retail U.S. and 
Canadian outlets, Dell 
Publishing Company will 
issue in J\ine the offic¬ 
ial movie paperback ed¬ 

ition of Jack Finney's 
novel, "Assault on a 

Queen," which is the 
basis of Paramount's for¬ 
thcoming release starring 
Frank Sinatra and Vima 

Lisi. 
The Dell book will 

feature dramatic cover 
art of Sinatra and Miss 

Lisi, playing up the ac¬ 
tion and adventure elem¬ 

ents in the story of an 
attempted robbery of the 

Queen Mary on the high 
seas. 

EHARurren! 
iWt B*XTtl 
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MILWATIKEE, Wis. - Here's the head of the 
queue that climbed the hill to see "The Ten 
Commandments" at the Warner Theatre. Here.as 
elsewhere, the business was "sensational," 

JACK SO N V I L L E Hello l It gives me great 
pleasxire to be a new member of this fine branch. 

With key cities dated to open in the near 
future on such product as "The Ten Commandments", 
"Promise Her Anything", "Night Of The Grizzly", 
"Paradise, Hawaiian Style", we can readily see 
branch manager, Fred W. Mathis has not been a man 
of leisure. We are looking forward to some fabu¬ 
lous surmer grosses. 

We sincerely enjoyed having Messrs Phil 
Isaacs and Ed DeBerry visit our office recently. 

Our 'kind-hearted and loveable' branch man¬ 
ager was host at a very lovely luncheon for all 
the girls in the Jax. Branch and Mrs. Mathis. 

Cecilia Weeks recently celebrated her birth- 
daj>-, and we all enjoyed the nice cake and coffee 
she received. Hope you have many many more Ce.l 

- Rosa Martin 

U E S M J I E $ Boss Chuck Caligiuri's bowl¬ 

ing team finished Number 1 in the Variety Club 
Bowling League. Jim Phelan, booker helped this 
team greatly in winning the top spot! 

Betty Olson and husband have returned from 
the Variety Club Convention in London and visits 
to other various countries. They were royally 
treated in London and a most wonderful trip was 
enjoyed by both. 

Head booker Joyce Taylor is due to retire 
from Paramount on June 3rd after 11 years of 
service, to await the arrival of a "little 
Taylor''. Jim Phelan will now be promoted to 
head booker. 

Mr. Tom Pridge recently spent a few days in 
our office after a long absence from this part 

of the country. 
Summer has arrived! At least it felt like 

it with our 90 degree temperature the first part 

of May. 
Business is beginning to pick up with all 

of the drive-in theatres in full swing after a 
slow spring start. All employees have been 
"busy little bees" with PARATOITv'T WEEKS and 
setting up the forthcoming summer releases. It 
looks like a great summer. 

|0bituary His many friends in 
Home Office mourn the pass¬ 

ing of Bennie Negrin, projectionist, and a 
Paramounteer for 41 years. Bennie died in New 
York City on May 7th and was buried from Park 
West Memorial Chapel on May 9th. 

Bom in Jannina, Greece, Bennie Negrin 
joined Paramount in January, 1925, and was a 
projectionist in the Rialto, Rivoli and Para¬ 
mount Theatres until 1929, when he became Home 

Paramount Stud i o’s 
Showmanship Seminar 

Opening last April 21st, Paramount Studio 
conducted a specially-planned advertising and 
publicity seminar for National General Corp¬ 
oration's fourth Theatre Manager Training 
Program. Bob Goodfried, Paramount's studio 
publicity director, headed the session desig¬ 
ned to educate the NGC men in motion picture 
studio advertising-publicity operations and 
create the tjnderstanding necessary for close 
studio-exhibitor relations. Assisting Good- 
fried were publicity manager, Ed Fisher; 
trailer dept, head, Lou Harris; and Western 
field representative, Henry Ehrlich. Partici¬ 
pating for National General were advertising- 
publicity director, Joe Vleck; staff members 
Pete Latsis, Zita Walsh and Warren Maus; and 
the training program's director. Fox West 
Coast Theatre's Southern California district 
manager Harold Wyatt. 

From left: Bernard Donnenfeld, Ed Fisher, 
Howard W.- Koch, studio and production head; 
Bob Goodfried and Lou Harris. 

At left. Bob Goodfried addressing the 
SOT^ar, A't right, showmanship hints and 
philosophy from Henry Ehrlich, 

In connection with the above showmanship 
news item from the studio, Hollywood Daily 
Variety of April 22nd began its report on the 
event as follows: 

"Paramount's studio publicity department 
has abandoned the use of the word 'exploitat¬ 
ion' in connection with pushing plx, because 
of the 'bad connotation.' Instead the term 
'merchandising' is used. So said Par studio 
publicity director Bob Goodfried in addressing 
20 manager trainees from National General Corp, 
yesterday on the lot." 

Paramount World abandoned use of the 
unpleasant word years ago for the same reason. 

BE SURE AND READ THE ANNOUNCEMENT ABOUT 
PARAMOUNT'S TWO (2) MTRIES IN THE CANNES 
FILM FESTIVAL ON THE BACK COVER (Page 40). 

Office projectionist. 

He is survived by his wife, and by two 
daughters and a son, all married. 

Bennie will be greatly missed, for he had 
a wonderful sense of humor that was heard in 
the projection roran. If Bennie liked a picture, 
it was bound to be a hit. 



Significant observation on an 
element which contributed materially 
to the success of the convention: 

”.All sessions, as I said 
previously, had tremendous particip¬ 
ation and the ball bounced back and 
forth between everyone on the dais 
and the individual delegates...." 

Guenter Schack 

LATIN AMERICAN 
CONVENTION 

As had become precedental in this 
series of international meetings,the 
delegates were exposed to a massive 
wealth of that priceless ingredient 
—- completed motion pictures. 

The beginning, at the end of the 
first morning, was the screening of 
the multi-reel Product film. This 
took place in the Petit Opera, the 
private theatre of the Lococo organi¬ 
zation. The film received a rapturous 
reception. 

Convention 
Quote. 

"We have a great invest¬ 
ment in terms of people 
and money. I deliberat¬ 
ely chose this order — 
"People" and "Money" — 
because it is my phil¬ 
osophy that you can al¬ 
ways get the money 
provided you have the 
right people!" 

- Henri Michaud 

One of the striking features on view at 
convention headquarters was this "Is Paris 
Burning?" 'museum,' constructed in the spirit 
of the one which was hugely successful at 
the Paris meeting. 

Buenos Aires press reoorters, columnists 
and editors of the film industry publicat¬ 
ions found the 'museum' to be of extraordin¬ 
ary interest and accorded it considerable 
sDace. 

THE BUENOS AIRES CONVENTION 
CERTAINLY MADE IT FOUR 
•HOMERS' IN A ROW. 

In this same setting,after lunch, 
there was a screening of "The Spy Who 
Came In From The Cold," and again 
there was rapture. 

The morning of the second day, 
in the Metropolitan, key Lococo house, 
footage from "Nevada Smith" and "Is 
Paris Burning?" was screened. At the 
end of the latter - and since he had 
been so close to the film's making - 
Ricky Michaud was asked by Mr© Perk¬ 
ins lo talk from the hearts about this 
most important film. This Mr.Michaud 
did in thp same spellbinding fashion 
of Luigi Luraschi at the Paris conv¬ 
ention. 

Then in succession, at other 
screenings, the delegates were thrill¬ 
ed by showings of "The Oscar," "Judith" 
and "The Last of the Secret Agents' 

At the Gaucho Party in 
Mr. Clemente Lococo's home, 
the delegates were enter- . 
tained by dancers doing the 
Malambo. RIGHT 

Manuel Alonso's 
Fine Contribution 

That the delegates to the 
Buenos Aires gathering were provid¬ 
ed with a wealth of 
attention-catching 
printed material to 
help them in their 
showmanship and 
sales, was due in a 
large measure to the 
splendid work in 
Mexico City on the 
part of Manuel 
Alonso, publicist MANUEL ALCM50 
extraordinary. Among other things, 
Manuel prepared a special Latin Am¬ 
erican supplement to the Product 
Book "Paramount 1966," which also 
Included other Pararaotmt releases 
not yet in release In Latin America. 
He also prepared a great deal of other 
material which was inserted in the 
massive working kits. 

At the in the le party 
Sanz home, Mr. and Mrs. 
Andrds Sanz_ Introduce their 

(left) and 
Perkins. 

njiuico 

daughters. Linc^ ( 
Mary Carol to Mr, 

We have so many good pic¬ 
tures from Argentina that we 
are compelled to announce that 

at least a page of Convention 
pix will be included in next 
month's issue. 

All of the product news and screening 
infonnation reported above tied in magn¬ 
ificently with this statement in the con¬ 
cluding phase of Mr© Perkins' keynote 
address: "....The tools have been given 
to uso I know I can count on all of you to 
use these tools as the dedicated and ex¬ 
perienced film men which you are...I know 
you will rise to this challenge in the 
nigh and confident spirit for which the 
Latin American Division is justly famous." 

Convention 
Quote. 

"There are no all-purpos< 
tools in our medliim, as 
you well know. What look: 
great in one situation 
may fail to do the job in 
another. How you use the 
tools we have prepared 
for you, and the ideas, 
locally - How you can 
best adapt tTT^ to your 
own requirements — This 
is your responsibility. 
It Is a great and wonder^ 
ful challenge...." 

- Guenter Schack 



LONDON - Attending a special screening of 
"Alfie" for ABCinemas’ managers wd PP«88. . 
reps, were, from left; Murrar MelT^ and Join 
Gilbert (or the comedy's cast). J.W.Bacon, 
ABC Beckenham: Julia Foster (of the ca8t;,H. 
E.Collier, ABC Crovdon; R.F.Andrews,Rita, 
Balham; W.H.Woodroffe, Regal,Putney. 

"A L F I E" IS THE 
DARLING OF BRITAIN 
--- A CHAMPION OF 
CHAMPIONS 

AAAAAAAAA 

Perhaps the most unprecedented announce¬ 
ment in connection with the London Plaza 
engagement of ’*Alfie” is the fact that on 
May 2nd the London picturegoing world was 
advised that the comedy starring Michael 
Caine has been scheduled for an extra five 
weeks, through June 8th. This will give 
’’Alfie” a beyond-all-precedent 11-weeks run 
at the famous cinema. 

This announcement caps a flowf of busin¬ 
ess cables letters and phone calls quite 
beyond anything in film history, either for 
Paramount or any other company. 

H«r« is a quick pr^is of 
anno-ncod hlghspots? 

(April 8): "...registered 
an all-time second week gross." 

(April 9): ".The Lewis 
Gilbert production for Param¬ 
ount has been creating more 
talk and controrersy than any 
film released In Qigland in the 
past sereral rears..." 

(April 14)J "...an all-time 
third week Plaaa record..." 

(April 18): "While contin¬ 
uing to break Plaza records, 
‘Alfie' has broken opening-day 
records ailso at ABC's Fulham 
Road,£dgeware Road,Maidstone 
and Chatham Theatres." 

(April 18): "First four 
days of 4th Plaza week record- 
topping, despite blizzard..." 

(April 19): "Still the 
champion of champions at Plaza," 

(April 21): "Completion of 4th 
week also a 4th week record for the 
Plaza." 

(April 25): "....'Alffe' in its 
fifth week continues to perform outs¬ 
tandingly, heading for another record. 
All ABC theatres report excellent 2nd 
week business...." 

(April 29): "...We have already 
run out of words to describe the per¬ 
formance of this film at the Plaza. 
The 4th week's gross was an unheard- 
of figure, followed by an equally 
breathtaking 5th week, eclipsing all 
previous records. Based on this phen¬ 
omenal performance, the engaganent 
has been extended at least three weeks 
beyond the originally scheduled 8." 

’’Funeral In 
Berlin” Is In 
Product ion.... 

MICHAEL CAINE, fresh from 
his "Alfie" triumph in Eingland, 
has had a busy April and part 
of May (including that trip to 
Cannes to be present at the 
triumph of "Alfie" at the Fes¬ 
tival), and is now completing 
the German sequences ( two of 
which are shown at right), of 
"Funeral In Berlin. These two 
scenes are indicative of the 
film's siispense-thrill-ness. 

"Alfie" was shown at the Cannes 
Film Festival the night of May 9th. 
Bosley Crowther, top film critic of 
The New York Times, reporting from 
Cannes, called Paramount's "^Ifie" 
the "festival's first hit." Judging 
of winners will be last week in May, 

A Letter in the 
True Spirit of 
"A 1 f i e" 

London 
31st March,1966 

Dear Mr. Weltner, 

We are all very thrilled over 
here, at "Alfie"'s record-breaking 
week at the Plaza. We hope that this 
is an indication for the future. 

The film opened to a great 
press, but it is principally about 
the Premiere and the Party, that lam 
writing to you. I would just like to 
praise the way in which Paramount 
handled the launching of this picture 
in England. There has not been so 
much publicity on a motion picture, 
for a long, long time. 

Russ Hadley and Howard Harrison 
always believed in it from the rough 
cut stage, and they really got behind 
the launching. The Premiere and Party, 
which were handled by your Publicity 
Department,was considered to be the 
Show Business Event of the Year, and 
many papers said this. 

Jerry Lewis and his department 
worked tremendously hard and with 
great imagination, I only hope that 
we can have a similar opening In 
New York, 

I would like to finish with a 
special Thank-you to Howard Koch'. I 
have made films for all the major 
American companies, but never have I 
worked with the head of a Studio who 
was so generous in his enthusiasm, 
and yet so obviously knowledgeable 
on the production of a mot ion picture. 

At the moment I am doing the 
next James Bond picture, and then I 
go to Columbia, But I would like to 
say how much I enjoyed my stay with 
Paramount, and I hope that we can re¬ 
new our association in the future. 

(sgd.) Lewis Gilbert 

Mr. Gilbeirt is a director of 
Sheldrake Films Limited, of 17,Shel¬ 
drake Place, London, W.o, He was the 
producer of "Alfie" In association 
with Paramount British Productions, 
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Sing Sing 
Screening of 
"T. T. C." 

On Easter Sunday last, in 

Sing Sing Prison at Ossining, 
New York, one of the best-known 
penitentiaries in the world, 
more than 1,000 of the inmates 
witnessed a special screening 
of "The Ten Commandments" in 
the prison chapel. 

The unusual event got very 
fine newspaper coverage. The 
New York Herald-Tribune giving 

it a five-column story with 
banner headline and 3-colui9n 

scene still of Charlton Heston ■ 
as Moses. 

Herald-Tribune writer 
Semour Krim noted that the 
audience was "gripped to sil¬ 
ence" as it identified with the 
film and its depiction of the 
Jews' search for a messiah "to 
deliver them from the impotence 
of their plight." 

THE 
TRIUMPHANT 

RETURN 
OF "THE 

TEN 
COMMANDMENTS" 

BELOW 

MONTREAL, Canada - Here is just 

about the best pictorial-editorial 

report on "The Ten Commandments" to 

date. It concerns the Capitol Theatre 

here, and represents the 'biggest 

quadrilateral queue' in recent cinema 

history. 
(a 'quadrilateral queue,' we 

should add, is one which starts off 
in one direction, then makes four 
successive right-hand turns, and 
meets itself at the source again). 

CAPITOL 

^CATHCAST 

TORONTO, Canada - Success of "The Ten Commandments" at Famous Play¬ 
ers' Imperial has been many degrees beyond 'sensational.' Here are two 
parts of one of the better queues, explained in the following fashion 
by field advertising and publicity manager Win Barron: "Lines at the 
Imperial run up Yonge Street and around onto Dijndas Square, then across 
the Square to Victoria Street. One picture shows the line turning from 
Yonge into Dundas, but there wasn't enough light to catch the continua¬ 
tion of the lines. With only two performances on the opening Sunday, 
'The Ten Commandments' walked off with the house record for the day." 

CHICAGO - Noonday queue on Good 
Friday (April 8th) at the Roosevelt 
Theatre. House management reported 
that the continuing crowds far exceed¬ 
ed any produced ly "Goldf inger," which 
apparently was the former house yard¬ 
stick of records. Massive crowds att¬ 
racted by the DeMille production con¬ 
tinued far beyond the Easter season. 

UNPARALLELED TRIBUTE 
BY CLEVELAND CRITIC 

CLEVELAND - For the first time within 
memory, two Cleveland newspapers have run 
reviews for the return engagement of a 
motion picture, Cecil B. DeMille's "The 
Ten Cornnariments.," which is breaking rec¬ 

ords at the Allen Theatre. 

In a lengthy review in the Cleveland 
Sun-Press, critic Arthur Spaeth wrote of 
the' Paramount release that "as I said ten 
years a?o and obviously am not going to 
recant now, 'The Ten Commandments' is the 
lat,e Cecil Blount DeMille's spectacular 
masterpiece. T genuflected then and still 
do to the master of the spectacle." 

The Cleveland Press saw fit to run its 
orifTTnal review of the epic spectacle by 
the late Omar Ranney. 

(MORE NEWS OF "THE TEN COMMANDMENTS" 
SPRpAD THROUGHOUT THE ISSUE) 
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HAMBURG - Striking ad 
pillar for "The Spy Who 
Came In From The Cold" in 
the Stephan splatz Station 
of this city's underground 
railway. 

BASEL, Switzerland - 
Audience-attracting fac¬ 
ade of the Capitol Thea¬ 
tre in the interests of 
"Sands* of the Kalahari," 

A smart girl is one 
who knows how to play 
golf, tennis, the piano, 
and dumb. 

DUSSELDORF - This city comer, photo¬ 
graphed on successive weeks, is just about 
entitled to be named for Paramount, what with 
so much attention being given it by "The Spy 
Who Came In From The Cold," "Judith," "The 
Sons of Katie Elder" and "Boeing Boeing."All 
four pictures are doing extraordinarily well 
throughout Germany. 

DAS UNAUFHORLICHE 
WUNDER VON 
"DIE 2EHN GEBOTE" • • • • • • • • 
Als Cecil B. DeMiile "DIE ZEHN -GEBOTE" 

fur Paramount schuf, brachte er unse- 

rer Gesellschaft den groBten Prestige- 

und Geschaftserfolg aller Zeiten. Die- 

ser groflartige Film entsprach seit sei- 

nem Start 1956 den von uns in ihn ge- 

setzten Erwartungen voll und ganz, und 

als er aus dem Verleih gezogen wurde, 

begann ein Zeitabschnitt, in dem wir 

uns alle danach sehnten, diesen hervor- 

ragenden Film noch einmal einer erwar- 

tungsvollen Welt zu prasentieren, einer 

Welt mit einem riesigen Publikum, das 

inzwischen alter geworden war, dem 

Publikum, das den Film beim ersten Mai 

verpaOt hatte, und nun verzweifelt auf 

eine neue Mdglichkeit wartete ihn zu 

sehen; dem Publikum, das ihn bereits 

einmal gesehen hatte, und nun erneut 

zu sehen wunschte. Jetzt ist die Zeit 

gekommen - und, siehe da! mit ihr ein 

neues Wunder! In wirklich jedem Thea¬ 

ter, in dem der Film wahrend der letz- 

ten Monate in den USA und Kanada ange- 

laufen ist, hat er die Rekorde des 

Originaleinsatzes erschiittert. Das 

kann man nicht den erhbhten Eintritts- 

preisen zuschreiben, denn zu beiden 

Zeitpunkten lagen sie nahezu auf glei- 

cher Ebene. Nein! Wieder einmal sind 

"DIE ZEHN GEBOTE" von Cecil B. DeMiile 

der grdOte und anhaltendste Film a]ler 

Zeiten. Und im nachsten Jahr, wenn 

"DIE ZEHN GEBOTE" auf dem internatio- 

nalen Markt plaziert werden, wird srimt- 

lichen Abteilungen der Paramount in 

aller Welt die einzigartige Mdglichkeit 

gegeben werden, zu beweisen, daB die- 

ser Film sogar die Rekordzahlen, die 

vor fast einem Jahrzehnt aufgestellt 

wurden, brechen kann, und noch bessere 

Resultate erzieien wird, als hier in 

Amerika, die uns zur Zeit hellauf be- 

geistern. 

In dieser Ausgabe berichten wir von 

der vierten und letzten Internationa- 

len Paramount Verkaufstagung in Sud 

Amerika. Von den gegebenen Beweisen 

wird ersichtlich, daB auch dort in 

bester Paramount Tradition Enthusias- 

mus, Unternehmungsgeist und Interesse 

vorherrscht. Unter der forcierten Lei- 

tung des Sud-Amerika-Managers, Henry 

B. Gordon, und mit den Herren J.E. Per¬ 

kins, M. Goldstein und Guenter Schack, 

di^ dl.s ‘-''onclorr^ste von New York an- 

wesend waren, trug die Buenos Aires- 

Tagung dazu bei, der Filmindustrie 

von Slid- und Mittel-Amerika zu bewei¬ 

sen, daB Paramount alle Qualitiiten 

einer konkurrenzlosen Fuhrung besitzt. 

Die Welt besaB noth nie, und wird wohl 

auch niemals genug groBartiger Komi- 

ker und vorzuglicher Komikerpaare be- 

sitzen. Glucklicherweise hatte Para¬ 

mount in den vergangenen Jahren ei- 

nige der grdBten Komikerpaare, und 

glucklicherweise haben wir wieder ein 

neues, phantastisches Gespann in Mar¬ 

ty Allen und Steve Rossi. Ihre erste 

Paramount-Komddie "DIE ' ALLERLEiTZTEN" 

GEHEIMAGENTEN?" hat bereits in den 

USA einen dynamischen Erfolg ausge- 

Idst, und da nun einmal das Lachen 

international ist, sind wir uberaus 

zuversichtlich, daB sich dieser Er¬ 

folg sehr schnell in der ganzen Welt 

ausbreiten wird, denn was haben wir 

in unserer Welt ndtiger als gutes und 

herzhaftes Lachen? 

Zwei derzeitige Paramount-Produktio- 

nen, die groBe Verkaufsanstrengungen 

verdienen, sind "DIE TODES-RANCH" 

mit Clint Walker und Martha Hyer in 

den Hauptrollen, und "WYOMING-BRAVA¬ 

DOS " , ein A.C. Lyles-Western mit ei¬ 

ner Besetzung, wie sie fur seine 

Action-Filme schon beriihmt ist. Beide 

Filme sind klare, spannende Filmun- 

terhaltung. Das Publikum in der gan¬ 

zen Welt wird diese Filme akzeptierer^ 

sie sind bestes Kino im wahrsten Sin- 

ne des Wortes. Sie verdienen Ihre 

groBte Aufmerksamkeit. 

Und dann ist da "DER VERFOHRER LASST 

SCHON GRUSSEN": einfach der sensa- 

tionellste Film seiner Art, der Je¬ 

mals bei Paramount oder einer ande- 

ren Gesellschaft erschienen ist. 

Was flir ein wundervolles Jahr haben 

wir! 

DUSSELDORF - The 
perfect link: joining 
outdoor advertising 
and newspaper advert¬ 
ising so as to make 
the appeal to see 
"The Spy Who Came In 
From The Cold" abso¬ 
lutely irresistible. 



FILM EVENTS IN 

BRITAIN 

LONDON - During the recent 39th Variety 
Clubs convention, guests at the inaugural func¬ 
tion held at the Dorchester Hotel Included 
Russell W. Hadley, Jr., Paramount managing dir¬ 
ector (second from left), William Cartlidge, 
assistant managing director of Associated Brit¬ 
ish Cinemas (left), and Mr. and Mrs.Gene Klein. 
Mr. Klein is president of National General 
Corporation of Los Angeles. 

50 Wonderful 
Paramount fears 

After 50 years with the company, 
ill health has forced George Hawksbee 
to retire from Paramount. 

LONDON - During a one-day stop-over in London following a business 
trip to Lurope. Paramount president George Weltner and a group of top 
company executives were guests of honour at a luncheon held at MlrabeUe 
Restaurant. Guests are, from Mr. Weltner's left; Russell W.Hadley,Jr.; 
Charles G. Bluhdom; Donald Peverett; Marti^ Davis; Gerry Lewis; Henri 
Michaud: Hugh Come; John Adamson; Leslie Pound; Max Gayton: Norman 
Pratt; Leslie Jones (out of picture); Michael Ewin; Leslie rlitcroft; 
Howard Harrison; Howard W. Koch; Peter M. Reed. 

Another shot of some of the visitors and hosts, this time at-London 
AirTOrt. From left: Gerry Lewis, Henri Michaud. Peter M. Reed, Martin 
Davl^ Howard W. Koch, Russell W. Hadley,Jr., toward Harrison, Mrs. 
Howai^l W, Koch, Charles G, Bluhdom, George Weltner. 

In wishing the popular Cardiff 
branch manager well for the future, 
iH^naging director Russell W.Hadley,Jr. 
said; "We greatly regret his going, 
and can only say that it leaves a 
great gap in the Paramount ranks. We 
will miss him, but our best wishes go 
with George in his well-earned retir¬ 
ement ." 

George Hawksbee joined Paramount 
in April 1916 as a despatch boy in 
Wardour Street. He was promoted to 
assistant despatch manager at the end 
of 1919. He transferred to Cardiff as 
despatch manager in January 1920. 

He became a salesman in 193L. His 
work with the company was interrupted 
in 1942 when he joined the Forces. 
George took part in the Normandy in¬ 
vasion and was subseQuently slightly 
injured in Belgi\im. He served 19 
months active service overseas. 

George rejoined Paramount in Feb- 
ruarv, 1946. He was promoted to Card¬ 
iff branch manager in August 1947. 

GEORGE HAWKSBEE 

Peter Reed a Director 
Peter M. Reed, popular general sales manager of Paramount, has 

been made a director of Paramount Film Service. Ltd. In making the 
Mnouncement, managing director Russell 1. Hadley, Jr., said "^e are 
delighted to have Peter on the Board. His integrity and awareness of 
the industry makes him a valued colleague and friend." 

Peter Reed entered the film industry in 1936, joining Paramountas 
West of ^gland representative after leaving United Artists in 1950. He 
was promoted to assistant to the sales executive in 1955. That position 
was retained until he was made general sales manager in July, 19o3. 

Peter's career was interirupted by the war when, as a member of the 
RAF he flew with Bomber Command. He was shot down over Germany and was 
a prisoner of war until demobilisation and transfer to flying reserve. 

LONDON AIRPORT - Russell W. Hadley, Jr.,at 
left, greets Charles G. Bludhom (centre) and 
Paramount president George Weltner as they arr¬ 
ive from Paris for a one-day business visit en 

route bacK to New 
York. Mr, Bluhdom 
recently was elec¬ 
ted a member of the 
Board of Directors 
of Paramount Pict¬ 
ures Corporation. 

(at left) 
PETER M. REED 
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Magn i f i cent I 
Every once in a while 

we receive a showmanship 
campaign so fine that we 
feel sure we cannot do it 
editorial justice. Such 
a one is the campaign for 
"Red Line 7000" in Japan. 

Packed into 2 books 
which we know will thrill 
the Studio and producer 
Howard Hawks, trie line-up 
of pjblicity and public 
relations accomplishments 
is virtually without a 
parallel, and reflects 
nothing out the highest 
possible credit on publ¬ 
icity manager T. Komaki 
and nis staff of fellow 
workers. 

Evidence of this work 
is spread throughout the 
current issue. 

1956 NO. 152 

Pftlittir 
fl/d 

THE MOTION PICTURE 4>. TV ENGINEERING 

TOKYO - No channel of 
information was overlook¬ 
ed in the showmanship 
campaign for "Red Line 
7000." There was even a 
page (above) in Motion 
Piet ■ ' 

Television Society of 
Japan, Inc. Emphasis here 
was on the technique of 
making the auto-racing 
thriller. 

You can live much 
longer if you quit 
everything that makes 
yon want to live longer. 

RIGHT 

Highly effective 
newspaper advertisement 
for "Red Line 7000" in 
the publication Sports 
Nippon. 
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FILM EVENTS IN THE 

FAR EAST 

TOM BOWDEN, 
former Paramount Internal 
auditor for Australia and 
New Zealand, has been apv- Folnted internal auditor 

or the Far East Division. 
He will headquarter in 
Hong Kong in the offices 
of Far East division man¬ 
ager Svend A.Henriksen. 

Tom was Australia-New 
Zealand auditor from 1955 
until his new appointment. 
He joined Paramotint as a 
clerk in 1928. later be¬ 
coming accotmiant in 
Perth. From there he was 
made Head Office account¬ 
ant. and then internal 
auditor. He will be joined 
later in the Far East by 
Mrs, Bowden. 

MANILA, Philippines - On March 1, 
at the Timberland Hotel, Paramount 
held a press luncheon in honor of 
Guenter Schack, Paramount Internat¬ 
ional's advertising and publicitv 
director. The honoree was presented to 
the press by Paramount manager A.S. 
Velasquez and Ric Javier, publicist. 
Representing local dailies and magaz¬ 
ines were: -Joe Quirino, Dally Mirror 
columnist and film censor; Andy Salao, 
movie editor of Show Magazine; Eric 
Giron, movie editor, Daily Mirror 
Magazine: Jose Marl Cavana, mov^e ed¬ 
itor Fanfare Magazine: Douglas Qui- 
jano, writer for The Nation Magazine; 
Ding Nolledo, Philippine Free Press; 
Fabian Go, Movie World; S.Dacanay, 
movie editor, Philippines Herald; 
Frankie Clemente, Kislap and Show 
Magazine; Danny Villanueva, movie ed-- 
itor. The Nation; Armando Agra, Phil¬ 
ippines Herald; Fred Marcos, Evening 
News; Joe Fangllinan, The Manila 
Chronicle; Teddy Lim, Manila Dally 
Bulletin; A, Rivera,Liwa.yway Magazine.. 

SINGAPORE - The main face of the Cathay's 
marquee warned the picturegoing public in four 
lan^ages (Malay, Chinese. English and Hindu) 
that no one would be admitted to the theatre 
after the explosive start of "The Spy Who Came 
Li From The Cold." 

TAIPEI, Taiwan - Striking three- 
dimensional display for "Boeing 
Boeing" at the Ambassador Theatre. 
Far East dlv’sion manager Svend A, 
Henriksen reports the rip-rousing com¬ 
edy as doing "excellent business," 

SINGAPORE - Right after the Cathay opening of "The Spy," Paramount mana¬ 
ger Yuan Kao cabled Milton Goldstein to the effect that the April 6th premiere 
was a great success, stressing the fact that the dress circle of the Cathay 
was filled to capacity, this being an important yardstick. He added that the 
audience reaction was 'excellent,' and the press reviews, 'sensational,' Shown 
above are a Cathay lobby display of the Pan Books edition of the espionage 
novel, and one of the decorated trucks which toured Singapore's streets. 

MANILA, Philippines - Paramount Internatio¬ 
nal president James E. Perkins, in the office of 
Philippines manager A.S.Velasquez (centre), is 
shown stressing a very Important dramatic point 
to Joe Quirino. Manila Tlmes-Daily Mirror ace 
columnist and film censor. Incident occurred 
during Mr, Perkins' recent sales and business 
survey of the Far E^st territories. 

SAIGON, Vietnam - At 
right is the front of the 
Palace Theatre, with a 
most impressive sign for 
"Blood and Roses," Pict¬ 
ure played simultaneously 
at the Rex, and Paramount 
manager Tang Vinh Trach 
reported excellent busin¬ 
ess on the supematural- 
themed thriller. Continu¬ 
ation of business in spite 
of turbulent local cond¬ 

itions, is indicated by the poster display in the Rex 
for'"Hataril", "The Carpetbaggers," "Zulu" and "Come 
Blow Your Horn." Good movies will always prevail. 
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PARIS - Paramottnt 
president George Weltner 
introduces Rene Clement, 
director of "Is Paris 
Burning?", to Mr. and Mrs. 
Charles G, Bluhdom at 
the special screening of 
the mightr film. In centre 
is Henri Michaud. 

Mr. Bluhdom recently 
was elected a member of 
the Board of Paramount 
Pictures Corporation, 

HOLLYWOOD - Jennie 
Dhont, filmland represen¬ 
tative of Belgivnn's Cine 
Revue with Elke Sommer 
(of "The Oscar") at the 
Paramount studio cocktail 

PARIS - Parasol queue 
for "Judith" outside the 
executive entrance to 
Paramount's headquarters 
(which are in the same 
building as the Paramount 
Theatre). Note the four 
theatres lifted as showing 
the Sophia ^-oren film. 

RIGHT 
BRUSSELS - Front of 

the Vendome Theatre with 
a queue for "The Spy Who 
Came In From The Cold." 
The Vendome is one of the 
four Brussels theatres 
which released "The Spy" 
day-and-date. Paramount 
manager Paul Delvigne has 
particularly accented 
'the queue,'' saying: "A 
queue is something seldom 
seen these days in front 
of a Brussels cinema." 

Other three theatres 
releasing "The Spy" were 
the Scala,Plaza,Avenue. 

UN F1L.V ETERNELLEMENT 
MIRACULEUX "LES DIX 
COMMANDEMENTS\,,,,,,, 

Lorsque Cecil B. DeMiUe a fait " LES DIX 
COMfi'lANDEMENTS " en 1956, film que Paramount a 
distribue, il a perrnis a notre Societe d'obtenir 
le plus grand succes h la fois do prestige et 
d'argent que Paramount ait jamais connu. Cette 
extraordinaire production a triomphe mannifi- 
quement pendant le nombre d'ann^es prescrit. 
Puis le film a ete retire de la circulation. 
Alors a commence la periode pendant laquelle nous 
attendions tous de presenter, de nouvea-u, ce film 
admirable au monde impatient. Un monde r^unissant 
un vaste public compose, soit de personnes trop 
jeunes pour avoir vu le film au moment de sa 
premiere sortie, soit des personnes qui I'avaient 
manque et qui voulaient profiter de sa reprise 
pour r^parer cette omission, soit enfin des 
personnes qui I'avaient d^ja applaud! et qui 
voulaient le revoir. Ce temps est enfin venu et, 
sachez-le, un nouveau miracle vient de se produire 
pour nous. Quand le film est repasse le mois 
dernier sur les ecrans des Etats-Unis et du 
Canada, les recettes qu'il a faites ont genera- 
lement battu les records etablis lors de sa 
premiere sortie. Voila des resultats qui ne peuvent 
pas 5tre attribute a 1'augmentstion du prix des 
places car, dans les deux cas, les tarifs pratiques 
lors de la premiere presentation etaient ceux des 
premieres exclusivites exceptionnelles. Or, en 
1956 et en 1966, les prix sont restes a peu pres 
les mimes. Par consequent, la repetition de cet 
incroyable succes est du au fait que " LES DIX 
COMMiANDEMENTS ", film porte a I'ecran par Cecil 
B. DeMille, resie le plus grand et le plus eternel 
film de tous les temps. Et, I'an prochain, quand 
" LES DIX COMMANDEMENTS " ressortira sur le 
marchi international, la Division Internationale 
de Paramount aura 1'occasion inappreciable de 
prouver que, dans ces territoires eqalement, cette 
production peut battre les records etablis il y a 
environ dix ans et mime obtenir encore de meilleures 
recettes que sur le marche americain, recettes qui 
actuellement enchantent les directeurs de notre 
sociite. 

Dans ce numero, nous donnons un compte- 
rendu de la quatrieme et dernifere convention 
internationale de ventes d*^ Paramount : celle de 

la division sud-americaine.Il est evident,d'aprfes 
les timoignages qui nous sont parvenus, que cette 

ANTWERP, Belgium - A moat admirable dis¬ 
play for "Judith" over the entrance to the 
Metro Theatre here. Surge at the boxoffice is 
an index to the film's success. 

convention a suscite 1'interit et 1'enthousiasme 
qui crient le climat dynamique conforme aux 
meilleures traditions de Paramount. Sous la 
condiiite energique de Henri B. Gordon, Directeur 
divisionnaire de I'Amerique Latine, et en presence 
de Messrs. J.E. Perkins, M. Goldstein et Guenter 
Schack Venus spicialement de New York, ainsi que 
de M. Henri Michaud , de Paris, la reunion de 

Buenos-^'yres a amplement prouve h 1'Industrie 
cinematographique d'Am^rique du Sud et d'Amerique 
Centrale que Paramount avait toutes les qualites 
requises pour tenir incontestablement la tSte du 
peloton. 

Le monde n'a jamis eu, et probablement ne 
pourra jamais avoir, une trop grande quantity 

de grands comedians et de bonnes equipes comiques. 
Paramount a eu la chance d'avoir, dans le pass^, 

les meilleures Equipes de comiques. Et.aujourd'hui 
nous avons I'extrlme bonheur d*avoir une nouvelle 
equipe extraordinaire d'acteurs comiques : Marty 
Allen et Steve Rossi. Leur premiere comedie 
Paramount " LES DERNIERS DES AGENTS SECRETS ? " 
a dej& remporte un formidable succes quand elle 

a ^t4 montr^e aux Etats-Unis. Or, comme le rire 

PARIS - One of the many queues for 
"Judith" at the Paramount. (See top cf page; 

est universel, il y a gros h parier que leur 

succes va rapidement gagner le monde entier, car, 
en verity, le monde a vraiment besoin de rire ! 

Deux productions Paramount qui m^ritent 
de grands efforts au point de vue vente : ce sont 
" THE NIGHT OF THE GRIZZLY " interpr4t4 par deux 
vedettes : Clint Walker et Martha Hyer, et " W/COy 
un Western de A.C. Lyles, quir<unit une distri¬ 
bution d'acteurs remarquables qui ont fait la 
grande popularity de M. Lyles. Ces deux films 
sont du vrai cin4ma plein d'action. Ni I'un, 
ni I'autre ne posent de probl^mes. Le public 
du monde entier les aimera parce qu'ils sont 
faciles h comprendre et qu'ils pr^sentent un 
caract^re fort attractif. Consacrez-leur vos 
meilleurs efforts. 

Et puis, il y a " ALFIE " qui est, sans 
contredit, un des films les plus sensationnels 
qui ait jamais dt^ distribu^ par Paramount ou 
par n'imports quel autre society. 

Quelle merveilleuse annye nous avons ! 



Europe is that vast coloi 
ful continent where "The Spy 
Who Came In From The Cold" 
is proving to be a Hit 
of Hits; and where 
"The Sons of 
Katie Elder" 
also is a 
big hit. 

Europe 

is also where 
"Is Paris Burning?” 

is the most eagerly 
awaited motion picture 

in more than a decade; and 
it is going to be well worth 

the breathless waiting 
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LIEGE, Belgium - Very attractive 
and eye-catching front-of-house disp¬ 
lay by the Carrefour-Versailles Cine¬ 
ma for the Otto Preminger film, "In 
Ham's Way." 

BELO^ 
BASEL, Switzerland - Third 

of the o "Judith" windows in the 
great Oscar Weber dept, store. 
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BASEL, Switzerland - Two of 
the 6 wonderful windows given 
by the famed Oscar Weber store 
in the interests of "Judith," 

HELSINKI - Front of 
the Aloha inviting the 
Finnish film fans to par¬ 
take of its wamth while 
thrilling to the exploits 
of "The Spy Who Came In 
From The Cold." 

TEL AVIV, Israel - Claire Bloom, who accom¬ 
panied her husband. Rod Steiger, here in conn¬ 
ection with his film, gave graciously of her 
time to speak about her part in making "The Spy 
Who Came In From The Cold." She is shown here, 
at right, with (unidentified) members of the 
press. At left are Paramount Israel manager 
Ladislav Koch and Mrs. Koch. 

"Judith" Shatters 
All-Time Record of 
The Paris Paramount 

This cable received by James E. Perk¬ 
ins, president of Paramount International, 
from Henri Michaud, Continental division 
general manager, needs no elaboration: 

HAPPY ADVISE YOU FIRST WEEKEND JTTIITH 
PARAMOUNT THEATRE BROKE ALL-TIME RECORD OF 

THE HOUSE. 
But there elaboration, for Mr, 

Perkins has advised all executives concer¬ 
ned that "excellent business is also being 

received on 'Judith' from other European 
cities, and will be included in a separate 

report." 

Many Brussels 
Cines for "The Spy" 

•BUOOM’VAN EYCK 

SAllES .A 

BRUSSELS - So great was the demand 
here for "The Spy Who Came In From The 
Cold" that it took four first-run cinemas 
bo meet the demand — the three above and 
the Vendome at the bottom of the opposite 
»age. The three above, reading down, are 
he Plaza, Scala and Avenue. 

Paul Delvigne, Paramount manager for 
Belgium, directed a wonderful showmanship 
campaign for the film,especially with 
respect to bookstore tie-ups, radio and 
TV, and the press. 

f 
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Edith Head designs 
clothes for the world, 
and she does this so well 
because she knows the 
world and its people. 

And she knows the 
people of the world so 
well because she mingles 
with them in their own 
environment• 

She goes to England 
and Europe regularly, 
and what she observes 
and is influenced by, 
shows up in subsequent 
film productions. She 
has been to South and 
Central America several 
times - and now she has 
just concluded a very 
informative visit to the 
Orient, at a time when 
several important film 
productions are in the 
offing. 

Impressions of 
Edith Head 

4> * 

Following the visit of 
Edith Head to Japan and Hong 
Kong, sincere opinions were 
expressed by Svend A. Henrik- 
sen, Julian G, Binstock and H. 
S. Moh. Here are excerpts: 

Mr. Henriksen 
Edith is certainly a fine 

Ambassadress for our Company 
and I am only sorry she could 
not visit other Far Eastern 
territories. Maybe next time. 

Mr. Binstock 

Miss Head is a most pleas¬ 
ant and Interesting person 
and she expressed great satis¬ 
faction with all the arrange¬ 
ments made. 

Mr. Moh 

During her stay in this 
colony. Miss Head >«is inter¬ 
viewed by various newspapers 
and also had tape-recorded in¬ 
terviews by Radio Hong Kong 
and Commercial Radio. Miss 
Head was most co-operative 
with the papers and radio peo¬ 
ple and her visit to the 
Colony was very well public¬ 
ized. 

MORE ABOUT THE GIANT SUCCESS 
OF "RED LINE 7000" IN JAPAN 

This is a continuation 
of our report on Page 12 
of the enormously success¬ 
ful showmanship presentat¬ 
ion of "Red Line 7000" in 
Tokyo and Kobe. 

AT LE^ are two phases 
of the "ABC Auto Seminare" 
arranged in conjunction 
with ABC TV & Ra^lo on 
auto racing and safety.The 
top picture shows the mod¬ 
erator, with sketches on 
the blackboard, and a pile 
of model automobiles to be 
awarded. Below are attend¬ 
ants with model cars used 
by the students. 

AT RIGHT 
Attractive posters for 

"Red Line 7000" were placed 
at ten (10) strategic spots 
around the celebrated 
Funabashi Circuit in con- 
unction with Nlkkan Sports 
hinbun 500-Mile Race. 

TOKYO - Academy Awards-winning costume des- 
iCTer Edith Head holding a special press inter¬ 
view in her suite at the Hotel Okura. More than 
40 press representatives were present. 

A luncheon was given in her honor by the 
Matsuzakaya department store. She delivered a 
lecture at the dressmaking school attended by 
2,000 persons. Her visit to Tokyo was thoroughly 
publicized. According to Paramount general man¬ 
ager Binstock, "Miss Head was most cooperative 
and willing to work to the limit of her endur¬ 
ance." 

TOKYO - Welcome sign in honor of Miss Edith 
Head in the lobby of the Marunouchi Syochiku 
Theatre. Beside it, a special Japanese poster 
for "Bbeing Boeing," for which Hal Wallis pict¬ 
ure Miss Head did the costumes. 

In bringing the files of correspondence on 
Miss Edith Head's joumejr to the Orient to the 
attention of Mr. Weltner, the following pencil¬ 
ed notation was added by Mr. Perkins: 

"Edith Head was a big hit with the press 
and our people in the Far East, and it 
was apparently mutual." 



Producer-director Henry 
Hathaway has returned to Holly¬ 
wood after spending three 
weeks in Tanganyika and Kenya, 

scouting African locales for 
"The Last Safari" which Hath¬ 
away has scheduled for Paramount 

production in September. 
Hathaway was accompanied 

on the location trip by prod¬ 
uction assistant Frank Beetson, 
Jr., and scenarist John Gay. 
"The Last Safarai" is based on 
Gerald Hanley's high adventure 
novel, "Gilligan's Last Eleph¬ 

ant ." 

HOLLYWOOD 
HIGHLIGHTS 

M 

Golden Spurs" 
Awarded to John 
Wayne,A.C.Lyles 

John Wayne and producer A.C. 
Lyles were the recipients of the 
Reno, Nevada, Chamber of Commerce' 
"Golden Spurs" awards at a lunch¬ 
eon (below) on April 27th at 
Paramount Studios, hosted by How¬ 
ard W.Koch, vice-president and 
studio and production head. 

Wayne and Lyles received gold 
spurs instead of the traditional 
silver because of the speaial 
recognition accorded them for their 
extraordinary contribution to 
Western lore. 

On the Paramount set of "War¬ 
ning Shot" is Mrs. Jerylln Mdiay, 
president of the San Diego chap- 
ter of the Navy Wives of America 
and columnist for Stars and Str¬ 
ipes, Explaining picture-making 

David Janssen,star 
of "Warning Shot." Mrs. Mc^aywas 
p Los Angeles securing film in¬ 
terviews while her husband is 
complet^g a tour of duty in Viet¬ 
nam, flying with a seaplane unit. 

"WELCOME BACK, BRIAN" - That's the 
spirit extended to Brian Donleavy by 
studio and production head Howard W. 
Koch, at right, and producer A.C. 
Lyles as they greet Brian following 
his first scene in "Waco," latest of 
the A.C.Lyles productions for Para¬ 
mount release, 

"Waco," which we have seen, is 
all odds just about the finest and 
most thrilling of the Lyles product¬ 
ions to date. 

THERS 

Since the first of the new Blake Edwards 
productions for Paramount is expected to be 
"Peter Gunn" (which he created for Television), 
the entrance to the Paramount Studio commissary 
(which was used for the official reception to 
the producer) was transformed into the entrance 
to Mother's Night Club, a key locale in the 
"Peter Gunn" Tv series. 

Barbara Stanwyck made the presentations on behalf of Governor Grant 
Sawyer of Nevada, Miss Stanwyck was introduced by Judd Allen, general manager 
manager of the Reno Chamber of Commerce. At left. Miss Stanwyck is 
shown about to make the awards to Wayne, left and Lyles. Above, are 
John Wayne,Howard W. Koch, Miss Stanwyck,A.C,Lyles and Judd Alien. 

■ ■ -RIGHT 

As William Castle's Paramount 
production got under way, a two-part 
event marked the occasion via a cock¬ 
tail party on the set. One part hon¬ 
ored the start of the comedy thriller; 
the other honored the 20th anniver¬ 
sary of Sid Caesar (co-star in the 
film), in show business. In the scene 
at right. Paramount studio and prod¬ 
uction head, and Mrs, Castle look on 
as Mr, Castle cuts into the cake made 
in honor of his name, (Title of the 
picture? "The Spirit Is Willi ■ing"). 

John Wayne and A.C.Lyles with 
their "Golden Spurs" awards - 
and the very charming company of 
Kiss Barbara Stanwyck. 
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MAN OF THE YEAR 

PHILADELPHIA * Para¬ 
mount branch manager Don 
R. Hicks Is honored as 
"Man Of„The Year" bv Mrs. 
Arthur Goldsmith (r) .pres¬ 
ident of the Philadelphia 
Motion Picture Preview 
Group. Beaming with pride 
is Mrs. Eleanore HicKs. 

Mr.Hicks was guest of 
honor at the annual FMPPG 
luncheon at the Barclay, 
where he was feted for 
"unselfish service to the 
underprivileged." 

GAINESVILLE, Florida - This below. The theatre has every mod- 
is the magnificent new twin- em convenience, including rock- 
auditorium theatre dedicated with ing chair seats, and ultra-rest- 
the reverent invocation printed ful surroundings. 

New Cinema Inspiringly Dedicated 
GAINESVILLE, Florida - Last month, Florida State 

Theatres* beautiful twin-auditorium theatre was dedi¬ 
cated here, with the invocation offered by Dr. Delton 
L. Scudder of the University of Florida, Paramount’s 
Jacksonville manager, Fred W. Mathis, was present at 
the ceremony and was so impressed with Dr, Scudder's 
inspiring address and its relation to our industry, 
that he forwarded a copy to Mr. Weltner, Here is its 
text: 

0 Thou who didst call us to play many parts on the stage of life, 
we are grateful for the dramatic arts and the technical instruments 

which make them available to many people, in many communities, in many 
lands. 

We are glad that men of energy and foresight have here built spa¬ 
cious, impressive and commodious quarters for the portrayal of hunen 
existence in all its diverse and many-sidedness, and we dedicate these 
twin theatres this night not to commercial success, successful though 
we trust they may be, but to the upgrading of the life and spirit of 
this area, to the release of human hearts from the burdens of strain 
and care, to the reception of new experiences, to the renewal of high 

purposes, and to a deeper understanding of life as it is mirrored on the 
the screen. 

liVe pray that as scenes of heroism and cowardice, merriment and sad¬ 
ness, sacrifice and selfishness, terror and splendor, thievery and mock¬ 
ery, weal and woe, realism and make-believe unfold before our eyes, that 
the young and the old, the poor and the rich, the strong and the weak 

may become aware of the mysteries of life and death, joy and sorrow,the 
difference between what is and what ought to be, the possible and the 
actual and become more adequate to living in these difficult and afflu¬ 
ent days. 

Keep us mindful of the ancient truth that life is a tale of two 
cities, the city of those who love self to the detriment of others and 
the city of those who love others to the distain of self, and grant that 
the pictorial arts may open our eyes to an authentic perceptiveness and 
the importance of all that is Just and kind and of good report. To such 
worthful experiences we commit ourselves, the management of these 

beautiful buildings, and the programs of entertainment which will 
transpire in this place. aufm 

High Tribute to ’’The 
Ten Commandments” 

MILWAUKEE, Wisconsin - Paramount branch 
manager Howard Ross, at right, presenting to 
Warner Theatres district manager Harry Mlntz 
the proclamation (shown belowj signed by the 
Governor of Wisconsin proclaiming April 10 
through April 16 to be "Cecil B. D^ille 
Week. At left is Stan Gross, manager of the 
Warner Theatre, where "The Ten Commandments" 
has registered such sensational business. 

WHEREAS, Che week of April 10 through 16 !• being observed by Vlsconelo 

Boclon picture theatres as Cecil B. DeMllle week In recognition of hla aajor role 

In the developoent of the motion picture arts; and 

WHEREAS, one of Mr. DeMllle's most Impressive sod spectacular films, 

"The Ten CcrnmandiDencs," may be soon re-released In Wisconsin; 

NCW. THEREFORE. I. WARREN P. KNOWLES, Governor of the State of Wleconsln. 

do hereby proclaim the week of April 10 through 16, 1966; to be 

CECIL B. DeMILLE WEEK 

in Wisconsin. 

IN TESTIMOKY WHIREOP, I Kevt 

hereunto set ay hand atkd 

caused Che Great Seel of 

the State of Wlecooela to 

be affixed. Done at the 

Capitol in the City of 

Madleoo thle thirtieth 

day of March U the year 

of our Lord one thoueeod 

nine hu^tf^fd end alxtyelx. 



INTERESTING 

THE U . S . 

YORK - Pararaomt's 
"The Spy Who Came In From 
The Cold" was honored on 
April 22nd as the best 
suspense film by an Ame^ 
lean film company in 19o5 
by the Mystery Writers of 
America at its annual 
"Edgar" awards presentat¬ 
ion, (The awards are named 
for Edgar Allen Poe). 

Accepting the "Edgar" 
for Paul Dehn and Guv 
Trosper, who wrote the 
screenplay for "The Spv," 
was Lee Sabinson (rignt, 
above) Paramount*s Eastern 
story editor. Making the £resentation on behalf of 

.W.A. president, is H.Q. 
Masur, Function, at New 
York's Astor Hotel, was 
attended by 300 writers. 

New York - The ribbon 
cutting ceremony opening 
the International Photo¬ 
graphic Exposition at this 
city's Coliseum is perfor¬ 
med by the celebrated 
model, Carmen, who has a 
top role in Allen & Rossi's 
espionage romp, "The Last 
of the Secret Agents?" 

SPACE-MINDED 

Mother: "Isn't it 
wonderful that Grandma 
and Grandpa are going 
aI^5und the world.-'" 

5-year-old son: How 
many times?"_ 
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PARAMOUNT EVENTS 

& CANADA 

ED SULLIVAN Photo 

NEW YORK - Wherever (Marty) Allen and 
(Steve) Rossi travel in behalf of their 
first Paramount comedy, "The Last of the 
Secret Agents?" they carry reproductions 
of the lethal umbrella which is their 
sensational weapon in the picture. Here 
they are shown arriving at Kennedy Inter¬ 
national Airport, 

TORONTO, Canada - Here on his tour of the 
U.S. and Canada on behalf of the Variety Clubs 
International, H.R.H. Prince Phillip, the Duke 
of Edinburgh, chats with Winston Barron about 
Variety Club activities in Canada. Win is now 
First Assistant Chief Barker of Variety Club, 
Tent #28, of Ontario, and thus participated 
actively with Prince Phillip in raising over 
One Hundred Thousand Dollars for further addit¬ 
ions to Variety Village, an occupational school 
for handicapped boys which Tent #28 supports. 

The lady looking on is Mrs, Sam Glasier, 
present head of the "Women of Variety," who do 
wonderful things for the Variety Clubs of Can- 

MONTREAL - Continuing our reportage of 
members of the Famous Players Canadian 
organisation who have been honored for long 
service, we have in this group Miss Muriel 
Goulet (40 years) and Adrien Bleau, Mrs. 
Winifred Foley and Mrs. Loretta Perusse, 
each with 25 years. Miss Goulet received 
an engraved silver tray. 

RIGHT 

PHILADELPHIA - These high school stud- 
er.ts from Cicero, Illinois, arriving at Int¬ 
ernational Airport, are here to see (among 
other ereat sights), "The Ten Commandments" 
at the Stanton Theatre. On an historic tour 
of the city, special arrangements were made 
for them to see the film masterpiece by 
Harry Schmerling, Paramount's divisional ad¬ 
vertising and publicity manager (front left) 
and William Kanefsky (r.) manager of the 
Stanton Theatre, as part of their tour. 

ada* 
(in his present post in Variety, it is our 

belief that Win Barron has advanced to the most 
eminent post of this great organization of any 
Paramounteer anywhere}. 



THE TOWERING 
SUMMER H 
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AND 11 
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.The greatest siimmer release spread, 
in industry history, and business-wise 
exhibitors are gleefully suffering 
writer's cramp signing up for it. 

A mother's proposition to her daring 
daughter: "It's up to you, my dear, to 
decide whether or not this property is 
condemned." 

Natalie Wood and Kate Reid in a dom¬ 
estic scene In THIS PROPERTY IS COaDEMNED, 
one of the tensest Paramaunt dramas in a 
decade. 

Elvis Presley serves up the kind of 
dish any man might think about who's 
either going to Hawaii, or dreams of going 
to Hawaii — or just dreams. _ 

Elvis Presley and four of the lovelies 
in Hal Wallis' ^RADISE, HAWAIIAN STYLE, 
including Suzanna Leigh. Elvis' leading 
lady, seated to his right. __ 

The strategy of THE LAST OF THE SECRET 
AGENTS?, according to Marty Allen and 
Steve Rossi, "We'll use the ankle as a 
guide," says Marty, "You look below the 
ankle for our quarry, Steve — and I'll 
look where my conscience dictates,"_ 

Marty Allen and Steve Rossi in one of 
the host of humorous misadventures they 
find themselves in, in "The Last of the 
Secret Agents?" 
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ilADA SMITH 

LAST OF THE 
;|RET AGENTS? 

ADISE, 
Al IAN STYLE 

S PROPERTY 
CONDEMNED 

H THESE 
IRS AND 
irYERS... 

STEVE MeQUEEN 

NATALIE WOOD 

ELVIS PRESLEY 
FRANK SINATRA 

SUSANNA LEIGH 

ROBERT REDFORD 

VIRNA LISI 

ROBERT KEITH 
MARTY ALLEN 

STEVE ROSSI 
KARL MALDEN 

SUZANNE PLESHETTE 
ARTHUR KENNEDY 

RAF VALLONE 
TONY FRANClOSA 

JAMES SHIGETA 
DONNA BUTTERWORTH 

"A one-spot bullet beats even four 
aces when a guy like me is plajrin' for 
keeps — and don't you or your murderin' 
gang ever forget it I" — says the revenge¬ 
seeking Nevada Smith. 

A wartime relic from 
the bottom of the sea 

(challenges the mightiest 
jewel of all the oceans. 

Frank Sinatra and Vima 
Lisi, especially in the 
thrilling ASSAULT ON^ A 
QUEEN, are the pair °for 
whan the term 'cinematic- 
chemistry' was invented. 

NEVADA SMITH, produced and directed by 
Henry Hathaway, has Steve McQueen at the 
head of a perfect cast._ 

THIS YEAR, THE MOST COMPETITIVE YEAR I sM 
CUR WHOLE HISTORY, CAN WELL BECOME THE 
MOST SUCCESSFUL YEAR IN OUR HISTORY! 
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Pictured at left is 
Joan Guilfoyle, charm- 
and talented daut^hter 
of Paramounteers Bob 
and Vera Gijiifoyle,and 
a bowler of champion¬ 
ship stature - as that 
trophy she is hoi dine: 
irdicates. Last month, 
Joan defended her 1965 

sen shore bowling 
championship crown ag¬ 
ainst eight contestants 
and emerged on top with 
a 177 average for the 
six games. Joan was 
scheduled to defend her 
1965 Mew York City 
championship against 
the best city bowlers 
on May 14th at Staters 

Island; and on May 28-29 she will be at the 
Pin-A-Rama Bowling Lanes in Utica, New York, 
for the New York State Finals. Our best wishes 
for your complete success, Joani 

The following is a newspaper release iss¬ 
ued to the nation’s press by the Industrial 
Medical Association, Chicago, on April.27th: 

An outstanding feature of the Industrial 
Medical Association’s Golden Anniversary meet¬ 
ing being held this week (April 25-28) in 
Detroit, Mich., was the presentation today of 
the C.O.Sa’'pington memorial lecture by Leon J. 
Warshaw, M.D,, New York City. The lecture is 
presented annually by a physician selected for 
his eminence in the field of occupational med¬ 
icine to honor the memory of Dr.C.O.Sappington, 
one of industrial medicine’s most illustrious 
pioneers. 

Dr. Warshaw, who is Medical Director for 
Paramount Pictures Corporation and United 
Artists Corporation, is a nationally-known 
authority on cardiology in industry, and a 
frequent speaker on the subject at' medical 
meetings throughout the country. 

(More about Dr. Warshaw next month). 

BOVJLING Bob McKeown’s cartoon feature in 
his bowling bulletin doing lots to make Para¬ 
mount and posture synonymous. Featured names 
in the latest bulletin were Frank Ebel,Marilyn 
Betttnger, Eleanor Rizzo and Grace Gang’azza... 
Next ’score’ to come up should be of those who 
have paid their dues to Treasurer Joe Bisdale. 

^THEN THERE''S SOFTBALL-and Bob’s first 
bulaetiji on the first game was a honey. It was 
headed ”IS PARA, BURNifc?" (because Paramount 
lost to Embassy 5 to 2), and was spiked through 
and through with saucy McKeown humor. 

When some women show 
np In stretch pants, 
they sure do.... 

Reason for defeat: We had 
more players,smarter plav^ 
ers,better dressed players. 
But they had more runs. 

Cartoon Artists Starred 

Thanks to the inspiringly sustained enthusiasm of Dr. 
Leon J. Warshaw, Charge Nurse Sally Kreger and Medical Sec- 
retary Rosalie Signorelli, the Medical Department's series 
of art displays bv Paramounteers continues. This time it is 
the accomplishments of members of Paramount's Cartoon Stud¬ 
ios which are in the spotlight, and they have attracted 
widespread appreciation. Shown here, backgrounded by the 
exhibits are, from left; James Culhane, director of animat¬ 
ion; Dr. Warshaw; Maude Anderson, painter; James Robinson, 
inker; and Robert Little, scenic designer. 

^ interesting grouping of expressions secured by Ed 
Sullivan's camera during the recent visit to Home Office of 
Marty Allen and Steve Rossi. Shown here, L to R; Hy Holllnger, 
Guenter Schack, Milton Goldstein, Marty Allen, John Montllor 
and Armand Cardea. 

The Travelers Ins¬ 
urance Companies of 
Hartford, Connecticut, 
annually publish a 
book of positively 
devastating cartoons 
on the subject of 
automobile safe driv¬ 
ing, Herewith is one 
of the 1966 cartoons, 
and If it prevents 
even one broken arm 
we will consider our¬ 
selves well repaid 
for publishing it, 

SDSDSDSDSDSDSD 
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tD SULLIVAN Photo ' 
NEW YORK - Natalie 

Wood arriving at Kennedy 
International Airport for 
press and magazine inter¬ 
views in connection with 
Paramount's dramatic "This 
Property Is Condemned," in 
which sne stars. 

aD SULLIVAN Photo 

NE"// YORK - Seen at the 
Mystery Writers of America 
dinner at the Hotel Astor 
are Paramount's Eastern 
storv editor. Lee Sabinson 
and Mrs. Sabinson. Earlier, 
Mr. Sabinson had accepted, 
on Paramount's behalf,the 
'Edgar' awarded by the 
Mystery Writers group to 
"The Spy Who Came In From 
The Cold." (See details on 
Page 19). 

HOLLYWOOD - Michael 
("Alfie") Caine escorts 
NancT Sinatra to a movie 
premiere. Nancy has a big 
role in "The Last of the 
Secret Agents?" and the 
next Paramount chore for 
Caine is the top i*ole in 
Otto Preminger's "Hurry 
Sundown," 

ADELAIDE, Australia - Some 
of the notables talking about 
"The Spy Who Came In From The 
Cold during intermission at the 
Majestic Theatre premiere of the 
espionage classic. From left: 
Air Commodore J.Dowling; Majest¬ 
ic manager Chic Arnold; South 
Australia's acting. Premier, the 
Hon. A.J.Shard; Brigadier r.J. 
Bleechiriore, and Paramount South 
Australian manager Denis Kiley. 

NEW YORK - Joseph Friedman, 
executive assistant to Martin 
Davis, ParamoTint Pictures vice- 
president, was an active parti¬ 
cipant in all of the Marty Allen 
and Steve Rossi showmanship 
activities in the New York area 
prior to the beginning of the 
national showmanship trek of 
the pair in the interests of 
"The Last of the Secret Agents" 

RIGHT Columnist Earl Wil¬ 
son, New York Post, also 
entered into the spirit of 
the stunts. 

£1 
'idans'i 

PITTSBURGH - The world premiere of the 
Allen and Rossi comedy, "The Last of the 
Secret Agents?" will be held at the Stanley 
Theatre on May 19th, and in advance of it the 
duo have been extremely active in this city 
on showmanship for the event. Here they have 
submitted their comedy skills to an 'escape' 
stunt arranged at the University of Pitts¬ 
burgh's Henry Frick Fine Arts Building, and 
the Museum's director, Walter Read Hovey.has 
gone right along with them in the act. Since 
Marty Allen is a native son of Pittsburgh, 
and because the film is a mighty good comedy, 
the newspapers also went along and gave all 
of the stunts perpetrated by the duo some 
excellent editorial space. 

HOLLYWOOD -Belgium's 
Cine Revue correspondent, 
Jennie Dhont (left) with 
Maurice Jarre and Dany 
Saval ("Boeing Boeing") 
Jarre at the Paramount 
studio's cocktail party 
welcoming producer Blake 
Edwards to the company's 
producing roster. 

HOLLYWOOD - On April 25,on 
the set of set of the William 
Castle-Paramount set of the 
spook-saga, "The Spirit Is WiU- 
ing," there was a cocktail party 
honoring Sid Caesar's 25 years 
in show business. (Sid is a co- 
star in the film). Comedians 
were present in full force. 
Above are three of them: Red 
Buttons, Dick Van Dj^e and Carl 
Reiner. 

HOLLYWOOD - Studio and pro¬ 
duction head Howard W. Koch, at 
right, with Mr, and Mrs, Jack 
Lemmon at the Paramount studio 
cocktail party welcoming prod¬ 
ucer Blake Edwards to the Para¬ 
mount organization. 

• o 
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PARIS - Savas Pylarinos, 
Paramount's distributor in 
Greece - and internationally 
renowned exhibitor and pro¬ 
ducer - meets French film 
star Alain Delon at a Para¬ 
mount reception here. The 
reception was for Paramount 
president George Weltner, 
who was in the French capi¬ 
tal to view a first-edited 
print of "Is Paris Burning?" 
in which Alain Delon co- 
stars. Mr. ^larinos was 
en route to New York on 
business. 



REAR ROW, L to r: Paramourt sales rep. W.A.Malone, Mr. 
Trevor F. Kerridge, Sir Robert Kerridge. MIDDLE ROW: Mr. K. 
Thompson, Odeon Theatre; Mr.J.Scott, Paramotmt; Mr. H.Gerr- 
ard. Paramount; Mr.M.Jarvis. Mr.T.S.Townsend. Mr.N.C.Glover. 
FRONT ROW; Paramount general manager S.H.Craig; Mr.R.Farrow, 
Mr.T.Goodliffe, Mr.L.McKellar, Mr.W.Glass. 

AUCKLAND - Although New Zealand had representation at 
the Sydney sales convention via Stanley H. Craig, general 
manager, and W.A. (Paddy) Malone, sales rep,, Robert L, 
Graham, managing director, deemed it essential that as much 
as possible of the meeting should be repeated in the Domin¬ 
ion, and particularly for the benefit of the top echelon of 
the Odeon Theatres Organisation. That he was able to do 
this was made possible through the generous cooperation of 
Odeon's managing director. Sir Robert Kerridge, 

Sir Robert made available 
the Odeon Theatrette, which 
was decorated with some of the 
product material used at the 
Sydney convention, and here the 
Odeon personnel and some memb¬ 
ers of the New Zealand Param¬ 
ount staff saw Paramount's 
product trailer, some sequen¬ 
ces from "Is Paris Burning?" 
and a full-length screening of 
"The Spy Who Came In From The Cold." Above is a partial view 
of the gathering, with managing director Robert L. Graham 
shown at extreme right telling his audience of the great new 
Paramount pictures for the balance of this year and all of 
1966 - the Year of Paramount's Still Greater Harvest. 

In reporting the event, Mr. Craig wrote: "The screen¬ 
ings were brought to a close with a most sincere expression 
by Sir Robert of his appreciation and thanks for what they 
had been told and seen and his confidence in the ability of 
the product to perform in his theatres to the mutual profit 
of Kerridge Odeon and Paramount," 

AUSTRALIA 4 
NEW ZEALAND 

PERTH - Reception from Paramount International S resident James E. Perkins (extreme right) follow- 
ng his arrival here from Singapore en route to 

Sydney. Fxinction was hosted by City Theatres, and 
shown L to R are: Paramount's West Australian sales 
representative Vic Loffman: I. Quartermain: Para¬ 
mount managing director Robert L. Graham: Mrs, E. 
Monahan, manageress, Mayfair Theatre; and Mr. J.E, 
Perkins, 

Sydney's New Paramount 
SYDNEY - The Greater Union Organisation's magnif¬ 

icent new Paramount Theatre, built to the highest of 
today's standards of entertainment-in-comfort, opened 
here on May 5th, It was a blacktie charity premiere, 
with the entire night's proceeds going to the Black 
and White Committee of the Royal Blind Society, Prem¬ 
iere film was Paramount's "The Spy Who Came In From 
The Cold." 

The Paramount will be an exclusive first-release 
flagship house for Paramount Pictures in this city. 

On account of the importance of this event, we will 
have ftill pictorial coverage in next month's issue. 

MELBOURNE - Paramount's 
Victorian manager Wes Lonev 
presents a trophy to well-known 
racing driver Norm Beechey, 
winner of Calder Raceway's "Red 
Line 7000" event. Driving a 
Ford Mustang. Beechey drove a 
thrill-packed race to win.Race 
was a key promotion for the 
Paramount, thriller's 7-theatre 
season at Village Drive-in Cir¬ 
cuit. Loney got in several good 
plugs for the film as present¬ 
ation was aired over 3aY, 

ADELAIDE - Ever-enterprising Majestic 
manager Chic Arnold turned the lobby of his 
theatre into the Berlin Wall for the charity 
premiere of "The Spy Who Came In From The 
Cold." At left, he 'warns' the acting Premier, 
The Hon. A.J.Snard, and Mrs. Shard, that they 
are about to leave the "American Zone." The 
thrilling premiere was tied in with the "Girl 
Of The Year" Quest. (More plx on Page 33), 



President Weltner's 
Address (in Spanish 
To the Buenos Aires 
Convention^^.^^^^^^^ 

Amigos Paramounti stas: 

Jesgraciadamente hace mucho tiempo 
que no he tenido el placer y la oportu- 
nldad de hablar espafiol, Encuentro que 
ml vocabularlo ha deteriorado y mi acen- 
to se ha vuelto muy de "turlsta'’. No 
obstante, har^ lo mejor que pueda y tra- 
tar^ de recorder un idioma que siempre 
me gustd y que en un tiempo habld bas- 
tante bien. 

Sidndome imposible trasladarme a 
Buenos Aires en este momento, me sirvo 
de la cinta magnetofdnica para hacerles 
llegar ml palabra a ustedes, sefiores 
Paramoiin ti stas de la America Latina, en 
ocasidn de su gran conferencia, 

En primer lugar, quiero congratular 
al sefior Hank Grordon, y con dl a su 
gran organizacidn latinoamerlcana por la 
excelente labor llevada a cabo durante 
estos dltimos afios. Me alegro que el Sr, 
Perkins se halle entre ustedes para po- 
der contarles, personalmente, nuestros 
grandes logros en el ramo de la produc- 
cidn, El Sr. Perkins siguid en todo mo¬ 
mento el desarrollo de los acontecimien- 
tos del pasado y les recomiendo escuchen 
bien su mensaje, porque es la pura ver- 
dad, pues tanto §1 como yo saberaos que 
a ustedes, los latinoamericanps, les 
gustan las cosas Claras, 

Llevamos muchos afios deseando todos 
un mas intense y uniforrae caudal de 
grandes pellculas, con buenos argumentos, 
estrellas de primera magnitud y los me- 
jores productores y directores, 

En la creencia de que ustedes ya ha- 
brdn visto, o van a ver muy pronto, el 
rollo del nuevo producto en cartera,les 
recordard el dlcho en inglds que dice: 
"une foto vale por mil palabra s'*, y por 
lo tanto, estoy seguro que las escenas 
que van a ver les dirdn mds de lo lUe 
yo pudiera decirles. 

Ante todo les demostrard que, final- 
men te, suplimos nuestra demanda de pro¬ 
ducto, ddndoles a ustedes un sostenido 
y poderoso programs de dxito tras dxito, 
fruto de intense laoor, un poco de suer- 
te y enorme esfuerzo, 

Cun:,plimos con nuestro cometido, Es¬ 
toy seguro que el nuevo producto cue ve 
rdn desfilar por la pantalla satisfard” 
SUE mds exigentes expectativas, Por mi 
parte, me tomc5 dos afios y medio de di- 
ligente y continue labor el formulas es- 
ta programacidn, Elio presupone, a la 
vez, el mds elevado inventario en la 
historia de la Jompafifa, £1 hecho es que 
este gran producto impone a todos noso- 
tros una mayor responsabilidad que nun- 
ca, Tenemos un grandioso producto, pero 
a un enorme costo, Nuestro deber es, a- 
hora, sacarles a estas peliculas hasta 
el flltimo centavo de rendimiento post¬ 
al® y> para lograrlo, todos y cada uno 
de nosotros deberd ejercer un esfuerzo 
mayor que nunca en nuestra meraoria, Es¬ 
te es el momento critico y esperamos 
convertirlo en el momento de nuestroma- 
yor triunfo. 

Si todos estos factores obran al u- 
nlsono y si sabemos hacer frente al pro¬ 
blems y estamos a la altura del momento, 
el afio 1966 verd la Paramount surgir co- 
rao la primera Compafifa de la industria 
cinematogrdfica, 

Espero bien pronto poder, una vez 
mas, saludarles personalmente, Hace mu¬ 
cho tiempo que no he visltado la Amdrica 
Latina y estoy sumamente ansioso de po¬ 
der volverles estrechar la mano, Su 
contribucidn al poderfo mundial de la 
paramount fue siempre importantlsima, 
Su admirable y brioso esplritu emprende- 
dor nos alienta y fortalece en nuestra 
gran fe en el futuro de nuestra Compafiia 
y, una vez mds, vlene a recordarnos que 
la familia Paramount sigue Inmutable, 
leal, flrme y segura. 

In addition to his recorded message In Spanish (above), Mr. Weltner sent to 
Budnos Aires the following cable addressed to Messrs Perkins, Michaud and Gordon: 

PLEASE CONVEY TO ALL AT THE BUENOS AIRES MEETING MY REGRETS THAT I CANNOT BE 
THERE IN PERSON, I AM CONFIDENT THAT UNDER YOUR GUIDANCE THE MEETING WILL BE 
SUCCESSFUL AND YOU WILL BE ABLE TO BRING TO ALL THE DELEGATES THE NEWS AND PLANS 
FOR THE POWERFUL PRODUCT THAT WILL BE PARAMOUNT IN 1966 AND 196?. I HOPE MY RECOR¬ 
DED MESSAGE WILL EXPRESS MY DEEP FEELINGS ABOUT PARAMOUNT'S FUTURE AND I SEND MY 
VERY BEST WISHES TO ALL OF YOU. KIND REGARDS. - GEORGE WELTNER 

Spontaneous enthusi¬ 
asm of the delegates at 
the conclusion of Mr. 
Weltner'8 recorded add]>- 
ess, which was presented 
in the middle or Mr.Per¬ 
kins' keynote address. 

Paramount Internat¬ 
ional president James E. 
Perkins delivering the 
meeting's keynote addr¬ 
ess. Seated, left to 
right: Guenter Schack 
Henry B. Gordon, Henr 
Michaud. 

Excerpts from Mr. 
Schack's on-the-spot re¬ 
port as they apply to 
the event on this page: 

"....Kr. Perkins, 
who received standing 
applause of long durat¬ 
ion, then delivered his 
keynote address.He 
interrupted if midway 
to present Mr.Weltner's 
taped message in Span- 
isn and therefore made 
it part of the Presiden¬ 
tial keynote....At its 
conclusion, and before 
Mr. Perkins resumed his 
keynote address, the 
boys were on their feet, 
and the ovation was one 
of those of which only 
Pararaounteers are capa¬ 
ble, and which only 
someone like Mr.Weltner 
can inspire. I need 
hardly say more." 
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BUENOS AIRES - The fourth of the four convention days provided a 
great social (and gastronomic) thrill for all of the delegates. They 

were the guests, at his very beautiful country home, of one of the 
staunchest friends of Paramount anywhere in the world - Clemente 
Lococo. A typical 'Gaucho Party* was staged for the group, and they 
ate probably the best meat they had ever eaten in their lives. Some of 
the guests are shown above with their host. They are, from the left: 
Guenter Schack, Dr. Glasseman, Juan Laupheimer, Andres Sanz, Peter Mor¬ 
eno, James E. Perkins, Francisco Lococo, Henri Michaud, and the charm¬ 
ing host, Clemente Lococo. 

(Quoting our on-the-spot reporter, Guenter Schack: "The senior of 
the Lococos, Clemente, made a spontaneous, from-the-heart address of 
welcome, and paid a wonderful tribute to Mr. Weltner. Mr. Perkins res¬ 
ponded in great form, and it was a real 'family affair'.") 

GUENTER SCHACK, who 
'doubled' at the Convent¬ 
ion as Paramount Inter¬ 
national's director of ad¬ 
vertising and publicity, 
and as special on-the- 
spot reporter for Para¬ 
mount World, for which he 
receives our grateful 
editorial thanks. 

c conti'nuo milagre de 
"OS DEZ MANDAMENTOS" 

Quando Cecil B, DeMllle fez "Os Dez Man 
damentos", para a Paramount distribuir efn 
1956, ele deu a nossa companhia o malor 
prestfglo e sucesso financeiro que a Para 
mount jamais teve. 0 grande fllme prospe- 
rou magnlfIcentemente durante um^prescrl- 
to numero de anos^ e quando fol ele retl- 
rado da programaqao, comeqou o perfodo de 
tempo em que todos nos almejavamos uma no 
va apresentaqao deste grande fllme,para a 
tender a urn mundo em expectativa,um mundo 
no qual ha uma ampl^ platela que neste 
melo tempo atln^iu a Idade de frequentnr 
cinema; ha tambem uma plateia nao menor 
dos que perderam o fllme no seu lanqamen- 
to e'que deseja ansiosamente uma outra 

"MOLL FLANDERS" A HIT 
IN SOUTH AFRICA 

Par^oont International's sales manager 
Milton Goldstein has received the following 
cabled advice from Ronald A. Dwyer, Para— 
»ount representative in the Republic of 
South Afrtca regarding the premiere of "The 
"■orous Adventures of Moll Flanders" at the 
Capri Theatre in Johannesburg: 

HAPPT ADVISE MOLL FLANDERS SETS OPENING 
DAY RECORD AT CAPRI, J0HANNESBUB3. ADVANCE 
BOOKING BUILDING STRONGLY. 

figures set 
low" for 
sustaining 

. _Mr, Dwyer used comparative 
by "The Canjetbaggers" and "Ha 
unmistakable proof of "Moll's" 
power at the ooxoffice. 

chance para ve-lo; e ha,ainda,a vasta pla 
tela dos que ja viram o filme anteriormen 
te e querem ve-lo outra vez, Esta oportu- 
nidade chegou— e aproveltem-naJ E nela 
temos urn outro milagre.* Em virtualmente 
todas as praqas era o fllme foi apre- 
sentado durante o mes flndo, nos Estados 
Unic^os e Canada, as rendas suplantaram o 
recorde estabelecldo em sua exlbiqao orl 
ginal. Isto nao pode ser atrlbuido ao au 
mento do preqo de^ingressos. pols em am= 
has as apresentagoes o nfvei de preco foi 
o da categoria de roadshow, de maneira 
que era 1956 e I966 os pregos foram exata- 
mente os mesraosJ Nao.' 0 que esta aconte- 
cendo e que uma vez mais "Os Dez Mandamen 
tos",produzido por Cecil B, DeMille,perma 
nece como o maior e mais atraente fllme 
de todos os fllmes. E no proximo ano,quan 
do "Os Dez Mandamentos" novamente for a-“ 
presentado no mercado estrangeiro,^a Divl 
sao Internacional da Paramount tera uma o 
portunidade incalculavel de demonstrar 
que tambem ela pode suplantar todos os re 
cordes de uma decada atras, e talvez ate” 
obter alnda raelhores resultados dos que 
estao sendo obtidos pela Dlvisao Local, e 
que estao fazendo agora as delfcias dos 
altos dirigentes da nossa companhia. 

''este numero divulgamos a quarta e ultl 
ma Convenc<Io Internacional da Paramount,” 
que e a da dlvisao da America Latina, A 
julgar pelas provas evidentes,ja do nosso 
conheclm3nto,trata-se de uma das mais en- 
tusiasticas e vibrantes convengoes,bem ao 
estilo das tradlgoes da Paramount Interna 
tlonal. Sob a orientagao do diretor divi¬ 
sional da America Latina, Henry B,Gordon, 
e tendo como convldados especlals os srs, 
J.E,Perkins,M.Goldstein e Guenter Schack, 
de Nova York, a Convengao de Buenos Aires 
provou de maneira insofismavel aos cinema 
tograflstas das Americas Central e do Sul 
que a Paramount dispoe de todos os elemen 
tos para se manter na lideranga da indus” 
tria, 

0 mundo nunca tlnha tido,e provavelmen- 
te jamais tera, um suprimento excessive 
de grandes comedlantes ou de grandes du- 
plas comicas. Coube a Paramount a gran¬ 
de sorte de ter tldo no passado algumas 
das mais famosas^duplas comicas, E e aln¬ 
da nossa sorte termos agora a maior de to 
das as duplas comicas,Marty Allen e Steve 
Rossi, Sua primeira comedia para a Para¬ 
mount, OS "INCRIVSIS" AGENTSS SSCRETOS,ja 
esta obtendo um dlnamico sucesso, nos Es¬ 
tados Unidos; e como o riso e universal,e 
xistem as mais fundadas esperangas de que 
esse sucesso prontamente circulars o glo¬ 
be, pols o mundo esta urgentemente neces- 
sltando de dar boas e gostosas gargalha- 
das. 

Duas atuais produgoes da Paramount que 
fazem jus aos nossos melhores esforgos de 
vendas sao "Sata,o Urso Pardo" (The night 
of the Grizzly),com Clint Walker e Martha 
Ilyer nos papeis principals; e "Dileraa de 
um Bandido" (Vfaco), um western produzldo 
por A.C, Lyles, com um desses elencos all 
-Star que tornaram tao popular o nome de 
Mr, Lyles,Ambos os filmes sao repletos de 
acjao, bem ao gosto do publico, As^pla- 
teias do mundo Inteiro ^ostarao desses dels 
filmes, pols sao eles faceis de se enten- 
der e de ser admirados sob qualquer ponto 
de vista.Dem-lhe pois os melhores de seus 
esforgos, 

E depols, ha ainda "Alfle"— sem duvlda 
alguma o mais sensaclonal filme do seu ge 
nero,ate hoje apresentado pela Paramount^ 
ou por qualquer outra produtoraj 

Que ano maravilhoso estamos tendoJ 



PARAMOUNT 
EVENTS IN 

LATIN 
AMERICA 

Argentine Wedding Bells 
BUENOS AIRES - Scene at the happy Inncheon offered 

to Mr. Miguel Gonzalez, sales manager's assistant, in 
honor of his forthcoming wedding. The marriage took 
place on April 16, the Bride being the former Miss 
Myriam Amanda Pajon. 

ShowTi seated, from left; Rodolfo F.Cabanillas, Juan 
Carlos Felix Fernandez, Miss Rosita Ortega, Miss Delia 
Martha Granollers, Miss Beatriz Mucci, Miss Emesta 
Mucci, Migijel Gonzalez, Miss Margarita Morello and Miss 
Alexandra Tescione. 

Standing; Miss Haydde Trumpy, Osvaldo Gallardo, Luis 
Stagnaro, Andres Sanz, Alberto Garcia, Luis P^rez Navas, 
Enrique Qascino, Miguel^Brunetti, Alberto Pazos, Hector 
Blanco Miss Oltnda Fernandez, Miss Adela Marti and Julio 
Costa. 

BOGOTA, Colombia - Big days now - and tomorrow - for the 
Opera Theatre, thanks to the steady sales initiative of Para¬ 
mount manager Victor M. Cortes. In the first panel is the lobby 
of the renowned cinema, with "The Sons of Katie Elder" current, 
and the travelog car announcing "Dingaka" as the coming attr- 
actlon. Then there is the other lavish and enticing dilplay 
at the side ^trance to the Opera, with a spectacular listing 
of four great coming attractions ~ "Red Line 7000," "Boeing 
Boeing," The Spy Who Came In From The Cold" and "5ands of the 

SSstSmS'of the bank. management is a very good 

MANAGUA, Nicaragua - Shown here, left to right, are 
Mr. Juan F. Aguerrlj Paramount's assistant manager in 
Panaoa, Fritz Reimert; and Mr. J. Adan Aguerrl, manager 
of the Circuito Uniparco and Paramount's representative 
In Nicaragua. 

Mr. Juan is studying a full page from one of the 
local newspapers listing the top l2 films of all lands 
shown in Nicaragua in lv65. Two of these ("Becket" and 
"Love With the Proper Stranger") are Paramount films. 

Mr. Reimert and Mr. J.Adan are holding a plaque of 
Merit given bv Estudiantil Nicaraguense (The Student 
Cine Club of Nicaragua) to Brandon De Wilde for the 
best juvenile interpretation, which he gave in "Hud." 

The newspaper listing the top twelve films was La 
Prensa, the country's most important journal. 

HOLLWOOD - Buzz Kulik, di¬ 
recting "Warning Shot," which 
stars David Janssen, explains 
his technique to a trio of top 
Mexican newspapermen from El 
Heraldo, a top Mexico City dally. 
Left and right are Srs. Mario 
Castillon and Guillermo ^squez, 
two of the paper's editors vis¬ 
iting the Paramount Studio. 
Holding copies of El Heraldo is 
Jorge Camara, Hollywood corres¬ 
pondent of El Heraldo. 

BUENOS AIRES - One of many 
verv effective window displays 
in Behalf of the 9-theatre prem¬ 
iere of "The Sons of Katie 
Elder" was this one in the shoe 
shop called 'Milady.' 

Opera Theatre, where the Hal 
"The Sons of 

Katie Elder" topped the average 
of the hwse by 50%. Picture 
also registered the same per- 

Moreno theatres in Buenos Aires 
and the Opera in Mar del Plata, 
where it played simultaneously. 
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BOGOTA. Colombia - 
Two fine snowmanship dis¬ 
plays by the Opera Theatre 
here, one for the current 
"Dingaka." the other for 
a quartette of attract¬ 
ions coming to the cinema. 
The latter are "f^ed Line 
7000,” "Boeing Boeing," 
"The Spy Who Came InTrom 
The Cold" and "Sands of 
the Kalahari." 

MILTON GOLDSTEIN, in 
his new post as Paramount 
International's sales 
manager, pounded home the Preatness of the upcoming 

aramount product in no 
uncertain manner. 

EL CONTINUO MILAGRO OE 
"LOS DIEZ MANDAMIENTOS" 

# • • • 

Cuando en 193^ Ceoil B. BeMille reali¬ 
ze "Los Biez Mandaaientos" para que Paramount 
la distribuyese oonoedio a nuestra Conpanla 
el mayor prestiglo y ezito finanoiere qua 
Jamas conooiera nuestra Maroa. La glgantes- 
oa produooion florecio esplSndidamente duran^ 
te el transourso de los prevlstos anos, y, 
cxiando se re tiro de distribuoion, ccxienzo 
el perlodo en qvie todos nosotros empezamos 
a sentir el anhelo de que lamisma fuera de 
nuevo presentada a tan mundo avido de verla, 
un mundo en el que habria vna gran multitud 
de espeotadores que entre tanto se habian 
heoho mayoresj y otro publioo que no habia 
tenido ooasion de verla durante el tiempo 
de su presentaoion y que deseaba desespera- 
damente tener otra oportunidadj y un teroer 
publioo que la habia visto antes y deseaba 
volverla a ver. Ha llegado la hora de esta 
gran ooasion..tly atenoion, que tpnemos otro 
mllagrol Virtualmente, en todos los estre— 
nos del pasado mes en los Estados Unidos y 
Canada la pelicula ha pvilverizado los re- 
oords estableoidos en sus exhibioiones ori— 
ginales. Elio no puede atribuirse a que 
los preoios de taquilla sean superiores, por 
ouanto en ambos oasos las localidades fue- 
ron a niveles fuera de serie y virtualmente 
los preoios de 193^ y los de 1966 son los 
mismos. INoI Lo que oourre es que por se— 
gunda vez "Los Diez Mandamlentos", produoi- 
da para la pantalla por Ceoil B. DeHille, 
sigue siendo la pelioula m£s oolosal y du- 
radera de todos los tiempos. T el ano que 
viene, ouando "Los Diez Mandamlentos" vuel- 
va a estrenarse en el meroado intemaoional, 
la Division intemaolonal de Paramount ten- 
dra una oportunidad inapreciable para d»- 
mostxtir que tambien ella puede supereir los 

anterlores reoords de estreno estableoidos 
haoe oasi una deoada y que es oapaz inoluso 
de obtener mejores resultados que los de 
la Division Dom6stioa, los que aotualmente 
Henan de satlsfaoolon a los mas altos eje— 
outivos de la Compania. 

En este mismo numero les damos detalles 
sobre la oviarta y ultima Convenoion de Ven- 
tas de Paramoxint International, la de la 
Division de Latino Amerloa. Es evidente, a 
^uzgar por las pruebas que se aportan, que 
esta tambien ha oumplimentado generosamen- 
te el entuslasmo, arresto e interes tradi— 
oionales de Paramoiint International. Bajo 
la oertera dlreooion del direotor de la Di¬ 
vision de la Am4rloa Latina, Henry B. Gor¬ 
don, y oon la asistenoia oomo invitados ee- 

peoiales de Hueva York de los seKores J.E, 

Peiicins, M. Goldstein y Guenter Sohaok, el 
aoonteoimiento de Buenos Aires ha aportado 
para la Industria oinematografioa do Am^rioa 
del Sur y Central poderosas pruebas que afii^ 
man que Paramount detenta ouantas oualidades 
se requieren para mantonerse oomo oampeona 
imbatlble. 

El mundo^nunoa ha tenido ni probablemen— 
te nunca podra tener tin ezoeso de grandes oo- 
mediantes y de grandes parejas oomioas. Pa^ 
ramount ha tenido la gran suerte de oontar 
en el pasado oon algunas de las parejas o6— 
mioas de mayor popularidadj y tambien somos 
lo bastante afortunados para oontar ahora oon 
otra pareja oomioa de gran envorgadura, la 
foimada por Marty Allen y Steve Hossi. Su 
primera oomedia para Paramount, "TOie Last of 
the Seoret Agents?" ha obtenido ya en los 
Estados Unidos un gran ezito y, puesto quo 
la risa es oosa universal, albergamos gran¬ 
des esperanzas de que este ezito dara rapi- 
damente la vuelta al ^obo, pues el mundo 
tiene perentoria neoesidad de risa sincera 
y oordial. 

Dos produooiones Paramount aotuales que 
mereoen un vigoroso esfuerzo por parte de 
Ventas son "The Ni^t of the Grizzly", oon 
Cli4t Walker y Martha Hyor y "Waoo", una pe¬ 
lioula del Oeste de A.C* Lyles oon uno de 
esos grandes ropartos que el senor ly^les ha 
popularizado tanto. Ambas pelloulas estan 
pietorioas de aooion y dinamismo, desprovis- 
tas de todo problema. Gustaran al publioo 
de oualquier parte del mundo porque son muy 
faoiles do oomprender y muy admirables dee- 
de el punto de vista del entretenimiento. 
Hagan por ellas lo muimo posible. 

T tras todos esto oontamos oon "Alfie" - 
el films mas sensaoional entre los de su ole^- 
so de los presentados por Paramount o por 
oualquier otra Compeinia. 

!Que ano tan sensaoional para nosotros! 

BUENOS AIRES 
EVENT 

DELEGATES' ATTENTION 

LEFT 

Reading from left: Marti, 
Erunetti, Nuin. Reimert,Moreno, 
Patino, Laupheimer, Sill, Leite 
Cesar, Molina, Alonzo. 

R I G H T 
Reading from left: Sanz, 

Garcia, Grunspan, Cortes, 
Senior, Hart, 
Webb, Perez, 

Planas. Rochiin 
Navas, Stagnaro. 

9 
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NYA TRIUMFER FOR 
”DE TIO BUDORDEN” 

%*l|r4tKilt(Nc4i 

Nar Cecil B. DeMille ar 1956 g.iorde "De tio 
budorden" ,att distribueras genom Psrajnount,be- 
tydde detta stor prestige fdr bolaget forutom 
att det irmebar den storsta ekonomiska framgang 
som Paramount n4gonsin noterat. Storverket gav 
strilande resultat foreskrivet antal ar och nar 
den indrogs frlin distribution blev detta upp - 
takten till den period, under vilken vi alia 
s&g fram mot en presentation en andra gang for 
en fdrvantansfull vSrld, en vSrld dSr det under 
tiden hade hunnit vixa upp en ny stor biopublik; 
andra hade kanske missat filmen i forsta omg4n- 
gen och var nu ivriga infor en ny mojlighet att 
se den; en tredje kategori hade sett filmen 
och langtade efter att se den p4 nytt, Denna 
efteriangtade tid Sr nu inne - och se.' Vi har 
ett nytt mirakel.' Pa praktiskt taget varje plats, 
dfir filmen visats under den senaste minaden i 
Fdrenta Statema och Canada, har tidigare kassa- 

BE SURE AND READ THE ANNOUNCEMENT ABOUT 
PARAMOUNT'S TWO (2) ENTRIES IN THE CANNES 
FILM FESTIVAL ON THE BACK COVER (Page 40). 

rekord dverskridits. Detta kan knappast till- 
skrivas dkade bil.jettpriser, ty priserna pi den¬ 
na film ir nu praktiskt taget desamma som 1956. 
Nej, vad som hint ir att det in en ging kunnat 
konstateras, att "De tio budorden", Cecil B. De 
Milles stora filmskapelse, ir den stdrsta och 
mest bestiende filmen genom tidema. Och nista 
Ar, nfir "De tio budorden" iterigen gir ut pi den 
intemationella marknaden, fir Paramounts inter- 
nationella avdelningar ett oskattbart tillfalle 
visa, att ocksi de kan sli de nira nog ett irti- 
onde gamla rekorden, kanske kan de till och med 
prestera innu finare resultat in de som Para - 
mounts ledning ,iust nu kan frS.ida sig it. 

I detta nummer rapporteras Paramount Intema- 
tionala f.iarde, och sista, farsil.iningskonferens, 
den i den sydamerikanska avdelningen.Det ar pi- 
tagligt ay vad vi dar kan lAsa, att iven denna 
konferens levde upp till intemationella tradi- 
tioner vad gSller entusiasm, fSretagaranda och 
intresse. Chef for Sydamerika ar Henry B.Gordon 
och under dennes drivande ledning, med herrar 
J.E. Perkins, M. Goldstein och Guenter Schack 
som specialla gSster frin New York, blev Buenos 
Aires-konferensen medlet som fSr filmindustrien 
i Syd- och Central-Amerika gjorde klart, att 

STOCKHOLM-Although "The Slender Thread" 
premiered on what Paul Flodln called "one of 
the coldest, wettest and snowiest days of 
this winter," an audibly appreciative audi- 
ence, defying the elements, roundly applaucted 
the picture in its bow at the Sture Cinema, 
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miiwww 
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HELSINKI - Here is the crowd in the 
lobby of the Aloha, waiting to see "The Spy 
Who Came In From The Cold," and above are 
seat signs in the city's buses which helped 
spread the news about the espionage thriller 
at the Aloha. 

STOCKHOLM - The city's 
parking lots played a big 
part in spreading the 
news about "The Sons of 
Katie Elder," at the 
Palladium. These posters 
are in the Radmansgatan. 

HOLLYWOOD - Mr. and 
Mrs, Rolf Larapa, visitors 
from Sweden, visiting 
with star Ann-Margret on 
the set of "The* Swinger," 

Paramount har alia kvalifikationer fdr ett oslag- 
bart ledarskap. 

Virlden har aldrig haft och kommer troligen 
aldrig att fi ett Sverskott pi stora komedi-ak- 
tdrer eller komedi-par. Paramount har haft for- 
minen att under de gingna Aren ha nigra av de 
stQrsta aktdrema i facket och det ir si lyck - 
ligt att vi Sven nu har ett par nya "rolighets- 
ministrar" i Marty Allen och Steve Rossi. Deras 
fdrsta Paramountfilm, "The Last of the Secret 
Agents?",har redan hunnit inregistrera en dyna- 
misk framging i Forenta Staterna och di skratt 
fir nigot universiellt, kan man fdrvinta att 
framgingen snabbt breder ut sig varlden 5ver, 
ty virlden ir hdgeligen i behov av minga goda 
och hjirtliga skratt. 

Tvi Par amountfilmer just nu fortjinar fdrsilj- 
ningssidans uppmarksamhet: "The Night of the 
Grizzly", med Clint Walker och Martha Hyer,B«mt 
"Waco", en A.C. Lyles-vastem med en av de ming- 
stjamiga rollbesattningar, som gjort Mr. Lyles 
si popular. BAda kan rubriceras som rena under- 
hillningsfilmer, fyllchav spanning och fria frin 
problem. Hela virldens biobesSkare kommer att 
gilla dem, de ar latta att fdrsti, trevliga ur 
underhillningssynpunkt. Gdr allt vad ni kan fdr 
dessa tvi filmer. 

STOCKHOLM - Telephone 
box outside the renowned 
AhlCTS Department Store 
in Klarabergsgatan has a 
fine sign for "The Slen¬ 
der Thread" — and some¬ 
one seems to be calling 
the Sture Theatre to find 
out when the film starts. 

Och si har vi "Alfie" - belt enkelt den mest 
sensationella film i sitt slag som nigonsin 
slippts ut av Paramount eller nigot annat bolag 
heller,fdr den delen. 

Vilket harligt ir vi har.' 

People who aren't 
afraid to roll up their 
sleeves seldom lose 
their shirts. 
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CATHAY PREVIEW "FOR SONS ONLY" 

SATURDAV. Bth theSONS OF 
KATIE ELDER' MMS BWLY ilifiiW 

Mo 
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SINGAPORE - An unusual and very effective piece of show¬ 
manship by the Cathay Theatre in connection with the engage¬ 
ment of Hal Wallis’ "The Sons of Katie Elder," was a "^NS 
ONLY PREVIEW." 

Only sons were admitted to this special Cathay showing, 
and all of them received special gifts free. Above is a 
listing of the free gifts, and at right, a line-up of the 
boys and young men receiving their gifts. 
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KOWLOON - This is the window of the Lufthansa off¬ 
ice in the Peninsula Hotel here, with a fine display 
for "Boeing Boeing," then playing at the Hollywood 
Theatre here and the King's in Hong Kong. By way of re- 
ciprocity, the Hollywood displayed in its lobby a model: 
of tne latest Lufthansa aircraft. 

TAIPEI,Taiwan: 
Admirable display 
for "Boeing Boe¬ 
ing" in the lobby 
of the Ambassadjr 
Theatre here.The 
Hal Wallis comedy 
was very well re¬ 
ceived by the 
plcturegoers of 
this very 'movie 
wise' city. 
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NEWS OF THE PARAMOUNT 
SUBSIDIARIES 

PARAMOUNT'S MUSIC 
RELEASES ALSO IN 
THE HIT CLASS 

I 

PAHAMUUNI MUSIC CORPORATION . 1619 BROADWAY . NLW YORK, N Y 10019 

ANGELA 
Mu.ic and Word* by JAY IIVINGSTON and RAY SVANS 

BigilimCoit 
had cone tgtkerin 
ofHeflandnoliody 

but nobody was geiag 
topnshbinnorl 

W««H OSmAS BUffl Sllllt KSSRSSiy IKMIOTr * 

jMfma.'Sii/ 
JBmit 

THEME FROM 

SANDS OF THE KALAHARI BY JOHN OANK.WORTM 
IBnLlTMKtBft 

SflNDSOFIHE 
lUlAHARI. 
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Bii*S an \h* iwnel 6» WimWii HUlWiltl 0<’K.!«J Dt CV {N^itl.D 
Him: by JOHN OANXWOftfH TECHNICOlW ■ f'4f(AVi)jK)N' a 
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HOLLYWOOD - Dot Records' artist Billy Vaughn 
is shown receiving a Golden Microphone for being 
voted one of the most popular recording artists 
in Pern. The poll was conducted by Lima radio 
station, OAX, and resulted in thousands of votes 
from Peruvian radio listeners. Especially cited 
was Vaughn's Dot Records album, "12 Latin Hits." 

Presenting the award was Jose Luis Salazar, 
Director General of Distribuidora Peruana Sud- 
america, S.A., one of the largest record manu¬ 
facturers and distributors in Peru. 

"Angela," published by Para- 
moTint Music Corporation,strikes 
a very popular musical note in 
"The Night Of the Grizzly," now 
enjoying a lot of public acclaim 
across the U.S. and Canada. 

SOMETHING'S COMlir OFF TONIGHT 
VOROS AND MUSIC BY RON GRAINER 

"Something's Cornin' Off To¬ 
night" is a saucily sung song in 
the Warren Beatty-Leslie Caron 
comedy, "Promise Her Anything," 
which IS happifying film fans 
everywhere. It is a publication 
of tne Paramount music subsidi¬ 
ary, Famous Music Corporation. 

Sign in a hospital 
cashier's window: "We 
don't operate to make 
money, out we need money 
to operate." _ 

LONIXJN - Cover of 
"Theme from 'Sands of the 
Kalahari'," published by 
Famous Chappell Ltd., 
British affiliate of 
Famous Music Corporation 
of New York. 

"Shane" 
David Carradine, who 

has a principal role in 
"The Royal Hunt of the 
Sun" on Broadway, will 
play the title role in 
"Shane," a TV Western 
series based on the 1953 
Paramount picture. It 
will begin Sept.17 on the 
American Broadcasting 
Company network. 

Mr. Carradine will play 
the xK)le portrayed by the 
late Alan Ladd. The only 
other actor yet selected 
for the series is Tom 
Tully, who will be the frandiather in the fam- 
ly. a role not in the 

movie. 
"Shane" will be film¬ 

ed in Hollywood by Titus 
productions,Inc.,headed 
by Herbert Brodkin.David 
Snaw will be executive 
producer. Filming will be 
at Paraimount Studios. 

-«*** 

,, "AC %-CfuJiuts'* 

DOT AND OTHER LABELS LINKED 
IN "SECRET AGENTS" CAMPAIGN 
Extensive promotions with three major recording labels 

have been set for "The Last of the Secret Agents?", Marty 
Allen's and Steve Rossi's debut film, which is now in nat¬ 
ional release. 

More than 80 record distributors in 50 states are par¬ 
ticipating in the campaign, which encompasses the Dot (Par¬ 
amount subsidiary). Reprise and Musicor labels. 

Recordings available from "The Last of the Secret 
Agents?" include Dot's soundtrack albtim of Pete King's score 
for the Technicolor comedy. Reprise's 45-rpm single of Nancy 
Sinatra's vocal of Lee Hazelwood's title song, and Musicor's 
single of Steve Rossi's version of Neal Heftl's featured 
song, "You Are." Musicor is also issuing a Steve Rossi Album 

Paramount's field advertising and publicity executives 
throughout the country are working closely with record dis¬ 
tributors in a wide variety of dealer promotions, including 
window displays, contests, radio tie-ins and other showman¬ 
ship activities. 

Larry Aelk is Dot Records’ 
Director of Administration 

Randolph Wood, Dot Records' president, has announced the 
appointment of vice-president Larry Welk to the newly created 
post of Director of Administration. 

Said Wood: "In his five years with Dot Records, Larry Welk 
has been given more and more important assignments, all of 
which he has performed in a highly satisfactory manner." 

In his new role, Welk is responsible for all administrative 
functions both of Dot's Hollywood headquarters and the extens¬ 
ive branch organization. He also will be responsible for 
liaison with Dot's parent company. Paramount Pictures Corpor¬ 
ation, in New York. Welk will report to Christine Hamilton, 
Dot Records' executive vice-president and director of sales. 

Larry Welk joined the company in 1961 as a field represen¬ 
tative while still atending college. He quickly moved in succ¬ 
essive steps through branch administration and credit, until, 
in 1963, he was named credit manager. A year later the Dot 
Recorxl Club was initiated and Wood named Welk its general man¬ 
ager. In 1965, Dot's president added director of personnel to 
Welk's growing list of duties and elevated him to a vice- 
presidency of Dot Records. 
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A PARAMOUNT RELEASE 
Produced by Show Associates 

FEATURING ^C*nn«>t| FASHIONS *•••••• 
This poster for the 2-reeler, 

"Mirror of Spain." prepared in brill¬ 
iant colors by tne J.C.Penney 
sponsor of the film, has been 
in quantity to their l.oOO st( 
space has been provided for the name 
of each theatre screening the short. 
As advised by Mario Ohio, the J.C. 
Penney Company will fully cooperate 
on each and every domestic engagemait 

Company, 
shippea 
res. A 

"Ski Boo m" 
The very colorful and exciting 

Wlnik "Sports In Action" short about 
water-skiing in Florida, Is on the 
current bill at New York's Radio 
City Music Hall. This is the third 
ParamoTint short in two bills to play 
the Music Hall. No other company 
can match this record. 

This is a scene from "Air 
Racing," a Paramotmt document¬ 
ary of profound interest to the 
hundreds of thousands of small 
aircraft fliers in the IT.S. to¬ 
day, and the millions of people 
interested in them. 

The locale is the air- 
racing field at Fort Wayne,Ind., 
and the races of the 190 cubic 
inch class small aircraft,many 
of them not much larger than 
big toys, and some of them 
flown by men who pioneered the 
giant aircraft of today. 

Produced by Frank Gudaitis 
and Mel Stickney, "Air Racing" 
is solid family entertainment 
and a fine, saleable addition to 
Paramount's short features sch¬ 
edule. 

"OP POP 
ViHAM AND BOP" 

...shapes up as one of the 
best reels to come from our 
Cartoon Studios in months. It 
is in the best tradition of a 
Tom and Jerry type of cartoon, 
with a cat and a mouse chasing 
each other through the odd¬ 
looking* paintings and statues 
in a museum of modem art. 

Take a good 'art' look at 
it! It's a booker's dream! 

Two extremely interesting 
Paramount short features, in 
glowing color, are Virginia 
City Centennial, and Trail Ride. 

Virginia City is a Nevada 
tourist spot, maintained as it 
was in the days of the Gold 
Rush, and is a true reminder of 
a fascinating era of American 
thrills and adventure of a full 
century ago. 

Trail Ride is the camera 
story of two motor-cyclists and 
their ride from the Canadian 
border down the West Coast to 
Mexico. It will stir the wand¬ 
erlust in every viewer. 

RIGHT 
An exciting ostrich race in 

Virginia City Centennial . 

SHORT 

FEATURES 
DAY BY DAY, IN EVERY WAY, 

PARAMOUNT*3 SHORTS ARE GETTING 
BETTER AND BETTER AND BETTER] 

Two of the best travel shorts (color) 
that Paramount has had for release in a long 
while are. "The Byways of France" and "Three 
Parts of Gaul" (wnicn also covers France). 
Above is a scene in the port of La Rochelle, 
in "The Byways of France." 

The Wlnik Films "Sports In Action" short, 
"Ski Boom," is packed with action in «v®ry. 
frame. We picture a sample of it here. "Ski 
Boom" is in color, of course. 

And another colorful fact about "Ski 
Boom" is that it is currently being featured 
on the programme at the Radio City Music 
Hall, New York City, the third Pararaoimt 
short to be honored in two successive bills. 
The others were; "Race With the Wind" and 
"Of Sea and Ships." 
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I 

PACIFIC OUTDOOR 

Cornel Wilde THE NAKED PREY 
• f«A«l*MOUNT ^iCtUWV 

SINCLAIR 
PAINTS make 

every 
painter 
an artist 

ADELAIDE, Australia - In the lobty 
of the Majestic Theatre, transformed 
temporarily into a "Berlin Wall," are 
the theatre's six usherettes trans¬ 
formed temporarily into "Mata Hari 
Spies" for the colorful premiere of 
"The Spy Who Came In From The Cold." 
The six beauties gave the members of 
the notable audience real thrills as 
they escorted them to their seats. 
The gals, from left, were: Jillian 
Pengilly, Barbara Woodlands, Nancv 
Boundy, Patricia Meldrum, SandraMtnro 
and Maria Gus. 

ADELAIDE - All top TV personalit¬ 
ies from ADS Channel 7 attended the 
remiere of "The Spy Who Came In Frcm 

ihe Cold" at the Majestic Theatre, 
which was in aid of the "Girl Of The 
Year" Quest. Here 'Mighty Mouse' is 
escorted by Miss April Allison, one 
of the 'Quest' entrants. At right is 
Chic Arnold, dynamic Majestic manager. 

EXHIBITORS MAY EXPECT TO PROFIT 
IN DIRECT PROPORTION TO THE 
SKILL AND ENTHUSIASM THEY PUT.. 

LOS AMGELES - Two varieties 
this impressive 24-sheet poster 
linking Gomel Wilde, Paramount, 
"The Naked Prey" and Sinclair 
Paints, were used throughout the 
Los Angeles area. One was in 
gold, black and white, the other 
in simple black and wnite. Local 
Paramount advertising and publi¬ 
city manager Henry N. Ehrlich 
said that all of the signs were 
in excellent locations as he had 
personally checked them out. 

BRUSSELS, Belgium - One of a 
host of top bookstores in this 
city which provided cooperative 
window displays for the book, 
"The Spy Who Came In From The 
Cold" wnen the Paramount espio¬ 
nage thrilled played the Plaza, 
Vendome, Avenue and Scala thea¬ 
tres to record success. 

AcHon 
Exfra Piomt press 

^ PARAMOUNT PICTURE |\ TFX’HMSCOl'F AM) TH’HMCOI.OK 

A NIGHT LENGTHENED BY 
A THOUSAND TERRORS 

"The Night Of The Grizzly"— Action- 

AdventureDromo For Entire Family 

Otstnctioe and Death Comes To Hope, Wyomiag; 

Big Jim Cole Mtdces Coarageoes Stood Darmg 

'The Night Of The Griuly” 

W*ct*rn 

EdHkm 

More than 1,000,000 copies of 
"The Pioneer Press," a four-r^ge 
herald in the style of a tabloid 
newspaper (Page 1 above), will be 
distributed by U.S. and Canadian ex¬ 
hibitors in advance of the opening of 
"The Night Of the Grizzly" in a nat¬ 
ional release this month. 

Under a dramatic headline "A Night 
Lengthened by a Thousand Terrors," 
the herald highlights all the action 
and adventure elements in the film 
in stories and pictures. Copies will 
be distributed not only at theatres 
but also at schools, shopping centres 
and other high-traffic localities. 

Back and front covers (in color) and 
many news pages of the April 13 issue of 
Motion Picture Herald were devoted to the 
brand new showmanship campaign of the 
brand new release of Cecil B. DeMille's 
production, "The Ten Commandments." In ad¬ 
dition, the Herald had a special editorial 
on the picture, of which this is quoted: 

"The new issue of 'The Ten Command¬ 
ments' is an event awaited with unusual in¬ 
terest by both the motion picture trade 
and the general public. Exhibitors welcome 
the opportunity to play again Cecil B. 
DeMille's epic because audiences of today 
seem to be waiting for screen spectacles 
of this scope and size. Vine years has 

passed since this Paramount film had its 
premiere, A survey by the A.J.Wood Resear¬ 
ch Company indicates that 60% of those who 
saw the film originally wish to see it 
again and the same high percentage wants 
to see it for the first time. The research 
organization also reported that 145? of 
those polled consider 'The Ten Command¬ 
ments' the greatest motion picture of all 
time.Exhibitors who book this outstan¬ 
ding picture may expect to profit in dir¬ 
ect proportion to the skill and enthusiasm 
they put behind the campaign in their own 
communities. The film has already proved 
itself as one of the top grossers of all 
time. The new campaign (prepared by Para¬ 
mount) is geared to today's needs but it 
must be implemented at the local level." 
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HOLLYWOOD - Vera Miles 
with her husband, Keith 
Larsen and her daughter 
Debra at the cocktail 
part7 honoring Sid Caesar^s 
55 years in show business 
on the set of "The Spirit 
Is Willing," Both Sid and 
Vera co-star in the chUl- 
and-thrill comedy. 

HOLLYWOOD - Two of 
entertainment 'giants' 
contributing to the hila¬ 
rity of "The Spirit Is 
Willing" — cigar-smoking 
William Castle, its pro¬ 
ducer, and Sid Caesar, 
mirthmaker par-excellence. 

NEW YORK - Marty Allen 
and Stere Rossi are on a 
national showmanship tour 
for "The Last of the Sec¬ 
ret Agents?" There is al¬ 
most nothing they will not 
do to keep the comedy in 
sharp fun focus. At right, 
they are in Mangararo's 
Hero Boy Restaurant, cel¬ 
ebrated Italian sandwich 
emporium on 9th Arenue in 
the heart of New York's 
outdoor marketing distr¬ 
ict. With them are beauty 
queens Regi Ruta and Mar¬ 
ta Mayo - and between the 
four of them is the world's’ 
largest hero sandwich, 
measuring more than seven 
feet and weighing 25 pou¬ 
nds, (If they had finish¬ 
ed it. they would Indeed 
have been "The Last of the 
Secret Agents?"}, 

THE INTERNATIONAL 
BOX-OFFICE TICKER 
THE SPY WHO CAME IN FROM THE COLD 
'Sensational' in 3-theatre combination in 

Vienna....'Terrific' in Paris at end of 
33-day run at Paramount and 3 other houses.. 
In Germany, at end of Hamburg's City Theat¬ 
re's 32 days and Dusseldorf's City Theatre's 
29 days, results 'marvelous'...In Italy, at 
jet speed, and contintiing, Genoa, 4 weeks; 
Milan, 23 days; Rome, 26 days — all spots 
continuing... ,Spain, going at top speed In 
Barcelona's Novadades, and Madrid's three- 
theatre release....Hongkong - 'Capacity'... 
Melbourne, Barclay 'holding up magnificently' 

THE SON’S OF KATIE ELDER 

Excellent 20-day run at Zoo Palast, Ber¬ 
lin...May Theatre, Haifa, well above aver¬ 
age...In Barcelona, 38 days at Novedades, 7 
days at Balana - and magnificent gross. 
Puerto Rico Theatre, San Juan, superb two 
weeks...In Caracas, Venezuela, a 4-theatre 
premiere,..Bogota, Colombia, 4 weeks at The 
Opera, continuing indefinitely at the Maria 
Luisa....In Buenos Aires, a special midnight 
premiere held at Ope-a and Pueyrredon Thea¬ 
tres so completely overwhelmed, a repeat 
midnight show a week later was even more 
completely overwhelmed, thus forecasting an 
outstanding release engagement. 

JUDITH 
Sensational opening at Ron Theatre,Haifa, 

Long run expected,..Two fine weeks at Am¬ 
sterdam's Tuschinski and a move-over to The 
Corso...Supero two-theatre release in Lis¬ 
bon....Two weeks at the Rex, Zurich, and 
continuing... .(Paris' sensational business 
reported elsewhere). 

SANDS OF THE KALAHARI 
A 13-day run at the Avenue in Manila, 

Philippines...At Normandie, Buenos Aires, 
first four days about level with a full 
week's average business. _ 

L'ETERNC MIRACOLO Dl 
"I DIECI COMANDAMENTI" 

41 i|i 1)1 

Quando nel 1956 Cecil B. De>'ille creo per 

le Paramount quel capolavoro che h I DIECI COMAK 
DAtCENTI, egli consegno alia nostra Casa la chia- 

ve del plb immenso prestiglo e succesao finenziJ^ 
rlo che le Paramount abblo mei conoscluto. Que- 
sto film gigantesco ha megnificamente trionfato 

per il prescritto numero dl annl. Poi, quando fu 

ritirato dalla circolazione, cominciammo tutti 

a contere 1 giorni di quel lungo periodo dopo il 
quale avremmo nuovamente potuto presentare que- 
sta superbe produzlone ad un mondo in attesa, 
doe ad un mondo costitulto sie da una nuova pe- 

nerezione cresciuta nel frattempo, che da tutti 

coloro che si ereno amaramente pentiti di non 
aver visto il film la pri.tia volts e Inflne da 

tutti gli altrl che, proprio per everlo veduto, 
non sognavano che di rivederlo. Ebbene, ora e 
arrivato 11 momento - e sapplete che 11 miraco 
lo si sta rlnnovando. Ad ,ogni sua nuova uscite 

in local! degli Steti Unit! a Cenadfi, il mese 
scorso, gli incassi del film hanno generalmente 
bettuto i records stabiliti dalla programmazio- 

nc originele. E non e da dire che do sie dovu 
to ad aumento di prezzi del post! perche tutte 
due le volte sono steti adottati i prezzi ecce- 
zioneli dei grand! lavori che piu o meno sono 

oggi gli stessi del 1956. La veritfe e che I 

DIECI COr,'ANDAN!ENTI dl Cecil B. Deldlle prove 
ancora una volte d'essere il film piu grande ed 
eterno che ci sia mai state. E I'anno prossimo, 

quando I DIECI COy.ANDAMENTI uscira di nuovo sul 
merceto internazionale, la Divisione Internazio 
nele della paramount avrS I’impareggiebile occe 

sione dl dimostrare che anche all'estero questo 
film non solo riuscirft a batters le cifre record 

raggiunte died annl or aono ma anche ad ottene 

re risultati superior! a quelli del raercsto amF 
riceno che stanno oggi deliziando i cepi supreH 
della nostra cesa. 

In questo numero troverete una relazione 

sul cuerto ed ultimo dei nostri congress! inter 
nazl nail di noleggio, cioi quello della divide 
ne dell'America Latins, come avrete agio di ~ 
constatare voi stessi da quanto pubblichiamo, 

anche questo congresso ha susclteto tutto ruel- 

I'interesse ed entusiesmo che sono parte inte- 
grente delle piu belle tradizioni della branco 
internazionale della Paramount. Sotto le dine- 

mica direzione del Capo delle divisione T,etino 

Americana penry B. Gordon, e con la presenza 

del Eigg. J.E. Perkins, r. Goldstein e Cuenter 
Schack venuti appositamente da Pew Vork, nonche 

dei Sig. Henri *'’ichaud, di Parigl, le riunione 
di Buenos Aires he ampiamente dimostrato el- 

1'Industrie cinematografica del Sud e Centro 
America che la Paramount he tutti i requisltl 
per mentenersi le sue posizione di primato. 

11 mondo non ho uei avuto, e probabilmente 
non avra mai, une sovrabbondanza di grand! cond 

ci, soli od eppeieti. ’.'a le paremount che ha 

avuto la fortune di possedere in passeto qualcij 
ne delle pit! femose copple di comicl, ha oggi 
le fortune di evere in Marty Allen e Steve Rossi 

un nuovo grande duetto. Le loro prime coLamedle 

THE LAST OF THE SECRET AGENTS? ha gih riportato 
enorme successo dovunque sia iiscita negli Steti 

Unit! e siccome il ridere e universale, abbiamo 

glusta ragione di ritenere che ouesto successo 

vada men meno estendendosi el mondo Intero, per 

chi veremente 11 mondo he molto bisogno di poter 
ridere un po'l 

Due pellicole Paramount che meriteno un 

buon lavoro dl espletamento sono THE NIGHT OF 
THE GRIZZLY, con Clint walker e Martha Hyer, 
a WACO, un Western dl A.C. Lyles, con un ottimo 

insleme di ettori che il pubblico gli conosce 
ed spprezza. si tratta di due film puremente 

d'ezlone, eenza probleml di sorta, che placeran- 
no el pubblico dl quasiesl parte del mondo per¬ 

che sono faclll a capirsi, tengono desta 1'atten 

zlone e divertono. Dedicate al loro espletamen” 
to 1 vostri migliorl sforzl. 

Pol c'i AUIE che e facilmente uno dei fill., 
piu sensazlonali del euo genere che sia steto 
mai distribulto dJlla Paramount 0, per essere 

piu precisl, da qualsiasl eltra case. Cuale 

laagnlfico anno abbiamo dinanzl a noil 
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You’d better be in top 
physical shape, if you want to 
act in westerns. That's the op¬ 
inion of Terry Moore (above), 
who displays her own fetching 
shape as a saloon girl in Para¬ 
mount's "Waco," in which she 
stars with Howard Keel, Jane 
Russell, Brian Donlevy and Wen¬ 
dell Corey. 

Miss Moore wasn't referring 
to curvaceous contours, however. 
The fast action of westerns and 
the pace at which they are fil¬ 
med make it imperative for women 
as well as men to be physically 
fit. A person in sub-par cond¬ 
ition couldn't take it. the fetite actress says. It's just 

he way she likes to work and 
she couldn't be happier. 

For the 5' 2", 100-pound 
bundle of energy, "Waco" rep¬ 
resents her third western for 
producer A.C.Lyles and Paramcwnt 
in a year. And she practices as 
well as preaches a physical fit¬ 
ness program. When not on a film 
she walks four miles a day and 
does yoga exercises every day. 
Horseback riding, swimming, 
tennis and skiing, depending on 
the season, are also included 
on the (Terry) Moore physical 
fitness schedule. 

BANGKOK, Thailand - Here beyond 
any shadow of a doubt is the world's 
biggest "Moll" - a paint and plaster 
board one atop the marquee of the 
Paramount Theatre here, advertising 
"The Amorous Adventures of Moll Flan¬ 
ders." And.like the original, attracts 
ing an avid, eager, capacity,audience. 

HOLLYWOOD - Ann-Margret, sparkling star of "The Swinger," is back here after 
a grand job of entertaining units of the United States Forces in Vietnam. On this 
page are some of her activities on board the USA "Kitty Hawk," a massive aircraft 
carrier. Directly above, she is doing her song and dance act for flight personnel on 

the vessel's hangar deck. At top right, 
she is doing an over-the-waves act for 
the crew of the USS "Massey from the deck 
of the aircraft carrier, both vessels 
being at the time in the South China Sea, 
At right she is talking with Howard L. 
Niswanger, IC2 of the "E" Division in 
Sick Bay on board the "Kitty Hawk." An 
idea of the immense audiences she attrac¬ 
ted on board the carrier can be seen fron 
the picture immediately below. The star 
(Ann-Margret) is in the lower left comer 
of the cleared space, her hands over her 
ears because of the detonations of the 
applause in such a confined space. Later we hope to have further pictures of the 
star's other entertaining activities in various parts of the zones of conflict. 

LILLIAN GISH, who is cele¬ 
brating her 62nd year as an 
actress, has a very important 
role in Paramount's recently- 
completed suspense-drama, "War¬ 
ning Shot," starring Davis 
Janssen. 

ON T H E WO R 1 L D 



PARAMOIJ^^T HAS TWO GREAT MITSICALS IN WORK, both of 
them based on outstand-^ng Broadway triumphs. They are 
HALF A SIXPENCE and ON A CLEAR DAY YOU CAN SEE FOREVER. 
Both will be 196? releases.WARNING SHOT, which has 
David Janssen as star, also has the following disting¬ 
uished cast: Ed Begley, George Sanders, Joan Collins, 

Gish, John Garfield, Jr., George Grizzard, Sam 
Wanamaker, Eleanor Parker and Keenan Wynn....Nell Simon 
will write the screen adaptation of his hit Broadway 
comedy, BAREFOOT IN THE PARK, which Hal Wallis will 
produce for Paramount release. He is also the author of 

the current Broadway comedy, THE ODD COUPLE, which will 
be a Paramount release also...,Otto Preminger has acqu¬ 
ired the film rights to John Hersey‘s new novel, TOO 
FAR TO WALK, and will produce it as a film for Paramount 
release early in 1967.....Stephen Boyd, currently star¬ 
ring in THE OSCAR, will star in Joseph E. Levine’s 
CAPER OF THE GOLDEN BULLS. It will be an Embassy-Para¬ 
mount co-production, and will be made later this year in 
Hollywood, Madrid, Rome and Paris. It will be released 
domestically by Ehibassy and throughout the rest of the 
world by Paramount... .Vera Miles is portraying the wife 
of Sid Caesar's characterization in THE SPIRIT IS WILL¬ 
ING. This picture is William Castle's first project 
under his multi-picture association with Paramount and 
is being filmed under top secret conditions.THE 
DOWNHILL RACERS, a drama of action and adventure among 
Olympic team competitors at America's most challenging 
ski runs, will be produced by Stephen Alexander. Shoot¬ 
ing will begin on location at leading American ski re¬ 
sorts, in Deceniber. Alexander recently produced THE 
SLENDER THREAD, and in June will commence filming NO 

TRUCE AT TRINIDAD, a drama about enemy prisoners of war 
during World War II, which is scheduled for filming next month near Las 
Cruces, New Mexico,...Daliah Lavi, Israeli-bom actress, will co-star with 
Laurence Harvey in Joseph E. Levine's THE SPY WITH A COLD NOSE, Paramount- 
Embassy co-production scheduled for filming in Ene;land this summer. It is 
a comedy of international intrigue, set in London and Moscow.Steve 
Allen is the latest addition to the cast of WARNING SHOT, He plays a sar¬ 
donic television personality who does anything to focus attention on him¬ 
self’.Oscar Homolka has replaced Akim Tamiroff as a Russian colonel 
in FUNERAL IN BERLIN, which stars Michael Caine, and which is now being 
filmed in Berlin. Picture is being produced by Harry Saltzman and Charles 
Kasher, directed by Guy Hamilton, with Anjanette Comer also starred. 
BARQUERO, an action-filled Western set in Arizona near the Mexican border, 
is about to go into production with a popular cast starring. 

JAMES CAAN 

PALM SPRIfCS, Calif; 
Howard Hawks' new Para¬ 
mount western, ELDORADO, 
which had its first sneak 
preview at the Plaza here 
Friday night, not only 
received vociferous app¬ 
lause for John Wayne and 
Robert Mitchuni, but also 
cut another notch to 
stardom for ccanparative 
newcomer James Caan. 

Many of the highly 
favorable preview comm- 
caits mentioned Caan as a 
"new find." Hawks and a 
Paramount contingent 
headed by Howard W. Koch 
were on nand to witness 
the happy reaction to 
ELDORADO. 

-Hollywood Reporter 

interned in the US 
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WORLD PREMIERE OF 

"IS PARIS BURNING?" 

SET FOR SEPTEMBER 

IN PARIS 
The world premiere of 

Burning?” will be held in 
capital in September, as 
the gallant men and women 
and intrigued to free the 
ing World War II, it is a 
George Weltner, president 
Pictures Corporation. 

The gala premiere will be one of 
the most spectacular of its kind ever 
staged in Europe, with many of the 
actual heroes and heroines of the 
French Resistance movement as special 
guests of honor. They will be joined 
by many of the stars of "Is Paris 
Burning?", high French officials and 
dignitaries from other countries. 

” 1 s Paris 
the French 

a tribute to 
who fought 

i r city dur- 
nnounced by 

of Paramount 

PARIS - At Orly Airport, Mr. and Mrs. Char¬ 
les G. Bluhdom (he is newly elected a Director 
on the Board of Paramount Pictures Corporation), 
are welcomed by Hugo Stramer (shaking hands), 
Henri Michaud and Martin Davis (centre) and 
Luigi Luraschi (right), Mr. and Mrs. Bluhdom 
accompanied Paramount president George Weltner 
and Messrs, Martin Davis and Charles Boasberg 
to Paris for a special screening of the nearly- 
edited "Is Paris Burning?" 

THE MEMO WHICH PASSED THE (SREAT 

"IS PARIS BURNING?" 

NEWS TO 

THE COMPANY'S EXECUTIVES I J 
PRESIDENT WELTNER'S REACTION 
TO "IS PARIS BURNING?" 

Following its Paris•premiere, the 
epic film will open in October in 
selected cities throughout the world, 
including New York, Los Angeles, Lon¬ 
don, Berlin, Hamburg, Munich,Brussels, 
Madrid and Barcelona. Before the end 
of the year, it will open also in 
Tokyo, Rome, Milan, Sydney and Buenos 
Aires, as well as in key cities 
throughout the !I.S. and Canada. 

"It is a fitting tribute to the 
people of France that the true story 
of their heroism and courage in lib¬ 
erating the City of Light - a story 
of ordinary people who proved them¬ 
selves extraordinary as they fought, 
loved and died for their country — 
should be told to freedom-loving 
people throughout the world almost 
simultaneously through the medium of 
a motion picture that we believe will 
go down in history as the greatest of 
its kind," Weltner said in his ann- 
OTincement of the international rele¬ 
ase plan. 

"Is Paris Burning?" has its Amer¬ 
ican premiere October IBth at New 
York's Criterion Theatre, on a reser¬ 
ved-seat policy. The Los Angeles open¬ 
ing will be October 20th at the Warner 
Theatre. 

I have just returned from Paris where I saw a very rough cut 

print of IS PARIS BURNING? Although I have attended many screen¬ 

ings of this type over the years, I can honestly say that this was 

one of the most c/erwhelming experiences of my lifetime. 

Sitting in that dark projection room, it was as if the clock 

had suddenly been turned back 22 years and that we ourselves were 

actually participating in the Liberation of Paris. We were swept 

into the ^^ery heart of one of the most important and crucial events 

of modern times, and we felt every human emotion as we shared in the 

laughter, tears, dangers and sacrifices of the heroic men and women 

whose story this :s 

In an irdus'ry where all the superlatives have already been used 

how can you adequately describe the greatness and majesty of IS PARIS 

BURNING? rt speaks to all peoples and to all generations, and it will 

be acclaimed and cherished by audiences of record proportions through¬ 

out the world, 

IS PARTS BURNING? is a tribute to the talents of all connected 

with it and I especially regret that Paul Graetz did not live to 

see the fulfillment of his dream. The picture is now being put into 

its finishing stages with a musical score by two-time Academy Award 

winner Maurice Jarre. In its completed form, it will be even more 

overpowering, and it will not be too long before you are able to see 

it for yourself. 

In the meantime, I know that you can be counted on to spread 

this good news to all concerned, to your own staff, to exhibitors 

and to the communications media. In IS PARIS BURNING? we have an 

epic attraction of which our Company can indeed be proud and boastful. 
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MANILA, Philippines - The VIP room at International Air¬ 
port recently as a number of notables gathered to welcome Mr. 
and Mrs, James E. Perkins Md Mr. S.A.Henriksen to Manila. 
Reading from left: Elpido Rosal, Paramount manager A.S.Velas¬ 
quez, Antonio Dulalia, Billy Gruenberg, Enrique Gruenberg, 
Mrs. Elpido Rosal, Mrs. Gloria Velasquez, Mr. Henriksen, Mrs. 
Perkins. Ernesto Rufino, Mrs. Rufino, Mr, Perkins, Ric Javier 
and Guillermo Tiomico. 

Otto 
P reminger' s 
"Hurry 
Sundown" 

Here is the cast of 
players for Otto Premin¬ 
ger's production of K.B, 
Gilden's best-selling 
novel, "Hurry Sundown": 

MICHAEL CAINE 
CANDICE BERGEN 
DIAHANN CARROLL 
BTJRGESS MEREDITH 
FAYE DUNAWAY 
JOHN PHILLIP LAW 
ROGER SMITH 
BEAH’RICHARDS 
ROBERT HOOK 

Preminger will prod¬ 
uce and direct "Hurry 
Sundown" entirely on lo¬ 
cation beginning next 
month, in Panavislon and 
color. 

JOHN WAYNE as he app¬ 
ears in Howard Hawks' 
epic Western, ELDORADO. 

PATULOY NA LUWILIKHA NG 
.VGA KABABALAGHAN ANG 
’’THE TEN COVMANDMENTS” 

* * * ♦ 

Noong likhain ni Cecil B. DeMllle ang "The 
Ten Commandments" noong 1956 upang ipamahagi ng 
Paramount ay binigyan niya ang ating samahan ng 
m«i ng karangalan at kasaganaan na wala paiag 
katvQ-ad sa nakaraang panahon. Ang dakilang 
panooring ito ay boong ningning na nailabaa aa 
loob nang nakatakdang panahon* Nang itigil ang 
pamamahagi nito ay nagsimvila ang ating panana- 
bik sa muling pag—aalay nito sa nananabik ding 
daigdig, isang daigdig na mayroong isang bagong 
hukbo ng manunood sa bagong saling-lahi na su- 
mapit sa hustong gvilang sa panahong ito; isang 
hxkbo pa rin ng mga manunood na hindi nakapa— 
nood noorg unang pagtatanghal at ngayon ay sabik 
na sabik sa isang pagkakataon vqpang mapanood 
ito; at ng pangatlong hukbo ng mga manunood da 
nakapanood na nito at gustong—gustong makapa“ 
nood uli* Ang panahong ito ay dumating na—at 
anong kababalaghanl Sa lahat halos ng mga du— 

pinaglabasan nito noong nakaraang buwan 
sa Estados Unidos at sa Canada ang kinita ngayon 
ay higit kay sa noong \mang pagtatanghal noong 
1956. Hindi masasabing ito ay dahilan sa presya 
Ang presyo noong 1956 at ngayong 1966 eiy halos 
pareho* Hindi nga ito ang dahilan kundi aiag 
"The Ten Commandments" ni Cecil B, D^Iille ay 
siya pa rin pinakadakilang panoorln hanga 
ngayon* At sa susvinod na taon, na ang "The Ten 
Commardments" ay pamuldng ibatanghal sa labas 
ng Estados Unidos at Canada, ang mga taga- 
International Division ay magkakaroon ng pagka¬ 
kataon na maipakita na sila man ay lalagpas din 
sa mga 'records' na nagawa noong unang pagkaka- 
labas nito at maari pang lagpasan nila ang ma- 
buting kinalabasan nang milling pagtatanghal sa 
Estados Unidos at Canada na ngayon ay ikinalu- 
lugod ng mga pinuno ng Paramount* 

Sa bilang na ito ay ibinabalita namin ang 
ika-<ipat at pang-huling kapulungan ng Paramount 
—ito ay iyong sa Latin Amerika, Makikita sa 
mga balita, na gaya ng sa ibang naunang mga 
kapulxuDgan, ay napakalaki rin ang sigla at 
sigasig. Sa pamamatnugot ng tagapamahalang 
Henry B, Gordon ng Latin American Division at 
sa pagkakadalo nina Gg* J. E. Perkins, M* 
Goldstein at Guenter Schack bilang mga panauliing 
galing sa Nueba York, ang kapulungang ito sa 
Buenos Aires ay nagpatunay sa Timog at Gitnang 

Amerika ng pangunguna ng Paramount sa indus— 
tryang ito* 

Ang daigdig ay hindi pa nagkaroon at mara- 
hil ay hindi magkakaroon kailan man ng labis na 
mga taga-pagpatawa at koponan ng mga tagapag- 
patawa, Isang malaking kapalaran ng Paramount 
ang pagkakaroon ng mga dakilang koponan ng mga 
taga-pagpatawa noong nakaraang mga panalion* 
Ngayon ay isa ring malaking kapalaran ang pag¬ 
kakaroon ng isang beigong koponan sa pagsasama 
nina Marty Allen at Steve Rossi, Ang una nilang 
pelikula para aa Paramount ay ang "The Last Of 
The Secret Agents?", Ito ay kasalukuyang umaani 
ng tagumpay sa mga unang paglalabas sa Estados 
Unidos at spagka't ang pagtawa ay panglaPiat ay 
iaaasahan namin na euig tagumpay na ito ay kaka— 
lat sa boong dedgdig na ngayon ay kasalukuyang 
talagang nangangailangan ng malalakas at boong 
pusong mga halakhak* 

Dalawang bagong produksyon ng Paramount ang 
karapat-dapat pagukulan ng pagsisikap* Ito ay 
ang "The Night Of The Grizzly" na lalabasang 
magkasama nina Clint Walker at ni Martha Hyer; 
at ang "Waco", isang likha ni A, C, Lyles na 
lalabesan ng sama—samang malalaking mga bltuin* 
Ang dalawang ito ay parehong "bakbakan" at wa- 
lang mga suliranin, Ang mga manunood sa boong 
daigdig ay magvigustuhan ito sapagka't madaling 
maintindihan* 

At saka naodito rin ang "Alfie"-na maaring 
asahang maging siyang pinaka—nakatatawag pansin 
pelikulang naipamahagi ng Paramount o hg alin 
mang samahan ng pelikula, 

Ano Tig ang kahanga—hangang taon ito para 
sa atin! 

BOMBAY - In India, manpower transcends 
horsepower, as is indicated by the motivating 
force back of these decorated handcarts adv¬ 
ertising "Sands of the Kalahari" at the New 
Empire. Film enjoyed a fine 2-weeks' run. 

’’PARADISE, HAWAl IAN 
STYLE,” A SKY-HIGH 
HIT IN JAPAN 

% % % We 

Far out-topping Elvis Presley's two 
most recent hits, "Roustabout" and "Fun In 
Acapulco," the star's newest, "Paradise, 
Hawaiian Style" has registered a hit of 
massive four-theatre proportions in Tokyo's 
Tokyo Gekijo, Shinjuku Piccadilly, Shibuya 
Tokyo and Asakusa Taisho-kan. 

General manager Julian Bin stock has 
cabled comparative figures, adding. 
HOLDING OUR OWN VERY WELL AGAINST ALL OTHER 
STRONG GOLDEN WEEK RELEASES AND EVEN OUT¬ 
FOXED "STAGECOACH" WORLD PREMIERE BY OVER 
FORTY PERCENT. 

("Golden Week" was an occasion which 
brought ^to release each company's best 
offering;. _ _ 
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YEAH OF THE HARVEST. 
EL AAO DE la AtUNDANCIA. 

LftTIH-aMERICflu' 
SALES AND 

merchandising 
MEETING. 

BvAIRKAPKIl2r-29 

MORE 
CONVENTION 

GLIMPSES 

TTRTIGUAY 
Representative Garcia and Andre5 

Sanz (right). 

PTTERTO RICO 
Frank J. Planas (rear centre). 

PANAMA 
Messrs. Fritz Reijnert (left rear) 

and Peter Moreno (second from right). 

I 
BRAZIL 

Messrs. Sill and Adhemar Leite 
Cesar. 

CHILE 
Messrs. Patino (left back) and 

Laupheimer (second from right). 

TRINIDAD 
Messrs Rodney Webb (flag) and 

Howard Rochiin. 

COLOMBIA 
Messrs Walter Senior (left back) 

and Cortes (second from right). 

PERU 
Joel Hart. 

ARGENTINA 
Miss Marti, Messrs. Stagnaro, 

Sanz, Nuin, Bronetti, Perez Navas. 

At the official farewell luncheon of the Latin American 
convention, Andres Sanz, as host, reveals that all of the comic 
lines were not In the Allen & Rossi picture. He had some of his 
own. And Messrs Schack, Gordon, Perkins, Michaud and Goldstein 
enjoyed them, as we are sure that the rest of the delegates 
also did. (Perpetuating, of course- the spontaneous good spirit 
which permeated the entire meeting). 

VENEZUELA 
Erich Grunspan (right rear). 

MEXICO 
Messrs. Alonzo (glasses) and 

Enrique Molina. 

THE DELEGATES SHOWN TERRITORI¬ 
ALLY WITH MESSRS. PERKINS, MICHAUD, 
GORDON', GOLDSTEIIT AND SCHACK. 
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SUCCESS STORY 
IN @ PAGES OF VARIETY'S 
INTERNATIONAL EDITION 

OPENING IN THE CAPITALS OF THE WORLD IN 1966 
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IBM ■« M $«Ni| aM «T luni CatJIlS M OOtBHM LAWKS IMtItUyMU JIM 
I ruiBtainweiiu fiue-ittMUM pngBcnou in«uawThi(iH*HM«sim 

Bum Paris!” 
was the order 
that had come 
shrieking 
over the phone. 

» the rt«r> i.f iwiw th.. jubikntl. nu‘f tht'»bvanciii« rr..ntti »ml 
’ W City of Lrtvp .bscapwl thp Anwiienn Unk orinmite. thr- hoHscwivw 

iWaU) ^nUrtirr m Autfust nnd •towkBfiW'x wh» fnoeii rli-ttth nml 
l!U4. It haa to Ihf witrw. tiu'Libeintion pre>'f<l furaniumUhf 

towrrinK international beatseller The lihutiiicly airvo by an all-sUr vast from the 
inrnMible but auth* nttc evente. the piivate lilni caprtaie of the work). To lliia story 's 
paaoiuBi. the nMiiy up of thepeojaeuf Parts, many themt^. thi* motion picture brtnjn* 
the I'mieriti-oumlswel) of heroism that flesh and bloorl and n further «reatnesji. 

HERE IS THE GREATNESS OF PARAMOUNT 
MEASURED IN THE ONLY YARDSTICK THAT 
REALLY COUNTS IN OUR INDUSTRY 
Product so great as to be absolutely 
unmatched by any other company. 
Product which will make 1966 a giant 
stepping-stone for an even more tower¬ 

ing 1967. 

ledienws. 
kivaUe. 
ricMy 
laugbaUe. 
alti^dKr 
sessatiuiid' 

see it it's aiarvedees' ' 'H's ^ 'Michael 
i dead ^ | l)aMe...to|K - 

% ■■ taiy' ! everylliiitg ii 
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wiMly 
fuMy' 

IS THE Official British Entry 

/It, 

; 'saperlatively r - 
directed by 1 

I lewis gbert || 

J . jm. ■iJIHFWV.'lVWi^ I 

'Saper fifaii' ^ 

‘asQsal 

as one 

'rkb, rye, r»dy 
pettndtula 
MaeyCasaova 

Caiae... 
S8|K(b' 

cniU 
bqw 1 a raw' 
(»■ ^ 

'Micbael CabM... Le™... 
mmmmp IKriect’ 

ALFIE broke all existing records at the Plaza 

of mouth that the third week was greater than 

record. And how those critics raved! ALFIE's 

MIIUHTMARTIN-JlilA FDSfER'JUC ASHER'SHHEYANNE flEIO'VIVei MEflCHAM*UiAWfl BRON 

Theatre, London. So tremendous was the word 

the first which in itself set an opening week 

just sensational! And he’s from PARAMOUNT! 

SHEllfYWlNItRSA^UBY ^TECHNimiW -’-.•V 

There is a microcosm of evidence 
of what ”ALFIE” already means to the 
film industry on Page 8. 

Astute film men who have seen 
’’SECONDS" are ecstatic in their full 
praise of it.... 

Page 37 will have given everyone 
an advance sample of what "IS PARIS 
BURNING?" is going to do in providing 
exhibitors world-wide with massive 
showmanship dividends.. 

Printed in U.S.A 



"The Smith 
A Mighty 
Man Is He. 

VENGEANCE IS 
HIS RELIGION 
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Wonderful 
'First' for A.Z. 

Adolph Zukor, fotmder and 
chairman of the board emeritus of 
Paramount Pictures Corporation, 
has a distinction which nobody 
in the film industry anywhere in 
the world enjoys. He is a great 
great grandfather. 

He became this on May 31st 
with the birth of Scott Zukor 
Morse in Tucson, Arizona. 

The child, representing the 
fifth generation of Zukors, is 
the son of Boyd Morse, Jr,. Zukor's 
great grandson, and Mrs. Morse. 

The Cover. 
...is in tribute to an unforgett¬ 
able character who is fist-punch¬ 
ing his way around the U.S. these 
days to the accompaniment of a 
coin-cascade whicn is delighting 
his producer, Joseph E. Levine, 
and his distributor. Paramount. 

As a matter of fact, the in¬ 
defatigable producer, who is al¬ 
ways 'on the ball' where his 
pictures are concerned, is tour¬ 
ing the nation in the Interests 
of "Nevada Smith." 

TIP TOP NEWS 
Paramount's annual 

meeting of stockholders 
in New York June 7th was 
a glowing manifestation 
of the company's present 
strength and power-plus 
potential. Helming of the 
meeting also demonstrated 
the diplomacy, solidarity 
and tact of president 
George Weltner, 

Among the top success 
items which sparked the 
meeting were a) the super PARIS - "Boeing Boeing" has been a 
success of "Alfie” in the boxoffice-buster here. Not only at the 
British Isles, b) the Paramount (above), tat at the Mlraaar, 

^nundering success of The fans obviously have developed a liking fer 
Ten Commandments" in its bedroOTi comedies, 
re-ergagement presentat- 'WWWWWWWW 

ions in the United States and Canada, and c) the two-fisted respon¬ 
ses to "Nevada Smith" in all of the releases to date this month up 
and down and across the nation. 

Then there is of course the flaming, flashing and flamboy¬ 
ant news about "Is Paris Burning?" This giant project grows in 
importance by the minute, and it is most certain that its prem¬ 
iere presentation will constitute news of the top magnitude all 
around the world. 

It is also news of paramount importance that Paramount is 
re-entering, on a majestic scale, the field of the musical film 
with the upcoming production of "Half A Sixpence" and "On A 
Clear Day You Can See Forever." Long-memoried Paramounteers will 
have fond memories of the great Paramount musicals of yester¬ 
year, and will hail the current news with true fervor. 

Yes, indeed, good news is busting out all over - to para¬ 
phrase one of the hit songs of a great musical. 

Good news continues to be made in many lands by the kingpin 
spyfilm of them all, "The Spy Who Came In From The Cold," It is 
making money and breaking records in many locations, and is do¬ 
ing great service in bringing back intelligent audiences to the 
cinema. 

Not to be overlooked in our panoply of good news is the 
continuous wave of personnel enthusiasm generated by the world¬ 
wide quartette of sales conventions held during the first four 
months of this year, and now being repeated in local conventions 
like that of Germany, which we report in the current issue. 

We find very good news in the fact that whenever Paramount¬ 
eers get together these days, 
they are unanimous on the 
subject of the tip-top-terr¬ 
ific quality of our product 
- a consistent and seemingly 
endless grade of entertain¬ 
ment films ably supporting 
the contention; Paramount IS 
paramount! 

THE motion picture event of 131(1 
IfuSPOSIAfet 

■it 
rr 

M £ * f 3 I 
Tbib??’-- 

All mail out of Home Office in New York 
already is advising the whole wide world 
about "Is Paris Burning?" via this postmark 
Cancellation. 
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GLIMPSES OF THE 
1966 ANNUAL 
MEETING OF THE 
STOCKHOLDERS OF 
PARAMOUNT PICT¬ 
URES CORPORATION 

The Board of 
Directors of 
Paramount Pictures 
Corporation 

NEW YORK, June 7 - Milton A. Gordon, 
Fred M. Kauffmann and Edwin S.Steinmetz 
were elected to the board of directors of 
Paramount Pictures Corporation at the 
company's annual meeting of stockholders 
at the Astor ^tel today. 

The election of the three new direct¬ 
ors followed stockholders' approval of a 
proposal to increase the number of board 

members from eleven to thirteen. At a 
special meeting immediately preceding the 
annual meeting, Paramount stockholders 
also approved delegating the board of 
directors with the authority to fix,within 
limits, the number of directors, 

Milton A. Gordon is the pre.'jldent of 
M,A.Gordon and Company, Inc,, a privately 

held investment company. He was previously 
a senior vice-president and director of 
Walter E. Heller & Company, and has exten¬ 
sive experience in motion picture finance 

and management, 
Fred M. Kauffmann has been associated 

with Hallgarten & Co., investment bankers, 
for 37 years, and has been a general part¬ 
ner since 1952. 

Edwin S. Stelnmetz, the third new dir¬ 
ector, has been a vice-president and 
director of Consolidated Foods Corporaticn, 
the Chicago-based diversified food prod¬ 
ucer, since 1952. He was previously a 
vice-president and director of the Domes¬ 
tic Finance Corp., which was subsequently 
merged with the American Investment Comp¬ 

any. 

Re-elected as directors of Paramount 
Pictures Corporation at the annual meeting 
were: Barney Balaban, chairman of the 
board; Charles G. Bluhdom, chairman of 
the board of directors of Gulf & Western 
Industries, Inc.; John H, Duncan, presidait 
and director of Crulf & Western Industries; 
David N. Judelson, executive vice-presid¬ 

ent and director. Gulf & Western Industr¬ 
ies; Paul E. Manheim, partner of Lehman 
Brothers; Paul Raiboum, senior vice- 
president and secretary of Paramo\int Pict¬ 
ures Corporation; James H. Richardson, 
Paramount's treasurer and chief financial 
officer; Deraid H. Ruttenberg, chairman of 
the board of Ilinco, Inc.; Edwin L.Weisl, 

chairman of Paramount''s executive committee 
and an attorney and partner of Simpson, 
Thacher & Bartlett; and George Weltner, 
Paramount's president and chief executive 
officer. 

President Weltner 
addressing the meet- 
in the Versailles 
Room of New York's 
Hotel Astor on June 
7th, 1966. 

RIGHT 

Mr. Weltner, at 
right, and chairman 
of the board Barney 
Balaban• 

FAR RIGHT 

Paramount board 
member Javid N. 
Judelson hears about 
the industry from 
Adolph Zukor. 

ON THE DAIS, from the left: Herbert Brodkin, Charles Boasberg, Leonard 
Kaufman, Martin Davis, Paul Raiboum, David N. Judelson, Deraid H. 
Ruttenberg, Paul Manheim, Barney Balaban, George Weltner, Edwin L.Weisl, 
Charles G. Bluhdom, Howard W. Koch, James H. Richardson, Joseph Fryer, 

James E. Perkins, James Murtagh, Leslie Winlk. 

New Members of Paramount's BoaTd 

MILTON A. GORDON FRED M. KAUFFMANN EDA INS. STEINMET2 



BERLIN - Towering importance given to "Is Paris 
Burning?" by the German Paramount organization Is att¬ 
ested by this spectacular and stirring mural back¬ 
ground to the sales convention which is covered in de¬ 
tail on Page 9. This ceiling-high montage, which also 
carried the designation of the occasion, faced the 
delegates throughout the meeting, leaving an indelible 
Impression upon them. 

BARCELONA- As part of the national Book Fair held 
in this city and in Madrid at this time of each year, 
the special book stand shown above was set up In the 
Paseo de Gracia on "El Dia del Libro" (Book Day). And 
what is even more to the point t a major P^rt or the 
decoration was allotted to "Arde Paris?" ("Is Paris 
Burning?";. Large newspaper space was devoted by the 
publisher (Plaza & Janes) to Ihe very excellent Span¬ 
ish edition, and a most representative was held for 
co-author Dominique Lapierre, who arrived in this city 
on May 5th. 

Charles Boasberg, president of Paramount Film 
Distributing Corporation and Paramount general sales 
manager, saw "Is Paris Burning?" in Paris with Mr, 
Weltner last month, and immediately his branch and 
division managers in the and Canada as follows: 

AM THRILLED TO BE ABLE TO TELL YOU THAT WE HAVE 
A TRULY GREAT PICTURE IN "IS PARIS BURNING?" THOUGH 
SEEN IN VERY ROUGH CUT, THE PICTURE COMES THROUGH 
CHARGED WITH ACTION AND EMOTION. THIS SHOULD BE 

NOTHING BUT MONEY. _ CHARLEY BOASBERG 

ORLY AIRPORT, Paris - Dninent 
•ench composer Maurice Jarre, 
10 will write the score for 
’s Paris Burning?", returns 
'om Los ^geles with his wife, 
my (Boeing Boeing) Saval. 
jeting them are Luigi Luraschi 
id Continental advertising and 
iblicitv.director John Nelson- 
illlvan (right). One of Dany's 
ms gave her a pot,of fresh 
Lly-of-the-valley (Muguet).the 

in France, in May, of 
Dod luck. 
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The honorary presidency of the 
artistic and social occasion which 
represents the fimdamental, historic 
amith enjoyed between the United 
States and France has been accepted 
by the Ambassador of France to the 
United Nations and Mrs. Roger 
Seydoux; Mr. Michel Legendre, Minis¬ 
ter Plenipotentiary and Consul Gen¬ 
eral of France in New York, and Mr. 
Edouard Morot-Sir, Cultural Counselor 
of the French Embassy. 

Proceeds from the sale of tickets to the 
first showing in the United States of the ambi¬ 
tious film re-creation of a legendary and heroic 
moment of history recounted in the book by Larry 
Collins and Dominique Lapierre will benefit 
three charitable Franco-American cultural and 
educational institutions: the Alliance Francaise 
de New York, the Federation of French Alliances 
in the United States, and F.A.C.S.E.A. which is 
the society for French-Araerican cultural serv¬ 
ices and educational aid. 

Expected to particip>ate in the gala on 
November 9 are the film's director, Rene Clement, 
and many of the stars of the paramount Pictures- 
Seven Arts-Ray Stark presentation. Among them 
are Jean-Paul Belmondo, Charles Boyer, Leslie 
Caron, Jean-Pierre Cassel, George Chakiris,' 
Alain Delon, Kirk Douglas, Glenn Ford, Gert 
Frobe, E.G. Marshall, Yves Montand, Anthony 
Perkins, Simone Signoret, Robert Stack, Marie 
Versini, Skip //ard and Orson Welles. The film 
was produced by the late Paul Graetz. 

The co-chairmen of the event are Mrs. 
Lowell Weicker and Mrs. Frederic Coudert, Jr. 
The first meeting of their committee to open the 
fund-raising drive took place at the French 
Embassy in New York on May 25th. 

THE MEETING AT THE FRENCH EMBASSY 
IS PICTURED ON THE OPPOSITE PAGE. 
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James E. Perkins, president 
of Paramount International, is 
presently in Europe on a busi¬ 
ness survey. His itinerary in¬ 
cludes London, Paris, Rome and 
Barcelona. _ 

JOSEPH FRIEDMAN NAMED 
DIRECTOR OF PARAMOUNT 
ADVERTISING AND 
PUBLIC RELATIONS 

JOSEPH FRIEDMAN 

Joseph Friedman has been elected 
a vice-president of Paramount Film 
Distributing Corporation, and has 
also been named director of advert¬ 
ising and piblic relations for Parer- 
mount Pictures Corporation, it was 
announced May 10th by George Weltner, 
president of Paramount Pictures Cor¬ 
poration, 

"Mr. Friedman's promotion recognizes his 
important contritmtions to Paramount's marketing 
and merchandising activities in recent years," 
Weltner said. "We are especially pleased that 
this is a major advancement from within the com¬ 
pany, highlighting our continuing effort to take 
maximum advantage of the wealth of young execu¬ 
tive strength in all divisions of our organizat¬ 
ion." 

In his new position, Friedman succeeds Mar¬ 
tin Davis, who was recently elected a vice- 
president of Paramount Pictures Corporation and 
executive assistant to Weltner. 

Friedman was executive assistant to Davis 
prior to the latter's promotion. He joined the 
company in 1958 as exploitation manager. Prior 
to joining Paramount, he was associated with 
Warner Brothers Pictures for 12 years in various 
executive capacities. 

Paramotint Pictures has acquired "Bolshoi Ballet '67," a full- 
length motion picture in color starring Russia's foremost dance 
troupe, for Fall release throughout the United States, it is ann- 
o\inced by General Sales Manager Charles Boasberg. 

Presenting the Bolshoi in some of the most popular ballets in 
its repertoire, the motion picture de.arts from earlier dance 
films by also depicting the training of a yoxing ballerina before 
she is ready to join the world-famous dance company. 

Presented in color and anamorphic wide screen, "Bolshoi Ballet 
'67" was filmed by Moscow's Mosfilm Productions. 

Planning "Paris Burning?" Premiere 
NEW YORK - At left are co-chairmen Mrs. Lowell Weicker and Mrs. 

Frederic Coudert, Jr., with Mr. Edouard Morot-Sir, Cultural Counselor of 
the French Embassy. At right, Mrs. Weicker learns from one of the co- 
stars of the film, Anthony Perkins, something of the greatness of "Is 
Paris Burning?" and a few of the details of the great spirit of dedicat¬ 
ion that went into the picture's making. 

ED S'JLLIVAN Photo 

HAPPY (PARAMOUNT) MUSICAL NOTES 
At long last, Paramotint has two 
great musicals in work, and the 
spirit motivating the product¬ 
ions augurs wonderfully well for 
1967. First of the duo is 
HALF A SIXPENCE, a delightful 

comedy-with-music which is currently a resounding hit on the 
Broadway stage and which makes everyone seeing it much the 
happier for the experience. It is based on H.G.Wells' KIPPS, 
and will be filmed in Technicolor and Panavision in London in 
the Autumn as one of Paramount's most important productions 
of 1966. 

On April 26th, Paramount announced the purchase of 
ON A CLEAR DAY YOU CAN SEE FOREVER, the Alan Jay Lemer-Burtcn 
Lane musical which is a continuing massive success on Broad¬ 
way, It will go before the Paramount cameras in Hollywood 
early in 1967, following massive preparatory plans in keeping 
with the importance of the property. 
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NEWS FROM 

Heading the starr¬ 
ing cast of the A.C. 

Lyles production, "Red 
Tomahawk" are Howard 

Keel, Joan Caulfield, 
Brod Crawford, Scott 
Brady and Wendell Corey. 

"Red Tomahawk," the 
story of the final de¬ 

feat of the Sioux after 
the Battle of the Little 

Big Horn, is being dir- 

eated by R.G.Spring¬ 
steen from a screenplay 
by Steve Fisher. 

Springsteen directed 
the very thrilling and 
entertaining "Waco," 
also an A.C.Lyles film. 

This is bne of at 
least two 'assaults' on a 
'queen' in Paramount's 
thrilling "Assault On A 
Queen." This one invol¬ 
ves Frank Sinatra and 
Vima Lisi. The principal 
one involves the 'Queen 
Mary' and a madcap escap¬ 
ade aboard an obsolete 
submarine. It's plenty 
exciting! 

Th i s 
Exola ins It 
The cast of "The Spy 

With The Cold Nose" is 
headed by Laurence Har¬ 

vey, Israeli actress 

Daliah Lavi, Denholm Ell¬ 

iott and Robert Flemying. 

It is an Associated 

London Films Production 
for Qnbassy and Para¬ 
mount release. 

The film has a brown 
and white bulldog named 
'Disraeli' in the title 
role. 

THE U.S. BRANCHES 

The New Orleans branch, happy over their 
new quarters, announced the change to the 
industry in the above fashion. We can bet 
that the New Orleans 'refreshments' were 
really delectable. 

Hal Wallis' "Paradise, Hawaiian Style," 
starring Elvis Presley, has been selected by 
Seventeen Magazine as its "Picture of the 
Month" for June. Announcement was made by 
Edwin Miller, entertainments editor. 

NE« ORLEANS _ With Paramount Weeks fast 
approaching, everyone here is trying all 
"gimmicks" to get dates from exhibitors, as we 
must be represented 100^ for this period. 

The New Orleans branch had the privilege ol 
being the fourth tenant in the new thirty-four 
story International Trade Mart, located at the 
foot of Canal Street on the picturesque Missis¬ 
sippi. Our office looks out onto the river and 
we are on the eighth floor, with a very good 
view. More film exchanges will move in as their 
leases expire. Unpacking has been completed and 
everyone is back into their old routine. Attach¬ 
ed are some snap-shots of our office. 

Ae welcome Mrs. Delia Mauroner, who replaces 
Mrs. Irma Reidy who retired April 29 after 46^ 
years service. Irma was guest of honor at a 
luncheon given April 26 at Brennan's Hestaurant 
to mark her retirement. She was presented with 
luggage from the office crew and received wires 
from long tine friends and exhibitors and 
letters of congratulations from Mr. Weltner, 
Mr. Boasberg, Mr. Owen, Mr. Bradley and Mr. 
Holliday. 

Richard Shinn, Edgar's son, has completed 
his two years active duty with the Navy. He 
now exjjects to complete his college education 
and then enter the business world. 

We all wish Delia a happy birthday. The 
cake was enjoyed by everyone. More news next 
month. 

- Frances Griffen 

(N.O, pix are on Page 18) 

’’Secret Agents” Cited 
By the U.S.Film Press 

MOTION PICTURE DAILY 

The motion picture careers of Marty 
Allen and Steve Rossi, probably the most 
popular comedy team around these days, are 
given a rousing launching in the colorful, 
zany vehicle titled "The Last of the Secret 
Agents?" Paramount sees no question marks 

in the future of their new stars, who have 
created a ready-made audience out of their 
frequent television and night club appear¬ 
ances. And there are good reasons to expect 
that filmgoers, who have been deprived of a 
steady comedy team for too many years, will 
latch on to Allen & Rossi.will keep aud¬ 
iences in a happy frame of mind. 

A&RA&RA&R. 

THE FILM DAILY 

A SECRET AGENT THRILLER WITH SURPRISE 
AND MIRTH. FLICK SHOULD BE STRONG B.O.CLICK. 

NEW YORK, NY - Paramount Pictures vice- 
president and executive assistant to the 
president. Martin Davis, arrives for the spe¬ 
cial invitational premiere of "The Last of 
the Secret Agents?" accompanied by co-star 
Marty Allen. Also attending the premiere were 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Boasberg. Mr. Boasberg 
is Paramount Pictures general saies manager 
and president of Paramount Film Distributing 
Corporation. 

Joseph E. Levineisthe 
subject of a breezy, searching and inform¬ 
ative 3-page profile in the May 2 issue of 
the top U.S. news and business weekly maga¬ 
zine, Newsweek. Article is headlined "The 
Last of the Movie Barons." Its tag-line, 
as spoken by Mr, Levine's personal public 
relations spokesman, George Jessel, is: 
"No one does for a picture what Joe Levine 
does." 
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THE SUBLIME MAGIC OF 
"THE TEN COMMANDMENTS" 
CONTINUES TO ENTHRALL 

NEW YORK - The celebrated record store 
of Sara Goody devoted one whole window to the 
Dot Records album of the rausic of "The Ten 
Comraandraents" and included sorae actual prop¬ 
erties from the film itself to give extra 
color. Included were reproductions of the 
tablets containing the Commandments, 

Return Release Tops 
The Original One 

CLEVELAND, Ohio - Cecil B. DeMille's 
"The Ten Commandments," in its return engage¬ 
ment at the Allen Theatre here, is attracting 
more patrons than it did during the opening 
weeks on a reserved seat policy at Loew's 
Ohio ten years ago. 

In a lengthy article in the Cleveland 
Plain Dealer, W.Ward Marsh noted that the 
return of "The Ten Commandments" had topped 
the initial three weeks of 1956 by a most 
considerable figure. This in spite of the fact 
that admission prices for its six-month run 
in 1956 at the Ohio were considerably higher. 

Critic Marsh said that "the tremendous 
success accorded 'The Ten Commandments' 
should prove that at least some of the good 
done by Cecil B. DeMille was not interred 
with his bones....To me, 'The Ten Command¬ 
ments' is more alive today than it was ten 
years ago." 

PITTSBURGH, Penna.- 
Two Interesting, dignif¬ 
ied window displap in 
the interests of the. 

STjcce'^sful enga- 
of "The Ten Comm- 
,s" at the Stanley 

Theatre here. 
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The whole world is obvious¬ 
ly ready for "The Ten Comm¬ 
andments" -- and showing it! 

starts palace 

ffl/T uHUscfvco 

DALLAS, Texas - Guests at a recent Satur¬ 
day morning screening of "The Ten Command¬ 
ments" in the Palace Theatre Included hundreds 
of members of the Dallas Council of Churches 
who responded to the invitation of Interstate 
Theatres and Paramount Pictures to see again 
the timeless Cecil B, DeMille production. 

Shown here,L to R) Rev, Roy G.Sims,pastor 
of South Buckner First Baptist Church; Fr. 
Peter H. Azcoiti. of Our Lady of^Perpetual 
Hope Roman Catholic Church; and Rev. Peter 
Bithos, pastor of the Holy Trinity Greek Or¬ 
thodox Church. All three are from Dallas. 
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NEW YORK - The long 
lines of filmgoers of 
all ages at the Victoria 
Theatre indicates that 
— as is the case all 
across the nation - the 
Cecil B, DeMille master- 
work is toppling records 
here also. 

NEW YORK, NY - Over the 
Memorial Day weekend, this 
city's Victoria and Plaza 
Theatres presented "The 
Ten Commandments" to abso¬ 
lute capacity. 

MIGHTIER THAN EVER 



CAIWES - The Carlton Hotel, Film Festival 

headquarters, had one of the 14 "Alfie" poster 
poles situated squarely opposite to it. 

CANNES - Michael Caine’s ’body-euard' was 
proof indeed that the girls were all 'behind' 
"Alfie." 

"ALFIE" -- A TRIUMPH 
CRtTiCALLY AT CANNES 
SUPER-COMMERCIALLY 
IN LONDON _ 

’’Alfie” won the Special Jury Award 
at the Cannes International Film Fest¬ 
ival. This was quite wonderful, and 
Paramount is very proud. 

But ’’Alfie” in release in both Lon¬ 
don and the London suburbs has won the 
right which enabled Paramount Interna¬ 
tional's president, James E. Perkins, 
to report to Mr. Weltner that the cir¬ 
cuit release in North and South London 
has set ”a new record by a very wide 
margin.” This in addition to tne fabu¬ 
lous 11-weeks' run at the London Plaza, 
in itself a towering record. 

Which leads to the comment that ”lf 
'^Alfie's' for the 'birds' - the birds 
are golden eagles.” 

CANNES - As part of the 
presentation ceremonies, 
actress Raquel Welch pres¬ 
ented the Jury's Prize for 
"Alfie" to Sir Charles 
Evans, Director General of 
the British Film Producers 
Association. 

”A L F I E” 
IS. 

NaSta (Finnish) 

PSAHSAH (Hebrew) 

Bombeh (Yiddish) 

MoegeZ (Arabic) 

Maks (Norwegian) 

Bonzer (Australian) 

Toppsak (Swedish) 

I (Chinese) 

■ fe IMMI" 
ThtPtoftt: 

SundqTckpvh' 
"lU. rvi. iM It ¥ m ttHi" 

EteranfSUtdwd 
-Iw 

KM. n |R iKrM kM 

EvomiNmi 

arahs’em where it counts! 
MFIE sets all-time opening week 
record at Plaza Theaue, London! 
fiWAITTIU PARAMOUNT LETSUKE LOOSE EVERYWHERE! [LiANOeBRON-wmiSHEUnWMTmASIU^ fUNCOlORTEQNSCOPt 

By the time you are reading this, 
’’Alfie” should be on the boulevards 
of Paris. Then Brussels and Stockholm 
will follow in quick succession. New 
York gets to meet ’’Alfie” in the Fall 

SYDNEY - Preparing the Australian film ind¬ 
ustry for the atomic impact of "Alfie," was this 
2-page spread, in 2 colors, which appeared in 
the Hay l9th issues of both The Film Weekly and 
The Australasian Exhibitor. The Australian news 
correspondents in London, and the press radio 
and cable services, also have done a towering 
job in conditioning Australia to the charms and 
capers of "Alfie" (The conqueror of women!). 
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GERMANY ALSO HAS A 
STIRRING CONVENTION 
Spirit of the Paris 
Conclave Flames Anew 

in Berlin 
Inspired by the wealth of news and informat¬ 

ion garnered at the Paris convention, and to 
satisfy the hunger of the traditionally energy- 
plus German Paramount organization, a convention 
was held in Berlin’s Hilton Hotel late in April. 

With Erich Wania, general manager for Ger¬ 
many at the helm, and with Continental sales 
manager Hugo Stramer in attendance, there was 
held a meeuing which can best be described In the 
v/ords of Mr. Wania himself, as follows: 

The days of our Berlin convention are over and we are all 
back at our desks. But the spirit of our days in Berlin is not 

over and will continue for weeks and months to come, since 

nobody could forget what he had heard and seen. 
In particular, I want to mention the product film, which 

everyone saw with the greatest pleasure and which made every¬ 
one more enthusiastic than ever. Of course never before had we 

seen at one time so many pictures, and portions of pictures, 
and it was an outstanding accomplishment on the part of our 

studio to prepare this wonderful production. 

We discussed the importance of "Is Paris Burning?", the 

sales of which started weeks ago. We met the Harry Saltzman 
"Funeral In Berlin" crew and had the pleasure of seeing Micteel 

Caine in person - the star of two of our greatest pictures in 
the second half of this year, "Alfie" and "Funeral In Berlin." 

For the members of our Berlin Convention, the dubbing 
studio Berliner Synchron Wenzel Ludecke, Berlin, gave a recep¬ 

tion, as did also our laboratory, Mosaik Film Manfred Wolf, 
Berlin. So throughout all of the meeting days we were in con¬ 

tact with the industry and a lot of work was done and many 

valuable discussions participated in. 

It was a great pleasure, and honour, for all of us that 

our European sales manager, Mr. Hugo Stramer, was with us, and 
he deeply impressed the delegates with the news and information 

that he had the product to come. 
I do wish that mere words could tell of the wonderfiil 

spirit which existed during every moment of our meeting. We are 

all very confident that the great list of productions that we 
have for the exhibitors of Germany will keep our enthusiasm 
aflame. It is certainly a fact that the Year of the Harvest 

has come bountifully true. 

Some of the Paramount delegates join with members 
of the "Funeral In Berlin" production company at the 
reception given by Mr. Wenzel Ludecke of Berliner Syn¬ 
chron. From left to right; Werner Rochau, Wenzel 
Ludecke, Hugo Stramer, Erich Wania, Paul Hubschmid (star 
of "Funeral in Berlin"), unidentified member of film 
unit, Michael Caine (star of the film), Charles Kasher 
(producer of the film), Mrs. Guy Hamilton (the former 
film star Kerima), and Guy Hamilton (director of "Fune¬ 
ral in Berlin"). 

PARTICIPANTS IN THE BERLIN CONVENTION 
Standing, left to right: Hans Spoerer, Duesseldorf 

publicity manager; Dieter Jung, Hamburg branch manager; 
Heinz Himmel, Frankfurt branch manager; Hugo Rakete, 
16mm dept.; Wilhelm Benninger, Munich branch manager; 
Hugo Stramer, European sales manager; Erich Wania. gen¬ 
eral manager for Germany; Artemijs Stabins. administra¬ 
tion chief; Rudolf Sieben, Hamburg publicity manager; 
Fried Hintz, assistant to the publicity director; Hans 
Fischer, Berlin branch manager. 

Seated, left to right: Sieefrled Kobosil, sales 
manager; Mrs. Carola Werners, Duesseldorf branch, manag- 
erj Mrs* Ingeborg Harder, technical dept.; Miss Heidel- 
ies Nickmann. secretary tc the general manager; Werner 
Rochau, publicity director for Germany. 

After the serious business of the convent¬ 
ion, gaiety at the fine reception offered the 
delegates by Mosaik Film, Berlin. Reading from 
left: Frankfurt branch manager Heinz Himmel, 
sales manager for Germany Siegfried Kobosil; 
Erich Wania, general manager for Germany; Mrs. 
Carola Werners, Duesseldorf branch manager; 
Hamburg branch manager Dieter Jung; Munich 
branch manager Wilhelm Benninger; Mrs. Mach of 
Mosaik Film. 



SYDNEY'S PARAMOUNT 

Stately front of the new 
theatre. At left is portion of 
the Victory, also a Greater Union 
Organisation cinema. 

Forward and rear-view 
vistas of the magnificent, 
dignified, single-level 
Greater Union Organisation's 
cinema which premiered May 
5th with ParamoTint's ’’The 
Spy Who Came In From The 
Cold.” 

The theatre's main foyer, with the booking 
office shown at left. Above the arch are the 
portraits of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II and 
Prince Phillip, Duke of Edinburgh. 

The Paramount's projectr 
ion booth is equipped with 
everything required for per¬ 
fection in viewing. 

The Paramount was officially 
opened by Lieut. Governor of New 
South Wales Sir Kenneth Street, 
here being greeted by manager 
Keith McLennan, 

I.U.O’s NEW PARAMOUNT THEATRl 
FALIAN RENAISSANCE ELEGANCI 

The Paramount's candy and concession stand 
was designed with the utmost in good taste. 

■BfcrMi''*' 1 1 

m ' '■ sr Kl 

The booking office and one of the statues 
which dignify the theatre. This one is Augustus, 
one of the Caesars. 

One of a number of pages in the 
Australian film industry press devot¬ 
ed to the charm, beauty and practic¬ 
ality of Sydney's new Paramount Thea¬ 
tre. 
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VALLADOLID. Spain - 
Reproduction of the dip¬ 
loma awarded as a special 
jury prize to Paramount 
for "The Slender Thread" 
during the recent Film 
Restival here. 

Award was made during 
the week of judging of 
films with human and rel¬ 
igious values from all 
parts of the world. 

CANNES - Mr. and Mrs. 
John Frankenheimer arriv¬ 
ing at the Film Festival 
Hall for the official Bresentation of the Rock 

udson starring picture, 
"Seconds." which Franken¬ 
heimer directed. 

BARCELONA - A queue 
on both sides of the en¬ 
trance seeking admission 
to the Novedades Theatre 
to see "The Sons of Katie 
Elder". The Hal Wallis 
wonder-western has had a 
marvelous run in this 
city. 

CANNES - A Film Festival luncheon by the 
blue Mediterranean at the Eden Roc. L to R: 
Jack de Wilde and Max Gerschtanowitz (Paramount 
distributors in Holland), Henri Michaud. Rock 
Hudson (in Cannes for the screening of nis fas¬ 
cinating "Seconds") and Mrs. Max Gerschtanowitz. 

EUROPE 

PARIS - During Mr. Weltner's recent visit in 
connection with the special screening of "Is 
Paris Burring?" a cocktail party was held with a 
number of top French exhibitors as piests. Shovr 
here are, from left: Henri Klarsfeld.Paramount feneral manager in France and North Africa: M. 

ammy Siritzki, eminent exhibitor: Mr. Weltner; 
Charles Boasberg, Paramount Film Distributing' 
Corp. president and Paramount general sales man¬ 
ager, who was terminating a European vacation. 

CONVERSATIONS IN BERLIN 

Shooting on "Funeral in Berlin" 
and the German Paramount sales conv¬ 
ention coincided, so there were many 
fine opportunities for exchanges of 
views between those who make thefilns 
and those who sell and distribute 
them. Here Erich Wania, general mana¬ 
ger for Germany, has the climax of 
"Funeral In Berlin" pointed out tohim 
by the film's star, Michael Caine. At 
top, sales manager Siegfried Kobosil 
learns something of the technical side 
of the production from director Guy 
Hamilton, right. 

PARIS-Paramount president George 
Weltner. here for the special screen¬ 
ing of the virtually completed "Is 
Paris Burning?", with two of thp great 
film's notables - director Rene' Clem¬ 
ent, left, and co-star Alain Delon. 

LEFT 
BARCELONA - Un-missable advertis¬ 

ing for Hal Wallis' "The Sons of i&tie 
Elder" on a local streetcar. 
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CANKES - Mrs. 
Odette Ferry, 
Paramount publi¬ 
city manager for 
France, served 
as a skilled in¬ 
terpreter for 
Rock Hudson dur¬ 
ing the massive 
international 
press conference 
preceding the 
screening of Mr, 
Hudson's SECONDS. 

LYON - The Galeries 
Lafayette of this city 
gave this entire promin¬ 
ent department store win¬ 
dow to "The Spy Who Came 
In From The Cold," a most 
unusual concession, and 
at the same time a fine 
tribute to the importance 
of this film. 

BRUSSELS - Among the 
many fine showmanship 
touches that Manager Paul 
Delvigne extended to the 
4-theatre premiere of Hal 
Wallis' "Boeing Boeing" 
was this Air France wind¬ 
ow tie-uD. The four cine¬ 
mas showing the Jerry 
Lewis-Tony Curtis comedy 
were the Scala. Victory, 
Vendome and Pathe-Ixelles, 

LIESE, Belgium - Ther»i 
aopears to be no doubt 
about the title of the 
Hal Wallis production that 
the Carrefour-Versallles 
Cinema is showing. 

LE MONDE ENTIER 
S ' INTERESSE DE PLUS EN 
PLUS A ’’PARIS 
BRULE-T- IL?” 

Nous pos'-edons incontestablenent avec 
" PARIS BRULE-T-IL ? " le plus qrand film de tous 
les temps. Cette production extraordinaire s'an- 
nonce comme qrande rivale des "DIX COWHANDEVENTS" 

m§me avant sa sortie. Certains aont memie prets a 
parier que " PARIS JRULE-T-IL ? " eciipsera le 

record etabli par la grande epopee biblique. 
Nous donnons dans ce numt'ro les nouvelles dates 

pr^vues pour la sortie de ce film, tant a Paris 

qu'aux Etats-Unis, en m@me temps que tous les 
details relatifs aux plans de lancement qui 
marqueront cette grande occasion. 

Le mois dernier, nous avons eu le plaisir 
d'an’^oncer la promotion de Martin Davis au 

poste de vice-president de Paramount Pictures 
Corporation et sa nomination cOmme adjoint au 

President George Weltner. Ce mois-ci, nous 

annongons une nouvelle tout aussi agreable ; 
Joseph Friedman,qui etait I'adjoint de Mr.Davis 
iorsque celui-d etait directeur de la publicite 

et des relations publiques, lui succede en tant 

que Vice-Presid'-nt de Paramount Film Distri¬ 

buting Corporation et est nomme en m?me temps 
directeur de la publicite et des relations 
publiques. Mr. Friedman assietait ^ la Convention 
Internationale de Paramount qui s'est tenue ^ 

Paris en Janvier dernier. 

A propos de conventions, nous avons regu un 

interessant rapport de la Convention allemande 

qui a eu lieu h la fin d'Avril ainsi qu'une 
page de photos suppl^mentaires concernant la 

convention d'Am^rique du Sud , tenue ^ Buenos 
Ayres, II est certain que nous avons un grand 
nombre de bonnes nouvelles a diss^miner, ce qui 
rend heureux tous les Paramountiers du monde 

entier. 

Sur une autre page de ce numero, vous verrez 

I'hommage qui a ete rendu a notre Soci4t4 en 

Australia par un circuit de cinemas inter- 
nationalement celebres. II s'agit de la Greater 
Union Organisation qui a non seulement constiuit 
un nouveau cinema qui a 4t4 baptise le Paranount 

mais qui, en Outre, a decide d'en faire une 

SCME (FESTIVAL) FUN.' 

CANNES, France - All roads leading to the 
Eden Roc had their signs changed (for one 
day) for the buffet luncheon for Rock Hudson 
in honour of the star of "Seconds." (Shots cf 
this luncheon will be found on other pages). 

salle r^servee aux premieres exclusivites 

Paramount, Cette salle se trouve da'ns la ville 

de Sydney. C'est un theatre tr^s beau et tr^s 

confortable et le premier film qui y a ete 
present^ " L'ESPIOW QUI VENAIT DU FROID " y 

remporte un immense succ^s. 

Nous connaissons maintenant 1'opinion du 

public sur la nouvelle equipe de comiques 

formee par Marty Allen et Steve Rossi. Nous 
publions une page de photos concernant I'^tonnant 

voyage qu'iis ont fait h travers le pays et nous 

savons quel est I'avis des spectateurs qui ont 
vu " LES DERNIERS DES AGENTS SECRETS?" Ces deux 

comediens ont certainement conquis une immense 
popularite et c'est pourquoi les Studios de 
Hollywood ont d^cidd de faire sans tarder un autre 

film avec eux. 

" ALFIE " est un phenom^ne. II est assez 

rare qu’un film remporte un triomphe aussi 
massif que cette production britannique. Ce 

ANTWERP - The Rex excelled even its past 
wonderful lobby accomplishments with its dis¬ 
play for "The Spy Who Came In From The Cold," 
And the public responded magnificently. 

fucc^s prouve A quel point notre industrie 
comporte un c6t4 enthousiasmant et exceptionnel. 
" ALFIE " regoit un accueil d^lirant non seulemaat 

A Londres mais aussi dans les autres villes 

anglaises. Pour qualifier cette performance, nous 
ne parvenons pas h trouver les superlatifs 
convenables (on les a trop utilises !). Et nous 
avons le souffle coup^ quand nous pensons & ce qud 
se passera I'ann^e prochaine ! 

Car I'ann^e prochaine sera aussi l'ann4e du 

retour des " DIX COMMANDEMENTS " sur le march^ 

international. Et quand nous nous rendons compte 
qu'aux Etats-Unis et au Canada, le chef-d'oeuvre 

de Cecil B. DeMille bat les records ^tablis lors 
de la premifere sortie ( alors que les prix des 

places sont moins 4lev4s ^ present), nous ne 
pouvons nous empficher d'fttre certains que 
I'ann^e 1967 sera de loin la plus grande de 

1'histoira de Paramount. 
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ALLEN & ROSSI GO FORTH 
AND MEET THE PEOPLE 

ATLANTA, Georgia - Three Georgia 
’bunnies' were attired like this {at 
left) when Steve Rossi stepped from 
the plane. But when Marty Allen app¬ 
eared (at right), there was quite a 
transformation. The 'bunnies' are 
(L-R) Sara, Lana, Kris. 

NEW YORK - Marty Allen made a 
personal hit with some of his fans 
right on Broadway the evening ol the 
invitational premiere. 

PITTSBURGH - Here in his home 
town for the world premiere of 
"The Last of the Secret Agents?", 
Steve Allen is interviewed by 
Hazel Garland, TV and movie critic 
of the Pittsburgh Courier. 

NEW YORK CITY - Gala invitational 
premiere of "The Last of the Secret 
Agents?" at the Victoria Theatre on 
May 18th was the crowning_touch in 
Paramount's all-out campaign for the 
Allen and Rossi comedy. Event was a 
Broadway traffic-stopper.and a few 
days later the entire nation saw the 
event on Ed Sullivan's TV show. At 
right, Ed is directing the filming of 
the premiere for his show, and at top 
right, Ed is with Allen and Rossi.and 
Nancv Sinatra, singing leading lady 
of tne comedy. 

NEW ORLEANS - During their 
visit here, Allen and Rossi 
were awarded honorary citizen¬ 
ship by Mayor Victor Shiro. The 
ceremony took place during the 
press luncheon at Brennan's. 

ATLANTA, Georgia - Allen and Rossi enter¬ 
tain a delighted crowd of 11,000 baseball 
fans during a visit to the Atlanta Stadium. 
Special sign at left says; "Atlanta Braves 
say Hello Dere to Marty Allen and Steve Rossi 
Welcome." 

Photos by ED SULLIVAN 

ITATIONAL 

I ROSSI J a 
secret aps^nts 
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SYDNEY - ParamoTint's mighty product presen¬ 

tation film (of new attractions) is still one 
of the best of today's long-running films. Here 

is a glimpse of it being 
shown to a group of Aus¬ 
tralia's foremost exhib¬ 
ition personalities,with 
msmaging director Robert 
L. Graham.shown at left. 
as host. Locale was the 
Paramount theaterette.In 
front row, from left,are 
Clive Amott,Hoyt's dir¬ 
ector of film buying; 
Herb Hayward, assistant 
to the managing director 
of Greater “nion Organi¬ 
sation; Michael Paspalis, 
Parap Theatre and Drive- 
in, Darwin; Charles Hale , 

Paramount's N.S.W. manager; Second row: Joe 
McElligott. Greater Union's publicity and adv¬ 
ertising director: Greater T^nion publicist John 
Fraser; Paramount's advertising and publicity 
director Alan Wardrope. Third row: Greater Union 
film booker David Williams; Greater Union pub¬ 
licist Dapby Jewell. Fourth row: executive dir¬ 
ector of ‘-'reater Union Keith Moremon: chairman 
of directors Snider & Dean, David Sniderjchair- 
man of directors Greater Union Organisation Sir 
Norman Rydge; Paramount's general sales manager 
Jack Edwards. 
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PERTH - There was also a screening of Para¬ 
mount's product film for West Australian exhib¬ 
itors, and above are 3<»ie of the attendees. Lto 
R: City Theatres managing director Cliff Searl; 
Paramount's general sales manager Jack Edwards; 
City Theatres chairman of directors Frank Dav¬ 
enport; Hoyts Theatres state manager A. Bohn sack; 
City Theatres secretary Arthur Stiles; A.C.E. 
Theatres' booker and buyer C.Tipping; and Para¬ 
mount's West Australian sales representative 
Vic Loffman. 

PERTH - Piccadilly Theatre's impressive 
front-of-house display for the highly succ¬ 
essful "Spy Who Came In From The Cold." 

iriiLu ■ 

SYDNEY - Sydney's Lord 
Mayor John Armstrong and 
Lady Mayoress ^rs. Armstr¬ 
ong are greeted by manager 
Keith McLennan as they arr¬ 
ive for the charity premi¬ 
ere which opened the new 
luxury Paramount Theatre. 

AT TOP are cabled con¬ 
gratulations from all over 
the world. 

SYDNEY - Miss Glad Gamble, private secretary 
to Jack Edwards, general sales manager,receives 
her 25-Year Club watch and membership insignia 
from managing director Robert L. Graham in the 
presence of other executives. From left: James 
A.Sixsmith, Jack Edwards, Roy Howard,Mr.Graham, 
kiss Gamble, Jack Tauchert, Len Jones and Char¬ 
les Hale. At left: Mr. Graham hands Miss Gamble 
her membership certificate. 

THE SYDNEY PRESS was very proud of the 
new Paramount Theatre and gave the cinema 
itself, the Greater Union Organisation which 
built it, Paramount Film Service, for which 
it will be the first-release house, and 
"The Spy Who Came In From The Cold," which 
opened it, an extraordinary amount of space 
as well as a great deal of praise. 

It was a truly great occasion, and an 
inspiring index of the Greater Union Organi¬ 
sation's faith in the motion picture' s futum 

BRISBANE - Those who attended the local 
screening of the Paramount product line-up 
on film. Front row. 1. to r.: Wintergarden 
asst. mgr.,Bruce Simpson; Paramount managing 
director Robert L.Graham; Charles Kerwin, 
George Cinema; Roy Chesterman, Paramount^ 
Queensland manager. 2nd. Row: Hoyts Theatres' 
resident manager John Scott; Walter Kelly; 
Doug Stephens; Jack Edwards, Paramount's 
general sales manager, 3rd Row: Far Northern 
Theatres topper Tim Osborne; Birch, Carroll 
& Coyle gen. mgr. Sid Morley; Surfers Parad¬ 
ise Theatre director Max Perrit.s; Back Row: 
Wintergarden Theatre manager Harry Greaves; 
H*>C. « C. adv.-pub. director Terry Jackman; 
Aspley Drive-In topper Chi'ls Sourris, 

THF SPY" setting AUSSIE RECORDS 



PARAMOUNT FLAGSHIP HOUSE 

AUSTRALIA GETS A 
MAGNIFICENT NEW 
PARAMOUNT THEATRE 
SYDNEY - The premiere cf 

this city's luxurious new 
Paramount. Theatre, built 
by the Greater Union Org¬ 
anisation as the Paramount 
first-release house here, 
is told expertly in the 
cable at right,from Alan 
Wardrope to Guenter Schack 
in New York. 

Deep in conversation are 
Greater Union chairman Sir Nor- 

(] “ — man Rydge vieft) and Sir Kenn^ 
Street, Lieutenant Governor of 
New South Wales, who officially 
opened the luxurious new Para¬ 
mount Theatre. Behind the two 
knights are Lady Rydge and Mr. 
Marcel Dekyvere, husband of the 
pr^ident of the Black ^d White 
Committee of the Royal Blind 
Society, Mrs. Marcel Dekyvere, 
whose charity benefitted by 
lAust.4,000 from the evening. 

PARAMOUNT'S NEIn' FLAGSHIP HOUSE 

PARAMOUNT THEATRE OPENED HERE LAST 
NIGHT (MAY 5) TO CELEBRITY-STUDDED BLACK 

TIE AUDIENCE ATTENDING CHARITY PREMIERE 

OF "SPY WHO CAME IN FROM THE COLD".CITY'S 

FIRST ENTIRELY NEW THEATRE IN MORE THAN 

30 YEARS, THE PARAMOUNT CREATED UNPRECED¬ 

ENTED INDUSTRY PUBLIC INTEREST WITH CROWDS 

GATHERING IN GEORGE STREET LONG BEFORE 

FIRST MERCEDES OR ROLLS AFPE'^RED AT FLOOD 

LIT FRONT OF HOUSE. A NEW CONCEPT IN L^a- 

URY AND OPULENCE, THE ITALIAN RENAISSANCE 

STYLED ONE-LEVEL THEATRE WAS OFFICIALLY 

DECLARED OPEN BY N.S.W. LIEUTENANT GOVER¬ 
NOR SIR KENNETH STREET WHO PAID TRIBUTE 

TO PARAMOUNT AND THE BUILDERS, GREATER 

UNION ORGANISATION, FOR VISION IN THE 
FILM INDUSTRY'S FUTURE. SIR KENNETH TOLD 

FIRST-NIGHTERS OF PARAMOUNT'S PROUD MOT¬ 

ION PICTURE INDUSTRY HISTORY, GOING BACK 

TO THE ZUKOR PIONEERING ERA. AS THE 

LIE^TT. GOVERNOR SPOKE, MEMBERS OF THE 
PUBLIC WERE READING FOYER CONGRATULATORY 

MESSAGE DISPLAY WHICH APPROPRIATELY INCL¬ 

UDED CABLE FROM MR. ZUKOR. V.I.P. AUDI- 

iJ^CE ARRIVED TO MUSIC BY FAMOUS MILITARY 

EASTERN COMMAND BAND IN RED TUNICS WHITc. 

HELMilTS who PROVIDED STIRRING FANFAilE AS 

OFFICIAL CERiiiMONY COMMENCED TO HTJSHc.D 

HOUSE. GLITTERING OPENING RAISED APPROX¬ 

IMATELY 4,000 DOLLARS (AUST.) FOR ROYAL 

BLIND SOCIETY WHOSE ACTIVE BLACK AND WfflTE 

COMMITTEE ORGANISED EVENING WITH GREATER 

UNION AND PARAMOUNT. PARAMOUNT BLACK AND 

WHITE COMMITTEE PRESIDENT AND NEWSPAPER 

COLUMNIST MRS. MARCEL DECKYVERE, GREATER 

Receiving arriving personalities here are, 
Mrs. Robert Graham, Paramount's managing direc¬ 
tor Robert L. Graham, patroness of the Black 
and White Committee of the Royal Blind Society 
Mrs. Alexis Albert and Mr. Albert. 

More pictures relating 

to the dedication of the 
Sydney Paramount Theatre 

are on Pages 14 (opposite) 

and 21. 

UNION CHAIRMAN SIR NORMAN RYDGE, AND PAR¬ 

AMOUNT'S ROBERT GRAH.4M HEADED RECEPTION 

LINE AS VIP'S AND CELEBRITIES AT THEATRE 

COVERED BY TV AND PRESS CAMERAS. FIRST- 

NIGHTERS INCLTJDED BOB CROSBY, BROTHER OF 
BING, CURRENTLY ON LOCAL TV, MR. AND MRS. 

ALEXIS ALBERT, SYDNEY'S LORD MAYOR JOHN 
ARMSTRONG AND MAYORESS MRS. ARMSTRONG, TV 

AND NEWSPAPER TYCOON SIR FRANK PACKER, 
TV PERSONALITIES DIANA WARD AND MARGARET 

BRITTON (WHO FILMED SPECIAL SHOW FOR 

CHANNEL TEN NETWORK), LAWYER AND QUEEN'S 

COUNSEL ANTHONY LARKINS, GENERAL DALY AND 

MRS DALY, MR AND MRS RICHARD ALLEN PLUS 

MEMBERS DIPLOMATIC CORPS, GOVERNMENT AND 
ENTERTAINMENT WORLD. NEV/SPAPER, RADIO AND 

TV BREAKS WHICH HAD BEEN GATHERING MOMEN¬ 

TUM PRIOR TO OPENING REACHED CLIMAX ON 

THEATRE'S DEBUT. 
WARDROPE 

SIGNING THE PAPERS 

Sir Norman Bede Rydge, K.B.E., Chairman of 
Directors of the Greater Union Organisation, 
sims the document which makes the magnific¬ 
ent new Paramount Theatre, newest and finest 
diadem in the Greater Union chain, the offi¬ 
cial first-release cinema for Paramount rel¬ 
eases in Sy^ey. Papers were signed during 
the Sydney visit in March of Paramount Inter¬ 
national president James E. Perkins (stand¬ 
ing), and with Robert L. Graham, Paramount 
managing director (right) signing for the 
company. 
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Rock Pfudson and new¬ 
comer Salome Jens pursue 
a hectic, reckless and 
supremely dramatic course 
into a new life in the 
absorbing and unusual 
"Seconds," directed with 
rememberable skill by John 
Frankenheiraer. 

"Ski Boom" (water- 
skiing) is typical of the 
wonderful new and exciting 
Paramount short features 
product. This is one of 
the Winlk Films "Sports In 
Action" series. 

A Ford in 
A.C.Lyles ' 
Future 

This columnist note 
from the April 22nd 
issue of Daily Variety: 

"A.C.Lyles is on 
cloud nine — John Ford 

called to offer con¬ 
grats on A.C,'s upcoming 
(Wednesday) Gold Spurs 
award - and offered to 
make a western with him." 

IS PARIS BURNING? 
SUSCITA UN INTERESSE 
SEMPRE MAGGIORE 

Non c’o ormei un'ombre di dubblo che In IS 
PARIS BURKING? abbiamo uno del piu grand! film 
che eieno mei stati fattl. Cuesta coloasale pel 
licola e la nostra piii prossima rlvale (anche ~ 
prl.aa della aua uscite) del nostro prezloso I 
DIECI COV.ANDA\ENTI e molti sono persino pronti 
a scomruettere che essa eclisserA lo splendido 
record del suddetto colosso Biblico. II presen 
to nuiuero contlene un nuovo annunzio delle modT- 
ficate data d’uscite del film sis a Parigl che 
in tutti gli Stati Uniti, nonche dottagli dei 
piani da ettuarsi per I'occasione* 

II mese scorso abbiamo avuto il placere di 
annunziere 1'avonzemento di Kertin Davis al po- 
sto di vice-presidente delle Paramount Pictures 
Corporation e la sue nomine ad essistento esecu 
tivo del Presidente George v,eltner. ouesta voT- 
ta abbiamo da comunicare 1'altrettanto belle 
notizie che Joseph Friedman, giS assistente eso- 
cutivo di Mr. Davis quendo quest’ultimo ere 
capo della pubblicitA e relezioni sociali, gli 
e ora succoduto come vice-presidente della 
Paramount Film Distributing Corporation, nonche 
capo delle puaDlicitS e relezioni socieli. Mr. 
Friedman aveva presenziato el congresso delle 
Paramount International e Parigl in gennalo 
scorso. 

A proposito di congress!, troverete in que 
sto numero una relazione su quello che ha avuto^ 
luogo in Germania alia fine d’Aprile, cocue pure 
un’altra pagina di fotografie su quello della 
divisione dell’America Latina a Buenos Aires. 
Come vedete, abbiamo un sacco di buone notizie 
da dervl che siamo slcuri riusciranno gradlte 
a tutti i paramountisti del mondo intero. 

In un’altra delle nostre pagine leggerete 
dell’alto onore conferlto alia nostra case in 
Australia dal famoso circuito di sale clnemato- 
grefiche "Greater Union Organisation'’ nell’ever 
costrulto un magniflco nuovo teetro che non 
solo ha chlameto II Paramount, me che anche e 
stato designate come 11 locale di prime vlslone 
dei film paramount a Sidney. E* un bellissimo 
e comodo cinema che e stato Inaugurato con THE 

SAN JUAN, Fhjerto Rico - A TV interview 
for Allen and Rossi following their arrival 
here for personal appearances at the Flam- 
boyari Hotel. Marty Allen (at right) is speak¬ 
ing to Rafael Ramos Cobian, president of 
Commonwealth Theatres, with Paramount manager 
Frank J. Planas in centre. At left is adver¬ 
tising agent Rafael Correa, who handles the 
Flamboyan account, and who was very helpful 
to the comedy pair during their stay. 

RAVENNA - Punchy display across the frort 
of the Cinema Modemo for "Sands of the Kala¬ 
hari." 

SPY WHO CAllE IN FROM THE COLD che sts riscuoten 
do un immenso successo. 

Abbiamo ormai avuto la dimostrazione di 
come place la nostra nuova coppla di comlci, 
Marty Allen e Steve Rossi. Guardete in merito 
la pagina di fotos che pubblichlemo sul suo 
esteso recente giro negli Stati Unltl. Allen e 
Rossi, che anche nel loro prime film THE LAST 
OF THE SECRET AGENTS? riscuotono la slmpatia di 
tutti, sono ormai gifi diventati due beniamini 

CAIRO - Display 
In the inner court 
of the Radio Thea¬ 
tre for "The Sons 
of Katie Elder." 

On Page 18 is 
a view of the ex¬ 
terior of the Radio 
Cinema, with the 
large figures at 
the left visible 
only at a distance. 
Here, thanks to a 
second photo from 
Paramount manager 
George Baramili, 
one can see the 
figures close up. 

"Katie Elder" 
outgrossed all 
John Wayne films 
in Cairo. 

del pubblico, ci6 che he Indotto le nostre forze 
di produzlone a Hollywood a preparare subito 
un’altra pellicola per loro. 

ALFIE e un vero fenomeno. H successo stre 
pltoso dl quests commedia in Inghilterre i una ~ 
dl quelle cose che si verlflcano solo una volte 
ogni tento in fetto dl clnemetografo e che cl 
dlmostra una volte di plti che indubblemente levo 
riemo tutti in uno splendido carnpo. Gli IncassT 
che ate fecendo ALFIE non soltanto a Londra ms 
pure in eltri centrl del peeae vanno el dl Ife 
dei solltl superletivl e restlamo proprlo a boc- 
ca aperte quando pensiamo all’anno prossimo. 

Perche I’anno prossimo e anche I’anno del 
rltorno dl I DIECI COKANDAMENTI sul meresto in- 
ternazlonale. E quando esslstlamo alio spetta- 
colo che questo capolevoro dl Cecil B, DeMllle 
ci sta dando negli Stati Unit! e CenadA con 
rlBultatl che (pure a prezzl piii basal) oltre- 
passano 1 records ragglunti dxirente I'uscite 
originals, dobbiamo senz’altro concludere che 
11 1987 dovrA essere di gran lunge 11 pli glorlo 
so anno della storle della peramount. ~ 
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By Observer 

PARAMOUNT'S managing- 
director. Russell Hadley, was 

really cock-a-hoop over company 
prospects, with two years money¬ 
spinning potential in the can. when 
I saw him on Friday. He had just 
returned from Cannes, where 
■■ Altie " was a sensation, and he 
told me that 105 prints were in 
work here. In these days of two- 
week London releases Alfie" 
earned the distinction of having 
three—after North London open¬ 
ing there was a second week hold¬ 
over which coincided with opening 
in selected South London theatres, 

^followed by the full South London 
/release on the third week, 
jk A change in the Sunday releas- 
' ing pattern Russell thinks is long 

overdue. No other country in the 
world opens a picture on a Sun¬ 
day and here, particularly, where 
the advertisements and the reviews 
come out on Thursdays and Fri¬ 
days, the opening of the London 
release on either of those days 
will give a picture a terrific boost. 
Word-of-mouth too will help the 
box-office, before everybody has 
time to fall into that Sunday 
slough which Monday is the 
wrong day to expect to pull out 
of with a new picture. 

Besides being particularly proud 
that Paramount had both the 
British and American official en¬ 
tries at Cannes. “Seconds” being 
the American picture. Russell is 
excited about handling the hottest 
male property in showbusiness 

today. 
“ Since ‘ Alfie.’ which was a 

natural follow-up to ‘ Ipcress File’ 
for him. Michael Caine is really 
big in ‘ Funeral in Berlin said 
Russell. "The rushes of this 
Harry Saltzman picture are really 
sensational. Michael has a new 
star opposite him. Eva Renzi, who 
replaces Anjanette Comer.’ Her 
picture formed part of a double- 
spread in Friday’s Daily Sketch 
which Russ had on his desk. 

I gather that the biggest picture 
Paramount have had since “ The 
Ten Commandments ” is the Seven 
Arts-Ray Stark picture “ Is Paris 
Burning ?’’. which has finished 
photography and is now in the 
cutting rooms. 

It will naturally have a Paris 
premiere in late September or 
early October and its eagerly 
waited London opening will fol¬ 
low at the end of the month. “ It 
is a natural for a roadshow.” 
added Russ. 

He can. of course, speak with 
authority about "The Ten Com 
mandments." for when he was 
assistant to Fred Hutchinson Russ 
had the job of selling the great 
Paramount epic. He hears from 
Bernard Myerson in the States that 
it is doing better in the same, 
theatres on the re-issue than it 
did on the first runs. Russ is giv¬ 
ing himself plenty of time to pre¬ 
pare a big selling and publicity 
campaign for the picture here and 
is not planning to re-issue it until 
the summer of 1967 in Britain. 

Russ gave me a copy of the 
most glossy laminated product 
brochure I’ve seen for a long time 
and which the company will give 
to the delegates at the CEA con¬ 
ference at Torquay, where Para¬ 
mount will present "Boeing. Boe-\ 
ing,” ahead of the West End ’ 
opening, which is on 26 May. The | 
sexy comedy of London’s long-4 
running stage success will have its 
ABC release on 12 June. 

A new comedy team threatens 
to burn up the screen when the 
first film in a seven-year picture 
contract, “ The Last Of The 
Secret Agents,” launches Marty 
Allen and Steve Rossi on the 
London scene. This way out spy 
spoof has Russell looking around 
for new superlatives. From the 
MD of the company that released 
“ Shane ” too. one pays particular 
attention when he says " Nevada 
Smith,” starring Steve McQueen 
is likely to be the Western of the^ 
year. 

Howard Koch is in London now 
winding up with Ray Stark the 
final cut of “You Just Kill Me,” 
formerly titled "My Last 
Duchess,” and Hal Wallb and his 
partner Joe HazcA arrive this 
evening. 

“ We may seem to have been a 
little late in waking up to the fact 
that London is the swinging centre 
of the entertainment world.” said 
Russ. “ but now that our proxy 
fight is out of the way we can 
feel secure in going forward and 
accelerating our production pro-, 
gramme and releasing schedule all 
along the line. The momentum| 
of Paramount activity both in the 
UK and in Hollywood, will now 
continue in top gear.” 

NEWS FROM LONDON 

THE PARAMOUNT STORY 

IS 
BRITAIN'S BEST SELLER 

hiMi' 1 Ihf Ihiih i incma 

Commentary 

LONDON - Co-star Suz- 
anna Leigh had a number of 
friands on hand at the 
Plaza for the premiere of 
"Boeing Boeing." Here oneof 
them, Haximillian Schell, 
helps her with her wrap... 

....and here is the strik¬ 
ing evening gown that the 
wrap was hiding. 

LONDON - One of a series of 
distinctive and enticing adver¬ 
tisements. in both blacR and 
white, and color, devised by 
Gerry Lewis, Paramount's adver¬ 
tising and publicity chief in 
Britain, for Hal Wallis' speedy 
comedy, "Boeing Boeing." 

TORQUAY - Paraaourt and ABC 
notables attending the screening 
of Hal Wallis' "Boeing Boeing" at 
the CEA (Cinematograph Exhibitors 
Association) conference here. L to i 
R: Peter Reed, Mr. and Mrs.Russell 
W.Hadley,Jr.j Mr, and Mrs. William i 
Cartlidge; Mr. and Mrs. Bob Webs¬ 
ter; Freddie Cockerill: Mrs.Peter , 
Reed; Mr. and Mrs. David Jones, 

LONDON - "Boeing Boeing" ran 
for years on the London stage,and 
now the stage fans are besieging 
the Plaza to see the film version. 

Capsule comment of London's 
Dally Cinema on A.C.Lyles' product¬ 
ion of "Johnny Reno"; GRIPPING 
WESTERN WHO-DUN-IT-AND-WHY?....COM¬ 
PETENTLY STAGED AND ATTRACTIVELY 
CAST WITH VETERAN STARS. RELIABLE 
POPULAR PROPOSITION FOR FAMILY HALLS. 
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WAYNE LILLARD, at 
left, has been appointed 
branch manager at Char¬ 
lotte, North Carolina, 
effective June 6th, He 
was formerly Memphis 
branch manager, and he 
replaces William Holli¬ 
day, who has resigned. 

Our photograph also 
shows Marty Allen, who 
with partner Steve Rossi 
was appearing in Charl¬ 
otte at the time. 

New branch manager 
in Mem,phis is Mr. A.L. 
Stout. 

OBITUARY 

DAVID J. GRIMES 

LONDON - David J, Grimes, legal 
adviser to Paramount for the past 
20 years, died in hospital here on 
May 28. He was 64. 

In paying 
tribute, Russell 
W, Hadley, Jr., 
managing director 
of Paramount 
said: "David's 
death is a great 
loss to us all. 
His invaluable 
guidance and help 
to Paramount in 
the field of 

production has been incalculableo" 
Howard Harrison, managing direc¬ 

tor of Paramount British Pictures 
added: "David was a real colleague 
and friend in every sense of the 
word. He will be greatly missed,and 
our deepest sympathy goes to his 
wife Peggy, and sons Christopher and 
David." 

HcXSINKI, Finland - An 
example of the fine local 
poster for "Boeing Boeing," 
conies of which were 
placed to great advantage 
throughout the city during 
the comedy's run attheRex. 

NEW ORLEANS * Details of the photos 
above, originally mentioned on Page 6, Left 
is a shot of Edgar Shinn, salesman, adding 
up the day's tally of sales. In centre is a 
2 a.m, shot of the bookers' desks. Those in 
the group, 1 to r, are: Delia Mauroner, 
Frances Grlffen, Eddie Richard, Inna Reldy, 
Clayton Casbergue, Anna Power, Clyde Daigle. 

!E lEH 
lANDMENT 

Cm GIfl 1 m 

PHILADELPHIA - Two-way queues at the 
"The Ten Commandments" 

re-wrote exhibition history in glowing fash¬ 
ion during its recent engagement. 

David Grimes was a partner in 
the firm of Kerly, Sons and Karuth. 
He was a director of both Paramount 
British Pictures Ltd., and Paramouni 
Film Service Ltd. 

Service was held at Breakspear 
Crematorium, Ruislip, on June 1st. 

MRS. BlRMICE MCDONALD 

SYDNEY - Mrs. 
Bernice Maud 
McDonald, for 
more than 36 
years a member 
of the film exanb 
ining staff here, 
died of cancer 
on May 13th. She 
had been activ¬ 
ely at work up 
until a little 
more than a week 
before her death. 

Mrs.McDonald 
joined Paramount 
on January 4th 

Mrs. Bernice McDonald 1928 and through* 

:!tS'’iorao?5°dSfSrihe her long 
great comedy star's visit association with 
to Australia._company had 

enjoyed great popularity with her 
fellow workers. 

Her funeral on May l6th was 
attended by Parampunteers James A. 
Sixsmith, Jeanne Linsdell, Charles 
Hale and Arthur Bombe. 

□ ^Sypt - Colorful exterior of the 
2 weeks' engagement 

of "The Sons of Katie Elder." 

CINEMA MAGAZINE (U.S.) says of Cornel 
Wilde's "THE NAKED PREY": 

"....A chase — a race for life, virtu¬ 
ally without let-up....gripping, intell- 

_igent, fascinating." 
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INTERESTING PARAMOUNT EVENTS 

mU.S. & CANADA 

NEW YORK - Matthew Polon, prpident and 
general manager of RKO Theatres (at left), re¬ 
ceives the congratulations of (1. to r.) 
luncheon co-chairmen Maury Goldstein, Charles 
Boasberg and D.J.Ederle of the industrv-wide 
luncheon in his honor on May 25th at the Amer¬ 
icana Hotel. 

Hal Wallis' "Paradise, Hawaiian Style," 
newest Elvis Presley romantic musical, was 
scheduled to begin its New York premiere enga¬ 
gement on June 15 at R.K.O. and other theatres 
throughout the Metropolitan New York area. 

NEW YORK - Signboard on Times Square 
which formerly carried for years a smoker 
actually blowing real smoke rings, and which 
is directly across from the Paramount Build¬ 
ing, carried this "Nevada Smith" message at 
the time of our going to press, 

(It should interest showmanship-minded 
Paramounteers that the technique employed in 
this sign consists of producing the figure 
and all of the lettering in the art shop of 
the sign company, and then of merely affixing 
it to the sign's surface - in-dry weather). 

CALGARY, Canada - Two more members of 
amous Players Canadian Corporation are hon- 
red for long-time Paramount service. They 
re: Fred Tickell, left, manager of the Mon- 
Tch Theatre, Medicine Hat and Fred Packe- 
lusch, projectionist at the Capitol Theatre, 
'dmonton. Both are shown beir.g presented with 
silver trays, by President and managing dir- 
sctor R.W.Bolstad, to mark their 40 years of 
lontinuous service to Famous Players. 

HOLLYWOOD - Paramount 
commissary luncheon to the 
international film press 
following a mass visit of 
the reporters to the set of 
"Warning Shot," a thriller 
being produced by Bob Bann¬ 
er for Paramount release. 

AT RIGHT 

Close shot of those at 
the head table. L to R: 
Rose Goldstein,Paramount 
International's manager in 
the studio; producer Bob 
Banner; star David Janssen; 
director Buzz Kulik; Frank 
Lieberraan, David Janssen's 
press agent. 

NEW YORK - Attending 
the Ercadway premiere of 
"The Last of the Secret Ag¬ 
ents?" at the Victoria The¬ 
atre were Savas Pylarinos 
(left), Paramount distribu¬ 
tor in Greece, and Paramoiint 
International executive Don¬ 
ald Nathan and Mrs. Nathan. 

PITTSBURGH - Arriving 
here for the world-prealere 
of "The Last of the Secret 
Agwits?", Marty Allen and 
Steve Rossi were greeted 
with this humorous showman¬ 
ship at the airport. 
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SHORT 

FEATURES 
Mario Ohio Is seeking more app¬ 

ropriate names for the series of 
cartoons presently known as MODERN 
MADCAP and NOVELTOON subjects. Have 
you sent in your suggestions yet? 

GRAND BAHAMA ISLAND - Les Winik, 
producer of the Winik Films' "Sports 
In Action" series, did his own under¬ 
water direction of "Deep Sea Hunt," 
filmed in color here recently and a 
real thriller it is. 

AT RIGHT 

One member of the Finny Fellowship 
encountered by Mr, Winik. 

fJnderwater photography was shot 
by Jordan Klein who did much of the 
work for setting up the underwater 
sequences in "Thunderball." The short 
was made with the cooperation of the 
International Underwater Explorers 
Society. 

In the course of the wonderful 
summertime enjoyment of the Paramount 
2-reeler, "Smoky Mountain Magic," one 
encounters 'Fort Agony' at Gold Rush 
Junction, where every hour on the hour 
the 'Indians' stage an attack. 

Cf Sea 
And Ships 

This Paramount short 
(which New York's Radio City 
Music Hall showed during its 
recent record-breaking eng¬ 
agement), is a fascinating 
treatment of ocean transpor¬ 
tation, Additionally, its 
photography of the liquid 
moods of the sea is the most 
breathtakingly beautiful one 
could possibly see, 

A prize addition to any 
film theatre's bill. 

This musual illuminated shot of 
the Eiffel Tower in Paris is from the 
fascinating Paramount short feature, 
"Three Parts of Gaul" (in color). 

"We would appreciate it if you would make 
every effort to book a Paramount short subject 
in each and every situation where PARADISE, 
HAWAIIAN STYLE will be playing. 

"This picture will do outstanding business 
in your territory and presents a golden oppor¬ 
tunity to help increase our short subject rev- 

' - >farioGhio 

some 01 the snooty foux^legged 
one-hipp 'actors' in the colorful 
"Virginia City Centennial." 

SHORT SUBJECT SAGA FROM HARRY SWONSON, SALT LAKE CITY 

"We have a hard and fast rule here, that no phone call is complete, 
whether incoming or outgoing, unless the booker has asked for 
short subject dates. The bookers are also watching advance book¬ 
ings in Salt Lake City where long runs are booked, and endeavor 
to secure short subjects to go with them. 

This story just came to me = Brad Hale, our Assistant Booker, 
talked to the local manager of the Tower Theatre and secured a 
booking on "SAN FRANCISCO." He was so pleased with the 
subject that he asked the local bookers (Film Service Corporation) 
to book Paramount short subjects. As a result, this morning, 
Mary Lindquist, short subject booker for Film Service, called 
Brad and booked $150 worth in the Orpheum Theatre, Ogden, Utah 
where we have had very little play-off in the past on our short 
subjects." 

HARRY SWONSON 

and if we may take the liberty of so saying - 
it appears to us that there is no magic formula 
for achieving results such as these. The way 
to increase short subject bookings is simply 
"TO ASK." 

(REPRISED FROM DOMESTIC SERVICE MAKUAL)- 
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RIO Uh. JAMEIRO - Latin 
American division manager 
Henry B. Gordon and Mrs. 
Harry Stone at the cocktail 
reception offered by Mr. 
Stone on the occasion of the 
visit of Messrs. Perkins 
and Gordon following the 
Buenos Aires convention .Mr. 
Stone is representative of 
the MPEAA in Brazil. 

LONDON - Laurence Har¬ 
vey, Daliah Lavi and four- 
legged Disraeli at the 
start of production of "The 
Spy With The Cold Nose." 
Disraeli plays the title 
role, and the picture is an 
Associated London Films 
Production for Embassy Pic¬ 
tures Corporation and Para¬ 
mount Pictures Corporation. 
Filming commenced June 1st. 

SYDNEY - Bob Crosby, who 
has been appearing, live, on TV 
in Australia for the past few 
months, attends, with Mrs. 
Crosby, the glittering premiere 
of the new Paramount Theatre 
here. 

INTERNATIONAL 
PERSONALITIES 
IN PARAMOUNT 
CINEMA EVENTS 

HOLLYWOOD - Renowned Greek 
distributor-exhibitor-producer 
Savas Pylarinos (r) on the set 
of the Paramount release, "War¬ 
ning Shot," with David Janssen, 
star of the thriller. 

RIO DE JANEIRO - Study in expressions at the cocktail 
party offered by Harry Stone (MPEAA representative in Brazil) 
in honor of James E. Perkins, Paramount International pres¬ 
ident, and Henry B. Gordon, Paramount Latin American divis¬ 
ion manager. Reading from left: Dr. Beca de Castro, owner of 
the Castro Cinema Circuit and one of Brazil's leading exhib¬ 
itors; Mr. Perkins; Mrs. Terezinha Miiniz Freire and Mr.Stone. 

HOLLYWOOD - Master 
musician Henry Manciniand 
Mrs. Mancini at the Para¬ 
mount Studio cocktail garty welcoming producer 

lake Edwards to the com¬ 
pany's mounting roster of 
creators of great film 
entertainment. 

CANNES, France - Charing the 
Camnes Film Festival, Michael 
Caine, whose "Alfle" received a 
tremendous amount of attention, 
met the Begum Aga Khan. (Man in 
centre not identified). Occasicn 
was the party of the British 
Film Producers Association at 
Les Ambassadeurs. 

NEW YORK - Mr.and Mrs, 
Charles McMains at the pre¬ 
miere of "The Last of tne 
Secret Agents?" at the Vic¬ 
toria Theatre. Mr. McMains 
is Home Office Graphic Arts 
Purchasing Manager, and 
also Office Manager. 

CARDIFF, Wales - Prom¬ 
oted to the Paramount 
branch managership here is 
Mr. J. Timms, formerly a 
salesman in the London 
branch. 

HOLLYWOOD - Barbara Stan¬ 
wyck, Turkish film correspond¬ 
ent Tarik Berkand, and A.C. 
Lyles, producer of Western hits, 
at the studio ceremony at which 
Lyles and John Wayne were pres¬ 
ented with Golden Spurs for 
their continuous efforts in 
preserving Western lore. 

STOCKHOLM - Among the nota¬ 
bles attending the premiere of 
"The Spy Who Came In From The 
Cold" at the Roda Kvam Theatre 
here was the popular Swedish 
actor and singer, Sven-Bertil 
Taube, 

SAN JUAN. PHierto Rico - 
Marty Allen (r) and Steve 
Rossi, here for a personal 
appearance tour in connect¬ 
ion with "The Last of the 
Secret Agents?", have an 
effusive greeting for Rafael 
Ramos Cobian, president of 
Commonwealth Theatres, 
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Adieu to Some Good Friends 

Chairman of the Board Barney Balaban makes the present¬ 
ations to Charles Urling. left, and Adolphus Harriot, of the Pifts of affectio^ contributed bv fellow members of the 
aramount staff. (Also shown in the picture are Irving 

Singer, Jack Starr. Charles McMains and Sally Feldman). In 
the picture at rignt, Mr. Balaban is conveying to Charge 
Nurse Sally Kreger, who was retiring from Paramount's Medi¬ 
cal Department, the deep affection of the staff, and the 
deep and sincere thanks of the corporation for the magnifi¬ 
cent service she has rendered the company over the years of 
her association with Paramount. (She earlier had re-eived 
her gift from the staff — a portable tape recorder -- in a 
private ceremony, and had hoped to escape this public rec¬ 
eption). Shown also in the picture are Adolphus Harriot, 
Charles McMains, Sally Feldman, Elizabeth Tllson, Irene 
Sullivan and Catherine Hagen. 

Home Office last 
month farewelled a trio 
of good and faithful 
friends. 

First came word that 
Charge Nurse Mrs. Sally 
Kreger was leaving to 
prepare for new and 
higher responsibilities 
in her chosen nursing 
profession. Everyone 
gave her warmest good 
wishes and an assurance 
that they would watch 
her progress with deep 
personal attention. 
Nurse Kreger took with 
her the affection of 
everyone she had met — 
and greatly helped. 

Fond farewells also 
were extended to two 
wonderful members of the 
maintenance staff - 
Charles Urling and Adolr 
phus Harriot. Both fine 
men came to Paramount 
from the British West 
Indies, Adolphus in 
1924 and Charlie five 
years later. Both men 
manifested such a won¬ 
derful degree of coop¬ 
eration and cheerful¬ 
ness at all times that 
they will be remembered 
always. 

And the sincerity 
and warmth of their 
acceptances of their 
gifts, depicted in the 
adjoining column, will 
likewise always be re¬ 
membered. 

J. William Piper about to 
present Paramount Internation¬ 
al's special gift of a check 
to Charlie Urling, the tenth 
floor having been Charlie's 
special responsibility. Also 
in the picture, 1 to r: Imring 
Singer, Donald Nathan, Harold 
Wilson, William Shelpark and 
Adolphus Harriot. 

Rhea Smith and Louis Fer¬ 
nandez were two of the three 
efficient 'bar-keeps' (the 
third was Harriett Miller)and 
they did a record 'business.' 
The five customers shown here, 
from left, are: Marie Hallinan, 
Charles McMains, Louise Shiff, 
Harold Wilson and George Curiin. 

An error in transmission resulted in a caption on this 
page last month wrongly naming one of the participants in 
the Medical Department's art display from Paramount's Cart¬ 
oon Studios, the name should have read Sam Robinson, 
are genuinely sorryl 

We 

The 
Leon J.Warshaw, 
M.D., Story 

THE BACKGROUND OF PARAMOUNT'S 

GREATLY ESTEEMED 
MEDICAL OFFICER 

Dr. L, J. Warshaw, who is Medical Director for 

Paramount Pictures Corporation, is a nationally- 

known authority on cardiology in industry, and a fre¬ 
quent speaker on the subject at medical meetings 
throughout the country. He received the B.A, degree 
from Columbia College in 1938 and the M.D. degree 
from Columbia University College of Physicians and 

Surgeons in 1942. For the next 2 years he served as 
interne and house physician on the First Medical 
Division (Columbia University) of Bellevue Hospital. 
He continued his hospital association with Bellevue, 
where, until 1959, he was Associate Visiting Physic¬ 

ian. 
Since 1944 Dr. Warshaw has been a member of a 

research group in pharmacology at Cornell Medical 
College and, for a time also served as an instructor 
at Columbia and at New York University, His affiliat¬ 

ion with industry began early in his career with a 
position in the medical department of the F.G.Shatt- 

uck Corporation (Schrafft's Stores) in 1944. He has 
been Medical Director of Paramount Pictures Corpor¬ 
ation since 1946 and Medical Director of United Art¬ 
ists Corporation since 1953. In addition, he has been 
associated as a consultant in occupational health 
programs with companies across the country. 

Dr, Warshaw is the author of a list of articles 
on cardiology and general internal medicine, with 

emphasis on methods of evaluating the actions of 
drugs. He is the editor of The Heart in Industry (Hoe- 
ber,1960) and the author of two books; Malaria, the 

Biography of a Killer (Rinehart,1949 ), and Manpower 
Maintenance, an ^ecutive's Guide to Occupational 
Health Programs (Harper &*Brothers,1962). He has been 
a member of the editorial board of JOURNAL OF OCCUP¬ 
ATIONAL MEDICINE since 1962 and an Associate Editor 

since 1964. 

Dr, Warshaw is a Diplomate of the American Board 
of Internal Medicine as well as of the American Board 
of Preventive Medicine (Occupational Medicine). He is 

a Fellow of the Industrial Medical Association and 

the current President of the New York State Society 
of Industrial Medicine. He is also a Fellow of the 
American College of Physicians, The American College 
of Cardiology, the Academy of Occupational Medicine, 

and the American Public Health Association.  

Apart from the 

news in the adjoining 
column, bowling seems 
to be the topic of the 

day, what with Harriett Krausz’s ELVIS PRESLEY 
team copping the championship honors. Bob 
McKeown's own report, in his inimitable style, 
will be found (continued on Page 37). 

HOME OFFICE 
NEWS ITEMS 
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^ammount. 

rt-.r<r.r>-rn^ 

In many respects it was a 
very fine meating - especially 
where the Lococo brand of hos¬ 
pitality was concerned. Shown 
whiffing the savor of the occ¬ 
asion, L to R: Francisco Locooc^ 
the Gaucho cook, Henri Michaud, 
James E. Perkins, Henry B.Gor¬ 
don, Clemente Lococo, Milton 
Goldstein and Andres Sanz. 

Buoyant optimism and 
good-fellowship as express¬ 
ed at the convention's 
cocktail party by James E. 
Perkins, centre, Henri 
Michaud, at left,and Pancho 
Lococo, 

Mr, Perkins expressing to Host Clemente Lococo,at 
top right, the deep thanks of the delegates for his 
matchless and unforgettable hospitality. 

Milton Goldstein had 
a full measure of humor 
in his talks, and (L to 
R) Messrs Schack,Gordon, 
Perkins and Michaud res¬ 
ponded. 

BARBECUE 

.and enthusiasral 

HOSPITALITY 

.and enthusiasm! 

FRIENDSHIP 

.and enthusiasm! 

UNDERSTANDING 

.and enthusiasm! 

PARAMOUNT PRODUCT 

.and enthusiasm, enthusiasm, 

enthusiasm, enthusiasm, enthusiasm, 

enthusiasm, enthusiasm! I!!!! J!! J!! 

Henri Michaud, who has lived 
with the making or "Is Paris Burn¬ 
ing?" since its very beginning, 
conveying personally to the deleg¬ 
ates the massive drama and signifi¬ 
cance of this mighty film - and the 
sweat, tears and tirelessness that 
have gone into its making. 

Portion of the very 
impressive "Is Paris 
Burning?" display. 

Argentine musicians entertained while the deleg¬ 
ates ate. Facing camera, L to R: Fritz Reimert, Peter 
Moreno, Alfredo Patino, Joel Hart. Back to camera: 
Fred Sill, Erich Grunspan, Juan Laupheimer and Manuel 
Alonso. And what is Guenter Schack doing among the 
musicians? Taking his own personal pictures,of course. 

Expressing the European- 
Argentine Paramount entente,., 
Henri Michaud, left, and Andres 
Sanz, 

Buenos Aires 
was. 

Even the space we devoted last month to Latin American 

division manager Henry B. Gordon's convention in Buenos 

Aires could not do that thrilling event full justice. So 

we are having this page cover some more of the highlights, 

and reflect some more of the enthusiasm. 

WE RETURN TO THE 
GENUINE EXCITEMENT OF 
THE LATIN AMERICAN 
CONVENTION 
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BOGOTA, Colombia - Exhibitors and press representative pay honortc 
Milton Goldstein and Guenter Schack at a cocktail party as they make a 
visit here en route back to New York from the Buenos Aires convention. 
(From 1 to r): Standing - Andrds Arata.manager, ABC Circuit of Barran- 
qnilla and Operadora de Teatros,Medellin; Dr. Jose' J,Bernal, Federation 
of Exhibitors; Enrique Ramirez Calle, manager of Ramirez Circuit of 
Valle: R. Restrepo E.,chief of publicity for newspaper El Espacio; Jaime 
Josepn, Radio City Theatre: Mayor Escobedo, Copelia Theatre; Miguel 
Arenas, AdministrHor of Cine Colombia in Bogot4; Enrique Ponce, owner 
of the Ponce Circuit;'Pablo Pastor, administrator of the Ponce Circuit; 
Luis oduardo Hoyos, assistant administrator of Cine Colombia, Bogota. 
Seated: Walter Senior, Guenter Schack, Victor Cortes, Milton Goldstein; 
Misael Russi S., ass't manager; Luis A. Mendoza, accountant. 

BOGOTA, Colombia - 
Sr. Elie Shaio, sharehol¬ 
der in the Opera. Scala 
and Radio City theatres 
of this city (at left), 
chatting with Paramount 
International's director 
of advertising and publi¬ 
city during the latter's 
visit to this beautiful 
Colombian capital city. 

CRECIENTE INTERES 
MUNDIAL POR 
" l^RDE PARIS?” 

No puede caber duda alfcuna que "i,Arde 
Paris?" es una de las mas gigantescas peli— 
culas de todos los tiempos. Este filrae de 
oolcsales proporciones es nuestro maximo 
rival ( aun antes de su estreno ) de nues- 
tra inapreciable produccion "Los Diez Man- 
damientos" y ya hay muohos quo estan dis— 
puestos a apostar que va a eclipsar el foi^ 
midable record de la grandiosa pelicvila bi- 
blica. En este numero apurece un nuevo 
aniincio sobre las fechas de estreno fijadas 
para Paris y los Estados Unidos, asi como 
detalles de los planes a tener en cuenta 
en esta gran ocasion* 

El pasado mes tuvimos el placer de anvm- 
ciar el nombramiento de Martin Davis como 
uno de los vicepresidentes de Paramount Pic¬ 
tures Corporation y su designacion como ay\>- 
dante ejecutivo del Presidente George Welt— 
nor. Ahora nos place igualmente infortaar- 
les de la gran notioia de que Joseph Ph?ied- 
man, que fue ayudante ejecutivo de Mr. Davis 
cuondo este era director de propaganda y 
relaciones publicas, le ha sucedido como 
uno de los vicepresidentes de Paramount Film 
Distributing Cori>oration y ha side nombrado 
tambien director de propaganda y relaciones 
publicas. El senor Friedman asistio a la 
Convencion de Paramount International cele- 

brada en Paris el pasado mes de Enero. 
Y bablando de convenciones tenemos ex— 

celente infonnacion sobre la de Alemania de 
finales de Abril, asi como una pagina mas 
de graficos de la division Latinoamericana 
de Buenos Aires. Es indudable que dispone— 
mos de abundancia de noticias buenas para 
publicar, una realidad que hace que los Pa— 
ramountistas de todo el mundo se sientan 

m\iy felices. ^ , 
Otra de nuostras paginas esta dedicada 

al magnifico tribute que se rinde en Austra¬ 
lia a nuestra Compania llevado a cabo por 
el circuito de locales de intemacional re— 
nombre, Gteater Union^Organization, al edi- 
ficar un nuevo y esplendido cine al quo no 
solo se le ha impuesto el nombre de Paramoimt 
sino que se le ha designado el cine de es¬ 
treno Paramount de la ciudad de Sydney. Se 
trata de un local precioso^y confortable y 
la pelicula que lo inauguro, "The Spy Who 
Came In From the Cold", esta obteniendo vin 
grandiose ^xito* 

El veredicto que se desprende de la 
gran aclamacion popular conseguida por Mar¬ 
tin Allen y Steve Rossi los declara una nue- 
va gran pareja oomica. Tenemos \ina p5gina 
de graficos de su sorprendente^viaje de pre- 
sentacion personal por la nacion y la favo¬ 
rable acogida que les dispensa el publico 
en "The Last of the Secret Agents?". Es in¬ 
dudable que la pareja ha oonseguido notoria 

SANTIAGO - Chile manager Juan Laupheimer 
reports that the re-release engagements of 
"Gunfight At The O.K, Corral" at the Pacif- 
ico, Nllo, Lo Castillo and Pedro de Valdivia 
Theatres produced the best re-release busi¬ 
ness any company has enjoyed in this city in 
quite a long time."The Last Train From 
Gunhill" also enjoyed excellent re-release 
business at the Santiago Theatre, Santiago. 

popularidad, lo que ha dado motive a que 
nuestras fuerzas de Hollywood preparen lina 
nueva pelfculas para ellos sin demora. 

"Alfie" es \an fenomeno. El grandiose 
exito de esta comedia en Inglaterra es algo 
quo sucede pocas veces y nos reouerda en 
qu4 clase de extraordinaria Industrie esta¬ 
mos metidos. Los ingresos que ha dado "Al¬ 
fie" en Londres y en otras ciudades de In¬ 
glaterra es algo que no puede expresarse 
con los simples superlatives de nuestra In¬ 
dustrie y que nos deja casi sin aliento cuan- 
do pensamos en el ano que viene. 

Porque el ano proximo es el eino del re- 
greso de "Los Diez Mandamientos" en el mer- 
cado intemacional. T cuando vemos el es- 
pectaculo quo nos ofrece la gran pelicula 
de Cecil B. DeMille en los Estados Unidos 
y Canada al superar los records obtenidos 
en su estreno original ( y a precios de ta— 
quilla mas reducidos ), no podemos menos 
quo pensar que 196? tiene que ser muchas vo¬ 
ces el ano m5s grande de la historia de Pa— 
ramovint* 

SAN JUAN, Puerto 
Rico:- Allen and Rossi be¬ 
ing interviewed in the 
Flamboyan Hotel by Ramon 
Rodriguez of the newspap¬ 
er El Mundo. 

LIMA, Peru - The high 
level of Paramount product 
popularity in Peru Is best 
attested oy this special 
signboard of the Teatro 
Opera announcing at one 
time "Red Line 7000," 
"Boeing Boeing," "The Spy 
Who Came In From The Cbld* 
and "Sands of the Kala¬ 
hari." 



RIO Dt JANEIRO - At the cocktail 
reception offered by Harry Stone 
MPEAA representative in Brazil) hon¬ 
oring Messrs. Perkins and Gordon foll¬ 
owing the Buenos Aires convention, 
Mr. Gordon, at left, chats with Dr. 
Beca de Castro, owner of the Castro 
cinema circuit, and one of Brazil's 
leading exhibitors. 

BOGOTA, Colombia - A discussion on policy 
at the cocktail party in honor of the visit 
here (following the Buenos ^ires convention), 
of Milton Goldstein and Guenter Schack. From 
1 to r: Guenter Schack, Walter Sen'or, Milton 
Goldstein; Bernardo Reyes. Olympia ana Lioer- 
tador Theatres and the A & Bernardo Reyes Cir¬ 
cuit. 

BOGOTA. Colombia - The arrival here of 
Messrs. Goldstein. Schack and Senior was 
covered fully by the Colombian newsreel and 
the item was shown "in every important thea¬ 
tre in Colombia," according to Paramount 
manager Victor M. Cortes. Mighty fine Para¬ 
mount public relations indeedl_ 

SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico - Some of those on 
hand to greet Allen and Rossi on their arri¬ 
val for personal appearances at the Flamboyan 
Hotel (and Interviews in behalf of "The Last 
of the Secret Agents?"). L to R: Mrs. Planas; 
Paramount manager Frank J. Planas; Mrs.Allen; 
Marty Allen; Manuel Gonzalez, Paramount sales¬ 
man. 

PARAMOUNT 
EVENTS IN 

LATIN 
AMERICA 

SAN JUAN. Puerto Rico: 
Marty Allen (right) and 
Steve Rossi (centre)being 
welcomed for their Puerto 
Rican personal appearance 
tour by Paramount manager 
Frank J. Planas. 

KIGHT^ 

SANTIAGO, Chile - A pair of 
very effective posters, the 
one for "Sylvia" relating to a 
highly successful engagement 
at the Rex; the one for "Gun- 
fight At the OK Corral," being SvkwdlindTok o«N RAY soIhern 
associated with the record- vuinesdeziAms f..... 
breaking re-issuc engagement at — 
the Pacifico and Nilo Cinemas. —'''' ' — 

BUbNOS AIRES - Front 
of the Opera Theatre at the 
time of the release of the 
Alec Guinness comedy,"Sit¬ 
uation Hotel ess But Not 
Serious." Film premiered 
here and also at the Prem¬ 
ier and 6 other cinemas 
simultaneously, register¬ 
ing a gross ten percent 
over the average of each of 
the theatres. 

RIO DE JANEIRO - On their way back from 
the Latin American convention in Buenos 
Aires, Messrs James E. Peritlns and Henry B. 
Gordon were tendered an industry-wide cocktaH 
reception here. Harry Stone (MPEAA represent¬ 
ative in Brazil) was host. Shown in the group 
above, 1 to r: Mr. and Mrs. Salvlano Caval¬ 
canti de Paiva (he is motion picture critic 
for Correio de ManhJ); Mr. and Mrs. Oswaldo 
Rocha; Mr. and Mrs, Adhemar Cesar; Fred Sill. 

LIMA, Peru - Scmie of the manv attendees 
at the cocktail conference for the press in 
honor of Milton Goldstein, sales manager,and 
Guenter SchAck. director of advertising wd 
publicity for Paramount International Films. 
Left-right: Sr, Salvador Montero (Channel 9); 
Paramount chief booker Alberto Acosta: Mr. 
Goldstein: Paramount manager Joel Hart; Para¬ 
mount Dubllcltv head Alfonso Galllourj Mr., 
Schack; Paramount asst, chief booker Alberto 
Benavides. Function was held in the Bolivar 
Hotel, Lima, 

In addition to all of the other media, 
the spirit of the Latin American Convention 
of Buenos Aires reached Hom.e Office in ^Tew 
York via a newsreel item. The footage had a 
number of screenings, so that all t-'p execu¬ 
tives had a chance to 'look in' on i fine 
and memorable event. 

i 
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Manila - Manila Mayxsr, 
Antonio Villegas, was one 
of the many government 
officials who put aside 
his official cnores toget 
a laugh from Jerry Lewis 
and Tony Curtis at the 
Lyric Theatre premiere of 
"Boeing Boeing." He is 
shown Being greeted by 
Jaycee Mike Guerrero at 
entrance to the Lyric. 

MANILA - Here's a 
close picture of Lufthansa 
hostess Gigi Steinmann, 
who was flown from Hong- 
Kong to participate in the 
fashion show which was 
staged by the Lyric mana¬ 
gement prior to the invi¬ 
tational showing of 
"Boeing Boeing." 

MANILA - Winner in the 
'drag-race contest' to 
promote "Red Line IfOOG," 

was Dr, Jose Baens,left, 
here receiving his Para¬ 
mount trophy from public¬ 
ist Ric Javier. 

Before television 
nobody ever knew what a 
headache looked like. 

PATULOY NA LUMALAKIMG 
PANGDAIGDIG NA 
PAGKAGUSTO SA 
”IS PARIS BURNING?” 

Walang munti mang alinlangan na sa "Is Paris 
Burning?" ay nagkaroon tayo ng isa sa pinakama- 
laking-pelikulang-pang-habang-panahon. Ang 
dakilang panooring ito ay siyang maaring maging 
pinakamalapit na katiingali (kahi't na bindi pa 
naitatanghal ito) sa valang kasing-halagang 
"Tha Ten Connnandments" at maraioi na ang ngayon 
pa lamang ay nakahanda nang pumusta na dadaigin 
nito ang kagalingang ipinamalas ng pelikulang 
ang kvento ay hlnango sa Biblia. Ibinabalita 
namin sa bilang na ito ang mga binagong mga 
petsa ng pagtatanghal sa Paris at sa maramiog 
Ixingsod ng Estados Unidos. Kasama rin ang mga 
ulat t\ingkol sa mga balak na isasakatuparan sa 
dakilang pagkakataong ito. 

Noong nakaraang buvan ay i ki nagwl aV nam-t ng 
ibalita ang pagkakataas sa txmgkulin ni Martin 
Davis sa pagka pangalawang-pangtalo ng Paramovint 
Pictvires Corporation at pagkakapili niyang ka— 
tulong na punong-tagapagpaganap sa Pangulong 
George Weltner, Nitong buwang ito namnn ay 
ikinagageilak din namin ang pagpapahayag ng ma- 
sayang balita na si Joseph Friedman, na siyang 
katvilong ni Gg, Davis noong siya pa ang pinuno 
sa pagpapahayag, eing pumalit sa kanya sa pagka 
pangalawang-pangulo ng Paramoiint Film Distri¬ 
buting Corporation at nahirang na pinuno sa 
pagpapahayag. Si Gg. Friedman ay isa.8a mga 
dumalo sa kapulungang pangdaigdig na idinaos sa 
Paris noong Enero. 

At tungkol pa rin sa mga pagpupulong, nasa 
sa bilang ding ito ang mga balita tungkol sa 
kapulungan sa Alemanya na ginanap noong mag— 
tatapos ang Abril. Nandito rin ang mga larawaig 
kuha noong pagpupulong ng mga taga Amerika 
Latina na idinaos sa Buenos Aires. Tunay ngang 
maraud kerning magagandang balita na magdudulot 
ng kasiyahan sa lahat ng mga taga-Paramount sa 
lahat ng dako ng daigdig. 

Ang isang pahina ng bilang na ito ay nagla- 
laman ng isang magandang papuri sa ating sana- 
han sa Australya. Ito ay ang ginawa ng kilala 
at bantog na samahan, ang Greater Union Orga¬ 
nization, na nagtayo ng isang bagong sine na 
hindi lamang pinangalanang Tlie Paramoiant, 
kundi siya ring piniling unang paglabasan ng 
mga pellkula ng Paramount sa lungsod ng Sydney. 
Maganda at maginhawang sine ito at ang im«r\g 
pelikulang itinanghal ay ang "The Spy Who Came 
In From The Cold" at ito ay nagnni ng tagumpay. 

Mayroon na tayo ngayong sapat na katibayan ng 
pagka-akit ng madia sa bagong koponan sa pagpa— 
patawa nina Marty Allen at Steve Rossi. Nasa 
sa bilang na ito ang isang boong pahina tungkol 
sa paglalakbay na "personal appearance" sa 
boong bansa. Nakita roon ang mabuting pagka— 
katangap ng madia sa "The Last Of The Secret 
Agents?"» Ang pares na ito ay poptilar na popu¬ 
lar na kaya nga ang mga pinuno sa Hollywood ay 
inihanda na kaagad ang susunod nilang gagaving 
pelikxila. 

Ang "Alfie" ay isang himala. Ang tagumpay na 
tinatamo ng panooring ito na yari sa Bretanya 
ay isang bagay na nangyayering paminsan minsan 
at siyang dahilan kung bakit ang gawain natin 
ay kapanapanabik, Ang laki ng kinikita nito, 
hindi lamang sa Londres kundi sa iba at iba pang 
mga lungsod sa Inglaterra ay sukoulan ng 1bM 
kaya nga maiisip nating magiging kahanga—hanga 
ang susimod na taon. 

Sapagka't ang susunod na taon ay siyang taon 

MANILA - Reception line at the Lyric The¬ 
atre premiere of "Boeing Boeing," held in 
honor of the Junior Chamber of Commerce. From 
1 to r: Fermin Sanchez, Paramount chief acco¬ 
untant; Senen de la Costa, Jaycee president; 
Mr.and Mrs. M.P.Alberto,Jr., Jaycee executive 
vice-president: Miss Gigi Steinmann,courtesy 
of Lufthansa, flown especially to the Philipp¬ 
ines to participate in the evening's special 
fashion show; M. Torrente of Paramount and 
Mike Guerrero, 

MANILA - Lobby of the Avenue Theatre 
during the engagement of "The Spy Who Came In 
Frcsn The Cold" was almost a complete show in 
itself. The white dots extending from the 
gun's barrel were automatic lights. And with 
respect to the Spy Alarm Clock, one half hour 
before the end of each screening,this unique 
clock began ringing and the pendulum swung. 
The box-office stopped selling tickets and 
nobody was allowed to enter the theatre 
until, and after, the clock stopped ringing. 

MAKATI, Philippines - Portion of the 
5,000-person crowd at the Pasong Tomo racing 
grounds during the RED LINE 7000 "Drag Race 
Festival" which was initiated by Paramount 
to promote the picture with the cooperation 
of "Hot Rods Philippines", Luneta Motor Cor¬ 
poration, Mantrade and Pepsi Cola. 

ng pagpapalabas na pamuli ng "The Ten Gommand- 
ments" sa mga bansang nasa labas ng Amerika. At 
Injmg iisipin nating sa Estados Unldos at Canada 
ang muling pagkakalabas ng dakilang kathang ito 
ni Cecil B. deMUle ay dlnaig ang mga rekords 
na ginawa sa unang pagtatanghal (at sa 
mababang halaga ng tiket pa) ay maiisip natin 
na artg 1967 ay siyang magiging pinakadakllang 
taon ng Paramount sa boo niyang kasaysayan. 



HAPPENINGS 
IN 
HOLLYWOOD 

BRONSbN AVE. 

For Savas Pylarinos, Paramount distribu¬ 
tor in Greece and internationally renowned 
exhibitor and film producer, the wish of a 
lifetime came true when he was photographed 
in front of the main gate of the Paramount 
Studio during a recent flying trip to Holly- 

AT RIGHT 

On the set of "The Spirit Is Willing," 
Mr. Pylarinos meets William Castle, producer 
of the spook-special, who also plays a minor 
role in Che film. 

(From DAILY VARIETY, Hollywood) 

PAR SCOUTING LITTLE 
LEGIT FOR NEW FACES 

That old casting man's line, "Don't call 
US, we'll call you," is being about-faced in 
an extensive new talent scouting program un¬ 
der way at Paramount, 

Studio veepee and production chief How¬ 
ard W. Koch has greenlighted trek by casting 
head Edward R. Morse to regional legit thea¬ 
tres to look at talent with eye toward cast¬ 
ing upcoming pix or ticket talent tothespadta 

at Par. 
(In other words, to find and/or sign new 
young potential star material for forth¬ 
coming Paramount pictures). 
Morse began the o.o.'s over the weekend 

at the Actors Workshop, Sam Francisco, ^e is 
empowered to fly actors to Hollywood for 
screen tests; works with the respective heads 
of the theatres in asking their recommendat¬ 
ions on members of their companies, later 
visits groups to view a production. 

(Morse's itinerary includes Houston, 
Washington, Minneapolis, Seattle, 
Stratford, Ontario; amd Philadelphia). 

(stm X' 

Comedian Sid Caesar, 
co-star of the William 
Castle spook-special,"The 
Spifrit Is Willing," hosts 
eminent international 
correspondent Bert Reis- 
feld and Hilde (Mrs.Bert) 
Reisfeld on the film's set. 

A recent visitor to the 
set of Bob Banner's "Warn¬ 
ing Shot" was Rear Admiral 
Carlton Jones, Commander 
Mine Force Pacific. He and 
his party were guests of 
the film^s star, David 
Janssen, In group shown at 
right are, from L to R: 
Lt. John Sklllman,n.S.N., 
Lt, Com. Robert Leopold 
and his wife. Real* Admiral , 
Jones. David Janssen and 
Mrs, Skillman. (Marine Cor¬ 
poral orderly at right). 

VISITING PARAMOUNT'S WbSTbRN LOT. Winnie Robertson, at j 
left, Bella Rackoff, right, and a handicapped young patient t 
from Italy who has since been helped enormously by an open- > 
ation provided by funds from Girls Friday of Showbiz. 

In the past we have been able to tell you 
something about the very admirable group of film 
studio secretaries known as Girls Friday of Shw 
Biz. Now, through the continuing help of Winnie 
Robertson, newly re-elected president of the 
organization (and secretary to Eugene Frank, 
Paramount Studio's Resident Counsel) we are con¬ 
tinuing our reportage on the group and its work. 

Winnie, who is at left in the photo above, 
has sent us the Women's World page from a recent 
issue of the Los Angeles Herald-Examiner which 
devoted several coltunns of news and praise for 
the work and the unselfishness of the Girls 
Friday. Reported also was the highly successful 
dance held by the organization at trie Hollywood 
Knickerbocker Hotel, emceed by Bob Crane, and 
with many Hollywood notables in attendance. 

In reporting on the officers of Girls Friday 
Of Showbiz, the newspaper revealed that Doris 
Turner of Paramount is first vice-president. 

Regarding the little Italian girl in the 
picture above. Miss Robertson said; "She was the 
ugliest thing you ever saw; but when we sent her 
home after the operation, she was a little doll." 

The newspaper story also reported on Miss 
Robertson as follows: "To Miss Robertson, who 
has had various jobs at Paramount for 25 years, 
there's no better way of life, 'Of course I've 
seen terrific changes,' she declares, 'but it's 
all for the better. And as long as I have to 
work, I don't want to ever work anywhere else'," 

And here, for a decoration, is the letter¬ 
head of Girls Friday of Showbiz. 

GIRLS FRIDAY OF SHOWBIZ 
P. 0. BOX 8^5 6 5 UNIVERSAL CITY, CALIFORNIA 

w . 

:A . 
----- 
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STOCKHOLM - Publicist 
Walter Fuchs did a fine 
job in making this city 
very conscious of the ad¬ 
vent of "The Spy Who Carae 
In From The Cold" at the 
Rbda Kvam Theatre. These 
billboards are in G'dtgatan. 

lyM 1*. 

HELSINKI - Windows of 
flower shops in this city 
are favorite spots for 
posters of current films. 
Here is one such window 
for "Judith," at that time 
the Boston Theatre's att¬ 
raction. 

Walter Pidgeon has a 

co-starring role with 

David Janssen in "Warning 

Shot." 
Other toppers in the 

cast are Steve Allen, Ed 

Begley, Joan Collins, 

Lillian Gish, John Gar¬ 

field,Jr., George Grizz- 

ard, Eleanor Parker, 
Stefanie Powers, George 

Sanders, Sam Wanamaker 

and Keenan Wynn. 

Stigande intresse 
over hela varlden for 
"BRINNER PARIS?" 

"Brinner Paris?" ar utan tvekan en av he 
stdrsta fi Lmerna i.^enorT> tiderna. Penna stor- 
slagna film §,r var framsta rival (till och ned 
innan den ar utslappt) till storfilmen "De Tio 
Budorden", Manga ar redan beredda att sla vad 
om att den kommer att dvertraffa den bihliska 
filmens valdiga kassarekord. I detta nummer 
finns det nya uppgifter om de prelimlnara pre- 
miArdatumen fdr "Brinner Paris?", bade i Baris 
och i Fdrenta Staterna, samt nAgra av de pla¬ 
ner man har fdr att gdra premiaren uppmarksam- 
mad. 

Fdrra manaden hade vi nd.iet att meddela 
Martin Davis utnSmning till vice-president fdr 
Paramount Pictures Corporation och George 
Weltners nArmaste man. Denna manad har vi nd- 
,iet att meddela den trevliga nyheten att 
Joseph Frideman, som tidigare var assistent at 
Mr. Davis nAr denne var chef fdr annons och 
PR-avdelningen, har eftertrStt honom som vice- 
president fdr Paramount Films Distributing 
Corporation och Aven blivit chef fdr annons- 
och PR-avdelningen. Mr. Friedman var med vid 
Paramount Internationals konferens den 1 
januari i Paris. 

PA tal om konferenser har vi glada nyheter 
frAn den som hdlls i Tyskland i slutet av apriL 
Vi har ocksa en sida i detta nummer frAn den 
Sydamerikanska sektionens mdte i Buenos Aires. 
Det finns verkligen gott om trevliga nyheter 
att publicera, nAgot som gladier Paramounts an- 
stallda dver hela vSrlden. 

En annan sida visar vilken ny, vacker biog- 
raf man fdrdrat vArt bolag. Biografen ligger 
i Sydney, Australien och intiativet till dettA 
togs av de internetionellt berdmda teatrarnas 
sammanslutning, Greater Union Organisation, som 
inte bara har ddpt den till "The Paramount" 
utan aven avsett den att bara spela Paramount- 

STOCKHOLM — 
Erik Erickson, 
whose real-life 
espionage story 
was filmed by 
Paramo\int as "The 
Coiunterfeit Tra¬ 
itor," attended 
the premiere of 
"The Spy Who 
Came In From The 
Cold" at the Roda 
Kvam Theatre 
here. He also 
gave an extensive 
press interview 
which gained big 
and prominent 
space in the em¬ 
inent newspaper 
Aftonbladei, and 
in which he paid 
a high complim¬ 
ent to the film's 
authenticity. 

HELSINKI - Exterior of the Boston Theatre 
during the well-patronised engagement of the 
Sophia Loren thriller, "Judith." 

HAWAIIAfJ ISLANDS - Elvis Presley here 
expresses the 'joy of living' which is so 
much a glorious part of the Hal Wallis musi¬ 
cal production, "Paradise, Hawaiian Style." 

filmer. Den fdrsta filmen som visas dSr ar 
"THE SPY WHO CAME IN FROM THE COLD", och den 
har fAtt ett mycket varmt mottagande. 

Vi har nu fAtt bevis pA Marty Allens och 
Steve Rossis store popularitet som ett nytt 
komedipar. En sida i detta nummer visar bilder 
frAn deras fantastiska turne. Paret har verk¬ 
ligen nAtt stor popularitet genom sin film 
"THE LAST OF THE SECRET AGENTS". Detta har 
fdranlett vAr produktionsavdelning i Hollywood 
att sA snart som mSjligt gdra en ny film med 
dem. 

"ALFIE" Ar ett fenomen. Denna komedis stora 

succe i England ar sadent som intrMffar i filrw 
vArlden dA och d5 och fAr oss att inse vilken 
spannande bransch vi arbetar i. "ALFIE:s" stora 
succA. inte bara i London utan ocksA i andra 
engelska st^der, seknar motstycke i fi1^- 
branschen och gdr oss nAstan andldsa nfir vi 
tanker pA nAsta Ar. 

NAsta Ar skall "De Tio Budorden" tas upp 
igen pA den internationella marknaden. NAr 
vi ser pA de resultat som den storslagna Cecil 
B. DeMille filmen har givit i Fdrenta Staterna 
och Canada, dAr den till och med har slagit 
tidigare kassarekord sedan den slapptes ut 
fdrsta gAngen (och denna gAng AndA till lAgre 
biljettpriser), kan vi inte annat an var fdr- 
vissade om att Ar 196? kommer att bli 
Paramounts stdrsta Ar igenom tidema. 
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TOKYO - Strikingly effective billboard 
for Elvis Presley in "Paradise, Hawaiian 
Style" at the sid= of the Tokyo Gekijo here. 
At the left is a poster for Audrey Hepburn in 
"Funny Face," which enjoyed another popular 
re-release in Japan, where Audrey is at the 
very peak of the world's screen stars. 

TOKYO- Japanese filmgoers were certainly 
exposed to a continuous Hawaiian influence 
during the day-and-date release of "Paradise, 
Hawaiian Style" in a number of this city's 
cinemas. Shown above are the ushers and ush¬ 
erettes of the Shibuya Tokyu attired in Haw¬ 
aiian style during tne r’vi of the Elvis Pres¬ 
ley musical romance. 

BAl'CKOK - The celebrated Paramo\int has 
had many striking front-of-house displays in 
the past, but certainly not one so macabre 
and striking as this one for "The Skull," In 
his report on the engagement, Far East divis¬ 
ion manager S.A.Henriksen said: "Excellent 
work from Ghana again and the picture is doing 
good business and will run for two weekends." 

FAR 
EAST 

BANGKOK - The show¬ 
manship campaign for "The 
Skull" at the Paramount 
here included two men 
attired as skeletons who 
not only walked all of 
the streets, but rode on 
a motorcycle as well. The 
stunt gained an extraord¬ 
inary amount of illustra¬ 
ted newspaper space in 
the Bangkok press. 

We are delighted to 
report the safe arrival, 
in Djakarta, Indonesia, 
of Daisy Hanafia VTug, 
baby daughter of Mr. and 
Mrs. Cornelius Vlug. 

The happy event took 
place at 1:10 the morning 
of May 4th last, and the 
young lady says that her 
Mummy and Daddy are in 

good health and that she 
has a big appetite. 

Our warmest congratu¬ 
lations to the Vlug fam¬ 

ily. 

RIGHT 

BOMBAY - Front of the 
New Empire where "The 
Sons of Katie Elder" has 
been doing fantastic busi¬ 
ness. Far East division 
manager S.A.Henriksen re¬ 
ports that all performan¬ 
ces were sold out during 
the first three days. He 
added: "This is extraord¬ 
inary in view of the fact 
that Westerns usually are 
not appreciated in India," 

TAIPEI, Taiwan - The new, excellent Amb- I 
assador Theatre is producing a steady flow of I 
fine and imaginative advertising. **ere is ' 
the theatre front for "The Spy Who Came In j 
From ^he Cold," the hand-painted sign being 
40-feet high and 24-feet wide. At right is 
portion of the special sign for "Red Line 
7000." 

TAIPEI - And here is the full view of the 
Ambassador's coming attraction, "RedLine 
7000," plus, at lower right, another sign for 
"The Spy Who Came In From The Cold." 
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Bangkok * s 
Paramount Theatre 
had the city all agog 
about the thrills of 
Cornel Wilde's "The 
Naked Prey," Above is 
a close view of the 
front-of-house disp¬ 
lay featuring high- 
spots of the thril]. 
feature. AT RIGHT... 
a long-shot of the 
theatre front showing 
the massiveness of 
the showmanship dis¬ 
play. 

The picture did 
superlative business 
in contrast to recent 
big grossers. 

ELVIS PRESLEY temporarily abandons his guitar for the 

ukelele and several exotic South Seas instruments in Hal 

Wallis' "Paradise, Hawaiian Style." Although he sings ten 

songs in the romantic musical, Presley accompanies himself 

on the guitar in only one. Instead, he plays a Tahitian 

toere log, a bullhide drum, a pair of Tongan deruas, the 

Samoan autas, the Hawaiian puilis and the Fijian uli ulis, 

in addition to the ukelele. 

TAIPEI - As a 
continuation from 
the preceding 
page, we have an¬ 
other glimpse of 
the fine showman¬ 
ship of the new 
Ambassador Thea¬ 
tre. This sign is 
for the Embassy Production and 
aramount release 

— "Sands of the 
Kalahari." This 
sign is 45-feet 
high and 25-feet 
wide and was ex¬ 
pertly painted in 
ihis modem city. 
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PERTINENT NEWS OF THE 
PARAMOUNT SUBSIDIARIES 

Famous and Paramount Music Corporat¬ 
ions; Dot Records; Plautus Produc'ns 

Full page Dot Records adv¬ 
ertisement In The Billboard, 
issue of May 14, for the highly 
popular new Pat Boone record, 
"Five Miles From Home,” (Note 
the Dot Records trade mark in 
lower right comer, which iden¬ 
tifies Dot as "A Division of 
Paramount Pictures Corporation”). 

Broadway and television 
actor David Carradine is play¬ 
ing the title role in "Shane," 

the TV series based on the 
classic Paramount western film. 
Carradine, 25, is the son of 
actor John Carradine, 

"Shane” is being produced 

by Herbert Brodkin's Titus 
Productions, Inc., in associa¬ 
tion with ABC-TV. 

GEORGE COOPER 

Randolph C. Wood, president 
of Dot Records, Inc., announces 
the appointment of George Cooper 
to national sales manager. The 

appointment follows Cooper's 
recent elevation to a Dot vice 
presidency. 

In his new capacity. Cooper 
is in charge of all sales and 
promotion operations coast to 
coast and reports to Dot execu¬ 
tive vice president, Christine 
Hamilton. 

Recently Cooper has been in¬ 
strumental in setting up new 
branches in major cities where 
Dot previously used independent 
distributors and in improving 
marketing structures at divis¬ 
ional levels. 

Cooper will continue to be 
based in his home town,Nash¬ 
ville, Tenn. In his demanding 
job. Cooper spends almost as 
much time in flying between Dot 
Records branches and distribut¬ 
orships as he does on the ground. 
But as a World War II Air Force 
veteran and a long-time employ 
of American Airlines, he still 
gets a kick out of flying. He 
usually manages to fly home on 
weekends to be with his family 
and catch up on his paperwork. 

iNELASr OF THE SECRET Aeans? 
C rr U( HMLCVOOO 

1 ThaBmAiiin? 

[ 
^rnnnr^ 

iM MklUMIW' ■ 
iCUjiOS litOlMie* 

FAMOUS itusic COftPOftATlON • 1619 BROAOWAY . NEW YOBK. N Y 10019 

DON JOSE OLE! 
VOAOS O' YOUIIN ANO NOBMAN AWOH MUSC ft BCTf KIN6 

Larry Welk Is congratulated by Dot Records presi¬ 
dent Randy Wood, on receiving his NORAD citation. 
NORAD Information and Public Relations Officer Capt. 
Terry Hemeyer (left) made the presentation. (Details 
below). 

Last month we announced Dot Records president 

Randy Wood's promotion of Larry Welk to the post of 

Director of Administration of the Dot organization. We 
now have additional information on the meteoric career 
of the young Mr. Welk. 

During the past couple of years, Welk has been 
largely responsible for the installation of a complete 
data processing system serving both the corporate 
needs and the increasingly complicated Dot Record Club 
requirements. Welk retains supervision over all these 
areas in his new capacity. 

Welk is a graduate of Loyola t’niversity of Los 
Angeles with a degree in Industrial Relations. He is 
currently active in the Air Force Reserve and was re¬ 
cently cited by the North American Defense Chief of 
Staff, Major General M.M,Magee, for his production of 
a NORAD benefit show to finance additional tiso units 
in Vietnam (see photo above). 

FAMOUS MUSIC CCMHNWATTOM • 2619 BROADWAY • NEW YORK. N Y 10019 PABAMOUN-^ MUSIC COBF-OfiATiQW . 1619 8ROAOWAT . NEW YORK. N Y lOQT^ 

Paramount's pair of successful music subsidiaries. Famous 
Music Corporation and Paramount Music Corporation, participated 
in the musicalization of "The Last of the Secret Agents?” As 
shown above. Famous Music has the first two numbers illustrated 
and Paramount Music has the third. 

I'RHMIfiaTtlTORF.So'mlt Q 

MARTY _MARTY .. —STEVE 

nUENaridDOSSI ® 

JOHN WILLIAMS ■ NANCY SINATRA' LOU JACOBI THEO MARCUSE 

MUSIC FROM THE SCORE BV p£ |^|^Q 

“THE LAST Of THE SECRET AGENTS!” 

NEW YORK - A whole 
window of Sam Goody's 
celebrated record shop is 
devoted to the Dot album 
of the score of "The Tai 
Commandments,” 

Back and front of the 
sleeve of the Dot Record 
album of the musical 
score of "The Last of the 
Secret Agents?” The very 
popular Pete King did 
the score. 

NEW YORK - "The Nurses,” ABC-TVs weekday seria¬ 

lized drama, has been renewed for a third cycle of 

13 weeks. The popular program, which stars Mary 

Fickett, is seen 5-days-a-week, 
"The Nurses co-stars Melinda Plank, Arthur Franz, 

Carol Gainer and Nicholas Pryor as regulars in the 
continuing story of the inner workings and people of 
Alden General Hospital, 

"The Nurses" is produced by Doris Quinlan for 
Herbert Brodkin's Plautus Productions, a subsidiary 
of Paramount Pictures Corporation. 
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BERLIN - Two examples 
from the showmanship cam¬ 
paign for "The Sons of 
Katie Elder" at the Zoo- 
Palast here. At left is a 
showcase in the theatre 
Itself. Other example is 
at the "Zoo" railway stat¬ 
ion, Berlin's largest. 

BERLIN - Impressive, 
compelling front to the 
Film-Biihne Wien for Sophia 
Loren in "Judith." 

People who yearn for 
the good old days take 

it for granted they 

still would have indoor 
plumbing, electricity, 

and television. 

John Wayne and an old 
and trusted friend are 
re-united in "Eldorado," 
a Western directed in the 
finest tradition by How¬ 
ard Hawks, and co-starring 
the irrepressible Robert 
Mitchum. "Eldorado" is 
definitely in that exclu¬ 
sive bracket which holds 
"Gunfight At the OK Corr¬ 
al," '^he Sons of Katie 
Elder" and "Nevada Smith.'' 

DAS ANSTEIGEN 
DES WELTINTERESSES AN 
"BRENNT PARIS?\,,,,,,, 

• 

Es bestehen nun keinorlei Zweifel mehr, 

dab es sich bei "DUENNT PARIS?" um ei- 

nen der besten Eilrne aller Zeiten han- 

delt. Dieses hervorragende Werk ist be- 

reits vor dem Aniaufen der groOte Kon- 

kurrent unseres bisher uniibertroffenen 

Eilmes "DIE ZEHN GEBOTE" und die An- 

zahl derer, die schon jetzt zu einer 

Wette bereit sind, daB "BRENNT PARIS?" 

das groOe Biblische Werk uberfiiigeln 

wird, ist groB. In dieser Ausgabe fin- 

den Sie die neuen Starttermine dieses 

Filmes, sowohi in Paris, als auch in 

den Vereinigten Staaten von Amerika. 

Weiterhin geben wir auch die Plane,die 

wir filr die Uberwachung dieses groflen 

Ereignisses gemacht haben, bekannt. 

In unserer letzten Ausgabe hatten wir 

das groBe Vergniigen, Ihnen alien von 

Martin Davis' Aufstieg zum Vize-Pr-lsi- 

denten der Paramount Pictures Corpora¬ 

tion und von seinem Posten als Assistent 

unseres Pr'isidenten George Weltner, zu- 

berichten. Heute freuen wir uns in 

gleichem MaBe, Ihnen mitzuteilen, daB 

Joseph Friedman, der zu dem Zeitpunkt, 

als Mr. Davis noch das Amt des Direktors 

filr Presse- und Werbefragen innehielt, 

den Posten des Assistonton George Welt- 

ners ' bekleidete, zum Vize-Pr.'isidenten 

der Paramount Film Distribution Corpo¬ 

ration ernannt wurde, und auBerdem das 

frdhere Amt von Mr. Davis iibernommen 

hat. Mr. Friedman zihite zu den Toil- 

nehmern an' der Paramount International 

Convention, die im Januar dieses Jahres 

in Paris stattfand. 

Da wir gerade von Convention sprechen, 

mbchten wir Ihnen noch von der gelunge- 

nen 'Verkaufstagung aus Deutschland be¬ 

richten, die Endo April stattfand. Eine 

zus'ltzliche Seite haben wir mit den 

Bildern von der Siidamerika-Convention 

in Buenos Aires ausgestattet. W^.ie sie 

sehen, haben wir eine recht groBe An- 

zahl guter Neuigkoiten, die sicherlich 

die Paramounteers in aller Pelt erfreu- 

en werden. 

Eine andere Seite dieser Ausgabe ent- 

hdlt ein sehr schbnes Kompliment, das 

unsearGeselIschaft in Austraiien ge¬ 

macht wurde. Wir haben es der interna¬ 

tional bekannten Theaterveroinigung 

"Greater Union Organisation" zu verdan- 

ken, die ein herrliches neues Theater 

errichtet hat, und ihm nicht nur den 

Namen "The Paramount" verliehen, sondetn 

AFTER READING, ON PAGE 9, OF THE ENTHUSIASM GENERATED AT THE 
BERLIN CONVENTION OF THE GERMAN PARAMOUNTEERS, ONE CAN WELL IMAGINE 
THE RESULTS THEY ARE GOING TO PRODUCE FROM "NEVADA SMITH," "IS PARIS 

BURNING?", "ASSAULT ON A QUEEN," "THIS PROPERTY IS CONDEMNED," Etc. 

ttwni'ii'i*! 
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BERLIN - When the Zoo Palast announces 
a picture on its theatre-front — as it has 
done here with "The Sons of Katie Elder" - 
the only persons who don't know about it are 
those who stay underground day and night in 
the subway system. 

ihm auch den Rang des Paramount-Frstauf- 

f'ihrungshauses in der Stadt Sydney ge- 

geben hat. Es ist ein schbn gestaltetes 

und bequemes Theater, und sein Einwei- 

hungsprogranftn "DER SPION DER AUS DER 

KALTE KAM" erntete groBen Erfoig. 

Jetzt verfiigen wir iiber das Urteil iiber 

die groBe Anziehungskraft von Marty 

Allen und Steve Rossi als groBartiges 

neues Komikerpaar. Eine Seite enthalt 

Photos von ihrer Tournee durch ganz 

Amerika, und das Lob der gesauiten Offait- 

lichkeit filr ihre Darbietung in DIE 

"ALLERLETZTEN" GEHEIMAGENTEN? ist groB. 

Dieses Team gewinnt immer mehr an Be- 

liebtheit, und das ist auch der Grund, 

warum unsere Produktion in Hollywood 

darauf brennt, unverziiglich einen neuen 

Film mit ihnen zu drehen. 

"DER VERFUHRER LASST SCHON GRUSSEN" 

abertrifft alles. Der mbchtige Erfoig, 

der dieser Kombdie in England zuteil 

geworden ist, ist eines der erfreuli- 

chen Ereignisse unserer Industrie, und 

es beweist uns wieder einmal, wie schbn 

unsere Branche ist. Die Summen, die "DER 

VERFUHRER LASST SCHON GRUSSEN" nicht 

nur in London, sondern auch in anderen 

Gegenden Englands einspielt, sind ge- 

waltig und machen uns fast ein wenig 

atemlos bei dem Gedanken an das kommen- 

de Jahr. 

Aber das ndchste Jahr bringt uns die 

Wiederkehr von "DIE ZEHN GEBOTE" auf 

dem internationalen Markt, und wenn wir 

bedenken,daB dieses iiberragende Cecil 

B. DeMille Werk in den USA und Kanada 

die Hekordzahlen der Erstauffiihrung ge- 

brochen hat (bei niedrigeren Eintritts- 

preisen) miissen wir doch feststellen, 

daB das Jahr 1967 das bei Weitem groBte 

Jahr in der Geschichte der Paramount 

werden wird. 



Barry Cherin has join¬ 
ed the staff of Para¬ 
mount's field advertisiig 
and publicity departmait, 
working out of N.Y, heme 
office, it was announced 
by Bernard M. Berlin, 
field advertising and 
publicity manager. 

Cherin resigned from 
the American Internatio¬ 
nal Pictures publicity 
department to accept his 
Paramount post, and was 
previously with MGM in 
various publicity and 
showmanship posts. He is 
a graduate of the Univ¬ 
ersity of Miami. 

KUALA LUMPUR. Malaysia — "Boeing Boeing" 
was considered in advance a really big comedy, 
big enough for the Pavilion Cinema to erect.in 
the public square in front of the theatre this 
60-ft. high replica of the Eiffel Tower, which 
was electrically illuminated at night, it was 
built of steel and erected two weeks in advance 
of the opening of the Hal Wallis comedy. 

BA^KOK - Men 
attired as skel¬ 
etons walking 
the streets of 
this Thailand 
capital in the 
interests of the 
Paramount Theat¬ 
re's presentation 
of "The Skull." 
The stunt attra¬ 
cted tremendous 
attention, from 
the public as 
well as the 
Bangkok press. 
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INVITATION TO HAWAII BY JAPAN AIR LINES 

FOUR DAYS 

AT THE HILTON HOTEL WAIKIKI BEACH 

Competition Conditions 
Amt^tr Ikf Hr* faMJiaa* oa (h« afsl ^g*- 

Tear oH ihr rmlry lofm amd potL 

H mart (haa oar rain u rarrtrt ifcr iriaapr H-t(l 

Wpirkrd hr latirry ham all rarrrrt ralrirt rrcrirrd 

hj lOih Amgyul 19M. 

One winner oniy 
Tht triaarr will rrrrirr Iwa reoaomy rlatt rrlara 

tirheU Takra la HoaalmU. 

Areamadotioa lar Iwn praplr for foar Jevt al 

ibf Hihoa Holel an ■ aikiki Ararh. 

CLOSING DATE July 31st, 1966. 
An appliraliita form ran hr ahlainrd horn ihr 

Soarrmir Pragrammrt raid al nil ihrairrt or hr 

tmdinf a 1‘mlrard lo I’aramoant Pirlnrrt. 

(Atahi .Nhiatbaa .t. irhomr, ) arokarko, 

Ck>,voda-ka. Tokyn.f 

InvitAtlon to Hawaii by Japan Air Linas 
r-ixzmnm 
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TOKYO - All four pages of the special contest circular inserted in 
the colored souvenir book on "Paradise, Hawaiian Style," which was av¬ 
ailable to all patrons attending the world premiere of the Hal Wallis- 
Elvis Presley musical romance at the Tokyo Oekijo, Shinjuku Piccadilly 
and Shibuya Tokyu. This contest was an extremely popular and practical 
one between Japan Air Lines and Paramount, and to date has attracted a 
most heartening number of entries. 

CANNES, France - Two views of the massive 
showmanship assembled at the Cannes Airport for 
the arrival of Michael Caine from London to attr- 
end the official showing of "Alfie" and other 
Film Festival activities. 

PHOENIX, Ariz.- 
Front of the Para¬ 
mount during run of 
"Ten Commanoments." 

A major music promotion for Hal Wallis' "Paradise, Hawaiian 

Style" has been set with RCA Victor Records, which will release 

Elvis Presley's new album of songs from the Paramount comedy- 

with-music. 

RCA's albums from the Wallis-Presley films have been among 

the record company's biggest best-sellers, and a repeat success 

is expected with"Paradise, Hawaiian Style," which features such 

1.umbers as the title song, "House of Sand," "Drums of the Islands, 

"You Scratch My Back" and "Stop Where You Are." 

SHOWMANSHIP 
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RIO DE JANEIRO - Notables at the cocktail party offered by Harry 
Stone (MPEAA representative in Brazil) in honor of the visit of 
mount executives James E. Perkins and Henry B. Gordon, foilow^g the 
Latin American convention in Buenos Aires. Frcm left: Mr, Gordon: “ar^- 
mo\int'3 general manager in Brazil, Adhemar Leite Cesar; Mr, Perkins; Dr. 
Beca de Castro, head of the renowned Castro Cinema Circuit. 

PARaMOUNT PICrilRlS SfVIN ARTS RAY STARK PRtSfNTS 
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ASCENDENTE INTERESSE 
MUNDIAL EM TORNO DE 
"PARIS ESTA EM CHAMAS?" 

Longe de qu; Iquer dOvida poasivel, 
teirios em PAHI3 ESTA Ei/. CHAiyLiS? uir. dcs 
malcres flimes de todos os tempos. Esta 
tremenaa prcdugao cinema tOj_,r6fica 6 a 
nossa mais prbxima rival (mesmo antes de 
ser langada; da valiosa produgao CS DEZ 
M.\IL.ri:v.ENTC S, e existem rauitas pesso- 
as preparadas para apostar que ela ecli£ 
sar6 os macigos reccrdes de bilheteria, 
registrados pelo grsnae filme blblico. 
H6 uma nova informagao neste ntimero, a 
respeito das datas flxadas para a estre^ 
a de PARIS ESTA EM CKAMAS?, em Paris e 
cidades dos Estados Unidos, assim como 
detalhes dos pianos a__serem curapridos 
nessa raemcrAvel ocasiao. 

No mes passado, tivemos o prazer de 
anunciar a promogao de Martin Davis ao 
posto de vice-presidente da Paramount 
Pictures Corporation e sua designagaopa 
ra 0 cargo de assistente-executivo^ do 
Presidente George tVeltner. £ste mes,es_ 
tamos publicando a noticia Igualmente 
grata de que Joseph Friedman,que foi a£ 
sitente-execut ivo do Sr. Davis, quando__e£ 
se era diretor de propaganda e relagoes 
pOblicas, acaba de sucede-lo como vice- 
presidente da Paramount Film Distribu - 
ting Corporation,e assuraindo as fungoes 
de diretor de propaganda e relagoes pCi- 
blicas. C Sr.Friedman foi urn dos comp£ 

N 
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Tl' r • • • ^ sizzling gross in its 
I K I first four days at the Majestic Thea- 

h06 ^ Houston, Texas, Registering 
o H V/ best openings in recent 

years at the house, the Technicolor 
adventure grossed more in its first 

four days than many films in a full week. 

The Houston engagement was backed by a 
big radio and television saturation camp¬ 
aign, and also included a visit by star- 
producer-director Cornel Wilde for interviews 
and personal appearances. 

nentes da Convengao Internaciona1 da ?£ 
ramount, realizada era Paris, em Janeiro 
Qltimo. 

E por fair em ccnvengoes, divulga- 
mos a^ora uraa_^feliz reportAf_era a respei 
to da Convengao da Alemanha,em fins de 
abril, assim como uma pSgina adicional, 
de fotografias da Convengao Latino-Ame- 
ricana, em Buenos Aires. Temos positi- 
vamente uma porgao^de btimas noticias pa 
ra divulgar, fato este que por certo ter 
nar6 muito felizes os paramounteses do 
mundo inteiro. 

LAUGHS 

LAUGHS 

LAUGHS 
LAUGHS 
LAUGHS 

LAUGHS 

PARIS - Crowds throng the Moulin Rouge 
Cinema to laugh and laugh and laugh at the 
comic complexities of Jerry Lewis. Tony Cur¬ 
tis, Dany Saval, Suzanna Leigh, Christlane 
Schmidtmer and Thelma Ritter in "Boeing 
Boeing." Comedy played day-and-date at the 
Paramount, Miramar and Elysees also. 

Outras de nossas pAginas divulgam 
uma significativa homenagera prestada A 
nossa companhia, na Australia. Trata-se 
da iniciativa do raundialmente conhecido 
circuito cinematogrAfico, Greater Union 
Organization^ construindo um msi^estoso 
cinema que nao 36 terA 0 none da Para - 
mount, como tarabfera serA 0 langador, em 
primeira mao, dos filraes da Paramount 
em Sidnei. E um ccnfortAvel e raoderni£ 
simo cinema, e o seu filme de estreia , 
0 ESPIAO QUE SAIU DO FRIO obteve um su- 
cesso grandiose. 

Temps agora a comprovagao da gran¬ 
de atragao popular de Marty Allen e St£ 
ve Rossi como sendo a nova dupla comica 
da tela. Publicamos nesta edigao uma 
pAgina com cliches de sua assombrosa ex 
cursao de aparigoes pessoais atravAs do 
pals, 0 que dA bem uma idAia de como 0 

pdblico vai recebe-los em DOTS ESPISes 
COM UM GU..RDA-CHUVA. A dupla certamen- 
te atingiu ao mais elevado grau de popu 
laridade, 0 que jA inspirou As nossas 
forgas produtoras, de Hollywood, a fa- 
zer sem demora uma nova comAdia com os 
dois. 

COMO CONQUISTAR AS MULHERES (ALFIE) 
A^um fenomeno. 0 fantAstico sucesso Iri 
tanico desta comAdia A algo como s6 muT 
to raramente se verifica em nossa Indus 
tria, e mostra-nos mais uma vez 0 quao 
excitante A 0 ramo onde exercemos nos¬ 
sas atiyidades. As rendas obtidas per 
ALFIE nao apenas em Londres, mas em vA- 
rias outras cidades da Inglaterra, vac 
muito alAm dos superlatives mAximos da 
inddstria cinematogrAfica, e deixara-nos 
um pouco sem ar quando pensamos no pr6- 
ximo ano. 

Porque 0 prAximo ano A, tambAm, 0 

ano da volte de OS DEZ MANDAMENTOS no 
mercado internacicnal. E quando vemos 
0 espetAculo, nos Estados Unidos e Cana 
dA, da grande obra de Cecil B.DeMille ~ 
superar todos os recordes registrados em 
sua apresentagao original (agora os pre 
gos sao normals), nao podemos deixar de 
ter em mente que 1967 serA multas vezes 
mais 0 maior ano da Hlstbria da Para 
mount. 
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HOLLYWOOD - Here's more ftin - much more - 
than the proverbial barrel of monkeys. Here are 
five comics who are tops in any frinmaking med¬ 
ium. They are gathered at a Paramount studio 
party to honor one of their number, Sid Caesar, 
as he rounded out twenty years in show business 
and commenced work on William Castle's spook- 
saga. "The Spirit Is Willing," which is a Para¬ 

mount release. , r i ^4. 
This conclave of comics, reading from lert, 

comprises Doodles Weaver, Sid Caesar, Dick Van 
Dyke, Carl Reiner and comedy writer Joe Stein. 

This Tunnel Log Is featured in the 
intriguing Paramount short,"Trail Ride," 

Thanks from the 

Fighting Forces 

The following letter from a United States service¬ 
man in the fighting zone was received by Mike Berman, 
picture 'chief' in the Paramount Home Office 'stills' 
department: 

16 May 1966 

Dear Sir: 
Recently I wrote to you in request of pin¬ 

up photos for my shipmates and I. Not only was 

your response sooner than we expected, but also 
more than we expected. I cannot express in 
words the gratitude of my shipmates and I. 

In a time such as this when the serviceman 

is the subject of public demonstrations because 
he is doing his duty to his country, we some¬ 
times get quite distressed. People such as you 
and the entire Paramount Cornoration who contri¬ 
bute to our moral support in any way, shape or 

form restore our faith in humanity. 
For doing as you have done we thank you 

deeply. 
As for the pictures, we are especially 

thankful for those of Carroll Baker who is 
"tops" in our book. We also thank you for the 
picture of Ann-Margret.it has been placed 

where everyone can see it. 
Once again, I thank you. 

Michael A. Kestler 

FN 775-16-10 
USS Araphion AR-13 
R-1 Division 
FPO New York, N.Y. 

Fellows Dad 
LOS ANGLLiiS - World War II and 

the young-adult generation of 19o6 
met on May 13th in a symbolic cereraeny 
at Los Angeles' Air Force Recruiting 
detachment headquarters. The event 
saw Air Force Reserve Major John L. 
Hathorn give the oath of enlistment to 
his son, John II. 

The younger Hathorn is following 
in the footsteps (or more correctly, 
the airsteps) of his dad, who was a 
World War II B-26 pilot and has a total 
of 25 years in the Air Force and the 
Reserve. Newly-enlisted Airman Hath¬ 
orn, now in training at Lackland AFB 
in Texas, was a student at Harbor 
College, San Pedro, Calif., prior to 
his enlistment. 

Major Hathorn is the Public Relat¬ 
ions and Information Officer for the 
reserve forces of Southern California, 
He is employed by Paramount Pictures 
in Hollywood as their Supervising 
Studio Librarian. 

AND 

RUDOLPH VALENTINO ^ 

JOHN GILBERT 

JOHN BARRYMORE 

MAURICE CHEVALIER 

CLARK GABLE 

CHARLES BOYER 

LAURENCE OLIVIER 

GARY COOPER 

ROBERT TAYLOR 

CANNES, France - A colorful 
piece of showmanship included in 
the presentation of "Alfie" at 
the Film Festival was a room in 

which there were life-size photos 
of all of the stars listed in the 
panel alongside Michael Caine, 
the star of sexy "Alfie." 



LATEST NEWS 
CONCERNING 

iSpringfield Television 
fToTake Pay-T V License 
Ifrom Paramount Unit 

) Broadcasts Slated „Pittsburgh, 
\ Washington, Worcester, Mass., 

If System Is Approved by FCC 

B.i/ n Wam. Stkkkt Journal Staff Reporter 

SPRINGFIELD, Mass.—Springfield Televi¬ 
sion Broadcasting Co. has agreed to take a 
pay-TV license from a subsidiary of Para¬ 
mount Pictures Corp., William L. Putnam, 

VSpringfield Television president, said. 
1 Springfield Television operates four ultra- 
/high-frequency TV stations and is building two 
Imore, Mr. Putnam said. Two of these stations 
Would be used for the pay-TV broadcasts. Any 
/pay-TV broadcasting, however, is contingent 
upon Paramount’s receipt of approval for its 
system by the Federal Communications Com¬ 
mission, he stated. 

If such approval is granted, Springfield Tele¬ 
vision will broadcast pay-TV programs from 
its UHF station in Worcester, Mass., and from 
a station the company is building in Pitts¬ 
burgh, Pa., Mr. Putnam said. The company 
also will offer pay-TV in Washington, D.C., 
using a cable system, he added. 

The Worcester station, which is on the air 
from 5 p.m. to midnight, would broadca.st 
scrambled programs during most of these 
prime hours, Mr. Putnam said. Subscribers 
could receive the programs by putting "money 
in an unscrambling device attached to their 
sets. The station w'ould extend its broadcast 
period to include some free program^ during 
other hours that could be received without the 
unscrambling device, he said. The Pittsburgh 
•station similarly would broadcast both pay and 
free program.s, he continued. ‘ 

The Worcester station can be received in 
most of Massachusetts and Rhode Island, Mr. 
Putnam said, and the Pittsburgh station will 
cover much of Western Pennsylvania. 

In Washington, the programs would be trans¬ 
mitted by cable to the subscriber’s TV set 
without being broadcast over the air, he stated. 

Mr. Putnam said “some sports programing” 
has been lined up for pay-TV broadca.sting in 
Pittsburgh, and the company would use some 
movies in the Worcester area. He said the 
Paramount sy.stem Springfield Television 
would use can broadcast color programs, an 
adv.antage over some systems that liave been 
tested. 

Pay television has gained impetus from 
two developments last March. In one, the FCC, 
after 11 years of study, said the idea of pay- 
TV appears to be a good one and proposed 
rules that would cover its operations. The 
second was a ruling by the California supremo 
court that overturned a state law banning 
pay-TV. 

The California law had forced one operator. 
Subscription Television, Inc., out of business 
and into court protection from creditors. Al¬ 
though the state is appealing the niling to the 
U.S. Supreme Court, Subscription Television 
currently is trying to work out a plan to re- 
.sume operations. 

The FCC's appraisal of subscription tele¬ 
vision was based in part on a study of the 
nation’s only operating pay-tele\'ision station, 
an experiment being conducted in Hartford. 
Conn., jointly by Zenith Radio Corp. and RKO 
General Inc., a sub.sidiary of Gcncr.il Tire it 
Rubber Co. Since ihe California state court’s 
decision. Kaiser Broadcasting Corp.. a .subsid¬ 
iary of Kaiser Industries Corp . has announced 
plans to enter the pay-television busino.s.s as 
operator of Zenith's lais .\ngelos franchise. 
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TELEMETE 
\’ews concerning the latest developments 

by International Telemeter Corporation, a 

subsidiary of Paramount Pictures Corporat¬ 

ion, as released, below, on June 6th, and 

as reported, at left, by the Wall Street 

Journal the following morning. 

SPRINGFIELD, MASS. — Capital Communications Corporation, a 

wholly-owned subsidiary of Springfield Television Broadcasting Corpora¬ 

tion, has entered into a franchise agreement with International Tele¬ 

meter Corporation, a subsidiary of Paramount Pictures Corporation, for 

exclusive rights to the Telemeter system of subscription television in 

Worcester, Mass., encompassing the Boston-Worcester-Providence areas, 

Pittsburgh, Pa., and Washington, D.C., it was announced by William L. 

Putnam, chairman of the board of Capited Communications Corporation, 

and Leslie Winik, president of International Telemeter Corporation. 

The franchise agreements are subject to action by the Federal 

Communications Commission in adopting rules to authorize television 

stations to transmit programs paid for on a subscription basis. The 

Commission on .March 24 announced its Notice of Rule Making (Docket 11279) 

to amend existing ru*es and regulations governing radio broadcast 

services to provide for subscription television, both over-the-air 

and by closed-circuit 

If approved by the FCC, Capital Communications Corporation will 

operate Telemeter's over-the-air subscription TV system on Station WJZB, 

Channel 14, owned by Springfield Television Broadcasting Corporation in 

Worcester. .Mass., and on Station WENS, Channel 22, to be constructed by 

Springfield Television Broadcasting Corporation in Pittsburgh, Mr. Putnam 

said , 

Telemeter in Washington, D.C. will be operated by Capital 

Communications Corporation via closed-circuit broadcasting, employing 

Telemeter s three-channel system, which underwent a five year test in 

Toronto, Canada, between 1960 and 1965. 

Mr. Putnam noted that the Washington franchise will encompass 

all of the Metropolitan area of the District of Columbia, including 

Maryland and Virginia suburbs. He added that the area of primary 

interest initially would comprise the northwest section of the nation s 

capital city from Rock Creek westward, extending to the southwest 

redevelopment area and to the northern Virginia suburbs. 

Mr. Putnam decl^^red that "Subscription Television can be a real 

source of added service to the public, especially in areas where new 

channels will be opening up in the next few years." 

Mr. Winik stated that the franchises gramted to Capital Communica¬ 

tions Corporation are the first in the United States for Telemeter's over- 

the-air system of subscription television, which has undergone field 

testing on Telemeter's experimental UHF station, KM2XCX;, Channel 83, in 

Los Angeles since 1961. These three new franchises bring to seven the 

number of franchises in principal cities now licensed by Telemeter. 

Others, previously announced, are for cable systems in Miami, Fla., 

Atlanta, Ga., Dallas, Texas, and Houston, Texas 

-oOo- 
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NEW YORK - Last month we carried 
a photograph of Joan Guilfoyle, the 
talented daughter of Paramo\int Inter¬ 
national's Bob and Vera Guilfoyle, 
plus an account of her bowling prow¬ 
ess, and a sign-off notification of 
the fact that she was heading for 
Utica, Rew York, in a bid to win the 
New York State Championship. Wep, 
she went — and she woni Above is a 
score tabulation, which shows that 
Joan not only won, but by a wide and 
wonderful margin! 

Bowling News 

. . . I 

This punchy poster for 
"Assault On A Queen" conveys a 
whale of a lot of the thrills 
of this entertainment hriradin- fer. (And for the benefit of 

hose unfamiliar with 'heist,' 
it is pretty much the same as 
'hijack* - only more so.^ 

We will have a grand long 
service story about some Par- 
amounteers of Houston, Texas, 
in next month's issue. Story 
reached us just as this issue 
was going to press, and so we 
can do it much more justice 
next month. 

The Bowling Club tried an innova¬ 
tion this season, splitting the season 
in halves in an attempt to keep the 
championship undecided until the final 
night. The ELVIS PRESLEY team won the 
first half, by it points over STEVE 
'XQUEi^N. PRESLEY tried to make it a 
sweep and kill the idea altogether but 
TONY CURTIS edged them out by one point 
on the final session of the second 
half. But Capt. Harriet Krausz and 
her PRESLEYITES were not to be denied 
and just about swept CURTIS off the 
lanes to take the championship. Harriet 
saved her best bowling of the season 
for the playoff games and was the out¬ 
standing bowler in the match. 

Individual leaders included: 
Varilyn Bettinger who had 151 average, 
20U game and 547 threesome to capture 
all three titles and in the special 
Spare-Shooting contest, not open to 
Varilyn, three gals tied with a high 
of 7 spares in a single game, Grace 
Ganguzza, Eleanor Rizzo and Rosalie 
Signorelli. Eleanor also won the Most 
Improved Bowler Award. McKeown's 160 

average topped Ed Lester by 1 pin, 
while Ed's 225 game beat out Dr. 
<Varshaw's 219 game. Doc was also 
second in high series, 562 to McKeown's 
565. 

ELVIS PRESLEY TEAM - Season 
Champs. Capt, Harriet Krausz, Bette 
Baumann, Rhoda Shulman, John Rubinich, 
Gino Campagnola. 

TONY CURTIS - 2nd. Half Champs. 
Capt. Grace Ganguzza, Alice Zanit, 
Herman Arsham, John Kelley, Ed Lester. 

- Bob McKeown 

Nice to see Paramount International 
legal head, George Hoff, back after a 
combined business and vacation trip 
which took him to several spots in 
Southern Europe and the Middle East,.,, 
On the authority of Motion Picture 
Daily, Peter Silbermann, a member of 
home office advertising-publicity 
staff, is engaged to Joan Ellen Kranz 
of New York, and that an August wedd¬ 
ing is planned. 

LOS ANGELES - "Hello 'Dere"‘ say the staff of 
Lennen & Newell, Los Angeles Eo Marty Allen and 
Steve Rossi. The stars stopped at L&N's Sunset 
Boulevard office to give Paramount's ad agency 
family a chance to say "hello". (As in "hello 
'dere"). With Marty and Steve, left to right a.’e 
(back row) Joe Lieo, Vickie Bell, Stan Colberson, 
Dennis Shanahan, (Front row,lto r) Jack Daly, 
Min Spears, Linda Lopez, Marilyn Duchow, Louise 
Hancock, Steve, Pat Hinchman, Eleanor Buxton, 
Marty, Jan Wilkerson, Joe Tobin and Ed Simmons. 

Wonderful Los Angeles 
Tribute to 
Allen and Rossi 

ijt ijt jjt % 

In an unprecedented city-wide tribute, 
four key theatre chains in the Los Angeles 
area, a total of 100 theatres, saluted the 
movie debut of Marty Allen and Steve Rossi 
by running the full production trailer for 
"The Last of the Secret Agents?" 

Fox West Coast Theatres, Pacific Theat¬ 
res, State Wide Theatres and United Artists 
started screening the trailer in theatres 
all over town for one week prior to the mul¬ 
tiple opening of the film in the Los Angeles 
area on May 24th. 

This cooperation from the exhibitors to 
Paramount includes a majority of theatres 

that were not booked with the film. Tag line 
of the trailer stated : "Coming To A Theatre 
In Your Neighborhood Soon," 

The entire wonderful promotion stemmed 
from a reasoned appeal by the studio's adv¬ 
ertising and publicity head. Bob Goodfrled, 
in a letter directly to the heads of the 
circuits. Spontaneous acceptances resulted. 

JACKSONVILLE "The Ten Commandments" 
has opened in Miami and we are quite happy over 
the grosses. After working along with Mr. Fred 
A. Mathis for over eleven years, I can say he 
has always managed to negotiate top playing time 
in Miami. 

Ae are awaiting the openings with preat en¬ 
thusiasm of "Naked Prey" 6/2/66, "Shane" 'mult 
D.I.'s' 6/8/66, "Nevada Smith" 6/10/66 and that 
adventurous family picture, "Night of the Gri2zly' 
6/30/66. All of these, needless to say, in the 
Gold Coast area - Miami. 

All exhibitors and theatre owners are hack 
at their desks, from what I hear was a very ex¬ 
citing theatres-owners convention in Grand 
Bahama, B'/il. 

Vacation time is here again, ’/.e welcome 
^11 Paramountecrs to visit our nreat state of 
Florida. 

- Cecilia Weeks 



Paramount World 

The Japanese showmanship campaign on "^^ed Line 7000" was 
Lnsoiring as an undertaking and highly successful as an acc¬ 
omplishment, We go back to it for a moment to illustrate 
above what appears to us as a Japanese 'first,' This is nota 
regular drive-in, but is an application of the drive-in prin¬ 
ciple arranged by Paramount in conjunction with the Van Jacket 
& Teijin organization, and held at the Restaurant Azabu. A 
total of 50 couples attended m their cars, and selected saenes 
of "Red Line 7000," complete with superimposed Japanese titles, 
were shown. The novelty and timeliness of the showmanship se¬ 
cured very important newspaper space, as was revealed in the 
clippings sent to New York, and subsequently to the Studio, 
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TOKYO - Display at 
Sana! Dept. Store, and 
fans listening to "Para¬ 
dise, Hawaiian Style" 
Elvis Presley records. 

SPECTACULAR ONE-SHEET 
Japanese poster for "Para¬ 
dise, Hawaiian Style," was 
done in all of the rainbow- 
hued colors to be fovind in 
that Paradise called Hawaii, 

This most attractive adver¬ 
tisement for Elvis Presley's 
"Paradise. Hawaiian Style" is 
typical of the appeal of the 
Japanese advertising campaign 
for the Hal Wallis production. 

The highly successful eng¬ 
agement of this picture last 
month in Tokyo. Yokohama and 
other cities of Japan constit¬ 
uted a world premiere for 
"Paradise, Hawaiian Style,"and 
the degree of popularity acc¬ 
orded the film augurs well for 
its success world-wide. 
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LONDOIT - With the use of the main compon¬ 
ents of the new advertising art devised for 
Hal Wallis' "Boeing Boeing," the staunch and 
faithful Plaza Theatr'j has acquired quite a 
bit of a new look. 

A RCUMD-UP OF NEWS FROM 

AROUND THE WORLD 

MA^'TLA, Philippines - 
During the run of the big 
Howard Hawks thriller at 
the Avenue and Capitol 
Theatres, Pepsi trucks all 
carried flags which made 
reasonably sure that the 
folks would drink Pepsi and 
see "Red Line 7000" — or 
vice-versa. 

JANE FONDA, who recently 
received wide critical acclaim for 
her portrayal in "Cat Ballou," has 
been signed by Otto Preminger for a 
starring role in HURRY SUNDOWN, which 
is now before the cameras on location 
in the South. The Paramount release 
is based on the widely-read novel by 
K.B. Gilden and stars Michael Caine, 
Diahann Carroll, Burgess Meredith. 
Faye Dunaway, Roger Smith. Beah Rich¬ 
ards, Robert Hooks and John Phillip 
Law. The picture is being produced 
and directed by Preminger In Panavis- 
ion and color. 

HOLLYWOOD — Studio and prod¬ 
uction head Howard W. Koch.right, 
and director Sydney PollacK with 
the plaque and medal with which 
Pollack was awarded, at the Mar 
del Plata (Arg.) Festival for his 
direction of "The Slender Thread." 
Two silver cups were also part of 
the award. 

Noted film-maker George 
Siiiney (at left) will direct 
the Paramount motion picture 
adaptation of the hit Broad¬ 
way and London stage musical, 
"Half A Sixpence." 

Tommy Steele, England's 
young musical comedy star,who 
made his debut on Broadway in 
"Half A Sixpence," will re¬ 

create his role in the motion 
GHDRGE SIDNEY picture version, which will 

be filmed in color. 

The thoroughly entertaining musical, 
based on H. G. Wells' novel, "Kipps," will 
be filmed on location in England, marking 
the first time that a major musical will be 
shot entirely in the British Isles, 

Sidney, who recently produced and dir¬ 
ected Paramount's "The Swinger," starring 
Ann-Margret, has brought to the screen such 
memorable musicals as "Show Boat," "Annie 
Get Your Gun," "Kiss Me Kate," "Pal Joev" 
and "Bye Bye Birdie." 

Set in London at the turn of the cent¬ 
ury, "Half A Sixper'ce" is the story of a 
poor draper's assistant whose life is chan¬ 
ged when he inherits a legacy of twelve 
hiindred pounds (a fortune in those days) 
and moves into high society. 

Another Palm for 
'’Parad j se , Hawa i i an 
Style" 

Motion Picturt Daily led off its 
power-plug for the Hal Wallis production in 
the following vein: 

ELVIS PR£.SLEY, still a million dollar 
name by itself, is backed by the added all¬ 
ure of the magnificently colorful and scenic 
Hawaiian Islands in "Paradise, Hawaiiain 
Style," a light romance with song, which is 
assured of success at least comparable to 
previous Presley hits - and he does keep 
hitting. 

Hal Wallis, in producing his 10th 
Presley vehicle, has gone to the burgeoning 
tO”rist mecca of Hawaii to film this tale 
of pol and girl. The result is a color trt»t, 
a song-and-sarong-wrapped production well 
suited to Presley's innumerable fans. 

BRISBANE, Australia - This clty% 
morning daily. The Courier-Mail,has 
aroused tremendous local interest in 
"Is Paris Burning?" by serialising 
the international best-seller every 
day on its leader page. And every 
installment is illustrated, along 
with the information that the motion 
picture based on the book and the 
historic event it recounts, will be 
distributed world-wide by Paramount. 

An orchid 
to France's Henri Klars- 
feld for the completeness 
and practical usefulness 
of his analytical reports 
on the value and potent¬ 
ial of each individual 
Paramount picture. 

His screening reports 
are really something1 
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WORLDWIDE HEAD OF 
TALENT & LITERARY 
DEPARTMENTS 

JOYCE SELZNICK (above) 
joined Paramount Pictures 
Corporation on July 11th as 
executive in charge of the 
company's worldwide talent 
and literary departments,it 
was announced by Howard W, 
Koch, vice-president and 
studio and production head. 

One of the most successful 
discoverers of talent in the ent¬ 
ertainment field. Miss Selznick 
will be responsible for the devel¬ 
opment of talent and the acquisi¬ 
tion of properties and packages 
in all areas of Paramount Pictu¬ 
res' activities. 

"Miss Selznick's appointment 
is part of Paramorint's expanding 
reduction program, of which an 
ntegral phase is discovering and 

developing a reservoir of acting 
•and creative talent," Koch said, 
"Her distinguished record in this 
field makes Miss Selznick especi¬ 
ally suited for this key executive 
post. We look forward to the im¬ 
plementation of many exciting 
projects." 

In her new assignment. Miss 

Robert Evans has been 
elected to the newly-created 
position of vice-president in 
charge of European production 
of Paramount Pictures Corpor¬ 
ation, it was announced August 
9 by President George Weltner. 

Evans' appointment marks another 
important phase of Paramount's expand¬ 
ing production program on a world-wide 
basis and stresses the company's 
stepped-up activities in all areas of 
the entertainment business. 

His European production activities 
will entail the initiation and super¬ 
vision of the acquisition and packag¬ 
ing of new properties and the develop¬ 
ment of creative talent for motion 
pictures and related areas. He will be 
based in ^ondon and will maintain a 
close liaison with Howard W. Koch, 
Paramount vice-president and studio and 
production head, in Hollywood. 

"With the appointment of Evans, we 
expect to maintain the closest possible 
link with the overseas filmmakers who 
are so important to the continuous 
growth of Paramount's world-wide prod¬ 
uction activities," Weltner said. "He 
will head a team of production execut¬ 
ives that now includes Howard Harrison 
in London and Luigi Luraschi in Paris 
which will make Paramount a dominant 
force in international film production." 

In joining Paramount, Evans has 
terminated his producer's agreement 

Selznick will maintain offices 
both in New York and at Paramount 
Studio in Hollywood. and will also 
spend considerable time abroad. 

Miss Selznick resigned in 
June as talent director at Colum¬ 
bia Pictures. During her sixteen 
years with the comp»any, she 
functioned in many different areas 
to stimulate and'encourage new 
young talent, including story 
development, packaging and music. 

At Columbia and earlier as a 
personal manager. Miss Selznick 
was instrumental in discovering 
many outstanding film, televislcri 
and recording personalities. 

ROBERT EVANS 
with 20th Century-Fox, where he had been * 
preparing the film version of the bestr- 
selllng novel. "The Detective," in 
association with Mark Robson and Abby 
Mann, and "The Achilles Force," with 
director Sydney Pollack. 

Evans, who is 36, is a former radio 
. announcer, actor and business execut¬ 

ive, having been a partner in the giant 
Evans-Plcone, Inc. 

,• (jij 

Hugo Montenegro, one of the most 
highly respected composer-arranger-con¬ 
ductors in the recording field, has been 
signed by Otto Preminger to create the 
musical score for "Hurry Sundown. 

Montenegro, who composed the music 
for the TV series "Camp Runamuck" and "I 
Dream of Jeannie," also has written the 
title song for "Hurry Sundown," with 
Lyrics by Buddy Kaye. 

"Hurry Sundown" marks the first mot¬ 
ion picture assignment for the 40-vear- 
old Montenegro. 



ACCENTUATING 

Elected to 
Paramount Board 
Of Directors 

MARTIN DAVIS 

Martin Davis has been elected 
to the board of directors of 
Paramount Pictures Corporation, 
it was announced bj George Welt- 
ner, president, following a 
meeting of the board. 

THE POSITIVE 
A Series of Simple, Factual 
Statements Attesting to the 
Truth of Our Company's Name 
.P A R A M 0 U N T 

where entertainment queues are 
f time-honoured Institution, 
the Plaza queues are renowned 
not only for their constancy, 
but for the fact that they ex¬ 
tend North, South, East and 
West, Here are two slabs of a 
"Nevada Smith" queue. At top, 
the entrance to the Plaza is at 

lower picture, 
it's at the left. So there are 
more than twice the number of 
patrons waiting for admission, 
than are shown here. 

That's Londcr show—bus in ess 1 

There's "Alfie," of course — Dreamboat for the ladies, but 
Treasureship for Paramount. The e:iant successes scored in Brit¬ 
ain are being added to by mountains of Australian dollars and 
cents (via the sensational seasons at the Sydney Paramount and 
the Melbourne Barclay), and by just as impressive mountains of 
Belgian francs from the house-packing engagement at the Pathe in 
Antwerp. The Australian weekly cables are terse but terrific 
success-classics which we are sure managing director Robejrt L, 
Graham must get a kick out of sending. 

Then there's "Nevada Smith," V/e are reasonably sure that 
author Harold Robbins, when he wrote the character of 'Nevada* 
into "The Carpetbaggers," could not possibly have imagined how 
massively popular this character has turned out to be in Tokyo, 
Osaka, Kyoto and Kobe — and not forgetting London. "Nevada 
Smith" has now been seen by virtually all Paramounteers through¬ 
out the world, and it can be safely said that what has so far 
registered in Japan and England, will be duplicated, and in some 
cases bettered, by all countries where rich, rough and rapid 
film adventure is a priceless commodity. 

Davis, vice-president and 
executive assistant to the pres¬ 
ident, fills the vacancy created 
by the resignation of Edwin S. 
Steinmetz. 

Stars of the 
film who have been invited to 
attend the premiere of "Is 
Paris Burning?" at the Critericn 
Theatre on November 9th are; 
Jean-Paul Belmondo, Charles 
Boyer, Leslie Caron, Jean-Pierre 
Cassel, George Chakiris, Alain 
Delon, Kirk Douglas, Glenn Ford, 
Gert Frobe, Yves Montand, 
Anthony Perkins, Simone Signoret, 
Robert Stack, Marie Versini, 
Skip Ward and Orson Welles, 

And then there is "The Ten Commandments," which is proving 
again and again that the physical and spiritual wealth that 
Cecil B, DeMille poured into this timeless film more than a 
decade ago, is a perennial, perpetual and permanent provider of 
a rich flow of revenue for Paramount, This has been proven con¬ 
clusively in the U.S, and Canada during the past several months; 
is being proven today in London; and the rest of the world is 
eagerly waiting for the chance to contribute its proof. 

Other recent Paramount pictures in a large number of places 
around the world are continuing to uphold the heading of our 
refxjrt, "Judith" is a particularly fine winner in Israel, Puerto 
Rico and the Philippines; the sensational success story of "The 
Spy Who Came In From The Cold" continues, with magnificent busi¬ 
ness reported from India, the suburban runs in Australia, Puerto 
Rico, India, Israel and Venezuela, to mention just a few. 

More of the same next month,.Much, much more! 



A Thrilling Score 

Director Rene Clement and composer- 
conductor Maurice Jarre'' have arrived in Lon¬ 
don to supervise the recording of Jarre's 
musical score for "Is Paris Burning?" The 
score will be recorded at Shepparton Studios 
by a 100-piece orchestra, including a dozen 
pianos — a unique combination of instrum¬ 
ents for a motion picture. 

SYDNEY - The Australian Paramoun- 
teers already are hot on the trail of 
records to be won with "Is Paris Bur¬ 
ning?” and already have launched a 
heavy burst of showmanship. At this 
year's Movie Ball, their entry, here 
shown above, won the function's top 
prize for originality. The 'fort,' 
complete with sandbags, camouflage and 
tommy guns, was 'manned' by Paramoun- 
teers Graham Hiscox, Berry Walsh,Keith 
Walsh and Norma Cofiey, 

PARAMOUNT PICTURES/SEVEN ARTS 'RAY STARK PRESENTS 

Miltnn international sales mana- 
UOAUoTcin, ger. who will be in charge of inters* 

4.j_ iiY n . national sales of the mighty oroduc- 
Burning?” in Paris during his recent world tour 

and cabled Paramount International predident James E. Perkins in the 
following terms: 

SCREENING OF "IS PARIS BURNING?” LEAVES ME WITHOUT PROPER WORDS TO 
EXPRESS THE THRILL WHICH I EXPERIENCED. FILM HAS EVERYTHING TO EXCITE 
AUDIENCES IN EACH AND EVERY PART OF THE WORLD. IT HAS ACTION, DRAMA 
HEART AND TREMENDOUS SCOPE. IT IS NOT JUST A MOTION PICTURE BUT A ' 
GREAT EMOTIONAL EXPERIENCE WHICH WILL OBTAIN UNPRECEDENTED PUBLIC 
ACCLAIM AT BOX-OFFICES EVERYWHERE. AM CERTAIN OUR ORGANIZATION WILL 
MEET THIS GREAT CHALLENGE AND ESTABLISH "IS PARIS BURNING?” AS ONE OF 
THE MOST IMPORTANT AND SUCCESSFUL FILMS OF ALL TIME. REGARDS 

__ - MILTON GOLDSTEIN 

BRENNT PARIS? 

PARIS BRULE T-IL7 
BRAENDER PARIS? 

HAL TAHTAREK PARIS? 

Austria, Germany .Switzerland 

Belgium, France 

Denmark 

HAIM PARIS BOERET? 

BRANDT PARIJS? 

PALAAKC PARI IS? 

PARIGI BRUCIA? 

BRENNER PARIS? | 

PARIS JA ESTA | 
ARDER? 

Israel 

^olland 

[^inland 

Italy 

iorway 

Portugal, Brazil 

ARDE PARIS? 

BRINNER PARIS? 

Spain. Latin America 

Jarrd', who won Academy Awards for his 
music for "Lawrence of Arabia" and "Doctor 
Zhivago," describes his score for "Is Paris 
Burning?" as a combination of the lilting 
melodies of Paris and passages performed by 
pianos, drums and tympani to underscore the 
sense of menace in the city during the Ger¬ 
man occupation. 

In one of the biggest film music tie-ins of 

recent years, Columbia Records will release the original 

soundtrack album of Maurice Jarre's score for "Is Paris 

Burning?", which will be presented by Paramount Pictures 

in its first roadshow engagements in November. 

Columbia will also release two single recordings, 

instrumental and vocal versions of the main theme from "Is 

Paris Burning?". Composer Jarre is a two-time Academy Award 

winner for his scores for "Doctor Zhivago" and "Lawrence of 

Arabia. Famous Music is publishing the score for the 

Paramount-Seven Arts—Ray Stark presentation. 



news about the high 
success of "Fevada Smith" 
in Tokyo on Pages 3,10 and 
33). 
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'^Nevada Smith” 
Sets All-Time 
Record in Japan 

OSAKA - Unique type 
of display for "Nevada 
Smith" in front of Umeda 
Toei Palace Gekijo. Made 
entirely from poster cut¬ 
outs. 

OSAKA - On the open¬ 
ing day of "Nevada Smith" 
in the three cities of 
Osaka, Kyoto and Kobe, 
this loud-speaker equippai 
airplane flew for three 
hours over each city,giv¬ 
ing the date, time and 
theatre of release of the 
big picture. The theatre 
in our photo is the Umeda 
Toei Palace Gekijo. 

TOKYO - Kobunsha, publisher of the book on which "Nevada 
Smith" is based, has two buildings in Kanda, Both of them, 

as shown above, displayed huge vertical posters calling att¬ 
ention to the theatres showing the Paramount film version. 

It is most evident, after perusing the showmanship 
album of the publicity and advertising lavished on the 
Tokyo public, that publicity-advertising manager T. Komaki 
and his fellow workers did a magnificent job of work. 

TOKYO - Paramount officials chatting with the staffs of 
Milano Za during the nm of "Nevada Smith," ^eft to right: 
Faramoiint general sales manager S. Hatano: Paramount public¬ 
ity manager T. Komaki (back to camera): Milano Za manager 
K. Akita; Paramount general manager J.G.Binstock; and exhib¬ 
ition dept, manager of Shin Nihon Co. Ltd., C. Harada. 

TOKYO - Super-high-level re¬ 
sults on "Nevada Smith" here had 
high-level showmanship to thank 
for quite a bit of the success. 
Here are sections of the lobby 
displays of the Milano Za and(at 
top) tne Pantheon. 

One of the several attention- 
getting posters prepared by the 
Japanese showmanship department 
for "Nevada Smith," This is a 
one-sheeter, multicolored. 

A typical advertisement in 
the thunderous campaign for 
"Nevada Smith," This one was in 
Sankei Shimbun of July 12, and 
measured 16 inches by 7 inches. 
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NEWS FROM THE BRANCHES 

ASSAULT ON A QUEEN is 
an adrenture thriller 
with many 'Queens.' One 
is of course that ocean¬ 
going beauty, the S. S. 
Queen Mary. Another is a 
blonde queen, Vima Lisi, 
shown here with co-star 
Frank Sinatra, 

The grandmother was 
all aglow one Sunday be¬ 
cause her grandchildren 
were coming for a week's 
visit with her. To exp¬ 
ress her delight she put 
five dollars into the 
offering plate. 

The next Sunday her 
grandchildren had just 
left. She put in ten 
dollars! 

I N L W Y 0 R KI It is said that there are 
8,000,000 stories in the big city. The first 
ten of them in the paramount Building are being 
converted into modern offices. The Hotel Astor, 
across the street, now closed, will soon be de¬ 
molished and an additional 40 stories will be 
added to the ever changing Times Souare scene. 
However, neither demolition nor renovation is 
the story in the New York Branch. 'Inauguration' 
- is the word as our powerful, exciting, stream 
of summer product gets under way. 

"Nevada Smith" opening in the keys 
7/20 and set on R.K.O. 8/31. 
"The Ten Commandments" on R.K.O. 
break 7/20 for 2 weeks. 
"Assault on a Queen" and "Waco" set 
in the keys 8/3 and R.K.O. 9/14. 
"This Property Is Condemned" set in 
the keys 8/17 and R.K.O. 1C/19. 

That not only inaugurates the summer but 
takes us well into the fall — and then of 
course there's "Alfie," opening 8/24 for a run, 
which will write a new success story in motion 
picture history. That brings us to 1967 and 
8,000,001. 
NEW ORLEANS June, July and August are 

"hot" months for Paramount product in the New 
Orleans area. We blasted off with "The Ten Com¬ 
mandments" followed by "Nevada Smith" and "This 
Property is Condemned". 

Frances Griffen has returned from her vaca¬ 
tion which, from all indications of her tan, 
must have been a very enjoyable one. Edgar 
Shinn, salesman, and yours truly have also had 
their vacations. Ur. Shinn went to Detroit to 
participate in the Coliseum Convention and I 
motored to Newport, Virginia to see my son, who 
had just returned from a tour of duty in Viet 
Nam, his wife and my grandson. Next vacationer 
will be Eddie Richard and Anna Power is to 

(Continued on Page 18) 

A Quartette of Merited U.S 

Phil 1 S a a C S appointed 
U.S. and Canadian 

Sales Director for Special Attractions, it is 
announced by Paramount's General Sales Mana¬ 
ger Charles Boasberg. 

Working under Boasberg's supervision, 
Isaacs will direct sales and bookings for 
Paramount's roadshow attraction, "Is Paris 
Burning?", and the special release of "Bol¬ 
shoi Ballet 67", witn other major releases to 
be placed under his supervision later. 

Isaacs joined the Paramount Home Office 
staff in January as Sales Manager for "The 
Ten Commandments." Previously with the 
International Telemeter Corporation, he has 
held various positions in the distribution 
department since 1946. 

General sales manager Charles Boasberg has, with plea¬ 
sure, announced the following promotions within the ranks 
of Paramount Film Distributing Corporation: Frank Carbone, 
former branch manager at Oklahoma City, has been named 
Denver branch manager. Verp Fletcher, former Denver branch 

manager, has been named assistant branch manager at Dallas. 
Paul Rice, former branch manager at Indianapolis, is the 
new branch manager at Oklahoma City. John Kane, former 
salesman at Philadelphia, has been made branch manager at 
Indianapolis. These changes became effective July 18th,19^6. 



“'Cht'Ien 
dommandments ” 

With many, many scores of engagements In the United 
States and Canada having proven that the new engage¬ 
ments of ''The Ten Commandments" can provide equal - and 
in most cases, better - revenue results than did the 
original roadshow runs of almost a decade ago, interest 
in the mighty Cecil B. De Mille production, world-wide, 
is mounting to showmanship-fever pitch. 

Evidence of this already has been found in the long- 
running engagement of the picture in London, and to an 
even greater degree in the tangible reactions gathered 
by Paramount International sales manager Milton Goldstein 
during his recent globe-encircling business tour. 

Beyond all shadow of a doubt, "The Ten Commandments" 
remains Paramount's topmost heirloom, golden-good for 
a^es to come! 

U.S, and Canadian 
business has been mag¬ 
nificent and will con¬ 
tribute a maior share 
in making 19o6 a fine 
year for Paramount, 

The recent engage¬ 
ment at 19 RKO Theat¬ 
res throughout the 
Greater New York met- 

(Continued 2nd col) 

MANILA, Philippines - During his recent 
visit here, Paramount International sales 
manager Milton Goldstein garnered a great 
deal of valuable newspaper space during his 
press interview, in behalf of the return 
of "The Ten Commandments.” 

As a result. Paramount manager A. S, 
Velasquez reports, the Galaxy Theatre in 
this city already has received a great many 
telephone calls as to when the great Cecil 
B. De Mille picture will be shown again. 

e-*AA 

inmiunnii*) 

'Wtfaf II 

LEFT 

A nostalgic 
review of some 
of the thousands 
of inspiring and 
unforgettable 
scenes that made 
"The Ten Comman¬ 
dments” the 
greatest of all 
Paramount pict¬ 
ures, and a film 
achievement that 
brought great 
dignity to our 
industry. 

i n 
USTORIA TMEAT* 

LONDON - Impressive front of the Astoria 
Theatre during the enormously successful pres¬ 
entation of Cecil B, DeMille's "The Ten Comm¬ 
andments," 

(cont, from col, 1) -ropolitan 
area represented the best opening ij 
for a Paramount pictiire in moi*e -than" 
two years on the RKO circuit, and 
theatres playing day and date with 
the circuit reported comparably top 
business. 

In London' (as shown at top)tho 
picture is a massive hit at the 
Astoria Theatre and was beginning 
the 7th week at latest report. Of 
particular significance was the big 
backlog of advance bookings, sure 
sign, in London, of a long-running 
attraction. 

WUSUUmJUD u. WmiJUlM 

•a,— 
n I%r“. 'MILTON COLD- 

, . STEIN] ■ 

BANOKOK^ rHillland - Beginning 
of the Daily News interview here 
with Milton Goldstein, in which 
he spoke of the new release of 
"The Ten Commandments” in 196?. 

MIGHTIER THAN EVER! 



Michael caine 
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„ "THE 
MAGNIFICENT" 

j 
(VILLA’S, of course! 
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Which “AI.FIE”? 

MELBOURNE, Australia - Paramount hosts greet 
their guests on arrival at the Barclay Theatre 
for the premiere of "Alfie," L to R: Bill Howard, 
Esquire Theatre; Paramount g.s.m. Jack Edwards; 
Mrs. Bill Howard; Robert L. Graham, Paramount 
managing director; Vivien Howard; Paramount's 
Victorian manager '"es ^oney and Paramount's adv¬ 
ertising and publicity manager Alan Wardrope. 

CABLE 

CABLE 

CABLE 

When "Alfie” opened at the 
brand new Paramount in Sydney, 
the premiere week's take was 
regarded as a record. But 
there must have been a few 
vacant seats, because the 2nd 
week went away above the first 
week, and the third week hit a 
new mark over the second. 

Meanwhile, the cables also 
started telling about the 
situation in Melbourne, where 
the Barclay Theatre also set a 
stack of records toppling. 

As matters now stand, all 
of Australia is very conscious 
of "Alfie" — largely because 
of the entertainment charm of 
the film itself, but also in 
no small part because of the 
wonderful campaign of showman¬ 
ship that the Paramount pub¬ 
licists created for the launc¬ 
hing of "Alfie." 

It should also be noted 
that in Australia, the critics 
were 100^ unanimous in praise, 
of the film. There was not one 
single dissenting note. And 
more than one critic also topl^ 
time out to givg praise to the 
superlative showmanship camp¬ 
aign with which "Alfie" was 
launched. 
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’’Alfie" Records 

ParamoTint's "Alfie" 
begins its American 
premiere engagement Aug. 
24 at the Coronet and 
New Embassy Theatres in 
New York. 

Michael Caine came to 
New York (from Louisiana 
location work on "Hurry 
Sundown"), for the premi¬ 
ere of "Alfie" - as we 
will picture for you in 
detail next issue. 

Even the cable companies 
love “Alfie,” because the film 
has created wave after wave of 
cables to New York concerning 
the overseas successes being 
scored by the %chael Caine 
starrer, Australia has proven a 
worthy successor to Britain in 
the hit-film parade. 

ANTWERP, Belgium - "Alfie" is a sheer triumph at the 
Pathe Theatre here. Although in only the 3rd week when 
the above photo was made, the Michael Caine wonderfilm 
had completed its 5th week on August 5th and was contin¬ 
uing indefinitely. 

m 

filHEBR 
tRRBBERI 

MICHAEL 
CAINE 

The U.S. records industry 
is literally ablaze with inter¬ 
est and excitement over the 
many popular discs inspired by 
Paramount's "Alfie." Above is 
a full-page advertisement in 
the July 30th issue of Bill¬ 
board, one of the top two week¬ 
lies devoted to records. 

....and here is a full-page ad 
in the July 30th issue of Cash 
Box magazine, the other top 
record weekly. 

"Amazing 3rd.""Record 2nd" 
These were the summations in the box-office columns of 

The Film Weekly of Australia in reporting the accomplish¬ 
ments of "Alfie" in Sydney and Melbourne, The "Amazing 3rd." 
referred to what had happened at the Sydney Paramount at 
the start of the 4th week. The "Record 2nd." was the story 
at the start of the 3rd. week at the Melbourne Barclay. 

"Alfie" has honorably earned the designation of super¬ 
successful in its engagements to date.,.,and the reverber¬ 
ating boom continues. 



INTERNATIONAL IDEA 
SESSION IN PARIS 

STOCKPILING THE 
SHOWMANSHIP FUEL 
FOR "IS 
PARIS BURNING?” 

Henri Michaud, Continental general manager and vice 
president of Paramount International Films, opens the 

ParamoTint advertising and publicity meeting in the Chaillot Rocmi of the Hilton-Paris Hotel. 

“IS PARIS BURNING?'',THE PICTURE 
THE WORLD IS BTTRNING TO SEE 

The Delegates. . 
L to R; Odette Ferry (France), 

Hans Menasse (Austria), Ronnie 
Gerschtanowitz (Paris Publicity 
H.Q.), Jan van Leeuwen (Hollano), 
Milton Goldstein (New York), 
Leslie Pound (Asst. Publicity 
mgr., London), Werner Rochau 
(Germany), Larry Collins (co¬ 
author, "Is Paris Buming"?"), 
Edward Weckerle (Switzerland), 
Gerry Lewis (London), Walter 
Fuchs (Sweden), Michel Drach- 
oussoff (Belgium), Dominique 
Lapierre (cc-author), John 
Nelson-Sullivan (Paris), Vieri 
Niccoli (Italy), Jaime Arias 
(Spain). 

Missing from picture: Joseph 
Friedman, Guenter Schack, Mario 
Natale CPublicity Counsellor 
for the picture in Italy) and 
Lindsey Jones (assistant to 
John Nelson-Suilivan). 

executives from the United States, Great 
Britain and nine European countries met in 
Paris on July 25th for a two-day marketing 
and merchandising seminar on '‘Is Paris Bur¬ 
ning? " 

International workshop meetings of this type are 
designed to implement the global promotional campaign 
for the Fall roadshow premieres of "Is Paris Burning?" 
based on the advertising, publicity and showmanship 
concepts developed in regional meetings in the United 
States, Great Britain, France, Italy, Germany, Spain, 
Belgium, Holland, Austria, Switzerland and Sweden. 

Climaxing a year of extensive pre-release promot¬ 
ional activities by Paramount promotion specialists on 
a worldwide basis, the seminar marked the formal 
launching of the release phase of the company's mass¬ 
ive, all-media campaign for "Is Paris Burning?" 

Directing the meetings was Joseph Friedman, Para¬ 
mount vice-president and director of advertising and 
public relations, together with Guenter Schack, adver¬ 
tising-publicity director of Paramount International; 
John Nelson-Sullivan, continental advertising-public¬ 
ity director; and Hy Hollinger, director of special 
projects. _ 

Co-authors of "Is Paris Burning?", Dominique Lapieire 
(at left) and Larry Collins, hold the showmanship port¬ 
folio assembled for the meeting. At left are Guenter 
Schack and Joseph Friedman; at right, Hy Hollinger. 

RIGHT 

Joe Friedman shows co¬ 
authors Larry Collins and 
Dominique Lapierre some of 
the highlights of the ad¬ 
vertising campaign for "Is 
Paris Burning?" 
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A Unioue Cover. 
Burn Parist" was the order that had come shriekino over the ohonel 

La Tour Eiffel La Madeleine • L’Hotel de Ville ILLJ 

L'Arc de Triomphe Le Sacre-Coeur Le Louvre 

Le Tombeau de Napoleon Notre-Dame L’Opera 

BURN THEM 
TOKYO - Jime Issue of the internationally- 

circulating Movie/TT Marketing carried a pair of 
massive Paramount advertisements. The fold-under 
front cover, vfhen opened out, carried this fine 
and forceful announcement on "Is Paris Burning*?" 

Now a name soon a legend! 
JOSEPH L LEVINE 
prewintti 

STEVE 

KARL MALDEN 
BRIAN KEITH 
ARTHUR KENNEDY and 
SUZANNE PLESHEHE 

RAFVAliONE JANET HAHBOUN • HOWARD DA SILVA ■ PAT HINBli m MARnill LANDAU • iaHNliom HAYB • hSIoIbi'ns 
AtmoKEmM JOSEPHS LEVINE .HENRY HATHAWAY ■ • isouuniooow ■ iHuuiiiiMiPffinK ^ 

....and on the reverse of the double-page sized 
front cover was this double-spread for "Nevada 
Smith." Both spreads were in full color, and 
the one for "Nevada Smith" undoubtedly contrib¬ 
uted to the massive, precedent-setting success 
which this picture in curently enjoying in Japan. 

KAMAKURA - Poster tower at this famous resort spreading 
the news about "Nevada Smith" from July 1st to August Slst. 
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"Nevada Smith" was effecti¬ 
vely postered at all of Tokyq^'s 
railroad stations. Above is one 
example of this. 



FILM EVENTS IN THE 

FAR EAST 

Singapore Showmanship 
Organisation's Carl V. Kannappan in connection with the Cathay Theatre's 
presentation of "The Oscar." One was a fashion show in.which a statuette 
was awarded for the best-designed dress; the other was a talent quest. 
Above are some pictorial results from the highly effective two-pronged 
showmanship. In the first picture, the statuette for the best-designed 
dress went to Miss Margaret Van Meel, who only recently was crowned Miss 
Singapore in a local beauty contest. Next photo is of one of the models 
in the fashion show (and please note the liberal credit to "The Oscar"). 
Young lady in the third picture is Marie Tang, who thrilled the audience 
with a lively number, and came out the talent winner. In the fourth pic¬ 
ture, Miss Tang is with the second and third place winners. H.S.Ong, at 
right, was second, and Laurence Lim was third. The entire show was very 
popularly received by capacity audiences. 

SlUW 

BOMBAY - According to the 
rapturous report of General Man¬ 
ager K.S.Vaidyanathan, "The Spy 
Who Came In From The Cold" had 
proven to be "a sizzling succ¬ 
ess" even through the end of the 
second week. Every sign then 
pointed to the fact that the New 
Empire Theatre had a long-time 
winner. Scene above is of the 
opening-day throng at the New 
Empire. 

Singapore Airport as Paramount Inter- 
Llton Go] 

SINGAPORE - Scene at 
national sales manager Milton Goldstein and Far East division 
manager Syend A. Henriksen arrived, (This was an }j»Portant atop 
on Mr. Goldstein's sales journey around the world). From left: 
Yeoh Guan Yew, circuit manager of Cathay Organisation; Yuan 
Kao, Paramount manager, Singapore; Mr, Henriksen; Miss Aita 
Sarawak, Cathay Keris film actress; Mr, Goldstein; Miss Rose 
Yatlmah, Cathay Keris film actress and Mrs, Yuan Kao, 

AT LEFT 

Milton Goldstein is garlanded 
by Miss Rose Yatlmah, Cathay 
Keris film actress. 

In the lower picture, Mr, 
Henriksen is garlanded by Miss 
Alta Sarawak, with Cathay circuit 
manager Yeoh Guan Yew looking on. 

BELOW 
BANGKOK - Front- 

of-house showmanship 
was but part of the 
excellwit campaign 
given Elvis Presley 
and Hal Wallis' "Par¬ 
adise, Hawaiian Style" 
by the always enter¬ 
prising Paramount 
Theatre management 
here. 

HONG KONG - Predictions of 
fine upcoming business are ev¬ 
ident in this optimistic group, 
photographed in the Mandarin 
Hotel during the visit of Para¬ 
mount International's sales 
manager, Milton Goldstein (cen¬ 
tre), Far East division manager 
Svend Henriksen at left, Hong 
Kong manager H.S.Moh in the 
Hong Kong suit. 

RIGHT 
Exciting lobby display in 

Taipei's Ambassador Theatre for 
"Red Line 7000." 

TAIPEI, Taiwan - For 
"The Naked Prey," the en¬ 
terprising management of 
the Ambassador*Theatre 
conceived and created 
this ambitiou.s poster. It 
was a wonderful btisiness 
stimulator. 

r 
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MICHilt CAREY, making her motion 
picture debut with John Wayne (shown) 
and Robert Mitchum in Paramount's "El¬ 
dorado," is introduced to the readers 
of i^squire Magazine in a three-page 
pictorial essay in the August issue. 

Two pages of the lay-out of photos 
by Don Omltz are in full color. Esq¬ 
uire notes that Miss Carey "plans to 
have a great career," and comments 
that on the basis of the evidence she 
has shown to date "there seems to be 
no reason why she shouldn't." 

Howard Hawks produced and direct¬ 
ed "Eldorado," Technicolor outdoor 
adventure which is one of Paramount's 
major upcoming releases. 

ON LOCATION IN SPAIN 

IhOLLYWOOD HlGHLIGHTSl 
I i V* 0*^ 

Shown here with star-of-the-film 
Michael Caine is Eva Renzi,beautiful 
young German actress, who has the 
i'eraale lead in "Funeral In Berlin." 

Miss Renzi plays the glamorous 
undercover agent Samantha Steel, and 
was selected for the role by produc¬ 
ers Harry Saltzman and Charles Kasher 
when Anjanette Comer was forced to 
withdraw from the film because of ill¬ 
ness. Miss Renzi is 21 years old. 

"Funeral In Berlin," film version 
of Len Deighton's best-selling novel, 
was directed by Guy Hamilton in color 
with Oscar Homolka also starred. 

SID CAESAR registered so 
solidly in William Castle's 
spook-spoof. "The Spirit Is 
Willing," that the producer at 
once slmed him for "The Busy 
Body." Tstory at bottom of page) 

PAMPLONA, Spain — 
Director Russell Rouse 
("The Oscar") stages a 
portion of the Pamplona 
Fair bull run on an anc¬ 
ient narrow street near 
the cathedral for the 
Joseph E. Levine presen¬ 
tation, "The Caper of 
the Golden Bulls," co- 
starring Stephen Boyd 
and Giovanna Ralli. It 
is an Embassy-Paramount 
co-production to be re¬ 
leased world-wide by 
Paramount except in the 
U.S. and Canada. 

"The Busy Body," a modem gangster spoof, has 
been set as producer-director William Castle's 
next motion picture production for Paramount. (He 
recently completed "The Spirit Is Willing"). The 
film, based on a novel by Donald Westlake, is 
scheduled to go into actual production early in 
October. 

"The Busy Body," which is being written for 
the screen by Ben Starr, recounts the macabre and 
hilarious adventures of a neophyte gangster, a WILLIAM CASTLE 
beautiful swindler, a strip teaser and a sentimental criminal, 
all of whom are trying to recover a body worth a fortune. 

Renowned international costume creator 
Edith Head showing to director-producer George 
Sidney and star Ann-Margret some of the unique 
and dazzling outfits she has created for "The 
Swinger," one of the gayest comedies to bear the 
Paramount trade mark in years. 



BUSINESS IN BRITAIN 
The Paramount business 

reports from London are all 
fine, especially on "Nevada 
Smith" and "The Ten Comman¬ 
dments*" The fonner, in 
the first week at the Plaza, 
topped the superb record 
established recently by 
"The Sons of Katie Elder,” 
by a very large margin. 

(Details: Page3) 

The scene at right represents 
a fine gesture by John Burnell, 
Paramount's todio and TV repres¬ 
entative in London, his wife,Una 
and son, Fergus. Tneir self- 
explanatory 'saloon' at the rec¬ 
ent Cinema and Television Benev¬ 
olent Fund fete raised Fifty 
Pounds for the Charity, and at 
the same time focussed a lot of 
attention on "Nevada Smith,"which 
opened at the Plaza shortly af¬ 
terwards. The more than 100 bott¬ 
les which stocked the 'saloon' 
were 'acquired,' probably at 
blank gunpoint from fellow Para¬ 
mount eers. 

QiAMPA® 

to auiB 
jaLOOJI I 

^iHi 

Ww}M 

London Critiaue on 
"Nevada Smith". 

This was the summation of The Dally 
Cinema of July 27th on "Nevada Smith": 

RATING: Action-packed tale of rev¬ 
enge and redemption, bristling with gutsy 
Incident, glib human Interest, vicious 
thrills and strong character performances; 
knowingly filmed by veteran Henry Hath¬ 
away. Infallible box-office star 

spectacular. 

STYLE M 

^>1^1$ PRESLEY 
paraoise- 

HAWAIIAN style 

LONDON - The new decorative look 
on the staunch and steadfast Plaza 
during the highly successful engage¬ 
ment of Hal Wallis' "Paradise .Hawall- 

LONDON - Unintentional but highly 
effective publicity for "Nevada Smith 
was this London bus which burst into 
flames spontaneously at Marble Arch. 
Bus was empty, going to the depot for 
repairs. Daily Express photo was sew 
all over Britain on July 30th, which 
was good for "Nevada Smith" and the 
Plaza. Picture was 3 columns wide. 

LONDON - Suzanna Leigh, co-star 
with Elvis Presley in Hal Wallis' 
"Paradise, Hawaiian Style," is one of 
the most indefatigable press-agents 
for her pictures that the industry 
has today. She recently did a circuit 
of five cities in Britain - Brighton, 
Cardiff, Carlisle, Newcastle and Bir¬ 
mingham ~ and is 'aching' for anotlier 
tour. She is shown above meeting the 
Birmingham press. 

an Style." 
(Note: Sign at left says PEDESTR¬ 

IANS LOOK LEFT. So they all moved to 
the left to get out of the way of the 
photographer. All, that is, except 
those that packed the Plaza). 

London's Plaza also went pictor¬ 
ial with its front for "The Oscar," 
the effective art work proving a not¬ 
able factor in attracting audiences. 

Here Suzanna is being welcomed to 
Brighton by Jack Wright, ABC Theatre 
manager. (The heaping pile of press 
clippings forwarded to New York att¬ 
ests to the high success of Suzanna 
Leigh's tour ~ and the popularity of 
"Paradise, Hawaiian Style.") 
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That moment when 
silence is at once oppr¬ 
essive and repressive.ls 
deliciously depicted by 
Tony Curtis and Rosanna 
Schiaffino in the cutely 
titled "Arriverderchl, 
Babyl" 

It is better to ask 
some of the questions 
than to know all of the 
answers. , „ , 

- James Thurber 

A Rock Hudson that 
the world has never seen 
before is what is promised 
(and delivered) in the 
Ed Lewls-John Frankenhei- 
raer production, "Seconds.” 

Pictures of the very 
important event reported 
at right will appear in 
next month's issue. 

LE NOTIZIE PARAMOUNT 
CONTINUANO AD ESSERE 
DELLA MASS IMA 
IMPORTANZA 

in PAiaS BUhNlNCT e queel pronto e 
del Pere lOuntistl di tut to 11 nionrio non potrebbe 
ef^^ere plii plane j' liiterer.se e di prc fondo entu- 

slf:3 lO. icon o'e oraiel elcun dubbio che puerto 

film Peremount -IncontestnblImente 11 plu grandl_ 

80 dopo I DIECl C0‘:ANDAMEI.T1- costltulsca I'evvo- 
nl:uento plii Importente dolln noetre Cese, In me- 

terla di produzione, In oltre died nnni, ed e 
In tele rlnnovetn atuosfcrfa di grandezze che 

guardiemo tutti con Irapazlenza alle sue prossl.ue 

'’prime'* e Parigi , New York e Hollywood. 

A proposlto di I HINCI nON/TdAVlCNT] , tenl'-io 
a rlpetorvi che,in qualsiasl sue rttuale proiezlc 

ne negll Stoti Unit! e Cenadl, le clfre ddncassl 

hanno superato dl gran lunga quelle delle progrm: 
mazlonl originell 1 cul prezzl, a post! riaervetl, 

f-reno neturalmente superior!. In cueato nuwero 
troverete dettngli anche sul trlonfo che le peld 

cola he recentemente avuto al cino;:iti Astoria dl 

Tundra. 

T.e Spogna e state durante 11 mese di lugllo 

teetro dell'appesalonante riprese cinematogrefl- 

cb d'un film d'ezione che piecerfe immensamente 

In tutto 11 mondo. E* una produzione Embassy, 
per dlstribuzione mondlele peremDunt meno Stati 

Tjnltl e Cenadfe, dal tltolo THF. CAPER OF 17111 
GOLDEN BULLS, con Stephen Boyd nel ruolo prlncl- 
pele. La storla, carlcn di movimento ed eioozlo- 

ne, si base su un avvenimento che ha luogo ognl 
enno e Pamplona, doe una corce dl giovanl tori 

per le vie delle clttfe e durtnte le quale erditl 

giovanl Sptgnoli gerergiano di egilitfc e corag- 

gio con la forze del tori, in plena strede. 

II giro mondiale di ’ llton Goldatein, direct 

tore delle vend!te delle paramount International 

•i svolto con perfetto successo, e in questo 

numero troverete un resoconto degli evvenimenti 
piu importentl in merito, con quelche foto presf 

lungo il corso del viaggio. 

•1 tre grand! film presentati delle paramount 

quest’estate, cioe NEVADA SL'ITH, THIS PROPIIRTY 

IS CONDEIZNED e ASSAULT ON A QUEEN, ben tutti avu 
to uno splendido auccesso. Sono lavori che In- 

contrano il pieno favore del pubblico e il Serv^ 

zio Vendite della pare.LOunt he seputo veremente 

convincere gli esercentl degli Stetl Unitl c 

I'enad?' delle izzaenae possiblllt?' commei'ciali di 

Michael Caine and Jane Fonda are concer¬ 
ned with a minor domestic disaster in Otto 
Preminger's Paramount production of "Hurry 
Sundown." 

quBste pellicole. 

ALFIE continua ad er sere una delle core plCi 

belle che riano capitate aII’organlzzazione 

Paramount, fuerta com.,iedia drau.:;fctlca ^ ora in 

programmazlone in Auatr?lia dove ata acatenendo 
,un entusiesmo sonza fine. Pritr* chc 11 fi I.t. 

uaclsee epuiamo sentito raccontare storlelle 
divertentl come quelle dl alcuni tifosi dl cine- 

at> che hanno cerceto dl offrlre del :oldl per 

arrivare ed easlstere ad una delle vislonl pri¬ 

vate di queato film di f.icheel Caine, mentre 

quelcuno che e effettivemente riusclto nell'ln- 
tonto dl vedere il film h quasi essurto di grado 

agli occhi del propri nirdcl. Per quanto concer 

ne gli stati Unlti, le paramount non r,l A uel 

trovate di fronte a una richieste taimente Inai- 
stente, o meglio quasi aggressiva, da.parte 

degli esercentl per 11 nolegglo dl un film, 

■’ubbllcheremo presto del reaocontl dettagllati 
clrco I’uscita di questo film in Anierlca, e 

tutto fa credere che saranno notizie cosl 

Infiammontl che converrft quasi quasi stamperle 
su amlanto. 

In breve, 1’entusiesmo della Paramount e 
in continuo crescendo, rlspetto aia al grandl 

film usciti da poco che a quelll di prossima 
irogr a mmn z i one. 

Stiamo veramante ewiandoci verso una 
nuova era di grandezzat 

"The Oscar" Hailed At Taormina 
On August 5th, Paramount International presid-ent James E.Perkins 

received the following informative and colorful cable from Pllade 
Levi, Paramotint general manager in Italy: 

"THE OSCAR" LAST NIGHT WAS WO^IDERFlILLY RECEIVED AT THE BtA'iITFITL 
TAORMINA GR1;EK THEATRE. HUGE CLASS AUDIENCE FILLING THE HISTORIC 
THEATRE INCLUDED MINISTER OF E*'TERTAINKE’'!? CORONA AND MAN^Y INTERNAT¬ 
IONALLY KNOWN PERSONALITIES INCLUDING R03SANA SCHIAFFINO, IRI^'A 
DEMIK, BIBI A^niE.R30N, INGRID TULIN, AMEDEO NAZZARI, MONICA Vmi, 
DIRtXlTOR COMENCINI AND MANY OTHERS. PUBLIC LOVED THE PICTtlRE, AiP- 
LAUDING STlPHuN BOYD AND SPLENDID PERFORMANCES OF STAR-STUDDED CAST. 
AFTER PERFORMANCE PEOPLE CONTINUED DISCUSSING PICTURE, UNANIMOUSLY 
LIKING IT. REVIEWS ARE GOOD. ALSO HAVE WIDE PHOTO AND ARTICLE COVER¬ 
AGE BY WllKLIES A^D DAILIES. THIS EVENT WILL Dc,FINITELY HELP PICTURE. 

FULL DOCUMENTATION AND REVIEWS WILL FOLLOW. , 
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EUROPE 

PARIS - Front 
of the Paramount 
for "The Oscar," 
but also with a 
powerful plug for 
"Is Paris Burn¬ 
ing?" which will 
be seen by mill¬ 
ions of the Paris 
public before the 
great film opens. 

MADRID - Front of the Roxy Cinema 
during the engagement of "Sands of 
the Kalahari," 

NIWIOIK- Guenter 
Schack, advertising- Fabliclty director 

or Paramount Inter¬ 
national, is in Eur¬ 
ope for several wedcs 
for showmanship con¬ 
ferences on "Is Paris 
Burning?" He will 
hold meetings in Lon¬ 
don before returning 
here early in Septem¬ 
ber. 

TEL-AVIV, Israel - Back and front covers 
of the Hebrew pocketbook edition of "The Spy 
Who Came In From The Cold." This edition was 
quickly produced because the hard-cover edit¬ 
ion was virtually sold out when Paramount 
manager Ladislav Koch wrote on July 13th,and 
because the Paramount picture was continuing 
to experience a fantastic success at the Cin¬ 
ema Allenby. Let us quote Mr, Koch: 

"It will interest you to know that the 
picture is grossing fantastlcallv (l seldom 
use this phrase). For instance, the box- 
office of the Allenby. which for this picture 
is opening daily at 11, did not have any 
tickets by noon-time for the evening perfor¬ 
mance. This is something which I cannot re¬ 
member ever happening here before," 

RIGHT 

PARIS - Intriguing 
and beguiling front of 
the Paramount Theatre 
for "The Oscar," being 
shown in the French- 
language version. 

NEW YORK - Harry L. Bruckman, assistant 
general manager in Italy, is guest of honor at 
a Home Office luncheon offered by ParamoTint 
International president James E. Perkins, From 
L to R; J, William Piper, Milton Klrshenberg, 
George G. Hoff, Mr. Perkins, Mr. Bruckman, 
Armand Cardea, Hy Smith. 

BARCELONA - Group photograph 
(taken by Jaime Arias) on the 
occasion of the recent visit of 
Paramount International presid¬ 
ent James E. Perkins. L to R: 
Angel Herrero, Alberto Arraengel, 
Henri Michaud, Mr. Perkins, 
Frank A. Siter, J. Olmos, S. 
Balcells, J.Kenard, E. Julia. 

In one of the most ex¬ 
tensive uses of a teaser 
trailer. Paramount has 
prepared a three-minute 
teaser for "Is Paris Bur¬ 
ning?" in 20 different 
languages. 

Alteady screening in 
the United States and 
many countries abroad,the 
trailer is being made 
available in 
ENGLISH 
SPANISH 
ITALIAN 
FRENCH 
GERMAN 
FLEMISH 
JAPANESE 
CHINESE 
SWEDISH 
DUTCH 
FINNISH 
NORWEGIAN 
DANISH 
PORTUGUESE 
THAI 
GREEK 
LEBANESE 
HEBREW 
TAGALOG 
BURMESE 

Additional languages 
will be added later. 
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TOWY CURTIS and ROSANNA SCHIFFIANO 

”Arrivederch i , Baby I” 



U.S. SHOWMANSHIP FOR 
” IS PARIS BURNING?” 
COVERS AN IMPORTANT 
EVENT IN P ITTSBURGH 

These were the hands 
of the 'liberated' of 
Paris as the 'liberators' 
moved in. It is one of 
the hundreds of ?reat 
spiritual moments in 
"Is Paris Burning?" 

PITTSBURGH, Pennsylvania - The Fcnrth Div¬ 
ision of the United States Army, whose exj^loits 
are recounted in Paramount’s "Is Paris Burning?” 
has been gifted by the people of Ste. Marie Du 
Pont, France, with a site on Utah Beach in Mer¬ 
man dy for a monument in appreciation of the 
unit’s role in the D-Day invasion and the liber¬ 
ation of Paris during World War IT. 

Announcement of the gift was made at the Fourth Division 

Association's annual convention here, at which President 

William Knapp expressed the hope that the task of raising 

$25,000 for the monument would be facilitated by the renewed 

interest in the Fourth Division's accomplishments through 

the release of "Is Paris Burning?" later this year. 

Paraijount participated in the convention with special 

literature and displays on the film. Ace publicist Mike 

Weinberg was here for a full week arranging press, TV and 

radio interviews and superintending the distribution of 

special material on the big film. Many of the 400 World 

War II in Pittsburgh for the event participated in the in¬ 

terviews which will be used to promote the picture at the 

time of its national release. 

SYDNEY - Paramount showriianship for "Is 
Paris Burning?" just about represented the 
apex of the recent annual Movie Ball, and the 
big picture romped away with highest honours. 
Cinesound newsreel (above) records the arri¬ 
val of one of the two Pararaounteer units in 
behalf of "Is Paris Burning?" (the other one 
is shown on Page 4). The Paramounteers here, 
f’'om left, are N.S.W.. booker Lindsay Jones, 
Norma Coffey, N.S.W. booker Ray Symons and 
Flora Curran. 

"JUDITH" NOTE 

Be sure to read the cable on Page 24 
reporting the enormous success scored by 
"Judith" at the Cine Opera in Bogota, 
Colombia, South America. The Sophia 
Loren picture attracted audiences compar- 
to those gathering for a presidential 
inauguration. _ 

l.ihi’raliufi l*ftri^. a jond nit‘innr> for hrnneth Dm 

’Iw* l)i\i>ii)n HohU (!on\rntion 

'■ lletiidon HereProinnls 
WorU r«r // stones 

I,, Oiri infanlivnipn nfver old battles they 
■111 have tought. and toimcr Technical Sergeant Kenneth 
'■ Davis is no exception, 

Davis, of Homer City, Indiana County, was a :!3- 
“I year-old platoon sergeant on Aug. 25, 1944, when his 

division fho 4th Inlaniiy oi *- ^— — 
Division sent him and; What's mor#*, the‘ Ivy" DM. 

his buddies into Paris lo bat-ision has a starring role in 
iIp Sa/.\s. then Jleeing the; the soon-to be released movie 

I I'lenfh rapiial. and any Com-;based on the book- 
n a rnum.vt Kimciimrn vsith plans' 
ms :io lake c^fr the dt\. ■ , 

I Davi.A’ mi5iadvcntui e with 
Miffpfv ( ,.n. it-slon ' ,,.uek is cited in the h<.rtk. 

It u.i'. a liangeiiius afsig” but nor mentioned aw 
ment. and Dax w foU. His Jeep four b.TttJe wounds he so/. 
\‘..(s tirniojished by a truck feicd before Germany sid 

in- a hlghl>-excited rendered, or the Bion/e Star 
I'l•uu-Jimari and the sergeant he won. 
'-uffered a funcu>sion. ^ Davis revealed that the cur- 

DaViS mem«un s of World renr-4fh Division is now at 

PITTSBURGH - One of the 
former U.S. servicemen partici¬ 
pating in the reunion (and who 
had actually, in 1944, taken 
part in the liberation of Paris), 
was former Technical Sergeant 
Kenneth Davis, shown above with 
one of the 'liberation' stills 
from "Is Paris Burning?" 

This newspaper excerpt was 
typical of the very extensive 
coverage given the event (and 
"Is Paris Burning?") by the 
Pittsburgh press generally. 

LEFT 
This Is the front of the 

Mllanoza Theatre in Tokyo as 
arrayed for the super-success¬ 
ful engagement of "Nevada 
Smith." 

This success represented a 
section of a report to Presid¬ 
ent George Weltner by Milton 
Goldstein, in which Paramount 
International's sales manager 
told of the enormous success of 
NEVADA SMITH in the United 
Kingdom and Japan (the only 
international territories of 
release to date), noting that 
in the key situation in England 
the picture is "75^ ahead of 
'Katie Elder' and in many cases 
Exceeding 'Carpetbaggers'." 
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’’ONE OF THE ALL-TIME GREATEST 
BOX-OFFICE COMEDIES" 

- CHARLES BOASBERG 

We sneak-previewed ARRIVEDERCHI, BABYl last 

night at the Victoria Theatre and, never in 

my life have I experienced such a tremendous 

audience reaction. 

The picture is one big laugh from beginning 

to end and all the exhibitors who saw it are 

standing in line to buy it. Never has there 

been a picture more made-to-order for the 

New Year's holidays. 

ARRIVERDERCHI, BABY! will take its place 

among the greatest box office comedies! 

"You may have other loves In your 
life," she says, "but this one's 
going to last.and ^ the lasti" 

-ftjsama ScWafflno to Tony Curtis 

Barbara Harris, Rosa¬ 
lind Russell and Robert 
Morse resolve, In a quite 
bizarre fashion, an emot¬ 
ional tangle in "Oh Dad, 
Poor Dad, Mamma's Hung 
You in the Closet and I'm 
Peelin' So Sad." 

There is no one 
sadder than the status 
seeker who drives home 
in his new car and finds 
his neighbors are all 
away. 

BRANCH NEWS (from Page 6) 

follow when Eddie returns. 
V/e are expecting a visit from Ernest Sands 

and wife, Ed De Berry and Phil Isaacs. We hope 
they have an enjoyable time while surveying our 
area. 

We have been getting some very good reports 
on the production of "Hurry Sundown" which is 
currently being produced in Baton Rouge which is 
only 84 miles from New Orleans. '!ie remember 
that many of the great grossing pictures were 
made right here in the South. Jie are looking 
forward to the release of this picture by Otto 
Preminger. 

- Clyde J. Daigle 

DALLAS All of us in Dallas are pleased 
as punch over the marvelous box office receptioi 
afforded "Nevada Smith" throughout our territory 
and especially here in Dallas where the picture 
set a new opening day and opening week record 
at the Cinema-North Park with opening day re¬ 
ceipts 27% higher than any previous opiening. 
Actually, this comes as no surprise as we all 
feel "Nevada" is an exceptionally fine motion 

Man's world — man's private world,that 
is — appears to be shrinking. And in one or 
more senses, "The Swinger" can be held res¬ 
ponsible, In the case above, the characters 
portrayed by Tony Franciosa and Robert Coote 
are, respectively, embarrassed and intrigued. 
But "The Swinger" herself (Ann-Margret) is 
determined, fearless, compulsive and imjDuls- 
ive — and of course she gets what she wants. 

picture. We are looking forward hopefully to 
the further adventures of Vax Sand, 

Bill Schaefer, Southwestern advertising 
publicity manager, recently participated in the 
judging of the "Miss Tan America" contest which 
is held in Dallas annually and is nationally 
televised. 

We extend congratulations and best wishes 
to the contract department's Hazel Byrom who 
became Hazel Helm on July 9. She and her hus¬ 
band honeymooned in Colorado. 

Farewells are in order for the booking 
department's Lucille Johnston who left us after 
six years. Best wishes from all of us. 

- Sharon Guernsey 

NNEAPOLIS South Dakota exhibi¬ 
tor Earl Neumeister! of 

the Riata Theatre in Wall, S.D., has written 
us in connection with the August short subject 
drive, addressing his letter to Bonnie Lynch, 
since we have dedicated this drive to Bonnie. 
He said: 

"I'll never forget when you were my bocker 
years ago. You filled my dates as requested, 
and promptly. Then, recently, although you 
were off duty on Saturday, I 'phoned and you 
got on the job and shipped out 'Blue Hawaii' 
by air so I wouldn't miss out. Also, how you 
arranged for my changeover in truck shipping 
from Buckingham to Barber when the former dis¬ 
continued delivering.Yes, I remember 
Bonnie." ' 

"P.S. Mr. Neumeister gave us 22 short sub¬ 
ject dates in August in his three one-change 
towns, even though he explained he had all 
long features and normally would not need any 

- F.C.Hyers 

The Film Daily liked the A.C.Lyles 

production, "WACO," to the extent of saying 
that 

RO!?SING ACTION AND STRONG SUSPENSE 
mark this LYLES PRODUCTION. 



TORONTO - Mickey Stevenson, Paramount gen¬ 
eral manager in Canada, and a licensed pilot, 
avoids the inconvenience of airline schedules by 
the do-it-yourself method. Mr. Stevenson insists 
that there is nothing novel in what he is doing 
and that privately owned and operated aircraft 
are being used in ever expanding numbers by cop- S orations and executives all over Canada and the 
nited States. 

Above. Stevenson is greeted at Cartierville 
Airport, Quebec, by Montreal branch manager 
Romeo Goudreau, after completing a flight from 
Toronto in a Beechcraft Musketeer (which he de¬ 
scribes as a great little airplane). 

NEW YORK- The contest to select "Miss Naked 
Prey" gave the crown to Miss Gigette Renler, an 
actress and model from Connecticut. Miss Renier 
is shown here receiving the crown from Maureen 
Nichols (Miss New York City) at a ceremony at 
Gallagher's Restaurant. (Your attention is par¬ 
ticularly called to Miss Renier's fingernails, 
which may or may not have been a contributing 
factor to her selection). 

Miss Renier is a platinum blonde with hazel 
eyes, who measures a stunning 36-I85-32. She has 
appeared in three motion pictures, including 
"Goldfinger." 

NEW YORK, NY - Here are members of the 
mbassy Pictures softball team vanquished by the 
lard-hitting Paramount softballers in Central 
'ark on July 12th. Standing, L to Rt Ed Rosw- 
•rantz. Vlnny lacono, Hy Levine, Ted Spiegel, 
lob Stoker, D.J.Edele. In front: Harold Lager, 
lavid Weitzner, Mike Todd, Jr.,Lou Edelman. 

NEW YORK - The 
Victoria Theatre on 
Broadway believes 
that there's a div¬ 
idend in telling 
the public that 
"Nevada Smith" is 
"A Paramount Pict¬ 
ure" via the marq¬ 
uee. They did the 
same thing later in 
releasing "This 
Property Is Condem¬ 
ned." 

RIGHT 

Hawaiian girls in 
San Francisco during 
the recent Shriners 
Convention, promoting 
"Paradise, Hawaiian 
Style" with heralds and 
orchids for cable-car 
travelers. 

August 24th is to be the day when the 
American filmgoing public will get to meet 
"Alfie." Introductions will be at the New 
E>nbassy and Coronet in New York, and it is 
expected to be a case of love at first sight. 

"THE NAKED PREY" on August 9th began to 
9th week of its New York premiere engagement 
at the New Embassy Theatre on Broadway. 

INTERESTING PARAMOUNT EVENTS 

IheU.S. & CANADA 



BOMIFACE'S HOLIDAY, a clever and amusing cartoon 

type two-reel short will be released in September as a 

companion subject to BOLSHOI BALLET '67. Picture is a 

comedy about a friendly lion, a character that the 

world is going to love. 

PARAMOUNT MEETING 
CINEMA DEMAND FOR 

S 0 C K 0 SHORTS 

"CHOP-CHOP" is the 
title of the Winik Films 
"Sports In Action" short on 
Karate, reputedly the fast- 
est growing sport today. It 
features youngsters who are 
1 .aming the sport, and 
'black belt' experts who 
already know, and thrillto, 
the sport of karate. 

Winik Films also have 
completed another "Sports 
In Action" short feature, 
"The Winning Strain." We 
feature on another page a 
scene from this thrHling 
short feature which shows 
many of the greatest athle¬ 
tes of the world in the 
very act of establishing 
new world's records. 

NEW YORK CITY - Paramount's 
New York branch is participat¬ 
ing full-scale in the August 
Short Features Drive, One of 
their publicity-sales gimmicks 
is this original and ingenious 
'flier' sent to all of the 
territory's exhibitors. K eep Yonr 

-SIlo^Ts on 
In Au^Tist 

a sKcrt way to a PARAMOUHT 
bo)( office. 

bc»K PQ.ra.mount shorts- 

Aug. 3 —Sept. 6 

The spirit in which 
the domestic branches 

have accepted the import¬ 
ance of the August Short 
Features Drive is demon¬ 
strated by the wave of 

clever, effective and 

results-producing letters 
and fliers directed at 
the nation's exhibitors. 
Two of these are illustr¬ 
ated on this page. The 

one at left is from the 
Seattle branch. 

SALT LAKE CITY, Utah - Big splash for a featurette 
was accorded Paramount's "Road To Adventure, U.S.A." at 
recent premiere at the Uptown Theatre here. The 17-min¬ 
ute auto adventure film was shot in Eastmancolor in 
Utah's colorful Canyonlands, America's newest and most 
spectacular National Park. Utah Governor Calvin L.Ramp- 
ton headed a group of more than 140 legislative, theat¬ 
rical, industrial, travel, and civic officials from 
Utah, New York, Washington,D.C., Los Angeles, Denver, 
San Francisco and Tnlsa at the event. Shown above at the 
^'niversity Club luncheon which followed the premiere, 
left to right: Governor Hampton; Toastmaster K.A.Fre- 
berg, Los Angeles; Donald Y. McCoy. New York and Wash¬ 
ington, head of the "Discover America" program; Einmanuel 
A. Floor, director. Utah State Travel Council; and 
Harry Swonson, Paramount's Salt Lake City manager. 

"Dentist's De¬ 
light" and "The 
Tooth" are local 
cowboy names for 
this gigantic 
stone monolith on 
the trail to Angd 
Arch, a 193-foot 
high aperture and 
prized among the 
thousands of awe¬ 
some and weird 
natural wonders of 

*. Canyon lands,newest 
U.S. National Park 
- featured in Par¬ 
amount's "Road to 
Adventure,USA." 
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N u d n i k 
is a cartoon character of many 
countenances. Between now and 
next April, we shall be see¬ 
ing the following: 

"Who Needs Nudnik?" "Good 
Neighbor Nudnik," "Nudnik On 
The Beach", "Nudnik On A Shoe¬ 
lace," "Nowhere With Nudnik" 
"Goodnight Sweet Nudnik" (the 
last 3 titles tentative). 

Not that they need any 

reminding - but the Para- 

mounteers of the U.S. and 

Canada are told once again 

that August is the month of 

the Short Features Drive. 

WE 

ALL 
THE 

WA\ 

: We believe in the importance of short subjects. 

; We know that motion picture patrons throughout the 

’ country exiject quality shorts with feature films. We 

; intend to meet this ex|)ectation with a willingness to go 

- all the way—to supply an all-encompassing, unparalleled 

; selection of short subjects that were created to fascinate 

beguile, bedatzle and entertain the viewer. W'e know that 

this will result in happy iwtrons and happy patrons tell 

j others about their happiness... and most of the time, 

I thej' come back for more. 

, Going all the way is Paramount's way of adding to your 

• boxoffice action. It's really very’ simple—our short sub- 

jects are money-makers. And isn’t that what you've been 

■ looking for? 

(oiitatt ii'ur Incal Piramnuni branch and 

put more profit in your picture I 

: l^l^;lnu)unr I’icriin-s prouJI\ presents 
I the IVfift-lVM .Short Subjects .Schedule 

STv\o-Reel Specials 

Fractured Fables 
N Honey Halfwicch 

<» Nudnik Cartoons 
T Sports in Action 

<» Travel Adventure 
<» Go-Go Toons 
<» Merr\' Makers 

SOLID PROMOTION PIECE FOR PARAMOUNT SHORT FEATl.JRES, done 
in purple and black, had these three of its four pages (the 
fourth carried the Paramount Trade Mark solo) packing a hefty 
message for all smart-thinking exhibitors. Piece was inspired 
by Mario Ghio, head of Shorts distribution, with copy written 
by showmanship department's Barry Kaufman. Distribution of the 
promotion piece has been world-wide ard has elicited a lot of 
high praise. 
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ROME - At the Brigad- 
oon, on July 9th, the Con- 
sorzio Starapa Cinematograf- 
ica presented gold medals, 
honoring "A lire dedicated 
to the film industry," to 
officials of distribution 
companies, producers, dir¬ 
ectors and actors. Among 
those honored was the Ad¬ 
ministrative Manager of 
Paramount Films of italy, 
Mario Jacchia. He is shown 
receiving his gold medal 
from actress Maria Grazla 
Buccella, while producer 
Franco Cristaldi looks on. 

NEW YORK - Richard 
Desatnick (above) has been 
a,ppointed advertising coor¬ 
dinator for Paramount,it is 
anr'ounced by Joseph Fried¬ 
man, vice-president and di¬ 
rector of advertising and 
public relations. In hisnew 
post, Desatnick will repxsrt 
directly to Mort Hock, 
Friedman's executive assis¬ 
tant for advertising and 
merchandising. He has been 
assistant to the advertising 
manager for the past 18 
months. Prior to joining 
Paramount he was an account 
executive with the Charles 
Schlaifer Agency. He has 
also held posts with other 
New York ad agencies. 

WOLVERHAMPTON, England - 
On Page 13 is the nucleus of a 
report on the wonderful British 
tour of personal appearances 
participated in by Suzanna Leigh 
on behalf of "Paradise,Hawaiian 
Style." Above she is shown being 
interviewed by Barbara Hender¬ 
son of the Wolverhampton Express. 

INTERNATIONAL 
PERSONALITIES 
IN PARAMOUNT 
CINEMA EVENTS 

O 9 

WASHINGTON. D.C.- Randolph 
C. Wood (above), president of 
Dot Records, Inc. (a subsidiary 
of Paramount Pictures), and a 
vice president of Paramount Pic¬ 
tures Corp,, has been named for 
a special' governmental assign¬ 
ment by President Lyndon B. 
John son. 

Following meetings with Vice 
President Humphrey and the 
President's Cabinet, Wood, with 
selected executives from around 
the nation, was appointed a 
Member of the National Defense 
Executive Reser’/e, Office of 
Emergency Planning, for a 3-year 
term. Wood's area of assignment 
is Washington, D.C. 

RIGHT 

SYDNEY - Entering the Paramount Theatre for the pre¬ 
miere of "Alfie" are, from the left, TV Chan.’^el Nine's 
"Tonight" Show's compere Don Lane, Patti Most^, his sec¬ 
retary; Anne Graham, and her father. Paramount manaplrg 
director Robert L. Craham. 

HOLLYWOOD - New York- 
based Turkish correspondent 
Tarik N. Berkand recently 
visited here in connection 
with material for the sev¬ 
eral publications he repre¬ 
sents. He is shown here on 
the set of "The Spirit Is 
Willing" with co-stars of 
the film Vera ^iles and Sid 
Caesar. 

SYDNEY - National TV 
personality Brian Henderson 
with his recent bride, 
Mardi. arriving at the Par- 
amoTint Theatre for the pre¬ 
miere of "Alfie." 

^ NEW YORK - Some of the prin¬ 
cipals in a Legal Department farty shown in greater detail on 

he following page. The ladies 
are Gladys Sanel,Marsha Posner 
and Carmen Fi^eroa. Executives 
are Norman Flicker and Leonard 
Kaufman. 

BATON ROUGE, Louisiana — 
Jane Fonda appears to be quite 
happy about the performance she 
is giving in Otto Preminger's 
Paramount production of "Hurry 
Sundown." 
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Paramount's soft- 

ball die-hards really- 
made it in the long 
run. They whipped Emb¬ 
assy 20-2 for their 

first win in the second half; and then they 
contributed three players to the Motion Picture 
All-Stars who on the evening of August 10th 
trounced C.B.S. (The latter game has a full 
page devoted to it - Page 3B)• It must be noted 
that the advent of softball into the Paramount BOB SULLIVAN Photo 

HOME OFFICE 
NEWS ITEMS 

orbit has produced one of the most spontaneous 
enthusiasms in years....Of course, bowling be¬ 
gins a season right after Labor Day, and many 

will turn to the 
lanes from the heat 
and dust of Central 
Park — and with 
the same enthusiasm. 
In both areas of 
sport we have to 
thank Bob McKeown 
for wonderful repor¬ 
ting.... In fact, we 
have had a suggest¬ 
ion from Telegraph’s 

On hand (for 'moral support') Tom Tinston that we 
at the Paramount vs Embassy game -jj n«u 4.^ 
In New York's Central Park..!... the al- 
Marilyn Bettlnger. Theresa (^ealy, ready massive staff 
Frances Hessel and Millie HararL of Paramount World. 

But why should we. 

When Bob seems to be perfectly content with 
the space rates he’s now getting from Para¬ 

mount World's abundant 'treasury'....Thanks 
for the suggestion just the same, Tom. 

Ortali James, pictured below, is secretary 

This gathering In the Law Library consisted ol executives, 
associates and friends of Marsha Posner and Carmen Figueroa, 
who left Paramount to become statistics in what is now popular¬ 
ly known as the 'population explosion.' (And in this connection 
take a look at the gag newspaper page at right). 

Shown L to R: Joe Garcia, Willie Basch, Wanda Westcott, 
Margaret Powell, Mike Phillips, Harold Wilson, Gladys Semel, 
Tom Gibbons, Loni Schwartz, Rose Sarfarty, Kay Moore, Adrien 
Lewis, Marcia Felnberg, Norman Flicker, Myrtle Rosenthal, Ada 
Borges. Marsha Posner, Neda Lee, Frances Hecht,Edmund Timber- 
lake, Carmen Figueroa, Sigrid Pedersen, Cynthia Borges (Ada 
Borges' daughter), Leonard Kaufman, David Sherman,Ellen Murphy, 
Stephan Abramowltz, Herb Lane. 

SOFTBALL - Paramount Whips Embassy 

THE PARAMOUNTEERS WHO VANQUISHED EMBASSY 
Standing, L to R: Bob McKeown, Sergio Campagnola, Arthur 

Hessel, Anthony Mazzella, Burt Solomon, Erwin Kanter, Sydney 
Halpem. Kneeling: James Dinnlgan, James Horan, Ralpn 
Martin, Ed Lester, Neil Polan. 

A picture of the Embassy Pictures team, vanquished by 
Paramount in this softball encounter, appeirs on Page 19. 

to Burt Solomon.Paramount International's 
Paul Levy, one of that division's seemingly 
ti-^eless workers, is proudly wearing a beauti¬ 
ful marquise-cut diamond engagement ring. The 
only information she will vouchsafe is that a 
December wedding is scheduled. We all wish you 
much happiness, Paula,.Patty Powers Crozier, 
private secretary to Paramount International 
president James E. Perkins, is back, glowing 
with the thrill of her trans-Canada trip via 

Latest art exhibitor in the Medical Department's gallery of 
talent is Ortali James, publicity department secretary. Miss 
James, who has a flair for fine line drawing, is shown with 
Paramount's Medical Officer, Dr. Leon J. Warshaw. 

Banff and Vancouver, and a return trans-DSA 
trip via the State of Washington and the thr¬ 
illing Northern U.S. states. 
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PARAMOUNT 
EVENTS IN 

SANTIAGO, Chile - Recently- the 
celebrated Clnes Unidos circuit prem¬ 
iered a fine new house here named the 
Macnl and many notables attended the 
event. Shown above, L to R: Mr. Wiel- 
fred Dowding, Warner Brothers manager 
for Chile; Hr. Juan Laupheimer, Para¬ 
mount manager for Chile; Mr. Amaldo 
Lowe, owner of the Ciries Unidos circ¬ 
uit and Mr. Antonio Videla, editor of 
the weekly newsletter, Boletin Cine- 
matogrifico. 

PCKTA GH0S3A, Parana, Brazil - Depicted 
here is the dedication or Cine Inaja, newest 
theatre of the progressive and growing circ¬ 
uit of Impressario Jorge Miguel Ajuz. It is 
fin*5 companion cinema to the Opera, and the 
Imperio. Shown participating in the opening 
ceremonies are Sr. Ajuz a-^d Paramount s 
ger at Curitiba, Cyd Guimaraes de Souza. The 
Paramount official participated in the radio 
ceremonies which were part of the premiere 
and expressed his company's delight over the 

LATIN 
AMERICA 
NOTLS FROM CHILE 

The engagements of "The 
Sons of Katie Elder" at the 
Rex and Victoria Theatres in 
Santiago proved to be tremen¬ 
dous successes. 

In connection with the 
presentation of "In Harm's 
Way" at the Rex and Gran 
Palace in Santiago, Para¬ 
mount manager Juan Laupheimer 
arranged for serialization 
of the story for five con¬ 
secutive days over Radio 
Station "So’ciedad Nacional de 
Mlnertk." Also the L/P album 
of the film's sound-track wa s 
broadcast for a full month in 
advance of release over the 
same station, and also two 
other stations, Cooperativa 
Vltalicla and Chilena. 

LIMA, Peru - Crowds at 
the Tacna to see "The Spy 
Who Came In From The Cold. 
(Another great crowd phot 
on Page 28). 

fine contribution Sr. Ajuz was 
making to the film industry of 
Brazil. He also noted that 
many fine Paramount pictures 
had been shown recently by the. 
circuit, including "A New Kind 
of Love," "Becket" and "War 
and Peace." 

BUKNOS AIRES - At left, front of 
the Opera Theatre as decorated for the 
premiere of "The Amorous Adventures of 
Moll Flanders." Film also played day- 
and-date at the Pueyrredon, Gran Sud, 
Argos, Moreno and Majestic here, and 
the Opera at Mar del Plata. BELOW — 
The sidewalk doors of the Buenos Aires 
Opera Cine. 

1 ' 
I* ) 

KINGSTON, Jamaica - The Carlb Theatre, 
early last month, had the good fortune to 
premiere "Judith" at the very time that co- 
star Peter Finch was in Jamaica. So Palace 
Amusement Co. (1921) Ltd. really had a gala 
on its hands and the fans responded royally. 
Mr. Finch is shown above, in centre, and the 
group, reading from left, includes: Lloyd 
Alberga, Miss McLeod, the Hon. A. Russell 
Graham, Mrs. Russell Graham, Douglas Graham, 
Ronald Alexander. 

This group in the Carib Theatre lobbv 
comprises, from left: Douglas Graham, Peter 
Finch, Mrs. Bernard Hooker, Rabbi Berr'ard 
Hooker, Lloyd Alberga. 

SANTIAGO, Chile - Great importance was add^ 
to ^tto Preminger's production. "In Harm's kby, 
by a special screening arranged by Paramount 
manager Juan Laupheimer for the Commander in 
Chief and the Chief of Staff of the Chilean N^. 
The screening' was held in the Rex Theatre, and 
photo above shows Admiral Jacobo Neumann and 
Mrs. Neumann leaving the theatre. Accomp^ying 
them is Paramount sales manager Alfredo Patino. 
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A tradition is some¬ 
thing yon did last year 
and wo'ild like to do 

again. 
- ffeilph Turner 

Impish, bizarre, off¬ 
beat, Zany are a few of 
the words which come rea¬ 
dily to mind in appraising 
the unforgettable perfor¬ 
mance delivered by Rosal¬ 
ind Russell in "On Dad, 
Poor Dad. Mamma’s Hung 
You in tne Closet and I'm 
Peelin' So Sad." 

RIO DE JANEIRO - This photograph, made 
from the building of Paramount's neighbor 
(the United States Embassy), shows a bunchof 
pleased Paramounteers demonstrating the 
spirit of the Ccanpany's 50th Anniversary, 
Reading from the left, the Paramounteers are: 
Pedro Joao Prinzeff, Fernando Luiz Alves 
Lirio, Vera Lucia Mendes, Rose-Marie Ward 
Hancock, Wilma Tavares dos Santos, Oswaldo 
Leite Rocha, Cecy Gomes- dos Anjos, Lucia 
Santos, Miracema Gloria de Almeida Couto, 
Francisco Carillo, Joao Lepiane, 

AS NOVIDADES EM tCRNO 
DA PARAMOUNT CONTINUAM 
FORMIDAVEIS 

0 fato de estar iminente a conclusao de "Pa 
ris Esta en Ch.anas?" vem provocando, nos paramoun- 
teses do mundo inteiro, urn excitamento do mais el£ 
vado grau. fiste filrne que e o maior desde 6S DEZ 
MAIJDaMENTOS, e certamente a coisn nais emocionante 
que ja aconteceu a nossa Companhia, no setor ^ da 
produgao, nestes ultimos dez anos, e a ,-3ua proxlna 
ijorld premiere ^ simult^ea em Paris, Nova. York e 
Hollywood, esta sendo olhada numa axu?ea que e cara 
teristica da recer-encontrada grandeza da nossa Con; 
panhla. 

Tendo nencionado "CG DEZ MAUDAMENT OS", vale 
a pena mencionar outra vez que en pratlceinente to- 
das as exlbigoes nos Estados Unidos e Canada, as 
rendas do filne ultrapassarairi de nuito as rendas a 
riginais do lanoanento, sendo que agora os pregos 
de ingresso sao mais haixos do que os da estrela 
em road show. Neste meio tempo, recebenos noticias 
da triunfal apresentagao do filrne no cinemas Asto¬ 
ria, de Londres, detalhes da qual sao encontradas 
em outra paglna desta edioao, 

A Espanha esta sendo, no decorrer de julliO, 

palco para a feitura de un filrne de agao que esta 
deatlnado a fazer furor no mundo inteiro. Trata- 
se da produgao da Embassy (a Sen aprosentada pela 
Paramount em todos os paises, com excessao dos Es- 

"JUDITH" A BOGOTA TRIUMPH 
The following cable from Colombia manager Victor Cortes to 

Paramount International sales manager Milton Goldstein is self- 
explanatory (and will, of course, be supplemented next month by a 
wave of visual evidence): 

YESTERDAY (Aug.9) "JUDITH" OPENED SECOND PARAMOUNT FESTIVAL AT 

OPERA THEATRE, BOGOTA. EVENT COVERED FULL PAGES ALL NE’WSPAPERS 

AND CREATED INDESCRIBABLE EXCITEMENT IN GENERAL PUBLIC AND EXHIB¬ 
ITORS ALIKE. CROWD AT THEATRE COMPARABLE TO THAT AT NATIONAL 

PALACE FOR PRESIDENTIAL INAUGURATION. ABSOLUTE MINIMUM FOUR MONTHS 

RUN EXPECTED. "JUDITH" DELIGHTED ALL AUDIENCES. EXPECT PULL FIFT¬ 

EEN DAYS OF FILLED PERFORMANCES. WILL FORWARD VISUAL EVIDENCE. 

-CORTES 

tados Unidos e Canada), cujo titulo e "The Carper 
of the Golden ^Bulls''. Stejrfien Boyd e o astro, e o 
tema da agao e a corrida de tcuros ferozea pelas 
inias da cidade de Pamplaia, resilizada anu^mente e 
que da oportiuiidade a demonstragao da coragem Indi 
vidual dos jovens da Espanha, que testam sua agili 
dade contra a forga bruta dos touros, en plenas ry 
as da cidade, 

0 curzeiro mtindlal do gerente de vendas da 
Paramount International., MUton^Goldtein, tern side 
un sucesso; estamos incluindo neate numero informes 
a esse respeito, jxmtsinpnte com fotograffas tira— 
das durante a vlagem, 

A grande trinca da Paramo’jnt, para o verao 
nos Estados Unidos - - "Nevada Smith", "Esta mulVer 
e Proibida" e "Assedto a un Transatlantico" - - e^ 
ta encontrando a melhor aceitagao possivel.Sao fii 
me3 que possuem real apelo para o publico, e o pg 
ssoal do Departamento de Vendas, da Paramount em 
nossa Uatriz, esta realizendo um excelente traba - 
Iho para levar date fato vital ao conhecimento dos 
exibidores dos Estados Unidos e Canada. 

"Como conquistar as I^ilheres" (^Ifle) cont^ 
nu£L a ser uma das mais excltantes coisas ate hoje 

acontecldas a orgarlzacao da Paramount, Esta co- 
media-dramatica esta agora na Australia e o excl- 
tanento la e realmente oontagicso. Antes da estre 
ia, chegou ao nosso conhecimento a mais estranha 
das estorias^ a respeito de fans que tentaram ejj 
pregELT o subomo para assistIr ao filrne de Michael 
Caine em exibig^s particulares, realizadas nas ca 
>iines prlvadas do pessoal da industriaj o certo e 
que alguns dos que realmente conseguiram tal coi- 
sa, ficaram en sltuagao privilegiada junto a seus 
amigos. Tal como nos Estados Unidos, a organiza- 
gao da Paramount nunca se viu, no passado, ante 
xana tao forte, e quase bellgerante, demanda •dos 
exibidores em tomo de um filrne. Breve divulgarg 
mos dados referentes ao sucesso das exibig^s no 
territorio norte-amerlcano, e estamos -.^uase Incli 
nados a admitlr que a impressao tipograflca tera 
que ser feita en asbesto^ nods so mesmo um mate - 
r.ial inflamavel suportara o calor desses dados. 

^ Em resvimo, o excltanento da Paramount 
nao diz respeito apenas aos grtindes f limes ora laji 
gad08, ja que o relnante a volta dos pr6ximos,cre 
ce, cresce, cresoe. 

Estamos certamente entrando numa nova 
era de grandezaI 

Manuel Camargo, whose 47 years with the 
Company make him "Dean of the Brazilian Par¬ 
amounteers," cuts the ribbon which gets the 
Paramount 5Gth Birthday Party under way. In 
the front row, left to right: Wilma Tavares 
dos Santos (secretary to the publicity mana¬ 
ger), Manuel Camargo, Adhemar L. Cesar and 
Jo5o Lepiane. 
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"A" IS FOR "AUSSIE" 
. . .ALSO FOR "ALFIE" 

PICCADILLY ^ 
TRAFAtfiARSa 
REGENTS, 
msmm 

LIAO TO, 

MELBOURNE - London is approximately 13,000^ 
miles from here, but 'simulated' London buses 
carried notable guests, press, radio and TV pep-, 
sonalities to the Barclay Theatre premiere of 
Paramount's "Alfie." 

The enormous impact of "Alfie" on Australia can 
be measured in many precedent-setting ways. One of 
these is the above double-spread (which was in color) 
appearing in the July 27th issue of The Australian 
Women’s Weekly, right after the premiere of the film. 
This publication is unique on account of its vast nat¬ 
ional influence, and its giant circulation. Its paid 
circulation of 830,000 copies a week in a country of 
less than 12-million population, would represent a 
comparable circulation of 124,000,000 in the U.S. The 
fact that it reported the "Alfie" party in full color 
is indicative of the importance registered by the gay 
Paramount showmanship event. 

SYDNEY - Paramount's manag¬ 
ing director Robert L. Graham 
welcomes radio personality Mrs. 
Dorothy Jenner (Andrea) to the 
'On the Rocks' party which foll¬ 
owed the premiere of "Alfie," 

SYDNEY - Some of the 'Lon¬ 
don' buses, complete with appr¬ 
opriate destination signs, line 
up at the Paramount Theatre to 
take show-business guests to an 
off-beat party at the Argyle 
Bond Store in an area known as 
'The Rocks,' renamed The Cockn^ 
Pride Tavern for the occasion. 

MELBOURNE - The London 'pub' 
setting for the po3t-"Alfie''- 
premiere party. 

More news about "Alfie" in Australia will 
be found on Pages 8 and 33 — and, who knows, 
perhaps elsewhere. The picture's that kind of 
a massive success. 
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We Started This Way . . . 

MOST of our top executives and theatre managers started out as bojs with 

a love for theatres. One was a lolly boy and film switcher, another a part 

time cleaner and another a temporary assistant operator. 

Today we control and operate 20 drive-ins and 6 hard lops and 

represent Australia s most progressive theatre group. Wc are successful 

because we love theatres, pictures and our business. We are successful because 

our work is our hobby and we know and understand every facet of operation. 

If you are reading this article (and heck at 18 1 read every cherished word 

of my Exhibitor from cover to cover) you too arc keen about our business. 

We want you in our Company. 

Positions exist for keen energetic young men to take up positions of 

Trainee Managers with a view to future Management. If you love the business 

and know you've got ability, apply in writing to our Company. No experience 

is necessary and the only pre-requisite is to love this business. Applicants will 

be accepted from any Slate or town and by young wc mean from 17 to 60 years. 

If you love this business we want you to Manage our theatres because 

we know you’ll do it well. Apply first in writing to — 

The Manager, 

VILLAGE DRIVE-lIVS 
390 Lonsdale Street, 

Melbourne. 

We like this Australian motion picture ad- 
vertisem^t for a variety of reasons. Firstly, 
we like its simple honesty. We also like the 
J^ith it voices in the future of our industry. 
We like the fact of its being a challenge. And 
we also are fond of the fact that Village Drive- 
Ins, a forward-looking organization, already has 
established a number of box-office records with 
recent Paramount product. 
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A WONDERFUL DUO OF STARS.... John Wayne 
and Robert Mitchum in Howard Hawks* exci¬ 
ting production, ’’Eldorado.” 

^lERA TCPPNYHETER FRAiM 
PARAMOUNT 

4 l(r % 4r 1^ If 

• 
Den inom kort nvslutsde inapalningen nv fil- 

men "Is Fflris Burning?" fortafitter att vara fO- 
r«mAl fttr Faramount-personalena llvliga intree- 
se vftriden dver. Denna den etdrata av alia Pa¬ 
ramount -produkt loner sedan "De tio budorden" ftr 
ocksA deflnitivt det meet spinnand© 1 filmvag. 
8om hfint v&rt bolag under drygt ©tt Artlonde. 
och de kommande vftrldspremlirema i Paris, New 
York och Hollywood motaea med hfigtspiAnda fOr - 
vlintnl nga r. 

PA tal om ’’De tio budorden" fdrtJAnar Bn en 
gAng nBmnaa, att intBlrtema pA praktlskt taget 
varj© plate, d&r fllmen gAtt i Fdrenta Stater- 
na och Canada, varlt stOrre nu In nB.r den ftJr- 
8ta gAngen allppteB ut och detta trots IBgre 
prlaer nu. Under tiden har vi ocksA hbrt om den 
atrAlande framgAng den haft pA Astorle-teatem 
1 London. Her detaljer hirom pA annan plate 1 
detta nunmer. 

Spanien har under Juli mAnad varlt skAdeplats 
fOr inepelnlngen av en hB-ndelaespBckad film, som 
fbrutBpAa stor marknad fiver hela vBrlden. Det Br 
en Linbaesy-produktion (eom Paramount dlstribue- 
rar fiver hela vftrlden utora i Ffirenta Statema 
och Canada),en verklig toppthrlller med tlteln 
"The Caper of the Golden Bulls". Stephen Boyd 
har huvudrollen i fllmen, vars handling rfir sig 
kring ett unlkt Arligt evenemang 1 Pamplona, dA 
tjurar slBpps Ifisa pA de trAnga gatoma 1 den 
lilla staden och ger unga spanjorer ett vttlkom- 
met tlllfllle att mBta sin vighet och styrka med 
tJurens. 

Den Jordan runt-resa, scm Mr. Milton Goldstein, 
Paramount Internationals ffirsBlJningschef, ny - 
ligen ffiretagit, har bllvlt en stor framgAng.En 
utfOrllg sklldring av reeans hfijdpunkter Ater- 
finnes hlr 1 detta nummer, rikt illustrerad. 

Paramounts stora somaar-trio, "Nevada Smith", 
"This Property is Condemned" och "Assault on a 
Queen", har fAtt ett vamt mottagande. De hAr 

Ir verkligen filmer, som vunnit publikens bevA- 
genhet,och Paramounts inhemska ffirslljningsstab 
har pA ett mycket ffirtJInstfullt sAtt bemfidat 

om att gfira detta klart £fir biografAgaima i 
Ffirenta Statema och Canada. 

"Alfie" fortsAtter att hfira till de meet spAn- 
nande saker som nAgonsin hAnt oss hAr 1 Paramount- 
organlsationen. Detta komedi-drama har nu "sla- 
^It" Australian och mottagandet dAr kan betecknas 

som, lindrlgt sagt, intensivt. FOre premiAren 
hfirde vi de vildaste rykten om film fans som 
med vAld sfikte tiUtvinga sig intrAde till pri- 
vata visningar av denna Michael Caine-film,un¬ 
der det att de,eam verkligen haft turen att fA 
se fllmen,plfitsllgt fann sig ha nAtt Okad sta¬ 
tus bland sina vAnner av den anledningen. Vad 
Ffirenta Statema betrAffar har vArt bolag ald- 
rlg tidlgare haft en film sen sA llvllgt,nAstan 
pockande, eftertraktats av biografAgama. Inom 
kort skall vi i tryck rapportera om de amerl- 
kanska engagemangen, men det Ar nog 8Akrast,tror 
vi, att trycka dma pA asbest - de koaner att bli 
heta sA det ffirslAr. 

Kort sagt, Paramounts entusiasm vad rfir inte 
bara de storHlmer, som Just nu visas pA blogra- 
fema.utan ocksA den som llgger premlArklara,ba* 
i*a vAxer ooh vAjcer. 

Vi stAr pA tx*fiskeln till en ny storhetstld.' 

’’Seconds” 
In a major book pro¬ 

motion for ParamoTint's 
Seconds," starring Rock 
Hudson and co-starring 
Salome Jens, the New 
American Library will 
publish a new paperback 

edition of David Ely's 
best-selling novel in a 

few months. 

Featuring dramatic 
cover art from the Ed¬ 
ward Lewis-John Franken- 
heimer production, the 
"Seconds" paperback will 
be launched with an ex¬ 
tensive advertising and 
publicity campaign keyed 
to Paramount's premiere 
engagements of the very 
exciting and extraordin¬ 
ary film. 

In this episode from 
"Arriverderchl Baby," 
some onlookers said that 
Rosanna Schlafflno's eyes 
were blue, while others 
swore that they were pale 
brown. Still others said 
that they were closed, 
but others maintained that 
they were open...The 
smart ones didn't even 
mention her eyes.And 
the folks who saw the 
comedy (which co-stars 
Tonv Curtis), had the fm 
of their lives. 

The happiest man we 
can think of today is a 
vegetarian looking at the 
prices in a meat market. 



OTTO PREMINGER'S MAGIC 

'’HURRY SUNDOWN" LEADING 
TO A BRIGHT, BRIGHT DAY 

^MT to note that when Otto Preminger prod- 
j telephoned President George Weltner 

^U'^.^Sain at the Lraent when 

uced 
when ___ oi.wo ci„u Oik 

^®®'i^completed.'He telephoned again 
^ Sundown," and late in the after¬ 

noon of August 12th, he telephoned Mr. Weltner that the film¬ 
ing had been completed on this, his latest Paramount production. 

A 'honeymoon breakfast' in bed is realis¬ 
tically depicted by Jane Fonda and Mfchael 
Caine in Otto Preminger's searing contempor¬ 
ary production of "Hurry Sundown." 

An Otto Preminger production is 
always a magnet for the top press 
personalities of the world and the 
ilming of **Hurry Sundown'* is no ex¬ 

ception. Never in all of its history 
has Baton Rouge, Louisiana, played 
host to so many top international 
writers and reporters. 

It is a scene of constant reunion and the sounds of "Haven't 

seen you since Tel Aviv!" or "I run into you at all of Otto's pictures. 

The last time was 'Bunny Lake' in London, wasn't it?" 

As might be expected, press, radio and television coverage 

front the state of Louisiana has been extensive, as representatives of 

each of these media vie to report on what is a major local news event, 

the first feature film eu»r to be shot entirely on location in the 

Baton Rouge area. 

BATON ROUGE— Shoot a film in London, or Paris, or Roma, 

or Tokyo, or Madrid, and it's not at all surprising that that segment 

of th. world's press which covers such things fights for the chance 

to visit and report on what's happening. 

Shoot a film in Baton Rouge, Louisiana, in mid-summer, on 

a location which has as its main attraction mud that resembles quick- 

aand in its tenacity, and who comes? 

If th. film is the forthcoming Paramount Pictures release. 

Hurry Sundown," and the director and producer is Otto Preminger, the 

li.t of visitors reads like a -Who's Who of the International Press." 

Though the chief business of any motion picture company on 

location is the making of the motion picture, in the case of "Hurry 

sundown- the descent of visitor, ha. been so thick and frantic that 

the car. and handling of the pres. ha. become almost a .eparat.,,nd 

full-tim* occupation. 

As each member of the press arrives, he is greeted by cries 

of recognition from those already on the premises. The company's 

publicity offices at the Bellemont Motor Hotel in Baton Rouge are 

• constant hub-bub of accents and dialects, identifying the speakers .. „» 
of the United States. 

as Tom Meehan of the Saturday Evening Post, Ivor Davis of the London 

Daily Express, Judy Stone of the San Francisco Chronicle, Henry Gris 

of UPI, Sam Hirsch of the Boston Herald, Gerald Pratley of the CBS in 

Toronto, Bill Strobel of the Oakland Tribune, cliff Terry of the Chicat 

Tribune, Norman Brooks of WGST Radio in Atlanta, Paul Condylis of Los 

Angeles KABC Radio, Sam Leaner of the Chicago Daily News, Rex Reed for 

the New York Times, Gerard Garrett of the London Standard, Hilda Simms 

of Tuesday Magazine, Jeff Miller of the Houston Chronicle, Terry Kay of 

the Atlanta Journal, Jean Taousson of Paris Match, Francois Chalais of 

French National Television, Roger Lanteri of the Agence France Press, 

Bill Porter of the Dallas Times Herald, Pete Hamill of the New York 

Post, Monique Fleury of France Soir, Patrick Thevenon of L'Express, 

Claude Azoulay of Elle, chance De Widstedt of Jours de France, Michele 

Clerc Of Marie Clare, Marjorie Adams of the Boston Globe, Peggy Doyle 

Of the Boston Record American, Charlotte Peters of KTVl-TV in St. Louis, 

Mel jass Of WGON-TV in Minneapolis, David Lewm of the London Daily 

Mail, Ed Gallaher of WTOP-TV in Washington. Tom Donnelly of the Washing, 

Daily News, Geroge Christian of the Houston Post. Dave Wright of Canadis 

Broadcasting, William Hall of the London Daily sketch and Alfredo 

Panicucci of Mandadori Publications are among those who have either 

completed their assignments or are on the verge of arriving. 

Producer-director 
Preminger lines up one cf 
the "Hurry Sundown" seq¬ 
uences for a take. Second 
cameraman Dewey Wrigley 
is with him in the shot. 

TV coverage on the 
filming of "Hurry Stm- 
down" already has begun 
in a number of n.s. cit¬ 
ies, including St. Louis, 
Minneapolis, Cincinnati 
and Washington. 

HSHSHSHSHS 

Backus 
Jim Backus, noted TV 

and film star, has Join¬ 
ed the cast of Otto Pre¬ 

minger’s "Hurry Sundown." 
Backus is playing the 

role of Carter Sillens, 
a defense attorney hired 
to represent a Negro 
farmer in the climactic 
courtroom scene in which 
a Northern corporation is. 
att«npting to deprive 
the young farmer of his 
oroperty. Backus curren¬ 
tly is master of cerem¬ 
onies on TV’s Continental 
Showcase, is star of 
Gilligan's Island and is 
well known as the voice 
of Mr. Magoo. 
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BMENOS AIRES - Window 
of the Rivero Bookstore 
with a fine display wind¬ 
ow in tribute to the Opera 
Theatre's presentation of 
"The Amorous Adventures 
of Moll Flanders." 

BOGOTA, Colombia - No 
one passing through the 
lobby of the Opera Cinema 
here could fall to see 
this impressive announce¬ 
ment heralding "The Spy 
Who Came In From The Cold. 

SAN SEBASTIAN - What¬ 
ever it was that Stephen 
Boyd said in this Spanish 
festival city, it amused 
this radio commentator 
very much — and Frank A. 
Siter, too. From this 
point, Mr. Boyd went on 
to Pamplona and the loc¬ 
ation Hlming of "The 
Caper of the Golden Bulls. 

RIGHT 

BOGOTA - Where showm¬ 
anship is concerned. Par¬ 
amount manager Victor 
Cortes never misses a bet. 
So he had all of the motor 
companies all eager and 
ready to boost "Red Line 
7OOOI' and help catapult It 
into one of the biggest 
successes the Opera Thea¬ 
tre ever had. 

LIMA, Peru - As 
far as the camera's 
eye could see, there 
was a line of patrons 
eager to pay at the 
Tacna's box-office in 
order to see "The Spy 
Who Came In From The 
Cold." And when the 
camera turned in the 
opposite direction, 
another seemingly end¬ 
less line was there, 
too. 

It was the same at 
the Paciflco and Col- 
oso Theatres, where 
"The Spy" was releas¬ 
ed day-and-date. 

LAS NOTICIAS SOBRE 
PARAMOUNT CONTINUAN 
SU MARCHA ASCENDENTE 

% % 

Ici inminante t«i:TiiinBOi6n de 
"iArde Parla?" oontinda produolendo 
la ihAb Intima 8atisfaooi6n antra al 
personal de Paramount dal aundo ente- 
ro. la mAs gigantesoa de todaa las 
palloulas Pai’amount dasda "lios Diaz 
Mandamiontos" as a no dudar la oosa 
mAa amoolonanta qua la ha oourrldo a 
nuestra Oompaflla dasda el pi^to de 
vista de la produool6n on mas de \ina 
d6oada y los pr6xlmos ostrenos mundia- 
les an rarls, Wueva York y Hollywood 
son esparados antra al asparanzador 
amhianta da la ranovada grandeza da 
nuestra Oompaflla. 

Ya qua hernos hahlado da Los Diaz 
Mandamlentos" buano as repetlr qua an 
vlrtxxalmenta todas sus axhlhldonos 
an los Estados Unldos y OeuiadA los In- 
gresos aloanzados por la palloula han 
suparado los de sus prlaeros paaes y 
a unos preolos Inferlores a los da 
los grandes eatranos. Tamhl6n tana— 
mos al Inforae da la trlunfal exhlhl- 
ol6n da la palloula an el Astoria Thea¬ 
tre do Londres. oviyoa datallas ha 11a— 
rAn 7das. an diforentas lugaras da os- 
ta ndmero. ^ _ 

EopeHa ha sldo durante Julio el 
asoenarlo da la amoolonanta raallzaolon 
do una palloula do aool6n qua ha da 
anoontrar gran aoaptaol6n on todo el 
mundo. 3a trata da la Improslonante 
produool6n Saohassy ( a dlstrlhulr por 
Paramount on todo el mundo, excepto 
Estados Unldos y OanadA ), tltulada 
"The Oapar of the Golden Bulls". 3a 

ntArprote principal as Staphon Boyd 
r SU aool6n so centra an la impe^osa 
>ooapada da los tor os por las 
la Pamplona quo so oolobra ailment a 
r QUO 08 una. domostraclon dal valor 
jorsonal da los 36veaes aspafioles qua 
jn las oallos de la oludad oponan su 
igllldad a la fuorza do 

El vlaio de Ambkto mixndlal dal 
lUreotor Intornaclonal do Vent as 
bon Goldstein ha sldo un Axito ro^- 
lo y an el presenta numoro los orrooo- 
nos un Informs sobra los datallas m&s 
Bobresallontos de su vlaje, a la par 
qua algunas fotograflas tcmadas duran¬ 
te la ruta. _ . 

El grandiose trio de Baramounx— 

Condemned" y "Assault On A Quean" — 
estA obtenlendo un Axlto tromendo. Son 
palloulas quo gozan de la total apro— 
baol6n del pdblloo y al personal do- 
mAstloo da Ventas de Paramount ha 
heoho nrLH. formidable labor onoamlnada 
a Inculoar asta vital roalldad on al 
Anlmo da los exhibldores de los Esta— 
dos Unldos y OanadA. 

"Alfle^ slgue mantenlAndose 00- 
mo unA. de las palloulas mAs elootii— 
zantes quo ha tenldo JamAs la organi- 
zaol6n Paramount, la oomodla—drama 
ha aloanzado ahora Australia y alll 
la amool6n as verdadoiramanta Intansa. 
Antes de su aatrono olmos oosas tra— 
mendas sobra aficionados al olna qua 
Intentaban Introduolrse olandostlna— 
manta an salas prlvadas da la Indus— 
trla donda so proyeotaba la palloula 
de Michael Oalna. Aquallos qua oon- 
slguloron eoharle un vlstazo sa an- 
oontraron con qua hablan ganado autAn— 
tloo rallavo ante los ojos da sus ami¬ 
gos. En ouanto a los Estados Unldos. 
la organlzaol6n Paramount no ha tanido 
jamAs qua enfrantarsa con la daoanda 
da unA palloula por parte da los ax— 
hlbldoras tan vlolonta, oasl ballga— 
ranta. Pronto Imprlmlramos Informa— 
cl An sobra al Axlto da las axhlbi clo¬ 
nes amerloanas y oasl nos santimoa 
InoUnados a oraar qua tandraaioa qua 
Imprlmlrla oon ami ant o, da tan fogo— 
sas qua va a ear. 

Abrevlando, la aaoolAn qua «- 
barga a Paramount oon raspaoxo no sC- 
lo a los grandas films aoxualmanta an 
axhlblolAn, slno a todos aquallos qua 
se van a astranar, aumanta y aumanxa 
y aumanta. 

IHo oaba duda da qua antramos an 
ana nueva era da grandasal 
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DIE VEliDAM MIEN 
DERKAUHABI ^ *•^10 

RODELO 

' - - - 

DUSS^DOfiF - This popular comer in this 
city cont^ues to be pro-Paramount, with the 
display above emohaslzine "Aoache UDrisine." 
"Kid Rodelo" and "Sands of the Kalahari." 

PARAMOUNT’S NEUESTE 
NACHRiCHTEN 
UBERTREFFEN ALLES 

% % % Itc % % 

Die Wichtigkeit der Fertigste Hung von 

"BRENNT PARIS?" erregt weiterhin die 

groDte Aufmerksamkeit aider Paramoun- 

teers in der ganzen Welt. Der groQte 

aider Paramount-Filme seit "DIE ZEHN 

GEBOTE" wird sicherlich in mehr als 

einem Jahrzehnt das aufregendste Ereig- 

nis unserer Gesellschaft sein, das aus 

der Produktion auf uns zukomnit. Den 

bevorstehenden WeItpremieren in Paris, 

New York und Hollywood sehen wir ange- 

sichts der standig wachsenden Grbfle 

unserer Gesellschaft mit Zuversicht 

entgegen. 

Was "DIE ZEHN GEBOTE" anbetrifft, so 

lohnt es sich wohl zu wiederholen, dafl 

wohl in alien Einsatzen in den Vereinag- 

ten Staaten und Kanada, die Einspiel- 

ergebnisse die des Ersteinsatzes tiber- 

treffen, wobei die Preise weit niedri- 

ger sind als wahrend der Erstauffiih- 

rungen. In der Zwischenzeit verfUgen 

wir ebenfalls iiber Berichte des trium — 

phalen Einsatzes dieses Filmes im 

Astoria Theater in London, die sie im 

Einzelnen in dieser Ausgabe nachlesen 

kbnnen. 

Paramount International, Milton Gold¬ 

stein, war ein guter Erfolg, und in 

dieser Ausgabe finden Sie einen Bericht, 

der die Hbhepunkte seiner Reise behan- 

delt und gleichzeitig Photos seiner 

Reise urn die ganze Welt enth.ilt. 

Paramount's groBartiges Trio dieses 

Sommers - "NEVADA SMITH", "DAS DETRE- 

TEN DES GRTJNDSTLCKES 1ST UNTERSAGT" 

und "UBERFALL AUF dIe QUEEN MARY" - 

hat hervorragenden Applaus gefunden. 

Diese drei Filme entsprechen veil und 

ganz dem Geschmack der Kinoganger und 

Paramount's Verkaufsbelegschaft in den 

USA hat zweifellos gute Arbeit gelei- 

stet, indem sie diese wichtige Tatsache 

den Theaterbesitzern der Vereinigten 

Staaten und Kanada immer wieder vor 

Augen hielt. 

"DER VERFUHRER LaSST SCHON GRUSSEN" 

bleibt weiterhin eines der aufregend- 

sten Ereignisse innerhalb der Para¬ 

mount Organisation. Diese dramatische 

Komodie ist gerade in Australian ange- 

laufen, und die Aufregung kennt keine 

Grenzen. Noch vor dem offiziellen 

Start hbrten wir die ungeheueriichsten 

Geschichten fiber Film-Fans, die durch 

Bestechungsgelder versucht haben solien 

an den Vorfiihrungen dieses Michael 

Caine-FiJmes in der privaten Pilmin- 

dustrie teilzuhaben, und die, die den 

Film tatsachiich gesehen haben, wareu 

unter ihren Freunden besonders angese- 

hen. Was die Vereinigten Staaten anbe- 

trifft, so hat Paramount noch nie zu- 

vor eine derartig starke, fast gebie- 

terische Forderung der Theaterbesitzer 

nach einem Film erlebt. Die Berichte 

liber die Erfolge des Einsatzes in Ame- 

rika warden in Kiirze folgen, und wir 

haben fast Grund zur Annahme, daB wir 

sie auf Asbest drucken miissen, denn 

hbchstwahrscheinlich warden sie so 

heiB sein. 

Alles in allem, die Aufregung der Para¬ 

mount nicht nur iiber die Filme unserer 

jetzigen Staffed, sondern auch die der 

kommenden, steigt unaufhaitsam. 

Wir befinden uns am Beginn einer neuen, 

groBen Ara. 

"Easy Come, Easy Go" 
Natural for Elvis 

DUSSELDORF - There 
were posters for "Sands 
of the Kalahari" all over 
town when the film was at 
the Kamera, This one was 
on Worringer Platz. 

BERLIN - The Gloria 
on the Kurfurstendam had 
this highly effective 
front-of-house display 
for "The Spy Who Came In 
From The Cold." 

"Easy Come, Easy Go" has been set by producer 

Spanien war im Monat Juli der Schau- 

platz eines aufregenden "Action"-Fil- 

mes, der auf der ganzen Welt Anklang 

finden wird. Es handelt sich hierbei 

urn die Embassy-Produktion (im weltwei- 

ten Vertrieb der Paramount, ausschlieB- 

lich der Vereinigten Staaten und Kanad^ 

n.dmlich des Thrillers "THE CAPER OF THE 

GOLDEN BULLS" mit Stephen Boyd in der 

Hauptrolie. Im Mittelpunkt dieses Fil¬ 

mes steht die Freilassung der wilden 

Stiere in den StraBen der Stadt Pam¬ 

plona, die jedes Jahr einmal erfolgt, 

und bei dieser Gelegenheit ist es den 

jungen Mannern Spaniens freigestellt, 

ihren individuellen Mut und ihre Ge- 

wandtheit an der Starke der Stiere auf 

off®nen StraBen der Stadt zu messen. 

Die Weltreise des Verkaufsdirek.tors .von 

Hal Wallis as the new title for his next film for Paramount 

Pictures starring Elvis Presley. The musical formerly was 

titled "Easy Does It." 

"Easy Come, Easy Go" begins filming in September 

in Hollywood. The Technicolor attraction is based on an 

original screenplay by Allan Weiss and Anthony Lawrence, 

who wrote two previous Wallis productions starring Presley— 

"Paradise, Hawaiian Style" and "Roustabout." 
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In the town of Telagh, 
Algeria, a CARE-MLDICO 

team is ninning the only 
hospital for 42,000 peo¬ 
ple, in an area that 
formerly did not have a 
single nurse or doctor. 
The team is supported by 
contributions to MhDTCO, 
a service of CARb, New 
York 10016. 

This is the point of 
her least insistence, and 
his least resistance, in 
"The Swinger." The prot¬ 
agonists; Ann-Margret as 
"The Swinger" and Anthony 
Franciosa as the man whose 
impulses are being screen 
tested. 

Michael ("Alfle") 
Caine and Jane ^onda make 
a fine dramatic couple in 
Otto Preminger's terse, 
tense and timely product¬ 
ion of the United States 
South, "Hurry Sundowp." 

Scenes from the very 
sensational one-reeler, 
in color — "Indianapolis 
500" — which is being 
rush-released, world-wide, 
by Paramount. 

Reporting the recent 
thrill-packed automobile 
classic race (which was 
won by Graham Hill), the 
film is a real 'stunner,' 
and a 'must' for any 
programme aching for a 
top-level short feature. 

We illustrate the 
l6-car pile-up at start, 
which caused a re-start¬ 
ing of the race; and at 
far right, Graham Hill, 
the winner. 

-I'-lde World Photos 

LES NCUVELLES CONCER- 
NANT PARAMOUNT SONT, 
CCMME D'HABITUDE, 
DE PREMIERE IMPORTANCE 

M *1 »l f» *» 

"PARIS BRULE-T-IL?" va §tre bientdt termini 
et cette information sensationnelle d^chafne le 
plus grand enthousiasme chez les Paramountiers 
du monde entier. Ce film Paramount, gui est in- 
contestablement le plus formidable depuis "LES 
DIX COMMANDEMENTS", constitue I'f^v^nement le 
plus important pour notre Soci^t^ depuis plus de 
dix ans et I'on attend avec une extreme impatien¬ 
ce les Premieres mondiales qui auront lieu h 
Paris, New York, Hollywood, ajoutant ainsi une 
brillante aureole ^ la grandeur de notre Compa- 
gnie, 

F\jisque nous parlons des "LIX COMt'ANIH-KEMTS", 
il nous paraft int^ressant de rappeler une fois 
encore que partout ou ce film a ^te projet^ aux 
Etats-Unis et au Canada, ses recettes ont d^pns- 
s^ celles qui avaient ^te enregistr^es lors de 
ses premieres sorties, bien que les prix de pla¬ 
ce pratiqu«^e pour la reprises aient 4t4 inf^- 
rieurs ^ ceux de la premiere exclusivity. Fntre 
temps, nous avons regu des rapports sur la pro¬ 
jection triomphale des "DIX CONWANDEMENTS" au 
Cinyma Astoria de Londres et vous en trouverez 
les dytails sur les diffyrentes pages de ce nu- 
myro. 

Au cours du mois de Juillet, I'Espagne a 
le thyStre du passionnant tournage d'un film d’ 
action dont nous somnies certains qu'il recevra 
un excellent accueil dans le monde entier. C 
est une production Embassy qui sera distribuee 
partout par Paramount, sauf aux Etats-Unis et 
au Canada. II s'agit de "THE CAPER OF THE COLDFN 
BULLS" et la veddtte est Stephen Boyd. I.'histoi- 
re, fertile en ymotions, retrace la course des 
jeunes taureaux travers les rues de Pampelone 
et montre le courage deployy par les jeunes Es- 
pagnols qui livalisent d'audace et d'hat>ilety 

avec les taureaux lances dans la ville. 

Le voyage h travers le monde de Milton Gold¬ 
stein, le directeur des ventes de Paramount 
International, a yty une grosse reussite et nous 
donnons dans ce numyro un compte-rendu illustry 
de photos dycrivant les yvynements les plus mar- 
quants de ce pyriple. 

Les trois grands films prysentys par Para¬ 
mount cet yty I "NEVADA SMITH", "THIS PROPERTY 
IS CONDEMNED" et "L'ATTAQUE DU "QUEEN MARY" ont 

remporty un grand succl-s. Ce sont des produc¬ 
tions qui correspondent absolument au goflt du 
public et le service des ventes de F'arj rr.ount 
a realisy un excellent travail en sachant per¬ 
suader les exploitants des Etats-Unis et du 
Canada des Immenses possibilitys commercialcs 
de ces films. 

"ALFIE" continue ^ @tre l*un des yvenements 
les plus marquants qui se soient jamais pro- 
duits S Paramount. Cette comydie dramaticjue est 
projetye actuellement en Australie et y dyden- 
che un enthousiasme sans borne. Avant la sortie 
nous avons entendu raconter les histoires les 
plus folles, dont void un example : des "fans" 
essayaient d'assister aux projections du film 
de Michael Caine en offrant de I'argent ! Et 
ceux qui avaient pu mener leurs projets h bien 
jouissaient d'une drdle de considyration au— 
pr^s de leurs amis t En ce qui concerne les 
Etats-Unis, 1'organisation Paramount n'a jamais 
regu auparavant des propositions aussi impres- 
sionnantes (voire m^me aussi agressivesl) de 
la part des exploitants. Nous publierons d'ici 
peu des compte-rendus sur la sortie de ce film 
en Amyrique et nous sontnes enclins h croire 
que ces nouvelles devront ^tre Imprlmyes sur du 
papier ignlfugy tant elles seront brCllantes 1 

En rysutny, 1'enthousiasme de Paramount ne 
fall que crojtre, qu'il s'aglsse de films dyji^ 
sortis ou de films devant sortir prochalnement. 

Incontestablement, une ^re de grandeur s’ou- 
vre devant nous t 

We will have the 

sensational plans f 
of ”ls Paris Burnin 

of Paramount World. 

full details of the truly 

or the Paris world premiere 

g?" in the September issue 
And we do mean ’sensational*. 
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This full—pafTc Dot Records adver¬ 
tisement In August 13th Billboard 
intrigues us particularly by virtue 
of the conservative (but at the same 
time, highly praiseworthy) appraisal 
of the appeal of Miss Bonnie Guitar. 

Randolph Wood, Dot Records presi¬ 
dent, has announced the appointment 
of Tom Mack as A&R Coordinator in 
addition to his other duties as Dot 
vice-president, head of International 
operations and fnll-ttme producer for 
such top Dot artists as Jo Stafford, 
Harry James, Liberace, The Mills 
Brothers, Andrews Sister and Gordon 
JenkinSo 

Mack coordinates a greatly expanded Artists 
and Repertoire operation which covers the most 
important recording centres in the nation. 

Dot's Eastern A&R is headed by Charles R. 
Grean, working between New York City and Nash¬ 
ville. Grean's long. Illustrious career has been 
highlighted by his association with many of the 
top big bands of the era (Artie Shaw, Les Brown, 
Tommy Dorsey, Glen Miller, etc.); by his exten¬ 
sive television work (The Jimmy Dean Show, Kraft 
Music Hall, The Eddy Arnold Show, Mrs. America 

Pageant, etc.); and as an RCA-Vlctor producer 
for such stars as Perry Como, Dinah Shore,Eddie 
Fisher and many others. 

Dot A&R in Nashville is handled by Jim 
Bulleit, specializing in Rhythm & Blues and pop, 
and Noel Ball, one of the top Nashville DJs. 

Four Dot contract artists also handle A&R 
chores. Bonnie Guitar, who has quickly grown to 

'be one of Dot's top-selling artists, travels 
between Seattle (her home tow), Hollywood and 
Nashville doing country and western production. 
Jimmie Rodgers is active with folk and popular 
production in Hollywood. Pete King, noted art¬ 
ist, arranger, conductor, produces for several 
of Dot's headline artists. Another top arranger- 

conaucLor, Jimmie Haskell, performs the same 
double role as artist and producer. 

Also operating in Holljrwood are Les Carter, 
popular DJ featured on the top Los Angeles jazz 
station, KBCA-FM; Bunny Robyn, an experienced 
record producer; and Marty Barab, who speciali¬ 
zes in the "top-40" Teen market. 

Tom Mack has been associated with Dot Records 
since 1957, following A&R executive positions 
with Decca and Capitol Records. Previously, he 
had beer associated with-many of the great bands 
including the Glen Miller organization. 

(Dot Kecorns is a wholly-owned subsidiary 
of Paramount Pictures Corporation). 

One of the very finest of 
the 45 rpn records featurd.ng 
"Alfie," theme song of Para¬ 

mount's sensational comedy of 
the same name, is Tony Martti's 
rendition on the Dot label. 

ALFIES THEME 
Nr UNIT RBitm 

f 

MICHAEL 
amt 

Ail 
S' 
a. 

yjx rtj.ij.c 3 inerae," as 

published by Ensign Music Corporal 

1619 Broadway, New York City. 

(Ensign Music Corporation is = 
wholly-owned subsidiary of Paramoi 
Pictures Corporation.) 

:• .... 
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Every kind of peace¬ 

ful cooperation anong 
men is primarily based 
on mutual trust and only 

secondarily on institut¬ 
ions such as courts of 
Justice and police. 

- Albert Einstein 

MANILA - Nnidentified 
guest being greeted by 
General Farolan, an aide 
of General Mata, Chief of 
Staff of the Armed Forces 
of the Philippines, Occ¬ 
asion was the Avenue The¬ 
atre premiere of "Judith" 
in aid of the Philippines 
Red Cross, Quezon City 
Chapter. 

An optimist is a 
doctor who tells the 
mother of six small 
children to relax. 

MANILA, Philippines - Paramount Internat¬ 
ional sales manager Milton Goldstein with the 
Paramounteers of the Philippines on the occ¬ 
asion of his recent official visit here. L to 
H, seated: F. Sanchez, Concha P. Tuason, S.A. 
Henriksen (Far Last division manager), A. S. 
Velasquez (Philippines manager), Mr.Goldstein, 
Conchita de Leon, Ric Javier, Marcelino Torr- 
ente. Standing: Mer Trinidad,Rudolfo Engalla, 
Numeriano Balmes, ^'oli Coronel, Luis Mariano, 
Emilio Villa Nueva, Reynaldo Perez,Bienvenido 
Dungca, Arturo Fajardo,Juan Torres and Ben¬ 
jamin Nucum. 

AiNG VGA BALITA TUNGKCL 
SA PARAVCUivT AY PATULCY 
NA PARAiVGUNKPANGUiMAh 1 W) 

Ang nalalapit nang pagkayari ng "Is Paris 
Burning?" ay j^atuloy na nagbibigay ng lubos at 
kasiya-siyang sigla sa. lahat ng mga taga-Para- 
mount sa boong daigdig, Ang pelikulang ito na 
siyang pinalcamalaki sa lahat ng mga produksyon 
ng Pai'aiiiount mula noong "The Ten Corm>iandinents" 
ay tunay na siyang pinakamalaking bagay na 
nangyari sa ating samahan sa loob ng mahigit 
na sampung taong nakaraan, Ang nalalapit nang 
idaos na mga 'world premieres' sa Paris, sa 
Nueba York at sa Hollywood ay inaasahang mag- 
puputcng sa ating samahan ng bagong-tuklas na 
kadakilaan. 

At sa pagkakabangit ng "The Ten Comr.^and- 
ments" ay dapat din nating ibalita na sa halos 
lahat ng mga mnling-pagtatanghal sa Estados 
Unidos at sa Canada ang kinita nito ay mahj.git 
kaysa noong unang-pagtatanghal, at ang mga ha- 
laga ng tiket ay mas mababa kaysa-noong ito ay 
ipadabas sa 'roadshow', Samantala, ang mga 
balita sa matagmnpay na pagkakalabas ng peli¬ 
kulang ito sa Astoria Theatre sa Londres ay 
matutunghayan ninyo sa maraming pahina ng bi- 

RIGHT 

MANILA - Signs for 
"Judith" at the Avenue 
Theatre were everywhere. 
This one was on Dewey 
Boulevard - along with a 
trio of other internatio¬ 
nally renowned signs. 

JUDITH 

lang na ito, 

Ang Espanya, noong Julio, ay siyang pook 
na pinag-gawaan ng kapana-panabik na pelikulang 
'bakbakan' na tiyak na magugustuhan sa boong 
daigdig, Ito ay ang produksyon ng Embassy na 
ipamamahagi ng Paramount sa boong daigdig ma- 
liban lamang sa Estados Unidos at sa Canada at 
pinamagatang "The Caper of the Golden Bulls," 
Si Stephen Boyd ang gaganap sa pangvinahlng pa- 
pel at ito ay tungkol sa mga pakikipag-tungali 
sa mga tore sa mga lansangan ng Pamplona na 
ginaganap minsan taon-taon, Makikita rito ang 
katapangan ng mga binata sa Espanya na pakiki- 
pagsagupa sa mga tore sa lanssngan, 

Ang pagkal';alakbay ng sales manager ng 
Paramc'Unt International na si Milton Goldstein 
ay isang t.agtunpay, Ang mga balita tungkol sa 
mga mahahalagang pangyayari sa paglalakbay na 
ito ay matutunghayan ninyo sa bilang na ito na 
kasama ang mga larawang kuha sa iba at ibang 
bansang dinalaw niya, 

Ang tatlong malalaking pelikula ng Para¬ 
mount sa panahon ng tag-init-—ang "Nevada 
Smith," ang "This Property Is Condemned" at ang 
"A.ssault On A Queen"—ay kasalukuyang innaani 
ng malalaking tagumpay, Tunay na naiibigang 
lahat ito ng madia, at ang mga tauhan ng Para¬ 
mount sa Estados Unidos at Canada ay nakaganap 
ng raabuting gawain sa pagpapalaganap ng raaha- 
lagang balitang ito sa mga may-ari ng mga sine 
doon. 

Ang "Alfie" ay patuloy na siyang pinaka- 
masayang bagay na nangyari sa samahan ng Psura- 
mount, Ang palabas na ito ay itlnatanghal na 
sa Australya at ang kasiyahan doon ay napaka- 
laki, Bago ipalabas ito doon ay nakarating sa 
amln ang balita na mayroong mga mahihilig sa 
sine na nagtangkang simuhol upang sila ay maka- 
panood sa mga'previews' ng pelikulang ito na 
ginampanan ni Michael Caine at lyong mga nagka- 
polad na makapanood doon ay nagkaroon ng tunay 
na maaring ipagmalaki sa kanilang mga kaibigan. 
At sa Estados Unidos, ang Paramount ay ngayon 
lamang nakakita ng ganitong kalaking pagkaka- 
gusto ng mga may-ari ng sine na mallabas ang 
pelikulang ito na halos ay nagaaway na sila 
upang mailabas lamang ito, Malapit na naming 
ilimbag ang balita tungkol sa mga pagtatanghal 
nlto sa Amerika at Iniisip namin na baka kai- 
langang gumamit ng asbestos,—inaasahan naming 
ito ay napakainit, 

Sa madaling sabi, ang pananabik sa Para¬ 
mount hlndl lamang sa mga malalaking pelikxila 
ngayon kundi sa mga darating na paneihon ay pa¬ 
tuloy na lumalaki at lumalaki, 

Tunay ngang puraapasok na tayo sa panahon 
ng kadakilaan. 

^MANILA - Group at the Ernesto Rufino 
residence during the dinner given In honorof 
Milton Goldstein and Svend A. Henriksen by 
Mr. and Mrs. Rufino. L to R: Ernesto Rufino, 
Milton Goldstein, Mrs, Elvira Rufino, Svend 
A, Henriksen, Mrs. Gloria T. Velasquez and 
A. S. Velasquez. 
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ATLANTA, Georgia - The 
important showmanship tie--inD 
beiween Paramoxnt and Cook*^3 
Tours in behalf of "Nevada 
Smith" (as illustrated last 
month), is earring right 
across the nation. Above is 
the Thomas Cook window on 
renowned Peachtree Street 
in this city, with a fine 
plug for the records-setting 
"Nevada Smith." 

THERE IS NO 
SUBSTITUTE FOR 

SHOWMANSHIP 

SINGAPORE - Cathay Organisation's compre¬ 
hensive campaign of snowman ship for "Paradise, 
Hawaiian Style" received a splendid assist 
from Crown Radio-Phone, local representative 
of RCA Records, TV and Radios. Even to the 
placing of cutouts on this Important comer 
of Orchard and Penang Roads, 

Itay^SlIMasyou m DIET DRINK bi|7^ 

Stay as SUM as you 

WMA 

CHICAGO - This showmanship for "Nevada 
Smith" projected the pair of messages - "SEE 
NEVADA SMITH" and "CHICAGO THEATRE" - 900 
times daily between 2 p.m, and midnight. The 
sign is on the Kennedy Expressway at Kimball 
Avenue, and the two messages were part of an 
8-message cycle. Sign is controlled by Radio 
’^AQ and the message is 53 feet wide. 

WPEN RADIO 95 
> ^pbrsdn 

I TO-DAY 2«* 
iTo Grfff t*f 

msww 

PHILADELPHIA - Stanton Theatre and Radio 
Station WPEN's Ken Carson teamed very effectiv¬ 
ely for showmanship on "Nevada Smith." Carson 
(in centre), an extremely popular radio person¬ 
ality, hosted a contest on his nightly radio 
show in which he invited listeners to write him 
reasons why they'd like to go to a special pre¬ 
view of "Nevada Smith" with him. Winners atten¬ 
ded the theatre party and received "Nevada 
Smith" sound-track albums. 

Paramount's local advertising and publicity 
manager, Harry Schmerling, engineered the show¬ 
manship. 

Paperback editions of books filmed have 
beccxne integral parts of all showmanship 

campaigns. Included in the editions upcoming 

based on Paramount productions are; "Is 
Paris Burning?", "Oh Dad, Poor Dad," "Hurry 

Sundown," "Seconds," "Funeral In Berlin," 

"Alfie," "Eldorado" and "Warning Shot." All 
will be illustrated with scene stills. 

TORONTO - Bert 
Brown, manager of 
the Imperial,does 
a listen at the 
huge telephone set 
up in the lobby of 
the theatre so 
that patrons could 
hear about the up¬ 
coming "Assault 
On A Queen." 

TOKYO - The simulated 
'Wild West Duel' never had 
a better motivation than 
in the showmanship plan 
for "Nevada Smith." Setting 
was established in the 
great open space in front 
of the Shochikukaikan and 
the exponents were experts 
in the six-shooter art. 
Above, they are shown in 
action. At right, the vic¬ 
tor demonstrates his tri¬ 
umph by displaying a sign 
telling of the theatres 
showing "Nevada Smith." 

SAN FRANCISCO — 
Lennen & Newell hired 
two Hawaiian girls 
dressed in colorful 
native attire withlejs 
to pass out 2,000 her¬ 
alds and 2,000 orchids 
during the busy noon 
hour in Union Square 
and the financial dis¬ 
trict, on the opening 
day 01 "Paradise, Haw¬ 
aiian Style," Promot¬ 
ion coincided with the 
Shrineers convention - 
and there were 100,000 
Shriners in town. 
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TAIPEI - Messrs Goldstein and 
Henriksen with the Paramo\mteers 
of Taiwan. L to R: H.F.Lo, Ben 
Chiang, 3.A.Henriksen, Andrew T. 
Fan, Milton Goldstein, Nancy K.S. 
Chang, M.L.Shung, Carlton C.T. 
Cheng, H. Chow, T.T.Wong, C.Hling. 

TAIPEI, Taiwan - One of the 
many groups of film dignitaries 
who welcomed Paramount Internati¬ 
onal sales manager Milton Gold¬ 
stein at Taipei Airport. Presid¬ 
ent of Tien Hsiang Theatre, Hwa- 
Lien, Mr. C.K. Huang, greeting 
Mr. Goldstein, with Paramount 
manager Andrew T. Fan and Mr.A.M. 
Chang, President of Ambassador 
Theatre, in centre background,and 
Far East division manager S.A. 
Henriksen at left. 

TAIPEI, Taiwan - Massive pos¬ 
ter for "Red Line 7000" on side 
of the Ambassador Theatre. Size 
can be judged by comparing it 
with a conventional 24-sheeteron 
the same picture immediatelv be¬ 
neath it. (Actually the poster is 
60 feet wide by 30 feet deep). 
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SINGAPORE - Palace Theatre in 
Katong certainly featured Elvis 
Presley and "Paradise, Hawaiian 
Style" when the Hal Wallis product¬ 
ion was the attraction. (Note at 
left the Tow Showing' notice in 
English, Malay and Chinese). 
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NEWCASTLE, England - Suzanna 
Leigh, who got her first maior 
break in films playing an air¬ 
lines hostess in Hal Wallis' 
"Boeing Boeing," recalls that 
fcLct as she arrives here on a 
personal appearance tour in 
connection with "Paradise, 
Hawaiian Style," 

BARCELONA, Spain - This fine 
trophy, being held jointly by 
Henri Michaud and Frank A.Siter, 
is being presented to the Real 
Club de Golf of this city by Mr. 
Siter for permanent competiticn. 

ssisgsjTHE ^^AYA DAT DAILY^^y^"! 

B(MBAY-0ne of a host of examples of pub¬ 
licity in the local press in conjunction 
with the highly successful presentation of 
"The Spy Who Came In From The Cold" at the 
New Einpire Theatre. 

Bathing girl photos 
are all well and good, in 
their place, but how about 
a photo of a bathing male 
for a change? Like this, 
one of Tony Curtis on the 
French Riviera, working 
like fury on "Arrivederci, 
BabyI" 

Producer-director Otto Preminger very often 
appears before the cameras in the pictures he is 
making, usually for rehearsal demonstrations of 
the dramatic effects he is seeking. When he 
does, he has to be measured for lens distance, 
too. Here is one such instance photographed 
during the filming of his latest massive drama¬ 
tic creation, "Hurry Sundown." 

CANYONLANDS, U.S.A. On Page kO you will 
have read about the wonderful 17-minute short 
feature. "Road To Adventure, USA" which is 
being distributed by Paramount, This map will 
serve to identify many of the wonderful spots 
in Canyonlands. It will be reproduced in more 
than 700 U.S. Sunday and daily newspapers, 
timed with the release of the Paramount short. 



DISTRIBUTION NOTE; 

"THE CAPER OF THE GOLDEN 

BULLS" is a Paramount release 

world-wide — excepting in 
the United States and Canada, 

"The 
Caper 
Of the 
Golden 
Bulls" 

Stephen Boyd takes time out from location in both a religious procession and a daring 
filming in Spain to court a fifteen-foot escapade, play very important dramatic roles 
carnival princess. These huge figures, used in "The Caper of the Golden Bulls." 

’*The Caper of the Golden Bulls,” 
produced by Joseph E. Levine in 
Pamplona, Spain, and in the Para¬ 
mount Studio in Hollywood, is not 
only a saga of tingling adventure, 
but a highly colored exercise in 
sex, stealing and skulduggery,w i th 
a very popular cast and some of 
the most gorgeous Spanish scenery 
ever included in a dramatic film. 

PAMPLONA, Spain - Stephen Boyd and Giovanna 
Ralli, co-stars in "The Caper of the Golden 
Bulls," enjoy a cold drink on a hot afternoon at 
the Inn of the White Horse during the filming cf 
the Joseph E, Levine suspense-packed thriller. 

Picture is now continuing production at the 
Paramount Studio in Hollywood, and word is that 
Giovanni Rail! is a real 'dazzler.' 

•• • t •* 

Stephen Boyd, Henry Beckman, Vito Scotti 
and Noah Keen mingle with hundreds of thrill 
seeking runners waiting for the 7 a,m. rocket 
that will send them sprinting through the 
streets of Pamplona ahead of the six wild 
bulls. 
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THE SWINGER 
is a problem picture. 

It tackles, and solves 

spiendiferously, the 
problem of how to spend 
a gay and bouncy evening 
at the movies. 

It does its solving 
with the light-hearted 
help of pert, pretty, 
piquant and thoroughly 
talented Ann-Margret; 
with the help of Tony 
Franciosa turned comic; 
and with fine assists in 
fun-filled vein from 
Robert Coote, Horace 
McMahon, and from Nydia 
Westman, who should be 
seen on the screen here¬ 
after in more such comic 
roles as she delivers in 
this rollicking funfest. 

Nobody would dare to 
say "Who's Afraid of The 
Swinger?" after the very 
first open-eyed glance 
at Ann-Margret, who is 
most liberally introduced 
to the audience in a set 
of credit titles well 
worth part of the price 
of admission. 

And since all of this 
was put together hand¬ 

somely by director- 
producer George Sidney, 
we should know that not 
only do we have a fine 
slab of rich and color¬ 
ful entertainment in 
"The Swinger," but since 
Mr. Sidney will later 
direct and produce "Half 

A Sixpence" as Paramount' s 
most ambitious musical to 
date, "The Swinger" is a 
pointer to what we can 
expect of Mr. Sidney's 
production of the London 
musical. 



MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY 
ALL-STAR SOFTBALLERS 
TRIUMPH OVER COLUMBIA 
BROADCASTING SYSTEM 

Phot/Cs by ED SULLIVAN 

The motion picture industry's team included 
these three Paramount players — Ralph Martin, 
John Rooney and Art Hessel — and announcer Bob 
McKeown (who made the CBS netv/ork with his 
broadcasts). The glamor touch was provided by 
actress Greta Thyssen, who made more photos 
than the players made errors. 

Oi the evening of Wednesday, August 10th, the 

softball field at Cantiague Park, Hicksville, Long 
Island held between 4,000 and 5,000 fans who had come 
to aid the Will Rogers Hospital, and additionally to 

see the Motion Picture Industry All-Stars do battle 
with the Columbia Broadcasting System, A fine letter 
from general sales manager Charles Boasberg to all 
Paramountears, urging attendance, was one big factor 
contributing to the huge crowd, who saw the MPI team 
triumph by the score of 8-0, 

Action picture of Art Hessel at bat, contr- 
buting to the winning score of 8-0. At the __ 
fame's end, MPI Softball League president Nonian 
bobbins proudly collected, and will hold for a 
rear, the trophy donated for the game by the 
/ill Rogers Hospital. 

Bob McKeown very effectively carried out his 
broadcasting chores. Aiding him with comments 
was Charles McMains, Paramount office manager 
and graphic arts purchasing manager. 

Portion of the cheering section, with some Paramounteers 
adding their cheers. Noted in the front rows are Mr. and Mrs. 
Joe Perkowsky, Marilyn Bettinger, Frances Hessel, Ed Lester, 

Grace Ganguzza and ^ois Curtin. 

Below, Paramounteer John Rooney about to swing a 
wicked, run-collecting bat. 

I 



FURTHER EVIDENCE OF THE 

[ViluHTY SUCCESS OF BRAZIL'S 

GALA FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY 

RIO DE JANEIRO - Participants in 
the 50th Anniversary Party, held in 
the storage area of the Rio office, 
transformed by the wizardy of the Par- 
^ount publicists under Oswaldo Rocha 
into a gay, festive and nostalgic spot. 
The participants, reading from left: 

Sergio Roberto Vargas, Manoel 
Caraargo, Walderelz Lara Peixoto,Pedro 
de Souza Costa,jJos^ Dnajar Teixeira, 

Jalr Mendes, Joao Lepiano, Modesto 
Farias, Arlete da E. Albuquerque, 
Lenira de Andrade, Eray Ribeiro da 
Silva, lara da Silva Batista, Paulo de 
Souza, Josamar da S. Batista, Marly 
dos Santos Abreu, Jose Borges Furtado, 
Wilma Tavares dos Santos, Celestino 
dos Santos Mathias, Francisca F. do 
Nasclmento, Walter J. Balmant, Nadyr 
Amaral Dutra, Oswaldo Leite Rocha, 
Louranelde Maciel Tavares, Pedro Joao 
Prinzeff, Domingos Battestin, Nilza 
Wergette de Barros, Miracema Gloria de 
A, Couto,^Maria Alteir Benevenuto, 
Maria Arcangela M. Dias. 

. During last month's 5Cth 
Anniversary Week in Brazil 
the Paramounteers of that 
country out-grossed, out¬ 
matched and out-spanned 
every single week's busin¬ 
ess record of the company 
in the entire 50 years. 

And, adds Latin Ameri- 
can division manager Henry 
B.Gordon, "this fantastic 
business record was accom¬ 
plished in spite of the 
most adverse conditions 
the motion picture indus¬ 
try has ever been confron¬ 
ted with in Brazil." 

CABLES 
Received too late for inclusion in last month's 

special Brazil Anniversary issue was this cable from 
Continental general manager Henri Michaud expressing 
admiration and pride in the great accomplishments of 
the Paramounteers of Brazil. 

EDipfiO COMEMORATIVA DO 

50®ANIVEWA'RIOda 

JUlU0t8l6 JULH01966 

LT 

ADHEHAR LEITE CESAR PARAMOUNT RIO DE JANEIRO BRESIL 

THE FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY OF THE PARAMOUNT ORGANIZATION IN 
BRAZIL CELEBRATES SIGNIFICANTLY HALF A CENTURY OF GLORIOUS 
entertainment offered to THE PUBLIC AS A RESULT OF LOYAL AND 
ENERGETIC EFFORTS MADE BY ALL WHO WORKED IN THE PAST AND 
ALL WHO STEADFASTLY PROMOTE OUR VALUABLE PRODUCT IN YOUR 
TERRITORY AT PRESENT STOP MY SINCERE CONGRATULATIONS AND 
GOOD WISHES FOR PROLONGED AND EVER INCREASINGLY SUCCESSFUL 
ACTIVITY STOP UM FORTE ABRACO 

HENRI MICHAUD 

Division Manager H.B.Gordon 
also cabled his congratulations from Mexico City in 
these terms: 

MY VERY BEST WISHES FOR FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY TO YOU 
AND ALL YOUR PARAMOUTTEERS. WITH ALL OF US WORKING 

AS A TEAM PARAMOUNT IS LOOKING FORWARD TO AN EVEN 
GREATER FUTURE. 

JA^'EIRO - So Importantly did the 50th 
rank Paramount operatlon^in Brazil^^ 

Voice of America requested an In- 
Rocha which was broadcast 

throughout the nation. As shown above, the Para- 
relations wag Inter- 

iewed by Wolney Silva. In the course of his 
talk, Mr, Rocha outlined the fine part that Par- 
amount has played in Brazil's motiw picture 

length the new product 
Brazil's cinemas. 

Tapes of the broadcast have been sent to Voice 
?eW further 
relay to Portugal and its overseas territories. 

What has happened in Brazil with the 
celebration of Paramount’s Fiftieth Anniv¬ 
ersary there - and what is happening all 
over the Paramount world - represents the 

enduring quality of our compact organiz¬ 
ation as a continuing provider of the very 
best motion picture, television and relat¬ 
ed entertainments for all races and peoples 

o exibidor 
ANUlfRI01966 2?VaUME 

Precedent-setting 
was this issue of Braz¬ 
il's leading film indus¬ 
try magazine, 0 Exibidor. 
Never before has any con- 
pany received such a tri¬ 
bute, which was amplified 
by tne fact that the 
striking cover wag backed 
by 31 pages of pictures 
ana text, all devoted to 
Paramount, 
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Already they are reporting, and 
talking about, "ls__Paris_Burn mg? ” 
in Taiwan. Here is a more-than- 
half-page article on the mighty 
picture from the July 15th issue 
of Taipei's newspaper, Hwa Pao 
Daily. 

Printec3 in U.S 



The Fabulous Faces of "Alfie 
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Paramount World 
Copyright © 1966 by Paramount 

Pictures Corporation. All rights 
reserved. Published every month ^ 
Paramoxmt Pictures Corporation, 1501 
Broadway, New York City, NY IOO36 , 
U.S.A. Issued by and for the memb¬ 
ers of the Paramount organization 
around the world who believe in the 
entertainment appeal of their moticn 
pictures, their television enterpr¬ 
ises and allied products, and in the 
business future of their company. 

ALBERT DEANE, Editor 

Volume 12, Number 9 September, 1966 

ELECTED A PARAMOUNT 
PICTURES CORPORATION 
VICE-PRESIDENT 

BERNARD DONNENFELD 

Bernard Donnenfeld has 
been elected a vice-presid¬ 
ent of Paramount Pictures 
Corporation, it was announ¬ 
ced August 16 by George 
Weltner, president. He will 
serve as executive in charge 
of studio and production 
administration*. 

"Mr. Donnenfeld's election 
as a vice-president marks another 
forward move in the implementat¬ 
ion of Paramount's expanded world¬ 
wide production program," Mr. 
Weltner and Howard W. Koch, vice- 
president and studio and product¬ 
ion head, said in a joint state¬ 
ment. "He has demonstrated a keen 
knowledge of all aspects of 
production and studio administr¬ 
ation and we feel that he will 
continue to make a significant 
contribution to the company's im¬ 
portant and far-reaching present 
and future production program." 

Prior to becoming associate 
head of studio activities early 

As you proceed through this issue of 
Paramount l^orld, many facts should be appar¬ 
ent concerning Paramount's ace-high level of 
product. But one fact will be super-apparent 
-- the fact that in "Alfie," Nevada Smith" 
and the re-engagements of "The Ten Command¬ 
ments" we have a trio of gems of "purest 
pay sublime." These aren't just merely 
pictures -- they are platinum mines, with 
diamonds thrown in as dividends. They're 
the topsi The industry's topsi 

The record of "Alfie'* in its two-cinema New York 
run (a fore-runner of U.S. and Canadian triumphs that 
run into the thousands), and the round of super¬ 
successes scored by the film in Great Britain - these 
are not only history, but definite directives to Par¬ 
amount eers the world over calling for repitition. 

As for "Nevada Smith" — here is the toppingest 
Western of them all, with multi-theatre capacity suc¬ 
cesses in Japan, Great Britain, Trinidad (where eager 
crowds three times busted down the doors of the house 
to get in), France (where the all-time record for the 
Paramount Theatre was notched by this great film), 
Holland (where new all-time records have been regist¬ 
ered in Amsterdam, Rotterdam and The Hague), and now 
Germany has joined the "Nevada Smith" cash caravan. 

Third in the trio is "The Ten Commandments," and 
on Page 9 will be found the statement of predicted 
fact which says that the indications now are apparent 
that the mighty Cecil B, DeMille production already 
is destined to be the greatest money-making re-engage¬ 
ment film in all Paramount history. 

(And we can proudly say all of this without even 
touching on another towering production called "Is 
Paris Burning?" MyI What a wonderful era has come 
to Paramount I) 

in 1965, Mr. Donnenfeld served as 
assistant for production activ¬ 
ities to Mr. Weltner in New York. 
He joined Paramount in 1957 in 
an executive capacity and was ex¬ 
ecutive assistant to Jack Karp, 
former Paramount studio head. 

REFERENCE: See Pages 20,21,25 for "Alfie," 
Pages 29 and 30 for "Nevada Smith," Page 9 
for "The Ten Commandments".and Pages 3, 
4, 5, 8 and 40 for "Is Paris Burning?"...Plus 
individual references to the four everywhere. 
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history. 
JOSEPH FRIEDMAN 

Par^ount Film Dist 
ibuting Corporation 
vice-president and 
director of advert! 
ing and public rela 
^ons, has returned 
Irom Paris where he 
completed arrange¬ 
ments for next montl 
world premiere ther* 
of "Is Paris Burning'; 

In Paris.Friedms 
conferred with Fraic 
government officials, 
and with Paramount 
executives Henri 
Michaud, Guenter 
Schack and John Nel- 
son-Sullivan, 

Renewal of Agreement 
for distribution of Paramount films in the 
Republic of South Africa is completed between 
Andre Pieterse, president of Ster Films (third 
from left) and James E. Perkins, president of 
Paramount International Films. At left is 
Milton Goldstein, sales manager for Paramount 
International. At right, George G. Hoff, Para¬ 
mount Counsel and Assistant Secretary. Second 
from left is Robert Lasky, New York attorney 
representing Ster Films. 
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LATEST BULLETINS ON 

iSIPARISiBURNiNG? 
Through a number 

of changes of program 
at Le Paramount,this 
eye-catching and 
attention-compelling 
sign, at left, has 

remained at this 
great Crossroads of 
the World as a notice 
to tens of millions 
of the coming of the 
Epic of the Decade, 
"Is Paris Burning?" 

Director Rene^ 
Clemente, Academy 

^ Award-winning compos¬ 
er-conductor Maurice 

Jarre and authors Larry Collins and Dominique 
Lapierre have received Paramount invitations 
to join the stars and attend the gala American 
premiere of "Is Paris Burning?" November 9 at 

the Criterion Theatre in New York. 

Recently, from New York, Paramount iss- 
used an invitation for all former TI.S, serv¬ 
icemen who had participated in the Liberation 
of Paris on August 25, 1944, to get in touch 
with the company. As of the time of our going 
to press, more than 150 responses had been re- 

received, One of these was from Massachusetts 
Lieutenant Governor Elliot L. Richardson, who 
entered Paris as part of the Liberation forces 
of the 4th Infantry Division, A winner of the 
Bronze Star and Purple Heart with Cluster,Lt. 

_ Gov, Richardson was 
Persons who participated 

in the Liberation of Paris, 22 
years ago, on August 
are being sought by Paramount 
in conjunction with the rel¬ 
ease of "Is Paris Burning?" in 
New York City next November 9. 

All veterans with inter¬ 
esting first-hand stories to 
recount about the Liberation, 
are asked to contact: "Is 
Paris Burning?" Editor, Para¬ 
mount Pictures, 1501 Broadway, 
New York, NY 16036. 

In addition to former meny- 
bers of the United States 
Fourth Division, which shared 
in the glory of freeing Paris, 
other ex-G.I,'s and American 
and French civilians who were 
involved in the events of that 
day are invited to contact 
Paramount. 

(We believe, for instance, 
that there were some U.S. Par- 
amourteers involved in this 
historic event.) 

a lieutenant platoon 
leader with Company 
B,^4th Medical Batt¬ 
alion . as oart of the aiion, as part 01 
12th Combat Team, 

The issuance of 
the Paramount invit¬ 
ation was given very 
fine press coverage 
right across the US, 
a particularly fine 
instance of this be¬ 
ing Allen M.Widem's 
Coast—to—Coast column 
in the Hartford (Corm,) 
Times of August 29. 
Allen devoted six 
columns to "Is Paris 
Burning?", the search 
for participants,and 
an illustration which 
showed the stellar 
cast and a scene frcm 
the picture. 

LARRY COLLINS & DOMINIQUE LAPIERRE 

August 18, 1966 

Mr. John Jones 

John Jones & Company 

11 Jones Street 

Jonesville, New York 

U.S. A. 

Dear Mr. Jones: 

This letter, accompanied by 
a copy of the book, "Is Paris 
Burning?", was airmailed from 
Paris directly to hundreds of 
U.S. exhibitors, film critics 
and columnists to further pre¬ 
pare them for the gala premiere ' 
of the film on November 9th. 

As authors of "Is Paris Burning?" we are happy to inform 

you, as someone particularly close to the film industry, of 

the immense satisfaction we felt recently in screening, for 

the first time, the finished version of the motion picture 

representation of our book. It is a brilliant and beautiful 

piece of work, a film that is above all worthy of the subject 

and the magnificent city it seeks to honor. 

During the three long and sometimes painful years that went 

into the research and writing of "Is Paris Burning?, " we 

often thought what a wonderful film might be made from this 

story of Paris' brush with destruction. Never, however, 

did we think that film could be made in 1966, in a Paris trans¬ 

formed by twenty years of peace and prosperity. Yet, through 

a happy concordance of circumstance and talent, that film has 

been made. We are genuinely proud of it, and of our role in 

its making. Rarely have writers been better served than we 

have been by the men and the resources which produced the 

film "Is Paris Burning?". The film conteiins, we honestly be¬ 

lieve, scenes whose starkness or beauty will be recalled by 

the motion picture industry for years to come. 

Director Rene Clement has worked with a blend of poetry and 

brutality, and a breathtaking attention to detail. He was ably 

seconded by scores of stars amd thousands of extras and tech¬ 

nicians. The pjersonal satisfaction of everyone with a job well 

done was unhappily marred by the tragic death of the film's 

producer Paul Graetz who sought with this film to conclude a 

distinguished career in your industry. The film's very exis¬ 

tence is above all a tribute to his tenacious efforts . It is an 

achievement of which he would certainly be proud and which 

must surely bring great satisfaction to all who were associated 

with it. 'Is Paris Burning?" is a just and touching tribute to 

Paris and the men who fought and died in the summer of 1944 

to save her from destruction. There is, really, no finer 

compliment that can be paid the film theUi that. 

We hope that when this film is finally scored and edited and 

shown to you later this year, your enthusiasm for it will equal 

ours. With this in mind, on the eve of the twenty-second anni¬ 

versary of the Liberation of Paris, we are taking the liberty 

of having sent to you a copy of the latest edition of our work as 

a foretaste of the entertainment which we believe awaits you. 

Sincerely, 

Lairy/Collins 

</ 
f 

L. 

Dominique Lapierre 



What Could Have Been 
Great Sorrow. Became 
Instead Great Joy! 

This full-page ad 
which appeared Aug. 25 
in The New York Times, 
appeared the same day- 
in top newspapers in 
the following world 
cities 

LOS ANGELES 
LONDON 
CHICAGO 
PARIS 
WASHINGTON 
MONTREAL 
BRUSSELS 
AMSTERDAM 

More news about this 
great international 
campaign on Page 40. 

L THE SEW YORK TIMES Tiu RSin'^', \r( 51 ST i%6. 

iDdayis 
theday 
they 
WDiddhave 
humed 
Paris......... 
But, on that 25th of August, 1944, Paris was not burned. Paris was liberated. Not as a rubble, 
as had been planned. Paris was liberated as the shining City of Love it has always been. 

But it was a great day that almost didn’t happen. 

For, Paris was nearly killed before she was liberated. 

“Bum Paris!” was the command that had come shrieking over the phone. 

How Paris escaped this death sentence has been brought blazingly alive in the 
forthcoming Paramount motion picture “Is Paris Burning?”... by an all-star cast 
from the film capitals of the world...while it is still an international bestseller. 

In its breadth and depth will come all the incredible 
but authentic events, the private passions, the rising up 
of the people, the advancing American tank columns, 
the housewives and storekeepers who faced death and worse 
...the jubilation of The Liberation itself. 

“Is Paris Bumlng?”will open soon in the capitals of the world. 

WRlfca MlMniflf ifltcmatiofMl east 

cmikwis• «uindeun kirkdoogus gunnford gcrtfrore ykesmontrno 
rSirmir nmijTLy.rf”'n"WICURIEHT• i.r-.„COHiHO)L.:HMCISCnPfGH 

‘IS PARIS BURNING?” OPENS NOVEMBER 10'ALL SEATS RESERVED 
 CRITERION THEATRE ■ broadway at 45th street • ju 21796 
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iMEAS FROM 

The correct spelling 
of the title of the Tony 

Curtis comedy — and it 
is a spelling which must 
be rigidly adhered to — 
is 

ARRIVEDERCI, BABY.' 

ANNE BAXTER, well- 
remembered for ner role in 
"The Ten Commandments" as 
well as for her Academy 
Award-winning performance 
in "The Razor's Mge," 
has been signed to star 
with Sid Caesar in William 
Castle's "The Busy Body." 
Robert Ryan also stars in 
this modem gangster 
spoof. 

,In her first Hollyvood 
film in four years, Miss 
Baxter will portray a 
lovely swindler who nearly fets amateur gangster 
id Caesar nabbed by the 

police, shot by her irate 
husband and ruobed out by 
his own crime s^mdicate. 

Two Paramount films, 
"Alfie" and "This Prop¬ 
erty Is Condemned," were 
named by the New York 
Daily News as among the 

top six films released 
in New York City in 

August. 

There has been off¬ 

ered as a suggestion 
the fact that the very 

excellent short subject 
entitled "Three Parts 
of Gaul" is an ideal 

companion film for exh¬ 
ibition with "Alfie." 

Paramount World 

THE U. S. BRANCHES 

Surefire Tip From 
Charles Boasberg 

The telegram to all U.S, and 
Canadian branch and division mana¬ 
gers in which Paramount general 
sales manager Charles Boasberg told 
of the sensational openings of 
"Alfie" in New York City, also had 
the following news about a pair of ■ 
forthcoming toppers which Mr. 
Boasberg had recently seen during 
a studio visit. This is that news: 

"...Also want to advise you 
that while at the studio I 
saw the greatest lAestern ever 
made - ELDORADO - which you 
will have the privilece of 
seeing soon. You will be 
tremendously surprised and 
thrilled when you look at 
WARNING SHOT. This is one of 
the best murder mystery pict¬ 
ures ever made." 

CLEVELAND We recently welcomed a new 
employee to the Cleveland Branch, Gloria Jackson. 
Gloria is fascinated with the Motion Picture 
Industry - but then who isn't. 

I just celebrated a birthday (27th) on 
September 1st and this is, and I quote the kinda 
birthday card I received- "A BIRTHDAY POEM FOR 
YOU" - BIRTHDAYS COME BUT ONCE A YEAR, 'TIS NOT 

TLVu:. FOR SORROA. SO SING AND RAISE A GLASS OF 
JHEi:,R AND Bt, TO ..ORK ON TIM_E T0:.3DRK0W. HAPPY 
BIRTHDAY - FROM THE BOSS. (I was) 

Vacations will soon be all over. Judy Hardy 
spent a couple of days at Niagara Falls, Claudia 
Astrom spent a week in Marietta, Ohio, visiting 
relatives and Tony Reinman is now on vacation 
and he is spending some time in the "Black Hills'.' 
That's right the "Black Hills." Mj*. Henderson 
will he starting his vacation and will be travel¬ 
ing the '(Vest Coast. 

Vt'e screened "Arrivederci Baby" last week 

Hot Wires About 
”Arrivederci, Baby I” 

Right after the first sneak screenings 
of Paramount's ace-high comedy, "Arrivederci, 
Babyl" the tingling telegrams started coming 
in. Here are a couple, one from Philadelphia 
and the other from Dallas: 

From Harry Schmerling. Philadelphia 

SATEAK OF "ARRIVEDERCI, BABYl" AT STA^'TON 
SATURDAY NIGHT GENERATED EXTRAORDI'''ARY 
AMOUNT OF LA'TDATORY REMARKS ABOUT FILM. CON- 
STA^TT ATO HEARTY LAUGHTER THROTTGHOUT. APP¬ 
EARS TO BE ONE OF THE MOST SOLID AND ENTER¬ 
TAINING COMEDIES TO COME ALONG IN A WHILE. 

•tt-K-a-ii-* 

From Bill Schaefer. Dallas 

"ARRIVEDERCI, BABYJ" SNEAK PREVIEWED AT 

MAJESTIC, DALLAS, JTtLY 31, TO SLAMBANG 2500 
CAPACITY AUDIENCE COMPOSED OF BROAD CROSS- 
SECTION OF TEXAS MOVIEGOERS COMPRISING ADULTS 
AND TEEN-AGERS. AUDIENCE REACTION FROM 
OPENING SEQUENCES THROUGH CREDITS AND THEN 
INTO ACTION OF PICTURE SP0^^^ANE0US AND ENTH¬ 
USIASTIC. CURTIS AND HIS HENCHMAN LIONEL 
JEFFRIES DREW LARGE GUFFAWS THROUGHOUT THEIR 
ANTICS AND AUDIENCE APPRECIATED BEAUTIFUL 
WOMEN AND STUNNING LOCALE SHOTS THROUGHOUT. 
AUDIENCE REACTION VERY FAVORABLE MISSING NONE 
OF THE SIGHT GAGS AND CATCHING MOST OF THE 
ORAL JOKES, IN SOME CASES IN LOUD BURSTS OF 
HILARITY. ■ 

and the audience found it to be a bright, buoyant 
and cheerful comedy. 

- Bea Hart 

The largest field force in the motion picture industry, including a 
new 15-man merchandising and marketing team, is currently at work spear¬ 
heading "Is Paris Burning?" across the United States and Canada. This is 
the first enlargement since the company's highly successful campaign of 
'Cecil B. DeMille's "The Ten Commandments." 

Headquartered in the initial domestic premiere cities of the reser¬ 
ved-seat attraction, this 15-man team will be under the direction of 
Bernard M. oerlin, Paramount's field advertising and publicity manager, 
and will work closely with Paramount's division advertising-publicity 
managers. 

n A 15 'nerchandising representatives are: Woodrow Fraught, Detroit; Miss Dorey 
DeAngelo. Kansas City; Jack Wodel, San Francisco; Miss Nina Cutrubus, Salt Lake City; 
Bob Litito, Denver; Ernest Johnson, Washington,D.C.; Jerry Rafshoon, Atlanta; Judd 

Ribnick, Houston; Robert Miller, Minneapolis; Ray Nemo, 
Cincinnati; Miss Elaine Fried, Cleveland; Howard Pettingill, Miami,Paul Levi,Boston, 
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Arthur Israel, Jr. 
Arthur Israel, Jr., Assistant 

Secretary of Paramount Pictures Cor¬ 
poration, died September 3rd at Beth 
Israel Hospital in New York City 
following a short illness, 

Israel, who was 66, joined the 
Paramount legal department in 1928, 
He later became the company's assist¬ 
ant general counsel and eventually 
was named assistant to Barney Bala- 
ban then President and now Board 
Chairman while also serving the com¬ 
pany as Assistant Secretary, 

Bom in Charleston, S.C., Israel 
studied at the College of Charleston 
before receiving his law degree from 
Yale. 

Israel was additionally active 
for Paramount Pictures Corporation as 
Secretary of Paramount Film Distrib¬ 
uting Corporation and as president of 
both Famous Music Corporation and 
Paramount Music Corporation, He was 
also president of the National Hisic 
Publishers Association and a director 
of the American Society of Composers, 

Authors and Publishers, 
He is survived by a son, John 

Wallace Israel, 
Rabbi Nathan A. ferilman, of New York City's 

Temple Emanuel, who conducted the simple but 
very moving service on Labor Day, paid many glow¬ 

ing tributes to the selflessness of Mr. Israel. 
In words that will long live with those hearing 
them, he characterized Arthur Israel as a man 
dedicated to the service of both his company and 
his fellow man. Few of those present knew, to 
the full, these attributes of Arthur Israel; and 
many eyes were damp and glistening when Rabbi 
Perilman concluded his golden eulogy. It was, 
indeed, a memorable zenith for the career of a 
fine man who had realized, without seeming to 
strive for it, the ultimate prize in life - 
tireless, selfless service to mankind over and 
beyond the call of duty. 

One of Rabbi Perilman's tributes, offered in 
relation to the holiday weekend, was this: 

"In all his life, Arthur Israel never 
spoiled any person's weekend; he had to die 
to do itl" 

I RALPH MARRE 

Ralph Marre began with Paramount in March 
of 1935 as a laboratory technician with Para¬ 
mount News. He died on July 29th last after 
i long illness. 

When Paramount News was discontinued in 
February, 1957, Ralph stayed with the labora¬ 

tory, which continued operations, until Jxine 
of the following year. Then he went to the 
Long Island laboratory, where he remained 
until February, 1959. 

He then became a member of the Autometric 

Corporation, a Paramount subsidiary,serving 

as property control clerk until Raytheon took 

over the company later that year. Most of the 

employees went with the new owner, Ralph 

'imong them. In May of 1965, he returned to 

Paramount service in the Storehouse, where he 

worked until stricken with the illness which 

resulted in his death. 

He is survived by his widow, Mrs. Flor¬ 

ence Marre, of Bergenfield, New Jersey. Ralph 

was very highly esteemed by his fellow-workere 

in every part of the organization where he 

worked. 
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From the left, here are the editions of Portugal, Spanish¬ 
speaking Latin America, Sweden, Japan (in 2 volumes), Israel. 

No film in recent history has come to the 
screens of the world more completely backed 
in advance by film editions of the book on 
which the film is based, than IS PARIS 
BURNING? 

Editions in French and English led the 
tiarade to the bookstores and bookstands- 
but in the intervening months, editions in 
many other languages have come into being. 

We present on this page some of the edit¬ 
ions which have reached New York at the 
time of our going to press. You may be sure 
that there will be many others by the time 
that IS PARIS BURNING? is in full internat¬ 
ional release. 

Continuing the parade of foreign editions, here are, below, 
from the left, the editions of Great Britain (which Australia, 
New Zealand and many other territories will use), France, 
Holland, Spain, Germany. 
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The 8th 
Week of 
"The Ten 
Command¬ 
ments" at 
London' s 
Astoria 
Theatre 
topped 
both the 
6th and 
7th 
Weeks. 

■Cht 'Ccn CommanfliriEnfs 
The mighty Cecil B. DeMille pro¬ 

duction began its 11th week at the 
Astoria Theatre, London, on Septem¬ 
ber 16th, and its heavy advance 
booking indicates that it will con¬ 
tinue at the highest level of busi¬ 
ness for many months to come. 

On the basis of its extraordin¬ 
ary success in the U.S. and Canada, 
and the roseate prospects already 
indicated throughout the rest of 
the world, it is the safest kind of 
prediction at this point that ”The 
Ten Commandments” will be the most 
successful re-release j_n all Para- 
[02yQl history. 

MIGHTIER THAN EVER! 



FAR EAST 

MANILA - Heception committee 
at the charity premiere of 
"Paradise, Hawaiiar Style" in 
aid of the Philippines National 
Red Cross. From left: Ric Javier; 
Paramount manager A.S.VelasQuez; 
Mrs.Annie Bagatsing,PNRC 19oo 
Fund Chairman; Miss Paraluman, 
Sampaguita Pictures actress, 
Chairman of the fashion show; 
Mrs, Villa: former Congressman 
Ramon Bagatsing; Mrs, Cuneta; 
Mrs, Sulit.PNRC; remainder uni¬ 
dentified PNRC usherettes and 
Philippines Airlines attendants. 

HOLLYWOOD - Yani Begakis, 
Hollywood correspondent for 
Screen Magazine of Tokyo, John 
Russell, and Kazuo Mizuno,staff 
writer for Screen, on the set of 
the A.C.Lyles production of 
"Huntsville," in which Russell 
co-stars. 

SnZAN^’A LEIGH, who 
achieved a lot of splendid 
world attention in just 
two performances ("Boeing 
Boeing" and "Paradise, 
Hawaiian Style") is star 
of the Paramount British 
production, "The Deadly 
Bees." 

SAIGON. Vietnam - No matter what else Is taking 
place in this tortured city, the people still want to 
see movies — and our evidence here is that they want 
comedy... and they want war. Above are two shots of 
the Eden Theatre, with Jerry Lewis in "Ladies Man" as 
the attraction. At left is a short of the Palace,with 
Otto Preminger's "In flam's Way" as the attraction. 
Both theatres have attracted massive attendances. 

[iiplffi 1 "d 

[tK; [*im('Jbhh S'1 f 11 jniUiii 3 

MANILA - These are the officers and some 
of the members of the Elvis Presley Fan Clubs 
of Manila, about to be treated to a special 
Paramotint screening of "Paradise, Hawaiian 
Style" in the Ever projection room. It is a 
matter of record that, seconds after the film 
started, this audience began screaming, and 
the act continued till the picture's end. 

SINGAPORE - This colorful truck, sponsor¬ 
ed by the Cathay and Palace Theatres, told 
the city's populace (in English, Malay and 
Chinese; about Elvis Presley and "Paradise, 
Hawaiian Style." for seven days in advance of 
the happy film's premiere. 

KLUANG, Malaysia - Front of the 
Cathay Organisation's Brilliant The¬ 
atre during the very successful en¬ 
gagement of "The Carpetbaggers." 

The reason 
for the super¬ 
sauna given to 
Rock Hudson in 
"Seconds" is 
one of the 
most searing 
'chillers' In 
film history,. 
It has to be 
seen to be be¬ 
lieved. 

Every school year 

care's office in Hong 

Kong is asked to provide 

writing materials for 
20,000 Chinese refugee 

children who otherwise 
cannot attend school. 

Elementary studer^t's 
kits, at II per package, 
can be subscribed through 

CARE, New York 10016. 
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ADVANCE PUBLICITY 
ON ’’HURRY SUNDOWN” 
BUILDS AJ^ BUILDS 

The filming of the best-selling ''Hurry- 
Sundown,'* destined to be one of the great mot¬ 
ion pictures of 196?, has been one of the most 
nev/sworthy picture happenings of 1966 — as 
the immense coverage in The New York Times 
(below) impressively indicates. 

Michael Caine (right) and John Phillip 
Law in a quiet, off-the-set moment during the 
filming of "Hurry Sundown." Director-prooiicer 
Otto Preminger with camera crew in bacKground. 

Robert Hooks, one of the stars of Otto 
Preminger's "Hurry Sundown" is highlighted 
with a photo-text portrait in the "Most 
Likely to Succeed" feature of September 
Mademoiselle magazine. Hooks, who has many 
New York stage credits both a producer and 
actor, plays his first major movie lead in 
"Hurry Sundown," 

York (Sunday) Times of August 21st is over¬ 
whelmingly Paramount, pre-eminently "Hurry 
Sundown," and prominently Michael Caine and 
"Alfie." Two-column column at top is of 
Diahann Carroll and Robert Hooks in "Hurry 
Sundown"; the top L-column story is from the 
location of Otto Preminger's massive contem¬ 
porary drama; and the right-hand lower illBS- 
tration depicts Michael Caine and Vivien 
Merchant in a scene from "Alfie." 
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TACRMm, Sicily - 
Richard Burton and his wife, 
Elizabeth Taylor, with the 
foreign press following the 
presentation to him of the 
Golden David of Donatello 
as Best Foreign Actor for 
his role in "the Spy Who 
Came In From The Cold." 

NEW YORK - At the recent 
international press reception 
for Michael Caine immediately in 
advance of the U.S. premiere of 
"Alfie," the star was deeply 
interested In a copy of the fine 
Japanese film magazine, Eiga-No- 
Tomo, Showing it is Joe M^sakl, 
representative of the publicat¬ 
ion in the II.S.A. 

HOLLYWOOD - Kazno 
Mlznno, staff writer for 
•Screen' in Tokyo, visits 
Stephen Boyd on the Para- 
motmt set of "The Caper of 
the Golden Btais." 

NEVADA SMITH 
continues to hold up extr¬ 

emely well In Tokyo, The 

3-theatre complex has now 

become a 4-theatre combin¬ 

ation, which eloquently 

Illustrates the importance 

of "Nevada Smith" in the 

capital city of Japan, 

The combined revenue, 

as of August 26th, repres¬ 

ented 13 weeks of playing 

time for this great pict¬ 

ure, and also, in the even 
more practical sense, rep¬ 

resented an extremely hefty 
figure. 

HOLLY’WOOD - On the 
set of A.C.Lyles' "Hunts¬ 
ville, Kazuo Mizuno, a 
staff writer of Tokyo's 
Screen Magazine, wonders 
how he might have fared 
as a Western star. His 
friend and adviser is co- 
star of the Western 
thriller, George Montgom¬ 
ery. 
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PARAMOUNT 
EVENTS IN 
EUROPE 

STOCKHOLM - Front of the Palladium as arra¬ 
yed for the engagement of "Alfie." 

....And here a close-up of the Swedish young 
folks who ballyhooed "Alfie" in all parts of the 
city with slogans (in English, a language that 
virtually all Swedes understand) on their very 
simple and modern attire. 

TAORMINA, Sicily - Richard Burton and his 
wife, Elizabeth Taylor, in the Greek Theatre 
here after receiving the Golden David by Dona¬ 
tello as the Best Foreign Actor for his role in 
"The Spy Who Came In From The Cold." 

^ILAN, Italy - Here is splendid evidence 
of Paramount pre-eminence in this great city. 
Virtually one-half of the major posters in 
this night shot are for Paramount pictures - 
chiefly "Judith." "The Spy Who Came In From 
The Cold" and "Boeing Boeing." 

RIGHT 

Exterior of the Cinema Teatro Reposi, 
one of Rome's fine film theatres involved in 
the above impressive poster display. 

AMSTERDAM - "Boeing Boeing" has been 
experiencing a phenomenal success here. As 
of August 26th it had played 11 weeks to 
phenomenal business at the Tuschinskl, and 
was continuing.The Hal Wallis comedy 
was likewise performing with equal stren^h 
in Rotterdam. 

TEL-AVrV, Israel - Front of the 
Allenby Cinema where at last report 
"The Spy Who Came In From The Cold" 
was in its 7th surer-successful week. 
Vertical sign at right is the film'i. 
title in Hebrew, 

ssss 

HOLLYWOOD - Giovanna 
Ralli, who co-stars with 
Stephen Boyd in "The 
Caper of the Golden Bulls," 
is interviewed by Leon 
Balter, eminent Internat¬ 
ional correspondent, bet¬ 
ween scenes for the Joseph 
E.Levine presentation. 

The picture was film¬ 
ed on location in Spain, 
and in Hollywood,directed 
by Russell Rouse and pro¬ 
duced by Clarence Greene. 
An Qnbassy-Pararaount co¬ 
production, released 
world-wide by Paramount, 
except in the United 
States and Canada. 
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ROME - Backgrounded ty 
Paramount's Italian head 
office, this standee (one 
of a great mmy through¬ 
out tTC city), advised 
passersby or the thrill of 
Sophia Loren in "Judith." 

HOLLYWOOD - Italy's 
very lovely Giovanna RaDJ, 
co-star of "The Caper of 
the Golden Bulls" (incar) 
is interviewed by Jenny 
Dhont, Hollywood repres¬ 
entative of Cine-Revue aid 
Cine-Presse of Belgium. 

Sien in a travel 

agency: "Llease go awav*." 

ROME - This city's Cine New York left no 
doubt in anyone's mind that its film attract¬ 
ion was "Judith," starring Sophia ^oren. 

ROME - There 
was no doubt about 
the Adriano's att¬ 
raction being 
"Judith." starring 
Sophia Loren. 

CONTINUA 
IL SUCCESSO 
Dl "ALFIE" 

SOPHU LOREN 

Jl'DlTH 
iJlHMTHj 

ALFIE, il Cesanove, ste in questo mooiento 
esercitando 11 suo feacino sulla nazione a!neric£ 
na. Lo di2iOstr&no sio la sue uscite in contemp£ 
ranee in due loceli dl New York che -cio che e 
encore piu importente- I’assalto in cnassa dato 
dagli esercenti per la progremmazione dl questo 
levoro di Nichael Caine- E* un insieiie di cose 
e di iioviiLento che ricorde quanto si e verifica- 
to pochi enni or sono per le programmazionl di 
I DIECI C0NANDAJ.®1TI e L'UnwO CHE NON SAPEVA 
AMARE- Cio che in definitive e il mlglior Indi- 
zlo della popolaritS di un film. 

Le recent! nomine di Joyce Selznick e 
Robert Evens hanno molts importanze per tuttl 1 
peramountlsti- Infatti la Selznick asslcurerS 
alia nostra Casa I'acqulsto delle inlgllorl opere 
letterarie e teatreli, nonche dl ottiml artistl; 
ed attreverso tT- Evens, il quale evri base a 
Londra, le paramount riuscirfi ed aver le scelta, 
prime di qualsiasi altra Casa, su progetti di 
pellicole, gruppl dl produzione varie e levori 
letterari appene usclti della penne del loro 
autori- E questo signlficherA un Immenso pesso 
event! delle paramount, rispetto alia concorren- 
ze, in tema di produzione. 

Altro Immenso pesso event! e quello che la 
Paramount sta facendo in fetto d’acqulsto dl 
corti metraggl, come dedurrete dal maggiore spa- 
zio dedicate in oggi a questo soggetto in 
paramount World nonchi dal crescents eumento 
delle programmazionl di nostrl shorts sugli 
schermi del mondo- 

I preparetivi per 1’uscite dl PARIGl BFDCIA? 
fervono ognl giorno dl plCl. Slemo sicuri dl po- 
tervi dare, prime di andare in macchina, la date 
esatta della prime mondiele dl quoata meraviglio 
sa pellicole a parigl — un awenimento che ~ 
evrS certamente eco nelle etampa di tutto 11 
mondo. Negli Stetl Unlti, il paraonale eddetto 
a questo speclflco film, ste lavorando indefease 
manta effinche I’intora nszione aapetti con Im- 

pezienza la premiere in America. La date e sta¬ 
te flssate per le sere del 9 Novembre el cinema 
Criterion di New York. 

Una commedla che he fetto proprlo acopplare 
dalle risate tutti 1 peramountlsti e ARRIVEDSRCI 
BABYt in cui Tony Curtis combine \m sacco dl 
cose buffe in fetto d’amore- Tuttl ritengono che 
quests sis una delle piu divertentl commedla 
Paramount che tra I'altro piazza Tony Curtis 
tra 1 primlsaimi attori dello schermo. 

A grande soddisfazione di tuttl gll Inte- 
ressati, NEVADA SNITH sta dendo prove in impor¬ 
tant! clttA del mondo di essere uno del film 
paramount di [aaggior reaa che abbiamo mal evutl. 
Non solo comincle con grandl incassi dappertut- 
to, me poi continue a partlre da quells cifre 
Inizlale come base per andare sampre piti au. 
Non troviamo parole per descrlvervi i record 
rsggluntl da questo avvincente film d’azlone 
in Gran Bretegna e Gieppone, i soli due terri- 
tori dove sle gii usclto in divers! centrl. 

Richiemiamo la vostra attenzione alia pe- 
gina 39 dove vl dlsmo qualche illustrazione 
dl megnlfici lanciamentl fatti in Africa del 
Sud per elcuni film paramount. Anche in que¬ 
sto caso dobbiamo concludere che un’indovinata 
cempegns pubblicitarie di sempre splendid! 
frutti el botteghino. 

HOLLYWOOD - Giovanna Ralli, co-starring 
with Stephen Boyd in the Embassy-Paramount 
production, "The Caper of the Golden Bulls," 
is interviewed on the set of the picture by 
Saverio Lo Medico, Italian film correspondent 
permanently station here. In centre is the 
Italian film beauty's secretary,Doris Greco. 
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Another top thriller 
in the Winik Films SPORTS 
IN ACTION series is "Rac¬ 
ing To The Top." 

This short in color 
was filmed in Texas, and 
in Canada, and a great 
point of appeal so far as 
the nation's millions of 
racing fans are concern¬ 
ed, is that it features 
the new and sensational 
Chaperell racing car. 

Much new cinematic 
equipment was needed to 
film this short; and in 
the scene above, Barry 
Winik, who directed it,is 
shown adjusting sound eq¬ 
uipment in the car. 

This is the stem, timeless coast 
of Ireland in County Glare, as seen In 
the fascinating Paramount 2-reeler in 
colour, "Ireland On The Go." This is 
one of the most beautiful and unfor¬ 
gettable short features ever to be on 
a Paramount release schedule. 

"THE WINNING STRAIN" is the title of a 
thrilling new Winik Films "Sports In Action" 
subject. It shows many of the world's great¬ 
est athletes in the very act of establishing 
the world records for which they ^kre known.' 

THE GATHERING 
POWER OF 
PARAMOUNT'S 
NEW SHORTS 

Another facet of "Ireland On The 
Go" is this view inside the Banquet 
Hall of Castle Bunratty. Touring 
guests are given luxurious lodgings 
for the night in Bunratty Castle,and 
partake of a traditional banquet,with 
traditional song and harp accompani¬ 
ment. 

Virtually every U.S. branch has 

devised and distributed an interes¬ 

ting and provocative sales flyer 

for Paramount's Short Features 

month - Aug.3 - Sept. 6,.,.Some of 
the examples are on Page 33, others 

are scattered throughout the issue. 

The magic, the charm 
and the uniqueness of 

France's timeless Mont St. 
Michel, are featured in 

Paramount's colorful 

short feature, "The Three 
Parts of Gaul." 
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Paramount’s 
Bogota Film 
Restival 

>elebpa.-. 
OFRECIENDO lA 

A LOS EXH 

4ARDE PARIS? 

SAW JUAW, Puerto Rico - Here are the 
Paramourteers who this month are celebrating 
the 40th anniversary of Paramount in this 
territory. Seated, L to R; Emma Martinez, 
accountant: Frank J. Planas, manager; Manuel 
Gonzalez, booker-salesman. Standing: Rafael 
Rodriguez, film inspector; Nilda Iris Castro, 
billing clerk; Mercedes Bauza, secretary; 
Wilma Aguilar, cashier; Rafael Delgado,snip¬ 
ping clerk. 

"ALFIE'' CONTINUA 
CCSECHANDC EXITCS 

BOGOTA, Colombia - A 
prominent element in the 
huge success of Paramovrtfs 
Second Annual Film Festi¬ 
val at the Cine Opera (We 
had the cable report last 
month, and there is other 
pictorial evidence on the 
opposite page), was this 
banner display on the side 
wall of the Opera. Films 
announced by these banners 
are "Judith," "Promise 
Her Anything," "TheOscar," 
"The Slender Thread." In¬ 
clusion of "The Waked 
Prey" was inadvertently 
omitted by the photograp¬ 
her. 

BUE^’OS A IRES - Among 
the many fine window tie- 
ups secured by the Opera 
Theatre for "Boeing Boe¬ 
ing" was this one in the 
famous store,Ihieyrredon, 
catering to ladies' fash¬ 
ions. 

Time goes, you say? 
Ah nol Alas, Time stays, 
we go. 

- Austin Dobson 

Ahora son los E'stados Unidos los 
que han caido bajo el hechizo de 
"Alfie", el tenorio. El estreno en dos 
cines de Nueva York del filme de Mi¬ 
chael Caine forma un capitulo de la 
histcria; el otro (mucho mds importan— 
te), es la colosal estampida de empre— 
sari08 que corren ahora en busca de 
prOtjramaciones de "Alfie". £ste ex¬ 
tra ordinario movimiento recuerda mu¬ 
cho a la fonnidable reacci6n que hace 
unos ahos se produjo para conseguir 
programaciones de "los Diez Mandamien— 
tos" y "The Carpetbaggel?s". 

Esta clase de reacci6n es el me- 
jor exponents del mundo sobre la popu- 
laridad de una pellcula y "Alfie" la 
posee en una medida ilimitada. 

Los recientes nombramientos de 
Joyce Selznick y Robert Evans contie- 
nen gran significado para el personal 
de Paiamount de todas partes. la se- 
fiorita Selznick garantizard la entrega 
a Paramount de las mejores propiedades 
literarias y teatrales as! como de los 
meJores artistas; del sefior Evans se 
espera que aporte para Paramotmt, an— 
ticipdndose a toda competencia, pell— 
culas en proyecto y toda clase de 
asuntos de produce!6n y proyectos li- 
terarios mientras la tinta este toda- 
vla humeda en la pltuna de sus autores. 
El sehor Evans tiene su sede en Lon— 
dres. 

Todo esto ha side concebido con 
objeto de colocar a Paramount a un pe¬ 
so gigantesco por delante de nuestroe 
rivales de la produce!6n. 

Paramount estd dando tambi6n gi- 
gantescos pasos con miras a la adqui- 
sici6n de lo mejor del material de pe- 
liculas de corto metraje. El amplio 
reportaje que dedicamos a esta fase de 
nuestro negocio en el Paramount World 
es indicative de ello; y se espera 

tambi6n que los asuntos cortos que es- 
tamos distribuyendo han de experimen- 
tar asimismo decidido mayor impulso 
en las pantallas cinematograficas de 
todo el mvmdo. 

Por lo que respecta al estreno 
de "^rde Paris?", la activldad estd 
alcanzando un punto febril. Se confla 
mientras esto se escribe que en este 
numero del Paramount World se podrd 
anunciar la fecha real de la "premiere " 
mundial de esta maravillosa pellcula, 
que tendrd lugar en Paris— un aconte- 
cimiento que ha de ser algo excepcio- 
nal en todo el mundo. En los Estados 
Unidos, el equipo especial dedicado a 
esta producci6n estd trabajando ince- 
santemente a fin de garantizar que to- 
da la naci6n estd enterada de la "pre¬ 
miere" americana, que oficialmente ha 
sido fijada para la noche del 9 de 
Noviembre en el Criterion Theatre de 
Nueva York. 

Una comedia que estd provocando 
la hilaridad de todos los Paramoxintis- 
tas es "Arrivederci, Baby!", en la 
cual Tony Curtis demuestra muchas de 
las cosas graciosas que pueden ocurrir 
all! donde estd el amor. Todo el mun¬ 
do estd de acuerdo en que esta es una 
de las mds humorlsticas cemedias reali- 
zadas por Paramount, en la que Tony 
Curtis se coloca en preeminente posi- 
ci6n en las filas de los comediantes 
romdnticos de la pantalla. 
PARAMOUNT INTERNATIONAL FILMS. INC. 

P O eox 944« 
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SIRVIENDO AL CINEASTA PUERTORRIQUENO CON EL MEJOR ENTRETENIMIENTO CINEMATOGRAFICO 

SAW JUAW, Puerto Rico - This envelope-d 
message has been reaching the recipients of 
all Paramount mail in Puerto Rico for the 
past couple of months. 

En tanto, en importsintes y delica- 
dos lugares del mundo, "Nevada Smith" 
estd demostrando a satisfaoci6n de to- 
dos los interesados que es una de las 
pel£culas taquilleras Paramount de to- 
dos los tiempos, que no s6lo arranca 
con fuerza en todas pajrtes, sino que 
tambi6n tiene la reputaci6n de mante— 
ner su cifra inicial como nna base que 
a partir de este punto aumenta progre— 
sivamente. Tendremos que inventar nue— 
vas palabras para describir los records 
conseguidos por este amocionante filme 
de aventuras en Gran Breta^ y Jap6n, 
,lo8 dnicos territories en los que has- 
ta la fecha se estd exhibiendo prolon— 
gadamente. 

Deseamos presten atenci6n a la pd- 
gina 39 donde haiii9s desplegado algunas 
de las mds sobresalientes exhibiciones 
publicitarias mostradas en la Repdblica 
del Africa del Sur sobre varias pellcu— 
las Pai'amount. Este es otro ejemplo 
que demuestra lo estupendamente bien 
que una experts publicidad paga divi¬ 
dend os en la taquilla. 
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HOLLYWOOD - Mr, and Mrs. Camilo Akl, Jr. 
(right, and second from left), are welcomed 
to the set of "The Caper of the Golden Bulls" 
by co-stars of the production, Stephen Boyd 
and Giovanna Rail!. (The Joseph E. Levine 
film, produced in Pamplona, Spain, and Holly¬ 
wood, is a Paramount release world-wide, ex¬ 
cept in the U.S. and Canada), 

BOGOTA, Colombia - Highly effective book¬ 
store tie-ups were major contributors to the 
mammoth success of "The Spy Who Came In From 
The Cold" at the Cine Opera here. Above is 
the very commendable display made by the fine 
Libreria Francesa, with material for the spy 
film dominating everything. 

proximo^, 
ESTREHOJ^ 

aftJMric: 

parmount (3elebpa... 
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PARAMOUNT 
EVENTS IN 

LATIN 
AMERICA 

BUENOS AIRES - Striking 
front of the Cine Opera for 
Hal Wallis' "Boeing Boeing." 
Comedy was also released Say¬ 
an d-date on August 2 in 10 
other top B.A. cinemas. 

BOGOTA, Colombia - Crowd in 
the lobby of the Cine Opera view¬ 
ing glimpses of the entertainmeit 
forthcoming in the films compris¬ 
ing Paramount's 2nd Annual Film 
Festival. Pictures on display are 
"Judith." "Promise Her Anything," 
"The Naked Prey," "The Oscar" and 
"The Slender Thread." 

Acapulco Invite 
Paramount has been invited to 

enter "Alfie" in the Acapilco (Mex¬ 
ico) Film Festival, scheduled for 
early November, 

Invitation also has been extend¬ 
ed to Michael Caine, star of the 
widely acclaimed production, to 
personally attend the Festival. 

BOGOTA. Colombia - The 
return of Hitchcock Is 
"Psycho" to the Libertador 
Theatre (a Bernardo Reyes 
cinema), certainly brought 
out the box-office lines. 

^l^*LAVlDA 

UHHILO 

SAN JUAN, Puerto 
Rico - Mr. Rafael Ramos 
Coblan, president of 
Commonwealth Theatres of 
Puerto Rico, and Para¬ 
mount manager Frank J. 
Planas, view the great 
array of product avail¬ 
able as the 40th Anniv¬ 
ersary of Paramount in 
Puerto Rico begins, (In 
lower right is accountant 
Emma Martinez), 

BOGOTA - Last month we reported on the pre¬ 
miere of "Judith" at the Cine Opera, and the 
fact that this premiere was the opening attract¬ 
ion of Paramount's Second Annual Film Festival 
in this city. Also reported was the fact that 
the Festival was an enormous success, attracting 
immense and exciting public interest. Shown here 
is one chapter of the event's showmanship, a 
massive and prominent display in behalf or 
"Judith," "Promise Her Anything," "The Slender 
Thread," "The Oscar" and "The Naked Prey." 
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TAB HlOThR (above) is 
co-starred with George 
Montgomery and Yvonne De 
Carlo in the A.C.Lyles 
production of "Huntsville," 

LONDON - Michael 
Caine, star of "Alfie,"i3 
hailed as one of London's 
"innest" people in the 
September issue of Gentle¬ 
men's Quarterly» The 
popular men's fashion neg- 
azine features a dramatic Shotograph of Caine by 
avid Bailey, and notes 

that "as 'Alfie.' Caine 
proves that he is able," 

The primary respons¬ 
ibility of occupational 
medicine is the recog¬ 

nition and control of 

hazards arising from 
work and the work envir¬ 

onment, and the treatment 
of injuries and ill¬ 

nesses resulting from 

failures of such preven¬ 
tive measures, 

-Leon J.WarshaWjMD. 

NORTHERN HOSPITALITY 
Sigrid H. Pedersen, Title Representative 

for Paramount Pictures Corp, and also an 
Sttomey on the Legal Staff of the Company, 
was in Montreal, Canada, last month on Para¬ 
mount and industry business and has sent us 
the following interesting despatch: 

"I have just returned 
from the American Bar 
Association Annual Meeting 
held in Montreal August 
A-12, where I served as 
Vice-Chairman of the Comm¬ 
ittee on Revision of the 
U.S. Copyright Law. as a 
member of the Committee on 
International Copyright 
Relations and Conventions 
and the Committee on 
Neighboring Rights, 

"It was my good fortune 
to be met by Paramoimt 

Montreal manager Romeo Goudreau, to visit 
with his charming staff at the Montreal 
branch, and to be shown the site of Expo '6? 
by Romeo^ With the emphasis on entertain¬ 
ment even more so next year in the Province 
of Quebec, Romeo predicts the Expo will mean 
even bigger B.O, for Paramount, You cannot 
imagine now excited the Paris of the North is 
in anticipation of IS PARIS BHRMmi? 

"Our plan to take a picture for Paramount 
World did not come off. There was a downpour 
at plane time and I had to run for it. This 
was at the time of the airlines strike and I 
was fortunate to have a reservation. 

"Montreal is humming and hospitable. The 
World's Fair (Expo '6?) plan for the coming 
year is thrilling. I think that all of us 
should plan to visit Montreal next year, 

"Merci, Romeo Goudreau, le bon host!" 

- Sigrid H.Pedersen 

Planning the premiere, L to R: Mrs. 
Alan N. Sidham, Mrs. George E.Wantz, 
Jr. and Miss Amy Vanderbilt, the 
eminent social,authority. 

PREMIERE PREVIEW OF 
"BOLSHOI BALLET 6?" 

The Manhattan Society for Mental Health 
will sponsor the special American premiere 
preview of "Bolshoi Ballet 67," Paramount's 
full-length motion picture featuring the world 
famous Bolshoi Ballet Company on Wednesday, 
September 28th next. The premiere will take 
place at 9:30 P.M. at the 68th Street Play¬ 
house, Third Avenue at 68th Street. Proceeds 

Gary Cooper .Cecil B. DeMille 

It's been a long tune since the Cecil B. DeMille era — Ihnse 
wonderfully spectacular days of adventure amid awesome at¬ 
mosphere — and modern-day screen accomplishments certainly 
reflect this gifted craftsman's absence. 

Intricacies, Impart, Incisiveness 
We’re not talking of the Cinerama productions, worth¬ 

while though that they may be. or the sporadic Wide-Wide 
Screen (70 mm. I efforts cap¬ 
turing the vastness of The 
Great American West, (he 
endless oceans, the towering 
mountains. 
"C.B.” was a .'-howinan par 

excellence. He keenly under¬ 
stood the intricacies, impact and 
incisiveness of camera mobility 
and ably grasped the megnings, 
the substance of what's gen¬ 
erally labeled “mass entertain¬ 
ment.” He could put a lean, 
lanky, laconic (5ary Cooper 
through the paces of a Western 
and make of that particular 
film a memorable, moving ex¬ 
perience. 

He could take a story line, such as “Union Pacific,” and 
give us the feeling of the old-days Iron Horse, chugging com¬ 
fortably across the Western plains. 

First and foremost, however, “C.B.” was an exponent of the 
massive use of people — in the hundreds and thousands, crowding 
into a market place, onto a railroad siding. 

■Meticulous craftsman that he was, “C.B.” took pains 
that costuming of “extras,” those persons filling the space 
between principals and backgrounds, was authentic. 

Inevitably, thoughts of “C.B.” and what he meant to the 
American motion picture accompanied us as we toured a collec¬ 
tion of early railroadiana, exhibited over the weekend by the | 
Connecticut Railroad Historical As.sn, in upstate Canaan. 

\ .- = 
Not so surprisingly, both motion picture and television 1 

Stories in the Westen genre turn time and again to railroads 1 
for admirably arresting atmosphere. 

We’re as bullish as ever about the entertainment poirntial 
•f American railroad stories. We only wish the likes of a “C.B.” 

I were with us anew, striding purposefully onto a movie set, 
calmly, conscientiously guiding his human charges through the 
engrossing elements of true spectacle. 

“C.B. ’ knew instinctively what the sight of a train streak¬ 
ing through the moonlit night could mean to a movie’s mood. 

And we miss this man 

These were our thoughts driving back from Canaan. 

Allen M. Widem, Amn.sements Editor of the 
Hartford (Connecticut) Times, in his column of 
August 15th, Inspired by a visit to an historic 
railroading exhibit in a distant part of his 
state, wrote nostalgically of Cecil B. DeMille, 

and particularly his production,"Union Pacific." 
We have reproduced above the releva^'t rxortions 
of the column. 

from the affair will benefit the Society's 
individual, group and community efforts in the 
field of mental health. 

A gala wine-tasting event and dinner at 
the Mayfair Room of the Hotel Westbury, will 
precede the showing of the film. 

Serving on the Board of Directors of the 
Society are G.Montagu Miller, chairman, A.Oak¬ 
ley Brooks, president, Robert A.Hendrickson, 
secretary, H.Van B.Richard and Mrs. Alan N. 
Sidham, vice-presidents.Franklln H.Kissner, 
treasurer wd Sylvan S.Furmein,executive direc¬ 
tor; also Hugh Down3,Irving Jacoby,Theodore C. 
Levenson, Mrs.Andrew N.Overby, Foretune Peter 
Ryan and Mrs. George E. Wantz,Jr. 
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INTERESTING PARAMOUNT EVENTS 

tMeU.S. i CANADA 

DOCKERY, KENNEDY and MEYER S".;! 
TOP MEN IN CIRCUIT FOR 
"SECRET AGENl CONTEST" 
Top ‘Super Ageryf" Undecided ■ ^ 

At Press Time 
»• th«d quvwv ''obAmI rninniimnuHiri '91 

fuorl*?. Afiril 
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• • STEWART TOPS 
DISTRiaS 

Ojlr 5ien-»n •».i lupptd tht .iit«i 

CONFERENCE 
TALK 

with DiCK OREAR 

NEWSPAPERS HELP 
THE MOVIES I 

I KoPMd 1C»yiiMin «f th« 

KANSAS CITY, Missouri - This is 
the front page of "The Bright Side," 
official monthly publication of The 
Managers of Commonwealth Theatres. 
The sparkling piblication's editor is 
M.B.Smith, director of the circuit's 
advertising, and creator of the mast¬ 
head line: DEDICATED TO SHO'a'MEN WHO 
Br.LI£Vh P’ BRATWORK.. .LEG-WORK. ..hm 
JUST PLAIN work: 

In a message to all branch and division 
managers in the U.3. and Canada, Mario Ohio, 

in charge of shorts, has indicated that the 
short-running time of THE SWINDER (81 min,) 
provides a fine opportunity to book one or 
more Paramoiint short features with it. He 
adds: "We have irany fine shorts, particul¬ 
arly in the Live Action Series, which would 
ideally complement this production." 

Croquet is that kind of an innocent game 
in which everything depends on what you are 
actually playing for, Tony Curtis (as Nick) 
knows wnat he is playing for; Rosanna Schia- 
ffino (as Francesca de Rienzi) has it, but is 
setting a handicap; and Lionel Jeffries, who 
can be pretty impatient when he wants some¬ 
thing badly, thinks that his wealth and pref>- 
tige give him an advantage when an advantage 
is just what he wants to take....All of this 
is unwound very nicely, spicily and enticely 
in "Arrivederci Baby," the breeziest, super- 
sexsation of the year. 

Tom Callendar, 
assistant marager of the Statis¬ 
tical Department of Famous Play¬ 
ers Canadian Corporation Limited, 
since 1933, was the CornTfl’-y's 
first office boy, starting on 
March 17, 1921. 

During his career with Famo’is • 
Players, Tom moved from office 
boy" to the job of auditing box- 
office statements and then took 
over the Ticket Department. In 
1930 he was made an external aud¬ 
itor for the Company, inspecting 
the financial affairs of theatres 
from Halifax to Calgary. 

Tom went to the Imperial in 
Toronto, Canada's largest theatre, 
as treasurer and later served as 
assistant manager and treasurer 
in the Imperial, Shea's and !'p- 
town theatres in Toronto. He re¬ 
turned to Head Office in the 
Statistical Department in Oct¬ 
ober 1938. During his career 
with Famous Players he has served 
in every capacity from usher to 
relief manager. 

Tom was bom in Toronto on 
August 30th, 1906 and was induc¬ 
ted into Famous Players' 25-Year 
Club in 1940, and was presented 
with an inscribed sliver tray to 
mark his 40th year of service to 
the Company in 1961. 

He was married in 1931 and 
has two daughters and seven 
grandsons. 

"Funeral In Berlin," the 
exciting Harry Palmer novel 
by Len Deighton, has become 

the number one best-selling 
paperback book in Canada, ac¬ 

cording to the survey conduc¬ 
ted by Cross Canada News Ltd. 

The film version of 
"Funeral In Berlin," starring 

Michael Caine as Harry Palmer, 

is a Paramount Christmas 
release. 

^'EW YORK CITY - Scene outside the 
New Embassy Theatre in Times Square, 
when "Alfie" premiered the morning of 
August 24th and early-bird patrons 
were served tea and crumpets by an 
English maid a-d an English butler be¬ 
tween 9 and 9:30 a.m. Event was widely 
covered bv oress. radio and TV_, par¬ 
ticularly because some of the patrons 
(in the very early adult bracket) had 
spent the night on camp beds in the 
lobby of the New Embassy. (More pix cn 
the following page, and Page 35). 

CHICAGO - The four stages of ex¬ 
posure which carries the electrified 
message about the electrifying film, 
"This Property Is Condemned" to hund¬ 
reds of thousands of film fans here. 
Sign is on the Kennedy Expressway and 
the electric letters are 5 feet high. 



SOME OF THE (GOOD) 
THAT ARE HAPPENING TO 

"Alfie" is proving to be a 'miracle man,' Some of 
the things that he is doing in New York, Sydney and Melb¬ 
ourne, for instance, prove already that this Michael 
Caine starring film already is a 100^ aspirant for inclus¬ 
ion in Paramount's Hall of All-Time Greats, 

In Sydney, the Paramount Theatre's 9th week was the 
second highest week of the engagement to date. In Melbour¬ 
ne, the Barclay's Bth week was the third highest of the 
engagement. Both runs are continuing indefinitely. 

In New York, the parallel "Alfie" engagements at the 
New Embassy in Times Square and the Coronet on the East 
Side have produced records eminently meriting the accolade 
of 'fabulous,' These runs are scheduled to go on and on. 
Next month (October) will of course see "Alfie" engage¬ 
ments springing up like golden 'gushers' right across the 
nation, spreading golden dividends for exhibitors and 
golden joy for picturegoers, 

"Alfie" already is a precedent-setter in Great Brit¬ 
ain, the amazing run at the Plaza having started the con¬ 
tagion which has produced a l6-week (and continuing) nin 
in Manchester, and comparable runs in other parts of the 

nation. There is no doubting the fact 
that in Britain, "Alfie". is destined 

Harper's Bazaar's 
"Not To Be Missed" sect¬ 
ion for September leads 
off with Michael Caine 
in "Alfie," which the 
magazine recommends as 
the "marvelous myopic 
charm of English actor 
Michael Caine" who is 
capturing audiences 
"currently as theCockn^ 
non-hero in 'Alfie'." 

NEW YORK - At the glamorous 
reception party for press and 
the diplomatic corps prior to 
the opening of "Aliie," Michael 
Caine, here for the premiere, 
exchanges pleasantries with Mrs. 
Perle Mesta, internationally 
renowned hostess. 

to be one of the greatest Paramount business-getters in the 
more than a half-century of our company's business there. We 
are by no means overlooking the very long run of "Alfie" at 
-the Pathe Theatre, Antwerp, the fifth week of which engagement 
came up on August 5th,...Another great proof of the audience 
appeal of "Alfie" is the fact that at the New Embassy in New 
York's Times Square, the picture runs on a 24-hours-a-day 
basis on certain days of the week. 

Alfie 
BUI Naushtoa't ribald, raay nov^ of 

a modem Casanova with a Cockney 

accent and an Insatiable appetite 

tor the girls—the book ot the motion 

picture that has taken London by 

storm! 

"Tremendously exuberatrt and enjoyable, tops everything 
else on the london scene." -Lendor Evening Standard 

"One of the most uninhibited films ever seen . one ot the 

h«t!’' -Evening Ne<v5 

Back and front covers of the Ball- 
anti’^e pocket book on "Alfie," both 
wHh prominent credits to the Para¬ 
mount release, A reading of the Bill 
^'anghton book adds still more zest to 
a viewing of the film. 

THE FILM 
DAILY says••••••• 

“Alfie” is a 
potent box-office 
contender that is 
rich adult screen 
fare. MICHAEL 
CAIATE checks in 
with virtuoso 
performance.. 
"Alfie,” a most 
impressive film 
with built-in box 
office insurance. 

Critic 
Roundl 

Studio pul 
Joe Friedman, 
relations in 1 
a very represi 

PRESS PREl 
UNBELIEVABLE I 
SAT THROUGH C( 
CHARACTER AS 1 
LAUSE THR0UGH( 
TROUBLE TO TEI 
NUMEROUS KNOT' 
FOR DISCUSSIOI 

pnei 
sational’ 

lynn^' 
siipa 

MEW YORK 
"Alfie" preml 
all patrons 1 
9 and 9:30 a, 
English butl« 
the photograj 
those con sum! 
ing curiosity 
to the camplr 
different if 

MICHAEL Ci 

FAIU ar 

MIliinMMAHIIN'.illllAHKlIR* 
SHlHIYAIWfFKIIl'VlVlfNVIRU 

fiiAmr>R(iN iiroswiiiv wii« 
■fillilY I llWi"illllM 

PREMIAR I K 



THINGS 
’’ALFIE” 
Studio Audience 

Applauds "Alfie" 
lity director Bob Goodfrled wired 
-ector of advertising and public 
following terms the morning after 
itive press preview of "Alfie": 

ffiD "ALFIE" TONIGHT IN THE STUDIO. 
;tion. cannot PIEMEMBER when press 
.ETE END TITLES, APPLAUDING EACH 
)R SHE WAS PRESENTED. PERIODIC APP- 
SHOWING. A NUMBER OF PEOPLE TOOK 
E OF THEIR ENTHUSIASM FOR "ALFIE." 
' PRESS CONGREGATED AT END OF SHOW 

ED SULLIVAN Photo 

1 the morning of August 24th, when 
1 at the New Snbassy on Times Square, 
^tendance at the box-office between 
^ere served tea and crumpets by an 
id an English maid. The cots snown in 
;re occupied all night by some of 
,he tea and crumpets whose overwhelm- 
find out just what crumpets were,led 

it routine. (But it might have been 
"ie" had premiered in January). 

PARAMOUNT’S 

lawH 
••Michael Caine’s 'Alfie' is 
someboify you are going to carry 
arounif with you in your mind 
for 3 long time. There is a zing 
in the language and a zip In 
the pace...you are going to 
enjoy 'Alfie' very much."" 

i^OC^r-nnMXi Aur/twMV' 

SENSATIONAL BOXOFFICE AND BRILLIANT 
REVIEWS IN FIRST U.S. ENGAGEMENTS! 
ALL-TIME HOUSE RECORDS BROKEN AT BOl 
NEWEMBASSY&CORONET(-r)THEATRES,N. 

BROADWAY c»cTe.«« ' 

★ ★ ★ 
"A rihalil comedy, 
experience you won't soon forget 
See the film because people are 
going to stop talking about 

'Who's Alraid ot Virginia Woolf 
and start talking about'Alfie'' 

with his bedioam blue eyes 
Caine hypnotizes bis viewers,^' 

••A delightful 
comedy ...witty. 

funny... 
Michael Came 

Is superh!" 

••A direct hit! Presented 
in the best of humor with 
complete frankness! Played 
by Michael Came with an 
inside skill that defies 
description-nobody coold he 
better, its round of seduction 
is a subject of perennial 
interest to all lively people'" 

••Michael Came is superb! 
The film glistens with 
distinction. A brilliantly 
sustained characterization." 

••Michael Caine gives 
a brilliant performance." 

MICHAEL CAINE»ALFIE MlUiaNI MARIIN'JlJtIA FOSTtR-JANt AStlEB'SHIRIfYANNf FIElD-VIVIfN MERCHANT 
FlEANORBRON-yflHSHfUfYWWTERSASRUBY-rECHNICOlOR TECHNISCOPE • AItWISGILBERTWekW 

'WATCH “ALFIE ' BECOME THE REST OF THE 
iCOUNTRY’S HEART-SMASHER STARTING OCTOBER 

This two-page, two-color 
spread in the weekly Variety 
was the touch-off of the enor¬ 
mously sensational barrage of 
news about the U.S. debut of 
"Alfie." 

MOTION PICTURE 
DAILY says...... 

....“Alfie" 
offers something 
rather unique for 
the discriminating 
film-goer, while 
at the same time 
provides a whale 
of a good time 
for the less dis¬ 
criminating, 
common or garden 
variety of film 
fan....Quite a 
lad, is Alfie.And 
quite a lot of 
entertainment is 

NEW YORK - When Michael Caine arrived in 
Manhattan from location shooting on Otto Prem¬ 
inger's "Hurry Sundown" in Louisiana, the 
Delta Airlines stewardesses were somewhat dis¬ 
inclined to allow him to de-plane until he had 
done some autographing, and had told them a 
little bit more about "Alfie." And as those 
who already have seen "Alfie" know, who was he 
to tell them 'nay'. 

"Alfie." 

PUBLIKSUCCE! 

ALFIE — alia tiders frdckis! 
ETT ville han! ALLT tick han! 

LEFT 
STOCKHOLM - One of the ads 

for "Alfie" at the Palladitim. 

RIGHT 

FRo thattoTd 
the Stockholm fans about "Alf." 

MICHAEL CAINE 
"FAllET 

I ® CENTRALEN A 

PALLADIUM 
I KUNGSGAT. 65 J 

1 o. 9. Bfbj. 

K. a. 3 
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HOME OFFICE 
NEWS ITEMS 

Judging by the 
very persuasive promot¬ 
ional material Bob 
KcKeown circulates in 

connection with the Paramount Bowling Club,the 
Company could well have used him as a film 
salesman. He puts out a very fine sheet and we 
wish him full success in obtaining the desired 
membership. (So if you haven’t already lined 
up with the team — and can top 201, and are 
over 34, and can bowl with either hand — then 
grab the phone and dial 214, and reward Bob 
for his persistence). Remember, the lanes used 
by the Club are tops, and participation is 
less than $1.oo per week for the three games. 

In case you don’t already know it. Home 
Office executive Joe Fryer and his son and 
daughter are real fisher folk. Sailfishing is 
their specia Ity, and they don’t have to exagg¬ 
erate, for they really hook the big ones. 

Peter Silbermann, of Home Office publicity, 
and Miss Joan Kranz, were married on S\mday, 
August 28, at the Carlton House, Mew York City. 

Paramount’s Medical Officer, Dr. Leon J. 
Warshaw, will be a speaker on Panel III, devot- 

1 81 NEW YORK POST, TUESDAY. AUGUST 30. 1966 

By JOE MABCUS 
When Joan Guilfoyle recently 

celebrated her 16th birthday she 
got the present she wanted most. 

It was the right to graduate 
from the junior bowling leagues 
Into the money loops. 

“I'm through with the junior 
leagues,” the attractive 5-6, 111- 
pounder said. ‘“Two years ago I 
decided to become a profession¬ 
al bowler. That’s why I want to 
get the, taste of bowling in the 
money leagues in the next two 
years before I become eligible 
for the pros.” 

Joan has proved she can han¬ 
dle the junior ranks without | 
too much difficulty. 

This year she won the Queens ! 
Junior championship with a 176 ' 
mark, placed second in tlie city j 
finals and then averaged 195 to 
cop the State title in Utica. 
Last season Joan, who started 
bowling seven years ago, won 
the Queens title with a 192 mark 
and the city crown with a 193 
average. However, in the state 
finals she tore a finger and 

placed seventh with a 165 
average. 

Joan, who attends' Mater 
Christ! High School, is averag¬ 
ing 175 in this summer’s Nor¬ 
wood Guys & Gals League in 
Astoria and plans to compete 
in the Norwood Mixer and 
Traveling Leagues this fall. 

“I’ve been bowling since I 
was nine,” Joan said “I used to 
go with my father, who has a 
175 average, and my mom, who 
hits around 150. I didn’t like 
sitting around and watching 
dad, mom and my older brother 
(Robert) bowl so I kept pester¬ 
ing dad and finally he let me 
bowl. 

“He’s the only insti’uctor I’ve 
ever had and he still helps me.” 

Three years ago Joan shifted 
from a nine-pound ball to a 16- 
pounder. 

“I use to fling tlie nine-pound¬ 
er without any control,” she 
said. “Now I can adjust to lane 
conditions and control my hook 
better with the heavier ball.” 

Bride: "What is the 
best way to protect a 

wedding ring?" 

Father: "Dip it in 
dishwater three times a 
day." 

In a family where Bowling 
and duilfoyle seem synonymous, 
Joan Guilfoyle is continuing to 
make the top newspaper f^o^s 
headlines. Here's what the Kew 
York Post said of her on ATig.JiJ. 

BOB SULLIVAN Photo 

So long, Mike Phillips. 
Last month, the 9th Floor folks gathered to wish a long and 
happy retirement to Mike Phillips, who for so long had ren¬ 
dered wonderful service as that floor's receptionist. Shown 
here, expressing best wishes, are, L to R: Charles Hickey, 
Stuart Kahan, Sidney Herman, Elizabeth Tilson, Sam Hacker, 
Norman Flicker, Linda D'Elia, Will Baltin, Maryanne Garay, 
Burton Hanft, Charles McMains, Mike Phillips, Jeanette 
VonGerichten, Joe Garcia, Aldyth Reichenbach, Gladys Semel, 
Barney Balaban, Mvrtle Rosenthal, .Ada Borges, Adeline Lewis, 
Lee Thompson, Herb Lane, Willie Basch. 

ed to the subject of 
"Executive Stress," 
at the Mational Con¬ 
ference On Mental 
Health and the Busi¬ 
ness Community. The 
conference, sponsor¬ 
ed by the Mational 
Association of Manu¬ 
facturers in cooper¬ 
ation with The Center 
for Occupational Mos- 
tal Health, Inc., will 
be held at the Wal¬ 
dorf Astoria Hotel, 
Mew York City, on 
October 21st‘next, 

A receptionist on the rec¬ 
eiving end for a change. At his 
farewell party, Mike Phillips gets 'bussed' by Linda D'Elia, 
ar;^nne Garay, Jeanette 

VonGerichten, Myrtle Rosenthal 
and Gladys Semel, 

One of the many beautiful vistas (in 
color) which highlight Paramount's Sports In 
Action one-reeler, "Deep Sea Hunt." Made by 
Winik Films in and around Nassau, Bahamas, 
the reel is a gem addition to any programme. 
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HOLLYWOOD - Mrs. Maria 
De La Luz Marmentini. editor 
of the internationally re¬ 
nowned Chilean film fan 
magazine, ''Ecran," chatting 
with Stephen Boyd, star of 
"The Caper of the Golden 
Bulls" on the set of the 
Embassy-Paramount film. 

HOLLYWOOD - Kaiuo Mizuno, 
staff writer for Screen 
Magazine in Tokro. Yvette 
Mimleux and Yani Begakls, 
Hollywood correspondent for 
Screen, on the Paramount- 
Embassy set of "The Caper 
of the Golden Bulls" ~ in 
which Miss Mlmleux is co- 
starred with Stephen Boyd 
and Gioyanna Ralli, 

HOLLY’/ZOOD - John Mills 
has been signed to co-star 
with Rod Taylor in "Chuka," 
scheduled to go before the 
Paramo\int Technicolor cam¬ 
eras in October. 

NEa/ YORK - Paramount 
board chairman Barney Bal- 
aban wishes Mike Phillips 
a long and happy retire¬ 
ment as he leaves his post 
as 9th floor receptionist 
after many years of loyal 
service, (Seepage opposite). 

INTERNATIONAL 
PERSONALITIES 
IN PARAMOUNT 
CINEMA EVENTS 

Warren G. Harris has been 
named manager of creative services 
for Paramount Pictures, it is an¬ 
nounced by Joseph Friedman, vice- 
president and director of adver¬ 
tising and public relations. 

In his new post, Harris will 
handle special creative and re¬ 
search assignments in all areas of 
Paramount's merchandising and mar¬ 
keting activities, and will work 
closely with Friedman and the 
latter's executive assistants, 
yeyer Hutner, Hy Hollinger and 
Mort Hock. 

William Wemeth is replacing 
Harris as Paramount's trade press 
representative. Werneth previously 
held the same post at United 
Artists Corp. 

A member of the Paramount ad¬ 
vertising-publicity staff for the 
past seven years, Harris has served 
as trade press and magazine con¬ 
tact, as well as liaison with book 
publishers and feature writer. He 
entered the industry in 1957 as a 
member of the editorial staff of 
Quigley Publications. 

HOLLYWCXID -- Yvette 
Mimicux (in car), co-star 
of Joseph E. Levine's Para¬ 
mount release, "The Caper 
of the Golden Bulls," being 
interviewed by Jenny Dhont, 
film representative of 
Cine Presse and Cine-Revue 
of Belgium, 

HOLLYWOOD - Jenny Dhont 
(see above) later interviews 
Lomax Study, also of the 
cast of "The Caper of the 
Golden Bulls." 

’ STaiE 

mm 

MA^'ILA, Philippines - Glam¬ 
orous Philippines film star 
Divina Valencia as she appeared 
in the Ben Farrales fashion show 
at the Avenue Theatre as a prel¬ 
ude to the preview of "Paradise, 
Hawaiian Style," 

HOLLY’.VOOD - While vacation¬ 
ing in California, Harold 
Wilson, assistant to Homs Office 
manager Charles McMains, paid a 
visit to the Paramount Studio, 
He toured the entire plant and 
had lunch in the commissary 
with Paramount International's 
Rose Goldstein; and, as shown 
above, was photographed on the 
set of "The Caper of th© Golden 
Bulls" with co-star Stepnen 
Bojnd. 

RIBEIRAO PRETO, Brazil - Miss Veide Aparecida 
Abade, of Paramount's branch here, pins the emblem of 
25 years of service to Paramount on the lapel of 
Eugenio P. de Freitas, Ribeirao Preto branch manager. 
Shown L to R: Oswaldo Leite Rocha, director of publio- 
ity for Paramount and president of the 25-Year Club; 
Claudete Matcus, Maria Cleusa Corsini, Oswaldo Lopes 
de Brito (movie colTimnist of "0 Diario"); Ana Foresto, 
Eugenio P, de Freitas, Domingos Mauro Filho, Velde 
Aparecida Abade, Roberto Davlni and Carmen Alice 
Fernandes Vieira. 

In related ceremonies, the scroll of service was 
presented to Mj., de Freitas by Mr. Rocha; and the 
gold watch was presented by Ana Foresto. (it is repor¬ 
ted that the receipt of the new watch overjoyed the 
recipient - and also his son, who promptly took poss¬ 
ession of his father's old watch). 
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The Real and 
The Re-enacted 

A fierce and bloody chapter in the 
battle for the liberation of Paris was this 
one fought in the street arcade of the Hotel 
Meurice, headquarters of the Forces of Occu¬ 
pation. At top is an actual scene dated 
August 25th, I944. Below is the re-enacted 
action, filmed in part in the same identical 
spot by director Rene Clement for "Is Paris 
Burning? " 

BOGOTA. Colombia - An 
unusual twist to a lobby 
foster is this one hung 

n the entrance to the 
Opera Cinema advertising 
"The Spy IfOio Came In From 
The Cold." It is suspen¬ 
ded by a nylon thread and 
is revolved by the wind 
stream generated by a tur¬ 
bine outside one or the 
lobby doors. 

IS PARIS BURMING? is 

described as "a mammoth 

movie to watch for" in 
the September issue of 

Glamour Magazine. The 
recommendation comes in 

the magazine's What's 
New department and inc¬ 
ludes a still from the 

'mammoth movie.' 
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The "Alfie" Story 
has had a many-phased coverage on PP 
20-21, but here is a cable from Alan 
Wardrope in Sydney to Guenter Schack 
in New York which indicates the true 
nature of the sensation this picture 
is continuing to create; 

"ALFIE" WAS BIGGER IN JUST CON¬ 
CLUDED 8TH WEEK AT SYDNEY'S PARAMOUNT 
THEATRE THAN IN ANY OF THE HUGE PRE¬ 
CEDING WEEKS. FILM WHICH OPENED BIG 
HAS CONTINTTED TO GROW AND THERE IS NO 
SIGN OF SLACKENING IN TORRID PACE.... 
UNTH THIS 8TH, BEST WEEK HAD BEEN THE 
Ath, BUT THE MIGHTY 8th TOPPED ITS 
FIGURE BY HEFTY 20 PERCENT MARGIN.... 
CURRENTLY NEGOTIATING BIG SPREAD IN 
NATIONAL MAGAZINE PIX ON WHAT PROMIN- 
isNT SYDNEY WOMEN BROADCASTERS, TV 
PERSONALITIES ETC. THINK OF "ALFIE" 
AND THE "ALFIE'S" IN THEIR LIVES. FOR 
A MAGAZINE TO COME IN LIKE THIS AFTER 
A FILM HAS RUN 8 WEEKS IS UNPRECEDEN¬ 
TED AND REFLECTS THE EXCITEMENT GEN¬ 
ERATED BY "ALFIE" REGARDS 

- WARDROPE 

The "Alfie" success story has gone 
from 'great' to 'greater' since the 
Wardrope cable streaked into ^ew York. 
The 9th week proved to be^ in Sydney, 
the second highest in the engagement; 
and the 8th week in Melbourne, the 3rd 
highest. So it is not difficult to im¬ 
agine the "Alf-excitement" spreading 
throughout the Australian film indus¬ 
try. In the meantime, Alan Wardrope is 
in New Zealand, spreading the word in 
that country, prefixed always with the 
information that "'Alfie' will be the 
second biggest grossing film Paramount 
has ever had in the Australian territ¬ 
ory, topped only by Cecil B. DeMille's 
'The Ten Commandments'." 

It is now legendary that one cannot 
tune in radio or TV without hearing 
the "Alfie" song, or some news, quip 
or allusion to the Michael Caine film. 

NEW YORK - "Alfie" star 
Michael Caine learns more about 
the sensational success of the 
film in Australia from Leo F. 
Arraati, U.3. representative of 
Associated Newspapers of Austr¬ 
alia (including the Sydney Sun 
and Melbourne Age). He also re¬ 
presents the London Evening 
Standard. Occasion was the in¬ 
ternational press reception for 
Caine immediately preceding the 
New York premiere of "Alfie." 

"A DAY WITH PARAMOUNT" 
DATES ARE ALL SET 

That festive and practical occasion which 
Paramount managing director Robert L. Graham has 
made an institution with Australian exhibitors 
— "A Day With Paramount" — is at its 1966 
beginning point. It should be the bonniest of 
all "Days" this year. Paramount product being = 
what it is. The following is the schedule as 
announced recently by Mr. Graham: 

PERTH, Western Australia, Sept.20 
ADELAIDE, South Aust., Sept.2? 
CAIRNS, Queensland, Oct. 11 
MACKAY, Queensland, Oct. 13 
SNRFER'S PARADISE, Q'land Oct. 18 
MELBOURNE, Victoria, Nov. 29 
SYDNEY, New South Wales, Dec. 6 

BRISBANE - This 
is Keith Logan, Para¬ 
mount branch accoun¬ 
tant here, and the 
pleased smile is be¬ 
cause he recently 
won a half-share in 
the local Golden Cas¬ 
ket Lottery, netting 
him |A15,0OO,taxfree. 

The Paramount att¬ 
ractions selected by 
managing director 
Robert L. Graham for 
the "A Day With Para¬ 
mount screenings are: 
"Alfie" and "Paradise, 
Hawaiian Style." There 
will be no exhibitor 
resistance evident on 
these occasions. 

Things Are Happei img in Australia and New uoland 
ng Paramount We \k ■« August 29 to Sept«nbcr 3,1* 

0< TntI 

Qi 

SYDNEY - As it has been for 
the past 46 years. Paramount 
Week was observed in Australia 
and New Zealand from August 29 
through September 3rd. This is 
the two-page tradepaper advert¬ 
isement which reminded the Aus¬ 
tralian and New Zealand exhib¬ 
itors of the Power of Paramount. 

In a later report on Paramourtt 
Week, we have learned that the event 
was a huge success nationally, the 
national quota being'exceeded. Exhib¬ 
itors in some of the states, and par¬ 
ticularly in Victoria, were especially 
pleased by the results of this natio¬ 
nal celebration. 

SYD'^EY - Paramount general sales mana¬ 
ger Jack Edwards and head accountant Max¬ 
well Allan have been appointed to the board 
of Paramount Film Service Pty. Limited. 

This has been announced by managing 
director Robert L. Graham. 

The board now consists of Robert 
Graham, Herbert C.E.Wilton, James A. 
Sixsmith, secretary-treasurer, Jack C. 
Edwards and Maxwell C. Allan. 

Jennifer Jones and John Leyton caper to 
a dangerous strain of music in "The Idol," 
and before they know it, they are out of 
their depths and into tne whlrl|x>ol of a for¬ 
bidden passion. ("The Idol" is a Paramount 
International release in limited territories). 
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HAL V^ALLIS' PRESLEY 
ALWAYS SCORE IN THE 

PRODUCTIONS 
PHILIPPINES 

Producer-director 
Blake tdwards has laun¬ 
ched a nation-wide 
search for ten (10) sets 
of beautiful identical 
twins for key roles with 
Craig Stevens in Para¬ 

mount's "Peter Gunn." 
Edwards decided to 

conduct the national hunt 
when he learned that 
Central Casting in Holly¬ 
wood had only one set of 
girl twins listed in its 
entire roster. The film¬ 
maker reports that Amer¬ 
ican ,Italian,German, 

Swedish,Japanese,French 
and Chinese twins are all 
eligible for roles in 

"Peter Gunn" as glamorous 
hostesses on a luxury 
liner. (Edwards is not 
interested in triplets, 
quadruplets,or quintup¬ 
lets) . 

MNILA - Highlight of the "Paradise. 
Hawaiian Style" premiere at the Avenue fhea- 
uf? staged fashion show named for the 
Hal WaUis production starring Elvis Presley, 
Above is a long shot view of the original 

Totoy de Oteyza Dance Group 
and Allegro Dancers performing the first 
dance number, entitled "Island of Love." 

ANG KASAYSAYAN NG 
TAGUMPAY NG "ALFIE" AY 
PATULOY 

Ang Estados Unidos ngayon ay kasalukuyang 
nasasailalim ng pagkagayuma sa "Alfie". Ang 
unang pagtatanghal ng pelikulang ito na nllala- 
basan ni Michael Caine sa dalawang sineng nag— 
kasabay sa Nueba York ay isa lamang kabeinata ng 
kasaysayan; ang isa pa (at siyang lalong maha- 
laga) ay ang pagdagsa at paguunahein ng may—ari 
ng sine sa pagkakagustong mailabas ito sa lalong 
madaling panahon, Ang pangyayeiring ito ay katu- 
lad noong panahon ng "The Ten Commandments" at 
"The Carpetbaggers". Ito ay siyang pinaka-tiyak 
na palatandaan ng kabantugan ng isang pelikula- 
—kaya nga tiyak na ang "Alfie" ay mayroon na 
ilto. 

Ang bago pa lamang na pagkakahirang kina 
Joyce Selznick at Kobert Evans ay may malaking 
kahalagahan sa mga taga-Paramount sa lahat ng 
dako. Si Bb, Selznick ay tiyak na makapagtata— 
mo para sa Paramount ng pinakamabubuting kwento 
sa larangan ng panitikan at tanghalan at gayon 
din ng mga bituing gaganap. Si Gg. Evans, naman 
na mamalagi sa Londres, ay inaasaliang siyang 
makakapagtamo para sa Paramount ng higit sa sino 
mang makakalaban ng mga pelikulang binabalak pa 
lamang yariin, ng riga tallnong kung pagsasama— 
samahin ay mag tubunga ng mabubuting panoorin at 
ng mga kasaysayang pang—panitikan na bagong ak— 
da. Lahat ito ay sinadya upang ang Paramoiint 
ay siyang manguna sa lahat ng mga katungali sa 
industrya. 

Ang Paramount ay malaki rin ang pagkakaunleid 
sa pagtatamo ng mga "short subjects" na pina- 
kamagaling sa lahat. Ang mas-^Ilalaki sa dating 

MANILA - An effective 
trilon on Dewey Boulevard, 
opposite the famous Bar¬ 
becue Center, announcing 
the benefit premiere of 
"Paradise, Hawaiian Style." 

PARADISE, HAWAIIAN STYLE, which prem¬ 
iered at both the Avenue and Capitol thea¬ 
tres in Manila, was a tremendous success 
according to Paramount manager A.S.Velas¬ 
ques 

pagbabalita tungkol sa sangay na ito ng negosyo 
sa Paramount World ay isang tenda nito; kaya nga 
inaasahan ding ang mga "short featiAres" na ating 
ipinamamahagi ay magkakaroon din ng ganitong 
pagkakaunlad sa faglalebas sa mga puting-tabing 
sa daigdig, 

Ang mga gauain tungkol sa nalalapit nang pag— 
tatanghal ng "Is Paris Burning?" ay lubes na 
masigla. Habang sinusulat ito ay inaasahan na 
maipapahayag na sa bilang na Ito ng Paramount 
World ang tiyak na petsa ng 'world premiere' 
ng kahanga-hangong pelikulang ito sa Paris- 
isang pagyayaring tunay na karapat-dapet na 
ibalita sa boong daigdig, Sa Estados Unidos 
naman, ang mga tauixang tanging inilaan sa ga- 
waing ito, ay patuloy ang gawain at naglalamay 
pa upang ang boong bansa ay mabalitaan timgkol 
sa 'premiere' nito sa Amerika. Ito ay nakatekda 
sa gabi ng Nobiembre 9 sa Criterion Theatre sa 
Nuelia York. 

Ang komedyang nagdudulct ng mga ngiti, pag- 
tawa at paghalekhak sa mga taga-Paramount ay 
ang "Arrideverci, Baby!". Ipinakita rito ni 
Tony Curtis ang maraning mga nakakatawang mga 
bagay na maaring manyari sa isang pagiibigan. 
Lahat ay nagkakaisa na itc ay isa sa pinaka- 
nakakatawang komedya ng Paramount sa lahat ng 
panahon, at tunay na naglalagay kay Tony Curtis 
sa pangunahing hanay ng mga maj>eg—patewa sa 
puting-tabing. 

Samantala, sa mga malaleki at mahahalagang 
mga lungsod sa paligid ng daigdig, ang "Nevada 
Smith" ay nagpapatunay sa kasiyahan ng lahat 
na ito ay isa sa pinakamalakas—kumiteng pellicu¬ 
la ng Paramooint, Hindi lamang ito nagsiSimula 
ng malakas sa malelakir^^ pook, kundi nagsisimula 
lamang ito doon at patuloy na lumalakas. Kina— 
kailangang makatuklas ng mga bagong katega upang 
mailarawan ang mga rekord na ginagawa ng 'bak- 
bakang' pelikulang ito sa Grand Bretanya at sa 
Hapon, 

Pinaaabot namin sa inyong kaalaman sa pahina 
39 ang mga matagxxmpay na pagpapahaya na ginanap 
sa Republika ng Timog Afrika tungkol sa ilang 
pelikiaa ng Paramount. Isa pa itong katibayan 
na ang mabuting pagpapahayag na magaling ay 
nagbubunga ng mabuting pag-ani sa takilya. 

MANILA - Daughters of prominent citizens 
of this city acted as usherettes at the gala 
premiere of "Paradise, Hawaiian Style," held 
for the Philippines National Red Cross, 1966 
Fund Campaign. Reading from left; Paramount 
manager A.S.Velasquez. Marilu Pelasz, Vicky 
Villa, Bny Malong, Kelly Grace Luzon and 
Paramount's Ric Javier. 



HAPPENINGS 
IN 
HOLLYWOOD 

Stephen Boyd (centre) and Vito Scotti 
(left) chat between scenes with international 
correspondent Leon Balter (representlnj? more 
than 20 Latin American publications) on the 
set of "The Caper of the Golden Bulls." This 
is a Joseph E. Levine presentation, directed 
by Russell Rouse and produced by Clarence 
Lrreene, and is an Einbassy-Paramount co-prod¬ 
uction. 

This month (September) will 
see three important Paramount pic¬ 
tures go into work. They are:’’Half 
a Sixpence,” "Easy Gome, Easy Go” 
and ’’The Busy Body." 

"Half a Sixpence," based on 
the hit Broadway and London stage 
musical, was tagged with a Septem¬ 
ber 13 starting date in London. 

Hal Wallis’ production of the 
Elvis Presley starrer, "Easy Come, 
Easy Go," was given a September 26 
starting date. 

The same date was assigned to 
"The Busy Body," which William 
Castle will produce with Sid 
Caesar in the starring role of a 
modem gangster mystery comedy. 

Recently completed in the 
studio were: Joseph £► Levine's 
Embassy-Paramount romantic advent¬ 
ure film, "The Caper of the Golden 
Bulls." and the latest A,C,Lyles 
Technicolor Western, "Huntsville," 
co-starring George Montgomery, 
Yvonne de Carlo, Tab Hunter, Leo 
Gordon and Brian Donlevy. 

Jennie Dhont, represen¬ 
ting Cine-Revue and Cine- 
Presse of Belglim, never 
misses a single star for 
interviewing purposes. At 
left she is on tn6 set of 
"The Caper of the Golden 
Bulls," with co-star Step¬ 
hen Boyd; at right, with 
Robert Strauss on €he set 
of A.C.Lyles' "Fort Utah." 

In another interview 
on the set of "Fort Utah," 
Jenny talks with John 
Russell, co-star of the 
A.C.Lyles production. PARAMOUNT SIGNS TV’S 

NORMAN FELTON TO 
PRODUCE "THE HAPPENING" AND TWO 
OTHER THEATRICAL PRODUCTIONS 

Norman Felton has been signed by Paramount Pictures to produce three 

major films under the aegis of his Arena Productions, it was announced 

jointly by Howard W. Koch, Paramount vice president and studio and produc¬ 

tion head, and Felton. 

"The Happening" will be the first Paramount project for Felton, one 

of the most successful television producers who marks his entry into 

theatrical motion picture production with the transaction. To be filmed 

from an original screenplay by Emmy Award-winner Robert Thom, "The Happening" 

is a satirical drama about the overthrow of the adult population by the 

Group shot made when eminent author Paul 
Galileo was feted at a luncheon in his honor 
at Paramount Studio when it was announced 
that he would prepare a treatment of his 
novel, "The Man ’A/ho Was Magic." The picture 
it was also announced, would be pnoduced by* 
Sue Ladd for Paramount release. Shown left to 
right: Howard W. Koch, vice-president and 
studio and production head; Sue Ladd; Paul 
Galileo and Mrs. Galileo. 

youth of America in 1977. 

Arena Productions currently is filming three major series for tele¬ 

vision: "The Man from U N.C L E ," "The Girl from U N C LE." and "Jericho 

Felton previously produced "Dr Kildare." "The Eleventh Hour" and "The 

Signed 
Robert Ryan has been 

_ signed by producer- 
director William Castle to co-star with Sid 
Caesar in Paramount's modem gangster spoof, 
"The Busy Body," scheduled for a Senteraber 26 

start in Hollywood."Huntsville" is the Uth 
A.C.Lyles production for Paramount, and Richard 
Arlen has his 14th Lyles assignment in it. 

Lieutenant. 
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"ALFIE" FORTSXTTER 
ATT GiDRA SUCCf 

Nu har \inerika fortrollats av "'.Ifip" - h.iai»- 
tekrossaren, '^remiarema pa Michael Daine-fil- 
men p4 tv4 bio^rafer i New York ar ett kapitel 
fbr sig - det andra (och betydlij^t vikti^are) 
kapitlet 3r blograFaf^amas rusning for att ^or- 
sakra sig om ’'Alfie''. Denna enorma rush pamin- 
ner om den valdiga anst'^rmnin?en fSr nagra ar 
sedan da alia biografagare viHe satta DE TIO 
PUDORDPIN och DK HANSYNSLOSA. En sadan rush ar 
det basta tecknet pa en films popularitet - 
och "Alfie" har verkligen orsakat en rush av o- 
troliga matt. 

Utnamningen som nyligen skedde av Joyce 
Selznick och Robert Evans, ar av stort intresse 
for Paramount V/orld inrden mint. Genom Miss 
Eelznick kommer Paramount att tillforas en 
utomordentlig sava] litterar som scenisk for- 
mAga. Mr. Evans, i London, vantas tillfdra 
Paramount bade filmproiekt, olika slags "film- 
paket" och litterAra pro.iekt innan ens blAcket 
i forfattamas pennor hunnit torka. Allt detta 
kommer att fora Paramount ett iattesteg fram- 
for konkurrenterna. 

Paramount tar aven ett gattekliv framat nar 
det galler att skaffa det basta material som 
star att fa ifraga om kortfilmer. Paramounts 
utdkade verksamhet inom oraradet visar detta och 
man vantar sig aven att de kortfilmer vi nu 
distribuerar, kommer att visas pa fler och fler 
biografer varlden runt. 

Arbetetinfer premiaren pa BRINNER PARIS? pa^ 

YVONNE DE CARLO, who 
co-stars with George Mont¬ 
gomery in A.C.Lyles' out¬ 
door adventure drama, 
"Huntsville, This is an 
action-filled story of a 
prison wagon carrying a 
cargo of lawbreakers acr¬ 
oss the plains of the Old 
West. 

gar febrilt. I detta nummer av Paramo'ont World 
hoppas vi kunna tillkannage vilken dag varlds- 
premiSren av denna stralande film kommer att 
aga rum i Paris. I ^orenta Statema sysslar en 
he! avdelning med denna film och man arbetar 
dygnet runt med att se till att hela nationen 
far kannedom om nar premiaren i Amerika skall 
bli. Officiellt ar den utsatt till kvSllen den 
9 november pa Criterionbiografen i New York. 

En komedi son far ^’lla Paranountare att skrat- 
ta, fnissa och le, ar ARRIVIDFRCI BABY, dar 
Tony Curtis visar alia df^ komiska saker som kan 
handa nar det galler karlek. Alla ai” ense om att 
detta ar en av de skoiigaste Paramount-kome- 
liema genom tiderna, som definitivt placerar 
Tony Curtis hogt na listan Sver romantiska film- 
skadespelare-komedianter. 

Under t^den ger NEVADA SMITH tillfredsstal- 
lande bevis, na stratwgiska platser .iorden runt, 
att den ar en av tidemas mest lukrativa 
Pararaount-fi Imer. Inte bara att den fran bor.ian 
rirar stor publik var den an visas, utan den be- 
haller ocksa sitt f?na igvkte genom att kassoma 
okar fran plats till plats. Man maste hitta pa 
nya ord for att kunna. beskriva de rekordartade 

framgangar som denna spannande aventyrsfilm har 
haft i Storbritannien oct Japan, de enda lander 
diir den hittills visa s. 

Vi vill garna f^sta Er uppmarksanhet pa 

sidan 39, dar nAgra av de mest framganpsrika 
Paramountfilmerna i Sydafrikanska Republiken. 

Detta ar I'i.terligare ett bevis pa vilken 
stralande fort.ianst det ar med filmer som har 
publiktycke. 

STOCKHOLM — Scene in the Biografen when 
the ^blisher of "The Spy Who Came In From 
The Cold" held a special reception at the uime 
of the espionage thriller's release at the 
Draken and the Roda Kvam. 

STOCKHOLM - This is the Draken Theatre,one 
of the two cinemas which recently premiered 
"The Spy Who Came In From The Cold". (The 
other was the Roda Kvam). The electric sign 
atop the Draken indicates the origin of the 
theatre's name. 

HOLLYWOOD - Important visitors from Guinea 
visit Paramount Studio and are photographed on 
the set of "The Caper of the Golden Bulls"with 
co-star Stephen Boyd. From 1 to r: Aliou M. 
Diallo, economist; Gilbert C.Minot, cinema stud 
ent at U.S.C.: Biro Diallo. director, Julius 
Nyerere Superior Normal School,Kankan; Stephen 
Boyd; Alimou Diallo, director. Normal School, 
Macenta; Emile Cisse, director of technical 
college of Kankan; Mr. M'Bemba Bangoura,Deputy 
and Questor of the National Assembly; Mamadou 
A. Balde, cinema student, ”.S.C.; and Moussa 
Cajnara, Inspector of Primary Education, 

COPE^'HAGEN - By the er>d of the kth 
week at the Imperial, "The Spy Who Came In 
From The Cold" had attained great success 
and powerful momentum ~ and was continuing 
towards still greater heights. 

au,! 
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"NEVADA" AND "ALFlE" 
SETTING SIZZLING 
BRITISH FILM PACE 

Two-fisted ’’Nevada Smith” is 
doing to box-offices in Great Brit¬ 
ain what his screen counterpart 
does to the callous killers in this 
ace-entertainment thriller which 
seems like emerging as one of Para¬ 
mount's all-time bonanzas. Russell 
Hadley and Peter Reed have been 
having a wonderful t i me , cable-w i se , 
comparing ’’Nevada” with ’’Katie 
Elder” and "The Carpetbaggers,” and 
Steve iVcCueen comes out on top in 
virtually every case. 

50 PARAMOUNT YEARS FOR 
HENRY CLASS 
LIVERPOOL BRANCH MANAGER 

Sunday, September 11 
may have been just anot¬ 
her day to almost every¬ 
body else, but to Henry 
Class, Paramount branch 
manager in Liverpool, 
England, it was a very 
important milestone. It 
marked the rounding out 
of his 50th year of ser¬ 
vice to Paramount. And 
it brought him, among a 
lot of other congratula-^ 
tory messages, these 
two cables from Paramouont 
headquarters in New York: 

FROM PARAMOUNT'S PRESIDENT 

LIVERPOOL IS A VERY STRATEGIC CENTRE IN THE 

WORLDS COMMERCE AND PARAMOUNT IS EXTREMELY FORTUNATE 
IN HAVING YOU IN CHARGE OF OUR AFFAIRS THERE, AS YOU 

CLIMAX YOUR HALF CENTURY OF SERVICE TO THE COMPANY. 

WE HAVE LONG BEEN MONDFUL OF YOUR FINE COMPETENCE AND 

LOYALTY AND TRUST THAT WE SHALL ENJOY YOUR DEDICATED 

SERVICE FOR YEARS TO COME. COMPLIMENTS AND BEST 

GEORGE WELTNER 

FROM PARAMOUNT INTERNATIONAL’S PRESIDENT 

HAVING KNOWN AT FIRST HAND YOUR FINE RECORD AND 

GREAT SENSE OF DEDICATION TO THE COMPANY YOU HAVE 

SERVED SO TIRELESSLY FOR SO LONG IT IS VERY GOOD 

INDEED TD FIND THAT AT THE HALF CENTURY MARK OF SERV¬ 

ICE TO PARAMOUNT YOU ARE STILL DELIVERING ON ALL 

CYLINDERS. I DO COMPLIMENT YOU WARMLY AND LOOK FOR¬ 
WARD TO YOUR SERVING PARAMOUNT FOR A LONG TIME TO 

COME. KINDEST REGARDS „ „„„„ 
JAMES PERKINS 

Next month we will have a photo 
story of the observance of Mr, 
Class’ Fiftieth Anniversary. 

SUZANATA LEIGH ("Boeing 
Boeing" and "Paradise,Hawaiian 
Style") in a scene from the 
produced-in-E>igland Paramotnt 
production, "The Deadly Bees." 

HOLLYWOOD - Gerard Garrett, 
London Evening Star correspond¬ 
ent visiting here, interviews 
the dazzling co-star of "The 
Caper of the Golden Bulls," 
Giovanna Ralli. At left is Miss 
Ralli's secretary, Doris Greco, 

This is Michael Caine, 
who is still reeling from 
the shock of finding that 
"Alfie" not only ran for 
lo weeks in Manchester,but 
is continuing. 

NE'a’ YORK - At the internat¬ 
ional press reception in his 
honor prior to the premiere of 
"Alfle," Michael Caine chats 
with two representatives of the 
renowned press organisation of 
Reuters Ltd. They are Messrs. 
Jeremy Ryan, left, and David 
Lawday. 

Julia Foster, 
who was one of "Alfle's" birds 
in the boundlessly successful 
Michael Caine comedy romance, 

is Tommy Steele's leading lady 
in "Half A Sixpence," now being 

filmed at Shepparton Studios 
in London under the direction 
of George Sidney. 
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Most advocates of 
realism in this world are 
hopelessly Tinrealistic, 
_ - Jawaharlal Nehru 

DER ERFOLG VON 
"DER VERFUHRER LASST 
schOn grussen" halt an. 

HAMffllRG - An ultra- 
prominent display for "The 
Spy Who Came In From The 
Cold" at the Hauptbahnhof- 
Bahn-Sudsteg. 

SHcLLLY V;i^rrLRS, who 
gives a most moving 
serio-comic performance 
opposite Mlcnael Caine in 
"Alfie." 

Die Vereinifjten Staaten sind jetzt voll 

und ganz dem Ladykiller Alfie verfallen 

Die Erdffnung des Michael Caine-FiImes 

"DER VERFUHRER LASST SCHON GRUSSEN" in 

New York war ein Kapitel des ErfoLges, 

ein anderes, noch wichtigeres ist der 

riesenhafte Andrang der Theaterbesi tzer; 

um unseren Film noch unter Vertrag zu 

nehmen. Das erinnert uns in groDem Mas¬ 

se an die Erfolge, die vor einigen Jah- 

ren mit "DIE ZEHN GEBOTE" und "DIE ON¬ 

ERS ATTLICHEN" erzielt wurden. Tatsacherv 

die AnlaB zu solchen Vergleichen geben, 

sind doch wohl der beste Beweis ftir die 

Popu aritat eines Filmes - und bei "DER 

VERFUHRER LASST SCHON GRUSSEN" ist der 

Vergleich durchaus berechtigt. 

Die kiirzlich erfoigte Ernennung von 

Joyce Selznick und Robert Evans diirfte 

fiir die gesamte Paramount-Belegschaft 

auf der ganzen Welt von grdCter Bedeu- 

tung sein. Fri. Selznick wird uns eine 

Belieferung mit den besten Literatur- 

und Buhnenstucken garantieren und auflet*- 

dem neue Schauspieltalente fiir unsere 

Firma entdecken; man erwartet von Mr. 

Evans, der seinen Sitz in London hat, 

daO er die Paramount-Produktion vor 

alien anderen Konkurrenten mit Filmpro- 

jekten, Produktionen aller Arten, und 

Bucherscheinungen versorgt. All das ge- 

schieht, damit Paramount alien Konkur- 

N'EW YORK In New York, as in all of the 
United States, conversation and attention are 
focused on the World Series, the opening of the 
college and professional football seasons, the 
beginning of the new school year, and the end of 
the summer and vacations sfjent, and where, and 
how, and it's only _ days to Xmas. Here in 
the Branch the focus, as always, is on Broadway 
openings, major circuit breaks, and future 
product. 

"Alfie" is doing it - on the screen and in 
the Embassy 46th Street and Coronet Theatres. 
Grosses indicate a long-long run. "Bolshoi 
Ballet 67" opens September 29th in the Festival 
and 68th Street Theatres. "Seconds" is set for 
1st run New York and keys October 5th. "Is 
Paris Burning?" opening in the Criterion November 
10th - yes.and "Funeral In Berlin" in the 
Forum and Tower East Theatres December 22nd. 
"Psychopath" and "The Naked Prey" are set to 
stimulate audiences on September 28th, and "This 
Property Is Condemned" will ride its set of 
tracks on October 26th. 

So we ask you - 1‘rtiat's better to talk about, 
and be involved with - baseball?, vacations?, 
holidays?, or this exciting array of new powerful 
product?!11 

Cable Michaud-to-Perkins from Paris 
states ’’NEVADA SMITH” DOING IT ALSO 
IN GERMANY. FIRST WEEKEND IN 37 
THEATRES A HEFTY PERCENTAGE AHEAD 
OF ’’THE CARPETBAGGERS.” 

....And "The Carpetbaggers" is one of the 
most successful pictures Paramount has 
ever released in Germany, 

I am Interested in 
Physical medicine because 
my father was. I am in¬ 
terested in medical re¬ 
search because I believe 
in it. I am interested 
in arthritis because I 
have it. 

- Bernard Baruch 

renter! immer einen groflen Schritt vo- 
raus ist. 

Weiterhin unternimmt Paramount alles, 

um bestes KurzfiImmaterial zu erwerben. 

Paramount World berichtet in groOem 

Umfang von den Entwicklungen dieses 

Geschaftszweiges und wir erwarten, daB 

unsere Kurzfilme, die wir selbst ver- 

treiben, in alien Teilen der Welt Be- 

reicherungen der Kinoleinwande sein 

werden. 

Was den Start-Termin unseres Filmes 

"BRENNT PARIS?" anbetrifft, so haben 

wir die Stufe der fieberhaften Vorbe- 

reitungen erreicht. Wahrend diese Zei- 

len geschrieben werden, hoffen wir, 

daC in dieser Ausgabe der Paramount 

World bereits der tatsachliche Termin 

der Welt-Premiere in Paris fiir diesen 

hervorragenden Film bekannt gegeben 

werden kann. Dieses Ereignis wird auf 

der ganzen Welt gespannt erwartet. In 

den Vereinigten Staaten arbeiten die 

Leute, die speziell fur diesen GroB- 

film eingesetzt sind, unaufhorlich, um 

die gesamte Kinowelt auf die Premiere 

in Amerika aufmerksam zu machen. Als 

offizielles Premierendatum ist der 9. 

November im Criterion Theatre in New 

York genannt worden. 

Eine Komodie, die alle Paramounteers 

lachen, schmunzeln und frohlich sein 

laBt, ist "MEINE BEZAUBERNDE GRAFIN", 

in der Tony Curtis beweist, daB, was 

die Liebe anbetrifft, sich viele auBer- 

gewohnliche Dfnge ereignen. Wir sind 

uns alle einig, daB es sich hierbei um 

eine von Paramount's besten Komddien 

handelt, und daB Tony Curtis bestimmt 

zu den hervorragendsten romantischen 

Darstellern der Leinwand gehort. 

In der Zwischenzeit beweist "NEVADA 

SMITH" in alien Schltisselplatzen der 

ganzen Welt, zu der Zufriedenheit aller, 

die sich damit beschaftigen, daB es sich 

um einen wirklich groBen finanziellen 

Erfolgsschlager handelt. Es war nicht 

nur ein groBartiger Start, sondern der 

Film hat sich den Ruf angeeignet, die 

Startzahlen nur als Ausgangspunkt zu 

benutzen, um immer mehr anwachsen zu 

konnen. Man milBte neue Worter erfinden, 

um mit ihnen die Rekorde bezeichnen zu 

konnen, die dieser Abenteuer-Film in 

England und Japan, den beiden einzigen 

Landern, in denen der Film bisher auBer 

USA zum Einsatz kam, erzielt hat. 

SchlieBlich mbchten wir Sie noch auf 

die Seite 39 dieser Ausgabe aufmerk¬ 

sam machen, auf der wir etwas von der 

erfolgreichen Schaumannsarbeit der 

Slidafrikanischen Republik ftir verschie- 

dene unserer Paramount Filme, zeigen. 

Das ist wieder einmal der Beweis, wie 

hoch sich schbne und praktische Wer- 

bung bezahlt macht. 
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DOT RECORDS ARE 
WORLDWIDE FAVORITES 

'nrt.e aom* thc mramoumt pictukc -axj^c' 

BIUJY mUGHN 
SOMEWHERE. MY LOVE»SWOEIiS IN IHE NI6HI IHE SHilDSW 

ILRE • ' WHO'S HfflUlO ^«IWIU Will FOR YOU * ^ MIIME 
WIEOERSEH'N - < ONE OF THOSE SONOS ^»SECONS lUNO ROSE 

Front of the cover of Dot Records' L/P album 
for "Alfle," with a very smooth and tuneful ren¬ 
dition of the great film's theme song by the 
versatile Billy Vaughn. 

All Dot Records albums now carry the Dot 
adaptation of the Paramount trade mark, and 
the legend: "Dot Records - A Division of Para¬ 
mount Pictures Corporation." _ 

Sic&m HOT 
WITH BEST SELLING SINGLES 

WIPE OUT 

SURfER JOE 

TH( VUWUAIS 

I6»33 
WISH YOU WERE HERE. BUDDY 

LOVE FOR LOVE 

PAT aOON( 

THE TALLEST TREE 

ARE YOU SINCERE 

»ONN(( cunAP 

26904 
CRY. CRY DARLING 

FALLING IN LOVE AGAIN 

X) STAfFOKD 

2*5 

PIPELINE 

MOVE IT 

rH{ CHANTAYS 

ALFIE 
SOMEWHERE. MY LOVE 

■ItlY VAUCMM 

26916 

MORNING MEANS TOMORROW 

YOUNG IDEAS 

TIWMIE ftODGEPS 

26672 

COME ON HOME 
WOULD YOU BELIEVE 

eONWE GUITAfl 

MVA 602 

MY WAY OF LIFE 
LAST CALL 

SOWNT CVATIS 

16943 

TARZAN (TARZAN’S MARCH)/FAMILY AFFAIR 
LAWRENCE WELK 

& BESTSELLING ALL-TIME HITS 
101 CAlCUnA / WBT CKHMNI flAlR • IwwKr UN 

1C «H(a$. oiumci kossom skcw • Mt i«h 

IM ttlioot WlCM / Mil ALCMCSHVOTMOOH 
Mr VMfiw 

IC HOOOT mt; MtlOT UWUtUS • PW Imm 

lU COME 00 WITH ME / WHIMEMIIG OCLLS 
iMi 

m ToucHuno/urMEMn>nw»wwt 

IS HOE PUTUMI / DMTEU STOMP* OtntH) 

no SUMO 9Mc> / OMST moi nciM 
Nmwi CAnwr 6 Ebr fnfbtli 

219 HWOEtftH StMMEI/0«EAHBDT*6Dbii>M»( 

.«**» 

THE GREATEST TALENT ON RECORDS 

NEW YORK - This latest full-page 
ad for Dot Records appeared in the 
September 10th issue of Billboard,one 
of the two top record authorities. It 
is gratifying to note the prominence 
of the trade mark — Dot Records - A 
Division of Paramount Pictures Corp¬ 
oration . 

RIGHT 

TOKYO - A very bright 
and cheery Pat Boone dis¬ 
play in the Kyobashi Rec¬ 
ord Shop in t)ie heart of 
this city. It is indeed 
indicative of Pat's popu¬ 
larity in this country. 

From Boulevard Barthelemy, Brussels, to 
^Penang Lane, Singapore; from Platia Colocotroni, 
"Athens, to Avenida Vicuna MacKenna, Santiago, 
Chile; in 34 countries around the globe. Dot 
Records' foreign licensee recording compianies 
issue the works of Dot Records artists to fill 
the world with music. 

American music has become an international 
sound. From rock and roll to the big band 
beat, the productions of American artists are 
equally in demand in Hong Kong and Helsinki. 

A number of Dot recording artists are 
regarded as international celebrities. 

Pat Boone, for example, earlier this year 
was invited to the San Remo, Italy, Music 
Festival, the outstanding European popular 
music event. The two songs he sang in the 
competition both reached the finals — and one 
of them, "Mai, Mai, Valentina", recorded by 
Dot's Milan affiliate with Pat singing the 
lyrics in Italian, reached the top position on 
Italy's best-selling records charts. Pat has 
a natural talent for languages and also has 
recorded a number of hit records in German 
and Spanish. 

This summer in Japan, the tours of Pat 
Boone and another Dot artist, Billy Vaughn, 
crossed, resulting in a joint concert played 
before a mammoth sell-out crowd. 

Billy Vaughn is one of Dot's most inter¬ 
national celebrities and he is greeted on his 
tours through Europe and the Orient with 
wildly cheering crowds. 

Dot artist Jimmie Rodgers recently re¬ 
turned from a triumphant Australian tour where 

his records are outstand¬ 
ing favorites. He is also 
regarded as a top star in 
England and South Africa. 

From East to West, 
through the free world 
aind even behind the Iren 
Curtain, Dot recording 
artists are carrying the 
international language of 
good music to record fans 
everywhere. 

ALL BUT THE REMEMBERING 
WORDS rr MAk eUMR AMjSicrrjiMM -ASXEU 

Wasn't 
a man 

between 
here and hell 

wanted to 
face him 

gun to 
gun. 

WACO 
AXULES nCNNKOiOa 

AECia3fRlifflWKS( aflbSIFVrHKh mSF.' 

ENSIGN MUSIC CORPORATION AND lORNE GREENE MUSIC COMPANY 

The thrill-upon-thrUL 
spirit of the A. C. Lyles 
Paramount production, 
"Waco," created this fine 
ballad. "All But The Re¬ 
membering." Also another 
stirring song with the 
same title as the picture 
itself. 

Both songs were pub¬ 
lished by Ensign Music 
Corporation and Lome 
Greene Music company, a 
subsidiary of Paramount 
Pictures Corporation. 

TOKYO - Billy Vaug 
(in light suit) and hi 

hn 
- -3 

' band in a recent popular 
music session here. 
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’’Nevada Smith," released 
in Paris the first week in 
September, broke the all- 
time record of the Paramount 
Theatre - and is continuing. 

PARIS - The Mistral Theatre on the Left 
Bank has beai displa^ng this wonderful news 
of "Is Paris Burning?" for the past several 
weeks and will carry the display right up to 
the thunderous release of the great film. 

tous, que ce film compte parmi ceux dont les 
recettes bat+ent les plus grands records etablis 
par Paramount. Non seulement "NEVADA SMITH" 
demarre partout de fagon sensationnelle, mais 
les recettes qu'il enregistre se maintiennent 
a ce niveau eleve durant toute sa carri^re. II 
faudrait inventer de nouvaux mots pour qualifier 
les records attaints par ce grand film d'aven- 
tures en Grande-Bretagne et au Japon ; les deux 
seuls pays ou "NEVADA SMITH" a effectu^ ses 
sorties generales. 

Nous aimerions attirer votre attention sur 
la page 39, ou nous mentionnons quelques 
examples des grands succ^s d'exploitation 
obt*nus par plusieurs films Paramount dans la 
Republique d'Afrique du Sud. Cela prouve une fois 
de plus h quel point une bonne exploitation est 
payante. 

Picturegoers around the world are seeing 
quite a bit of the beauties of France these 
days via the Paramount release of the very 
fine colored short feature, "Three Parts of 
Gaul." Included is the above very colorful 
view of the internationally renowned beach 
of Cannes. 

NEAL HEFTI has been 
signed to compose, arrange 
and conduct an original 
music score for the Para¬ 
mount funfest, "Oh Dad, 
Poor Dad, Mamma's H\ing 
You In the Closet and I'm 
Peelin' So Sad." 

Hefti's recent musi¬ 
cal credits include such 
important motion pictures 
as "How to Murder Your 
Wife," "Sex and the Sin^e 
Girl," "Boeing, Boeing," 
"Harlow" and "Syanon." 

"Oh Dad, Poor Dad, 
Mamma's Hung You in the 
Closet and I'm Peelin' So 
Sad," a Seven Arts-Ray 
Stark-Paramount presentat¬ 
ion, stars Rosalind Russ¬ 
ell and co-stars Robert 
Morse, Barbara Harris,Hugh 
Griffith and Jonathan Win¬ 
ters as "Dad." 

BRIAN DONLEVY, who is 
co-starred with George 
Montgomerv, Yvonne De Car¬ 
lo and Tab Hunter in the 
A.C.Lyles action thriller, 
"Huntsville." 

LE SUCCES 
D’”ALFIE” 
CONTINUE 

Les Etats-IInis ont 
succorabe, a leur tour, au 
charfte d'"Alfie", le 
tcxnbeur de femmes. La 
sortie du film de Michael 
Caine dans deux cinemas 
de New York constitue 
I'un des chapltres 

de I'histoire de ce succ^s ; 1'autre, beaucoup 
plus important, est la gigantesque ruee des 
exploitants qui se pressent pour louer le film. 
Voila qui nous rappelle singulierement ce qui 
s'est passe il y a quelques annees pour " LES 
DIX COMf.'ANDEMENTS" et "LES AMBITIEUX". Ce genre 
de manifestation est incontestablement le meilleur 
indice de la popularite d'un film et "ALFIE" en 
est une demonstration fracassante. 

Les nominations recentes de Joyce Selznick 
et Robert Evans sont d'une importance consi¬ 
derable pour les Paramountiers du monde entier. 
Miss Selznick nous assure en effet I'apport ^ 
Paramount, non seulement des droits litteraires 
des meilleurs romans et pieces de theStres, mais 
aussi des acteurs les plus talentueux. Quant a 
M. Evans, qui sera stationne ^ Londres, nous 
esperons qu'il arrivere plus vite que la 
concurrence pour presenter des Sujets de toutes 
sortes et acquerra les droits litteraires des 
romans susceptibles d'etre portes a I'ecrin, d^s 
oue les auteurs en auront ecrit la derniere ligne. 
Tout Cela dans le but de placer Paramount bien 
avant les autres societes de production. 

La position de Paramount s'affirme encore 
grace a 1'acquisition des meilleurs sujets de 
cnurts-metrages.La place que nous consacrons ^ 
ce domaine dans notre numero montre clairement 
les orogres effectues dans cette direction et 
nous esperons egalement que les courts-m^trages 
que nous distribuons seront largement diffuses 
sur les ecrans du monde entier. 

La Premiere Mondiale du merveilleux film 
de Rene Clement "PARIS BRULE-T-IL? " se prepare 
fievreusement. L'annonce de cet evenement excep- 
tionnel, dont on esp^re que la date sera connue 
avant la mise sous presse de ce numero de 
Paramount World, constituera sans nul doute une 
pouvelle de la premiere importance pour le monde 
entier. Aux Etats-Unis, I'equipe speciale 
affectee a ce film travaille centre la montre 
pour que la nation entiere soit prevenue de la 
premiere americaine qui est officiellement 
prevue pour le 9 novembre, au Criterion Theatre 
^ New Yprk. 

"ARRIVEDERCI, BABY! ", une joyeuse comedie 
ou Tony Curtis nous fait participer aux incidents 
les plus comiques qui puissent se produire quand 
I'amour est maitre de la situation, declenche le 
rire de tous les Paramountiers. Tous sont d'accord 
pour affirmer que nous avons la I'une des 
comedies les plus drflles que Paramount ait 
jamais produites et qu'elle place definitivement 
Tony Curtis parmi les acteurs les plus seduisants 
de I'^cran. 

Pendant ce temps, "NEVADA SMITH" continue 
a etre projete dans les villes-cles du monde 
entier et prouve,^ la grande satisfaction de 

Broadway stage star 
Kay Medford co-stars 
with Sid Caesar, Robert 
Ryan and Anne Baxter in 
William Castle's Para¬ 
mount comedy-mystery, 
"The Busy Body." 

The actress, who re¬ 
cently completed long 
Broadway and London runs 
in "Funny Girl," plays 
Sid Caesar's mother in 
"The Busy Body," a talk¬ 
ative parent proud of 
the fact that her son 
has 'made good' with a 
major crime syndicate. 
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SHOWMANSHIP 

ons* 

NEW YORK - Two fine windows 
in the eminent men swear estab¬ 
lishment on West 48th Street — 
Austin Ltd. — dedicated to the 
proposition that no man in his 
right senses should miss seeing 
"Alfie." (Premiere date and the 
theatres involved were included 
-in both windows). 
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CHARLOTTE, North Carolina - 
A fine couple of flyers put out 
by the branch here, alerting all 
exhibitors to the importance of 
Paramount's Short Features Month, 

THE HIGH SUCCESS of the 
more than a score of record 
labels covering the theme song 
of "Alfie" should be challeng¬ 
ing every orince of our show¬ 
manship sense. The song is a 
nationwide sensation, and 
every time it is sung it wins 
countless new friends for one 
of the most successful films 
in our history — "Alfie." 

NEW YORK - Showmanship certainly struck a 
high note in connection with the premiere of 
"Alfie" here, and particularly in the case of 
the New Embassy Theatre, where fans slept on cots 
in the lobby overnight in order to get English 
crumpets and tea in the morning — and their 
pictures in the press, their voices on radio and 
their faces and quaint attire on television. The 
whole affair was a wild and wonderful showman¬ 
ship victory - as the thunderous capacity busin¬ 
ess ever since eloquently testifies to. 
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new mascot! 
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BUENOS AIRES, Argentina - 
Superb window in the ladies' 
fashions section of this city's 
top department store for the 
Hal Wallis comedy, "Boeing 
Boeing." 

Showmanship by the relea¬ 
sing cinema, the Opera, and 
the other 10 associate release 
houses, included a very heavy 
radio and TV campaign. One of • 
the phases of the latter incl¬ 
uded a contest entitled: "To 
what airline does the steward¬ 
ess played by Dany Saval be¬ 
long;" An associate contest 
asked the same question of 
Christiane Schmidtmer.Answers 
totaled into the thousands. 

KJWWr.—r - v.- lASCTfi'- - 
.... # .- ■ -_^ 

MIN^TEAPOLIS, Minn. - This 
is the flyer of the Paramount 
branch here honoring ace book¬ 
er Bonnie Ljmch and the terr¬ 
ific lob she has been doing 
for the Short Features drive. 
(The trim fimre under her 
name at top is presumed to be 
Bonnie). 

PORT OF SPAIN, Trinidad - 
At left is the top half of 
Page One of this city's very 
progressive Evening News, a 
paper which believes in giving 
prominence to a good story, 
even when it does advertise a 
motion picture — in this 
case, "Nevada Smith." The 
Strand Theatre staged this 
'Fast Draw' contest as advance 
publicity for "Nevada Smith," 
with "Calamity Jane" Pearl 
Solomon and Julius Clark as 
protagonists. Miss Solomon 
"shot" Julius fu^ of "lead" 
almost before he had time to 
clear the holster. 

Show was supervised by Wells 
Fargo and emceed by Paramount 
manager "Marshall" Rod Webb. 
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Michael Caine, star 
of "Alfie," and Terence 

Stamp, who portrayed the 
Cockney Casanova on the 
London stage, are close 
friends and one-time 
Lon don room-mat e s, 

In fact, while Stamp 
was preparing for his 
appearance in the stage 
play, Caine, never 
dreaming he wonld one 
day be "Alfie" on the 
screen, assisted him in 
learning the role. 

Saw-^arks on the bars 
indicate that Stephen 
Boyd is about to escape 
from his place of captiv¬ 
ity in Pamplona, Spain, 
locale of the very excit¬ 
ing Joseph E, Levine pro¬ 
duction, "The Caper of 
the Golden Bulls" (a Par- 
amotint release world-wide 
excepting in the U.S. and 

-Canada). 

Z’JRICH, Switzerland - 
The ABC Theatre here re¬ 
ports very good business 
at the end of the second 
week of the Alec Guinness 
comedy, "Situation Hope¬ 
less But Not Serious." 
The engagement is contin- 
uing. 

By September 2nd, 
the mighty Paramount Film 
Festival in Bogota, 
Colombia, had played 23 
days at the Cine Opera, 

to a virtually unbeliev¬ 

able gross. "Judith" was 
the attraction, first of 

five great films which 
we have announced on 

other pages. 
We also have word 

from Colombia manager 

Victor Cortes that what 

we have had, and heard, 
to date is but a fraction 

of the evidence forth¬ 
coming. 

NE«/ YORK - "Alfie" star Michael Caine 
shares cigarettes and a light with Odillo 
Licettf, II.S. correspondent for magazines 
"Claudia" and "Capricho." Occasion was the 
international press reception for Caine imm¬ 
ediately prior to the II.S. premiere of "Alfie" 
at the New Embassy and Coronet Theatres here. 

A est6ria 
DO SUCESSO 
DE "ALFIE" 
CONT^NUA 

Os Estsdos Unldos e qua estao agora sob o do 
minlo de "ALFIE" (Como Conquiatar as Mulheres). 
Os dots cinemas que lan^aran em Nova York este 
films de Michael Caine ja constltuem um Importofl 
te capitulo da estoria; o outro (e capitulo 
to mais In^jortante), e constituido pela anaia 
com que os exibldores estao querendo programar 
"Como Con<juistar as Mulherea", £ste movijiento 1- 
nusitado e uma remlnlacencla do que aconteceu ha 
poucos anos atras, quando todos os exibldores 
corrlam para marcar "Os Dez Mandamentoa" e "Os 
Insaciaveis", iste tipo de agio e o melhor Indi¬ 
es do fflundo para demonatrar a popularidade de urn 
films -- e "Alfie" preenche em dielo todos esses 
requlaitos. 

As recentes noraeagoes de Joyce Selznlck e 
Robert Evans sao de grande slgnlficagao paia os 
par^otinteses do mundo inteiro, A Sta. Selznlck 
tera por tarefa adquirlr para a Paramount os me- 
Ihorea argumentos, baseados em llvroa e pegas 
teatrais, asslm cono tambera contratar talentos 
artistlcos, E o Sr, Evana, con o seu escritorlo 
era Londrea, devera trazer para a Paramount, acl- 
ma de todos os competidores, fllroea em projeto, 
fllmes Ja prontos, de todos os tipos, e tambem 
sucessoa llterarlos, enquanto a tlnta alnda es- 
tiver fPesca na pena de seus autores. Tudo esta 
planejado de mane Ira a colocar a Paramount nun 
giganteaco pasao a frente de nossoa rivals em 
produgao, 

A Paramount esta dando tambera glgantescos 
passos a frente no setor da aqulsigao doa melho 
res shorts exiatentea no mercado, 0 amplo espa- 
go i^ue estamos dedlcando a esta fase de nosaos 
negoclos, nas paginas do Paramount World, e bon 
Indicative da importancia da mesma, Espera-se 
que os shorts que eatamos dlstribvilndo venhan a 
ocupar tambem o malor numero de telas pelo mun- 
do afora. 

Una agao Intensa e contlnuada esta atlngin- 
do a um grau de efejrve scene la a medlda que so ^ 
proxima o langamento de PARIS ESTA EM CHAMAS? 
Espera-se que ao meamo tempo em que esteja sen- 
do Improsso osto numero do Paramount World, se- 
ja dlvulgada a data exata da world premiere em 
Paris doste maravilhoso fllme ~ um ovento quo 
por certo tera ropercussao no mundo inteiro. 
Nos Estados Unldoa, a equips especial que se d£ 

PARAMOUNT'S LOTH AW’IVERSARY IN PUERTO 
RICO, which is being celebrated throughout 
September, will be fully reported in next 
month's Paramount World. 

dlca a este fllme esta trabalhando con os olhos 
fixos nos pontelroa do reloglo, de manolra a 
que a nagao Into Ira fiquo atonta a proralore aiqs 
rlcana. Esta essa premiere oficialmonte narcada 
para a noite do 9 do novembro, no cinema 
Criterlor, de Nova York, 

Uma consdla que esta fazendo todos os para- 
mountesos dar gargalhadas, rir e aorrir, e "UM 
RIDO DE MQRTE" (Arrlvedercl Baby!), na qual Tony 
Cixrtls demonstra uma porgao do coisas engragadas 
que dizem respeito ao amor, Todo mundo concorda 
sor esta uma das mais engragadas conodlas da 
Paramount, em todos os tempos, e que coloca Tony 
Curtis deflnltlyamente no mais elevado piano dos 
Comodiantes romanticos da tela, 

Enquanto isto, em importantes cldades-chaves 
pelo mundo afora, "Nevada Smith" esta provando , 
para a alegria de todos os Interessados, ser reai 
raente um dos grandes Campeoes do Bllheterla da 
Paramount, 0 fllme nao apenas coBwga fazendo grafl 
‘^•■^rondas nos primolros dias, cono mantem a ropy 
tagao de poder^usar suas rendas Inlclals cono ba- 
se, as quals vao so mantendo cada voz mais flmas. 
Novas palavras terao quo ser Inventadas para des- 
crever os^recordos registrados gor esta emoclonaj) 
te produgao na Inglatoirra e Japao, ou sejam os 
dols unlcos terrltorlos que se segulram ao langa- 
monto original, 

Desejamos chamar sua atengao para a paglna 39, 
onde dlvulgamos algumas das mais sensaclonals rea- 
llzagoes de levadas a efelto na Afri¬ 
ca do Sul, para a propaganda de varios fllmes da 
Paramount, Esta e outra prova de ccMno as bem fej^ 

tas campanhas de .aii2MBaaailifi serapre correspondem 
plenamonte atraves das rorrias de bllheterla. 
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SHELLEY WINTERS, shown co-starring with 
Michael Caine in "Alfie," has won internati¬ 
onal acclaim as a dramatic actress, but act¬ 
ually began her career with singing roles. 

Ml ss Winters, a two-time Academy Award- 
winner, received her first professional break 
in Max Reinhardt's production of the oper¬ 
etta "Rosalinda" and then replaced Celeste 
Holm in the role of Ado Annie in the Broad!<(^ 
stage production of "Oklahoma," She then was 
signed for motion pictures and went on to 
appear in such major films as "A Double Lift^" 
"A Place In the Sun," "The Diary of Anne 
Frank" and "A Patch of Blue." It was for the 
latter two films that Miss Winters was hon¬ 
ored with Oscars. 

In "Alfie" she is a romping, rollicking, 
rowdy comedienpe, with a batch of wholly un¬ 
forgettable scenes with Michael Caine, 

DUBLIN, Eire - Strange as it may 
seem, one seldom sees a bird's-eye 
picture of this city. But here is 
Dublin as it is seen in the two-reel 
coloured special, "Ireland On The Go," 
one of the most beautiful and inspir¬ 
ing short features Paramount ever has 
released. 

PA^'AMA - Wedding photograph 
of Mr. and Mrs. Alberto Cruz. The 
ceremony took place here on July 
9th. Mr. Cruz is the booker in 
Paramount's Panama office. 

NEW YORK - This Michael Caine 
fan slept all night in the lobby 
of the New Embassy to be the first 
to get tea and cnimpets,and get 
ttie first ticket to see "Alfie." 

MILAN, Italy - Backgrounded by the majesty of 
Milan Cathedral, a pair of mobile publicitv displ¬ 
ays for "Boeing Boeing" pause momentarily before 
setting off on tours of the nation in behalf of the 
Hal Wallis comedy production. 

LONDON - The famous 
tower of the Plaza Thea¬ 
tre recently did trailer 
service in behalf of 
"Nevada Smith." For sev¬ 
eral weeks in advance of 
the sensational premiere 
of this great Western 
thriller,the tower spread 
'a message reading "NEVADA 
SMITH IS COMPC." When 
the picture arrived, the 
message was altered to 
the one pictured above. 



Swings for Showmen 
WE HAVE ALREADY HAD a lot of articulate reaction from 

some of our most perceptive branch and district managers 
on the box-office potential of this wild, jazzy, offbeat 
and kooky fun-fest. In most of the instances they were 
quoting theatre managers, circuit heads and bookers who 
feel in their box-office consciousness that in THE SWI^ER 
Paramount has a massive money-making answer to the offbeat 
heartbeats of today's teenagers of all sexes and persuasions. 

1 
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THRILLS, SUSPENSE 
AND TORRID ROMANCE 
IN 
"FUNERAL IN BERLIN" 

FUNERAL IN BERLIN is, like "The Ipcress File" 
and "The Spy Who Came In From The Cold," a tant, 
tough, timely and terrific suspense drama about 
the war of spying that never ends. It really 
grips! Li fact, one of the more admirable vices 
is the vice that is going to hold the attention 
of every person seeing "Funeral In Berlin." 

Nerveless spy Harry Palmer (Michael Caine) first 
broaches to Colonel Stok (Oscar Homolka), of Russian 
Intelligence and the man in charge of the Berlin Wall 
security, the plan for his defection to the V/est. He 
finds eager sympathy for the plan, but neither man 
discounts for an Instant the plot^s many grave dangers. 

"Funeral in Berlin" was produced by Harry 
Saltzman and Charles Kasher and directed in color by 
Guy Hamilton from a screenplay by Evan Jones based 

on the Len Deighton best-seller. 

A spy saga worth its clues 
and ciphers must include at 
least one bewitching beauty. 
She must have all of the phy¬ 
sical attributes, plus the ab¬ 
ility to appear virginly inno¬ 
cent, That's just what Eva 
Renzi is exhioiting for Michael 
Caine here - but don't let it 
fool youl The uncertainty is 
one or the things that makes 
this thriller the sizzler it is. 

The East 
German police 
(Vopo's) have 
long since lear¬ 
ned not to waste 
sympathy on 
master spy Harry 
Palmer — but in 
spying (as in 
marriage) it is 
the last word 
that counts - 
and that's what 
Harry is count¬ 
ing on. 

"To defect or 
not defect?"..., 
this is the big 
problem confron¬ 
ting Colonel 
Stok, the Russ¬ 
ian commander of 
the Berlin Wall 
security, 

^The role i's 
played with fine' 
sympathy by ^ 
Oscar Homolka). 

Getting down to cases - or 
mor« correctly, caskets. This 
is one of those surprise mom¬ 
ents when audiences scream in 
muffled fashion. Playing desp¬ 
erate roles are Paul Hubschmid, 
at right; Wolfgang Volz, left, 
and Herbert Lux. 

(Hubschmid is a Swiss star 
who for many years charmed 
Continental theatre audiences 
as Professor “enry Higgins in 
the highly successful Eurooean 
stage version of "My Fair Lady.") 

Are Harry Palmer (Michael 
Caine) and Samantha Steel (Eva 
Renzi) merely entering a patch 
of shadow? or walking headlong 
into a fearsome trap? 

Good mystery thrillers dont 
tell you in advance; neither 
do good spy thrillers. 

And "Funeral In Berlin" is 
one of the best spy thrillers in 
ages. 



BOLSHOI BALLET 67 is 
a Paramount release in 

the United States of 

America only« 

’’BOLSHOI BALLET 67” 

....GRACIOUS AND BEAUTIFUL, 

A PICTURE WE PROUDLY PRESENT 

Paramount's "Bolshoi Ballet 67," has 

been named winner of the coveted Schol¬ 

astic Magazine's Bell Ringer Award for 

September. 
Starring the world's greatest and 

most renowned ballet company, "Bolshoi 
Ballet 67" was voted "outstanding" by the 
editors of Scholastic Magazines, 

"Bolshoi Ballet 67," filmed in Tech¬ 
nicolor, has been released by Paramount 
in select situations this month. 

* »v >' V ' v-* 

In Atlanta, Georgia, late last month. It was 
attended by leading exhibitors from Wllby Klnoev 
Paramourt Gulf, Minnesota Amusement, Interstate,’sal- 
aban and Katz, Florida State, Arizona Paramount and 
iri-state Theatres. Screening was at the Fox Theatre.| 

The screening audience also included over 200 I 
civic and cultural representatives, Including the I 
presidents of the Atlanta Arts Alliance, the Atlanta [ 
ou-cil of Better ^llms, the Atlanta MtisIc Club, ed- | 

nSla^ '•^P'-esentatlves of all communications | 

scree-lHg, Jimmy Hirrlson of Wllby Kin-I 
eey hosted a seminar for ABC Paramount reoresentativesl 
and managers on "Bolshoi Ballet 67" as a project pic-1 

wo,OH reaction to the film indicated that it 

iHarrJsSn^r^' successful engagements In this areV' 
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This brand new E-Type Jaguar, a 
cap-wearing, cigarette-smoking skele¬ 
ton as a 'passenger,' traversed all 
of the main Johannesburg streets in 
behalf of Jerry Lewis' "Disorderly 
Orderly." creating a great deal of 
interest, amusement and amazement. 

REASON • • • 

WHY PARAMOUNT PRODUCT 
GLOWS IN SOUTH AFRICA 

The reason in this 
instance is, of course, 
showmanship; and it is 
in turn so powerful be¬ 
cause Andre Pieterse, 
Managing Director of 

Ster Films, distributor of Paramount Pictures in South Africa, 
is so powerful a believer in the dividend-paying propensities of 
practical showmanship. Illustrated on this page are just a few 
examples of such worth-while ’pay-offs,’ 

The broad spectrum of profitable 
showmanship illustrated on this page was 
devised and created by Miss Melody Harley, 
the talented, able — and charming — pub¬ 
licity director of Ster Films, distributor 
of Paramount pictures in South Africa, 

One of the many effective promot¬ 
ions for "The Carpetbaggers" which 
created genuine excitement was an 
ambulatory Persian carpet, seeriingly 
self-propelled. It proved to be a 
real eye-stopper. 

A fantas w tie-up 
was achieved with two 
airlines, resulting in 
countless window displ¬ 
ays, for "Boeing Boeing." 
Film opened at the Capri 
and Iniemational and 
every night at both cin¬ 
emas 10 airline bags 
were given away, plus a 
pearl necklace and a 
watch. Street promotion 
consisted of the above 
seven girls parading 
Johannesburg.their air¬ 
line bags filled with 
"Boeing Boeing" heralds 
and ashtrays which were 
given to interested 
passersby. Several traf¬ 
fic jams resulted. 

For the Jerry Lewis comedy,"Fam¬ 
ily Jewels," a treasure hunt was mn 
in a national newspaper and prizes 
consisted of 50 caskets of "jewels" 
of the family type. Entries were 
phenomenal. The newspaper also backed 
this treasure hunt with radio cover¬ 
age, Above, a secretary in the Ster 
publicity department sits amongst some 
of the entries and displays the jewels: 
donated by a "friendly jeweller," 

When "Harlow" was looming 
up for release, so strong were 
Miss Harley's persuasive powers 
that Coppertone (which Carroll 
Baker had so overwhelmingly en¬ 
dorsed) launched their campaign 
earlier than had been anticip¬ 
ated in 3,000 window displays 
throughout the country. 

For "The Amorous Adventures 
of Moll Flanders," a special 
'Moll' hairstyle was created by 
Jean Coiffure and was displayed 
in their windows throughout the 
country. This resulted in nati¬ 
onal newspaper coverage. Style 
was exhibited at the annual 
Hairdressers' Ball, a glittering 
affair presided over by the 
Mayor and Mayoress of Johannes¬ 
burg. Promotion, according to 
reports, succeeded beyond all 
expectations. 
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Aujourd’hui 
est le jour 

PARIS 
aurait du 
bruler BCela se passait il y a 22 ans. 

Mais ce 25 AoCit 1944, Paris ne fut pas brule. Paris4ut libere, 
sans avoir ete reduit en cendres comme le prevoyaierifles plans 
de I'ennemi. Pans fut libere, intact et toujours etincelant cfe beaute, 
Mais ce jour de gloire qu'attendait le monde entier a bien f^i 

ne pas arriver. ‘ 
"Brulez Paris I" avait hurle Hitler au telephone. 1 
Comment Paris a echappe a cette condamnation a mort. 
voila ce que retrace magnifiquement le film Paramount" PARIS BRULE-T-IL ? ", 

tire d'un livre celebre et interprets 
par les plus grandes vedettes venues de toutes les capitales du monde. 
Cette oeuvre cinematographique vous fera revivre, 
dans toute leur emouvante grandeur, les evenements 
incroyables mais authentiquesqui se sont deroules 
pendant cette semaine memorable; les passions 
dechainees, le soulevement du peuple de Paris; 
I'avance de la 2' D B. du GSnSral Leclerc et des 
tanks alliSs; les combats livrSs par les heros, 
hommes et femmes, qui affronterent la mort 
et plus encore... et enfin la joie dSlirante 
de la Liberation elle-meme. 

LA PREMIERE MONDIALE 
DE-^PARIS BROLE-T-IL?" 
AURA LIEU PROCHAINEMENT 
A PARIS. 

■ aSha wu -1™» cum . maniiu caua. u»m cuimb . ™ -■----itnSr^u . JCIWC 
•cnnhi. MUB nja 

unmn fiaun. acw nccau 
_ MEn nut' JEUHMU rmrauun. Knc hmci 

■MS liBfl - W • nM VB10 * fMi m MM MUTZ • i»m>4 p lUK CUHIT 
I—... mic 
m > aM. n • OWMWC UnEME • LMir CKLm « w uH »r w m. MAURICE JURE 
m a fMKTO lAiEcMiMoru nuB-u«A»ii pAMCniB BIIIMIO ™ MUKKIII S rmnM' 

meer... en tenslotte de jubelende vreugde van de Bevrijding zelf. 

"BRANDT PARIJS?" verschijnt weldra 
in alle grootsteden van de wereld._^ 

BRAlWr 
PARIJS? 

uiuicacs»*ou 

m cuiMo Alia HIM CM B«MUJ UM m» ■ mn mm mt aMtua . 
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BRANDT PARUS7" ZAL WELDRA IN DE GROOTSTE KINEMAZALEN VAN BELGIE UITKOMEN 

■|s Paris Burning?" will open soon in the capitals of the world. 

H cMMamm •«^mki 

“18 PARIS BURNING?" COMES TO LONDON IN NOVEMBER 

"Is Paris Burning?" will open soon in tlie capitals of the world 

“IS PARIS BURNING?" COMES TO LONDON IN NOVEMBER 

encore et enfin la |oie deliranle de la Liberation elle meme 

"PARIS BROLE-T-IL?" sortira bientot 
dans toutes les capitales du monde 

c«aMI»M«A uiiH CAM* AAB-WCM CAUtl HOBMCKAcm ««!■ MlWI I 
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PARIS BROLE-T-IL?" sortira BENTOT DANS LES PLUS GRANDES SALLES DE BELGIQUE 

. .jBtauK.MMM.ma 

PREMIERE VOOR NEDERLAND BINNENKORT IN. 

TUSCHINSKI / GRAND ..THALIA / METROPOLE TUSCHINSKI 

REMBRANDT v—c / CINEMA / CAROLUS •z-.w- r 

THE 
ONRUSHING 
WORLD PREMIERE 
OF THE MIGHTY 
"IS PARIS 
BURNING?" 

The U.S. and 
Canadian ads were 
identical with that of The New York 

Times, but the release information 

at the base of each ad was different. 

THE LOS ANGELES TIMES stated: 
COMING TO THE WARNER HOLLYWOOD THEA¬ 

TRE NOVEMBER lOTH. ALL SEATS RESER¬ 

VED. 

THE MONTREAL STAR said: 

"IS PARIS BURNING?" IS COMING TO THE 

YORK THEATRE. ALL SEATS RESERVED. 

THE CHICAGO TRIBUNE said: 

"IS PARIS BURNING?" - COMING TO THE 

CINESTAGE - NOV. 10. ALL SEATS 

RESERVED. 

THE WASHINGTON POST said: 

"IS PARIS BTTRNING?" - COMING TO THE 

ONTARIO THEATRE. ALL SEATS RESERVED. 

THE ARROWS tell the story 

in succession from the top 

down. 

PARIS 
THE WORLD PREMIERE OF "IS 

PARIS BURNING?" WILL TAKE 

PLACE SOON IN PARIS. 

BRUSSELS (De Standaard) 

COMING TO THE GREAT 
CINEMAS OF BELGIUM SOON. 

LONDON (Times) 

"IS PARIS BURNING?" COMES 

TO LONDON IN NOVEMBER. 

LONDON (Evening Standard) 
"IS PARIS BURNING?" COMES 

TO LONDON IN NOVEMBER 

BRUSSELS (Le Soir) 
COMING TO THE GREAT 

CINEMAS OF BELGIUM SOON, 

AMSTERDAM (Pe Telegraaf) 

PREMIERE SOON IN HOLLAND 

IN TUSCHINSKI (Amsterdam), 

GRAND AND THALIA (Rotterdam), 
METROPOLE-TUSCHINSKI (The 

Hague), REMBRANDT (Utrecht), 

CINEMA (Groningen), CAROLUS 

(Nijmegen). 

Printed in U.S.i' 



Why Is Paris' 
Palais de Chaillot 
On the Cover of 
Paramount World? 

(See Page if) 
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PARAMOUNT PICTURES, IVAN TORS 
DEAL INCLUDES ALL ENTERTAINMENT 
media 

Paramount Pictures and Ivan Tors 
have arrived at a far-reaching 
agreement for production of future 
motion pictures and television 

it was announced by President 
Weitner. 
agreement, which is seen opening 
new avenues for Tors’ company and 

Paramount in theatrical and TV production, 
licensing and merchandising, is one of 
the most important of its kind ever set by 
a motion picture company with an independ¬ 
ent producer, according to the announce¬ 
ment. 

shows, 
George 

the 
up many 

IVAN T 0 R 5 
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The Five 
Generations... 

When we reported recently 
that Mr, Adolph Zukor,founder 
of our company, had become a 
great-great-grandfather, it 
seemed to be only a matter of 
time before we would picture 
the five generations. 

Mr, Zukor is holding his 

great-great-grandchild, Scott 
Morse. Standing at left is 
Boyd Morse, father of the 
baby and son of Mrs. Robert 
Shelton (centre), Mrs.Shelton 
is the daughter of Mrs,Mildred 
Zukor Loew (right), who is in 
turn Mr. Zukor's daughter. 

Under the arrangement, Tors will 
bring to bear the maximum resources 
and manpower of his own company, 
Ivan Tors Films, including the 
$3,0(X),CXX) four-stage Ivan Tors Stu¬ 
dios in North Miami, Florida, for the 
production of from eight to ten 
feature films. In addition,Paramotint 
acquires theatrical distribution of 
four feature films prior to their 
previously contracted TV showing, 
plus an Interest in any TV series 
and any licensing and merchandising 
tie-ins developing from all Tors- 
Paramount films. 

Paramount's agreement with Tors 
"gives our company a strong foothoild 
in the ever-growing market for ent¬ 
ertainment attractions of broad aud¬ 
ience appeal," Weitner said, "We 
have every reason to believe that in 
his new association with Paramount 
Mr. Tors will surpass even his own 
extraordinary past record of being 
the only Hollywood producer to have 
made seven successive television 
pilots and sold all seven. These in¬ 
clude the two current high-rated 
network shows, "Flipper," in its 3rd 
year on NBC and "Daktari," in its 

second year on CBS, as well as "Sea 
Hunt," the nation's highest rated 
syndicated show for many years. 

"Along with his own remarkable per¬ 
sonal talents as a producer-director, Mr. 
Tors brings with him into the Paramount 
fold one of the most flourishing and dy¬ 
namic production organizations in the in¬ 
dustry, equally ^t home in both television 
production and feature-film making - a 
youthful independent company which has had 
explosive growth over the past four years." 

"Through his television shows and 
feature pictures Tors has developed a 
large and loyal following among all age 
groups. In his new affiliation with Para¬ 
mount, we hope the name of Ivan Tors will 
become even more prominent as a foremost 
supplier of films and TV series in his 
unique area of operations, the exciting 
and adventurous world of nature and 
science." 

Tors declared, "I am deeply gratified 
by this affiliation with Paramotint as it 
moves forward under vigorous and stimula¬ 
ting leadership toward new goals designed 
to match its greatest peaks of progress." 

Two of the feature films embraced in 
the agreement, are now before the cameras. 
These are "Cowboy In Africa," shooting in 
East Africa; and "Gentle Ben," being 
filmed at Ivan Tors Miami studios and fblm 
Beach, Florida. Titles of the other films 
are to be subsequently announced. 

The conquest of Australia by "Alfie" continues with 
ADELAIDE this cabled despatch to Guenter Schack from Alan Wardrope, 

advertising aind publicity director in Sydney: 

ADORES "ALFIE" OPENED ADELAIDE OCTOBER FIRST AND SHATTERED 
all RECORDS AT MAJESTIC THEATRE INCLUDING THOSE SET BY 

"ALFIE" "TEN COMMANDMENTS," "CARPETBAGGERS" AND "BECKET. THE 
IMPACT OF "ALFIE" CAN BE GAUGED BY REACTION OF NEWS¬ 
PAPER ADELAIDE NEWS WHICH CONDUCTED TEENAGE SURVEY POS¬ 
ING QUESTION* 'ARE BOYS ALL ALFIES'. SAME PAPER ALSO RAN 

__ big spread three days prior to opening. 

Cover photograph courtesy 
of Air France. 
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Two privileged International Paramounteers 
have seen "Is Paris Burning?" in completed form 
and have spoken from their hearts. Henry B. Gor¬ 
don, Latin American division manager, returning 
to Mexico City headquarters via New York, foll¬ 
owing a European vacation, saw the picture in 
Paris. Julian Binstock, general manager in Japan, 
needed the picture for the lengthy job of super¬ 
imposed sub-titling, especially in view of earl,y 
release.So he screened it — and cabled! 

Some Who Have 
Already Seen 
”ls Paris Burning?” 
Have This to Say. . . 

PMIKI^TS PARIMTFILM NEAfYORK 

SCREENING OF "PARIS BURNING" WAS THE MOST EXCITING AND 
EXALTING EXPERIENCE IN YEARS. THE DEPTH OF FEELING 
BROUGHT TO HIS OR HER ROLE BY EACH ACTOR, THE SCOPE AND 
HUMANLY GRIPPING STORY AND THE STIRRING MUSIC COMBINE 
WITH THE GLORY OF PARIS TO MAKE THIS PICTURE ONE WHICH 
AUDIENCES WILL WANT TO SEE AND LOVE FOR A LONG TIME. 
CONGRATULATIONS FOR THIS WINNER. BEST REGARDS 

- BINSTOCK 

ANOTHER WONDHIFUL ADVANCE APPRAISAL OF 
"IS PARIS BURNING?", RECEIVED AT PRESS 
TIME, IS ON PAGE 24 (Italian Section). 

PERKINS PARINTFILM NEWYORK 

CANNOT WAIT UNTIL MY ARRIVAL TO TELL YOU HOW "IS PARIS 
BURNING?" AFFECTED ME. THE MOST FANTASTIC PICTURE I 
EVER SAW. I IMMEDIATELY CABLED ALL MY OFFICES THE 
GRANDEUR OF THIS WONDERFUL PICTURE. HASTA MANANA 

- HANK (Gordon) 

And this Is the cable Mr, Gordon sent to all of 
his Latin American offices: 

JUST FINISHED SCREENING "IS PARIS BURNING?" AND 
CANNOT FIND WORDS TO TELL YOU HOW DEEPLY THIS PICTURE 
AFFECTED ME AND EVERYBODY WHO SAW IT. IT IS" A PICTURE 
FULL OF LIFE AND HEART AND WHOEVER SEES IT LIVES WITH 
IT EVERY MINUTE THROUGH THE PICTURE. THE MULTI-STAR * 
CAST IS JUST MAGNIFICENT AND SO IS THE MOST GLORIOUS 
AMBIENTE OF THE CITY OF PARIS. PLEASE RELAY MY IMPRES¬ 
SION TO ALL OUR EXHIBITOR-FRIENDS WITH MY SINCERE 
OPINION THAT "IS PARIS BURNING?" IS THE GREATEST MOT¬ 
ION PICTURE SINCE "THE TEN COMMANDMENTS." REGARDS. 

- GORDON 
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As the World 
Premieres of 
’Ms Paris 
Burning?” 
Draw NighI 

PARIS - During his early September visit in 
the interests of the world proniere of "Is Paris 
Burning?" Guenter Schack, Paramount Internation¬ 
al's director of advertising and public relat¬ 
ions, hosted many European press groups at the 
actual locales of both historic fact and the 
film itself. Above, he is with a group of German 
press notables, all of whom accompanied the 
book's co-authors, Larry Collins and Dominique 
Lapierre, In the background is the Cathedral of 
Notre Dame, which figures most importantly in 
the film. 

Among those identifiable in the shot, read- 

53? ■ " ■ ■ 
Erich VA —, IICUIIIO IV. OUiLU^l , 
editor of Sueddeutsche Zeitung, and columnist; 

Klngpress; Joe Hembus. for Der Spiegel and other 
publications. Topic of this and other similar 
groups was "Joumalist-To-Joumalist." 

Hall, and visited the Underground Headquarters 
of Colonel Rol-Tangui, wartime chief of the FFi; 
Paris Region. 

Guenter Schack reported that full success 
is expedted from this German group, with stories 
breaking close to the German opening campaign. 

The Cover.. 

From the Author... 
Hy Hollinger, director of special 

projects, has received an interesting 
letter from Larry Collins, co-author 
of "Is Paris Burning?" relating to 
the international full-page news¬ 
paper advertisements which we repro¬ 
duced last month. These advertise¬ 
ments marked the anniversary of the 
Liberation of Paris. The following Is 
an excerpt from the Collins letter: 

Dear Hy: 
Just a brief word to tell 

you how struck we were by the ad. 
I got copies of it relayed from 
friends for days. It was an ex«- 
cellent idea to capitalize so 
shrewdly on the 22nd anniversary 
....Your mailing has really left 
us gasping. We're still getting 
"thank you" notes from the damn¬ 
dest places. 

Best from us both. 
(sgd.J Larry 

% % ♦ % 

When this issue of 
Paramount World went to 
press, activities con¬ 
nected with the world 
premiere of "Is Paris 
Burning?" were at fever 
pitch in the French 
capital. 

We shall picture 
the outcome of these 
activities next month 
in an issue of Para¬ 
mount World which will 
be devoted, practically 
in its entirety, to 
what we are sure will 
be the greatest film 
premiere in history. 

There is a very special reason for 
putting the Palais de Chaillot on the cov¬ 
er of this issue of Paramount World. The 
Palais is the great centre of all of the 
arts in Paris. It is situated proudly on a 
great bend in the River Seine, directly 
across from the Eiffel Tower, and on the 
24th of October, its magnificent cinema 
will present the first screening of "Is 
Paris Burning?" Gathered will be the most 
glittering audience of notables at any 
film premiere in the history of Paris,and 
the event will be reported to the utter¬ 
most corners of the globe. 

ACADEMY AWARD-WINNERS jay Livingston and 
Ray Evans are creating the lyrics for Maurice 
Jarre's main musical theme for "Is Paris Burn¬ 
ing?" 

Livingston and Evans were honored with 
Oscars for their songs "Buttons and Bows," 
"Mona Lisa" and "Que Sera.Sera." The song¬ 
writing team has written 177 songs for 91 films, 
earning seven Academy Award nominations in 
addition to their three Oscars. Jarre was hon¬ 
ored twice with Academy Awards, for his scores 
for "Lawrence of Arabia" and "Dr. Zhivago." 

PARIS - Henri Klarsfeld, general manager for France and 
North Africa, with models of six of the seven (7) theatres in 
which "Is Paris Burning?" will open immediately following the 
world premiere of the picture here on October 24. Theatres are 
the Paramount, Marivaux, Moulin Rouge, Miramar, Mistral.George 
V and Elysees Cinema. 



CAST TOPPERS 
(Always listed alphabetically) 

Jean-Paul Belmondo 
Charles Boyer 
Leslie Caron 
Jean-Pierre Cassel 
George Chakiris 
Alain Delon 
Kirk Douglas 
Glenn Ford 
Gert Frobe 
Yves Montand 
Anthony Perkins 
Simone Signoret 
Robert Stack 
Marie Versini 
Skip Ward 
Orson Welles 

II 

NEW YORK - The office of 
Joseph Friedman, director of ad¬ 
vertising and public relations, 
is the setting for samples of 
the massively comprehensive 
campaign preceding the release 
of "Is Paris Burning?" both 
here and abroad. Immediately 
after this photo, Mr,Friedman 
(right) left for Paris to head 
last-minute world premiere det¬ 
ails. Paramount International 
publicity and advertising dir¬ 
ector Guenter Schack, who is 
shown with Mr. Friedman, left 
for Paris the following day and 
will remain through the October 
24th premiere. 

One of the most useful and 
effective instruments of show¬ 
manship available for "Is 
Paris Burning?" is an album of 
spontaneous, on-the-set inter¬ 
views with most of the members 
of the internationally celebr¬ 
ated cast of the picture. It 
can serve a host of valuable 
purposes, all of them obvious 
to any astute showman. 

Remember that these names are 
bnt a fraction of the great ones 
to be found in the greatest cast 
of players in cinema history. 

HOLLYWOOD - Luncheon meeting in 
the Paramount commissary of the plan¬ 
ning committee of The Thalians, pre¬ 
paring for the Hollywood premiere of 
"Is Paris Burning?". The gala charity 
event is set for November 9 at the 
Warner Hollywood Theatre for the ben¬ 
efit of The Thalians' Clinic for 
Emotionally Disturbed Children, 

At left, 1 to r: Cheryll Clarke, 
Kern Dibbs, Mrs. Glenn Jord, Glenn 
Ford, Agnes Moorehead, Debbie Rey¬ 
nolds, Bob Goodfried, Jimmy Baker. 
Right side, continuing clockwise: 
Patty Gallagher, Mac Krim, Barbara 
Dillinger, Bob Dillinger (hidden), 
Selma Herbert, Joel Rose,Ann Ramer. 

At right: Debbie Reynolds, A^es 
Moorehead and Mr, and Mrs, Glenn Ford. 
Miss Reynolds is chairman of the 
board of The Thalians; Mr. and Mrs, 
Ford are chairmen of the Premiere 
Committee; Miss Moorehead is co- 
chairman of the Committee. 

This is Emilio Prister's 
glowing letterhead for spreading 
Paramount's word about "Is Paris 
Burning?" throughout Portugal. 
Vertical strip at left enclosing 
names of the cast, is blue.white 
and red. Flames above 'PARIS' 
are red. as are also the other 
words oi the -title. 

On September 22nd it was 
announced that, following the 
special Alliance Francaise pre¬ 
miere of "Is Paris Burning?" on 
November 9th, the New York Cri¬ 
terion Theatre was completely 
sold out on November 10,11,14, 
15,16,17,21,30 and December 1, 
7 and 13. (Many more dates have 
gone since that announcement). 
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NEWS FROM THE BRANCHES 

A^^N-MARGHET does a 
real fandango in "The 
Swinger" — all in the in¬ 
terests of purity,uplift 
and truth. 

Without enough wild¬ 
erness America will 
change. Democracy, with 
its myriad personalities 
and increasing sophisti¬ 
cation, must be fibred 
and vitalized by regular 
contact with outdoor 
growths - animal3,trees, 
sun warmth and free 
skies - or it will dwin¬ 
dle and fade. 

- Walt Whitman 

There's a bountiful 
harvest of great product 
news on Pages 37,38. >feny 
signings of new stars, 
new producers, new proj¬ 
ects aiming for new and 
greater horizons. There 
is certainly gathering 
excitement for 196? and 
the bountiful years ahead. 

’’Seconds” is 
First-Rate at the B.O. 

In a glowing repoid; to the U.S. and 
Canadian branches, Charles Boasberg,general 
sales manager, tells of the fine success 
scored by "Seconds" in conventional and 
drive-in theatres in Phoenix, Arizona. The 
Rock Hudson starring picture was holding 
for a second week at the time of Mr.Boas¬ 
berg 's message. 

Also quoted in the report were these 
press criticisms: 

'Seconds' is easily the most brill¬ 
iant and frightening film of the year. 
John Frankenheimer has again demonstra¬ 
ted that he is one of Hollywood's most 
gifted young men....'Seconds' is hi?h 
enterta^ment; chilling, always compel¬ 
ling. (Arizona Republic) 

« 

Hudson superb in new shocker. An 
artistic triumph for director Franken- 
heiraer....astonishing. It is by all 
standards the finest role of Hudson's 
career and there should not be too much 
surprise if he receives Academy Award 
consideration for his work here. Salome 
Jens is an alluring package of charm. 
(Larry Rummel, Phoenix Gazette) _ 

Oh, Rosannal 
Rosanna Schiaffino, 

^ co-star with Tony Cur¬ 
tis in "Arrivederci, 
Baby!" arrived in New 
York on October 7th to 
serve as hostess at a 
special press recept¬ 
ion and preview of the 
film on October 10th. 

This event took pilace 
just as we were about 
to go to press,and we 

will picture it next month. 
While in New York, Miss Schiaffino was also 

scheduled for meetings with representatives of 
leading newspapers and magazines, as well as 
a whole round of TV and radio appearances in 
the course of which she would discuss her own 
career as well as the dazzling and intriguing 
character she depicts in the Seven Arts-Ray 
Stark-Paramount presentation. 

(Lionel Jeffries and Zsa Zsa Gabor are co- 
starred in the film and Nancy Kwan appears as 
a special guest star.) 

On Se pt. 16th, General Sales 
Manac jer Charles Boasberg reported 
to Mess rs. George Weltner and 
Mart n Davis: "1 know you will be 
glad to hear that last week we 
sh ipf )ed U.S. 5,214 Features.which 
j s tr le highest no n-Paramount Week 
in f 1 ve (5) years ti 

• 

WASHINGTON, D.C. - The president of the 
Motion Picture Association of America. Jack 
Valenti, and Mrs. Valenti, entertalnea at a 
reception on the evening of October 2nd at 
the Association's headquarters here. The 
highlight of the occasion was the first Wash¬ 
ington showing of Paramount's U.S, release, 
"Bolshoi Ballet 67." The guests were from 
the embassies, the judiciary. Congress,exec¬ 
utive departments oi the government, and 
press and radio. 

Above, Mr. Valenti, left, greets Chief 
Justice and Mrs, Earl Warren. 

(Another picture,page 23) 

In a gesture of true cooperation, as 
well as adniration for our great production 
which means so much to the industry, Martin 
Perlberg of RKO Theatres authorized the 
following announcement for display in all 
RKO Theatres in New York City: 

TO YOUR ATTENTION THE OPENING OF "IS PARIS 
BURNING?" ON NOVEMBER 9 AT THE CRITERION 
THEATRE. RESERVED SEATS ARE AVAILABLE NOW AT 
THE CRITERION THEATRE OR BY MAIL. 

David Janssen and Walter Pidgeon (r.) en¬ 
gage In a discussion of their respective 
theories as to the identity of the murderer 
in "Warning Shot," the thriller produced by 
Bob Banner Associates for Paramount, Keenan 
Wynn, Ed Begley, Sam Wanamaker, Lillian Gish, 
Eleainor Parker, Joan Collins and John Gar¬ 
field, Jr. are also in the starring cast. 
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HIGH-POWERED 
U.S.-CANADA 
SHOWMANSHIP FORUM 
ON 
”IS PARIS BURNING?” 

NEW YORK - The national show¬ 
manship campaign for "Is Paris 
Burning?" was blazingly ignited 
on Monday, September 19, at a 
round-robin session in the Hotel 
Manhattan, with all of the Para¬ 
mount field force present, plus 
the special publicists engaged 
for the launching of the mammoth 
film. 

Bernard Seriin presided, and 
participating on a full scale 
basis were Joseph Friedman,Meyer 
Hutner, Mort Hock, Hy Hollinger 
and Mike Weinberg. Also Phil 
Isaacs, charged with the distrib¬ 
ution of the production in the 
U.S. and Canada, 

In his welcoming remarks, 
Joseph Friedman, vice-president 
in charge of advertising and pub¬ 
lic relations, said: "This is 
probablv the largest task-force 
of merchandising representatives 
ever put together in the history 
of motion pictures and this group 
undoubtedly will be increased as 
we open 'Is Paris Burning?' in 
other cities." 

ED SUILIVAN,Photos 

"The audience we are 
going after is everyone. 
There is no special age group 
for 'Is Paris Burning?' This 
is a picture for everyone1" 

- Bernard M. Berlin 

Three top Paramount sales¬ 
men are deeply Interested in 
the power and scope of the 
shovjmanship campaign for "Is 
Paris Burning?" They are, from 
left to right- Charles Boasberg, General sales manager; Ernest 
ands,assistant general sales 

manager and Milton Goldstein, 
Paramount International sales 
manager. 

FIVE OF THE PUBLIC RELATIONS TOPPERS 

From left: Mike Hutner, Joseph Friedman, 
Bernard Berlin, Mike Weinberg and Hy Hollinger 
photographed at the beginning of the meeting. 
(Advertising manager Mort Hock arrived later in 
the session and is shown elsewhere on the page.) 

Joseph Friedman, director of ad¬ 
vertising and public relations, and 
vice-president of Paramount Film Dis¬ 
tributing Corporation, addressing the 

in tne photo are id- 
entified in group shot at the bottom 
of the page). 

Advertising manager Mort Hock, 
aided by his assistant. Richard 
Desatnick (holding board) displays 
evidence of the very wide coverage 
the advertising campaign on "Is Paris 
Burning?" will receive nationally as 
well as in Canada. 

(More pictures on Page 19) 

Standing ( 1 to r) - Mika 
Hutner, Joseph Friedman,Bernard 
Serlin, Hy Hollinger, Mike 
Weinberg, Phil Isaacs, Fred 
Lutkin. 

Left row (l to r) - Woody 
Fraught, Detroit; Dory DeAngelo, 
Kansas City; Everett Olsen, 
Home Office; Dick Taylor,Cnicago; 
Jerry Berger, assistant to Ber¬ 
nard Serlin. 

Second row:- Bob Lotito, 
Denver: Jerrjr Rafshoon,Atlanta; 
Henry Qirlich,Los Angeles: Arm- 
and Cardea,Home Office; Win 
Barron, Toronto. 

Third row:- Judd Sheppard, 
Pittsburgh; Jerry Silverstein. 
Home Office; Nina Cutrubu8,Salt 
Lake City; Bill Schaefer,Dallas; 
Barry Cherin,Home Office. 

Fourth row:- Ray Nemo,Cin¬ 
cinnati; Paul Levi, Boston; 
Ernie Johnston, Washington,DC; 
Ellaine Fried, Cleveland. 
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ground the World 

T h e 
"A 1 f j e 
Highlights 

AUCKLAND, New Zealand - London 'Beefeaters' 
escort guests into the Berkeley Theatre for the 
special New Zealand premiere preview of ALFIE, 
In centre, 1 to r; Stanley H. Craig, Paramount 
gener^ manager in New Zealand: Tony Goodliffe, 
Kerridge Odeon publicity director; Sybil 
O'Brien and Brenda Gittus. 

One of the many buses (at top) which trans- forted special guests from the heart of Auck- 
and to the Berkeley Theatre at Mission Bay, 

Sequel to the above is found in the 
following cable to Paramotint Internatio¬ 
nal sales manager Milton Goldstein from 
Stanley H. Craig, general manager in New 
Zealand: 

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY FIGURES "ALFIE” 

AT AUCKLAND ODEON SURPASS OPENING FIG¬ 
URES FOR MOST LONGRUM FILMS. REACTION 

EXCeXLENT. 

-DAILY 

NATO RAISES CAINE AS TOPS 
weiiMfiiiiiwiHii \Y-.\j Moriv Month 
OflO&WBMfdSMc Campaign HorvToday a.ii«to# 

J-Dij (onlib F« mr'J!"—f 
Pif*! "Pirlj Burnln,' 

MGRi iH lo Show 
how Foce li Mill "J: 

■ MGM ^ 

MUm HosIMov 
Thon M'l 'Shadows’ 

EddhsMIUTO'i 
Ideas on lli Pad 

V.S. Fitmi To Handle Harris' 

' 'Mother Goose a Go Go' 

COLOR G E VA E RT\ b&w 

NEW YORK - This was Page One of 
The Film Daily of September 19th when 
NATO (The National Association of 
Theatre Owners) had announced Michael 
Caine as "Star of the Future," (The 
award was presented to Caine at the 
formal dinner of NATO in the Americana 
Hotel in New York on September 30, A 
picture of the event in on another 
page). 

The original citation carried the 
following important mention: 

ED STJLLIVAN Photo 

Michael Caine with some of the notables at the NATO awards 
dinner at the Americana Hotel, From left: Marshall H. Fine,pres-" 
ident of NATO; Michael Caine; "Hurry S'undown" producer-director 
Otto Preminger; Abe Berisin and Ben Sherman, both of ABC Candy, 

NFp^ YORK - Michael CairiT! 
star of Paramount's "Alfie," 
was honored with the "Star of 
the Future" award of the Natio¬ 
nal Association of Theatre Own¬ 
ers on September 30th at the 
organization's formal convention' 
dinner at the Americana Hotel, 

More than 2,000 theatremen 
and their wives, from every 
section of the United States and 
Canada, were present to salute 
Caine for his meteoric rise as 
an acciting new boxoffice name. 

In introducing Caine, noted 
film-maker Otto Preminger char¬ 
acterized the British film actcr 
as "one of the fastest-rising 
stars in motion pictures today" 
and noted that "Caine has bec¬ 
ome one of the most sought after 
and most admired of leading men," 
Caine stars in the forthcoming 
"Hurry Sundown," which wqs pro¬ 
duced and' directed by Preminger 
for Paramount release. 

"Perhaps the best indication of 
the impact that Michael Caine is hav¬ 
ing and will have on theatre audien¬ 
ces and box offices Is the fact that 
he has starring roles in five major 
productions scheduled for release bet¬ 
ween now and February, Michael Caine." 
they added, " has a orilliant future,^' 
„ Of the five, three are Paramount, 
They are: "Alfie," "Funeral In Berlin" 
and Otto Preminger's "Hurry Sundown," 

After accepting the coveted 
award from NATO president Mar¬ 
shall Fine, Caine drew laughs 
from the assemblage when he 
stated, "When I first heard 
that I had been selected to 
receive this award, I must con¬ 
fess that I could not under¬ 
stand why the North Atlantic 
Treaty Organization should 
single me out over British 
Prime Minister Harold Wilson, 

"But when it was explained 
to me that NATO stood for the 
National Association of Theab'e 
Owners," he'continued, "I was 
deeply moved and impressed, I 
cannot quite explain my great 
personal satisfaction at know¬ 
ing that the exhibitors of 
America have such faith in me, 
I only hope that I can live up 
to the confidence you have 
shown in me," 

As of the time of going to 
press, "Alfie" had entered a 
14th wonderful week at the Par¬ 
amount. Sydney, and a ijth jusi 
as wonderful a week at the Bar¬ 
clay in Melbourne, 



The Day the Picture Started 

"Half / 
Sixper ice 
Starts 
Growir u 3 
Into 
Millj( )ns 

On the set at Henley, the day that "Half A Sixpence" got 
under way as Paramount's first major musical in years. Those 
seated seated, 1 to r, are - Willisira Perlberg, executive 
producer; Gillian Lynne, choreographer; star Tommy Steele; 
Paramount vice president and studio and production head How- 
are W. Koch and co-star Julia Foster (one of "Alfie's" pert 
'birds'). Standing - Howard Harrison, managing director of 
Paramount British Pictures Ltd.; producer Charles H.Schneer, 
and director George Sidney. 

Tommy Steele and Julia 
Foster in an early Brighton 
Beach seauence of "Half A 
Sixpence'' - principally to 
show that this gay and glor¬ 
ious musical is in production. 
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General de Boissoudy, in charge of many of 
the activities connected with the observance of 
the premiere, addressing the meeting. In front 
row are Director Rene' Clement and Mrs. Clement, 
and Larry Collins, co-author of the book. Among 
those standing at the rear of the meeting are: 
Henri Michaud, Henri Klarsfeld, Georges Crav-nne 
and Joseph Friedman. 

ROUND-UP 
ON 
OF 

MEETING 
PREMIERE PARIS 

"IS PARIS BURN 

General de Boissoudy 
and Director Rene Clem- 
®^t in the actual suite 
of General Dietrich vo!. 
Choltitz in the Hotel 
Meurice which the German 
Military Commandant occ¬ 
upied during the war. 
The cap and the pistol, 
as well as the old-type 
of telephone all belong¬ 
ed to the General. 

RIGPfT 

The manager of the 
Meurice, now as well as 
then, recounts some of 
the wartime draima that 
took place in the Hotel, 
a dramatic focal point in 
the great film. At the 
table - Michaud.Lapierre, 
de ^issoudy. Client, 
Collins. ’ 

Vgrmetz 
lUMENT 

BRULE-T-IL ? 

Well coitent With the picture it¬ 
self, and by the superb effect it had 
on officials,the military,the people 
of Paris, and the actors themselves, 
are Henri Michaud, Henri Klarsfeld. 
Director Rene Clement and Mrs.Cl^nent, 

un the night of Monday, October3, 
a very special screening of "Is Paris 
Burning?" was held, with many of the 
true-life personalities who were act¬ 
ually Resistants during the wqr, pre¬ 
sent in person. In the centre bacK- 
§ round above, is Mr. Jacques Chaban- 

elmas (portrayed in the film by 
Alain Delon); and shaking hands are 
Paramounteer Henri Klarsfeld and Ren^ 
Cl^nent, director of the mighty film. 



PEOPLE AND EVENTS IN THE 
BRITISH CINEMA PICTURE 

FIFTY - Plus: 
Last month we published cables 

from Mr. Weltner and Mr. Perkins to 

Liverpool branch manager Henry Class 
congratulating him on achieving 50 
years of Paramount service. Henry 
replied to Mr. Weltner in the follow¬ 

ing terms: 

Dear Mr. Weltner: 
I was indeed delighted to 

receive your cable, congratulat¬ 
ing me on my half-century with 
the Company. I can assure you 
that this has been achieved by 
the wonderful co-operation which 
I have always received from 
everyone wiEhin the Organisation, 
and it is a pleasure to me to 
know that, so far away as in 
America, my efforts have been 
aporeciated. This, I sincerely 
hope, I will be able to continue, 
God willing, for sometime to 
come. , . _ 

(sgd.) Henry Class 

In addition to the above message 
from Henry Class, we have heard from 
Liverpool vis Paramount sales repre¬ 
sentative M.G.Rowley more about the 
activities which honoured Henry's 
anniversary. 

Michael Rowley himself, acting 
on behalf of the Liverpool staff, 
presented Henry with a table lighter. 
A bouquet of flowers was presented 
to Mrs. Class by Margaret Moran, the 
branch's youngest member. 

At an informal get-together later, 
attended also by branch supervisor 
C.L.FIitcroft. Hr. Class expressed 
his very deep appreciation of the 
gifts, and paid tribute to all those 
members of Parsunount, past and pres¬ 
ent, who had served with him during 
his 50 years, A telegram from manag¬ 
ing director Russdll W. Hadley,Jr, 
was also read. It said: 

"I personally want to congratu¬ 
late and thank you on the 50th 
anniversary of your association 
with Paramount. In reaching this 
half-century mark, you join a 
very select group of people 
around the world," 
Congratulations were also recei¬ 

ved from Peter Reed, many others at 

The Board of 
Associated British 
Picture Corporat¬ 
ion has appointed 
Mr. Robert Clark 
(at left), the 
Deputy Chairman, 
also To be Chief 
Executive of the 
Group. In his new 
capacity,Mr.Clark 
will be responsi¬ 
ble for the co¬ 
ordination of the 
Corporation's act¬ 
ivities in associ¬ 
ation with the 
Managing Directors 
of the companies 
within the Group. 

HOLLWOOD - Visiting on the set 
of "The Caper of the Golden Bulls" 
are, left to right: John Corso,Tony's 
cousin; Henry Beckman, co-star of the 
film, and Tonv Corso. local corresp¬ 
ondent for Keystone Press Agency, 
London. 

Wardour Street and from all branches 
in the U.K. 

It was, as Henry remarked during 
the evening, "guite a day, and well 
worth waiting lifty years for," 

Mr, Rowley, in his report to Par¬ 
amount World, added personally: "I 
would like to say that whatever I 
write cannot pay high enough tribrrte 
to a man who has given himself 100% 
to Paramount, and who has found so 
much pleasure in achieving this peak 
in his career." 

;rror OF 

(^ORNEbi WILDE 

naked prev. 
technicolor PANAVISION 

LONDON - The facade of the 
venerable Plaza Theatre has ahcwn 
many features. Here is how it 
looked during the very popular 
engagement 01 "The Naked Prey," 

"THE NAKED PREY" did very weQl 
in its first week at the London 
Plaza, and the Gomel Wilde Tech¬ 
nicolor thriller received a gene¬ 
rally good press. 

The show-windows of Para¬ 
mount's London headquarters have 
been handsomely remodelled. We 
shall be showing you the result 
in an early issue of Paramount 
World, 

Farewell to Audrey. 
Now that she has left London with her hus¬ 

band, popular Mrs. Audrey Roberts,Paramount's 
censorship manager in the United Kingdom has 
reluctantly had to leave the company which she 
has loyally served since 1944. 

At a farewell get-together in her office, 
Audrey received a parting gift of china and 
crystal glass from her colleagues. Presentation 
was made by general sales manager Peter Reed, 
standing in for managing director Russell W. 
Hadley, Jr, who was on vacation. 

During her career at Paramount, Audrey was 
secretary to managing director James E. Perkins 
and to Mr. Hadley, with whom she worked for a 
long period on the launching of "The Ten Comm¬ 
andments." Her appointment to the censorship de¬ 
partment marked a new venture for her. She res¬ 
ponded brilliantly to the challenge, p 

In the first picture are Mrs, Audrey Roberts and Peter Reed. 
Next: Dorothy Houchin, Audrey Roberts, John Adamson and Norman 
Pratt, Third pic: Back row - Gerry Lewis, Dorothy Houchin,Audrey 
Roberts, Leslie Jones, Leonard Kerr. Front:Rita Towler, Vivienne 
Phillips. 
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Lillian Gish and 'Caesar' on the 
set of Bob Banner's Paramount produc¬ 
tion, "Warning Shot," during the fil¬ 
ming of this exciting murder mystery. 
'Caesar' has a key role in the film, 
and it is a co-starring part that he 
is able to get his teeth into. 

Mr. A. Mocaer,eminent 
Paramotint exhibitor in Dakar; 
Senegal, vras delighted to 
meet up with Adolph Zukor 
and Y. Frank Freeman when 
visiting the Paramount stu¬ 
dio recently. 

J. William Piper, sec¬ 
retary of Paramount Inter¬ 
national Films and assist- 
amt to President James E. 
Perkins, and ”rs. Piper are 
welcomed to the Paramount 
Studio by Bernard Donnen- 
feld, associate head of 
studio activities. 

Chairman Choo KokLeong 
of the Cathay Orgainisation 
of Singapore, on the set of 
the William Castle Para¬ 
mount production, "The Busy 
Body," with Robert Ryan, 
one of the mystery comedyVi 
co-stars* 

encircling 'get-acqualnt 
Journey, his first since 
assuming command of the 
internationally renowned 
Cathay circuit of 68 ult: 
modern cinemas. 

HOLLYWOOD 
HIGHLIGHTS 

Shown above (r.) is honorary member Rose 
Marie, currently starring in "Call Me Madame" 

at the Melodyland Theatre, aiding president 
Winifred Robertson (second from left) at Para¬ 
mount studio on a fund-raising event for 

"Girls Friday of Showbiz." Event was a fashion 
show-tea at Bullock's in Fashion Square, San 

Fernando Valley, on Oct. 15, attended by nota¬ 
bles from the film, TV and radio fields. Pro¬ 

ceeds from the event went to provide financial 
aid to malformed children who are not other¬ 

wise eligible for such support. Also shown in 

the group is Missy Montgomery OleftJ,daughter 
of Dinah Shore and George Montgomery, who wqs 

visiting her famous father that day on the A. 
C.Lyles set of "Huntsville." 

Top table at the studio luncheon marking 
the commencement of William Castle's Paramount 
production, the comedy mystery, "The Busy Body." 
Function took place September 22nd, and the 
principals shown, from the left, are: Co-star 
Sid Caesar. Paramount vice-president and studio 
and production head Howard W. Koch, producer 
William Castle^ George Jessel and his bride-to- 
be, Audrie Magee, 
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LA PREMIERE MONDIALE 
DE "PARIS BRULE-T-IL?" 
AURA LIEU LE 24 OCTOBRE 

Lorsque nous avons mis notre numero du 

mois dernier sous presse, il etait trop tard 

pour annoncer que la date de la Premiere 
mondiale de " PARIS BRULE—T—IL? " primitivement 
fixee au 14 octobre avait ete reportee au 

24 Octobre. Cette date est definitive. Voil^ 

done qui signifie que notre prochain num4ro 
du mois de novembre sera enti^rement consacre 
aux Premieres de " PARIS BRULE-T-IL? ", tant ^ 
Paris qu*i New York et Hollywood, qui toutes 
deux doivent avoir lieu le 9 Novembre. Ce sera 
vraiment un numero sensationnel du Paramount 
Worldl 

Sur une autre page, nous sommes fiers et 
heureux de pouvoir vous presenter le commen¬ 

cement du premier grand film musical Paramount 

qui ait ete realist depuis des annees. II 
s'intitule " HALF- A SIXPENCE " et se trouve 

actuellement en cours de tournage au studio 

Shepparton h Londres, mis en scene par George 

Sidney, produit par William Perlberg. La vedettd 
de cette com^die musicale, qui a ete jouee 
simultan^ment ^ Londres et h New York, n'est 

autre sfue Tommy Steele, I'acteur anglais bien 

connu, aux c6t4s duquel joue la vedette Julia 

Foster (qui etait une des "nanas" de Michael 

Caine dans "ALFIE"). Comme la pi^ce a remport^ 

un- 4norme succes Si Broadway, nous sommes enchantife 
que Paramount en ait tire un film qui remportera 

certainement un grand succes. 

D'autre part, nous sommes en train, h 
Hollywood, de realiser un Western tres inha- 

bituel. Il s'agit, en effet, de "CHUKA" dont 

1'atmosphere de grandeur a fait le succes 

PARIS - This was the umbrella-ed scene 
at the Elysees Cinema which proved that not 
even the rain could keep the crowds from 
seeing "Nevada Smith." Theatre was showing 
the original English-voice version with sup¬ 
erimposed titles. 

d'un autre Western intitule "NEVADA SMITH". 

Red Taylor et John Mills en sont les prota- 
gonistes. Quant h la realisation, elle a ete 

confiee h Gordon Douglas. D'aprfes ce que nous 
savons - tant au point de vue tournage qu'au 

point de vue scenario - nous vous demandons de 

ne pas considerer ce film comme un western 
ordinaire. Il s'agit cette fois d'une production 
hors-serie. 

Comme nous venons de vous parler de 
"NEVADA SMITH", nous vous signalons que ce grand 

Western continue ^ battre des records de 
recettes partout ou il passe, comme I'indique 
la page 17... Ainsi que la film " ALFIE " qui 

remporte un immense succes particuli^rement en 

Grande-Bretagne, en Australie et h travers tous 
les Etats-Unis. 

PARIS - Compelling display for 
"Is Paris Burning?" at the entrance 
to Paramount's continental headquart¬ 
ers in the Paramount Theatre building. 

DAVID JANSSEN, star 
of the very exciting 
"Vifarning Shot," 

Toutes les nouvelles concernant les 

reprises des "DIX COMMANDEMENTS " sont 

v^ritablement excellentes. Les recettes 

enregistrees, tant aux Etats-Unis qu'au 
Canada et le succes que remporte le film au 
Theatre Astoria de Londres, prouvent 

la justesse des previsions du President 

George Weltner concernant le succes toujours 

grandissant de cette super-production . Dans 
quelques mois il y aura d'autres reprises 

sensationnelles de cette production de Cecil 

B, deMille, et nous sommes impatients d'uti- 

liser tous les termes louangeurs que nous avons 
en reserve pour cette occasion. 

Nous avons le plaisir de vous relater 

dans ce numero quelques actlvit4s relatives 

au 40^me anniversaire de la distribution 
Paramount ^ Porto Rico. Un_ beau travail 

constructif a 4t4 accompli* par le Directeur 

Frank Planas et son personnel. Les clients y ont 
particip4 avec chaleur. 

Nous pensons que nous pouvons vous 

promettre que le prochain numero du Paramount 

World sera I'un des plus int^ressants et des 

plus importants dans I'histoire de la Paramount. 

No one ever would 
have crossed the ocean 
if he could have gotten 
off the ship in the 

storm.  c.F.Kettering 

HOLLYWOOD - Eminent 
Paramount exhibitor A. 
Mocaer. from Dakar, Sene¬ 
gal, with glamorous Giov- 
anna Ralli on the set of 
"The Caper of the Golden 
Bulls" at Paramount Stu¬ 
dio, (Production is a 
Paramount world-wide rel¬ 
ease, accept in the U.S.A. 
and Canada), 

THE EDITOR'S THANKS 
to all who so speedily 
prepared the language 

columns and got them to 
Home Office in record 
time. 

PARIS - This corridor 
display for "Is Paris 
Burning?" is typical of 
all of the hallways in 
Paramount's Continental 
headquarters here. There 
is no escaping the prof¬ 
ound influence of tnis 
mighty film. 

The world premiere, in Paris, of "Is Paris Burning?" will 
already be history by the time this issue of Paramount World 

reaches you. However, as we went to press with this issue, we 
were shown the schedule of what was planned for the premiere, 

not only in the participating theatres, but in the City of 

Paris as a whole.We think that the next issue of Paramount 

World should be a most interesting record of a towering event. 
.....An event in keeping with the mightiness of the picture 
itself. 
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Never invest your 
money in anything that 
eats or needs repainting. 

- Billy Rose 

BUENOS AIRES - Quite 
a good number of effect¬ 
ive window displays were 
secured by Paramount and 
the Cine Opera during the 
release presentation of 
"The Slender Thread," The 
one shown here was in the 
'Duree' shoe store. 

BELCW 

BOGOTA, Colombia- One 
phase of the many-faceted 
successful showmanship 
campaign organized by 
Paramount manager Victor 
Cortes and assistant man¬ 
ager Walter Senior in 
connection with the Para¬ 
mount Film Festival at 
the Cine Opera, was a tie- 
up with the firm of A. 
Pamp for displays of pos¬ 
ters for "Juditn" on all 
of their trucks. 

EL 24 DE OCTUBRE ES LA 
FECHA DE LA "PREMIERE” 
MUNDIAL DE 
"iARDE PARIS?" 

i|i % i4c % % 

D'eapu^a de entrara en mdquina 
el niimero del mea pasado ae caiiibi6 la 
fecha de la "premiere" mundial en Fla- 
rls, que pas6 del dia 13 al dla 24 
de Cctubre. Era ya demasiado tai'de 
para que efectu^semoa el cambio — pero 
eata nueva fecha ea aegura* Eato aig- 
nifica tambi6n que el niSmero del pr6— 
ximo mea (Noviembre) eatard dedicado 
caai excluaivamente a laa "premiferea" 
de "iArde Paris?" (Is paris Burning?), 
la de I^rls, que indicsunoa arrioa y 
laa de Nueva lork y Hollywood, ambaa 
el 9 de Noviembre. !3er4 un ntoero del 
Paramount Vorld realmente extraordina— 
rio! 

En otra pdgina tenemoa el oi-gullo 
y la 3ati3facci6n de ofrecerlea noti- 
ciaa aobre el primer gran filme musi¬ 
cal de Paramount en muchoa ahoa. 3e 
trata de "Half A Sixpence", actualmen- 
te en trAmitea de produccion en laa 
Eatudioa Shepperton de Londrea bajo 
la direcci6n de George Sidney y con el 
product or /illiam Perlberg llevando 
laa riendaa de la producci6n, El pri¬ 
mer actor de la vei'’si6n teatral, tan- 
to en Londrea como en Nusto York, el 
gran favorite brit4nico, Tommy Steele, 
ea la "eatrella" de la pellcula y Ju¬ 
lia Boater (que actu6 junto a Lliciiael 
Caine en "Alfie" incorporando a uno 
de sus principalea peraonajea femeni- 
noa), comparte loa honorea eatelarea 
con Tcmmy Steele. Habiendo preaencia- 
do con gran placer eata obra muaical 
en ei teatro de Broadway, aentimoa 
una gran 3ati3facci6n porque va a con- 
vertirae en una pellcula totalmente 
muaical de Pai’amount. 

En Hollywood ae eotd prepai^ndo 
un filme del Oeate muy oiriginal. Su 
tltulo ea "Ghuka" y contiene mucha de 
eaa atm63fera senate!onal que lia he- 
cho de "Nevada Smith" una pellcula de 
tanto 6xito. Rod Taylor y John Mills 
encabe^an au re part o y la. direcci6n 
corre a cargo de Gordon Douglas. Por 
lo que ha llegado a nueatro conocimien- 
to y por haber leido el gui6n lea pe- 
dimoa que no conaideren eata produc- 

SOPUlAlffREN 

jvoiriT 

"Judith" DiD in Six 
Lima (Peru) Cinemas 

Salvador Montero, heading film section 
"Cine al Dia" on Channel 9,plugged JUDITH 

solidly daily for full week prior to release. 

LIMA, Pei*u - Backed by a tremendous Par¬ 
amount and theatre campaign, "Judith" was a 
glowing success here via a day-and-date 
splash release in six (6) top cinemas.These 
were the Tacna, Pacifico, Coloso, Odeon, 
Porteno and Independencia. 

News of this triumphant release was acc¬ 

ompanied by massive publicity evidence which 
showed that no angle was overlooked in the 
campaign launching "Judith. This event was 
also part of the ceremonies conmemorating 
Paramount's 39th anniversary in Peru, 

ci6n como un ".Veatern" ordinario; ea- 
te va a aer algo muy especial. 

Y puesto que hemoa mencionado a 
"Nevada Smith" debemoa deatacar que 
eata gran pellcula del Oeate continiia 
eatableciendo records doquiera se ex- 
hibe. como la infocmiaci6n que contiene 
la pagina 17 pone de manifieato... y, 
naturalmente, "Alfie" obtiene tambien 
otro grandioao Sxito, eapecialmente 
en Gran Bretaria, Australia y los Eata- 
doa Dnidoa. 

la totalidad de noticiaa aobre 
laa nuevaa contrataciones de "Los Diez 
Mandamientoa" son infaliblamente bue- 
naa. Loa poderoaoa compreniaos en 
Eatadoa Unidoa y Canadd y la triunfal 
acogida que actualmente tiene la pell¬ 
cula en el Astoria Theatre de Londrea 
demueatran que laa prediocionea del 
Preaidente George '.Veltner acerca del 
inacabable potencial de eata gigantea- 
ca pellcula se ban convertido en reali¬ 
dad. Dentro de loa pr6ximo8 meaea ae 
llevardn a ca bo otroa muchoa de eatoa 
grand!0803 eatrenoa de la produce!6n 
de Cecil B. DeMille y aentimoa ya que 
noa domina la tentaci6n de emplear pa¬ 
ra calificarla todaa laa palabraa de 
elogio que conocemoe. 

Ea un placer recoger en este xnime- 
ro algunaa de laa activldadea relacio— 
nadaa con el 40 aniversarlo de la dia- 
tribuci6n Paramount en Puerto Rico. El 
gerente Prank J. Planaa y el personal 
a aua 6rrdenea realizaron una labor 
muy buena y constructiva y la partici- 
paci6n de loa exhibidorea fue verdade- 
ramente alentadora. 

Creemoa quo podemoa prometerlea 
que la edicion del Paramount World del 
pr6ximo mea aerd una de laa mda inte- 
reaantea de toda la hiatoria de nuea- 
tra Compahla I^ramount, 



LATIN AMERICAN NEWS 
L j nes,Lines,Lines for 
"The Naked Prey"! 

BOGOTA, Colombia - These were scenes at 
the Opera Theatre during one day of the 3rd. 
week of "The Naked Prey" — one of the most 
outstanding successes this great theatre tes 
ever presented. In reporting the triumph, 
Walter Senior said: "This picture is still 
showing absolutely no signs of slowing up." 

"Judith" 
is a continuing success in 
many parts of Latin Amer¬ 
ica. In addition to the 
Lima, Peru, triumphs repor¬ 
ted on this and the facing 
page, we also have word 
from Caracas, Venezuela, 
that the Sophia Loren film 
has registered "exceptional 
business" at the Paris 
Theatre, where it was in 
its 2nd week at the latest 
report. 
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LIMA - Four Paramounteers 
of Peru toasting "Judith" on 
the occasion of the 39th ann¬ 
iversary of Paramount in Peru. 
L to R the four are: Alfonso 
Gaillour, publicist; manager 
Joel Hart; Alberto Acosta, 
booker; Alberto Benavides, 
assistant booker. (More det¬ 
ails on page follov^ng). 

HOLLYWOOD - At the studio 
luncheon marking the start of the 
William Castle-Paramount comedy 
mystery, "The Busy Body." George 
Jessel, America's "Toastmaster 
General," did something very spec¬ 
ial when he placed an engagement 
ring on the ringer of pretty 
Audrie Magee, With them in the 
above scene is Latin American 
film correspondent Hilda Ulloa, 

MEXICO CITY - A beautiful and 
effective lobby display for 
"Judith" at the Mexico Theatre, 

SIDNEY 
ANNE. 

POITIER ' BANCROFT 

SIONIY 

POLLACK 
SAVAIAS HILL 

BUENOS AIRES - Section of the 
capacity audience emerging from the 
Cine Opera follov/ing a screening of 
"The Slender Thread." 

During their respective New York 
visits, Latin American division manager 
Henry B, Gordon and "Alfie" star Michael 
Caine conferred on the forthcoming 
Acapulco (Mex.) Film Festival. "Alfie" 
was announced as an 'invited' film a few 
months ago, and recently Michael Caine 
received a special invitation to attend. 
Indications are that he will. 

MEXICO CITY - Section of the lobby 
display for "The Sons of Katie Elder" at 
the Internacional Theatre. Mexico manager 
Enrique Molina reports that the Hal Wallis 
thriller not only did great business here, 

Ariel, and that he expects 
Katie Elder" to do great business throu¬ 

ghout Mexico. 

HOIJ.rwOOD - A.-ne 
liXter, co-star of 

'The Busy Body," on 
|tr. - '2t of the flla 

ith Mexican and I 
: it in Ap-: lean '•ot-j 

on pictur* cort 1 
•fpondent v’cr,rc Camara,] 



A TIME FOR ANNIVERSARIES 

LIMA - Five Paramounteers and a Paramount 
exhibitor about to toast another UO years for 
Paramount in Peru. Left to right they are: 
Alberto Benavides, ass't booker; Alfonso 
Gaillour, publicist; Joel Hart, manager;Victor 
Giraldo, accountant; Alberto Acosta, booker and 
Luciano Garcia, exhibitor. 

In "Alfie," Michael Caine got 
other people (girls, principally) 'in 
trouble.' Li "Funeral In Berlin" he fets himself into plenty of trouble, 
t's exciting as Hell — in a differ¬ 

ent kind of way, of course! 

We nave come to an era of anni¬ 
versaries, all of them evidencing 
our stature. Newest in the series 
are Puerto Rico, 40 years old, and 
Peru, at the ever-popular 3S mark. 
We present here some evidence from 
San Juan and Lima indicative of 
the fine work of Frank J. Planas 
and Joel Hart - and their staffs. 

Paramount's "Is Paris Burning?" is highlighted in 
the current photographic exhibit at New York's Museum 
of Modem Art. Entitled "The Action Still," the exhib¬ 
ition is described as "A tribute to the still man - the 
an.onymous artist among film technicians upon whose work 
depends much of the success of a motion picture." The 
display was selected by Willard Van Dyke, Director of 
the Department of Film, and installed by Kathleen Haven, 
Graphics Coordinator, and prominently features the "Is 
Paris Burning?" stills shot during the location filming 
by still cameramen Fedotov and Rodrigue. 

LIMA - Representative exhibitors of Peru 
gather for a toast to Paramount's 39th year in 
that country. Manager Joel Hart is the tall man 
in the rear. 

Pirertc Rice’s 
campaign began in 
July when the month's 
releases included 
"The Spy Who Came In 
From The Cold," "The 
Slender Thread," " 
"Judith" and "The 
Amorous Adventures of 
Moll Flanders." It 
was continued through 
August with the rel¬ 
ease of "Red Line 
7000," and came to a 
September climax vdth 
"The Oscar" as the release topper. All of this 
product comprised the ammunition for the sales 
drive which encompassed not only Puerto Rico, 
but also the rest of the territories under the 
direction of Frank Planas — the Dominican 
Republic, Virgin Islands and Jamaica. 

lIHA - 'Lanager Joel Hart 
reported to Latin American 
division manager Henry B. 
Gordon as follows: 

"Diaring the course of 
the week of celebration, we 
blanketed the city of Lima 
with Paramotint releases, hav¬ 
ing booked a record niimber of 
313 releases during this 
time, as follows: 

Monday  5^* 
Tuesday .60 
Wednesday .49 
Thursday .43 
Friday  38 
Saturday .32 
Sunday  37 

One of Puerto Rico's finest contributions to the 
anniversary was a massive newspaper advertisement 
illustrating 12 top current and forthcoming Paramount 
productions, with both English and Spanish titles. 
The twelve were: "Is Paris Burning?", "Nevada Smith," 
"The Spy Who Came In From The Cold," "Judith," "The 
Oscar," "Promise Her Anything," "Seconds," "Paradise, 
Hawaiian Style," "Assault On A Queen," "This Property 
Is Condemned," "The Naked Prey" and "Alfie." 

PUERTO RICO (40) 
AND PERU (39) 
CELEBRATE 
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THE SALES AND 
SHOWMANSHIP SAGA 
OF "NEVADA SMITH" 

"An unqualified success" is the most apt description of "Nevada 
Smith," world-wide. The 6-weeks London Plaza engagement (final 2 weeks 
concurrently with London general release) was massively successftil. The 
8-weeks run in four Tokyo theatres (to a colossal gross) produced the 
highest figure for any Paramount picture in many years. Other magnific¬ 
ent engagements have iieen at the Zoopalast, Berlin; the 4-theatre mult¬ 
iple in Paris; three-theatre multiple in Stockholm, and the Rex, Basle. 

STOCKHOLM - Crowds both outside 
and inside the China Theatre patient¬ 
ly seeking tickets for the 7 oclock 
showing or "‘levada Smith. 

MEILLEURS RESULTATS HEBDOMADAIRES 
FILMS (entrees) 

J NEVADA SMITH semame) 

? LE CREPUSCULE DES AlGLES 
(2 semaine) 

3 COMMENT VOLER UN MIL¬ 
LION D£ DOLLARS (!' sem ) 

4 BRIGADE ANTI-GANGS (3 s ) 
5 ARABESQUE (3 semaine) 
n LE FACTEUR SEN VA-T-EN 

GUERRE (3 semaine) 
r LA CUREE (11 semaine) 
3 UN HOMME ET UNE FEMME 

(15 sema ne) 
3 - DES FILLES POUR L ARMEE 

(1" semane) 

SALLES (entrees) 

73 896 PARAMOUNT Nevada Smith 
(V" semaine) 33173 

^ Crepuacule de» Aiglet 
(2 semaine) 25,376 
MOULIN - ROUGE : Nevada 

02 403 Smith (1" semamel 
31 430/ 

30036 SALLES (indices) 

15.976 

27-320 1 — BIARRITZ : Un Homme et une 
26 160^^^ Femme (15 semame) 64.3 

— PARAMOUNT Nevada Smith 
23 668^ - (1" semane) 62 3 

ELYSEES CINEMA Nevada Smith 
23.243 ^^^ (1" semame) 61,1 

PARIS - This information panel in tne 
Septonber 17th issue of the French tradepaper 
L£ FILM FRANCAIS-LA CINLMATOGRAPHIE FRANCAIS 
is stunning proof of the power of NEVADA 
SMITH at the Paris box-offices. It shows the 
Paramount thriller far on top in the number 
of persons seeing the film; far on top in the 
number of admissions at any one theatre; and 
second and third in the percentages of the 
theatre capacities in the first week. 

ROME - Fifteen (15) of 
these posters were displayed in 
strategic traffic spots for a 
full month in advance of "Nev¬ 
ada Smith" release. An extra 
and larger title, in fluoresc¬ 
ent ink, was added in lower 
left comer of the poster. 

Taiwan-derful 
Cable from Andrew Fan, 

Taiwan manager: 
SUN THEATRE GRAND OPENING 
"NEVADA SMITH" SEPTEMBER 
27, THREE SHOWS ALL PACK¬ 
ED, HUNDREDS TURNED AWAY.. 
AUDIENCES CLAIMED BEST 
WESTERN MANY YEARS.GUAR¬ 
ANTEED LONG RUN. 

BERLIN - Crowds entering the Zoo 
Palast Theatre in response to the very 
fine actionful showmanship campaign 
for "Nevada Smith." 

PARIS - Despite the rain, "Nevada 
Smith" has given the Paramount Theatre 
its all-time-best business in its UO- 
vear history, tt also gave the famous 
nouse one of its all-tme-best front- 
of-house displays. The thriller also 
played with equal success at the Ely- 
sees, Miramar and Moulin Rouge, and 
has set a record that is going to be 
extremely difficult to beat. 

ROME - Steve McQueen 
and "Nevada Smith" cert¬ 
ainly appear to have the 
'freedom' of the City of 
Rome. Thirty (30) such 
fluorescent signs were in 
prominent spots — this 
one opposite the United 
States Embassy. 

From Bangkok 
To GOLDSTEIN PARINTFILM NEWYORK 

"NEVADA SMITH" OPENED SATURDAY OCTOBER FIRST WITH 
RECORD SATURDAY TICAL-TAKE BEING TOPPED BY THAT 
OF SUNDAY. PICTURE SETTING HIGHEST RECORD FOR 
PARAMOUNT (Company) AS WELL AS FOR PARAMOUNT (Th¬ 

eatre). ADVANCE SALES BIGGEST EVER. REACTION 
SUPERB. "NEVADA" WILL DEFINITELY ESTABLISH LEGEN¬ 
DARY BOXOFFICE SUCCESS. 
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Indianapolis 
Meets 
Herb Gi11is 

Division manager 
Herb Gillis was a recent 
visitor to Paramount's 

Indianapolis branch, and 

branch manager Johnny 
Kane's Polaroid camera 
really went into action. 
Here Herb is seated. 

a 

Here Mr. Gillis is 
with ledger clerks Rose 
Vigodner (right) apd 
Margaret Manning. 

Herb is flanked by 
Robert Morris, booker,and 
Margie Comer,nead booKer. 

Herb Gillis and »le9- 
man Ray Thomas. 

Pill i a 

Branch manager's sec¬ 
retary Viola Hoifmann is 
pleased that Mr. Gillis 
Has visited Indianapolis. 

"The Ten Commandments" 
continues to play to capac¬ 
ity business at the London 
Aston i a, a factor which is 
a happy augury for the bus¬ 
iness which will follow on 
a nat i onal basis as the 
mighty Cecil B. DeMille 
production proceeds on to 
further British conquests. 

The new generation of 
picturegoers has a great 
treat com i ng 1 

BOB SULLIVAN Photo 

NEW YORK - One of the international stars 
honored at the NATO (National Association of 
Theatre Owners) Convention (see Page 8), was 
Sophia Loren. Pictured with her at that 
function are Paramount general sales mcinager 
Charles Boasberg and Mrs. Boasberg, 

This is special busi¬ 
ness: Morris Cantor, pro¬ 
minent Indianapolis exhib¬ 
itor, is discussing his 
forthcoming date of 
"Alfie" in his Nora Thea¬ 
tre. 

Paramount's spec¬ 
tacular short, "The 
Three Parts of GauL," 
reveals a great deal 
of the many beauties 
of France. Above is 
a glimpse of that 
part of the French 
Riviera known as the 
Noyenne Comiche. 

IQ B I T U A R Y 

PEREIRA 
We are most sad to 

report the passing, 
in Bombay, India, of 
Paramount's highly 
esteemed shipper, J. 
W, Pereira, 57, who 
died on September 10, 

Mr, Pereira had 
been with the Company 
for more than thirty 

years, and in the words of Far East 
division manager S,A.Henriksen,'’was 
a loyal and fine Paramounteer," 

Mr, Pereira leaves a widow, to 
whom we extend our most sincere 
condolences. 

Radiant 
1talian Star 

ED StJLLIVAN Photo 

NEW YORK - Rosanna Schiaffino, co-star 
(with Tony Curtis) of the ritzy-racy comedy, 
''Arreviderci, Baby!", shown in the midst of 
the cocktail press party given her on her 
arrival in New York for interviews. (A full 
picture report next issue). 
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PEOPLE AND EVENTS IN 
the U.S. and CANADA 

TORONTO - Pictured here is 
George Destounis, newly appoin¬ 
ted executive vice-oresideht of 
Famous Players Canadian Corpor¬ 
ation, Mr, Destounis was former¬ 
ly executive vice-president of 
United Amusement Corporation, 
the largest and most important 
affiliate of Famous Flayers, 
George Destounis joined United 
in 19A0 as an usher! 

HOLLYWOOD - Flanked by two high Paramount, 
production officials is Mr, A. Kocaer, a 
top exhibitor of Dakar, Senegal. At right is 
Howard W, Koch, Paramount vice-president and 
head of the studio and production. At left is 
Robert Evans, vice-president in charge of 
European production of Paramount Pictures, 

New YORK - Bernard M, Seriin. 
Paramount's field advertising and pi±>- 
licity manager, presiding at the ''Is 
Paris Burning?" showmanship fonm at 
the Manhattan Hotel. (Fuller details 
were on Page 7). 

New YORK - Phil Isaacs,Par¬ 
amount's U.S. and Canadian sales 
director for special attract¬ 
ions, accepts scholastic Magaz¬ 
ine's September Bell Ringer- 
Award for "Bolshoi Ballet o7" 
from Marjorie Burns, editor of 
Practical English and a member 
of the Bell Ringer Committee. 
"Bolshoi Ballet 67," filmed in 
Technicolor, was released by 
Paramount (solely in the U.S.) 
last month. 

Ne'W YORK - Michael Caine, 
centre, NATO's (National Assoc¬ 
iation of Theatre Owners) Star 

is congratulated 
by NATO president Marshall H. 
Fine, left, and producer Otto 
Preminger at the NATO awards 
banquet in the Americana Hotel. 
Caine's most recent work was in 
Preminger's Paramount product¬ 
ion, "Hurry Sundown." 

Be sure to note our 
enthusiasm for the 
Sports In Action short 
feature, "The Winning 
Strain," on Page 30. 
Here's a short toreally 
shout about! 

DALLAS, Texas - An English 
bus collected key staff members 
of the Times-Herald staff.took 
them to a Paramount branch scr¬ 
eening of "Alfie" and transpor¬ 
ted them (in a happv frame of 
mind) home again. They are,from 
top down: Virgil Miers, amuse¬ 
ments editor; Mrs. Miers; Don 
Safran, amusements columnist; 
Mrs.Safran; Felix McKnight.man¬ 
aging editor: Mrs.McKnight; Miss 
Val Imm, society editor. 

New YORK - Charles Boasberg, general sales 
manager, and president of Paramount Film Dis¬ 
tributing Corporation.chatting with some of 
the territorial advertising and publicity 
managers at the showmanship seminar on "Is 
Paris Burning?" at the Hotel Manhattan. With 
him is Canada's representative, Win Barron. 
In the background, Mike Hutner, Hy Hollinger 
and Phil Isaacs, 



Leslie Caron has the role of Francoise Labe, 
a key figure in the Underground. Here she con¬ 
fers in conspiracy with Jacques Chaban-Delmas. 
plhyed by Alain Delon. (It is a matter of hist¬ 
ory that this great Resistance figure became a 
French general, de Gaulle's representative in 
Paris, and since 1958 President of the National 
Assembly). 

The surrender of General Dietrich von Choltitz, Ger¬ 
man commander in Paris, played by Gert Frobe, to French 
Lieutenant Henri Karcher (JeaJi-Pierre Cassel), is power¬ 
ful drama. Equally moving is Choltitz's tragic supper 
party, from which he telephones to Berlin that the cause 
of Germany has crumbled before the forces of Liberation. 

"IS PARIS BURNI 
HISTORICAL FACT 
AND DRAMA. 
PASSIONS....AND 
.AND A FIE 

When you have a cast such as this 
has, you have not only great spectac 
great scope....you also have great r 
thrilling action, intriguing comedy, 
short, all of the conflicts and dilc 
which beset people in all walks of ] 
and very specially in times of war s 
military occupation. 

A DROITE 

You may well look 
forward to seeing this 
scene excerpted on your 
TV screens next April 
when the 1966 Acadany 
Award nominations are be¬ 
ing reviewed. Leslie 
Caron is the protagonist, 
and this particular 
scene will shake you to 
the very depths or your 
soul.And it is the 
many scenes of like cal¬ 
ibre which endow "Is 
Paris Burning?" with the 
honesty of time greatness. 

A GAUCHE 

Kirk Douglas, por¬ 
traying the character of 
U.S.General George S. 
Patton, makes a mystical 
sign. It could mean "V 
for Victory," or "Just 
two more hours!" The 
film will tell you! 

A DROITE 

DRAMA, FEAR, COMEDY.. 
THE EMOTIONS OF A FRENCH 
URINOIR 

Using the metal shield 
of a Paris urinoir, a 
German emerges for a sec¬ 
ond to fire. In that 
instant, a bullet from 
the FJ^ hits him..He 
crumples to the ground, 
A few seconds later, the 
man inside the 'facility' 
emerges, trembling with 
fear ana anxious to 
scurry for safety. 
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Love of liberty is what possesses the cafe owner 
played with passion by Simone Signoret, who uses her bis- 
bro in the cause of Liberation, even with the enemy stan¬ 
ding right across the bar. 

i Im 

ance, 
. . in 
s 

G?' f IS NOT ONLY 
. . 1 IT IS PEOPLE.... 
ND THRl LLS. . . . .AND 
FURY • • • .AND BEAUTY 
CE LOVE OF LIBERTY 

One of the monumental 'passions' of the 
f is the passion of Adolf Hitler as,bending 
ora large map of the city of Paris, he 
3 earns the order that the torch be put to the 
C; y of Light and Laughter. 

Obvious is the fact that it was impossible 
. represent on these two pages all of the 
iperlative stars whose performances have made 
Is Paris Burning?" the greatest film of its 
’.nd in all cinema history.  

A couple of U.S. buddies (played by Anthony 
Perkins and Skip Ward, happily talk of the 
future, with death all around them. 

A GAUCHE 
Marie Versini and Jean-Paul Belmondo are a 

couple of Underground workers who face all sorts 
of dangers in the cause of liberation. 
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So nice to see the 

Studio's Traffic Head, 
Edith Glastre, here on 
a visit. She routes so 

many others on long hops from everywhere to 
everywhere and back, that it is nice to see 
her actually on a trip herself. Bet she did¬ 
n't forget her tickets.And it's nice to 
see Joe Caulfield back on the job in the 
stockroom after an extensive illness...,.,, 
A warm welcome to Mrs, Dorothy Reid, Para¬ 
mount's new Charge Nurse.Below we have a 
brand new press story featuring the skilled 
Joan Guilfoyle, who seems to be holding her 
own in bowling circles despite challenges 
from Marilyn Bettinger and Harriett Miller. 
.....That campaign of Bob McKeown's for more 

LONG ISLAND STAR^JOURNAL, 

tuesd'ayT septembeiT WigisT 

S-J Women’s Bowling 

j ■ 1^/7,' ■ ^ ^ 

‘.‘ ■U ! -/} 
L'J 

Three sweeps marked the opening session of the 
Star-Journal Women’s Bowling league last night, tlie 
Astoria Aces, Kissena Chipmunks and the Kissena 
OwLs turning In shutouts. 

Joan Guilfoyle got the 1966- 
67 competition under way in 
style, sparking the Aces with 
a 583 set, which included 
games of 224 and 202. Vera 
Guilfoyle, Joan’s mother, con¬ 
tributed games of 200 and 168 
to the Astoria tally, and Gloria 
Mitchell added a 170. Julia 

The scores: 
) 

Aslnrla neucfj Astoria Ar« 
Schaurr 136 KR 103|V.Guli r lo 16S 200 12.6 
Saxona 132 122 J2-1! E.Mltch'l 130 J36 130 
Chappel 121 118 127|I,ew!,'; 149 128 126 
Lake 140 116 lOSiG.MItch'l l.SS 116 170 
N'unafss'r 166 138 1.38i I.Guilfle 137 224 202 
Handicap 120 120 1201 Handicap 8.3 3.3 83 

Totals 818 762 7731 Total 862 919 838 

iNungesser rolled a 166 for 
Deuces. 

the i 

Aedding Bells Are Heard 

Alice Zanit, Nat Keeney, Helene Coleman, Ralph Martin 
fiverett Olsen, Audrey Finkenstadt, Frances ’ 

Gonsalves, Rhoda Schulman, Gertrude Pierce, 
^ddie Lester, William Basch, Ben Shectman, Millie Harari 

Harriet Miller, Louise Eckert, 
Eli Leavitt, Mary Lipple, Dick Walsh. 

bells were for Rhoda SchuLman. 
with orchid above, who on October 8th became 
rs, Paul Rosofsky and left on a honeymoon to 

another bunch of her 11th floor 
friends at the party are shown below. 

Frances Hessel, Ena Gonsalves, Alice Zanit, Bob McKeom 
(hidden), Ben Shectman, Eddie Lester, Rhoda Schulman, Gino 
Campagnola, Arthur Dunne, Helene Coleman, Gertrude Pierce, 
Louise Eckert, Mary Lipple. 

bowlers deserves a heck of a lot more support. 
Don't you folks know that the ranks of specta¬ 
tor sportsmen are already overcrowded? What we 
need are involved participantsI 

Fifty Crowded Years for Willie Basch 
4-H,o has ever computed (although computors themselves might do 
the job), gust how ra^y thousands of millions of feet of film have been 
projected in Home Office by Willie Basch. Nor how many stars he has 

In^theT^ William Basch has thrived 
of completed 50 consecutive years 

1 4. Paramount at the 485 Fifth Avenue address on Septembar 
Wpn+nifr general office. He was promoted to traffic and stock 

^ clerk, then to accessories records clerk in the exchange ser¬ 
vice department. In 1918 he was made clerk in Accounts Payable. But it 
was around the end of 1921 that he became a projectionist', and he has 
made a proud record in that profession ever since. 

Willie Basch has made quite a reputation for his cheerfulness,good 
humor and high calibre efficiencyo Long may he continue to employ them 
in the interests of Paramount. 



HOLLYWOOD - Mr. and Mrs. 
Yeoh Guan Yew on the set of 
"The Caper of the Golden 
Bulls" with Russell Rouse, 
director of the thrilling 
Gpain-localed Joseph E.Lev¬ 
ine-Paramount co-production, 
Mr. Yeoh is booking manager 
of the Cathay Organisation 
of Singapore. 

THE WORLD - Ivan Tors, 
the renowned producer who 
has affiliated with Para- 
moxint (and whose story is 
on Page 2). is at home with 
people (ana animals) the 
world over. 

In this instance, his 
companion is a Bengal Tiger 
named 'Surrang.' 

INTERNATIONAL 
PERSONALITIES 
IN PARAMOUNT 
CINEMA EVENfs 

HOLLYWOOD - Stephen 
Boyd, co-star of the Para¬ 
mount-Embassy co-production, 
"The Caper of the Golden 
Bulls," is shown on the set 
of the picture with Mr. A. 
Mocaer, Paramount's import¬ 
ant exhibitor in Dakar, 
Senegal, West Africa. 

MEW YORK - Mrs. Robert L. 
Graham, wife of Paramount's 
managing director in Australia 
and New Zealand, with Paramoiint 
International president James. 
E. Perkins and Mrs. Perkins at 
the Regency Hotel reception of 
the Cathay Organisation of Sin- 
fapore, hosted by Chairman Choo 

ok Leong, 

PARIS - Happy French faces, following a screening of 
"Is Paris Burning?" The locale. Paramount headquarters; the 
personalities, left to right: Dominique Lapierre, co-author; 
Lawyer Moatti; Mrs. Moatti; Rene Clement, wizard director of 
the picture; Messrs. Cravenne and Duehanboth in charge oi 
the organization of the gala at the Palais de Chaillot. 

HOLLYWOOD - Anne Baxter, 
co-star of the William 
Castle-Paramount mysterr 
comedy, "The Busy Body." 
with Latin American film 
correspondent Hilda Ulloa, 
at the studio luncheon 
marking the start of prod¬ 
uction on the film. 

HOLLYWOOD - Producer William 
Castle, producing and directing 
"The Busy Body" for Paramount, 
welcomes to tne set of the film 
Choo Kok Leong, Chairman of the 
Cathay Organisation of Singapore 
and Kuala Lumpur. 

WASHINGTON, D.C. - Distinguished guests arriving at 
the headquarters of the Motion Picture Association of 
America the evening of October 2nd, when a highlight of 
the occasion was a screening of the Paramount U.S. rel¬ 
ease, "Bolshoi Ballet 6?." President of the Association, 
Jack Valenti, at right, welcomes Soviet Embassy Cultural 
Counselor and Mrs. V. aamenev, left, and Soviet Embassy 
Minister Counselor Alexander Zinchuk. 

PARIS - Following a 
screening of "Is Paris Bur¬ 
ning?" in Paramount's Head 
Office screening room,Henri 
Klarsfeld, left, general 
manager for France,escorts 
Mr. and Mrs. Jacques Chaban- 
Delmas to his office where 
a special post-screening 
party for all guests had 
been arranged. Mr. Chaban- 
Delmas. who personally par¬ 
ticipated in the Liberation 
of Paris in 1944, and who 
is today President of the 
French National Assembly,is 
portrayed in "Is Paris 
Burning?" by Alain Delon. 

HOLLYWOOD - Tarik 
Berkand, Turkish corres¬ 
pondent formerly in New 
York, photograoned with 
glamorous Giovanna Ralli 
on the set of "The Gaper 
of the Golden Bulls." 
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I've never been poor, 
only broke. Being poor 
is a frame of mind.Being 
broke is only a tempor¬ 
ary situation. 

-Mike Todd 

ROME - This city's 
Merica Theatre made full 
use of its stairw'ay in 
telling its patrons about 
Steve McQueen and "Nevada 
Smith." The America was 
one of U Rome cinemas re¬ 
leasing "Nevada Smith" 
simultaneously. 

"PARIGI BRUCIA7" USCIRA 
IN PRIMA MONOIALE 
IL 24 OTTOBRE 

II nostro numero dello scorso mese era gia 
andato in r;:acchina quando la data della prima 

mondiale a Parigi di PARIGI ERUCIA7 venne soosta 
ta dal 13 al 24 tttobre. Era ormai troopo tardf 
per darvi I’annuncio del camtiamento, r.ja la nuo- 
va data e in ogni modo definitiva. Cio signiflca 
tra I’altrc che il nostro volume del mese orossi 

mo (Novembre' sara cuasi intera^Tiente dedicato aT 
le premieres di PARIGI BRUCIA?, cssia a cuella ~ 
suddetta di ^arigi nonche alle altre di llew York 
e Hollywood che avranno entramhe luogo 11 9 

Novembre. Guperfluo agciimgere che sara un nu¬ 
mero di Paramount World carico di belle notizie. 

Go;..e noterete da '-uanto siamo lieti ed or- 

goglicsi di pubblicare in, altra pagina, e corain- 

ciata la lavorazione del jrimo grande film musi- 
cale della Paramount in diversi anni, cioe di 

HALF A SIXPENCE attualmente in corso di nrepara 
zione alio Studio Shepparton di Londra sotto la 

regia di George Sidney e con William Perlberg a 

capo della produzione. Il celebre attore ingle- 
se Tommy Steele che tanto success© ha riscosso 
nella versions teatrale del lavoro sia a Londra 
che a New York sara il protagonista anche del 

film, insieme a Julia Foster, gia apparsa in uno 
degli impcrtanti ruoli femminili a fianco di 

Michael Caine in ALFIE. Chi ha come noi veduto 
il suddetto "musical" sul palcoscenico di Broad 

way non puo che gioire all’idea che il lavoro ~ 
diventera presto uno dei colossi musicali della 
Paramount, 

HOLLYWOOD - Attend¬ 
ing the production comm¬ 
encement luncheon for 
"The Bust Body" in the 
Paramount studio commiss¬ 
ary, were Anne Baxter, 
co-star of the William 
Castle-Paramount produc¬ 
tion, and Mrs,Argentina 
Brunetti, Italian film 
correspondent. 

E’ in preparazione a Hollywood un Western 
molto diverse dai soliti. Si chiama CHDKA ed h» 

molta di quell'atmosfera di grandezza che tanto 
ha oontribuito al successo di NEVADA SMITH. Rod 
Taylor e John Mills ne sono i protsigonistl e 

Gordon Douglas il regista. Appmto per quel che 
gia sappiamo in merito, oltreche per averne let 

to il copione, vi preghiamo di non considerare” 

ouesto lavoro come uno dei tanti v.estern, bensl 
come cualcosa di veramente specials. 

E giacche abbiamo nominate NEVADA SMIIH, 
desideriamo aggiungere che questo magnifico 

■<estem continua a stabilire un record dopo 
I'altro dovunqu* esca, come avrete agio di con- 

statare a pagina 17. E naturalmente I'altro 
film che continua ad andare a gonfie vele e 

ALFIE, specialmente in Gran Bretagna, Australia 
e in tutti gli Stati Qiiti. 

Le varie notizie relative alle nuove pro- 
granmazioni di^I DIE Cl COMANDAMENTI non potreb- 

bero essere piu lusinghiere. L'enorme successo 
gia riportato sugli schermi degli Stati Oniti e 

Postscript to Page 3. 
MICHAUD 
PARAMOUNT PARIS 

SCREENED "IS PARIS BURNING?" FOR CAMMAROTA, PUBLICITY 
STAFF, ADAPTORS AND DUBBING DIRECTOR. EVERYBODY 
ENTHUSED ABOUT GREATNESS OF PICTURE, MOVING PERFORM¬ 
ANCES AS WELL AS MUSIC, EXPERT DIRECTION AND PHOTO¬ 
GRAPHY. EVERYBODY CONVINCED OF GREAT BOXOFFICE POTENT¬ 
IALITY AND EVERY PARAMOUNTEER PRESENT PROUD AND HAPPY 
THAT WE HAVE A PICTURE OF SUCH GREATNESS. 

- _ - BRUCKMAN 

ROMr. - These three trailers, 
each^v.'ith a luminous poster for "Nev¬ 
ada Smith." toured the centre of the 
city for three weeks, advertising the 
com^g of the thrilling Western to 
4_city theatres. The showmanship con¬ 
tinued rieht into the engagements of 
"Nevada Smith." 

success sweep of "Nevada 
''-x top) 

Canada ed attualmer.te ripetutosi all'Astoria di 

Londra dimostrano in oieno che ben a ragicne il 

Presidente George 'Aeltner aveva predetto che 11 
Doderoso^richiaxno di nuesto gigantesco lavoro 

non verra mai meno. E nuove prove di cio si ot- 
terranno nel corso dei prossimi mesi quando que 

sta produzione di Cecil B. DeMille terra il car 

tellone in altri imoortanti locali del mondo, ~ 
sollevando la solita ondata di plauso e ummira- 
zione. 

Siamo inf init fitmente lieti oi descrivervi 
nel presente numero rualcuna delle attivita 

messe in atto a Porto Rico dal nostro direttore 
Planas e suo personale oer celebrare il 

40 anniversario di distribuzlone di film 

°aramount^in quel territorio. \ltamente signi- 
ficativa e stata la oartecioazione degli eser- 
centi locali alle celebrazioni stesse. 

Prima di chiudere, riteniamo di potervi 
promettere che il prossimo numero di Paramount 

World sara uno dei piu interesaanti ed imnortan 
ti in tu<ta la storia della nostra Casa. ~ 



AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND 
ARE "ALFIE" 'CAPTIVES' 

V/idely-circ)jlating Fix Mag¬ 
azine has epitomized "Alfie" sc 
far as Australians are concerned. 
The mid-September issue devoted 
its feature spread to "Alfie," 
This coverage extended to the 
cover, which was captioned "Oh, 
Alfie! Girls hit at our sexy 
bachelors," 

Here are some excerpts from the editorial 
text:"'Alfie' is the talk of Australia. Men 
and women, joung and old, who have seen the 
controversial film are locked in argtunent 
over whether there are 'Alfies' here"..."How 
true to life is 'Alfie' - the selfish,hand¬ 
some character who beds himself through the 
film of that name with a succession of 
'birds'.?" 

Congratulations 
From the 
Pres i dent 

So well did the Paramounteers 
of Australia and New Zealand do 
in last month's l6th annual obser¬ 
vance of Paramount Week, that Par¬ 
amount International president 
James E. Perkins cabled managing 
director Robert L. Graham : 

OUR CONGRATULATIONS TO YOU AND 
ALL YOUR STAFF FCH THE WONDERFUL 
BUSINESS attained DURING PARAMOUNT 

'WEEK THIS YEAR. REGARDS 
- PERKINS 

New Zealand 
Hails 
"The Spy . .. 

Many of the illustrations are scenes ac¬ 
tually shot in the lobby of Sydney's Para¬ 
mount Theatre. And here is a typical case 
history cited by Pix: Sydney fashion model, 
Jenna Shirley, 19, says that whereas Alfie 
made his women at least feel like women Aus¬ 
tralian men did not. She added, "But the maj¬ 
ority, the vast majority of Australians are 
rough diamonds in precisely the same way as 
Alfie was one..But sexually they differ frcmi 
him. Generally speaking the Aussie men are 
all talk and no action, whereas Alfie was all 
action." 

Pix was a complete sell-out when it hit 
the newsstamds. 

besides the Pix Magazine break, "Alfie" 
is making news elsewhere. A Sunday Mirror 
article on TV star Jimmy Hannan and his show 
which is seeking a new look, advises him to 
adopt the 'Alfie' look, from hairdo to blase 
demeanor....Top nightclub comedian and comp¬ 
ere Joe Martin has developed a 10-minute 
•Alfie' routine for his snow at Chequers 
nightclub in Sydney. 

PERTH - As part of the be¬ 
ginning of the "A Day With Par¬ 
amount" series. Paramount mana¬ 
ging director Robert L.Graham, 
at left, and City Theatres cha¬ 
irman Frank Davenport, receive 
"Paradise, Hawaiian Style" leis 
from hula hostesses Jackie and 
Marie. BELOW 

Guests gather for "A Day 
With Paramount" at the Astor 
Theatre, Mount Lawley, 

% k 

AUCKLAND - Lobby sign in 
Odeon's St. James Theatre, the 
view being through the doors 
which were due to admit tens of 
thousands to see "The Spy Who 
Came In From The Cold." 

AUCKLAND - At the special press 
g review showing of "Alfie" at the 
erkeley Theatre, Mission Bay, Para¬ 

mount general manager Stanley H.Craig 
(left) and Vem Clouston (Odeon gen¬ 
eral manager of theatres), receive 
drinks from a 'London barman' while 
protectively flanked by a couple of 
'London Beefeaters.' At top: leaving 
Auckland by chartered bus for Mission 
Bay - and "Mission 'Alfie'," 

SYDNEY - Radio station 2GB parti¬ 
cipated handsomely in Alan Wardrope's 
comprehensive showmanship campaign 
for "Promise Her Anything" at the 
Greater Union Organisation's Victory 
Theatre. Here are some of the members 
of the station's 2GB-870 Club about 
to attend an early morning special 
screening of the Paramount comedy. At 
the showing, the Club director. Char¬ 
les McLaughlin and G.U.O. publicist 
Rod Puskar distributed souvenir photos 
to the members. 
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U.S. and Canadian 
Release Dates of 
"Is Paris Burning?" 

(As of October 12th) 

Paramount Picturks 

PROUDLY ANNOUNCES 

THE WORLD PREMIERE OP 

“IS PARIS BURNIN07’ 

IN PARIS ON OCTOBER 24 

TO BE FOLLOWED BY 

INTERNATIONAL PREMIERES 

IN THE CAPITALS OF THE WORLD 

IN THE UNITED STATES 

OALA PREMIERES 

BEOIN NOVEMBER 9 

NEW YORK-Criterion. 

LOS ANGELES-Warner Hollywood. 

BOSTON-Cleveland Circle. CHICAGO-Cinestage 

PHIIJIDELPHIA-Goldman (Nov. JO). 

AMD THEREAFTER! 

SALT LAKE CITY-Villa, Nov. 16. DETROIT-Music Hall. Nov. 17. 

NEW ORLEANS-Saenger Orleans, Nov. 17. OKLAHOMA CITY-Tower, Nov. 17. 

ATLANTA-Georgia Cinerama, Nov. 17. PITTSBURGH-Nixon, Nov. 17. 

HOUSTON-Windsor, Nov. 17. KANSAS CITY-Glenwood, Nov. 22. 

WASHINGTON-Ontario, Nov. 23. MEMPHIS-Paramount, Nov. 23. 

DALLAS-Wilshire, Nov. 23. DENVER-Aladdin, Nov. 23. 

CINCINNATI-International 70, Dec. 22. 

CLEVELAND-Palace, Dec. 22. INDIANAPOLIS-Lyric, Dec. 22. 

MIAMI BEACH-Beach, Dec. 22. SAN ERANCISCO-Penthouse, Dec. 22. 

MINNEAPOLIS-Mann, Dec. 22. PORTLAND-Broadway, Dec. 22. 

LOUISVILLE-Cinema 1, Dec. 22. BALTIMORE-Mayfair, Dec. 22. 

TOLEDO-Cinema 1, Dec. 22. MILWAUKEE-Cinema 1, Dec. 26. 

BUEEALO-Colvin, Jan. 18. PROVIDENCE-Elmwood, Feb. 1. 

LAWRENCE-Cinema 1, Feb. 1. SPRINGFIELD, Cinema 1, Feb. 1. 

SEATTLE-Blue Mouse, Feb. 1. PHOENIX-Palms, Feb. 1. 

XU u s AND CANADIAN OPCNINGS ARC ROADSHOW rNGAGCUCNrS 

CMIADIAN PREMIERES BEOIN NOVEMBER tO 

MONTREAL-York, TORONTO-Glendale. 
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FAR EAST 

.NK/tf YORK - Notables at the Cathay 
Organisation's reception at the Reg¬ 
ency Hotel which was hosted by Mr, 
Choo Kok Leong (second from right). 
Chairman of Cathay. Second from left 
is Mr. R. Ramani, Permanent Secretary 
to the Permanent Mis.>ion of Malaysia 
to the United Nations. At right, Mr, 
George Weltner, president of Paramount 
Pictures Corp. At left,Cathay Booking 
manager Yeoh Guan Yew, 

EOBNawiLDt 

Titr mjm> amc cuts sa&a a maa s nxm wm wmstmL 
cmmi wttiK AS^rm iiAicfii Aftrsf** a* msvr tncisoAL florpoo* 

A YfATUEE TtUtt lE* 111 FAHATISIOll AHC TfnWPTOI OR 

MUAR, Malaysia - Front 
of the Cathay Cin^a here 
during the very fine run of 
Elvis Presley In 'tloustabcut" 

SINGAPORE - And here is 
the imposing front of the 
Cathay Organisation's 
Cathay Cinema during the 
run or the Paramount Inter¬ 
national release of "Beach 
Ball," 

BELOW AND LOWER LEFT 

BANGKOK - Two glimpses 
of the tnily exciting front 
of house display at the 
Paramount for "Assault On A 
Queen," 

BOMBAY - When this photograph of 
the New Empire Theatre with its wond¬ 
erful front-of-house display, was 
made, "The Naked Prey" was already 
completing its 3rd week and about to 
enter a fourth. Far East division man¬ 
ager S.A.Henriksen. in his letter 
accompanying the photograph, stated 
that "The Naked Prey" is doing "ex¬ 
cellent business at the New Empire," 

HOLLYWOOD - After leaving New 
York, Cathay Organisation Chairman 
Choo Kok Leong headed for the Para¬ 
mount Studio, where he was made most 
welcome by Howard W, Koch, vice-pres¬ 
ident and studio and production head, 
(The flags flanking the United States 
emblem are those of Singapore and 
Malaysia), 

NEW YORK - At the same extremely 
pleasant function. Paramount Inter¬ 
national president James E, Pe’^kins 
and Mrs, Perkins are pictured with 
Mr, Choo Kok Leong, centre and, at 
right, Mr, and Mrs, Yeoh Guan lew. 

HOLLYWOOD - Earlier, Mr, Koch had 
welcomed Mr, and Mrs, leofc Guan Yew, 
who were proceeding around the world 
in the opposite direction to Mr,Choo, 
Mr, Yeoh is booking manager of the 
Cathay Organisation of Singapore, 

I 
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SOME OF THE TCP PREMIERE DATES , 
V.'CRLD -WIDE, OF " IS PARIS BURN 1NG?” 

(Some listings tentative) VIENNA Forum Dec.' 66 

FRANKFURT Alemannia Oct. 28 LISBON- Imperio Dec.'66 

BERLIN Delphi Oct. 28 BEIRUT Metropole and Dec.'66 

ROME Barbarini Jan.'67 Saroulla 

MILAN Corso Jan.'67 STOCKHOLM Palladium Nov. 2 

BARCELONA Comedia Xmas'66 TOKYO Scalaza Feb. 25 

MADRID Palafox }QTias.66 MANILA Galaxy Feb.'67 

BRUSSELS Ambassador Oct. 27 BANGKOK Paramount Feb.'67 

ANTWERP Metro Nov.'66 TAIPEI Sun or Feb.'67 

LUXEMBURG Eldorado Dec. 16 Ambassador 
AMSTERDAM Tuchinski Oct. 27 SINGAPORE (not set) Apr.'67 

ROTTERDAM Grand &Thak BOMBAY II Jan.'67 
LONDON Odeon Dec. 9 

ROTTERDAM Grand & Thalia Oct. 2? SYDNEY (not set) Dec.'66 

COPENHAGEN World Cin«ma Xmas'66 MELBOURNE Chelsea Dec.'66 

BASLE Plaza Oct. 29 AUCKLAND (not set) Jan. or 

ZURICH Rex,ABC,Scala Oct. 2? Feb.'67 

HELSINKI Boston Jan.'67 JOHANNESBURG Cinerama Mar.'67 

DAS 
WELTPREMIEREN-DATUM 
VON "BRENNT PARIS?’* 
1ST DER OA OKTOBER 

Nachdeni diu September-Ausgabe bereits 

Sedruckt war, wurde das Pariser Weit- 

uremierendatuin Pi^r "BJ^ENNT PARIS?" vom 

13. Oktober auf den 25. Oktober ver- 

schoben. Wir konnten diese Anderung 

nicht mehr drucken - aber dieses neue 

Datum ist dafiir fest. Das heifit auch, 

daO die November-Ausgabe fast aus- 

schiieDlicb dem Premierenereignis von 

"BRENNT PARIS?" gewidmet sein wird. Die 

Premiere in Paris ist also fur den 25. 

Oktober, und in New York und Hollywood 

auf den 9- November festgelegt: folg- 

lich werden wir in der Tat sehr viel' 

zu berichten haben. 

Auf einer anderen Seite freuen wir uns 

auBerordentlich,Ihnen den Beginn de^ 

Dreharbeiten zu Paramount's erstem 

groflen Musical seit vielen Jabren an— 

zukundigen. Es handelt sich dabei urn 

"HALE A SIXPENCE", der zur Zeit im 

Shepperton Studio in London unter der 

Regie von George Sidney und mit William 

Perlberg als Produzent in Arbeit ist. 

Der Star des Buhnenstiickes , sowoh] in 

London als auch in New York, war Eng- 

lands groDer Eavorit, Tommy Steele. Er 

wird ebenso die Hauptrolle des Eilmes 

ubernehmen; Julia Foster (die uns als 

eine von Michael Caine's Miidchon au s 

"DER VEREUHRER LASST SCHON GRUSSEN" her 

bekannt ist) sehen wir als Partnerin 

von Tommy Steele. Nachdem wir das Musi¬ 

cal am Broadway gesehen und bewundert 

haben, sind wir uberaus gliickiich, da- 

rau-, oinen groBen Film zu zaubern. 

In Hollywood ist man im Moment mit ei- 

nem dor ungewbhniichsten Western be- 

schaftigt. Sein Titei lautet "CHUKA" 

und enthalt vie! von der gleichen At- 

mosphare, die "NEVADA SMITH" so erfolg- 

reich gemacht hat. In den Hauptrollen 

sehen wir Rod Taylor und John Mills, 

die Regie hat Gordon Douglas ubernommen. 

Nach Informationen aus besten (Juellen, 

und aufgrund der Kenntnis des DrehbucheB 

mbchten wir Sie a i le bitten, diese I'ro- 

duktion nicht als gowdhnlichen Western 

anzusehen, sondern ihn als etwas ganz 

Besonderes zu bohandeln. 

Urn noch einmal auf "NEVADA SMITH" zu- 

ruckzukommen, mbchten wir noch fest- 

stollon, dali dieser groBe Western wei- 

terhin, wo immer or aiil.iuft, Rekord- 

zahlen aufstellt, sic kbnnen das auf 

Seite 17 nachleson. Einen groBen Er- 

folg haben wir mit "DER VEREUHRER LASST 

SCHON GRUSSEN", insbesondere in Eng¬ 

land, Australien und den USA zu verzei- 

chnon. 

Samtiiche Nouigkeiten liber die Wieder- 

aufftihrung von "DIE ZEHN GEBOTE" sind 

zweifellos die Besten. Uberaus l.ange 

Laufzeiten in don USA und Kanada und 

der dorzeitige, standig anwachsende Er- 

folg des Filmes im Astoria Theater in 

London sind Beweis genug dafiir, daB 

Priisident George Weltner's Vorhersageti, 

was die Macht dieses zeitlosen Werkos 

anbetrifft, sich durchaus bestiitigen. 

In don.nichsten Monaten werden wir 

zahlreiche Eins.'itze dieser Cecil B. 

DeMille Produktion erleben, und unsere 

lobspendenden Wbrter warten nur darauf 

angewandt zu werden. 

Es ist uns ein Vergniigen, in dieser 

Ausgabe liber einige Ereignisse im Zu- 

sammenhang mit deni 40. Jahrestag des 

Bestehens der Paramount in Puerto Rico 

zu berichten. Direktor Frank J. PI anas 

und seine Leuto haben GroBes und Er- 

foLgroiches geleistet, und die AnteLl- 

nahme der Thoaterbesitzer war aufrich- 

tiK. 

Wir kbnnen zuvers icht L ich ver s 1 recheri, 

daB die nachste Ausgabe dor Paramount 

World eine der Interessantosten und 

wichtigsten in der ganzon Geschichte 

unserer Geseilschaft sein wird. 

The best compliment 
to a child or a friend 
is the feeling yon give 
him that he has been set 
free to make his own in¬ 
quiries, to come to con¬ 
clusions that are right 
for him, whether or not 
they coincide with your 

- Alistair Cooke 

LILLIAN GISH has a 
pivotal and wholly symp¬ 
athetic role in "Warning 
Shot," one of Paramount's 
most exciting murder mys¬ 
teries in years. 

BERLIN - Actionful 
street pillar advertising 
for '.'Nevada Smith" at the 
Film-Theater Zoo Palast, 

We advise you in ad¬ 
vance that next month's 
issue of Paramount World 
will be almost entirely 
devoted to the Paris pre¬ 
miere of "Is Paris Burn¬ 
ing?" and to other news 
of importance about this 
precedent-setting film. 

Mauiy regular depart¬ 
ments of the magazine 
will be dropped for this 
issue only, in order 
that we may fully report 
the Paris premiere. 
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HOLLYWOOD - Mr.A.Mocaer, 
Paramount’s verv important 
exhibitor in Dakar,Senegal, 
was a recent distin^ished 
visitor to Paramount stud¬ 
io, where he was made most 
welcome on the set of "The 
Caper of the Golden Bulls." 
Above, he is with Yvette 
Mimieux, co-star of the 
Embassy-Paramount co-prod¬ 
uction. 

EUROPE 

ROME - Three mobile trailers for "Nevada Smith" 
poised outside Paramount headquarters here before, sett¬ 
ing forth on their journeys to spread far and wide the 
news of this great adventure film. 

MILAN - Some of the 
audience attending premiere 
of "Alfie" at the Mignon 
Theatre. Two hundred apd 
fifty copies of the "Alfi^' 
record were distributed to 
guests at the opening. 

IlMIUltll 

ItfU HUir lAliUttM 

lllf 

BERLIN - Action aplenty is in evidence in 
this very fine front-of-house display for 
"N'evada Smith" at the Zoo Palast Theatre. 

"Spy,” #1, "Thread," #7 
TEL-AVrv, Israel - Paramount manager Lad- 

Islav K. Koch reports that during the New Year 
celebrations, one of the local radio stations 
selected The Ten Best Pictures of the Year, the 
Judges being film critics and newspapermen, 

"The Spy Who Came In From The Cold" was 
chosen at the Number One Picture of the Year, 
from the artistic standpoint, despite the 
competition of the James Bond pictures. 

Furthermore, Paramount's "The Slender 
Thread" was on the list of the Ten Best, in 
7th Place. 

RIGHT 

BASLE, Switzerland - One of the major 
contributors to the Continental success-sweep 
of "Nevada Smith" has been the Rex Theatre 
in Basle. Part of the theatre's entrance is 
shown here, with intended patrons very much 
interested in the theatre's photo display. 

PARIS - The Moulin Rouge is 
another mighty European focal 
point attesting to the greatness 
of "Nevada Smith" in attracting 
capacity crowds, 

RIGHT 

PARIS - Lobby and balcony 
displays for the forthcoming 
"Is Paris Burning?" at the Par¬ 
amount Theatre here. 
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FULL FOCUS 
ON FINEST 
s H 0 R T 
F E A T U R E S 

A truly joyous short feature is the 
Soviet-made "Boniface's Holiday," which is be¬ 
ing released in the U.S, as a companion film 
to "Bolshoi Ballet 67." The story of a circus 
lion that returns, with permission, to the 
African jungle on a brief holiday, it contains 

a philosophy that can be most helpful in these 
hectic days the world is going through. 

Another glimpse into the new Canyonlands 
National Park which has been colorfilm-captured 
in "Road to Adventure,USA," the 17-minute feat- 
urette being distributed bj Paramount. In this 
scene from the film a family is climbing up the 
side of a red canyon to Grand View Point. Two 
thousand feet below them is a second series of 
gorges, the color of chocolate. 

Pictured are three of racing's top speed 
wizards who comprise the Chaparral Car team 
of Phil Hill, Hays Sharp and Jim Hall. Th^ 
are featured in the Paramount short, "Raceto 
the Top," Winik Films' next Sports in Action 
short feature. 

Minneapolis branch is certainly the most 
alert in stirring up exhibitor interest in 
Paramotint short features via cartoon flyers. 
Here's the latest, with an extra speciall 
accent on the use of the "Honey Halfwitch" 
cartoons for the upcoming Hallowe'en occasion. 

^OOK OP ^foott SHOW With 

Monetj 

HU»Y -PRINTS ARE LIMITED / 
rwofcnsT lOHU/vAii 

0%. m-SoHsMC A C/lSPeAS w 

It is indeed very 
heartening to note 
the definitely up¬ 
beat interest many 
of our branches are 
displaying in the 
new order of Para¬ 
mount short featur¬ 
es. 

We can only sec¬ 
ure increasingly 
interesting shorts 
if we provide incr¬ 
easingly interestlJig 

revenue - not merdy 
•from segments ©four 
distribution organi- 
zat ion, but f rom th e 
organization as a 
whole. 

"The Winning Strain" - Academy Award Calibre 

In "The Winning Strain," Winik 
Films have produced a magnificent 
short feature which we believe will 
be found listed with the Academy 
Award nominations next February, 

Filmed in Technicolor, and almost 

entirely in slow motion, the short 
depicts the face strain, the muscle 
tensing, the breath gulping efforts 
of athletes in their all-out efforts 
to break records. Sports shown incl¬ 
ude running, discus-throwing, shot¬ 

putting, javelin-throwing, hurdling, 
pole vaulting, high jumping and hop, 
skip and jump. 

This Sports in Action short is an 
absolute gen which calls for special¬ 
ized handling. 
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NEWS OF THE PARAMOUNT 
SUB S 1 D I ARIES 

GIANT 

This colorful spread represents a four 
page advertising layout for Dot Records 
which appeared in the Sept. 30th issue of 
The Hollywood Reporter. It demonstrates 
very effectively the diverse nature of the 
disc offerings carrying the increasingly 
popular Dot label. 

MERCHANDISING CAMPAIGN 

INITIATED BY DOT RECORDS 

PARAMOUNT CREATES 
SPECIAL PATTERN 
FOR DOMESTIC 
RELEASE OF 
"ALFIE” .. 

In addition to New York where "Alfie" has been setting new records at 

the New Embassy and Coronet Theatres, the Michael Caine starrer will be 

opening in the following situations: 

Atlanta, Peachtree; Nashville. Green Hills; Boston, Astor;Providence, 

Avon; Springfield. Mass . Arcadia; Buffalo. Colvin; Rochester, Cinema; 

Syracuse, Cinema East; Binghamton, Cinema; Charlotte, Plaza; Chicago, 

"Alfie" will be the subject of a 
unique new release pattern that will 
see it booked into a maximum of 56 
specially selected U.S. situations 
through the important Thanksgiving- 
Christmas-New Year's holiday playing 
timeo 

In setting the limited national 
release for "Alfie," Paramount ann¬ 
ounced that the comedy-drama has 
amassed exhibitor guarantees that re¬ 
present an all-time, non-roadshow 
record for the company. Most of the 
holiday-time bookings were bid for a 
minimum run of 14 weeks. 

Esquire; Cincinnati, Princeton Cinema; Columbus, 0., Cinema East; Cleveland, 

Lake Homestead; Dallas, Cinema II; Houston, Cinema II; San Antonio,Cinema II; 

Albuquerque, Lobo; Oklahoma City, May and Tulsa, Fox Plaza. 

Also Denver, Crest and Towne; Rapid City, S.D,, Rapid; Boulder, Colo., 

Flatiron; Detroit, Trans-Lux and Studio 8; Indianapolis, Nora;Jacksonville, 

Five Points; Miami Beach, Sheridan; W. Palm Beach, Paramount; Tampa, Palace; 

St. Peterburg, State; Orlando, Beacham;Kansas City, Fine Arts; Wichita, 

Boulevard;Los Angeles, Crest; Phoenix, Palms; Tucson, Catalina; Memphis, 

Park; Milwaukee, Mayfair and Esquire; Minneapolis, World and Philadelphia, 

Midtown. 

And Pittsburgh, Chatham Cinema; Erie, Pa,, Strand; Altoona, Pa., Capitol; 

Sharon, Pa., Basil; St- Louis, Loew's Mid City and Cinema II; Salt Lake City, 

The release pattern was designed Towner san 
to heighten ..the film's potential fol¬ 
lowing its Hew York opening which has 
resulted in massive national word-of- Irvington; 

mouth and exceptional publicity breaks - 
in the nation's mass media publicat 
ions. 

Francisco, Cinema; Oakland, Theatre 70:Sacramento, Esquire;Seattle 

Tacoma, Wash-, Rial to;Anchorage, Alaska, 4th Avenue: Portland, 

Washington, D.C., Embassy and Baltimore, Charles. 
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Men often oppose a 
thing merely because 
they had had no agency in 
planning it, or because 
it may have been planned 
by those whom they dis¬ 
like. 

- Alexander Hamilton 

Comedienne Cass Daley 
returns to the Paramount 
scene as a light funraaker 
in William Castle's 
spookbuster, "The Spirit 
Is Willing. 

0 DIA DA ESTREIA MUNDIAL 
DE "PARIS ESTA EM 
CHAMAS7" i 24 DE OUTUBRO 

•w * 

Depots da nossa edigao do mes passado 
ter sldo imj^ressa, a data da estrela mundial de 
"PARIS EM CHaM/13?", na capital francesa, 
foi transfer Id a de 13 para 24 de outubro, A no- 
ticia cheyou tarde demais para fazennos a raodi- 
ficacao -- mas, esta nova data e definitlva. Is 
to significa tambem que a nossa edigao do proxj, 
mo mes (novembro), sera quase inteiramente ded^ 
cada as estreias de "PARIS ESTA EM CHAMAS?"; a 
de Paris, que ja mencionamos, e as de Nova York 
e Hollywood, ambas no dia 9 de novembro ; co- 
mo veem, sera unia sensacional edigao do - 
Paramount World! 

Numa outra pagina, estamos tendo a 
honra e o prazer de divialgar o inlcio da fli 
magem do primeiro grande musical da Paramount 
em muitos anos, Trata-se de "Half a Sixpence" ,- 
agora em trabalhos de produgao nos Estudios 
Shepparton, em Londres, sob a diregao de George 
Sidney, e com o produtor William Perlberg condu- 
zindo 03 ruraos do trabalho. 0 astro original da 
montagem da pega, tanto nos palcos de Lonlres, - 
cctao nos de Nova York, foi o grande favorito doa 
inglese3, Torany Steele, que sera tambem o astro 
do filme; e Julia Foster (uma das corapanheiras de 
Michael Caine no elenco de "Ccmio Concjuistar As My 
lhere3"-"Alfie"), e a co-estrela de Torany Steele, 
Como tivemos a oportunidade de ver e nos deliclar 
coo este musical que tanto sucesso alcangou na 
Broadway, sentimo-nos muito felizes ao saber q\ie 
ele sera convertido num formldavel espetaculo da 
Paramount• 

Acha-se agora em filmagem em Hollywood, 
urn western inteiramentO fora do conum. Chama-se 
"Chuka" e possue a raesraa atmosfera de grandeza 
que esta fazendo de "Nevada Smith" urn dos maiores 
sucessos de bilheteria destes ultimos anos. Rod 
Taylor e Jc^n Mills sao os co-astros, e-a diregao 

HOLLYWOOD - A very distinguished visitor 
from Brazil is here shown on the set of the 
William Castle-Paramount production, "The 
Busy Body," She is Mrs. Lausimer Laus, at 
left, a journalist who writes for Brazil's 
Manchete. Fatos E Fotos and many other noted 
publications, and she is in the United States 
on a visit of two months as the guest of the 
U.S. State Departrpent. With her, at right, is 
Miss Maria Devendorf, her State Department 
hostess. And as studio guide and mentor, is 
Sid Caesar, co-star of "The Busy Body." 

David Janssen and 
Stefanie Powers in one of 
the many 'baffling' seq¬ 
uences of "Warning Shot," 
one of Paramount's most 
classy 'whodunits' since 
Hector was a pup. 

Rosalind Russell and 
Jonathan Winters in one of 
the host of truly funny 
scenes in "Oh Dad, Poor 
Dad, Mama's Hung You in 
the Closet and We're Feel- 
in' So Sad." We've seen 
the comedy and we know how 
uproariously gay, giddy 
and ga-ga it really is. 

He’s MineI 
All Mine. 

esta em maos de Gordon Douglas, Por julgamento ajj 
tecipado, e tambem por termos lido o roteiro, ro- 
gamos a que nao se julgue esta produgao como sen- 
do qualquer western do tipo conum pois na verdade 
se trata de algo muito especial, 

Ja tendo mencionado acima "Nevaida Smith", 
vamos anpliar essa mengao acrescentando q\jB este 
grandiose western esta continuando a quebrar recoj 
des em toda parte, como se pode constatar a pagina 
17,,.E, naturalmente, outra grande estoria de su - 
cesso esta sendo escrita por "Como Conquistar As 
Mulheres" (Alfie), especialraente na Inglaterra , - 
Australia e Estados Iftiidos, 

Todas as not Idas referentes a volta de 
"Os Dez Mand ament os" sao invar iave line nte otimas.Os 
contratos para a exibigao do filme nos Estados Ur\i 
dos e Canada, e o atual sucesso do mesmo no cinema 
Astoria,de Londres confimam o acerto das previsoes 

do presldente George Weltner, ao declarer ser 
pemanente e sempre atual o sucesso de "Os Dez 
Mandamentos", Dentro dos proximos neses, ^serao 
realizadas outras apresentagoes da j)rodugao de 
Cecil B, DeMille^ e as palavras de elogio que t£ 
mos em stock estao aflitas para entrancem uso, 

E uma satlsfagao registrar neste nume- 
ro as solenldades ligadas a comeraoragao do 40fia- 
niversario da distribuigao da Paramount em Porto 
Rico, Uhl belo e construtivo trabalho foi realigg 
do pelo gerente Frank J, Planas e seu pessoal^^ - 
sendo de destacar tambem a simpatica cooneragao 
dos exibidores locals, 

Achamos e pronetemos que o proximo nu- 
mero do Paramount World sera urn dos mais intere^g 
santes -- e importantes -- de toda a hlstorla da 
Paramount. 



SHOWMANSHIP 

BUa’-CS AIRi^ - V/ell known actors Jose Cibrian and 
Marcos Zuker, as invited guests on Radio Splendid's 
'Giant Screen' program, coope'-ate, with Paramount's 
Ad'la Marti, in delivering prize bags given by Air 
France and Lufthansa to the first three^winners in the 
"Boeing Boeing" contest. From left to right; Miss 
Marti, Paramount's publicity head; Jose^ Cibrian, the 
v/inners and Marcos Zuker. 

ROME - 5,000 copies 
of this poster announcing 
the singing of "Nevada 
Smith" by the very popu¬ 
lar Bobby Solo were dist¬ 
ributed throughout Italy 
by the Ricordi Record Co. 

PARIS - Massive 
poster for "Nevada 
Smith," listing all 
four of the cinemas 
showing the thriller 
day-and-date. Poster 
is on the Boulevard 
Montparnasse, on the 
Left Baink. 

liM GRANDE aWTANIE 
UN GRANDE FUN 

nm! 
SOLO 

CANM 

DAU’ONOMINO RIN MUUNOUNT 

SEATTLE, Washington - This spate of simulated piracy in 

the interests of "Assault On A Queen" secured wonderful news¬ 
paper coverage here and also on the "News Hour" of KOMO-TV, It 
represented large scale between Henry Ehrlich, the Lennen and 
Newell Agency, and Seattle's famed Seafair Pirates, a group of 
local business men who devote at least a week of their vacat¬ 
ions to helping with the pageantry that has made Seattle's 
Seafair a successful tourist attraction. This combined task 
force instigated a mock attack on the S.S. Princess Marguerite, 
a Canadian Pacific steamer plying daily between Seattle and 
Victoria, B.C. with passengers and automobiles. The Seafair 
'pirates,' in full costume, commandeered a Harbor Tours boat 
and in a spirited 'attack' boarded the Princess Marguerite and 
put on a good show for the 800 passengers. One hundred guest 
passes for the picture were distributed, and an appropriately 
'edited banner publicizing "Assault On A Princess" was 
transferred from the assault boat to the huge steamer. Captain 
George C. Black, master of the Marguerite, was most cooperat¬ 
ive. He not only posed for pictures on the bridge but read an 
announcement over the ship's P.A. system telling the passeng¬ 
ers what the activity was all about and giving the movie a 

plug. 
This was indeed showmanship of a very high and imaginative 

order and all concerned with it are to be congratulated. 

By next month, when "is Paris Burning?” 
has been gloriously and spectacularly 
launched, it is inevitable that a new and 
towering standard of showmanship shall 
have been achieved by Paramount initiative 
and teamwork. 
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Things do not get 
better by being left 
alone. Unless they are 
adjusted, they explode 
with a shattering deton¬ 
ation. 

- Winston Churchill 

Sid Caesar finds lots 
to joke about^(and Vera 
Miles doesn't) in William 
Castle's rib-tickling 
spookfest, "The Spirit Is 
Willing." 

SA CKTU6RE 24 ANG UNANG 
PAGTATANGHAL NG 
"IS PARIS BURiMlMGT" 

♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ 

Noong k&selukuyuig nasa Umbagfua ang bUang 
nasiln noong nakaraang buvaxiy ang petsa ng uaiUQg 
pagtatanghal aa Paris ng "Is Paris BurzkingT'* ay 
ibinago at inllipat lala sa Oktnbre 13 aa Okto^ 
bra 24* Hindi na imabot i^ang maibabol ang pag- 
babegong ito noon—ngnni't tiyak na ngajon ang 
patsang bego* Hangangabulugan ito na ang bllang 
naailn sa suannod na buwan (Nobyanbra) ay nagn- 
nkol ng nalaklng bahagi sa mga 'pr«aderas' ng 
*Is Paris Burning?*• Mauuna ang unang pagtatan^ 
bal aa Paris na nabangit at ang sa Nueba York at 
sa UoUyvood ay nagkasabay sa Nobyenbra 9* Ta* 
laga ngang nagiging kavilivili ang bilang na 
iyon ng Paranovmt World* 

Matagal na ring walang susikal ang Paramount* 
Ikinagagalak at ipinagkakapuri ang pag- 
lalathala sa ibang pabina ng bilang na ito ng 
pagsisisola ng gawain sa isang malaking nuslkal* 
Ito ay aiag "Half A Sixpenca* na kasalukuyang 
Isixtasapslikula sa Shepparton Sttxiio sa Londresi 
sa ilalim ng direksyon ni George Sidney at sa 
produksyon nl William Perlberg* Ang pang\iiia> 
blng bltulng lalake na si Tomny Staele, isang 
tanyag na artistang Ingles na siya ring gumanap 
sa ps^el na ito sa nga tanghalan sa Londras at 
sa Nueba York* Ang katambcd niya ay si Julia 
Poster (isa sa mga bltuing babae sa lumabas na 
kasama si Michael Caine sa *Alfia”)* Naslyahan 
kaml noong mi^anood namln ang dulang ito sa 
tanghalan sa Broadvay kaya nga ikinagagalak na^ 
min na lumlUtav na ang pelikulang ito ay kaga> 
ya rin noon na isang dakllang nuslkal* 

Over the years, the 
screen has had many great 
•bath tub' sequences - 
but never one quite so up¬ 
roarious as that 
pated in by Robert Hitchum 
and John Wavne in Howard 
Hawks' "El Dorado." It 
literally bubbles with ran. 

k^aalukuyang nlyayari sa Hollywood ang isang 
hindi pangkaraniwang pelikulang 'bakbekan'* Ang 
pamagat nlto ay "Chuka* at ito ay may taglay na 
kadakjlaang katulad noong nagdiilot ng malalaking 
tagumpay sa •Nevada Smith"* Sina Rod Taylor at 
John Mills ang nagkasamang bltuing Itnalabas at 
ang direksyon ay nasa sa nga kamay ni Gordon 
Douglas* Mula sa mga nainjnang mga balltang tl> 

Active cop, Sgt. Bd Musso (Keenan Wynn) 
has the drop on suspended cop Tom Valens 
(David Janssen) in one of a host of suspen¬ 
seful moments in Paramount's exciting murder 
mystery, "Warning Shot." 

"NEVADA SMITH" has registered a flock 
of records in the Philippines. From a fine 
cable that Manager A. S. Velasquez sent to 
Paramount International sales manager Mil- 
ton Goldstein, we have extracted these basic 
facts: 

The combined business at the Galaxy and 
Capitol Theatres, Manila, represented a new 
record for a Western. In Cebu City, at the 
Majestic, the first week's business topped 
that of previous record holders "Battle of 
the Bulge" and "The Sound of Music." 

nangap narnin at sa pagkakebasa n*m4n sa 'script' 
ay may dahilazt kaml na sablhin sa Inyo na ito ay 
isang bind! isang karaniwang palUrulazg 'bakba- 
kiua' lamang kundl ito ay magiging isang wAlaH ng 
paneorin* 

At mabangit na rin lang lULsln ang "Nevada 
Ssilth" ay palalawakln na namin ang pagbaballta 
at ipaalam sa Inyo na patuloy ang pananagusipay 
nlto kahl man at saan ito itangbal na gaya n«ng 
nasa sa pahlna 17****at saka ring tagum¬ 
pay ang inaani ng "Alfle", lalong-lao na sa 
Grand Bretanysi sa Australya at sa boong Estados 
Unidos* 

‘^aduit ng mga ballta tungkol sa pamuliiig-pag- 
tatanghal sa "The Ten Commandments* ay pavang 
aabuUitl* Ang matagumpay na pagkakalabu nlto 
sa Estados Unidos at sa Canada at ang kasalu¬ 
kuyang tagumpay nito sa Astoria Theatre sa 
Londres ay mga katlbayang nagpe^totoo sa pala- 
gay ng Pangulong George Weltner sa walang pag- 
kupas na pagkakagusto ng madia sa dakllang pa- 
noorlng ito* Sa mga susunod na mga buwan ay 
marami pang ibang pagtatanghal ang gaganapln sa 
kathang ito nl Cecil B* DsMiUe kaya nga Ina- 
asam naming makakagamlt kaml ng nga katagang 
papxnri tungkol dito* 

Isang kallgayahan nandn ang pagbaballta sa 
bilang na ito ng ilan sa nga pangyayarlng nay 
kaugnayan sa pagdirlwang ng Ika-apatnapung taong 
pamamahagl ng nga pellkula i3g Paramount sa Puer¬ 
to Rico* Isang mainam at manigong gawain ai:g 
nalsakatuparan ng ang Frank J* Planas 
at ng kanyang nga kasamahan* Nakakalugod din 
ang pagkakatulong doon ag nga may-erl ng nga 
sine. 

Tin!tiyak nanrln na naaring malpangako tw<n 
na ang susunod na bilang ng Paramoimt World ay 
siyang lalong magiging kasablk-sabik at naha^ 
laga sa boong kasaysayan ng Paramount* 
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Two fine stars portray two great United 
States soldiers in "Is Paris Burning?" Glenn 
Ford (left) portrays General Omar N. Bradley 
and Robert Stack portrays Gen. Edwin Sibert. 

BOMBAY - Human locomotion power is 
irovided for showmanship on "The Naked 
'rey" at the New Empire Theatre. 

PERTH, Australia General sales 
manager Jack Edwards with a newcomer 
to the world of showmanship - young 
"Alfie" - who came along with his ex¬ 
hibitor parents attending the first cf 
this year's special exhibitor and 
media screenings here, when "Alfie," 
"Paradise, Hawaiian Style," excerpts 
from "Is Paris Burning:" and product 
trailers were presented at "A Day 
With Paramount." Looking on are nula 
hostesses Marie and Jackie. 

HOLLYWOOD - Paramount studio luncheon 
marking the start of the William Castle com¬ 
edy mystery, "The Busy Body." (Picture of 
the head table on Page 12). An actor in the 
cast playing a cameo role is George Jessel, 
who provided a real press release when he 
announced that he was engaged to pretty 
blonde Audrie Magee — and if you have al- 
ready guessed that the special pose for the 
press, at right, is of George and Audrie,you 
are very, very right. And as each photograp¬ 
her asked for "Just one more, please!" George 
and Audrie happily responded. 

On this WINDOW ON THE WORLD page we must mention the wonder¬ 

ful fact that practically all of the world has opened its win¬ 

dows and is looking in on "NEVADA SMITH," a thundering success. 

As Bangkok's (and Paramount's) Ghana has said in a cable; FIRST 

WEEK AT PARAMOUNT THEATRE REPRESENTED ONE HUNDRED AND TWELVE 

PERCENT (112^) OF CAPACITY..A LEGEND THAT WILL LIVE FOREVER. 
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new ^ace^: 

A Real Original 

EVA RENZI 
Producers Charles Kasher and Harry Saltzman are tout¬ 

ing their new discovery, a lovely honey blonde named 

Eva Renzi, as an original—“like no one else who has 

•ver lived.” 

.Nfovie fans will soon be able to decide for themselves when 

hes see her in Paramount’s “Funeral In Berlin.” made on 

ocation in West Berlin. She co-stars in the Len Deighton 

pythriller with Michael Caine. 

Their find was a fortunate one, both for themselves and 

vfiss Renzi. for she was able to step right into the role 

bandoned by Anjanette Comer, who became suddenly ill. 

Eva's discovery seems tailor-made for a Hollywood script 
n itself. 

She was seen by Kasher and director Guy Hamilton at a 

)arty in Berlin given by actor Paul Hubschmid, who is also 

. featured player in the film. A screen test was made and 

Casher flew immediately to London with the still unexposed 

legative. The excited young lady received a phone call that 

2 - 

same evening from Kasher with instnirtions to fly to London 

the next morning for meetings with Salt/man, who is present¬ 

ing the film, executives of Paramount, and her agents, William 

•Morris Corp, 

On her second day in London she had .signed a contract 

for the female lead in “Funeral in Berlin,” the guarantee of 

starring roles in another film to be made later this year, and 

two films a year for the next five years. In short, as Holly¬ 

wood is wont to say: "A star is born.” 

“Paul Hubschmid was the first to tell me I had been chosen 

for a film test.” Eva said, “and. to be truthful, I couldn’t 

believe that he was serious. You know, actresses arc always 

being told they will be tested ... and nothing ever comes of it. 

This time it really hapjrened. It’s incredible. 1 am still not 

sure it is all true . .. When I am in front of the cameras, when 

1 see myself in the rushes, then maybe it will sink in." 

Eva began her interest in acting at i6, when she joined the 

Else Bongers drama school in Berlin. During the next three 

years .she played small parLs in the theatre and on television. 

She also recently completed a German film “Berlin Is Eine 

.Sunde Wert” (Berlin is Worth Sin) which has yet to be 

released. 7'his is the film which decided her career and helped 

Kasher realize her potential. 

Reflecting on her cjuick ascendency, Eva still maintains a 

firm grip on reality: “What I really want more than anything 

is happiness. And I know that .success has changed many 

people. If I find that it is affecting my private life, making 

me unhappy, then I will stop it. I have never forced my career 

and never will.” 

■ ... MOTiON PICTURE HERALD. SEPTEMBER 14, 1966- 

One of the vital ingredi¬ 
ents in the progress of our 
industry is the element com¬ 
posed of new faces and new 
talents. 

Without the serious and 
sustained attention to new 
faces and new talents which 
are as important to motion 
pictures as food and air are 
to those who make them, the 
film industry not only does 
not advance, but actually re¬ 

cedes. 
So it is vitally encour¬ 

aging to see such newcomers 
as Eva Renzi entering motion 
pictures sanely, sensibly and 
aspiringly. 

New 
Face... 

New 
Talent.. 

A feature of 
Motion Picture 
Herald, New York 

John Wayne and 
Charlene Holt in one 
of the intimate 
scenes from the How¬ 
ard Hawks' Western 
thriller, "El Dorado, 

....MORE ABOUT THE 
CURRENT AND COMING 
PRODUCT 

Again Suzannal 

British actress 
Suzanna Leigh, shown 
here with Elvis Pres¬ 
ley in "Paradise, Ha¬ 
waiian Style," nas 
one of the female 
leads in Hal Wallis' 
currently filming 
Elvis Presley starrer, 
"Easy Come, Easy Go.'' 
Miss Leigh, who won freat popularity also 

n Hal Wallis' ’''Boe¬ 
ing Boeing," has ohe 
role of a wealthy 
girl in search or 
romance and sunken 
treasure in "Easy 
Come, Easy Go," 

m OF THE FHHHIESr COMEDIES EVER. 

EUGENE O’NEILL THEA., 230 W. 4!# street o«e t\o\. a lut oeiaiis 

»niFE 
WAG. 

I BAREFOOT 
MATINEE EVERV SUNDAY at 3 P. M. BEGINNING OCT. 16 

BILTMORE THEATRE, 261 West 47th Street. • See ABC s for defsiis 

Evil. <:30; Mats, loaty •/:uu ^; 

MATINEE TODAY AT 2, S.\T. .AT ?:30 : 
••IRRESISTIBLY FUNNY.”—fffinid Tribune 

SAINT SUBBER preKent.i 
RUTH MATTESON JULES MUNSHIN 

IJOAN VAN ARK JOEL CROTHERS 
in Neil Simon’e Cnmrdn Sma.’ih: 

iRAUKTOOT I.V THK T’ARK 
• U Directed by MIKE NICHOLS 
‘Mon. thru Thuro. Evgj.: $6.75, 5.50, 4,73, 
Js.50. Fri. and Sat. Evgs.: $7.25, 6.75. 5.50. 
14.75, 3.50. Wed. Mats.; $4.75, 4.00. 3.23. 2 75. 
sSat. L Sun. Mats.: $5.25, 4.75, 4.25. 3.50. 3.25. 
iBILTMORE Thaa., 261 West 47th St. 582-5340 
J Matinee every Sun. at S Deg. Ort.jS_ 

«' MATINEE TODAY^AT 2. SAT. AT 2 W 
s “A BRAND AND GLORIOUS LAUGH 
f RIOT.’* —C’li.'-ir, A.P. 

"Barefoot in the Park" 
Starts Filming Next Month 
Gene Saks, director of many of Broadway's greatest 

stage successes, has been signed by producer Hal Wallis 
to direct the motion picture version of "Barefoot in the 
Park" for Paramount, The picture goes before the color 
cameras in Hollywood next month. 

Saks will be filming "Barefoot in the Park" from a 
screenplay by Nell Simon, author of the stage version, 
with Robert Redford recreating the role which brought him 
stardom in the Broadway production, 

"Barefoot in the Park" is being produced by Wallis 
under a special arrangement between his independent corapaiiy, 
in which ne is partnered with Joseph Hazen, and Paramount. 
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_AND STILL MORE 
PRODUCTION NEWS 

Signings & Castings 
Hal Wallis began 

filming of EASY COME, 
EASY GO on October 3, 
with John Rich directing 
and Paul Nathan assoc¬ 
iate producer. Dodie 
Marshall, TV comedian 
Pat Harrington, Pat 
Priest, Skip Ward (from 
”Is Paris Burning?” and 
Eddie F07, Jr. are prin¬ 
cipal members of the 
supporting cast. The 
picture, with singing 
Elvis Presley as star, 
is a musical romance of 
an unusual search for 
missing treasure, 

WATERHOLE #3. Blake 
Edwards' first Paramount 
production, is actively 
before the cameras. As 
indicated at left, James 
Cobum is the star of 
this account of a slick 
gambler who conspires to 
steal a fortune in gold 
bullion from the United 
States Army, William 
Graham is directing,and 
the cast includes Joan 
Blondell and Margaret 
Blye. Filming is of 
course in Technicolor. 

The exciting CHUKA is scheduled for a Novem¬ 
ber 1 camera start under the spirited direction 
of Gordon Douglas, Co-starring are Rod Taylor, 
John Mills and Ernest Borgnine, with Italy's 
Luciana Paluzzi co-starring in one of the two im¬ 
portant female roles, 

William Castle continues to add marquee power 
to his mystery comedy, "THE BUSY BODY.” The cast 
at the time of our going to press includes Sid 
Caesar, Robert Ryan, Anne Baxter, Ben Blue, Dorn 
De Luise, Arlene Golonka, Godfrey Cambridge, Kay 
Medford, Jan Murray, Bill Dana and Richard Pryor, 

JAMES COBURN is the 
star of the comedy-Westem 
"Waterhole No.3,” a Blake 
Edwards production now be¬ 
ing filmed. The Paramount 
picture, first of four 
being made by Blake Edw¬ 
ards for this company,is 
being filmed in Technic- 
olor-Panavision at Lone 
Pine. 

Cobum, one of the 
screen’s most sought-after 
young male stars, plays a 
slick gambler who becomes 
involved in a plot to 
steal a fortune in gold 
bullion from the U.S.Angy. 
Most recent of Cobum's 
successes was "Our Man 
Flint." 

If you know what 

'Eldorado' was named for, 
you'll know what 

"ELDORADO" is aimed for. 

- Paramount's 

tha 
>rado," 
Is • 

A couple of rugged 
characters who have given 
us what those who have 
seen it claim to be the 
best gol-darndest Western 
in Paramount history. 

The characters are 
John Wayne and Robert 
Mitchum, 

The g/d Western is 
"Eldorado." 

The producer of the 
g/d/w - Howard Hawkes. 

It isn't easy, but Sgt. Tom Valens (David 
Janssen) succeeds in not falling for the sexy 
suggestions of Doris Ruston (Eleanor Parker) 
in a climactic moment of "Warning Shot." 

^WARNING SHOT*^ is a htimdinger of 
a murder mystery, produced with mas¬ 
terful showmanship and a fine sense 
of professional skill* Bob Banner’s 
entrance into the Paramount periph¬ 
ery is most auspicious and augurs 
well for the future*..David Janssen 
will mightily please his legion of 
fans, and everyone else in the cast 
contributes to the overall high box 
office value* The ’surprise* effect 
of injecting into the action for 
’bits,’ top actors of the calibre of 
Walter Pidgeon, George Sanders and 
Eleanor Parker, comes off perfectly. 
»WARNING SHOT” will live up fully to 
every ounce of salesmanship and 
showmanship put into its distribut¬ 
ion. 
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NtM YORK - Group at the rec¬ 
eption hosted by Cathav Organis¬ 
ation chairman Choo Kok Leong at 
the Regency Hotel here. At left 
are Cathay's Mr. and Mrs. Yeoh 
Guan Yew, then Paramount Board 
Chairman Barney Balaban, Para¬ 
mount President George Weltner 
and Mrs. Weltner, and Mr. Choo. 

CONGRATULATIONS 
ON INAUGURAL..,. 

LEE CHIEN HO 
SUN THaATRE 
TAIPEI (Taiwan) 

TAIWAN WHICH HAS MANY GREAT CINEMAS 
AM) MANY ASTUTE SHOWMEN NOW HAS 
ANOTHER SHINING JEWEL IN ITS CINE¬ 

MATIC CROWN WITH INAUGURATION OF 
THE ULTRA MODERN SUN THEATRE. PREM¬ 
IERING WITH THE PHENOMENALLY POPU¬ 
LAR "NEVADA SMITH" IS A FURTHER 
WONDERFUL AUGURY FOR CONTINUING 

SUCCESS. ^ 
JAMES PERKINS, PRESIDENT 
PARAMOUNT INTERNATIONAL 
FILMS 

NEW YORK - Tables at the Cathay 
Organisation's reception, hosted in 
the Regency Hotel by Cathay Chairman 
Choo Kok Leong. were decorated with 
the flags of Singapore, Malaysia and 
the United States of America. 

Paramount World 
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BANGKOK, Thailand - Arrival of 
Her Royal Highness Princess Mother, 
The Regent, for the Command Perfor¬ 
mance of "Assault On A Queen" on 
September 1, 19oo at the Paramount 
ThiCcit r© • 

Lined at left are ranking pol¬ 
ice officers. At extreme right is 
His Highness Prince Muratha,Chair¬ 
man of the Sponsor Committee. Lady 
at left is Khunying Sunawinvivat, 
Deputy Chairman. Paramount manager 
Chana is immediately behind her. 

HOLLYWOOD - Mr. and Mrs.Yeoh 
Guan Yew on the set of "The Caper 
of the Golden Bulls" with co-star 
Stephen Boyd. Mr. Yeoh is Booking 
Manager of the Cathay Organisat¬ 
ion, Singapore. 
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This is a 
never before 

Rock Hudson the 
has seen! 

world 

"Se conds" 1 s a cla ss ho rror 
f i Im, a top- drawe r s ho wma nsh i p 
it em that is go in g t 0 be smash 
bu s i n ess eve ry whe re. 1 t i s a 
P i ctu re that will h j t b j g and 
fa St, and no t the so rt th at 
should linger in any situation. 

These were the opening sentences in a 
truly wonderful review of "Seconds" in 
Hollywood Reporter of September 15th 

belt och ballet agnas premiarerna pa "Brinner 

Paris?"; den i Paris enligt ovan samt den i New 

York ocb den i Hollywood, b4da dessa senare den 

9 november, Ett verkligt pangnummer av Para - 

mount World, efter vad det ser utT 

Pa annan plats i tidningen ar vi lyckliga ocb 

stolta 5ver att kunna berStta nybeten om Para - 

mounts fdrsta stora musical-film pa m4nga 4r, 

Det ar "Half A Sixpence", nu under inspelning 

vid Sbepparton Studio i London. George Sidney ar 

regissor ocb William Perlberg mannen som bailer 

i produktionstradarna. Den som i scen-versionen 

gjorde rollen bade i London ocb New York, Eng- 

lands stora favorit Tommy Steele, ar filmens 

stjarna, Hans motspelerska beter Julia Foster. 

(Hon var en av Michael Caines motspelerskor i 

"Alfie") Nar man sett och avnjutit denna music¬ 

al pa Broadway-scenen ar man uppriktigt glad at 
att filmversicnen bar Paramounts marke. 

Under arbete i Hollywood Sr just nu en hdgst 

ovanlig vasternfilm. Den kallas "Chuka" och bar 

mycket av den atmosfar av storhet som fdrskaffbt 

"Nevada Smith" en sadan framgarig bos publiken. 

Rod Taylor och John Mills spelar i filmen och 

regien bar anfdrtrotts Gordon Douglas. Efter vad 

vi pa forhand vet om filmen,plus det vi kunnat 

utlasa av manuskriptet, maste vi varna er fdr 

att betrakta filmen som en belt vanlig vSstern; 

STOCKHOLM - No wonder "Nev¬ 
ada Smith" was such a hit here: 
There was just no getting away 
from the urge to see it - not 
even in parking lots! 

STOCKHOLM - One of the 
many advertising pillars 
for "Nevada Smith" at the 
China Theatre. This one 
is in the Sveavagen. 

RIGHT 

STOCKHOLM - Trio comp¬ 
rising manager Paul Flod- 
in. Miss Gunther and 
sales manager Jan Persson 
in the lobby of the China 
Theatre watching the huge 
surge of patrons eager to 
see "Nevada Smith," 

DATUM FOR 
vArldspremiaren pa 
"BRINNER PARIS?" AR DEN 
24 OKTOBER 

Efter det fdrra numret gatt i tryck flyttades 

datum for varldspremiaren i Paris pa "Brinner 

Paris?" fran den 13 till den 24 oktober. Det var 

fdr sent att gora nagon andring — men sistnamn- 

da datirni ar nu fastslagen. Av nSmnda orsak mAs- 

te nasta manads numjner (november) sa gott som 

den bar fdrsakrar vi kommer att bli n^got all de¬ 

les extra. 

Vi namnde nyss "Nevada Smith" och vi kan till- 

lagga, att denna grandiosa vasternfilm fortsat- 

ter att slS rekord varhelst den visas; bevis pa 

sidan 17. - "Alfie" ar en annan film som ock- 

Sci gdr storsucc4, sarskilt i Storbrittanien, i 

Australian och dver hela Fdrenta Staterna. 

Alla nyheter som strOmmar in om ny-premiaren 

p4 "De tio budorden" ar enbart goda. MAnga och 
fina framfbranden av filmen bar agt rum i FSr- 

enta Staterna och Canada och dessa, plus den, 

stralande succAn pA Astoria-Teatern i London, 

bevisar sanningshalten i President George Welt- 

ners uttalande, att "De tio budorden" Ar och 

fdrblir en film med ofdrstbrbar dragningskraft. 

Inom den nAnnaste tiden blir det ytterligare ny- 

premiArer pA Cecil B. DeMilles storfilm, och det 

Ar med mdda vi kan ge oss till tAls tills vi fAr 

vidarebefordra till er alia dversvallande lovord. 

Det Ar fyrtio Ar sedan Paramount bdrjade di- 

stribuera film i Puerto Rico, och en rapport om 

jubileet Aterfinns i detta nummer. Ett synner- 

ligen gott och konstruktivt arbete utrAttades 

av direktSr Frank J. Planas och bans medarbetare 
och anslutningen bland biografAgarna var glAdjan- 

de talrik. 

Vi tror oss kunna lova, att nAsta nummer av 

Paramount World blir ett av de mest intressanta, 

och mest betydelsefulla, i Paramounts historia. 
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Monday, September 26, 1966 

’☆ REVIEWS OF Tl 
'BOLSHOI BALLET 67' 

Paramount Pictures—Mosfilm Prod. (Technicolor) 75 Mins. 

WORLD FAMOUS BALLET TROUPE GOES THROUGH 
\WITH CHARM AND VISUAL ENCHANTMENT. HAS TOUCHING 
/story, outstanding fare for selective audiences. 

I A lively, colorful spectacle of one of the world's most celebrated 

[troupes, the Bolshoi Ballet, flowers magnificently on the screen. A Mostilm 

'production in Technicolor, presented by Paramount, "Bolshoi Ballet 67 

presents well-loved music along with some of the finest classical and pop¬ 

ular ballet. There is a delicate, radiant charm to the picture. In this respect 

it differs happily from those ponderous, sluggish movies that have made 

their way to these shores from Russia. 

The music and dancing are of course the major patron-luring assets of 

' the picture. In addition it has a touching, fragile story of a young bolle- 

i rina who dreams of dancing with the Bolshoi. Through her experiences 

the audience is given a unique, intimate look at the Bolshoi at work, play 

and practice. 

As a dance film "Bolshoi Ballet 67" avoids the pitfalls of many othe^rs. 

It is aware that a difference exists between the stage and screen media 

and adroitly adapts to the style of the latter. Thus it captures dancing in 

brilliant cinematic terms. 

Settings, costumes, backgrounds strike the eye with their vividness. 

Leonid Lavrovsky, Leo Arnshtam and Alexander Shelenkov wrote the 

scenario and directed it, while the cameras were handled with fluid grace 

by Shelenkov and lolanda Chen. 
Among ballets, and ballet pieces displayed are: "Paganini to music 

by Rachmaninov; "Bolero" and "Waltz" to Ravel's music; Prokofiev s 

"Stone Flower"; Saint-Saens "The Dying Swan"; Adan's "Giselle and 

iMinkus' "Don Quixote." 

' The color photogrophy in Technicolor is notable. 

For many patrons "Bolshoi Ballet 67" will hold incomparable joys. 

Solos and dancers were performed by Natalia Bessmertnova, Mikhail 

Lavrovsky, Nina Sorokina, Nina Timofeyeva, Maya Samokhvalova, Yar¬ 

oslav Sekh, Ekaterina Meximova, Elena Kholina, Alexander Lavrenjuk, S. 

Radchenko, A. Osipenko, Raissa Struchkova, Y. Grigoriev, Vladimir 

Levashev, Natalia Kasatkina, A. Simachev. 

The music was performed by the Bolshoi Theatre Philharmonic Orch¬ 

estra, Bolshoi Symphony Orchestra of Radio and TV and Violin Ensemble 

of the Bolshoi Theatre. 
CREDITS: Direction: Leonid Lavrovsky, Alexander Shelenkov; Scenario; 

I Leo Arnshtam, Lavrovsky; Camera, Shelenkav, lolanda Chen; Choreog- 
-MANDEt HERBSTMAN 

U/ver 

The 

h' s lit 

lechr 

|m tl 

Both sides of the jacket of the 
Command Classics sound track record¬ 
ing of "Bolshoi Ballet 67." Each 
side pictures the charm of this ex¬ 
ceptional film and give ample identi¬ 
fication of its being a Paramount 
release (in the U.S.A, only). 

Wonderful Album 
The original musical soundtrack 

recording from Paramount's (U.S.only) 
"Bolshoi Ballet 67" has been record¬ 
ed on the Command Classics label and 
is being distributed into U.S, music 
stores to coincide with the current 
release of the production. 

The attractively-packaged album 
has scenes from the film on front 
and back covers, in addition to an 
elaborate inside spread. 

With the English version under 
the supervision of the Celebrity Con¬ 
cert Corporation, the album contains 
the film's classical music as played 
by the Bolshoi Theatre and Symphony 
Orchestras. The music includes comp¬ 
ositions of Ravel, Rachmaninoff,Adam, 
Saint-Saens, Prokofiev,Kreln,Minkus. 

NEW YCHK - The film industry press has been 
high in praise of Paramount's fine release (in 
the U.S. only) of "Bolshoi Ballet 67." Reprod¬ 
uced above is a sample reaction of praise, this 

one from The film Daily. Printed in U.S.A 
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THE MOST INCANDESCENT 
MOTION PICTURE PREMIERE 
_ IN HISTORY COVER FOLDS OUT 



• • • Everybody Loves To Do It 
READ BETWEEN THE LINES 

THE HEROIC 
FRENCH UNDERGROUND 
COMES OUT INTO THE OPEN.* 

THF rnUFR The Palais de Chaillot, where the 
InF UwVtK premiere of "Is Paris Bumltie?" 

took place the evening of October 24, seen throngh the 
lower arch of the Eiffel Tower. 

A glorious demonstration of distribution, 
EVERY MORNING THE CABLES FROM CONTINENTAL HEADQUARTERS IN PARIS TO r£W YORK ARE SPECTACULAR, OR BETTER. A FREQUENT 

presentation and public information has already 
BEGINNING SAYS '"IS PARIS BURNING?' SUCCESS CONTINUES TO MOUNT THROUGHOUT EUROPE." A WONDROUS STATEMENT HAS THE 

matched the marvelous production job which has 
MIGHTY FILM TOPPING THil ALL-TIME, ALL-PICTURE, ALL-ANTTHING RECORD IN THE PARAMOUNT THEATRE, PARIS. IN STOCKHOLM, 

made "Is Paris Burning?" an irresistible topic 
IN 5 DAYS THE PICTURE ALMOST DOUBLED THE BUSINESS THAT "THE TEN COMM/iNDMENTS" HAD DONE IN A WEEK IN THE SAME 

of global interest. The whole wide world, after 
THEATRE. THROUGHOUT FRANCE - IN LYON, LILLE, NICE, NANTES - THE BUSINESS OVERALL REPRESENTED FOUR TIME THAT DO*IE 

Just a couple of weeks of exhibition of one of 
BY "THE TEN COMI'AANDMENTS". FIRST WEEK IN 60 GERMAN CITIES TOPPED THE DE MILLE PICTURE, WHICH HAD LON'S HELD THE 

the greatest motion pictures ever made, knows 
CHAMPIONSHIP IN GERMANY. IN PARIS THE PICTURE IS PLAYING IN SEVEN MAJOR CINE^:AS (SEE PAGE 40 FOR PICTORIAL EVIDENCE,) 

that it has a wonderful film treat in store for 
AND IS PROD'JCING THE BIGGEST GROSS ANY PICTURE HAS EVER DELIVERED IN THE CITY OF LIGHT. IN FIVE CITIES OF HOLLA® 

it and can hardly wait for the opportunity to 
THERE ARE FIVE SETS OF GROSSES WHICH STATE THAT THIS IS THE GREATEST REmTJE FILM EVER PRESENTED BY PARAMOUNT TO 

buy tickets. In this issue of Paramount World 
DISCRIMINATING DUTCH AUDIENCES, WHILE IN BELGIUM THERE IS EXACTLY THE SAME SUBSTANTIAL EVIDENCE FROM FOUR MAJOR 

will be found some of the things which have 
CITIES, WHICH INCLUDES THE BRUSSELS STORY TO BE FOU® ON LATER PAGES OF THIS ISSUE. THE STORY FROM SWITZERLA® COMES 

happened up to this month of November, and sub- 
FROM ZURICH A® BASLE, WHERE THE RECEIPTS HAVE BEEN SO HIGH THAT MANAGERS ARE USING CAUTION TO MAKE SURE THAT THE 

sequent issues will continue to report in depth 
COUNTING MJICHINES HAVE NOT SLIPPED A NOTCH OR TWO.IN SHORT, A® CONTIWING IN THE SAME CONSERVATIVE REPERTORIAL 

the continuing great story of one of Paramount'j 
VEIN, "IS PARIS BURNING?" LOOKS LIKE BEING THE GREATEST PARAMOUNT REVE®E-REAPER OF ALL TIME 

proudest moments of glory. 
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NEW YCRK - Attending the 
Criterion Theatre premiere of 
"Is Paris Burning?" are Charles 
G. Bluhdom, centre, Martin S. 
Davis and Leslie Caron. 

'’Top business can be anticipated 
by exhibitors from the first road¬ 
show engagements in the big cities 
to the last subsequent runs every¬ 
where in years ahead...” 

Motion Picture Daily's 
review of 

_ "Is Paris Burning?" 

WHILE THIS ISSUE OF PARAMOU^tt WORLD is 
in large measure devoted to the multiple 
premieres of "Is Paris Burning?" we all must 
never lose sight of the fact that we are the 
makers and distributors of a full scale pro¬ 
gram of entertainment films — and, as the 
official statements on the page opposite in¬ 
dicate, our production programme is to be 
still further expanded. 

In the meantime, as an indication of our 
already valuable product assets, here is a 
memorandum circulated by General Sales Mana¬ 
ger Charles Boasberg on November 10th: 

A GREAT ERA OF 

PARAMOUNT 

PRODUCT SUPREMACY 

UNFOLDS 

"Last Monday night in Chicago I had the privilege of 
looking at a truly great motion picture - Otto Preminger'? 
HURRY SUNDOWN, In this picture, both Jane Fonda and 
Michael Caine give Academy Award performances. When this 
picture is released early next year it will receive wide 
acclaim and do a tremendous business. 

"Yesterday in New York I saw FUNERAL IN BERLIN,which 
was screened for the New York exhibitors who are really 
raving about it. In my opinion it has money written all 
over it....Once again, Michael Caine does another outst¬ 
anding job. 

"With OH DAD, POOR DAD getting tremendous acclaim 
wherever it is seen, and with our great new pictures — 
ALFIE, IS PARIS BURNING? and ARRIVEDERCI, BABY.' — your 
company is off and running for the Fall and Spring, and 
there is a lot more to come. 

"We are truly going into Paramount's greatest year 
since our Company has been in business." 

The Basic ” I .P.B.?” Cable 
With Continental general manager Henri Michaud oire of 

the signatories, the following is the foundation message 
sent to the four other division managers - Russell W, 
Hadley, Jr., S,A.Henriksen, Robert L, Graham and Henry B. 
Gordon - following the thunderous premiere in Paris on 
October 24th: 

WORDS ALONE CANNOT EXPRESS THE EXCITEMENT PREVAILING 
AT THE BEAUTIFUL WORLD PREMIERE OF "IS PARIS BURNING?" NO 
DOUBT IT WILL BE OUR MOST IMPORTANT AND SUCCESSFUL FILM 

SINCE "THE TEN COMMANDMENTS". REACTION OF ALL ATTENDING, 
WHO REPRESENTED EVERY PART OF THE WORLD, INDICATES STRONG 

WORLDWIDE ENTHUSIASM. PERKINS MICHAUD GOLDSTEIN 



MARTIN DAVIS ELECTED 
EXECUT I VE 
VICE-PRESIDENT 
OTHER TOP POSTS FILLED 

Paramount Pictures Corporation has made a 
series of key executive appointments in conn¬ 
ection with its operations in New York, Holly¬ 
wood and London, it was announced November 1C 
following a meeting of the company’s board of 
directors. The new assignments, involving 
major policy and production posts, are the 
first to be made since Paramount’s recent 
merger with Gulf & Western Industries, Inc. 

Martin Davis has been elected executive 
vice-president and a member of the 
committee of Paramount Pictures. 

Bernard Donnenfeld and Robert 
Evans will share responsibility for 
the operation of the Company»s Holly¬ 
wood studio and world-wide production 
activities, with Evans as vice-presi¬ 
dent in charge of production activit¬ 
ies and Donnenfeld as vice-president 
in charge of production administrat¬ 
ion and studio operations. 

George H. (Bud) Ornstein has been elected 
vice-president in charge of European product¬ 
ion, with headquarters'in London. Associated 
with him in the supervision of Paramount’s 
European production will be Michael Flint.who 
will be responsible for administration and 
business and legal affairs. 

Arnold Burk has been elected an assistant 
vice-president and will continue to work 
closely with Donnenfeld in the administration 

executive __ 
of the Hollywood studio. 

Richard Spence has been elected an assist¬ 
ant vice-president of Paramount and administr¬ 
ative assistant to Martin Davis in New York. 

Before his election as executive vice- 
president, Davis had been a vice-president and 
assistant to Paramount President George Welt- 
ner. He is also a member of the company's 
board of directors. 

Donnenfeld, who has held a number of imp¬ 
ortant administrative and legal posts at Para¬ 
mount since 1957, was previously associate head 
of the studio with Howard W. Koch, who earlier 
this week returned to independent production 
under the Paramount banner. 

Evans was formerly Paramount's vice-presi¬ 
dent in charge of European production. Earlier, 
he was an independent producer at 20th Century- 
Fox. 

For a number of years, Ornstein was in 
charge of production for United Artists in Eng¬ 
land and Europe. Most recently, he has been 
associated with Harry Saltzman and Albert Broc¬ 
coli, producers of the "James Bond" films. 

Flint comes to the Paramount organization 
from the London law firm of Denton, Hall & Bur- 
gin, where he handled legal affairs for many 
major film companies and leading independent 
producers. 

Burk was previously executive in charge of 
business affairs for Paramount Studio in Holly¬ 
wood. Prior to Joining the company in I96U, he 
was executive assistant to Arthur B. Krim, pres¬ 
ident of United Artists. 

Spence was formerly an assistant vice-pres¬ 
ident of Gulf & Western Industries, where he was 
also an executive assistant to Charles G. 
Bluhdorn, chairman of the board. Earlier,Spence 
was an assistant treasurer of the Chase Manhattan 
Bank. DONNENFELD EVANS ORNSTEIN 



At the Paris premiere, readingfVan 
the right; Charles G. Bluhdom, George 
Weltner, Martin Davis and composer 
Maurice Jarr^. 

There is a fine, pervading spirit of endeavor 
and accomplishment to be found in both Gulf & 
^Sestern Industries and its merged but self- 
operating subsidiary, Paramount Pictures Corpor¬ 
ation. It is 'spirit’ in its truest connotation. 

The Spirit of Working Together 
Paramonnt progressed throngh the years in a spirit of 

unceasing striving and service, which entered the organizat¬ 
ion at its inception and never left it. 

Gulf Sc Western Industries, Inc., in a shorter span of 
years, has surged to towerin^r heights inspired by both a 
spirit engendered by youth and an unquenchable desire to give 

the public the world's best. 

The melding of these organizations means three notable 
things: greater and more far-reaching productivity, finer 
returns to stockholders, and enhanced stature for the men and 
women who make all .of this possible. 

In essence. Gulf & Western and Paramount are spurred 

by the same ideals, the same recognition of personnel contri¬ 
bution, the same high product standards, the same conception 
of just reward for services performed. 

If there be marriages in industry - and why not? - 
then this is a true match! It is one in which the years will 
bring still greater maturity, still greater rewards, still 
greater stature in the international world of business to all 

participants. 

It seems appropriate to repeat at this point the text 
of the joint statement issued follo'wing approval of the mer¬ 
ger by Charles G. Bluhdorn, chairman of the board of Gulf & 

Western, and George Weltner, president of Paramount Pictures: 
"We are deeply gratified that our stockholders 

have voted so overwhelmingly in favor of the merger,In 
every way the merger represents a significant step 
forward for both companies. It comes at a time when the 
leisure time field, we feel, is on the threshold of 
accelerated growth which will benefit both Gulf&Westem 
and Paramount Pictures, For more than 50 years. Para¬ 
mount has been a leader in the entertainment field. We 
believe that it will play an even more dominant and 
aggressive role as the nucleus of a leisure time divis¬ 
ion of Gulf &: Western." 

Paramount World 
Copyrij^ht © 1966 by Paramoiint 

Picture'- Corporation. All rij^hts 
reserved. Published every month ^ 
Paramount Pictures Corporation, 15C1 
Broadway, New York City, NY IOO36 , 
n.S.A. Issued by and for the memb¬ 
ers of the Paramount organization 
around the world who believe in the 
entertainment appeal of their motion 
?ictures, their television enterpr- 
ses and allied products, and in the 

business future of their company. 

ALBtHT DbANE, Editor 
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The 
Gulf & lAfestern 
Paramount 
Merger 

TO PARAMOUNT PERSONNEL WORLD-WIDE 
MffiGER OF PARAMOUNT PICTURES WITH GULF & WESTERN INDUSTRIES 

OVERWHELMINGLY APPROVED BY STOCKHOLDERS OF BOTH COMPANIES TODAY 
AT SPECIAL MEETINGS. PARAMOUNT WILL NOW OPERATE AS SUBSIDIARY OF 
GULF & WESTERN, WITH ITS OWN IDENTITY AND MANAGEMENT. THIS IS 
SIGNIFICANT STEP FORWARD FOR BOTH COMPANIES, PROVIDING PARAMOUNT 
WITH BROAD BASE FOR EXPANSION AND STRENGTHENING OF ITS ACTIVITIES 
IN ALL AREAS OF THE ENTERTAINMENT FIELD. PLEASE ADVISE ALL 
EMPLOYEES OF THIS NEWS AND EXPRESS TO THEM OUR KEEN APPRECIATION 
OF THEIR CONSTANT EFFORTS TOWARDS BUILDING AN EVEN MORE DOMINANT 
POSITION FOR PARAMOUNT THROUGHOUT THE WORLD. 

October 19th,1966 Sincerely CHARLES G. BLUHDORN 
GEORGE WELTNER 

Paramount President listening to a statement 
by a stockholder during the meeting at the Americana 
Hotel. Mew York, on October 19th. Mr. Adolph Zukor, 
Mr. Edwin L. Weisl and Mr. Barney Balaban also dis¬ 
play fullest attention. 

Paramount's Weltner, Weisl Elected to G &W 

Board; New Corporate Film Subsidiary Formed 
NEW YORK—George Weltner, Paramount Pictures president, and Edwin 

L. Weisl, a director and executive committee chairman of Paramount, were 
elected to the board of directors of Gulf & Western Industries at a meeting of 
the G & W board here Friday. 

Their election was pursuant to the merger last week of Paramount into 
G & W, following approval by shareholders of both companies. 

Also pursuant to the merger, a new Delaware corporation has been formed 
with the same name. Paramount Pictures Corp., and the same officers, to which 
the operations, related assets and liabilities acquired from the former Para¬ 
mount company have been transferred. Although a subsidiary of G & W, the 
new Paramount company and its parent will each maintain separate identity 
with respect to management, conduct of business and customer relations. 

At its meeting Friday, the G & W board of directors also declared a three 
per cent stock dividend, payable Dec. 15 to holders of record Vov. 18. Former 
Paramount shareholders will participate in the dividend. 

■ ■ Motion Picture Daily, Oct. 20,1966^ 

President Weltner's Letter 
Of October 25th, 1966 

To: Paramount Einployees 

We have sent you a copy of the telegram that went around the 
world on October 19th announcing the formal approval of the 
merger of Paramount Pictures with Gulf & Western Industries. 
This was meant merely to advise our people that the technical¬ 
ities of this tremendous merger had been successfully ccncluded. 

We want to take this further opportunity to apprise each of you 
individually of our hopes and aspirations for future growth 
and expansion in the field of entertainment. Last July 7th, we 
wrote to you concerning the great advantages of this amalgamat¬ 
ion of two giant companies, and we feel that it is important at 
this time to repeat our reasons for feeling so optimistic about 
the future of Paramount. 

Due principally to technological advances and social change, 
people everywhere in the world will have more and more leisure 
time at their disposal, affording us an unparalleled opportun¬ 
ity for future expansion. Under the corporate umbrella of Gulf 
& Western, we feel that Paramount will be able to take better 
advantage of this opportunity to build an even more dominant 
position within the entire entertainment complex. 

Knowing as we do the fine dedication and loyalty of Paramountfs 
people around the world, which have been the key factors in the 
continuing leadership of our company these many years, we can 
believe, with all certainty, that cur prognostication will 
indeed become fact. 

So that you can become acquainted with the widespread operatlin 
of Gulf & Western, I am taking the liberty of sending you a 
copy of Gulf Sc Western's 1966 Annual Report. 

Sincerely (sgd.) George Weltner 
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PRESIDENT IS DECORATED 

GEORGE WELTNER RECEIVES 
MEDAILLE DE VERMEIL OF 

THE CITY OF PARIS 

On Monday, October 2/4.th, just hours before 
the gala premiere of ’*Is Paris Burning?", Mr. 
George Weltner was presented with the Medaille 
de Vermeil of the City of Paris. The presentat¬ 
ion was made by the President of the Paris 
City-Council, Mr. Paul Faber. 

In his speech, Mp. Faber thanked Paramount, 
through its President, Mr. Weltner. for further 
strengthening the friendly bonds which exist be¬ 
tween the United States of America and France. 
"The film," he added, "is the best form of comm¬ 
unication between peoples, and we are grateful 
that such a film as ’Is Paris Burning?' has been 
made, thanks to Paramount. This film is an 
homage paid to Paris and its people who, with 
the help of the Allied armies, liberated our 
city from the occupation troops." 

Paramount President George Weltner 
holds the Medal and Diploma presented 
to him by Paul Faber, President of the 
Paris City Council. 

It It ti II rt II 

AT THE PRESENTATION (L to R). Mr. George Weltner, 
Mrs. Weltner (who also received a gift from the City of 
Paris), Messrs. J.E.Perkins, H.Michaud, H.Stramer, r.C. 
Gronich (European manager of the M.P.A.A.), P.Silrius, 
H.Klarsfeld, E.Malllet,‘Isy Front, D.Goldmaui and Paul 
Faber (President of the Paris City-Council), With back 
to the camera, the interpreter. 



INTERNATIONAL NOTABLES 
ATTENDING THE PREMIERE 

Charles G. Bluhdom, Chair¬ 
man of the Board of Guli & West¬ 
ern Industries and a Director of 
Paramount Pictures Corporation, 
arriving with Mrs. Bluhdom. 

Internationally renowned 
artist Salvador Dali and Mrs, 
Dali arriving. 

Robert Evans, vice president 
of Paramount's European produc¬ 
tion unit, escorted Leslie 
Caron, one of the film's co-stara, 
to the premiere. 

Mr. and Mrs, Maurice Jarre* 
arriving at the Palais de 
Challlot, Mr, Jarr^ is the Acad¬ 
emy Award-winning composer of 
the film's musical score, Mrs, 
Jarr^ is French film star Dany 
Saval (who co-starred in the 
Hal Wallis Paramount production 
of "Boeing Boeing'^, 

At the gala supper following the premi¬ 
ere. Paramount Pictures vice-president Martii 
Davis and co-star Leslie Caron are shown at 
right. At left, Charles G. Bluhdom, chair¬ 
man of the board of Gulf & Western Industr¬ 
ies and a director of Paramount Pictures 
Corporation, converses with Mme. Chaban- 
Delmas, wife of the President of the French 
National Assembly, 

LhJT 

M. et Mrae. Jean- 
Pierre Casse. arriv¬ 
ing for the premiere. 
He is one of the co- 
stars of "Is Paris 
Burning?" 

mmm 
RIGHT 

Co-authors of the 
world famous book on 
which the production 
is based - Dominique 
Lapierre (left; and 
Larry Collins. 

/ 
f 

( 
The United States Ambassador 

to France, the Hon. Charles E. 
Bohlen, and Mrs, Bohlen arrive 
at the Palais de Chaillot, 

Director of the picture. 
Rend Cldment and Mrs, Cldment 
arriving for the premiere. 

Paramount Continental gener- 
al manager Henri Michaud, left, 
speaking with Mme.Servan Schrei- 
ber. At right, Mrs, Milton Gold¬ 
stein. speaking with Mr. Didler 
Fouret, general mamager of the 
publishing house of Hachette, 

I 



M. Jacques Chabas-Delmas. President of the Nat¬ 
ional Assembly, arriving with Mme. Chaban-Delmas 
and passing through an Honor Guard of Veterans of 
the Resistance. 

AT THE PALAIS DE CHAILLOT SUPPER PARTY.... 
1. to r.) Madame Rene Clement, John H. Duncan 
President of Gulf & Western Industries), Mrs, 

Martin S. Davis. M. Jacques Chaban-Delmas, Pres¬ 
ident of the ITational Assembly; Mrs. Charles G. 
Bluhdom, M. Rene' Client. At right rear, facing 
camera, Joseph Friedman, Paramount vice-presid- • 
ent. 

Paramount and 
Gulf & Western 
Personalities at the 
Palais de Chaillot 
PARAMCUW. NEW YORK 

Mr. and Mrs. George Weltner 
Mr. and Mrs, James E. Perkins 
Mr. and Mrs. Martin S. Davis 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Friedman 
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Goldstein 
Mr. Guenter Schack 
Mr. Hy Hollinger 

GULF & WESTERN INDUSTRIES 

Mr. and Mrs. Charles G. Bluhdom 
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Dtincan 
Mr. and Mrs. Deraid H. Ruttenberg 
Mr. and Mrs, David N. Judelson 

CONTINENTAL EUROPE AND U.K. 
Mr. and Mrs. Henri Michaud 
Mr. and Mrs. Hugo Stramer 
Mr, and Mrs. Henri Klarsfeld 
Mr. and Mrs, John Nelson-Sullivan 
Mr. Gerry Lewis (London) 
Mr. Leslie Pound (London) 
Mr. Jaime Arias (Barcelona) 
Mr. Mario Natale (Rome) 
Mr, Jan van Leeuwen (Amsterdam) 

Liste des personnalit^s qui assisteront 
au 3ala de ' PARIS BRULE-T- IL?" 

Les Officiels 

M. le Grand Chancelier de I'Ordre 
de la Liberation HETTIER de DOISLAMBERT 

General Guy de BOISSOUDY 

Les Ministres 

M. Alexandre SAiiGUINETTI 
M. Francois MISSOFFE 
M. A4>ain PEYREFITTE 
H. Robert BOULIN 
H. HABIB DELONCLE 
M. Roland HUNGESSER 

H. le Secretaire General ^ la Presidence 
M. Jacques FOCCART 

Les Ambassadeurs 

S.E. M. et Mme Charles BOHLEM 
h E. M. et Mme "alter EYTAN 

M. et Mme SOHLMAM 
S.E. M. et Mme CORTINA 

Les heros de la Liberation 

il. le President Jacques CHABAh'- DELMiAS 
M. Alexandre PARODI 
Le Commandant RARCHER 
Le Commandant GALLOIS 
H. Yves MORAMDAT 
Colonel ROL TANGUY 
M. DROMNE 
M. EdRar PISANI 

Lea vedettes et les personnel It les. 

M. Salvador DALI 
Miss Shirley M/iC LAINE 
Due et Duchesse de BEDFORD 
Prince de BOURBON PARME 
Pcesse Maria Pia de YOUGOSLAVIE 
M. le Prefet de Police Maurice PAPON 
Mile Mireille MATHIEU 
M. Yves MONTAND 
Le Comte Jean de BEAUMONT 
Princessa Charles d'ARENBERG 
Baron Guy de ROTHSCHILD 
Baron Alain de ROTHSCHILD 
M. et Mm.e MAURICE BOKANOV/SKI 
M. et Mme MICHARD-PELISSIER 
Mme Helene ROCHAS 
Mme Paul DERVAL 
M. maurice JARRE 
M. Jacques de LACRETELLE 
Pricasse PALAVICCINI 
M. Andre DUBONNET 
Comte et Comtesse de ROHAjN CHABOT 
General et Mme de GUILLEBON 
L'Amiral et Mme CABANIER 
M. Alec V/EISUEILLER 
Mile REGINE 
M. Jean CASTEL 
Prince RUSPOLI 
Mme Suzy VOLTERRA 
M. Bruno CREMER 
M. Michel FICCOLI 

The Mighty "Nevada Smith" 
We should not allow the electrifying majesty of "Is 

Paris Burning?" to dim the parade of records being set 
up by "Nevada Smith" in every part of the world where 
this great attraction has opened. Spread throughout this 
issue are mentions of this wonderful revenue-producing 
film, and the evidence is definite that this record- 
breaking performance will continue on and on. 



OTHER 
EUROPEAN 
PREMIERES 

• 

Amsterdam Cable 
WrrNliH PARINTFILM NiWYORK 

LAST NIGHT'S GALA PKhMItilL BURN¬ 

ING IN AMSTERDAM'S FAMOUS TUSCH- 

INSKI THEATRE WAS GRACED BY 

PRESENCE OF QUEEN JULIANA AND HER 

HUSBAND PRINCE BiRNHARD. BAND OF 

ROYAL DUTCH NAVY PLAYED STIRRING 

FRENCH MARCHl-^ ON STAGE PRIOR TO 

QUEEN'S ARRIVAL. NAVY ALSO FORMED 

GUARD OF HONOUR. LESLIE CARON'S 

STUNNING YVES ST. LAURENT "GOWN 

OF MIRRORS" CAUSED SENSATION. AUD¬ 

IENCE DEEPLY MOVtD AS DRAMA OF 
OCCUPATION AND LIBERATION UNFOLD¬ 

ED SEEING IN IT PARALLELS OF 

THEIR OWN PLIGHT AND THE HEROISM 

OF THeIR RESISTANCE MOVEMENT. 

CARON FRIEDMAN AND STRAMER PRr^r.N- 

TeD to queen AND PRINCE DURING 

lOTERMISSION. ROYAL COUPLE ASKED 

MA^^Y QUESTIONS ABOUT PRODUCTION OF 

PICTURE. PRESENT ALSO WtJlE FRENCH 

AMBASSADOR TO NETHERLANDS, LORD 

MAYOR OF AMSTfcJiDAM, HEADS OF WAR¬ 

TIME DUTCH UNDERGROUND MOVEMEW, 

PRINCIPALS OF INSTITUT FRANCAIS. 

SIMULTANEOUSLY WITH GALA IN AMST¬ 

ERDAM THERE WERE PACKED HOUSES IN 

ROTTERDAM, THE HAGUE, UTRECHT AND 

NYMEGEN. THIS MORNIEG THE BIC/IEST 

DtrrCH DAILY, DE TElEGRAAF, HAS 

BANEIER HEADLINE "THE BIG THREE OF 

THE WEEK - GERT FROEBE THE WINDER" 

OTHER TWO REFER TO OLIVIER IN 

"OTHE.LLO" AND HUSTON IN "THE 

BIBLE" BOTH OF WHICH JUST OPENED 

IN AMSTERDAM 
nelson-sullivan 

COLOGNE -Front of Thoater 
aui Rudolfplatz and the lobbj of 
the theatre during engagement 
of "Is Paris Duming?" 

BRUSSELS - The dense phalanx 
of the city's populace durtngthe 
performance of the military band 
of the /i3rd French Army Battalion 
of Lille. The occasion: the big 
and Impresslre premiere of "Is 
Paris Burning?" at the Ambassador 
Theatre, 

In connection with the premiere 
in Brussels, Paramount manager Paul 
Delvigne reports that eminent TV 
commentators R. Lomme and Selim 
Sasson spoke of the film several 
times in their programmes, and that 
Mr, Sasson showed the special "T.P, 
B,?" trailer for what was probably 
the first time that a commercial 
film trailer of this kind was shown. 

AMSTERDAM - Her Majesty Queen Juliana of 
the Netherlands and PYlnce Bernhard attended 
the premiere of "Is Paris Burning?" at the 
Tuscninski Theatre. Leslie Caron, co-star of 
the film, is shown being received by Her 
Majesty. 

Joseph Friedman. Paramount vice-president, 
also was presented to Her Majesty. 

ZURICH - Colorful entrance to the Rex Theatre, 
where "Is Paris Burning?" has proven to be a most 
massive success, the impact of which has been leLt 
throughout Switzerland. 



Yves Montand, after sinking 
to all of Paris from atop the 
Eiffel Tower, escorted Candice 
Bergen to the premiere. 

BRUSSELS - Leslie Caron aid 
Mr. and Mrs. Rene' Clement arri¬ 
ving at the Midi Station for 
the Belgian premiere of "Is 
Paris Burning?" Second from the 
right Is Paramount manager Paul 
Delvigne. In centre, the noted 
Belgian film editor, Joe Van 
Gottorn. 

Mr. Van Cottom, managing 
editor of Cine Revue and one of 
the world's top film journal¬ 
ists, contributed enormously to 
the success of the Brussels 
premiere of "Is Paris Burning'^ 

MORE 
EUROPEAN 

AMSThRDAM - Leslie Caron at 
the Tuschlnski Theatre premiere 
of "Is Paris Burning?" escorted 
by Max Gerschtanowltz, member of 
the board of directors of the 
Tuschlnski Circuit and head of 
Netherland Filn TPar^ount dis¬ 
tributors in Holland). 

Miss Caron is wearing the 
fabulous "Gown of Mirrors," 
created for her by Yves St,Lau¬ 
rent. 

All over Paris, the 
advertising kiosks were 
dominated by "Paris Brule- 
T-n?" 

For the first time, 
permission was given £o 
use these famous Paris 
•landmarks' for a film. 
Normally, they are restr¬ 
icted to flesn-and-blood 
entertainment — opera, 
ballet, music, etc. 

AMSTERDAM - Leslie Caron 
appears most happy to meet the 
Netherlands press in advance of 
the premiere of "Is Paris Burn¬ 
ing?" at the Tuschlnski Theatm 
Seated with her is Jan Van 
Leeuwen, director of pibliclty 
for the Tuschlnski Circuit, 

BERLIN - Joseph Friedman. Paramount vice- 
president in charge of advertising and pibllc 
relations (at left), welcomes actress Eva 
Renzl and actor Paul Hubschraid to the German gala premiere of "Is Paris Burning?" at the 
elphl Theatre. 

(Miss Renzl and Mr, Hubschmld are co- 
stars with Michael Caine in Paramount's "Fun¬ 
eral In Berlin"). 

Paramount International's director of 
advertising and publicity, Guenter Schack,ls 
at right. 

London’s Premiere 
LONDON - "Is Paris Burning?" will have a 

gala premiere at the Plaza here on December 
7th for the benefit of the Newspaper Press 
Funa. 

The Important affair, organized under the 
chairmanship of this year's Press Fund Festi¬ 
val president. The Hon. Vere Harmsworth,Vice- 
Chairman of Associated Newspapers, will be 
held in the presence of His Excellency M. 
Geoffroy Courcel, the French Ambassador in 
Britain, who entered Paris in 19LL with Gen. 
DeGaulle, following the historic liberation. 

After its premiere at the Plaza, the 
Paramount-Seven Arts-Ray Stark presentation 
will open at London's Odeon Haymarket. 

Page UO carries a complete 
spread of all of the Paris 

cinemas presenting "Is Paris 
Burning?" 

This Is one of the great¬ 
est mass presentations of a 
single film In motion picture 
history. 
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PRESS PLANS 
PRIOR TO 
THE PREMIERE 

Mid-week prior to the ^ala Paris 

premiere, Qiienter Schack cabled public 

relations executive Mike Hutner in Mew 

York a partial outline of the massive 

coverage plans. The cable follows: 

WORI.DWTDK PHKSl COVbRAGb OF "IS 
PARIS WORLD PRl'^lIhRL HAS 
BERN ASChRTAIMLD AND SHAPES UP TO BE 
MOST SATURATING OF ANY FILM OPENING 
IN MOTION PICTIIifE HISTORY. HERE ARE 
DETAILS: 

REPRESENTATIVtvS OF ALL COMMiJNICA- 
TIONS MEDIA SUCH AS DAILIES,WEi-,KLIbS, 
CONSUMER A^T) OPINION MAGAZTNluS, LEAD¬ 
ING PERIODICALS, TELEVISION AND RADIO 
JOIN WITH THE TOP COLUMNISTS OF A 
TOTAL OF 20 COIWRIrWl AS SPECIAL 
GUESTS OF PARAMOUNT PICTURES. 

NEWS AGENCIES AND WIRE SERVICP^ 
COVERING EVENTS DIRECT INCLUDE AP,UPI 
INTERNATIONAL, Hi!.ARST, NANA, NEA AND 
SCRIPTS HOWARD OF U.S.A., REUTERS OF 

ENGLAND, AFP OF FRANCE, ANSA OF ITALY, 
DPA OF GERMA^nr, AGENCE BELGA OF BELG- 
riM, KYODO OF JAPAN, AND NATIONAL 
NEWS SYWICATES OF SPAIN, SWITZERLAND, 
HOLLAND, SWEDEN, FIM.A’'ID, NORWAY,DEN- 
MA'IK, PORTUGAL, AUSTRIA, GREECE,SOUTH 
AFRICA, ISRAEL, AUSTRALIA,NEW ZEAl.ANa 

Television CRbWs of ortf France, 
BBC LONDON, RAI OF IT^Y, ARD OF GER¬ 
MANY, AND THn NATIONAL TV OF SPAIN, 
HOLLAND, BELGIUM WILL ASCERTAIN EUR¬ 
OPEWIDE COVf.RAGE. REPRESENTING U.S. 
DOMcSTIC AND CANADIAN NETWORKS ARE 
NBC, CBS AND CBC...ADD HnRii THE SPEC¬ 
IAL FILMING FOR ED S’lLLIVlN, MIKE 
DOUGLAS, ETC SHOWS...NOTE: ARE WORK¬ 
ING ON EUROVISION SPOT COVERAGE DEST- 

INrD FOR EVENING NEWS PROGRAMS IN AT 
L.-,AST SIX COUNTRIIS-THE FRENCH 
national radio NrTWORK WILL DnDICATi:. 
SIX hours of prime network time to 
REPORTAGE OF MONDAY'S PREMIERE EVENTS 
WHICH BY FAR THii MOST EXTENSIVE EVER. 
OTHER RADIO NETWORKS COVERING LIVE OR 
TAPED TNCL'Dr, STATION EUROPE NUMBER 
11 AND RADIO-LUXrMBOTfRG WHICH BLA^'K- 
ETS FRANCE, GlilMANY AND BENELUX, ALSO 
THE COLOGNE, BffiLIN AND BREMEN STAT¬ 
IONS OF THu GiHMAN NATIONAL NETWORK, 
AND RADIO CORRESPONDENTS OF BBC LON¬ 
DON AND THOSE REPORTING FROM BELGIUM, 
SPAIN, SWITZcilLAND AND CANADA WILL 
FILE ON-SPOT REPORTS. 

PARIS-MATCH SCHEDULED TO DEDICATE 
SPECIAL SUPPLEMENT OF 16 COLOUR PAGES 
TO FILM AND PREMIERE. THIS HIGHLY 

RlGARDED SUPPLEMJlNT is called "MATCH 
UNIVtllS" AND IS Rc^ERVnD FOft MOST IM¬ 
PORTANT EVENTS AND FEATURES OF INTER¬ 
NATIONAL SIGNIFICANCE. ALSO INCLUDED 

MIREILLE MATHIEU, new singing 
sensation of France, whose glor¬ 
ious young voice helped swell the 
fountain of music which ushered 
in "Is Paris Burning?" on the 
evening of October 24th, 

Mile, Mathieu is described as 
the successor to the late Edith 
Piaf, She already has recorded 
two specially-written songs based 
on Maurice Jarre's musical score 
for the big Paramount picture. 
They are "Paris En Colore" and 
"Soldats Sans Armes," 

IS LIFc. MAGAZINE PLAN OF WHICH YOU 
HAVE DETAILS. 

PRESS COVERAGE OF FRANCE SO TREM¬ 
ENDOUS THAT THE INFLUE^ITIAL DAILY LE 
MONDE DEDICATED A COLUMN TO SAME. 

SITUATION IN GERMANY, BELGIUM, 
HOLLAND, SWITZERLAND, SWEDEN LIKE¬ 
WISE. .. .COULD GO ON AND ON BUT TRUST 
THESE DETAILS SUFFICIENT FOR NEWS 
RELEASE WORLDWIDE. Qcu'irx 

Vital 
Contributors to a 
Gigantic Success 

* % % % 
It is manifestly impossible to ^ 
name all of those Continental Pari- 
amounteers and associates whose 
tireless and undeviating efforts 
contributed to the glorious success 
of launching "Is Paris Burning?" 
But here are some whose names must 
be inscribed in this issue of 
Paramount World: 

HENRI MICHAUD, whose unflagg¬ 
ing enthusiasm for more than two 
years inspired every individual 
member of the Continental Division. 

HENRI KLAR3FELD - here, too 
was enthusiasm and dedicated eff¬ 
ort on a scale virtually defying 
description. 

GUENTER SCHACK, who spent many 
weeks away from his Head Office 
desk in New York, and spent them 
tirelessly in Paris and other cap¬ 
itals organizing the many-faceted 
premiere campaign, 

JOSEPH FRIEDMAN, also a trans- 
Atlantic commuter, whose iraprimi- 
teur on all of the plans was true 
22-carat gold. 

JOHN NELSON-SULLIVAN, and all 

of the dedicated members of his 
department, 

ODETTE FERRY and all of her 
wonderful co-workers. 

And_ALAIN DUCHEMIN and the 
"Groups de Paris" in association 
with GEORGES CRAVENNE. 

HIGHSPOTS OF THE FRENCH CRITIQUES 
(France Soir) - "The overriding quality of this great work is its 

truths The film is as authentic and faithful as a newsreel, A fusion of 
rare talent. Should have the immense success which it desemres." 

(Combat) - Two full pages of a wonderful review, 
(Aurore) - "The story is true and the people in it of real flesh and 

blood. Is it a good film? Yes] It is right that today's generation 
should know about this liberation, Clement's film has moments of great 

thrill." 
(Le Figaro) - "Nothing should deter you from going to see this 

picture...." 
(L'Express) - "We welcome this film with respect and gratitude. The 

seriousness of the book and the passion, honesty, force and verve of 
its makers demand admiration. Particularly in the mosaic and the vig¬ 

nettes Clement has left his mark. All here is truel" 
(Le Monde) - "Even better than we had expected." 
(Tele Sept Jours) - "Clement proves again his mastery. He has suc¬ 

ceeded in recreating twenty years later a living document..Film will 

become an immense success, which it deserves," 



Paul Graetz 
.the producer of "Is Paris 
Burning?’, whose internationally 
lamented death almost coinciden¬ 
tally with the completion of 
filming, shocked and saddened a 
world-wide legion of friends, 

% Paul Graetz, a wonderful French- 
\ man, a man who had spent his entire 
J life in the film industry, had been 
^ heart and soul with the project of 
^ filming "Is Paris Burning?" from 
S the moment that the book appeared. 
J He it was who, through his great 
J deeds in France's behalf, helped 
J bring about the unprecedented coop- 
J eration of the authorities which 
^ culminated in the realistic shooting 
\ of the film in the actual wartime 
\ locations. 

^ So it is right and fitting that 
\ wherever in the world "Is Paris 
\ Burning?" is a great success, a mas- 
\,slve share of its credit belongs to 
\ the late, ?reat Paul Graetz. 

p ^ In a rainljimm of 
u , n , words on a very vital 

matter of credit, there should be 
set on the record the massive 
support lent "Is Paris Burning?" 
by President George Weltner in 
the beginning stages of product¬ 

ion, particularly in very early 
1965, when there many doubters 
and faint-hearts. 

Were it not for the vision, 
courage and determination of Mr. 
Weltner, "Is Paris Burning?" might 
never have reached the screens of 
the world. 

All of which should spur our 
deep resolve to make it the great¬ 
est success possible. 
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BEHIND-THE-SCENES STALWARTS 
WHO CONTRIBUTED MIGHTILY 

As in all great and noble projects, there were 
those who, in the vast complex of transforming "Is 
Paris Burning?" into an enormous success potential, 
made contributions of toil, sweat and time far be¬ 
yond the call of duty. We have not been able to 
track all of them down, but here are some whose con¬ 
tributions we are most happy to add to the record: 

At the outset of production, when the 
French authorities and the officials of 
the City of Paris extended their history¬ 
making cooperation for filming in the 

streets and public places, the two assist¬ 
ant directors, Michael Wynne and Yves 
Boisset, made towering contributions to 
the film's realism. They had the terrific 
task of organising all of the extras in 

the streets, the squares and the railroad 
stations. It was a gigantic task and it 
was their tireless, and timeless, work 
which made these important sequences so 
valuable, Wynne even contributed addition¬ 
ally by playing one of the roles himself, 

A man to whom the term 'Miracle work¬ 
er' was applied by our Informant, was 
Louis Wipf. the French production manager, 
who performed absolute miracles in working 
out all of the complicated logistics of 
the picture, included in which was of 
course the organisation of the shooting in 
the streets. 

this unhappy event, lu1»i Luraschi (r) wUh 
Mr. Luraschi had Music dompoaer Maurice Jarr^ 

worked with Mr, Graetz on many of the in¬ 
ternational problems the picture contained, 
and following the producer's passing, he 

followed through and completed the picture 
as an associate producer would. At the 
actual completion, he was in receipt of 
deep and sincere praise from Director Ren^ 

Cldment and Music Composer Maurice Jarre', 
both of whom said that the picture would 
have lacked some of its greatness had it 

not been for Luigi Luraschi's wonderful 
know-how and tact. 

PARIS - A noted visitor to the set of "Is 
Paris Burning?" during early filming was The 
Duke of Windsor, shown here with Leslie Caron 
and Orson Welles. 

A (gracious lady who contributed more to the 
Greatness of "Is Paris Burning?" than the world 
vill ever know about, is Madame Rene' Client, 
very knowledgable wife of the director of the 
masterful film. _ 

A truly massive 
contributor to the 
success of "Is Paris 
Burning?" was Luigi 
Luraschi, who took 

over what was virtu¬ 
ally the post of 
Associate Producer 
following the death 
of Producer Paxil 
Graetz, Prior to 

A contributor of truly 
massive proportions to the 

success of "Is Paris Burning?" 
was chief cutter Bob Lawrence. 

Transplanted temporarily 
from his native Hollywood 
where he has long ranked in the 
top echelon of his profession, 
Bob faced not only the normal 
task of cutting the ace pict¬ 
ure of the decade, but also 

the multi-lingual versions in 
which French and German were 

spoken in addition to bngllsh. 

There was also the massive 
musical problem during the 
scoring, at which time Bob was 
an almost dally commuter bet¬ 
ween Paris and London, since 
the scoring was done in the 
British capital. 



The Director of 
"Is Pans Burning? 

Here's the Man 

Who Did It! 
### Few men indeed can 
make the contribution 
to posterity that ^ 
Frenchman Rene' Cle'ment 
has made with "Is 
Paris Burning?" 

### Dedicated to this 
property from the very 
first moment, his dir¬ 
ection of this endur¬ 
ing film enshr i nes his 
name forever not only 
in the golden pages of 
France's history, but 
in the annals of the 
world. 

Instructing a cameraman on the 
effect he was striving for. 

Briefing Tony Perkins on how to 
become a casualty. 

Telling Alain Delon(r) and Jean- 
Paul Belmondo what he wants. 
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AT RIGHT, one of Amsterdam's 
28 wonderful window displays 
for "Is Paris Burning?" 

EUROPEAN PROMOTION FOR 
"IS PARIS BURNING?” 

AMSTERDAM- This significant 
display (brilliantly lighted at 
nlgnt) in the Singe! Flower 
Quay in the centre of the city, 
eloquently linked Amsterdam's^ 
premiere of "Is Paris Burning?" 
three days after the Paris 
world premiere. 

COPENHAGEN - At left is Mr. 
Korch, Danish publisher of "Is 
Paris Burning?", indicating to 
co-author Dominique Lapierre 
some of the important publicity 
being given the work in the 
heart of this colorful city. At 
right is Paramount's manager 
for Denmark, Michael Barking, 

SEVERAL EUROPEAN 

premieres followed close¬ 
ly on the Paris one. We 
present on this page some 
of the advance planning 
for these premieres. 

BRUSSELS - The background in 
this glimpse of the gala festir- 
Itles attending the premiere of 
"Is Paris Burning?" is the Amb¬ 
assador Theatre's massive poster 
display for the event at Place 
Rogier in the centre of the city. 
Performing, is the band of the 
43rd French Array Battalion of 
Lille, playing French raarches. 

ZURICH - Group conferring on plan 
for the Swiss premiere of "Is Paris 
Burning?'* at the Rex Theatre. In the 
centre is the French Consul General, 

pSnt is Dr. Egger, Counsellor to At 
the Cantonal Government of Zurich. A' 

publicity dlrec- 
° company distrib¬ 

uting the big film in Switzerland. 

STOCKHOLM - Signing a contract for "Is 
Paris Burning?" is Mr. Lennart Frankzen of 
Svensk Film (seated). Standing are Hugo 
Stramer, European sales manager, and Paul 
Flodin, Sweden's general manager. Back to the 
camera at left is Jan Persson, Swedish sales 
manager. 

BELOW 

STOCKHOLM - Prince Bertll 
(who is Sweden's regent when 
the King is away) at the cham¬ 
pagne party witn Mrs, Kenne 
Fant, wife of the managing dir¬ 
ector of Svensk Film. Party was 
one phase of the gay ceremonies 
attending the premiere of "Is 
Paris Burning?" at the Pallad¬ 
ium Theatre, Paramount general 
manager Paul Flodin reports 
that this was the first time in 
history that permission was 
givep by the authorities for 
champagne to be served at i 
film premiere. 
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GLITTERING 
NEW YORK PREMIERE 
TOLD IN P ICTURES 

New York City's Mayor John Lindsay 
and Mrs. Lindsay arrive. 

Paramount Treasurer James H. Rich¬ 
ardson and Mrs, Richardson, at left, 
and Paramount International president 
James E,Perkins and Mrs, Perkins, 

FrOTi left: Martin S, Davis, Mr,and 
Mrs, Charles G, Bluhdoim, Leslie 
Caron and Mrs, Martin S, Davis, 

Exterior of the 
Criterion Theatre as the 
premiere showing of "Is 
Paris Burning?" was ab¬ 
out to begin. 

Much additional evi¬ 
dence of the superb 
coverage of this prem¬ 
iere and the first 
public showing the foll¬ 
owing evening by Ed 
Sullivan and Bob Sulli¬ 
van, will be found on 
Pages 16, 18 and also 
in various other parts 
of the issue. 

Leslie Caron,escorted 
^y public relations exec¬ 
utive Meyer Hutner,enters 
the Criterion past a batt¬ 
ery of press cameras, 

LEFT 
Charles G, Bluhdom, 

chairman of the board of 
Gulf & Western Industries, 
introduces Rene Clement, 
director of the giant film, 
to Edwin L.Weisl,chairman 
of the executive committee 
of Fkram9int. In foreground, 
Mrs, Clement, 

Ccnthued next psige 
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Barney Balaban, chairman of the 
board of Paramount, and Mrs, Balaban 
were among the attendees. 

Paul E, Manhelm, member of the 
Paramount board of directors, with 
Mrs, Manheim, 

Among the many prominent members 
of the theatrical stage who attended 
were Fredric March and his wife, 
Florence Eldredge, 

NEW YORK'S GLITTERING PREMIERE 

The film industry's most honored 
Senior Citizen was certainly not 
going to miss this great premiere. 
So Adolph Zukor was right on hand, 
accompanied by his daughter, Mrs, 
Mildred Loew, 

" IS PARIS 
burning?" has the 
backing of the 
AMERICAN LEGION 

1^ itc % K- % 

The national (U.S.) release of 
"Is Paris Burning?" this Fall is ^ 
being backed «ith the official coop¬ 
eration of The American Legion, 

In a letter to Legion co^ders 
throughout America, J^es F.O Neil, 
publisher of The American Leeion 

1 Magazine, is calling attention to 
the motion picture suggesting that 

' all individual Legion 
1 out the country provide 
' ation for all local premieres of the 

roadshow presentation. 

Further, The American Legion 
,News Service is disseminating the 
story of the release of the film 
stating, "This picture is of special 

interest to everyone, but ^ 
veterans of World War II, wil I 
have unusual significance to those 

[who served with the 
Division since they were the first 
American soldiers to enter Paris upon] 

1 
f 1 

1 
L i 

The authors of "Is Paris Bumin^'^' 
and their wives were proud and happy 
to be at the Criterion premiere. From 
left: Mr, and Mrs, Dominique Lapierre, 
Mr, and Mrs, Larry Collins, 

(More intimate photos by Ed and 
Bob Sullivan on Page 18), 

Mr, and Mrs,James E, 
Perkins, Mr, and Mrs, 
James H. Richardson and 
Mr, and Mrs, Leonard 
Kaufman at the supper 
party following the pre¬ 
miere, 

BELOW 

Tony Perkins,co-star 
of the film, and friend 
at the premiere. 



HOLLYWOOD HAILS 
”IS PARIS BURNING?” 

Debbie Reynolds, chairman of the i 
board of the Thalians (sponsors of 
the premiere) is flanked by Mr, and 
Mrs, Glenn Ford, directors of the or¬ 
ganization. Mr, Ford was one of the «■ 
film's co-stars, 
LEFT 

Exterior of the Warner Hollywood 
the night of the premiere. 

Studio players, attired as Paris¬ 
ian characters, served as ushers for 
the premiere. 

IMPORT Am* ATTENDEES 

Bernard Donnenfeld, Paramount 
vice-president in charge of prod¬ 
uction administration and studio 

operations; Debbie Reynolds and 
Donald O'Connor (.president of The 
Thalians) with m/c Army Archerd; 
Robert Mitchum and Mr. and Mrs, 
Andy Williams, 

AT RIGHT: French Consul General Gerard 
Peres, wife and daughter, ABOVE: Mr, and 
Mrs, Howard W, Koch, AT LEFT: A hearty Gabor 
smile for the crowd from the one and only 
Zsa-Zsa Gabor, 



*: 
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SEEING "PARIS BURNING?" IN NElfk YORK 

Eliot Hyman.presldent 
f Seven Arts Producticns 
rrlves at the premiere 
1th Mrs. Hyman. 

Nw York Mayor John Lindsay and 
Mrs. Lindsay greet producer-director 
Otto Preminger and probably express 
the hope they'll see him producing a 
film in New York soon. 

The sparkling Alliance Francaise gala premiere of 
"Is Paris Burning?" at New York's Criterion Theatre on 
November 9th, and the glittering premiere of the mighty 
film at the Thalians-sponsored premiere at the Warner 
Hollywood Theatre the same evening, were consolidated 
into an hour-long TV programme which was telecast on a 
national TV network the evening of November l6th. 

Paramount International sales 
manager Milton Goldstein (right) with 
Mrs, Goldstein and General Sales Man¬ 
ager Charles Boasberg at the post¬ 
premiere supper party. 

Gulf & Western vice-president and 
secretary Joel Dolkart and wife,left, 
with G&W senior vice-president - in¬ 
vestments - Roy Abbot,Jr.,and wife. 

Production executives Norman 
Flicker and Luigi Luraschi (left and 
centre) with Paramount's legal head 
Leonard Kaufman. 

John H. Palmer, New 
York City's official 
welcomer, with Mrs.Palmer. 

CONSOLIDATED T.V. COVERAGE 
OF N.Y .-HOLLYWOOD PREMIERES 

Golden Nuggets From 
Trade Paper Reviews 
"This is an exciting special, in company 

with the best of the yiorld War II epics," 
said The Film Daily's Gene Ameel; "It looms 
large in terms of Boxoffice." 

Motion Picture Daily's Richard Gertner 
began his report of praise by saying: "That 
old axiom about truth being stranger than 
fiction — and sometimes making a more fasci¬ 
nating and exciting tale — is proved anew by 
the big-scale Paramount-Seven Arts film 'Is 
Paris Burning?'" And he goes on to call the 
picture "A thriller, in fact, par excellence." 
Midway in his report he Injects this highly 
Important note: "Top business can be anticip¬ 
ated by exhibitors from the first roadshow 
engagements in the big cities to the last 
subsequent runs everywhere in years ahead..." 

This was Indeed a star-spangled show, since the TV 
cameras both East and West secured Intenriows with, and 
shots of, the greatest galaxy of film stars ever to 
appear in a show of this kind. 

And the show itself focussed the power and the 
glory of "Is Paris Burning?" on the eyes and the hearts 
of tens of millions of viewers. 

The December issue of Para¬ 
mount World will be just as 
concerned with the U.3.-Canada 
success of Paris Buminj;^?" 
as this November issue has been 
with the International success. 
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'Temporary' 
Dirty Work 

The "dirtying-up" of 
newly-cleaned Paris was one of 
the many unusual assignments 
facing director Rene Clement 
during the filming of "Is 
Paris Burning?" 

A task force under the di¬ 

rection of Clement had to 
re-blacken the most famous Par¬ 
isian landmarks to look as they 

did in 1944. The monuments 
had just been whitened in a 

city-wide clean-up drive, but 
the film crew used washable 

paint so that at the end of 
filming, the landmarks showed 
no trace of the "dirty work". 

New YORK - The Mutual 
Radio Network's electric 
ribbon sign above the 
Criterion Theatre was an 

added plug for "Is Paris 
Burning?" the night of 
the great premiere. 

Among the many items in the voluminous portfolio of 
information and instnictions supplied to the visiting 
members of the press from all over the world, was this 
specially prepared map of Paris showing the historic 
buildings and landmarks which would have been immediately 
destroyed should General Von Choltitz, in August of 1944, 
obeyed Adolf Hitler's monstrous order to "Bum Paris 1" 
It is interesting to note that the building marked at the 
extreme left is the Palais De Chaillot, in which "Is 
Paris Burning?" was world premiered in October of 1966. 

All of these buildings were Illuminated in red during 
during the presentation of the oicture, with the color 
changing to brilliant white as the picture ended, and the 
church bells of Paris began their 'victory' peals. 

PHILADELPHIA - Truly 
wonderful support from 
Air France was this great 
window display in their 
main office here. The show 
was great also for the 
Goldman Theatre's engage¬ 
ment of "Is Paris Burn¬ 
ing? " 

NEW YORK - Second 
night of the Criterion's 
engagement was a tribute 
to the U.S. 4th Infantry 
Division — the American 
force which shared in 
the Liberation of Paris, 
and which provides many 
of the great moments in 
"Is Paris Burning?" 



iTHRlLL OF "IS PARIS BURNING 

PARIS - Mighty band of the 
Garde Republicalne performing 
on the huge stage or the Palais 
de Chaillot in advance of the 
premiere. In the foregroiind, in 
white, facing right, is Mrs. 
Martin S. Davis. In immediate 
foreground is Hr. Henri Michaud 
withTlrs. Michaud seated in 
front of him. 

RIGHT 

Internationally renowned 
singer Yves Montand (aruJco-star 
in the film), singing to all of 
Paris from atop the Eiffel Tower 
during the premiere of "Is Fkris 
Burning?" 

STOCKHOLM - Svensk Film's managing 
director Kenne Fant, Princess Christina, 
Mrs. Fant and Prince Bertil at the 
cahmpagne party oreceding the Palladium 
premiere of "Is Paris Burning?" 

yfilMT 

3—c 

□_c 

th.. Palais de Chaillot with its chief points of interest indicated. In 

others ^Sst^what w^uld he visiting newspapermen and all 
Buminv^" bevan within the^Paffi^f PO^ts of interest as the screening of "Is Paris 
SrS what ft ^ the reverse side of the map was a descript- 
; 4^? 4 moment the screening was ended. All of this was a guide 
to the rM illmination (of what would have happened had Hitler's order been carried out;, and 
to the white illumination which represented the victory of the Liberation. 

BERLIN - A French mili¬ 
tary band playing a ntimber 
of military marches attract¬ 
ed a host of Berliners to 
the Delphi Theatre for the 
colorful premiere of "Is 
Paris Burning?" 

Other sidelights on the 
German engagements of the 
film in the box at bottom of 
this page and on Page 10. 

Nothing Beats 
CABLE TO PERKINS FROM MICH 

"IS PARIS BURNIMG?" COWIN' 

THOUSAND DOLLARS IN PARIS IN 

PROVINCIAL SITUATIONS. IN : 

GROSSES REPRESENT PRACTICAL! 

ANDMENTS". BORDEAUX AND TOU] 

ENTIRE RUN OF "THE TEN COMMA' 

THE FIRST FIVE DAYS HAVE DOU. 

MENTS." IN BRUSSELS THE THIR] 

AMSTERDAM, THE ENGAGEMENT WE 

TUSCHINSKI THEATRE WHICH IS 1 

ED IN ZURICH AND BASLE, THE I 

THE FIRST. IN STOCKHOLM, EQl 

SECOND WEEK PRACTICALLY SAME 

AT VERY FIRM PACE. TOTAL GRO' 



" ENVELOPES EUROPE 

From all directions, by bus, by 
car and on foot, countless thousands 
converged on the Eiffel Tower, one of 
a host of blazing centres of light as 
"Is Paris Burning?" premiered. 

Colonel Lucien Samiguet,at right, 
|3 man who replaced the French flag 

the Eiffel Tower when Paris was 
berated in 1944, presents Larry 
JLlins. co-author of "Is Paris Bum- 
j5?" with a hand-made United States 
iig in one of scores of interesting 
iremonies connected with the premi- 
(3 of the massive film. 

All of the Paris buses were 
'messengers' for the premiere 
of "Is Paris Burning?" One of 
the heroic 'stars' of the film 
— the Cathedral of Notre Darne¬ 
ls in the background. 

(Nov, 14) 

|l UNABATED HAVING EXCEEDED FOUR HUNDRED 
! NETEEN DAYS AND SIMPLY EXPLODING IN 
LE, LYON, NANTES AND NICE THE FIRST 12 
WICE THE ENTIRE RUN OF "THE TEN COMM- 

THE FIRST FIVE DAYS HAVE EXCEEDED THE 
ENTS" BY FORTY PERCENT AND IN REIMS 
D THE ENTIRE RUN OF "THE TEN COMMAND- 
EEKEND IS THE BEST SINCE OPENING, IN 
BE HELD OVER FOR A 4TH WEEK IN THE 
RECEDENTED. SAME SUCCESS BEING REPEAT- 
TER'S THIRD WEEKEND BEING BETTER THAN 
LY VERY STROMS WITH FIRST FIVE DAYS OF 

FIRST WEEK, FINALLY, GERMANY CONTINUES' 

IN 17 DAYS A MASSIVE DM 1,723,513, 

BERLIN - This quite 
inescapable showmanship 
on one of the city's main 
railway viaducts was a 
very important part ofthe 
masterful campaign for 
"-‘-s Paris Burning?" at the 
Delphi Theatre, 

AMSTERDAM - The Royal Circle of the 
Tuschinski Theatre on the occasion of the 
premiere of "Is Paris Burning?" Her Majesty 
Queen Juliana of the Netherlands is in the 
centre of the picture, with Prince Bernhard 
to the right of her. To the left are Mr. and 
Mrs, Joseph Friedman, To the left of the gicture are Leslie Caron and Paramount's 
ontinental director of advertising and pub¬ 

licity, John Nelson-Sullivan. 

BRUSSELS - The gay atmosphere of the banq¬ 
uet following the premiere of "Is Paris Burn¬ 
ing?" at the Ambassador is further highlighted 
by a massive pastry creation symbolizing the 
theme of the great picture. Seated, left to 
right: Mrs, Rene Clement, Count E. de Crouy 
Chanel, French Ambassador to Belgium; co-star 
Leslie Caron and Paramount's manager for Belg¬ 
ium, Paul Delvigne. 
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HOME OFFICE 
NEWS ITEMS 

The Bowling Club's 
Turkey Night was a big 
success, thanks to Bob 
McKeown's unremitting 

public relations campaign- and the Lighthouse 
for the Blind was a winner by a dollar for 
every participant. The turkeys were scheduled 
to be delivered November 22nd, a couple of 
days ahead of the season known as Thanksgiv¬ 
ing .....(And one element of Paramount’s own 
'thanksgiving' this year is a film called "Is 

Paris Burning?"), 
Our 'orange blossom' special this issue 

concerns Paramount International's publicist, 
Paula Levy, who on November 6th became Mrs. 
Cal Gomberg. Wedding took place at the Alli¬ 
son ^use, Manhasset, Long Island. Congratu¬ 
lations, Paula and Cal. 

We just wonder how often Tom Tinson has 
recorded the title, "Is Paris Burning?" see¬ 
ing how there has been an absolute avalanche 
of cables setting forth the gigantic business 
the big picture has been doing abroad. 

Joe Caulfield has asked that we transmit 
his very deep thanks to all who sent messages 
and cards to him during his recent illness. 

A little known item of news is the fact 
that Charles (Chuck) McMains, office manager 
and graphic arts purchasing manager, is able 
to converse very effectively in Arabic. As a 
matter of fact, when you get to know just 
where 'Chuck' was during the war, you might 
expect him to both argue and praise in eight 

or ten languages. And you also would find 
that he also had quite a personal association 
with the events set forth graphically in "Is 
Paris Burning?" 

Paramount Internation¬ 
al's J. William (Bill) 
Piper is back from a col¬ 
orful business journey to 
Ghana and Nigeria on the 
West Coast of Africa. En¬ 
ough happened for him to 
really write a book on 
the film business in that 
part of the world. 

As will have been noted, 
there is a lot of emphasis 
on "Is Paris Burning?" in 
this issue. And no small 
part of that success has 
been due to the wonderful 
work done in Home Office 
by Paramount Internation¬ 
al's advertising and publ¬ 
icity staff under Armand 
Cardea; by-Harry Doldus' 

Catholj c 
Recommend¬ 
ation for 
"A 1 f i e" 

"Alfie," now In nat¬ 
ional release, receives 
a recommendation in the 
current issue of Cath¬ 
olic Film Newsletter. 

The Newsletter re¬ 
commends "Alfle" as 
follows: "A modem rake 
who regards women as 
convenient objects is 
brought to the realixat- 
ion that his way of life 

is senseless. Adxilt thene 
and controversial in 
treatment, the film succ¬ 
eeds as a contemporary 
morality play. Michael 
Caine brilliantly inter¬ 
prets the title role with 
deadpan expression and 
flip Cockney dialogue," 

NiW YORK - In the Criterion Theatre lobby, attending 
the premiere of "Is Paris Burning^", and reading from the 
left: Mr, and Mrs, bmest Sands,T^r, and Mrs, Phil Isaacs, 
Guenter Schack and Charles McMains, 

tireless ace shipping staff; by Don Nathan's 
crack co-v/orkers; by Chuck McMains, Linda 
Lotti and Harry Nadel in the purchasing realm; 
and last but far from least, by Bob Guilfoyle 
who attended to so many arrivals and depart- * 
ures of notables at all of the airports that 
we almost think he should put 727B after his 

.Even at that, we realize that there is 
a host of other great Paramounteers deserving 
mention in connection with "Is Paris Burning?" 

We are delighted to report that Gino Campagnola of 
the Contract Department is again the star of the Medical 
Department's art exhibition. Gino's skill with brush and’ 
pen is even more evident in this new show, which was 
highly commended by Paramount's Medical Officer, Dr.Leon 
J. Warshaw, who is shown with the artist. 

BOB SULLIVAN Photo 

Another Show for Gino 
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NEW YORK - Guenter 
Schack- Paramount IntemaV 
ional's director of adver¬ 
tising and publicity (abo-vre) 
has been elected chairman 
of the international film 
relations committee of the 
Motion Picture Export Asso¬ 
ciation. Election took 
place October 14th at the 
regular monthly luncheon 
meeting at MPEAA headquart¬ 
ers here. 

MACKAY, Australia - A 
novel touch at the "Day 
With Paramount" reception 
was provided by Miss Els- 
peth Shaw, playing the very 
catchy "Alfle" theme song 
on an electric organ, much 
to the delight of guests 
who had just enjoyed seeing 
the film. 

LONDON - In attendance 
at the Variety Clubs premi¬ 
ere of "This Property Is 
Condemned," at the Plaza 
Theatre, were Donald Pever- 
ett, secretary of Paramount 
Film Service,and Mrs, Pev- 
erett. 

Nairobi, East Africa-Henry 
Hathaway (above) has arrived 
here to set up headquarters for 
his filming of "The Last Safari" 
for Paramount. Frank Beetson 
is associate producer, "TheLast 
Safari" is based on Gerald Han¬ 
ley's high adventure novel. 
"Gllligan's Last Elephant,"and 
filming is scheduled to begin 
on December Ist. 

INTERNATIONAL 
PERSONALITIES 
IN PARAMOUNT 
CINEMA EVENTS 

RIO DE JANEIRO, Brazil — 
Arriving for a special screen¬ 
ing of "The Slender Thread" in 
the Einbassy Cinema are United 
States Ambassador The Hon. John 
Tuthill and Mrs. Tuthill. 

NEW YORK - Trio at the Cri¬ 
terion Theatre attending the 
premiere of "Is Paris Buminjj?" 
L to R: Charles G. Bluhdom, 
Edwin L. Weisl, Hy Hollinger. 

NEW YORK - Among those 
lauding the beauty and 
talents of Italian star 
Rosanna Schiaffino, was the 
noted radio and TV commen¬ 
tator, Barry Gray, shown 
here with the co-star of 
"Arrivederci, Babyi" 

LONDON - Shown attend¬ 
ing the Variety Clubs pre¬ 
miere of "This Property Is 
Condemned" at the rlaza 
Theatre are Howard Harris- 
on(l.),managing director of 
Paramount British Pictures, 
and William Perlberg,exec¬ 
utive producer of "Half A 
Sixpence." 

HOLLYWOOD — Jane Fonda 
(above) is the star of the Hal 
Wallis- Paramount production, 
"Barefoot in the Park." The 
film, which stars Robert Red- 
ford opposite Miss Fonda, began 
production in Paramount Studio 
on October 31st. Mis ) Fonda, a 
native of New York City,recently 
completed a starring role in 
Otto Preminger’s "Hurry Sundown" 
for Paramount. 

ADELAIDE, Australia - Para- 
motint managing director Robert 
L. Graham with three of the im¬ 
portant ladles who attended the 
recent "A Day With Paramount" 
fimction here. They are, from 
left - Adelaide's Lady Mayoress, 
Mrs. Walter Bridgland: Mrs. 
Denis Kiley, wife of Paramount 
mauiager Denis Kiley, and the 
secretary to the Lady Mayoress, 
Mrs. Z. Hamilton. 

TORONTO - Following a 
fine period of ParamOTint 
service, Helena Lelkeim has 
left the Corajsany for Canad¬ 
ian Government service in 
the North West Territories, 
Above, Mickey Stevenson, 
Paramount general manager 
for Canada makes a presen¬ 
tation to Helena on behalf 
of the staff, all of whom 
wish her the best of good 
fortune in her new field. 

AMSTERDAM - Leslie Caron, 
here for the gala premiere of 
"Is Paris Burning", meets Van 
Clibum, famous young America! 
pianist,here for the Grand 
Gala du Disque Classique Mus¬ 
ic Festival. 
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HOLLYWOOD - Among the broadcast¬ 
ers of music (disc jockeys) who were 
brought here by Otto Preminger to ob¬ 
serve at first hand the care and pre¬ 
cision of scoring *^r. Preminger's 
"Hurry Sundown," was Tony Thomas of 
C.B.C. Toronto, here shown recording 
some of the great director's motion 
picture philosophy. 

? NbW YORK - On Monday, October 31, 
Monsignor Thomas F. Little, who only 
recently retired as executive secret 
tary of the National Catholic Office 
for Motion Pictures, was given a tes¬ 
timonial luncheon by the film indus¬ 
try. Mon si 
at left, w 

37 t 
or Little is shown above 

h Paraimount board chair¬ 
man Barney Balaban, at right, and 
celebrated national broadcaster Ed 
Herlihy. 

INTERESTING PARAMOUNT 
EVENTS IN THE 

U.S.A. and CANADA 

NEW YORK - Rosanna 
Schiaffino certainly illum¬ 
ined J.F.Kennedy Airport as 
she arrived for publicity 
work on "Arrlviderci, Baby*." 
in which she co-stars with 
Tony Curtis. 

Joseph H. Hazen (at left) 
with Hal Wallis. 

JOSEPH HAZEN 
EXHIBITS ART COLL¬ 
ECTION AT HARVARD 

A group of 115 paintings and sculp¬ 
ture from the collection of Joseph H. 
Hazen, went on exhibition at the Fogg 
Art Museum, Harvard University,Cambrid¬ 
ge, Mass., on October 18th. Mr. Hazen, 
as we all know so well, is associated 
with Hal B. Wallis in motion picture 
production, including the forthcoming 
"Barefoot in the Park" and "Easy Come, 
Easy Go." 

The exhibition features the work of 

European and American artists of the past 

100 years including Picasso, Modigliani,Van 

Gogh, Toulouse-Lautrec, Braque, de Kooning, 

Giacometti, Lipchitz, Daimler, Dufy, Gris, 

Degas, Kandinsky, Miro,Pollock and Rouault. 

The exhibit marks the first time the Hazen 
Hilliard Gunn Jack Heaps Al Arnold Reg Plumb 

Famous Players Canadian 
25- and 4C-Year Club Members 

Pete Moran 

Mono re(^ 

collection is being shown as a group; prev¬ 

iously objects were loaned Individually. 

The nucleus of the exhibition, which 
will remain at the Fogg Museum through Dec¬ 
ember 1, is a group of over 40 works which 

RcGINA, Saskatchewan - When Famous Play¬ 
ers Canadian president R. W. Bolstad was here 
recently, he presided over the induction cer¬ 
emonies at which he presented 25th Club awards 
and silver trays for 40 years of continuous 
service to the Company. 

Inducted into the 25 Year Club were Hill¬ 
iard Gunn, manager of the Capitol Theatre, 
Regina; Jack Heaps, manager of the Metropol¬ 
itan Theatre, Regina and Al Arnold, project¬ 
ionist in the Daylight Theatre, Saskatoon. 

Presented with sterling trays for 40 years 
of service were Reg Plumb, manager of the 
Capitol. Saskatoon; Pete Moran, projectionist. 
Metropolitan, Regina and Jack Garvey, projec¬ 
tionist, Metropolitan, Regina. Mr. N. Moran 
accepted the tray for Mr. Garvey, who was on 
vacation* John Ferguson, supervisor for 
the Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta dist¬ 
rict, assisted Mr. Bolstad in the ceremonies. 

were shown this summer at the Israel Museum 
in Jerusalem. This smaller group of art 

treasures will then travel to the Art Gall¬ 
eries at U.C.L.A., to the University Art 

Museum at Berkeley, California, the Museum 
of Fine Arts in Houston and to the Honolulu 
Academy of Fine Arts in Hawaii. 

Mr. Hazen bought his first paintings — 
the works of early 20th Century artists — 
in the late 1940's. 

” T ace raramount mb- 
lic relations specialists confer on 

personal appearances cf 
Italian star Rosanna Schiaffino ("Ar- 
tduring her stay in 

Richaru brooKs, 
Q ^rieoman, Steve 
Schiffraan, * 
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"A DAY WITH PARAMOUNT" 
NOW TRULY AN AUSSIE 
’ INSTITUTION' 

The name of Paramount Pictures has ever 
been at peak height in Australia. But in 
the past few years, with his introduction 
of the nation-wide observance of "A Day 
With Paramount," Robert L, Graham,managing 
director, has given the company even greater 
industry stature. 

ADriATDb - Over 200 key exhibitors, 
medii identities and prominent citiz¬ 
ens attended this city's "A Day With 
Paramount" recently. Shown here with 
Paramount's manaein^ director Robert 
L. Graham (at left) are Irving Ceok, 
3.A. general manager of Greater Union; 
Hugh Wallis of Wallis Drive-in Theat¬ 
res; Harbourline drive-in Ralph Turner; 
Paramount's general sales manager Jack 
b-dwards; Wallis Drive-ins Tcny Azzcpard. 

ADrXATDh - Another Ray group help- 
inp celebrate "A Day With Paramount" 
included g.s.m. Jack tdwards. Celebr¬ 
ity Theatres manaRing director Harry 
Wren, Hostess Geraa, Channel 7 Bob 
Mocrs, Hostess Marion. Maiestic Thea¬ 
tre manager Charles (chic) Arnold,and 
Paramount's South Australian manager 
Denis Kiley. 

ADELAIDE - The South Australian 
Police Band, followed by the London 
bus of "Alfle," swines up King Wlllian 
Street to the Majestic Theatre premi¬ 
ere of the "Michael Caine starrer. 

MACKAY - The team presenting "A 
Day With Paramount" in Northern 
Queensland about to fly to the Great 
Barrier Reef's Brampton Island where 
a national tie-up was arranged for 
the coming release of Hal Wallis' 
"Paradise, Hawaiian Style," providing 
holiday prizes for all Australian 
states on the Island paradise. About 
to board the Piper aircraft are Para¬ 
mount's Qiieensland manager Roy Chest- 
erman (second left), managing direc¬ 
tor Robert L. Graham, general sales 
manager Jack Edwards, advertising and 
publicity manager Alan Wardrope. At 
extreme left is Mackay exhibitor and 
businessman Jim Taylor and at right, 
the Piper's pilot. 

ADELAIDE - Paramount's g.s.m.Jack 
Edwards (L), Sth. Aust. manager Denis 
Kiley, and Harry Wren,governing dir¬ 
ector of Celebrity Theatres (3rd from 
right) with ADS7 star Angela Stacey. 
Girl of the Year Rosemary Leedum and 
•London' characters who added a gay 
touch to Maiestic oremlere of "Alfie, 

OH raramount's nosi, rtooen 
L.Graham, with Far Northern Theatres 
directors at local observance of "A 
Day With Paramount." From left: A.T. 
Covacevlch, chairman of directors; 
Mr. Graham. Hawaiian hostess Olga, 
managing director Far Northern Thea¬ 
tres Bill Maloney, hostess Margaret, 
and directors H.5.Williams and Keith 
Smith. 

- ... 
Bium LOVES BfftPS ' 

VoTe FoRAlPit 
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EUROPE 

BERLIN - The City Theatre in this city's 
Europacenter save inescapable prominence to its. attr- 
raction when that attraction was Natalie Wood in 
Paramount's "This rrof)erty Is Condemned." Display 
also played up the audience-attractiveness of the 
film's German title. 

HOLLYWOOD - The title of the picture In production is "The 
Busy Body," and despite the relaxed atmosphere of this partic¬ 
ular photograph, producer William Castle (in centre, and the 
most relaxed of all), was even then turning it into one of the 
swiftest, screamingest and most saleable gangster mystery- 
comedies of the year. Relaxee at right is none other than Par¬ 
amount's general manager in Italy, Pilade Levi; relaxee at the 
left is one of the film's stars, Sid Caesar; and of course the 
charming lady — and the only one who really looks as though 
she is working — is Rose Goldstein, expert head of Paramount 
International's studio department. 

"The Spy" Sets 
Johannesburg 
Records 

Rhapsodic word from Ronald 
Dwyer, Paramount representative 
in the Republic of South 
Africa, Indicates that "The 
Spy Who Came In From The Cold," 
in its first week in both the 
Capri and International Theat¬ 
res, should set all-time rec¬ 
ords in both houses. 

MILAN — A world-renowned 
symbol of greatness serves as an 
imposing background to two pub¬ 
lic relations advertising vehi¬ 
cles touring Italy in behalf of 
"Nevada Smith." 

ATHENS - Internationally renowned 
cinema magnate Savas Pylarings and 
Mrs, Pylarinos are hosts to *r. and 
Mrs, Yeah Guan Yew, of the Cathay Org- 
anisation of Singapore,who were on 
their way around tne world. Scene is 
the famous "Greek Tavema," where the 
▼isitors. in the words of Mr. Pylari¬ 
nos, "liKed the place,, the Greek nuslc 
and particularly our popular bouzoukia," 

"NEVADA SMITH" GIVES 
SPAIN A PRECEDENT 

WHEN "NEVADA SMITH" opened simultaneously in 7 
(seven!) cinemas day-and-date in Madrid, it mad6 
history of the topmost order. At the end of the first 
week further history was made when European sales 
manager Hugo Stramer cabled Paramount International 
sales manager Milton Goldstein: 

FIRST WEEK "NEVADA SMITH" MADRID JUST FANTASTIC 
WITH A GROSS REPRESENTING BY FAR THE BIGGEST FIRST 
WEEK'S BUSINESS WE EVER HAD. HAPPY TO ADVISE PICT¬ 
URE CONTINUES SECOND WE1.K IN SEVEN THEATRES. 

STOCKHOLM - Preparing the 
champagne which was served to 
every person attending the pre¬ 
miere of "Is Paris Burning?" at 
the Palladium Theatre. 

AT TOP 
Exterior of the Palladium the 

night of the premiere, with 
Paul Graetz and Renrf Cl6nent 
the marquee-featured names. 



NEW YORK - Rosanna Schlaff-^ 
Ino, co-star of "Arrivedercl, 
Babfl" at the press reception 
given here in her honor. With 
her is Joe Miyasaki, of the 
celebrated Japanese film magaa- 
ine Eiga-No-Tonio. 

SINGAPORE - Miss Joan Booty (extreme right) 
principal of the Joan Booty School of Modelling 
and Charm, and four of her models in the Fashicn 
Show presented at the Cathay Cinema during the 
premiere of "Nevada Smith." Show was called 
"Eastern Fashions With Western Influence." 

BAMSKOK - Here's evidence 
porting to the fact that the 
stunning front-of-house shovnian- 
ship at the Paramount Theatre 
has reach^ the point where it 
almost tops the top of the the¬ 
atre itself. 

.Here is a close-up of the 
superb art work that the house 
produced in the case of the 
towering record-breaker,"Nevada 
Smith." In reporting this en¬ 
gagement (during which the Par¬ 
amount Theatre did 120% of ab¬ 
solute capacity). Far East div¬ 
ision manager S.A.Henriksen 
said: "'Nevada Smith' is doing 
fantastic business in Bangkok. 
It would have done, anyway, but 
(Paramount manager) Chana's 
campaign certainly helped enor¬ 
mously." 

FAR EAST 

SINGAPORE - Screen News for 
October devoted its cover to 
the above very effective layout 
of scenes from Paramount's 'This 
Property Is Condemned." But 
that was only part of the Para¬ 
mount coverage. There were film 
previews of "Assault On A Queen" 
and "Nevada Smith," a star pro¬ 
file on Steve McQueen, a layout 
on "Thirteen Lovelies from 'The 
Swinger'" and a color portrait 
of John Wayne in "El Dorado." 

SINGAPORE - This Impressive, locally painted 
sign for "Nevada Smith" dominated the junction of 
Grange and Orchard Roads for k weeks prior to the 
rip-rousing opening of the Western thriller at the 
Cathay and Palace Theatres, and remained there all 
through the highly successful engagements. 

At the end of the third week of "Nevada 
Smith" in Taipei, Taiwan, Paramount manager 
Andrew T. Fan reported that the film had regis¬ 
tered the third all-time Paramount gross, rank¬ 
ing with "The World of Suzie Wong" and "The Ten 
Commandments." 

In Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, despite the mon¬ 
soon, the opening of "Nevada Smith" at the 
Cathay broke the towering record which had been 
established by "The Carpetbaggers." Paramount 
manager Yuan Kao reported that an extended run 
was assured by the excellent audience reaction 
and the brisk pace of advance bookings. The 
picture was even then continuing its highly 
successful runs in Singapore at the Cathay and 
Palace Theatres. 

Meanwhile, the wonderful pace at the Capi¬ 
tol and Galaxy Theatres in Manila was proof 
that the Philippines fans were going for "Nevada 
Smith" in continuing record-breaking fashion. 

Bangkok's 
Biggest Week 1 

On the basis of rousing 
revenue reports from manager 
Chana Chaikijkarana, it is 
a matter of record that the 
week ending October 8th was 
"the biggest week Paramount 
has ever had in Thailand." 

A contributing factor in 
this happy state of affairs 
was the overwhelming public 
response to "Nevada Smith." 

Paramount International 
president James E. Perkins 
sent his congratulations to 
the Paramounteers of Thailand 
from Paris. 



PARAMOUNT 
EVENTS IN LATIN 

AMERICA 

RIO DE JANEIRO - Notables at the special show¬ 
ing of "The Slender Thread" for opinion-makers and 
critics at the Einbassy Theatre, (L to R) Valerio 
de Andrade (Vis'ao), Oswaldo Rocha (Director of Par¬ 
amount publicity), Ld’a Maria (social columnist of 
Jomal Do Brasil), Hart Sprager (Motion Picture 
Officer, U.S.Embassy) and Octavio Bonfim (noted 
Brazilian Journalist of Jomal Do Brasil). 

Michael Caine to Host 
’*Alfie” Screening at 
Acapulco Film Festival 

* 

Michael Caine, who stars in "Alfie," will 

host the showing of the Paramount release at this 
year’s Acapulco (Mexico) Film Festival on Satur¬ 
day night, November 19th. 

"Alfie" is the official British entry to the 
Festival. 

Caine will also host a post-screening press 
party the morning following the showing of "Alfie," 
The young actor will be representing Paramount, 
and also will be a member of the British film 
delegation at the Festival, 

While in Acapilco, Caine will be the subject 
of a press conference for the gathered world Jour¬ 
nalists at which he will discuss his roles in 
"Alfie" as well as "Funeral in Berlin" and Otto 
Preminger's "Hurry Sundown." 

BUENOS AIRES - Front 
of the Normandie as 
"Hollywood A1 Deanudo" 
("The Oscar") began a 
highly successful engag¬ 
ement at this renowned 
cinema. 

The exciting and 
contemporary picture was 
given a spirited show¬ 
manship campaign, inclu¬ 
ding a host of window 
tie-ups in top-rate bus¬ 
iness stores. 

RIO Dii JANEIRO - ^e-filling 
display for "The Spy Who Came 
In From The Cold" in the main 
window in K.L.M.'s downtown es¬ 
tablishment. It tied in hand¬ 
somely with the wonderful busi¬ 
ness the picture was doing in 
local city release. 

NEW YORK - Here on her 
special personal appearance tour 
in connection with "Arrlvedercl, 
Baby]" co-star Rosanna Schiaff- 
ino meets Gonzalo de Palaclo, 
veteran correspondent of sever¬ 
al Latin American publications, 
including Vanidades, and also 
of Silvetas of Spain, 

BOGOTA, Colombia - This 
badly wrecked Volkswagen was 
used in the city of Pereira to 
very good showmanship effect in 
the Interests of the Napoles 
Theatre and its successful film 
attraction, "Red Line 7000." 
The car was painted red, and 
placed in the window of the lo¬ 
cal Volkswagen agency, Alma- 
cenes y Talleres Auto Europe. 
It was placed there as the bas¬ 
is of a contest, in which the 
public was asked to guess the 
cost of restoring the car to 
perfect condition. Passes to the 
winners were provided by Alma- 
cenes y Talleres. The passesand 
the envelopes containing them 
bore the title of the Paramount 
plcttire in large red letters. 
According to Paramount manager 
Victor Cortes, the promotion 
was so successful tnat "Red Line 
7000" outgrossed a top-flight 
Ginatra picture which was rel¬ 
eased in Pereira at the sanetime. 

RIO DE JANEIRO - One of the 
many top bookstores in this 
city tielng in effectively with 
the highly successful engage¬ 
ment of "The Spy Who Came In 
From The Cold.'' The picture 
played day-and-date in several 
of Rio's top theatres. 

HOLLYWOOD - Sid Caesar, co- 
star of William Castle's Para¬ 
mount production, "The Busy 
Body," greets Mr. and Mrs. Al¬ 
fredo Garcia, newspaper corres¬ 
pondents from Mexico and Argen¬ 
tina on the set of the mystery 
comedy picture. 



LOVDON - During his recent visit here, 
Paramount International president James E. 
Perkins presented 25-Year Club watches and 
membership insignia to several Paramotinteers 

of Great Britain, ^e is shown here (centre) 
in the office of Russell W. Hadley, Jr.,man¬ 
aging director (at left) with three of the 
new members. 

Second from left is Max Gayton, general 
manager of the Plaza Theatre. Second from 
right is %rman Pratt, London branch manager. 
He Joined Paramount in 1941 as booker, made a 
salesman in 1949 a.nd promoted to manager in 
1964. At right is Mrs. E. Frost, of head 
office l»cndon Branch, 

The other British Paramounteers who were 
elected to membership this year, are: Mr.H. 
McGuinness, Dublin branch manager, who Joined 
the company as office manager, graduated to 
salesman and was then promoted to his present 
position; Mrs. M. Smaridge, a member of the 
maintenance staff in Liverpool branch, and 
Mrs. F, Ansell, who acts in the same capacity 
in London branch. 

OBERif 
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BRITISH FANS SEEING EARLY 
'MINTING'CF "HALF A SIXPENCE" 

EASTBOURNE - British actor Dirk Bogarde, a fancier of old 
automobiles, got a thrill visiting this location during the film¬ 
ing of "Half A Sixpence." A large section of the resort's beach¬ 
front had been altered to the era of the turn of the century,into 
which the vintage car fitted. Director George Sidney is at the 
wheel and producer Charles H.Schneer is standing on the ininnlng 
board, (Remember when cars had ninning-boards?). 

MANY OF ENGLAND’S most noted tourist areas have 
been taking a trip backward in time because of a new 
motion picture. 

The reason for this time-spanning face-lift is the 
filming of the George Sidney-Charles H, Schneer product¬ 
ion of "Half A Sixpence," currently before the cameras 
in England, with Tommy Steele starred* 

The story of Kipps, a young Cockney draper 
who inherits a fortune and moves awkwardly into 
English society during the Victorian Era, "Half a 
Sixpence" is being filmed almost entirely on loca¬ 
tion, necessitating monumental efforts by the pro¬ 
duction crew to insure authenticity of the period. 

Charged with responsibility for creating an 
expansive turn-of-the-century setting, which forms 
the background for the F&ramount film are Ted 
Haworth and Deter '"urton, production desirner and 
art director respectively. 

Exuberant, boisterous musical and dance rou¬ 
tines, choreographed by Gillian Lynne, are being 
filmed against the vintage landscapes designed by 
the "Half a Sixpence" team, whith all traces of 
modernity removed. 

Filming began September 19 in oasthourne, 
where a central section of the city's promenade 
and beach was antiquated with the installation of 
studio 'gas' lamps, horse buses and a vivid array 
of bathing machines and tents on the sand. 

A sprinkling of period cars — including a 
top vintage 1902 Thorneycroft Double Phaeton and a 
1903 Vauxhiall from Lord Yontagu's Beaulieu Car 
Museum — added authenticity to the scene. 

"I'm Hot Talking To You" is the song perform¬ 
ed by the film's To,'rimy Steele and Julia Foster in 
this setting. 

The re-creation of a spectacular Regatta, a 

(Continued bottom of next column) 

LONDON - Exterior cf 
the stalwart Plaza as 
"This Property Is Conde¬ 
mned" gala-premiered in 
aid of the Variety Clubs 
of Great Britain. 

BELOW 

The film's star, Nat¬ 
alie Wood, was there acc¬ 
ompanied by the film's 
dilator, Sydney Pollaclt 
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NEWS OF THE PARAMOUNT 
SUB S 1 0 1 ARIES 

PARIS SMILES 
Wofd* by MY LIVINGSTON ond RAY EVANS My»ic by MAURICE MRRE 

Cover of the Famous Musfc Corporation's 
publication, "Paris Smiles," comfiosed by 
Maurice Jarre, composer of the entire music¬ 
al score for "Is Paris Bumln^^?" 

THE FILMING OF "HALF A SIXI^ENCE” 
(Continued from preceding page) 

festive River Fete in »ihich oarsman Kipps climaxes 

the day with a magnificent win at the river finish¬ 

ing post, was shot at Oxford (on the grounds of 

the Divine Mercy Collegej and Henley on Thames. 

Bunting and flags decorated the scene. Come three 

hundred skiffs and punts and several steam launch 

museum pieces (including one'Pierette' belonging 

to a private owner which is insured for f(l0,000; 
were utilized. 

At Oxford, a number of College barges were 

used for river scenes in addition to hundreds of 
other small craft. 

A quiet Georgian backwater in the Pantiles 

area of Tunbridge Vrfells was also invaded by the 

film unit for a number of key scenes. I'ere a 

cluster of shops became "Shalford's emporium" — 

the place where Kipps works before he comes into 

money. An antique shop, shoe makers and florists 

were taken over to be altered to match the period. 

Months of searching preceded the discovery of 

the period clothes, underclothing and general 

merchandising which dress the draper's shop where 

Kipps, played by Tommy Steele, is seen in the 
opening sequences of the film. 

Starring Steele as Kipps, the George Sidney- 

Charles H. Schneer color and Panavision production 

also stars Julia Foster and Penelope Horner. Pro¬ 

duced by Charles H. Schneer and directed by George 

Sidney with '//illiam Perlberg as executive producer, 

"Half a Sixpence" is a Paramount release. 

Famous Music Corporation's cover to the 
Andre Previn theme song of 

The Swinger," Paramount's bold and breezy 
comedy designated "The bunnlest picture of 
the year!" 

A crisis w'^lch might 
mean the necks of both... 
Michael Caine and Oscar 
Homolka face up to the 
facts of life - and death>- 
In a climactic scene In 
"Funeral In Berlin," 

CONTRACTS 
. . .AND CASTINGS 

Dot’s 
’’Alt I e” 
Record 
Dot Records has ann¬ 

ounced that Billy 

Vaughn's recording of 

the: title song from 

Paramount's "Alfie" has 

passed the 200,000 

sales mark. 

"Alfie" has been re¬ 

corded by ]] diffurent 

artists, making the 

Burt Bachrach-Ha] David 

song one of the most 

recorded title tunes 

from a motion picture. 

Paris BURNING ? 

Another Famous Music 
Corporation publication 
from "Is Paris Bumin^f;" 
Is Maurice Jarre's 'love 
Theme," a melody you are 
going to be hearing for 
a very long time to cane. 

Bbidooie. 

William Castle 

Producer-director 
William Castle has 

signed an important new 
pact with Paramount 
Pictures calling for a 
minimum of four features 
to be made in the next 
two years. It was ann¬ 
ounced by Howard W.Koch, 
vice president and stu¬ 
dio and production head. 

Academy-Award winner 
Charlton Heston will 
star in "Will Penny," a 

unique Western drama to be produced indep¬ 
endently by Fred bngel and Walter Seltzer. 
Picture will be directed by Tom Cries, who 
makes h1s first feature film directorial 

assignment after a distinguished career in 
television. Heston, who was 
honored with an Oscar in 
1959 for "Ben Hur," will 
play the title role,a root¬ 
less cowhand in frontier 
Montana. 

David Winters has been 
signed by Hal Wallis as the 
choreographer for the Elvis 
Presley musical romance, 
"Easy Come, Easy Go." 

Another important cast Heston 

member in the Presley film is Elsa Lanch- 
ester, who will portray a yoga Instn^ctor. 
And Frank McHugh, marking his 150th film 
character, will portray, in the same film, 
a sea captain who hates the water. 

Veteran actor James Whitmore has a co- 
starring role in the Blake Edwards comedy- 
western, "Waterhole No. 3," for Paramount 
release. The picture stars James Coburn 
and Margaret 31ye. 

Slvl Aberg, who was Miss Sweden In the I'jbk 
Miss Universe contest, has a featured role with 
Elvis Presley in Hal Wallis' production, "Easy 
Come, Easy Go".Angela Dorian has an Import¬ 
ant co-starring role in the thrilling Paramount 
outdoor adventure-drama "Chuka." The film,which 
stars Rod Taylor, John Mills, Luclana Paluzzl, 
Ernest Borgnlne and James Whitmore, is already 
before the cameras In Utah. Miss Dorian portrays 
a young Mexican heiress who is trapped in a 
prairie fort during an Indian attack. 

Lloyd Bridges will star In the Ivan Tors 
production, "The Unkillables," an underwater 
adventure-drama for Paramount release.. Picture 
will be produced at Tors' Miami Studios In 
Florida, Tors already has filmed "Cowboy In 
Africa" and "Gentle Ben" for Paramount release. 
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THERE IS NO 
SUBSTITUTE FOR 

PHILADhiPHIA - TWA, in the 
main city office in Penn Center, 
latched onto an Interesting 
slant In tylnp; In with the Par¬ 
amount thriller, "Seconds," at 
the Randolph Theatre. 

PHILADEILPHIA - Another fine 
piece of local promotion for 
"Seconds" was tnls window in the 
popular Sam Goody's record and 
phonoj^raph store. 

LONDON - This fetching pos¬ 
ter in the Underground stations 
was part of the effective show- 
raansnlp campaign for "This 
Property is Condemned" at the 
Plaza Theatre. 

Paperbacks I f 

For the showmanship-minded 
there are splendid motion pic¬ 
ture paperback editions of 

"The Swinger" and "Seconds." 
Both have covers tied in with' 
the Paramount productions, 
and both are illustrated with 
scenes from the respective 
films. 

"Seconds" is published by 
Signet; "The Swinger" by Dell. 

BELOW 

NEW YORK - Right in a top spot 
on this city's Fifth Avenue is one 
of the most important tie-ups with 
the Criterion Theatre's engagement 
of "Is Paris Burning?" The spot is 
the main window of Thomas Cook's - 
the world's pre-eminent travel agaiqjr. 

SINGAFORr, - The Cathay Organisation's 
celebrated Cathay Theatre found an imaglnat- 
ivelv effective way of dramatizing "Nevada 
Smith" as a 'giant' of a picture. This very 
spectacular teaser campaign began two weeks 
in advance of the film's opening and was a 
100^ catchword throughout SlngaT)ore by the 
time the Paramount picture opened. 

ED SULLIVAN Photo 

the 7 towering importance of 
the Dutch premiere of "Is Pari^ ^ 
the Tuschlnskl Theatre resulted f 
30 wonderful window tlelup,, ^ Slch 
above, on a main city street, ^^0^2. 
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Flashed World-wide 
Even as the great film was being shown[ 

-at the Palais De Chaillot, outstanding 
jglimpses of the premiere festivities were 

i^being radioed to newspapers in New York, 
^London, Sydney, Tokio and scores of other 
5metropolii throughout the world. 

This is how the Paris Opera House app¬ 
eared as the simulated red flames turned to 
the white light of victory. Many other great 
landmarks — Notre Dame, the Eiffel Tower, 
Sacre Coeur among them — staged the same 
demonstration of triumph simultaneously. 

The Eternal Flame beneath the Ar,ch, the 
white flame of Liberation atop it. Such was 
the Arc de Triomphe on this great night. 

(NOTE; The above are radioed photographs and as 
such are merely representational. Other and more 
precise photographs of these phases of the pre¬ 
miere will be found elsewhere in this issue). 

NOW. • • • 

Let's get back 
to the Internationa] 

Impact of 
"IS PARIS BURNING?" 



Howard W. Koch, centre, with co-star James 
Cobum and director Williaun Graham on location 
during the filming of "Waterhole ITo. 3." 

HOWARD KOCH BECOMES 
INDEPENDENT PRODUCER 

U.S. BRANCH NEWS 

Arrivederci, Ernie! 
MINNEAPOLIS - On Friday, September 23, we 

bid Arrived ere i to Lmie Lund, who has retired. 

Before the day was over, Ernie was the proud 

owner of a sprightly cocker puppy presented to 

him by his fellow employees. Ernie had been with 

Paramount for 37 years, and we know that his 

habit of coming to the office will not easily 

be broken. We expect to see a lot of him and his 
new charge shown above. 

- Bcrmle Ljmeh 

JACKSONVILLE have had the pleasur* 

of screening four outstanding features lately: 
"Seconds", "Alfie", "The Swinger", and 

"Arrivederci, Baby". Everyone present at each 

screening seemed to have enjoyed the pictures 
very much. 

Cecilia //eeks, ledger clerk went home to 

Bermuda last month to visit her family. She 
said she had a very enjoyable trip. 

/.e're happy to welcome Aalter Mock back 

with us as booker, replacing Bob Stevens, who 

we hated to see leave. Good Luck to both of 
them. 

- Bob Mike 11 

Paramount Pictures 
Corporation and How¬ 
ard W.Koch, vice- 
president and studio 
and production head, 
announced Kovember 9 
that they have reach¬ 
ed a joint agreement 
to amend his contract 
with the company. 

Under the new errangenent, 
Kooh will relinquish his post as 
head of the studio to form his 
own Independent production comp¬ 
any. He will personally produce 
three major motion pictures for 
Paramount, starting with the film 
version of the Broadway comedy 
hit, "The Odd Couple." 

Koch said that his decision 
'to stop down from the direction 
of the studio was based entirely 
on his personal preference to 
fToduce motion pictures. Prior bo 
Joining Paramount In 1964, he had 
been Involved In Independent pro¬ 
duction for almost 30 years. In¬ 
cluding his executive vlce- 
prosldency at Sinatra Enterpri¬ 
ses, where ho produced many of 
Frank Sinatra's most successful 
films. 

Paramount and Koch have also 
agreed that he will continue 
with the company as a consultant 
and devote a substantial amount 
of his time to this assignment. 
The change commenced November 21. 

RIGHT 

NEW YORK - Evening of 
press preview, this Con- 
Edison.steam eruption in 
Times Square, right outsirfc: 
the Criterion Theatre,gave 
a remarkable touch of real¬ 
ism to "Is Paris Burning?" 

MORE NOTABLES AT 
NEW YORK PREMIERE 

David N. Judelson, Crulf & Western 
executive vice-president and Mrs, 
Judelson entering the Criterion for 
the "Is Paris Burning?" premiere. 

The Hon. Arthur Goldberg. United 
States Ambassador to the United Nat¬ 
ions. and Mrs. Goldberg led the dip¬ 
lomatic delegation to see the great 
film on the regaining of freedom. 

BOB SULLIVAN Photo 
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MORE PARAMOUNT 
EVENTS IN EUROPE 

[George Weltner in Rome 

Mr, Weltner addressing the gathering in Span¬ 
ish, and obTlously with humor. Seated at left are 
Eitel Monaco and rilade Levi. Partly hidden by Mr. 
Weltner's expressive hand Is William Fralei^h'. 

Following the Paris premiere of "Is Paris 
Burning?" Paramount president George Weltner was 
honored guest at a MPEA luncheon in Rome, where 
many salutes and tributes were accorded him by 
Italian film notables. Host for the occasion was 
Loo Hochstetter, MPEA representative in Rome. 

During the course of the luncheon, Cavaliere 
del Lavoro Italo Gemini, president of AGIS, sal¬ 
uted Mr, Weltner as the man who made possible 
the first Italo-American motion picture agreement 
since the war. Awocato Eitel Monaco contributed 
another salute by adding that Mr. Weltner made 
the relationship between the Italian and American 
motion picture industries a very close one "which 
bore rich fruits to everyone's benefit," 

Mr. Weltner, responding in Spanish, thanked 
all present for their wonderful friendship over 
the years and mid that he hoped to keep on coming 
back to Italy as often as possible. In particular 
he wished a man (who certainly did not expect it), 
for "his loyalty to Paramount, for his honesty 
and for his friendshifj'— namely Pilade Levi,Par¬ 
amount's general manager for Italy, 

Among those present, in addition to Messrs 
Monaco and Gemini, were - Scialuna Sprge. from 
the Ministry of Entertainment, Fralelgh from the 
United States Embassy, Stoddard from uSIS, Amatl 
from the Exhibitors Ass'n, Paramount executives, 
the American and Italian press. Franco Crlstaldi, 
the Motion Picture Producers president, American 
producer Jack Rose, South African exhibitor John 
Schleslnger, and several officials of the Italian 
film industry. 

Here are, from 1, to r,: South Africa's John 
Schleslnger, George Weltner, host Leo Hochstetter 
and Luigi Baralni, Jr,, Journalist and author of 
"The Italians." 

AT MALTA CROSS PRESEffTATIOW 

(Fro* left, as identified in caption): Messrs. Malaud 
(private secretary of French Foreign Ministry); Gallols- 
Cocteau; Henri Michaud: Baumel (General Secreiary of the 
U.N.R. - National Republican Union); Gdh^ral de Boissoudy*; 
Paul Sllvius; Turrou (Commander of the American Veterans of 
Foreign Wars, in Paris); General Pry (National Commander of 
American Veterans of Foreign Wars and Mp. George Weltner. 
(♦) Chairman of the "Medallles de la Resistance." (Medal of 
Honor holders of the Resistanc 

While dancing with Leslie 
Caron. Gulf 4 Western's Chalr- 
m^ of the Board, Charles G. 
Bluhdom paid a particular com¬ 
pliment to the star's radiant 
performance in "Is Paris Burn¬ 
ing? " 

.J 
Honors in Paris 

On October 28th, the Veter¬ 
ans of Foreign Wars of the Un¬ 
ited States gave a luncheon at 
the Cercle Milltaire in Paris 
in honor of George Weltner, 
president of Paramount; Henri 
Michaud, vice-president of Par¬ 
amount International; Henri 
Klarsfeld, general manager of 
Paramount in France and North 
Africa and Roger Gallols-Coctsau, 
who played an important part in * 
the Liberation of Paris. 

During the lunch, the Malta 
Cross was awarded to Messrs 
Weltner, Michaud and Gallois- 
Cocteau for the exceptional ser¬ 
vices they had rendered in the 
Second World War. The medal aIwu 
represents a tribute to the 
parts they played in the prod¬ 
uction of "Is Paris Burning?" 
which "will enable millions of 

eople to live again the drama 
hat took place in August 1944." 

ZURICH - Arrival of the director of "Is Paris Burning?" 
for the premiere celebration at the Rex Theatre, From left: 
Mr. pchoonheijt. manager of Sabena; an air hostess; 
R^ Client; Starfilm general manager Jules A Gendre; Mrs. 
Clement; Mr, and Mrs, Luigi Luraschf, 

Charles Bluhdorn Chairman of 
Famous Players Canadian Corp. 

TORONTO, Canada - The Board of Directors of Famous 
Players Canadian Corporation, Ltd,, in its quarterly meet¬ 
ing here on November 14th, elected Charles G. Bluhdom as 
a director of the company and chairman of the Board, succ- 
eeding the late J. J. Fitzgibbons. _ 
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.BOSTON - Portion of the fleet of 
75 delivery trucks of the Record- 
^ericM nwspaper which carried “Is 

over the city during the film's record-breakii 
engagement. 

NEW YORK - This quarter-page ad 
from the November 15th New York 
Times reflects something of the tip 
top national acceptance of ”Is 
Paris Burning?” 

Just as the current issue of 
Paramount World has dealt exter>- 
sively with the colorful premi¬ 
eres and giant business the big 
picture has registered in Europe 
so will our next issue survey 
the equally giant business that 
”-*-s Paris Burning?” is doing in 
the United States and Canada. 

TOROOTO - Dominique La- 
pierre (left) and Larry Collins 
(centre) continue their magnif¬ 
icent work in behalf of their 
book and the precedent-setting 
motion pictiu*e made from it. 

Here they are with Elwood 
Glover, host of the "Luncheon 
Date" network TV programme of 
Canadian Broadcasting Gorporab- 
ion, carrying the message of 
film and book right across 
Canada, The two authors are on 
a multi-city tour, meeting the 
pressas well as appearing on 
more TV and radio programmes. 

Fantast ic 
Press 
Coverage 
There has never, never, never been 

anything like iti 

We make no exceptions. No if's,and's 
or but's. 

And we are simply referring to the 

overwhelming, awe-inspiring press cov¬ 
erage of the premieres of "Is Paris 

Bum-ing?" in France, Belgium, Holland, 

Switzerland, Germany and Sweden, 

The evidence is so massive that it 

virtually coming in as freight; and 

what is even more important, the actual 

space given by the individual public¬ 

ations to the importance of the picture 

is more extensive and more prominently— 

slaced than any picture of any company 
at any time has been granted. 

This fact in turn reflects the utmost 
credit on all of the individual Para¬ 

mount publicists in the countries ment¬ 
ioned above. 

'Is Paris Burning?" is, in every way, 
■:.he embodiment of glory! 

ALL AMERICA ACCLAIMS 
“IS PARIS BURNING?”! 

NEW YORK! 

^“-k-kir-k HIGHEST RATING! An experience never to 
be forgotten! Imbued with warmth, human interest, suspense, 
excitement and exaltation!..Presented in so graphically 
dramatic a manner that it is as though the audience was 
actually witnessing the liberation!” -lut. n. r. daily news 

BOSTON! 
“MEMORABLE! INSPIRING! 
THRILLING!.. A brilliantly 
directed production which 
Is fully impressive! Even the 
tiniest 60-second episode be¬ 
comes a vignette of emotion 
and excitement!’'-BosTON globe 

CHICAGO! 
“TRIUMPHANT! Twinkles 
brightly with a long list of 
big-name stars!” 

-CHICAGO AMERICAN 

LOS ANGELES! 
“A GREAT PICTURE! 
STIRRING! GRIPPING! The 
tenseness grows and grows! 
The work of director Rene 
Clement and the exciting 
musical score by Maurice 
Jarre are Academy Award 
considerations!” 

-LOS ANGELES HERALD EXAMINER 

PHILADELPHIA! 
“STIRRING SCENES, FINE 
PERFORMANCES and the 
scenery only Paris could 
provide.” 

-PHIUDELPHIA DAILY NEWS 

WHRt • intwmaii.nEl cAtl ., - ..p.,^ _ 

M«* USUI CARON JfAM.nERIIE CASSEl CEORCE CNANIRIS 
MAJNBELOJMOIIK DOUGLAS GUNN FOM CERTFROfM TVaMOMnM AimHMT PERKINS 
SMONE SKNOOn ROOERT STACK' MARIE VIWNI' SKVINIRO' ORSON WEUSS 

copfou Flu 
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TONIGHT AT 8:30 • CRITERION THEATRE 
SEATS RESERVED • TICKETS NOW AT BOX-OFFICE OR BY MAIL 

BWAY t ABih ST, 
(212) JU 2-1795-6 

rm » R-, n Dw ?«*.,!« j frt n r*E n. 
14 «ii(»Ml*<vN,nt)iim/) 

Fop iK*«ir* onO oRocui ocNooi M'to/moncos r,;i fR 9 §700 CXT 390 

THARLJilVIRCRAfJ IMU« NOV »•»»* BOV JJ-HTtAIOAM INOWIMSOY.n 

STAMPED tNVflORE WITH CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO 
CRITERION THEATRE. OROADWAY AT 4Sir> STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y. 100J6 

nCASCSENOME TICKETS rOR ATS EACH. TOTALS 
Oslo 

o matinee 0 EVENIN9 D 50 AM, SHOW FIRST ALTERNATE DATE 

SECOND AITCRNATC DATE _THIRD ALTERNATE DATE 

NAMl___ ^ 

In addition to the road¬ 
show openings of "Is Paris 
Burning?" at the Criterion 
Theatre In New York and the 

Warner Hollywood Theatre, the 
big picture opened the same 
evening at the Cleveland Cir¬ 
cle in Boston; the Clnestage, 
Chicago; the Goldman, Phila¬ 
delphia; the York Theatre, 
Montreal, and the Glendale In 
Toronto, 
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PARIS IS RE-INVADED 
_BUT BY FRIENDLY 
FORCES 

Part of the convo7 proceed¬ 
ing right down the steps of the 
Palais de Chaillot in order to 
impart the fullest touch of 
realism to the spirit of the 
premiere. 

ccupation.... 

The black line on the above map represents the route taken 
by General Leclerc's 2nd Armored Division when it entered 
Paris on Aug, 25, 1944, to begin the liberation of the city. 

At Antony, where the French forces entered the city, there 
is now a monument dedicated to General Leclerc. A street along 
the liberation route. Avenue du General Leclerc, has also been 
named in honor of the commanding general. 

A symbolic convoy of military vehicles (as shown on this 
page;, followed this same liberation route as part of the Oct. 
24 premiere activities for "Is Paris Burning?" 

to Liberat ion.... 
to Re-Enactment! 

|RADI0PH0T0-"NIPIX 

International 
Journalists on Tour 

With Journalists from all over the world in 
premiere, a specific tour 

of the historic high-spots of the city which 
are prominently in focus in the film's dr^atic 
sto^, was arranged, with co-authors of the 
book, Larry Collins and Dominique Laplerre, as 
guides. At top. section of the party starting 

'^ith Collins in centre and Laplerre at €h 
In the bus glimpse. Collins is 

the lecturer. The following is a list of the 
places visited: 

he 

Mcurice * Plac de la Concorde * Pont de la Concorde — 

Boulevard Saint Germain - Solferlno - Rue Saint Dominique 

a drolte - Invalldes - Rue de Varenne - Matlgnon - 

Portion of the symbolic 
military convoy following the 
exact route taken by General 
LeClerc's Second Armored Div¬ 
ision in 1944. It, too, evoked 
deeply stirring emotions in 
the hundreds or thousands who 
witnessed it. 

Boulevard Raspoll a drolte - Rue de Vaugirard a gauche - 

Palaia du Luxembourg - Boulevard Saint Michel a gauche - 

Carrefour Saint Mlchel-Salnt Germain - lie de la Cite - 

Prefecture de Police - Notre Dome - ddtel de Vllle - 

Rue de Rlvoll di gauche - Pont de la \.oncorde - 

Quol d*Oreay a drolte - Tour Eiffel. 
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We shape our build- 
in/^s; thereafter they 
shape us, 

- Winston Churchill 

Ch i cago.... 
Major session under 

way, with Mr. Boasberg 
(far center) presiding: 
The following were pres¬ 
ent - Ernest Sands (H.O.), 
Myron Sattler and Nat 
Stem (New York) ,Don Hicks 

(Philadelphia),John Moore 
(Boston), Dan Houlihan 

(Buffalo), Robert Moore 
(Albany), Henry Germaine 
(New Haven).Pete DeFazlo 

(Pittsburgh),Ted Krassner 
(Washington),Sid Kaplan 
(Chicago), Tom Duane (De¬ 
troit) .Howard Ross (Mil¬ 
waukee) ,Harold Henderson 
(Cleveland), John Kane 
(Indianapolis). 

Also Phil Isaacs,M.H, 
Schank, Benjamin Shectman, 
Jack Perley, Frederick A. 
Leroy, Mario Ghlo, Joseph 
Moscaret and John McGettl- 
gan. Mort Hock, advertis¬ 
ing manager also attended 
with a presentation of up¬ 
coming ad. campaigns. 

.New Orleans 
SEATED, L to R; Forrle 

Myers(Mlnneapolls), Fred 

Mathis (Jacksonville), 
Chuck Callglurl (Des 
Moines), Ben Shectman 
(Home Office), Jack Per¬ 
ley (Home Offlee),William 
Briant (New Orleans),Tom 
Bridge (Dallas), Charles 
Boasberg (Home Office), 
Ernest Sands (Home Off¬ 
ice), Ed DeBerry( Atlanta), 

Ward Pennington (Los 
Angeles). 

STANDING, L to R:Harry 
Swonson (Salt Lake City), 
Paul Rice (Oklahoma Cltj), 
Mario Ohio (H.O.), Gerry 
Halle (Kansas City), Mar¬ 
tin Schank (H.O.), Wayne 
Llllard (Charlotte), Gor¬ 
don Bradley (Atlanta), 
Weber Howell (St.Louis), 
Fred Lt-oy (H.O.), Milton 
Anderson (San Francisco), 
Bernard Brager (Dallas), 
David L.Dunkle (Portland, 
John Kent (Seattle),Frank 
Carbone (Denver), William 
Meier (Cincinnati), Al 
Stout (Memphis), John 
McGettlgan (Los Angeles), 
Absent from photo:Irwin 

Yablans, Los Angeles. 

Two Top-Level U.S. Sales Meetings 
The week of October l6th saw important national sales meetings held 

in Chicago and New Orleans under the guidance of Charles Boasberg, gen¬ 
eral sales manager. All of the company’s division and branch managers 
participated in one of the two conferences. 

Accompanying Boasberg from New York were Paramount sales executives 
Ernest Sands, Phil Isaacs, Martin H. Schank, Benjamin Shectman, Jack 
Perley, Frederick A. Leroy, Mario Ohio, Mort Hock and Joseph Moscaret, 
The sales meetings covered plans and policies for Paramount's road-show 
presentation of "Is Paris Burning?" and the balance of the company's 
1966 line-up, Shovm below, and identified at left, were the attendees. 

im * 1 * 

*, T 6 ^ L ■ ft' M r 
1 

VARIETY really llkeh ’’The Swinger," say¬ 
ing, In part: 

"The Swinger" Is a very amusing original 
screen comedy which satirizes nudle books 
ana magazines.Commercial prospects look 
particularly hotsy for paramount release in 
situations catering to younger and teenage 
audiences....Result is a bang-up job._ 

CHICAGO - The "Alfle" Girls were real 
'eye-catchers' at the luncheon during the 
sales meeting here. 

Identifiable in the first shot are, from 
the left - Ernest Sands, Hugh Owen. Charles 
Boasberg ^id Nat Stem. At lower right, Rob¬ 
ert Moore; lower left,rear view Herb Glllls. 
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MORE NEWSY NEWS FROM 
AROUND THE WORLD 
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CHICAGO -Che 
of the Banj qae- 
'oes at the Esqu¬ 
ire Theatre dur¬ 
ing the engage¬ 
ment of "Bolshoi 
Ballet 67." the 
rery popular 
Paramount release 
in color, and 
with some of the 
finest music enr 
associated witha 
motion picture. 

"Alfie" in Toronto 
These two shots involve three theatres and three 

top-flight motion pictures. They present a remarkable 
juxtasposition of events and reactions. The three 
theatres are the Hollywood (which comprises the large 
North Cinema and the smaller South Cinema), and the 
Odeon. 

^5* while 
The North Cinema of the Hollywood is pla 

"Alfie,” the South Cinema has "Virginia Wool] 
the Odeon has "How To Steal A Million." 

The queues to the Hollywood's box-office come in 
full measure from both directions, and, as the top 
photograph indicates, the queue to the Hollwood app¬ 
arently in full, and certainly in part, is by-passing 
the Odeon. Obviously, "Alfie" is the stronger of the 
three 'ma^ets.' 

....But the Blye character has been war¬ 
ned about men like this, and has properly 
implemented the warning.. .and the Cobum 
character went on his way, a sadder, furiou- 
ser man. 

"Waterhole No. 3" is a wild and woolly 
western whizzer in which you hardly knowwtet 
is going to happen from one moment to the 
next. And it's a Paramount Picture. 

A Roll in the Hay 
That Misfires. 

The locale is a bam in the Blake Ed¬ 
wards Western comedy romance, "Waterhole No. 
3," in which James Coburn and Margaret Blye 
are co-starred. Hay being what it is, the 
Cobum character tries some uninvited rom- 
cincc* • • • 

'^111 begin its dual world premiere engage¬ 
ments December 21 at the Tower East and 
Forum Theatres in New York City and at the 
Hollywood Paramount „ . v. ^ 
in Los Angeles. Hubschmid, Caine 

The suspenseful 
story cf the attempt 
of British intelli¬ 
gence to arrange the 
defection of a top 
Russian official to 
the West, "Funeral 
in Berlin" is based 
on the best-selling 
suspense novel by 
Len Delghton. The 
film stars Michael Caine, co-stars Paul 
Hubschmid and introduces Eva Renzi, with 
Caine re-creating the characterization which 
won him international critical and audience 
acclaim (as 'Harry Palmer') in Deighton's 
"The Ipcress File." 

and Renzi 

JAMES CAAN. who was 
viperishly unpleasant in 
"Lady In A Cage." is a 
romantic delight in the 
Howard Hawkes production 
of "El Dorado," in which 
John Wayne ana Robert 
Mitehum are co-starred. 

November 15 is "Paramount Day" 
Paramount Pictures Day will be celebrated in 30'branch cities 

across the United States on Tuesday, November 15, 

Right across the nation, exhibitors will be Invited to their 
local local branch for a full day of 2 screenings of top-level 

"Funeral In Berlin," A Paramount 
luncheon will separate the two screenIngs, 

CHICAGO - Advertising manager Mort Hock 
making his campaign presentation to the Par¬ 
amount sales gathering in the Balaban and 
Katz projection room here. 

BOMBAY - "Nevada Smith" has added to its 
string of international triumphs by opening 
to a sensational success at the New Elmpire 
here. K.S. Vaidyanathan, Paramount's general 
manager, has guaranteed a long ran for the 
great western thriller. 
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Unprecedented crowds lined up for seats 
In Le Paramount. Another queue-view in lower 
right hand comer of this page. 

kO 

ACE CINEMAS OF P A R I S 
PRESENTING 

"IS PARIS BURNING?" 

™enty Style Joune 
. » t '5 

BTUT^ 

The Mistral on the Left Bank had to add 
extra umbrella stands for the crowds. 

is 

The Marivaux had gendarmes 
on hand to control the crowds. 

The Elysees had a new queue 
ready as each screening ended. 

The George V management was 
delighted with the the Champs 
Elysees crowds flowing into the 
popular cinema. 

The Miramar's front-of-house display 
a magnificent show-piece for a great film 
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"A global smash seen for 
Fine Par-7 Arts production. 
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